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SOME DISTINGUISHED VISITORS.

THE jURIST—THE SCHOLAR—THE ACTOR.

T is so much the fashion for Amer- pears to be setting in on the part of

I icans to go abroad when leisure or op- well-to-do Europeans to visit America,

portunity pennits the voyage across the and to make themselves personally ac

Atlantic, that we may not be fully alive quai'nted with our country and people.

to the fact that a tide of reciprocity ap- Should we examine the passenger list of
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a lately arrived steamer at any season, es

pecially in the early autumn, we shall

note the names of several persons of

local or general prominence in their own

land, England, France, or Germany; and

it is by no means unusual for a company

of titled folk to land at our docks, intent

upon making a tour of observation over

Of

the foreigners who come with mercenary

intent there seems to be no end, and the

majority of them. especially those who

the wide expanse of our continent.

have reputation for artistic or literary

talent, appear to reap a profitable har

vest in their rounds. At the present

time the number of foreign "profession

als" vying for public notice and the peo

ple's money, in New York City alone, is

surprisingly large. If one were to glance

down the theatrical column of a daily

newspaper he would be inclined to think

that Europe's best singers and actors were

assembled on this side of the great salt

pond by a kind of agreement.

Some of England's best specimens of

manhood have visited us as friend comes

to friend, no motive of pecuniary advan

So Mr. Spen

cer came, and tarried only too brief a

space among us. 50 Lord Dufi’erin moved

tage coloring the sojourn.

quietly about from city to city, courting

no notice, asking no favors.

Lately one of our cousin John's best

sons spent a few months in the United

States, and made a most agreeable im

pression by his refined person, manner,

and high culture. We allude to the Chief

Justice of England, or Lord Coleridge,

as he is commonly styled by virtue of his

office. His portrait indicates an organi

zation of fine quality, with the added

effects of study and culture. Tempera

mentally there is a balance which is un

usual, the finely-developed brain being

well sustained by a well-preserved and

solidly compacted body. There is no ex

cess of tissue, but an apparent fullness

of function in all the vital organs. Ex

cellent lungs, a large and powerful heart,

and good natural digestion supply the

aliment for the free and effective oper

ation of the intellectual powers. He is

a prompt, ready, close observer; a keen

scrutinizer into the constitution of things ;

He reads

character off-hand, has an intuitive dis

a clear and able judge of men.

cernment of motives, and of the true in

conduct. He is nice and close in anal

ysis; would have made a chemist or ge

ologist of eminent capabilities, because

of his appreciation of the natural world,

and his alert understanding of the me

chanics of matter. We judge that he loves

to study intricate questions ; those which

involve much detail and require close

thought in their resolution. He is clear

and definite in the use of language;

speaks from knowledge and from person

al reflection, not from a memory stored

He never overloads

his speech with words and phrases, but

expresses his meaning with the clearness

with words merely.

of understanding and the nicety of cult

ure and practice. We do not wonder,

with this portrait before us, that its own

er found a cordial reception, not only

among the gentlemen of the American

bar, whose guest he was, but in general

society; for aside from reputation as a

jurist, he adds the charm of a broad

charity and a refined as well as liberal

manner.

MATTHEW ARNOLD.

Men of power in any field—letters, sci

ence, business—are individual ; they stand

apart from the masses, in their endow

ments and attainments, and also in their

purposes, and while the masses are given
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to reverencing custom, fashion, conven

tion, they turn with pleasure to accord

honor to the man who has proved him

self superior to mere custom and prev

alent usage.

In Mr. Arnold we have a man who is

thoroughly individual, yet not the one to

decry usage ; he believes in growth, cult

that the culture he teaches is no easy,

mechanical thing, but the work of sober,

persistent purpose.

are those of quick sensibility, aspiration.

Among his qualities

decision, application, order, invention.

He is a nice man in the severe meaning

of the term, readily noting and condemn

ing the incongruous, unsuitable, irregu

ure, advancement by stages; by following

a set plan. This plan the average man

must adopt if he would rise in mental ca

pability; if he would be refined in habit

and mannerism.

We look at the portrait of Mr. Arnold

and find it marked by the evidences of

earnest, protracted study; by the proofs

lar, and out of sorts. His intellectual or

gans are liberally developed, especially in

the central region of the forehead; so are

also the organs in the upper temporal

region. Hence he is a natural critic in

literature and art, a fastidious delicacy of

taste correlating with the sharpness of

the logical judgment. He has a high
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sense of honor, a keen appreciation of

the obligations of respect and courtesy

which one should entertain for another;

but the feeling is not due in any great

degree to deference to social rule, but

rather to the sense of integrity and the

spirit of pride and the feeling that merit

above all adventitious things should com

mand respect. Mr. Arnold believes in no

aristocracy of opinion ; no mere class as

sumptions, and would not willingly fol

low a lead that was not shown to be fully

justified by circumstances, and then dele

gated, not assumed. The effect of his

studies upon his nature seems to have

been other than cheerful and warm—the

expression of the face indicating dissatis

faction or disappointment. Society does

not respond to its privileges and oppor

tunities of growth intellectually and mor

ally, and Mr. Arnold appears to view it

as obstinately perverted,‘ or bound in the

shackles of fated incapacity.

HENRY IRVING.

Mr. Irving's face is familiar enough to

the denizens of our large cities, as his

portraits, like those of all prominent wear~

er: of the buskin, are broadly displayed

in the windows of the art and music

, stores; and besides, as it is a part of the

business of a manager who purposes to

bring out a special attraction to have

_ him or her well published in pamphlet

and newspaper, Mr. Irving's peculiar en

dowments of feature have not been neg

lected in this way. His head and face

have an individuality which is striking.

The head has a form akin to the Celtic

type, being long, prominent in the fore

head, strongly developed in the base, and

somewhat projecting in the posterior re

gion. At the crown it is well elevated and

knobby, intimating a positive, steadfast

ness of opinion which belongs to the Scot

tish character. The temperament indi

cates a robust, enduring physique—a

strong appreciation of life for its own sake.

He wears but slowly in relations which

would soon exhaust or discourage an aver

age man, and can adapt himself to circum

stances which make reasonable demands

upon his strength with ease, provided

there is not too much of routine. He

is fond of variety as well as activity, and

dislikes restriction, or to feel in any re

spect subordinate to the will of others.

The development of his perceptive facul

ties is such as to render him hungry foI

information, desirous to know the world

in all its phases. His activity and the

other influences of his temperament in

dispose him to the life of the student;

he can not play a passive, inner part, but

must be moving, seeing and knowing for

himself, exercising his senses for the ac

quisition of facts at first-hand. He has,

indeed, many of the elements which con

stitute one curious and inquisitive. No

tice the marked development of the or

gans near the root of the nose—Individ

uality, Size, Eventuality, Locality. His

head is broad and full in the back-head,

giving him strong social feelings, and

strong love elements. His friends are

adhered to and defended, if necessary,

with earnest tenacity. His strength of

will and the thoroughness of his convic~

tions render him thorough-going and en

ergetic in whatever he undertakes; hence

he is one of the last men to relinquish an

effort to which he has once applied his

hand. While fond of having his own way,

he is scarcely to be regarded as the man to

encroach upon the rights of others, be

cause of his practical discernment of the

fitness and reason of things, and his be

lief that liberty of thought and'action
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should be accorded to men. He is no

imitator, although an actor; independ

ence, individuality, frankness, and sincer—

ity are among the most powerful factors

in his character.

JOHN DUKE COLERQIDGE, later known

as Sir John Coleridge, was born in the year

1821, and educated at Eton and Balliol

College, Oxford, where he obtained a

scholarship, and was graduated in 1842.

In 1846 he received his Master's degree,

up to which year he had been a Fellow

of Exeter College. He was admitted to

practice at the Bar in the Middle Tem- I

ple, November 6, I846, and went on the l

Western Circuit, of which he was for

some years leader. In 1855 he was ap

pointed Recorder of Portsmouth, and was

created a Queen's Counsel in 1861, being

soon afterward nominated a Bencher of

the Middle Temple. He was an unsuc

cessful candidate for the Parliamentary

representation of Exeter in August, 1864,

but was elected for that city in July, 1865,

and continued to represent it until No

vember,
1873.

In December, 1868, on the formation

of Mr. Gladstone’s government, he was

appointed to fill the office of Solicitor

General, when he received the honor of

knighthood, and in November, 187:, on

Sir Robert Collier being appointed to a
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Judgeship in the Judicial Department of

the Privy Council, Sir John Coleridge

was appointed to succeed him as Attor

nay-General. On the retirement of Lord

Romilly, in 1873, from the Mastership of

the Rolls, Sir John, as Attomey-General,

though a member of the Common Law

Bar, received the first offer of that ap

pointment, but after mature deliberation

declined it. Soon afterward, however,

the death of Sir William Bovill left the

Chief-Justiccship of the Court of Com

mon Pleas at the disposal of the Govern

ment, and this high office was at once

conferred upon Sir John Coleridge, who

was sworn in as Lord Chief-Justice No

vember 19, 1873. In the following month

he was raised to the peerage, “ith the

title of Baron Coleridge of Ottery St.

Mary. The position he holds is next in

legal dignity to that of Lord Chancellor.

Lord Coleridge is considered one of

the foremost speakers on the English

bench; in readiness, especially, he prob

ably has no superior. The many addresses

which he made while in this country were

almost entirely off-hand, yet in every case

admirably suited the occasion. One in

stance of his promptness in using an op

portunity to present an instructive lesson

to an educated audience, was that when

at a banquet one of the speakers boasted

of the
“
bigness" of the United States in

comparing it with Great Britain. In his

turn the Chief-Justice then gracefully and

in few words pointed out the true nobil

ity of a nation :

“Territorial bigness does not count for

much in the estimate of national great

ness. Bigness is not largcncss. The ex

tent of the republic is too often dwelt

upon by orators as something not only

phenomenal, but highly creditable to the

citizens of the republic. What of it?

asks the visitor. You didn't make it. The

territorial expanse of this country, vast

though it may be, does not add one whit

to its national greatness, unless it shall

appear that the great republic is great in

the qualities that elevate and dignify a

nation and command the respect of man

kind. A small State, poor and yet noble,

may win a name for national heroism

which another, rich in acres and desti

tute of manhood, may never hope to gain.

To own many millions of acres of land,

to build thousands of miles of railroad,

and to control the commerce of vast.

lands and rivers, may be the result of

a series of lucky accidents. None of

these constitute a State. But to main

tain among the nations of the earth a.

lofty patriotism, a high order of manhood,

a good government, and an unblemished

reputation for national honesty—this is

real greatness. By the side of these char

acteristics mere bigness dwindles into in

significance."

MATTHEW ARNOLD is the eldest son

of the distinguished Rugby teacher, Dr.

Thomas Arnold, and was born at Lale

ham, near Staincs, England, on the 24th

of December, 1822. A thorough course

of training was his; ending at Oxford,

where he was graduated with honors in

184.4. In 1847 the late Lord Landsdownc

made him his private secretary, and he

acted in that capacity until his marriage

in 1851, when he was appointed a Lay In

specter of Schools—a position which he

still holds.

In 1848 he published a volume of poems,

entitled
"
Strayed Reveller, and other Po

ems." In 1853 "Empedoclcs on Etna,

and other Poems." These were signed

“ A," but in 1854 he published a volume

of new pieces with selections from his

previous writings in his own name. A

second series followed soon after. In

1857 he was elected Professor of Poetry

at Oxford, a. chair which he held for ten

years—in the meantime acting in impor

tant capacities for the British Govern~

ment in relation to measures for the im

provement of popular education.

Mr. Arnold has been an industrious

contributor to the literature of his coun

try.
“
The Essays on Criticism," which

are conspicuous examples of his scholar

ship and analytical skill, were published

in 1865, being a collection of some of his

prose contributions to the periodicals
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Among his later works are
“
Lectures on

the Study of Celtic Literature,” which

appeared in 1868; "St. Paul and Prot

estantism," 1870;
"
Literature and _Dog

ma," i873;
“ Last Essays on Church and

Religion," 1877. He has been the recip

ient of royal honors. the King of Italy

conferring several years since the Order

of Commander of the Crown of Italy, in

acknowledgment of Mr. Amold’s care of

the young Duke of Geneva, who lived in

his care while pursuing a course of study

in England.

As a poet Mr. Arnold does not cap ti

vate the public mind, for the reason per

haps of the refinement and polish of his

verses; notwithstanding that. his best

efforts show "more than the mere culti

vated taste of the man of letters and the

practiced hand of the made poet." It is

in the department of literary criticism

that he appears to the best advantage,

organization and opportunity supplying

unusual facilities in that behalf. A care

ful writer says :

“ The secret of his influence is not hard

to discover. A severe censor, a biting sa

tirist, he has nevertheless been in general

accord with the intellectual movement of

the time, though almost always a little in

advance of it. That culture which is es

sential to the perfect and harmonious

life, that culture which consists not in

sunflowersand blue china, but in ‘know

ing the best that has been thought and

said in the world,’ is a want of which the

age is profoundly conscious; and it is

partly because of this consciousness that

the literary activity of our generation

shows such a decided tendency toward

critical rather than creative work. Mr.

Arnold has not only been an able defend

er of the dignity and importance of crit

icism, but he is himself one of the fore

most masters of the art. There is no

Englishman who has conceived a more

exalted idea of the functions of the critic,

or kept more faithfully in view his own

definition of the business of the critical

powers ‘in all branches of knowledge,

theology, philosophy, history, art, science,

to see the object as in itself it really is,’

or exercised that power with a more fas

cinating clearness, a more elegant and

charming urbanity."

10m: HENRY BRODRIB IRVlNG was

born at Keinton, near Glastonbury, Feb

ruary 6, 1838, and obtained his education

at the school of Dr. Pinches, London.

There he took part in school recitations

and little Christmas plays, and showed not

a little aptitude for dramatic representa

tion. From school he went into a count

ing~house, but his inclinations were so

strong for the stage that he devoted him

self to the study of elocution under an

actor for the purpose of preparing himself

to play; and when about eighteen he

made his first appearance at the Sunder

land Theater. He appears to have been

so overcome by nervous excitement that

he could not perform his part on this oc

casion, and rushed from the scene. In

his next venture he was more successful,

and later obtained an engagement which

continued for over two years. This was

in Edinburgh. Anxious to obtain an en

gagement in London, which would bring

him fairly before the public, he gave read

ings from the plays of "Virginius" and

"The Lady of Lyons," which attracted

the attention of well-known critics, and

secured a part for him in the Princess

Theater. From 1860 to the close of 1865

he played in different cities, remaining,

however, for over three years in Manches

ter, where he was connected with the

Theater Royal.

A very successful impersonation of his

in “Hunted Down" led to Mr. Irving's

engagement at the St. James, London,

where he became identified with the suc

cessful impersonation of villainy in its dif

ferent forms, and also proved himself a

comedian of no mean powers.

His reputation was now well established,

so that he was in steady demand for city

or provincial engagements. With in

creased experience he essayed higher

parts, until his representation of
“
Ham

let
"
in the autumn of 1874, at the Lyce

um, produced a marked sensation among

theater-goers—and it was conceded by the
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majority of the English critics that Mr.

Irving had won a place in the front rank

of Shakespearean delineators.

Since that time Mr. Irving has devoted

himself chiefly to the rendering of the

plays of the great dramatist; turning aside

to simpler or more modern compositions

as occasion or the public demand for va

riety may require.

Critical opinion is inclined to impute

much of Mr. Irving's popularity to his

peculiar mannerisms and the perfection

of the material make-up of the plays

which he places upon the stage. He is

confessedly a master of melodramatic art,

and in "The Bells," a powerful drama,

adapted from the novel entitled "The

Polish Jew," his skill in the portrayal of

strong situations is well illustrated. A

contributor to Harper's Was/Ely says:

"Matthias, in ‘The Bells,’ was/I be

lieve, the first character in which he ex

erted over a London audience the mar

vclous fascination springing from that

subtle something'of infinite value known

as personal magnetism. Since then there

has existed between him and the Lyceum

audiences an mfmlz cordial: probably un

precedented in the annals of the drama.

It has made the elaborate Shakespearean

revivals and fine setting of other plays

possible. The success of
‘ The Bells‘ was

immediate and overwhelming. Such a

weird, wild portrayal of horror had never

been witnessed on the London stage as Mr.

Irving's portrayal of the vision-haunted

murderer Matthias. The element of terror

is brought out in bolder relief by his capi

tal assumption of unconcem in such mo

ments as when he argues with Christian

that his efforts to discover the murderer

of the Polish Jew will prove futile. Mr.

Lewis’ adaptation of Erckmann-Chatrian's

‘
Le Juif Polonais

'
is a one-character play.

In the hands of Henry Irving its strength

lies in this one-character feature. No

greater evidence of his power as a melo

dramatic actor is needed. A bit of by

play may be mentioned to show the care

with which he elaborates his characters,

and how artistically the points thus made

harmonize with his conception of the

character as a. whole. As Matthias takes

Annette's dowry out of his money-bag

he carelessly puts the string around his

neck; a moment later he shivers with

terror and snatches it off."

EDITOR.

THE RlGl-i'l' MAN iN THE RIGHT PLACE.

How many the gifts of our God 1

But none better—let who can refute—

Thsn the gift, which so few men possess—

The right man in the right place to puti

Oh, the sorrowful sighing i

Oh, the mourning and crying!

There must be a life that is after this i

A life to make up for this want of bliss ;

To make up for the woe and the weariness 1

See him, with the true artist-soul,

Who is digging out stones from the earth !

And the one who should sing hymns of praise,

Who is blowing up bubbles for mirth 1

And him, with the head of a chief,

And with shoulders of broad, manly shape,

Who has taken what seemed t’ as his lot,

And is listlessly measuring tape 1

There's one in a governor‘: seat;

From his weakness what can we expect?

While he's fickle and wavering himself,

Can he ever command your respect?

And see when sweet Violet wilt-s,

On a bare, barren rock she is placed ;

And she yearns for a cool, quiet nook1

While she shrinks from the sun's fierce em

brace i

One look at that gorgeous flower

Which is fading away in the shade,

With her face ever turned to the sun,

As she pines for the bright open glade ;

See her with a Slbyl’s broad brow !

Slender form, and her gifts, all of God i

He hath shown His design in His works ;

Yet she sinks ‘neath the weight of her load.

Oh, the sorrowful sighing l

Oh, the mourning and crying!

There must be a life that is after this i

A life to make up for this want of bliss;

To make up for the woe and the weariuess.

onto: 11. norm.

I
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THE ORATORICAL TYPE OF CHARACTER—AN ANALYSIS.

IN
previous articles I laid down as a

basis for the study of character the

principle that man ought to be studied

as he presents himself to us, and I also

pointed out that the best way to carry

out this principle was to consider man

psychologically, physiologically, and phys

iognornically. In pursuance of this I

have given a very brief outline of the

genetic powers in man, which singly and

in combination form the basis of types

of character. But the reader, from this

short abstract, can form no adequate con

ception of the fullness, practicality, and

scientific accuracy of this method of in

vestigating human character. I will'

however, select one prominent type for

special treatment, hoping it may convey

some notion of how well this system of

studying man can fulfill the necessary

conditions of scientific accuracy.

Let us take an orator as he presents

himself before an audience, we forming

members of that audience, and endeavor

to study him as he appears to us. Our

speaker is a popular one, an orator of a

national or world-wide reputation; this is

the best model for study. As he steps

upon the platform, the confused murmur

of whispering plcasantry subsides, and all

eyes are directed toward this one man.

What a terrible situation for a human

being; ten thousand faces, all glowing

with various passions, emotions, and

thoughts, are turned toward him. In

numerable eyes are flashing a steady

magnetic flame into his eyes. It is no

wonder that the orator seems to tremble;

his first sentences are husky, inarticulate,

and tremulous. A strange, excitable dread

takes possession of his whole being, and

his body rccoils back, as if wishing to

escape from this vast army of men and

women. What shall he do? Retire in

disgrace, or attempt and fail? How can

he, a man possessing the same number

of faculties, intellectual, emotional, and

animal, as each individual before him.
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ever address a great assembly of men

and women, all burning with passions,

some the very opposite to those which

he wishes to kindle? It is a dreadful po

sition for any mortal. Very few have

been successful. You can count great

men in poetry, philosophy, science, and

other departments, and fill a book with

them, but great popular orators can be

told off on your ten fingers. To face an

audience of men and women, and sway

them by the power of eloquent speech

for an hour or two, is a triumph far

greater than the conquest of a kingdom.

The few who have accomplished this

glorious victory are found scattered on

the pages of history, and it would be an

easy task for the memory to enumerate

them. But let us see, our orator is one

of the successful ones. He passes the

Rubicon. That excitability which almost

overpowered his intellect, now becomes

the electric fire by which he will send his

message into the palpitating hearts of

the multitude of men and women before

him. Those eyes and faces which seemed

at first so dreadful, so threatening in their

aspect, will become the source of his

greatest power. As each gleam of pathos,

sublimity, wit, and burning logic lights

up his eyes, plays on his countenance,

and radiates from every atom of his body,

so does a responsive flame glow on the

faces of the men and women before him.

Thus sympathy is awakened, a bond of

communication is established, and that

which the orator at first feared, has be

come the momentum power of his suc

cess.

As we listen to him, we feel indescrib

able thrills run through and through our

frames. Sometimes they pass along the

heart like an icy hand, sometimes they

awaken to fury irresistible, and the cry

is, "Grasp the shield, draw the swor ";

"Let us fight for the principles which

the speaker advocates";
"
Let us march

against Philip!" Then, again, we are

entranced. charmed, and held spell-bound

by some beautiful, mysterious, or won

derful illustration or description. Per

haps wit plays with all the
irresistible

charm of humor, mirth, and drollery:

and laughter and applause follow each

other in rapid succession. And the more

we respond to these emotions, stimulated

by the orator, the more powerful and

higher his flights of eloquence become.

Now, the question for us to solve is,

upon what does all this depend P There

is evidently a current of sympathy be

tween the audience and the speaker.

What is the law of this current, and the

conditions of its manifestation? It de

pends upon the three conditions which I

have mentioned as an introduction to this

subject. They are psychological, physio

logical, and physiognomical.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL.

This embraces all the qualities of mind

necessary to an orator. In the old scheme

of metaphysical analysis we would prob

ably find the essentials of oratory enu

merated as a gift of the imagination, a

copious supply of words acquired by

habits of study, the capacity to arrange

in an orderly way the various heads of a.

speech. Their analysis would consist, at

any rate, of the enumeration of some

general powers; but few specific elements

would be mentioned, and no attempt

would be made to connect them with

brain or body. In our analysis, we shall

attempt to specify the psychological con

ditions necessary to oratory. There are

individual differences in onators, but

there are general principles which are

common to all. First, a bond of sym

pathy must be established between the

speaker and the listener in order that

the orator may accomplish his purpose,

which is the chief end of oratory.

Second, special endowment; there is a

genius for oratory as there is for poetry,

philosophy. and science. The law of

sympathy with respect to this principle

is relative; its activity depends upon the

constitutional endowment of the speaker

and the listener. If the orator and his

audience have a number of faculties in

common, there will be a psychological

current of sympathy set in motion when

ever these elements are awakened in the
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speaker and the listener. Now, this cur

rent will be more powerful and over

whelming in its sweep, the more numer

ous the constitutional elements aroused,

and according to the depth and brilliancy

of the ideas and phraseology which ap

peal to them. This is why one kind of

oratory has a powerful effect upon some,

and another kind has an equal effect

upon others. The national or popular

orator has the power to awaken the

greatest number of constitutional ele

ments, which are possessed in common,

or to intensify a few of the more ener

getic and elevated with frenzied passion.

Orators who could sway all

classes of people have been

few. The great popular ora

tors, like Demosthenes and

Cicero in ancient, and Chat

ham, \Vhitefield, and Chalm

ers in modern times, are not

numerous. The reason is

partly psychological and

partly circumstantial. There

must be genius, and there

must be opportunity. All

great orators have appeared

in great crises of the world's

history; there must be an

outlet for brilliant oratorical

bursts commensurate with

their power and splendor.

The psychological gifts

are these: The highest suc

cess in oratory depends upon

rare constitutional endowments; large

mental powers in the highest state of ac

tivity; a vigorous endowment of the

emotional nature; a poetic imagination,

and a command of choice phraseology.

Large mental powers depend upon the

size, quality, texture, and health of the

brain. All the organs must not only be

large, but they must be in a passional

state of activity. No metaphysical cool

ness, no abstract logic, no dry formulas,

and commonplace phraseology can thrill

an audience. Metaphysical reasoning

must become concrete, logic must shine

in the volcanic flames of the emotions, ‘.

and words must be instinct with life and

power.

There are two ways of gaining truth;

through metaphysical and intricate logi

cal processes, or by poetic and imaginative

intuition. Great philosophers like Kant

and Aristotle reached truth by the

former; eminent poets like Shakespeare

and Milton, by the latter process. Truth

is just as true discovered by Shakespeare

as by Kant. But truth in the hands of

Shakespeare is more persuasive, because

dipped in the fountains from whence

well up the life-springs of action, the

fountains of emotion and imagination.

Daxios means.

The orator should present truth more

after the manner of the poet than the

metaphysician.

We have said that the orator should, if

possible, possess all the faculties in the

human constitution in a high state of

power. It is right here that oratory di

vides off into branches; here is where

the streams separate, and different styles

of oratory become manifest. Some ora

tors possess a few faculties in a state of

great power and activity, as compared

with other elements in their make-up,

and this leads to a peculiar style of ora

tory. For example, an orator may be all
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emotional; the whole of his discourse

may be addressed to the feelings, pure

and simple; he will wield great power

over those who have
a_
similar en

dowment; and in a great metropolis will

draw around him a large audience, but

he can never be a national orator; he

never can be like Chalmers, Demosthenes,

or Lord Chatham. This emotional class

of orators may divide again into as many

branches as there are different element

ary powers manifesting themselves in

their oratory. Thus, for example, an

orator under the influence of the organ

of Benevolence will have a sympathetic

Cnnvsos'rol.

style of delivery. His illustrations will

be tinged more or less with pathos. If

we add wit, sublimity, and ideality, then

we will have an orator like John B. Gough,

who thrills his audience with stories of

pathos, humor, and heroism. Add to

these, other powers, and you make an

approach to the model orator. The mere

effusions, expletives, and exclamations

such as are sometimes heard among itin

erant preachers, ought not to be digni

fied with the name of oratory. They are

not bursts of genuine passion; they are

mere sentimentality, the product, not of

a highly emotional nature, but of a low

state of development of the feelings.

The endeavor of all such is to stimulate

feeling which is only skin deep in their

nature; hence they express themselves

in howls and exclamations. This kind of

oratory has been called the oratory of the

feelings, but it is no such thing. It is

rather a superficial show of the genuine

article. Feelings which are deep and

powerfully active, are passionate, not

sentimental; they express themselves in

real pictures, rather than empty exple

tives. Wrapped around the gleaming

trelliswork of the imagination, they glow

with all the luxuriance of reality.

It would be a long task to

enumerate all the styles of

oratory. It is sufficient to

remember that psychological

difference leads to variety of

style. While we assert that

every faculty of the human

constitution can be skillfully

employed in oratory, there

are some faculties without

which no one can be a great

orator. There must be the

gift of speech, the organ of

Language, as the phrenolo

gists call it. Men have in

deed influenced an audience

who were not fluent in

speech; but we do not call

that eloquence. Their pow

er was not in their oratory,

but probably in the truth

or efficacy of their state

ment, or in the importance of the cause

for which they spoke. Genuine oratory

demands a skillful use of choice words,

harmonious in sound and radiant with

feeling. Strong, pointed phraseology,

interspersed with stately periods, are a

powerful auxiliary in arousing men to ac

tion. All the popular orators have pos

sessed this power. Their diction is

marvelous for sweetness, music, and

grandeur. A good endowment of lan

guage, then, is essential to an orator.

Imagination and originality of concep

tion are the next psychological requisites.

The metaphysical school simply mentions
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Imagination in their analysis as a general

power; it is therefore of value only so

far as it is a convenient term easy of use ;

but if we take the best classification of

the mind which has as yet appeared, that

of Phrenology, we will have a more satis

factory and practical definition of Imagi

nation. Imagination, pure and simple,

is the ability to call up an image or repre

sentation of an object. idea, or event. It is

that faculty which makes old truths live

over again, which develops and clothes

with living beauty the dry bones of in

tellectual conceptions. But imagination

is not one and indivisible; it is not a

primitive faculty, it is a gen

eral conception like mem

ory, emotion, etc. Imagi

nation, in a general sense,

is a property of every faculty

in the human mind. Benev

olence, for instance, in a state

of activity can conceive of

suffering so as to inspire the

intellect to supply materials

for a pathetic story. So

Veneration, Hope, Spiritual

ity, Arnativeness, all have

their imaginative side, and

according to the develop

ment and passional activity

of these organs will be the "

intensity of the imaginative

picture which they present.

Such is imagination in

general; but the higher

functions of imagination—

the sublime and beautiful—depend upon

the passional activity of sublimity and

ideality. ldeality gives that exquisite

feeling of harmony and proportion; it

detects and rejoices in the beautiful. An

indescribable thrill of pleasure seems to

radiate from all artistic works of perfec

tion. Ideality is, therefore, an element

In perfection of diction and beauty of

ideas. But the most important organ in

high and elevated oratory is Sublimity.

All popular orators have possessed it

well developed. It seems almost abso

lutely necessary to popular oratory. when

we conceive of the magnitude of the oc

\

\
:0
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casion when an orator must address thou

sands of men and women; when anything

commonplace would be unsuitable for

such a vast assembly; when, if the

speaker wishes to preserve his own iden

tity, his power over so vast and threaten

ing a multitude, his language, his phrase

ology, his ideas must be correspondingly

magnificent—Sublimity clothes all with

power. Images and illustrations sub

jected to its influence burn with volcanic

intensity. It has power to lift up and

sway an audience as no other sentiment

or intellectual faculty can. Besides im

parting grandeur and magnitude to all

cream.

the emotional nature, it draws the intel

lectual conceptions within its furnace and

imparts to them a giant strength. Hence

there have been orators who, in the ut

terance of what would have been other

wise cool intellectual statements, have

seemed to swell with irresistible power.

This was because the conceptions were

so heightened in magnitude and power

by sublimity that they lost for the present

their commonplace intellectuality.

If we wish to prove this, we have but to

take up the speeches of Demosthenes and

Chatham, and the sermons of the great

Scottish preacher, Thomas Chalmers.
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Reason in Demosthenes is not common

place ; the strong elements are seized

upon and sublimity exaggerates their pro

portions. It is the faculty which delights

in strong contrasts. The Psalms of

David and the book of Job, and prophets

Isaiah, Ezekiel, and the book of Revela

tion, are examples. It abounds in Shake

speare, Homer, and Milton. It forms one

third of prose, two-thirds of poetry, and

four-fifths of genuine oratory. I have no

‘space for illustration, but here is a com

parison which has rooted and blossomed

in the fertile soil of sublimity. The or

ator is speaking of the corruptions of the

Roman Empire, and is seeking for a com

parison by which to represent the death

of her national life, the effect of those

corruptions. He compares the utter des

olation of Roman nationality to an ex

tinct volcano.

“
My friends, have you ever stood above

the crater of a volcano when she has

spouted forth her burning lava and gazed

far down into her hissing womb, void of

all save murky darkness? Such was

Rome—one vast volcano drained of all her

fire and life; the lurid light of her dying

ashes served only to reveal the vile filth

spread in heaps around; she grows de

tested in the sight of nations; her doom

is drawing nigh; the cold hand of death

is on her."

Now, an equivalent statement of this

by the intellectual faculties would be a

tame affair. It would be simply that

Rome, because of her corruptions of

morals and general political disorganiza

tion, lost her national spirit and so fell

a prey to her enemies. But how faint

the impression made upon an audience

by the latter expression.

I have said that Sublimity was one of

the most useful faculties in oratory, inas

much as it made even logic and meta

physics live in a dazzling atmosphere.

Chalmers‘ astronomical sermons are illus

trative of this. Probably no other ora

tor ever submitted such deep intellectual

thought to a mixed audience as Thomas

Chalmers. Yet he was listened to with

rapt attention because of the enthusiasm
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of his delivery and the magnitude of his

expressions. In his portrait the organs of

Sublimity and ldeality are both large.

These organs, Ideality and Sublimity,

prompt the intellect to express ideas con

cretely, not abstractly. This is a high

element in oratory. There never has

been a great orator, and probably there

never can be one, who does not manifest

this quality. All the great preachers

have the faculty of picture-painting of

ideas more or less. The tameness of the

ordinary preacher is the result in part of

a lack of this quality of the imagination.

They gathe r a few commonplace thoughts

and string them together by means of

st ale phraseology. The

whole may have the appear

ance of condensed thought.

but it is old thought in an

old garb. Sunday after Sun

day people are bored with

this stuff, and there is no re

lief. The clergyman they

had before preached in the

same way, and should they

get a new clergyman he

would probably do the same

thing; so there is no escape

except to cut prayers as often

as possible.

The absence of imagina

tion and originality in amin

ister is almost fatal to his suc

cess as a preacher, because

the substantial facts of Christianity are old

and church people have heard them over

and over again. What is wanted in such

circumstances is to produce truth in a

new way, in new phraseology, with new

illustrations, and new turns of thought,

and to make it glow with the light of the

imagination.

I will just quote one extract from the

greatest orator since Demosthenes, Lord

Chatham, as an illustration of the differ

ence between commonplace statement

and that produced by the imagination.
“
The poorest man may, in his cottage,

bid defiance to all the forces of the crown.

It may be frail—its roof may shake—the

wind may blow through it—the storm may

enter—the rain may enter—but the king

of England can not enter l—all his forces

dare not cross the threshold of the ruined

tenement.”

The common intellectual statement

would be simply that the king of England

has no power to enter a peasant's cottage

without that peasant's permission. The

latter, some would regard as strong be

cause more brief, and the speaker would

get credit for condensation, but is it not

a poor, insipid statement, compared with

the pathos and sublimity of that of Eng

land's greatest orator P

The other qualification, originality, is

partly a product of the emotional nat

ure and partly an intellectual endow

ment. The capacity to grasp truth in an

original way, to clothe it with new phrase

ology and turns of thought, is an indica

tion of true genius. A speaker may be

influential who collects and gathers facts

and presents them before an audience as

matters of information without original

reflection, but he never can wield the

destinies of nations, or systems of truth,

or the fate of great movements. It is

great orators like O'Connell, Chatham,

Fox, Mirabeau, and Luther, who can

shake thrones, demolish old abuses, and

build up on their ruins a new and more

noble edifice, burning with the original

fire of their own age. I have said that
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the power of originality was partly a

quality of intellect and partly a product

of the emotional nature. The intellect

ual faculty most concerned is Comparison,

whose function is to detect similarities

in ideas and things. Old truths become

new by placing them in new relations, or

by discovering their similarity to other

truths. In doing this there is a process

of comparison going on, an object is pre

sented by the observation, and the faculty

of Comparison detects a likeness or

common resemblance between that ob

ject and some other object or idea. This

flash of identification is an element in

originality. All great inventors and scien

tific investigators have made their dis

coveries in this way. It was by a stroke

of the identifying faculty that Newton

saw the law of gravitation in the falling

apple, and that Watt beheld the steam

engine in the white coils of the vapor

issuing from the mouth of the kettle.

Comparison extends through every de

partment of knowledge, in botany, chem

istry, philosophy, and poetry. In oratory

it is almost indispensable. The Saviour

of mankind, the greatest orator the world

has ever seen, seldom spoke without a

comparison. "The kingdom of heaven

is like a grain of mustard seed ";
"
It is

easier for a camel to enter the eye of a

needle, than for a rich man to enter the

kingdom of heaven"; The prodigal son,

the man travelling into a far country, the

foolish virgins and their oilless lamps,

and many other fetches of similarity tes

tify to the usefulness of comparison in

oratory. If we examine the great ser

mons of distinguished preachers, we will

find them full of metaphors, similes, and

fetches of the identifying faculty. Take,

for instance, Rev. Phillips Brooks, the

great Boston preacher, and you will find

examples of this power. His famous

sermon, “ The Candle of the Lord," is a

stretch of the identifying faculty from

beginning to end. Man under the image

of a candle is presented in all his rela

tions to God. The power of

similarity may express itself

in simple illustrations and

comparisons, or it may by the

aid of the other faculties, es

pecially sublimity and ideal

ity, carry out a grand image

under which truth gleams in

all its relationships. Brooks’

sermon just spoken of is an

example of this kind. The

image of a candle runs

through the whole discourse,

supported by beauty and

grandeur of statement. It is

one of those rare sermons

which will rank its author

among the greatest of ora

tors.

I can not help remarking in passing that

Phillips Brooks is a good illustration of

all I have been inculcating under this

subject, and as he is within the reach of

investigation, it may be well to mention

some of his characteristics as an orator.

He has alarge head and strong physical

development, but of that I will speak

under the division of the physiological

side of man. The most perceptible qual

ities in his oratory are fervor, grandeur,

and vivacity. His fervor springs from

his active brain and emotional tempera

ment. The grandeur, dignity, and over

whelming impressiveness of his thoughts

arise from the condition we spoke of

before ; they have budded and fruit-blown
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in the rich soil of sublimity. His vivacity

springs from the intense excitability of

his whole constitution ; every faculty is

not only active, but alive with passion.

He does not merely thinktruth, he feels

it. This is because he has all the psy

chological requisites enumerated in this

essay. He has also well-developed physi

ological and physiognomical characteris

tics, but of these we will speak hereafter.

ament. There should be an equal balance

of the temperaments; no one should be

extremely weak, but if any predominate

it should be the vital. The enormous

strain of excitability, the intense mental

eflort, the dread of failure, the almost

superhuman courage necessary to face a

sea of faces, the tremendous vocal exer

tions, all eat and drink up the vital fluids

of life.

Rxv. HENRY WARD Bxacnax.

PHYSIOLOGICAL SIDE.

We come now to examine our model

orator from the physiological side. First,

then, there is a temperament of body

more favorable to oratory than any other.

The vital-mental temperament is the

best. I do not maintain that all orators

have had this temperament; there are

abundant examples of the mental-motive,

motive-mental, and vital-motive. But

the highest flights of oratory are com

patible with the vital-mental temper

The vital constitution is naturally ex

citable—it is the genuine emotional nat

ure; it can bear heavy strains of passion

ate feeling, because passion is its food and

emotion its pastime. The vital temper

ament is characterized by great lung

power and good digestion. There is an

abundance of good hard flesh, and the

blood is full, vigorous, and active. The

great breathing power which comes from

the large development of the organs of

respiration and inspiration is highly es
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sential to vocal delivery. The vital tem

perament is vivacious; every member of

the body is active, every movement of

the hands, eyes, and face, is expressive.

It is, in short, the Elocution temper

ament. Since all the vital fluids are vig~

orous and highly charged with the elixir

of life, there is a constant stream of mag

netism passing from this temperament

through the voice, eye, and gesticula

tions. This temperament, therefore, gives

an orator a mysterious power over his

audience. \Vhat is called magnetism is

merely a current of sympathetic feeling

developed between the speaker and the

audience. The orator who can awaken

emotion in himself can awaken similar

emotion in the listener, if the means of

communication are good; and these are

generally of a high nature in the vital

temperament. It is the nature of good

oratory to flow with feeling at all times,

and the vital temperament is most sus

ceptible to influences, external and inter

nal, which produce feeling. The personal

appearance of an orator of this kind of

temperament is attractive and command

ing. An audience is powerfully impressed

by a well-developed physical form. The

vital temperament has, as one of its great

elements, the function of reproductivity

—to supply material for brain, muscle,

flesh, and’ nerve, is its great office. There

is, therefore, a fullness and repletion of

all the elements of the body and brain

in this temperament. This is of the

greatest importance to the orator, not

only in supporting the enormous strain

of nerve and muscle to which he is sub

jected, but it gives that equipoise of body,

that.feeling of ease and repose to ges

ticulation and voice delivery which is

called
"
reserve-power.’

‘

An orator with this temperament per

forms all the functions of speaking with

ease and deliberation. If we pass in re

view the great orators of ancient and

modern times, we will find that the vital‘

mental temperament prevails in nearly

all. Bossuct. Chalmers, Whitefield, Chat

ham, Fox, Webster, and Henry Ward

Beecher are prominent examples.

THE VOCAL POWERS.

The capacity to deliver well a speech

or discourse depends upon the vocal

organs. In an essay like this I can not

go into physiological details respecting

the vocal organs. But I may state in

passing that vocality depends upon the

muscles of the abdomen, the capacity of

the chest, the resonant power of the

larynx, pharynx, and mouth. According

to the size of these organs, all other things

being equal, depends the power of elo

cution. Each of these organs has its

appropriate function in voice formation.

No system of elocution can be successful

if the function of each has not been care

fully distinguished. It is the predomi

nating power of one or more of the organs

of voice over others which makes the

difference in delivery. A large larynx,

for instance, will give that deep, bell-like

tone which is a characteristic of some

speakers. True, accurateLand perfect

expression depends upon how far the

elements of that expression represent the

faculties of the human constitution. In

other words, a philosophical analysis of

the human constitution should be at the

basis of elocutionary training. This

principle, when complied with, is produc

tive of the highest results, as I could

illustrate from my own experience. When

we know, for instance, the natural lan

guage either of voice, gesture, or any one

of the mental powers of the human con

stitution, we have a double method of

procedure by which we can train that

power to express itself in oratory. \Ve

can stir up the internal feeling appropri

ate to that power by bringing before it

images, words, or actions which appeal to

that emotion, or we can simply assume

the language of the emotion without

arousing the internal feeling.

There aze present in all good delivery

two characteristics: symbol and spirit,

shell and soul, sign and the thing signified.

The most important of these is the spirit

or soul. The undercurrent of all impres

sive oratory is the soul or spirit. Now

this Is precisely what elocutionists nearly
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always neglect ; they are so eager to teach

the sign or symbol of a feeling that they

do not take means to arouse the feeling

itself. The soul or spirit of delivery can

not be thoroughly trained without a

knowledge of the human constitution.

To know the powers intellectual and emo

tional of the human constitution and their

various states of activity from a low to a

high degree of passion is of the utmost

importance in the cultivation of those

powers for the purpose of oratory. Elo

cutionists are wont to bring forward as

proof of the eflicacy of elocutionary

training the practice of great orators, but

the method of these orators has not been

the same as those promulgated by modern

systems of elocution. Their practice was

more psychological. They took selections

of orations or poems the sentiment of

which was capable of kindling their emo

tions, and stirred by the internal feeling

thus awakened, they delivered themselves.

Hence their delivery was natural, not arti

ficial. The basis of all good elocution is

a real reproduction of nature. Bellowing

and howling, dignified by the name of

oratory, have, I hope, disappeared. The

natural language of emotions and pro~

pensities when carefully studied will give

the key to a graceful delivery.

We will not delay on this subject any

longer ; but there is one remark which we

wish to make in passing. The vocal

organs differ in size and quality in the

different temperaments. The practice,

therefore, of elocutionists in training

every pupil exactly alike is a practice un

philosophical and ruinous to good de

livery. Many a young man's delivery

_
has been completely spoiled by being

drilled in a way which was suitable only

for some other temperament. The form

and size of the vocal organs should also

guide the training. While it is wise to

preserve individual characteristics of

voice, yet a harmonious cultivation of all

the vocal organs should be the aim of

Elocution.

I; is easy to prove how necessary vocal

power has been to the orator. The most

distinguished orators
on record have had

good voices. The marvelous intonations

of Demosthenes and Cicero still linger

among the hills of Greece and Rome.

Whitefield's wonderful voice representa

tion, with its almost superhuman power,

flexibility, and intensity, is still in the

memory of man. St. Chrysostom is yet

remembered as John ofthe golden mouth,

and Nestor, as the clear-toned orator of

the Pylians.

THE PHYSIOGNOMICAL SIDE.

This will not detain us long. Physiog

nomy is the judging of things by their

appearance. Every man, as he presents

himself to us, has a personal: which is

striking. \Ve can generally tell whether

a man is a great orator or not by his

physiognomy. The oratorical type is

marked. It is generally characterized by

the vital-mental temperament, or by a

constitution equally balanced. The face

is expressive. Large language fills out

the eye; facile gestures leave their im

pression on the countenance. The fore

head is generally large and wide at the

upper lateral region, denoting intellect,

and especially the development of the

organs of Wit, Ideality, and Sublimity.

The propensities and sentiments are gen

erally large, which give intensity and

fervor to delivery. We can study his

character from his gestures and vocal in

tonations.

In this analysis of the oratorical type,

I have briefly sketched the prominent

psychological, physiological, and physi

ognomical indications. To sum up in

a smaller compass, the oratorical. type

depends upon a rare combination of

the powers of mind and body. The or

ator should have a large brain, active

and passionate; a high, excitable or emo

tional nature, supported by a strong con

stitution. There should be a predomi

nance of the faculties of Language, Wit,

Ideality, and Sublimity. His intellect

must be strong and vigorous, with a pre

dominance of the organ of Comparison.

He stands midway between the poet and

the philosopher; he must have all the

poet's feeling, with the logic of the phi
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losopher; but he differs from both in that

his powers must be displayed in a mo

ment. He has not only to feel thought

and emotion, but he has to propel them

into his audience. The propulsive power

of an orator is the distinguishing feature

between oratory and literature. A man

may write out brilliant thoughts upon

paper, but to deliver them is quite an

other affair.

Orators differ according to the degree

in which they possess these powers

These varieties of oratorical type can be

analyzed and their basis pointed out.

In support of the various principles

laid down in this essay, we have but to

take up the history of all the great ora

tors, ancient and modern, and compare

‘their history with their constitutional

development. The sculptured heads and

shoulders of seven great orators orna

ment the upper part of the outside walls

of Saunders’ Theater at Harvard : they are

the heads of Demosthenes, Cicero, St.

Chrysostom, Bossuet, Chatham, Burke,

and Webster. In all of these heads the

faculties we have enumerated are largely

developed; and if the shoulders are a

just representation of the originals, they

evidently have had what we called the ora

torical temperament. But if the objector

to this method of investigation is fearful

lest these sculptured heads may not be

exact reproductions of the originals, then

we will take orators in our own neighbor

hood.

Phillips Brooks is known as the most

popular preacher in Boston. His whole

constitutional build complies with our

principles. He has the oratorical tem

perament, large brain power, with a pre

dominance of the organs of Language,

Comparison, and Sublimity. In his ser

mons he displays a profound analytical

skill ; he seizes upon a particular concep

tion of a text and carries that conception

throughout his whole discourse. No

weak puerile descriptions disgrace his ser

mons; there is profundity of thought

with depth of feeling. Everything glows

with sublimity, even his very delivery;

it is a grand torrent from beginning to

end. He sometimes wearies, because in

his delivery, there is too much of the

grand. His voice has not the silvery

clearness nor penetrating quality of Wen

dell Phillips, nor the compass, flexibility,

volume, and expressive intonation of

Henry Ward Beecher, but it has a depth

and grandeur of resonance, an intensity

of enunciation, an animated and expres

sive utterance, a natural and sympathetic

tone, and when vitalized and charged at

the cerebral batteries of his large brain,

sways an audience at will with an over

whelming current of magnetism. He has

propulsive power in abundance, and his

great physical stature gives him complete

control of his audience.

Let us now take another illustration of'

a different stamp. Henry Ward Beecher,

if not the greatest preacher of the age,

is, at least, the most popular orator in

America. He fully complies in every

particular with the principles herein laid

down. He has almost every faculty in

the human coiistitution largely develop

ed. Language is so'large as almost to be

a deformity. Wit, Ideality, and Sublim

ity are also large, and his analytical power

is immense. His emotional nature is in

tensely active and passionate. There is

original thought, combined with intense

feeling, not surpassed by any orator. He

is very large in the faculty of human nat

ure, reads the characters of men like a.

book, and the activity of this faculty he

has increased by a study of Phrenology

His knowledge of the human constitu_

tion is one element of his success. He

preaches to men because he knows just

what is in men. His scope of preaching is

wider than any other preacher of our age, .

and perhaps in any age, with the excep

tion of St. Chrysostom. He is practical,

logical, and doctrinal; but the practical

element is the most emphasized by him.

Full of illustrations and original thought,

he never wearies. Age has not dimin

ished his power. The streets of Brooklyn

leading to Plymouth church are still

crowded with people anxious to obtain

standing-room. On account of his inde

pendent thought, he differs in many
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points from his orthodox brethren; but

the views which he entertains resemble

those of the new school of German theol

ogy. On account of his fertile imagina~

tion, he never seems to get exhausted.

His sermons are always full of new ma

terial and new illustrations. If these

qualities are not connected with his

large psychological development, then

with what are they connected P His phys

iological and physiognomical develop

ments are equally remarkable. Beecher

has a well-balanced constitution, with a

predominance of the vital-mental tem

perament. His stature is just a little

above medium height, but his whole

physique is firm and well knit. The

quality and texture of brain, nerve, and

body are good. His vocal powers are won

derful. He has a graceful and natural

delivery, pitched on a conversational

basis, but capable of the grandest flight

of oratory. In every respect Brooks and

Beecher fulfill the requisites for oratory

laid down in this essay.

1
.!
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THE
Chinese Empire is probably the

largest that the world has ever

known, with the single exception of Rus

sia. It comprises 74% degrees of lon

gitude and 3
8 of latitude, and has an

area of more than four millions of square

miles. This enormous empire contains

one-tenth of all the dry land, and one

fourth of the entire population of the

globe. China proper is divided into

twenty provinces and the empire includes

besides this Corea, Mantchooria, East

Toorkistan, Mongolia, Soongaria, and

Thibet. ‘China is evidently one of the

most ancient of nations. Like the Egyp

tians and Hindoos, the Chinese lay claim

to almost unlimited antiquity. Their

traditions reach back for millions of

years to a time when the people were

governed by the gods.

The Chinese chronology, which, like

the Chaldean, moved in cycles of sixty

years, began in the reign of Hwang-ti,

about 3000 years B.C. They made astro

nomical observations at a very early age.

According to theirown account the first of

these occurred 145 years before the Em

pcror Yao, who lived 2x45 n.c., which

was therefore about the time of the deluge,

according to Usher. In view of the

many facts and theories which have been

collected bearing on this age of the

Chinese empire, differing opinions have

obtained among European scholars. Dr.

Gutzlaff, a German, who spent many

years in China, and who wrote a history

of the empire, thinks we must "date the

authentic history of China from Confu

cius, 55o B.C., and consider the duration

of the preceding period as uncertain."

His opinion is that the first settlers of

China emigrated from the West, probably

from Hindoostan. This idea is supported

by the Code of Menu, one of the Hindoo

sacred books, believed to have been

written at least 1200 years B.C. M. de

Guigres o
f the French Academy of 1n

scriptions and Belles Lettres, maintains

"that an Egyptian colony established

itself in China about 1122 years B. 0.;

that the emigrants carried the history of

Egypt along with them, and that it has

been grafted into the true history of

China; that the first two dynasties of the

Chinese annals are precisely the same as

those of Thebes in Upper Egypt. He

observes, the founder of the third is rep

resented as a conqueror who divided

the provinces and gave sovereignties to

his friends, and the officers of his army,"

and
"
that the Chinese allow that there is

a people to the westward of them, and

beyond the Caspian Sea, of the same

origin with themselves." But whatever

may be the authenticity of ancient

Chinese traditions, or whatever the de

cisions of scholars concerning them, we

may be tolerably sure that the Chinese
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civilization reaches back nearly, if not nung, which means the divine husband

q lite, to the time of the deluge. man. He taught the people agriculture

If we omit several mythological per- and a knowledge of the healing art.

sonages, the first of whom we have any The origin of the name "China" has

distinct account is Fu-hi, who is consider- excited considerable discussion in learned

ed as the founder of the empire. He was circles, the general belief being that it

said to have had no mortal father, but was derived from the name of the Tsin

was conceived by a virgin encompassed by dynasty, which became supreme about the

a rainbow. Fu-hi is said to have founded year 249 B.C.; but this opinion will not

o

Wan Lruno, A HIGH OFFICIAL (Mano/mm).

the city of Chin-too in the province of
‘ stand the test of modern criticism aided by

Ho-nan. He determined the length of the a more extensive knowledge of the litera

seasons, and introduced order into the per- ture of Eastern nations. The name was

formance of business. Wishing to arouse used in the Sanscrit and other Indian lan

the softer feelings of human nature, he guages. It is found in the laws of Menu,

was desirous of teaching his subjects the and the ancient Tamul books. It is also

science of music. He instituted the found in the Hebrew of Isaiah, 400 years

marriage ceremony, appointed negotia- before the Tsin dynasty had an existence.

tors of courtship (a distinctively Chinese Some have thought that China, like Rome,

institution), and regulated the govern- Idumea, Russia, and America, received its.

ment. The successor of Fu-hi was Shin- name from some individual as an ances—
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tor or chieftain, and point to Shin-nung,

the son of Fu-hi. But there is another

explanation which seems far more reason

able than any which has been mentioned.

The name Britain means the "land of

tin"; Brazil, the country of a certain dye

wood; Palmyra, the land of the palm.

In a like manner the name China origi

nated in the native word for silk-worm.

The most ancient historical work existing

in China, and which was written by Con

fucius, in mentioning the silk-worm uses

the word Iran. The word tran seems to

have been the source of the name Tsin,

or Chin, or Sin, by which this people was

known in the languages of most of the

Asiatic nations. There was an

other name, however, by which

they were known to the Greeks

namely,
"
Seres," a word which

in its adjective form is found in

Rev. xviii. 12, and which no

doubt has given us the word

silk. The root of this word is

supposed by scholars to be de

rived from the Chinese word we,

and which denotes the silk fibre

or l/zread, imported from China

in that luxurious age and sold

for its weight in gold to the

wealthy Romans.

With the exception of the

United States there is no nation

on earth more free than

China. "There are few nations of the

world among whom the freedom is more

large, more squarely founded upon their

intelligence, or more carefully guarded

against despotism than it is in, China.”

And this is no doubt one cause of the

permanence of their nationality. The

opinion which has most generally ob

tained credence among Americans con

cermng the Chinese, is that they are

the most "vicious and sensual" of all

civilized nations; that they are cruel, re

vengeful, and deceitful. But this opinion

is quite erroneous and should be cor

rected.

THEORY OF THE IMPERIAL POWER.

The theory of the imperial power is

that the people are not subjects to be

is

ruled by fear, but children to be inspired

and controlled by affection and gratitude

toward a Father who with unceasing anx

iety watches over and cares for them all.

perors, who reigned for sixty years from

A.D. 1661, wrote a book of instructions

upon the basis of sixteen maxims of his

father, Kang-hi, for the purpose of having

them read to the people the first and

middle of every month. In the first of

these instructions,Yung-ching says :
“
The

definite design of our sacred father was to

govern the empire through filial piety.

Upon that principle is founded the un

changeable laws of heaven, the govern

CHINESE L/mias AT Home.

ment upon earth, and the common obliga

tions of all men."

The comparative freedom of the people

of China is in the next place made mani

fest in the political principles upon which

the general government is administered.

To secure an intelligent, capable, and

faithful majority, the foundation of all

preferment is placed upon education. In

China no man can hold ofiice in the prov

ince of which he is a native. The in

tention is that oflicers may be removed

from local influences, to the end that jus

tice may be done in all cases. But as

such influences may grow up in the

course of time, it is also made a rule that

no man can hold office in one place more

than three years; and upon the expiration

Yung-ching, one of their greatest em-'
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of that time he is removed to some other

position.

The number of civil officers in China

amounts to about 14,000, all of whom are

paid by the government. Every province

has its viceroy, every city its governor,

every village its prefect, and each of these

is assisted by a council of inferior

magistrates, and has a number _of oflicers

in various departments subordinate to

him. There are nine degrees of rank

among the officers of the Chinese govern

ment. The body of the nobility is con

stantly fluctuating, some being advanced

to higher positions on the one hand,

while new magistrates are frequently ap

pointed on the other, and also by the ad

mission of new candidates after every ex

amination. Such being the case, it was

difficult for the people always to know

who composed the nobility; but this

difficulty was overcome by Wan-lick, who

ascended the throne in 1571. He caused

to be published every three months, for

the convenience of the public, a book

containing the name, rank, and native

city of every ofiicer in the empire ; a cus

tom which has been continued ever since.

It is called the
"
Red Book

"
from its

color, red being much used in connection

with the ceremonial matters both of re—

ligion and state.

Each governor of a province maintains

a court of his own, and whenever he ap

pears abroad he is attended byanumer

ous retinue, bearing the symbols of his

high office. He is carried in a gilded

chair or sedan, invariably accompanied

by the public executioners, some carrying

chairs and others that universal instru

ment of justice, the bamboo, which is

very unceremoniously applied on the spot

to any unlucky wight who may chance to

be detected in any misdemeanor; conse

quently the approach of the high func

tionary never fails to inspire a degree of

awe, which is manifested by the respect

ful haste with which the people make way

for the procession, where they range

themselves close to the walls, and stand

perfectly still and motionless till the

whole retinue has passed. The governors

are entrusted with despotic authority, but

they must be careful how they use it
,

as

they are always liable to the visits of the

imperial commissioners, who frequently

arrive from the capital without giving

notice of their approach, for the purpose

of seeing whether all is as it should be;

and if they find anything wrong it is im

mediately reported at court, when the

offender is visited with a prompt and

often severe punishment. A single word

from the emperor is suflicient at any time

to deprive the first grandee in the land of

his rank, his property, or even of his life.

The governor of a province or a city is

particularly liable to such a reverse from

the nature of the laws which hold him

responsible for many public calamities,

which are attributed to accident in other

countries, and which are supposed to

arise from a want of vigilance on the part

of the chief magistrates, who are re

quired to see that the subordinates are

attentive to their several duties. Every

one holding an ofiicial position is answer

able for the conduct of those who are

below him, and if the inferiors are negli

gent in their respective departments, the

superiors are liable to punishment. For

instance. if the country is inundated by

the sudden rising of a river, the chief

magistrate is considered at fault for not

having attended diligently to the repair

ing of the embankments. Should lives

and property fall a sacrifice to fire, it is

presumed that they might have been

saved by more active measures; conse

quently the magistrates are blamed for

not keeping a more efficient police, and

governors are blamed for appointing such

careless magistrates. The most usual

punishment for maladministration is deg

radation to a lower rank, according to the

nature and magnitude of the offense. If

the fault be a very serious one, the alien

der, if of the highest rank, is perhaps de

graded to the lowest; that is, from the

first to the ninth class of officers; but if it

is only a trivial offense, he is lowered one,

two, or three degrees; and in most cases

the punishment is only for a certain time,

at the expiration of which he is restored
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to his rank and ofiice, and resumes his

former place in society as though nothing

had happened, for a temporary disgrace

of that kind leaves no stigma upon the

character of the individual.

"Crimes that are considered in the

light of treason are visited with a heavier

penalty. Banishment or death is the

doom of him who is discovered to have

neglected or disobeyed the commands of
\

THE DEPARTMENTS OF STATE.

The To<>yu-she, or Board of Censors,

is an establishment somewhat separate

from the other departments or govern

ment. Its officers are appointed to revise

all documents which may be sent to the

court, and to inspect the conduct of every

oflicer, from the emperor on the throne

to the humblest individual in the employ

A Cumsse PRIEST.

the emperor; and generally the whole

family of the culprit share in some meas

ure, his fate, although entirely innocent

of his crime. The enactment of this

unjust law was doubtless originally in

tended to deter the people from ill-advis

ing their relatives, or encouraging them

in any act contrary to the interests of

the government, and even to make them

watchful and anxious for the good con

duct of each other."

of the government. The officers of this

department are scattered throughout

every part of the empire, as spies upon

the government officials, and should any

individual be found remiss in duty, he is

immediately reported at headquarters,

where he is visited with merited punish

ment. Wealth and power are no protec

tion against the rebukes and punishments

meted out to offenders by this courage

ous board of officers. When the welfare
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of the people seems to require it
,

the

vices of the emperor himself are stemly

reproved; even when. as in some cases,

death is the consequence.

Wu-ti, one of the early emperors of the

Han dynasty, was a prince famed for

many virtues, but unfortunately had a

strong belief in magic, and "maintained

a number of Jesuit priests at his court,

who were constantly engaged in studies

which he was credulous enough to be

lieve would lead at last to the discovery

of the elixir of life, a draught of which

he was extremely anxious to taste. In

this hope he was continually supplying

the sages with large sums of money to

enable them to procure the rare ingre

dients for making the wonderful liquid,

some of which they pretended were hid

den in remote corners of the earth, and

only to be obtained with great difficulty

and with the aid of magic."

The ministers remonstrated in vain

with him upon the folly of expending

the public money upon such idle pursuits.

He was deaf to their entreaties, and

turned his whole attention to the experi

ments of his magicians. At length the

wonderful draught was ready, and the

chief priest was commanded to bear it to

the emperor. As he was crossing the

great hall of the palace with his precious

burden, one of the ministers, feigning a

desire to examine closely a compound

which was to accomplish such marvel

ous results, suddenly snatched the cup

and drank the contents. The emperor,

disappointed and enraged, ordered that

the offender should instantly lose his

head. But this consequence had been

foreseen by the daring officer, who was

prepared with a most ingenious defense.

“ 0, most mighty prince," said he, "how

is it possible for thy commands to de

prive me of life, if the potion I have

just swallowed has really the power

ascribed to it? Then make the trial;

I willingly submit to the test; but re

member that if I die, thy system must

be a false one, and in that case my poor

life will have been well bestowed in con

vincing my prince of his error." The

emperor, after considering the matter a

few moments, pardoned the offender.

Another example: Tai~tsung, an em

peror of the seventh century, was very

strict in his administration of justice.

He passed a law for the prevention of

bribery, making it an ofl'ense punishable

with death. Having suspected the in

tegrity of one of his magistrates, he em

ployed a certain person to offer him a

bribe. The bribe was accepted and the

guilty magistrate was condemned to

death; but his life was saved by one of

the ministers, who thus addressed the

emperor: "Great prince," said he, "the

magistrate is guilty and therefore de

serves to die according to the law; but

are not you, who tempted him to commit

the crime, a sharer in his guilt?" The

emperor at once admitted that he was,

and so pardoned the ofi'ender.

Sir George T. Staunton, who made a

translation of the penal code of the pres

ent dynasty, says, in a note on section

171 :

"
The Tribune of the Censorate has

the power of inspecting and animadvert

ing upon the proceedings of all other

boards and tribunals of the empire, and

even on the acts of the emperor himself

whenever they are conceived to be cen

surable." Du Halde describes the cen

sors as the representatives of the govem

ment, to whom the emperor himself is

obliged to yield, for, says he, “should he

injure them, he would in reality increase

their honor, and obtain for himself odious

epithets, which the appointed historians

of the empire would scrupulously trans

mit to posterity." He remarks that the

court is obliged to degrade oflicers whom

they persist in accusing, "to avoid dis

gusting the people and sullying its own

reputation.”

The ordinary business of the Chinese

government is conducted by the Lu-puh,

or six departments of state. They con

sist of the boards of Civil Office, of

Finance, of Rites, of War, of Punish

ments, and of Public Works.

ist. The Board of Civil Office. Its

business is to "take care that all the

ofiices under government are properly
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filled, and tnat those to whom authority

is entrusted shall use it with moderation

and discharge their several duties with

punctuality. The members of this board

are responsible for the conduct of all the

viceroys, magistrates, and civil officers of

every description, and are obliged at

stated periods to send an account of their

proceedings to the emperor; so that if

any of them are guilty of misconduct, it

is almost sure to be made known, and

they are punished according to their

misdemeanors. Each governor of a prov

ince or city is obliged to send a report

to the board once in three years, as to

the conduct of all magistrates under his

jurisdiction, and also of any injuries done

by himself to his poorer brethren, when

seated on the magisterial bench to dis

pense justice; and this statement is com

pared with that of others, who have been

keeping a watchful eye upon him; so

that it is a dangerous experiment for a

magistrate to attempt to conceal his de

linquencies, since they are almost sure to

come to the knowledge of the board;

and he is then punished not only for the

crime, but for the concealment. These

regulations are intended to protect the

people from oppression, and must cer

tainly actas acheck to an undue exertion

of power on the part of the authorities,

although they may be frequently evaded."

2d. The Board of Finance has charge

of the government revenues, and its duty

is
.

to "superintend all taxes and duties

paid into the imperial treasury and store

houses, some being collected in money,

others in kind. They regulate salaries

and pensions, distribute the proper quan

tities of rice, silks, and moneys which

are allowed to princes and officers of

State, and keep general accounts of the

receipts and expenditures of the govern

ment, the various monopolies, the mines,

the public mint, and other sources of

revenue."

3d. The Board of Rites. To this board

belongs the direction of the State cere

monials observed among the Chinese.

It "appoints the days for holding

festivals and royal hunts, and for the

performance of sacrifices and other re

ligious rites. It regulates the costume-to

be worn by different orders of the people;

the etiquette of the court, as well as to

some extent of private society; the re

ception of ambassadors, the entertain

ments given by the emperor; and, in

short, it has the superintendence of those

outward forms and usages which in China

are considered of so much importance.

It superintends also education, the com»

petitive examinations, and correspond

ence with foreign nations.” A Chinaman

may not wear his summer or his winter

cap when he chooses, but must wait for

the time appointed by the board of rites.

"The announcement is made in the

Gazelle, when the viceroy of the province

lays aside the cap he has been wearing

the last six months, to adopt that of the

approaching season, and the example is

followed by all other mandarins and

oflicers within his government."

4th. The Board of War "has the con

trol of the army and navy; the appoint—

ment of their officers, systems of disci

pline, commissary matters, postal ar

rangements by way of couriers, etc., and

forts and garrisons."

5th. The Board of Punishments. This

board being judiciary in its character,

"superintends the execution of the penal

laws, appeals, pardons, fines, and cases of

capital punishment. It is a fact which

exhibits the great moderation and equity

of the government, that among the hun

dreds of millions of subjects, capital

punishment can in no case be adminis

tered without the final reference of it to

this board, and the imperial consent."

6th. The Board of Public Works. This

board is "charged with the care of the

roads, the canals, bridges, temples, pal

aces, and all public edifices."

It may thus be seen that the theory of

the Chinese government is equal to that

of some nations that call themselves

Christian. indeed it has some elements

of superiority. With less knowledge of

the true God, they show in certain re

spects more practical virtue.

ALBERT M. DUNHAM.
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IF
we are correct in our philosophy; if

the ultimate in love is naturally limit

ed, as a law, to the great and fundamental

purpose of continuing the human species

on earth; if this view is to possess us, a

good many things logically follow, some

-of which we will proceed to point out.

(a) It is not advisable to arouse and

evoke passion in its strength and desire

previous to full puberty, nor then and

afterward, when there is no justification

of or wise wish for parentage.

(b) If so little is to be given to mere

physical love, then a great deal could be

saved for platonic, for material culture,

the increase of knowledge, the joy of

friendship, and every noble achievement.

.(c) In a community disciplined to this

standard, there would be unusual free

dom of intercourse, little jealousy, little

solicitude, a paradise for girls that no

serpent could enter.

(1!) In such abeyance of animal passion,

every fact relating to the reproduction of

the species, the differentiation of the

sexes, and the like, could be calmly and

thoroughly discussed.

(e) In_ the improved state of mind and

heart, aged women, plain women, women

not voluptuous or magnetizers of soft

desire, could be more adequately appre

ciated; their social, moral, and intellect

ual worth, varied work and usefulness

acknowledged, and a merely handsome

woman, a Venus, would not secure such

disproportionate attention.

Isaw the following in the Springfield

Union .-
“
Mr. Abbey states that the total

receipts from Mrs. Langtry’s performances

during her twenty-four weeks’ stay in

this country were $229,663. Boston paid

$22,15 5 in two weeks, and the receipts at

New York, during her first week, were

$18,765."

This woman, now returned to America,

has a fine p/zysz'gue, an amiable disposi

tion, and, I hope, no enemies. Yet the

writer is sorry that she can secure so

great prosperity simply because of good

features and a fine figure, while myriads

of her sex, equals in intellect it may be,

must remain in obscurity and poverty.

(f) If mere lust be abated, then woman

may dress more sensibly, appear more

naturally, be allowed more freedom, es

cape all the thralldom of the harem, de

vote herself assiduously to every good

word and work in which she instinctively

delights or her brothers are engaged.

(g) Also, in the new world of rational

self -control, we should finally escape

elopements—many avengements, trage

dies, divorces, ill-considered marriages,

and so on—a long, dismal chapter.

(/1) In the trend of consistency, the

mastery of the greatest passion would be

accompanied and followed by the giving

to the spirit the dominion over all the

lower tiers of faculty in the brain of man.

Oh, the guilt, the weakness, the waste, the

confusion, the pain, the darkness, from

which man would emerge!

It seems to me that we have now

reached a broader way of considering

the sexes, of estimating their relations

through a matter-of-fact description of

traits that is altogether profitable and

encouraging. I would here present some

illustrations of my position, culled from

an extended reading. They are choice

and valuable in themselves.

\Ve will begin with

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN GIRLS.

“ It is asserted that the average English

girl of twenty is a finer creature physi

cally than her American contemporary—

larger-boned, more muscular, fuller-blood

ed, and in general more robust. The chil

dren’s food at English schools is more

digestible and nourishing. To eat regu

larly three hearty meals every day is a

duty and a pleasure in an English family

or school. Girls are required to bring

luncheon from home, or buy it at the

school. English girls are more in the

open air than American girls, and indoors
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they live in rooms warmed by open fires.

Girls are not allowed to study after eight

o'clock in the evening, in order that they

may have time to rest before bed-time.

If the pupil can not complete her lesson

within the time mentioned, she leaves it

undone. An English girl of good family

grows up until she is eighteen years old

in an atmosphere of profound quiet ; she

sees very little of young men, besides

those of her own family; does not go to

parties or public entertainments of any

sort, and knows little, and cares less for

the outside world. As fortunate mar

riages are what English girls desire, it is

important that a young woman, in all

classes of society, should be healthy and

vigorous. In the language of Dr. Clarke,

‘the English educate the body more than

we do, and in this respect build better

brains. There is no reason why we should

not equal or surpass them in this respect

as well as others. A republic should

build the bodies and'form the brains of

its children with as much care and excel

lence as a monarchy performs the same

task for itself.’ Let our girls heed this

advice, and take plenty of exercise—out

of doors as well as in the house."

Again,

THE AMERICAN GIRL.

“ BERLIN, Oct. 7.—The following article

is going the rounds of the German press:

‘The American girl, not to be confound

ed with the English girl, as is often done

on the continent, is a most peculiar creat

ure, and at any rate worthy of close ob

servation. Although talented, and from

childhood accustomed to think and de

cide for herself, the American girl seldom

amounts to much; takes life in the most

comfortable, agreeable, and elegant man

ner; and is a very expensive daughter, a

still more expensive wife. In the large

American cities, the ladies dress in gen

uine French fashion, and always wear

their diamonds both morning and even

ing, in the street and in the ball-room.

This is a decided lack of taste, and, ac

cording to our ideas, vulgar. One can

scarcely tell a. married woman from an

unmarried lady. Both dress alike; in

fact, no costume is considered too pomp

ous for a young girl. The ladies on the

other side of
the

ocean suffer very little

from superfluous freshness, which may

. partly be attributed to the climate, partly

to excessive eating, munching of candy,

and continual sitting in rocking-chairs.

American girls are most always pretty

and may often be called handsome.

" ‘Of medium height, extremely deli

cate and graceful, most too fragile to suit

us; fine small head aristocratically poised ;

almond-shaped eyes of deep blue; auburn

hair; full-cut mouth and small feet, her

exterior is the prototype of a lady; and

they are all alike—the million-heiress of

Fifth Avenue and the down-town shop

girl. In conversation her face some

times grows roguish and frequently ani

mated, but never expresses depth of

feeling or passion. In all cases and

classes the American women excel the

men in education, even if the greater

part of their knowledge is acquired by

reading papers, journals, and such books,

with which America is overrun, and

which are read by rich and poor with

the same eagerness. Of the amount of

printed paper a nation is capable of de

vouring, one can judge best in America.

The women are also more cultured than

the men, because an American man is a

through and through business man, and

his highest aim is to earn sufficient money

to keep his family genteelly.’
”

I would still suppress original remark,

attempting further to enrich the pages of

the JOURNAL with kindred excerpts, all

so indicative of a calm and intellectual

consideration of that which formerly got

scarcely any attention, unless in a light

ning flash of passional fancy. The con

trast is great, when compared with the

allusions of the elder poets and writers

of romance.

This is what a religious paper of the

South published not long since on

SWEET-MINDED WOMEN.

“
So great is the influence of a sweet

mindcd woman on those around her that
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it is almost boundless. It is to her that

friends come in seasons of sorrow and

sickness for help and comfort; one sooth

ing touch of her kindly hand works won

ders in the feverish child; a few words

let fall from her lips in the ear of a sor

row-stricken sister do much to raise the

load of grief that is bowing its victim

down to the dust in anguish. The hus

band comes home worn‘out with the

pressure of business, and feeling irritable

with the world in general; but when he

enters the cosy sitting-room, and sees the

blaze of the bright fire, and meets his

wife's smiling face, he succumbs in a mo

ment to the soothing influences which act

as the balm of Gilead to his wounded

spirits, that are wearied with the stern

realities of life. The rough school-boy

flies into a rage from the taunts of his

companions to find solace in his mother's

smile; the little one, full of grief with

her large trouble, finds a haven of rest on

the mother's breast; and so one might go

on with instance after instance of the in

fluence that a sweet-minded woman has

in the social life with which she is con

ncctcd. Beauty is an insignificant power

when compared with hers."

THE SINGLE \VOMAN.

“
There is no sweeter and more interest

ing character, whether in fiction or real

life, than the spinster who has, for some

good reason, refused a lover's proposal,

and being now past the flower of old

maid. The ordeal through which she

has passed seems to have refined her

feelings, and of itself insensibly drawn to

her the regards of all who know her his

tory. Such a one is eminently lovable

and sympathetic, forward in all good

works, the warm friend of married men

and women, the confidante of many a

tender passion. Age does not wither

the beauty of her disposition. She

never slanders, never retails ill-natured

gossip; but, on the other hand, though

prompt to put in a seasonable word

on a crisis, does not deem it her mis

sion to set all the people around her

right. She makes an admirable aunt, and

is very necessary to the comfort of a

large circle of cousins. Many a young

fellow on the threshold of life bears a

kindly remembrance of her for the good

nature and tact with which she helped

him to steer clear of shoals where he

might otherwise be wrecked."

THE WORLD'S HAPPY WOMEN.

"A happy woman ! Is not she the very

sparkle and sunshine of life ?—a woman

who is happy because she can't help it,

whose smiles even the coldest sprinkling

of misfortune can not dampen. Men

make a mistake when they marry for

beauty, for talent, or for style; the sweet

est wives are those who possess the magic

secret of being contented under any cir

cumstances. Rich or poor, high or low,

it makes no difference; the bright little

fountain of life bubbles up just as musi

cally in their hearts. Do they live in a

log-cabin, the fire-light that leaps up on

its humble hearth becomes brighter than

the gilded chandeliers in an Aladdin

palace! Do they eat brown bread or

drink cold water from the well, it affords

them more solid satisfaction than the

millionaire's pale d: for’: gra: and iced

champagne. Nothing ever goes wrong

with them; no trouble is so serious for

them, no calamity so dark and deep that

the sunlight of their smiles will not

‘make the best of it.’ Was ever the

stream of life so dark and unpropitious

that the sunshine of a happy face falling

across its turbid tide would not awaken

an answering gleam? Why, these joyous

tempered people don't know half the

good they can do. No matter if your

brain is packed full of meditations on

‘afflicting dispensations,’ and your stom

ach with medicines, pills and tonics, just

set one of these cheery little women

talking to you, and we are not afraid to

wager anything that she will cure you.

The long-drawn lines about the mouth

will relax, the cloud of settled gloom will

vanish, nobody knows when, and the first

you know you will be laughing. Why?

This is another thing: we can no more

tell you why, than we can tell you why
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you smile involuntarily to listen to the

first blue-bird of the season among the

maple-blossoms, or to meet a lot of yellow

eyed dandelions in the crack of a city

paving-stone. We only know that it is so.

Oh, these happy women."
.

Again, on the sacredness of marriage it

is said: "For the man and woman who

purely and truly love each other, and

are guided by laws of justice, marriage is

not a state of bondage. Indeed, it is only

when they become by this outward ac

knowledgment publicly avowed lovers,

that freedom is realized by them in its

full significance. Thereafter they can be

openly devoted to each other’s interests,

and avowedly chosen and intimate friends.

Together they can plan life and enter

upon the path of progress. Together

they can seek the charming avenue of

culture, and, strengthened by each other,

can brave the world's frown in the rugged

but heaven-lit path of reform. Home,

with all that is deamst in the sacred name,

is their peaceful and cherished retreat,

within whose sanctuary bloom the virtues

that make it a temple of beneficence."

Here is something partly a touch for

the husband: "The wife is unceasingly

told to soothe her husband—that, in fact,

her function is that of a soothing syrup.

He is out in the fresh air, in vigorous

health, has no nerves, chats with a bun

dred people, hears and repeats funny

stories, has a varied and breezy life;

while his wife stays all day long in the

same house, breathes over the same air,

washes over and over the same dishes.

hears the monotonous cry of ma, ma, ma,

fifteen hours a day, till she is wild with

headache and nervousness; then she is to

watch for her husband's coming, greet

him with a smile, and proceed at once to

soothe him. The first and highest duty

of a woman, married or unmarried, is to

preserve her health, and to perform her

dutia to all about her. If married, it

may be her duty to soothe her husband, i f

be is sick or worried ; but it is more like

her highest duty to teach her husband

cheerful patience, self-help, and deep re

spa; {or her maternal functions. A wife

who allows her husband to make her un

happy by fussing over the demands
of his

appetite or by staying too much within

doors that she may be always there when

he arrives, or in any other way to sacrifice

her health to his pleasure, may be a very

devoted wife; but she is an unfaithful

mother, and a silly woman."

Let Americans note that “in Europe a

woman begins her social career after her

marriage, and is a greater belle at 40 than

at 20. She is supposed to have acquired

some ideas to be a more agreeable person

at the latter age and is more sought for as

a personage at all dinners, balls, and en

tertainments. In America she is too often

ignored at that age, and called fund."

I can almost hear some reader saying:

“I think Impersonal is an anchorite. He

or she knows nothing of real love, has

not said much about it
,

really delights to

disappoint the clinging heart, and would

deprive us of the great solace of life."

We confess we have wandered somewhat

(not without an object), passed by very

much that belongs vitally to our topic, etc.

If we continue to write, shall incline more

to the physiology and psychology of our

theme. We want to claim here and now,

however, that we are alive to all the fasci

nation of sexuality, and in closest sympa

thy with the happiness of the race.

Pleasure is not necessarily a bad word

with us. We—if the plural may be in

this use—are somewhat romantic, at least.

The story of love pleases us throughout

all its paragraphs. We have a ready ap

petite for its entire literature. It is not

sickish, silly, or effeminate. It is the

greatest, profoundest of subjects. Only

the ignorant, the brutal, the cramped or

superstitious

‘

regard it askance. Rev.

Sydney Smith, one of England's greatest

minds, wrote about kisses with veneration

and fervor. In the best literature, sacred

or secular, in the finest romances, the

sweetest plays, the noblest sermons, in

history and science, love is placed on the

throne. Nothing else is so profound, so

potent, so enduring. No phase of it in

man or animal should be subjected to

burlesque or contempt. It was ordained
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to be mighty for the most fundamental of

purposes. It rises, one octave above an

other, until it strikes the chords of celes

tial felicity, and the rhythmic throbs of the

Infinite Life. It is an absolute necessity

on earth and in heaven. All love—pas

sional, platonic, organic, atomic, senti

mental, and divine—has contemplated, in

its inmost life, one line of absolute unity.

They who apply to any section of it dis

agreeable words, mawkish epithets, utter

them with grimace, break upon it with

sneer, are chargeable with a kind of blas

phemy. If men assume that war, politics,

callings, or business are more consequen

tial and manly, they so far befool them

selves. Love is first, foremost, deepest,

highest.

Just now we were reading this of Mar

garet Fuller, one of the most independent

and intellectual of women: "At thirty

seven she married the Marchese Ossoli,

and after her son was born and her mar

riage made public, she poured her affec

tions and devotion into their natural

channel, and lived for her two
' treasures,’

Ossoli and Angelo. The story of the

marriage is singular and interesting. All

her life Margaret had been admired and

flattered by intellectual men, but when

she married it was not for mental stimulus,

or intellectual companionship, or even

fellowship in work; it was a simple case

of, 'I love my love because he loves me.’

She writes,
‘
He loves to be with me, and

to serve and soothe me '; she tells of
‘
the

power and sweetness which he diffused

over every day,‘ and of the rest and peace

which she found in his ‘constant affec

tion and quiet sense of duty.’ All this

portion of her story is very tender and

touching, making the reader feel that she

had missed her vocation, and that it was

sad for her that the domestic life and love

which would have softened her youth,

and brought repose to her tumultuous

nature, should have come to her only in

middle life."

Shelley sang:

“
The fountains mingle with the river,

And the rivers with the ocean;

The winds of heaven mix forever,

With a sweet emotion ;

Nothing in the world is single,

All things. by a law divine,

In one another‘: being mingle:

Why not I with thine?

“
See! the mountains kiss high heaven,

And the waves clasp one another;

No sister flower would be forgiven

If it disdained its brother;

And the sunlight clasps the earth,

And the moonbcams kiss the sea ;—

What are all their kissings worth

If thou kiss not me? "

And Moore :

“
Come, rest in this bosom, my own stricken deer,

Though the herd have fled from thee, thy home is

still here ;

Here still is the smile no cloud can o‘ercast,

And a heart and a hand all thy own to the last."

Almost boundless has been the utter

ance, the imagery of love, in song, in hymn,

in tale, in discourse. Its voice will never

be silent or stale. IMPERSONAL.

A GOOD SIGN.—A young man had de

clared love to a lady and asked her to be

his wife. She hesitated, and he allowed

her her own time to consider the matter.

One evening, soon afterward, she had oc

casion to visit an aged relative who re

sided in the family of which the young

man was a member. As she approached

the door a sudden impulse caused her to

pause. He might be at home, she

thought, and she might encounter him.

And seeing her there, he would probably

imagine she called on purpose to see him.

While she stood upon the doorstep med

itating, she heard the oven door of the

cook-stove open, then the rustle of a paper,

as if it were thrown upon the table; then

a firm, light step and the voice of her ad

mirer saying in a gentle way,
"
Let me do

it
,

mother." Then she knocked, and was

admitted just in time to see the young

man taking some pies from the oven.

This little circumstance aided the young

lady in concluding what answer to make

to the all-important question ; and in mar

ried life finds the young man an excel—

lent husband and father.
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THE STORMY PETREL.

. INTER has set in with its accompa

\/ niment of wind and fitful changes,

and our thoughts are turned toward

subjects which are naturally associated

with storm and tempest. Hence our

production of the interesting bird in the
'

picture. We have Seen many specimens

of this active sea-rover skimming over

the turbulent water of the ocean, and

apparently rioting for very joy in the

strong wind that strained the cord

;age of our ship. Indeed as we leaned

over the tafi‘rail and watched these sturdy

winged chickens of Mother Carey we
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have become almost indifferent to the

gale and the pitching vessel.

The stormy petrel has long been cele

brated for its peculiar movement as it

passes over the waves, its webbed feet

pattering the water, and its long narrow

wings flapping with force enough to sus

tain it just above the water. The name

petrel is said to have been derived from

the endeavor of Peter, one of the disci

ples of Christ, to walk on the water.

Sailors have been disposed to regard it as

a bird of ill-omen, foretelling storm and

disaster; but the fact of its being most

active in windy weather is simply because

it finds that the most favorable time

for feeding; then the disturbed waters

throw to the surface the little fish, mol

lusks, and crabs which constitute its food.

And it follows in the wake of a vessel for

the sake of picking up the table refuse

which is thrown overboard.

The poet Montgomery alludes to the

manner in which the petrel obtains its

food in the following lines :

“
Here ran the Stormy Petrels on the waves.

As though they were the shadows of themselves,

They plowed not, row‘d not, gather'd not in barns,

Yet harvest inexhaustible they reaped,

In the prolific furrows of the main ;

Or from its Sunless caverns brought to light

Treasures for which contending kings might war,

From the rough shell they piclt‘d the luscious food,

And left a prince’: ransom in the pearl."

The color of the bird is a brownish or

sooty black, except the coverts of the

tail, and the tail and vent feathers, which

are white. In size it is about that of a

swallow, with, however, longer legs.

Naturalists tell us that it does not fre

quent the land except during the breeding

season, and can repose on the surface of

the ocean, settling itself just at the mean

level of the waves, and rising and falling

quietly with the swell. The petrel breeds

on the northern coasts of England, lay

ing a white egg in some convenient re

cess, a rabbit burrow being often em

ployed for the purpose.

Mr. Reid, of Kirkwell, Orkneys, has

given the following short but graphic de

scription of these birds while breeding:

"They land on our islets every breeding

season. I have had them handed to me

alive, frequently together with their eggs,

and stinking little things they were, as

bad, I suppose, as the fulmar."

This bird possesses a singular amount

of oil, and has the power of throwing it

from the mouth when terrified. It is

said that this oil, which is very pure, is

collected largely in St. Kilda by catching

the bird on its egg, where it sits very

closely, and making it disgorge the oil

into a vessel. The bird is then released

and another taken. The inhabitants of

the Faroe Islands make a curious use of

the petrel when young and very fat, by

simply drawing a wick through the body

and lighting it at the end which projects

from the beak. This unique lamp will

burn for a considerable period. Some

times the petrel appears in flocks, and

has been driven southward by violent

storms, some having been captured on

the Thames, others in Oxfordshire, ant

some near Birmingham. D.

DnEss—A lady who is tired of the im

positions of fashion exclaims:
"
Dress

dress, dress! It is the bane of woman

hood from the cradle to the grave, and

has been ever since Eve made an over

skirt for herself out of fig leaves. Every

thing we do is mixed up with our toilet

somehow. When we are christened our

christening robe is the first thought.

When we are taken to church we are be

ribboned and belaced to make our ap

pearance there; and weare told we can

not possibly go in those shabby old shoes

but must wear the nice Sunday ones

When we are married, our costume is the.

topic which all discuss, and white satin

and pearls are more important by far than

our emotions. And when the most ter

rible grief of life falls upon us, anxious

voices beg us to declare in favor of bias

folds of crape and a veil with a hem half

a yard wide; or ask us softly whether we

are going to mourn deeply, alluding, of

course, to our black clothes. Yes, and

when we are dead ourselves, it is still our

‘lay out’ that must-be thought of."
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Lean on it safely; not a period

Shall be unsaid for me: against the

threats
.

Of Malice or of Sorcery, or that power

Which erring men call Chance, this I

hold firm,

Virtue may be assail'd, but never hurt,

Surprised by unjust force, but not en

thrall'd;

Yea, even that which Mischief meant

most harm,

Shall in the happy trial prove most glory:

But evil on itself shall back recoil,

And mix no more with goodness, when

at last

Gather'd like scum, and settled to itself,

It shall be in eternal restless change

Self-fed, and self-consumed: if this fail,

The pillar'd firrnament is rottenness,

And earth's base built on stubble.

come, let's on.

Against th' opposing will and arm of

Heaven

May never this just sword be lifted up;

But for that damn’d Magician, let him be

girt

With all the grisly legions that troop

Under the sooty flag of Acheron,

Harpies and Hydras, or all the monstrous

forms

‘Twixt Africa and Ind, I'll find him out,

And force him to restore his purchase

back,

Or drag him by the curls to a foul death,

Cursed as his life.

5):‘. Alas! good venturous Youth,

I love thy courage yet, and bold emprise:

But here thy sword can do thee little

stead ;

But

C 0 II U S:

A masre— BY JOHN MILTON.—(C0nh'nued.)

Y. Bra. 0 Night and shades, Far other arms and other weapons must

How are ye join'd with Hell in triple Be those that quell the might of hellish

knot, charms :

Against the unarm'd weakness of one He with his bare wand ‘can unthread thy

virgin, . joints,
'

Alone and helpless! Is this the confi- And crumble all thy sinews."

dence E. Bro. Why, prithee, Shepherd,

You gave me, Brother? How durst thou then thyself approach so

E. Bra. Yes, and keep it still, near,

As to make this relation?

5191'. Care and utmost shifts,

How to secure the Lady from surprisal,

Brought to my mind a certain shepherd

lad,

Of small regard to see to, yet well skill'd

In every virtuous plant and healing herb

That spreads her verdant leaf to th'

morning ray:
'

He loved me well, and oft would beg me

sing,

Which when I did, he on the tender grass

Would sit, and hearken even to ecstasy,

And in requital ope his leathern scrip,

And shew me simples of a thousand

names,

Telling their strange and vigorous facul

ties: _

'

Among the rest a small unsightly root,

But of divine eflect, he cull'd me out;

The leaf was darkish, and had prickles

on it,

But in another country, as he said,

Bore a bright golden flower, but not in

this soil :

Unknown, and like esteem’d and the dull

swain

Treads on it daily with his clouted shoon;

" “ Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit,

saith the Lord."—In our contest with the enliccmcnts

of vice and sin mere physical means and physical prow

ess are of little value. We must look higher for the

strength and wisdom which shall enable us to conquer.

There are weaknesses and infirmities in our own nature

which must be 065:! and corrected or they will help the

evil powers without in their attack upon our integrity.

Strong selfish properties must be restrained by active

spiritual and religious feelings, and these must be cul

tivated by practices akin to their nature, to bring them

up to that state of exercise which shall render their in

fluence controlling.
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And yet more med'cinal is it than that

Moly
"

That Hermes once to wise Ulysses gave ;

He called it Htemony, and gave it me,

And bade me keep it as of sovereign use

'Gainst all enchantments, mildew, blast,

or damp,

Or ghastly furies’ apparition.

I pursed it up, but little reckoning made,

Till now that this extremity compell'd :

But now I find it true: for by this means

I knew the foul enchanter though dis

guised,

Enter'd the very lime-twigs of his spells,

And yet came off: if you have this about

you

(As I will give you when we go), you may

Boldly assault the Necromancer’s hall ;

Where if he be, with dauntless hardihood

And brandish'd blade, rush on him, break

his glass,

And shed the luscious liquor on the

ground,

But seize his wand: though he and his;

cursed crew

Fierce sign of battle make, and menace

high,

Or, like the sons of Vulcan, vomit smoke,

Yet will they soon retire, if he but shrink.

E. Bra. Thyrsis, lead on apace, I'll fol

low thee,

And some good angel beara shield be

fore us.

T/te :rene changes lo a stately palace, :el

0111will: all manner of delz'a'ournzxs .~sofl
musz'r, lab/er spread will: all daz'nlz'es.

Camu: appear: ‘will: his rabble, and 1/12

Lady se! in an enzlzanled cllaz'r, la wlzom

1w qfl'er: )lz's glass, 'w/u'c/t size pm by, and

is about 10 rise."

Com. Nay, Lady, sit; if I but wave this

wand,

Your nerves are all chain'd up in ala

baster,

And you a statue, or as Daphne was

Root-bound, that fled Apollo.

La. Fool, do not boast,

Thou canst not touch the freedom of my

mind

With all thy charms, although this cor

poral rind

Thou hast immanacled, while Heaven

sees good.

Com. Why are you vex’d, Lady? why

do you frown?

Here dwell no frowns, nor anger; from

these gates

Sorrow flies far;

pleasures

seQ, here be all the

COMUS on: ma THE Cur.

That Fancy can beget on youthful

thoughts,

When the fresh blood grows lively, and

returns

Brisk as the April buds in primrose

season.

And first behold this cordial julep
"
here,

That flames and dances in his crystal

bounds,

” lt was by means of a plant called Moly that Ulysses

is made proof against the charms and drugs of Circe.

It is thus described by Ulysses himself:
“
It was black

at the root, and its flower was like unto milk, and the

gods called it Moly; but it is diflicult for a mortal man

to take up; but the gods can do everything." To what

plant reference is made modern botany do" not reveal.

3‘ “ The Enchanted Palace." The Lady is here

brought to the trial, the result of which is to be a Virtue

or a bane. How she passes through it and triumphs is

magnificently described. . . . . Shackled by circum

stances over which she has no control physically, her

mind is still free, and strengthens to resist her ruthless

foe and defeat all the arts of sophistry, and luxurious

enticement, the cunning blandishments and comple

ments of Camus, or the lower senses. The lady, unlike

Eve, refuses to eat the forbidden fruit. and foils the

tempter by his own weapons and eonfession—“ none

but good men can give good things."

" This "cordialjulep," from an Ambian word mean~

in; to drinlr, had come to mean only a bright medical

liquid syrup or a sugar liquid or essence.
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With spirits of balm and fragrant syrups

mix'd :

Not that Nepenthes," which the wife of

Thone

In Egypt gave to love-born Helena,

ls of such power to stir up joy as this,

To life so friendly, or so cool to thirst.

Why should you be so cruel to yourself,

And to those dainty limbs which nature

lent

For gentle usage, and soft delicacy?

But you invert the covenants of her trust,

Am! harshly deal, like an ill borrower,

With that which you received on other

terms,

Scorning the unexempt condition

By which all mortal frailty must subsist,

Refreshment after toil, ease after pain,

That have been tired all day without re

Pas‘

And timely rest have wanted; but, fair

Virgin,

This will restore all soon.

La. ‘Twill not, false traitor,

‘Twill not restore the truth and honesty

That thou hast banish’d from thy tongue

with lies.

Was this the cottage, and the safe abode,

Thou told'st me of ? What grim aspects

are these,

These ugly-headed monsters?

guard me !

Hence with thy brew'd enchantments,

foul deceiver:

Hast thou betray’d my credulous inno

cence

With visor'd falsehood and base forgery?

And would’st thou seek again to trap me

here

With liquorish baits, fit to insnare a

brute ? -

Were it a draft for Juno when she ban

quets,

I would not taste thy treasonous ofIer;

none

Mercy

But such as are good men can give good

things,
-

And that which is not good is not deli

cious

To a well-govern'd and wise appetite.

Com. 0 foolishness of men! that lend

their ears

To those budge doctors of the Stoic fur,

And fetch their precepts from the Cynic

tub,

Praising the lean and sallow abstinence.

Wherefore did Nature pour her bounties

forth

With such a full and unwithdrawing

hand,

Covering the earth with odours, fruits,

and flocks,

Thronging the seas with spawn innumer

able,

But all to please, and sate the curious

taste?

And set to work millions of spinning

worms,

That in their green shops weave the

smooth-hair'd silk

To deck her sons; and that no corner

might

Be vacant of her plenty, in her own loins

She hutcht th' all-worshipp'd ore, and

precious gems

To store her children with: if all the

world

Should in a pet of temp’rance feed on

pulse,’1

Drink the clear stream, and nothing wear

but frieze,

Th’ All-giver would be unthank’d, would

be unpraised,

Not half his riches known, and yet de

spised,

And we should serve him as a grudging

master,

As a penurious niggard of his wealth,

" Nepenths is from the Greek, meaning a liquid

mixture like the opiate which Helen is said to have

given her husband. The ancient text relates of' its

power that
“ Whoever should drink down this mixed in

a cup would not shed a tear down his checks for a Whole

day; not even ifboth his mother and his father should

die‘ or it they should kill a brother or a beloved son

before his eyes."

'7 “ Pulse." This word is used in allusion to peas,

beans, etc. Daniel and the other three children of

Israel at the court of Nebnchndneuar chose to live sim

ply nn pulse and water. rather than on the wine and

mixed food allowed them by the King; and in health

and beauty they much exceeded any of the King's

household, who ate and lived in the common way of

the time. Comus‘ talk is in the strain of the action]—

plishcd voluprnary—drawing ingenious and reductive

pictures ofluxurioui life.
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And live like Nature's bastards, not her

sons,

Who would be quite surcharged with her

own weight,

And strangled with her waste fertility,

Th‘ earth cumber'd, and the wing'd air

dark’d with plumes,

The herds would over-multitude their

lords,

The sea o'erfraught would swell, and th'

unsought diamonds

Would so imblaze the forehead of the

deep,

And so bestud with stars, that they be

low

Would grow inured to light, and come at

last

To gaze upon the sun with shameless

brows.

List, Lady, be not coy, and be not cozen'd

With that same vaunted name Virginity.

Beauty is Nature's coin, must not be

hoarded,

But must be current, and the good thereof

Consists in mutual and partaken bliss,

Unsavoury in th’ enjoyment of itself;

If you let slip time, like a neglected rose

It withers on the stalk with languish'd

head.

Beauty is Nature's brag, and must be

shewn

In courts, at feasts, and high solemnities,

Where most may wonder at the work

manship;

It is for homely features to keep home,

They had their name thence; coarse

complexions

And cheeks of sorry grain will serve to

Ply

The sampler, and to tease the housewife’s

wool.

What need a vermeil-tinctured lip for

that,

Love-darting eyes, or tresses like the

Morn P

There was another meaning in these gifts;

Think what, and be advised, you are but

young yet.

La. I had not thought to have unlock'd

my lips

In this unhallow’d air, but that this jug

gler

Would think to charm my judgment, as

mine eyes

Obtruding false rules prank'd in Reason's

garb.

I hate when Vice can bolt her arguments,

And Virtue has no tongue to check her

pride.

Impostor, do not charge most innocent

Nature

As if she would her children should be

riotous
'

With her abundance; she, good cateress,

Means her provision only to the good,

That live according to her sober laws,

And holy dictate of spare temperance :

If every just man, that now pines with

want,

Had but a moderate and beseeming share

Of that which lewdly-pamper'd luxury

Now heaps upon some few with vast

excess,

Nature's full blessings would be well dis

pensed

In unsuperfluous even proportion,

And she no whit encumber'd with her

store:

And then the Giver would be better

thank'd,

His praise due paid ; for swinish Gluttony

Ne'er looks to Heav'n amidst his gorge

ous feast,

But with besotted base ingratitude

Crams, and blasphemes his feeder. Shall’

I go on P

Or have I said enough? To him that

dares
" '

Arm his profane tongue with contemptu

ous words

Against the sun-clad power of Chastity,

Fain would I something say, yet to what

end P

'5 “ To him that dares." Here we have an eloquent

recurrence of the leading doctrine of the Masque, and

of which we have already spoken on a previous occasion.

It was uttered by the elder brother; now it is reuttercd‘

by the sister, with emphasis.

The maiden's moral sentiments are fired with indig

nation and disgust, and all her nature resents the insid

ious talk and lewd approaches of the conjumr. Her

intellectual faculties thus inspired operate with extraor ~

dinnry power, and her appeal for purity and truth is

most eloquent and triumphant in its reasoning again“

the sophistry of vice.
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Thou hast not ear, nor soul, to apprehend

The sublime notion and high mystery,

That must be utter'd to unfold the sage

And serious doctrine of Virginity,

And thou art worthy, that thou should’st

not know

More happiness than this thy present lot.

Enjoy your dear wit, and gay rhetoric,

That hath so well been taught her daz

zling fence, -

Thou art not fit to hear thyself convinced ;

Yet should I try, the uncontrolled worth

Of this pure cause would kindle my rapt

spirits

To such a flame of sacred vehemence,

That dumb things would be moved to

sympathize,
'

And the brute ‘earth would lend her

nerves, and shake,

Till all thy magic structures, rear'd so

high,

Were shatter'd into heaps o'er thy false

head.

( T0 be continued.)

A FEW STRAINS 0F SEVENTEENTH CENTURY SONG.

OOKING back to the merrie old

England of two hundred years ago,

we find adorning the seventeenth century

a galaxy of brilliant names, of which later

years have not produced the like—Shake

speare;
“
rare Ben jonson”; Bacon,

“
the

wisest, brightest, meanest of mankind";

Milton, hard of Paradise; and Dryden—all

names that might well form an important

epoch in any nation's literature. Not

upon these alluring mountain heights of

genius will we wander to-day, but in

yonder sunlit valley pause to pluck the

sweet and loved wild flowers that blos

somed two centuries ago into the immor

tellcs of song.

When loosed from uncongenial clerical

duties, Robert Herrick could give voice

to the exquisite lyrical fancies that filled

his brain. There burst forth songs so

tenderly gay, fantastic, and sparkling,

they have sung their way into every

melody-loving heart. Happy hours spent

the poet with choice companions, among

them “rare Ben Jonson." "Ah! Ben,‘

he exclaims, as the memory of those

happy days rise before him:

"
Each verse of thine

Outdid the meat, outdid the frolic wine."

Evidently our poet practiced what he

preached in his beautiful little poem, the

first verse of which has been so often

quoted:

"Gather the rosebuds while ye may,

Old Time is still a-flying;

And this same flower that smiles to-day,

To-morrow will be dying."

A certain fair Julia evoked several

dainty love-songs, whose language is a

delight to the world of lovers :

“
Some asked me where the rubies grew,

And nothing did I say,

But with my finger pointed to

The lips of Julia.

“
Some asked how pearls did grow and where,

Then spake I to my girl,

To part her lips, and shew me there

The quarelets of pearl.

“
One asked me where the roses grew,

I bade him not go seek;

But forthwith bade my Julia shew

A bud in either cheek."

What a charming little conceit is this :

"
Cherry ripe. n'pe. ripe I cry.

Full and fair ones—come and buy ;

If so be you ask me where

They do grow ?—1 answer: There,

Where my J ulia‘s lips do smile—

There‘s the land, or cherry-isle ;

Whose plantations fully show

All the year where cherries grow."

Of the fair English violets, flower loved

of poets, he quaintly sings:

" Y’ are the maiden Posies,

And, so graced,

To be placed

'Fore damask roses.

" Yet though thus respected,

By and by

Ye do lie,

Poor girls, neglected."

From the works of the dramatist Jon
son have been culled several of his minor

poems, as graceful as those of Herrick's,
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although the beauty of his lady love is

not so richly painted. To Celia he writes:

" Drink to me only with thine eyes,

And I will pledge with mine;

Or leave a kiss but in the cup,

And I'll not look for wine."

Here is the ideal sweet simplicity and

beauty unatlorned that the poet sings,

the artist paints, and man adores in

theory, but snubs in practice :

“
Give me a look, give me a face,

That makes simplicity a grace ;

Robes loosely flowing, hair as free;

Such sweet neglect more taketh me

Than all th’ adulteries of art :

They strike mine eyes, but not my heart."

The gay and gallant courtier of Charles

1., Thomas Carew, produced some popular

masks and poems. Among his songs are

two beginning:
'

“
Give me more love or more disdain";

and
“ He that loves a rosy cheek,

Or a coral lip
admires."

In the court of the same king was Sir

John Suckling, noted for being the best

bowler and card-player in all England, as

well as celebrated for his wit and gal

lantry, which found public vent in his

delightful love-songs. Poor Sir John!

tradition writes against thy courtly name

the unhappy word—Suicide. His "Bal

lad upon a \Vedding" has many verses

unsurpassed; in one he uses the super~

stition of the people that the sun dances

upon Easter-day to describe the bride :

" Her feet beneath her petticoat,

Like little mice, stole in and out,

As if they feared the light:

But oh ! she dances such a way i

No sun upon an Easter-day’

Is half so fine a sight.

“ Her lips were red; and one was thin,

Compared to that was next her chin,

Some bee had stung it newly;

But DickI her eyes so guard her face,

I dnrst no more upon them gaze,

Than on the sun in July.’I

Another unfortunate in love and war,

in life and death, was Richard Lovelace.

That he kept a brave heart and sang be—

hind his prison-bars, is evinced by his

poem written, when in durance vile, to

Althea. The last verse is a familiar one:

“
Stone walls do not a prison make,

Nor iron bars a cage ;

Minds innocent and quiet, take

That for an hermitage :

If 1 have freedom in my love,

And in my soul am free,

Angels alone, that soar above,

Enjoy such liberty."

On going to the war, in which he re

ceived a wound, he excuses his absence

to his lady-love Lueasta. in a poem that

closes with this oft-quoted verse:

" Yet this inconstancy is such

As you, too, shall adore ;

I could not love thee, dear, so much,

Loved 1 not honour more."

Alas for the poet's devotion ! The lady

heard false tidings of her lover's death

from his wounds, and when he returned

to his native land it was to find Lueasta

the wife of another. .

Still another court favorite, and one

who also knew life from behind the bars,

was Edmund Waller, whose life has been

termed more romantic than his poetry.

He lived to woo the muse when an octo

genarian. His “ Go, lovely Rose," is a

song that has been much admired. In

the lines
"
On a Girdle," with all a lover's

earnestness he exclaims :

"Give me but what this ribbon bound,

Take all the rest the sun goes ’round,"

What a picture of placid contentment

we have given us by William Byrd :

“My mind to me a kingdom is ;

Such perfect joy therein 1 find

As far exceeds all earthly bliss

That God or nature hath assigned ;

Though much I want that most would have,

Yet still my mind forbids to crave."

What an amount of quiet happiness he

pictures in the final verse, with which we

fitly close our ramble among these old

gems of song:

" My wealth is health and perfect ease;

My conscience clear my chief defense;

I never seek by bribes to please,

Nor by desert to give offense.

Thus do 1 live, thus will I die;

Would all did so as well as I."

A. L. ROCKWOOD.
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THE MENTAL TREATMENT OF DISEASE.

THOUGHTFUL observer contrib

utes an article to the Wcslern Ii'ural,

in which he considers, from the point of

view of impartial medicine, the influence

of the mind in producing the desired

change in sickness. We copy the great

er part of the article, as follows :

“ In the treatment of the sick, as in all

other matters, b'goted attachment to one

peculiar system of cure has led to almost

all the mischief wrought by a perverted

system of treatment. An extended knowl

edge of human nature leads us all to find

out the accuracy of the old adage, ‘what

is one man’s meat is another's poison.’

Esculapius, the reputed founder of the

botanical system, found in the vegetable

kingdom many products eminently quali

fied to correct certain disorders of the

frame—Paracelsus finding virtues among

minerals, while Mesmer and his followers

discover in animal magnetism a more

potent agent than any to be met with

outside the human frame. Man is made

up of mineral, vegetable, and animal ele

ments, and it is surely not absurd to sur

mise that there are conditions of the

system when the mineral elements are

somewhat lacking, while other states of

body give evidence of an insufficiency of

the vegetable. Great specialists have

found a remedy for a certain class of dis

orders which have been brought under

their especial notice; they have found it

to work admirably in the relief of many

patients similarly afflicted. But, as al

most identical symptoms in different

persons may arise from widely differing

causes, it is a deadly mistake to suppose

that any one system of treatment will be

found successful in all cases. In Italy,

the practice of bleeding has never been

abolished, and though less in vogue now

than a century ago, it is still practiced to

a considerable extent by the native doc

tors. Warm-blooded Southerners oftener

suffer from fevers than inhabitants of

colder climates, and as a loss of blood

often reduces fever, a lowering system of

treatment is frequently applicable to the

rich, full-blooded natives of the sunny

South.

“
But whether drug or mineral medica

tion, or letting blood be the means em

ployed, a great danger frequently attends

the use of any supposed remedies which,

while they may afford an outlet for dis

ease, do not introduce a health-giving

element into the weakened system. In

the practice of surgery, anaesthetics are

almost universally employed to deaden

sensation, because by quieting the nerves

and rendering the patient oblivious to

the operation, a large amount of vitality

is spared which would otherwise be ex

hausted by nervous apprehensions. A far

greater number of persons die from the

fear and nervousness attending an opera

tion than from the effects of the opera

tion itself. Such anarsthetics as ether,
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chloroform, nitrous oxide gas, etc., are

inestimable boons to the surgeon and the

patient; but great danger often attends

their administration, so that many den

tists will not allow their patients to take

laughing-gas if there is the least reason

to fear that the heart is affected.

"Mesmerism, which has of late tri

umphed so signally in various parts of

this country, is
,

without doubt, destined to

be the one all-prevailing curative agent of

the future, because it includes within it

self all the elements of cures common

to all other forms of treatment respect

ively and collectively. A healthy mes

meric operator is a manwho generates

and dispenses a superabundance of vital

force which he can communicate to his

patients in the form of subtle, invisible

vapor. This vitality is the very essence

of life itself, and partakes necessarily of

all the attributes of the human system.

When, by its infusion through the pores,

the patient falls asleep, he is, as it were,

intoxicated with an excess of life. The

stupor induced does not, therefore, sim

ply prevent suffering, it regenerates and

strengthens the entire system, and hence

neutralizes the wasting attendant upon

the performance of an operation. Far

beyond the physical results of magneti

zation, should be placed the moral. Nu

merous experiments have shown that

morbid appetites have been corrected by

mesmeric or magnetic influence. With

out endeavoring to treat the subject, that

crime is a disease, from an abstract stand

point, we think all anthropologists will

hear us out in our assertion that a debili

tated and perverted state of body is fre

quently attended by criminal proclivities ;

that drunkenness and almost all forms of

immorality are in many instances trace

able to physical degeneracy, as well as to

lack of will-power and moral stamina.

It is far easier to lead a correct life in a

healthy body than in an unhealthy one.

A sickly community, as a rule, is not a

moral one. A controversy may of course

arise as to whether immorality is the

parent of physical disorders or whether

bodily ailments give rise to moral de~

prayity. The truth, no doubt, lies in a

wise harmonization of the two theories.

The mind affects the body, and in turn

the body affects the mind. It is uni

versally conceded that certain diseases

are infectious. No one calls in question

the Biblical statement that ‘evil com

munications corrupt good manners.’ The

world has yet to vividly realize that good

health is catching, and that good com

munications destroy evil habits. Our

own opinion certainly inclines to belief

in the absolute power of mind over mat

ter. We see it demonstrated every day

that intelligence is the ruler of all ma

terial things—the mind of man being

increasingly able to subject even the ele

ments to itself. Thus, perhaps, we may

find that the metaphysician's idea of

healing by spiritual or divine power, may

be the soundest after all. We have heard

recently of wonderful cures wrought in

answer to prayer. We have read marvel

ous accounts of the triumph of faith in

these days, recalling to our minds many

passages of what is called lholy writ,’

which declares faith .to be the power that

maketh whole.

“
But what is prayer, and what is faith 5

‘

These are questions which the present

age has to answer unless mankind is to

lose all faith in the efficacy of these time

honored agents. We think scarcely any

one need differ with Montgomery's beau

tiful and rational definition of prayer,

where he, in one of his sublime religious

poems, styles it

“ ‘

The soul's sincere desire

Utlered or unexpressed.’

"A desire is an effort of the will, a

sincere desire, an earnest effort of the

will. This definition of prayer by a much

admired poet, gives us the very clew we

need to a solution of the mystery of the

healing efficacy of prayer. We may leave

it to theologians to settle among them

selves the purely theological differences

which may arise on this question; but for

our purpose, the sincere desire of the

mind will answer perfectly as an explana

tion of the mystery we have set ourselves
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to consider and which we hope some day

to unravel. Will-power may be weak in

me and strong in some friend of mine.

He may, by his ‘stronger will, extricate

my weaker will from its temporary im

prisonment in a body which it is little

able to control, and by thus arousing my

dormant energies, may be at once my

healer, and at the same time only the

means employed by nature in arousing

my own will to heal my own body. Thus

my faith, or will, makes me whole ; but it

could not have done'so under prevailing

circumstances except at another’s insti

gation.
'

"Faith is induced by a variety of

causes. Wev can not all believe just as

we would. Faith rests upon evidence,

and thus it needs a force sulficiently

strong to convince one of its reality and

potency before we can derive any benefits

from the exercise of faith. We instinct

ively believe in some persons and disbe

lieve in others—entire strangers in whose

favor we have heard nothing and against

whom nothing ever prejudiced us. The

rahbnal: of this phenomenon seems to lie

in the fact of our being incessantly worked

upon by the subtle and invisible forces em

anating from persons around us, quite in

dependent of our previous beliefs or knowl

edge. If awhifl of cold air enters an apart

ment, you feel it instantly without being

able to trace it at once to its source. If

there is fire in our vicinity, we feel its

warmth. It is just so with mental and

magnetic impressions. They reach us

where we are when-we neither solicit nor

expect them—often when we would fain

avoid them. These induce confidence or

distrust in us toward the individuals from

whom they emanate. They are to us at

tractive and ‘repellant currents of mag

netism respectively. This being true, we

are led to infer that your physician must

be pleasant to you; one whose personal

sphere is attractive, and for whose step

you eagerly listen. A physician who is

disagreeable to you may be extremely

pleasant to some one else, while one

whose presence you enjoy, may be quite

repulsive to your neighbor.

"As the nervous condition of the pa

tient must always be carefully watched,

as nothing retards recovering so e‘fiectu

ally as unpleasant excitement, it is above

all things essential that all in attendance

upon the sick should be persons whose

presence is agreeable to the invalid. We

do not wish to convey the idea that an

educated physician's knowledge of the

art of medicine goes for nothing,—we do

not wish to disparage the triumphs of

learning. But as pulely physical rem

edies constitute the stock- in trade of

many a learned practitioner, and as a

majority of modern ailments are origi

nally mental or nervous maladies, curable

only by such remedies as reach the mind,

we believe in the necessity of investiga

tion, and wherever practicable, of apply

ing the subtle agent known by the mod

ern appellation of animal magnetism.

“
Let persons say what they will of im

agination. Let them, if they choose, at

tribute to fancy all that we claim rests

upon a solid basis of fact. What matters

it? When persons are ill they wish to

get well; their friends wish them to re

cover, and if even purely imaginative

remedies restore the sick to health, let

us give some time to a consideration of

the uses of imagination."

A‘ I'IINT ON BATHING INFANTS.—In

preparing warm baths for infants, great

care should be taken not to have the

water too hot. A lady remarks on this

subject: "When my child was sick one

night the doctor ordered the hot bath.

The lady who was with me got the water

ready, and said it was all right. just as

she was going to put the child in I said,

‘Put your elbow into the water first.‘

She did so, and found it altogether too

hot. In washing young children the water

that is agreeable to the hands may not

be so to the flesh that is kept covered

with clothing. Babies are frequently tor

tured, and even injured, by giving them

a bath in water that is much too hot."
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THE HEART—lTS STRUCTURE, FUNCTION, AND DISEASES.

0 become familiar with the external

appearance ‘of the heart it is only

necessary to go into the market and ask

of the butcher to be shown a veal's heart.

The normal human heart weighs, on an

average, about ten ounces; the clenched

fist is a near approximation to its size.

The heart is situated in the chest.

mostly to the left side. It can be located

more accurately as follows : With a

crayon draw on the body a line one inch

to the right of, and perpendicular to, the

breast-bone, beginning at the bottom of

the second and ending at the top of the

VIEW or 'rna HEART no LARGER VESSELS.

R. A , Right Auricle; L. A., Left Auricle ; R. v..

Right ventricle; L. V.. Left ventricle; V. C., above,

Superior Vena Cava; V. C., below, Inferior Vena Cava;

P. A.‘ Pulmonary Artery; A , Aorta; A. a., Arch of

the Aorta: V. Valves between Left Auricle and Left

ventricle—the walls of the heart being cut away to

show their disposition.

sixth rib. From this point draw a line

eight inches to the left, marking the top

of this rib. Now connect the lines here

indicated bya diagonal line. By this a

triangle is formed on the chest. In this

space, within the chest, the heart is nor

mally located. Watch the apex of this

space or lay the hand upon it. In a spare

person, erect, it will appear every second,

or oftener, as though the chest-wall

started up as if from a blow within. This

is the apex beat of the heart.

Its deviation from this space would be

quickly noticed by an observant physi

cian, who, by this circumstance, would

immediately suspect some marked ab

normal condition. To the base of the

heart are attached the great arteries and

veins of the body. The junction of these

form exceedingly tough fibrous rings,

into which the muscular fibers of the

organ are inserted. Covering the heart

and about two inches of the great vessels

is a membrane called the pericardium.

This is really a sack; its inner surface is

very smooth and secretes a fluid, whose

office doubtless is to diminish the friction

necessarily arising from the movements

of the heart. Already it has been pointed

out that the heart is double; its halves

are called the right and left sides of the

heart. Each half of the heart is divided

into two compartments, placed one above

the other; the upper of these spaces is

named the auricle, the lower the ven

tricle. Each of these divisions of the

heart will contain about two fluid ounces.

They are placed side by side, and are

termed right or left, as they are in either

side.

THE HEART'S FUNCTION.

Into the right auricle the blood from

all the veins of the body but one is

poured. Into the left auricle the blood

comes, by the pulmonary veins, from the

lungs after its renewal. From the auricles

the blood passes into the ventricles.

From the right ventricle the blood is

forced through the pulmonary artery into

the lungs for a fresh supply of oxygen.

This it receives from the air. From the

left ventricle the blood is forced into the

aorta, the largest artery in the body, from

whence it finds its way through the whole

system and back again into the right

auricle by way of the veins. The arte

ries are elastic tubes. They are constant

ly full of blood. This makes the work

of the left ventricle much the hardest,

and its walls are much thicker and more

powerful than those of the right ven

tricle. The lining membrane of the
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heart, the endocardium, is continuous? in the ordinary operations of life. Run

with the lining of the arteries and veins.

Doublings of this membrane form flood- 1

gates—valves—between the various di

visions of the heart; and at the exit of

the large arteries in the ventricles ten

dinous cords extend from the walls of

the heart to the ventricular surface of

the valves. These cords are evidently

intended to act in a similar manner to

the stay-ropes of a sail. In the large ar

teries the valves are disposed in semi

circular folds. These float with the in

going stream of blood, but are at once

caught when the current sets back to the

heart and efi'ectually close the vessel.

The valves of the heart are quite com

parable to those of a pump. By this

their importance is best shown, for all

must know that the efficiency of a pump

depends almost exclusively on its valves.
'

By placing the car over the region of the

heart certain sounds are heard. Thin

chest walls naturally render these more

audible. Alterations in these sounds of

a permanent character indicate change

in the structure of the valves—roughen

ing or insufiiciency. On the under

side of the wrist the pulse is best felt.

It can, however, be felt wherever an ar

tery approaches the surface of the body.

This event is due to the passage of more

blood into the already full arteries. The

heart and circulatory apparatus is very

intimately connected with and under the

influence of the nerves. This is shown

especially well by the blushing cheek ; it

is also shown by the well-known effects

upon the heart of joy, fear, sorrow. hate,

and rage.

THINGS TO BE AVOIDED.

There are many circumstances and sub

stances as well that affect the heart in

juriously. These ought to be generally

known ; but mere possession of this

knowledge manifestly can avail nothing,

while the judicious application of useful

facts may spare many much suffering and

prolong some useful lives.

The point first worthy of notice here is

the effect upon the heart of undue haste

ning up and down stairs, running for cars

or boats, and all similar performances,

are grand follies, and suicidal to individ

uals with lame hearts, especially if that

lameness be of the valve. All inordi

nately violent muscular exercise is equal~

ly injurious. Boat-racing, batting, and

sledging are all accompanied by very

violent muscular contractions, which in

crease the labor of the heart manifold.

It is worthy of note just here that cer

tain amounts of the occupations just

named are very useful, but care must be

taken not to go beyond a certain line,

the location of which every one ought to

know for himself. Alcohol and tobacco

are heart poisons. It must be borne in

mind, however, that the way in which

the alcohol is used has much to do with

its effects. The persistent intemperate

use of alcoholic drinks over-stimulates

the heart, and weakens the blood-ves

sels. Very grave events, plainly. Ac~

onite is also avery powerful heart poison,

in ignorant hands. Chloroform has long

been reckoned a heart poison. That

deaths occasionally occur during the in

halation of this agent is well known.

Some recent observers contend, however,

that this untoward event was because an

insufficient amount of the drug had been

used. The venom of many serpents is

an exceedingly active cardiac poison, and

when persons are poisoned by it
,

it is

usually owing to this action and coinci

dent alterations of the blood.

DISEASES OF THE HEART.

Enlargement of the heart is a common

abnormal condition, obstructions in the

course of the circulation, especially the

kidneys, being at times instrumental in

the causation of this trouble. The throb

bing of an enlarged heart is sometimes

quite annoying by its violence. If along

with an enlarged heart there be weak

blood-vessels, it is plain that a break is

quite possible. This will be followed by

results of greater or less gravity, accord~

ing to the location of the broken artery.

A good proportion of the sudden deaths
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said to be due to heart disease, are in all

probability due to the breaking of an ar

tery in the brain. Dyspeptic persons

often imagine that they have heart dis

ease, and it is quite true that palpitation

—irregular action—of the heart is a very

usual coincidence of indigestion. An

impoverished condition of the blood con

duces to palpitation of the heart.

Affection of the valves of the heart is

the form of heart trouble most to be

dreaded. This affection arises usually

from extraordinary muscular efforts, or

in the case of acute rheumatism of the

joints. The gravity of this condition

must now be sufficiently plain. Individ

uals so affected may. however, prolong

their lives much by correct habits.

Dropsy is also a result of certain heart

troubles‘; this is explained readily enough.

Suppose the heart becomes weak and

can not efficiently do its work, what is

there more natural than that the blood

should settle in the extremities, the feet

in particular? Pain, probably neuralgia,

of the heart is a very distressing affec

-Q

tion ; some cases of it are, however, quite

curable. An abundance of good food

and sleep, and everything else that is

wholesome for the body generally, is

equally useful for the heart. Working

or sleeping in insufficiently ventilated

apartments impairs the blood, and this

in its turn quickly deranges the heart.

POISON IN POTATOES.—An exchange

says admonishingly; "No person should

buy their potatoes of grocerymen who

let them stand in front of their stores in

the sun. Long exposure to the light,

without the direct sun, will develop the

solanine in
_

the potato, and make an

article unfit for food. But exposure to

the sun is so injurious to the potato.

making it not only unpalatable, but ac

tually injurious to health, that any gro

cer for the offense of selling potatoes
_

which have been exposed two or three

days to the sun ought to be indicted for

selling unhealthy and dangerous human

food."

HOW HE DIED OF STABVATION.

‘I

SO
Jones is dead?" said one Som

erville man to another.

" Yes, poor fellow, he's gone."
“ What did he die of P" inquired the first

speaker.

" Starvation," was the answer.

"
Starvation! Good gracious, the man

was worth $50,000."

“

I know that; nevertheless, he died of

starvation. I'll tell you how it was. Jones

was always fancying that there was some

thing the matter with him ; so he went to

a doctor one day and had himself exam

ined and the doctor informed him that he

had kidney disease, and that besides tak

ing medicine he must diet himself. Said

the doctor,

‘ You must avoid all kinds of

salt meats, salt fish, potatoes, cabbage,

and vegetables of every kind.‘ Jones

followed the advice, but found himself no

better. He went to another doctor, and

after being examined was informed that

he must avoid all kinds of fresh meats

also. This did not do him any good, as

he thought, and he went to another doc

tor, who highly approved of the advice

which had previously been given, and

further warned him against all kinds

of pastry, likewise shell-fish, including

oysters and clams. ‘The best thing for

you is a milk diet,‘ said the doctor; so

Jones lived wholly upon milk. Not feel

ing himself any better he went to another

doctor, who cautioned him to avoid milk

above all things if he wanted to get well.

This reduced Jones to a diet of cold

water and fresh air, and finding himself

no better under this regimen he went to

another doctor, who advised him to be

ware of drinking too much water and

being too much in the air, This last ad

vice cut off the last of Jones’ articles of

diet, and he died of starvation, as I have

told you."
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.

Further Testimony on the To
BACCO HABIT.—Dr. G. Decaisne has had in

his charge thirty-eight youths, from nine to

fifteen years of age, who were addicted to

smoking, and has made known some interest-

ing results concerning the effects of tobacco

upon these boys. The extent to which tobac

co was used varied; and the effects were of

course unequal, but were very decided in

twenty-seven cases. With twenty-two of the

boys there was disturbance of the circulation,

palpitation of the heart, imperfect digestion,

sluggishness of intellect, and to some extent

a craving for alcoholic stimulants. Twelve

patients suffered from bleeding of the nose ;

ten had constant nightmare ; four had ulcer

ated mouths ; and one became a consumptive.

The symptoms were most marked in the

youngest children, but among those of equal

age the best fed were least affected. Eleven

boys stopped smoking, and were cured with

in a year.
'

Home-made Apparatus—Dr. Py

burn gives some good suggestions to those

who are inclined to scientific work, but have

little means. "Some people conclude that, if

they can not possess a first-class instrument

of this or that kind, they are better off with

out any; but a moment's consideration will

show the fallacy of this conclusion, and that,

on the contrary, even a very poor instrument

of observation or precision, or generally of

research, in aid of the senses—be it telescope,

microscope, spectroscope, balance, thermom

eter, chronometer, or chemical reagent—is

vastly better than none. We have but to re

member the great strides made in the acqui

sition of knowledge by the aid of the very im

perfect first-forms of every instrument which

has been invented, to be assured of this.

Moreover, reflect !—so far as vision is con

cerned, men, on an average, without instru

mental assistance, are inexorably kept at a

distance from ‘things’ of ten inches, and

must view them under the angle thence sub

tended. But the use of a simple lens of two

and a half inches focus annihilates three

fourths of this distance, quadruples the angle

of vision, and enables us to see objects only

one-sixteenth as large as the least we can see

with the naked eye. And for some purposes

a poor instrument is as good as the best : an

egg or a potato gives the housewife all the

advantages, in measuring the density of her

brine, which She would derive from the most

skillfully-constructed hydrometer, or the most

accurate balance and specific-gravity bottle.

Galileo, with his simple-lens telescope, saw

what, perhaps, never man before saw—viz.,

the moons of jupiter; and by exhibiting the

partial illumination of Venus, with the same

imperfect instrument, he removed one of the

strongest objections raised
against the helio

centric theory of Copernicus. A word to the

wise is enough, To my fellow-students I

say: Whatever may be your several lines of

study, get real knowledge, where possible, by

seeing and handling things for yourselves;

and, if you can not possess or have the use of

a good instrument, do not therefore refuse

the assistance of a poor one ; but in all cases

get and use the best you can. Rembrandt

made pictures with a burned stick before

ever he possessed pigment or pencil."—

Popular Science Mani/11y.

Longevity in the Dill'erent States.
—A student of the reports of the tenth census

has compiled a table for the Boston Common

wealth for the purpose of showing in what

State or States one has the best chance for a

long life. New Hampshire seems to him to

be the favorite refuge of green old age, for he

finds that one-seventy-fourth of the inhabit

ants are at least eighty years old. The pro

portion among native white males is I to
80, but the environment in New Hampshire

seems to have been even more favorable to

the preservation of life in the other sex, for

the proportion among native white females is

I in 58. Other New England States do not

contain quite so many old persons, the aver

age proportion for the six being I in 134.

Coming to New York, he finds that for one

person who has reached the age of eighty

there are 161 who have not been so fortunate,

and in the three Middle States the average pro

portion is I in 182. As he goes southward

he discovers a greater preponderance of

young blood, for in six South Atlantic States

the average proportion is I in 203. The Gulf

States afford a less attractive shelter for the

aged, for the average is t in 300. In Texas,

where so many worthy persons die with their

boots on in the prime of life, only one octo

genarian can be found in a group of 497 citi

zens. The average rises again in the interi

or States east of the Mississippi, but in the

Great Lake States it falls to I in 263, a good

old. age being attained with the greatest dif

ficulty in the wealthy and prosperous State

of Illinois. In seven States west of the Mis

sissippi River the aged rarely appear, for the

average proportion is I in 453. In Iowa a

crop of 334 persons yields only one who has

reached the age of four-score ; in Minnesota,

Nebraska, and Kansas only one of these aged

citizens can be found in a group that would

yield two in Iowa, and in Colorado 1,150 in

habitants must pass in review before an octo

genarian comes in sight. The old are even

more rare in Nevada, but in California and

Oregon the proportion is nearly I in 500.

If the inhabitants of the whole country could

be assembled in two hundred and twenty-sev

en groups, it would be possible to place at the

head of each group one patriarch of eighty

or more years.

Factors In Successful Fruit
CULTURE.-—A writer in the Country Gentleman

fairly puts this matter, thus :
“
Fruit-growing
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and gardening are hard work, and it is work of

the brain as well as the hands. There are

two things, one of which the seeker after

easy jobs will find conspicuous in his experi

ence; he will either never find such a job, or

he will never amount to anything. ‘He do

not know of anything that has been the sub

iect of more exhausting thought or harder

manual labor than fruit culture. Our great

pomological advancement in this country has

been the result of this mental and physical

toil. Success in the business requires a very

intimate acquaintance with some of the most

perplexing sciences, and almost every year

the fruit-grower runs amuck of entirely new

difficulties which he must surmount with study

and persevering toil.
“
The reason that pomologists find pleasure

in their avocation is largely because they

love to labor. They are satisfied with the re

wards of their labor, and so toll on patiently,

the limbs often being weary and the head oft

en aching. Neither the orchard or the gar

den is any place for a lazy man, and neither

is it a place for a sick man, if regard for the

interests of the orchard or garden are thought

of. The garden or orchard will benefit the

invalid, but the invalid will not benefit either

of them. It is far better for such a person to

engage in general farming, for they can not

stand the strain which profitable fruit culture

requires. It is true that after an orchard once

gets a start, and comes into bearing condition,

the labor is comparatively light. But even

then, as before said, there are new difficulties

to be overcome, and the mind and hands will

find enough to do to make industrious habits

and health a necessity. But when we com

pare the labor of general farming to the mar

ket garden, the labor attending the ‘former is

very much less than that attending the latter.

We know of no men who work harder than

the market gardeners on the outskirts of our

cities. They earn all they get for their fruit

and vegetables, and some of the naturally

tired people who think that fruit-growing and

gardening are such pretty work, and easy

work, would be unwilling to labor a week as

these gardeners do, for all the money they re

ceive for a season's crops."

A Small Motor “- flIll(!d.—Thel'e can

be no doubt, says the Engineer, that the in

ventor who could supply in a really portable

form a machine or apparatus which could give

out two or three horse-power for a day would

reap an enormous fortune. Up to the pres

ent time, however, nothing of the kind has

been placed in the market. Gas is laid on to

most houses now, and gas engines are plenty

enough, yet they do not meet the want which

a storage battery may be made yet, perhaps,

to supply.

Developnlenl ol'a Gal-den Plant.
——The chrysanthemum, which claims so much

interest among horticulturists, has an unusual

ly interesting history. In 1764 it was brought

to Europe from China and planted in the Bo

tanic Gardens at Chelsea in London, where,

however, it attracted little notice and soon

afterward died out. In [781), according to

The Gardmzr’: Alagazinz, a French merchant

named Blanchard imported some plants from

China to France, and the next'year they

found their way to England, where they were

sold at a high price, and grown in a green

house. In 1795 there was a chrysanthemum

seen in blossom in Mr. Colville's nursery in

the King's Road, Chelsea. The flowers

were small and of a dark purple. only half

double ; the petals were ragged and uneven.

From 1798 to 1822 sixteen varieties were in

troduced from China. After that more prog

ress was made and in one year alone (1824)

twenty difi'erent sorts were imported. It was

not, however, till 1830 that seed was first

saved in the south of France and much finer

blossoms were thus produced, In a few

years’ time chrysanthemums became so nu

merous that the old nomenclature—white

clustered, aster flowered, marigold flowered,

quilled yellow, tassled pink, etc—had to be

superseded as inadequate, and each was dig

nified with a distinct title.

The Early Rules of Postage.—
Now that the two-cent postage law has gone

into effect, the following provisions of the

first law of Congress on the subject will prob

ably be read with some attention :

February 20, I792. was the first act fixing

rates of postage on domestic letters. and es

tablished the following rates, to take effect

June r, 1792:

Act February 20, I792, Section 9, by land :

For every single letter not exceeding 30 miles,

6 cents.

For every single letter over 30 miles, and

not exceeding 60 miles, 8 cents.

For every single letter over 60 miles, and

not exceeding 100 miles, 10 cents.

For every single letter over 100 miles, and

not exceeding 150 miles, 12% cents.

For every single letter over 150 miles, and

not exceeding 200 miles, 15 cents.

For every single letter over 200 miles, and

not exceeding 250 miles, 17 cents.

For every single letter over 250 miles, and

not exceeding 350 miles, 20 cents.

For every single letter over 350 miles, and

not exceeding 450 miles, 22 cents.

For every single letter over 450 miles, 25

cents.

For every double letter, double the said

rates.

For every triple letter, triple the said

rates.

For every packet weighing one ounce av

oirdupois to pay at the rate of four single let~

ters for each ounce, and in that proportion

for any greater weight.

Central American Antiquities.—
The United States National Museum at Wash

ington has lately acquired a complete set of
the valuable collection of casts made by the

Charnay expedition to Central America, and

which comprises the most celebrated rel

ics of Mexican and Central American ruins.
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This collection will prove of inestimable value

to students of American antiquities; and it

is understood that the fullest opportunities

will be afforded to specialists in these sub

jccts to make the most careful investigation

0! these ancient monuments and of their hith

eno undecipherable inscriptions. It is pos
sible that with this remarkably rich collection

at the disposal of archzeologists, the many

problematical questions respecting the origin

and history of these remarkable races, that

had reared a wonderful civilization upon this

continent centuries before the advent of En

ropeans, may be solved.

The expedition of M. Charnay, it will be re

mcmbered, was sent out with the joint aid of

the French government and Mr.Pierre Loril

lard, awealthy citizen of the United States,

in the year 1880, with the object of making a

thoroughly scientific examination of the many

mined cities, temples and other monuments

of the ancient civilization of Mexico and Cen

tral America. This work received the sanc

tion of the governments of these countries,

and was prosecuted with energy for the space

of two years, with such success that the expe

dition returned enriched with casts and pho

tographs of all the noteworthy monuments of

these countries.

Of these valuable collections, one suite is

placed on permanent exhibition in the muse

um at the Trocadero Palace in Paris, and a

duplicate copy, as we have just noticed, in

the National Museum at Washington, where

it will doubtless form one of the most inter

esting features of that already vast storehouse

of treasures. It is said to be the intention of

Prof. Baird, the chief of the National Muse

um. to have some of the more remarkable of

these relics—such, for example, as the bas-re

liefs of the Temple of the Sun and those of

the Temple of the Cross—mounted in such

a manner as to reproduce as exactly as pos

sible their surroundings in the temples in

which they are found. This will certainly add

very greatly to the interest which this re

markable collection of American antiquities

must attract from all intelligent visitors to

the museum.

spiritualism to be Investigated.
—By the terms of the will of the late Henry

Seybert, a rich and eccentric citizen of Phila

delphia, the later years of whose life were

absorbed in the vain effort to get at the truth

of what is known as spiritualism, a consider

able legacy ($50,000) has been bequeathed to

the University to found a professorship of ln

lellectual and Moral Philosophy, with the

proviso that the authorities shall undertake to

make a thorough investigation of the phe

nomena of modern spiritualism, and publish

the evidence and the conclusions to which it

leads. The University has accepted the be

quest, and has appointed a committee of five

members of its faculty to conduct
the

investi
gation. This committee comprises among Its

members the provost (an M11)!
and the

professors of chemistry. 59cm‘
sclence, and

anatomy, and a tutor, who Is a Clergymam

We are doubtful that any definite result,

one that will be satisfactory to the communi

ty, will be reached. The psychological com

plexity of the subject is much too great to be

unraveled by positive methods. Mr. Seybert

would have done better by leaving his money

to some enterprise with an object, and that a

demonstrated one.

What Makes Corn POIL—Chcmists
who have examined Indian corn find that it

contains all the way from six to eleven parts

in a hundred (by weight) of fat. By proper

means this fat can be separated from the

grain, and it is then a thick, pale oil. When

oils are heated sufficiently in closed vessels

so that the air can not get to them, they are

turned into gas, which occupies many times

the bulk that the
oil_

did. When popcorn is

gradually heated and made so hot that the

oil inside the kernels turns to gas, this gas

can not escape through the hull of the ker

nels, but when the interior pressure gets

strong enough it bursts the grain, and the ex

plosion is so violent that it shatters it in the

most curious manner. The starch in the grain

becomes cooked, and takes up a great deal

more space than it did before.

To Cure Wet B00l§.—lt is suggested
by one who has tried it

,
that the following

simple device will rob the cold, wet barn

yard of a slushy winter or spring evening of

half its promises of discomfort for the next

morning: When the boots are taken oil‘, fill

them quite full of dried oats. This grain has

a great fondness for damp, and will rapidly

absorb the last vestige of it from the wet

leather. As it takes up the moisture it swells

and fills the boot with a tightly-fitting last,

keeping its form good, and drying the leather

without hardening it. In the morning shake

out the oats and hang them in a bag near the

fire to dry, ready for the next wet night; draw

on the boots, and go happily about the day's

work.

Suggestions on Making Farm
ROADS.——On one's own private property much

can be done to make good roads at less than

the cost or trouble often supposed. If no
more, a ditch can be ploughed along on each

side to carry ofi'the water, and the soil some

what rounded will still more assist the water

to drain away. These ditches can be cleaned

of leaves when the trees have become bare,

and the material, as a fertilizer, will pay for

itself. Very often there is stone on the

property, which it will help mowing or culti

vating to rake from the surface, and thus the

road can be made with the material without

cost to the road, and with benefit to the land.

In places where the land is entirely free

from stone, brushwood can be used- This

laid on the road before the ditches are cleaned

out, and afterward the ditch soil thrown on

it
,

makes a fair road-bed; not, of course,

equal to stone, nor so lasting; but it will be

found to pay well for the trouble, especially

‘if the road-bed be made high, so that the

water can pass readilv away.
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A SALUTATORY.

HE reader who has accompanied us

in our monthly course of the past

year needs scarcely to be reminded con

cerning the nature of our work; but to

him who comes to the pages of the

PHRENOLOGICAL as to pastures new, it

may be well to address a few words ex

planatory of the purposes we have in

view, and which are as fresh in their out

look and as tenaciously held within our

mental grasp as they were forty years

ago when the magazine was a stripling.

Generally speaking, the PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH con

siders man as a whole, but its special prov

ince is to consider his mental relations.

This the reflecting reader will say is a

field broad enough for one magazine,

and we are ready to accept the opinion.

The tendency of our era is toward dif

ferentiation, the natural result of increased

knowledge, it being found by the students

of science that it is impossible for an in

dividual, no matter what may be his

powers of intellectual apprehension, to

study one general subject in all its parts

and applications. Were there capacity,

there would not be time enough to pur

#

sue the endless details which open before

1the earnest examiner of nature. Hence,

‘i
f

thorough work is to be done, there

i

must be specialties; and if these spec

ialties are pursued in a generous spirit,

,with no bickerings or jealousies or in

1 vidiousness, there must accrue very con

siderable additions to the common stock

of information.

There are workers in the field of mental

physiology who now and then glean some

new fact which is important; but progress

in mental science is slow. What is now

known with respect to brain structure

and the inter-relation of mental phe

nomena and physical states, shows the

subject to be one of great complexity.

Phrenology reduces the data of mind to

a few simple principles; but in their

myriad applications these principles show

their truth and beauty only when em

ployed by the trained analyst.

Phrenology, as it comes within the pur

view of this magazine, has to do chiefly

with character—to explain the how and

why of talent and disposition—to indi

cate the organic sources of the humors

and caprices, hopes and fears, passions

and sentiments of the social farrago that

surrounds us. The average man or wom

an is a bundle of incongruities; at one

moment grave and reflecting, at another

gay and frivolous; now beaming with

kindness and aflection, then cold and in

different; at one moment stern and man

'datory, at another feeble and cringing;

to-day resolute and aspiring, to-morrow

vacillating and motiveless. Philosophy

may spin out a long theory in the attempt

to resolve these contrary phases of char

acter, but we fail by her means to reach

-a practical result—a well-defined formu

lary which shall serve as a key to unlock

the mysteries of such phenomena so that
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we shall have no doubtful understanding I arbitrarily. Temperament and organiza

of them. Philosophy can not point us

to data upon which we can lean with con

fidence as tangible evidences of the truth

of her reasoning. Phrenology says at

the first, structure, organization, is corre

spondent with character; according to the

development and exercise of a faculty,

so is the development of its organic part,

and in the brain must one look for the

organic co-ordinates of the mental facul

ties. The average man is largely in

fluenced by his surroundings: they play

upon his different mental organs accord

ing to their nature for the time being,

and elicit the responses seemingly so in

congruous. There are shades of differ

ence, however, in the conduct of average

men in similar circumstances. You have

but to look attentively at them to see the

unlikeness, and then you have only to look

at the brain structure, as shown by the

form of the head, to obtain a good idea

of the
“
why."

Consider the two kings—George III. of

England and Louis XVI. of France—both

willful men, lacking in reflection, untrust

worthy in judgment; the one, however,

arrogant, obstinate, treacherous ; the other

weak, timid, reticent. Intellectually there

-was much similarity—both possessing a

great preponderance of the observing or

gans, the reasoning elements being small.

They were both quick in acquiring knowl

edge relating to natural objects, and had

excellent memories, but were slow tp

comprehend the principles of govern

ment, the philosophy of civil rights, the

logic of duty as kings and rulers. They

found pleasure in the contemplation of

things, while ideas and thoughts were

unpleasantly burdensome. Then, too,

the English monarch loved to indulge

his appetite, and to exercise his caprices

tion in his case show the type of character

distinctly. The French king was of slug

gish habit, fond of mechanical pursuits,

inclined somewhat to economy, and rather

indifferent to the comforts and pleasures

of court society. His head shows why—

it is low in the crown, broad in the region

of the temples, and narrow toward the

back part; while the English king's is

cone-like in the crown, broad in the

region of the ear, and heavy in the back

part.

The consideration of the principles of

organic growth includes the relations of

This is

a most important department, involving

as it does so much of practical utility to

the world. Birth is a great deal, but it

is secondary to education in the final

The best inherit

ance of faculty and power may be ruined

training to mental development.

evolution of character.

early by improper training and perverse

uses; while a poor inheritance of faculty

may, by judicious culture and wise uses,

be raised to a high degree of activity and

power. The
most

successful men, the

men who command the respect of society

to-day, owe their advancement as a class

not to high endowments which were born

with them, but rather to fortunate asso

ciations in childhood and youth—to in

fluences which brought into play the bet

ter qualities of their nature and supplied

them with motives of a noble kind. An

average endowment allied to good habits,

pure purposes, and a good degree of pa

tient industry, will help a man or woman

up the ladder of life. What a man's edu

cation should be, what habits he should

form and what purposes he should enter

tain, are among the topics specially treat—

ed in these pages. We aim to show how

a person's organization in itself suggests
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the mode of training suited to the cor

rection of its defects and excesses, and to

the production of a better condition of

symmetry and harmony. This is the

same old purpose which inspired the

phrenologists of fifty and more years

ago ;
and

if record could be made of the

influence which the teachings of the fol

lowers of Spurzheim and Combo have

exerted in popular education, literature,

art, jurisprudence, the management of

asylums and prisons, and in the methods

of business, it would be found no small

matter; in fact, the principles of Phre

nology have become interwoven with the

best culture of the time, and have been

among the stimuli which have contrib

uted to the wonderful development of

science and art.

The man or woman who is conversant

with the facts of Phrenology is a believer

in it. Examination leads inevitably to

conviction. Candor in reading what is

presented in these pages is all that the

editor asks, and he gives the assurance

that the reader will find before the year

has passed that his candor has been

richly paid by the personal benefit he has

received, and he will count one more in

the multitude of men and women who

are better morally and intellectually be

cause of their knowledge of Phrenology

and acquaintance with the PHRENOLOG

1cm. JOURNAL.

"CORRECTING" THE LOCATION.

CONTRIBUTOR to the Western

Rural has something to say on the

subject of brain function, and takes the

view that the investigations of later phys

iologists have obtained results which,

although in the main demonstrative of

phrenological principles, disapprove the

location of Amativeness, Parental Love,

Friendship, and Inhabitiveness, and point

out other regions or centers as the true

places; for instance, "
Sex Love” is

placed in the upper surface of the brain,

a little forward of the center, Parental

Love being allotted space directly below.

It is argued in support of this view, that

the experiments of Dr. Ferrier on the

brains of animals are conclusive; that

their
“
validity," etc., has been strongly

indorsed by the most eminent physiolo

gists in Europe and America. The

writer does not appear to know that in

scientific circles Dr. Ferrier’s experiments

are not deemed conclusive by any means,

and that their subsequent reviewal by

careful observers, notably Goltz and

Munk, has not been confirmatory, it

being found that most of the parts of the

brain which he had mapped out, when

subjected to galvanic irritation, did not

respond in a regular and definite manner

in producing muscular movements.

MM. Dupuy, Carville, and Duret hold

with regard to Ferrier’s announcements,

that the excitement of the motor nerves

is caused by the electric stimulation being

conducted through the mass of the brain

to the basilar ganglia, and therefore that

the motor responses come from them

and not from the convolutions.

Goltz and Munk tried experiments on

animals to test Ferrier’s ‘conclusions.

They removed the brain substance at the

points designated by the London anato

mist, and found that the animals, if per-
'

mitted to live, recovered the functions

which appeared at first to have been lost

by such removal.

that the experiments do not warrant one

Goltz is of opinion

in marking any motor centers in the

hemispheres of'the cerebrum, while an‘;

considerable destruction of the convo
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luted surface in both hemispheres has its

efi'ect upon intelligence. If more than

an eighth of an ounce is removed from

the surface of each hemisphere, the ani

mal becomes stupid, and complete imbe

cility follows extensive destruction.

An article in ‘Wind, published in 1880,

on the experiments of Goltz and Munk,

states that Goltz's experiments have over

thrown the conclusions of Ferrier. We

are willing to admit that there are centers

of motor impulse in the hemispheres, and

that they may lie side by side with the

centers of psychic or volitional impulse;

even as motor and sensory fibers lie to

gether often in the same sheath—as it is

but natural that the anatomical structure

should show a very close relation between

them, since in active life movement trans

lates mind, makes it expressive—and

therefore the mind must have its obe—

dient servitors immediately at hand, if

its will is to be executed with instant

facility.
-

We must wait, however, for further

light upon this subject; at present our

verdict with respect to the motor centers

is no! firm/m. _

As regards the change of location of

the organs noted above, we can not ac

cept it upon so little evidence, while a

vast burden of testimony appeals to our

reason in favor of the old mapping. The

Carib and negro are remarkable for their

manifestation of parental sentiment, and

the indication of brain development in

the lower occipital region is pronounced

in correspondence with that quality. The

Carib has a low head centrally, so has

the negro.

With regard to Amativeness, the great

majority of cases in which the expression

of the propensity is very’ marked, includ

ing its brutalized manifestation in the

undeveloped and vicious classes, show its

development at the lower back-part of

the skull to be large, and in the same

classes the flattening or depression of the

skull in the middle superior region is un

deniable. Prof. Dalton is of opinion that

the sexual instinct is situated in the

neighborhood of the cerebellum. Profs.

Benedikt of Berlin, Broca and Dr. De

Launay of Paris, and many others

who have given attention to the struct

ure of the skull and brain in its relation

to classes of society, are clear in their

opinion that the head of the criminal and

vicious shows a predominance of develop

ment in the lower parietal region, the in

tellectual part being depressed and in

dicative of scanty exercise. Aaron Burr,

who was distinguished for his Amative

ness, and also for the warmth of his social

nature generally, was immensely devel

oped in the back-head. The cast in our

collection shows a moderate top-head;

whereas, to bear out the view of the writer

to whom we refer, his head should have

been distinguished for a remarkable su

perior development.

——o—§—0—-—-—

THE CENTENNIALS.

FOR
over eight years past our people

have been celebrating centennial

anniversaries of events that' occurred in

the days when the nation was passing

through the long struggle for existence,

In the North and in the South there

have been days or seasons of festivity

and patriotic fervor in memory of battles

and sieges and surrenders and peace-mak

ing. At Lexington, Charleston, Philadel

phia, Yorktown, Monmouth, Newburgh,

New York, and elsewhere public enthusi

asm evidenced itself by the crowded as

semblage. parade, speech-making, illumi
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nation, etc. If there had been any mis

trust in the minds of some with regard to a

general decline of national spirit, it cer

tainly was overwhelmingly negatived by

the outpouring of sentiment on those anni

versary occasions. For ourselves, we con

template with much satisfaction the great

ness of the celebrations in honor of the

events which signalized the establish

ment of peace in !783—viz., that of New

burgh in October, and that of Evacuation

Day in New York, on the 26th of Novem

her.

A very wet and unpleasant day mar

red and shortened the open-air cere

monies of the latter occasion. Neverthe

less the people of the city, and the tens

of thousands who had come from far and

near to participate in the glorification,

endeavored to make the best of it. Never

before had such a gathering been known

in the metropolis, and so much forbear

ance and good-nature, amid trying cir

cumstances, was never exhibited by a

thronging multitude. Take it all in all,

it was a most remarkable demonstration

of patriotism and of interest in the pacific

solution of national troubles.

pardon the disposition toward "spread

eagleism" which indicated itself in the

talk of many at public and private din

ners and in social intercourse, for the at

mosphere had become surcharged with

loyal ozone; but in their discussion of

topics affecting the development and

progress of our country, we would have

had them consider more the effect that

We can

a policy of peace in the councils of gov

ernment has had in promoting the public

The spirit of the Republic is

peace; and nowhere is the truth of the

maxim that Peace is "the muse of arts,

plenties, and joyful births" better illus

trated than in this Republic of ours.

weal.

JOURNALISTIC WONDERS.

THE
intellectual organs of some jour

nalists appear to work with remark

able facility in correlation with their

ideality and sublimity, as they are very

much inclined to the invention of mar

velous stories, and publishing them with

all the appearance of sincerity and truth;

their stories, too, now and then get into

circulation and pass from one medium to

another as facts. The reader may re

member that not long ago there was an

astonishing tale going the rounds con

cerning the sudden carrying up into the

atmosphere of a little girl by a bunch of

toy balloons. The writer described with

melting pathos how she clung to the

cord with extraordinary tenacity, and

after a time was let down safely, although

very tired, in a meadow some miles away

from the city where her parents lived.

The marvelous editor now and then

tries his hand in the fields of science,

emulating, as one may suppose, the ex

ample of Richard Adams Locke, of

Moon Hoax reputation, or Jules Verne,

whose capability in the line of scientific

marvel almost exceeds credibility, and in

his sphere he has been known to tamper

with Phrenology.

Not long ago we heard of a curious

story in regard to a surgical operation

on a man's skull for the purpose of cur

ing his propensity to steal. The account

made free with the name of a State gov;

Thinking it worth

while to make some inquiry about the

ernor and others.

case, we wrote to one or two of the parties

whose names had been given, and learned

that in great part the story was the pro

duct of a wonder-loving scribbler, who

had appropriated the names without war~

rant.
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Now we have before us a clipping from

the Pillsburg Leader, in which another

remarkable tale is related. It is not writ

ten in a funny vein; it bears no mark of

an attempt to impose upon the credulity

of its readers; it is coherent and sym

metrical, supplying many details. correct

enough in their scientific application as a

whole, although the writer is not techni

cally informed on the subject with which

he deals. It tells a story of an Indian be

longing to an Arizona tribe, once notable

for his ferocity, treachery, and cunning;

how he was captured by a hostile tribe

and condemned to be burned at the

stake; but that there happened to be a

white man in that tribe who had been a

physician, but being of an adventurous

turn of mind had strayed away into the

wilds of Arizona and become associated

with the Indians. We are told that he

was an enthusiast on Phrenology, and

had long wanted an opportunity for test

ing some of its principles; and proposed

to the chief to let him experiment upon

the condemned prisoner after the fashion

of the vivisecting physiologists. His

roposal was favored, and he at once

prepared an anesthetic which reduced
I

then

removing a part of the skull bone over

the organ of Combativeness, he took

out a small portion of the brain at that

point, and having covered his work as

best he could, the captured lndian was

left to himself. On awakening from his

stupor, a complete change of disposition

with respect to courage and resolution

was evinced; in fact, his warlike nature

had departed. After a while, it is said,

his subject to unconsciousness;

the organ of Secretiveness became in

flamed, and the Indian became morbidly

suspicious of all who approached him.

The experimenter then performed an

other operation, and removed a portion

of the brain from the region of Secretive

ness, with the result of a complete loss of

those qualities of suspicion and cunning

which had been so marked previously.

But inflammation supervening, certain

organs higher up were disturbed ; Vener

ation, for instance, became overexcited,

and the Indian thought himself in direct

conversation with the Great Spirit, and

expressed an extraordinary devotional

fervor. Carried away with enthusiasm

on account of his great success, the

semi-barbarous doctor makes a further

experiment, and removes a portion of the

superior convolutions, and 10! when the

poor Indian captive was restored to con

sciousness, he was no longer the same

man; his actions were stupid, he stared

around vacantly, could be led like a child,

was humble and obedient ; the fierce and

truculent savage had lost his identity, not

being able to recognize friend or enemy.

We are told further that he has lately

been on exhibition in Pittsburg with other

Arizona natives, and is expected to be

shown in New York before long. We

await his coming with impatience.

NEW-YEAR COUNSEL.

Horn and trust; press on, brother ;

Fear not what to-morrow has in store,

011 pals
regret

shut fast the door,

Be thy loo upward ever—

Press on, brother!

“Oh, in past l
“ Let go thy past!

Is it dar P Then turn thee to the light;

Mark you radiance flashing pure and white,

While fades thy gloomy melu’ries fast—

Press on, brother 1

“
So weary l

" Rest thee then from strife;

Why charge thy heart with things that starve

and strain?

Thou gettest heaviness with worldl ' in,

Content makes sweet the humblest lg:
Press on, brother!

“
My

duty
l
”

Yes, do that well,

No more 5 required. Thou needest not yearn

For higher sphere. Zeal there will earn

Thy mead—and sound thy vict'ry’s bell—

Press on, brotheri

n. s. D.
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QllES'l‘lONS or "GENERAL INTEREST” ONLY

will beanswered in this department. But one quer

tion at a time, and that Clearly :tated, must be fro
poumz'ed, if a correspondent .r/mll expect In‘ to give

lu'm the benefit of an early conria'eratian.

is AN lmguuu' FAIL 'l‘u RECEIVE ATTEN

tion witlrin two moat/Ir, the correspondent .r/muld re

}eot it ,
-

If not then pub/irked, Me in uirer "my eon

rlude that an answer i: withheld, or good rearonr,

by the editor.

To OUR Conrmsu'rons—It will greatly

aid the editor, and facilitate the work of t/leprinter,

if our euntributor: generally :lzould abrert/e the fol
lowing ru le: when writing article: or evmmuuication:

intended for publication .

x. lVrite on one side of tire .r/teetonly. It it often
neeermry to cut the page into

“
take:

"
for composite”,

and this can not bedone when both side: are written

I: on.

“
2
.

Write elearly and o'ixtinetly, being particularly

careful in the matter o/[rn/er name: and qm/tntionr.

3. Don‘! write in a rural! lm
ml, or in fleneit, a: tke

compositor 1m: to read it aerar: Iii: case, n dixtanee of
nearly twafeet, and the editor often want: to make

change: and additions.

4. Never roll your umnureript or fade the .r/leet:

together. Skeet: about “Commercial note" size are

the most mtirfizetory to editor ami eam/ioritor.

5
.

Be briqf. Peal/e don‘t like to read longrtnrier. A

two-column article i: read by four time: a: many

people a: one ofdouble that length.

6
.

Always write your/oil 1mme andao'drer: flair:
ly at the end ofyour letter. If you use a fireurlonym

or initials, write your/n11 name and admirer: below

it.
\‘VF, CAN NOT UNDER'I'AKI". To RETURN UN

lvnilable contribution: unlex: the necessary ‘onstage

i: froz/irl'ezl by the writer:. is ALL CASES.ferronr who

communicate with u: M rang/l tltepaxt-afiice :lmuln', if
they expect a re/ly, inclore t/u' return portage, or what

I’: better, a prepaid envelope, will: t/zeirfull address.

Per-tonal matter: will be eonsiel'ered by the editor If
this 1': done. A nonynrou: letter: will not be con

ridered.

DOMINANT PROPENsrrv.—Queslion : If

a person have Combativeness and Destructive

ness large, would he necessarily be a desperado ?

Would not Reverence counteract them ‘i

Answer: The possession of two strong ele

ments oi! force like Combatlveness and Destruc

tiveness are among the most important in a ro

bust, energetic character. Of course when these

organs are predominant, and exercise a control

ling influence, a person is overbold, aggressive,

easily excited to anger, and runs to extremes of

imprudence in injuring others. When, however,

the moral organs are strong, they largely coun

teract and modify the action of the force ele

ments, rendering them subservient to good pur

poses and noble motive. There can he no ener

getic goodness without a strong base of brain,

and a head pretty well filled out back of the ear.

In the study oi‘ Phrenology it would be well

for you to begin with a simple treatise like

“Indications of Character,” 01' the “Self-In

structor."

CHEWING GUliL—Question : Would you

encourage children to chew gum P

Amwer: No; we do not approv‘e the practice

at all. If people must chew something, let it be

a small bit oi‘ hard wood; that will be helpful

in the way of assisting digestion, and also

strengthening the growth of the teeth. Possi

hly, chewing-gum may compensate in part for

the lack of hard food nowadays on most tables.

The great army of dentists are sustained by the

general use oi.’ soft substances for food; there

must be pressure, and considerable oi’ it, upon

the tissue at the roots of the teeth, in order to

stimulate their strong, substantial development.

Some authorities have said that dyspepsia may

be avoided by onc's chewing a bit of wood after

eating; that promoting the flow of saliva and

compensating for the insuflicient mastication

of food at the table. As for chewing-gum serv

ing a like purpose, We think it is a mistake, as

the so-calied gums used by children are made

from substances not fit to be taken into the

mouth, it not arrant poison.

MENTAL INFLUENCE—Question.‘ Can

a person, by the concentration of his mental

force upon another in an audience, cause that

individual to become restless, and then to look

toward the person who is attracting his mind for

the purpose of drawing the other's attention 2

Answer: We have little doubt that such an

influence can be exercised by one mind upon

another. It is a matter of common experience

for one to say to another, “I was thinking so

and so "
;

and that other i' cspond, “I was
thinking of the same thing id had you in my

mind." Similar cases are not so uncommon,

even where the individuals are widely separated.

Some persons are endowed with a peculiar pow

er (magnetism), which has a controlling eflect to

a greater or less extent upon people who pos

seas a peculiar susceptibility or receptivity to it.

This subject is very obscure ; but its phenomena

are now studied by many scientific observers.

SLUGGISH BRAIrL—N. L.—The condi

tion of your brain is due to temperament, or to

an inactive or diseased condition oi’ one or more

of the vital organs; possibly the liver is deranged

or iorpid. By modifying your diet and daily

habits so that the body shall be well nourished,

and the circulation of the blood improved, the

brain may indicate a diflerent state in mm...
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There are many conditions which enter into the

consideration of the subject, and you have not

given particulars enough for an inference as to

the cause of your trouble. Stir about; take

more note of what is going on in the world;

associate with sprightly, spirited people; take

care to get plenty of sleep at night, so that the

nervous system shall be refreshed; and during

the day be active and alert as much as possible.

GROWTH or AN ORGAN.—W. A. T.—

Yes; a man twenty-three years of age can

cultivate any organ—Combativeness included—

with a fair prospect of increasing its size and

activity, so that in time it will be decidedly in

fluential in his character. The indication, how

ever, may not be adequate, seemingly, to the

degree of influence so far as the exterior of the

head is concerned, yet the growth will be ap

preciable, while the activity is marked.

Soap 1N WASHING—X. Y. Z.—Opin
ions differ as regards the use of soap on the

face ; but we think one can use soap 0! first-rate

quality in a moderate degree with benefit when

washing the face. If we were to base an opin

ion upon the advertised testimonials of certain

well-known soap-makers, we should say that

soap contributed to beauty of complexion.

Speaking from our own experience, we have

used soap for years without sustaining any

cuticular injury.

MEMORY.—The memory is dependent,

to a greater extent than most people think, upon

health. A simple derangement of the digestive

organs will often disturb it to one’s great an

noyance. For instance, it isu’t well for one who

wishes to deliver an extemporaneous address to

eat heartily a short time before going upon the

platform ; because he will be likely to find that

his ideas move very slowly; and if he wants to

cull facts and figures oif-hand they will be very

wanting in promptness. Organs of the intellect

which relate to memory grow stronger by use,

but the use should be moderate. Excessive de

mands upon them will result in injury; their

power to retain will be impaired. Crowding

them with facts will be very much like over

loading the stomach.

@igat gimp gag,

Communication: are invited on any [011: of internl; til: wriln": )erranal views, and fact: fram Irir
Ixjeriurc: bearing on our rubies-fr, hing/r ej'nrrd.

OPlNlON.—“ Edz'lor of the PHRENO

LOGICAL Jonas“, :—It seems to me that each

Number surpasses the previous ones in interest

and instruction. The articles by Dr. Lambert

on ‘The ElTects of Alcohol upon the Human

Body,’ and also the ‘Observations on Amative

ness,’ which have been continued in late Num

bers, are highly interesting, and worthy of much

thought. 0. 'r. u.”

"AGAINST HER W1LL."—A lady of New
York related some of her experiences In connec

tion with Phrenology twenty or more years, to

me, and they seem interesting enough for record

in your columns. She said: "I became a con

vert to Phrenology against my will. One even

ing, Mrs. Kirkham had been to our house, but

her husband did not come for her as she expected,

so my son and I went home with her. Mr. O. S.

Fowler then boarded at the same place, and

when we got there she said,
‘
Come, lay ofl‘ your

hat and let Mr. Fowler examine your head.’ I
'

replied, ‘I always gave myself credit for some

little common sense, but should not if I were so

foolish as to submit my head to be examined.’

Mr. Fowler said, ‘You don’t need to do even so

much as untie the strings for me to tell you some

things ; for instance, you can not tell your own

age, nor that of your brothers, sisters, nor even

of your children.’ Time is very small in my

head, and had he not seen that, he would not

have dared to say so. I can not tell my own age.

One of my children was born on the 20th of

March and the other on the 22d, but I can't tell
which without looking on the record. I took a

young man to Mr. Fowler for examination, be

cause he said, ‘If Mr. Fowler would tell me

something that I know nobody knows, I'll be

lieve him.’ While his head was being examined

Ithought, Well, he doesn't tell anything true,

for he said,
‘
You believe the Bible to be a fabri

cation, and have no interest in common religion.’

He belonged to a. religious family, and I had
known him from a boy, and supposed that he

was strictly observant of religious services.

When we came out I said to him, ‘He didn't

tell you anything true, did he i" ‘Yes, every

thing.’ ‘Why, he said you didn't believe the

Bible.‘
‘
Well, i hope I don't believe that silly

trash. Go to Tammany Hall every Sunday

and you’ll hear what it is,’ was his reply. He

was seeking my daughter's hand in marriage,

but that remark made me recoil so that I felt as

if he were a snake, and could not endure to be

near him afterward.
'

“
Mr. L. N. Fowler visited my school of forty

girls, and selected every one who was learning

to draw, and described their ability in that line.

0t one little eight-year-old girl he said, ‘She

plays truant, and will take things merely from

the impulse to steal, even when she can’t make

any use of them.’ I was surprised, for although
she was often absent, I did not suppose she was

a truant, but I afterward received anote from her

mother (who lived in Houston Street) saying she

feared her daughter would make me trouble by
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slaying away from school, and wished me to in

form her whenever the girl was not there, as she

learned she was sometimes abs'ent. One day,

afterward, i saw her with a parcel of something

tied up in her handkerchief, and took it from her

to see what she was taking away, for I knew it

could not belong,r to her, and found it was books

belonging to other scholars, and also learned

she had been in the habit of taking cakes of paint

and other things, useless to herself.”

c. I‘. w.

SOURCE OF TRUE PoETRY.—-The poet

not only has an eye for the beautiful in every

material object around him, but he also posses

ses a faculty for the creation of beauties which

lie apart from material forms having no intrinsic

connection with them whatever. This faculty

reaches beyond the sphere of sense, scales

heights and explores depths where the faculties

of sense would be as much out of place as a

whale would be in the middle of a desert. That

overshining existence, without material subsist

ence, termed the soul, is the true and only

source of poetical power. A poet is poetical in

proportion to his soul development. I can not

agree with those who give to the brain organs

of Sublimity and Idcality the sole possession of

poetic power. They have their proper functions,

and they discharge them well ; but they must not,

they can not usurp the dominions of a force an

perior to all the powers of the intellect combined.

Those organs named may give us talent of the

most susceptible quality to appreciate beauties,

to work even their minutest shades, but they can

not aspire to that creative principle that lies

above and beyond them—out of brain dominion—

within the sublime portals of the soul itself. We

may find, on an average, one person, at least, in

every ordinarily intelligent community with the

brain faculties of feeling and beauty developed

to a high degree. But among the millions of

people in the United States, it would puzzle us

to name twenty persons to whom we can ascribe

the possession of genuine poetical inspiration—

the white heat of the soul. All have souls nev

ertheless, but most all of them are, in the pres

ent stage, in too crude a shape to mould oracu

iar utterances, by which alone the post is felt

and known.
'

Neither can the poetical gift be explained on

physiological grounds. Nothing is more com

mon than to find persons of either sex, with the

cranial and physiological conditions united,

which, according to popular belief, should fur

nish the possessor with light and heat divine in

tropical abundance. But however much the ins

trous eye may roll, the cheeks grow hollow, and

the Byroulc melancholy be importuned to come

at once and come to stay, still the anxious

friends are only rewarded, in most instances,

with the nervous irritability of a poetical patient,

and the disgusting doggerel of a future maniac.

He may get dyspepsia,
“
get up on his car,” get

drunk, or get his friends out of patience with

him, like a full-grown poet, but the inspiration

of the latter he can never get.

0n the other hand, it is not hard to call to

mind mighty monarchs in the realms of verse,

who might, with proper training, have rivaled

John C. Heennn in muscular power. Bums—

“Robert the plowman," “Love-sick Robin,"

“Social Bob,” or “Ranting Rob," just as you

want him—could not only write the best poetry

of any man in his time, but he could out-lift,

“for the drinks," the stoutest stoneluason in

Ayrshire. Keats, “the most poetical of all the

poets," could write “Hyperion,” “Endymion,"
“
Ode to a Dead Urn," or whip a butcher, just

as he saw fit. Byron could draw up from his

soul-wells the finest and sweetest draughts of

poetical nectar, or could l‘whip fellows," get

fat, or swim the Hellespont at his pleasure.

Rare Ben Jonson—do you think he had no flakes

of fat lining his ribs, or oily chunks hung to his

jaws? If so, read a description of his elegant

anatomy and be corrected. Shakespeare (no

matter how you spell him) had no cheeks hollow

enough to hold a gill of water, but the most ob

stinste must confess that Mr. Shakespeare, dccr

poacher, was a good-sized poet, notwithstanding.

One of rare taste in art and literature, must

have large aesthetic faculties, of course, but they

alone will not make a poet of him. He must

have a luxuriant growth of soul or he will do his

singing when his readers are sleeping. If it is
shown that when the proper organs are fur

nished, the proper temperamental conditions

are given, and still no poet is the result, then it

follows that we must look for some higher

source. Where else can we look than to the

soul? Soul-and mind each have a separate ex

istence. Soul is admitted to be higher than

mind. Poetry is the highest human creation.

Mind alone can only appreciate and judge of it,

but not create it.

The highest—the only true poetry—is written

when the mind does not labor at all. The mind

is perfectly calm and placid, whilst grandest sen

timents take wing of words and flutter to the

page. In mind action, when the best thoughts

are seized, there is a conscious striving, wrest

ling, forcing process instituted, as if we were

trying to wring the coveted jewels from an un

willing hand. In poctry, the case is exactly op

posite. There is no strain,.no scutfle; the poet

stands 'neath the glow of the ethereal fervency

and spangles his page with light divine. The

pen flutters over the paper in its frantic eager

ness to chain the words which the oracle speaks.

He listens enchanted, feeling himself to be an

instrument in the hands of angels. 'Tis the

soul that speaks, and it learns its language in

the skies. KARL xanLmo'ron.
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PERSONAL.

Tun daughter of Bayard Taylor has until re

cently been supporting herself as a governess in

New York. She and her mother declined a

purse 0! $30,000 raised by New York ladies on

learning that Bayard Taylor died poor. We

honor their noble integrity.

Ovsn the door of a small frame building in

which a colored family is living in Greenville,

Tenn., is a pine board on which is the legend,

now almost erased by rain and storm,
“
A. John

son, Tailor." A little beyond the western border

of the town is a marble monument that marks

the last home of “Andrew Johnson, President of

the United States."

Mn. Jonx RUSSELL Lownu. was elected over

Mr. Gibson as Lord Rector of St. Andrew‘s Uni

versity. This is an exceptional tribute to an

‘American scholar, as well as a high compliment

to an American dlplomatist. Never before have

the Scottish universities extended this courtesy

to a foreigner, and the honor should be appre

elated by Americans. Let us send competent

men to represent us abroad if we would com

mand respect abroad.

Sozonnxnn Tau'rn, the colored lecturer and

sybil, died at Battle Creek, Mich., Nov. %th last,

atthe reputed age of 108 years. Sojourner Truth,

as she called herself, was born a slave in Ulster

County, N . Y., and until she gained her freedom

was known by the name of Isabella. When she

was nine years old she was sold on the auction

block with a lot of sheep, she and the sheep

bringing 8104. She was owned by a Colonel Ar

dinburgh, but in 1527 was emancipated. She

never learned to read or write. At an early age

she experienced religion, and, as most colored

people do, became very enthusiastic over it,

never missing an opportunity to attend a camp

meeting. By her lectures in various parts of the

country on slavery, temperance, and other topics,

her services as a hospital nurse during the war,

and her great age, she gained much notoriety.

o

WISDOM.

“ Think truly, and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

Tuna‘: is a bond of sympathy between all

great souls.
-

Tm: heaviest burden we can carry is the con

sciousness of duties unfulfilled.

How immense appear to us the sins that we

have not committed—Mars. Nscxnn.

Goon and clean fatherhood is as essential to

the highest development of the nice as good and

clean motherhood.

NATURE is not a medley of shifting phenomena,

but an orderly unfolding of events accordingr to

an inner and fixed law of r65011r085.—HICKOK.

DnAn to the heart is every loving token

That comes unbidden ere its pulse grows cold,

Ere the last fingering tics of life are broken,

Its labors ended, and its story told.

“11' is my way,” says a boy who never remem

bers what he is told, who leaves open gates. who

forgets errands and tnislays things with which

he is trusted, and for all the trouble he causes

he thinks it excuse enough to say, "It is my

way.”

Tun knowledge of reading and writing adds 25

to 50 per cent. to the wages of the average

laborer of the United States. The 8.000,000 of

laborers in Great Britain now, aided by steam

and machinery, produce more in one year than

the labor of the 300,000,000 of laborers on the

earth could have done in 1760, before the age of

steam and improved machinery. Yet people are

now found, all over the land, who solemnly ask,

"Does education pay?”

MlRTli.

“ A little nonsense now and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

Commotion—Why is a man like a pair of old

shoes? If you give it up, see answer in our

next.

An old lady down in Maine says her daughter

has just bought an elegant
“ cabin organ,” and

she thinks the
“
nux vomica

”
stop is just lovely.

A MEDICAL student says he has never been

able to find the “bone of contention," and won

ders if it isn’t the jaw-bone. We suspect he

knows the location of the
“
funny bone.”

A GERMAN accosted a brond-brimrued speci

men from Texas on Wisconsin Street on Sunday.

“Who vos you, I don’t know?" Looking the

inquisitive German in the face he replied,
“
I’m

a cowboy."
“
Dot's good," replied our German

friend.
“
Shake. I vos a bully boy doc." They

shook.

A MOTHER said to her little girl one day,

“
What a large forehead you have got! It is

just like your father’s ; you could drive a pony

carriage round it.” To which her brother, five

years old, said, "Yes, mamma; but on pa‘s'you

can see the marks of the wheels.”
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“ Yes," said the young men,
“ I think I shell The point he makes is not. a new one, but it is

learn to play the comet. Not that I cure any- . one that line a lively application in this day of

thing for music, but the fellow in the room above

‘

much loose and careless writing by people that

me is a blamed chump, and I'd do anything to
‘
should know better. This is, that who and which

render him unhappy.” are to be used in the sense of co-ordination,

UPON the arrival of ,, mm,‘ an 01d lady mec- while that is properly the restrictive relation.

tionaiely greeted ayouug lady nefollowe:
“
well'

Mr. Ayrce illustrates the application of the prin

howid do‘ Mark“? why’ how funny you 100k! ciple all through the text of Cobbett, thus mak

Didnit hardly know- ya! Got your false teeth’
ing the booklnrgely an example for correct usage

am’, ye pi in this respect, and consequently making the

point clear to the dullest.

i-iis Somme RIVALS. By Edward P.
Roe, author of “Barriers Burned Away," etc.

12mo, pp. 487, cloth. Price, $1.50. Dodd,

Mead 6:. 00., Publishers, New York.

It is but fair to infer from the title that the

author has sought in this latest product of his
In Uri: department we give .rlmrr rern'rw: or null

New BOOKS a: publish”: see fit In and ur. In [line _
rniinu: to: rub to {rent author and publish” .ratir literary industry, to give to the large (301181“;

farlarily and justly and aim to furnish our readers , -_
wit/r rucli information as shall enablr them to form

uency which finds pleasure in reading (vet)

an

aanr'on

of flu dnirnbilily nfany
)karticulnr

val- thing he writes, ii deeply thought-out EtOry.
um: rrr ptrsnnal ure. It is our wi: 10 unfit: flu -

bellrr class of book: inning/ram M: from’, and w:
His books‘ as the cnuc knows' are not‘ as a

int/ii: pub/Lilia: f0 far/0r u: with their ram! )ubli- 01868, distinguished I0! depth of reasoning Oi‘

calianr, especially than rr/ateri in any way to mental , ' ~

and llyrialagiraltritnct. We can urually rufply any ‘\ n‘linlfte
analysis or subject‘ but they possess a

livclinesii of incident and a warmth of sentimentof! or: nnticni.
_ —___ that are winning upon the masses. This time

THE ENGLISH GRAMMAR of wlnlam
l Mr. Roe draws upon our late civil war for the

giifbrggttkyuliggulgtggglg? (?['1‘%eanOn;tha(tB(;)dlstB
X 1

main substance of his inspirations, and gives us

0,1,,‘ 18,110, ,,_ 25L pancycloth, ‘Log 1)_ some exceptionally goodpaseiiges of description,

Appleton & 80., New York- his own personal experiences furnishing mate

It was but natural that this stout champion of TM or immen

simplicity and utility in matters political and One motive appears conspicuously enough in

social, this irrepressible opponent to sham and l
the Plot-‘that of illustrating the gentle “"d ten‘

subterfuge, should have tried his hand in the
i
def side or thought and feeling among those who

preparation of a manual of grammar in which twenty Years "8° were arr-‘Yea in defldly "rife,

the principles governing the structure of ian- and to show that the earnestness and Elmer“!

“age should be set forth 1,, a Clea,- und puma. , of the Southern heart. in the eflort to establish

cal manner, with scarcely a side regard for nu-
‘
‘1 “PM”e nationality‘ did not almgemel‘ Sui"

thorities. As the matter concerned the education Press the feemlgs of humaim)’ and 0011MB?

of his own children, in which Cobbett assumed The use made of Emerson in the opening (‘imp

the direction, it was something more than the ire" "like! “a “5 peculiarly amusing. and the

interest of the mere writer that be manifested in man'mge of one of the chilmcters to 9' widowed

M5 attempt to render grammar something more and insane woman, seems to us an extraordinary

than a series of definitions, rules, and mnxime. Shift» if not qllim “legitimate, when Viewed from

Mr‘ Ayres has hit upon an excellent topic 10,- the stand-point of true art. However, no work

the exercise of the critical skin which has been of the imagination is free from faults of one kind

so well indicated in his
“
Orthuipietn and or another; and we doubt not that those com

“
Verbaliet," and shows a hearty earnestness milled by MR Roe ‘gains?’ men"? ethics will be

in his treatment of Cobbett, and it may be said regarded by hundreds as features worthy of ad

a more than quasi sympathy for the stolid En- mi"m0"

glishman’s repugnant-e to formalism. At the
‘

ALBERT GALLATIN By John Austin
same time the editor's cultivated judgment Stevens. 12mo, pp. 419, cloth. Price, $1.25.
exhibits itself in occasional criticism of faults Pumished bi’ Houghwni Mimin&Co-s 306K011

which Mr. Cobbett has committed, especially This new volume is a valuable addition to the

in his criticism of eminent writers. series of “American statesmen
"
which Messrs.

Mr. Ayres has done the public a service in re- Houghton, M ifliln dz Co. have been issuing for

producing this useful grammar, and at the same some time past. In it we have it condensed bio

time calls attention to the points in which graphical sketch of the eminent man who su»
Cobbeti. varies from what is regarded as good

I
tained a most important part in the early

usage; to the few errors of diction in his work;
‘
years of our National Government. Chosen

and to u more discriminating use of the relative
)
Senator by the Legislature of Pennsylvania, he

pronouns. entered Congress in December, 1793; but his
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qualifications for membership were not allowed, i

by a vely small majority, on the ground of his

not having been a. citizen of the United States

long enough to he a suitable candidate for the

oiiiee oi Senator. He was not permitted to re

main in the background of private life, however; i

for in the following year the celebrated Whisky 3

Insurrection broke out, and he was compelled

because of former participation in Excise mat

ters to take some stand in the agitation. His

coolness and discreet advice at a meeting of

maicontcuts availed much to prevent an overt act
‘

of rebellion against the authority of the Presi

dent, and led to the final adjustment of the mat

ter in dispute. Next we find Mr. Gallatin in the

House of Representatives conspicuously partici

pating in the discussions bearing on the interests

of trade and finance. The biographer traces the

course of Mr. Gallatin in Congress with a per

spicnous pen, his connection with the proceed

ings in the French complication of 1797-98, being

related in a very attractive style. He found his

true place when Mr. JeiTcrson appointed him

Secretary of the Treasury, and conducted the

aflairs of that otfice through the two terms of Jef

ferson and during the administration of Mr.

Madison, withdrawing from the oflice at his own

instance, in 1813, when he was sent to act as a

commissioner to secure the mediation of Russia

to avert threatened war between England and

the United States.

As a financier Mr. Gallatin stands unrivalled

for prudence and skill in the history oi‘ our Na

tional Treasury. To his mastery of monetary

detail we owe the establishment of those prin

ciples which have ever since been the guide of

the trusted heads in our ilnancial administra

tion. His life as an ofllcer is a lesson of fidelity

and earnest work. And on his retirement to pri~

vate life we do not find him
“
rolling in wealth,"

but possessing the very modest competence of

about twenty-five hundred dollars a year; an

absurd sum to the “sub" of to-day. There is

but one thing wanting to render this biography

complete—a portrait—which should illustrate

the brief, but vivid description of Mr. Gallatin's

personal appearance.

WREcKEn? A Novel. B
born Stoddard, author of

“
sau Hardery,"

etc. 12mo p .895. Price, $1.25. Published

by White, éto ea & Allen, New York.

At the very threshold of his book Mr. Stod

dud introduces us to a variety of characters

American and English, which suggests a com

plicated plot as well as a variety of incident. In

fact, the episode oi’ the drive behind the vicious

black horses which afterward kicked the buggy

to pieces, and the heavy strike of the English

speculate: in American stocks, constitute a

good beginning in the incident line. And it is

William Os

followed up by the meeting between the wealthy

brother and the disowned sister in a style which

renders the two previous incidents tame aflnlrs.

This meeting is detailed in an ingenious and

powerful manner. Then we are given views of

sea-life as experienced by well-to-do people, and

bits oi‘ interior domesticity supposed to belong

to the class of society called “high-toned.”

There are besides some sketches of horse talk,

which show the author to be not altogether un

acqnainted with the life of the stable. All this

. mesh of incident and change of scene makes up

a really pleasant book. There is a thread of

love-making worked through it, but it is not

distinguished for much of that intensity which

we find in love stories generally. The wreck

part includes the loss of an expected steamer on

its way from Europe, and the escape from bank

ruptcy by a hair’s breadth of an old bank through

the generosity of the chief creditor. Out of all

which come several betrothals, and the pros

pect of happiness to a dozen people young and

old.

NATURE STUDIES. B Richard A. Proc
‘tor. 12mo, p . 250. rice, 25 cents. Funk

dz Wagnalls, lyubiishers, New York.

Mr. Proctor has arranged in convenient form

twenty-five or more short essays on scientific

topics by himself and other well-known observ

ers and writers in this neat volume, which the

above-named publishers have given to the public

at so low a price. Among the titles are: Charles

A. Darwin; Dreams; Birds with Teeth; Hya

cinth Bulbs; The Origin of Buttcrcups; What

is a Grape? Brain Troubles; Thought-reading ;

Strange Sea-monsters ; and all are written in an

easy, nntechnical style, adapting them to the

general reader. One who wishes to acquaint

himself with ‘the present attitude of leading

scientific thinkers, will obtain a fairly compre
‘

hensive view of it in this book.

How BILLY WENT UP IN THE WORLD.

A Story for Boys‘ By Annette L. Noble.

16mo, pp. 396. Price, $1.25. Published by

the National Temperance Society, New York.

This story has a remarkable opening in the

shape of an ascent very unexpectedly made by

Billy in a balloon which suddenly escaped from

its owner’s grasp ; but it is such an opening as

will win the attention of most boy a, and make

them interested in the recital of a boy’s expe

rience with the rough side of life which follows.

Billy has good practical relations first with a

farmer, and then with a sound, old doctor, where

he learns many things which help to cancel the

relics of a childhood spcntin the domain of city

hoodlumisnz. And what are lessons to him are

lessons incidentally addressed to the boy who is

reading the book. It is a good present to be

given the young just about this time of the year.
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Trm Courses: on ORATORY um AM, of New-

York, of which J. E. Frobisher is director, is an

institution which offers to the public courses of

instruction in vocal culture, for the purposes of

the stage, platform, the pulpit, etc. It has been

organized by men who are conversant with the

necessities of the times, for good speaking and

acting; and we doubt not of its success.

LIPPINOOTT’S Msosznsn for December has a

good variety of articles, all of which are reads

ble and most of them instructive; for instance

the opening,’ paper on the Menhsden Fisheries

and Factories, is an exhaustive recital oi.’ as very

important industry. Studies from the Census is

s suggestive paper with regard to points sflect

ing our growth as a people. The Funeral of a

Greek Statesman is a curious picture of Athenian

manners and customs; and Women and Gowns

is n sprightly little talk on the proprieties of

dress. The miscellany of the number is varied,

and possesses the usual merit.

Commmnnnnr banquet to Mr. B. 8. Pack

ard given by the Alumni Association of Pack

srd’s Business College, June 2, 1883. This

was a pleasant sflsir for all concerned; the

speeches generally indicating a warm feeling of

congratulation toward the esteemed bend of

New York’s best known business college. We

cordially echo the sentiments which were ex

pressed on this occasion, knowing Mr. Pack

ard us a most earnest and useful teacher.

The latest number of the NorthAmerican Review

has something more to say on Government con

trol of the telegraph, Morality without Religion,

and other topics, in all of which the writers in

dulge an independence of opinion and present

facts which are not. to be met with in the ordi

nary channels of literature.

Snvms'rssurn ANNUAL Rsron'r or rm: Hons

FOR INCUBA'BLEB, approved and ordered to be

printed by the Board of Managers. This is an

institution which appears to be conducted on

the high principles of charity and hope. The

charges of treatment and board are moderate for

those who can pay, while many are received and

supported gratuitously. We recommend this

institute to the public. Mr. J. D. Vcrmiiye, 42
Wall St., New York, is Treasurer.

Tm: illustrated Christmas number of the Pub‘

lichen’ Weekly, F. Leypoldt, publisher, is every

attractive compilation of books suitable for the

holiday season. This is a good thing in itself

for the bibllophile to have in his library, offering

as it does a special list of the beautiful and artis

tie in literature.

THE December Century is an udmirnhle num

ber, opening with an admirably drawn portrait

of Peter Cooper, and having for its first article

a series of elaborately illustrated descriptions of

the Fairest County of Engiind. California is also

drawn upon for some beautiful landscapes and

figures. In the editorial department there are

some practical comments on social and political

topics, which are worthy the attention of every

reader.

Hons Cmcuss, How to investigate Spiritual

ism, suggestions and rules together with infor

mntion for investigators, spirltualists, and skep

tics, published by the Religio-Philosophical Jour

Ml, Chicago. Price, 10 cents.

Hanna's Msoaznu: for December will delight

its large list of subscribers by its attractions of

pencil ‘and pen. The artistic features of the

articles entitled Alfred Tennyson. Nature's So

cial Story, and Nest Builders of the Sea, are

splendid, while the literary character of the num

ber is higher than usual, in our opinion.

Mn. Tnsonons Sus'ron, son of Mrs. Eliza

beth Cady Stanton, the Paris correspondent of

the Inter-Ocean, of Chicago, is about to issue

through the Pntnams a large work entitled,
“
The

Woman Question in Europe.” Some French re

formers have requested Mr. Stanton to abridge

this book and to prepare a companion volume on

the women's movement in America. These two

little works are to he issued in French at Paris

for circulation on the Continent. They are to be

printed for propsgsndist purposes, in order to

show European reformers what is being done in

both hemispheres for the amelioration of wom

an’s condition. Before these books can be pub

lished, 500 subscribers must be found. About

half this number are already secured. It is hoped

that some aid may be obtained in the United

States. The price of subscription for the two

volumes is six francs, or about $1.25. Names

and addresses may be sent to the publisher, M.

Fischbaeher, 83 rue dc Seine, Paris, France, or

to Mr. Theodore Stanton, 59 rue (le Chailiot,

Pnris.

Vuuous. Acknowledgments are due for recent

copies of Vfide Awake and St. Nicholas, which are

resplendent with holiday sketches and pictures,

most attractive to children; also for the excel

lent Youth‘; Companion. And among other of

our exchanges deemed of merit and value are Th4

Cincinnati Jliedical News, New York Sanilarian,

Kansas City Review of Scicnca and Industry,

Druggisls’ Circular, The California Mining and

Scientific Journal, Harper's Bazaar, The Chicago

Standard (Baptist), Homiletic Monthly, Medical

Tribune, Scienliflc American, Bankeru’ illugazina,

The Continent, Hahncmannian Monthly, Christian

Advocate, Builder and Wood- Worker, lilusicul

Ibople, Western Rural, Cotton, Wood and Iron.
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Cleanliness is next to Codliness,

esnahp'} must be considered as

a unis of (flat: and. a

ergyman who recommends

moral things should be willing

to recommend ;‘
~

I am

told that my co in tion of

Qrars' §uan has opened for it

a large sale in th mfird fairs.

am willing to stand by every word in

favorof it that I ever uttered. ' A'man
must be fastidious indeed who is not

satisfied w'th \t.

Z

‘I

1%‘
I

As recommended by the greatest English author

ity on the kin,S

PROF. Slli ERASMUS WILSON. F
.

R
.

S
.

Pres. of the Royal Col. of Surgeons, England.

Nothing adds so much to personal appearance as a Bright, Clea:- Cortn
lexion and. a Soft Skin. With these the laincst features become attractive.

ilhout them the handsomest are but coldly impressive.

Many a complexion is marred by impure alkaline and Colored Toilet Soap.

FEARS’ ‘SOAP
Is specially prepared for the delicate skin of ladies and children and other: sensitive to

the weather, winter or summer. In England it is pre-eminently the complexion Soap,

and is recommended by all the best authorities, as, on account of its emollient, non

irritant character, Redness, Roughness and. Chapping are prevent
ed, and a. clear and bright appearance and. a soft. velvety
condition imparted and. maintained, and a good, healthful
and attractive complexion ensured.

Its agreeable and lasting perfume, beautiful up earance, and soothing properties

commend it u the greatest luxury of the toilet. Its urability and consequent economy

in liable.

I 5 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS.
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PHRENOLUGIGAL JOURNAL

PREMIZIIYIS MR 1884.

ICE FROM FOUR.YOUR CHO

FIRST.

The Phrenological Bust. This has for many years been
manufactured and sold, as being the verybest possible aid to the proper understanding

of the exact location of the Phrenological organs. Price large size, $r.oo; No. 2
,

50 cents.

The organs being alike on both sides of the head, it is so lettered as to show them separately on one side

of the bust; and on the other, the different groups of organs—Moral Intellectual, Executive, and

are

showniatzreqperiy

classified. The Bust is handsomely made in white plaster, and very ornamental wher

ever it is p , being well add ted to the parlor mantel, the center-table, the library, the study, or the office.
AN ILLUSTRATED K Y accompanies each Bust, fully explaining and 'vtng such directions as will

enable the reader to understand its use, including the names and the functions 0 each of the facultia.

\Vhen sent, :5 cents extra for boxing and packln each Bust must be received. The large size will be

sentbyexpressatthecxpenseoithesubscribcr; or o. a, smalisisc, willbcsentbymaiLpost-psld.

SECOND.

The Diseases of Modern Life. A work on the avoid

able causes of Disease. By Benjamin W. Richardson. Izmo, extra cloth, 520 pages. $1.50.

One of the most important Health Books ever published. We have secured a large edition, handsomely

published, for distribution among our subscribers for 1884.. It treats most fully of prevention of disease, by

pointing out in a simple and practical manner the avoidable causes.

'nnnn.
Expression: Its Anatomy and Philosophy.

By Sir Charles Bell, K.H. With numerous Notes, and upwards of Seventy-five

Illustrations. Price $1.50. We continue the offer of this great work as a premium to

subscribers to Tr-ut PHRENOLOGICAL Jouruur. for 1884. The work considers Expres

sion in all its details as affected both by anatomy and by mental characteristics. The

following from the Table of Contents will show something of its scope :

The Theory of Bauty in the countenance; The Form and Proportions oi the Head and Face; Beauty
and its sources: Campar‘s Facial Line; The Changes from Infancy to Age; Characteristic Organs of Man ;

The Form of the Lower Animals; Theories of ideal Beauty; The National Pec'uiiaritics in the Form of the

Head; Ex nession in the Counlenanee; The influence of the Mind upon the Features; Bodil Conditions
and Men 0 rations; Blushing; Muscles of the Face; The Forehead and Eyebrows; The ostriis; The

Lips and the Cheeks; The Eye; The Expression of Pain in Man and in Animals; The E ression
oflthe

Human countenance in Laughter, Weepin , Grief, Pain, convulsions, Fear, Terror, Despair Admiratron,

Joy, Jealousy, Rage, Madness, Demoniau, th; Expreuion in Reference to the Body; Vlfhnt are Emo

tions P The Emotions Modified by Controlling Expression.

FOURTH.

Reminiscences of Spurzheim and of George
Combe. And a Review of the Science of Phrenology from the period of its discovery

b
y Dr. Gall to the time of the visit of, George Combe to the United States in 1840. By

on. Nahum Capen. With Portraits. One volume, ramo, extra cloth, price $L50.

The author of this work was very intimately associated with Dr. Spurzhelm, being his confidential assist

ant and adviser during his visit to this country; and his cone ndence and personal matter! all passed

through Mr. Capen's hands; and in offering it as a
.

remium to so ribers to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
we feel confident that we are 'ving to them that w ich will prove of the utmost interest to old-time renders,

as a review of the subject, an to the younger readers as a. historical work.

TERMS.—The JOURNAL is now published at $2.00 a year (having been reduced from

$3.00), single Numbers 20 cents. Twenty-five cents extra must be received with each subscrip~

tion, to pay the expense of boxing and packing the Bust. which is sent by express at expense

of subscribers, or for postage on the Premium Book and JOURNAL, which is now sent to all

subscribers, prepaid. Amount may be sent by P. O. 0., P. N., or Registered Letter. Postsge_

stamps received. Address

FOWLER 8
:

WELLS, Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
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0m mm, Vol. 78 New Sol-ins, Vol. 29

ER 2.

Sunscxoa Tamas.

I copy, 1 year..... 2.10

1 copy, 6 months.. III)
1 copy_.l month... We.

10coplcfsi yczn' ‘$15.00

A Pint-class Mumhly

ine‘devolcd lo the

“Human Nalur:
in it! Phnscs.

COIN TENTS.
I. Balm Mozoomdnr, The Hlndfl Notes in Science and Agrimlltnrm—

Teacher. Portraitw . . . 67 Human and Canine Blood; A Test for

I -
I . I

Gluten; A Man of Purpose and Gum -
H‘ vegflnble u‘em'stry' mutated’ 72

tion; Signs of Wood; A Curious Indlapll

Ill. Faith In the Verifies 0f the Unl- Practice with Human Heads; Adaptabil
vml, - - - -' - -

'-
- - - - 76 ity of the Cotton Plant; Meteoric or Cos

IV. The late Ai'ihur' Erasmus Brink-
ml” Dust" ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ‘111

won'm. Portrait, ., . . . . . . 78 Poetry.__pacea; My creed; To a Flower;
V, Langlmgm—No. 5. Prlnflng—Ex- Comus (A Masque), Concluded, Illne

tension and Progress 0! the Art. trated; Lamentation of the Lungs.

Illustrated, 80 .“

92
Editorial lte|||§,—Fundamentals in Polltl

YX. DOl'OI'QIICQ’ - - ~ - - - - ' - -
cal Economy" What. are our Boys nnd

V][_
l‘ A “one, sir, is Like a Child,” 98 Girls

Rcudlng},True
Teachers ; The Insti

mLwhMl-“Mw? _ . _ . _ ' . _ 95
mteCourseof88,. . . . . . .

f
.114

IX. Appnritions and Whai They Are, 106

Ansrviytfrsm h
i)

Qli‘n-respomloulsgzflupiflg;0 -0t we cm erament- lcctin a

X- linule Life in the wllml‘o mnl-v 106
Wife; The Lower aw anditsysignificanéia ;

XL Amotherwomer Mothers. . _ 103 Portrait ol‘a Murderer, . . . . . . 120

III. ASerle-s ofDou’ls, . . . . . . 110 Pursoual—Mirth—Library, etc.

hrznxn n m Pan-cum: n Nzw Yonx As Sxcoma-cmsn MAT-nu.

FOWLER 8: WELLS, Publishers, '733 Broadway, New York.
L. N. FOWLER, Imfan'al Building’, London, England.“=—
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Sctsxca: or Hanna, and would call special attention to the very liberal ofl'ers and conditions given. The article;

are all new and useful; the very best of their kind. Besides these, to each subscriber is given a splendid Premium.

Aif i‘i ————

\
We present below a List of Articles offered as Premiums for Clubs to Tu: Pnnsnonoorcax. Jotrmut. an i

i
l

i..

Names of Articles offered as Premiums for. v .

3
E . - ‘i .3

. a N

g: ThePhrenologlcal Journal and Sclence o
f

Health.

,2

An Illustrated and Descriptive Circular will besent on receipt Qfrtamp. \.

r Gents’ Watch, Nickel, Cylinder, Stem-Winder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... i‘s oo

‘

fl

2 Gents’ Watch, Nickel, Lever Stem-Winder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 so I :3

3 Gents‘ Watch, Silver, Lever, Stem-Winder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... i.
-

15 00 l "'1"

4 Gents’ Watch, Gold Hunting Case, Stem-WVinder
. . . . . . . . u‘... .......... . . . . . . . . .. .... 65 00 too

5 Ladies’ Watch, Nickel C linder Stem-Winder. 6 on to

6 Ladies’ Watch,Silver,C inder Stem-Winder

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 oo :4 I

z

Ladies’ Watch,5Carat ver,Stem-Wtnder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. at 00 3o

4
’ Ladies‘ Watch, :4 Carat Lever Stem-Winder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 54 oo :5

9 One Dozen Silver Plated TeaS ons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..... 6 oo 6

so One~half Dozen Silver Plated able Spoons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\.\.. 6 oo 6

i

at One Dozen Silver Plated Desserts ons...., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. lo 00 to

‘

as One Dozen Silver Plated Table For a r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Is 00 —_~ts l

'

:3 One Dozen Silver Plated, Solid Steel Knives
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Ii . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 50 9 i

:4 EitheraSilver Plated Castor or Butter Dish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 oo 1

,

a An Elegant Silver Plated Fruit or Cake Baaltet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 oo 9 .'

a The Amateur'a Photographic Outfit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. as 00 as

kr An El antGraphosoope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 6

a Boy's’ ool Chest, 45assorted teols.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 5 oo 7 l

:9 Youth’s'l'oolChest,6: assortedtoola........................... ..... . . . . . . . . . . .. 1000

s
4
4 ‘

so Gentleman's Tool Chest, 85assorted tools .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... a: 50 3»
er Family Grind-Stone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..., . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... 3 oo 4 ‘I

as Kidder’aElectro Magnetic Machine, N9.4..‘. . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 0000 so r

93 Kidder’s Electro Magnetic Machine, with Tipcup,N0.5 . . . . . . “:7 on

a
s

'

24 Household Microscope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

‘

5 co . i

as The
Librarigrincrosco

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... soon {
i to

l:6 The Home ers’
el;¢nphiclnatrument.......

. 4 50 ~
'_
'

6 l

:3

The Combination Fruit reas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u, . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.......................... 3 oo

-' 4

‘

Gold Plated Paragon Pencil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 oo 3 l

a9 Gold Plated Telescopic Pen and Pencil . . . . . . . . . . . .... 5 on a
'

5

‘

3o Telescopicor 50 5 ;

3: An Eight-DayCloclt,“Victoria," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....'............................... S00 8

3s An Alarm Clock,“jolter” Lever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,. 600 6

33 The MechanicalO anette. . . . . . ..-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 'f'Efaoo 3

‘

34 The“Holly Scroll aw" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . .
"

3 oo‘ 4

35 The“Dernas" Scroll Sawand Lathe . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ..‘... I, 800 to I

36 German Student Lam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..........

" 4 75 6

a

37 Gentlemeu‘s Rubber yer-Coat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 oo 4

-

3s Ladies‘RubberWater-ProoiCloakuu' ............... 40° 4 l

39 RuhberLegginaJGents',Ladies’orMtases’)................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

‘

a 50 ii

{
I

40 RubberWater-Bottle,sqnarta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... see I 1
4r Mattson's Rubbers _'nge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . 1,300 3

i

I
4: Goodyear’s Health aft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oo 5

a
43 Goodyear's Pocltet Gymnasium, FamilySet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r300 t6

44 Pump PlantSprinltler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 50 'fi 0 l

4 Set oi'Portraitsi'orLecturers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................._.' 4000 5 4° .

4
g

Setot’PhrenologicalS imens............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4000 ,,4° ‘

4 Small Set ofPhrenological
Sqaecimena

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. zooo ‘ to

1
'

4
;

SetLambert's Physiolo 'cal ................... ........... aoeo 1°

‘

49 Worcester's Unabridg Dictionary . . . . .1

. . . . ... . . . . . . . ...... .......-.................... to 00 . ll l

50 Student's Set of Phrenoiogical Works, with Bust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. so 00 3

l

51 Geo. Combe'sWorlts. Uniform edition,4vols . . . . . . . . . . . ................. ..L\....:...... 5 oo 4'

‘

1

go New Physiognemy
- or, Sign: of Character . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ 5 oo 4 ii

53 The Hydropathie
.ncyclopedianlg‘R.

T. Trail, M. D. . . . . 400 4

u

54 The FamilyPh siciun. By Joel cw, M. D............................................. 3 oo \1, 3

Health in the ousehold; or, Hygienic

Cookerz

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ a 00 3

:2 History
of Woman Suffrage, either volume, clot . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . . . . . ..... . . . . .. 5 oo 5

5 CowansScienceofa New Life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ p. 300 3

5
‘

Phrenolo 'cal Busts, Large . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ........................ " a 00 i ll

59 Cast of uman Brain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r on I l

n

60 Emphatic Diaglott: or,New Testamenttn Greelt
English.......................-...

4 oo 4

6s A Set Science of Health, Four Years,bound ll'l muslin . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ as oo 9

6: Tu: Pnauonoctcai.
{om/in,

New Series, 1 years. 45%» so

a

‘3 Tu: Ptuuuotoolcat. 001mm,, any oneyear, 400 3

64 A Year‘s Subscription to the PHRBNOLOGICA}.JOURNAL .
. . . . . a on J . i

a

Library oi’ Our Publications, Agent's Selection”... . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... 5 co 4 I

'

Library of Our Publications, Agent's Selection........ .................................. to es 1 l

3

Lib of Our Publications, A eut’s Selection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................n.- as 00 I! Q

A Pwwritten Descri tion of haracter
from Photograplnnuu.....................I’.'..1 5 oo 4 .

69 ASchoiarshipinthe ericanlnstituteof Phreaology . . . . . ....t. ....... see on me l
l

l l - \' l l

1_.'-+
,__.._

Send in names as fast as received, stating they are on premium account, and all will be placed to your credit.

and premium sent when the number is complete. Send 10cents for Specimens, Prospectuses, Blanks, etc., used

in canvassing. Names may be sent from ditfereut poét-oiilces if desired. Remit P. O. Orders, or in Registered

,| Letters. Stamps received. Address

F0‘VLER dc ‘WELLS, Publishers, 758 Broadway, 1‘. Y.
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BABU
MOZOPMDAR.

'I‘HE following phrenological sketch brain all the support it can take, so that

O
f

this eminent Hindoo teacher was

mad
the boiler is equal to the engine. Herein

e at a personal interview :

is the mystery or the solution of the mys

You
have a large head, and apparently tery of success in the world. A great,

your
body is sufficient to give to your active brain, with body too weak for its
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support, shows a man who is fitful—bril

liant at times, but not uniform. You have

the power to hold your mind steadily to

the work of life, and do three hundred

and thirteen days’ work in the year with

out feeling wearied.

You inherit your build evidently from

the mother's side of the family, hence

your excellent nutritive system ; also your

intellect, which acts more intuitively than

logically. You absorb a subject m-gros

and ten-detail, and see the logical bearing

of the facts without going into a pro

cess of ratiocination. Your perceptive

intellect enables you quickly to snatch

the facts; and your power of co-ordinat

ing them, and, as it were, of weaving them

into the web of thought, works instan

taneously; and thus you travel on through

a subject with a kind of interior illumina

tion which enables you to melt down and

master that which might be difficult to

many other men. If we may use the

term, you are able to employ your logical

faculties in respect to facts. as the linen

spinner twists the thread out from the

distafi’, and thus utilizes by organizing

the fibres. Facts with you are twisted

into an argument without any seeming

purpose; they grow into it asthe branches

and twigs of the tree grow out of the

trunk.

Your Language is very largely devel

oped. and this gives you power of mem

ory and of learning other languages than

your own, and of using any language fe

licitously.

You have a scholarly head. and would

be a good teacher. This means three

things: first, the ability to get knowlr

edge; second, the power to retain it;

and third, the power to utter that which

you know—especially the power to make

whatever you und :rstand specific, intense,

and centralized. People know what you

are talking about; and, in traversing a

subject, you are able to hold yourself to

a special line of thought until you have

completed it—just as a mowing-machine

cuts everything that stands within its

reach and touches nothing else.

Your Memory is something remarkable

—not only in respect to things, but in re

spect to transactions and facts. You

would make for yourself a good position

as a writer, as a historian. You would

pick up the salient facts of history and

blend them into a harmonious whole.

Your knowledge of human character

enables you to read men at sight and

to reach the peculiarities of diflerent

men. If you were speaking in public

you would have in your eye half a dozen

intelligent faces, to whom you would ad

dress what you had to say, and, when

your selected person looked puzzled, you

would revolve the thought and give it

new phases until that face seemed satis

fied, then you would think that the con

gregation should understand it. Unless

the face that you looked at seemed to in

dicate satisfaction, you uould fear that

you had failed to express the point in

hand with sufiicient clearness, and thus a.

public speech by you would seem to the

general listener more like a private ad

dress to a few intimate friends.

Your Benevolence is large enough to

make you sympathetical. Your rever

ence is less developed than Benevolence.

and if you were a preacher of the Gospel.

you would do it more for the benefit of

the hearer than you would for the glory

of the Master, and let the glory come in

cidentally; just as the pleasure comes to

a mother when a stranger has plunged

into the river and saved her drowning

child without knowing to whom it be
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longs. You incline to be skeptical and

critical, and to hold truth, or the claims

of other people in respect to truth, at a

distance until you can criticise it and ap

preciate it, and find it to be true for your

self; it is not according to the cast of

your thought to swallow statements

whole.

You are known for Firmness. stead

fastness; the desire to stand in your lot

and place and bear your proper share of

burden without wincing. At the same

time you are not inclined to controversy.

It does not suit you to clamor, to join is

sue, to struggle and strive; and if you

wanted to convert a man to your view of

a question, you would do as a lawyer

would with a jury, open the case, and, if

possible, illuminate his mind so that he

will think as you do. There are lawyers,

and there are polemical men in other di

rections, who storm as it were upon their

auditors, and insist upon it that sensible

men can make no other inference than

the one they wish them to.

would be ‘to open out the matter and

Your idea

make it acceptable and desirable.

Your power lies in your intellect and

in your moral qualities joined with Firm

ness, Sell-reliance, Aspiration, and that

kind of fore-looking prudence which is

willing to work to-day for the future.

You might enjoy the pleasure of present

renown as an author or as an orator, but

if you were satisfied that you could write

a book which should become a text-book

for ages, you would forego the pleasure

of present popularity. An organization

like yours predicates success on the fu

ture more than on the present; is apt to

regard the present as a seed-time—the

ambitious time may be beyond the pres

ent era; consequently, if you were a far

mer, you would plant fruit trees at sev

enty years of age which might take

twenty years to mature, with a feeling

that though you did not live to enjoy

the fruit, others would be grateful. Then

your memory teaches you that you have

been feedingion fruit trees which other

men planted before you were born, and

you feel that you must at least make

yourself a link in the order of things and

do as much for the world asthe world has

done for you.

Socially, you are warm in your attach

ment; children and pets think much of

you; woman believes in you, and always

has. You would be popular in woman's

society in any of the phases of life; as a

learned man, among those who are cul

tured; as a teacher, among the young; as

a citizen, among all.

You have very little tendency to be

haughty and lordly; and at the same

time, when you are among the haughty

and the lordly, you can stand up, and

stand as firmly and as straight as they

do; you can meet them on their own

ground. At the same time the lowly

have access to you; you are willing

they should have, and they read in your

very looks that you are a brother—per

haps an elder brother, but nevertheless a

brother.

as many friends among the little folks as

you. People who are weak in pocket

and in brain, or unknown or uncared for

by men, seem to have confidence in you,

and believe that somehow you can do

them service, and you are willing they

should think so. God's little ones are

precious to you.

You are lacking in secular wisdom.

The dollar does not weigh very heavily

in your calculations; when you want it
,

you like to find it in your pocket; but

you need more side-head in the realm

Not one man in a thousand has
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of Acquisitiveness and Secretiveness

to relate you successfully to the secular

side of life. You could write books bet

ter than you could publish and vend

them.

PROTAP CHUNDER MOZOOMDAR was

born about forty-two years ago in the

city of Calcutta, India. As soon as his

eyes saw the light, the Brahmin priest

was sent for to cast his horoscope, but

the result of the mystic calculations was

long since lost,‘and that curiosity can

never be satisfied which would like to

know whether the superstitious priest

even dreamed of the strange future which

lay before the little child.

The father of Protap Mozoomdar was a

large, handsome man, with a benevolent

and generous disposition, although fiery

and irascible at times. He was himself

the son of a rich and benevolent Hindoo,

who, as are all the family, was connected

with the banking interests of Calcutta.

They were not over-zealous in Hindoo

belief, and Mr. Mozoomdar remembers as

a boy seeing a liberal paper lying about

the house, which he thinks must have

been a copy of the paper edited by Ram

Mohun Roy.

His mother was not particularly fine

looking, but she was very fair in complex

ion, and gentle in manner. When Pro

tap was but ten years old his father died,

leaving his young wife to all the horrors

of a Hindoo widowhood. She survived

her husband nine years, but never ceased

to mourn for him. One of the recollec

tions of her son was of waking often and

often to find his mother weeping alone

in the darkness and silence of the night.

Of a large family of brothers and sisters

only a few grew up. Protap himself was

a very sickly boy, but grew stronger as he

grew in years. He went to school as

other boys did, and learned to read and

write, but did not begin English, of

which he is such a complete master, till

he was eleven years old. The first day

he spent in learning the alphabet. But

the next time he took up his primer

he chanced to open it upside down, and

puzzled for hours over it before he dis

covered the mistake. Seven years were

spent in the College of Calcutta, where

the chief branches that he pursued were

English and mathematics. In both of

these he excelled, carrying the study of

the latter through algebra, trigonometry,

and conic sections. His ready and reten

tive verbal memory, a not unusual gift

among the Hindoos, easily gave him a

large vocabulary in English, and he has

a wonderful facility in observing and

using uncommon words and expressions.

As an illustration of his memory, he was

once present at atrial for libel at which

the judge gave a remarkably good and

sensible decision. It was found afterward

that no notes had been made of it, but

Mr. Mozoomdar reproduced the whole al

most verbatim from memory. He can

repeat sermons that he has heard in the

same way,
“
having a knack," as he says,

“
of remembering words as other people

have of remembering faces."

Upon leaving college young Mozoom

dar entered the great bank of India, of

which so many of his family were mem

bers. Among others was a cousin two

years his senior, Chunder Sen, destined

in after-years to be the great leader of

religious reform in India. Chunder Sen

had always a great fascination for his

younger cousin, and an influence that

was uniformly good.
“
My admiration

for Sen kept me out of a great deal of

mischief," says Mr. Mozoomdar, in look

ing back to those boyish days.

He was in the bank but eighteen months.

Being quick at figures he would finish his

prescribed duties early in the day, and then

would spend all his spare time in read

ing Emerson, Carlyle, and other authors,

or in writing out meditations and prayers.

Chunder Sen meantime left the bank,

and finally life there became so irksome

to Mr. Mozoomdar that one day he gath

ered up all his books and papers under

his arm, and going to the president's

desk, said: "I am going home; I can

not waste my time in making money.”
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In vain they urged him to remain, offer

ing to double his salary. He had prop

-erty enough to support him for some

time, and upon this he subsisted, devot

ing every waking hour to the study of

religion and philosophy.

During this time he still worshiped the

Hindoo deities, joining in the feasts and

ceremonies with his family. But the

goddess of learning, whom as a boy he

loved best of all, was still his chosen dei

ty. His innately pure soul found nothing

gross or revolting in her service. She

was represented as a beautiful, fair-skin

ned woman sitting on a bed of lotus

blossoms, which floated on clear water.

Her deepest power over mortals lay in

her songs. It was music and harmony

when she spoke. All inkstands and pens

were cleansed and laid before her; school

books were wrapped in .white muslin and

brought into her presence for her bless

ings, and sheaves of corn and blossoms

of the mango-tree were placed at her

feet as offerings.

Little by little the studious youth lost

faith in Hindooism and caste. He was

always seeking after God, if haply he

might find Him. As his mother used to

rise alone at night to weep, so he would

rise and pray. But in all this struggle

for monothcism he was never influenced

by Christian missionaries or the Bible.

He was prejudiced against both, but es

pecially against the Bible. The Bengali

translation was so repulsive to him that

he was not attracted to read it in English.

In about 1859 or 1860 he took the

great step of his life in joining the

Brahmo-Somaj as a disciple.
"
For all

that I am, 2 am indebted to that step,"

says Mr. Mozoomdar of himself. He was

soon after appointed to edit the Taiwa

éod/u'ri-pafln'ka,——“ The journal that

Awakens a Knowledge of God,"—a lib

eral paper started in about 1843. He also

published a book, "The Religious Pros

pects of India," the entire cost of which

was defrayed by a generous uncle.

Union with the Brahmo-Somaj meant

rupture with his family. He was com

pelled to suffer reproach and scorn, but

never faltered in his purpose. The fam

ily house was sold; he was given his

share, and lived thenceforth in a little

home of his own.

Mr. Mozoomdar was married while still

very young. According to Hindoo cus

tom his mother selected his wife for him,

as his father was dead. He never even

looked upon his bride's face
until

after

their marriage. It has been, however, an

exceedingly happy union. It is a proof

that that method is not wholly objection

able when a man can say, as does Mr.

Mozoomdar, "If the whole world of

women were to be presented to me, and I

were allowed to select the one I would

have for awife, I would select her." They

have had no children.

Mr. Mozoomdar visited England in

1874, and spent about eight months. He

has also visited various parts of the Eu

ropean continent, and ,has travelled all

over India, preaching and teaching. His

recent visit to America followed a stay of

several months in England, where he was

most warmly received. In this country.

from Boston to San Francisco, he met

exceedingly cordial welcome. His en

thusiasm for the cause of religious re

form in India is intense, and he presents it

with marvellous eloquence. Not only by

word of mouth has he announced his

ideas, but his two books, "The Faith and

Progress of the Brahmo—Somaj," and

“
The Oriental Christ," unfold the princi

ples and hopes of this Eastern reformer

in a masterly manner.

The peculiar charms of Hlndoo charac

ter are well represented in Mr. Mozoom

dar. He has the faculty of winning all

hearts. He is reverent and devout.

Nothing in America was more distaste

ful to him than the hurry and bustle

which prevail everywhere. Nothing

could swerve him from the even tenor

of his way. While those whose guest he

was hurried away to their daily toil, he

would composedly sit down to his devo

tional books and to the intoning of Sans

crit prayers. He expressed himself as

greatly pleased with the opportunities

here given to women. He has himself
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done a great deal for the women of India.

Born with a love of teaching, from mere

boyhood lie would teach all the women of

the Zenana whatever they wished to learn,

and his sisters, cousins, and wife were in

turn his faithful pupils.

From America Mr. Mozoomdar went

to Japan and China, to see what religious ‘

VEGETABLE

There are gale! of sweets,

There are odom-bland

In the Asian wild,—

By the sea-ile strand.

There the spice-tree yields

Its fragrance up,

And incense pours

From its scented cup.

TO
obtain even a slight knowledge of

the aromatid and medicinal proper

ties of plants, the student must penetrate

to the chemistry of vegetation. This long

misunderstood science reveals wonderful

CLOVE (Caryaphyllus Aromatics).

facts concerning the strangely dissimilar

products, and the many distinct individ

ualities nourished and developed by the

same growth.

Poisonous bases execute their deadly

missions,—gum, sugar, and starch are for

the sustenance of mam—rare perfumes,

flavors, and vivid coloring delight the

senses, yet the plant labors on with the

doors of its laboratories closed, nor has

it ever told how these wonderful products

are evolved.

. progress is going on in those countries,

‘
and he is soon to return to Calcutta to

resume his labor of preaching and teach-
.

ing the great doctrines in which he be

lieves: The Fatherhood of God, the

Brotherhood of Man, and the abiding

sense of an overruling Providence.

S. B.

CHEMISTRY.

‘We can perceive the influence of the

kindly sun and nourishing dews in call

ing forth the latent buds, and flinging

showers of beauty over the springtime,

but we fail to penetrate the hidden reser

voirs that yield the fragrance filling the

air when the springtime flings abroad its

wealth of bloom; and again, in the autumn

days of “golden fruitage," we can not

trace to their hidden source the number

less delicious flavors inviting the taste on

every side. The plant holds in its tissues

an unwritten history. We read there

only the record of effects—the causes are

ever-recurring miracles. Chemistry, so

long regarded as an occult science, has

revealed the fact that the four organo

gens—oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and

carbon—are the protoplasmic agencies of

creation. In the plant, the variety of

their combinations gives the diversity of

form, coloring, and odor, with all the es

sential and accidental properties of its

being. .

Carbon, perhaps the greatest absorbent

in nature, must be briefly considered be

fore entering at all into the chemical

analysis of the plant. This is the most

unchanging and indestructible of the ele

ments, not being affected either by air or

moisture, and it also forms the solid ele

ment of all vital creations. Charcoal is

carbon and a little ashes, and the dia

mond, the costliest of gems, is only pure

carbon in a crystallized state. Building

posts which are to be sunk in the earth,

are often charred to prevent decay, and

charred wood. retaining its bark and

physical structure, has been found deep
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in the earth among the relics of pre

historic races. This indestructible sub

stance, when chemically combined with t

oxygen, forms a colorless and odorless

gas, and while very deadly in its effects

on animal life, it is the chief support of

the vegetable tribes, bearing to them the

same relation that oxygen does to the

animal.

The organogens are as conquering

kings, constructing, destroying, and re

building the material world and its in

habifants, and the vital forces seem

strangely subservient to these giants of

the universe. Through their agency, the

processes of distillation and brewing are

carried on in the tissues of the plant,

with all the chemical changes of dz'aslasa,

liar/rim’, and sugar, so well understood in

the manufacture of intoxicants. Here

the protoplasmic forces are constantly

performing their wonderful chemical

feats, in giving to man the necessaries

and luxuries of life so abundantly yielded

by the vegetable world and its products.

The subtle qualities residing in vege

table products, as odor, taste, nutritious

and medicinal virtues, or their opposite,

are often termed the accidental proper

ties of plants, and chemistry holds the

keys of these storehouses of treasure.

After the protoplasmic forces have

acted upon the opened leaves and creep

ing roots, causing them to imbibe the

moisture of earth and air, this crude fluid

acquires new properties as its course be

comes more complicated among the tis

sues—for the elementary atoms are con

tinually forming new combinations,—-and

often wonderful, and even paradoxical

results follow. Yet each family of plants

maintains its chemical balance with un

varying exactness.

No more than in our Saviour's time, do

men "gather grapes of thorns, or figs of

thistles," and the chemistry of life and

death is continually bringing in the new,

and bearing away the old. While the

sunlight is the mighty agent in develop

ing the resources of the plant, building

up the cell-walls, and opening the leaf

the sunbeam is not compelled to watch

its recap/rim and absorption. The proto

plasmic forces can best perform these

Crmuuon UM.

offices unaided by light, their greatest

activity in this department being during

the night-time. According to Sir]. Smith,

more than five inches of dew alone, are

consumed by the vegetation of England

yearly. While the simpler activities of

the plant thus reject the aid of the sun,

the more intricate workings demand its

help. The green chlorophyll, which ex

ists among the protoplasmic atoms, de

pends on light for its evolution and sup

port, while the hues of some full-blown

flowers often exhibit opposite qualities,

even fading in the sunlight, to recover

their brilliancy with the lengthening shad

ows and the falling dews.

Nu‘nmo (lllyrirfica Mon/ml 1).

Hidden away in the recesses of the

plant are other secretive reservoirs, con

pores to receive the nutritious moisture, taining gums, resins, and oils, from which
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valuable products, both fragrant and me

dicinal, are obtained. Expressed oils are

usually prepared only from the fruit, while

the volatile or essential oils are the prod

uct of distillation, and they are found

in the leaves, bark, and flowers also.

Spices owe their pungency and aroma

to their volatile oils. The fragrant shrubs

which produce the spices in daily culinary

use, are natives of the East Indies, and

are exceedingly rich in oils, particularly

the clove, which yields one of the few es

sential oils heavier than water. The

clove-trees are held in superstitious re

gard by the natives, and their wanton de

struction by the Dutch settlers in the

Spice Islands, in order to keep the prod

TEA-PLANT.

ucts under control, to command the

trade at high rates, has, on more than

one occasion, led to serious outbreaks

among the islanders, in trying to protect

their favorite clove-trees. This plant

belongs to the myrtle family, and the

dried flower-buds are the cloves of com

merce.

Cinnamon, the bark of an aromatic

shrub of the laurel tribe, has been in use

since the earliest historic eras. It is

named in Scripture as one of the ingre

dients of the holy anointing oil of the

jewish sanctuary, concerning the prepa

ration and use of which such explicit di

rections were divinely given to Moses.

The prophet Ezekiel also mentions this

spice as among the riches of Tyre. Spices

were among the treasures the Queen of

Sheba presented to Solomon, and the

kings of the earth who sought to hear

his wisdom, laid spices with their other

gifts at his feet. The Egyptian laid

away his dead, embalmed in spices and

fragrant gums, and the funeral piles of

the nations practicing cremationI were

sprinkled with spices, and saturated with

their costly aromatic oils.

The nutmeg is even more restricted in

its growth than the other spices in com

mon use. The fruit when ripe bursts its

outer covering, revealing the laminated

wrapper of mare, and the kernel within it.

Nutmegs require to be cured and‘pre

served before they are ready for market.

Not only are the spices and rarer exotics

rich in aromatic products, but unrivalled

perfumes are also stored away in the

cells of many a denizen of the common

garden. _

In the Orient rose gardens of great

extent have been cultivated through his

toric times forthe oil alone.

Coffee, the beverage of a large portion

‘of the civilized world, contains an oil of

very active properties. This aromatic

shrub, which was discovered wild in the

desert fastnesses of Arabia and Ethiopia,

produces clusters of fragrant white flow

ers growing from the axils of the leaves.

The berry is red when ripe, and separat

ing the kernel from the husk, was a la

borious and ditiicult process when per

formed after the primitive methods of

the East. Coffee acts upon the nerves.

and is an antidote for many poisons. The

herdsmen of Arabia noticed the exhila

rating effect of this plant upon their flocks,

and the howling dcrvishes drank infu

sions of the berries to keep them wake

ful in their wild night-ravings long be

fore it was in use as a beverage. Coffee,

unlike the spice products, is a modern

luxury, having been introduced into Eu

rope only about the middle of the seven

teenth century.

Gums and gum-resins are among the

valued products of various plants. The

Acacia and Balsam tribes are particularly

rich in these commodities, which have

been in use since the earliest times. In

Genesis we read that the Ishmaelites

came from Gilead with their camels la
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den with spices, balm, and myrrh. Prob

ably no vegetable product was valued

higher medicinally in those early days

than the balm of Gilead.

The fabled Phmnix was believed to

live on frankinccnsc and ordorous gums.

and to build its funeral pile of cinnamon,

myrrh, and other fragrant commodities,

that it might be dissolved in a cloud of

fragrance.

Gum-arabic and other gums in com

mon use are products of the Acacia fam

ily, which is widely disseminated through

the tropic zone of Africa, being found

from Arabia, along the margin of the

Saharan Desert, to its western extremity.

Caravans from Ethiopia carry their aro

matic birdcns across those sandy wastes,

as in the days of Moses. Australia, the

land of strange animal and vegetable

tribes, produces a great variety of Aca

cias, and the leaves possess a singularity

of structure, being situated vertically on

the stalk, presenting to it their margins

instead of surfaces, both sides equally re

ceiving the sunlight and moisture. But

our paper has reached its limits.

To the "herb of the field" a diseased

and stricken race turned for alleviation of

its sufferings, and accident often taught

man the harmful, healing, or nutritious

properties of plants, and some knowledge

was also divinely given. Perfumes were

in use before the properties of plants

were written of, and Noah planted gar

dens as well as vineyards. One of the

older pyramids contained an inscription

concerning the amount of the various

garden vegetables, as onions, radishcs,

etc., which were consumed by the build

ers during its erection.

It is not probable that the vegetation

of the earth has greatly changed since

the creation of man. When the earth

Wm finally prepared to be the abode of

the human race, the fruit-bearing orders

and sub-orders were called into existence;

then, too, appeared the other highest

forms of vegetation containing aromatic

and nutritive qualities, and also the high

est types of floral beauty. These all be

long to the rant! period, or immediately

preceding the creation of Adam and Eve.

The Garden of Eden contained their food,

the fruit in its highest state of perfection.

That man should eat the “lwrb of {be

fiz/d," and be pursued by thorns and

thistles and vile weeds, were among the

curses of his disobedience and fall.

ANNIE E. COLE.

.,~__ _..._.We___ _

Dssmmc AND CHOOSING.—“ Oh," said

a poor drunkard, "I desire above all

things to reform, and be a. steady man."

Yes, you may desire it, but do you

choose it? There is a great difference

between desiring a thing and choosing a

thing. If you choose to be a reformed

man, you will be one.

Ask a poor, ragged Vagabond,
"
Do you

wish to become rich?" Of course he will

say, "Yes." But he does not choose it;

he desires to be lazy much more than to

cam a living, therefore he is a. Vagabond.
“ Charlie, do you desire to be a scholar,

and stand at the head of your class P
"

‘Indeed I do !" cried Charlie; but

Charlie is at the foot of everything, be

cause he likes his case better than he

likes to study.

Lucy said,
" I really desire to be oblig

ing and sweet-tempered."
"
Then you

must choose to be," answered her mother.

MY CREED.

AL'moUou I mourn that sin walks free,

That beauty is misshapen,

While some gnarled limbs mark every tree

And right's for wrong mistaken,

I can not feel the plan is God's,

That He from the beginning

Intended us to merit rods

And take delight in slnulng ;

I only understand His love,

His mercy overgrowing

Our broken ofl‘orts : see Him, dove

And olive branch bestowing.

S. L. OBERBOLTZIB.
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FAITH IN THE VERITIES OF THE UNIVERSE.

T is well at times to consider these in

their broadest aspect, not as theolo

gians, but as responsible beings who have

to deal with them. The highest truths

are discovcmbie to honest investigation.

If there is a power which makes for

righteousness, those who are in obedience

to its laws must share in its benefac

tions, and these that are perverse must

fall under its retributions. If there is a

fundamental morality, then Faith should

apprehend it. Faith is assurance making

doubly sure by experience. We use an

I] here as a simple postulate for convic

tion where really a doubt should not

exist.

The evidences of a Creator above crea

tion lie equally before the agnostic and

the atheist as well as before the deist and

Christian believer. Nature does not pre

sent proof to the one class and doubt to

the other. If the one believes and the

other denies, it is not because the proofs

are at fault, but the failure will be found

in the mental attitude of the obserkr.

There may be no aptitude to see what an

honest mind would soon discover. There

may be evil biases through previous

habit. Prejudice may stand sentinel at

the gates of science. Materialism, grown

strong through the manipulation of tem

poralities, may crowd out spirituality as a

myth, because incapable of square meas

ure, mathematical demonstration to the

senses, or avoirdupois weight. The facts

of history lie open before us, but they

can not be scientifically demonstrated.

The moral obligations of the decalogue

do not come within the problems of Euclid.

If thieves, prostitutes. knaves, and mur

dercrs will only be satisfied that their

deeds are wrong through chemical analy

sis or geological discovery, they must be

given over to the magistrate. We can

not weigh love in a balance, or measure a

thrill of joy by equations.

What a man denies at one time he will

often believe at another, and why? be

cause the evidence varies, or rather, is it

not because the moral status of his mind

hasexperienced a revolution ? The same

proofs on temperance that are clear to

a total abstainer are obscure to a rum

seller; and what would convince a man of

integrity of fraud, would make but a

slight impression upon a knave. A con

firmed sensualist will need more proof to

convince him of the obligations of the

seventh commandment than a man of

pure life. A pessimist who concludes that

life is not worth living, and so terminates

it with the razor or the pistol, has the

same evidence before him of the sacred

ness of existence as a Wesley or a Wilber

force, and according to his unbelief is his

recompense.

It is a trite remark that sincerity is no

test of truth; but every one is responsi

blc for the candor of his mind in arriving

at conclusions, and for his moral attitude

in relation to the great questions of hu

man destiny. Belief or unbelief changes

them not; but a right understanding of

them will necessitate that conduct which

secures their blessings. Men may take

poison, supposing it to be good medicine,

but their sincerity will not neutralize the

deadly effects. To say that men may be

equally honest atheists and agnostics as

devout worshippers, is to say that truth

may search for no purpose ; that men may

feel after God, and yet that the Eternal

Father will retreat before the earnest

cry of His children. An atheist has re_

cently said, "Do the right and you will

know the right," and the greatest of

earth's teachers has proclaimed, "If any
man will do my will he shall know of the

doctrine." Can men be honestly bad as

well as sincerely good P Is truth a wild

goose chase? Will the soul's aspirations

for the highest good meet only at last

with the serpent's food; with blank des

pair or joyous confidence, where there

has been equally zealous search? If so,

then nature is false and the universe a de

risive sphinx.

It has been said that "belief is note.

merit, or disbelief a crime." But as a

man believes, so is he. If he does not
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believe
in truth, or honesty, or self-denial,

or disinterestedness, or purity, will he

practice them P If men believe that life is

not worth the living, that honesty will not

pay, that spirituality will bring more pain

than pleasure, will they become heroic suf

ferers for righteousness? Men may fall

below their faith, but rarely will they live

above it. Disbelief in virtue is a sin, and

thousands of young men are wrecked an

nually on the shores of Time, because

they have no faith in a Power making for

righteousness. Our poor-houses and

State prisons are full of them.‘ No one

will labor for the improvement of his race

who has no faith in man as worth saving.

To persuade men to make this life a para

dise if possible, without faith, will be

found a labor of Tantalus. To say,

"
What a poor creature that man must

be who expects to be rewarded for what

he believes; so much faith for so much

pay," is to speak unwisely. Yet nothing

is clearer than that as is the faith of a

man, so is his reward. The world's dis

coverers, inventors, philanthropists, mis

sionaries, heroes, martyrs, and reformers

have always been men of faith; so much‘

faith, so much success. Columbus, Watt,

Arkwright, Stephenson, Goodyear revolu

tionized the world through their belief in

better things to come; things to them

not seen as yet, but to be realized by con

fidcnce in the laws of nature and God.

And they were not deceived; they came

at last from behind the invisible.

Unbelief, on the other hand, is the

nightmare of humanity, the owl of the

universe, the grave of all progressive

ideas. It is the Abaddon of spirituality

For evil it is mighty, for good it is the

weakest of all things. It never yet origi

nated a grand idea, never built a saw

mill, planned a spring-carriage, inaugu

rated a reform, or gave the world a new

light in physicals or morals. It is blind

in both its eyes, and never knows when

good comes. Whoever yields to its influ

ence is cast out as profane from the temple

of true science. In every department of

human activity it will be a failure. The

men of faith will always drive it to the

wall. As they have been, so will they

ever be, the leaders of the ages. The

world will never call agnostics and know

nothings to the front. Atheists will be

crowded back as practical shams by the

earnest nations crying out:
"
Who can tell

us what they know? Give us that which

is better than the past, or else keep

silence." If immortality is not a
dream’

those who throng its gates will not enter

with discordant voices. shouting: "We

know not God—there is no God—there

are many gods—conscience is artificial—

we were not responsible for our belief-—

let heaven open and let honest men in,

no matter what they believe—believers

and unbelievers, those who knocked to en~

ter in, and those who thought there was

no eternal life to gain, have an abundant

entrance into everlasting habitationsl"

Honesty is a passport to eternal life, but it

knows what it believes, and is not every

thing by turns and nothing long. It has

always a good experience to relate.

jOHN WAUGH.

OBJECT OF LIFE—Every man and every

woman has his or her assignment in the

duties and responsibilities of daily life.

We are in the world to make the world

better; to lift it up to higher levels of en

joyment and progress, to make its hearts

and homes brighter and happier by de

voting to our fellows our best thoughts,

activities, and influences. It is the motto

of every true heart and the genius of every

noble life, that "no man liveth to him

self" —lives simply to his own selfish

good. It is a law of our intellectual and

moral being that we promote our own

happiness in the exact proportion that we

contribute to the comfort and enjoyment

of oth-rs. Nothing worthy of the name

of happiness is possible to the experience

of those who live only for themselves, all

oblivious of the welfare of their fellows;

and it is from such as_these the cry of

disappointed, selfish natures comes—

"
Life is not worth living." D.
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FACES.

l QUESTION every face I meet,
At home, abroad, on crowded street;

I say, 0 Face, reveal to me

What kind of soul looks forth from thee l

So many hide beneath a mask,

So few will grant me what I ask;

So few with honest, level eyes,

That waver not, nor shun surprise.

I am not curious ; have no right

To challenge any one at sight;

‘Tis little pleasure, little gain,

And often I am filled with pain.

i

I

Why should I ask Y why should I care 2

It is but instinct; unaware

We follow some mysterious law,

That saves us oft from tooth and claw.

Who has not felt a righteous hate

When through some loop-hole in the gate,

Fast closed by cunning and deceit,

Strange eyes his own have chanced to meet?

All things at last come to the light,

Though hidden long from human sight,

And faces, be they stone or clay,

The secrets of the soul betray.

H‘

THE LATE ARTHUR ERASMUS BRINKWORTH.

IT
was with much regret that we learned

through a recent letter from En

gland of the death of this extraordinary

young man, the son of the Rev. ]. A.

Brinkworth, a valued friend and most

earnest disciple of Phrenology. He was

born january 9, i866, and from childhood

was distinguished for his large head and

great mental capacity. Fearing the eflect

of too much brain activity, it had ever

been the chief study of his parents to pro

mote the physical development so that

his great brain might be supported. To

all appearance they had been successful,

as during the last three years of his life

he enjoyed excellent health, measuring

forty-two inches around the chest. A

constitutional biliary trouble, against

which all the resources of hygiene were

marshailed in vain, was the cause of his

death. The exceptional talents of the

young man, aided, of course. by the

prominence of his father as a minister in

Saffron-Walden, where he lived, made him

an object of marked attention. A sketch

of him in T11: C/zrz'stz'an Lzfe says:
“
The

versatility of mind in this youth was re

markable, even in regard to abstruse

thought and scientific subjects; French,

Latin, mathematics, botany, astronomy,

physiognomy, were familiar subjects to

him. He was a living dictionary, and a

human geography. With music he ex

celled, and particularly enjoyed the

classical. We have often, says our cor

respondent, felt entranced whilst listening

to his vocal and instrumental abilities;

nor can we forget the interest taken in

the lad by our venerable townsman, Mr.

John Frye. The General Baptist Chapel

sufl'ers an irreparable loss by his decease;

as organist, secretary of the chapel com

mittee, assistant superintendent of the

Ari-nun Erasmus BRINKWORT n.

l

l.

l
._—>_W A?’ _ a, _ _ —__-I

Sunday-school, chapel warden, etc., he

was eminently useful."
'

Mr. Short, a phrenological examiner,

of Bristol, who knew young Brinkworth

as a child, prepared the sketch of which

the following is an abridgment :

The phrenological developments of

Arthur Erasmus Brinkworth were of such

an extraordinary character, in volume and
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dimensions of such great bulk, as to pre

sent features of unusual interest to every

student of Phrenology, afiording at the

same time evidence of so striking a nature

as to convince the most skeptical who

may have known him, of the truth of the

doctrines propounded by Dr. Gall and

others, relative to the functions and physi

ology of the brain.

It is an easy matter for the practical

phrenologist to find ample confirmation

of these principles in the ordinary walks

of life. Every case that comes under his

observation can have but one effect, viz. :

that of establishing him in the genuine

ness and importance of the work in which

he is engaged. However, the evidence

supplied by such cases as range no higher

than mediocrity is for the most part of an

ordinary character, and ofttimes amount

to negative proof only. But in develop

ments of such remarkable dimensions as

that which we have before us we record a

case of more than ordinary interest, and

one which leaves no room for doubt.

Such characters, like stars of the first

magnitude, shine forth with a lustre pe

culiar to themselves, and can not fail to

arrest the attention of the most casual

observer, and to establish in a most in

controvertible manner the teachings of

Phrenology.

On making a phrenological examination

of A. Erasmus Brinkworth, some ten or

twelve years since, I found a most decided

preponderance of the cerebral tempera

ment, the brain being exceedingly large for

the age, yet to all appearance well formed

and healthy. The development of brain

in the region of the reasoning and imagi

native faculties was exceedingly large, in

dicative of great originality of mind,

depth of thought, planning and designing

ability, suggestiveness of fancy, and in

tense desire for the acquisition of knowl

edge. 50 capacious were the chambers

of thought, so ample the tables of memory,

that impressions registered thereon or

scenes viewed, books read, that ideas, rea

sonings, upon numerous and diversified

subjects, would be easily appropriated and

retained. It was a character of which one

might—other things being equal (
1
'.

r., di

gestion, lungs, and heart)—have predicted

a brilliant and successful future, and that

in the world of invention, mental or

moral philosophy, law or medicine.

The thinking and reasoning powers

being much greater than Language, with

Cautiousness and Secrecy full and large,

much restraint would be put upon ex

pression. He had the simplicity and

modesty of unaffected childhood, com

bined with the capabilities of a gigantic

intellect, which would enable him to grasp

difficult subjects, great questions, and pro

found problems. The extraordinary size

of the head, t‘wmfy-fiw inc/res in circumfer

ence, when sixteen and one-half years old,

and its great development in length and

breadth, gave it the appearance somewhat

of flatness on the top, which, however.

was rather apparent than real, the actual

depth of the brain convolutions being

unusual.

‘Conspicuous among the moral group

of organs were the faculties of Benevo

lence and Marvellousness, and not less

conspicuous in the character was that

kind, sympathetic feeling, mingled with

agreeableness, cheerfulness, and pleasant

mess, the outcome of Benevolence,Suavity,

and Mirthfulness, all of which qualities

were large; while large Marvellousness,

with a high mental temperament, and a

fine-textured organization, indicated great

sprightliness of thought and feeling,

which tended to subdue all the more tur

bulent elements, and to present that of a

calm,peaceful, amiable disposition—quali—

ties that would not fail to gain the afiec

tion and esteem of all who knew. him,

and to win his way among friends 01

strangers.

Not the least prominent faculties were

those of Tune and Constructiveness,

which as an amusement or as an accom

plishment would enable him to attain to

excellent results in instrumental music.

On the whole, it was a character of

extraordinary promise for the future.

The great and primary consideration

being not how much to attempt and ac

complish, but how to so moderate the
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mental efforts as to afford rest to the

mind and body with a view to the de

velopment of the powers of the latter,

and thus avoid permanent injury to health.

That every attention was paid to these

physiological laws during his childhood

and youth by his parents, was attested by

the great improvement in his physique

during the latter years of his life; as also

by the fact of his surviving the strain

that the very large brain must have been

upon the body whenever moderately ex

ercised, until the age of seventeen years

and three months. For minur the most

careful habits and correct physiological

living, as regards study, diet, and exercise,

the subject must have died at a very early

age. But by constant watchfulness and

attention to these matters the life was

comparatively prolonged for the pleasure

and comfort of fond and loving friends.

What successes he had attained were not

the result of cramming, or forced educa

tion, but rather in spite of all restraints

in the contrary direction, and were there

fore only the early promise of the possi

bilities of the future should his life be

spared.

——-+-.__

LANGUAGE.—N0. 5.

PRINTING—EXTENSION AND PROGRESS or THE ART.

THE
art of printing was still a secret,

or at least the monopoly of a close

corporation,until the year 1462, when the

city of Mentz was besieged, taken, and

plundered by Adolph II., Elector of Nas

sau,who claimed the bishopric. The lit

tle band of printers was now broken up

and scattered all over Europe, carrying

with them their knowledge of the new

found art.

When books were made by the slow

process of handwriting, they were neces

sarily very expensive. It is recorded that

a Countess of Anjou once paid for a book

of homilies in manuscript two hundred

sheep and five measures each of wheat,

millet, and rye. It is true that higher

prices even than this have since been

paid for printed books, as we have al

ready seen; but such have been mostly

rare copies such as those described.

bought up by bibliomaniaes and col

lectors as curiosities, and their price, of

course, affords no criterion of the market

value of printed books generally ; but the

price of any manuscript volume was al

most the value of a dukedom, and

princely revenues only were equal to the

purchase of such. They were, in fact, so

costly that none but kings and princes

could buy them, and any books not

owned by these were mostly the property

of monasteries and religious houses.

Many of them were made by the monks

in their leisure hours. In these early

times even the loan of a book was con

sidered an affair of such supreme import

ance, that in 1471 Louis XL, King of

France, wishing to borrow avolume from

the Faculty of Medicine in Paris, was

compelled to deposit a large quantity of

plate, and, beside that, to get some of his

nobles to join him in a bond under a

heavy penalty to restore the book before

he could accomplish the loan.

Books at the time we are speaking of

were almost wholly of a religious charac

ter—Bibles, prayer-books, and books of

homilies; no others were composed;

and they were generally in the Latin

tongue, as were the first printed books.

But the invention of printing changed all

that. Not only did books now become

so cheap as to be within the reach of all,

but books other than Bibles, missals, etc.,

appeared and began to circulate; and

that not in a dead language alone, but

after a little while in the living tongues

of Europe, so that every man could read

the printed page in his vernacular.

Knowledge spread abroad and general

intelligence increased. A new light had

dawned upon the world of Europe, and

the avidity with which books were
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bought and read showed that the same

thirst for knowledge which had charac

terized our first mother still survived in

the breasts of her children. They had

now a means of satisfying that thirst be

fore unknown, and they availed them

selves of it to the fullest extent. And

the more they read, the more they

wished to read; the passion grew by

what it fed on. A revival of learning

followed; the dense clouds of ignorance

and superstition were rolled back, reveal

ing the bright skies of intelligence and

culture; the schoolmaster got abroad;

the dark ages came to an end, and the

period of the Renaissance was begun.

Kings and princes hailed the advent of

printing as a new minister to their pleas

ures, but its true mission was not at first

perceived or even suspected. This was

to educate the people, spread abroad the

principles of civil and religious liberty,

and make known to them their rights as

men. When the archbishop with weap

ons of this world scattered the coterie of

printers, it was like the sending forth of

the foxes and firebrands of Samson

which carried conflagration into the

fields of the Philistines. As soon as the

effects of the new discovery in the above

named directions were seen, these aristo

crats who had at first patronized the art

now turned against it, and then came in

die“ zxpurgaton'z', and later the censor

ship of the press. But it was now too

late; advancing intelligence had by this

time gotten too firm a hold upon the

popular mind to be supplanted by any

such puny eflorts as these.

In the revival of letters, Italy—once

the home of learning and of the liberal

arts and sciences—seems to have taken

the lead. Of all the books issued from

the press in the 16th century, one-half

were Italian, and one-half of this half

were published in Venice; one-seven

teenth only of the whole number were

English. The first book ever printed in

the English language, and, subsequently

to this, the first printing done in England,

were by Caxton, who introduced the art

into his native country.

\Villiam Caxton was born in Kent,

England, in 1413. When fifteen years of

age he was apprenticed to a merchant in

London. For his integrity and good con

duct his master, dying, bequeathed to

him a small sum of money as a capital

upon which he might begin to trade on

his own account. He was soon afterward

appointed by the Mercers' Company their

agent in Holland and Flanders, in which

countries he spent most of his time for

the next twenty~three years. In the

meantime, Margaret, sister of the English

King (Edward IV.), had married Charles

the Bold, and went to the Continent to

reside. .Meeting there with her country

man. she attached him to her household.

About this time the new invention, the

art of printing, was exciting much atten

tion, being everywhere spoken of and

talked about, and it was determined at

the Court of the Princess to have a book

printed in the English tongue. For this

purpose she, assisted by Caxton, made a

translation into English of the Ream‘!

dc: Hz'sloz'res de Trays: from the French

of Le Fevre. Then Caxton—at a great

expense of time, labor, and money—pro

cured the types to be made, and, with in

defatigable industry, made himself a com

plete master of the art of printing as then

known. With such assistance as he could

obtain he set up the book and printed it

—all of which was done at Cologne in

nut, and was the first printing ever done

in the English language.

In the following year, viz., in 1472, Cax

ton returned to England, where, in one

of the chapels of Westminster Abbey, he

soon afterward set up a printing-press,

and two years later issued therefrom his

first book—the first printed in England ;

it was entitled:
"
The Game and Playe of

the Chesse: Translated out of the French

and imprynted by William Caxton. Fyn

yshed the last day of Marche, the yer of

our Lord God, a thousand foure hundred

lxxiiij." He subsequently printed and

published other books to the number of

sixty-four in all, mostly translations of his

own from other tongues.

Although printing had now become
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general throughout the whole of Europe,

there was a vast difference in the style

and execution of the work between the

books made at that early period and those

which have been made since. At first the

sheets were printed only upon one side

and their backs pasted together. The

pages were without running title, and

were not even numbered. The character

employed was a sort of rude gothic, some

what resembling handwriting, which it

was designed to imitate. There were no

paragraphs, and scarcely any division be

tween the words. In some books the

want of paragraphs was supplied by occa

sional touches of red or blue ink on the

first letter of a sentence. At first no cap

ital letters were used, even at the begin

ning of sentences. It was only at a sub

sequent period, after the printers had

begun to make paragraphs, that illumi

nated capitals were introduced at the be

ginning of each by way of embellishment.

Then the space to be occupied by them

was in composition left vacant, and the

capitals put in afterward by hand. No

punctuation-marks except the period and

the colon were used at first. Subse

quently the vergule /, precisely like the

period or full-stop of some phonogra

phers, indicating a still slighter pause,

came into use. This afterward became the

comma, as we have it now. The forms of

books were usually folios, sometimes

quartos. Their bindings were massive

and costly, heavy oaken boards covered

with leather (generally hogskin) or vel

lum, and ornamented with metallic studs,

bosses, and clasps.

But improvement in the art of book

making in its every department com

menced at an early day. One of the first

and most important of these improve

ments was the introduction of what is

known as Roman letters, by which,

among other advantages, three pages of

manuscript were reduced to one of print.

These were not first used at Rome, as the

name would seem to imply; nor was their

inventor a Roman citizen, or even an

Italian—this was Nicholas Jensen, most

likely a Hollander. He learned his trade

of printer with Gutenberg at Mentz in

1458. We find him afterward printing at

Venice about 1464 or 1465. It was here

that he invented and first used the R0

man character. It was first used at Rome

in the year 1467. The first book in which

Roman letters were used in Germany was

printed by Ginther Zainer at Augsburg in

1468. Roman letters were introduced

into England by Wynkyn de Worde,

Caxton's foreman and successor. They

were at first employed by him to distin

guish remarkable words or passages, as

is now done by italics. Italic letters were

invented by Theobaldus Manutius about

1476. It is believed to_have been imi_

tated from'the handwriting of Petrarch.

The first book printed in this character

was an edition of Virgil published in I501.

Aldus—to which dimensions his name

has been contracted—also made im

provements in punctuation, besides oth

ers. He was a famous printer in his day,

besides being a learned man and a philos

opher. The works that came from his

press, known as the ,Aldine Classics in

Greek and in Latin, have been celebrated

both in prose and in verse. Some of

them are still extant, and are much

sought after by lovers of rare old books.

In 1476 Aldus cast a Greek alphabet and

printed a Greek book. Some of his Greek

works were interleaved with Latin trans

lations. He finished the publication of

his Latin classics in 1494. In 1500 he

printed the first part of ‘his Polyglot Bi

ble—the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin being

on the same page. His Greek types and

books were made with the assistance of

Greek fugitives from Constantinople—

that city having been captured by Mo

hammed II. in 1453. In 1465 Schweyn

heyum and Pannartz, who printed first at

Subiaco and afterward at Rome, intro

duced a new type very closely resembling

the Roman letters. It was professedly de

rived from the best handwriting of the

age of Augustus. In the "Commentary

of De Syra on the Bible," printed by this

firm in 1471, are to be found the first

Greek letters worthy of the name. Su
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biaco was the first place in Italy where

printing was done. The Pentateuch was

primed in Hebrew at Soncino in the

Duchy of Milan in 1482. Irish charac

ters were introduced to that people in

157i by Nicholas Walsh, chancellor of

St. Patrick's.

There lived in Holland in the 16th and

17th centuries a remarkable family, three

generations of whom were printers—the

Elzevirs—who did much to perfect the

art. Their books were distinguished for

their great excellence and elegance.

They too are still highly prized by bib

liophiles. These have been followed by

successive generations of other worthy

printers, who have from time to time

made further improvements in the art,

and to whom much credit is clue, but, for

want of space, we can not make mention

here of even the most conspicuous of

them. Hence, we will pass over all of

these without stopping, until we come to

the printers of our own time and coun

try. This country has in its time pro

duced some famous printers, and some

men who, after serving an apprenticeship

at the case—in itself a liberal education

—have acquired fame and position and

influence as well as affluence in other

walks of life. It has produced at least

one printer of world-wide celebrity as

statesman, diplomat, and philosopher—

we mean our own Benjamin Franklin;

erewhile member of the Continental Con

gress, Ministerto England and to France,

and first Postmaster - General of the

United States. His name will neverbe

forgotten while newspapers continue to

be printed or electric telegraphs ezirist to

transmit intelligence to them.

The first printing on the western con

tinent was done in the City of Mexico in

the year 1544. We have before us a list

of eight books in the Spanish tongue

printed there by different parties between

that date and 1571, which are still extant,

all but one of them being in a private

library in Providence. R. I. The other is

in the possession of Gen. J. W. Phe1ps,_of

Vermont. It will be necessary to specially

mgnfion but one of these, namely, the

one first printed. This is Doctrina (‘In is

lz'amz, eta,
“
Christian Doctrine for the In—

struction and Information of the Indians,

in the Style of a History, etc!’ It is a

small quarto volume, printed by Juan

Cromberger in 1544, on a press and with

types brought from Europe. The first

printing in the North American colonies

was done by Stephen Daye at Cambridgel

Mass, in 1639. His press and types were

brought from England.

Since the times above alluded to, the

art of printing, in all its branches, has

made immense strides both in the old

world and in the new. Here, the making

of books has become one of the principal

industrial pursuits of our day and gener

TllEOBALDUti MANurlus.

ation, involving not only the investment

of a large amount of capital, but requir

ing business capacities of a superior order.

The printing and publishing establish

ment of one of our great book-making

firms, such as that of the Harpers, the

Appletons, or the Lippincotts, is a world

in itself, counting its employés, male and

female, by hundreds. Division of labor

is there carried to an astonishing length.

Hence we have compositors, pressmen.

proof-readers, folders, binders, salesmen,

clerks, etc., etc.; who, aided by machin

ery of the most improved construction,

driven by steam power, and with every

labor-saving appliance, produce books by

the ton; of such excellence in quality,

such elegance in style, and so moderate
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in price, that when we contrast the 011': n

time, when a copy of the Sacred Scrip

tures in manuscript. sold for six hundred

crowns, with the present era, when a fair

copy of the same in print can be bought

for half a dollar, we are filled with amaze

ment.

There is, however, one process which

has not yet been mentioned, and without

some notice of which no history of print

ing would be complete, as it is one which

has contributed a large share toward

bringing about the results above indicated.

We mean the process of stereotyping.

The early printers did their printing

directly from the type as it stood locked

up in the form. After an edition of any

book had been printed, the type was dis

tributed; and if at any future time one

or more other editions of the same work

should be wanted, for these the type must

be set up each time anew. Now, how

ever, all book-printing, with scarcely an

exception, is done from stereotype plates.

The stereotype is the invention of Will

iam Ged, a goldsmith of Edinburgh, in

l73l. It was introduced into this coun

try in l8l 3 by David Bruce, atype-founder

of New York. A matrix or mold of plaster

of Paris, or of clay mixed with plaster

—for there are two processes—is made

upon each and every form representing a

page of the book to be printed. A plate

of ordinary type metal, about one-quarter

of an inch in thickness, is then cast in

this matrix, one side of which is an exact

reproduction of the face of the form in

type. This plate is then mounted upon a

backing plate of wood of the requisite

thickness, and a number of such mounted

plates being fastened in a chase, the

printing is done from them. After an

edition has been printed, the plates are

separated from the backing blocks and

stored away in some safe place, usually in

a fire-proof vault, for they are valuable.

In case any subsequent editions of the

same work should be called for, the plates

are brought forth as often as required.

Of a book that finds favor with the public

and meets with a large and ready sale, a

great many editions may be demanded.

THE NEWSPAPER.

But the agent most relied upon. in

modern times for the dissemination of in

telligence, is the periodical press, especi

ally newspapers. As monthly and other

magazines are embraced under the head

of periodicals, we will speak of them first,

not because they were first in the order of

time, for they were not, but they seem to

form a necessary Connecting link between

books and newspapers, possessing some of

the characteristics of both. And in order

to begin at the beginning, we must go

back again to the old world.

In the year 1730, or perhaps earlier

there appeared in London a publication

entitled
“
Memoirs of the Society of

Grub Street." It was a species of literary

lampoon issued in numbers, though ir

regularly; but it was received with im

mense favor. Acting upon this hint, Mr.

Edward Cave established the Gmlle

man's Alagazinr, edited and published

by himself. The first number was is

sued in january, 1731, the subsequent

numbers monthly. This was the first

monthly magazine, and it met with a

great and immediate success. So great

indeed as to bring several rivals into the

field very soon afterward. The Landon

Magazine was started in the following

year by a company of booksellers, and the

Spot‘: Alagaxzhe in 1739. These were

after a time followed by a number of

others, three being begun in one year, viz. :

in 1761.

In this country the first monthly maga

zine was established in Philadelphia by

Benjamin Franklin, in 1741. A number

of monthlies were started there between

that time and the end of the century; a

Ladies’ Alagazz'ne, the first of its kind,

and a monthly in Boston, all of which

seemed to have enjoyed a very brief ex

istence. During the first half of the pres

ent century, a number of magazines,

published monthly, sometimes more fre

quently, were started in this country, of

which the history may be summed up in

very few words. They were born and

they died, as they deserved. For as to
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their literary contents, they were nearly

all of the most trashy character. The

only exceptions to this were : Salmagundi,

published in New York, and edited by

Wm. and Washington Irving and ]as. K.

Paulding. It was commenced ]an. 24,

1805, and issued somewhat irregularly for

a year afterward, twenty numbers being

published within that time. The Amz/ectz'c

Alagazz'ne, begun in Philadelphia in 1813,

name afterward changed to Select Reviews.

To this Washington Irving contributed

during the first two years of its existence.

Paulding and Verplanck were also contrib

utors. And the old Knickerbocker Alaga

zimgpublished in NewYork, might perhaps

be mentioned in this connection. It was

not until the end of 1850, when the Har

pers commenced the publication of their

New Alon/My, that we at length had a

magazine worthy of the name, established

on a permanent basis. This has been

followed by a number of others equally

good, but they are all too well known to

the reading public to require any no

tice at our hands. Nearly every trade

and profession, and some lines of business

have now each their own organ, usually

published monthly—though sometimes

weekly—devoted, each to the special in

terests of its own class; and some of

these classes have more than one or

gan; the medical profession has about

two score, or perhaps more of them, and

published both weekly and monthly,

sometimes quarterly. \Ve have also a

number of other magazines published

quarterly; and these too are mostly of a

high degree of literary excellence.

Sainte-Beuve, the great French critic,

once made the remark in the Revue de:

Dmx Aland“, that the history of journal

ism had yet to be written, and in his "Con

temporary Portraits
"
the same brilliant

writer enlarges upon the value of such a

history, and the dilficulty of producing it.

This was over forty years ago, but since

that time the history of journalism has

been written and very well written by M.

Eugene
Hatin, a countryman of M. Sainte

Beuve's, in eight volumes, and in three

volumes by Mr. James Grant, an English

man. The French author, with the na

tional penchant for completeness, begins

his researches with the Babylonians, who,

according to Josephus, employed scribes

to write down from day to day accounts

of public events. But these were chroni

cles rather than newspapers. Among

the Greeks we do not discover any traces

of journalism. But long before the in

vention of printing, before the Christian

era even, they had in Rome newspapers,

even daily newspapers, differing not great

ly in the character of their contents from

the modern dailies, and which like these

collected their news by means of reporters.

styled actuarz'z'. These daily papers. called

Acta Diurna, “The Day's Doings," were

written by scribes, and read in the market

or other places of public resort, sometimes

at the head of the army. They were also

sent to distant places. These newspapers

are frequently mentioned by contempo

rary authors, and Cicero speaks of them

as sheets in which he expected to find

news of the city and gossip about marri

ages and divorces. They also contained

the proceedings of the Roman Senate.

In all this an analogy to modern journal

ism is plainly discernible. And strange as

it may seem, these manuscript newspapers

continued to be published for some time,

even after the invention of printing. In

England, too, they had script newspapers.

called Newer Leltcrr, before the introduc

tion of printing there, and for some time

afterward. An account of these publica

tions, which were written and not printed

newspapers, might seem out of place in

an article ostensibly on printing; but no

history of journalism would be complete

without some notice of them, as they

were the germs from which printed news

papers afterward sprang. But the news

paper in the modern sense is no older

than the printing press, and in the nature

of things could not be. Nothing analo

gous to the function which it fulfils in our

present society could have been fulfilled

by sheets capable of being multiplied

only by manuscription.

In the matter of printed newspapers we

find the Chinese as usual in advance, in
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point of tinie, of all competitors. Soon

after they had invented their kind of

printing—which has already been de

scribed—namely, A.D. 911, they establish

ed at Pekingan ofiicial gazette, or govern

ment organ called King Pau, or
"
Capital

Sheet." It was issued, however, only at

irregular intervals until the year 1351,

after which it came out weekly, and finally

daily. It was published about midday

and was sold for two fies/z per copy, some

thing less than a cent. It contained at

this time nothing but orders in council and

court news. Over a year ago, viz. : on June

4, 1882, however, it was entirely reorgan

ized, and since that date has appeared in

three editions daily. The first, issued

early in the morning and printed on _yel

low paper, is called Hsz'ug-Pau,
“
Business

Sheet," and contains trade prices. ex

change quotations, and all manner of

commercial intelligence. The circulation

of this edition is a little over 8,000. The

second edition, which comes out during

the forenoon, also printed on yellow paper,

is called the S/men-Pau,
"
Official Sheet,"

and is devoted to ofiicial announcements,

fashionable intelligence, and to general

news. The third edition, called Tilani

Pau, " Country Sheet," is printed on red

paper, and appears in the evening. It con

sists mainly of extracts from the two

earlier editions, and is intended for circu

lation in the provinces, as its name indi

cates. All three of the issues are edited

by six members of the Han Sin, Academy

of Sciences, appointed and salaried by

the Chinese Government. Their aggre

gate daily circulation is 13,000 to 14,000

copies.

As Italy supplied one-half of all the

books published in the world during the

next century after the invention of print

ing, and asone-half of these were printed

in Venice, as has been already stated, the

greater literary activity of the Italians

above all other nations, and of the Vene

tians over the rest of their countrymen,

which this would indicate, might readily

lead us to look to the latter for the earli

est production of that most potent and

now indispensable agent of civilization,

the newspaper; and when we do so we

are not disappointed. In Venice, then, do

we find the first newspaper printed from

movable types, after the method of Gut

enberg. This was called the Gazette de

Vem'se. Its publication commenced about

the year 1563, during the war with the

Turks. And for half a century it was

without a rival in the world, uutil in 1612

the Germans undertook an enterprise of

the same kind, styled An Account ofwlml
Happened in Germany, Italy, etc. Pro~

ceeding chronologically, we next come to

England, where we find their Newer Let

ters, irregular issues already referred to

as being in script, but which were after

ward printed, though on writing paper,

one-half of a sheet of which was covered

with printing at first, the other half being

left blank for the purchaser to write there

on his own private communication. Thus

the country resident received from his

town correspondent—they were sent from

London—a letter and newspaper com

bined. These were, however, toward

the last filled entirely with printed mat

ter, thus passing through three successive

stages of development. The first English

newspaper to be published at regular pe

riods of time was Certain Newer of tire

Week, first issued in London on May 23,

1622, by Nathaniel Butler. The next was

the London Gazelle, first published in

1642. During the civil wars in England

printed narratives of the stirring events

then occurring were issued by different

parties at uncertain intervals. These all

went under the generic title of -Mercury,

but there was never any newspaper of

that name regularly issued; the seven

copies of the English Mercun'e in the

British Museum are now allowed on all

hands to be recent forgeries. The Gazelle

de France was established in Paris by Dr.

Renaudet in 1631. Its publication was

continued down to 1792, a period of 161

years. The Youmal des Savanls, com

menced between 1631 and 165o—exact

date unknown—still exists, having been

published uninterruptedly down to the

present time. The Polar/z Inm'ke: Ted

nz'ng, the oflicial gazette of Sweden, was
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first published at Stockholm in 1644, dur

ing the reign of Queen Christina, the

daughter of Gustavus Adolphus. The

Dublin News Let/er appeared in 1685 at

Dublin. The first Russian newspaper

was issued in 1703. Peter the Great took

part not only in the composition of its

editorials, but also in correcting the

proofs, as appears from sheets still in

existence, on which are the marks of al

terations made by his own hand.

The first newspaper ever issued in the

United States was a reprint made in New

York in 1690 from the London Gazelle, a

single number only. The first original

newspaper, consisting also of a single

issue only, was printed in Boston by Ben

jamin Harris on Sept. 25th, of the same

year. It was a sheet of four small pages,

one of them blank. Yet insignificant as

it was, it attracted the attention of the

Colonial Legislature, which declared that

it "contained reflections," etc., and that

its publication without a license being

first had and obtained was contrary to

law, and so forbade its further publication.

A copy of this single issue still exists in

the State Paper Office in London. The

first newspaper established here on a per

manent basis was the Boston News Lz'tler,

published by John Campbell, then post

master at Boston. The first number was

issued April 24, i704. It was printed on

a half sheet of writing paper, twelve inch

as by eight in size, made up in two

pages of two columns each and published

weekly. Some copies of the first number

are still preserved in the collection of the

Boston Historical Society. After being

published for nearly fifty years it was en

larged to a full sheet, and this was proba

bly due to the advent of a rival, the Bos

Ion Gazette, which appeared in l7I9.

The New England Courant, commenced

in r72r, edited and printed by James

Franklin, assisted by his brother, Benja

min Franklin, then a boy in his teens and

an apprentice in his brother's printing

office, was the third newspaper established

in the Colonies, and from all accounts

the first real live newspaper that had yet ap

peared. It seemed to have been rather too

lively for the times, for its publisher very

soon found himself in difficulty with the

clergy and the civil authorities, the latter

of whom forbade the further publication

of his paper. James ‘Franklin circum

vented his opponents in this, however,

by issuing the paper in the name of his

brother. Benjamin Franklin,whiie still a

young man, removed, as is well known,

to Philadelphia, and after a time was ap

pointed postmaster of that city. He then

and there commenced the publication of

T11: Pennsylvania Gazelle, which con

tinued for a long period to be the leading

journal of the Western Continent. Dur

ing the last century newspapers were es

tablished in nearly every one of the then

States of the Union. The first press west

of the Alleghanies was established at

Cincinnati in 1793; the first west of the

Mississippi in 1808 at St. Louis, and the

first on the Pacific coast at San Francisco

in 1850.

All of these newspapers of which the

account is given above, at least all of

those printed from movable types, were

Weeklies. The first daily newspaper was

the London Couranl, first published in

that city in 1709. The first daily paper

issued in America was the Pennsylvania

Packel, published in Philadelphia by John

Dunlap. It was commenced in 1771. Its

name has been changed several times

since, but it still survives, and is now

published under the title of North Amer

iran and United State: Gazelle. The first

daily paper in New York, the Daily Ad

vertiser, published by Francis Child &

Co.,_No. 18 Dutch Street, price four cents,

appeared first in March, 1773. The Boston

Adm'rlirer was first issued about the year

1813. From these small beginnings the

daily press of this country has grown to

enormous proportions. Of the daily news

papers of the present era, especially of the

metropolitan centers, which in enterprise,

energy, extent of circulation and influ

ence, have, from the first, taken the lead

and kept it, it is unnecessary to speak

here ; their history and career are known

to all.

The liberty of the press was at first very
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much restricted, editors and publishers be

ing frequently called upon to sustain pros

ecutions for libel on account of the print

ing of criticisms upon public men and pub

lic measures, criticisms which we should

now regard as tame indeed, but which

our ancestors characterized as
"
reflections

of a grave nature." These restrictions,

however, were everywhere relaxed more

and more up to the period of the French

Revolution, when French editors in those

times of tumult, mistaking license for

liberty, abused their privileges so notori

ously, that a reaction took place, the ef

fects of which were felt in England, and

even extended to this country, resulting

in the passage of our Alien and Sedition

Laws, which provoked Thomas Jefferson

into writing a new
“
Declaration of Inde

pendence”-—in this case directed not

against Great Britain, but against the

United States. These laws, however,

always unpopular, were soon afterward

repealed, and jefierson’s liberal policy of

leaving truth to wage a free fight with

error, succeeded. Not until this time

did the press here become truly free and

independent. And from that time, that

is. from about the beginning of the pres

ent century, may be dated the great and

rapid growth of the periodical press in

this country, and which culminated in

1875.

At the end of the year 1875 there were

published in the United States and Terri

tories and in Canada, periodicals of all

kinds, 8,617; of which 782 were daily,

6,592 weekly, 79! monthly, and the re

mainder variously divided among semi

weeklies, semi-monthlies, quarterlies, etc.

Since that time there has been a falling

off. The next year, 1876, although there

had been an increase in some of the newer

States and Territories, showed in the ag

gregate a decrease, for the first time in

the history of the periodical press in this

country, amounting to 190 publications

of all kinds. There was a still further

decline afterward, the whole number of

periodicals published in 1878 footing up to

8,133. And of those publications then still

remaining in the field, nearly every one

had lost largely of its subscribers. The

general depression in business during the

years spoken of, affected publishers of

periodicals perhaps more than any other

class of business men. But the crisis has

been passed, the downward tendency has

been arrested. With the advent of specie

payments, greater prosperity and better

times generally, the periodical press is

again in the ascendant. And without en

tering into any further elaborate statis

tics, which afford the reader but dry

entertainment at best, we may conclude

this branch of the subject by stating that

the periodical press of the United States,

both in point of numbers and circula

tion, is now in a more flourishing condi

tion than at any former period, and its

numbers constantly increasing, perhaps

not so rapidly as in the years immediate

ly anterior to 1875, but with a growth

that is healthy, substantial, and more

likely to endure. We must not, however,

omit to state that included in the above

are several publications, mostly newspa

pers, both daily and weekly, in foreign lan

guages, to meet the wants of those classes

of our population. The most numerous of

these are the German newspapers; in

the North-west there are some printed

in the Scandinavian tongues; then there

are those in French and in Spanish; and

at Utica, N. Y., a weekly newspaper has

been published for many years in the

Welsh dialect. Each religious denom

ination has now also its own organ or

organs, mostly weekly, though sometimes

monthly.

We spoke a little while ago of the ex

tent and variety of the operations carried

on in a modern book publishing estab

lishment; the internal economy of the

establishment of a modern daily news

paper, one of the great metropolitan

dailies, is no less wonderful. Division of

labor is carried to even greater lengths

here than in the former. Whereas, un

der the old nfgz'me, when concerns of this

kind were of smaller extent, it often hap

pened that the type-setting, proof~read

ing, and perhaps the folding, wrapping,

addressing, and mailing were all done by
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the same set of men ; the editor himself,

may be, sometimes assisting, if upon oc

casion they were short of help. Now

in the establishment of a city daily, not

only is there a complete separation of the

editorial and mechanical departments,

but each of these is again divided and

subdivided into a great number of dis

tinct operations. By such complete or

ganization, aided by the Associated Press

and lines of telegraph over the land and

under the sea, it is now possible to get at

our breakfast-tables. at a cost of two or

three cents, intelligence of every import

ant event that h& occurred during the

previous day, in any part of the civil

ized world. But this result could never

have been achieved but through the

agency of steam as applied to printing.

It would be impossible to print by hand

labor the 50,000, the average circulation

of a city daily, in the required time, or for

the price at “hich newspapers are now

sold. The first cylinder printing machine

to be operated by steam was invented by

one Nicholson, and patented by him in

1790. It does not seem to have been a

success, however, although nearly every

one of its principles were embraced in

the rotary steam presses made subse

quently, and which were successful. The

first successful rotary printing machine

was made by Koenig for the London

Times in 1814, and the issue of that pa

per of November 28th of ‘that year was

the first ever printed by steam power.

This press delivered about 1,100 impres—

sions an hour, but could, when worked to

its highest speed, deliver 1,800 impres

sions in that time.

Otis Tufts, of Boston, inventor of the

vertical railway, 0r passenger elevator,

perfected the first steam power printing

press in this country in 1837; and in the

manufacture of steam printing machines,

America now leads the world. Our steam

presses have been sent to nearly every

country in Europe, and even to Australia.

The steam presses in use twenty years ago,

were, the largest of them, such as Hoe's ten

cylindcr press, immense
affairs, occupying

a good-sized
basement, where they were,

as now, generally located, and extending

into the next story above; and when in

motion one of them made more noise

than a threshing machine. The paper on

which the printing was to be done was in

separate sheets, and a feeder was required

to each one of the ten cylinders. They

could print from 10,000 to 12,000 papers in

an hour. Now they have what they call

"
web printing machines," the invention

of William Bullock, of Philadelphia.

These print from a continuous roll or

"web
"
of paper four and a half miles in

length. Improvements have been made

upon the first machines by their inventor

and by others, who have since built print

ing machines on the same principle, until

now we have a press which will ink the.

forms, dampen the paper, print it on both

sides, cut the papers from the roll either

before or after printing, count them, and

deliver them at the rate of from 15,000 to

20,000 in an hour, and even 25,000 an

hour when driven at the highest rate of

speed. One of the seven Bullock print

ing machines in the oflice 0f the New

York Sun, it is claimed, can print 35,000

copies of that paper in an hour. These web

printing machines occupy comparatively

but little space; the largest of them being

about twenty feet in length by six feet wide

and seven feet high. They make some

noise when running, it is true. When

half-a-dozen of them in the same apart

ment are running at the same time, there

is considerable of a din. The Hoe Com

pany has greatly improved upon its older

machines, and has one in a New York

newspaper office, which prints with great

rapidity from the type, rendering the

stereotyping process unnecessary. Presses

of this sort require but little attention

when in operation, and at most two men.

They are practically automatic in their

action, and once put in motion they will

print as long as they are kept supplied

with ink and paper, and the steam holds out

Notwithstanding the aid derived from

steam power,daily newspapers could never

have been produced for the low price at

which they are at present sold, but for the

intervention of another expedient, almost
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as essential to the success of the enterprise

as steam itself. We have stated the circula

tion of an average city daily to be about

50,000 copies; but there are two newspa

pers in London which circulate daily over

[00,000 copies each, and there are two in

the city of New York, the daily circula

tion of each of which amounts to the

same figure ; at least on special occasions,

as on the meeting in convention of one of

the great political parties to nominate a

candidate for the presidency, the occur

rence of some great disaster on land or at

sea, or the like, when the public are un

usually eager for news. At the time of

tions between the time of going to press

in the small hours of the morning and an

early sunrise. This could be done only

by setting several presses running at the

same time. But to set up the paper half

a-dozen times, consider how many com

positors would be required, how much

room they would occupy, and how much

all this would cost.

But the problem has at length been

solved by the introduction into newspa

per printing of the stereotype. Book

stereotyping has already been described.

In stereotyping for newspapers the pro

cess is not greatly different from that, ex—

R. Hoe & Co.‘s S-nmem-YPP. Prmrecrmc Pness. Pmu'rs 30,000

the Franco-Prussian war, the sale of

newspapers in London was limited only‘

by the ability of the press to supply them.

When the circulation of the New York

IVxek/y Tribune was over 200,000, it re

quired two days to print an edition on

one of Hoe's fast ten-cylinder presses.

This may do for weekly newspapers, as

they are not so much relied upon for

news; but for a daily it would not answer

at all. There is no merchantable com

modity in its nature so perishable as

news. What is news in the morning at

breakfast-time, is, in the afternoon, no

news, and has then no commercial value

as such. The problem then was to print

the whole of one of these immense edi

‘Smsm-s AN HOUR.

cept in the material of which the matrix

is made, which in this case is paper mar/re,

simply paper. The advantages which

this possesses over plaster or clay, are,

the readiness with which it can be made

to dry and harden, and the facility with

which it can be made to assume the

semicircular form required for a cylin

drical press. The paper matrix is made

by laying a sheet of moderately thick un

sized paper, something like blotting-pa

per,—-the smooth surface of which has

been treated with powdered French

‘ chalk,—upon the form-previously oiled,

iadding thereto successive layers of tis

sue paper, dampening the whole and
l . . . .

covering it with a wet cloth. '1 he paper
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is then beaten into the interstices of the

type with brushes. The wet cloth is

then removed, a reinforce sheet of the

thicker paper added, and the beating re

newed. Sometimes instead of beating

with brushes, a blanket is thrown over

the paper as it lies upon the form, and

the whole put in a press, by means of

which the same result is reached; the

press being warmed by jets of gas in or

der to accelerate the drying of the ma

trix. The whole operation requires but a

few minutes, while by the processes em

ployed in book stereotyping as many

hours would be necessary. With daily

newspapers, the whole matter is a ques

tion of time; time is the main factor in

the problem, everything hinges upon

that. The matrix when completed is

simply a sheet of pasteboard the size of

a newspaper page, one side of which pre

sents the reading matter of a page, en

grayed, as it were, in intaglio. This is

laid, face upward, in a semicircular iron

casting box, to the shape of which it

readily adapts itself; the box is then

closed, leaving one end open for the en

trance of the molten metal, tilted to an

upright position, and the metal poured

in. The stereotype plate thus cast, about

one-half inch in thickness, is partially

cooled by throwing upon the casting box

a few‘dipperfuls of cold water; the box

is then opened and the plate removed to

a sort of horse, which it fits like a saddle,

and the ragged edges pared off with chis

els; after which it is transferred to the

cylinder of the printing machine. In a

daily newspaper there is always one page,

the form for which is not locked up until

near the hour of going to press, in order

to get the very latest news. All the other

forms have been previously locked up and

stereotyped, as many plates being made

from each as it is intended to have

presses running. As the hour for going

to press approaches,-—about 2 A.M.,—th€

last form is locked up and quickly stereo

typed the same as the others, the plates

adjusted to the cylinders of the rotary

presses, and the machines put in motion.

At 3 A.M. the morning papers are to be

found in all the down-town hotels, res

taurants, and saloons open at that early

hour, though all the sheets are not struck

off until an hour or an hour and a half

later. Newspapers that issue two or more

sheets go to press with the sheets con

taining advertisements and all matter

not strictly news at an earlier hour of

the night. The method of making ster

eotypes for newspapers originated here

through Mr. Charles Craske, and was by

him introduced into the office of the

New York Trz'fiune in 1861.

As improvements which facilitate its

operations and add to its effectiveness

are made in one of the machines of any

given series, every other one in that se

ries has to mend its pace in order to

keep up. Newspapers were now printed

so rapidly that it became necessary to

provide some method quicker than ma

nipulation by human fingers to get them

out of the way of the steam press.

Steam printing machines created a

demand for steam folding machines ; and

as necessity is said to be the mother

of invention, the latter appeared in due

time, but not a day too soon. Sometimes

the two operations of printing and fold

ing are combined in .one and the same

machine. This is the case with the Scott

printing machine, made at Plainfield,

N. J. This, the last outcome of Ameri

can genius in the construction of rotary

printing presses, is the invention of Wal

ter Scott. It is the simplest in construc

tion, the most compact, makes the least

noise in running, and prints the most

rapidly of them all, throwing 05 35,000

printed single sheets an hour, more than

500 a minute, and delivering them fold

ed, counted, and the count registered. It

is 15 feet long by 5 feet wide and 4% feet

high. As we stood beside one of these

machines upon a certain morning not

long since in the office of the New York

Slur and saw it in operation, witnessed

the marvellous rapidity with which it

threw off the printed sheets, folded ready

for delivery to the reader, we were as

tonished indeed. The thing had for us a

fascination which held us chained to the
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spot; and it was only when the whole of
l the finer work of illustrated newspapers;

their morning edition had been worked

off and the machine came to a stop, that

the spell was broken.

Though answering all the requirements

of ordinary newspapers, it has until quite

recently been deemed impossible to

adapt the web printing machines to

but this has at length been accomplished,

and they are now used for the printing of

engravings as well as of letterpress. The

credit of this improvement has been

claimed by the Germans, but it is really

due to an American, Mr. H. J. Hewitt, a

printer of New York City.

JAMES COULTER LAYARD.

DEFERENCE.

"
There is a courtesy of the heart : it is allied to

love ; from it springs the purest courtesy in the out

ward behavi0r.”—GOETHE.

"
Deference is the most complicate, the most in,

direct, and the most elegant of all compliments."—

SIR PHILIP SYDNEY.

THAT
we have progressed rapidly in

many things during the past cen

tury is undeniable. That we lack many

of the old-time virtues and traits is also

true.

As vqe view one and another of the

mass of humanity which throng in our

large cities, or cluster in our own social

circle, we find that, with all our advance,

we have yet one-striking defect, as a

people, of which one may well complain,

and that is our lack of reverence and

deference.

The possession of these two great traits

of character made the men and women

of the past perfect gentlemen and ladies.

"A gentleman of the olden school," is

an expression now seldom used, and one

may rightly esteem it a compliment to

be likened, in any degree, to the courtly

worthies of the past.

Reverence for the good, the true, and

the beautiful, when seen in young or old,

is always a mark of a good heart and a

well-bred person. In the bustle and con

fusion of modern days, with some few

exceptions, how few, young or old, we

meet that are reverent and courteous to

the aged, who have a like feeling for the

Bible, religion, and other sacred things.

There is, perhaps, no intent'on of being

thoughtlessness; some have never been

taught better. Reverence _
is a trait of

character which, if we foster, will bring

us more pleasure and satisfaction in life

than anything else.

Old people do not like to be pushed

aside as being too old to share in the

pleasures and joys of the young. They

were brought up differently; they feel it

more acutely than we can imagine ; they

are shocked at this want of respect.

It is not an uncommon thing to meet

several individuals during the course of a

year who complain of the degeneracy of

the age: customs, habits, everything, in

fact, comes under their censure; and

although "comparisons are odious," they

have good reason for complaint.

This lack of reverence and deference

has led to many changes in customs and

manners during the past fifty years.

i

No

wonder when old people were accustomed

to having the younger wait or defer

everything to them, that they can not

understand why parents now defer to

their children.

In the residence of “a gentleman of

the olden school," who lived in Vermont

twenty-five years ago, at the different

meals during the day the younger people

never sat down until he had seated himself,

and always greeted him with a courteous

"Good-moming, father." In the even

ing, when he arose from his chair to re

tire for the night, all those present rose

also and wished him good-night, remain

ing standing until he left the room. All

irreverent; with some it is carelessness or i this was in accordance with the old-time
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rule,
“
Never sit while others stand." He

and his wife always led the conversation;

in consequence the children were enter

tained with many instructive and enter

taining stories about what father and

mother had seen or heard. Many a tale

or anecdote heard at those times was

treasured, told 4to others, and handed

down. This was a sample of every gen

tleman's family at that time.

All this nfgime might be kept up with

out making the children feel that they

are performing an irksome task.

It should be a pleasure to hear and not

‘

be heard; to listen to the conversation

of those older and better able to impart

ideas.

In somejamilies of the present day,

where the old-time customs of good sense

and breeding prevail, the custom is to

some extent still observed of having the

children taught, by example and instruc

tion, how to be courteous and deferential

to those older than themselves, and to

listen while others are talking.

If deference and courtesy come not

from the heart, the polish is merely su

perficial. CECIL HAMPDEN HOWARD.

"A HORSE, SIR, IS LIKE A CHILD."

STANDING,
a few days since, just out

side the cabin of a ferry-boat on the

Hudson, looking listlessly over the water

through which we plowed our way, I

heard at my side the movement of har

ness, and then a voice saying, in a play

ful tone, "Now, Kate, behave yourself."

I looked round, and saw that the words

came from a pleasant-looking fellow, and

were addressed to a bright-eyed, power

fully built horse, against whose shoulder

he was leaning.

As he stood there, the horse would

throw her head around, and, opening her

mouth, would reach after him, while the

young man would draw back, repeating

the words which had drawn my attention

to him,
“
Behave yourself, Kate." In her

ungainly way, the animal was sporting

with her owner, and he was answering

her playfulness.

"You seem," said I to him, "to have

an intelligent and playful horse, there."

“ Yes, sir, she knows all I say to her. I

am accustomed to play with her; and

as I am standing by her head, and touch

ing her, she thinks that [wish to have

some fun with her now. She will follow

me at my call, and do anything Iwant

her to do."

"
Have you owned her a long time P

"

"Not very long, sir; about a year and

a half. You see she is not a young horse.

She is some twelve years old. But she

can do more work, and more willingly,

than any horse I ever owned, and though

I am a young man, I have owned a good

many." .
I _

"You did not, then, train her from the

start to this gentleness and docility?
"

"Well, sir, not exactly. Yet when I

first bought that horse she was a very

different beast. Why, sir, she was ugly

and stubborn, and if you put a moderate

load behind her, she would, likely as not,

refuse to budge a step. But when I saw

how she was handled by the man that

owned her, I knew what was the matter.

The owner was cross and ugly to her.

He beat and banged her about, and hal

looed angrily to her. That made the

horse ugly. You see, sir, a horse don't

like that. If you are ugly to them

they will be ugly to you. He could not

make her move with the load of twenty

five hundred we had put on the dray. I

said to him,
‘
Let me take the lines.‘ He

gave them to me, and I went to the

horse's head, patted her, and spoke softly

and kindly for a few moments to her,

and then told her to go on. Why, sir.

she moved right offl Then we put on

the dray a load of forty hundred, and I

just said to her, ‘G0 on, Kate,’ and at

once she started, as if the load was noth

ing. You see, sir, a horse is like a child;
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he will be just what you are to him. The

man that owned her said, in surprise, ‘If

she would only do as much as that for me,

I would never let you have
her.’

He did

not understand that you must be kind to

an animal like her. When I am harness

ng her, or when I come home with her, I

romp with her, and she enjoys it. She

will do anything for me."

I let him talk on. To a man who has

a good horse, you can do no greater favor

than to listen attentively and with inter

est while he tells you all about the quali

ties of the animal. You could cool off an

angry man, if you could only get a chance

to stroke the neck, and look admiringly

at the flank of his horse. We soon reached

the wharf, and parted. We shall not meet

again, but I shall remember one thing

that he said,
“ You see, sir, a horse is like

a child." That remark showed insight.

I wish that a good many parents, some

that I have seen, and whose words I hear

in my walks, could learn just a little of

what my acquaintance on the ferry-boat

knew so well.
“ If you are ugly to them,

they will be ugly to you, sir." So he said,

and‘ he was right.
"
He banged about

that horse and spoke angrily to her, and

it made her stubborn." That was it. It

was not wonderful.

It is so with children. Do you think

that it is in human nature to be other

wise ? just remember. Were you ever

called at sharply and angrily? Do you

not remember just how the voice seemed

to stir up all that was determined in you,

and make you, almost in spite of yourself,

stubborn and willful?

When I hear how some mothers and

fathers speak to their children, I am not

surprised in the least that they are diso

bedient. I think that I would be so too.

I could not help it. The only relief I

could find would be in being ugly. The

very tone of voice has something in it

that rasps you that are older, while it

tears into the sensitive nature of a child.

"Oh, they get used to it," some one

says, "and do not mind it." There is

what is very sad in that, if it is so. It

can only be because your child has grown

hard. The feelings must be callous, when

harsh words do not wound or excite an

ger. You can make an infant lip quiver

by the tone of voice. You must not for

get that the cords are not broken. They

will vibrate at your call in the aftertime.

You that have spoken roughly and

often har'shly to your children, try the

gentler ways. Soften the voice. Let it

have the melody of kindness and affection

in it. There are little faces that will look

up wonderingly, perhaps, at first, but the

boys and girls will surprise you with their

smiling obedience and manifested affec

tion—From “A Bachelor's Talks aboul

r'llarrz'ed Llfc."

TO A FLOWER.

[mom 'rnn swsmsm]

THY trance is broken now ; veiled no more, thine

eye

With a glowing gladness, turneth to the sky,

Where the crimson morn, adown the azure beam

ing.

Folds the bridal breast, of purple Nature dream

ing.

How calm thy lonely round, all is tnmquil here;

Of rapture dies the breeze that’s hovering near :

With his golden wing, the gay deceiver glenmefh,

Say, thou little one, how fair the bright world

seemeth.
'

Sweet, caressing Zephyr, morning's rlewy kiss,

Butterfly‘s soft whisper, bring thee only bliss ;

Sure thou eanst not see how soon their fondness

falling,

Leaves but tears for thee, all thy brightness

paling.

Ohl wherefore, gave not He, ih’ Almighty

Power,

Eternal Spring to thee, thy beauty‘! dower ?

Ever fair and bright, as morning's blue-eyed

greeting,

With thine angel face, the golden noontide meet

ing.

Yet smile on, little flower so pure and fair,

Thou‘llt find some bitter hour, how earth‘ajoys

wear;

And think of the happy day, thy heart so beam

ing

In the bud’s soi'i. cradle lay, so sweetly dreaming,

LYDIA M. MILLARD.
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WHAT IS LOVE?

THERE
is probably no subject in all

the vast realm of subjects that has

been so much speculated about, and has

received so much attention from all think

ing people, as that which we will call the

attraction of opposites, generally designa

ted at its first appearance as love. We

are astonished, but not perplexed at the

harmonious blending of opposites in

physical nature, and we have some faint

inkling of the causes that obtain in the

swift union and wonderful results of the

introduction of an acid to an alkali, but

we are utterly swamped when we endeav

or to find a philosophical and common

sense reason for the attraction that exists

between the fine and the coarse, the re

fined and the vulgar, the honest and the

dishonest in human nature. If these at

tractions were not as a rule fleeting and

ephemeral, scarcely ever enduring after

marriage, it would not be so difficult to

ascribe a reason at least for the very com

mon phenomena. But these attractionsI

though strong and passionate as the deep

est affection, are rarely ever lasting, or

rather they do not last after a close ac

quaintance. For example, take the young

lady who was willing to leave kindred,

wealth, society. and all the refinements

and luxuries to which she had always

been accustomed, to share the fate of her

father's coachman. In this case the re

action from the singular fascination is

said to have occurred within two days

after the nuptial knot was tied. The

sweet and subtile something which had

not only made it possible for this girl to

turn her back upon a parent's love, and a

luxurious home, but easy, and above all

things desirable, began to change into an

other subtile something just as soon as

she was taken into the more private and

inner life of this man whom she had

dhosen for her husband out of all the

world. At first it was a slight, and to her

a most unaccountable aversion. The man

was kind, and as considerate as he knew

how to be. There was nothing to find

fault with. She had no wish to pick

flaws. On the contrary, all the pride of

her nature was in arms against any falling

off of the strength of her affection. She

had taken a step which all the world dis

approved. Before marriage she had been

as confident of the truth and staying

power of her love for this man, as she

had been of her own existence. The

slightest touch of his work - hardened

hand thrilled her with the most exquis

ite pleasure. No woman was ever to all

appearance more madly in love. No mu

sic was sweeter to her ears than his coarse

and ungrammatical language. There was

even an extra fascination about this disre

gard of conventional rules. She turned

with real pleasure from the conversation

of scholars and the refined gentlemen of

her own set to the society of this man,

who didn't know a noun from an adverb,

and who was as destitute of any intellect

ual originality as a clam. This slight and

inexplicable aversion after an incredibly

short time, deepened into positive dislike,

and the sound of his approaching footsteps

which had once filled her heart with the

most eager delight, came to be like the

knell of doom to her. Circumstances had

not been favorable to a knowledge of her

husband's habits before marriage, but

when she came to sit opposite him at

table, and had ample opportunity to ob

serve the way in which he partook of

food, this love upon which she had built

such fond hopes of an eternal union, be

gan to totter and tremble upon its

throne. Because this man shoveled his

food into his mouth with his knife, and

leaned heavily upon the table as he ate,

and smacked his lips appreciatively, his

wife's affection, which had been warranted

to stand the wear and tear of time, pover

ty, sickness, and death, was perceptibly

lessened. Contempt in some measure

took the place of the wild, passionate

love which once had filled her heart.

Had he been unkind and neglected her,

she could still have loved him. It is

probable that he might have stayed out

night after night, and returned in the
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gray of the morning, drunk, and bedrag

gled, and her affection would not have

wavered—at least for some time: but

vulgar manners at the table she could not

bear. An occasional blow would not so

quickly have knocked the love from her

nature as the neglect on her husband's

part to remove his hat when he came into

her presence. Dissipation, neglect, and

unkindness would all have had their effect

in time, but not nearly so soon. So, in a

very short time, aversion and contempt

grew into positive hatred, and this wom

an's life with this man came at last to be

the most awful and abject bondage pos

sible to conceive of. The only hours that

were endurable to her were those which

kept her husband confined at his business.

Now, what was the meaning of this

change? The influence which had at

tracted her up to a given point, turned

suddenly to repulsion. It had been strong

enough to keep her brave and determined

through a series of crises which might well

terrify and weaken any woman who was

not sure of her own heart. It had carried

her through all manner of disagreements

and opposition, and made it possible for

her to even consent to an elopement; but

when the excitement was all over, and

the time had come for the husband and

wife to settle down into practical, sober,

every-day housekeeping, this attraction

proved to be the veriest snare and delu

sion, and it came to pass that two lives

were wrecked. Who or what was to

blame in this matter? The woman had

apparently every reason for believing her

self in love, and it certainly could not be

expected that the young Coachman could

be insensible to the compliment paid to

him by this beautiful member of the aris

tocracy, nor could he be expected to be

grateful for the compliment and refuse

the gift. Such an action as that could

only be possible to a man of developed

intellect and strong moral character. If

science or experience had made known

any way to distinguish the love which we

know exists in this world, from a certain

magnetic attraction which seems to be

purely physical, and consequently exceed

ingly swift and strong in its inception, and

as swift to depart, then this woman would

have been to blame; but she probably

knew no better, and was as honest in

thinking herself in love as the woman

whose love endures. It is easy to say

that the difference in the social positions

of this man and woman accounted for

the subsequent misery, but the same so

cial distinctions existed when the girl

supposed herself in love for time and

eternity. It is doubtful even if an oppor

tunity for a more intimate companionship

before marriage had been afforded her, it

would have had the effect of opening her

eyes upon the true state of the case. The

eflect of her lover's elbows upon the din

ing-table, and his animal style of getting

outside of his food, would doubtless have

added to the unique fascination which be

exercised upon her. This apparent afiec

tion which existed on the girl's part was

simply a sham which perfectly resembled

the real article. It was so like the real

fruit for which she hungered, that it could

only be known for what it was by eat

ing it. Then it was bitter and unclean,

and naturally was no longer desired. One

might multiply case with case, and still

be as far off as ever from getting at any

truth that would be of assistance in such

crises.

_

"Common-sense might be of service,"

suggests a critic. An excellent preventive

of some kinds of mischief; but in a case of

this kind, the glamour of the spell is so

strong that it i; sure to throw common

sense and judgment, and even observation

entirely into the shade. Criticism comes

afterward, and rarely ever in time to be of

service.

A Brooklyn girl of exceptional refine

ment, talent, and common-sense, whose

family belonged to the best society, that

is, the most cultured and most truly hon

orable, fell in love, or thought she did,

with her dancing-master, a young igno

ram us, whose only claim to consideration

lay in the grace and agility of his fault

lessly shaped legs. This is no exaggera

tion. The man knew literally nothing

but his profession, and for this he was
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pre-eminently fitted, both by nature and

education. \Vhen the pupil's admiration‘

for her teacher came to the consciousness

of her family, their anxiety can better be

imagined than described. Steps were im

mediately taken to counteract the obnox

ious influence, but as is usually the case,

were too late. Opposition strengthened

the bond, and after a few months of inde

scribable anxiety, a very quiet wedding

took place at the residence of the bride's

mother. It was the only course possible,

as a refusal to have the ceremony at home

would have resulted in a run-away per

formance which would have been harder

to bear than the other. There was noth

ing to do but to allow this rarely gifted

girl to throw herself away in marriage

upon a man in every respect unworthy of

her.

“ You will see," she said to her mother

a day or two before the wedding, "that I

am right. You are so prejudiced against

-— that it may take some time before you

will acknowledge it, but I know that we are

exactly fitted to each other, and I should

be the happiest girl in Brooklyn, if only

things were different at home. But it is

so strange that you, who have always been

so fair and kind and unselfish, can not

admit the good qualities of the man whom

I so dearly love."

What could this, or any other affection

ate and discreet mother say under such

circumstances, knowing as did this one

that destitution and unhappiness as sure

ly waited for this girl who had been reared

so tenderly and educated so carefully,

as night is sure to follow the day? But

the mother's judgment, derived from an

ample experience, was worth nothing to

her daughter. She, like all the rest of

the world, must find out for herself, and

suffer and regret like the rest. The hon

eymoon of this couple was shorter‘ even

than the wife's friends had prophesied.

Just three weeks from the wedding-day

the wife presented herself at her mother's

door, and alone. The first glance at her

haggard,sbrrow-st ricken face was sufiicient

to tell the whole story, and it needed not

the subsequent broken Words,
" Mother,I

have come to stay," to paint the whole

dreadful picture. When asked what the

trouble was, she replied:

'

" Not one thing, but everything. It

was so different from what I had ex—

pected."

“ Oh, yes," the mother answered,
“
but

if that is all, you have no excuse. Mar

riage is not like a garment that one can

put on and off at pleasure."

The response was as desperate as it

was unexpected.

"I shall not blame you if you refuse to

give me shelter," she said, “but I will

never speak to —-— again as long as I live.

There is one resource left to me, and I

assure you that death would be infinitely

preferable to one hour of that man's

society."

There was no more exaggeration about

this statement than there had been about

the one previously made in reference to

the strength of her love for this man

whom she now as strongly detested. We

know that this attraction does not endure

even between persons of the same social

standing, and of similar tastes and cul

ture. So it is clear that there is a some

thing that we call love, and which lasts

as long as life endures. and a something

else which resembles it so perfectly that

up to date there is no way to distinguish

between the two. So, what is love, and

what is the nature of the ephemeral at

traction that closely resembles it? If

the marital mistakes and miseries which

have occurred in other generations could

only profit this one, there would then be

some good accomplished by past suffering,

Perhaps there is no other way by which

development can be so surely attained as

by the yoking together of men and wom

en who are totally unsuited to each other.

If the intention of Divinity is to "shape

our ends rough," there is certainly no

rougher method that could possibly be

employed. But all the same, we want to

know what is love, and what is the some

thing which is called love, but which is

no more like it than the pure, newly-fallen

snow is like the mud of the gutter.

ELEANOR KIRK.
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COMUS:

A MASK. — BY JOHN

Com. She fables not, I feel that 1 do

fear

Her words set off by some superior power;

And though not mortal, yet a cold shud

d'ring dew

Dips me all o'er, as when the wrath of

jove

Speaks thunder, and the chains of Erebus

To some of Saturn's crew. I must dis

semble,

And try her yet more strongly. Come,

no more, '

MILTO N.—(C'0rrrluded.)

But this will cure all straight, one sip of

this

Will bathe the drooping spirits in delight

Beyond the bliss of dreams. Be wise,

and'taste.—

The Brat/Mrs rusl: in will: swords drawn,

wrext lu's glass out of his hand, and

Mark it against t/ic ground; 111': mu!

ma/re sign of
resislancr, but are all

driven 171,111: allmdantépz'rfi came: in.“

5191'.
What, have you let the false en

chanter ‘scape?
'

iii
'‘

. THE BROTHERS ATTACK THE. SURCERER.

This is mere moral babble, and direct

Against the canon laws of our founda

tion;

I must not suffer this, yet 'tis but the lees

And settlings of a melancholy blood :
"

" Here we have a phrase in the language of the old

mediaevaldoctrine of the humors, which had its source

in ancient times. An author, writing as late as 1594,

says:
"
The grosses! part of our blood is the melancholy

humor. which is the spleen congealed~whose office it is

to dispose of it; this thick-seeming fenny vapor casts a

0 ye mistook, ye should have snatch'd

his wand

mist over the spirit, and its melancholy sinketh down

to the bottom like the lees of the wine, corrupteth all

the blood. and is the cause of lunacy." The effect of:

congested and feeble stomach and liver, as understood

in pathology to—day,is analogous to this ancient guess

work, and explains it on a rational basis.

“' The following movements of the piece are impetu

ous in action. The rout of Cornus and his crew, and

‘ the release of the lady from the enchanted chair by the

intervention of Sabrina, are both dramatic and beautiful.
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And bound him fast; without his rod re

versed.

And backward mutter: of disscvcring

power.

We cannot free the Lady that sith here

In stony fetters hard and motionless:

Yet stay, be not disturb'd ; now 1 bethink

me.

Some o:he.- means I have which may be

used,

Which once of Mclibmus old I learnt,

Thc soothest shepherd that e'cr piped on

plains.

There is a gentle nymph not far from

hence.

That with moist curb sways the smooth

Severn stream.

Sabrina is her name. a virgin pure:

Whilome she was the daughter of Locrine.

That had the sceptre from his father

Brute.

She, guiltless damsel, flying the mad pur

suit 0

Of her enraged stcpdame Gucndolcn,

Commended her fair innocence to the

flood.

That stay'd her flight with his cross

flowing course.

The water-nymphs that in the bottom

play'd.

Held up their pcarled wrists and took

her in,

Bearing her straight to aged Nereus' hall.

Who. piteous of her woes, rear'd her lank

head.

And gave her to his daughters to imbathc

ln nectar'd lavers strow'd with asphodil.

And through the porch and inlet of each

sense

Dropt in ambrosial oils till she revived,

it would be imp'msihle in a short sp'tce to expntirue

upm all the beauties ufdictiun and nenliulenl embudifll

in these ltnely lines. . . . . "The variety of Qpilhl'ln

ind images-the rapidity of the verse. b‘ilfkllllfl and

ginning with the brighten sunshine of poetry—an: a

feastof roses to the imJgi-iat-un."

There i—hardlya poem of \hislength that no addresses

the higher faculties of (adv-in Cunjllflclihll with the

moralsentiments—while its philusonhicnl tenchiug~and

txempliticatiom are lnn-lrcd lo the best known theories

if min-l now entertained. and In those phase! of them

Bkciallv which it in the privilege of the phreimlogist

"I set for.h in his meful department of mental phi

hophy.

And underwent a quick immortal change,

Made Goddess of the river; still she re

tains

Her maiden gentleness, and oft at eve

Visits the herds along the twilight mead

ows,

Helping all urchin blasts, and ill-luck

signs

That the shrewd meddling clfe delights

to make.

Which she with precious vial'd liquors

heals;

For which the shepherds, at their festi

vals.

Carol her goodness loud in rustic lays,

And throw sweet garland wreaths into

. her stream.

Of pitnsies. pinks. and gaudy daffodils.

And, as the old swain said, she can un

lock

The clasping charm, and thaw the num

ming spell,

if she be right invoked in warblcd so-ig,

For maideahood she loves, and will be

swift.

To aid a virgin. such as was herself,

ln hard besetting need: this will I try,

And add the power of some adjuring

verse.

SONG.

SABRINA fair,“

Listen where thou art sitting

Under the glassy. cool. translucent wave,

In twisted braids of lilies knitting

The loose train of thy amber-dropping

hair;

Listen. for dear Honour's sake,

Goddess of the Silver lake,

Listen and save.

Listen, and appear to us

in name of great Oceanus,

By th’ earth-shaking Neptune's mace, -

And Tethys’ grave majestic pace,

By hoary Nereus' wrinkled look,

And the Carpathian wizard's hook.

By scaly Triton's winding shell.

And old sooth-saying Glaucus' spell.

By Lcucothea's lovely hands,

And her son that rules the strands.

"
The story of Sabrina is told with much fnlneu by

Milton in the first book ofhls History of Englal'l. him

also Spenser‘: Fury Queen, ad Book, Canto :0.
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By Thetis’ tinsel-slipper'd feet,

And the songs of Sirens sweet,

By dead Parthenope's dear tomb,

And fair Ligea's golden comb,

Wherewith she sits on diamond rocks,

Sleeking her soft alluring locks,

By all the nymphs that nightly dance

Upon thy streams with wily glance,

Rise, rise, and heave thy rosy head

From thy coral-paven bed,

And bridle in thy headlong wave,

Till thou our summons answer’d have.

Listen and save.‘2

Saérz'na rises, rifle/tried by water-nymphs,

and sings.

By the rushy-fringed bank,

Where grows the willow and the osier

dank,

My sliding chariot stays,

Thick set with agate, and the azure sheen

Of turkois blue, and emerald green,

That in the channel strays;

Whilst from off the waters fleet

Thus I set my printlcss feet

O'er the cowslip's velvet head,

That bends not as I tread;

Gentle Swain, at thy request

I am here.

5751'. Goddess dear, _

We implore thy powerful hand

To undo the charmed band

Of true Virgin here distress'd,

Through the force and through the wile

Of unblest enchanter vile.

Sub. Shepherd, 'tis my office best

To help ensnared chastity:

'1 The classical allusions in this song are to Oceanus,

the most ancient ocean god; the boundaries of the

ocean. as traced in the Greek mythology. encircle the

inhabited earth, and there Neptune rules. Neptune

was a later creation of fancy. Tethys was the wife of

Oceanus. in the assuring talk of the Spirit just before,

we have a curious mixture of old mythology with native

British legend. Nereus in the old Creek is the father

of the Nereids, or seanymphs. The “Carpathian wizard‘.’

refers to Proteus, who could change himself into any

shape. Triton had a palace down in the sea, but gen

erally rode on sea horses, blowing his shell trumpet;

he was half fish and half man. Leucnthea, or White

Goddess, was at first a mortal, afterward converted into

a sea deity. 'I‘heiis, one of the daughters of Daris, a

nymph, was the wife of Peleus and the mother of the

great Achilles; and Parthenope and Tigea were two

singing sea nymphs.

Brightest Lady. look on me;

Thus I sprinkle on thy breast

Drops that from my fountain pure

I have kept of precious cure,

Thrice upon thy fingers‘ tip,

Thrice upon thy rubied lip;

Next this marble vcnom'd seat,

Smear'd with gums of glutinous heat,

I touch with chaste palms moist and cold:

Now the spell hath lost his hold ;

And I must haste ere morning hour

To wait in Amphitrite‘s bower.

Sabrina darn/nit, and the Lady n'sc: out

of Imr srat.

Spz'. Virgin, daughter of Locrine,u

Sprung from old Anchises' line,

May thy brimmed waves for this

Their full tribute never miss

From a thousand petty rills,

That tumble down the snowy hills ,

Summer drought, or singed air,

‘’ Locrine was the son of Brutus, who was immod'r

ately desccndet‘.from Anchises.
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Never scorch thy tresses fair,

Nor wet October's torrent flood

Thy molten crystal fill with mud:

May thy billows roll ashore

vThe beryl, and the golden ore;

May thy lofty head be crown’d

With many a tower and terras round,

And here and there thy banks upon

With groves of myrrh and cinnamon.

Come, Lady, while Heav'n lends

grace,

Let us fly this cursed place,

Lest the Sorcerer us entice

With some other new device.

Not a waste or needless sound.

Till we come to holier ground;

I shall be your faithful guide

Through this gloomy covert

wide,

And not many furlongs thence

Is your father's residence,

Where this night are met in

state

Many a friend to gratulate

His wish'd presence, and be

side

All the swains that near abide

With jigs and rural dance re—

sort;

We shall catch them at their

sport,

And our sudden coming there

Will double all their mirth and

cheer;

Come, let us haste, the stars

grow high,

But night sits monarch yet in

the mid-sky.

The Men: r/mngn. prerrnlz'ng Ludlru

lawn and Me President's caslle; l/mn

came in comzlry dnnrz'rs, after {lie/11 1/1:

attendant Spirit’, wz'l/i 111: M00 Bro/11ers

and [/12 Lady.

SONG.

5px. Back, Shepherds, back; enough

your play

Till next sunshine holiday,

Here be without duck or nod

Other trippings to be trod

Of lighter toes, and such court guise

As Mercury did first devise

With the mincing Dryades

On the lawns, and on the leas.

T111':strand ran; preselll: Hum 10 Ilu'z'r

‘ FaI/zer and AIM/in‘.

Noble Lord, and Lady bright.

I have brought ye new delight,

Here behold so goodly grown

Three fair branches of your own ;

Hcav’n hath timely tried their youth,

“5 Their faith, their patience, and their

truth,

Tm: Rn'runx 'ra Tm: CASTLE.

And sent them here through hard assays

With a crown of deathless praise,

To triumph in victorious dance,

O'er sensual folly and intemperance.

TIt: dame: ended, 1/1: 5pm‘! epz'lnguz'z'er.

5171'. To the ocean now I fly,

And those happy climes that lie

Where Day never shuts his eye,

Up in the broad fields of the sky:

There I suck the liquid air,

All amidst the gardens fair

Of Hesperus, and his daughters three
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That sing about the golden tree;

Along the crlsped shades and bowers

Revels the spruce and jocund Spring,

The Graces, and the rosy-bosom'd Hours,

Thither all their bounties bring;

There eternal Summer dwells.

And west-winds with musky wing

About the cedar'd alleys fling

Nard and Cassia's balmy smells.

lris there with humid bow

Waters the odorous banks that blow

Flowers of more mingled hue

Than her purfled scarf can shew,

And drenches with Elysian dew

(List, mortals. if your ears be true)

Beds of hyacinth and roses.

Where young Adonis oft reposes,

\Vaxing well of his deep wound

In‘ slumber soft. and on the ground

Sadly sits th' Assyrian queen;

But far above in Spangled sheen

Celestial Cupid. her famed son, advanced,
7

Holds his clear Psyche sweet entranced.

After her wand'ring labours long,

Tiil free consent the Gods among

Make her his eternal bride,“

And from her fair unspottod side

Two blissful twins are to be born.

Youth and joy; so Jove hath sworn.

“ II was because Camus misapplehended life—knew

nothing of it except In hi~alloyed couulerteit. that he

had been nnlwiued and defeated. But there is lrue

life, and ll is I" he h-uml on earth as well as in heaven.

Venn:- grievin; mer the wonlv'led Adonis, has a signifi

cance much almu- the merely sensuous emotion: it

represents a type corresponding with a highly s] iritnnl

iled or cele~linl love. So. too. in the famous Greek

legend of Cupid :unl Psyche. we have the lulu-r lep- _

resenting the human will ~epnr=uerlfrom its beloved

object and compelled In Iafldtl about sadly and under

go all kind‘ of mile-ring. until a! List, Ill'Cfimlflfl purified

by trials. it |~\IIIIIL'“ to II) beluwd forever. and enjoys

complete happiness.

But now my task is smoothly done,

I can fly, or I can iun

Quickly to the green earth's end.

When: the bow'd wclkin low doth bend,

And from thence can soar as soon

To the corners of the moon.

Mortals that would follow me,

Love Virtue; she alone is free.

She can teach ye how to climb

Higher than the sphery chinu:

Or, if Virtue feeble w:rc,

Hcav'n itself would stoop to her.

THE END.

TWO CENTURIES HENCF.

SCENE—Library
in the house of an

elderly gem. somtwhere in Australia.

Old gent tclegraphs to the kitchen, and

waiter ascends in a balloon—Old Gen/.

John, Il
y

over to Calcutta. and tell Mr.

johnson that l shall be happy to have

him sup with me. Never mind your coat

now. GoY—lohn leaves, and at the end

of five minutes returns—film.- Mr.]ohn

son says he will come; he has got to go

'to St. Pctersburgh for a moment. and

then he will be here—OM (irm: Very

well. john. Now start the machine for

setting the table, and telegraph to my

wife's room. and tell her that .\lr. Johnson

is coming: then brush up my balloon. for

i

l have an cnga'rement in London at

i

twelve o'clock—john flies. and the old

gentleman rm: over to the West Indies

I to buy a fresh orange.
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APPARlTlONS AND

ANY instances have occurred where

in persons have seen apparitions

Some have believed them to be the spirit

of departed friends or enemies, and others

have regarded them as merely the result

of the disordered action of the brain.

Sometimes an object is mistaken for some

thing altogether different and supposed to

be an apparition. Dr. Hibbert, in his trea

tise on
" Apparitions," gives the follow

ing instance:
" A whole ship's company

was thrown into the utmost consternation

by the apparition of a cook who had died

a few days before. He was distinctly

seen walking ahead of the ship, with a

peculiar gait, by which he was distin

guished when alive, through'having one

of his legs shorter than the other. On

steering the ship toward the object it was

found to be a piece of floating wreck."_

Sir Walter Scott. in his "Demonology

and Witchcraft," states that having been

engaged in reading with much interest,

soon after the death of Lord Byron, an

account of his habits and opinions, he

was the subject of the following illusion;

Passing from his sitting-room into the

entrance hall. fitted up with the skins of

wild beasts. armor, etc., he saw right be

fore him. and in a standing postprc, the

exact representation of his departed friend,

whose rccoll :ction had been so strongly

brought to his imagination. He stopped,

for a single moment,‘ so as to notice the

wonderful accuracy with which fancy had

impressed upon the bodily eye the pecu

WHAT THEY ARE

liarities of dress and posture of the illus

trious poet. Sensible, however, of the

delusion, he felt no sentiment save that of

wonder at the extraordinary accuracy of

the resemblance, and stepped onward tow

ard the figure, which resolved itself, as

he approached, into the various materials

of which it was composed. These were

merely a screen occupied by great-coats,

shawls. plaids, and such other articles as

are usually found in a country entrance

hall. Sir Walter returned to the spot

from which he had seen this product of

what might be called imagination proper,

and tried with all his might to recall it by

the force of his will, but in vain.

AN INTERESTING CASE.

Not all apparitions can be resolved into

these delusions, mistaking material sub

stances for spirits of the departed. Ap

paritions unconnected with any material

substance are occasionally seen by persons

whose truthfulness is undoubted and to

whom no purpose to deceive can be at

tributed. A case is related in the y'aurnal of
Nalural I’lu'r'usaplly, Clwmz'xlry, and flu

Arls, London, in which M. NicolaiI of Ber

lin, the subject of the apparition, had for

two months been much affected in mind by

several incidents very disagreeable to him

He gives the following account: “At ten‘
o'clock in the forenoon my wife and an

other person came to console me; I was

in a violent perturbation of mind owing

to a series of incidents which had alto
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gether wounded my moral feelings. and

from which I saw
‘no

possibility of relief;

when suddenly I observed atadistance

of ten paces from me a figure—the figure

of a deceased person. I pointed at it
,

and asked my wife whether she did not

see it. She saw nothing; but being much

alarmed, endeavored to compose me, and

sent for the physician. . . . . In the after

noon, a little after four o'clock, the figure

which I had seen in the morning again

appeared. I was alone when this hap

pened—a circumstance which, as may be

easily conceived, could not be very agree

able. I went, therefore, to the apart

ment of my wife, to whom I related it.

But thither also the figure pursued me.

Sometimes it

was
present, sometimes it

vanished, but it was always the same

standing figure. . . . . The figure of the

deceased person never appeared to me

after the first dreadful day; but several

other figures showed themselves afterward

very distinctly, and sometimes such as I

knew; mostly, however, of persons I did

not know; and among those known to me

were the semblance of both living and

deceased persons, but mostly the former;

and I made the observation that acquaint

ances with whom I daily conversed never

appeared to me as phantoms; it was al

ways such as were at a distance. When

these apparitions had continued some

weeks, and I could regard them with
the

greatest composure, I afterward endeavor

ed, at my own pleasure, to call forth phan

toms of several acquaintances, whom I,

for that reason, represented to my imag

ination in the most lively manner, but in

vain. For however accurately I pictured

to my mind the figures of such persons,

I never once could succeed in my desire

of seeing them externally; though I had

some short time befcre seen them as

phantoms, and they had perhaps after

ward unexpectedly presented themselves

to me in the same manner. The phantoms

appeared to me in every case involuntarily,

as if they had been presented externally,

like the phenomena in nature, though they

certainly had their origin internally; and

at the same time I was always able to dis

tinguish with the greatest precision phan

toms from phenomena. Indeed I never

once erred in this, as I was in general per

fectly calm and self-collected on the occa

sion. I knew extremely well, when it only

appeared to me, that the door was opened

and a phantom entered, and when the

door really was opened and any person

came in. . . . . On the whole, the longer

I continued in this state, the more did

the number of phantoms increase, and the

apparitions become more frequent. About

four weeks afterward, I began to hear them

speak; sometimes the phantoms spoke

with one another; but for the most part

they addressed themselves to me; those

speeches were generally short and never

contained anything disagreeable. Intel

ligent and respected friends often ap

peared to me, who endeavored to console

me in my grief, which still left deep traces

on my mind. This speaking I heard most

frequently when I was alone, though I

sometimes heard it in company, inter

mixed with the conversation of real per

sons; frequently in single phrases onlyr

but sometimes even in connected dis

course."

With the hope of obtaining relief, M.

Nicolai determined to be bled. He says :

" I was alone with the surgeon, but during

the operation the room swarmed with hu

man forms-of every description, which

crowded fast one upon another; this con

tinued until half-past four o'clock, ex

actly the time when the digestion com

mences. I then observed that the figures

began to move more slowly; soon after

ward the colors became gradually paler -,

every seven minutes they lost more and

more of their intensity, without any alter

ation in the distinct figure of the appa

ritions. At about half-past six o'clock all

the figures were entirely white, and moved

very little, yet the forms appeared per

fectly distinct‘; by degrees they became

visibly less plain, without decreasing in

number, as had often formerly been the

case. The figures did not move off,

neither did they vanish, which had usu

ally happened on other occasions. In

this instance, they dissolved immediately
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into air; of some even whole pieces re

mained for a length of time, which also

by degrees were lost to the eye. At about

eight o'clock there did not remain a ves

tige of any of them. and I have never

since experienced any appearance of the

same kind."

This is a very instructive case, and

much concerning these remarkable phe

nomena may be learned from it. It is

significant that these apparitions appeared

first while M. Nicolai was suffering from

serious disturbance of his mind and nerves,

and continued until he was bled, and then

vanished. This fact indicates that they

were produced by determination of blood

to the brain or by some disordered action of

the brain, which was relieved by bleeding.

Those who believe in spiritualism might

claim that these apparitions were actually

the spirits of the departed, who hovered

around him during his time of affliction.

If these apparitions had been merely of

those who were dead, such a claim might

be more plausible; but both the dead and

the living were represented and rather

more of the living than of the dead. This

case, therefore, affords no confirmation of

the doctrine of the spiritualists regarding

the apparition of the spirits of the dead.

It might be used as a means of interpreting

the cases wherein the spiritualists claim

to have seen spirits.

REPRDDUCING APPARITIONS AT WILL.

Sometimes it happens that these appa

ritions can be reproduced at will. Dr.

Clarke, in his work on
" Visions," gives a

case of this kind, astold by a Mr. E., a dis

tinguished scientist, to whom it occurred

while in college. Mr. E., during his junior

year in college, had been studying too

hard, doing extra work. He says: "In

the first term of the senior year, I began

to suffer the penalties for this overwork.

Sleeplessness at night, impulses by day to

eccentric freaks, and the singing of
non-}

sense and profanity in my ears, were the

most troublesome symptoms ; these, how

ever, disappearcd after entire rest from

mental labor for a few weeks in October

and November, 1842; while the less

troublesome symptoms of visions, which

began about that time, continued, I think,

about two years. They were usually

beautiful and pleasant, so that I was

tempted to imitate Goethe, and try wheth

er I could produce them at will. I was

particularly fond of statuary, and after a

few trials succeeded in ‘producing visions

of statues by simply fixing my imagina

tion strongly enough upon the memory

of what I had seen or upon what oc

curred to me as a good subject for a group.

I repeated the experiment but a few times,

fearing it might lead to some injurious

result. The spontaneous visions could

generally be ascribed to some unusual

fatigue or excitement. Their form [could

also usually account for from recent visits

to paintings, statuary, or gardens; but

sometimes their forms seemed to have

been suggested by something long past."

METHOD OF PRODUCTION.

In each of these cases, where apparitions

were actually present, there were evi

dences of disordered action of the brain,

which in some way is evidently connected

with their production. Now, in explain

ing the method of the production of these

apparitions and visions, it is important to

bear in mind that we do not see with our

eyes, as is commonly supposed. The eyes

are the means of conducting the waves of

light to the optic nerve, which conveys

the impression made upon it to the brain,

and that is the way we see. The impres

sion upon the brain and its recognition is

really the act of seeing. Now, when the

action of the brain is disordered, what

might be called a counterfeit impression ;

of sight arises, is recognized by the brain,

and reflected back to the eye and pro-

I

jected in space as a real object. Former

impressions upon the sense of sight may

be recalled and be projected, and thus a

limitless number of familiar faces of the

then living and dead may seem to be

seen about the person; and if the disor

dered action affect the portions of the

brain concerned in hearing, the subject

will hear the apparitions talk as well as

see them.
'
a. REYNOLDS, LLD.
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MINUTE LIFE IN THE WATER.

HE examination of water which has

been standing for a time exposed to

the action of the sun and air. or to other

favorable conditions. discloses the fact

Ron rut VULOARIS.

that it teems with organisms of a veryl

minute size. Water possesses remarkable

capabilities of absorption which consti-‘

tute it at once an agent for cleansing and

also an agent for the multiplication of

poisonous germs. Used properly. water
‘I

becomes a most important element in our

every-day life, at once purifying. medici-
‘

nal. health-giving; but used without judg

ment, carelessly. ignorantly. it becomes‘

powerful as an instrument of disease and

destruction. Without water the processes

'

of organic function could not be carried

on; it is the grand menstruum for the

conveyance of the materials of nutrition

in man and animals; the blood is more

than three-quarters water. These facts

show the necessity for our taking into_

the system water which is pure.

It may be said that the

larger proportion of diseases

afflieting mankind owe their

origin to the use of impure

Where population is

condensed, as in cities. and

the water supply is procured

from a source miles away. and

open reservoirs form the

method of immediate distri

bution, the v ater is necessarily

impure to a greater or less

degree. In a city like New

York, for instance. very few of its mil

lion people, perhaps not one in a thousand.

is careful enough in his drinking to have

the water filtered, so that what is taken

into the stomach shall be comparatively

clean. Very few indeed bestow a thought

upon the fact that impure water is in

fested with microscopic creatures. and

‘the majority of those who do think of

the subject. appear to entertain the view

that all water contains minute life. and

that as each "must swallow : peek of

dirt before he dies." a little animal mat

ter in the water will not add much to the

peck. and can not be productire of injury.

Pure water differs very much from im

pure; it is not inhabited by organisms; it

is stagnant water. or that which while run

ning receives filth and refuse from drains

which contain all sorts of impurity. The

minute animals we find in stagnant water

have an olhce to perform there : they are

scavengers, hastening the destruction of

the decaying animal and vegetable mat,

ter which may get into it. but they have

little influence over the inorganic sub

stances which exist in a state of solution

or suspension. Maedonald states that

mineral particles may aliect health on ac

count of their mechanical action; for ex

ample. mineral silt or clay causes ditr

rhcna, while dead animal and vegetable

matter may have important effects pro

ducing irritation of the whole alimentary

tract. On the other hand, living things,

such as the ova of entozoa. the nematoid

or thread worms and small leeches may

Monom' Ql'ADIHDENTATA.

give rise at once to certain grave disor

ders. Vegetable life of the alga: order

may act on sulphates and disengage sul

phurated hydrogen. Water that is obtain
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ed from deep wells may appearlimpid and

pure. and yet contain mineral matter in

solution. In fact, all well-water contains

some salt, lime, or soda, or potash, or sili

C/wpoxA R urnws.

ca. or other common ‘earth substances;

the solution being dependent upon the

nature of the soil in which the well is

excavated: but a small amount of such

matter is not to be regarded as injurious.

Strictly speaking, the only pure water is

that obtained by scientific distillation; but

en excess of mineral salt, which is readily

discovered by simple test, is likely to

produce disease if its use is long contin

ued. Minerals. silt. and clay held in

suspension can be removed by filtering;

but a clear solution of salt requires other

treatment than that of the simple process

of filtration for its elimination. The most

dangerous of impure water. however, is

that in which organic matter exists in

appreciable quantity. and its persistent

use is productive of a variety of febrile

disorders. Without doubt a large pro

portion of typhoidal disease in our cities.

and in some villages where ccss-pools are

in common use, is due to water poison.

The microscope discloses a wonderful

variety of organic life in foul water, and

some of the animaculcs which ;nfest it in

great numbers are shown in the accom

panying illustrations. The Ro/zfrr 7mI~

gnu‘: is present in the water drank from

our city pipes; it is a very common ani

malcule; the two specimens shown rep

resent the male and female. The Alana:

S-n'uorccuu Pus'rt-utn.

I) Quarfn'dmlaln is a crab-like animal.

not altogether a pleasant object when

viewed through a microscope. Of eourw

these objects are so minute as to require

‘the liquid is clean.

a very high power to bring them up to the

sizes shown. Cyclop: quadrirarm's, or

four-horned cyelops, is by no means rare;

while the pig or rabbit-like Cnnzla'm Refi

Ianr often meets the eye of the examiner.

These animals, like most forms of anime 1

culze. have the power of rapid multiplica

tion; the number of their progeny in

some cases is almost infinite; each ap

parently cxists only for the multiplica

tion of its species, and when examined

under a powerful glass with proper facili

ties for maintaining their life. they seem

to multiply. A specimen known as Sly/on

c/u‘a Pm'tu/nla is one of the most notable

for its fertility. the ova being seen float

ing within its body.

A view of such beings as these should

impress us with the necessity of care

Circwrs Qultnluconxu.

with regard to the water which we drink,

and that we should not have the mat

ter to chance or the ordinary ways of

society. If we would experience all

the purifying. refreshing. strengthening

effects of water. we must see to it that

There are many

methods for its purification. Apparatus

for filtering can now easily be obtained.

If we are accustomed to draw our supply

from the convenient house-pipe. we can

at least attach to the faucet a filter which

will serve a good end. But it is far better

to employ a standing filter large enough

to supply the family with drinking-water.

This can be filled every morning, and be

doingits work naturally and well through

out the day.

A word or two in regard to cistern

water is in place here. Rain-water is one

of the best forms of water for our use;

but when collected from a roof the first

shower or the first part of a fall contain:

\
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impurities which have accumulated upon

the roof during dry weather, and these

impurities will infect the water in a short

time. The leader or pipe from a roof

should be arranged with a valve, or cut

off, so that the first part of the rainfall

can be excluded from the cistern, and

that only be permitted to flow in which

comes down after the roof has been

washed off. The majority of cisterns

are faulty in some particular, being leaky

at the top or bottom, so that surface or

drainage water finds a way in and affects

the quality. Oftentimes filth in consid

erable quantity accumulates on the bot

tom of a cistern because the cistern is

not cleaned for a long time. Some build

ers are careless with regard to the drain

age connections of sinks, and water

closets, and allow them to be laid too

close to the cistern, or connect overflow

pipes with the cess-pool drainage so that

the gases from that are absorbed in

a large degree by the clean, fresh water

of the cistern. Hundreds of cases of ill

health in village homes are due to fecal

matterwhich finds its wayin solution into

the cistern which supplies drinkingswater.

It should be emphasized that just as much

care should be taken in securing a good

water supply for family purposes, as in

the selection of food and clothing. As a

people we are too much inclined to neg

lect essentials ; while caring for the exte

rior of the body we forget the more im

portant furnishing of the interior with

those elements which shall conduce to

good blood and to building up the body

in health and strength.

M—E.

A MOTHER TO OTHER MOTHERS.

UTH ELIOT was a wide-awake

girl, thirteen years old, attending

a public school in a large city. I Her

mind was open to all the new impres

sions which, at that age, nature and cir

cumstances are so ready to give. One

morning, just before the school exercises

began, a teacher was passing a group of

the girls, foremost among whom was

Ruth, when she overheard some words

of their conversation; they made such

an impression upon her that she imme-

diately wrote a letter to Ruth's mother—

a warm personal friend of hers—in which

she spoke of the suspicion which the few

overheard words had brought to her

mind. and begged that Ruth might learn

of the things pertaining to her woman

nature through a mother's tender guid

ance rather than through the ignorant

curiosity of school-girl talk.

Now, Mrs. Eliot had been brought up

in the old school where parents were

very reticent to talk with their children

on any subject pertaining to the hidden

things. She instinctively shrank from

doing anything of the kind; indeed,

whenever she had thought of the mat

ter as a duty, she had allowed her daugh

ter's youth to hinder her from any direct

action with regard to it. But now, upon

receiving this note, her naturally deep

nature was thoroughly aroused. She re

alized, as never before, that only from her

ought her daughter to learn of the new

truths which she was now ready to know.

She determined then and there to con

quer all her own natural diffidence, and

make her duty in the matter a delightful

privilege. So, imbued with the determi

nation to talk with Ruth that very night

on her return home from school, she

went to her room, where she sat’ and

thought for some minutes as to her

course of action. Then she began to

take out from their hiding-place the

dainty little things which she had been

secretly making for several months past,

and arranged them tastefully on the bed

at her side. She had scarcely finished

doing this when Ruth came bounding

into the room, school-girl like, "to find

mother." Immediately her bright eyes

saw the lovely little things spread out

before her, and her girlish enthusiasm

was unbounded; for she had always
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loved to make and play, with dolls’

clothes, and were not these just the

same, only larger? Mrs. Eliot quietly

watched her young daughter in her en

thusiastic admiration; and before the

questions springing up in the girl's mind

had had time to find utterance, she gently

drew her to a cricket by her side. Then

in a hushed and reverent manner she told

her of the little life that she was carrying

under her heart; how it was being pre

pared to come to them in the fulness of

time; how happy she had been in making

such pretty things to welcome the little

stranger, and how blessed it was to have

a home all ready in which to receive joy

fully and love tenderly the dear little

creature when it should come into the

world which, at its best, must offer some

kind of trouble and sorrow.

Then, as the twilight deepened, she

told her many things that she wanted

and needed to know, and crowned the

new knowledge with the promise that

she would come to her with every new

question which her mind prompted, rather

than stoop to learn anything through the

ignorant curiosity of school-girl talk.

The supper-bell closed their interest

ing conversation, and the mother and

daughter, happy in their new and larger

.relations, joined the family at the tea

table.

As Mrs. Eliot met her son Paul, a boy

two years older than Ruth, the experi

ences of the day flashed upon her anew,

and, in a moment's time, she resolved to

talk as freely with him as she had talked

with Ruth. So, before he retired for the

night, she called him to her room; and

in the earnest conversation that followed,

with its lovingly-drawn-out confidences,

she was surprised, as well as deeply

grieved, to learn that. even then, he had

learned much from a wrong stand-point.

She then appealed to the highest in

him’ and urged him ever to avoid all

that was coarse and sensual; while, at

the same
time, she gently revealed to

him the true nature of all the glorious

hich, as true men and women,-
'1 es w’pm! 58'

dcd shouldbe theirs to en
nature inter!

joy. She showed the necessity of shun

ning all that idle talk with his boy friends

which would lower his mind and taint

his heart, and so prevent him from keep

ing himself noble and pure.

Thus in her talk with her boy, Mrs.

Eliot used such a loving, wise tact, that

he promised faithfully to give to her his

whole confidence in the days to come,

and to go to her rather than to his school

mates to learn of the things pertaining

to a larger knowledge of himself. Each

was cognizant of the new relation which

had sprung up between them; and they

both knew that life would be more to

them for it.

Long after Ruth and Paul had bade

their mother “Good-night," she was sit

ting in her room and thinking over the

new experiences of the day and their rela

tion to her future action. Her heart was

full of that ‘peculiar happiness which

comes as a reward for love‘s work ful

filled. Ere she retired, she wrote out of

a full heart a letter to the teacher friend

who had warned her in the morning, and

begged_her to write to other mothers as

she had written to her. She also urged

her to try herself to satisfy the natural

desire to learn of those unfortunate ones

who had no mother either in name or

sympathy; for since she felt, as she had

never felt before, that a desire to know,

or, in other words, a natural curiosity

was the first cause of either the good or

evil that followed, she saw more truly

the necessity of an early and true guid

ance into the knowledge of those holy

things which, rightly learned, opened the

way to life's greatest happiness.

ELlZABETH PORTER GOULD.

MY friend, your golden age is gone,

But good men still can bring it back again;

Rather, if I must speak the truth, I'll say

The golden age of which the poet sings

ln flattering phrase, this age at no time was

On earth one whit more than it is to-day ;

And if it ever “as, ‘twas only so,

As all good men can bring it back to~morrow.

GOETHS.
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LAMENTATION OF THE LUNGS

ALAB! hm winter come again? Oh, how we

dmnd the day!

The shill-rings we undergo the bravest might

dismay.

It is not that we fear the cold: had we a good

supply

Of prop-r nourishment, tile blasts of Greenland

we'd defy ;

But these poor bodies where we dwell have so

impatient grown

That, heedless oi the common good, they've

learned to slight their own.

Not thinking that with fuel we our ofilce would

perform

And take in oxygen to keep the blood and all

the body warm.

80 down the window sashes go and up the stones,

until

We starving lungs must labor hard our duty to

fuliill.

Biz people sit within a room of twelve by fifteen

square,

With windows closed,'nnd talk about the benefit

of air.

While iires, gas, and dozen lungs ure lighting to

secure
'

Their rights, \vhat grave oil‘ensc he'd give who

(‘lliit'li the air impure.

The business, chance, or pleasure takes one

member to the strest.

See how he wraps his body round, protects from

head to i'et-t.

Without a thought of how we like the change he

lmales to go—

One breath ui. right)’ and the next the freezing

point below.

Those of us who are hardy, soon will set the mat

tA-r right ;
'

But some poor weakly pairs of lungs will reach

it sorry pli_',lti.

Perhaps our tabernacle moves to pitch its roving

lent

Within some crowded hall or church-no doubt

with good intent -,

But little good the sweetest songs or best of ser

mons do

To those who vainly strive to keep awake with

in their pew.

For in that place of peace a deadly conflict we

must wage,

And friends siteaimly while their lungs in fiercest

war engage.

We struggle for a little air, while clamoring for

more

The surging iiood cut-h moment rolls like waves

upon the shore.

Clogged ty impurities, in vain to us for help it

erit-s, ‘

And then the bniin and nerves grow dull and

dim the drooping eyes.

But should it sufferer chant-t to rise and from the

topmost mft

Let in a little air, forthwith somebody feel: 0

draught.

And so we're forced to get along the very best

we can ;

Nor do the good that we might do for bluudering,

headstrong nnm.

We hear enough oi ills and colds and pills and

powders too.

Oh, i! the shill-ring ones, nineteen of twenty only

knew

(And it the ones who know would put in practice

what they say)

How soon tln-y‘ti h-t in heaven's air and throw

their drugs awny.

But while they pet their tender skins and nurse

their every ill,

And starve their suil‘ering lungs, their crowded

stomachs fill,

The impure iiootl will run its course within the

choking veins

And foni (-uurrhs and colds will bring their lo

gion list of pains.

“ore truth thzm many dream is in that fashion

able \vord

Mal-win, by few its full significance inferred.

Then lu-cd your lungs, your starving lungs, any

let them vainly pii'inl,

Because they have no petals to assist them in

their need.
'

than

A SERIES OF DON'TS.

IN
the beginning of the year it is well

|

to form good resolutions. with one at

Ithe head of the list which proclaims an

obstinate intent to carry them into execu

tion. Resolutions with respect to better

habits for heaith's sake are as good as

any we can make; and having lately met

with a series of that sort adapted to this

season and all seasons, and all short, clear,

and to the point, we put them here. Sin

ner against light and reason. read much.

learn and practice, and be a stronger, bet

ter, happier person!

Don't be afraid to put on clothing
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enough for comfort. Don‘t go to bed

with cold feet. Doit't sleep in the same

undergarments that you have worn dur

lng the day. Don't sleep in a room that

is not well ventilated. Don't sit or sleep

in a draught. Don't lie on the left side

too much. Don't try to get along with

less than seven or eight hours’ sleep out

of the twenty-four. Don't jump out of

bed immediately on awakening in the

morning. Don't forget to rub yourself

well all over with crash towel or hands

before dressing. Don't forget to take a

good drink of pure water, before break

fast. Don't take long walks when the

stomach is empty. Don't attempt to do

a day's work without eating a good break

fast. Don't eat anything but nutritious

and well-cooked food. Don't eat what

you don't want. just to save it. Don't eat

between meals. Don't eat the smallest

morsel unless hungry. if well. Don't try

to keep up on coffee or alcoholic stimu

lants when you should sleep or rest.

Don't stand over hot-air registers. Don't

inhale hot-air or fumes of any acids.

Don't wear thin stockings or light-soled

shoes in cold or wet weather. Don't

strain your eyes by reading on an empty

stomach. or when ill. Don't strain your

eyes by reading or sewing at dusk by a

dim light or flickering candle or when

very tired. Don't sing or halloo when

your throat is sore or you are hoarse.

Don't drink iced water when you are very

warm. Don't take some other person's

medicine because you think yourself sim

ilarly afliicted. Don't bathe in less than

two hours after eating. Don't eat in less

than two hours after bathing.

NU'I‘IZS IN SCIENCE ANI) AGRICULTURE.

I'lllll'lll :nul (‘nn‘nc- BlomL—AI
correspondent of the ,l/it'rurro‘rr reviews some

of the authorities on the sizenf the corpuscles

in human lilootl. and shows the egotism of a

certain "expert
"
in assuming positive knowl

edge of their difference from those in dog's

blood

In a recent case on trial at Wellshoro, Pa.

Dr. Thad. 5. Up de Grafi'. of Elmira. N. Y.,

swore very positively on this point. The

newspapers give Dr. Up de Grafl' the credit

of convicting the prisoner. it is not the

proper place here to determine whether the

prisoner was guilty or not; it is in the pre

cincts of this journal. however. to determine

whether the expert testimony was according

to facts. llr. Up tle Gral'f was given some of

the stained clothing to examine. and by pro

cesses entirely unknown to the writer (ac.

cording to all accounts seen). by decantations,

washings. etc.. some corpuscles were pro.

Cured and measured. llr. Up dc Grafl' posi

tivelv testified that this was human blood and

not dog's blood. When :t-lt'etl if he was the

onlv one who could tell this. he replied that

"there were but ji-ur men in the world who

could tell human blood from dog's blond";

nnrlof course he was one of them. When

asked why he could do so much better than

others. the reply was.
"On account of the

superior character
of his glasses. and that his

microscope cost $1 630." The testimony of

Dr. Up the Gral'f makes him give a posplivc

site to the human red-blood corpuscle,
“, hm

do standard writers say on this subject?

Gulliver says
they are tht- “I” of

{m
mch_

Flint savs they
fire lhl! “'0, of an mch_

Dalton says the)’ are the in“ w "in of an

‘inch.

Richardson savs they are the "l", of an

tncn.

Woodward says they are the n'" of an

inch.

Frey says they are the “In, to “in of an

inch.

Welcker says they are the pl“ of an inch.

Where is the exact size to judge by? The

red corpuscles are also subject to change in

size by the varying changes in the blood and

by many drugs. Wagner, in his "General

Pathology," gives a long list of remedies

that when administered change the size of

the corpuscle. llow delicate is it. also. to the

various reagents used in microscopical work!

I have seen red corpuscles as small as the

Ml,“ of an inch, and as large as the "'7". of

an inch. l have never measured red-blood

corpusclcs in lots of fifty each and had any

two exactly alike. although using a delicate

cohtveh eye-piece micrometer and a one-fiftieth

objective.

Listen to what Mr. Woodward. of Washing

ton. says :
"
The average of all the measure

ments of human blood I have made is rather

larger than the average of all the measure

ments of dog's blood. l’l‘" it is also proved

that it is not rare to find specimens of dog's

blood in which the corpttscles range so large

that their average size is larger than that of

many samples of human blood."

,\ 'I‘c~~l for Glll'vlL—Lcster Rec-'l

writes as follows in the Clo-mint! Nmw:
"
Having some time ago had occasion to seek

1t rapid approximate method of estimating

the quantity of gluten in flour, P found the

following to give fairly correct rrsults with

known mixtures of white flour and starch
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(arrowroot being the form of starch employed

in the experiments):
"
The principle upon which the estimation is

based is the production of a yellow nitro body

when nitric acid acts upon albuminoids. o 5 of

a gram of flour is weighed out and carefully

transferred to a test-tube which is divided

(beginning at the bottom and ending the grad

uation about half way up) into four parts of

equal capacity ; water is now added up to the

fourth mark exactly, and the test-tube vio

lently shaken, being closed by the cushion of

the thumb. Frothing is best avoided if the

shaking be terminated by successive inver

sions of the tube ; the contents are tempora

rily transferred to another dry test-tube while

the marked one is cleaned (all the pourings

out are to be done immediately after shaking).

A quarter of the liquid is now poured back,

viz.: up to mark I, and the tubes filled up to

mark 3 with nitric acid of strength such that

half a test-tube full of it appears white, when

a white surface is observed vertically through

it, but the acid should, barring this condition,

be as strong as possible. The test-tube is

now to stand exactly five minutes, with occa

sional shaking up, and is then to be filtered

immediately after shaking through a dry re

ceptacle ; a standard flour is to be treated in

the same way, and the two clear yellow solu

tions examined colorimetrically ; the qualities

of flours are then inversely as the heights of

equal color."

A Man of Purpose and (lump
rtoN.—He is said to live at Tuftonboro, and

the Boston Your/ml tells us that he has a

wheelbarrow, but there is not anything pecu

liar about it, only he has cut seven tons of

hay and put it in the barn on that wheelbar

row the past summer, and has done his other

harvesting in the same way. From less than

one-half acre of ground that man cut and

shocked 12:: shocks of corn, 16 hills in a

shock. When husked, the corn filled a bush

el basket 73 times, besides 500 cars traced up,

the cars in the trace measuring from 9 to 16

inches. On this same half acre he raised more

than 2 bushels of beans, 2 bushels of turnips,

2 t heads of cabbage, and about a cart-load of

pumpkins. From one potato, which he made a

specialty, he raised 2 bushels of assorted po

tatoes, and between 2 and 3 quarts of small

ones. From I} bushels of seed he raised 65

bushels of assorted potatoes, from which may

be selected 1,000 smooth and handsome tubers

that will weigh more than 1,000 pounds.

From less than 9 square rods of ground he

harvested gt bushels of Dewin's early turnip

beets that weighed from one-half to 5 pounds

apiece, which for beauty and quality can not

be surpassed by any lot of beets raised by

one man in the county of Carroll.

Signs of W00d.-—There are certain

appearances characteristic of good wood, to

what class soever it belongs. In the same

species of yvood that specimen will in general
be the strongest and most durable which has

grown the slowest, as shown by the narrow

ness of the annular rings. The cellular tissue,“

as seen in the medullary rays (when visible),

should be hard and compact. The vascular

or fibrous tissue should adhere firmly together,
'

and should show no wooliness at a freshly cut

surface; nor should it clog the teeth of the

saw with loose fibres. 1f the wood is colored,

darkness of color is in general a sign of

strength and durability. The freshly cut

surface of the wood should be firm and shin

ing, and should have somewhat of a translu

cent appearance. In wood of a given species

the heavy specimens are in general the

stronger and the more lasting. Among the

resinous woods, those having the least resin

in their pores, and among non-resinous woods

those which have least sap or gum in them,

are in general the strongest and most lasting.

Timber should Be free from such blemishes

as
“
clefts," or cracks radiating from the cen

tre ; "cup shakes," or cracks which partially

separate one layer from another ;
“
upsets,"

where the fibres have been crippled by com

pression;
“
wind galls," or wounds in a layer

of wood, which have been covered and con

cealed by the growth of subsequent layers

over them: and hollow or spongy places in

the centre or elsewhere, indicating the com

mencement of decay.

A Curious Iudtnu Practice with
HUMAN Helms—Among the most curious

objects in some museums (that of the Smith

sonian Institution at Washington included)

may be mentioned a peculiar form of human

head, as diminutive in size as that of a mon

key, but the general features well preserved,

the hair long and dense, and the lips usually

sewed together with a large number of cords,

which hang down from them. Tufts of feath

ers and other objects are frequently used for

the embellishment of the preparation. On

examination it will be found that this head is

composed exclusively of the skin, all the

bones and flesh having been removed; but

the precise mode of preparing this has for a

long time been a puzzle to every one.

Quite recently Mr. Buckley,an English trav

eller in the Andes,has brought back to England

several specimens of these objects, and ex

plains the mode of preparation. According to

his statement, the head is removed from. the

body, and, after being boiled for some time

with an infusion of herbs, the bones, brain,

etc., are taken out through the neck. Hot

stones are then put into the hollow, and as

they cool they are continually replaced by

others. The head is by this process con

tracted, and the skin reduced to the size de

sired. A string is then run through the head,

which is suspended in the hut, and solemnly

abused by the owner, who is answered by the

priest, speaking for the head, after which the

mouth is sewed up to prevent any chance of

a reply. This abuse is repeated on feasts

and on any special occasion. The heads are

essentially trophies of victory, corresponding

to the scalps of the North American Indians,

being usually those of enemies killed in open

or secret warfare. The tribe among which
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this mode of preparation of heads is practiced

is that of the Macas, as well as sundry sub

tribes occupying the country immediately on

the eastern side of the Andes, a few degrees

south of the equator. The head in the Na

tional Museum is from one of the sub-tribes,

called the Jibaros.

The Adaptability of the Cotton
PL.\NT.—-" Since I have studied the character

of all the great Southern agricultural staples,

and the special relations of each of them to

the life and civilization of ‘the people," says an

economist, "the prominence always given to

cotton does not seem strange or unaccounta

ble. It is a wonderful and peculiar plant in

its adaptation to the varieties of soil and gen

eral environment which it finds in different

parts of the country in which it is grown, and

also in its relation to some features in the

character of the people who are engaged in

its culture. It will grow on almost any soil

and in almost any possible situation, in the

latitude in which it belongs. Where the soil

is generous the quantity of the fibre which is

produced shows that the plant has very great

power of assimilation and appropriation for

whatever elements of nutrition are contained

in its food supply. On the other hand, if the

soil is excessively poor and sterile, cotton

will still grow. It now wastes no strength

or food on stem or leaf, but puts all its mate

rial and force into flower and seed. It is the
fact that cotton is a seed fibre that makes it

so valuable to this country. If it were the

fibre of the stem or bark, as is the case with

flax or hemp, much of the land of the cotton

region, and much of the cultivation employed

upon it, would be entirely inadequate to the

production of the fibre in paying quantities.

But nature cares more for seed, of course,

than for anything else, and in making the

seed of the cotton plant she makes the fibre

which is
’

of so great value ; and in soil almost

utterly barren, and with scarcely any cultiva

tion, there will still be matured, on each

dwarfed and stunted plant, a few bolls of

fairly good, marketable cotton."

Meteoric or Cosmic Dust.--The

peculiar redness of the sky after sunset and

before sunrise which was observed so much

in November and December, both in America

and Europe, is explained by some by the hy-
‘

pothesis of the existence of a zone of meteoric

dust within the limits of our system, and that

periodically the earth passes through a part of

it. It is interesting to note what some ob

servers have to say on this subject of meteoric

dust. Mr. C. Ranyard, in a communication

to the British Astronomical Society, says that

meteoric dust exists to a much greater extent

than was formerly suspected.

In 1867 Dr. Phipson published the result of

many experiments in many countries, which

showed that, by exposing a sheet of glass

covered with pure glycerine to astrong wind,

he has collected on it black angular particles,

which he has by chemical tests found to be

[mm 1; is, however. only in the winter

months he has found this to be the case. In

1871 Dr. Nordenskjold collected, by a mag

net, meteoric iron particles from snow which

had fallen near Stockholm. In 1872 he col

lected much of it from snow lying on ice in

Finland. The Arctic Expedition of 1872 had

opportunities of collecting snow far removed

from human habitationsand they found large

proportions of magnetic particles. M. Tis

sandier, in x874_5-6, published in the Cam/‘In

RUN/III a series of papers on atmospheric

dust, in which, among other things, he has

alluded to the iron found in the dust collected

on the towers of Notre Dame. Again, Dr.

Walter Flight published in the Gzalagz'ml Alag

Mine, in 1875, a paper in which he collected

the evidences of iron "dust" found in holes

in the ice in Greenland. In 1876 Mr. John
Murray published a paper in the

"
Proceed

ings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh," in

which he gave an account of his examination

of the bottom of the oceans and seas visited

by Her Majesty's ship C/ml/mger. In many

of the deposits magnetic particles were found.
It was suggested that the nickel present pre

vented oxidation, while the fact that the me

teoric particles which had fallen into the sen

had not been washed away, was attributed to

the water being deep and not near the scour

ings of land surfaces which would cover it up.

Again, in 1876, M. Young examined the iron

particles found in the snow which had fallen

at the Hospice of St. Bernard. Mr. Ranyard

submits that all these facts go to show that

meteoric matter falling in the lapse of ages

must materially contribute to the matter of

the earth's crust. In the course of a year

millions of meteors enter the earth's atmos

phere. The researches of Von Niessl show

that many of the meteoric masses enter the

earth's atmosphere in directions indicating

that they do not belong to our solar system.

It is therefore probable that a large quantity

of meteoric dust is derived from sources out

side our system. The earth and the planets,

as they are carried along with the sun in its

motion through space, would thus receive a

larger proportion of meteoric matter on

their northern than on their southern hemi

spheres, and Mr. Ranyard suggests that this

may account for the preponderating mass of

the continents in the northern hemisphere of

the earth and for the fact that the great pe

ninsulns all taper to the south. Another im

portant inference to which Mr. Ranyard d1

r'ects attention is that it is known that when

meteoric masses are heated large amounts of

occluded gas are given off. One of the results

from a continuous fall of meteoric matter is

that gaseous matter is probably being contin

ually added to the atmosphere. According to

whether the earth were passing through a re

gion of space in which there are many or few

meteors, the height of the atmosphere would

be increased or decreased. When decreased,

the temperature at the sea level would be that

of our mountain tops and a glacial period

would result. When increased, the tempera

ture would probably be like that of the car

boniferous period.
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N the complex relations of modern life

a knowledge of the fundamental prin

ciples of political economy is essential if

one would understand the meaning and

purpose of those relations clearly, even

in part. The measures of government.

the relations of demand and supply in

trade. and of capital and labor in indus

trial vocutions, the development of art,

the progress~ of scientific discovery. the

character of civil and social reforms,

the work of phllnnthropj.'. the dissemina

tion of intelligence through systems of

education, all come within the scope of

political economy.

1 agree with Mrs. Marcctt. who. in her

"Conversations on Political Economy,“

alludes to the rrors and inconsistencies

constantly occurring in the talk of society

with reference to legislation, trade, and

the practices of people on account of the

prevailing ignorance concerning the ele

mentary principles of political economy.

To use her own language,
"
There is

scarcely any history. or any account of

voyages or travels. that does not abound

‘which can not be understood without

l some previous acquaintance with the prin

‘ciples of political berides.
‘
should the author himself be deficient in

this knowledge. you will be continually

liable to adopt his errors from inability

to detect them."

economy:

In the very outset of an examination

of the subject. a student may find himself

puzzled to obtain a categorical definition

of the term. With the confidence usual

to the learner, he may turn to the die

tionnry and the encyclopzedia for light;

but with those convenient manuals of

definition and brief discussion at his

command, he finds that the matter of his

The

"doctors" differ much in their views of

Webster. to

be sure. summarizes it as "that branch

inquiry is not of easy solution.

its particular application.

of philosophy which discusses the source

and methods of material wealth and

prosperity in a nation"; while Sismondi,

Archbishop Whatcly, Sir james Stewart,

john Stuart Mill, jean Baptiste Say.

and Henry C. Cary propound definitions

which very widely differ in significance

and application. Sismondi. for instance,

declares the
"
physical welfare of man, so

far as it can be the work of government

or society, as the object of political econo—

my." The distinguished logician and

divine concisely designates it by the

term "Catallactics, or science of ex

changes." The French publicist speaks

of it as "the economy of society, a sci

ence combining results of our observa

tions on the nature and functions of

the different parts of the social body."

The Scotch philosopher, Stewart, holds

it to be an important object of po

liticnl economy
"
to provide everything

necessary for supplying the wants of

with habits and opinions, the bearings of l society, and to employ the inhabitants
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in such a manner, as naturally to cre

ate reciprocal relations and dependen

cies, so as to make their several inter

ests lead them to supply one another

with their reciprocal wants.’I john Stuart

Mill says political economy is
"
essentially

an abstract science, and it reasons, and

must necessarily reason from assumptions,

not from facts." Further, he claims to

define it with completeness as "the

science which treats of the production

and distribution of wealth, so far as they

depend upon the laws of human nature,

or the science relating to the moral or

psychological laws of the production and

distribution of wealth."_

The American essayist, Henry C. Cary,

standing on higher ground, insists that

this science has for its "great object
"

and "
its chief claim to attention, the

promotion of the happiness of nations."

He, however, regards the subject as an

art rather than a science; a process, in

other words, by which man may amelio—

rate himself physically and morally.

Going back a little in time, we cite

Francois Quesnay, that worthy thinker

of the last century, to whom the origin

of the term "Political Economy" is at

tributed. Society, he claims, is based

upon certain natural rights, the chief of

which are freedom of person, freedom

ofopinion, and freedom of contract. The

scope of political economy, in his think

ing, comprehends all ascertainable laws

pertaining to man as a social being.

A simple definition of political econo

my would naturally classify it under the

two social heads, expressed by the term

itself, polz'lz'cr, economy. Polz'lx'cs, in the

abstract sense, means the representative

sentiment of a community, as embodied

in a system of government for the preser

vation of individual life, right, and prop.

erty, the maintenance of peace and order,

and the promotion of general prosperity.

Economy has an internal special applica

tion, being derived from a Greek word

which has reference to household or do

mestic affairs ; their management in a

careful, prudent manner, so as to secure

the best results with the least loss or ex

penditure of time and material being im

plied.

economy mainly from this point of view,

deeming its application to society at large

but an extended or elaborated form of

Some authors discuss political

household or family economy; but the

majority of authorities have limited this

mode of discussing the subject to a

department of finance, and claim that

the word polz'lz'cal in connection with

economy, when applied to a commu

nity, gives it a very different signifi

cance from that possessed by economy

in relation to a household; that it has

reference to or means the science of those

laws which Providence has established

for the regulation of communities. As

the State is made up of individuals, there

fore that system of living which promotes

the material welfare of the individual,

should furnish the first or proximate

principles upon which may be founded a

broad system adapted to the welfare and

permanence of the State. The matter is

considered one of practical philosophy

and involving necessarily no moral or re

ligious factors. Treated with scientific

directness, ethical questions have no

logical connection with it. Mr. Spencer,

Dr. Wayland, Mr. Walker, and M. Bas

tiat are among those who discuss the

topic apart from its ethical relations, like

Adam Smith, defining it briefly u "
the

science of wealth," but unlike him they in

dicate little or no appreciation of the mor

at] issues its broad consideration involves.
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The long list of authors who have bent

their intellectual energies to the task of

solving the problem of the true causes of

national development and prosperity. ap

pear to regard increase in material re

sources as an indispensable adjunct to

human happiness, or perhaps more strictly

as the chief coeflicient of happiness. Fi

nance, banking, the laws or practicesof

trade, agriculture and industrial protec

tion are therefore theirleading topics. A

money balance in favor of the State, and

against foreign peoples with whom trade is

carried on, is deemed a most important

factor of national prosperity. and an in

crease from year to year in property values

looms up before them as a special indica

tion of substantial progress in com

munity wealth. Here, it is claimed, is a

tangible expression of growth; here are

the material data which respond to the

scrutiny of cold logic, and gratify the

ofl'icials who administer the finances of

the nation.
“
Mr. John Stuart Mill," to use

the words of Cary, "advises his readers

that ‘the greater part in value of the wealth

now existing in England,‘ farm-houses.

factories, a few ships and machines, being

as he says the only exceptions,
‘
has been

produced by human hands within the

past twelve months,’ thus excluding from

consideration not only the moral and

mental elements, but also nearly all the

accumulations of ages. . . . .

"Following closely in his footsteps,

journalists—foreign and domestic—fond

ly speak of raisers of corn and cotton,

miners of coal and smelters of ores,

spinners and weavers, tailors, shoemakers,

and the like, as being the sole wealth

producers; thus wholly rejecting the

claims to consideration of men like

Watt and Stephenson, Morse and Henry,

Liebig, Faraday, and thousands of others

to whom the world stands most indebted

for the wonderful growth of wealth and

power that marks the period in which we

live."

Such a consideration of national eco

nomics evidently omits the ethical features

of the gratitude due to these men, whose

wonderful genius has added to the capa

bility and power of man, in multiplying

the results of labor and ‘i
n

providing for

his physical needs.

.

Before the attempt is made to lay down

formulas for the guidance of men in their

daily life, we should have a clear concep

tion of their mental and physical nature,

and with scientific calmness accept what

the human organism itself teaches with

reference to the primary essentials of

happiness, for that is the central aim of

all human endeavor. It certainly should

require no argument to show that what

ever has a primary bearing upon the con

dition of man must, if positive improve

ment is to be attained by normal meas

ures, be founded in the very nature of

man; nevertheless there are writers who

have propounded elaborate schemes based

upon mere assumptions, and discussing

theories and practices in government

and-commerce in a manner entirely dis

connected from the personal organism of

man. Are not these in the position of

the father, who, desiring to please his

son, brings him presents which have been

selected without any regard to their

adaptation to the boy's wants and lean

ings P

Two grand divisions compose the

creature, man: Mind and Body; each is

a compound exhibiting by analysis almost

indefinite subdivision ; and although wide

ly, if not infinitely, differing in properties

,‘and functions, each is closely related to

and dependent upon the other. The
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paramount influence, however, belongs to

the Mind, the subtle, invisible powers of

which, through what are called percep

tion,
reason,

sentiment, propensity, con

trol the action of the bodily parts.

Mind is related directly to body through

an organ of peculiar and complex tissue,

called the brain. How the relation

is established physiologists have as yet

-been unable to discover; but it is well

settled that the brain is the instrument

or agent of the mental faculties, and in

dicates by the elaboration of its parts,

their size, form, consistency, etc., the

power and activity of the faculties. Mind

in its essence or spirit lies back of sub

stance and form. and impresses them with

characteristics which are open to inter

pretation. The poet uttered no fantastic

caprice when he wrote,

0
“
For of the soul the body forrn doth take,"

but a grand living truth, which the phi

losopher had recognized for ages, and the

speculation of the ancient Greek that the

head mirrored the character and mental

power of the man, has become the fact of

the modem anatomist, who with scientific

exactness declares that thought, feeling,

sentiment, occupy difierent regions of

the cerebro-nervous system.

(To h-mnlinurd.)

WHAT ARE OUR BOYS AND GIRLS

READING’!

S a question most pertinent in this sea

son of long evenings, when the younger

members of our household are accustom

ed to gather around the centre-table, each

endeavoring‘ in his or her fashion to make

the time pass pleasantly. It is so easy

now to find books that are attractive and

useful too, that the parent who will not

take the time to select them has no ex

cuse for complaining that his boys or

girls bring books home which are utterly

unfit for them. The great mass of par

ents give little heed to what their chil

dren read. This is a sad, nay, almost

wicked fact, and accounts for many a

startling development of misguided sen

timent or passion in which mere children

are the principals. The boy has been

reading some cheap tales of adventure,

and his mind becomes fired with an ear

nest resolve to break away from the re

straints of home and the quiet order of

his village life, and go out into the wild,

intent upon rivaling the sanguinary ex

ploits of the fierce heroes about whom

he has read; or the girl whose imagina

tion has been stirred by tales extreme

ly diluted with sickly sentiment is drawn

into a snare by a careless or vicious

associate, and leaves her quiet home

suddenly, expecting to find delight and

The direct

cause of such occurrences is frequently

found to be the stuff which has fallen in

their way, and for which they have ac

quired a most absorbing affection. Med

icists tell us of a
“
Novel Disease

"
which

joy in some indefinite place.

is becoming prevalent, and is destructive

both to the moral and the physical cos

stitution. People who have grown up

amid sensational literature get into list

less, uneven habits; they find no pleasure

in anything but poring over pages of

trashy story books; nothing is too star

tling or garish for their taste. The more

incredible the plots, the more remote the

incidents may be from actual life, the

better they like
the

work of the story

teller; and feeding upon such “rot
"

they become actually deranged in mind;

they can not consider the real and the

necessary from the point of view of clear
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ness and propriety. It is exceedingly un

fortunate that there are so many bad

books afloat and so available for our bright

boys and girls; they get into libraries

of every kind, even those of the Sunday

school, as well as of the home. There

is not prudence or care enough exercised

in their selection by those whose duty it

is to look after such things. Teachers,

parents, friends, we entreat you to consid

er this matter honestly, earnestly, and re

ligiously. Talk about it with your young

friends ; admonish them with reference to

the books they are, reading; give them

good suggestions, and encourage them to

peruse that which is adapted to their

young minds and will give them a solid

basis of growth.

>m—_.__.

TRUE TEACHERS.

THE
very animated discussion now

going on in educational circles with

regard to improved methods of instruct

ing the young has brought very distinctly

into view the fact that organization has

an important bearing upon individual

adaptation. The advocates of what is

called the new education would have

children trained on their practical side,

so as to make them familiar with the mat

ters belonging to every-day life.

would help them to use their eyes and

ears and hands and feet in orderly and

definite ways; and they indicate a tend

ency of belief that the man's best success

They

is dependent upon the boy's preparation

for that sphere to which he shows a read

iness of application.

what handicapped in

But they are some

their excellent

work through want of light as regards

how a boy or girl shall be put in the way

of knowing the kind of life for which he

or she is best fitted by nature. They know,

as all others who give any attention to

the subject know, that it usually takes

forty or fifty years for a man or woman

to discover the special talent that ought

to be known in the beginning. We claim

that all the aids of science and art should

be used for this important purpose; that

mistake in the vocation chosen by a

young man or young woman is often fa

tal, so far as success is concerned. If

there be a way by which a youth '5 special

capabilities can be ascertained, that should

be employed.

People talk about the blindness of par

ents in not giving heed to the capabilities

of their children when considering the

subject of a future career; and yet the

great maiority keep in the dark, and as a

consequence, the world is pretty well

made up of second or third rate doctors,

ministers, lawyers, artists, writers for the

press, carpenters, masons, tailors, etc.

Who is to blame for this condition of

things, if not the natural guardians of the

young? If there be a method with a

scientific basis assumed or real, is it not

the duty of those who have children un

der their control to appeal to it and ob

tain what help it can afford? There are

hundreds of people in the community

who were once regarded as hopeless invi

lids, given up by the doctors, but who

came in contact with some "quack,"

some man berated and ridiculed, despised

by respectable regularity, but who proved

nevertheless most efficient in giving the

sick ones that advice which turned them

in the direction of health and recupera

tion. There is many a so-called
“
quack

"

in science whose special learning and

practical information would put to the

blush the most eminent professors. We

may differ from most of our contempora

ries in our views of quackery, for when
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we find Qman'who possesses solid infor

mation and extensive experience in direct

connection with his vocation, and we

see that he doesn't yield an obsequious

respect. to the conventional methods of

society, and doesn't belong to some close

and select organization which assumes to

exercise a paramount control over men of

his profession, we are not inclined to

cry "Quack," but are prompt to accord

him the respect due to substantial merit.

In mental philosophy that man may be

esteemed a "quack" who presumes to

make his knowledge of use to his fellows,

because he has discovered that his studies

are not merely high up in the region of

verbose speculation, but have a practical

bearing upon the life and character of

people. But if in experience it is known

that he does material good to those who

accept his counsel, should not the world

go to him for advice and help? It is dis

belief, however, which is most prone to

account noble and beneficial arts and the

cries "quackery." The old-school men

in the educational contest are ready to

style the new-school men as impostors

and "quacks," but the latter have got

the right idea in their heads and are in

telligent enough to perceive its truth

and dawning possibilities of benefit to

millions of youth. One step more and

they will be firmly planted on the vantage

ground of special adaptation and then ed

ucation will be what it should be.

o . __i___

THE INSTITUTE COURSE OF '83.

HE annual session of the "American

Institute of Phrenology" was held

as usual, beginning the first Tuesday of

October. The students in attendance

were in some respects exceptionally en

dowed, and the lectures were more ex

tended than usual, embracing, in addition

to the ordinary technical subjects,a course

of public, popular lectures, which was giv

en at the Cooper Institute. This last

feature was exceedingly interesting to

the members of the class who expect to

teach Phrenology in public, as it gave

them an idea of the difference between

the sharp, critical method pursued before

a class, and the popular treatment of the

subject before a public audience.

The members of the class, beside the

possession of clear and calm intellectual

vigor, manifested an intense earnestness

and sincerity in the prosecution of the

subjects of study, devoting their time and

energy, between the lectures, to practical

inquiries by means of measurement and

inspection of the busts and skulls which

were used for illustration, and also the

measurement and examination of living

heads.

Two members of the class were young

Presbyterian clergymen; one was a law

yer, and there were several teachers. The

world needs the labor and influence of

such persons as constituted the class of

'83; and we have no doubt the instruc

tions received will be, in the minds of

those that preach the Gospel, like leaven,

aiding them materially in readily compre

hending human character as a subject of

study and treatment. While some will

enter the field as lecturers and practition

ers, some may remain as they intended,

in the departments of business to which

they have heretofore been devoted.

There is a growing opinion that merchants

and mechanics, as well as teachers, law

yers, and ministers, need all that can be

known in regard to human character as

revealed by Phrenology; and that their

power will be more than doubled for

good by such knowledge.

It must be apparent to every thought

ful person, that as the mind of each per

son has original peculiarities, and its

special susceptibility to culture and in

fluence, no single rule of action can prop

erly apply to all in the class-room, in the

store, or in society; consequently he who

would adapt himself to every kind of

pupil, or customer, or auditor, in private
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or public, should know how to read the

peculiarities of each one, so as to adapt

the language and manner to the disposi

tion of the person addressed. Men who

have the talent and the culture to under

stand human nature, will do three times

as much business among. strangers, or

anywhere wield an influence vastly greater

than he who is deficient in this respect.

Hence such knowledge is of the first im

portance to professional and business

people. 5.
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peat it ,' if not then published, the in uirer may can

rlua'e t/mt an answer i: wl't/l/leld, or gvad reason-r,

by Me editor.

To OUR CONTRIBUTORS.--ll will greatly
aid the editor, and facilitate the work of llleprinter,

if our contributor: generally .r/rou/d observe tile/'01
lnwing ru le: wk en writing artirle: or communication:

intended for fuélicatian .'

r. IVr/te on me ride 0/’ the sheet only. It is after:
necesrary to cut the page into

“
taker

"
far competitors,

and tlri: :an not be do»: when bail; .ria'er are written

u/an.
2. Write clearly and distinctly, firing particularly

rare/n1 in the mattrr afprn/er name: and quatatians.

3. Dim‘t write in a small hand. or in pencil, a: the

compositor k4: to read it aernsr hi: care, a dista are of
nearly two/eel, and the editor nften want: to make

change: and additions’.

4. Never roll jnur mnnureri/t or far/e the sheet:

together. Slur/s abaut “Commercial note
"
size are

the most satisfactory to editor and compositor.

5. Be 6rief. Pea/1e don't like to readlongstarier. A

t-um—culumnarticle is read by fivur time: a: many
people a: one o/double that length.

6
.

Alway: write your/all name and ada'rerr llain
I] at the end nfyaur letter. If you use a pseudonym

or initials, write your full name and address below

it
\vF, CAN NOT UNDERTAKF. TO RETURN UN

auailadle contribution: unlerr the necessary flu-ta e

I'Jprovirfed by Ike wri/err. it‘ ALL CASES,fierran: win

eornmunieate with us through t/1epart-ofiice should, if

the;
expert a reply. inelare t/n' return postage, 0r ru/zat

is etter, n firepairl envelope, with their/“ll admires-r.
Perrannl matter: will 6e canria'ered 6y t/te editor if
this i: done. Anonymous letters will nut be con
.rizlerea'.

GAPING. — D., ENGLAND. — Surprise,

close attention, eager interest may cause a person

to open the mouth. 50 too listlessness, indiffer

ence, the condition of being bored may produce

gaping. Habit has much to do with this as with

other attitudes of the features. By watehfulness

you may break yourself of the tendency to gape.

MOTIVE TEltlPERAMENT.—O. R. D.—

The description of the Motive Temperament given

in "How to Read Character" is brief, but in the

main correct. Generally the Temperaments are

found in combination so that their special charac

teristics are much modified by mixture. The Motive

Temperament is perhaps the most strongly marked

in every-day life; that is
,

we find its characteristics

more distinctly shown in people than are the char

acteristics of the others. This is true of our Amer

ican life, because the stimulus of activity which

pervades the atmosphere tends to make the bodily

framework bold in outline. It is, of course, in the

man whose vocation and habits are of the physical

order that we find this temperament. The Mental

Temperament is almost as well marked in those

whose pursuit is of the interior, sedentary class.

SELECTlNG A \VlFlL—C. B.—This sub

ject is a very imponant one; so important indeed,

that we can not treat it lightly, and can not advise

upon so small a basis as your description of charac

teristics. The examiner should have the person

himself or herself present when he offers advice on

the subject of choosing a. life companion.

LOWER _]AW.—L. M. O.—The contour

of the lower jaw is dependent upon temperament

for the most part. Appearances differ too when

the face is fleshy or wanting in abundance of tissue.

A strong Motive Temperament has a strong muscu

lar constitution, backed by a strong and large, bony

framework. You will find that those who are

powerfully constituted physically have large jaws,

the angle of the lower maxillary is rounding and

deep. One
with a long, narrow chin, is usually

light in bone, and thinly covered with adipose tis

sue, the temperament being of the mental type.

The impressions upon the character, therefore, when

the frame of the face is bold and powerful, are of

the Motive order, and of course when it is light,

thin, sharp, are of the Mental character.

PORTRAIT or A MURDERER.——C. B.—

There are characteristics of expression in this por

trait which are not specially agreeable, although the

form indicates good intellectual endowment. “1
think the man was rather given to despondency, a

feeling which may have grown upon him with

years, and was due to causes outside. The por

trait of his wife shows a sharp, angular, fitful na

ture, something of the scold or vixen ; one of those

women who would won-y the life out of a, patient,

kindly nature. - The man possesses qualities of re

finement, and with that a great deal of sensitiveness
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and intolerance of the rude and irregular; he would

be most likely to show much restlessness and irrita

tion under forced restraint. In congenial relations,

however, he would show himself an agreeable man.

The children's likenesses are fatherly more than

motherly. In expression, taken altogether, the face

of this alleged murderer bears the marks of a char

acter that has been wrought upon by unhappy cir

cumstances, so that it possesses morbid elements with

a tendency to fitful malignity. Such a case is ex

ceedingly interesting for the student of charac'er,

and we should be glad to have a careful analysis of

it. There might have been an epileptic strain in his

organism, which produced occasionally fits of mel

ancholy or short periods of actual insanity.

0

PERSONAL.

Kesnus CHUNDER Sex, distinguished as the

early promoter of the Brahmo-Somaj in India, died

early in January. Allusion is made to him in the

sketch of Mr. Mozoomdar in this number.

A PEASANT named Zygelof lately died at Odessa,

aged :47 years. His son is still alive at the age of

117; he has a grandson of 85, and -a great-grand

son of 40 yeaJ's. Give us more data ; we are doubt

ful.

'

TURGENIEFF'S brain weighed, it is said, 2012

grammes (over 70 ounces), and was the heaviest

human brain ever weighed. The average weight is

r390 grammes. Cuvier's brain weighed 1800

grammes.

Cuntoa'rss for places in the schools of Michigan

must prepare to pass a satisfactory examination in

phpsiology and hygiene, with particular reference to

the effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants, and nar

ootics upon the human system. The law takes ef

fect Sept. lst, this year.

.- .H i-___—

OLD SHOES.

How much a man is like old shoes !

For instance, both a soul may lose;

Both have been tanned; both are made tight

By cobblers ; both get left and right ;

Both need a mate to be complete,

And both are made to go on feet.

They both need heeling, oft are sold,

And both in time all turn to mold.

\Vith shoes the last is first ; with men

The first shall be the last ; and when

The shoes wear out they're mended new :

When men wear out they‘re en-dcad, too.

They both are trod upon, an both

will tread on others, nothing loath.

Both have their ties, and both incline

\Vhen polished in the world to shine :

And both peg out—and would you choose

To be a man or be his shoes 2

In Mi: department 10: git? .r/mrl review: I! :14 Ir

New Boosts n: )uélirlrrr: u: fil tn send us. aIn
flan;

"vim: we seek ta treat ant/tor am] publisher rah‘:

fiu'hzn‘ly and 'juslly, and (2180la furnish our readout

will: .ruc/l informnh'an a: slmll limb]! them In form

I!" opinion of ill: dnirnbl'lity of any [articular
val

ume/or pen-mm! use. It is our wish ta nolic: Hie

better elm‘: 0 ‘books issuing front (In prm, and 10!

invitepubll': er: tafavur flrz'Edi/ar wit/z ruenlfubli
cations, rr/ecialiy ilmu related in (my run In mental

and hyriolqgicalrn'mce. IV: mu usual oupply any

of l mu noticed.

SUICIDE: History of the Penal Laws re

lating to it in their Legal, Social, Moral, and Re

ligious
Aspects,

in Ancient and Modern Times.

By R. S. uernsey, ot' the New York Bar. Read

before the New York Medico-Legal Society, Sep

tember

2
%
}

X815. Revised and Enlarged. 8V0,

pp. 46. ew York : L. R. Strouse & Co.

In so limited a space as 46 octavo pages it could

not be expected that the subject of Suicide would

be treated with that thoroughness of topic and illus

tration which would satisfy a critic well read in the

mortuary statistics of civilized nations; but for the

purposes of the average practitioner of law or

medicine the volume is avery useful compilation.

“'e advise our law-makers to read it
,

and apply

some of the hints, which they will certainly obtain

by so doing, to legislation for the estoppel of the

growing evil of [:10 de :2 among us. Mr. Guern

sey gives us a practical notion of the extent of the

literature of suicide, and how multiform are its

phases, and not unfrequently suggests a point hav

ing a psychological hearing which would doubtless

prove an interesting study if followed up.

HAND-SAWS: THEIR Use, CARE, AND

ABUSE. How to Select, and how to File them.

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

Is another practical work from a writer who has

a close eye to the wants of the mechanic. It is

filled with directions, hints, and advice that will be

welcomed especially by the fellow who
"
never saw

a saw saw like his saw saws." The items relate to

selecting, using, and filing all sorts of saws, and il

lustrations accompany the text to make the clear

language clearer. The book is published by the

Industrial Publication Company of New York.

'
Price $1.

FoR MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS. A Man

ual of Hygiene for Women and the Household.

By Mrs. E. G. Cook, M.D. Illustrated. xamo,

p
p
. zoo. Cloth,

price, $1.50.
New York : Fow

er 8
:

\Vells, publishers.

\Ve have looked into this work with much inter

est, because from the first line of the preface to the

last of Chapter XX. it bears the impress of a "first

hand" treatise,--not the compilation of one who

knows a little of hygiene and physiology, and em

ploys leisure in making up a book for reputation,

but the sincere and thoughtful notes of a physician

who writes what she has seen and what she knows,
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and believes implicitly that she can do society some

good by giving to its mothers and daughters the

best fruits of a long experience.

She knows what women need ; a wife and mother

herself, a physician who has ministered in a thou

sand homes, she comes before the public with au

thority to tell some things, at least, which have not

become commonplace in the literature of special

physiology, and many things of high practical im

portance which should be known to all women, and

men too. "The demands of society must be

studied, and that which kills ignored," Dr. Cook

says,
“ if women wish to attain to a state of phys

ical perfection," and then she insists that "it is no

more diflicult to understand the laws of health than

many other things in which women become pro

ficient. If they study them with as much thought

as is given to the making of dresses and bonnets,

or in vieing with each other in making dainties for

the table, they will find them quite as easy."

\Vriting earnestly, and with all the confidence of

experience, the author is clear and direct in her

style and simple in phraseology, adapting her book

to the use of all classes of women. She would re

deem them from slavery to pernicious habits by

explaining how bad habits injure the health and

body; and by giving them good counsel and in

struction, she would make them obedient to the

principles of physiology and hygiene.

BEYOND THE GATES. B Elizabeth

Stuart Phelps, author of “ The ates Ajar," etc.

zbmo, p . 196. Price $1.25. Boston: Houghton,

Mifllin g Co.

Books, whether of the essay class or of the nar

rative type, that touch upon the subject of the

future estate of man, that life beyond whose near

boundary is death, possess an attraction for a large

circle of people. \Ve do not refer to spiritualists

when we say this, but to people who make up the

rank and file of society, the average church attend

ant and believer in Christianity. To them that

have seen beloved friends close their eyes in death,

books that depict in well-chosen terms and feeling

vein the joyous life of a Paradisiacal existence,

come as soothing and assuring ministers. Miss

Phelps caught public attention some years ago by

her HGates Ajar," in which she pictured some

vistas of the life immortal, seen as it were from

afar or through a haze. Now she comes with a

volume which presents what seems to be an inner

view of heaven, its pursuits and experience being

related, as it were, from the experience of one who

is there and has been permitted to communicate

with the dear ones left behind. It reminds us of a

book lately published by a Swedenborgian, but in

some respects is more refined in tone, and its in

cidents are more skillfuly managed. The author is

quite free from restraints that might be supposed to

color the imagination of a sectarian, yet indicates

throughout the purpose of one who is earnest in

her endeavor to present a picture of spiritual things

which shall be pure, healthful, and elevating, and

withal devout.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Son'cs or FLOWERS. Pansies, Columbines,

Daisies, Ferns ; Painted and Illustrated by Susie B.

Schelding. Small quarto, price $1.50. White,

Stokes & Allen, Publishers, New York. Nothing

could be more appropriate as a gift to a lady friend

than this. The designs are in oil colors, and vividly

represent the flowers for which they are named.

As to the poetical selections, they are entirely ap

propriate.

SUSIE'S OPINIONS, and Other Stories. By Faye

Huntington, author of “ Ripley Parsonage," etc.

HOLLY SPRAYS. By Lucia E. V. Campbell.

Both are titles of two short storia adapted to in

terest young people. They are well written, lively,

instructive. Published by the National Temperance

Society of New York. Price in cloth, 60 cents each.

0m: Tnousaxo nan Om: RIDDLES, by Nellie

Greenway, is a little collection of riddles, conun

drums, enigmas, and hints for acting charades. A

pleasant little book for children to have at this

holiday season, on account of its many suggestions

for home amusement. Price :5 cents. J. S. Ogilvie
8: C0., New York.

THE SANITARIAN for January appears in a

new form, that of a monthly. It is considerably

enlarged, and thus contains a greater variety of

matter than before, and we note a decided improve

ment in its general character. \Ve are glad to ac

knowledge it in this column, because of the inde

pendence usually exhibited by its editor on the sub

jects of sanitation, a point of difference from the

other so-called sanitary periodicals which is very

marked. Price $4 a
.

year. A. N. Bell, M.D., is

editor. New York.

Tm: MANUFACTURER AND BUILDER, New

York, is deserving of commendation to a mechanic ;

every number containing material of service to

workers in iron and wood.

Tm: Hour: JOURNAL maintains its place as a

society organ; but we think it has shown an im

proved literary character of late; its artids on lan'

guage and art matters come from excellent source.

THE MusrcAL HERALD, a monthly published in

Boston, deserves mention, being less trashy in its

make-up than the majority of current literature re

lating to music.

WIDE AWAKE for January promises a feast of

good things to the juveniles of '84 who shall read it ;

we think that its tone will have less of the “ awful

funny
"
than heretofore; and supply to is youthful

subscribers and readers food for some sober reflec

tion.

The ECLECTIQ. Mnoazms AND Fomzrox Lrr

ERATURE. E. R. Pelton, publisher, New York.

Tin: Art Yaurmzl, published by Mr. Thomas, 0!

New York, and 'Harper': Bazar, the weekly organ

of fashion and society so well known to American

ladies, have begun the year in a manner which must

be satisfactory to those who receive their current

visits.



Cleanliness is next to Godliness,

Agni—m must be considered as

a mm at firm: and a

ergyman who recommends

_' moral things
should be willing

*

to recommend I am

told that my commen tion of

‘ Whflpened for it

a large “hmam willing to stand by every war in

favonof it thatl ever uttered.‘ A'man

must be fastidious indeed who ‘is not.

Satisfied w'th it
.
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A SPECIALTY FOR THE SKIN & Common.
As recommended by the greatest English author

ity on the Skin,

PROF. SlR ERASMUS WILSON. F
.

R
.

S
.

Pres. of the Royal Col. of Surgeons, England.

Nothing adds so much to personal appearance as a Bright, Clear Coin
lexion and a Soft Skin. With these the plainest features become attractive.

Vithout them the handsomest are but coldly impressive.

Many a complexion is marred by impure alkaline and Colored Toilet Soap.

FEARS’ SOAP
Is specially prepared for the delicate skin of ladies and children and others sensitive to

the weather, winter or summer. In England it is pre-eminently the complexion Soap,

and is recommended by all the best authorities, as, on account of its emollient, non

irritant character, Redness, Roughness and. Chapping are prevent
ed, and a. clear and. bright appearance and. a soft, velvety
condition imparted. and maintained, and. a. good, healthful
and attractive complexion ensured.

Its agreeable and lasting perfume, beautiful ap ear-ance, Ind soothing properties

commend it as the greatest luxury of the toilet. Its urability and consequent economy

inremarkable.
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READY JANUARY 15th.

I A

lhielttelor’s

Talks about Married

4l 0

And Things Adjacent. By Rev. William

Aikntan, D.D., author of “ Life at Home."

Handsomely bound, $1.50; full gilt, $2.00.
This work is likely to rove one of the most popu— _

lar books published on t e subject of the home rela

tion in many years. Written from a stand-point out

side of family life, it is full of sharp, practical sug

stions, which will be enjoyed wherever read, and

y all classes.

NEW EDITION.
Life at Home;

Or, the Family and its Members. Including
Husbands and Wives, Parents, Children,

Brothers, Sisters, Employers and Employed,
the Altar in the House, etc. By Rev. Wm.
Aikman, DD. 1 volume, Izmo. Nearly 300
pages, uniform with

“
Bachelor's Talks."

Price, $1.50; extra gilt, $2.00.

It is seldom that a book is published which receives

such universal commendation from the people, and

the press-both religious and secular—as this. The
new edition is very handsomely bound, uniformly
with “ Bachelor's Talks."

For Mothers and Daughters.

A Manual of Hygiene for Women and the

Household. Illustrated. By Mrs. E. G.
Cook, M.D. Price, $50.
The author of this work has had an active profes

Iional experience of more than a quarter of a century,
and this is the result of her widely extended practice.

It is a work which should be in the hands of every
woman, and is likely to have a very extended sale.

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION.

Horses: 'I‘lieir Feed and their Feet.

A Manual of Horse Hygiene, invaluable to

the Veteran and the Novice. Pointing out

the causes of disease and how to prevent

and counteract them. By C. E. Page, M.D.,
author of

“
How to Feed the Baby,”

“
Nat

ural Cure," etc., with a Treatise and Notes

on Shocing, by Sir Geo. Cox and Col. M. C.
Weld. Illustrated. Paper, 50c. ; clo., 75c.

This new edition is enlarged and illustrated with a

lumber of pictures of .famous and thoroughbred
horses, including "Jay-Eye-See," “Alcantara

"
"
Parole,” “Eole," also specimens of “ Norman,

"Cleveland Bay,"
“
Percheron" and other breeds,

aging
very much to the interest and value of the

. IN PRESS.
Massage.

Giving the Principles and Directions for its

Application in all forms of chronic diseases.

By Geo. H. Taylor, M.D. rzmo. $r.5o.
Dr. Taylor is the pioneer of the movement cure as

a system of medical treatment, and he has also

thoroughly systematized the principles of niasage
and their applications. This new work explains the

new method so fully as to bring the matter within

easy comprehension of all intelligent persons.

How to Study Character;

Or, the True Basis for the Science of Mind.
By Thomas A. Hyde. Price, 50 cents.

In this work it is shown that Phrenology is the

only reliable method for a proper estimate of char

acter.

A Catechism of‘ Phrenology,

Illustrating the Principles of the Science, by

means of short conversational questions and

answers, thus adapting it alike to young and

old, with many illustrations. Paper, 50c.

\Ve have here a very valuable little work, present

ing the subject in a familiar manner by questions and
answers, adapting it for home study, and for the use

of teachers who wish to place it in the hands of their
scholars for class study.

‘i new IREADY.
The Health Miscellany.

A series of papers on Health topics. Price,

25 cents.

We have collected together a number of papers on

important subjects relating to health, including Dr.
Trall’s articles on Catarrh and Rheumatism ; also
Baneful Habits afiecting Health ; The Teeth, and
How to Care for Them ; The Back-ache; Causes of
Malarial Diseases; Typhoid Fever; How to Restore
Life in the Apparently Drowned; Hygienic Dwell
ings; How to Clothe the Babies; Gettlngused to it,
etc. Single articles are well worth the price of all.

Tea and Coffee:

Its Physical, Intellectual, and Moral Effects
on the Human System. By Dr. Alcott, with
notes and additions by Nelson Sizer. Paper,
price, 25 cents.

Dr. Alcott‘s work has had a wide circulation, and
believing its usefulness would be greatly increased by
additional matter presentin the more recent phases
of the subject, notes and a ditirms have been made
by Sizer, whose observations have been very ex
ten e .
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1 copy, ti monlhs._$l.[lU

l copy-.1 month... ‘10c.
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THEODORE PARKER.

THEODORE
PARKER, though, phys- tall enough to throw a shadow upon him.

iwlly speaking, not oversized, was In scholarship he was the peer of the

intellectually
"
a mountainous man." In best-educated men that ever won a parch

llhe forefront of reform, he stood grouped ment in Cambridge University. He could

with great men, but there was not one tell the truth in many tongues; could
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solve the problems that puzzled some of

the oldest and wisest heads, especially

those problems that related to human

development and literary and scientific

advancement. He stood in the pulpit

the champion of liberty, of justice, of

mercy, of charity and purity, but he

never made a "coward's castle" of the

sacred desk. He had the courage of

conviction, and did not timidly weigh

and measure his words before he uttered

them. fearing the censure of critics. If

his feathered shafts were "boomerangs"

that might return and wound him, he

did not try to make a virtue of his mis

takes, nor seek the martyr's crown, by

pointing piteously to the blood-stains on

his shield. As a writer—if he did not,

like Luther, throw his inkstand at the

devil—he certainly threw the contents of

it at his black majesty, not sparing him

when, in
"
off color," he (the devil) sought

to pass as "an angel of light."

Theodore Parker assailed drunkenness,

and slavery, and tyranny, and dishonesty,

and licentiousness, and hypocrisy, and

other evils (shall I call them devils ?
)
,

and his blows, in the language of the

ring, came "straight from the shoulder,"

or rather from just below it
,

the heart,

and the heart-beat is more powerful than

the brutal fist of a Sullivan—it can knock

down kings and empires.

Four hundred years have failed to

silence the echoes of Luther's hammer

on the church-door, but it is his great

heart behind the hammer that we hear;

its pulse is louder than the stroke of the

instrument that nailed the thesis fast at

Wittenberg. Theodore Paker never ap

peared before an audience on the lyceum

platform or in his own pulpit—if a desk

on a platform may be called a pulpit—

without giving his hearers something to

think about. In his day, the fogies of

Boston feared him, as the enemies of

Greece feared the Athenian orator. How

he lashed the bogus judges and adminis

trators of the law in Massachusetts!

When the United States Commissioner

and his constables were in pursuit of‘the

fugitives, Helen Craft and her husband,

Theodore Parker sheltered these fugi

tives under his own roof, and shoulder

ing his gun—the battle-piece his father

carried in the Revolutionary war—he

stood sentinel at his own door, deter

mined to guard his guests and protect

them at the risk of his liberty and life.

He was noted for physical and moral

courage as well as he was for great

ness of soul and intellect. Although the
"
Hunkers" of the American Athens

sought to crucify him at the crossroads

of opinion, and exerted their wit and

eloquence to make him unpopular and

contemptible, he was appreciated by a

"favored few" at home and abroad.

Some of the most distinguished men of

Europe thought their visit to this coun

try was a failure without hearing
“ Parker

speak and seeing Niagara Falls." Chief

]ustice Coleridge, in his late visit to

Boston, when called upon for a speech,

made complimentary reference to the

famous scholar and brave reformer and

preacher.

It was in the Mn Hall, in a vast con

gregation gathered to hear Theodore

Parker preach, that I saw Frederika

Bremcr, a neat, little, gray-haired lady.

It was there I saw the stately form

and pleasant, yet thoughtful, face of

Thackeray. Longfellow, Lowell, Whit

tier, Whipple, Garrison, and Phillips

were frequently among his auditors.

They were not all Unitarians, but they

all admired his earnest and able dis

courses and his elegant diction. Garri

son was or had been a Baptist, Phillips

was or had been a Presbyterian, etc. I

shall never forget the scene which I saw

in Boston when the citizen-soldiers, with

some of the United States forces, were

called out to prevent the friends of a

runaway slave (Simms) rescuing the un

happy man from the hands of the officers

who had arrested him. Judge Shaw had

interpreted the law in favor of the mas

ter, and the indignant masses of the peo~

ple swarmed like angry bees about the

court-house, which had been surrounded

by heavy chains to protect the building

and its judicial occupants from assault.
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The burly judge had to stoop and crouch

under the links of the emblems of servi

tude to reach the
“
throne

"
of justice.

Theodore Parker and Wendell Phillips—

two of the most influential champions of

freedom—hastened to the seat of law,

and made a last appeal for the protection

of the fugitive. That day Parker and

Phillips, arm in arm, walked from the

court-house cheered by their friends.

Their defeat was temporary; their tri

umph in the near future, and that triumph

is now history.

_
The subject of this sketch was born in

Lexington, Mass, August 24, 1810)‘ He

worked on the old homestead farm (which

had belonged to his ancestors one hun

dred and fifty years), going to school at

intervals, until he was seventeen years of

age, when he began to teach school in

the winter months. In 1820, having filled

his leisure with hard study, he was pre

pared to enter Harvard College, studying

at home, only going to Cambridge for

examination. In 1831 he taught a select

school in Boston, occupying his spare

hours studying Latin, Greek, Hebrew,

French, German, Spanish, and meta

physics. The next year (1832) he open

ed a private school in Watertown, Mass;

he had only two pupils, and one of

them was a, charity boy; but his dili

gence and enterprise were soon reward

‘ The portrait is engraved from a likeness, said

by one who knew Mr. Parker, to show his natural

expression when in conversation. The crown rose

loftily, showing very marked Firmness. Benevo

lence was also very prominent, and the organs ex

‘tending from that downward on the median line,

4specially in the reflective region, were large and

influential. He had cultivated his memory so that

he could remember the substance of a large volume

with but a single reading, and he was conversant

with twenty-eight languages at the time of his

death. Having in view the preparation of a work

on the religions of the world, he had studied the

languages of Europe and Asia for the purpose of

obtaining data relating to his purpose at first hand.

Declining health prevented him from writing the

book. In this day of memorial projects, it may be

apposite to add that a merchant of Boston, who

died two years ago, bequeathed $5,000 to be devoted

to the erection of a monument in honor of Mr.

Pariah—[En P. J.

ed with a school of more than fifty

scholars. For their instruction, and for

the benefit of a Sunday-school, he wrote

a history of the Jews, which still remains

in manuscript. He entered the Divinity

School of Cambridge in [832. About

this time Syriac, Arabic, Danish, and

Swedish were added to his acquisitions

of language. For a time he was one of

the editors of a scriptural magazine pub

lished under the auspices of his class.

In 1836 he preached in various pulpits,

and was settled as pastor of the Unitarian

church at West Roxbury the following

year. Here he advanced views which

were not in harmony with his church

and society. Other discourses on theo

logical questions widened the breach and

inspired a bitter controversy. In 184!

and 1842 he delivered and published lec

tures and sermons which did not concil

iate the critics in his own or in the

orthodox churches. In 1843 he travelled

in England, Italy, France, and Germany;

but the battle was renewed when he re

turned in 1844. In 1845 he began to

preach in the Boston Melodeon. [It was

there the writer heard his great discourse

on the death of Daniel Webster.] About

this time he was a contributor to the

Dial and the [Vassar/mull: Quarterly,

which he edited three years. He became

a popular lyccum lecturer. He also join
‘
ed with James Russell Lowell and other

leading spirits in opposition to the Mexi

can War. He was one of the foremost

and ablest advocates of total abstinence

and anti-slavery, and his ringing blows

echoed over the land. In 1854, at the

time of the rendition of Anthony Burns,

an indictment was brought against him

for resisting an ofiicer, but he escaped

from the clutches of the law on a thin

plank of technicality. In November,

1852, he preached for the first time in

the famous Music Hall. He continued to

fill the great building to overflowing with

the 2717: and lz'lerali of Boston for seven

years, when an attack of bleeding at the

lungs made it necessary for him to seek

rest and health abroad. He visited Santa

Cruz, Switzerland, and Italy, remaining
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in Rome during the winter of 1859. In

the spring of 1860 he arrived at Florence,

enfeebled and broken in health, and he

died there on the loth of May of that

year, and there he was buried in the

cemetery outside the walls. His library,

of more than 13,000 volumes, he be

queathed to the Boston Public Library.

His published lectures, speeches, essays,

and sermons fill many volumes.

Power Cobbe, H. B. Fuller, John Weiss,

and O. B. Frothingham have edited vari

ous editions of his works.

Theodore Parker had few of the graces

of the drawing-room. He walked as

though stumbling over furrows in a plow

ed field; indeed, the mantle of inspira

tion to become a scholar and teacher fell

upon him while he was working behind

the plow on his father's farm. His elo

quence consisted chiefly in his transpar

ent purity of motive and earnest en

deavor to instruct and improve his fel

low-men, and in the harmony and beauty

of his thought and speech. His sermons

were poems, without being cut and meas

ured by metrical rules. His voice was

often husky, and when he began to speak

his words seemed to stumble over his

lips, which were rather thick. When

unexcited in debate or in discourse, his

face was pale, and his blue eyes were

dull; but when he was fairly started his

soul shone out on his face, illuminating

his features with the light of spiritual

beauty. The last time I heard him was

at a lyceum lecture entertainment, a few

years before he died. He was then bald,

and his beard, worn full to protect his

throat, was white as wool. A stranger

meeting him in the street would have

been apt to mistake him for a farmer in

his Sunday suit, and never dream that he

had seen one of the greatest scholars and

teachers of his day. Theodore Parker

had the courage of a soldier combined

with the tenderness of a woman ; and he

never for a moment obscured his man

hood in what may have seemed to be the

mist and fog of metaphysical attainments

and utopian views of human and divine

attributes.

Frances
'

Not long ago I heard a clergyman ex

press great gratification because Theodore

Parker is dead. He was bitter in his de

nunciation of the distinguished preacher

because he hated his theological tenets.

He considered him an enemy to God and

to man—a dead infidel. In the following

extracts, the famous reformer and scholar

speaks for himself. Out of his own elo

quent mouth, and from his own classical

pen, his detractor is condemned.

Speaking of the material world, he

said :
“ The natural world which man

lives on, and lives by, I mean the material

world of nature all about us, is the same

thing to all who live in the same latitude

and place."

“ The ground under our feet is so firm

set and solid, the heavens over our head

are so magnificent, the air about us is so

bland, while it is still so powerful, when

it is stirred into stormy motion—what a

world it is! All day long there are the

light, the clouds, the trees, the waters."

"All night long the good God shep

herds the stars in the wide pastures of

heaven; He goeth before them, leadeth

them out, calleth every star by name, and

they know His voice."
“ To others who see the great uses in

the power of things, the great loveliness

in the beauty of things, the great wisdom

in the meaning of things, it is a serious

‘world—very serious; but a lovely world

very lovely, and a divine world very

divine, full of God's power, God's wis

dom, God's justice, God's beauty, and

God's love, running out into the blossoms

0f the ground and the blossoms of the

sky, the whole universe a great manifold

flower of God, who holds it in His own

right hand."

Referring to mind in the world of mat

ter, he says:
“
Every rose is an autograph

from the hand of the Almighty God. On

this world about us, He has inscribed His

thought in those marvellous hieroglyphs

which sense and science have been these

many thousand years seeking to under

stand."

“ How has the civilization of the world

thus far been achieved? By the great:
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men coming together a thousand years

ago, and saying, ‘Let us advance man

kind.’ The great men were not great

enough for that. It has taken place in

the providence of God, who from perfect

motives, of perfect material, for a perfect

purpose, as perfect means, created this

human nature, put into it this reserve of

power, put about it this reserve of ma

terial elements wherewith to make a

Jacob's ladder to clamber continually up

ward toward God, our prayer being the

hand which reaches up, while our practice

is the foot which sustains the weight

which the prayer steadies."

"Do you suppose it was by accident

that God thus starred the earth and sky

with loveliness, and set angels in the sun,

and ordained each particular star as an

evangelist of beauty? I tell you No!

But in these hieroglyphs He publishes

the wisdom and the friendliness of the

Infinite.”

"Surely there is a great Benefactor

somewhere. And if the atheist will

say that it is all chance—that it comes

from nothing and means nothing—why,

he ever must, at least we must let him.

But in all this I see the loveliness of the

Infinite Father."

Speaking of the nature of man, the

preacher said: "In all the wonders of

God, naught is so admirable as the ad

miring man. Other things in comparison

seem only as the sparks which flew when

Qod's
arm beat the anvil and fashioned

man. The material splendors of the

world, grand and gorgeous as they are to

me, seem very little when measured by

the spiritual glories of the meanest man.

The Andes fill me with less amazement

than the mountain—minded Humboldt

who ascends and measures them. To

the Christian pilgrim, the mountains

about compact Jerusalem are as noth

ing to the vast soul of Moses, Esaias,

Samuel, Jesus, who made the whole land

sanctified in our remembrance."

Human character and conduct are de

scribed as follows:
"
We hate to be in a

minority. But the brave man, in his own

soul intimate with God, will always try

himself by the pure eyes and perfect wit

ness of the all-judging God. He will ask,

not What will men admire? but What

will God approve P
"

The foregoing quotations show that

Theodore Parker was not an infidel. He

was a radical Unitarian, and his hostility

to oppression, his assaults on
"
hunker

ism," his masterly advocacy of equal and

exact justice to all, irrespective of color,

or creed, or condition, roused the oppo

sition and enmity of the conservative

cotton lords of Boston, and their cry of

“
mad dog" alarmed timid men through

out the State of Massachusetts. If he

was heretical in his theology, he was

humane in his morality, and those who

knew him best loved him most. They

knew that if he was heterodox in doc

trine, he was orthodox in deed, and they

knew that he had the courage and the

integrity of a brave, honest man. He

might have mistaken his creed, but he

could not be a hypocrite and wear a mask.

Like Cortez, who burned his ships when

he began his assault on Mexico, he march

ed to the conflict in the light of the burn

ing wreck of an effete conservatism. He

invented new commandments, or rather

he discovered in the decalogue a new in

terpretation of the old one.
“
Thou shalt

not hold thy fellow-man in bonds, nor

poison him with alcohol, nor rob him of

his wages, nor be unjust and cruel to the

poor." "Justice and liberty
"
were the

watch-words of this heroic champion of

human rights.

In his essay or lecture on the "Char

acter of Jesus of Nazareth," Mr. Parker

says :
“
When He (Jesus) spoke, some

said that it thundered; some said that

an angel spoke, and some said it was the

eloquence of genius. Studying in the

schools makes nothing like it." “
There

is not one single word -in the three gospels

which betrays the youth of Jesus.”
“
But

His greater greatness comes not from the

intellect, but from a higher
Isource.

It is

eminence of conscience, heart, and soul;

in a word, it is religious eminence. Here

are the proofs of it: He makes religion

consist in piety and morality, not in be
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lief; in forms, not in outside devotion. He

knew it is a very easy thing to be devout

after the common fashion, as easy to make

prayers as to fill your hand with dust

from the street. Was it a little thing in

jesus to declare that religion consisted

in piety and morality? All the world

over the priests made religion to consist

in forms, rituals, mutilating the body and

spirit, in attending to artificial ordinances.

Jesus summed up all the law and the proph

ets in love to God and love to man."

"Jesus turned the heathen gods out of

the heathen heaven, because He was more

God than they, and He ascended the

throne of Jehovah." "To the highest

conception of God men had, they have

now added the gentleness and love of

Christ, and so enriched the idea of God.”

“What did jesus come for? To seek

and to save that which was lost, not to

destroy it; and to lose His own life, not.

to save it."

Many believers in the divinity of Christ

and the divine authenticity of the Scrip

tures (like the writer), who question

the unorthodox sentiments of Theodore

Parker, admire the courage, the manli

ness, the learning and culture, the talent

and genius of the great radical.

GEORGE w. BUNGAY.

THE PUREST PEARL.

[FROM THE DANISPL]

A JEWEL rare, that gems the ages down,

The purest pearl of sorrow's drooping crown

l sparkling glow on Joy's enraptured breast,

Or hide below, where Memory’s surges rest.

I turn the trailing robe of tranquil Night,

Or beam on Morning's brow with beauty bright ;

I wreathc green Hope with jewels gleaming fair;

1 rise with trembling faith or sorrowing prayer.

In all the earth, wherever heart may beat,

I haste the coming, bless the parting feet;

In song or story, poetry or art,

I bear the most aesthetic, tragic part.

\Vhere laughing Mirth the weary hour beguilcs,

There oft l glow with Pleasure's merry smiles;

No bar or bolt, no binding clasp or chain,

Can ever once my rising path restrain.

Ofttimes I come from Meditation's throne

Like Evening‘s gentle star, serene, alone;

\Vhen o’er the heart have waves of sorrow rolled,

My sisters all with me their pearls unfold.

A jeweller unseen my pearls hath set,

On darkest brown or glowing blue or jet.

My beauty shines from many windows bright

At every festive mom or bridal night.

The heart‘: best gold I often freely win

\Vhere song or speech may never enter in ;

l was from Heaven Love's silent angel sent,

Far more than tongue forever eloquent.

In Love‘s fair crown in me you clearly view

Pearl, turquoise, emerald, diamond, ruby too;

In every land, o'er every grave, l ween,

I am Love's dearest monument unseen.

Pray, can you now my simple name recall ?

Revered, beloved, and cherished dear by all,

With every greeting sweet, with every sad farewell,

Ever on earth, never in Heaven I dwell.

LYDIA u. MILLARD.

THE TERRITORY OF ALASKA.

THE
value of the great Territory ac

quired by purchase from Russia,

through the urgency of Mr. Seward while

Secretary of State, announces itself more

and more as Americans become better ac

quainted with its characteristics. Strong

objections were made in the bcginningto

the measure, it being alleged by oppo

geographical situation, was little more

than a desolate, uninhabitable waste, and

any effort to settle it or render it of ser

vice would cost more than the possible rc

turns. It has been found, however, that

a large part of the Territory. in addition

to the numerous islands which constitute

in themselves avery considerable domain.

nents that the country, on account of its is not only inhabitable, but abounding in
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sources of wealth, and that enterprising

colonists could soon build up large and

flourishing settlements.

The area of Alaska is over 500,000

square miles, or ten times that of the

State of New York, three times that of

California, and twice that of Texas. The

climate is tempered by a warm stream

from the japanese side of the Pacific,

which raises the temperature of the whole

north-west coast of America. The rec

ords of the thermometer 0n the Alaskan

peninsula, and the botany and
conchol

weather is experienced in summer, espe

cially in Cook's Inlet. The average tem

perature of the Aleutian Islands, which

lie 25° or more west of Sitka, and, conse

quently, far out in the warm Asiatic cur~

rents, is between 35° and 40° Fah.

The islands and a considerable extent

of coast have been pretty thoroughly ex

plored. The mighty Yukon River has

been ascended by bold adventurers, and

stations for trading in furs established

1,200 miles or more from its mouth. At

; Fort Yukon is an old station of the Hud

Fig. L—THB TuWN 0F SITKA.

ogy of the south-eastern coast of the Ter

ritory, show that a high isothermal line

exists there, species being common at the

Aleutian Islands which are found in the

son's Bay Company, which is near the

boundary line between Alaska and Brit

ish America. An old Russian fur post

llies at the junction of the Tanana with

Atlantic, only at a point much lower the Yukon, 240 miles below the Hud

down. The temperature of the sea at
'

son's Bay Company's station. As high

Sitka in the latter part of July, according up as 67° north latitude, the country is

to observations made, was 52°, while the inhabited by tribes of Indians, who have

air was at 54°. The mean temperature.i been generally found to be of peaceable

at Sitka in latitude 57° 3
’,

derived from , disposition, and willing to form relations

twelve observations, is 4
°

9'. There are I for trade or otherwise with white men.

usually six months of good mild weather, | Minerals have been discovered already

from March to September the thermom- in paying quantities on the coast and

eter rising in summer as high as 95°. along the Yukon. Copper, iron, gold,

Even as far north as 60° all ‘latitude good i silver, and, in Cook's Inlet and two or
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three other places, anthracite coal ofl "Petroleum has been found near Kat

good quality have been revealed. For a may Bay, in latitude 50°, abreast of Ka

few years past the gold mines have drawn diak Island. Three streams met with in

many prospecters and operators from
‘
this locality appear covered with petro

California, and towns have sprung up at leum. Specimens of pure copper have
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points like Wrangel and. Harrisburg. In 1
-

been found on the Copper River, about

the Yukon and other rivers there appears

‘

twenty miles above its mouth. Masses

to be an inexhaustible supply of salmon, v of a cubic foot in size have been got here,

while among the islands cod, sturgeon, and the Indians hammer out copper ‘im

and other fish abound. Mr. W. D. Pat- plements from it. Very fine marble has

terson, who has visited the Territory for been found close to Sitka. Sulphur is

scientific observation, stated that: found pure on many of the Aleutian
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Islands, which are all volcanic. A large,

rocky island in this chain, known by the

distinct tribes—the Koloshes, Chilkhats,

Aleuts, and Malmelutes. The extensive

Russians as the Bojoslav volcano, rose sheet of water north of the Aleutian

from the sea in 1796. The spot where Islands is called Behring Sea, of great

the St. Michael fort now stands has been evenness of submarine surface at a very
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covered by the sea within the memory of

Indians. In fact, I have noticed in my

travels along the coast, that the whole of

the north coast of Cape Flattery, north

ward, has been suddenly elevated. Hot

springs have been found at Sitka. .The

Indians of the coast are divided into four

small depth. This sea teems with fish.

It is marked by several large islands,

upon one of which, St. Paul, the fur-seal

fisheries are carried on. The Alaska

Commercial Company are allowed to kill

100,000 each year of young males. for which

privilege they pay the United States Gov
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ernment $2.50 for each skin. The Shu

magin Islands, on the south-east coast of

Unalaska peninsula, are famed for the

great cod banks in the vicinity. These

banks have furnished much of the fish

taken to San Francisco. The prevailing

first.) _
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forest tree is spruce, growing to the height

of 18:) feet, and four feet thick at the

butt. Hemlock, alder, and willow are

found, but the most valuable wood of the

country is the yellow cedar, with a fine,

even texture, good size, and great

strength."

0n the Aleutian Islands, however,

there are no trees; those on Kadiak

Island are small, but provide the supply

for the Aleutians.

The islands are very numerous off the

north-west coast of our continent, so

that the course of a steamer from San

Francisco or Portland to points in Alaska

is very much involved, although little

disturbed by the troubled water of the

open ocean. After leaving Port Town

send, the traveller is borne through an

almost limitless sweep of island-studded

sea, and even if his taste for the beauti

ful be at zero, he is likely to be stirred

somewhat by the ceaseless variety of

coast exhibited by the islands as he

winds in and out among them. Fig. 5

furnishes a view of an island group which
is far from unusual. The particular point

is where steamers make a landing. Fig.

3 is a fishing settlement on the Yukon ;.

in this we have a suggestion of the grand

extent of that river. Sitka has grown

rapidly since 1867, and combines many

important features of commercial enter

prise. The mountainous character of the

surrounding country is well shown in the

illustration (Fig. l).

The pursuit of the seal for its fur is

one of the most important of Alaskan in

dustries, but Scammon regards it even

inferior to that of the sea otter, which is

carried on by the native islanders. The

otter hunters, dressed in their water-proof

garments, made from the intestines of the

seals, wedge themselves into their bai

(z'arlzas (which are constructed with a

light, wooden frame, and covered with

walrus or seal-skin), and plunge through

the surf, and, with almost instinctive skill,

reach the less turbulent ground-swell that

heaves in every direction. These aquatic

men are so closely confined by the nar

row build of their boats, and keeping

motion with them, too, that their ap

pearance suggests the idea that some

undescribed marine monster had just

emerged from the depths below. Once

clear of the rocks, however, the hunters

watch diligently for the otters.

man that gets near one strikes with his

spear, then throws up his paddles by way

The first.
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of signal, at which the other boats form

around him at some distance. The

wounded animal dives deeply, but soon

returns to the surface near some one of

the 6az'darkas forming the circle. Again,

the hunter that is near enough, hurls his

spear and elevates his paddle, and again

the ring is formed as before. In this

way the chase is continued until the cap

from the Kurile Islands; and, valuing

each skin at $50 (a higher rate than that

placed on the seal), amounts to the sum

of $250,000.

The Aleuts are the best type of the

native tribes of the Alaskan Territory;

they resemble the North American In

dians in C010!’ and other respects, but are

regarded by some ethnologists as more

l-ig. 5.—SAILING AMONG ‘ma COAST ISLANDS.

ture 15 made. As soon as the animal is

brought on shore, the two oldest hunters

examine it, and the one whose spear is

found nearest its head is entitled to the

prize.

The number of sea-otter skins taken

annually is not definitely known, but from

the most authentic information we can

obtain, the aggregate for the past three

years has been 5,000, 1,000 of which came

closely related to the Asiatic Mongolian.

They are characterized by much activity

and industry, and for the most part show

a pacific disposition in their relations

with the white settler. Russian domi

nance has produced its effect in subduing

the stronger elements of the savage in

them, but there are occasional examples of

noteworthy intelligence reported by trav

~sllers

among them.
i

D.

0

THE POETESS 0F ANCIENT GREECE.

SAPPHO.

PROBABLY
there has been no age of

the world when woman did not exer

cise acommanding influence. We know of

none at least in which representatives of

the sexhave not either by dazzling beauty,

icfiiate devotion, august abilities, or

ndid sovereignty triumphed over

usage or conservatism and won for them

selves reverence and fame. The stage of

history is illumined by a constant suc
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cession of feminine characters whose

glory is not surpassed by that of their

masculine rivals. Brilliant gleams shine

here and there along the stream of time,

marking the epoch of some gifted wom

an. Through the mist and the gloom,

the ignorance and the crime of the cen

turies, we catch ever and anon the glimpse

of fair heads crowned—this one with the

laurel of Apollo, that one with the dia

dem of sovereignty; now with the olive

of Minerva, and then with the aureole of

the saint. The line has no beginning,

even as it will have no ending. In old

Egypt, as long ago as when the Pyramids

were young, queenly heroines vied with l

//'/lj\é
-'

the Rameses and the Thothmes in the

claims to greatness. Ever since then the

brightest gleams of light centre about

some woman as the principal figure of

her epoch. In King Solomon's time it

was the Queen of Sheba; in the early

days of the Christian Church, a Monica

or a Hypatia; in the feudal ages, an

Elizabeth of Hungary, a Heloise, and a

loan of Arc.

Take away what we owe to woman,

and history would be dreary and dull

enough. It is her grace, her beauty, her

songs, and her love that have humanized

and civilized the world. Doubtless wom

an has ‘often been depressed; she hhs

all her rights to-day, but there has n

been a period which she has not marked“

_ year 610 B.C.

with her own individuality. The
Teu

tonic races were not the first to discover

the capabilities of the gentler sex; the

nineteenth century is not the only one

that stands ornamented with woman's

grace, woman's beauty, woman's genius,

and woman's royalty.

Sappho, Artemisia, and Aspasia are

representative Greek women. And they

are not only the representative women of

their age, but they are the best repre

sentatives of their race. Moreover, each

represented one of the three great fam

ilies into which the Hellenic race was di

vided. Sappho belonged to the Etolian

gens; she had the fire, the poetical gen

ius, the sensuousness of her race. Arte

misia was a Dorian; no fire, no passion,

no genius for poetic numbers here; but

there was the adaptability to command,

the genius for making political combina

tions, courage, enterprise, and cunning.

The quick Ionian blood of Aspasia could

have made her a poet like Sappho, or a

warrior-queen like Artemisia; but cir

cumstances made her a philosopher, a.

grammarian, a woman of wit and of

learning. They were separated by cen

turies as well as by race.

Three consecutive centuries marked

their epochs, and each was the woman

of her century. The sixth century before

the Christianlera was the age of lyric po

etry. No sweeter singer than Sappho

ever touched the lyre. The fifth century

was an age of warlike conquests and po

litical combinations. Artemisia was a

Zenobia and a Maria Theresa combined.

The fourth century saw the culmination

of Grecian art, philosophy, and literature.

In that august galaxy around the Parthe

non and the Agora there is no prouder

figure than Aspasia’s. So much for gen

erals—let us now go into particulars.

The sixth century before Christ dawned

first in history, and Sappho, its heroine,

precedes, chronologically at least, the

other two of the illustrious trio. She

was born at Mitylene in the island of

Lesbos, somewhere in the vicinity of the

Her father's name appears

to have been Scamandronymus. He

died when she was six years old. Athe
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nzeus tells us that she had three brothers,

whose names were Charaxus, Larichus.

and Eurigius. Larichus grew up a young

man of beautiful person, and was fre

quently commended by his" talented sis

ter for ofiiciating as cup~bearer in the

public council-hall of Mitylene—a posi

tion that was eligible only to the hand

somest youths. Of Charaxus the charm

ing Herodotus tells a tale. He was an

exporter of wine to Nancratis in Egypt,

and in one of his voyages to that place

he saw and became enamored of the

courtesan Rhodope, the most celebrated

beauty of her time. Rhodope was the

slave of the rich Samian Xanthus, and

Charaxus was so smitten, that he impov

erished himself to purchase her freedom.

His generosity does not seem to have

been sufficiently appreciated, and soon

after he abandoned the ungrateful beauty

and returned to Mitylene, where the his

torian says
"
Sappho gibed him very

much in an ode."
'

Sappho was married quite early in life

to Cercolas, a native of the island of An

thos, by whom she had a daughter named

Cleis. Cercolas died in the course of two

or. three years, and his young widow re

turned to Mitylene with her child, which

she speaks of as being remarkably beau

tiful. Sappho herself was also beautiful

—of this there is scarcely a doubt. Her

portrait on the coins of Mitylene is that

of a tall,stately woman, with a face of ex

quisite beauty. On a Girgentian vase of

the fifth century B.C. she is represented

with Alcaius, and there she is made taller

than her male companion and exceed

ingly beautiful. Alczeus, who was her

contemporary and perhaps her lover, ad

dressed her in one of his.songs as "the

dark - haired, spotless, sweetly- smiling

Sappho." Plato, Plutarch, and Athe~

naaus all term her
“
The Beautiful”; an

expression which some, without sufficient

reason, I think, have taken to refer to her

poetical merits and not her person. , She

is said in particular to have had eyes of

great brilliancy.

The age in which Sappho lived was one

of intellectual activity. It was the era of

the wise men—of Solon, of Pittacus, and

of Thales. Especially was she fortunate

in the place of her birth. Lesbos was the

most eligible as to scenery, climate, and

situation of all the Greek islands. It was

the home of several of the most eminent

men of that day. Mitylene was one of

the principal seats of Grecian intelli

gence and refinement. Poetry and mu

sic and philosophy appear to have flour

ished here at an earlier date than any

where else in the Hellenic world. Arion

and Terpander had already won their

well-earned laurels in the field of lyric

poetry, and Alcaaus was awakening his

muse to follow in a nobler flight; while

revered through all Asia and Greece was

‘the wisdom of the sage Pittacus, her

countryman, whose famous maxim,

“Know occasion," attests his practical

ability as well as his intelligence.

In this intellectual atmosphere Sappho

had grown up. She seems to have been

a poet from childhood, for she had al

ready won a reputation at her husband's

death. And she was something more

than a poetess. She had a mind graced

with the best culture and learning of the

time. She loved knowledge, and she

strove to educate her sex. Her address

to an uneducated woman shows how

dearly she prized knowledge. The

thought of lying in the tomb forgotten

—having never scented the roses of

Pieria, and walking undistinguished

among the ghosts of Hades—spurred

Sappho on to fame. No other woman

of her age ever thought of such an in

spiration, but Sappho's example was not

lost.

She seems to have dabbled a little in

politics also, though I think this was

something foreign to her tastes. She

was doubtless drawn into the political

arena through the influence of Alcaaus,

her admirer, who was a warmpartisan of

the aristocratic party. But Mitylene just

then preferred a monarchy to an oli

garchy. Pittacus was made dictator and

the nobles were exiled. Alcaius and

Sappho too left the island, the latter liv

ing for a time in Sicily. After Pittacus
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resigned his dictatorship, Sappho re

turned to Mitylene, where the remainder

of her life was passed.

In her latter years she opened a school

for girls—an unprecedented thing among

the Greeks. But the Lesbian women al

ways had the reputation of doing as they

pleased, and Sappho's scheme does not

appear to have been opposed. She gath

cred around her a female literary society

as brilliant as ever centered around a

modern blue-stocking, and several of her

pupils were distinguished for their gen

ius. Among them was Erinna, who,

though she died at the age of nineteen,

left beautiful and touching productions

for posterity.

Sappho was the author of nine books

of odes, besides epigrams, elegies, and

‘epithalamiums, all of which were extant

as late as the time of Horace. But only

two of her lyrics have come down to us,

and these not entire. One of them is her

celebrated “Hymn to Venus," and the

other is an "Ode to a Young Lady,"

probably one of her pupils. She was a

singer and a lyrist as well as a poet, and

is said to have invented the meter which

bears her name.

By the comic poets Sappho was most

unjustly traduced. They speak of her as

being short in stature and swarthy in

complexion, which, if facts, would have

deprived her of any claim to beauty in a

Greek’s eye. They depict her as licen

’
tions, and parade her lovers as though

she was a courtesan. But what are we

to believe when they represent her as lov

ing a poet who died before she was born,

and two poets who were born after she

died? If a single statement is false, why

believe the others when contradicted by

the face of history? The story of her

having leaped into the sea from the Leu

cadian cliff for love of Phaon is evidently

a creation of the Greek poet Menander.

None of her eontemporariesseem to have

been aware of such an occurrence, and we

may be sure that a story of that sort, if it

had been known, or if it had been cred

ited, would not have escaped notice by

the gossipy Herodotus. If such an event

happened, it must have occurred for ap

parent reasons when Sappho was well ad

vanced in years, and the idea of a woman

of fifty or sixty of Sappho's intellect com

mitting such a mad prank is in itself pre

posterous. The villainous story origina

ted undoubtedly from the fact that there

was a later Sappho who did take the lov

er’s leap.

Yet we are by no means anxious to sup

pose that the gifted poetess was a prude.

The extant fragments of her poetry show

on the contrary that she had the warm

blood of a southern girl. She has no

concealments. She knows what love is
,

and she tells in verses that are vibrant

with emotion, that are tremulous with

passion. Sappho was a Greek, and she

was an Aitolian Greek—the race that

produced a Cleonice and a Myrhha.

Born under the sunny, voluptuous skies

of an Asiatic isle, lapped amid the warm

breezes of the IEgean, Sappho was essen

tially sensuous and. luxurious. She lived,

too, in an age when it was believed wom

an's sole destiny to love.

'

But Sappho

was no Lais, no Messalina. A sensualist

she was, but at the same time a sensualist

the most refined, the most elegant, the

most gifted that ever breathed the air of

a southern clime. She gave to the most

ardent of human passions the most deli

cate coloring of female sentiment. Of all

that Greece has bequeathed us, nothing

is so perfect in its concentration of real

feeling as those few fragments of the Les

bian singer. Chaste she doubtless was,

but she was no less a voluptuary, for only

a voluptuary would have chosen her

themes, and only a person of experience

could have described so eloquently, so

pathetically, so subtly and yet so simply,

the effect of love upon one who loves.

Allow that she loved Aleaeus, what of it?

Her genius, her sweet songs would ex

cuse actions much more reprehensible.

Sappho was a woman—we believe not

avery bad, and perhaps not so good a

woman as she might have been—but cer

tainly a supremely gifted woman.

Her position, in fact, is altogether

unique. The many and extraordinary
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honors that were paid her in her own and

after-times offer satisfactory evidence of

the greatness of her gifts, even if her own

poems do not bear testimony to the fact.

She seems to have been regarded as a

sort of female Homer by all the Greek

and Roman writers, and she is the only

woman in all antiquity whose productions

by universal consent were allowed the

same rank with the greatest poets of the

other sex. In all history, too, hers is the

only instance of a great poet whose fame

was equally commanding in her lifetime

and after her death. Her fellow-towns

man Alcaeus praised her genius. Solon,

another of her illustrious contemporaries,

when he heard for the first time the re

cital of one of her poems, prayed that he

might not see death until he had com

mitted itto memory. Her fellow-citizens

honored her by stamping her image upon

their coins. After death they erected

statues to her, and, according to Aris

totle, even paid her divine honors. He

rodotus, Plutarch, and Longinus speak of

her in terms of unqualified praise. Plato

in an extant epigram calls her the "Tenth

Muse." Strabo considered her "a kind of

miracle," and says that in poetic genius

no woman was ever known to approach

her. Dionysius of Halicarnassus cites

her
"
Hymn to Venus

"
as an illustration

of the highest principles of composition.

Demetrius Phalerus terms her
“
The Di

vine." To-day the Greeks of her native

island regard her fame as its brightest

ornament, and her poetry, her loves. and

her adventures are favorite subjects of

their songs and traditions. _

When Sappho died no chronicle has

told us. The last trustworthy record of

her is by Herodotus, who makes her sat~

ire her brother regarding his unfortunate

connection with Rhodope. This could

not have been earlier than the year 565

8.6. She could not have been less than

forty-five years old at that time. If she

lived to the ordinary age arrived at by

women she might have heard of the birth

of Artemisia, the second of our famous

mg, The aged poetess and the infant

princess lived not so far apart, and the

Carian kingdom was an object of interest

at that time to all the surrounding

Greeks. FRED. MYRON couav.

Tm: ORIGIN or MAN.—The new mag

azine published by the Messrs. Longman

of London, had in its first number an

article by Professor Owen in answer to

certain statements published elsewhere

by prominent evolutionists, that man was

derived from some man-like animal de

veloped from the anthropoid apes, and

living about the mid-Miocene Period; a

creature that was partly frugivorous, part

ly carnivorous—a tall and hairy creature,

more or less erect, but with slouching

gait, black-faced and whiskered, with

prominent prognathous muzzle and large

pointed canine teeth, those of each jaw

fitting into an interspace in the opposite

row; the forehead low and retreating,

with bony bosses underlying the shaggy

eyebrows; his brain about half way be

tween that of the anthropoid apes and

that of the Neanderthal skull. Then

came the Pleistocene Period, and with it

the age of the cavemen, who presented

some similarity to the existing Eskimo,

but with lower foreheads, with high boss

es like the Neanderthal skull, and big

canine teeth, like the Naulette jaw. Pro~

fessor Owen observes that the human

jaws of this supposed period which he has

examined give no evidence of a canine

tooth of a size indicative of one in the

upper jaw necessitating such vacancy in

the lower series of teeth as the apes pre

sent.

and now in the Museum of Natural His

tory, which show neither lower foreheads

nor higher bosses than do the existing

races of mankind, and claims that, so far

as his experience has reached, there is no

skull displaying the characters of a quad

rumanous species, as that series descends

from the gorilla and chimpanzee to the

baboon, which exhibits differences, osteal

or dental, on which specific and generic

distinctions are founded, so great, so

marked as are to be seen in the compari~

son of the highest ape with the lowest man.

He refers to the skulls he himself
'

‘
obtained from the cavern at Bruniquel,
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SCIENCE A LITTLE MIXED.

N a recent edition of his work on

"Insanity in its Medical Relations,"

Dr. W. H. Hammond has added a large
"

number of pages of new matter, and thor

oughly revised the old. The attractive

manner which the author has of express

ing his ideas gives to this book a charm

that is supposed to pertain chiefly to

works dealing with things of romance, or

subjects less dry than the purely scien

tific; and were his matter equal to his

manner, the services rendered the pro

fession for which he writes would be

great and of an enduring kind. It must

be understood, however, that the subject

Dr. Hammond treats of is one of the

most complicated in the realm of science;

and if the reader who is delighted by the

style at last closes the volume with a

sense of dissatisfaction with the results

he has gleaned in the way of fact and in

formation, he should remember the intri

cacy of the topics treated, and make what

allowance he can for the errors into which

the author has fallen. But there is a dis

position on the part of Dr. Hammond to

speak ex cat/udra on points in mental

function and mental disorder which are

approached only with great modesty by

the best authorities, and in this respect

he renders himself the object of criticism,

especially when it is found that his dicta

are variant and even contradictory. Some

times, too, he states things which are not

warranted altogether by the facts of ex

perimental physiology, and leads us to

suspect that he has been hasty in his

reading and over-confident in his general

ization. We will make a few quotations

here and there from his work, thus letting

the author speak for himself, and then

append some remarks which shall appear

requisite to a proper understanding of

the text.

P. 137. "Instinct is that innate faculty

which organic beings possess, by which

they are enabled, or impelled, to perform

certain volutional acts, without being

prompted thereto by the perceptions, the

intellect, or the emotions, and even in

direct opposition thereto, which acts are

preservative of the well-being or life of

the individual or of the species to which

it belongs.’I

P. 143.
"
As to the essential nature of

instinct, it is a fact as much as the mind

is a fact. It differs in organic beings in

degree and kind, as does the mind. It is

implanted in all beings from their begin

ning, and is a necessary principle of their

organization. But the greater the degree

of mental development, the less promi

nent is the instinct, till, when we reach

man, it is lower than in any other animal

in which its manifestations have been

studied."

P. x39. "It is assumed by some authors

that the instinct is incapable of improve

ment. There is an ambiguity about this

expression which is liable to lead to erro

neous ideas. It is true that the instinct

of any one individual being can not be

improved. The only means by which

such an attempt could possibly be made

would be by the senses, and then reason,

not instinct, would be developed. The

one would take the place of the other.

But the instances of the education of the

instinct through a series of generations

are common enough."

P. 142.
“ It is incorrect, also, to contend

for the unerring character of instinct.

Instances of its aberration are very com

mon."

Speaking of the capon taught to set

on eggs, Dr. Hammond says,
"
Here we

might almost say that an instinct is cre~

ated in place of the one abolished."

"In the placental animals lower than

man, instinct prompts to the division of

the umbilical cord with the teeth. In

several species, as the pig and the dog,

this impulse is occasionally perverted,

and they eat their own young."

“ In man the maternal instinct is liable

to perversion, and the instinctive love of

the mother for her offspring is sometimes

turned to indifference and hatred."

P. 142. "In my definition of instinct,

I have been careful to use the term ‘or
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ganic beings’ instead of animals. Idid

this because I am very sure that plants

have instinct : that is, a force co-existing

with their growth and implanted origi

nally in the seed, which impels them to

the performance of actions calculated to

preserve their existence or secure their

well-being. We see this power manifested

in those plants which shoot out tendrils

in search of support, in those which send

their radicles deep into the earth in dry

weather, and in those which open and

close their flowers with the rising and

setting of the sun. These last-named

acts are not the consequence of any

physical influence of the light or heat of

the sun's rays, for they are performed

when both are excluded."

P. 143.
"
So far as I can perceive, the

instinct of plants differs in no essential

respects from that of animals."

P. 143. With reference to the seat of

instinct Dr. Hammond says, "It does not

reside exclusively in the brain. The

brain of many animals, especially of those

belonging to the class of reptiles, can be

removed without the animal suffering

any very considerable immediate incon

venience. lt such cases the instinct re

mains unimpaired."

P. 147.
" It [instinct] is situated exclu

sively in the medulla oblongata, or in

the spinal cord, or in both these organs.

The observations made and the experi

ments cited under the immediately pre

ceding head, apparently lead to the con

clusion that the medulla oblongata, or

spinal cord, or both these organs, may be

the seat of instinct; and further inquiry

shows that this view is as correct as that

which associates the brain with the

mind.”

P. 150.
"It is possible that the cere

brum, the cerebellum, and the pons var

olii have some influence in strengthening

the faculty. But this is not essential, and

its exercise is not a mental operation."

P. 9.
" The brain is the chief organ

from which the force called the mind is

evolved, and so far as the present treatise

goes, may be regarded a
s
. the only one."

p. 15,
" The mind, like some other

forces, is compound—that is, is made up

of several sub-forces. These are: per

ception, intellect, emotions, and will. All

the mental manifestations of which the

brain is capable are embraced in one or

more of these parts. Either one may be

exercised independently of the other.

"By perception is to be understood

that part of the mind whose oflice it is

to place the individual in relation with

external objects."

P. 17.
“
Perception is the starting-point

of all ideation. An individual born with

out any of the special senses, or without

the essential nervous structures for de

veloping sensorial impressions into per

ceptions, would be unable to form the

simplest possible idea of any object or

subject. . . . . The brain can originate

nothing; ideas are not innate; they are

derived entirely from without. . . . . The

sparks that light up the intellectual, emo

tional, and volitional fires come from

the things around us, and though the

mind of a Socrates might potentially ex

ist in the cerebral cortex of a man with

out sight, hearing, touch, taste, or smell

it would never kindle into the faintest

scintillation, though it endured for an

eternity."

This is not true, for each mental organ

has of itself innate power of activity,

although it may be affected by, and react

upon, the rest of the mental organs and

the senses.

P. 2:.
" The region of the brain which

is directly concerned with the elaboration

of ideas is the cortex."

This is a voluntary statement, often re

peated, but which lacks support. Each

mental organ is composed of diverging

and converging fibres, the former having

their origin in the internal and the latter

in the external gray matter of the brain.

P. 22. "An emotion is that pleasurable

or painful feeling which arises in us in

consequence of sensorial impressions or

intellectual action."

An unintelligible definition. The fol

lowing is phrenological :

“ The emotions which are principally

the subjects of derangement in cases of
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insanity are anxiety, anger, fear, love,

egotism, vanity, ambition, jealousy, ava

rice, superstition, fanaticism, and relig

ious feeling.”

P. 27. "The will is that mental force

by which the emotions, the thoughts,

and the actions all are controlled. The

product of a force is called a volition."

P. 32. “While the will is certainly lo

cated in the brain, it is by no means cer

tain that in some of the lower animals, at

least, it is not also situated in the spinal

cord. The acts which are witnessed in

the frog after the head has been cut off,

and with it, of course, the entire enceph

alon, are clearly volitional in character,

being adapted to the end in view, and

such as the animal would perform in its

unmutilated state. But while the brain is

the chief, if not the only, seat of the will

in man, we have no data by which we are

authorized to localize it in any particular

part of this organ. Probably each motor

and ideational centre is, at the same time,

also volitional; but even this is merely

an inference."

It is impossible to find for the will a

special organ (see Gall and Spurzheim’s

large work, or Lewis’ translation of

Gall's Works, 6 vols.). I

P. 33. "It is to be regretted that the

present state of cerebral anatomy and

physiology is such as to prevent our

making any precise localizations of the

several forces and faculties which go to

make up the mind. I have only ventured

to do that in a single instance—the optic

thalamus as a centre for perception—and

even that is questioned by several emi

nent investigators. The evidence, how

ever, appears to me so explicit on this

point that I do not see how it is to be

questioned. Much has been done by the

labors of Broca, Fritsch and Hitzig,

Nothnagel. Meynert, Ferrier, and others

in the direction of the localization of

brain functions, but it has been almost

entirely confined to the determination of

the centres for speech and for motor im

pulses."

The pretended discoveries of cerebral

centres, usually based on mutilation or

irritation, by Hitzig, Ferrier, etc., are no

sooner asserted than denied and dis

proved either by the author himself or

by others engaged in the same line of in

vestigation.

“Gall, Spurzheim, Combe, and others

made honest attempts to found the sci

ence of Phrenology, and if their localiza

tions of the various faculties of the mind

-—perceptional, intellectual, emotional,

and volitional—had been established, we

should have as complete a knowledge of

psychological typography as could be de

sired ; but they built on insufficient data,

and, as a consequence, Phrenology as a

science does not exist at the present

time."

P. 34.
" We know also that the cortical

‘substance of the brain is of far greater

importance in the evolution of mind

than any other portion of the nervous

system, and that his here that experi

mentation and other methods of investi

gation have their greatest prospect of ob

taining positive results. It is certainly

established that the brain is not a single

organ, but consists of a congeries of or

gans with different functions."

Now it is very refreshing to know that

men, animals, and vegetables all have in

stinct; that this instinct is a something

which enables or impels both man and

vegelables to perform volitional acts; that

in the case also of both animals and vege

table: it has its seat in the medulla ob

langata or spinal card ,' that this fact is as

positively determined as that the brain is

the organ of the mind; that the love of

the mother for her offspring, the nature

of the plant to throw out radicles into

the earth, the impulse of the chicken to

sit on eggs, of the pig sometimes to eat

its young, of the duck to escape the gun,

of the sunflower to face the sun, etc., are

all one and the same thing, viz. : z'nslz'nd.

and have their seat in each instance in

the same place; that is, in the medulla

oblongata or spinal cord. Certainly this

is a wonderful discovery, and Dr. Ham

mond ought to be proud of it.

It would seem, however, from another

quotation that our author meant that we
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should take this attempt to locate instinct

in the medulla or cord only as a joke, for

he says, speaking of cerebral localization,

“
I have only ventured to do that in a sin

gle instance—the optic thalamus as a cen

tre for perception." We are justified per

haps in accepting it in seriousness, how

ever, for in this latter quotation he speaks

of cerebral lorah'zalz'an. It‘ will also prob

ably be news to most readers to learn that

the spinal cord and medulla oblongata

each constitutes an organ.

One could hardly imagine how Pg

Hammond or any other person in his ra

tional mind could fall into such a confu

sion of ideas and be led to present it to

the world as science. It must be evident

to all that his attempt to make of instinct

a single faculty or quality and assign it to

a single organ in the nervous system, is

entirely without foundation; that he

might with equal propriety state that all

animal life consists of mind; that the

mind has its seat somewhere in the nerv

ous system, and rest content with the de

scription of the animal world. Instinct

is as various as organic life is complex;

the more simple the plant or animal

structure, the more simple, though per

haps varying in degree, is the instinct.

One plant has an instinct to shoot out

long radicles, another short ones; one

to open its blossoms by day, another by

night; one to grow ‘in dry, and another

in wet soil. The tiger has the instinct

to eat flesh, the sheep to eat grass; the

nightingale has the instinct to sing, while

the brown sparrow has not. Man has an

instinct which leads him to paint, or to

write poetry, while the cat has not, etc.,

etc. These are self-evident facts; every

body has observed them, and can repeat

the observations every day. Can all these

instincts, tendencies, or faculties be set

aside without further study or considera

tion than to say that they are instinct,

and, with Hammond, to say that they

have their seat in the medulla or cord?

Such an attempt at science should not

satisfy the mind of an intelligent youth.

In a like general way Dr. Hammond

tries to resolve the mind into only four

different forces, which he styles percep

tion, intellect, emotion, and will. This

is simply a repetition of the old-time

teachings of the transcendental meta

physicians; a school which has done

much to bring mental science into disre

pute and to hinder its progress. The

beaver perceives the laws of construc

tion, the horse does not; the frog can not

perceive the relation of numbers. One

man, again, has a strong perception of

justice, and another has not; one recog

nizes the relations of locality, another

does not; one those of friendship, an

other not. The fox marries, while the

bull is promiscuous in his loves, as is also

the cock, etc., etc. The emotions like

wise differ in different species of animals,

and in different individuals of the same

species, as does also the intellect. The’

will is not a faculty with a special organ.

The man who resolves to paint a land

scape, and carries the resolution into ef

fect; he who resolves to shoot his neigh

bor, and does so; he who befriends one

in distress; he who loves and marries—

each and all manifest a will, although

that will differs as much as the faculties

do in the activity of which the will is the

expression.

To claim that perception can constitute

a single faculty, would not receive the

notice of modern metaphysicians; and it

is equally abortive to attempt to locate it

in the optic thalamus—a portion of the

brain which gives rise to fibres, and

through which fibres pass, going to vari

ous mental organs.

It is just as inconsistent on our author's

part when he at present says that
“ it is

certainly established that the brain is not

a single organ, but consists of a congeries

of organs with different functions"; for,

in a paper read before the New York

County Medical Society, January 4, 1869,

entitled, "The Physiology and Pathology

of the Cerebellum," he arrives at this con

clusion regarding the function of this or_

gan:
"
My opinion is that it has no spe- -

cial or exclusive function of any kind,

but that it is simply an additional gener

ator of nervous power—a ganglion to be
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added to the cerebrum—and performing

an analogous office in the economy." At

that time, therefore, it would seem that

he regarded the cerebrum and the cere

bellum as one mass of nervous matter

without any special function whatever,

except that in some mysterious way they

constituted a generator of nervous power.

R.

MEN OF IDEAS.

WHEN
charged by a newspaper with

being a man of "one idea," Wen

dell Phillips retorted by saying that he

regarded himself exceptionally fortunate

in being possessed of an idea. It is a fact,

that full-orbed ideas are rare possessions.

The man of whom it can be truthfully

said, he has achieved the mastery or solu

tion of a single problem of science or

philosophy—and these terms embrace the

entire region of fact and realm of thought

—is a man at whose feet the race can afford

to sit as students. \Vho among us by

taking thought is prepared to assert that

he has done so? What we term science

is really but a vast book of hints and sug

gestions guiding the student in the direc

tion of facts; so philosophy is but a record

of the splendid efforts and brilliant fail

ures of the intellectual giants of the race,

to compass and give expression to full

orbed thought. How often do we take

up a new book of science or philosophy,

which promises in the introduction the

solution of some great problem, and which

is so ably and charmingly written, that we

find it difficult to lay'it down until flux’:

is reached,—but which is disappointing

in the end; not wholly, but in a measure

disappointing. One feels compensated

for the time consumed in reading, by the

hints he got, but disappointed at being

obliged to content himself with a few

hints, when he had hoped for a complete

revelation. 1f the reader is to be com

miserated, how much more the author

of such a book! The first simply turned

away disappointed at the failure of an

other to solve a problem. which he, for

want of energy, or sufficient inclination,

had not attempted to solve for himself.

The other lays down his worn, if not

weary pen, and letting his aching head

rcst upon his open palm, cries out in an

guish of spirit: "This is the abortive re

sult of my brilliant conception and labor

ed effort. 'Tis infinitely below the ideal

pattern Isaw in the mount of inspiration.

and which, when I began, I thought I

should be able to copy to perfection."

Reader, if you have an idea which you

have attempted to present to the world in

book form, you understand this matter;

you know how difficult, not to say im

possible, it is to give verbal expression to

that idea. It is only those who never had

an idea, a genuine and full-grown idea.

but who enjoy the luxury of ignorant

blissfulness resulting from that fact, who

are quite satisfied with their intellectual

efforts.

It would seem at first thought a mis

fortune that the great thinkers can not

give the world complete transcripts of

their minds. But on reflection the

wisdom of this and the compensation

for it appears. Thought is of value

only to the thinker. To develop the

powers of thought one must exercise his

mental muscle. If you could buy full

grown ideas at a book-store, they would

be of little use to you, unless you had by

mental effort acquired the habit of think

ing for yourself. The author who sug

gests an idea in such a way as to compel

you to go in search of it, is the author we

advise you to read.

'r. A. BLAND, M.D.

DON'T CRrricxza—Whatever you do,

never set up for a critic. We don't mean

a literary one—some people are obliged

to earn a living that way—but in private

life, in the domestic circle, in society. It

will not do any one any good, and it will

generally do you harm—if you mind being

called disagreeable.
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SIGNOR MARIO,

TI-IE DISTINGUISHED SINGER.

ON
the first day of this year the Mar- His elegant person and manners, and an

obese di Candia, more popularly . artistic sense which was born with him,

known as Signor Mario, the once great l aided the voice in winning reputation

singer, died in Rome, Italy. Thirty years and money. He was not a hard student

ago he came to the United States in as- of musical scores, and could not tolerate

sociation with Grisi, also a singer of high the restrictions which mastery of musical

reputation, and whom he married. Be- l technique imposes upon all alike, but his

(ore he became known to the operatic manner, figure, and sweet vocal expression

world. this man was a young Italian no- more than compensated, in the esteem ol

ble of decayed fortune, but with a .phe- his audiences. for his want of exactness in

nomenal voice, which was occasionally the rendering of the score. As an Eng

heard in the safari: of fashionable Paris, lish critic says: "On the stage Signor

and when necessity compelled him to Mario was always'apicture.’ lt mattered

scrutinize his personal capabilities to little or nothing what dress he wore;

learn what he could do to earn a decent whether the simple and scanty attire of a

living, he discreetly concluded to sing. Neapolitan
fisherman, or the gorgeous
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robes of a prophet-king—in any and ev

ery case he delighted the artistic eye, and

impressed with a sense of beauty those

who could hardly have explained why

they were pleased. That all his gifts of

person, manner, and instinct were just

such as the public could most easily rec

ognize and appreciate is a fact too ob

vious for demonstration." But time and

experience helped to improve him as a

musician, and he became the accom—

plished artist in personating characters

that assimilated to his own type. In

such as Raoul, Fernando, and Faust, he

was unrivalled; the spirit of the lover

afiame with passion, seemed to fully pos

sess him in such performances, and sing

ers and audience were charmed by the

fulness of realization.

When age compelled his retirement from

the stage he made Rome his final resi

dence, and there filled an appointment as

Conservator of a museum. The salary

was moderate, but the position was not

out of keeping with the respectability of

the man, and till the final day it may be

said that no man in the City of Eternal

Memories was more sincerely esteemed by

the populace than the Marchese of Candia.

Ever courteous, kindly, and affable, he

made all who came within the sphere of

his influence his friends.

The reader may wish some particular

items in the career of this once popular

man, and perhaps we can not answer it

better from the scanty data just at com

mand, than by adding the Marchese's

own modest sketch of himself in reply to

a friend's request :

“I made my first appearance in Paris,

December I, 1838, in ‘Robert le Diable,’

at the Grand Opera. I sang there two

years and a half, and played in the ‘Compte

Ory,’
‘
Le Drapier,’ and other operas. In

1840, Aguado made me sing at the Ital

iens, where I appeared in 'L'Elisir d’

Amore.’ I really forget whether it was

in 1839 or 1840 that I came out at Her

Majesty's in
‘
Lucrezia Borgia,’ with Giu

lia Grisi; but it
was

about that time. I

was not considered a success, at any rate,

and, in fact, my career did not begin un

til 1842, when I sang in Dublin with Tam

burini, Grisi, and Lablache, and with Ben

edict as conductor. After that I returned

to Paris, and sang the 'Rubini Reper

toire,'- in which I was most fortunate.

Since then my life has passed but too

quickly away in going from Paris to Lon

don every season, and meeting always

with the greatest kindness everywhere.

In the winter of 1849 I went for the first

time to Russia, and in 1854 to America.

London and Paris, however, have been

the two cities of which I shall always

have the most pleasant recollections, un

less it be Dublin, where I first received

the greatest encouragement. Strange to

say, I have never sung in Italy."

It is certainly very remarkable that a

singer of such extraordinary capabilities

should not have been heard often in his

own land, and it excites one's curiosity to

know the reason. Could it be the old story

of the prophet without honor, etc. P

The portrait represents him as he ap

peared in the fulness of manhood's power,

and clearly expresses the points of char

acter for which he was best known, kind

ness, courtesy, sensitiveness, dignity. To
associate coarseness and brusquerie with

such a type of organization would be to

falsify the canons of organic manifesta

tion. Yet the face is not a weak one;

there are lines on the forehead and nose

which intimate that he was no subservient,

timid man, but could on occasion stand

up and proudly insist upon receiving his

full share of right and privilege. Dislik

ing controversy or the clash of unkind

discussion, he nevertheless had firmness

and courage enough to assert his opinion

and defend it. His nature was lofty in

its aspirations ; approval gratified him and

inspired effort for other and better suc

cesses than had been his, but he had dig

nity and steadiness enough to keep him

from excess. He belonged specially to

the artistic class, by temperament and by

organization. Had he devoted himself to

painting or sculpture he would, we think.

beyond a doubt made a notable reputa

tion, and left behind much more than the

memory of a melodious voice.
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‘

A REVISED CLASSIFICATION.

A REVlSED CLASSlFlCATlON.

FIGURE
I is a design showing the

threefold nature of man, physical,

intellectual, and moral, also groupihg the

FIG. 1.

organs into family groups. That part

of the brain which lies below the first

horizontal line is the Physical Zone, cor

responding to man’s physical nature;

that which lies between the first and

second lines is the Intellectual Zone,

corresponding to man intellectually;

that which lies above the second

line is the Moral Zone, correspond- _ 5

ing to man as a moral being. It will

be further observed there are two 4

perpendicular lines that subdivide

these three zones into nine sections

or groups. No.1 Organic, 2 Sus

taining, 3 Perceptive, form the Phy

sical Zone; No. 4 Social, 5 Perfect

ive, 6 Reason, form the Intellectual

Zone; No. 7
Selfish, 8 Devotion,

and 9 Sympathy, form the Moral

Zone.

The above-mentioned groups are

divided into quite a number of

smaller sections called organs. See

Fig. 2, which is a design placing all

the organs into nine groups, corre

sponding with the above division,

thus:

I.-—The organic group contains four

organs.

I. Amativeness, or Sexual Love.

2. Philoprogenitiveness — L o v e fo r

young.

A. Conjugality—the Pairing instinct.

6. Combativeness — Defence of one’s

self and family; this organ is double in

its function. Its use as an organic or do

mestic organ is to defend and protect the

young. It is used as a sustaining organ

to protect self and property. “I will de—

fend my rights to the last," is the heroic

language of Combativeness.

II.—The Sustaining group, which con

tains eight organs.

E. Vitativeness, or Love of Life.

6. Combativeness, or Defence of self

and family.

7.
Destructiveness, or Executive energy.

to. Secretiveness, or Self-control—Pol

icy.

8. Alimentiveness, or Desire for food.

9. Acquisitiveness, or Desire for gain.

F. Taste, or To discriminate in taste.

20. Constructiveness, or Inventive abili

.: '33‘/ g
r. 1.; '16’ 17 2‘.12

1Q’
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ty; this organ is fourfold in its nature;

it plans for the sustaining organs, aids

the perceptives. inspires the perfectives,

and is the indisputable handmaid of

Causality in all its new and valuable

inventions.

III—The Perceptive group contains

the organs of—

24. Individuality, or Desire to see and

know.

25.

26.

etc.

27.

28.

Form. or Perception of shape.

Size, or Ability to judge size, bulk,

Weight, or Control of motion.

Color, or Power to tell color.

29. Order. or Method; System.

30.
Calculation, or Ability to count.

3|. Locality, or Memory of places.

32. Eventuality, or Memory of events.

33.
Time, or Memory of dates; Time

of day.

34.
Tune, or Sense of sound; Love of

music.

20. Constructiveness, or Inventive abil

ity.

IV.—The Social group contains these

organs—

'

4. Inhabitiveness, or Love of home and

country.

3.
Adhesiveness, or Love of friends.

5. Continuity, or Unity of thought.

V.—The Perfective group contains

four organs.

1 l. Cautiousness,or watchfulness ; Pru

dence.

B. Sublimity. or Love of the grand.

21. Ideality, or Refinement; Love of

poetry.

20. Constructiveness, or Mechanical

abiliiy.

Vl.—The Reasoning group contains

three organs.

37. Co'mparison, or Inductive reason

ing.

36. Causality, or Ability to reason and

comprehend the why and wherefore.

23.
Mirthfulness, or Humor; Wit; Fun.

VII.—The Selfish group contains two

organs.

:3. Self-esteem. or Pride and Self

respect.

1:. Approbativeness, or Love of praise.

VIlL—The Devotional group contains

five organs.

l4. Firmness, or Stability; Decision of

character.

18. Veneration, or Revercnce; Wor

ship, Love of God.

15.
Conscientiousness, or Sense of duty

and justice.

16. Hope, or Anticipation of future

good.

17. Spirituality, or Perception of the

spiritual.

lX.—The Sympathetic group contains

four organs.

:9. Benevolence,or Sympathy ; Charity.

D. Agreeableness. or Pleasantness;

Blandness.

2:. Imitation, or Ability to copy; Per

sonatc.

C. Human Nature, or Discernment of

character; Ability to read at a glance in

the countenance and manners of a per

son his-peculiar characteristics.

JOHN A. HURLEY.

THE SOClAL IDEAL.

THOUGH
wealth and position seem

to be the chief things sought in lile,

yet they are usually desired as a means to

an end, and the chief ambition of most

seekers is a certain
"
social ideal," a place

in the thoughts and honors of mankind.

Almost every millionaire is more delight

ed and flattered by the attentions of au

thors and artists, scholars or poets, than by

any other homage their wealth may bring.

It is universally understood that fine

manners and aesthetic culture are pass

ports to the highest society. and ensure

for their professor the highest social priv

ileges. Many a poet, scholar, or artist

moves in a circle and commands atten

tions from the highest, which wealth

simply could never reach.

Fine manners have been described as

a fine-art and as a religion. By fine man
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ners we do not mean simply the art of

bowing gracefully, of receiving benefits

cheerfully and sweetly, of conferring them

nobly, or of passing through life in a

generally smooth and complaisant way-—

though that is much. One may do all

this well and yet have not attained the

highest art of fine manners.

Back of all the personal graces which

education and culture give, there must

rest the foundation of a generous nature,

and a desire to render the individual and

the masses the highest kindness and

good possible. Life here is a rough and

stony pathway to the greater part of hu

manity, sufficiently set with briers and

obstacles without any one carelessly or

deliberately hedging it more completely

by acts of unkindness, by coldness, or in

difference, or cruelty.

We everywhere need more
"
sweetness

and light," and every soul of us ought to

be a light, if only a glow-worm spark

sending a gleam into the great deeps and

chasms that lie athwart our paths, and

whence others may not be guided, unless

we emit the light which it is in our power

to radiate.

"Temples of the living God," as mortals

have been called, should ever keep a light

shining upon the altar of their lives. Each

person is an influence to some one ; each

act of courtesy and love is a light in the

temple to some soul. One day recently

upon reaching a university class, some

what tardy and quite tired, a gentle girl

beside me took my book quietly, and

opened to the lesson. Just a tiny taper

of an act, yet how sweet! how imperish

able! because kindness dictated it.

A gentleman was formerly defined as

“one who, without any title of nobility,

wears a coat of arms." A lady was the

wife. sister, or daughter of a gentleman.

But as knowledge, wealth, and refinement

have increased and broader views are en

tertained of the nobility that soul and

heart give, we have widened our require

ments for the title of gentleman and the

claims of ladyhood. The distinction is

no longer one of class or caste ; it depends

wholly upon personal qualities, personal

appearance, address, and culture. Neither

rank or wealth will win the heart-homage

given freely to intellect and culture, com

bined with elegance of personal manners.

And wealth, intellect. and education uni

ted do not give the title of gentleman or

gentle-lady, unless there be superadded

that supreme elegance of true, sincere,

generous feeling for the comfort, welfare,

and happiness of mankind.

Humble or high, poor or rich, rude or

refined, ignorant or learned, the well

mannered man or woman treats each and

all with the same high-bred j ustice. sweet

ness, and urbanity. The same line man

ner radiates upon the family circle that is

lavished abroad. The well-bred have no

“
company manners," or rather theirs are

always company manners, always finely

elegant and universally dispensed.

All mankind are seekers after happi

ness, and none should forget that this

precious possession is found nowhere so

frequently as in a well-ordered, genial

family circle. Thrice happy and blessed

they who have a happy home, whose at

mosphere is love and whose light is the

cheerful smiles of cheerful hearts.

The barriers of etiquette which some

would destroy, every thoughtful woman

will rather seek to preserve; they are de

fences which protect woman from the

coarse, the evil, the wicked, and the ad

venturer. Yet these defences should-be

gracefully and sweetly maintained. yield

ing them in unusual and peculiar circum

stances when to stand upon mere etiquette

would be cruelty. We should remember

that rare are the people who do not carry

some heavy weight in life, and that it is

easier to bear tens of pounds upon the

shoulders than one in the heart.

Taking always for our guide that noble

utterance, "Do unto others as ye would that

they should do unto you," we can not go

far wrong. There is another golden rule,

the rule of
"
not too much

"
in anything

and everything, which is an excellent

guide: not too much ellort to appear

kind, amiable, or attentive—just su tficient

to show the complaisant spirit ready to

do or aid; never oflicious. yet showing

readiness to render kindly service.

Undue or extravagant emotions of any
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kind must be repressed in general socie

ty, especially broad smiles or laughter at

others’ misfortunes. Slanderous remarks

or stories that would tend to injure the

reputation of another, a true gentleman

or lady does not repeat in public, or in pri

vate, unless circumstances render it nec

essary. These are weights upon the

hearts and lives of those who are the

victims of idle, malicious, jealous, and

wicked tongues. "But whatever things

are lovely and of good report, think on

those things."

We must ever bear in mind that higher

than all social graces or aesthetic culture,

is the moral and religious nature.

training or attainments can ever outvalue

aspirations after the highest truths that

underlie and rise above everything of a

merely temporal and evanescent nature.

Though man is a compound of animal

instincts, social needs, and spiritual tend

encies, we must always give to each ele

ment of the threefold nature its proper

value and station in the development of

ahuman being as a whole. The animal

is the basis, the foundation : and the finer,

higher the animal, the finer spirit would

seem to belong to him. Yet this is not

by any means universally true. Indeed

perhaps the reverse is quite as frequent.

The social nature is the element that

holds families, tribes, nations, societies

together, and makes governments possi

ble and civilization possible. It is the

element that nourishes friendship, fosters

love, promotes kindness in every relation

of life. The social instinct builds homes

for the family, clusters families into vil

lages, enlarges villages to cities, and is

the cement that binds all together into

one form of mutual dependence and fra

ternity. _

Social needs produce social forms which

are tacitly agreed upon, and respected by

all, as useful and necessary to promote

kindly feeling and carry social intercourse

along in a way convenient and agreeable.

One who disregards social forms to any

extent becomes a sort of social outlaw,

and is called ignorant, ill-bred, or eccen

tric.

No

One who finds himself naturally indiffer

ent to the welfare of others should judge

himself, taking in some of the higher

traits of humanity and should set him

self diligently to cultivate an interest in

the needs and wants of all; should teach

his heart sympathy and brotherly love.

Thus only will he be able to promote his

highest mental development. For the

three natures of man so intermingle, in

terinfluence, and interbalance that no one

can reach its fullest growth without the

aid of the others.

Few people understand how much the

physical well-being depends upon the

moral and mental. Most people are en

tirely unconscious of the unfavorable ef

fect that ill-regulated afiections and pas

sions have upon health; and never think

of attributing physical derangements to

mental or moral causes, and have no

idea that mental or moral derangement

is frequently the direct result of physical

causes. Many people think and reason

of the threefold human nature as if each

element were a distinct and separate en

tity, to be judged wholly by itself, by its

own peculiar laws, allowing nothing for

the influence of the other two elements

upon its action. This partial view causes

all their conclusions to be false and inju

rious. No one can judge correctly in

mental philosophy unless he is well in

formed in moral and physical philosophy.

Knowledge of each must enter into the

judgment of any one of these elements in

order that the judgment may have any

weight or value.

The advanced education of to-day tends

toward specialties. The school education

to the doors of the university is quite

broad enough; then the ways may be nar

rowed according to the option of the stu

dent, and he may throw his whole mental

strength upon a single line of thought,

just skimming other requirements. The

post-graduate is at full liberty to become

a complete specialist. And as he soon

loses interest in everything outside his

favorite themes, he becomes one-sided in

his development.

And this seems unavoidable to any one
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who wishes to make any special mark in

life. For'mental strength has bounds, and

only by complete devotion to one sub

ject can one become fit to approach the

standard of modern requirements. And

now as the sum of all the culture that the

highest social ideal implies, we find that

one should be cultivated physically to

move gracefully and easily, and be in the

enjoyment of the best possible health. In

tellectually, cultivation should afford its

possessor a broad ground of general

knowledge and information, upon which

to build pre-eminence in some science or

art. Morally, the social ideal should be

generous, just, truthful, chaste, kind, and

high-minded in all respects ; reverent

toward man and nature and God. Thus

may mortal raise himself to the greatest

eminence possible-—the development of

his three-fold nature, which implies also

the cultivation of aesthetics, the science

of the beautiful in nature, and its tran

scription by art. AMELIE v. PETIT.

A DIVINE BANQUET.—The following

very suggestive fable or allegory, is one

o

of the many "prose poems" of the great

Russian author, Tourgenieff :

It once occurred to the Supreme Being

to give a banquet in His azure halls.

All the virtues were invited to it—none

but the virtues. . . . . So there were no

men—only women.
'

Many of these were assembled there,

great and small. The smaller virtues

were more agreeable than the great, but

all seemed in good spirits, and conversed

very politely with one another, as be

seemed such near relations and acquaint

ances.

Then the Supreme Being noticed two

beautiful ladies who did not seem to know

each other.

The Host took one lady by the hand

and led her up to the other.

"Benevoleneel" said He, pointing to

the first.

“
Gratitude!" added He, introducing

the second to her.

Both sisters were much surprised to

make each other's acquaintance.

For the first time since the creation of

the world, and that was a great while ago,

they now met face to face.

SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON AMATlVENESS.—N0. 5.

I
AM now stopping with Nathan Blood

in a country village. The reader may

suppose me here as a detective, a sur

veyor, or a teacher. Suppose teaching—

and yet I may hold some relationship to

the other callings. The family consists

of Mr. and Mrs. Blood, and three
chil-,

dren—john, Susan, and Laura. John is ,

twelve years old, Susan nine, and Laural

five. Mr. B. looks much as General Grant i

did when first made General, only he is a
\

little taller, head a grain higher, especially ,

in the region of Self-esteem. Mrs. B. is

rather short, somewhat corpulent, quite 1

dark, with mild, black eyes. They do not

have any servant, but a widow Comstock

comes in and helps when she is needed.

Blood keeps the only store in the place,

and is postmaster. He is often reticent

in manner, but if a difficult question is

opened, he may have a well-digested

opinion to express. He further has a

wonderful, yet hidden power, at preserv

ing order. Everybody likes him, even

‘those
who most need his regulating

power. I sometimes hear a little mutter

ing about him, but it amounts to nothing.

To-day several fellows drove up to the

store in an express wagon; they had evi‘

dently been drinking, and were acting

very rudely. Immediately Mr. Blood

stepped out of the store, went up to the

vehicle, beckoned, as if he would have a

little friendly parley with them ; their

heads were close together for a few mo

ments, and then they went off, trying

with all their might to appear sober.

Mrs. Blood has an evenly developed

head, of a purely female type. She seems

to regard Mr. B. as a remarkable being,

and the children as more than ordinary,

because he is their father. If ever I saw
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a happy household, it is here. When he

comes in, he always looks at his wife as if

she had been away on a long journey,

and, of course, he is very glad to see her.

His wife acts as if her beau had come.

The children would rather have him for

a playmate, when they can get him, than

any one else. He has a very cflicient

clerk (jacob Darbey) in the store, who

comes over to the house, it may be, sev

eral times in the day, between meals.

There is no kind of housework he does

not know how to do. The children have

their well-apportioned tasks, and every

thing goes along smoothly. Laura, for

instance, can go on short errands when

needed, and after breakfast puts on a

thick apron, then fills up the .wood-box

with wood from the shed. She is strong,

and can bring in a number of sticks

at once. Her father often smiles, and

the parents exchange sly glances as the

sturdy girl comes laboring in, breathing

very emphatically. Sometimes it is hint

ed that she had better not bring quite so

much at a time. The exhortation usually

moderates the next armful, at least. The

box heaping full, the apron is taken off

and hung in its place. She is sometimes

told she is quite a help—a proposition of

which she has not a doubt, and of whose

repetition she never tires.

The other day her father showed me

the-following item, which he was right

glad to see in print:

“A primal defect in our social life is

the notion that girls have nothing to do.

Boys are brought up to some employ

ment, but girls to none, except where

pecuniary wzrnt compels them. The

family that is ‘well-off‘ has busy boys

and idle girls. The young man, after eat

ing his breakfast, starts out to his daily

occupation, and returns at the close of

the day. The young woman, after eating

her breakfast (usually at a late hour),

saunters about in quest of amusements.

Novels, gossip, shopping (for unnecessary

trilles), dressing in three or four different

costumes, formal visiting, drawing (if

able), and lounging, are the elements of

the young woman's day. In the evening,

by way of recreation (!), she goes to the

theatre
or_a

ball." .

“ Well, if that's the way it works to be

‘well-off,’ we prefer to remain poor."

John Blood is a happy mixture of a

fortunate marriage. I do not think Prof.

Sizer himself could tell what tempera

ment predominates especially. He is a

little above average size, symmetrical, has

marked but regular features, a set of per

fect teeth, a deep blue eye, which looks

like black in the evening. No teacher

could say which study he excelled in—he

was good in all. On skates or sled, in

school or store, driving a horse or milk

ing the cow, he ever seemed proper, nat

ural, handy, happy. The food he should

cat was the food he liked. When he

should be in bed, he was already sleepy.

When he had finished his sleep. he rose

from his bed looking like a coin just

from the mint.

l/Vhy am Iwriting in the past tense?

He is already a companion for his father

and mother. He kisses both sometimes,

his mother the oftener. But many things

in this family are not rigidly fixed. Mr.

Blood does not always say grace at

meals. Sometimes he invites me‘; again,

it is omitted altogether. Usually there

is reading and prayer Sunday morning;

but more than half the time Mrs. Blood

offers the prayer. He almost invariably,

however. gOes and shakes hands with her

after the prayer and kisses her (beaming

upon her with that fresh lookl, and the

children imitate father; last of all, I

shake hands with the dear woman, she

half confused with her happiness and

modesty. Mr. Blood loves to hear women

pray, and I do also. Mrs. Blood‘s
" effort"

is not an essay or oration, but a prayer,

full of gratitude, reverence. and direct

supplication. Never shall I forget these

Sunday mornings. Sometimes, I must

confess, it'is all the meeting I have for

the day. Occasionally. some of the family

are at home with me; but it is always

represented at church, and those who go

carry the excuse for those who stay. The

pastor, Dr. Baldhead. is a reader of the

JOURNAL, and a grand proof of the truth
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do.

of phrenological science. He was the

means of introducing Mr. and Mrs. Blood

to each other's acquaintance. He per

formed the marriage ceremony, and has

christened their children. When one

Joab Scudder and his unmarried sister

attempted, through ignoble motives, to

unsettle the Doctor and have a young

Verygreen called in his place, Mr. Blood,

in his peculiarly skilful way, nipped the

movement in the bud.

Susan Blood is set out for a blonde, but

is now too slim, and a little pale. The

parents do not mean to have her hurried

in her studies, and have had confidential

chats with her teacher. They appear to

like to have me notice and pet the rather

shy girl—a thing I am not unwilling to

My host has read and indorsed all I

have written upon Amativeness, but says

Ihave not told all. Iagree with him;

indeed I do. He tells me privately, that

if Sue makes all the woman he wants to

see, she will have to steal some magnet

ism from good and healthful gentlemen.

Laura, like many girls, is already coquet

tish, and a natural thief. I had not been

here two days before she had made my

acquaintance, admired my beard, offered

to kiss, and gone to sleep in my lap. She

is inclined to monopolize her father and

handsome brother, and the whole set

of uncles on both’sides. She has half

stolen the heart of Luke Beaming, a pre

cocious lad, living across the way. She

is a wonder, and something of a mortifi

cation to Sue.

Mr. Blood has over his store a nice

hall. I have suggested to him that he

let John and Sue have the use of it on

Saturdays, from 2 to 5 P.M., to invite their

friends and mates. He could see it was

properly warmed, and the parents, if they

chose, could step in for a while. But the

young people were not to be embarrassed.

They could have an organ, sing, get up

such romps, dances, games, and forfeits

as they saw fit, or older ones could re

member, and would. perhaps, occasionally

take part in. He would be permitted to

see how such opportunities, which, in

some form, were once common in New

England, would add to the animation and

health of the young, to the contentment

and refinement of the boys, and to the

beauty of the girls. He would see Sue

come from the assembly with a light in

her eye, a color on her lip, a glow on her

cheek, such as he, a father and physiolo

gist, would be delighted and encouraged

to behold. But I warned him of what

he might expect in other directions. In

the first place, he would excite the aston

ishment of not a few. The prudish

would hold up their hands, the over-busy

might judge it a waste of time, and there

would be contemptuous talk about kiss

ing, saliva, etc. But he must persevere

and defend the right. He would be called

upon to "place" again the cautions of

Mrs. Shepherd and other worthy parental

writers. If one were travelling from Jeru

salem to Jericho, they must be on guard

against robbers. There was a place for

all these cautions. But if one kept far

away from the water, one could never

have a bath or learn to swim. For some

thirty years, some lines of prudery had

been drawn tighter and tighter, during

which time health had declined in

girlhood, restlulness in boyhood, awful

crimes had broken out with startling

frequency, and men had been regaling

themselves upon rum and tobacco. He

favored my scheme, and we held a long

conversation, agreeing in the following,

not to mention all:

I. That certain writers, including my

self, were correct in respect to the limi

tations of literal passion; at least, we

had delineated the grand meridian of

standard reckoning upon the chart of or

ganic life.

2. But a generous Creator had designed

that Amativeness, with other social pro

pensities, should be a source of vitality,

a fountain of ten thousand delights, the

supreme resource of earthly happiness.

3. That in this very domain were argu

ments and influences against war, murder,

cupidity, brutality, coarseness, selfishness,

self-neglect, gambling, fraud. suicide, and

almost every vice known in the world.

4. That God designed woman to be
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healthful, cheerful, attractive, affection

ate—Venus, Hebe, and Mary in one—the

song of the whole earth.

5. That the poets, in singing of her

beauty, graces, and love, had only voiced

facts patent to all educated and develop

ed to see and appreciate them.

6. That while men might subdue the

earth, discover, invent, build, organize

government, etc., woman must exercise

her function, ornament, charm, and con

fer the hmu: upon all.

At this point, all three of the children

came in, and I had them stand in a row.

I showed him that the sisters’ heads ex

tended further back of the ear than did

John's. They had also more love of

home and Concentrativeness than he.

Laura had as much Amativeness, and Sue

as much within half a degree. The girls,

I added, when they passed out, were con

structed to be queens of love and sov

ereigns of home. Let them and the boys

so understand. In the hall, he would

notice that the girls would be first to

introduce the love -plays. Boys should

have instruction to be respectful, respon

sive, orderly, helpful, ambitious to exe

cute the game according to the inspira

tion of the girls.

If there be uncouth women, passionless

women,
snarlish and half developed, they

are, I said, the reminders of our igno

rance, folly, and sin. Women stinted in

figure and plain in features, are great in

soul sometimes, precious benefactors to

the race. But you can never make such

believe that their physical defects are of

small account. They have inveterate

common-sense about such matters. Their

weakness is in the realm of causes. They

do not see so well as men what will ruin

health and beauty and extinguish natural

love. We must supply this defect. It is

our part. Good mothers may shame and

scold amiable daughters, withhold light,

let their girls grow up in need of the best

food, without enough rest and sleep, bur

dened with studies, exhausted by dry and

briery excitements. When together they

talk of dresses, school standings, but do

not consult and confer as to bodies, signs,

growth, stimuli, development of their

daughter into the masculine ideal as they

should. How precious their rewards when

they do. Nor is there long delay.

I will close, perhaps, by copying for my

readers two or three selections from my

readings which I showed my noble friend,

and which he took much pleasure in.

Each occasioned a long talk. I began

with this, simply because he had seen

Mr. Parker. Witness the sister’s secret

influence:

“ In the life of Theodore Parker a very

beautiful incident one day occurred. It

was before he was known to fame. He

was only a teacher then, in Watertown, I

think. He had among his scholars a little

witch of a boy. whom no reproof and no

persuasion ‘could induce to keep himself

in order.

"
One day, after his more than usually

troublesome conduct, Mr. Parker required

the little fellow to stay after school to be

whipped. So the time had come for this

last resource of the exhausted patience

and skill of the teacher. According to the

directions the little fellow held out his

hand for punishment, and as he took it,

Mr. Parker said, he looked down into the

little face, and the boy looked so much

like his little sister, whose conduct was

all right, and who had won Mr. Parker's

love, he stayed the rod, and stooped down

and kissed the innocent lips that were

ready to break forth into crying, and sent

the pupil home. Is it probable that he

was a worse boy after that? Somebody

knows who this boy'was; if the man is

living now, I wish we could learn from

him the effect upon his life of that kiss

of Mr. Parker's.”

We are both fixed admirers of Mary

Anderson, and I handed him this. She

is both good and jolly:

"The scene-shifter in a Washington

theatre tells a Republz'ran writer some

funny stories of actresses and their ways.

Here is what he said of Mary Anderson :

' The public has formed a wrong impres

sion of Mary Anderson. People think 01

her as a living iceberg. Nothing could

be further from the truth. She is for all
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the world like a big school-girl, chock full

of animal spirits and overflowing with jol

lity. Why, I have seen her bound into the

wings, and in the exuberance of her frol

icsome disposition, jump on an acquain

tance’s back and make him carry her.

Icebergs don't do that.‘
"

I wanted he should also see this about

“ How Girls are made Pretty ":

"'lhe Hindoo girls are graceful and

exquisitely formed. From their earliest

childhood they are accustomed to carry

burdens on their heads. The water for

family use is always brought by the girls

in earthen jars carefully poised in this

way. This exercise is said to strengthen

the muscles of the back while the chest

is thrown forward. No crooked backs

are seen in Hindostan. Dr. Henry Spry,

a medical officer, says that
‘
this exercise

of carrying small vessels of water on the

head might be advantageously introduced

into our private families, and entirely

supersede the present machinery of dumb

bells, back-boards, skipping-ropes, etc.

The young lady ought to be taught to

carry the jar as these Hindoo women do,

‘without touching it with her hands.’

“
The same practice of carrying water

leads to precisely the same results in the

south of Spain, and in the south of Italy

as in India.

"A Neapolitan female peasant will

carry on her head avessel full of water

to the very brim over a rough road and

not spill a drop of it
,

and the acquisition

of this art or knack gives her the same

erect and elastic gait, and the same ex

panded chest and well-formed back and

shoulders."

ADDENDA.

I once read an editorial expressing a

sense of mystery that women could not

reciprocate the male interest (P). What

would Cleopatra have thought of such a

puzzle? It might make the grave, the

most excellent queen of England laugh,

at least to herself. Endowed with speech,

what class of male animals could come

before the Creator with the complaint,

Thou gavest the female, but she avoids

our companionship and never kindles at

any period with native desire P

_

Take a male child, "nag" him, scare

him, burden him, wear him with inter

minable particulars, point the finger of

shame, say
“
nasty," as a battery of dis

gust; envelope the sphere of sex with aw

ful, chilling, repulsive mystery; let the

nature of this boy be clinging, confiding,

plastic; if his shoulders should broadena

little, or his voice deepen, treat it with a

shudder. as the venom of hatefulness;

and might not manhood be reached in

coldness and indifference, without ro

mance or inclination, without tempta~

tion, conflict, or victory?

Istood beside a man, a minister, dys

peptic, thin almost to a shadow by con

scientious labors, and he told me he

could see his wife and children coming

toward him and not experience any more

fondness than if he were a post. But I

did not infer that this deadness was the

natural condition of masculinity.

Last evening I went out to witness a

drama, presented by some amateur play

ers of the neighborhood. Mostly, it was

well rendered, some of it remarkably so.

But where the man and woman would be

expected to rush to each other’s arms, not

a foot was stirred. One of the actresses

tells me she could not get her
brother to

kiss her where the play required it.

Here I had a specimen, not of nature's

way, but of the icy prudery and subtile

sexual hypocrisy with which otherwise

good people are partly blasted.

IMPERSONAL.

.

WEDDED LOVE.

AND if the husband or the wife

In home's strong life discovers

Such slight defaults as failed to meet

The blinded eyes of lovers ;

Why need we care to ask ? Who dreams

Without their thorns of roses ?

Or wonders that the truest steel

The readiest spark discloses ?

For still in mutual sufl‘eranee lies

The secret of true living; ,

Love scarce is love that never knows

The sweetness of forgiving.

JOHN G. WHI'r'rrBI.
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DUNCAN'S MOTTO.

“I want you to be a man; and I'll have you a

man or n0tlling."—DR. GRmsnAw.

ONE
of the worst things about boys

and girls from seven to fourteen

years of age, is a silly discomfort about

dress. If they happen to find themselves

alittlc out of fashion, or their clothes a

little worn, however nicely mended, they

will compare themselves at once with

some over-dressed, foolishly decorated

boy or girl, and grow quite uncomfort

able, and even sheepish at the compari

son.

Knowing this, I was at a loss for a mo—

ment what to do, when two boys, each

about ten years old. presented themselves

to me for instruction.

Charles was a delicate boy, with nice

velvet and fine linen, pretty gaiters, and

long blonde curls, altogether as if a little

Vandyke had stepped out of a frame on

the wall.

Duncan, on the contrary, was clad in

what used to be called satinette, a kind

of cotton and wool cloth, which readily

showed the predominance of cotton at

the knees and elbows. His thick, dark

hair was cropped short, and not much

linen graced either neck or wrist, while

stout boots gave out no small amount of

noise over the floor.

I looked at the two little fellows with

some pleasure at the contrast they pre

sented.

"\Vell, boys,” I said, as I prepared their

slates for a sum,
"
what do you expect to

make in the world P
"

I was quite startled at the prompti

tude with which the boy Duncan answer

ed up—

"I expect to make .a man, ma'am."
"Well and good, Duncan, that implies

a great deal. And what do you expect to

make, Charles?" (I did not say Charley,

for I detest these pet abbreviations.)

The little fellow dropped his head at

first and then lifted it up with a little

smirk, and answered, "I expect to make
a gentleman, ma'am."

"Well and good, Charles, that implies

much also," I repeated.

“What else can he make with all that

fine toggery on P" exclaimed Duncan,

with a contemptuous toss of his head.
“
Perhaps you would like some of the

fine toggery yourself, Duncan P
" '

“"
Not by a jugful, na—ree."

"I shall not allow you to talk in that

way, Duncan."

"
He isn't a gentleman,"

Charles.

"We'll talk about that some other

time," I replied.

I soon found that my two little demo

crats were good material to work with.

and I took pleasure in directing their tend

encies into wholesome channels. Charles

was the better scholar; but Duncan, rath

cr apt to despise the technicalities of a

lesson, seized upon ideas with a strong

grasp, and laid away many a clear combi

nation of fact or opinion to produce good

inferences in the long run.

They had been nearly six months under

my care, and I observed with pleasure a

strong attachment was growing up be

tween them, while each was modifying

the character of the other. Duncan

grew a little less savage in his assurance

of making a man, and Charles became

somewhat ashamed at his fineness and

prctension.

They had their little squabbles and re

torts, and more than once had a round

of fisticufis: but, on the whole, were

boys not only of mettle but of genial

good-fellowship. There was no trickiness

or falsehood about either.

I am not writing a story, only telling

how two young boys felt and talked who,

in after-life, went together out to the

great Westand became useful and up

right citizens, as every boy should aim

to be.

One day the two boys came to me in

an eager state of excitement; and Dun

can, generally the speaker, propounded

the following question :

retorted
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“ Madam, which of us two do you think

has the best chance of rising and mak

ing something in the world—~Charles or

Duncan P
"

“ You, Duncan, mean to be a man, and

Charles means to be a gentleman."

" No, ma’am, I give that up."

"
Why so? When Napoleon Bonaparte

was on that solitary rock of St. Helena,

and a man brushed his shoulder carrying

a heavy load, one of his attendants sharply

reproved the workman; and do you re

member what the fallen great man said?"
“ He said,

‘
Respect the burden,’ mad

am," said Charles, softly.
" That seems to me the words of a true

gentleman. And when George Washing

ton stole on tiptoe through the room

where his young aides were making merry,

though a wounded oflicer was in the next

room, and \Vashington, without a word,

passed in. was not this silent rebuke the

act of a true gentleman, boys?
"

“
That it was!" cried Duncan, "and I

will do my best to be such a gentleman."

Charles smiled timidly, and said :

"Duncan tells me, ma'am, that I stand

no chance of being anything in the world,

because, he says, I begin at the top of the

ladder and can’t rise."

“I am at the bottom, you see, and I

mean to be at the top before I die."
“ That is what you may do by hard

work, and the aim to do what is worthy

for a man to do, Duncan ; but really I do

not see why Charles may not become a

most estimable man, and do, in his way,

what you are able to do in yours, Dun

can."

"Oh ! what can a boy do in curls, and

velvet, and fine linen? He can't stretch

himself out any more than the girls can

in their fixings. No, ma'am; Charles is

too high up now, and likes to be where

he is—amongst soft-spoken people. Look

at his poor little hands; I should be

ashamed to have mine so soft when there's

work to do in the world."

"Duncan, you have much to learn, if

you mean to be a man in the high sense."

“
I know that, ma'arn; but I have a

verse I keep in mind when I see these

puny boys in their finery, and I so rough

in mine," with a laugh.

Charles had quietly slipped out, and, to

my amazement, the next morning ap

peared with hair clipped and quite rough

ly shod. Duncan was delighted, and all

day lavished rough attentions upon him.

He was at pains to help him in their

games with the boys in the neighborhood.

He grew more tender and gentle in his

manner with his richer companion; and

I more than once heard him shout at the

top of his voice :

“Remember my verse; I call that a

motto for a boy who means to be a man

in the world.”

After the ordinary recitations of the

school-room, it was my habit to talk with

the boys in a way that should bring out

their natural bent, in the hope of turning

it to the best. Accordingly, when they

were seated by me, I said:
" Duncan, I have more than once heard

you speak of your motto; won't you let

me know what it is P"

l‘Yes, do," uttered Charles —“ it is real

good, and I mean to use it for mine.

when I find myself feeling like a snob."

At this Duncan with much feeling re

plied, "I should like to tell the story that

goes with it." -

"
By all means, Duncan; I should like

to hear it."
“ Well, there was a poet named Hannah

F. Gould, and she wrote something sweet

about the frost when she was washing up

the floor one day. Everybody knew she

was good and bright. Once a man

brought to her a beautiful silver nest he

had found on a tree in the woods. It

was not far from where a great battle

had once been fought. Some poor sol

dier had perished there, and a bird had

taken the threads of his silver epaulet

and woven them into its nest. It was a

most perfect and lovely thing, and Miss

Gould wrote some sweet lines upon it.

You must read them; but, perhaps, people

don't read such verses now. I have read

them a great many times; and when I

feel a bad feeling come up because I

can not study as I wish to study, for I
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have to work when school is over, I re

peat my verse, and I am a better boy for

it, and do not care for fine things and

moneyed people that do not seem to

know how a poor boy feels. This is it—

she is talking about the little birds in the

beautiful nest:

“ ‘ Do you suppose they ever rose

Of higher power poscssed,

Because they knew they peeped and grew

\Vithin a silver nest P’
"

ELIZABETH OAK ES SMITH.

A QUERY.

SHOULD the heart-life be hidden from eyes that we 1

meet, _

No matter how kindly their glow P

Should the smile or the sigh forever retreat,

Lest mortals our feelings should know P

"ask the face wear a mask when we welcome a

friend P

if the heart throws a glow on the cheek

Must the head with the coolest of courtesy bendI

Lest they deem us bo'.h foolish and weak P

i

COSTUMES

TRAVELLER in the East writes:

"One of the great attractions of

a stroll through modern Athens is to

note the variety of costumes. The most

curious and the most striking is the

Albanian, which the Greeks have adopt

ed as their national dress. It consists

of a blue or black jacket, cut away, with

open sleeves, and rich embroidery; a

red waistcoat, and a white embroidered

shirt. The brecches are of blue. close

fitting; stockings of white or blue; red

gaiters, and red leather shoes without

heels, pointed, upturned, and long. Round

the waist is a leathem girdle, from which

protrudes an alarming display of pistols

and knives such as are affected by the Be

dawin; the head is covered with a. high

fez, or pointed red flannel cap, terminating

with a long silk tassel, which sways about

as the wearer walks. The principal part

of the dress is the white ‘fustanella,’ a

kilted shirt of linen, starched, and worn

over the breeches. Sometimes as many

as sixty yards of white linen are used in a

' fustanella,’ and the efl'ect is rather that of

Must the eyes shine and sparkle when tear-drops

would flow P

Lips smile when the heart is so sore,

Lest the friend we have trusted should mock at our

pain,

And leave us more sad than before ?

So be it ! henceforth let the cold mask be mine.

Alike let me greet friend and foe

\Vith an eye and a smile that means nothing at all,

And for aye truth and pleasure forego.

L A. I.

lN ATHENS.

a burles'que on a ballet-dancer's costume.

It is a curious sight for foreigners to see a

Highland regiment march out, but it is a

far more curious sight for an Englishman

to see the Greek National corps parade

in this feminine, but picturesque and ex

travagant, costume. The Greek artisan

wears a costume not unlike the Turkish,

consisting of a short dark jacket, red

waistcoat, very wide calico trousers, worn

short, and generally blue; bare legs, and

buckled shoes. This is also the dress of

the Cretans, with’ the exception that in

stead of wearing shoes, they have high

boots, which hide the bare legs and give

a better appearance. Sometimes ladies

may be seen wearing the national red

cap, or the Thessalian head-dress——a tiara

of gold and a veil thrown back —but as a

rule they dress in Parisian style. The

peasant women almost invariably wear

the Albanian costume; and very striking

it is, consisting of a long embroidered

petticoat, and a white woollen dress over

it
,

while on their heads and necks are

chains of coins."
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THE HEAD AN AID T0 CONSTITUTIONAL DIAGNOSIS.

[Read before the Toronto Homeopathic Medical Association]

OME twenty-five years ago I was for

tunate enough to make the acquaint

ance of a gentleman who for_many years

had been the leading phrenologist of En

gland. He insisted upon it that certain

formations of the head indicated certain

constitutional peculiarities and that these

indications might be serviceable to the

practical physician. Most of you are

aware, that ever since that celebrated

Scotch metaphysician wrote his memora

ble treatise against Phrenology, it has

been the custom of scientific men either

to entirely ignore this very useful science,

or to treat it with unmerited contempt.

Many another useful discovery, of which

our own system is a notable instance, has

been treated in like manner, which only

proves that great men are capable of

making great blunders. That the size

and form of the head is indicative of

disease has long been recognized by med

ical men ; but the phrenologist, to whom

I have just referred, advanced a step fur

ther and discovered that certain regions

of the head seemed to be, somehow, di

rectly connected with certain regions of

the body, such as the lungs, stomach,

heart, and sexual system, indicating their

Constitutional or acquired condition.

By way of introducing the subject, I

will divide the human head into three

types, viz.:

I. The healthy type.

2. The scrofulous type.

3. The tuberculous type.

By the healthy type, I mean an evenly

balanced head, having the proper height,

width, and depth. It would take me

longer than the allotted fifteen min

utes, wereI to give you the dimensions

recognized by phrenologists and artists,

and will merely call your attention to

three lines which, in their direction, mark

the difference between the three types.

in the [zeal/It)’ or normal type, if a line

be carried down the temporal region,

resting on the upper part of the head and

the zygomatic arch, it will be found near

ly perpendicular. In the .trrofulous type,

owing to a prominence of the zygomatic

arch, frequently a sign of latent scrofula,

the line will be found to diverge out

wards; whereas, in the tuberculous type,

owing to the prominence of the upper

part of the head and the relatively defi

cient development of the zygomatic arch,

the line will fall inward, forming the so

called "inverted pyramidal type." This

is strongly indicative of a constitutional

tendency to the formation of tubercle.

Time will not permit me to enter into

the subject of scrofulosis and of tuberculo

sis, though intimately connected with my

subject, and must therefore content my

self with merely pointing out their cra

nial characteristics, although these differ

ent types are rarely met with in their
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most perfect forms; still, it will be found

that every head will fall more or less into

one or the other; and moreover, just as

the individual improves in health, so the
'
diseased characteristics will disappear and

his head will approach the healthy type.

I am not prepared to give you anatomi

cal or physiological reasons for certain

regions of the head denoting certain con

ditions in other organs; all I can say is,

that they do denote such conditions, as

may be easily verified, and those who are

willing to accept of these indications will

find them very useful in the treatment of

acute and more particularly chronic dis

eases.

The region of the head that denotes

the condition of the lung: is situated over

the frontal sinus. On examination, you

will find a very great difference in the ap—

pearance of this part of the head in differ

ent persons. In some you will find it full

and prominent, and where this is the

case, there will be a tendency to conges

tion of the lungs, with danger of hemor

rhage. In youth, this may usually be

guarded against by_refraining from vio

lent exertion; and as congestion of any

organ, if properly controlled, has a tend

ency to increase the size of the organ,

in a few years this natural tendency may

result in a large and powerful chest.

Where the frontal region is abnormally

flat—that is, without either elevation or

depression—the lungs will be found weak

and predisposed to diseae, and if this

condition is connected with the "invert

ed pyramidal
"
or tuberculous type, there

will be a strong predisposition to tuber

cular deposit in the lungs. In another

class, you will notice a prominence of the

eyebrows and a more or less deep inden

tation between them. The deeper this

indentation the stronger the lungs, and

when with this you find two deep perpen

dicular furrows, you have the strongest

and healthiest condition of lung. Every

physician has noticed cases of phthisis

that seem to bafi‘le all prognosis. There

will be all the symptoms of galloping con

sumption, such as haemoptysis, followed

by purulent expectoration, hectic fever

and night-sweats, emaciation, etc., etc.,

and yet, after a time, will rally, the dan

gerous symptoms gradually disappearing

till health seems restored. A year or two

later, a fresh cold may produce a return

of all the symptoms, to be again followed

by comparative health, showing that

there must be a large amount of recuper

ative latent power somewhere. Such

cases you will find marked by a deep

hollow between the eyebrows over the

frontal sinus. This would seem to denote

a certain recuperative power in the sub

stance of the lung-tissue itself, that en

ables us to withstand the encroachments

of disease, and though vomica after vom

ica may form, the remaining portion of

the lung remains, for a time, unaffected.

I need hardly state, that such cases are

the most amenable to treatment.

The region that corresponds with the

stomach and assimilative organs is situa

ted on each side of the head, just above

the zygomatic arch, the temporal region.

You will notice, that while some are full

in this region others are flat and others

are deeply indented,as if from an atro

phied condition of the temporal muscles.

Here you may make a very just estimate

of the power of assimilation that an indi—

vidual possesses, by the elevation or de

pression met with, for the deeper the de

pression the weaker the_ assimilative

power. In the dyspeptic, this will be

most apparent, and just in proportion as

he improves, the region will be found to

fill out.

The region connected with the heart

and circulation is on each side of the

head, immediately above the ears. It is

the seat of what the phrenologists call

the organ of Destructiveness; the wider

the head at this part, the more ac

tivity the individual will display, and

hence the organ is more appropriately

called the organ of Executiveness. The

more prominent the part, the more pow

erful the heart and circulation. If very

large, there will be a tendency to conges

tion to some weaker organ, and later in

life to apoplexy; but if
,

on the other hand,

the part be flat or depressed, poverty of
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circulation, with its attendant evils. such

as cold extremities, etc., etc., will be

found present.

The fourth and last region to which I

would direct your attention, is the cere

bellum, which, as most of you already

know, is intimately connected with the

sexual system. Where it is large and

full, it denotes vigor of manhood, and

may be compared to the boiler that sup

plies the power to the engine. If very

large, it is apt to lead to intemperance

and abuse of the sexual organs; the re

sults of which are so frequently met with

in daily practice. Where it is small, there

will be a deficiency of so-called "staying

power," an aptness to be easily tired after

*

BRAIN

\VRITER in the [Medical Time:

summarizes the danger and need of

the time under this title, and points his

professional brethren to their duty in the

matter. He says:

“ The brain, like every other organ in

the body, when in health works without

friction and without apparent effort.

When that work seems a toil and a

heavy labor, it shows something is wrong,

either in the nutrition of the brain or in

the general system, and instead of forc

ing it to do work against which it pro

tests, the cause should be ascertained and

remedied. The skilled athlete does his

work easily without apparent effort.

Every part of the body, the stomach, the

lungs, the bowels, do their work so easily

and with so little friction that we are

hardly aware of their existence except

by the results. An immense amount of

the hardest kind of brain work can be

accomplished even in old age without

apparently the slightest unpleasant re

sult, and attended only with the ordi

nary fatigue of healthy work. In proof

of this we need only instance some of the

prominent European statesmen, whose

power for brain work seemed to be not

Only unimpaired, but was strengthened

after they had passed threescore and ten

slight exercise. It is among the victims

of self-abuse that the wasting away of this

part is most apparent, and if the baneful

habit be abandoned before organic injury

has been inflicted upon the system, under

proper medical treatment assisted by a

judicious use of gymnastics, the parts

will soon show signs of filling out again.

I have said nothing about the manner

in which the deficiency of one organ may

be, to a certain extent, supplemented by

strength in another, as this would have

carried me far beyond the time allotted to

our essays; but should the subject be

found sufiiciently attractive to you, I

shall be happy to return to it at some

future period. J. ADAMS, M.D.

WORK.

years. One reason undoubtedly is, the

peculiar mental training which excludes,

from childhood up to old age, those

dangerous factors in our new country

and growing institutions, of worry, ex

citement, and undue haste. The danger

ous elements in our American life are

not only haste, worry, and excitement,

but, strange as it may seem in a land of

plenty, starvation of the brain. The

brain and nerve tissues are the highest

and most delicately organized of all the

structures of the human body. In this

system, the force is generated which

brings into activity all the functions of

the body. It supplies not only its own

life and vitality, but that of all the other

organs. In a healthy condition it usually

craves those very elements of food which

best promote its own nutrition and that

of the general system. The active work

ing brain demands a food rich in nitro

gen, different in many particulars from

that of the mere physical worker, where

there is but little thought, but mere mus

cular activity. But the highest type of

manhood is undoubtedly that where nei

ther the physical or mental system is

cultivated at the expense of the other,

the food being adapted to the wants and

development of both. Especially is this
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the case in childhood, where the brain is

developing, and the organs in a formative

process. A lack of the proper kind of

food, and an increase in the work placed

upon the brain as a whole, or any one

faculty, sulficient to produce tension,

must result in some form of physical dis

turbance or brain harmony, which may

leave its cflect upon mind and body

through life. The effect of brain work

rightly systematized is undoubtedly to

increase its strength and activity, and

this very activity stimulates nutrition.

It is easily to be seen that the working

of the healthy brain, through its control

ling power over the entire body, has a

tendency to prevent the indulgence of

those sensual and selfish desires and pas

sions which not only disturb, but bring

in a direct conflict with the organic laws

of our being all the organs of the

body.

" It is a problem which time alone can

solve if the hereditary taint of disease

and mental inequalities which flow down

the current of life for generations may

not, by proper brain food in cnildhood,

mental and physical, with healthy sur

roundings, be so far held in check as at

length to be entirely eradicated. This

great social problem reaches out and is

felt in every avenue of life. How can a

child be fed intelligently, trained intelli

gently, developed on a plane of mental

and physical harmony, until parents are

imbued with the correct ideas of life, and

the home becomes a school, through

which divine and human influences blend

in a harmonious mental and physical de

velopment? There are homes where a

polluted family current has become puri

fied, and the mental and physical charac

teristics of a race changed from a plane

of sensual and vicious indulgence to

higher development and nobler aspira~

tions. It may have been after a protract

ed struggle, a combat lasting through

more than one generation, but the work

has been done. and what has been accom

plished in one home may be reached

in every home throughout the world.

"In this work of regeneration, an en

lightened, honest, fearless medical pro

fession must take the lead. In dealing

with the human race we must deal with

facts evident to our senses and draw our

illustrations from the every-day walks of

life with their present rewards and pres

ent penalties. We are like men living in

a narrow valley hemmed in by impassable

mountains. From over the barrier on

one side there comes no voice from the

past to tell from whence we came or

the process of our development. The

lights of science thus far are dim and un

certain, and all is doubt and conjecture.

The world beyond those mountain-tops

on the other side, heights only to be

passed by disembodied spirits, is silent

to us. It sends no messenger back to us

to tell of its secrets, its brightness or

its gloom. We hope everything. They

present life is with us and we can trace

its progress and the influences at work

upon human development, from the early

dawn of life to old age, from the cradle

to the grave. The penalties of violating

natural laws, of undue tension of the

brain, are around us on every side, in

wrecks and ruins, in the scaffold, the

prison, the hospital, and the asylum.

And the results also of proper brain de

velopment, of well-ordered lives, are seen

in happy homes, in splendidly developed

mental and physical organizations, and

in lives full of usefulness and honor.

The world is so full of illustrations every~

where, of both sides of the question, of

the downward tendency of vice and the

upward path, and nobler, sweeter life of

virtue and honor, that they constitute

stronger illustrations of great truths and

more powerful incentives to a correct

life than threats of future wrath or prom

ises of future rewards. And just here

the physican steps in, with his armory of

facts, drawn from every-day life, as the

counsellor, adviser, and friend. Happy

will it be for him and the world if he

realizes, even partially, the responsibil

ities and possibilities of his profession,

and acts in accordance with an enlight‘

ened judgment," advising more in the:

line of prevention than for after cures.
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HOW TO GROW.

"

HOW
can I. a boy between the years

of fifteen and sixteen, grow tall?

Or what would be good for a boy's

growth?" C. E. B. asks.

Tallness comes from growth of bone;

and bone material in abundance is there

fore essential to stature. Horses, cattle,

and men who live on limestone moun

tains and ridges, all the way from Ten

nessee to the upper end of the Green

Mountain range, are taller than are the

men and cattle who are reared in the

same latitudes away from the limestone

region. As bones are largely composed

of the phosphate of lime, soil which has

an abundance of lime material will sup

ply this ingredient to every blade of

grass, every strawberry, every grain of

wheat, everything indeed that the ani

mal or man eats, and thus he has oppor

tunity for secreting or appropriating all

the bone material that is necessary for

the growth of his frame. In those re

gions of the old States which are not

abundantly supplied with lime, the farm

ers are obliged to purchase lime and

bring it from long distances to top-dress

their land in order to raise good wheat;

even then, the wheat is sometimes only

half fed with this material. and the eater's

bony structure is not properly fed by it.

Now, how do people commonly live in

respect to food for bone, brain, and mus

cle? They live largely on superfine

flour, butter, sugar, fatty matter; they

eat cake and griddle-cakes, and thus they

take so little lime or bone material, that

they have small, weak, short bones, light

and weak muscles, and a general lack of

brain and musclar development. With

oatmeal as an article of diet, and the en

tire wheat made into bread, with lean

beef or mutton, beans, and milk, the

frame can attain to all the altitude that

belongs to its constitution, and the per

son can improve, in fact, on his inherited

qualities. In respect to height, people

are rarely too tall ; we never knew a tall

man that regretted his height, though

occasionally a girl that is five feet eleven

wishes she were a few inches less; but

these cases are so rare that we don't wish

to give a prescription for reducing the

height. 5.

WHITE 0R BROWN BREAD?

WRITER in the Nine/cent]: Cm

tury condenses the evidence in favor

of wheat-meal bread in the following

Paragraph

"The earliest (P) agitator in the matter

observed, two years ago, when travelling

in Sicily, that the laboring classes there

live healthily and work well upon a vege

table diet, the staple article of which is

bread made of well-ground wheat-meal.

Nor are the Sicilians by any means the

only people so supported. ‘The Hindus

0f the north-western province can walk

fifty or sixty miles a day with no other

food than “chapatties," made of the

whole meal with little "ghee" or Ga

lam butter.’ Turkish Arab porters, ca

pable of carrying burdens of from four

hundred to six hundred pounds, live on

bread only, with the occasional addition

of fruit and vegetables. The Spartans

and Romans of old time lived their vigor

ous lives on bread made of wheaten meal.

In northern as well as southern climates

we find the same thing. In Russia, Swe

den, Scotland, and elsewhere, the poor

live chiefly on bread, always made from

some whole meal—wheat, oats, or rye—

and the peasantry, of whatever climate,

so fed, always compare favorably with our

South English poor, who, in conditions

of indigcnce precluding them from ob

taining sufficient meat food, starve, if

not to death. at least into sickliness, on

the white bread it is our modern English

habit to prefer. White bread alone wi'.‘
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not support animal life. Bread made of

the whole grain will. The experiment

has been tried in France by Magendie.

Dogs were the subject of the trial, and

every care was taken to equalize all the

other conditions—to proportion the quan

tity of food given in each case to the

weight of the animal experimented upon,

and so forth. The result was sufficiently

marked. At the end of forty days the

dogs fed solely on white bread died. The

dogs fed on bread made of the whole

grain remained vigorous, healthy, and

well nourished. Whether an originally

healthy human being, fed solely on white

bread for forty days, would likewise die

at the end of that time, remains, of course,

a question. The tenacity of life exhibited

by Magendie's dogs will not evidently

bear comparison with that of the scarcely

yet forgotten forty days’ wonder, Dr.

Tanner. Nor is it by any means asserted

that any given man or any given child

would certainly remain in vigorous health

for an indefinite length of time if fed

solely on wheat-meal bread. Not a single

piece of strong evidence has been pro

duced, however, to show that he would

not, and ‘in the only case in which whole

meal bread has been tried with any per

sistency, or on any considerable scale

among us—to wit, in jails—facts go to

show such bread to be an excellent and

wholesome substitute for more costly

forms of nutritious food."

A HEALTH ALPHABET.—The Ladies’

Sanitary Association of London gives the

following simple rules for keeping health,

which children may commit to memory

with lasting profit:

A—s soon as you are up shake the blan

ket and sheet;

B—etter be without shoes than sit with

wet feet;

C—hildren, if healthy, are active, not

still ;

D—amp beds and damp clothes will

both make you ill;

E—at slowly and always chew your food

well;

F—reshen the air in the house where

you dwell;

G—arments must never be made too

tight;

H—omes should be healthy, airy, and

light;

I———fyou wish to be well, as you do, I've

no doubt,

.T—ust open the windows before you go

out;

K—eep your rooms always tidy and

clean ;

L—et dust on the furniture never be

seen.

M—uch illness is caused by the want of

pure air;

N—ow, to open the windows be ever

your care;

0~ld rags and old rubbish should never

be kept ;

P—eople should see that their floors

are well swept.

Q—uick movements in children are

healthy and right;

R—emember, the young can not thrive

without light.

S—ee that the cistern is clean to the

brim.

T—ake care that your dress is all tidy

and trim ;

U—se your nose to find if there be a

bad drain;

V—ery sad are the fevers that come in

its train ;

W—alk as much as you can without

feeling fatigue;

X—erxes could walk full many a league.

Y—our health is your wealth, which

your wisdom must keep ;

Z—eal will help a good cause, and the

good you will reap.

AT a meeting of the London Medical

Society, Dr. Blake, a distinguished prac

titioner, said that he was able to cure the

most desperate case of toothache, unless

the disease was connected with rheuma

tism, by the application of the following

remedy: Alum, reduced to an impalpable

powder, two drachms; nitrous spirits of

ether, seven drachms. Mix, and apply to

the tooth.
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A VEGETARIAN RECORD.

AN
English gentleman who made an

experiment to ascertain the effect of

a vegetarian diet, published an account

of it in the Britt's/l Medical journal,

stating some things of importance in

their bearing upon questions of a ref0rm~

atory character, etc. Before venturing

to make his conclusions public, the ex

perimenter, Mr. T. R. Allinson, practiced

his vegetarianism for fully at year. When

he first began he did not feel that satis

faction which one feels after a flesh meal,

and the vegetables tasted insipid ; in fact,

he had to use sauces and pickles to get

them down. Time gradually used him

to his diet, and now he can eat them just

as they are cooked. He has lost all de

sire for sauces, spices, mustard, and pep

per; salt he uses in small quantity. His

taste for alcoholic liquors has also gone,

and with it his liking for tobacco. He

is fond of mental work, and finds he can

do more work on it than on a mixed diet.

He has not had a bilious attack or sick

headache since taking to it. Rheumatic

pains flitted about his joints, and he was

afraid of rheumatic arthritis setting in;

but three months sufficed to rid him of

these. There has been no decrease in

his bodily powers, and he can run and

take exercise as well as ever. He has

gained seven pounds in weight during his

experiment; his senses are acuter, espec

ially those of taste and smell; he has a

good flow of animal spirits, and is very

rarely depressed. He does not eat more

food on his new diet than he did as a mix

ed feeder. Breakfast consists of brown

bread, apples, and a cup of coffee; in

summer he has lettuce instead of apples.

Dinner is usually composed of two vege

tables, brown bread, and a pie or pudding.

For tea he has a cup of milk and water,

bread and jam. Supper, when taken, is

bread and jam, cold pudding or boiled

onions. Eggs, milk, butter, and cheese

he uses only in moderate quantities.

0

Sun-m": Anvrca—A contributor of

the London Mzdz'ral News thus sets off

an incident of profound absurdity: "A

certain well-known physician, who enjoys

the distinction conferred by a titled name,

was recently called into the country for

consultation with the personal attendant

on a noble lord. After a stay propor

tioncd to the gravity of the case and thr

social importance of the illustrious pa

tient, the eminent physician departed for

the station, mutual satisfaction having

resulted from the visit. While pacing

the platform, however, the centre, we

may be sure, of concentrated village ad

miration and awe, the great light of mod

crn medicine was suddenly confronted by

a breathless but much beliveried minion

of the sick nobleman, who, with many

apologies uttered in his master's behalf,

begged the MD. Bart. to supplement the

directions he had already given with in

formation respecting the merits of grapes

as an article of diet for the invalid. The

request was received with a gracious bow

given in approving recognition of the

thoughtful nature of the application, and

then ensued aspectacle of sublime signifi

cance. For about a minute the eminent

one slowly paced in pondering thought

fulness, and then gave forth, as a result of

full consideration of an important, nay,

vital, problem :
‘
Tell his lordship that he

may eat grapes, but while one: only; be

sure and impress this upon him—that he

must on no account touch any others;

white ones, and no more than six per day.’

The fast-coming express just then ap

proached the station, and while the great

one sped away to the London anxiously

awaiting him, the awe-struck servant re

turned to tell the tale, how the vast intel

lect of the mighty consultant could even

discriminate between the harmless influ

ence of white grapes and the poisonous

properties of colored ones. This little

narrative was communicated to me by

‘one who knows
'
on Sunday last; and it

has seemed to be worth repeating as an

example of the refinement to which the

humbug of consultation may extend. It

is palpably clear that any such exhibition

as that described above could ever be in

dulged with one intent only, and that the

magnification of the exhibitor's claims to

knowledge."
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.

Source ot‘ the Sun‘s HenL-Prot.
Ball says, in a paper recently published in

the CanlmI/mrmy li’rm'eru, that the sun must

have some source of heat in addition to that

which it would possess by virtue of its tem

perature as an incandescent body. If we

suppose the sun to be a vast incandescent

body, formed of materials which possess the

same specific heat as the materials of which

our earth is composed, the sun would then

cool at the rate of 5° to 10° per annum. At

this rate the sun could not have lasted for

more than a few thousand years before it

cooled down. We are therefore compelled

to inquire whether the sun may not have

some other source of heat to supply its radia-'

tion beyond that which arises merely from

the temperature. Of the various sources

which have been suggested, it will here only

be necessary to mention two. It has been

supposed that the heat of the sun may be re

cruited by the incessant falling of meteoric

matter upon the sun's surface If that mat

ter had been drawn only by the sun's attrac

tion from the remote depths of space, it

would fall upon the sun with an enormously

great velocity, amounting to about 300 miles

a second. It follows, from the principle of

the equivalence between heat and mechanical

energy, that a body entering the sun with

this velocity would contribute to‘ the sun a

considerable quantity of heat. It is known

that small meteoroids abound in the solar

system ; they are constantly seen in the form

of shooting stars when they dash into our

atmosphere, and it can hardly be doubted

that myriads of such bodies must fall into

the sun. It does not, however, seem likely

that enough matter of this kind can enter the

sun to account for its mighty radiation of

heat. It can be shown that the quantity of

matter necessary for this purpose is so large,

that a mass equal in the aggregate to the

mass of the earth, would have to fall into the

sun every century, if the radiation of the sun

were to be defrayed from this source. That

so large a stream of matter should be peren

nially drawn into the sun is, to say the least,

highly improbable. But it is quite possible

to account for the radiation of the sun on

strictly scientific principles, even if we dis

card entirely the contributions due to me

teoric matter. As the sun parts with its heat

it must contract, in virtue of the general law

that all bodies contract when cooling ; but in

the act of contraction an amount of heat is

produced. By this the process of cooling is

greatly retarded. It can, indeed, be shown

that, if the sun contracts so that his diameter

decreases one mile every twenty-five years,

the amount of heat necessary to supply his

radiation would be amply accounted for. At

this rate many thousands of years must elapse

before the diminution in the sun's diameter

would be large enough to be appreciable by

our measurements.

Two Types of Teachers and
STUDENTS. —

"
The man who devotes his.

whole energy to the discovery of phenom

ena," says james Freeman Clarke, " dis
covers facts and laws, but may see nothing

beyond. The man who turns his attention

wholly outward misses the facts which are re

vealed to the inner consciousness. He who

deals with processes of the understanding

does not rise into the sight of absolute truth

and beauty." The pn'nciple here stated sug

gests to us that there are two types of educa

tors—those who discover facts and sec noth

ing beyond, and those who see "absolute

truth and beauty," but fail to be able to direct

duller or immature minds so that they, too,

can behold the wondrous sights. The first is

the machine educator. He knows the laws

which make for good order. Whether super

vising or teaching, he keeps a cash account.

He knows how each boy or girl stands from

day to day, how many lessons are imperfect,

how much tardiness, how many absences,

who have whispered, who have not ; the sys

tem bristles with statistics ; examinations,_

written and oral, follow each other in quick

succession; and success, as in a merchant's

oflice, is measured at the end of the year by'

the manipulation of the Arabic figures, under

a system of double entry. The other type of
mind may be called the instinctive. It sees.

principles, beauty ; absolute truth. it may be.

It is not generally of the earth earthy, but

lives in a sublimated atmosphere, and would

draw all children unto it. Its motives and

purposes are to be praised ; but the weakness

of this type of mind in the educational sphere

is, that it is impatient of restraint; it takes

no note of time, but, worse than that, it

takes no note of conditions. It is tethered

to them just the same, nevertheless. but acts

as it would were they mere figments of the

imagination. We do not propose to quarrel

with either type, for both have their virtues,

and both we could not very well do without.

But let us admit also their limitations, and—

fnliua Imle.

Growth of Boys and Girlm—The—

investigations of the Anthropometric Com

mittee of the British Association have made

more or less clear several interesting facts

respecting the rate of growth of the two sexes

in the British isles. The period of most

rapid growth is from birth to five years of

age, and then both sexes grow alike, the

girls being a little shorter and lighter than

the boys. From five to ten the boys grow

a little faster than the girls, but from ten

to fifteen the girls grow the faster, and at

between eleven and a half and fourteen and

a half years old are actually taller, and from

twelve and a half to fifteen and a half are

heavier than the boys. The boys, however,

take the lead between fifteen and twenty

years, and grow at first rapidly, but after~
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ward slower, and complete their growth at

about twenty-three years, while girls grow

very slowly after fifteen years of age, and

attain their full stature at about the twentieth

year. The tracings and tables show a'slow

but steady increase in stature up to the fif

ticth year, and a more rapid increase in

weight up to the sixtieth year in men, but

the statistics of women are too few after the

age of twenty-three to determine the stature

and weight of their sex at the more advanced

periods of life. The curve of the chest-girth

in men shows an increase at a rate similar to

that of the weight up to the age of fifty years,

but it appears to have no definite relation to

the curve of stature. The strength of males

increases rapidly from twelve to nineteen

years, and at a rate similar to that of the

weight; more slowly and regularly up to

thirty years, after which it declines at an in

creasing rate to the age of sixty years. The

strength of females increases at a more uni

form rate from nine to nineteen years, and

more slowly to thirty, after which it falls off

in a manner similar to that of males. The

curves of strength for the two sexes are not

parallel: at eleven years females are weaker

than males by twenty-two pounds; at twenty

years of age by thirty-six pounds. The fact

that man continues to grow in stature up to

his fiftieth year contradicts a common no

tion on the subject. according to which he

ceases to grow before he reaches half that age.

llow 0il smooths Turbulent
\vATElL—Al the recent meeting of the Amer

ican Association for the Advancement of

Science, Mr. E. P. Calverwell read a paper

on
“
The Probable Explanation of the Effect

of Oil in Calming Waters in a Storm." He

said that when the surface of the sea had be

come quite smooth after a storm, it was very

common for long rollers to break on a sand

bar. If there were no wind and the sea glossy,

these would not break until quite close to the

shore, even though the ordinary theory point

ed to their breaking earlier, unless a force

directed in the opposite direction to that of

their motion were exerted on the wave. Such

aforce might be supplied by the wind; but

if it rose in any direction, the waves broke

much sooner. This effect was therefore due

to some secondary effect produced by the

wind-pressure, and not directly by the pres

sure itself, and it was to the ripples produced

on the surface (which disturbed the wave

motion) that the speedy breaking was to be

attributed. It was, however, a direct result

of theory that the ripples depended on sur

face tension for their propagation, and could

not exist in large amount on the oiled‘ sur

face. It was also evident that the hold of

the wind on the wave was greatly decreased

by the absence of ripples, and thus the oil

acted both to prevent the wind having much

effect on the surface, and also to prevent the

motion of the water in the wave being such

as to cause breaking. The amount of friction

might perhaps sensiblyjnfluence ‘the break

ing, but definite experiments on this were

still wanting.

orialnal Appllcnlion of‘ “Soci
OLOGY."—The word Sociology, says an Eng

lish writer, was introduced into literature by

the French philosopher Auguste Comte, the

founder of the Positive system. In his classi

fication of the sciences, he placed this new

science as the culminating point, by the addi

tion of which the whole system was rendered

complete. His philosophy found no place

for either metaphysics or religion, but only

for natural law. The word sociology has

thus come to be associated with materialistic

systems of doctrine, and has been regarded

with suspicion by the Christian world. It is

by no means necessary, however, to shun all

inquiries into the development and regulating

principles of society, because the task has

been undertaken by some who refuse to look.

beyond the blind action of mere material law.

On the contrary, society in its growth and

nature can be best expounded by those who

take spiritual forces into account. The in-v
‘
troduction of Christianity into the world was

accompanied at once by the reformation of

merely natural human society, so as to con

stitute, on a new basis, a new society, differm

ing in its better elements from that into the

midst of which it was introduced, and which.

it was intended in course of time to assimi

late to itself. The principles which ought to

rule and mould Christian society are found in

the New Testament, and the investigation

and exposition of them evidently form a de

partment of theological study.

Slllfl'cil Spiders—According to the

Santa Barbara Imlapmdrnl, Southern Cali

fornia can enter prize animals at any fair in

the department of ugly, vicious, and poison

ous spiders. The most precious trophies the

tourists bear away from this coast are, in all

probability, the neat cards decorated with,

‘these monsters of the insect world. Every

one is familiar with the trap-door and nest of‘

this cunning but ugly creation, and of which

strange little habilations every adobe ranch

is full. So densely populated with these

beautifully-lined tunnels are some of the

sunny, quiet valleys among the fool-hills,

that close inspection will reveal their almosL

invisible trap-doors hardly a foot apart. Yet,

in spite of this, hardly a living animal will be

seen. There is a legitimate demand for pre

pared specimens, both at wholesale and red

tail. When first brought in they are deprived

of what life is left in their bodies by poison

ous fumes or other application of poison.

After the taxidermist has made sure they are

quite dead—a wise precaution—he cuts them

open on the under side and. removing the

loose matter therefrom, carefully stuffs them

with cotton. This stuffing process is quite

a delicate operation, and requires no little

knack to perform neatly and successfully,

without injuring the animal, and bringing

it back to its normal shape and size. A hum

ming-bird would seem to be about as small

an object as could easily be put through this

painstaking operation, let alone an insect

even of the size of a tarantula. This having

been completed, the spider is placed upon a
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board and properly held in position by pins,

one through the body and one in each foot,

and set in the sun to dry.

The sale of them in Santa Barbara is car

ried on both at wholesale and retail, several

parties carrying on the business. The retail

price is fifty cents apiece, one merchant dis

posing of many dozens a year in that way.

The wholesale operations are confined to sup

plying the natural history storcs of San Fran

cisco, which establishments pay $3 per dozen

for well-prepared specimens, the supply seem

ing never to crowd the demand. In spite of

their great numbers, few instances ‘occur
where people have been bitten by them, the

tarantulas generally being more anxious than

the other party to get out of the way.

To Raise Mushrooms—A contrib

utor to the Dmggirtr' Circular thus advises

on this point:
“
We will take mushrooms, for example, as

they are cultivated to some extent in various

localities. The situation for the bed should

be in a warm place, entirely secluded from

the light. This bed consists of a composi

tion of which one-third is leaf mould well

screened and thoroughly mixed. The beds

are usually four feet wide and eight feet long.

This composition, after having been freed

from straw and other coarse material, is

firmly packed one foot in thickness and a

thermometer placed in it. Within twelve

days the thermometer will have reached 150°

or 160° Fah., then slowly recede. When it

has reached the temperature of between 70°

and 80" Fah., the spawn, which name is

given to all one-celled seed of fungous

growth, is placed in the bed at one foot dis

tance from each other, and covered with loam

two inches thick, firmly pressed, and another

covering of cut hay four inches in thickness.

The temperature of between 50° and 60°

Fah. will be maintained for four or five

weeks. The weather appears to have little

to do with the bed in this respect.
"
We see no more of it for about three weeks,

when upon removing a portion of the hay a

large mushroom will be found. This is

twisted 0E, and the hole filled with loam. In

this place they will continue to grow. When

the first large one appears a great many mi

nute ones are seen at its base. For this rea

son care should be taken not to injure them

more than possible in extracting the full

grown ones from the bed."

The New York Anthropological
SOCIETY.—This is a new organization which

has been started by several gentlemen. resi

dents of New York City and the suburbs, who

are deeply interested in the phenomena of

psychology and desirous to pursue a certain

class of investigation in that methodical

manner that is consistent with a true scien

tific spirit. The majority of these gentlemen

are connected with the professions of medi

cine and theology, and have an established

reputation which renders them free from im

putations of insincerity or jugglery. Their aim

is a positive one,and as formulated in a late cir

cular is "to prosecute researches in the science

of anthropology, to collect and difiuse infor

mation, and to promote acquaintance and co

operation among its members and with other

students of psychology in this and foreign

lands by personal intercourse, correspond

ence, and by exchange of publications." The

society is similar in its object to the Society

for Psychical Rcsearch,lately formed in Eng

land, and which includes in its membership

some of the leading scientific minds of the

kingdom. The president is Dr. E. P. Thwing;

the secretary, Dr. A. D. Rockwell, of New

York City. Communications addressed to

either of these gentlemen, or to the editor of

Tm: PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, will receive

prompt consideration.

Snow as ll Pl'olt'cliolL—Howevcr
disagreeable it may be to have the ground

covered two feet in depth with snow, the

Murat/mull: Ploug/rman says it is one of

the best protectors which the farmer has,

considering how little it costs. When the

land is covered in the autumn, and it lays all

winter, it serves as a great protection to the

grass roots and to all creeping vines. Straw

berry plants that have been coyered all win

ter with snow, come out in the spring fresh

and green, even though they have not been

mulched.

The snow not only protects the vegetation

which it covers up, by sheltering it from the

cold winds and sudden changes of weather,

but it prevents the frequent freezing and

thawing of the ground, which is so destruc

tive to small roots that are near the surface,

and which are often lifted entirely out of the

ground by the action of the frost. When the

land lays open and exposed all winter, it not

only injures the grass and small plants, but

it injures the land itself, by blowing away the

finer particles of decayed vegetation from the

surface, and when thus exposed there is a

chance for the frost to enter the ground to

the depth of several feet, thus cooling the

earth to a great depth, requiring many warm

days in the spring to thaw it out and warm it

up sufficiently to start vegetation ; but when a

deep snow covers the land until spring opens.

as soon as the snow melts, the ground being

free from frost, will soon be in a condition to

cultivate and for plants to grow.

As a rule, the season comes forward ear

lier when the ground has been covered with

snow the entire winter, than it does when

there has been but little snow. In our cli
mate no doubt it is best to have plenty of snow,

and have it lay on the ground during the

period of cold weather. This year we have

started with a good covering of snow ; should

it be replenished as fast as needed to keep

the land covered, we may look for good crops

of grass next season, and a spring that will

be favorable for planting farm crops; keep

ing this in view, we can dig our paths with

more cheerfulness, and resort to rubber boots

to keep the snow out, with a feeling that there

is a bright side to a snow-storm, without re

sorting to merry sleighing parties, or mingling

with the jolly coasters.
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N nervous tissue, organic development

and function are found to be equally the

subject of law as other parts of the body

are : size and quality have as much to do

here with power and activity, as in bone

and muscle with strength and mobility.

Large lobes of fine texture

manifest superior intellectual suscepti

anterior

bility and vigor; whereas a small, con

tracted forehead and coarse organization

are recognized embodiments of a feeble

mental endowment. The observations

of Broea, Maudsley, Benedikt, and others

confirm those of Gall and Spurzheim,

that the criminal type of cerebrum is

characterized by a disproportionately

wide head at the base; the lower parietal

region being protuberant, and the ante

rior or frontal convolutions deficient;

while the texture of the nervous tissue is

caarsr, and exhibits an excess of fissures,

thus reducing the gyrus development.

Amiability, generosity, refined senti

ment, and true nobility of character are

commonly associated with an elevatedi

No

intelligent person would expect to find a

and symmetrically rounded crown.

Howard, or a Fry, or a Franklin, or a

Bergh, in a man whose brow is low and

beetling; or a Caligula, a Ravaillac, a

Probst, in one whose forehead is broad

and high, and his crown dome-like in

fulness. Related to this classification of

the physiologist is that of the metaphy

sician, who describes man as composed of

three grand elements: body, min/1', and

spin? ,- body being the material structure

which moves and acts ; mind the unseen

entity that reasons, understands, and

judges; spirit the higher essence that im

presses conduct with a moral quality that

inspires emotion, sympathy, affection, the

sentiments of aspiration and faith, and

brings man into relation with the unseen

and divine. It matters not, however

which view of the organization of man

we take, the same necessity applies, a

necessity of growth, development, culture

in all three parts, if harmony and strength

are to be properties of mind. One-sided

training can but produce a one-sided re

sult ; a man whose mental vision is con

tracted and whose domain of action is

narrow. His moral faculties usually

suffer most by one-sided development,

their neglect resulting in a warped and

deformed condition, which has a most

unhappy influence upon the character.

Cultivating the intellect only ministers to

the selfish instincts, for the ordinary rou

tine of the world around us powerfully

stimulates their action. There should be

judicious training of the moral senti

ments, that their elevating influence may

offset or restrain the undue activity of

the selfish nature, and refine the intellect

by supplying noble motives and raising

the scale of judgment. Perfection of

character is dependent upon balance of
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faculty. A complete balance may be un

attainable by man, but we may approxi

mate it, and the nearer the approxima

tion, the higher the degree of mental

'harmony and happiness.

Civilized man has always recognized

the necessity of systematic training to

the effective development of mind and

body; and though chief attention has

been given to the intellect, the sages of

every period have deprecated the neglect

of morals, and declared the importance

Greatness

seems to have been thought by the masses

of their methodical culture.

to be dependent upon intellectual power:

keenness of perception, sagacity of under

standing, clearness of logical synthesis;

and even now it would seem as if the in

tellect were the all of mind in the opinion

of the learned ; whereas the source of

greatness is to be found rather in the

moral strength of a man, in the calm and

generous spirit which ennobles and dig

nifies his purview of life.

scribed the greatest man as one "who

chooses right with the most invincible

resolution ; who resists the sorest tempta

Seneca de

tion from within and without; who bears

the heaviest burdens cheerfully; who is

calmest in storms, and most fearless un

der menaces and frowns; whose reliance

on truth, on virtue, and on God is most

unfaltering."

The ambitious men who plot against

the liberties of a State and the welfare of

a people may be, like Alcibiades, Pompey,

Richard of York, Aaron Burr, possessed

of rare intellectual gifts, but of weak or

undeveloped morality. so that the higher

sentiments do not exercise their restrain

ing and purifying influence over the ele

ments of envy, arrogance, lust of power and

fame, and, consequently, their schemes,

unbalanced and inharmonious like them

selves, if put in practice are likely to

hasten the State and themselves to a

common wreck.

Dr. Lieber refers to education as pro

moting popular liberty in these terms:

“
Education has been considered by many

as the true basis of popular liberty. It is

unquestionably true, and proudly acknowl

edged by every lover of modern popular

liberty, that a widespread and sound edu

cation is indispensable to liberty. But it

is not liberty itself, nor does it necessarily

lead to it. . . .

the alphabet it teaches, it depends upon

what we use it for. Many despotic gov

ernments have found it to their interest

to promote popular education, and the

. Education is almost like

schoolmaster alone can not establish or

maintain liberty, although he will ever be

acknowledged as an influential and indis

pensable assistant in the cause of modern

freedom. Liberty stands in need of char

acter."

It is the last sentence of five words

which comprises the essence of the mat

ter. Intellectual education is but a one

sided, partial training of the individual,

and does not develop his character in

that broad and general spirit which is

essential to the appreciation of the mean

ing of social and political freedom. It

seems rather to develop a narrow, self

interested view of life, and to make per

sonal aggrandizement or selfish enjoy

ment the prime aim of existence. High

intellectual attainments were the boast

of ancient Greece, Egypt, and Rome, but

in the climax of their material greatness

these nations were decaying.

pitude sapped the foundations of their

existence.

The inefficiency of the culture of the

intellectual faculties alone to offset crime

is illustrated in our own land. Despite

Moral tur- ,
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the vigorous endeavors of most of the

States to provide for the training of every

child, crime, and the sad physical results

of crime, is on the increase, demanding

year after year more ample prison and

asylum accommodation; and in every

prison, penitentiary, and house of refuge

the proportion of those who can read and

write to the illiterate, is strikingly large.

Of 478 convicts received into the Eastern

penitentiary of Pennsylvania in 1882, 371

had attended the public schools, and their

average age on leaving school was over

17 years. Of 179 prisoners from Phila

delphia, 139 had attended public schools,

I? had attended private schools, and but

13 were set down as never having been

to school.

Paris, as reported in 1882, furnish these

inferences :

1. That 26,000 persons of the class

wholly illiterate furnish five criminals.

2. That 25,000 of the class able to read

The criminal statistics of

and write furnish six criminals.

3. That 25,000 of the class of superior

instruction furnish more than fifteen

criminals.

4. That the degree of perversity in

crime is in direct ratio with the amount

of instruction received.

5. That in the departments in which

instruction is most disseminated crime is

greatly more prevalent; in other words,

that morality is in inverse ratio with in

struction.

6. That relapse into crime is much

greater among the instructed than the

non-instructed portion of the community.

The plain teaching of these unpleasant,

nay, when seriously looked at, startling

facts, is that the training of the faculties

for the mere business or scientific routine

of life is a mistake; that individual and

social success is dependent upon some

thing more ; that the young must be de

veloped in those sentiments and feelings

whose function is to'inspire sympathy,

justice, kindness, chivalry, patriotism.

No intellectual training will exhibit to

the youthful mind the lofty inspiration

of the Golden Rule that must be applied

practically in private life, if the public

life of a community is to become elevated,

refined, beneficent.

The State, to be harmonious, must be

formed after the model of the harmonious

individual. Therefore, in its organiza

tion, the principles of reason, physical

force, and moral sentiment should have

"
Government,"

says Mr. Burke, “is a contrivance of

human wisdom to provide for human

How idle to expect that a sys

tem of government that does not com

an equal prominence.

wants."

plement man's nature will meet the wants

of the individuals of the community!

In this era men have reached that stage

of capability when the nature and laws

of life are analyzed with delicate nicety.

What there is of power in it can be esti

mated; what it should be and what it

should not be, can be declared.

The successful leaders of party are they

who understand the motives of, party

organization, and the spirit of its rank

The successful administrators

of the affairs of a nation are they who

comprehend its structure, its elements of

weakness and strength, the spirit of its

population, and who keep constantly in

view the welfare of the masses.

If the end of national organization is

to accumulate the material resources

which constitute wealth, or, adopting the

language of Lord Macaulay, if "the busi

ness of government is to protect the peo

ple in making themselves rich," we as

suredly circumscribe the functions of the

and file.
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legislator and executive ofiicer. They

may then do their part in making efiect

ual a code whose provisions are based

upon the physical relations of cause and

effect, and leave out of the case the

broadly variant considerations of moral

ity and sentiment.

0

IS IT WORTH THE TROUBLE?

u

I
MUST have the P. J. as long as I

live, or till I become too poor to

pay for it; have taken it ever since 1851

except during the war, and of course I

could not get it then. .

“J. A. N., Rocking/1am, N. C."

"I owe it a debt of gratitude which I

hope to be enabled some day to more

fully cancel. Three years ago the first of

this month, after six years of struggle

with tobacco, I finally gave it up. Much

is due to the JOURNAL for this result;

for this conquest of the spirit overa tyran

nical habit. I had read much previously

to seeing the JOURNAL that had shaken

my faith in the weed, but it was reserved

for some of the thoughtful words it con

tained at about that time to cause a final

capitulation. . . . . To the JOURNAL I

also owe the abandonment of moderate

drinking.
"
G. C., Dallas, Texas."

"The first Number of the JOURNAL has

arrived, and it is such an excellent publi

cation for self-improvement and mental

culture, that I regret that I did not sub~

scribe for it yearly for a number of years

back, for I am sure I should have been

made better by its study, both for self

improvement and the art of reading char

acter. . . . . Iam studying medicine, and

l have a certain amount of time set apart

for the study of Phrenology, for I think

all physicians stand in great need of a

good practical knowledge of this highly

useful science.
“ P. 5., Georgetown, 0.

"
Permit me to thank you for the really

noble work done through the medium of

the JOURNAL. . . . . I can bear testi

mony to the influence which phrenolog

ical information has had upon me in the

words of a devotee of the science: ‘I

feel myself a thousand times more in

debted to Phrenology than to any other

of the sciences.’ l hope that before long

small, isolated Wales shall be filled with

this sublime yet practical knowledge.

"
E. V. D., Swam'ra, 5. Wales."

"I believe Phrenology is destined to

bless the world. In the school-room and

in private conversation, I take pleasure

in presenting its claims on all suitable

occasions. It has done me good, but not

half so much as it would have done had

I known its doctrines sooner. Therefore

I am very desirous that young people

should know something of its teachings

before they make lifelong mistakes.

"I. A. 1
., Windsor, Va."

Probably there is no department of

humanitarian effort which is more mis

understood, belied, and disparaged, by

people who deem themselves charitable

and well-informed. than practical Phre

nology. The earnest advocate of its

truths meets with rebuff and censure

often
“
in the house of his friends "

;

and

were it not for his conviction of the great

need of society for the instruction he can

impart, and that he would be false to his

conscience and the grace that has been

given him, he would hold his peace, and

hide his candle
“
under a bushel."

But there is an inspiration in Phrenol

ogy which makes those who become ac

quainted with it generous, liberal, and

frank; they wish to impart to others the

knowledge which has been of benefit in

their own experience. They are enlarged

in mind, bettered every way, and their

hearts go out in love and charity for

those around them who are perplexed

about themselves and the issues of life.

The Golden Rule looms up before them
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as a supreme ordinance; its words are

impressed upon their intelligence in char

acters of living light, and it possesses a

new form of happiness in its practical

applications. One of the natural results

of this effect upon a person should be

endeavor to promote the work of the

special agent which has opened his eyes.

If it be the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

that brought light and healing to him,

the sense of obligation as well as grati

tude should make him a co-workcr in be

half of its dissemination among the peo

ple, that all may partake in some degree

of the benefits of its teaching. Oh, how

much our people need of counsel and in

struction in the common things of life!

What terrible abuses exist because of ig

norance of truth and duty in matters of

utmost personal moment! Our friends

will find work at their elbows in which

they can engage, and the magazine of

their choice could be the convenient help

ing hand. A labor of duty and love must

always find some recompense, and the

faithful phrenological teacher receives

encouragement 1n the grateful testimony

of those who have profited by his counsel.

A few definite declarations like those

which the editor has taken from letters

lately received, and placed at the head of

these remarks, would cheer him were he

but half in earnest; and his belief, were

it not already well settled, would be an

chored fast in conviction that the work

that employs his head and hand is worth

all the trouble.

.
A REVISED CLASSIFICATION.

A
CORRESPONDENT residing at

Sulphur Springs, Texas, has sent us

the result of studies in phrenological

classification, which is given elsewhere in

his own terms. The arrangement is cer

tainly not without merit, and worthy of

more than passing notice, as an attempt

to reduce the organic centres of the brain

to a more consistent system than appears

in the old classification. The consistency

of Mr. Hurley's division is best seen in

his simple extension of the threefold or

ganization -- physical, intellec ual, and

moral, which, however, has the confirma

tion of the early phrenologists, in their

frequent allusion to the three orders of

mentality as related to three departments

of organic function, while late writers

carry the principle a step further, per

haps in their reference to "three-story

brains." Mr. Hurley perceives a relation

subsisting between the organs in the up~

per and lower strata of the brain which

he employs for the purpose of bringing

the faculties into three definite categories.

The reasoning does not appear to us to

be forced, but the normal sequence of a

happy conception. Other observers have

formulated ideas not very unlike this of

our correspondent, but we think his clas

sification has special merit in the critical

and logical definiteness of its discrimina

tion. There are difficulties met in mak

ing up a series of regular divisions of the

phrenological faculties ; z
'.

2., according to

anything approximating mathematical

exactness, which only those who have

studied the subject can understand. Cross

relations will appear to the careful thinker

which make him hesitate with respect to

the proper place o
f certain organs, and

also incline him to consider the classifi

cation of others in some respects as little

short of arbitrary. \Ve should be glad to

hear from some of our scientific readers

after they have given Mr. Hurley's views

the thoughtful consideration which is

their due.
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SENSE or SMELL—I. L. B.—It depends

much upon the condition of the nervous organism,

whether or not any method will be effectual toward

the restoration of this sense. If you are wanting
in it

,

consult a good physician, at least for his

opinion.

QUALlTY.—H. M. F.-—Careful self-cul

ture will improve the general constitution, and co

incidentally the quality of a person. Care in one’s

habits or diet, exercise, \vorlr, recreation, study,

etc., have such an effect; to improve in the respect

of quality, is to refine the nature. It may be

claimed by some that quality is a gift or inherit

ance; and without objection to this we may say

that no matter what the inheritance, it may under

proper conditions be elevated in tone. To make a

fair beginning, it would be wise on your part to ob

tain a thorough phrenological examination; this

will furnish the best data for self-study.

THE "CLASSICAL" CARTMAN.—H. I3.

IlL—The incident to which allusion was made in a

recent editorial, occurred in an Eastern city. It is

said that the man, while a cartman, was accus

tomed to employ much of his leisure in studying

the classical languages; and one day, a distin

guished scholar, while passing along, had his atten

tion drawn to the cannian's absorption in a book;

and as he passed, glanced at it
,

and observing that

it ws :1Greek book, stopped and asked the roughly

dressed man if he understood Greek. On his an

swering that he could read it passably, he was re

quested to translate a few lines, and did so, and

with such accuracy that the gentleman was highly

pleased as well as surprised. Something of an ac

quaintance sprang up between the two, and the

final result was, as we stated, an invitation from a

collegiate institution to the carthnn to take the

profesorship.

WEAK EYES.—H. S. L-W'c advise you
to be rather careful in the use of your eyes, as the

work in which you are engaged is trying upon

them. The reason that the negative seems to be

tremulous and to get out of focus is because the

optic nerve becomes \vearied. Give the eyes fre—

quent rest; bathe them. often in tepid water; get

abundance of sleep ; and after a day's work do not

sit up till late, reading, or where there is exposure

to a strong light.

PHRENOLOGY AND Music—B. W. S.—

\Ve are rather doubtful of the success of a treatise

on Phrenology set to music, but you have our entire

consent for the attempt. One of our musical friends

has published a composition or two in which he

has sought to illustrate the subject, at least by the

titles which he has given the compositions; and we

are not aware that they have proven a great finan

cial success. It is not an easy matter to make

science musical.

TRUTH.—Ques.: What is the scientific

definition of truth 2

AHL: By reference to a dictionary you will ob

tain the definition of the term ; and that definition

will be about as near to its scientific exposition any
thing we may fon'nulate. Presumingthat you may not

have an Unabridged at your command, we simply

quote from one :

“ The quality of being true;

conformity to fact or reality; exact accordance with

that which is, or has been, or shall be; confomiity

to rule." Take your choice of these.

IMPRESSIONS.—M. T.—What you state

with reference to the physical powers is by no

means unusual. All persons have their impression:

in regard to occurrences and losses in particular.

Some, of course, have a much keener sense of par

vision or foresight than others—.1 condition which

is dependent upon organization ; and yet the exact

constltuents of organization, which oonduoe t0
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special sensitivity in this respect, we are unable to

describe. Generally one of fine, nervous fibre, a

susceptible mental temperament, a sprightly, resil

ient nature shows more facility of impression than

others not so endowed. People with strong per

ccptive faculties, associated \\ith large circumspec

tion, strong Spirituality, and also the organ of

Human Nature, are much more Capable of fore

looking than the average of people.

SELF-ESTEEM IN RELATION TO Snore

txc AND DR1.\'K1NG.—\V. S.—\Ve think that your

imprssions with regard to people who use tobacco,

or drink, being more active in the faculty of self

reliance, is due to the effect of such habits upon the

moral sentiments and the somewhat delicate and

humane attributes of character. Tobacco and alco

hol poison their ‘habitual user, and reduce moral

delicacy; at the same time they stimulate the

lower nature, and so render the person oil-hand to

thedegree of rudeness and coarseness. Possibly it

isfrom this point of view that you have looked at

the subject. \Ve should not advise you, for the

purposeof securing more self-reliance and personal

independence, to use such things; we should fear

theconsequences. A man with strong self-esteem

can not expose himself to dangerous habits with

impunity; he is likely to be caught in the snare of

vice and become more or less depraved. Often

menof independent character are enslaved by these

destructive things in spite of their assumption of

Superiority.

QUIT THEM AND FEELS BETTER—A

correspondent writes us from Chicago that he has

not drank one drop of tea or coil'ee for sixteen

years,and never drinks anything besides water; and

is convinced that that is the best beverage for man ;

especially because his mind is clear, and his com

piexion fair. lie was once a drinker of both the

bet-wags named, but since r. liaquishing them has

experienced much general improvement. And he

would have us mention his statement in these col

umns for tlie sake of the good it may do to the

readerwho is still in bonds to or hankering after

time common drinks of the American.

ORGANS on THE MEDIAN LINE—E. T.‘

B.—Your informant is right with reference to the

location of Amativencss, so far as the organ being

double and lying in the back part of the head. lts

Preciselocation is in the hemispheres of the cerebel

lum. Py reference to any treatise on Phrenology,

you will find that all the organs are double and

correspondwith the double or hemispherical constitu

tion of the brain; hence those highest in the brain

substanceare on the marg'n of the great fissure and

their doubles are on the other side of it.

MR. 0. S. FOWLER is lecturing some

wherein the \Vest. The exact place we are unable

to give.
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FROM AN ExAnINnR’s NOTE-BOOK.—

Some years ago, a manufacturer of jewelry on

Maiden Lane, New York, was robbed of a con

siderable amount oi’ goods by an errand boy

employctl in his otlicc. The boy’s duties were

handling and packing goods, when not in the

streets, and the only security the master had was

the integrity of the boy. The employer trusted

him and was deceived. He then oust. about him

for another boy, but dnred not depend on any

knowledge he possessed of human character, to

discover the selection. He knew the claims of

Phrcnnlogy, and resolved to invoke its aid. He

accordingly advertised in the morning papers for

a boy ofn certain age, and directed thutnppli

cation should be made at. a certain hour at. his

store. In the meantime he called at. our ot‘iico

and engaged the writer to visit. the store half an

hour later than the one appointed for applicants,

and stated tons what he wanted: a capable boy,

but at all events an honest one—n boy thatwould

resist the temptations of the position.

At. the time appointed, he had seventeen boyu

on the spot, each eager for the post. Five of’ the

least. promising of the party were interrogated,

asked to write their name and address, and wcre

dismissed. When I arrived as if by accident, he

had the remaining twelve before him, like a

class to read. (it: and his partners had exhaust

ed their skill in sifting them, but fearing that

among that twelve a Judas, too, might lurk,

were waiting for the test of Phrenoiogy to seal

‘their preference. In passing through tLu
“
class,"

we came to one boy who had a strong, enduring

temperament, a brond chest and n robust. frame,

but who was hardly sprightly enough, nor had

he the taste requisite for the jewelry business.

We told him that he ought not to come, if they

selected him; that. he had first-rate mechanical

talent, but never would he contented with any

thing smaller than n steam-engine; we advised

him to sock a position in n machine-shop, till he

had just. the talent, energy, and.bodily vigor nee

cssary to eminence in that pursuit. But. the poor

boy's cup of hope was dashed to the ground, and

his tem-s followed it. The head man of the firm,

with moist. eyes, approached the boy, and, as he

kindly patted him on the head, bade him cheer

up, and call on him the next Saturday at. the

same hour, and in the meantime he would try

what he could do for him. He promised to call,

as requested, and smiling thankfulness through

his tears, to the merchant and the Phrenologist,

departed to tell his widowed mother that. ho had
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not obtained this place, but felt sure of another

and a better one.

From the eleven which remained, we selected

two, and after they were all dismissed, to be ad

dressed by post if accepted, we disclosed our

opinion. One would be the smart/eras a boy,

and for three years do them the most service,

but. he would outgrow his position, and would

want to rule before he had the right. The other,

we said, was steady, high-minded, honest, and

would ripen into capability, and make just such

a man as a good man would be willing to see he

come his son-in-law, and succeed to his busi

ness, his good name, and his fortune. He would

not be so serviceable as a boy, but was of the

right nmteriul to ripen into a grand MAN.

This boy was the one accepted, still fills his

place, and gives promise to become all we pre

dieted.

But to return to the widow’s son who left with

the light of hope illuminating a tear. He re

turned at the time promised, and was told that

they had obtained a situation for him (by re

lating all the facts as here stated) in one of the

best machine-shops in New York, over the

heads of more than fifty standing applications.

The machinists wanted first-rate apprentices, and

were willing to test the value of practical Phre

nology.

The boy took his position at once, and occu

pies it still, with the very brightest promise for

the fulfillment of our prediction, made when he

felt that we had crashed his hopes, and both he,

and his master, and his poor mother likewise,

appreciate, with thankfuluess, and freely testify

to, the value of Practical Phrenology.—I’ractical

Plzrenologisl.

MORAL EATING—Mr. Richard Grant

White, in his charming book of travel,
“
England

Without and \Vithin," has given us such a. ludi

crous picture of the "solemn business" our Eng

lish cousins make of eating; the endless dinners,

preceded by the making of elaborate toilets, necesfl

sitating a. retiuue of servants, as to make one ask,

Why all this waste of time, that the lower and

animal nature of man may be ministered unto?

Dante, in his
“ Vision of Hell," shows us the terrible

and disgusting punishment of gluttony—enough,

one would think, to make all reading it forswear

t/ml vice at least.

I fully share with Byron one dislike—that of see

ing any one appeasing this lower nature. With

him, I believe, it was only seeing women eat that

disgusted his morbid taste; but to my taste, morbid

or otherwise, any one is not at their best while eat

ing. Admitting that the right action of the men

tal, depends on keeping the physical in good order,

the fact remains that eat we must, and let us, in the

name of delicacy, make it as private an affair as

possiblel Is it not amazing the toil and moil, the

wearing out of lives that go on in this world; the

ridiculousnes of this never-ceasing qustion,“ \Vhat

shall we eat 2" is half the time given to preparing

mental pabulum P And yet when we come to

man's mind, the immortal that is to exist long after

the mortal has gone back to its original dust, what

preparation, what study, what nice care should en

ter into the spreading of viands that go to build up

abeing that is to outlast the stars. Alas, that to

the majority, apparently, the animal appetite is of

far greater consequence. I know of men, fathers

of families, whose tables are supplied with every

delicacy the markets afford, yet they scarcely taste

the food prepared with trouble and expense at

home, but will leave it to join a company of male

friends of like “ ilk," who repair to costly hotel

sprcads or sea-side resorts, and to the music of

band, and under the fire of the crowd's eyes, liter

ally gorge themselves with course after course.

Why is it that even under the church-roof, where

one would suppose only the spiritual appetite seeks

food, there is often to be seen a
"
spread "P " L1

dis are requested to furnish supplies for the table,"

is often the closing sentence of notices of social

gatherings in the church parlor. isn't there some

thing more than ludicrous as shown by Mr. \Vhite,

something very sad in this never outgrowing the

flesh I Promiscuous feeding tends, I believe, to the

deterioration of all fine and noble aspirations ; devel

ops a disposition to cry,“ Let us eat and drink, for to

morrow we die," putting away from the thoughts

all desire for any preparation for the life that is

not
“
meat and drink." Is there not a serious dc~

feet in so training children as to make the gratifica

tion of appetite the main thing, instead of educating

them into the knowledge that they are only to sup

ply the body with food enough to keep in working

order the higher and better nature, develop them

into thinking, rational beings I The practice is

to quite ignore any such doctrine, and so servants

are kept slaving—bless God for the time when

“the servant is free from his master" i—expensive

cooks hired, schools of cookery established, that

new and costly dainties may be concocted, and

time frittered away that might be so much better

employed.

Do not understand me as decrying the very best

preparation of food. I would have a table always

neatly spread, the food wholesome and appetizing,

and then eaten, not picked at, as l have seen a good

many people do, and I never knew such a person

to amount to much. A good eater is always a.

good worker, and a good eater is never a gourmnnd.

As to our English cousins, I never read an Eng

lish novel without an actual tired feeling as I go

over the tasks of valet and maid, butler and waiter.

The long procession filing into the dining-room,

the hours consumed in consuming; then, at a

given signal, the rising and departure of the ladies,

that the gentlemen (i) may devote themselm to

their wine and cigars. \Vhat a. popping of corks,
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sparkling of champagne, moving of the wine in its

cups too often anything but arigbf. in perhaps

another hour these filled gentlemen adjourn to the

drawing-room, one would suppose with the mental

fanrltis so obscured as to be quite unable to hold a

sensible conversation with a woman of ordinary

abilities. How this surfeiting of the animal nature

starvcs out the higher onel And these things go

on for weeks and months,
" lords," “dukes," and

the whole rank and file of titles, living seemingly

only for self-indulgence. Having at last laid down

the pampered body, having "sown to the flesh,"

must they not of necessity “of the flesh reap cor

ruption"? \Vould they be happy in any other

life ?

Let us accept seriously the necessity of supplying

our physical wants, but let us, for decency‘s sake,

no longer forsake the privacy of our homes, and

allow this supplying to become a public aflair like

animals led to the public trough.

HARRIET R. SMITH.

——_.-.~

PERSONAL.

tins. SUSAN Hows FOWLER, widow of the late

Deacon Horace Fowler, the father of the Fowlers,

phrenologists, and Mrs. Charlotte Fowler Wells,

died at Orange, N. J., on January 3rst last, at the

age of ninety years. Although far advanced in

life, her death was probably hastened by an accident

which occurred to her a few months ago, by which

one of her legs was broken. Mrs. Fowler was a

granddaughter of Jemima Howe, who was made

captive by the Indians in the early history of the set

tlement of our country.

Wr-zxocLL PHILLIPS, the great orator of reform

and progress, is dead. The news takes the world by

surprise, few knowing that he was seventy-three

years old, so fresh and active has be shown himself

at all times. He died on the 2d of February. No

matter what may be the opinions of men North and

South concerning the policy of Mr. Phillips’ meas

ures and principles, all will agree that he was a sin

care, earnst, philanthropic man, with a genius for

Speaking unexcelled by any orator of his time.

THERE is a young Russian officer by the name of

Pakovitch, who is only twenty-six, but said to have

mastered a long list of languages, viz.: French,

German, English, Danish, Swedish, ltalian, Polish,

Finnish, Serbian, Czech, Japanese, Chinese, and

Malay languages. Besides these he is acquainted

with three different Japanese, one South African,

and two Chinese dialects, and is at present occupied

with the study of Hebrew.

Tm»: Hon.\Vm. D. Kelley, of Pennsylvania, styled

"
lather of the House of Representatives," attn'butes

the cancerous tumor in the mouth, which last year

Caused him so much trouble, entirely to the use of

tobacco.
“ For fifty—five years," he says, “I

chewed and smoked. Last spring I endeavored to

break the habit, but it brought on nervous prostra

tion. I am happy to say that l have conquered the

habit, and now do not use the weed in any form."

THE Marquis Tso Tsung Tang, the great Chinese

military leader who was recently appointed Impe

rial Commissioner for the conduct of affairs on the

Tonquln frontier, and whose name is seen in al

most every dispatch from France on the war now

in progress in Tonquin, is seventy-two years old,

but owing to his temperate and abstemious habits

still retains the physical and mental vigor of his

youth. He is poor in purse, but bears a character

above reproach. He was born of poor parents and

in one of the humblest social grades, and it is said

that his marvellous success has been due to his own

merits, and to the fact that he never has suffered

contradiction from any of his subordinates. In per

son the Marquis is short, corpulent, and common

place, with crafty black eyes, and a thin, gray-black

mustache drooping over a firm, almost cruel mouth.

He is a late riser, but attends to all his official busi

ness rapidly and regularly. He represents the old

Chinese spirit of hostility to all foreigners, although

he avails himself of European knowledge in military

affairs and treats foreign visitors with kindness.

WISBPM.
“Think truly, and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

A MAN'S collective dispositions constitute his

character.
’

A FOOL may have his coat embroidered, but it

will always be a fool's coat.—~Rivaral.

ONE o
f. the surest ways to lose your health is to

keep drinking other people's.

ONLY those are crowned and sainted

W'ho with grief have been acquainted.

—Pr0mellreu:.

REALLY great men think of opportunity, and not

of time. Time is the excuse of feeble and puzzled

minds.

NOTHING makes us more agreeable to God and

man, than to have great merit and a little opinion

of ourselves.

WHO is wise? He that is wise unto salvation.

Who is powerful? He that governs his passions.

\Vho is rich ? He that is content.

“
Conceal yoursel' as weel ‘5 ye can

Frae critical dissection ;

But look thro' every other man

Wi‘ sharpen‘d slee inspection."

FORGETFULNESS is one of the broad ways to sin.

A ship can be lost by carelessness as well as by de

sign. The evils of life come mainly through in

attention.
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“
8001's and gloves that fit, and a pretty hand_

kerchief," answered a I-‘renchwoman when chal

lenged to name three essentials of an elegant cos

tume.

THE family man resembles an oyster on the half

shell. The shell is known at home, the soft side

abroad. Some men carry this resemblance in their

faces. A great many men have countenances like

oysters.

\VHENEVER I think of God I can only conceive

Him :5 a Being infinitely great and infinitely good.

This lut quality of the Divine Nature inspires me

with such confidence and joy, that I could have

written even a miscrere in Izmja all'rgro.

—-IIADYN_.

IT is not the necessities of life that cost much,

but the luxuries; and it is with the major part of

mankind as it was with the Frenchman who said

that if he had the luxuries of life, he could dispense

with the necessities. Mere living is cheap, but as

the hymnologist says,
“ It is not all of life to live."

—'-47

MIEIH.
“A little nonsense new and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

IS life worth living? That depends upon the

liver.

THERE is a good reason why a little man should

never marry a bouncing widow. He might be

called a widow‘s mite.

BEFORE the wedding-day she was dear and he

was he treasure; but afterward she became dearer

and he treasurer.

CllARLIl-I'S father wished to find out his son's

bent, so he asked—" Charlie, what are you goingto

be when you grow up?" .‘Going to be a man,”

came quick as a flash. “Isn't that a good thing to

M 2"

“COL0.\'m.," said a man who wanted to make

out a genealogical tree, "Colonel, how can I be

come thoroughly acquainted with my family his

tory ?" “Simply by running for Congress," an

swercd the Colonel.

A WIT was awfully bored by a stupid fellow who

persisted in talking to him on natural history.

"
There's the oyster," at last said the bore ;

“
what's

your notion as to the idea that the oyster is pos

sesscd of reason P"
" I think it may be true," said

the wit :
“
because the oyster knows enough to shut

his mouth."

"
MA, is Mr. Thompson respectable?"

“
Certainly, my child. \Vhy do you ask that

question ?
“

“
Because he wears such poor clothes.”

" You should not judge persons by their clothes;

none but silly people do that."

" Then everybody's silly—ain‘t they, ma i’"

\VHEN lovely woman's feet are sevens,

And such a size her soul abhors,

“That does she then ? \Vhy, gracious heavensl

She squeezes them in No. fours.

ONE of the subscribers to the Druggr'rls' Cz‘rcu»

[or received the following message from a patient :

" Mr. B : \Vill you kindly give bearer one bot

tle of laxative water? 1 think the doctor said it

was hungry John‘s water, or hundred yard water.

Anyhow, it sounded like it." The reader probably

knows what was meant.

\VIIEN Dubufe's celebrated painting of Adam

and Eve was on exhibition. Mr. McNab was taken

to see it
,

and was asked for his opinion. “I think

no great things of the painter," said the great

gardener.
" \Vhy, man, Eve‘s temptin‘ Adam wi'

a pippin of a variety that \vasna known till about

twenty years ago I

"

A PORTRAIT.—

The face it was as round

(The truth to tell l'mbnund)

And expressionless as is the full and shining moon;

The eyes look like two holes

Burnt in blankets by two coals,

And the mouth looks like a Dutchman‘s when sing

ing out of tune.

AN old bachelor was recently heard saying to a

young lady: “There is more jewelry worn nowa

days than when I was young ; but there is one

piece I often admired which I don't often see now."

“\Vhat is that?" asked “Miss." "A lhimble,"

was the reply.

" No use to take your medicine," said a patient to

a doctor,
“ for as I never expect to get well, I could

not pay you I

" “
Had you intended to pay me?"

the doctor asked.
“ Yes, sir.“

" \Vell, then, I'll

change your treatment. It's a hard matter and

somewhat unprofessional, but as you entertain some

idea of paying me, you'd better take a little of this

harmless powder instead of the dose 1 had mixed

for you."

"Bmns or A FEATHER."
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Here's HEART BELLS. A Romance.
By Mrs. S. L. Oberholtzer, author of "Violet
Lee,“ etc. 121110,pp. :82. J. B. Lippincott 8:

Co.. Publishers, Philadelphia.

A story of Quaker life and of a Quaker girl

whose sweet name furnishes the title of the volume,

and whose sweet character illumines the incidents

which Mrs. Oberholtzer has woven together in a

style that clearly shows that her heart was in the

work of her pen. The chief locality of the story is

Chater, Pennsylvania, and rightly chosen, because

the author is familiar with the place, and her de

scriptions have a. vivid coloring which would not

belong to them did she invent a place, after

the manner of the average novelist, which has no

real existence. The characters are young people

for the most part educated and refined, all but

Hope, of city breeding, while the Quaker maiden is

a farmer's daughter. The interplay and byplay of

disposition, the humors and capriccs of the half

dozen associates are well exhibited in a series of in

cidents that are entirely aiural The writer has a

motive, too, a laudable one, which we cordially ap

prove. that of illustrating pure moral principle and

generous sacrifice. Hence the tone of the book is

high and refined, but not in any respect prosaic or

preachy. It is the kind of story we are willing to

have our young folks read, and should be glad to

have such books displace the trash which fills the

avenge bookseller-‘5 shelves.

WHENCE. WHAT, WHERE? A view of

the Origin, Nature. and Destiny of Man. By

James R. Nichols, M D., A.M., author of ‘Fire
side Science," etc. l-‘ifth edition, revised. Cloth.

Price, 5:. Austin, \Villiams& Co., Boston.

We are informed by an introductory note that

this volume was privately printed by the author for

distribution among his friends ; and that a demand

outside of this friendly circle arose, which caused it

to be placed in the hands of a publisher. The pres

ent edition has been carefully revised, and probably

more succinctly represents the views oi the writer.

We do not find that Dr. Nichols has made any

great discovery in the mysterious realm of his in

quiries, but that he has added some personal opin

ions to the great mass of thought, now circulating

on the same line of topics, which here and there

may be styled peculiar or original. He considers

the material substance of man, from the point of

view of the scientific observer; and in his pages

devoted to that side of the subject furnishes us with

nothing new; and in his treatment of the
"
Spirit

ual Man
"
he takes the view that it is next to impossi

ble to analyze spiritual phenomena satisfactorily, or

to obtain positive results in regard to the relations

subsisting between spirit and body or matter, and

that this is not at all remarkable, because there are

many things in nature which are of common occur

rence taking place under our eyes. and yet are entirely

inexplicable. A considerable number of the move—

ments and changes in the physical world which are

recorded and weil-asccrtained facts, are still lingering

in the domain of mystery. As a thing we know as

much of spirit as we do of electricity. Nothing is

ever destroyed in nature ; energy is never lost, so why

should that settled principle, spirit, or what not,

which infuses and inspires and actuates everything

having life, be not something of, analogous yet

higher character ? He seems to use the term soul,

mind, and spirit as identical in his illustrations of

the intelligence of feeling displayed by animals. \Ve

can not agree with him in some of his views relat

ing to religious growth, especially his statement

that hope, love, and joy were emotions almost un

known in a. savage and ignorant state of society.

\Ve do not think that the brief references which fol

low that statement, supplemental or probative of it.

Dr. Nichols‘ moral speculation is not of a very un

usual, rare kind, and he does not theorize elaborately

upon his premisses. lie is far from solitary in

thinking that the doctrines of Christ have suffered

by the hands of his professed followers, even St.

Paul contributing somewhat to the credal confusion

which afllicts society. lie shows, however, a

warmth of feeling in a general acceptance of the

moral teachings of Christ, and does not regard the

miraclelbusiness as of very great importance in the

practical consideration of the origin of Christian

theology. lle trippingly discusses the structure of

the human brain without giving much light upon it

to the reader, and takes occceion to allude to Phrc~

nology in so careless a fashion, that one who is ac

quainted with the principles of cerebral localization

as advocated by physiologists of the highest stand

ing, will be likely to charge him with ignorance or

an inveterate prejudice. \Ve would respectfully r<>

for him to the treatises of Broca, Perrier, Goltz

Munk, Vogt, and others.

ANTI-TOBACCO. By Abicl Abbat Liver

more, with a Lecture on Tobacco by Rev. Rusell

Lant Carpenter, and on the Use of Tobacco, by

G. 1-‘. Witter, M1). some. 50 cts. Roberts

Brothers, Boston.

This recent addition to the list of cheap hand

books publishcd by the above firm contains a consid

erable amount of information on the nature and
'

properties of tobacco, and the extent of its use in

various forms. It is
,

as indicated by the title, an at

tack upon the tobacco habits of people and a vigor
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ous argument founded upon the premises supplied

by the street, the home, the dram-shop, the hospital,

and the cemetery.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Tm: MAGAZINE OF AMERICAN HISTORY, now

edited by Mrs. Martha J. Lamb, the author of the

"History of New York," has made a decided ad

vancement upon former editions; it is not only en

larged in typography, but the character of its articles

and illustrations is much more inviting than former

ly; it has become something more than a mere

compilation of data. Published by the Historical

Publication Company, New York.

Tm: CRITIC AND Goon LITERATURE have been

associated, and now appear as one publication.

This endeavor to combine the excellent features of

these publications as they were formerly, may not

be a difficult matter, provided their old editors can

maintain the interest which they previously exhib

ited.

ArrERrcAn JOURNAL or INSANITY for January is

a voluminous number; it contains a report of the

proceedings of the Association of Medical Superin

tendents, which is of course the chief feature, al

though two or three articles written from the

specialty point of view add their value.

THE ART FOLIO deserves consideration; has a

collection of exceedingly fine engravings, in them

selves representative of eminent subjects, which are

interspersed with some pleasant miscellany and

other matter more or less instructive. MCSErS. J. A.

8: R. J. Reade, of Providence, R. 1., are the pub

lishers. The subscription price, $3, is decidedly

low, if the number which is now under observation

is but a specimen of the monthly parts to be issued

in the course of the year.

CooK's Excunsroms'r for January contains a

very inviting series of tours for the consideration of

those who would see something of the world on the

other side of the "big pond," or would visit differ

ent parts of our own land. A great deal of general

information regarding the world’s geography is

contained in this large and solidly printed circular.

Ou'rmo, AND THE WrrccurArr for February is

at hand. Here we have the result of another com

bination recently made by the publishers of these

two monthlies.

PLAIN l-‘Ac'rs ABOUT ARKANSAS AND TEXAS, il

lustrated with diagrams. Rand, MacNally & C0,,

Chicago. A pamphlet of interest that will interest

people of migrating and colonizing tendencies.

BEAUTY, Coun'rsmr, AND MARRIAGE, by C. H.

Bliss, Salt Lake City Utah. The author throws

out some solid truths in the course of his talk, and

gives some practical adiice.

Du'rrns Am) DANGERS m Lrrrz, COURTSHIP,

AND MARRIAGE, by Edward P. Jones. A pam~

phlet similar in its nature to the foregoing, only a

little more so.

OOILVIE'S POPULAR READING. Number r con

tains several complete stories of popular authors.

Price, 30 cents. J. S. Ogilvie & Co., New York.

LrPPmco-r'r’s MAcAzrxr: for February opens

with a paper on
“ Old Germantown," its early his

tory, prominent figures, and characteristics, with

illustrations, from drawings by Pennell.
“
French

Chateau Life, Past and Present." A very pleas

ing account of “A Pilgrimage to Saenheim,"

where Goethe, while a student at Strassburg, became

enamored of the fair Frederike, whom he jilted and

immortalized. uOn a Glass Roof," by Rowland

E. Robinson, is an amusing description of winter

fishing in Vermont. Dr. Felix L. Oswald has a

second paper on "Healthy Homes," and other

things, make the magazine as usually attractive.

Tm: OYSTER EPICURE. A collation of author

ities on the gastronomy and dietetics cf the oyster.

18mo, pp. 161. White, Stokes 8: Allen, New York.

This is a little treatise which those‘ who are fond of

the common bivalve will appreciate. The author

ities quoted are pretty generally in agreement with

reference to the value of the oyster; as a factorin

our diet and a far as they go read pleasantly. But

should not the compiler have mentioned the Mosaic

opinion, although it is decidedly the other way and

prescribes their use as a thing unfit for the human

stomach ? Water constitutes eight~tenths of the

oyster; hence, they are deemed easy of digestion;

but it is a fact that cooking, by almost any known

process, impairs their nutritive quality, for the

reason that it coagulates and hardens the little al

buminous matter they contain.

Tm: BurALnrr Przrzn. —A circular received

from the Bureau of Education, \Vashingtou, that

competition for this prize, 5,000 lira—$965, is

open to all nations. The object is to show the su

periority of the experimental over the a prior!‘

method of reasoning. The thesis offered in com

petition must be written either in Italian or Latin,

and sent to the Royal Institute of Higher Practical

Studies, Florence, Italy, before Oct. 3rst, 1884.

VXCK’S FLoRAr. Guror: for 1884 is an elegant

production; its fulness of detail and illustration

renders it useful to the gardener and lover of

flowers, and also to the student of botany; while

the very liberal terms on which selections of seeds

and plants from the catalogue are offered, must

captivate the housekeeper who has a. patch of

ground, or a. sunny window-sill. James Vick,

Rochester, N. Y.
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S'rnnnx'rs on Tue CLASS or ‘83: We have

come to that point where our ways are to di

vide. We have dwelt together for a time pleas

lntly, and I trust profitably, and we have

reached the close of our class instruction. We

have come to the parting words, to the day of

separation. According to our usnul custom on

occasions like this, those who have been the in

structors give a. few parting words which they

may think appropriate. Mrs. Wells will first

offer us any suggestions which she may desire

to express, and then others will follow, and

afterward the students will be invited to speak

it they wish to.

\

MRS. WELLS.

I am happy to meet the students once more,

but I am sorry it. is the last time. In the history

of Phrenology in this country you have had

but hints, the mercst outlines of its trials, for

they were too numerous and many of them too

Small to have note made of them for a complete

story. The persecutions of the early phrenol

Ogists (the founders) occurred on every occasion

and even without occasion, untruths with only a

vivid imagination forn foundation, and the same

was true in America, but some of its advocates

in this country early came to the resolve to pat

tern after the man who continued on his way

and did not stop to contend with the curs which

rushed out from every cottage and barked at

him, but let them bark while he advanced, and

very soon overtook and passed the man who

started first, but lost time in fighting them. The

earnest presentation of truth like a locomotive

rides over errors that try to prevent its advance

ment.

In reading the life of George Combe, we see

how he grew into a lecturer on Phrenology. He

had an inquiring mind, ever ready to accept

truth wherever found. Consequently, when it.

presented itself, he readily apprehended 11nd

gratefully accepted it; the natural result of

which following, namely, application from vari

ous sources for explanatory information on the

subject from him, compelled him to reflect and

study closely nnd eliminate errors which might

intrude; and thus he qualified himself to so pre

sent truth that it could be understood and ac

cepted. When he oitained specimens (casts)

from London illiistrative of the subject, he had

so many calls upon his time that he could not
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nlways give it, and his sister, having informed

herself, took his place, entertaining and explain

ing in his stead. Finally he formed a resolve to

appoint certain times to meet inquirers and ice

ture to them. In Fcbrnary,1822, Mr. Combe an

nounced his first course of lectures, to begin in

May and end in July. In that same year be

practiced the art of dissecting the brain accord

ing to the plan pursued by Dr. Spurzhcim, by

which mode of dissection he was so much im

pressed at the first lecture he heard by Dr.

Spnrzhcim. With his usual poaitivonestl he over

came most of the difliculties.

His first lecture was given May 19, 1822, to an

audience of about seventy attentive listeners,

his second to sixty-five, his third to thirty-two.

He had issued forty-four tickets, three of which

were .given away.

twenty and thirty, and averaged between thirty

and forty.

In his first public course the following winter

he had nineteen. When I heard him in Phila

dolphin sixteen years later he averaged 450 at

$5 a ticket for the course. That was an advance

from the nineteen of his first course, and he ap

preciated it. Having been himself one of the

opponents, ridiculing doubters ot the science, he

could understand the same qualities in others,

and addressed them accordingly. Opposition

sometimes came in such shape as rendered it

necessary for him to defend himself, which

called out his interest in the subject to the de

gree of enthusiasm, yet he was prudent and gen

tle and dignified withal, and did not. neglect his

business duties, consequently his enthusiasm had

a healthy growth.

He did not drop everything else and go to

lecturing, but, responding to the request of

those who desired his teachings, he grew out of

his former {calling into the new one, where his

vaffections had already become fully enlisted, and

that was permanent.

Nor did he seek the new calling for the sake

of the pecuniary part of it, for his legal business

and other enterprises were snflicient to furnish

his requirements in that respect and yearly in

creased his receipts; but loving Phrenologyae

he had. come to do under the circumstances, he

could do no less than lecture on it
,

and his pre

vious education and training helped him to sue

coed as a lecturer, and with that. camc‘grcat

reputation, and, of course, augmented respon

sibility. As George Combs did, so have others

done, namely, taken one step at a time and per

scveringly continued to advance; and thus suc

cess comes to all who win it. Our lifetime is

made up of but one second at a time, but, con

tinued, those seconds amount to many years.

Some of the years may be hard to bear, but

_those trees that grow while exposed to rough

He had expected between.

weather and hard winds are said to be the

toughest.

In the United States Dr. Caldwell gave the

first phrenological lectures in 1821, and in the

winter of 1821-22 began his annual lectures,

which continued many years.

Dr. John Bell republished in Philadelphia

George Comhc's essays on Phrenology, said to

be the first hooks on Phrenology published in

America. in 1823 Prof. John D. Wells, 0t‘ Bow

doin College, in Maine, commenced an annual ex

position and recommendation of Phrenology to

his class. He had heard Phrenology taught by

Gail himself, and probably about the same time

Dr. Caldwell was a pupil of Dr. Gail's.

A Phrcuologicnl Society was formed in Paris

in 1831, containing among its members men of

the highest respectability in medicine, law, and

philosophy, with some members from both

chambers of the Legislature. At the time of its

formation it consisted of 110 members, sixty-one

of whom were physician's. It held monthly

meetings, and annually :1 general public meet

ing to commemorate the death of Dr. Gall. In

1833 a letter to the Edinburgh‘ Phrcnoloqical

Journal stated that the French Government was

then seriously contemplating the establishment

of the chair of Phrenology. In 1834 the King

expressed his opinion that t 1e application of the

principles of Phrenology to criminal legislation

would render a great service to mankind. In

1836 Broussais, Professor of’ General Pathology

in the Faculty of Medicine, delivered a course of

lectures on Phrenology in the University of

Paris. The crowds to listen to him were so

great and interrupted the lecturer preceding

him to the extent that it became necessary to

bolt the door and keep out those who desired

to come early in order to secure choice seats.

It was during this same year (1886) that the

Royal Academy of‘ Mcdicinediscusscd the claims

of Phrenology in four sittings; and, although

there were really no adverse opinions expressed,

it was thought best not to adopt it till it was es

tablished on a more olid basis. Time had been

when Napoleon was ruler that even Cuvicr, in

making out the report of the French institute,

so worded it as to conceal his real views of the

merits of the discovery of Gull and Spurzhcim.

'l‘his was the result of Napoleon's contempt for

anything foreign. He reprimanded the Institute

for accepting teachings in Chemistry by an Eng

lishman and Anatomy by Germans.

Vimont, an eminent French anatomist, an un

believer in Phrenology, set himself to investigate

the subject in order to refute its teachings, and

became so earnest to inform himself thoroughly

that he had at one time 1,500 animals, quadru

peds, insects, birds, etc., on his private estate in

Caen, France, studying their peculiar character
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lanes and dispositions. The result was what we

might expect from a conscientious investigating

opponent. He became a warm advocate, and

wrote an elaborate and expensive work on com

parative Phrenology.

Since that day Phrenology has found its way

to the general public, and has become a guide to

thousands in regulating their own conduct, and

in exerting over children and others an influence

which is cfl'cctive, and, in value, above all price.

ADDRESS BY MR. DRAYTON.

FTMmzus or 'run CLASS, Lamas asn GEN

rusnn: : I have sometimes said that what I have
to my on occasions like this, is said with rcgrct.

The session always appears to be much too

short for mo, and I have no doubt it is the same

with you—that you feel on this parting day,

when you are now tovacatc the chairs which

you have been occupying for six weeks, that

the session has becn' all too short.

It is no exaggeration to say that every class

which has gon'e forth from the Institute has ex

pressed very strongly this fueling of regret. And

it has been exceedingly encouraging for us who

stand in the place of instructors, for it has

shown that the students were infcrcstcd in the

subjects that were discussed, and that their at

tention had not been something merely passive.

You, like those of former years, came here for a

purpose, and you intcndcd to go through the

course. Haring paid your money, you deter

mined that whatever might be the experience

you would nevertheless grind on and go on until

the closing hour. But should any one to-day

complain and express dissatisfaction with the

course and the result, he would be the first and

only example of dissatisfaction or of disappoint

ment on the unpleasant side. I observe that the

fueling is on the other side generally with you,

and that you feel as if you would willingly lin

ger hen: to have further tutoragc and sugges

tion, and to witness further illustrations of the

principles of Phrenology.

Although, my friends, the session has been

apparently brief, you will find soon that you

have learned much. You might have been

studying books on Phrenology and Physiology

for years, but the six weeks’ training here with

its practical facilities has opened your minds to

an understanding of the truths of human science

in a way which has never been your experience

previously. I take it for granted that you will

confirm this statement, although you may leave

with the idea that you have just entered upon

the snhjcct ; that you have just begun to appre

ciate its breadth and length and height.

Iahould insist upon it»,however, that you will

carry into your future life, your business, your

profession, this feeling, and that you will be anx

ions and ambitious to know more and learn

more of the truth of what you have been

taught. The great want of those who afttr

leaving this lluli halted in their course and be

came lukewarm with regard to the work of

Phrenology, is earnestness and ambition. Per

haps I might explain the action of some in this

way, that having entered fairly into the domain

of Phrenology, they saw it was so widc, so im

portant, so comprehensive, that they were

frightened, and, like the snail, draw back into

their shells of caution and diffidencc lest they
'

should make u gravc mistake; but through that

hcsitation they surrendered their purpose, they

turned aside from the path of duty and neglected

grand opportunities. I would have you fired by

ambition—the ambition to do well; to disscmi'

hate what you know of the truths of human na

(are, of the vcritics of life.

It is unnecessary for me to say that this sci

ence of Phrenology is a wonderful thing; you

have h-nrncd that already. You know its appli

cation to every department of human aflairs.

You know that you can use it whatever may be

your vocation, and i wish to insist that you shall

use it; for, by so doing, you will learn more and

more concerning its bearing upon your own dc—

vclopment and success. i would that some 0!

you were fired by the ambition to achieve some

thing new in the development of phrenological

science and make a reputation for yourself as

the discoverer of new facts or a new application

of some law of Phrenology. There is abundant

room for this. Every scientific man will say to

you that the field is wide, that there are th0u-_

sands of things which yet remain to be revealed;

the magic hand of genius is yet to touch them

and
give them life and light so that they can he

read and understood. There is abundant room

for noble achievement in it, even with rofurcnce

to the function and operation of each faculty

and organ. There is one with us to-day who

has contributed
‘much

toward the establishment

of certain organs, and he will tell you that there

is room for further observation, and beyond, a

great unknown realm like that Pacific which un

rolled itself to the eye of Balboa when he had

ascended the mountains.

Do not four to explore and observe, but first

settle yourself well in what you know ; establish

and confirm what you have learned, and then do

not fear to indulge your aspiration for more truth.

MR. SIZER.

Fortunately for us, our good friend, Mr. L.

N. Fowler, who has for several years been la

boring in England, is here, and will make some

remarks.
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MR. FOWLER.

Srnnzn'rs or Pnanxonoor : One invention

more is wanted—an invention to photograph the

growing mind. We have the invention to pho

tograph the growing body, and parents take

great pleasure in having the photographs oi.’

their children taken every year or oitener, in or

der to see what changes are taking place in the

body. I have had mine photographed some five

hundred times to see the changes that occur;

but I have never thus succeeded in finding out

how fast the mind grows. ‘the unfolding of the

mind is a great process as well as a long one ; it

is one of great importance. We study more cor

rectly when we take that into account ; we teach

and lecture with a more definite object in view,

when we think we are helping minds to grow,

because a thought can not be given to a child, a

feeling can not be called out but what an im

pression is made, and that impression helps to

enlarge mental conception, and the more ele

vated that thought or that impression, the more

the mind grows in the upward direction. If it

be only a basilar impression, then the mind

grows only in the basilar channel.

You will iind that in proportion as you under

stand nature thut it is all one piece. Human be

ings are only a part of that piece. Begin with

the spring and the child, the summer and the

youth, the autumn and the man, the winter and

retiring old age—in every way in which you

choose to look at nature and at man, you will

find that you get ample means oi illustrating.

Some of you expect to make Phrcnology a pro

iession; if so, you have very many things to

learn. You must have already seen that your

own minds have changed considerably since you

came here six weeks ago, and it you keep study

ing and using your time and mind to the heQ.

advantage—keeping your bodies in as good con

dition as you can, you will continue to grow in

mental power. So take courage, and go on.

In your examinations be brave, but wise, and

many a time you will hit a fact that the individ

unl knows, but nobody else does. For instance,

I told a minister here in the city forty years ago,

“You delight to fight. When you were a boy

you would get up from your table and tight for

the fun of it." Well, they all said I was mis—

taken. I said, “I will leave it to the gentle—

man." Said he, “That is true; I used to get

up from the table. They used to call on me,

and I gloricd in it. But," said he, “I ama

preacher now; I keep that feeling under subjec

tion. You don't know anything about it, but I

do."

I want to suggest one or two points more. Ii!

you practice Phrenology, keep your heads clear,

keep your heads clean. Don’t smoke, don't

chew, don't snuil", don’t drink spirits. Just as

soon as you begin to put the poison into your

system, it works uniavorably somewhere, some

how, and a man can not indulge in those things

that are an enemy to the constitution or the

mind without throwing it out of balance. All

one wants is to have every power of the mind

equal to the discharge of his duty honestly and

in harmony with the other faculties oi‘ the mind.

I do hope that this class will do credit to the

Institute. I have been looking for a number of

years all through England for somebody to get

into my boots. They are not large, but I have

not found him yet. I hope there is some one in

this class that can‘ take the place of Mr. Sizer

when the time comes for him to leave it; but

take your own place, at least; make a name [or

yourself and supersede if you can any one that

has gone before you.

But now that you know Phrenology, make it

an earnest business. Keep up your studies,

whether you want to make a profession oi

Phrenology or not, and understand mind and

character more and more. Anything that. you

may do brings you in contact with others. Save

a young man here, a young woman there. Give

a hint here and there, and it will modify their

whole life and character.

‘May God bless you. I hope you will have

every occasion to be thankful that you came

here to study Phreuology.

MR. SIZER’S ADDRESS.

When I think of saying anything further, my

brethren—for now we are brethren in profession

as well as according.' to the spirit and the flesh—

I hardly know what I can say more after having

given you ninety lectures of an hour to an hour

and a half each. I have been talking to you

with the head most of the time, and now when

we come to speak the adieus, it seems to me that

the heart comes to the surface. Now I wish I
had said more and better things to you, and,

like Paul's brethren, “Son-owing most of all

that I may see your faces no more."

Remember that each one of you carries poten

tialities that are immortal; remember that this

session of this Institute has opened to you a

door “on golden hinges turning”; that this ses

sion has introduced you to a tleld that is broad

and rich—and not only broad and rich, but its

harvests are for everlasting. You never can be

the same that you have been; you never can

look upon human nature again as you have

looked upon it, “as through a glass darkly.”

We had a clergyman pass through our Insti

tute, and when he went back to his congregation

he said they were all new people to him. They

sat in the same seats, wore the same clothing,

and had the same general form and outline—but
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lasll else, how changed! Some men whom he

had formerly regarded as dry and worthless, he

now looked into these same faces and they

seemed luminous ; others whom he had been

inclined to regard with favor and confidence and

affection, now looked to him selfish and debased,

if not
“
sensual and devilish."

if one has occasion to mingle with men in sec

ular afl'sirs, Phrcnology teaches him how to meet

each man; how to call out that in him which is

best; how to evade and avoid that in him which

is not best or not suited to the occasion. Men

who areto live amonc and act upon men—minis

tars above all--arc the ones who can most profit

by Phreuology. We have with us one who expects

tostaud at the legal bar and claim justice for the

righteous and for the wicked. His knowledge will

help him to know who oughtto be defended and

who ought to be condemned. We have with us

two at least who expect to
“
stand between the

porch and the altar,” the profession most sacred

and most venerable; the profession which calls

for intimate knowledge of human passion and

purpose—hope, fear, aspiration—and to them at

least Pbrcnology should be as a.new right hand,

as a sharp discerning eye to look through and

inspect the purposes and hopes of human nature.

You shall find many a poor, broken-hearted, sad

soul needing encouragement and assistance, and

when you see the small self-esteem and large can

tion, and the small base of brain which ought to,

but in this case can not, brace up character, you

will know how to address yourself to such per

sons and supplement their weakness with your

strength.

Those of you who practice Phrenology as a

profession, remember that there is no pursuit

nearer to the welfare of the human race than

that of the upright, intelligent, practical phre

nologist. If there is an outreach of any faculty

for that which is good, or a dread of that which

is evil, an opportunity for advice is opened which

may be the word fitly spoken that shall save a

soul from death. Theology relates to one branch

of human life—the moral ; that part which should

govern all the rest; that part which by its con

stitution is the highest of all ; the rest, of course,

stands high in importance; but those who know

only of the moral nature and of the general fact

that men are depraved, it does not give them all

they ought to know. Phrenology would tell a

clergyman, as it tells the phreuologist, who has

excessive passion and selfishness; who has qual

ities that lead him’downward, and wherein his

temptations abound. It is easy to preach to

good people, but how shall we teach the had to

lire in harmony with the law, human and di

vine? Phrcnology lays its hand on every faculty

—the passions, the intelligence, the memory, the

genius ; it knows all the sources of temptation ;

can study their strength, and-see the dangers

which environ men. I have seen men who had

strong elements of piety, who, when in the so

ciety of those that were pious and were enjoying

the minister's discourse, would go up like a bal

loon into the realm of hope and faith and joy;

the moment they went out among the attritions

of selfish business, they became tempted through

the selfish feelings, and there was a continuous

war between the house of David and the house

of Saul ; and neither their minister nor any other

person in the church seemed to know what was

the matter with the poor brother, because he

lived in two atmospheres—sometimes in one and

sometimes in another. When he was unlcr the

influence of the moral training, it seemed as if he

went heavcnward like a rocket, rejoicing; he

was sincere as any man living. When he got

over on the other side and temptation came in

like aflood, it swept him before it; and then the

minister used to preach and set forth in minutiae

what a man of God is; how clean and holy and

upright—how prudent and guarded and careful

and tender must be his whole life—and the poor

fellow accepted it all, but when he stepped out

of the atmosphere which kept him full of holy

feeling, he went to the wall; then he thought

that all his good intentions and hopes were ut

terly valucll-ss.

Now, I take it that our phrenological friends

who are to be preachers will be able to under

stand the man so organized, and the full scope

and reason of his temptation; will know how,

thus understanding what it is that takes him

away from the truth, to help him in the right

path; and, ifI may say it
,

know how to excuse

and accuse and do no harm. In short, there is

no relation of life in which Phrenology—the

vcomprehensive science of human nature—has

not a bencflcent and a profitable word to say.

We have now a very pleasant duty, and it is

to confer on each of the students the diploma of

the Institute which gives the title of brother

hood. Hencsforth we are one family; hence

forth our interests are more or less one, our

hopes and aspirations always one. We shall fol

low each of you as you go to your homes, as you

go out into the phrenological fluid, as you teach

these great truths to your fellow-men who are

hungry for them. We shall follow you with

hope and faith, and such encouragement as we

may give; and you will not hesitate to ask us

for any assistance we may be able to render. If
you keep us advised as to where you are, we may

sometimes have opportunity to put you into

channels of success, as there are frequent in

quiries ior lecturers in every part of the country.

After the delivery of the diplomas, nccom.

panied with afiectiouate and pointed remarks to
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each, the students were called upon, and re

sponded as follows :

FRANK B. KNOWLES.

Rasrnc'ran Issmnc'roas AND Casssma'ras :

Six weeks ago we met here as strangers. 'I‘o-day

we part as friends. I trust the friendships will

not be suilered to decay. Especially may this be

true of those connected with the management of

the Institute. The memory of their counsel and

kindness will remain, and the heroic example of

the founders of Phrcnology in America will be

an incentive to do and dare when difl‘iculties are

thickcst.

In regard to this course I may say, I consider
it a good investment in all respects. I never
before learned half so much in the same length of

time. I would not part with what lhave learned

for many times its cost. I bclieveit will add ten

years to my life, and make it all much more use

ful. The more I study, the more I am convinced

that no other subject investigated by man covers

so wide a field, and has so practical an applica

tion as this. Phrcnolngy and the collateral suh

iects which are brought in close relation to it,

touch every phase of human life.

And now, feIlow-mcmhers of the class of '83,

we are to go out with the diploma of this, the

only institution of the kind in the world. And it.

therefore becomes our duty so to use the knowl

edge in our possession, as to bring honor to the

science and promote its growth.

The science of mind is as boundless as the

universe, and life, as I look at. it through the ex

PCl'Il'I’lCf.‘ of the last six weeks, seems many-fold

wider than ever before.

I wan born to love Phrenology ; my father read

the JOURNAL several years before I was born,

and it has always been within my reach when at

home. The choicest of Fowler & Wells’ publi

cations are always at hand also. I am grateful

today for the influence on me of my father's

phrcuological study.

In closing, I wish to thank all connected with

the Institute for the many favors received at

their hands; and express also my best wishes

for the prosperity and long life of each of the

members 01 the class.

ALFRED H. WAIT.

DEAR Paorsssons AND FELLOW-STUDENTS :

There is so much I want to any that I can not say

it all. My mind is now a little like my stomach, it

is dyspcptical. I have heard so much and I have

tried to do justice to it
.

all, that it is a little over

workcd, and my opinion is that it is going to take

about as much comprehensiveness to straighten

it out as it did to take it in: I don't want to
think, and I can not think, that this is the last

time we are going to meet. My faculty of Spir

itnallty has a great stimulus in the social faculty,

Adheslveness, and I honestly believe that undis

turbcd friendships on earth‘atuong equals will he

continued in eternity, even though we do no‘

meet. again until eternity begins; I have that

faith just as much as I believe in my existence,

and it would be a source of permanent distress

it
‘

I had to believe otherwise ; I must. have

friends, and my best friends I must have here

after, or it won‘t. be a happy home for me. I

never have had such a senae of responsibility as

I have now, and I expect that sense of responsi

hility will grow on me; but in expressive and

not. very classical language I must say, that in

all due deference to the magnitude of the sub

ject and what capacity I have, it does seem as if

I had bitten of! a little more than I can properly

mastlcate; I can not help but acknowledge it.

I hope that as nothing was made in vain, our

coming here was not in vain ; and that our words

and actions, our deeds and theories, will prove

that we have not- been made in vain, or come

herein vain ; I hope that we will all do justice by.

what we have learned about the subject we have

studied ; it is large indeed—the more we get over,

the more it spreads; I expect, that it takes agreat.

deal of persistcncy and energy to stick to this

calling in its active phase; butif it takes any

more persistency and any more mulish obstinacy

to do ourselves credit in the professional life,

than it took for me to get here, I should give it

up now, but I don’t think it. As for our precep

tors here, in leaving them I tender my deepest

love and highest respect; I respect them, and

can only appreciate them through my reason and

love together; with all there is in me I respect

and love them, and I expect always to entertain

those feelings toward them. If after this evening
Inevt-r meet them, or fail to meet any of you

upon earth, I hope to grasp your hands on the

other side of Jordan.

J. W. LEININGER.

Rescue-run Taacunns Asp Chassus'rus: It is

now eight or nine years since I first became ac

quainted with Phrenoiogy. Ever :incc that time

I have longed to possess the information im

parted by the American Institute of Phrr-nolngy.

If at any time I shall feel proud :r than another,

it will be when I remember that German blood

flows in my veins, and that I can claim kin>hip

with such men as Gail and Spurzhcim, and am

permitted to work for the same great cause.

Canada has been overrun by fortune-tellers and

phrenologlcal tramps, until the term Phrcnology

is, in many localities, synonymous with charla

tan, mountcbauk. But I do'not despair. The

people want Phrenology, and if they could be
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assured 01' the honesty and skill of the phrenolo

gist. his success would be certain. Truly “the

harvest is great and the laborers are few," and

we are ready to cxclalrn,
"
Who is snfi‘lcient for

these things ‘2
"

But the sun of Phrcnology has arisen, and is

already cheering the eastern sky with its ruddy

glow and dissipating the mists of ignorance. The

time will come when Phreuology will be the guid

ing star of the world; Let us deem it a privilege

to be permitted to work in this great field. Some

otus have two talents, some have five. We are

accountable only for the use of what we have.

My thanks are due to all the teachers for their

valuable instruction and their kindly interest in

our behalf; also to my classmates for their uni

form cnrdiality and manliness, and we hope to

hear oi’ them often through the columns of the

Jonmun.

MISS F. R. ADAMS.

Tnscnnns AND FsLLow-srunnx-rs: As the

tiny plant-pod holds within its gentle clasp the
'

germs of a thousand plants Which, falling in for

tile soil bring forth, “acme thirty, some sixty,

and some an hundred fold,” so we, gathered

within this class-room, shall soon he released

from the tender clasp of our Alma Mater and go

abroad to the snowy tit-ids of the north, the rug

ged hills of the cast, and the vast prairies of the

west. ‘The soil is abundant. The fields for

phrenolog-icaLwork are boundless; the showers

of popular opinion are ready to moisten the

phrenological stcd, which has grown to ripeness

under the nurturing care oi‘ our competent

teachers.

This is no weak task. It takes health of body,

strength of purpose, and vigor of brain, to pros

ecute a work fraught with such great results.

As man was the crown of all God’s perfect

works, so is mind the coronct, the dudem of

man. The jewcllcr cuts and polishes the ruby

and other costly gems. But the diadem of the

universe, the human soul, must be cut and pol

ished, it
‘

done properly, by the phrcuoioglst.

- The mother, with all her tender care, has as

little idea of the immortal jewels which she pos

ceases (and by her every word and act is shaping

and brightening, or marring and dulling their na

tire lustre)” a field laborer would understand

the value of a “brilliant in the rough,” which,

should he undertake to cut at all, would be ren

dered almost worthless by his hccdlcsa manipula

tions.

I

And to-day thousands oi’ mothers are inquir

ing, How may we i'oztcr and develop the young

human beings, endowed with these divine at~

tributes? 'i‘hey care {or the comfort and supply

the wants of their little bodies, but the mind is

often starving for truths that should be taught,

and yearning for sympathythat is not g'ven, and

when we understand the necessities oi’ the mind

as well as those of the body, when Phrcnology

and Physiology walk hand in hand, this may be

done. And God speed the day when the truths

of Phrcuolozy shall be taught throughout the

length and breadth of this goodly land, when

not only the physical and intellectual, but the

moral and spiritual nature of man, the culmina

tion of his glorious God-given faculties, shall re

ceive the instruction due to their importance.

We are placed in this world for a purpose.

True and ei‘licient work always tells. Let us be

strong, earnest, zealous, and active workers in a

cause so important to all.

Teachers, I thank you for your wisc counsel

and instruction, and for your elrnest efforts to

promote the cause you have espoused. May you

be prospered in health and mental vigor.

Classmates, I thank you for your kindness to

me a
.

stranger in your midst; for your considera

tion and gentlemnnly courtesy. Should this be

our last earthly mecting,let us be cheered by the

thought that, although we now sever the con

ncctiona that have been so pleasant while we

have tarried hi'l'J for the promotion of our men

tal education, we mar, when we have put on im

mortality, assemble for the perfecting of our

spiritual education in God's great class-room,

our home of many mansions.

J. C. OE‘STE RGARD.

Dean Puornssous AND CLASEMATES: At this

sad hour of parting I have little to say, certain

that I could not well exprcs; myself were I to

try. ‘A few years since a friend of mine who had

learned something of Phrcnology gave me my

first definite thoughts on the subject, and I

thought perhaps the science is true, yet I felt a

doubt if it would be right to draw the curtain

and reveal everything of a person’: character and

disposition to himself or to others; for, it
‘

a man

were born with a had disposition, how could he

be accountable‘! It seemed to me that it would

he cruel to reveal that which would be unfavor

able, and thus I dismissed Phrcnology for the

time, thinking I could get no good out of it, and

would have nothing to do with it. About two

years since I met Dr. B. F. Pratt, 4
1

graduate of

this Institute. He was lecturing on the subject,

and, in consultation with him, he advised me to

consider the subject oi Phrenology, and on that

account I am here.

When i was a_boy in my native country—Den

mark; but I can not mention the word home,

to me it means everything, and yet I have none.

No one knows the detinitlon of that term so

clearly as he who is absent; the distance seems

to strike an agonizing blow .—in that old home
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as a boy I read a story of an Eastern prince, who

on his death-bed was surrounded by his twelve

sons. He called them in to give his last advice;

and, handing to them a bundle of fazgots or

sticks, asked them to break them. They tried

in vain. He bade them to undo the bundle, and

told them to break them one by one, and it was

easy enough. He then said,
“ You are as a bun

dle of faggots, and as long as you are in union,

no power is strong enough to separate you; as

soon as you break your bond of union, you will

be overcome and fall a prey to your enemies.”

I think this advice is good for others besides

kings and princes; it holds true among phre

nologists. If we want to do anything, we must.

do it not by working apart, but by working in

unison. Let us work toward the one thing—the

benefit 'of humanity,and to be together as much as

we can in spirit if not in body. The field is broad,

yet we have a centre. There is a home for Phre

nology; we have it here, and let us remember

where our home is. I think we should do what

ever we are able to build up the cause, to shed

honor upon the science of mind as revealed by

Phrenology.

I conclude by tendering my thanks to my

teachers and my classmates for the pleasant

time I have had with them.

M. E. LISCHER.

Es'rssxsn Tnacmms m CLASSMATES: To

me this grand and ennobling study, Phrenoiogy,

is as yet in its infancy; but I am delighted at the

prospects which it aiIords in studying the attri

butes of our great Creator of Nature and of our

selves.

The acquaintances here formed have been of

the most pleasing character and they will hold a

lasting place in my memory.

E. M. LOCKARD.

The time has come, teachers and classmates,

when we as a class must say our farewells.

Many of us have looked forward to this day with

a feeling of regret that the time of parting has

come, for we know that as a class we shall never

meet again to receive the instructions of the able

professors of the American Institute of Phreuol

ogy. Now that the instructions have been rc~

ceivcd, we are expected to go into the world as

teachers and disscminators of the truths we have

been taught. Let us go forth with a determina

tion to make Phrcnology what it is—thc science

of sciences.
‘

I can not say yet what my plan of work

will be, but shall endeavor to waste no time,

knowing as I do the value and importance of

Phrcnology.

and private life.

My best wishes I tender to the students for

their success, and my thanks to our worthy

teachers.
'

A. D. PERRY.

Woa-rur Tmcnaas AND CLASSMATEB : In 1880

I thought of attending the annual course of lec

tures at the Institute of Phrenology, butthe time

came and went, and 1 was obliged to let it go

until 1881, but when that time came I was close

ly confined to work, and finally concluded to

wait until the next year, 1882; but then I was as

busy as ever, and that in connection with the

thought that only superior minds could learn

Phrenology, caused me once more to give up the

idea of coming. Well, to make a long story

short, last Scptembcr the desire to attend the

lectures renewed itself as strong as ever. So I

made up my mind that I would come anyway in

spite of everything, so that I would not have this

question to decide every [all during the rest of

my life. And I came, contrary to the wishes of

my friends, and determined to'learn what I could.
'

Some of my friends told me that I was a
“ crank"

on Phrenology, and I half believed them, but re

solved at any rate to find out the truth or falsity

of the subject for myself. And am I sorry for

coming? No, I am not. For when I came I

only expected to learn fundamental principles,

but I have learned more, and now know that I

can get a better idea of a person in five minutes

than I could before in a year. And when I go

home I intend to convert some of those individ-
‘

uals that called me a “crank."

Vir'e can discuss scientifically the characteris

tics of any nation or individual, and tell why

they are as they are. We now possess abilities

which will enable us to cope, hr more success

fully than before, with mankind in our public

And lastly, we can defend

I’hrcnology. Like graduates of colleges and

scientific schools, we now have the theory, and

what we need is the practice.

It has always seemed strange to me that learned

men will object to Phrenology and oppose it as

they do, when a good phrenologist can read a

stranger's character; in fact, he often knows the

man better than the man knows himself, and in

what business he will succeed best, what are his

weak and strong points, and why he does as he

does on certain occasions ; most of which to the

man himself is a mystery.

I would say to those that are undecided-about

attending the lectures, come by all means and

you never will be sorry.

I do not intend to enter the lecture field; I
came simply to obtain the advantages referred

to; but one thing is certain, I shall never be

ashamed to be called a believer in Phreuology,
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and will defend it to the best of my ability at

every opportunii y.

By coming here for instruction, we come to

the headwaters oi‘ Phrcnology in the world ;

some of our teachers have had over forty years‘

experience, and what is more, they are in earnest

in all that they do and say, and their lives attest

their faithfulness and integrity to their chosen

profession. They have done everything to make

our stay while here pleasant. I now go home

satisfied with having attended this course. Sin

gle lectures have been of unknown value. The

diet question, for instance: we now know what is

the best food to eat and why it is the best

Other subjects are of equal importance.

I now bid you all farewell. We have passed a

pleasant time together, and I hope that we all

will be a blessing to the world, and an honor to

the subject which we reprcscnt.

EDGAR A. DAVIDSON.

TEACHERS AND FsLLow-s'mnas'rs : I have for

some years felt a great desire to attend a course

of lectures at the'Amcriczm Institute of Phrenolo

gy, and at last my wish has been gratified.

With the result I am very well sitisiicd. Our

teachers have taken great pains to instruct us,and

I trust that we will all do our very best to carry
out this noble work. I intend on leaving to go

into the field of phrcnological labor, and though I
do not expect to succeed as well ns some of the

preceding students, yet I hope by God'sJnelp to

be amply repaid for my studies, and that I may,
in my small way, help to advance the knowledge

of the great and useful science.

We may never meet again, but I trust that we
shall never bring discredit~ upon the noble Insti

tute from which we have now graduated; but

that we will all work with a willing heart to

benefit our fellow-men by the knowledge ac

quired here.

To our respected tcachcrs I tender my warm

est thanks for the trouble they have taken, and

the patience they have shown in imparting this

knowledge to us. And to my classmates I would

say, that I shall always remember the kindly

manner in which they have ever treated me dur

ing my stay here. And may the blessings of the

great Teacher of all men rest upon you forever.

REV. WILLIAM R. SCOTT.

Pnorzssons AND FELLOW-STUDENTS: Among

the many subjects which
demand

the attention

oi‘ all studious minds. few can be of grcater im

portance than the study oi’ Mental Philosophy;

both because it gives a man a better understand~

111gof himself as a citizen of two worlds, and

also of those with whom he is to associate. It is

a well-recognized principle among scholars, that

in order to have an opinion that is worth any

thing upon any subject, one must look at it from

every stand-point. There are to-day two ways of

studying mind. One is that method which is set

forth by the metaphysicians, in such masterly

works as “The Outline of Man,” by President

Mark Hopkins, of Williams College; “The Hu

man Intellect," by President Porter, of Yale.

The other method is that of Phrenologisis, so

well expounded in the works of George Combc.

To have a well-rounded knowledge of the sub

ject of mind, as it stands to-day. one must there

fore look at the subject from both of these stand

points. Each method has its advantages. The

phrenological method is, however, the simpler

and the more practical method, and is therefore

the method by which we should begin the study

oi! mind, following it up by the psychological

method. The phrcnological method of studying

mind has been expounded to us ably and well

during the six weeks which we have spent to.

gether in this institution. It remains for us to

broaden out our knowledge of the whole subject

of mind by now continuing our study of the sub

ject by reading standard works on Phrcnology,

and then following it up by reading the standard

works on metaphysics, testing the teachings of

both methods by observation and practical expe

rience,and beingled, as I bclieve,toward what the

drift of our time seems to point in the near fu

ture, namely, a system of meiaphysicswhich will

incorporate within itself the best results of the

study of mind by both the phrenological and

the ordinary psychological method.

HOSEA MAN N, JR.

Hosossn Tsscnans arm FELLOW-STUDENTS:

Soon after the publication of “New Physiog

nomy,” my mother purchased a copy. Its pic

tures pleased my childish fancy, and as I grew

older I became much interested in its reading

matter, and the subject of character-reading

which it so ably discusses.

This turned my attention to Phrcnology, and

I have long been a believer in it and its utility,

and long ago I promised myself that some day I

would attend the Phrenologicul Institute. And

now, rejoicing in the realization oi’ my boyhood‘s

dream, I can truly say that, unlike most dreams of

youth, the realization has been equal to the ex

pectation.

Often have the words of Hamlet, “There are

more things in heaven and earth than are d'eamt

of in your philosophy," been sounding in my

cars, and each time with a new meaning and.

stronger emphasis, as lecture alter lecture has

touched some secret spring of human nature,
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and the "eternal waters of truth have gushed

forth."

Although I may be pardoned i'or confessing

that the desire to learn to read the motives and

intentions of those around me, so far as con

ccrncd myself in my intercourse with the world,

was perhaps the most powerful motive tlrat

prompted my coming here; I want to tell you
what has become a firm conviction in my mind,

that were I to go forth from your institution to

day, and not. be able to discern the character of
- my neighbor one whitbetter than before, I should

yet feel well repaid for-what attention I have

given to Phrenology. Do you ask wherein? I
answer, “It has interpreted myself to myself.“

My own nature and disposition havc been the

greatest of mysteries to me. i have often per

plexed my brain to know, whyit is tlrat at times

life seems so bright and sunny, and Hope almost

sees the glimmer of a still brighter day beyond

the gathering shadows, as I used to think I could
almost see the glory of a brighter world as the

last. rays of the setting sun lingered in the sky;

and that at other‘ times the reverse of this is true,

life looks dark, dangers arise on every side, and

almost impenetrable, hopeless darkness follows

the setting sun.

Again worldly passions control, selfishness is

ascendcnt. and the object of life seems to be to

get, and to keep, and to minister to the passions

in every conceivable way. And then, again, how

contemptible all this scltish, striving seems. How

disgusting all indications of animal passion are,

and how we feel impressed that we should live

in a higher, nohler, more unselfish manner in or

der to be happy and make life worth the living.

Why these conflicting emotions in the same

individual witlront apparent change in outward

surroundings? Ignoring Phrenology, we strive,

but strive in vain, to answer. Guided by Phre

nology the urswer is sosimple that the child can

under stand, and yet so comprehensive and philo

sophical that the reasoner is convinced.

Phrenology declares that when the world

seems bright and cheerful, the organ of Hope

reigns, and where the world looks dark and full

of danger, Caution is unduly excited and has

gained the aseendency of hope; that when the

object of life seems to be to gratify our passions,

that the base of the brain, in the region of Ae

quisitlveness, Sccretiveness, Destructiveness,

Combativcnvss, Alimcntlveness, and Amative

ness, controls the temple. But when we look

with disgust upon our former thoughts and

actions produced by this base of brain, and look

upwrrd for something better and noblcr, the

moral organs which should control the man,

as their position indicates, have come to the

rescue and lifted us above our former selves.
'
We may theorize upon man’s nature, yet the

evidence of the senses to the ordinary individual

is more convincing than all speculations.and

theories. When a man, subject to (le=pondency

and to look upon the gloomy side of the world,

puts his hand upon his head and tlrrds a deficiency

in the organ of Hope and excessive Cautiousncss,

all the arguments in the world could not be so

potent in convincing as that one circumstance

that man that the world is brighter than he thinks,

and that he should banish his doubts and fears

and cultivate cheerfulncss.

Thus in regard to all the faculties, Phrenology

speaks, and brings home with irresistible force

that which has been but dreamed of before, and

hence we can boldly declare it the foundation of

mental science and the greatest aid in intellectual

and moral improvement.

0. F. BATTEY.

Honours» PROPESSURS AND FELLOW-Cues

MATES: As the hour draws near to say farewell,

and for us to turn our faces homewurd, my heart

is tilled wrih mingled pleasure and sadness. I

am filled with pleasure as I contemplate the

many associations that we have formed in this

class during the term. But when i think of

parting and severing these friendly relations, a
'
shade of sadness steals over me.

To me this has been an occasion of unusual

p‘easuro, and one which I shall hug remember,

not only as one of the most agreeable, but [trust

as one of the most profitable and important

events ‘of my life. I urn confident that l have

acquired more solid, substantial, and practical

knowledge at this session than at any other sim

ilar period of time; our measure has been well

filled, well shaken, and running over.

The methods and appliances employed by this

Institute for impartiugtlris knowledge have never

been equalled. The good advice and wholesome

instructions received from our teachers have made

a permanent impression upon our minds. )1 ay it
.

take root and blossom and Igring forth fruitevcn

a hundred-fold; and may we also be inspired,

like the good sower, to broadcast it over the

earth for the elevation and enlightenment of our

fellow-men.

Much credit is due to our worthy instructors

for the masterly eii'orts' they have made in our

behalf. Everything that could be done for our

comfort or convenience has been done, for which

we shall ever be grateful.

My iondcst hope and most earnest desire is

that the class of 1883 shall so deport itself as to

reflect credit upon its teachers and honor upon

the institute that sends it forth from its pa

rental doors.

In closing, 1 will thank both teachers and

classmates for tir.-ir kindness to me. i wish

you all the greatest success and prosperity.
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REV. A. C. DILL.

Es'rla'anzn Pnncarrons AND Hononnu PRO

msous um Fscuur or 'rms issrrrors: I
bow before you in humble appreciation of your

instruction. We have come to the Wells 0!

phrenological lore, and our thirst has been in

part satisfied.

To you, my clursmatms, let me say I have never

known of another inrtance where so many per

sons have associated together for so long a time

—whether for social, literary, or religious pur

poses—so pleasantly as we have done during

the past weeks.

I would stop right here and say no more, and

would have said enough, did I not believe that

when one is possessed by a truth, as was Luther,

he should out with it—he has no right to a self

ish possession of it. Mr. Chairman, I have no

ticcd that it is cn-tomary on this occasion to

state how we were led to come to this institu

tion.

[Mn Dill then explained his early advantages

of study in the academy, university, and profes

sional school—his researches in :cience in this

country and across the Atlantic, but that for ten

years past his ruling: ambition had been to influ

ence men to become new men in Christ Jesus,

and time save souls. lie believes with his whole
'
being that “The heavens and the earth shall pass

away, but My (Uhrist’s) word shall not pass

away
"
(Matt. xxiz'. 35), and he stated that

Christ himself is the authority and the source of

the doctrine of the eternal condemnation of those

who reject His words; and hence be is spurred

on in his ambition to lead men to repentance and

to Christ the Redeemer of the world.]

It was for this purpose that [ entered this In

Ititntion. I believe it teaches the simplest and

the most practical method of grasping and un

denstnnding the characters of men. A single

glance at them gives us a grip upon them from

which they can not shake themselves loose. I

love Phrenology because it encourages the weak

and the bmkwurd. It inspires hope iii the dis

couraged, it exults man, and thus honors his

Maker. It tries to lift him up into purity of life

and uprightncss of action ; it aids him in appre

hending that for which he was created—but nei

thcr Phrenology‘ nor the higher study oi’ meta

physics cm do this of themselves. Fallen man,

like a compass-needle which has lost its magnet’

ism, must be touched by the great Divine Mag

net ere he will i): obt-dimt to the Divine Will, as

the needle is to the great magnetic influence ;

then there will be a great controlling force uni

matin'g, guiding, and controlling him. Religion

in its derivntiou means to “bind back
"
to God

rebellious man ; wncncz man becomes obedient

to the will of God, then he is a saved soul—

ssved and safe in this life and in the life to come.

I'thnnk you for permitting me to speak thus

at length; and now, in bidding you farewell, I

use the fuller form of the words,
“
farewell and

good-bye," fare thee well and God be with you;

and, let me add, mayyou be with God, for He is

always near to bless the soul that would draw

near unto Him.

CARL P. YOUNG.

Orrsrcsns or was AMERICAN Ia's'rrru'ra or

PHRENOLOGY, snnovsv TEACHERS AND CLASS

MATES: if I could find words in your beautiful

language as sweet as the odor of roses, as strong

as the oak, or powerful as the ocean wave which

smitcs the trembling land—ii i could muster such

words and weave them into poems, I could not
'

halt’ express the gratitude and admiration by

which my mind has been moved during the six

weeks we have been together. Since the day I
left my native land, Sweden. to the day I first

saw your happy faces, I had been drifting upon

the restless ocean oi life without compass, chart,

or rudder.

An unconquornble desire led me to this
been

tiful and restful harbor. Here have I received

the true compass, chart, and rudder, which I

trust will safely guide me across llfe’s unknown

scntothat. yet more unknown lund toward which

we all anti. 1 now weigh my anchor, set my sails,

and proceed on my voyage. But remember, that

whatemr may happen to me in the future, my

gratitude and thankfuiness to you all, and espe

cialiy to our beloved teachers, is far greater than

my powers oi expression. The memory of your

kindness shall flavor my whole life, and my con

tinued prayer shall be that
“
He who weighs the

destiny of men shall prolong your noble and use

ful lives yet many years to come."

And, dear classmates, who met as strangers,

led by the same love of truth to listen to the lips

of wisdom, now separating perhaps forever, we

have become wedded to one of the most import

ant and yet one of the youngest of sciences—

Phrcnology. Let us push its claims until a

knowledge of it shall enlighten every home.

Then wi i penitentiarics and poor-houses dis

grace the land no more. It remains for us to

hasten that day. Let us make a solemn core

nant with each other and with the dead heroes of

the past whose honored names shall bless the

ages, and with the living philosophers of to-day

whose names and work shall not be forgotten,

that whether we are at home or abroad, in the

lecture-field or the work-shop, no unworthy act

of ours shall ever cast dishonor upon their fair

fume or on the beautiful science of Phrenology.

With holiest purpose and earnest work we, too,

in ny-finally be able to say with the great heroes

of the past,
" I have fought my battle; my work

is ended; I have
done

my duty."
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LEWIS CARMAN.
'

Won-rm- Iss-rnncrons AND CLASSMATESZ A

few weeks ago we met in this room strane'ers to

each other. We had but one great idea before

us, and that was to learn all that our instructors

could teach us on the subject of Phrenology.

We were told that we had undertaken a great

work. It has fully proved so, for the subject

seems to include so much, and of such interest

and importance, we feel as though we had just

begun. It includes the whole man. The say

ing. "a sound mind in a sound body," is gener

ally true. A weak body can not support a strong

mind. We have learned how to live and grow

stronger in body and mind, and these are great

points to fully understand. These facts have

been carefully observed by our principal instruc

tor, Nelson Sizer, and we are fully convinced

that a. right method of living, and careful cul

ture of all our faculties, fully repay for all the

necessary exertion. As we see people now in

the light of Phrenology, we can almost read in

their heads and faces, their whole life, how they

live, and the prospect before them. We are

really prophets, and may it. be our constant

study to be profitable to others.

I would also thank Mrs. Wells for her interest

ing lectures on the history of Phrenology in

America, and her interest in this class; may she~

live for many years to aid the Institution, so in

timately connected with her long efforts and care.

Prof. Sizer, we feel
we
will cvcr owe to your

instruction more than we can now express and

fully estimate. The other lecturers, on Physi~

ology, Idiocy, Insanity, Mesmerism, and history

of Phrenology, have instructed us, and we feel

greatly indebted to them, for we have learned

what we should know, and this instruction-will

be of great value to us. We shall be known

from this day as phrenolojzlsts and graduates of

the “American Institute of Phrenology." May

each one of this class be an honor to this Insti

tute, and practice what we aim to teach.

Mr. Curman, as chairman of the Committee on

Resolutions, read the following:

RESOLUTIONS or CLASS m Pnnnnonoor.

Whereas, We the undersigned students have

concluded a course of instruction in the Ameri

can Institute of Phrenology.

Be it Risolnctl,

1. That as the study of mind in its various

manifestations is one of the most important

subjects to which men can turn their attention,

we fully appreciate the noble cflurts of all hon

est workers; honor their courage and skill, and

recommend all who are earnest seekers after

truth to study Phrenology, as the only science

giving an accurate analysis of mental phenom

ena.

2. Resolved, That we extend to Mrs. C. F.

Wells our sincere esteem and heartily sympathize

with her in her effort to promote a. science so

replete with benefits for ourselves and posterity ;

that we rejoice with her in the hope she may

live to realize the results she has devoted her life

to accomplish.

3. Resolved, That Prof. Nelson Sizer, in his in

tcrestinglectures on Phrenology and practical de

monstration oiits truths, has earned our sincere

respect and admiration.

4. Reach-ed, That we tender our thanks to Dr.

N. B. Sizer, for the accuracy with which he has

taught the subject of general physiology and

other topics, and for the masterly skill displayed

in the dissection of the Human Brain.

5. Resolved, That Prof. H. S. Druytou’s schol

arly lectures upon the inception and growth of

Phrenology indicate much research and study,

and we fully appreciate the same.

6. Resolved, That Dr. Robert A. Gunn, on

Mesmcrism, and interesting experiments in the

same: that Prof. James B. hlehards, on Idiocy,

illustrating the wonderful manner in which

idiots may be developed ; and Prof. Frederick A.

Chapman’s instruction in Elucntlon have all been

intensely interesting and profitable to the class.

7. Resolved, That Phrenology is a science

which no one can atIord to ignore, and that we

will extend the phrenological truths we have re

ceived here as much as possible, and that we

commend the American Institute of Phrenology

to the world.

Miss F. R. Amms, Iowa.

H. MANN, Jr., Vermont.

Lnwrs CABMAN, New York.

FRANK B. KNOWLES, New York.

J. C. Ossrsnosnn, Ohio.
E. M. Locxsnn, Pennsylvania.

0. F. Bn'rsr. Massachusetts.

W. E. LISCHER, New York.

Rev. ARTHUR Cusnmo DILL, New York.

Her. WM. R. Soon‘, New York.

Amman D. PERRY, Massachusetts.

A. H. WAIT, Kansas.

Enos}; A. Dsvmson, New York.

Cam. P. Yoono, Sweden.

J. W. LEININGER, Canada.

CHARTER.

An Act to incorporate
“ THE AMERICAN IN

STITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY," Passed

April 20, 1866.

The People of the State of New York, repre

sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as fol

lows :
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Section 1. Amos Dean, Esq., Homes Guss

LEY, SAMUEL Osooon, D.D., A. OAKEY HALL,

1551].,RUSSELL T. TRALL, M.D., Hssnr Dsx'rsn,

SAMUEL R. WELLS, EDWARD P. Fowum, M.D.,

NxLsos Sizsn, Las'rnn A. Romans, and their

associates, are hereby constituted a body cor

porute by the namo of “THE AMERICAN 1N

STITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY,” for the pur

pose of promoting instruction in all departments

oilearning connected therewith, and for collect

ing and preserving CraDiJ,'Custs, Busts, and other

representations of the ditIcrent Races, Tribes,

and Families of men.

Section 2. The said corporation may hold real

estate and personal estate to the amount of one

hundred thousand dollars, and the funds and

properties thereof shall not be used foruny other

purposes than those declared in the first section

of this Act.

Section 3. The said Hsnnr Dsx'rsn, Saxon.

R. WELLs, EDWARD P. Fownsn, M.D., NnLsoN

$1123‘
and LESTER A. Ronsn'rs, are hereby ap

pointed Trustees of said incorporation, with

power to fill vacancies in the Board. No less

than three Trustees shall constitute a quorum

for the transaction of business.

Section 4. It shall be lawful for the Board of

Trustees to appoint Lecturers, and such other

instructors as they may deem necessary and ad

visable, subject to removal when found expedi

ent and necessary, by a vote of two-thirds of the

members consituting said Board ; but no such

appointment shall be made until the applicant

shall have passed a. satisfactory personal exam

ination before the Board.

Section 5. The Society shall keep for free pub

lic exhibition at. all proper times, such collec

tions of Skulls, Busts, Casts, Paintings, and other

things connected therewith, as they may obtain.

They shall give, by a competent person or per

sons, a course oi’ not less than six free lectures in

each and every year, and shall have annually 0.

class for instruction in Practical Phrenology, to

which shall be admitted gratuitously at least one

student from each Public School in the City of

New York.

Section 6. The corporation shall possess the

powers and be subject to the provisions oi’ Chap

ter 18, oi.’ part 1, of the Revised Statutes, so far

as applicable.

Section 7. This Act shall take cfl'cct immedi

ately.

LIST OF GRADUATES TO 1883.

\Ve are often written to by persons in distant States to ascertain if
“
Prof. — "

is a graduate of the American Institute of Phreuology. Somc persons whom we

never before heard of have professed to be graduates of the Institute and endeavored

thus to secure consideration. The following list embraces the names of all the

graduates up to and including the year 1883. All our students have a diploma, and

it would be safe to ask to see the diploma. of those who claim to be graduates.

STATE. cuss or

AbeLMiss Loretta... --....New York........ . 1877
Adams, Elijah bl .. . . . . . . “Missouri .... .. . ..1875
Adams,MissF.R...... ..lowa.... ..1883
Alduson, Matt. W. . . - . . . . ..l\iomana...|875, 1879.1880

Alexander, Arthur J... . ..lndi:ma.. . . . . . . . . . . ..r87r
Alger, Frank George

Andelson, Samuel H . .

Arnold, Charles H. . .

. . New Hampshire

..Pcnnsylv:inia. ..

Massachusetts .

Arthur. Willie P . . . - . New York . . I874

Aspiuwall, F. E. .. . . New York 1373
Austin, Eugene W . . . . . . New York . . 2878
Austin, Fred. H . . . . . - - Peunsylvan . . 1882

Ayer, Scwell P . . . . . . . -
MI_|nc.. . 1363

Bateman, Luther C.. . - Mame... 1870

Baliou, Perly E. .... New York
_

Bacon, David F . . . . .New Hampsl'ure.

alter, William W. . . -.Tenncssc¢,_

Baillic,]amcs .- Ohio.._,, _

Bailey, 0. F. . . . . -.Massachnsctts.
Beecher, Eugene. . ..

Connecticut.
Beverly, C. A., M.D .. llhnois,

Bull, b'dgarC.. . . ()l'ilCL;

Beer. John. . New York

Bentley, Harriet W Connecticu

Bell_]amcs.....
. .New i-iampsh

Bonine, Elias A --P¢nnsylvama ..

Brown.D.L.... lo_
Bonham, Elisha . . . . . “lumen;

Bouuon, Miss O. .
New

Yo,

Brettcll, Montague. ... “Ohio, _, _

STATE. CLASsOP

Bullard. H.. ... ..Ncw York. .. .1866
Buck, Marion F. New York .. 1868

Burnham. A. B \Visconsin . . . . . . . . . . .

Candee, E. E.

Campbell. H. D

Carman Lewis

Catlin, bavid (.

Chester, Arthur.

Chesley, Egbert M

Chandler. U. E., M D.

Charles, G .. . . . . . . .

Cha man, May .

Clar , Thomas‘
Clarke, Rev. 125. Eugene

Collins, ohn..

Condit, ilyer

Constantine. Re

Constantine, Miss Eli

Cowan John, M.D..
cook, R.. ..

Curren, Orville

Curren, Thomas

Curren, H. W....
Creamer, Edward

Crum, Rev. Amos.

Duly, Oliver Perry

Dnnter, James F., M

Davidson, B. A . . . . . . .

N Y B 8 8 8

'88!

. .,i 73,! 75,1 7 ,1880
New York. . ..x8

' Deceased.
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STATE. CLASS0'

. . Pennsylvania... .Davis. Wallace..

Detwiler. D. W . . . ...Penns lvania 1880

Dill. Rev. Arthu Cu 11;;..l\ew ersey .181
Dodge. Lovell. . ... ...Pennsylvania.. . 1857

D)w:\e/. Rzv. T. Jefi':rson..0hia. . . .1857
Dolls, Rev. David. M.l). .. Inwa. . .. .1817

Duncan.
bkansom.

. . . . . ..Texas . . . . . . . .. .187;

DuBais. .. ...lowa . . . . . . . . . . .. 1377
rnry. Andrew A... . .. Massachusetts. .1832

Eadie. Andrew B. . . . . .Canada . . . . . . . .1817

limerick. LyCurgus. ..lllinois. .. .1876
lisp’. John Boyd. .. . . . Pennsylvania.. .18 5

Evans. Henry W .. . . .Pennsylvania.. .1867
Fairbanks. C. B.‘ .. . . .New York. . . . . .187:

Fairfield. John C. ... .. Pennsylvania.. . 1-‘76

Ferrv. A. L ...lllinais. . 1831

Field. J H.. .. ...Colorado. . 18r6

Fleiscl‘. acob..... ...Ohio . 1870

Foster. l‘elix J “Mississippi .. .. 1870
Foster. Henry Ellis. . .Tcnnesscc . . . . . ..1879

Fraser_ J. A. C.. . Canada..... . 1877.1'58:

Freeman. Charles E. . . . Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1830

Friedrich. Martin.. ..Pennsylvan'a. .1882

Cause. Miss Elva P. North Carolina. 1875

Gaumer. Levi. .lowa . . . . . . 1876

Gibbs. H Clarenc .Wisconsi 1874

Gillis.
Hengzmin.

. .Missonri... 1875

Glllckler. alph J. .New York. . .1882

odrich. co. . . .Minnesota . . . . . . . 18/7

Guill'ord. lra L . Michigan . . . . . . .1816

Granterry. Prentiss S.. . . Mississi pi.. . . . . . .1873

Green. William R. . . ..Pennsy \illlllh. .- . .. .1374

Grob. SamueL. . . _ . . .Penmylvania... . 1881.188a

Hawkins. William S. . ..Connecticnt . . . . . . .. ..1366

Hamilton. 1‘lliott A .. .Michigan . .1867
. .Pennsylvania. . 1868

.Wisconsin..... .1870

.Calil'ornia . . . . . . . .187:
,Massachusetts. .. . 1874
.Ohio... . . . . . .. .1875

Havl'ley. Edwin N. ... ..
i

.1876

Harriman. O. 13..M.D .. . . . .1876
Basie. (jeo. E (Law .Mississippi . . . . . . . . . ..1879
Henderson. l'rancis .lllinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1867
Henderson.Jamcs....... .New York........ ..

Hilleary. Louis N.. M.D....
'

Hiser. L‘. W

Hobson. A. Norman.

Holm. . .

:5
:

5
1
2
.

.2
9

w
e

2
2
'

"1 J

Hoffman. Uriah

Hcrne. William. . . . .

Humphre . John C.. .

Hughes. enry F. .. .. 1870

Hummel. Levi . . . . .. . ..Pennsylvania.........1876

Huggings. L. F
.

. . . . . . . . . . . . .Uhio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877
lrvmg. Mrs. P. W. . . . . . . . ..Connecticut . . . . . . . ...!874

ackson.J0hn P ...England . . . . . . . . . . ..1867
anuary. Charles P... .. ...lowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1879
ennui s. Allred . . . . .. . .Massachusetts. . . . . 1872

ones. saac S . . . . . . . . . New Jersey . . . . . . . . . . 1868

koneagJohn

W . . . . .. ..Indiana ......1868

eith. A. ll . . . . . .

Kin . David...

Kin‘ ig. David S . . . . . .

Kirkpatrick. Robert.

Kirven. P. E . . . . . . . . . . ..

Knoules. Frank B.

Lane. Rev. John C.'...

Langley. M. L . . . . .

Lauer. Rev. . D

Lawrence. A va. Jr

La Rue. Franklin

Leavitt. Levi R... .

Leininger. John W

Lester. D. t
,‘

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Pennsylvan

esley.

Lee. Rev. Geo. A.. Pennsylvania..... 1873

Leonard. B. A . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Nassachuselts . . . . . . .. 1880

Linvil. C. H . . . . . . . . . . ..
'

. .

Lischer M. E . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ork . . . . . . . . . ..1853

Lockard. E. M . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l’ennsylvania. . 1853
Macdufl' Rev. R. E . . . . . . . ..Kentuck 1872

Mack. . .NewYor .. 1867

Mann. H.. r. . . . . . . . . .. ..Vermont... . . . . . “17:83

Matley. John .. . . . . . . . .. “California
. . . . . .. 1870

Matlack. . . . . ..Ohio.....

' Deceased.

sTATs. CLAS‘;or

Mason.
‘James

. . . . .. Massachusetts . . . . . . ..183:

Mason. at. M. Illinois. .. . . ..1869

Mackenzie. l. H. Minnesot 1813

Mason. A. Walla .Canada . . . . . 1874

Manners. H.‘ .New Zealand.. .1371

Mannion. rank .. .. . .lowa. . . . . . . . . . . . ..1879

McDonald. Duncan .. .Mtchigan.

McIntosh. ames.. . . .. 0 io.....
McDavid. . Q . . . . .. ‘~onlhCarolina

McNeil. James. . . New or

McCtea. James. llllliOlS _

McLaughlin .. . .. Canada .... ..

McKee. Vlilliam C.. . . . . ..Ohio .

Merrifield. John C.. . . .. .. Canada. . .. .. ..

Meller. Frank . . .. . . . .. . lllinms . . . . . . . . . . .

Memminger. '1 hos. F. W. . ..Virginia. ... .1881

Miller. E. P.. M.D....... . Nev! York... ..1867

Mills. oseph. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Uhio . . . . . . .. . . 18$

Mills. e\'.J.S......... . (lhin. . . . . . . .. ..181:

Miller. B. Frank . . . . . .. “California... . .. . . 1882

Morrison. Edward J... .lllinois. . . . . . . .. . . 18$

Mnatz. Lewis. .. ..Ohio . . . . . . . . . .. .1869

Moore. Joseph H . . . . . . .. . North Carolina. . .'1817

Morris. Ueor e . . . . . . . . . . .. . .1818
M usgrote. ‘Milliam .1815
Mully. A. F l".. 1881

Newman. A. A.. . 1867
Oeslergard. J. C. . . . . .Denmark . 1883

()lney. Henry . . . . . . . . . .Michigan. . .1875
Osgood. Rev. oel. . . ()hio . . . . . . . . . . ..1880

Patterson. John A. . . . . .Missouri . . . . “137:

Parker. R. G . . . . . . . . . . . M issonrL. . . . 1874

Parker. Howell B .. . . . . . . . . ..Georgia. 1875.1880

Patten. Edward M... .. . . lllin0is.. . . . . . . . ..
18“

Patten.Willi;1m Perry. . Nebraska“ 1871:

Paulsen. ohn . . . . . . . .. . ...

Peirsoll amps-on H.. .. ..West V1rginia.. .

l‘crrin. ‘Edward M.'.. .
'

Perry.A. D.

Petr . Daniel F .. . . . . .. . New \01

Phil rick. S. F . . . . . . . . . . . ..Ohiu . . . . . ..

Pierce. David F . . . . . . . . . . ..Connectieut.

Price. David R . . . . . . . . . . . . .l

Pratt. Ben'. F.. M1)

Prather. i~s M. O . . . . . . . ..

Purcell. E. M..... . . . . . . . . . ..1
Reed. Anson A .. . . . . . . . . . . ..

Richardson. M. T . . . . . . . . . .
Richie. Porter D.. .

Richards. William

Robbins. T. L .

Roberts. 1
.

L..

Roberts.
‘:5.

Thos . ..

Roberts. argaret

Robinson. G. M.. ..

. California . . . . . . .

. . Pennsylvania“ .

..lllinois.

Rogers. Ralph . . . . . . . . .. “Tennessee . . 1875
Rornic. Paul T . . . . . . . . . .Calilornia. . . . . . 1877

Rnsenbaum. Fred. \Vm. . .. . .Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187.
Sage. Enos A .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . New ersey . . . . . . . . . . 186!

Sariler. David M... .. ..Mary and ..

Sanches. Mrs. Marie . . . . . . . . .Swed

Sargent. C. ..New Hampshire. .1814

Scott. Martha A . . . . . . ..Colorado........ .1881

Scott. Rev. William R .. . ..lllinois 1383
Seybold. Frederick J . . Illinois . . . . . . . . . ..1870

Senior. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New York . . . . . . 187:

Shultz. R. C.. M.D . . . . . . . . . .lowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1876

Sievert. Miss Sophie.. . . . . . New York . . . . . . . . . . 1880

‘5mith. Bartholomew . . . . . . . . Rhode Island . . . . . . . . .1869

Smith. Lttndy B . . . . . . . . . . . . .Missouri.. . .. . . . . .1874

Smith. Thomas William.....(.'anada. .. .. .. 1876
Snell. C. L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Pennsylvania . . . . . . . 1873

Summers: Jervis.
. . . . . . . . .Connecticut. .1869

..New Yor
Vermont .Stewart. .

Strong. J. Wilmen. .

Stockton. Miss Alice

Stone. W. T . . . . . ..

Staples. Ernest L. . . . .

Sunres.AdolphB . k .........Il
Swain.Henr l5 . . . . . . . . . . . ..New York...... .....1370
Swift. Miss dna A ........ . .Connectieut. . . ... . . . . 18 3

Taggart. Chas. Alvan .. . . . . . .Massachnsetts. . . . . . ..1

Thompson. . H . . . . . . . . . . ..Pennsylvania.... ...186‘
Thompson. en'. . Iowa. ...1861
Thompson. D. ) . . . . . . . . . ..Canada... .. ...1
Thompson. Miss M. B . . . . ...Ohio.................x:g

' Deceased. '
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STATE.

Indiana .. ..

Missouri.... .

CLASS OF

Thur‘ton. Calvin H
Thomas V ..
Tower, lienry M.

Turner, P. ..
Turner, Thomas

Walters. Eli. . - . . .

Waterman, L. E. . . . . . . . . . ..

Watson, Charles S . . . . . . . . . .

Welles, R. \V . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

West, Mrs. Mary A....
Whitaker. john . . . . . . . ..

“'ighunan, Charles S . . . . . . . .

Wiest, Ezra .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Wildrnan, Wellington E. .. Ohi

WiidmJn. Mrs. W. E. . . . .. .

Winlticr. Henry . . . . . . . . . . . ..

\Vood,Osc:trD.. ...........Ncw lerscy. .....187;

Wood, Elbert B.. .. “Kentucky... 1°79

WorralLM. B. ............ Ohio. 1877

Wyscarver.'l‘. J.............Ohio.... 1374

Young, C. .E . . . . . . . . .. . Sweden. . . . . . .4883

Young, Henry . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Ohio . . . . . . . . .. .....1375

WHO MAY PROPERLY srunr PHRENOL

OGY, AND WHY.

Mrxn being the centre and controlling iorec of

human life, its study is of the utmost importance,

and stands first in interest, since all talent, mor

sis, and happiness result from its proper activity.

Pnnnxonoer ofl‘crs the only practicul solution

oi’ the human problem. Man is full of power

and po'zsihility; he must act, and [or each per

can there is a path, which, in many respects, fol

lows the exact line of no other. its fundamental

doctrine is, that each mental faculty is exercised

by means of a portion of the brain, cilled its

organ, the size and quality of which determine

its power.

Pnni-moLoor shows how the bodily conditions

influence mind and morals. It teaches the true

system of Education, shows how to classify

pupils, to develop and discipline ouch faculty,

separately, and all collectively. Indeed, to Phrc

nolog and Physiology mainly is the world in

debted for its modern educational improvements,

Ind most of its leaders in this department are

phrenologists.

PBBENOLOGY teaches parents for what occu

pation in life their children are best adapted,

and in which they can, and can not, he success

ful and happy. It also teaches parents the exact

characteristics of children, and thereby how to

manage and govern them properly; to what mo

tires or faculties to appeal, and what to avoid ;

what desires to restrain, and what to cull into

action.

It is not alone to those who expect to follow

Phrenotogy as a profession that the Ammxcsx

lnsrl-ro-rs or Pnnnxomor opens its doors, and

makes its‘ appeal.

PBIKCIPALS of public schools and all TEACHERS

should study the science to enlarge their knowl

edge of human nature and enable them to guide

and instruct those committed to their care.

BUBlb'F-SS Man who would judge strangers and

customers, and know how to suit their treatment

to every class, the slow, the cautious, the quick,

the sharp, the erratic, the dishonest, should study

Phrenology. He who can read mind will insure

success in his calling, while those who must

“cat u bushel of suit
"
with a strungcr before he

knows him, will fail.

The unusual, lawyer. physician, merchant,

teacher, parent, who can read character better

than others, is the one who rises to distinction

in his or her tleld of effort. Students who have

been educated in this Institute, {:0 back to their

vocation and seem to themselves and others to

be in a new world. They have learned howto

meet, please, and control custznners, pupils,

clients, parishioners, patients, children, and

neighbors ; and they do good, and perform duty

plcasunily and profitably.

As all business, science, and learning, and

nearly all oi‘ human success and happiness, grow

out of the right action of the human faculties,

the study of this great theme is the crowning

iield oi eilort; for how valuable soevcr may be

the knowledge of those scirnccs which relate to

outward things, engineering, agriculture, manu

fucturcs, commerce, they must all take place

second to that which relates to the human mind

itself.

To understand Phrcnology is to know our own

talents and how best to use them; our faults

and how to avoid or modify them—it is also a

means of understanding others and moulding

their thoughts, feelings, and conduct in harmony

with our wishes and their own happiness.

ADVICE FOR STU DENTS.

Tuosn who 'propose to attend the American

Institute oi.’ Phrenology desire information on

many points important to themselves; and to

save them from anxiety and inconvenience, as

well as to obviate the necessity of writing per

haps two hundred letters of explanation, we

give here a general statement.

NECESSARY EDUCATION.

To secure success in practical Phrcnology one

does not absolutely need classical culture, but

a good common school education is desirable;

and the more general information one has, the

better. The “Text-books
"
noted near the close

of this circular, it is desirable that each student

should read before entering the Institute; but

it not possible, the bust may be studied to learn

the location of the organs, also
“
Flow to Read

Character," to gain a general outline of the

subject.
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HOW TO GET TO NEW’ YORK.

In coming to New York you should purchase

a through ticket ii’ possible, and if you have a

trunk or valisc which you do not need on the

way, get it checked, and thus save care.

Students should prepare the means for pay

ment of tuition and their necessary expenses

during their stay in New York, before they

come. Those who can do it should bring their

funds in drafts, then they are not subject to the

danger of losing their money on the way. Those

who bring money can have it deposited in bank

while here, thus preventing the possibility of

loss.

We advise students, after buying their passage

tickets, to have only so much money within

reach as will pay their current expenses on the

way here. The balance, it’ not in formjof
draft’

should be sewed into a pocket in the undergar

ment. Nor should students inform strangers

who they are, where they came from, where they

are going, or their business in New York. And

on landing, if they have much baggage, should

leave it in care of the railway, and come directly

to our office, bringing the baggage checks with

them. When they have found thcir‘boarding

place, an expressman will take their check and

deliver their trunk where it is to remain.

On landing at Jersey City from the West or

South, retain your baggpige check—pay no at

tention to agents on the train—and come to our

ofllce, 753 Broadway, cor. Eighth St. Walk

from the ferry to Broadway, and take an omni

bus for your destination—you need not take a

carriage. Ii’ you come from the North or East,

and land at the Grand Union Depot at 42d St.,

New York, take a street car which starts from

the depot, and stop at Eighth Street, and you are

one block from our oflice. If you come into the

city in the night, go to tho Sinclair House, Broad

way, corner of Eighth Street, directly opposite

our oflice.

ROOMS AND BOA RD.

Boarding can always be obtained near the In

stitute at moderate prices. From four to five

dollars a week usually cover the expense. Those

who desire to live hygienic-ally can do so. Some

hire their lodgings and select the food they

desire at restaurants. Sometimes hygienic stu

dents club together and take rooms, and procure

their own food to suit themselves. Some have

thus brought the cost of their living inside of

three dollars a week.

We take special pains to aid students to find

desirable quarters, and to facilitate any pur

chases which they may wish to make, or give

them directions as to places of interest to be

visited, and the proper way to make their stuyin

the city safe, pleasant, and instructive.

OPPORTUNITIES IN NEW YORK.

Students have free opportunity to become fa

miliar with our extensive cabinet.

Our class sessions are so arranged that stu

dents can attend the popular lectures and other

entertainments given in the city; they can visit

museums of art and science, public libraries, or

the criminal courts, penal and charitable insti

tutions, and numerous other places and objects

of interest.

ELOCUTION.

Our excellent course of vocal culture will aid

students in strengthening the voice and learn

ing how to use it effectively in public speaking.

OLD STUDENTS.

As an evidence of the value of the Institute

course, we may mention that nearly every year

one or more students return to take a second

course, which is afl‘ordcd to them at a nominal

sum, and they are enthusiastic in praise of its

value to then: in developing new phases of the

subject, and reimpressing and intensifying the

old; besides giving a double portion of the prac

tical part, so essential to success ; and we notice

the marked difference in second-year students,

especially after they have been in the field, and

learned to make practical their knowledge.

HEALTH IN NEW YORK.

Sometimes people feel afraid to come to a

great city, thinking it may not be healthful.

We believe that New York, with its present

modern improvements for cleanliness and ven

tilation, is as healthy :1 place as there is in the

land, unless it be some mountain-top. And

most of our studcnts'not only maintain their

health perfectly, but. gain during the course,

sometimes ten pounds in weight.

OUTFIT.

Some ask us in respect to outfit. Our reply is,

that one can spend from fifty dollars to two hun

dred dollars profitably, in the way of outfit, or

can start with a very little, and add to it as he

has means and feels disposed. A man can start

with nothing but his hands and his tongue to

work with. He may start with ten dollars in the

way 01! apparatus and material, but he would do

better with fifty‘ dollars.

discussed and explained fully while here, where

apparatus of different kinds and amounts can be

seen and estimated.

Those who contemplate visiting the city for

the purpose of attending the Institute will do

well to cut out and bring this article in their

pocket, for reference when about to reach New

York, so as to avoid confusion and mistakes.

This matter can be
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FIELD NOTES.

Mn. DUNCAN MCDONALD, oi the Class of ‘67, is

successfully working in the Pacific States, and

wherever he goes he makes a deep and good im

pression which lasts. He can be addressed at

San Francisco, Cal.

DR. B. F. PRATT, of the Class of '75, is making

his presence felt in Ohio, where he attracts large

audiences. He has wisely undertaken to culti

vote a portion of that noble State, and there is

room enough in it for twenty good phrenologists.

L. C. Bnmasx, oi the Class of '70, is doing

the world good by his successful work, not only

as an eloquent and intelligent lecturer, but as a

writer for the press. He can be addressed at his

home, North Searsmont, Me.

U. J. Hovrmm, of the Class of ’74, having he

come associate principal of the Normal School

at Aurora, Ill., will make his worthy work a

means of great good to the entire State by widen

ing the knowledge and enhancing the skill of the

pupils as they become teachers. Every teacher

should understand the science of mind as revealed

by Phrenology.

Ins GUILFORD, Class of "71, is doing excellent

work in the West, and his frequent orders for

books show that he is planting the science

wherever he goes, and prospering as good work_

ers deserve to who have talent and knowledge.

WILLIAM Musonovx, Class of '75, is Settled in

England, his native country, and his letters ex

press mnch hope in view of the growing interest

there.

DR. U. E. Tana is lecturing in Iowa with his

usual success. He may be reached by address

mg him at his home, Vinton, Ia.

Mn. Monms, Class of ‘78, is doing a good busi—

ness, as usual, in Iowa and other Western States.

He is a great worker, and heartily in earnest in

all he does.

Mn. Emmi-21., ‘76, is in Pennsylvania, and we

frequently hear of his good work and success.

EDGAR 0. Ban, Class oi ‘77, is located in Gin‘

cinnati, 0., and from all we learn, he is doing a

good business, and the leading papers in that

city speak well of him and his talent as a phra

noiogist. We have no doubt he will continue to

earn and win success. '

Rev. DAVID Donn, of the Class 01‘'77, is preach

ing in Iowa, and still finds Phrenology a great

aid to him in his ministerial and pastoral work.

Rzv. Geo. A. Luz, Class of "13, writes as from

West Virginia, where he is settled over a religi

ous congregation, and finds, as he expected, great

aid trom Phrenology, in his work of teaching

righteousness and leading men away from evil.

Howsu. B. Pumas, Class of '75 and ‘80, is

making Phrenology exceedingly valuable to the

people in Georgia, by teaching the best school in

the State on the principles of bodily and mental

physiology.

We wish every county in his State, and in

other States, had so good and capable a man at

the head of their educational interests. The ed

ucational world may make the most of him

while they can, for we hope he will soon be in

the lecture field, where his talents and zeal will

find ample opportunity for the broadest and the

best success.

A. B. KEITH, Class of '77, makes his paper ‘'0

cal with phrenological truth, and with his clear‘

head and ready pen is doing work that will last.

Fnsn. H. Ans-rm, Class oi '82, is working in

Western Pennsylvania and securing marked suc

cess both financially and in making Phrenology‘

useful to the people.

E. M. Locxsnn, Class oi.’ ’83, is presenting the

subject acceptably in Pennsylvania, and meeting.

at every place he has visited, great encouragement

in respect to his examinations.

Fmmx B. Ksowmzs, Class of ’83, is working

in Western New York, and his talent, zeal, and

worth ought to win wherever he goes.

MR. Tnos. CLARK, Class of ’74, died in Pater

son, N. J., during the last year. He was a most

sincere and faithful worker, and his cil‘orts and

influence were always on the right side. Many

will regret his early death and miss him sadly.

WiLLrn P. An'rnmz, of Long Island, Class of

‘7-1, pays us an occasional visit, and bears testi

mony to his continued interest in the subject,

and the great aid which Phrcnology has been to

him in his agency business.

MR. Jon Bass, Class of '78, is engaged at his

work as a sculptor in this city., He finds his

knowledge of Phrcnology 0! great use to him.

J. W. LEININGBR, of the Class of ‘83, orders

hooks liberally from his field of labor, Canada,

and is making his mark among the people, as we

supposed he would.

JAMES Mason, Class of ’80, is in St. Louis,

practicing Phrenology. He is a wide-awake

man, and will get a hearing almost anywhere.

Annnnw A. Danny, oi the Class of ’82, is

lecturing in the Penobscot Valley, in Maine. He

is a most earnest worker, tells the pluincst of

plain truth in his examinations, and heartily be

lieves in the bcneilcent influence of Phrenology

when properly set forth and applied.

A. WALLACE Mason, of the Class of '74, has a

Phrenologlcal office in Toronto, Canada, and is

making a favorable impression upon the minds of
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the people, and bringing the science of Phrenol

ogy to bear ‘.pOli the improvement of those who

consult him. We bespeak for him the cond

deaeo and respect of all.

OUTLOOK OF THE CLASS OF 1883.

The annual session of the American Institute

of Phrenoiogy, beginning the 1st of October and

closing the 18th of November, had some points

of special interest. Tire students in attendance

were. bright, thoroughly in earnest and excep

tionally industrious, devoting their time between

the lectures to the measurement of busts and

skulls which were used in the class-room for il

lustration, and also in the measurement and

critical examination of living heads. One new

and interestint: feature was added to this class of

instruction, in the form of a course of popular

public lectures which were given at the Cooper

Institute ; and the students seemed to relish the

diilerenee between i he sharp,critieal,and technical

method pursued by the teachers before the class,

and the popular treatment of the subject of phrc

nology and physiology before a. public audience.

Those members of the class who contemplate

entering the lecture field were thus given an op

portunity to witness a presentation of the subject

to a popular and crowded audience, and to see the

cii'ect on the people who were not very familiar

with the subject, of the startling and vivid de

velopment of the great. truths of human nature;

especially where four or five strangers were called

up for examination, when the lecturer would as
‘

sign one to medicine, another to architecture, a

third to trade, a fourth to editing, and a fifth to

some special mechanical line, and then to hear

the subjects endorse the delineation as specially

correct. And at the lecture on the training of

children, when several of the little people were

called to the platform, and suggestions given

as to how they should be fed, taught, trained,

and cared for, opened to the students an idea

how much opportunity for doing good lies in

the pathway of the practical phrenologist; as

signing to one the business which will make his

fortune, or save him from immorality and fail

ure, or the mode of living which will enable one

to reach a happy old age, who would be likely to

break down in early life; and what. seemed to

astouish the students most, was the dash and

apparent abandon with which the lecturer would

point out to strangers such marked peculiarities

and dispositions, as if it were something that de

mended extra courage, or as if there were some

risk in doing it; but before the popular course

was ended their astonishment seemed to abate.

RELIGION AND PHRENOLOGY.

A sentiment has to some extent existed that

Phrenolo y Is antagonbtic to relizion, and some

people 0 eminent ability and excellence, but

without suflieicnt investigation, have permitted

their influence to be felt. in opposition to it; and
curiously enough, while they have doubted that

the brain had relation to rrental life any farther

than perhaps to subserve the l'utellocl, they have

been willini.r to rceard the heart and other viscera

as the seat of the moral emotizms; as if the brain,

the most delicately organized part of the consti

tution, were a less ilt instrument through which

to manfest moral qualities, than the heart, which

Is less finely organized, and hasa well-l sccrtuiuofi

function of another sort to pcriorrn. It. has also

been ob'eeted that Phrenolog Ymust have some

thing 0 impicty in it, or else intidcls and skep

tics would not so generally accept it. This may be

explained by the fact that. thou: people who are

Inuit sincerely pious, have generally been slow

est to adopt. new discoveries, for fear that they

might unsettle the foundation or the world's

faith, while the skeptical, who are perhaps as

keenly intellectual as any, but havingr less relis
ious tendency and perhaps an utter disbelief in

religion, have had no barrier between themselv

and the tcachinlzs of new ideas. They have

studied the subject and adopted its principles,

because they appeared to be true; while those

with strong and “ell-trained Vcncratlon are in

elined to accept that which the fathers have

taught, and to suppose that nothing new in ex

planation of mental phenomena is likely to be

true.

In our experience in Phrenoiorry, we have met

several elcreymcn who were once intidels. The
had heard that Phrcnology would sustain sko,.__

eism, but on readinz~ the works, were converted

in their opinions, finding that. l’brcnoiogy always

has taught the exi-tence of God as an object for
the well-known emotion of vc: elation, and that

S irituality gives to the soul a sense of a higher
li-n; they adopted the Christian faith and became

devoted and successful ministers of the Gospel.
One of these ministers in Vermont welcomed the

writer to his church and announced to his con
gregation that there was to bea course ofiecturea,
earnestly urged them to till the house, and the I

next Sunday he preached a sermon on the
“
Sin!

which do easily beset us," using phrenologicll
terms as a means of enforcing his text. Our but
supporters and most ardent friends to-day are

eminent orthodox ministers of every dcnoming

tion. Certainly no subj‘ct will more aid the

‘rowers of lniiuencc of nrlniste.s oi‘ the Gospel
and of teachers, than the expianalhns of mind
and character which l’hrcnoioh brings; and
thousands are reaping rewards o snrcessful in
fluence, by the aid which Phrcnulogy has im
parted to them. They may not in eenerai use

phrenologieai terms, or even explain the s .-urce
of their means of iniinenee, but they are prompt.
and hearty in their statements when we meet
them at their homes, or they call on us at our
otiiee.

Mr. Combe happily remarks that “It is l
groundless terror to apprehend that religion will
ever be extinguished, or even endangered, by the
arguments or ridicule of the profane, because
nature ha.=implanted the organs of Venemtion
and Spirituality in the brain, and the correspond,

lng sentiments in the Mind. While the human
heart continues to beat, vener tion for ‘Jae D]
vine Being will ever animate the soul.
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Four“: 5mm As recommended by the greatest English author
'

MPLEXKON. ity on the Skin,

PROF. SIR ERASMUS WILSON, F
.

R
.

S
.

Pres. of the Royal Col. of Surgeons, England.

Nothing adds so much to personal appearance as 0. Bright, Clear Coni
lexion and. a 80ft Skin. With these the plainest features become attractive.

ithout them the handsomest are but coldly impressive.

Many a completion is marred by impure alkaline and Colored Toilet Soap.

PEARS’ SOAP
I! specially prepared for the delicate skin of ladies und children and others sensitive to

the weather, winter or summer. In England it is pro-eminently the complexion Soap,

and is recommended by all the best authorities, as, on account of its emollient, non

irriumt character, Redness, Roughness and Chapping are prevent
ed, and a. clear and. bright appearance and a. soft. velvety
condition imparted and maintained, and a. good, healthiul
and. attractive complexion ensured.

Its agreeable and lating perfume, beautiful appearance, und soothing properties

commend it as the greatest luxury of the toilet. Its durability and consequent economy

hremarlmble.

l5 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS.
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Phrenological Journal.
This publication is widely known in America and Europe, having been before the reading world Jon,

E

years, and occupying a place in literature exclusively its own, viz. i the study of Human- Nature in
slits’!$

bases, including Phrenology, Physiognomy, Ethnolo , Physiology. etc., together with the 'fsdmd

‘3

ealth," and no expense will be spared to make itgtze best publication for generalcirculstion, tend.
always to make men better physically, mentally, and morally. Parents should read the JOURNAL hi ;I

they may better know how to govern and train their children. Young people should read‘ the 1m 4
'

that they may make the most of themselves. ‘In each Subscriber is given - 1‘

THE PHRENOLOCICAI; Busrpl
This bust is made of Plaster of Paris, and so lettered as to show the exact location of each of the

Phrenological Organs. The head is nearly life-size, and very ornamental, deserving a place on the

center-table or mantel, in parlor. oilice, or study. and until recently has sold for “.00. This, with the

Illustrated key which accompanies each Bust, and the articles published in the JOURNAL on
"
Practical ~

Phrenology," will enable the reader to become a successiul student 0! Human Nature. One of M
heads should be in the hands oi all who would know

"
How To Rum Cluucrsa."

"

TERMS—The
wltlmuu

is now published at $2.00 a year (having been reduced from $3.00). slsgln

numbers 20 cents. en the Premiums are sent, :5 cents extra must be received with each subscrl

to pay postage on the JOURNAL and the expense of boxing and packing the Bust, which will be sent

express, or No. a, a smaller size, will be sent by mail, post-paid. To those who have the Bust. or p

’

it
,

we will send the new Book Premium, “THE DiSEASES or MODERN Lin-z." Semi ful‘ cirrulnr.

‘

Send amount in l’. 0. 0r“ l’. N, Drafts on New York, or in Registered Letters. l’nstztgc stamps‘

is received. Agents wanted. Address

FOWLER & WELLS, Publishers, 753 Broadway, N.

¥
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HORSES :

Thez'VFeediid The”Feel‘.
A Manual of Horse Hygiene invaluable for the veteran or the novice. By C. E.
Page, M.D.; with a. treatise and notes on shoeing by Sir George Cox and

001. M. C. Weld. Nearly 200 pp. 12mo. Illustrated. Paper, 50

cte.; extra cloth, 75 cents.

This book gives in a condensed form much that is valuable on the care of horses, that has not before been

published. The subject is considered from a new and original stand-point, and stated in a plain, practical.

common-sense manner, showing how by roper care we may add many valuable years of life and usefulness

to our horses. Unlike many books on this subject, it does not advertise any medicines.

To a new edition has been added, as plates, atnumber of full-page rtraits of famous and thoroughbred

horses, including
‘5 Juy- E 'e-See,” “Joe Bunker,” ‘ Parole," “ Alcantarn."

“Miss \Voodl'ord,” ‘ Estes,” “ Bole,” “ Buckeye Bayard,” “ Bucking
ham,” and others. 0

PARTIAL CONTENTS
Foul Air and Disease in Stable; Blanketing a

Steaming
Horse; How to Transform a "seedy"

Horse; Condition" in Horses; \Vh they go Lame

Suddenly; Flesh 11:.Fat; A Soft l orse; Hint to

Would-be Race-winners; Two-meal System; Extra

Feed; D spepsia or lndi estion. Symptoms and

Cause; Cause and Cure 0 “Pulling"; “Colds";

What this Disorder really Is, and How (‘aused; Pre

vention of the
“
Distemper," lts Cure; Hand-Rub

bing or. Drugs; Dnnger of Medication; Use of the

Blanket; Clipping; Eating and Digcsting—the Dtfl'er

ence; Kind oi'Trcatmcnt ~Over-driving; Over-work;

A Safe Remedy; Chest ounder' Chronic Disease;

Cause ‘ Hints relatin to Food and brink; Sore Back;

Scrotula;Glanden; idney Complaints; Relat‘n of
“
Condition

"
to Reserved Force or Staying Power;

It is safe to say, that to every owner of a horse this book would prove most valuable. The price is only

0 cents in paper covers, or handsomely bound in extra cloth, 75 cents. By mail, post-paid. Agents

Quantity ofFood; The Best Feed; Flatulence: Crib~

bing; “Gmsmg Out"; About the A petite; Feed

ing of Road Horses; First-class Stab es; “Mash ";

Veterinary Practice - Founder; Eating the Bedding ;

Rules that may be ricd.
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‘Ageof the Horse; Chief Source of the Horse‘s Suficr

ing; Onelcause and Cure of Swelled
- ; Efl'ect of

Shoe Nails; Running Barefoot over oclty Hills;

Direct and Indirect Benefit Everybod but the Black
smith Benefited; Independence of the nshudHorse;
French,

Enilish
and Mexican Army Experiences ;

Col.
\Ycld's ‘xpcricnce; The Experience of Others;

5 edlng without Shoes ; The Training and Signs of
C aracter of Horses.

Wanted to sell this to every owner of a horse. Specially liberal terms given. Address

FOWLER 6r WELLS 00., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
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WENDELL

IN

the death of Wendell Phillips, which

occurred on the 2d of February last,

the American people are called to de

plate the loss of one who. for forty years,

PHILLIPS.

had been prominent and influential on

the side of truth and progress. In clear

ness of intellectual perception, in breadth

of moral sentiment, in ability to analyze
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the principles of human conduct, and to

declare his opinions in terms at once

graceful and persuasive, Wendell Phillips

stood in the forefront a peer with the

most gifted, the most philanthropic, the

most earnest, the most fearless.

He had been one of the foremost ora

tors of the century for forty years, yet

his vigorous sentences, with their refined

phraseology and accompaniment of grace

ful gesture, were only the external of the

man,
"
only the fine clothing of the spirit

ual utterance." If Wendell Phillips had

never addressed an audience from the

platform he would still have been a great

man—for he would have written more,

and when men of radical mind take to

writing instead of speaking, they delve

deeper and express more of themselves.

And may we not say it, they are much

less subject to mistrust and misinterpre

tation.

Wendell Phillips was born in Boston,

Mass, on the 29th of November, 1811.

His father was John Phillips, who had

been somewhat prominent in the affairs

of that city, both socially and politically.

When Boston was organized into a mu

nicipality, he was elected its first mayor.

Young Wendell was educated with a view

to the law, being graduated at Harvard

College and at the Cambridge Law

school, and admitted to the bar of Suf

folk County in 1834. In the outset of

his legal career his attention was drawn

to the subject of slavery, as its agita

tion in Congress, and by public men

North and South, was then producing

great excitement, and there were out

breaks of popular feeling in Massachu

setts bordering on frenzy. Especially was

this the case in 1835, when a mob occu

pied the principal streets of Boston. Mr.

Phillips witnessed this manifestation of

unbridled passion, and was led to join

the Abolitionists in 1836, even going so

far in his sincerity of interest as to with

draw from the practice of law in [839,

feeling that as a lawyer his oath of

loyalty to the Constitution of the United

States would be a hindrance to his devo

tion in the new cause. In the warmth of

his enthusiasm, he became one of that

extreme Garrisonian school that account

ed every institution in politics, society.

industry, and religion that was construed

favorably to the then existing order of

affairs, as in league with the powers of

evil, and to be disregarded if not de

stroyed.

In December, 1837, he made the first

speech which drew notice to him, as one

likely to prove a leading spirit in the

anti-slavery movement.

The occasion was a meeting of citizens

in Faneuil Hall,
“
to notice in a suitable

manner the recent murder in the city of

Alton of the Rev. Elijah P. Lovejoy, a

native of New England and a citizen of

Illinois, who fell in defence of the free

dom of the press." At a moment when

the purpose of the meeting seemed likely

to be defeated, and the resolutions re

jected by the opposition of Attorney

General Austin, Mr. Phillips, who was

among the audience, arose, and in an

outburst of eloquence, rebuked the Attor

ney-General for the sentiments he had

uttered, and secured the passage of the

resolutions.

From that time on Mr. Phillips’ history

is identical with that of the Abolition

Movement. He even advocated disunion

as the most effective plan to secure negro

emancipation in the Southern States.

When the civil war began, he sustained

the Government with the same object in

view. In 1863—4 he advocated with fervor

the enfranchising, educating, and arming

the freedman; and for the two first

named purposes he continued the organ

ization of the Anti-slavery Society until

after the adoption of the fifteenth amend

ment in [869. In 1870 he was the Tem

perance and Labor-reform candidate for

Governor of Massachusetts, receiving

about 20,000 votes.

By organization he was a leader; his

active temperament, his sensitive con

scientiousness and strong combativeuess,

together with the years of experience in

the turbulent contest into which he threw

himself so early, made him an agitator. He

knew no middle ground in the advocacy
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of a cause. He was an iconoclast, says a

writer in a former number of this maga

zine, who spared no image that hindered

him in his progressive march. He seemed

to have a "cranky" wish to be prominent

on the losing side of a cause or a contro

versy. His sympathies were with the

“
under dog

”
in the fight. When a-hunt

ing for human game he pointed his

weapon of reproach, censure, and in

vective at some of the tallest men, and

made war with the police authorities,

the judiciary, the army, the legislature,

the club. He is found employing his

eloquent tongue in favor of woman suf

frage and against capital punishment.

He accounted the hanging of Guiteau a

crime.

About two years ago he delivered the

oration at the centennial anniversary of

the Phi-Beta-Kappa Society of Harvard,

an assemblage of the very "/17: of New

England culture and education. When

describing the characteristics of "The

Scholar of the Republic," he marshalled

into line all his unpopular ideas, and with

magnificent diction thrilled his great au

dience with
“
mingled feelings of delight,

astonishment, surprise and anger.” He

held up to their own derision the very

men and women of his audience, while he

bade them contemplate the men of labor

and toil as deserving their praise. He

showed them how college-bred men "fail

in their republican duty when they allow

others to lead the agitation of the social

questions which stir and educate the age."

He thus explained the significance of
“
Agitation ":

"Agitation is an old word with new

meaning. Sir Robert Peel, the first

English leader who felt himself its tool, de

fined it to be
‘
marshalling the conscience

of a nation to mould its laws.’ Its means

are reason and argument—no appeal to

arms. Wait patiently for the growth of

public opinion. That secured, then every

step is taken forever. An abuse once

removed never reappears in history. The

freer a nation becomes, the more utterly

democratic in its form, the more need of

this outside agitation. Parties and sects

laden with the burden of securing their

own success can not afi'ord to risk new

ideas.
‘
Predominant opinions,’ said

Disraeli, ‘are the opinions of a class

that is vanishing.’ The agitator must

stand outside of organizations, with no

bread to earn, no candidate to elect, no

party to save, no object but truth—to

tear a question open and riddle it with

light. In all modern constitutional gov

ernments, agitation is the only peaceful

method of progress. Wilberforce and

Clarkson, Rowland Hill and Romilly,

Cobden and John Bright, Garrison and

O'Connell have been the master spirits

in this new form of crusade. Rarely in

this country have scholarly men joined,

as in a class, in these great popular

schools, in these social movements which

make the great interests of society
‘
crash

and jostle against each other like frigates

in astorm.’ It is not so much that the

people need us, or will feel any lack from

our absence. They can do without us.

By sovereign and superabundant strength

they can crush their way through all ob

stacles."

He was the son of fortune, and hence

had the time and the money to pursue

his way to his liking. He married a lady

who inherited wealth, and gave it freely

to the cause Mr.‘Phillips had espoused.

He was, however, plain and simple in his

living and tastes, occupying an old house

on Essex Street, Boston, until driven out

of it by the march of local improvement.

And it was a great grief to him, though

no other man of like tastes and means

would have lived in such a place of noise

and turmoil. On one side of the plain

brick house was a shoemaker’s store and

on the other a drinking saloon. On the

brown door was painted in black the

name of Phillips. His library, or study,

was a room on the second floor, heaped

and littered with books, pamphlets,

manuscripts, pictures, busts, statuettes,

etc. There was one sofa clear and about

two chairs—everything else was buried.

Although a born aristocrat, he was in

heart a man of the "people." A lover of

art and science, of beauty and culture in
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all its phases, he collected few picturesl

or bronzes or marbles, preferring to give

their cost to the poor. No really needy,

deserving man or woman ever appealed

to him in vain. It was said by one who

knew him, " He is constantly doing good,

but he is so secretive and silent concem

ing his benevolence that nobody hears of

it unless by accident." His manner in,

private was simple and natural ; it put

persons at their case; yet it was the man- ,

ner of a patrician, and “men of the COJ'H-

:

mon sort who met him esteemed and ad- _

o“

mired him, though they always felt the

difference between him and themselves."

His wife, a beautiful woman in her youth,

and an heiress of wealth, early became a

chronic invalid. He had no children.

To his wife he was accustomed to ascribe

all the best things he had done. She en

couraged, aided, sustained him in his self

appointed work from the outset, and noth

ing in his life was more touching and ad

mirable than his affectionate devotion

toward her.

1).

WENDELL PHILLIPS.

HE saw humanity in tears and chains,

Beaten and robbed, and by the wayside bleeding,

And priest and levite passing by unheeding

The sufl'erer’s cries and wounds, and crimson stains,

And then, in eloquent and marvellous strains

He spoke, and thrilled the nation with his pleading,

Standing by justice, not one step receding.

“
Scorning the gifts of fame

"
and golden gains,

That he might better aid the task of raising

The poor downfallen and downtrodden man.

The music of his speech, the world is praising,

Made him the eloquent Samaritan ;

\Nhose lips were at the altar touched with coals,

That melted hearts and kindled kindred souls.

GEORGE W. BUNGAY.

JACOB'S LADDER.

'1‘HE
above title might imply a ser

mon, yet it is not intended to

attempt what is usually termed such;

the selection is rather because of its apt

ness to my purpose. In Genesis xxviii.

Jacob is said to have had a dream: "he

dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on

the earth, and the top of it reached to

heaven, and behold the angels of God

ascending and descending on it.”

In passing it would be well to bear in

mind that the ladder is "set up on the

earth," and not let down from heaven,

and also that the angels of God ascend

and descend. The accumulative wisdom

of the world has changed many things,

and now, in this nineteenth century, we

have very different ideas in regard to the

physical condition of the universe from

what were common in the days of the pa

triarchs. In those times the world had

accumulated few facts whereby the

organization of the universe could be

understood. They thought the earth to

be one extensive plain, and heaven a

region above, beyond the clouds and

stars, so they used the expressions
"
up
"

and "down," "above" and "below."

The good spirits dwelt above—the evil

spirits below. The earth was the middle

land between them. Whatever was good

belonged to the
“
above "—whatever was
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evil, to the "below." Notwithstanding

that the wisdom of modern times has

taken a new and more intelligent view of

the universe, and familiarity with the

organization of the universe has pre

sented these terms in a new light, we still

use them in a figurative sense, and will

undoubtedly continue thus to use them

so long as the world endures. The hu

man mind ever aspires for something

better and better. The terms
“
high,"

"above," “
up," etc., are just as forcible

to stimulate these aspirations to-day as

they were five thousand years ago, and

five thousand years hence they will be

just as potent as they are to-day, not

withstanding the physical relation we

bear to these terms.

Humanity seems to forget and to belittle

the present. We hear continually of the

glories of the past, and of the glories of

the future, but we hear little of the

glories of the present, yet the present is

full of opportunities of doing good. In

this respect it becomes more glorious

than either the past or the future. Many

a great and noble act is done in the

present—an act that will glorify it in the

future. The "living present
"
seems to

have few charms in comparison with the

“dead past" and the "unborn future."

Yet the present is the time for action—

the time to build the jacob's ladder; so

that when it has in turn become the past

it will serve as a worthy example to

stimulate and encourage the generations

of the future. The present is ever a

living link between the past and the

future, and in proportion as our aims are

high and our aspirations noble, shall we

contribute worthily to this glorification

of the present when in turn it shall have

become the past. All can not become

conspicuous for some noble or glorious

deed, for such deeds are not common,

and as a rule they require such exhaustive

labor that few can compete for them;

many have the ability, and many have

the will to do, but it is seldom that the

will and the ability are combined. But

though few can become burning and

shining lights, there are none so humble

that they can not add something to the

mass of present light.

The steps that lead to immortality

seldom shine resplendent in the present.

Dark and baleful clouds surround the

jacob's ladder; little honor seems to lie

in that direction, and few seem to be

endowed with the spirit to lift up the

present, and in the spirit transport them

selves to the future. Few seem to turn

their eyes to the past and to read the

lesson there inscribed, and the while

acknowledge the debt of the past. The

great majority of mankind live only in

the present—they think little of working

for the future. With the utmost selfish

ness they grasp the fruits of the past, and

even extol them, but have little regard

for the real work necessary in the present

to make the future worth living for.

Noble deeds in the present, even though

accomplished with no thought of com

mendation from the future, in good time

bear fruit which the future is very ap

preciative of. Even the cold, selfish

nature of the present can not help admit

ting the quality of the unselfish deed,

and to this admission add some praise

for the nobleness of the act. There are

too many selfish persons, however, who

belittle the present and glorify the past,

and content themselves with saying that

the past was the "golden age." They

will not help make the present a "golden

age" to the future, and will not even

think of "lending a hand" to some

struggling brother bent on a labor of love,

and to advance the world another step

toward perfection. He is, to them, im

practical, or merely ambitious; they do

not seem to realize that one of their

fellow-men can be stimulated with an

idea of personal forgetfulness and in

herit some of the spirit that prompted

in the past similar action, and which

they have been loud to praise. They

have done the cheap work of praising

the past—the tendency of which was,

unknown to them, to stimulate the

same spirit in some of their fellows; so

even in their selfishness and depreciation

of the present, they are unwittingly—
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though not with sacrifice—helping to

build the Jacob's ladder toward the in

finite good. Unconsciously the vain and

selfish man often becomes a factor to

defeat his own aim in life. Even the

light in which he presents the good

deeds of the past have a most powerful

effect in developing kindred spirits in the

present—spirits that will glorify the

present, even as the spirits of the past

immortalized the past and made it

worthy to receive commendation from

the most selfish men.

We know what a dream is—how real

and yet how mysterious. We dream as

we live. Our conceptions may be higher

than our lives. Our lives are more or

less controlled by the mere worldliness

about us. Our aspirations are for higher

things than our daily acts and surround

ings would seem to indicate; yet in our

dreams we at times get a glimpse of our

higher nature. The spirit within occasion

ally reveals itself to us, and we catch a

glimpse of the Jacob's ladder. The

aspirations of the soul are stimulated,

and, for the moment, lifted above the

world. The soul, as it were, ascends and

descends; the higher we cultivate our

powers, the higher will the ascent be,

and the greater the blessing that will

descend with it; the finer we develop

the soul while in the body, the better it is

prepared for a future condition.

We much resemble the stones on the

shores of the ocean. The stationary

stone gathers moss, and has always been

typical of thrift and steady habits. In

this respect let it remain. But we can,

if we will, also read a worthy lesson from

the "rolling stone." The rolling stone

gathers no moss. and therefore is not

typical of worldly gain, yet it is typical

of something higher, typical of advance

ment; and, in general, how incongruous

is great worldly prosperity and honors

with genuine refinement and higher

attainments. The soul must have a

practical support; the higher the condi

tion the less it is likely to be
“
bound by

fieshly powers." But advancement must

not be interpreted to be that low ambi

tion that seeks mere worldly rank and

forms combinations only for the sake of

gratifying the lower nature. When a

person holds a high position simply on

the basis of selfish gratification, he holds

the same to the detriment of his soul,

and is most surely “bound by fieshly

powers." What is gain “here in the

flesh," will be gain in the future; what is

lost or not gained here will be loss in the

future. The discipline of life is good,

but by the lower natures of the world it

is often made more trying than there is

any necessity for. If there should be

"woe
"
to any man, it would seem that

it should be to him who obstructs the

advancement of a soul here, and refuses

to "lend it a hand," and makes it diffi

cult and trying for that soul to ascend

the Jacob's ladder. The "rolling stone

gathers no moss," but it obtains polish,

symmetry, and perfection. As it comes

in hard contact with the world it receives

and gives, and the while becomes more

and more prized for its artistic combina

tion and perfection of lines and colors

brought out by the years of conflict;

imparting to others what itself receives

from them, the contribution is mutual.

The circle was the symbol of many

exalted things—of infinity, eternity, and

the line of limit, the extremity of man's

powers, and the ancient symbol of Deity.

The perfect stone, after many days—yea.

years—comes to symbolize and teach

these sublime truths. Many and many a

time the waves force it up the strand,

and many and many a time it seeks the

dark and quiet ocean bed, and at times

it would seem that it would get beyond

the reach of the waves; but the winds

blow, the seas rise, that which was buried

far from the beach is by some tremend

ous wave again brought to light, and

again rolled up the strand, receiving

blows from contact that the weaker and

obtruding parts shrink from, yet which

completes the perfection, and leaves it

the
“
perfect stone" that symbolizes and

teaches infinity, eternity, and the grand

eur of Deity. Good deeds done in the

body are golden rounds to the Jacob's
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ladder. The fruits of our labors are not

all revealed to us. We may, at some

propitious moments, catch a glimpse of

them along the vista of time, but we are

not permitted to see them as the future

will see them. We see and enjoy the

fruits of the past. The seeds must be

planted—the deeds done—ere they pro

duce fruit. In the present we plant; in

v the future we reap. The whole world

suffers from cruel deeds of wrong and

bigotry. When we see this, and, as in

telligent beings, review the past and see

the good that has resulted from noble

acts and sacrifice on the part of those

who contributed golden rounds to the

Jacob's
ladder, it is surprising that at

this day intelligent persons will continue

in such acts as they must know are

wrong and injurious. Because they hap

pen to be so powerful in the present

that they can divert the evil from them

selves, they have little concern for the

result upon others. If these men of the

world were wiser, and would look over

the record of the past, they would see

and understand that even the "judgment

of this world
"
appreciates and holds in

dear remembrance such kind and gener

ous deeds as have advanced mankind,

while it has the utmost contempt and

deprecation for such deeds as have

brought and maintained misery and op

pression. One of the strangest things in

this life is how a man, or a body of men,

forming an institution, can believe in a

happy future, and yet will not contribute

to the development thereof; who will re

main indifferent, and let goodness "go

to the wall," when they could prevent it,

and leave some record to their name of

having contributed toward the advance

ment of their race. The historian relates

these deeds—they go down in story,;

drama, poetry, and art. He who
does?l

a noble act is enshrined as one of the

world's helpers, and he speaks to the,

world as long as these agents endure,\

while the name of him who has obstruct- ,

ed the advancement of mankind, no mat

ter how high his station, goes down in

infamy.

In the present, he who entertains lofty

ideas for advancing mankind is generally

termed impracticable; but when, after

many years, the world advances to these

ideas, it discovers that they and not the

humanitarian were impracticable. The

world is running in an impracticable

groove. The wise man suggests an im

provement, but, because it interferes with

a strong and prevailing selfish element,

the
“
men of the world

"
cry out against

it and call it impracticable, and this cry

is all-potent to hold it in check, and

practically rob the world of its oppor

tunity of immediate advancement.

The more we help the present, the

more we advance the future; the more

practical we are in the present, the better

we make for the future; the more we

contribute to the building of Jacob's

ladder, the better will be the condition of

that ladder, not only to elevate our own

souls, but the better opportunity will we

leave for those who come after to ascend

its golden rounds. In an advanced

world the present should bear the same

relation to that which is to come as the

true and humane parent bears to the

child. It should do all in its power to

advance the coming future, to make the

present bright, hopeful, and free. This

does not ask us or direct us to
"
cast pearls

before swine." We are asked to advance the
“ swine," to advance the low to the high,

not at one jump, but step by step. The

selfish man does not like this; he does

not wish to contribute to such a grand

Jacob's ladder; he only wants to raise a

little narrow ladder all by himself that

none others can climb. True goodness

is not stimulated by mere worldly gain.

Goodness built upon any such foundation

as that would not amount to much,

hence the moral law governing this

point. We must do good—contribute to

the golden rounds, golden in the sense

of good acts, labor, and sacrifice. In

this way, and in no other, are souls truly

advanced. The small and narrow soul

believes only in the advancement of a

few, including itself. How different

would this appeal be to the selfish in
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stincts of the world if it were heralded

forth from authority on high that souls

could not advance until they were sufli

cient in numbers, power, and force to

overcome the world and to gain heaven

by power of goodness or preparation, in

a similar manner as good students ad

vance to the higher grades of scholar

ship. The abolition of human slavery

was at one time considered a most im

practicable thing, and those who advo

cated it were thought to be fanatical;

yet where is the intelligent man of char

acter to-day who would reinstate this

evil of the past, or any of the evils that

the moral elements in man have fought

and subdued? A brother comes to the

front, and even succeeds in advancing

animals, in preventing cruelty to them,

and every step he has taken in this direc

tion not only elevates the animal, on a

practical basis, making him worth more,

but it helps mankind in general upward;

for we are so constituted that no good

or no evil act can be done unless all

within its range are more or less afiected.

At present the world more than ever

before realizes that it is better to love

than to hate—that is, theoretically, men

accept the principle; but it is one thing

to understand high maxims, and quite

another thing to have the will to put

them into practical operation. Centuries

ago they had as fine a moral code as we

have to-day, but they needed strong

walls and bolted doors to protect their

valuables. Even in our day we still need

them, but in a less degree. If good

maxims and high moral codes merely

would advance us, we have enough al

ready for a thousand worlds. What the

world needs in all things, in the moral

as well as in the physical sphere, is com

mon-sense practice, putting to use more

and more the wisdom thus far accumu

lated, and personally realizing that it is

better to love than to hate. that it is our

duty simply fo do 111: best we am under

all circumstances. Let the world awaken

to its responsibility in this respect and it

will build the Jacob's ladder higher and

higher, and obtain therefrom a better

and more encouraging view of the prom

iscd land, the realization of the dreams

of the prophets and sages of all times.

Utopia will then no longer be a mere

dream; the ladder that is set up on the

earth will reach up to heaven, and the

angels of God will ascend and descend

upon it. We shall have not only a

greater interest in the above, but also in

the below, for that which is below will

receive more and more encouragement

to rise toward the above. We will not

only glory in the past and future, but

have an additional interest and care for

the present. The records of the world

are better kept now than they were in

the past. May our acts of “good-will

toward man," our charity and interest

in poor struggling humanity, be such as

will meet the high approbation of the

future. Those who may come after, in

proportion as these records reveal to

them that we of the present have done

our best to prepare the way for them, in

making the world more beautiful and

pleasant, will have a higher regard for us.

Our pay will not, however, be merely

in what may seem to be empty praise,

although the praise of the future will be

no vain thing, but, as before stated, our

highest praise, pay, and satisfaction will

be the reaction upon ourselves. In doing

good to others we do good to ourselves,

and strengthen our souls, whereby we

may climb high up the jacob's ladder

that we have helped to raise toward

heaven. ISAAC r. NOYES.

.

A GREAT critic is responsible for this

bit of wisdom :
"
Convexity expresses ani

mal vigor, concavity, intellectual strength.

The stroke of the pencil interprets your

instinct in a moment. Strength of will

throws the head back, curves the breast

and throat out. It is the line of defiance,

the sweep of action. With maturity it

adds rotundity to the form. And so, on

the other hand, your reflective man draws

himself in, as if introspection and con

centration of faculties absorbed and bent

the purely physical."
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COLLINS’ ODE ON THE PASSlONS.

THINK that most people who have

I studied the "Ode on the Passions"

will agree with me that this singular poem

could scarcely have been written by one

of constant, orderly habits of thought,

by one of trained literary method, for in

that case it would not have exhibited its

spontaneous outflow of sentiment or its

freedom from conventional terms of ex

pression. Collins was an excitable, freaky

man, restless under any restrictions, im

patient of conventional forms. He wrote

as the mood seized him, and his poetry

expressed his mood. Intense in feeling,

demonstrative and open, his pen flowed

responsive to the thought and impulse of

the hour.

His education was of the old-time

character, as it concerned the constitu

tion of mind and faculty; the new school

of induction had not yet been applied to

the origin and analysis of mental states,

yet he grasped the fact of the manifesta

tion of emotion by gesture and language,

and to a degree exceeded the metaphy

sicians in ability to illustrate the phases

of such manifestation.

The ode is a masterly composition,

aside from its poetical excellence, as a

vivid delineation of the characteristics of

the more prominent emotions of the

human mind. In no other author of the

eighteenth century, it may be said, can

be found so condensed, yet so accurate

descriptions of fear, anger, hope, re

venge, jealousy, etc., in their essential

influence upon the conduct. These

qualities, or phases of character, are

represented as living beings in a sort of

convention, each actuated by a similar

impulse to show his or her power as a

musician. The first or introductory stanza

runs:

“
\V'hen Music, heavenly maid, was young,

\Vhile yet in early Greece she sung,

The Passions oft to hear her shell,

Throng‘d around her magic cell;

Exulting, trembling, raging, fainting,

Possess'd beyond the Muse's painting.

By turns they felt the glowing mind,

Disturbed, delighted, raised, refined:
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Till once. 'tis said. when all were fired.

Fill’d with t'ury. rapt. inspired,

Front the supporting myrtles round.

They snatch‘d her instruments of sound ;

And. as they 0ft had heard apart.

Sweet lessons of her forceful art.

Each—for Madness ruled the hour-—

\Vould prove his own expressive power.’I

In these few opening lines the poet

imprcsscs'us with the fact that man is a

co m p0 u n d of

feelings a n d

sentiments vast

ly differing from

each other ; that

his mind is the

theatre of “a

greater drama

than is ever per

formed on the

mimic stage,"as

Carlyle once

said. He skil

fully intimates that the individual ex

pression, which he proceeds to describe,

is not the outcome of balance,
control,

cquipoise, but of a disturbed
condition;

they are distinct in themselves.

"apart," because "madness ruled the

hour." When the mental faculties

act normally they are in combina

tion; hence they interact. are con

trolled, regulatcd, tempered, and their

manifestation in the conduct is, as it

were. an abstract conclusion. Given

a purpose with but one organ of the

sentiments to actuate it. what would

be‘
the result but failure? The man

so acting would be called fool or

lunatic. However cxccllcnt that scn~

timent in its essential nature. in its

soleinflucncc upon onc's conduct, it

would only develop irregularity and

discordance. Mr. Collins points to

the character of Four, thus:

“ First liear. his hand. its skill to try.

Amid the chords bewilder’d laid ;

And back recoil‘d. he knew not why,

Even at the sound himself had made."

produces any other effect upon the

faculty than that of dread. The organ

of Cautiousness in the phrcnological

system stands. like a watchman at the

gate of the citadel, to give warning to

the intelligences within of the presence

of anything. \Vhen strong it is watch

ful and alert, suggesting ideas of danger

where there may be no warrant at all for

them; but that is its office—‘to guard the

man against falling into error and dan

ger. Balanced by a trained intellect and

well-developed moral sentiments. it is a

most valuable member of the mental

congress.

“
Next Anger rush’d, his eyes on fire.

In lightnings owned his secret strings;

In one rude clash he struck the lyre.

And swept with hurried hands the strings."

Anger as here exemplified may repre

sent the effect of two or more of the

lower propensities in combination, par

ticularly Combativcness and Destructive

ncss. The force and reckless action of

the character shows these to be most

influential. I have already hinted that

TERROR.

Every impression here is that of ap- Collins' view of the mental economy was

prehension. mistrust. dread. No sound

that is heard, no action that is seen,

founded upon the old theory. and he

probably looked at Anger as a compara
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tively simple emotion. That anger, Another combination of influences

which
"
SIDS HOT.

"
CIOCS not belong to the produce this gfiecf" It is a morbid con.

istype he represents at all.

the unrestrained, mad outburst of fury‘

that destroys.

In the artist's interpretation by his

pencil of the expression of Anger, we

can read clearly how great is the mental
‘

disturbance that can produce such a1‘

change of countenance. The broken-up ,‘

features declare the utter want of co

herence between the faculties—they that

should be sweet, tuneful bells in their.

harmony, have become jangled out of‘,

tune, and at war with each other. The |

tender, delicate, kindly emotions are i

completely overpowered and inert, while

the selfish and energizing forces are

turbulently dominant, rendering the man

no longer human, but a raging brute.

The poet suddenly changes the action

of his verse; the furious, rampant meas

ure becomes subdued and passive :

ul

‘p
.

l,
’

‘l
.

Hope—Tu! CONVALESCENT.

"
with woful measures wan Despair,

LOW, sullen sounds his grief beguiled,

A solemn, strange, and mingled air,

'Twas sad by fits, by starts ‘twas wild.”

Here We have 1 dition—all excessive mental action

RAGE on Anon. DHSPAIR.

morbid—but this is particularly suggest

ive of disease. The insane, affected by

despair, are the most difficult to treat, the

least likely to recover. This mental state

is the most unbalanced and one-sided of

all conditions, for the reason, specially,

that the despairing man has lost his in

dividuality. He has no purpose, aim, or

ambition; he is unaffected by the

provings of reason, the experience

of others. All is lost, and he settles

down miserably into the sole em

ployment of contemplating his mis

fortunes; sullenly or sadly insisting

that the world has nothing good in

it for him. He says, with Milton's

evil spirit:

“ All good to me is lost,

Evil be thou my good."

He is influenced by the organs of

the middle side-head chiefly, Cau

tiousness and Secretiveness being

active, but the influence which tem

perament exercises is in Despair

most marked, and it is a morbid,

diseased influence casting a spell of

weakness over the whole intellect

and organic stimuli.

Another transition, and we are

introduced to a most pleasing

phase of character:

“
But thou, 0 Hope, with eyes so fair,

‘.Vhat was thy delighted measure ?

Still it whisper‘d promised pleasure,

And bade the lovely scenes at distance hail.

Still would her touch the strain prolong ;

And from the rocks, the woods, the vale,
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She call‘d on Echo still through all her song,

And where her sweetest theme she chose,

A soft, mponsive voice was heard at every close ;

And Hope, enchanted, smiled and wav‘d her

golden hair."

Here we have a masterly piece of word

painting. We are shown how Hope in

spires agreeable thoughts and expecta

tions in a constant series, in the mind

that possesses it, as a strong element.

The prospect that it unfolds is always

one of beauty, and its promises are multi

plied by greater. The idea of Echo

responding to Hope's call is a most skil

ful conceit, and carries the idea of the

sweetly gratifying reflection of a hopeful

disposition upon itself, as well as upon

the feelings of others.

Collins’ delineation of the sentiment is

quite in keeping with the phrenological

analysis. All that he ascribes to it fitly

belongs to the one function of Hope—in

its effect as an active principle upon the

human mind. It promises; the “lovely

scenes" it feeds the imagination with

-
are “at distance," and for the most part

kept there, as rarely does realization fill

the "cup of expectancy.” Hope is a

leading, inciting faculty, tending in right

relations to encourage one to persist in

effort, to falter not at obstacles, and even

to deem failures no valid pretext for

relaxing endeavor. There may come

sorrows, grief, sickness, but the star

beams in his horizon and supports him

in severest trials.

A hopeful person is an acquisition of

importance in society. His pleasant

voice, sprightly manner, and always

sunny face carry good-cheer wherever‘

he goes. Dulness yields before him,

and depression, for the time at least,

loses its clutch upon the heart, and sad

ness finds in his buoyant influence grate

ful relief.
“
What reinforcement we may

gain from hope" in every ill of life!

“ And longer had she sung, but with a frown

_ Revenge, impatient, rose,

He threw his blood-stained sword in thunder

down,

And, with a withering look,

The wardenouncing trumpet took,

And blew a blast so loud and dread,

Were ne'er prophetic sounds so full of woe,

And ever and anon he beat

The doubling drum with furious heat,

And. though sometimes each dreary pause be

tween

Dejected Pity at his side,

Her soul-subduing voice applied,

Yet still he kept his wild, unalter’d mien,

While each strain‘d ball of sight seem'd'bursling

from his head."

'

The course of the ages has been

strongly animated by the forces which

are chiefly related to the physical side of

human nature. History is, for the most

part, a record of contest and war, in

which the more enlightened nations are

victorious. Consult the past of Ger

many, France, and England, and we find

that these countries have been almost

constantly engaged in sanguinary con

flict with each other or some minor na

tion. Scarcely has the smoke of battle

been dissipated and the people gotten

ready to pursue the vocations of peace

when another "misunderstanding" has

arisen, and there resounded the cry, "To

arms!" Some real or imagined encroach

ment, some sneering imputation of weak

ness or cowardice excites the over-active

Destructiveness and Combativeness, and

there is a demand for blood. It is not

Justice—simple, equal—that is sought,

but Revenge; not the chastisement of

foes according to their offence, but their

complete subjection or destruction by

the cruel sword and implacable fire.

In the composition of Revenge there

are no gentle elements—all are fierce,

arbitrary, inexorable. Pity, and all the

tender graces that make up the beautiful

in character, have no place orinfiuence in

the mind when Revenge controls—they

are suppressed, dejected. All in vain are

their "soul-subduing voices applied";

the master feeling of the hour gives

them no heed—though they be at its very

side it keeps its “wild, unalter'd mien."

" Thy numbers, Jealousy, to nought were fixed -,

Sad proof of thy distressful state ;

Of differing themes the veering song was mix'd,

And now it courted Love; now, raving, call'd

on Hate."

In these four lines the poet has made
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an admirable exposition of the effect of

that disturbance of the social organs

commonly called Jealousy. A writer

has alluded to it in another place as a

passion wonderfully varied and 'compli

cated :
“ One form of it may be produced

bythe activity or excitement of two or

three organs, another by the excitement

of a dozen. As a feeling of envy merely,

it is simple as when it shows itself

through a mortified state of Approbative

ness and disappointed Hope, some other

having borne off the desired palm. As a

feeling of envy coupled with malice, it

may, in the absence or dormancy of the

moral sentiments, combine the influences

of the passions, including Approbative

ness, Secretiveness, Cautiousness, Com

bativeness, Destructiveness, Construct

iveness, and the intellect, and work up

a
vicious plan for the overthrow of a

rival with surprising skill and success."

The feeling may enlist even higher

faculties and show varying degrees of

refinement, and we find it prevalent in

its most intense forms among people of

delicate organization who are given to

avocations of art and literature; "the

very qualities of talent and taste which

make them seek excellence and enter

the lists for success and celebrity lay the

foundation for the morbid action of those

qualities which supplement this unhappy

disposition."

When the social or love elements are

at the basis, the greater the number of

faculties employed in forming an attach

ment, the more painful the feelings when

that attachment is interrupted. “An

animal or a man in whom only Amative

ness is offended, is appeased when the

rival is vanquished, or so removed as not

to offer further opposition; moreover,

there remains no unkind feeling toward

the mate. With higher natures, in whom

Conjugality, together with Friendship,

the intellectual, the moral, and esthetic

faculties take part in the composition of

the love emotion, we find the Jealousy,

on account of any infidelity or disturb

ance of the love relation, quick, sensitive,

intense, and powerful." Hence it is seen

how varying, transitional, and vacillating

the phenomena of this feeling may be,

and how utterly impossible to represent

it accurately in all its phases, with the

aid of the artist's pencil.

The face on the right of the three

in the engraving at the head of this

article indicates the combined emotions

of Mistrust, Envy, and Jealousy.

“ \Vith eyes upraised, as one inspired,

Pale Melancholy sat, retired;

And, from her wild, sequester’d seat,

In notes, by distance made more sweet,

Pour'd thro‘ the mellow horn her pensive soul ;

And, dashing soft from rocks around,

Bubbling runnels joined the sound,

Thro‘ glades and glooms the mingled measure

stole ;

Or o'er some haunted streams with fond delay,

Round, a holy calm

diffusing,

Love of peace and

lonely musing,

In hollowmurmurs

died away."

The limning

of this stanza

relates to an ex

alted form of

melancholymoi

that type which

i s ordinarily

met in society;

it has nothing of the morbid, or of sullen

ness, or envy; it proceeds not from de

iulLAN'CHuLV.
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jection consequent upon failure of one's

schemes of ambition; it has little to do

with disappointment or loss in material

things—but it is a feeling born in an

earnest, refined, and yearning spirit.

The vein of sadness manifest in it is

not due to grief; the paleness comes

not from distress of mind because of

afiliction, but is rather the evidence of

deep thought on conditions of the world

around that should not be. How the

feeling operates in the nature is deline

ated by the gentle, pathetic movement of

the verse, and its effect upon others

is not depressing, but instructive and

MzRRv—joLLv.

elevating, suggestive of quiet, soothing

thought, turning the attention to scenes

of peace and contentment.

“
But oh, how alter'd was its sprightlier tone l

\Vhen Cheerfulness, a nymph of healthiest hue,

Her bow across her shoulders flung,

Her buskins gemm'd with morning dew,

Blew an inspiring air that dale and thicket

rung:

The hunter’s call to Fawn and Dryad known !

The oak-crown‘d sisters, and their chaste-eyed

queen,

Satyrs, and sylvan boys were seen

Peeping from forth their alleys green ;

Brown Exercise rejoiced to hear,

And sport leap‘d up and seiz‘d his beechen

spear."

Here we note a contrast of the most

lively character with the last picture.

The lines trip along buoyant and bright.

The poet deals with a subject now that

evidently is most congenial. He loves

the sunny meadows, the cool aisles of

the forest; there is inspiration in the

world of pure and simple nature for his

heart and brain, so that the tide of life

moves in his veins more vigorously, and

his mind is refreshed and energized.

Hence it is,I think, that the reasoning

of this stanza partakes so much of the

physical or physiological side. Good

nature, hearty, stimulating geniality de

pends greatly upon health, and health is

best found in the pursuits of outdoor

life. There must be opportunity, says

the hygienic teacher, for recreation ; the

mind must be relieved at times from the

dull and trying strain of constant toil,

and the body must participate in agree

able exercises if the balance of faculty

would be preserved. Collins points us to

the sports and avocations of the field

and wood as to influences that divert the

mind from its serious round of duty and

give it normal freshness and vivacity,

while they reanimate the frame that has

become enfeebled by the want of activity.

But cheerfulness may exist with a sickly

habit of body, as we know people who

are the life of their circle, yet have been

invalids for years. Therefore the dis

.position is the result primarily of mental

organization, while physical condition.

temperament, and surroundings, although

exerting a powerful influence, are second

ary. Cheeriness of temper begets cheeri

ness. A genial, happy spirit will dissi

pate depression and gloom in-othegs and

inspire them with new purposes. Blessed

is the cheerful soul !

Something kindred to Cheerfulness is

the next and last emotion described :

“ Last came Joy's ecstatic trial,

He, with viny crown advancing,

First to the lively pipe his hand address’d,

But soon he saw the brisk, awakening viol,

\Vhose sweet, entrancing voice he lov'd the best.

They would have thought, who heard the strain,

They saw in Tempe‘s vale her native maids

Amid the festal-sounding shades,

To some unwearied minstrel dancing;

While, as his flying fingers kiss‘d the strings,

(_ er 1
;.

219 for concluu‘an.)
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A METAPHYSICIAN'S ANA'LYSES ANALYSED.

N his well-known and very able work
i the deformed or weakly-developed chil

"On the Study of Character," Prof. dren as a motive of parental love; but

Alexander Bain endeavors to show that

the subjective method is sufficient for the
i

analvsis of mental faculties, and illustrates

it from his own point of view by the con-
‘

sideration of several of the faculties rec

ognized in the Phrenological system.

Three of these analyses we shall attempt

to discuss in this article. First, that of

PHILOPROGENITIVENESS.

In the treatment of this organ, Bain

pursues his usual method of trying to

account for all the manifestations as

cribed to it by Phrenology. He very

elaborately shows that the function of

Philoprogenitiveness, pure and simple, is

so narrow in its scope that the organ may

be eliminated from the analysis of the

human constitution. In his mind the

love of the beautiful, the tender senti

ment, the sentiment of power, the habit

of bestowing care, the scope or ideality,

and the self-regarding sentiments gener

ally, all concur in producing the parental

emotion.

Now, let us examine for a moment the

effect of all these powers to produce

parental love, and discover, if we can,

whether they account for all the feeling

embraced under this organ. In the first

place, Bain wishes us to understand that

one element in parental love is the par

ent's love of the beautiful; that is, an

infant or grown child is so full of natural

beauty that a mother can not help loving

it: in other words, the mother's attrac

tion toward the child is because it is

beautiful. There are but few parents

who would concur in such an explanation

of their love. How often does parental

love manifest itself more strongly in

tender and affectionate regards for their

most deformed and homely ofispring.

The cripple, the ill-favored daughter, are

oftentimes more loved than the sound

and well-formed children. The tender

sentiment might come in in the case of

why should it operate so exclusively as

to produce that pride and anxious love

which one has for their own offspring?

Under the promptings of the tender emo

tion, mothers ought to love other chil

dren as well as their own. The tender

emotion, from its very nature, does not

seek out any one particular object on

which to bestow affection. It is the feel

ing which is an element in the love one

individual bears to another, irrespective

of age or sex. Why, therefore, should

it give rise to exclusive love for children,

\vhichjs a characteristic of a true moth

er? The sentiment designated tender

emotion by Bain is too general in its

scope to offer any solution of the problem

of parental love. It is one of those meta

physical terms. like memory and percep

tion, which embraces too much to be of

any practical use in an analysis of mind.

What we want is not general terms, but

individual elements. We are seeking the

root-germs of those feelings which build

up the vast fabric of human thought and

activity. Tender emotion has no specific

direction; it is as much an element in

Amativeness, Adhesiveness, Benevolence,

and Conjugal Love as it is in Philoprogen

itiveness, and therefore fails to account

for parental love even when taken in

combination with the other sources men

tioned by Bain. Nor does the sentiment

of power explain all that is embraced

under the organ of Philoprogenitiveness.

To say that a mother loves her children

because they submit to her authority is

an assertion which few mothers would

admit; oftentimes the most disobedient

and unruly are not only loved, but are

even enviable pets. And it is also a truth.

which every observer ‘of human charac

ter has witnessed, that mothers in whom

parental love is strong spoil their children

through overweening affection. Besides,

we have here in this endeavor of Bain to

account for parental love by other sources
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than a pure and simple instinct, a com

bination of the most conflicting senti

ments, all operating as elements to pro

duce a feeling of affection for one object.

Where has Professor Bain bestowed his

metaphysical consistency in this case?

We are asked, first of all, to regard the

love of children as a product of the senti

ment of the beautiful; then comes in

tender emotion, and then that most an

tagonistic sentiment, the love of author

ity: and all these are to concur in pro

ducing parental love. When we reflect

that each of these sources, singly and in

combination, may all be directed alike to

love any person, how can we say that

they account for that strong feeling in a

true mother's breast which history and

observation show burns with an undying

brilliancy, which has made many a woman

lay down her own life for her offspring?

If we leave metaphysical speculation

for a moment and apply a little common

sense observation, we will find the organ

for the love of offspring fully established ;

but Bain objects to the employment of

observation. He puts aside the evidence

supplied by Dr. Gall, and says that the

old method employed by metaphysicians

is the best way to solve the problem.

This method consisted of a series of

questions addressed to the consciousness

or experience of mothers. Now, upon

what authority does Bain declare this to

be exclusively the metaphysical method,

and not recognized by phrenologists?

In addition to observations made upon

the cranium of persons noted for peculiar

talents, Drs. Gall, Spurzheim, and Combe

not only interrogated these persons in

dividually as to their characteristics, but

also instituted inquiries concerning the

traits of character of the persons ex

amined among their friends and neigh

bors. Now surely this method, if not

the same as that employed by the old

school, was a great deal more scientific,

inasmuch as its field of operation was

wider and the opportunity to make and

verify such interrogations exceedingly

good. Here Bain evidently has made a

vigorous attempt to destroy the organ of

Philoprogenitiveness by the self-intro

spective method, but without success;

and finding that metaphysical subtility

can only offer a few suggestions which

might account for parental love, he begins

to feel the necessity for some surerground,

some more definite proof, a feeling which

many an astute philosopher has felt be

fore him; but unfortunately Bain seeks

that proof in a return to the old school

of metaphysics, and declaims against Dr.

Gail's method. I could show how incon

sistent Bain is in making this statement

when contrasted with certain admissions

or concessions made to Phrenology in

other parts of his book, and shall do so

in the complete treatise of which this ar

ticle is but an extract. Bain does not grasp

the full value of Gail's method of investi

gation. He does not clearly see that the

highest proof we can have for anything

is positive and negative proof. It is

strange that one so fond of mathematics

as Professor Bain can not comprehend

how valuable the signs plus and minus

are. What more convincing proof can

be found than positive and negative evi

dence? Since the days of Gall his method

of proof in experimental philosophy has

become the predominant and almost the

sole one, with this difference only: where

as Gall took his subjects for examination

as nature supplied them, the experimental

school produces artificial subjects; but

the evidence is the same in both cases.

positive and negative. For explanation

of this proof and an estimate of its value,

I must refer the reader to an earlier part

of this essay. If we have failed to arrive

at a knowledge of an organ for parental

love by self-introspection, there is noth

ing-left for us but to fall back upon Dr.

Gall’s method.

ACQUISITIVENESS.

In this there is nothing new. It is

simply the old metaphysical method of

accounting for this function by the love

of power, the necessity of accumulation,

or the benefits incident upon the acqui

sition of wealth. All of these influences

operating separately, or in combination.
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will produce the function of hoarding as-

f

signed to the organ of Acquisitiveness.

If it were permitted me to meet Bain by

a reference to the phrenological methods

of proof, it would be an easy matter to

dispense with all his objections at once.

But as it is, I can not go over the whole

range of metaphysical analysis in the

discussion of each organ. Much of the

argumentation employed under the dis

cussion of the functions of other organs

is applicable to this. I can, therefore,

only mention a fewstrong points which

lead us to infer that the function of Ac

quisitiveness is a real element in the con

stitution of man. It is obvious to all

that many individuals possess an exceed

ingly avaricious spirit, not only in great ‘,

matters, such as wealth-power, but even

in small things. Some are greedy and

avaricious for mere trifles, which have no

value in themselves, and do not exalt

those who possess them in power or in

fluence. \Ve can assign no motive what

ever, and, least of all, any of the great

motives mentioned by Bain, to account

for this avaricious disposition. How

many persons. for instance, keep a tight

hold of everything they acquire, from a

golden fortune to a cast-off garment!

There is no real necessity in the retention

of many things which the wealthy retain.

The love of power, the necessity of exist

ence, ought to weigh equally with all

classes, yet we find a vast difference be

tween men in the hoarding capacity.

Some people hoard where there is no

possibility of gaining popularity and

power, and where even the necessities of

life are sacrificed to the all-engrossing

passion for accumulation. The character

of the miser, pure and simple, can not be

accounted for by any of the principles

laid down by Bain. The instincts of

animals also throw much light upon this

subject. We must admit that the neces

sity for existence is equally important to

all animal life; yet the squirrel, the bee,

and the ant are more acquisitive than a

very large class of animals. Shall we

trace this acquisitiveness in the squirrel

or bee to the fact that they have more

wisdom to see the necessity of laying up

a store for the coming winter.> This is

hardly the case, for the animals which

do not acquire are just as intelligent as

those who do. The difference is in an

elementary instinct. That is the way the

squirrel, bee, or ant provide for them

selves. Other animals may make pro

vision for themselves in some other way.

There is, again, the feeling of klepto

mania, or shop-lifting, which is practiced

oftentimes by those who have all the

wealth necessary to give them power,

influence, etc. To say with Bain that

these are merely eccentricities, does not

materially alter the fact. We are as much

called upon to explain upon what such

eccentricities depend, as to explain the

generic function of any organ. Then,

again, if the principles laid down by Prof.

Bain are capable of inducing the pro

pensity to hoard, and the more these

influences sway a person, the more ac

quisitive that person will become, the

question may reasonably be asked, how

is this acquisition recorded ? Why does

the function become more keen the more

it is exercised, and what part of the brain

is called into activity in order to record

this development? Bain might reply to

this question that no particular part of

the brain was exercised, but all parts.

Then we will have the phenomena of the

brain performing as a general function

that which has a specific application.

In other words, as Bain has previously

admitted, that there are cerebral centres

for primitive functions which are exer

cised by giving full scope to operations

which develop them, now he declares

that a function which is seemingly ele

mentary is performed by the brain as a

whole. We will then have to establish

general functions as well as individual

functions. Now, we can conceive of the

mind acting as a whole in the operations

of such general functions as those of

conception, memory, etc., because they

are only general processes connected

with all the organs; but when we are

asked to consider the mind as acting as

a whole to produce a boarding spirit, it
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seems to be a direct violation of clear

metaphysical analysis; for, as I have said

before, there is a physiological law that

when a function is exercised the material

organ of that function becomes larger or

increases in quality. Now, does the

whole brain become larger or more com

pact in order to take on a development

of acquisitiveness, or would it not be

more reasonable to suppose that a certain

cerebral centre recorded this acquisitive

development? Remember, a spirit of

avarice is a totally different thing from a

law of association or habit. We can con

ceive of such laws training and educating

all the faculties and leaving a general im

pression on the physical organism; but

when it comes to the fact that we have to

make a feeling a propensity so element

ary as that of acquisition, a general simi

lar power to these, it demands more

metaphysical demonstration than Pro

fessor Bain supplies.

It may be said, however, that Bain does

not imply that the acquisitive faculty is

a general power, but simply a specific

habit generated by the influences which

he has ‘enumerated. The answer to this

is obvious. All habits, as far as we know,

leave their impression on the physical or

cerebral organism; thus, for instance, if

we exercise any part of the body, that

part becomes more compact or larger,

and hence an increased capacity to per

form the function follows upon this in

crease. So, if we exercise the organ of

Comparison, there will be an increase of

the analytical function due to our in

crease in the size or quality of the cere

bral organ on which it depends. So if

we start with an organ whose function is

mere brute acquisition, without regard to

the end or object of these acquisitions,

we can conceive of its activity being in

creased by the motives enumerated by

Bain, and that such an increase could be

recorded by this organ. But when we

are asked to conceive of a propensity so

elementary as the disposition to hoard to

be entirely originated by certain general

influences, there is no reasonable explana

tion,— it is like expecting soil to bring

forth flower and fruit where there has

been no seed planted, because the sun

and rain has been beating upon that soil.

This whole question of how far general

laws or individual influences can create

specific or elementary functions is a puz

zling one to the metaphysician, and I can

not enter upon it here in detail. It is

sulficient to say that the psychological

method of accounting for individual dif

ferences of function by operation of gen

eral laws has failed upon many occasions,

and the tendency at present is to rely less

upon general laws for a solution of indi

vidual characteristics and to ascribe them

to fundamental instincts.

SECRETIVEN ESS.

As we have dwelt at some length upon

Bain's method of argumentation in our

treatment of the organ of Philoprogen

itiveness, we can not repeat his argu

ments in connection with Secretiveness,

nor can we discuss his objections in de

tail. l-Ie asserts, however, his unbeiief in

Secretiveness as a distinct element in our

constitution. His proof is simply the

same old story: he thinks habits of fore

thought, experience, and prudence will

account for all the difference found in

persons with respect to the manifesta

tion of Secretiveness. We admit that

habit and experience do develop Secret

iveness; but at the same time, every

habit of a specific direction must in

fluence some nerve-centre. Habits never

originatein the germinal elements—they

can only cultivate those elements. Granted

an instinct to conceal or secrete, and we

can easily conceive of a person's increas

ing that capacity by habits of association,

by prudential spirit derived from pleas

ure or pin or from experience; bu‘. how

that instinct can be created by these

habits without having a cerebral centre.

is puzzling. If the tendency to conceal

is so distinct an element in character

that Bain confesses that even he has ob

served that some have more of it in their

character than o:hcrs, it seems as if there

ought to be a cerebral centre; for in the

first place it is a well-known truth of
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physiology, that whenever an action or

movement, bodily or mentally, is made,

responsive muscles or nerves take on the

impress of that action, and become larger

or more compact. That is, there can be

no feeling, thought or emotion developed

without affecting responsive nerve cen

tres, so that these nerve centres or brain

convolutions must take on a change of

structure, either an enlargement ofthe

cells of the brain convolutions, or be

come firmer in quality. Now, suppose

we develop Secretiveness by association,

prudent conduct, experience, or any other

method of the psychologist, where do

the impressions heap themselves up, all

over the brain, or in one quarter of it?

If all over the brain, then Bain may be

correct in assigning Secretiveness to

habits of association of other faculties,

but it is highly improbable. Nerve

centres do not perform dissimilar func

tions. There is, as far as we can discern,

special cerebral centres for special func

tions. The best way then to solve a

difficulty, like the problem of innate

Secretiveness, when the psychological

method has failed, is to follow up investi

gations after the method of Gall, into

the function of certain parts of the brain.

These investigations, as carried on by

and consider if
,

after all, we would only

all set out with z'eal in pushing on a

method which has discovered so much,

we might soon bring to perfection the

science of mind and character. _

Our own observation of men and ani

mals and also self-introspection has re

vealed, beyond dispute, the fact that

some animals are noted for cunning and

some are not. If habits, or prudential

measures, or experience had anything to

do by way of creating this sensitive pro

pensity, then why did it develop in some

and not in others? Why, for instance,

should races of animals living in the

same region. in the same environment,

and subjected to the same kind of dan

gers, yet display entirely opposite char

acteristics in this respect? We can only

solve this question by saying that those

animals noted for their cunning or Se

cretiveness possessed it as an inborn ele

ment in their constitution, which their

manner of life helped to bring out and

cultivate. Those who are not remark

able for this quality must have had but

a slight endowment or none at all. There

is no reason, then, why we should not ex

amine the data laid before us by phre

nologists, and add to it as much aswe

can accumulate by observation, and de

phrenologists, may well make us pause, l cide this question upon such evidence.

“WHAT IS LOVE?"

A

MANIFESTLY good writer, but un

known to me, signing herself "El

eanor Kirk," in the February number of

the JOURNAL, writes upon this question,

and conveys what may constitute, in

some cases, a warning; yet, as I judge,

weaves needless mystery about the topic.

I turn my cow out to feed. How ear

nestly she crops the herbage. I do not

share the appetite with her, but may

watch the phenomena, and behold the

wisdom of the Creator in the transaction.

When pussy is crunching a mouse or rat,

it is easy to see she likes it, and that it

is well she does.

It is the place of the philosopher to

observe facts, and fit his definition to

them. Do Iwant to know what sexual

love is—and that is the question now—I

must inquire of my own heart and ex

perience, and then look outwardly. What

are its manifestations, its tendencies upon

boys and girls, lads and misses. young

men and maidens, men and women? As

we have an organization in common with

the animal races, I may see what analogy

teaches.

It is proper to contemplate the end

intended by any propensity. I am not

to be any more delicate than nature her

self. Like an old doctor, I must diag

nose strictly by the symptoms. I must
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separate between what is inevitable and

what are incidental complications. In

all things, when I attempt a definition,

I must see that it fits; not what ought to

be, or might be, as I view or feel, but

what covers the phenomena.

Now it would answer the ground we

are on to say, Love is the desire of one

sex for the other. The girl or girls “E. K."

brings before us were girls or young

women—nothing more, nothing less ; the

coachman in one instance, the teacher of

dancing in the other, were intimately and

conspicuously in view. They happened

to be like matches to shavings—the

yearning fastened to an object and swept

the whole mind along with it.

These misses had not knowledge on

which to found wisdom ; they could not

comprehend; they had not been fore

warned. Love had been treated as a

mystery. Compatibility for continued

companionship had been no part of their

studies; neither did they know the revul

sion that is liable to follow all intense ex

pectation and excitement. Their training

had rendered them, in ordinary words,

critical on manners. Their feelings after

marriage are no more to be taken as in

fallible standards than their unenlight

ened spontaneous likings before. Charity

is the only element that can cover the

entire story. Some, on finding that there

were disparities, have set themselves to

remedy them, and now and then succeed

ed admirably.

I hope the writer will pardon me if I

e, ,i.

l here remind her, what some women are

beginning to teach, that their sex has

had an unwholesome tendency to mystify

love. We need more science and less

novel; we require more frankness and

less affectation. The cases given, the

writer would admit, are only partially

stated. A vast circle of truth lies round

about.

Nature, at times, teaches separation,

long respites, and the like. Has there

been loss of sleep? Has digestion been

impaired? Is there almost a place

for melancholy in the history of love?

We might be benefited by voluminous

reports from married and single. From

women, the accounts would not be worth

much unless confidence be perfect. The

least fear, the least suspicion that some

one would say
"
shame." or show disgust.

and the statement would be shadowy,

flickering, misleading. I have known a

whole circle of women pretend they could

not see why a certain woman, well situ

ated, should marry. The talk suited the

hypocritical, tremulous position in which

society has placed the gentler sex. In a

state of general enlightenment, when men

shall be as noble as they ought, when

creation shall be freely, yet calmly scan

ned to know all, to live according to the

eternal truth, women will exult, not in

power to deceive, but in their sweet,

ready gift to communicate.

But I only sat down to write a word.

Best regards to
"
E. K." from

IMPERSONAL.

0 .*V’

THE REED-MASK, 0R SERPULA.

AS
we look down through the clear

water at the bottom of the sea, one

of the most beautiful objects to be seen

is an animal called in Sweden a mask.

The largest of these are called ring

masks, or in Latin Annelidae. They have

an elongated body, composed of numer

ous rings. The first of these rings seems

to take the place of a head. They have

no regular limbs, but most of them have

bristles or hairs, which they use in going

about. This class of animals is divided

into four orders, the most interesting of

which is the Serpula. 'lhis creature

forms a tube of chalk or lime, by an

exudation from his skin, in which he lives

shut up as in a case-house, hence the

Swedish name reed-mask or tube-mask.

The animal's body has many rings, at

one end furnished with a pair of hair

like gills, which resemble feathery bushes

on the sides of the mouth. Round about
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these spring forth a pair of threads, of grows and gets larger. the house gets

which either the one or the other grows
1larger. This kind of armor case length

longer and widens out until it becomes \ ens and widens, and ought to last during

a cone with the bottom turned out. i the whole life of the reed-mask. If it is

This cone seems to cover the opening 1 taken away from him and he is left

_""-1

‘,4
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Tu: Rash-Mask, on Saaruui. room) on AN 01.0 Home.

of the lime tube when the mask would naked, but otherwise unhurt, he does

protect itself against any approaching not rebuild his destroyed house. He

enemy. This calcareous tube, that the seems to have lost both instinct and

animal builds by exudation and lives in, power for it.
‘

is formed very artistically. As the body , One of the most common reed-masks
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is shaped like a screw, and is found near

the shores of the ocean. The gills are

fine as feathers, of a beautiful red color.

mingled with gold and violet. This animal

shapes around himself a very irregularly

twisted house, and some of the species

dwell in numerous colonies or groups,

with their shells intertwined. These

groups are found heaped up on stones,

ships, and other compact substances.

The wider end of the shell opens, and

from it the animal protrudes its head

and gills, "expanding its beautiful fan

like tufts." If they are the least fright

ened they hide away completely in their

house, which closes by the very curious

appendage to their gills called an oper

culum.

In tropical seas we find the largest

reed-masks or serpulae, though many of

them are found on the British coasts.

They are very interesting additions to

any aquarium, being often so beautifully

colored. Our illustration represents a

flask taken from the depths of the sea,

to which a colony of reed-masks or ser

pulae have attached themselves. This

queer flask or bottle is kept among a

collection of curious animals in the Paris

Museum.

The whole class of Annelidm or articu

lated animals is an interesting class to

study. They are divided into four orders:

lst. The Dorsibranchiata, with gill-tufts

ranged regularly along the body, like a

sea-worm and sea-mouse. 2d. The Tubi

colae, with gill-tufts near the head, and a

shelly covering, like the reed-mask. 3d.

Terricolae, with no external appendages,

except minute bristles, and breathing by

respiratory sacs, like the earthworm.

4th. The Suctoria, with no bristles, but

having suckers at the extremities. In

this class is the leech so well known.

How much wonder and skill are dis

played in the animals hidden in the sea,

or moving unnoticed in the earth be

._—___. . , _.iAA.

REA

Reason, bold ruler in the regions of thought,

Which truth in all ages hath patiently sought,

Arises with sceptre, asserting his sway,

And claiming full homage u but Reason may.

This pioneer Prince in the march of the mind

His pathway illumined with wisdom behind ;

From the known to unknown in his course ever

moves,

neath our feet! L. M. M.

S 0 N.
'

l And the world’s greatest boon to the world ever

proves.

1n being wherein conscious man forrris a part,

He feels the deep pulse of the great tender heart;

Of the Spirit of Good, the Infinite One,

;
W'ho fashioned Creation from atom to Sun.

l C. C. COLLINS‘

- .—_._‘_

HOW HE STUDIED PHRENOLOGY.

SOMETIMES
we meet with a good

story which contains in its illustra

tion of character excellent points of

phrenological value. The following, from

the Philadelphia Evening Call, has, in

some respects, a direct relation to our

subject, while at the same time it is a

neat sketch of social life :

“
Do you know why it is that, when a

woman drives alone in a carriage, she al

ways sits in the middle of the seat, instead

of at one extreme end, as a man invari

ably does?
"

This question was asked by a gentleman

who was sitting on the piazza of a promi

nent hotel at Nantasket. He was not

lolling in hammock or lounging-chair,

but maintaining an upright position, and

holding a book in his hand. If one had

glanced over his shoulder, one might have

read the title of that book,
“
Sordello."

The person-addressed was older, but he

had none of the primness which charac

terized his companion's appearance. He

looked up from his newspaper and pa

tiently asked :
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“ What did you say?" in that way

which one involuntarily assumes when

spoken to by a person who takes things

too seriously.

The other carefully repeated 'his re

mark.

"Why does she?" was the response.

“Well, you know, a woman's mind—"

A wave of the hand from Mr. Waldron,

as he interrupted:

"No, indeed; that's precisely what I

do not know—a woman's mind. Pray do

not start on any such premises as your

words indicate."

"
Very well, I withdraw that statement.

But allow me to say that I was only go

ing to hint that the woman's brain being

better balanced usually than the brain of

the male, she naturally shows in her ac

tions that such is the case, even in such

trifles as trying to maintain the equilib

rium of a carriage on its springs."

There was not one glimmer in Mr.

Uniac's face to show that he was not

speaking with the utmost seriousness.

“
There ! that is the seventh within the

last half hour."

Instead of replying to his friend's words,

Mr. \Valdron nodded his head toward a

horse and buggy which slowly approach

ed along the carriageway and took the

course which led to the west piazza. In

the buggy sat a lady who held the reins ;

she was alone, and she was exactly in the

centre of the seat.

Her position in the vehicle did not,

however, impress Mr. Uniac so much as

did the general elegance of her appear

ance. He thought her young, but he was

in the habit of saying that it was impos

sible to tell whether a woman were young

or not.

"
if she be not pretty she has the effect

of being so," he remarked. "I haven't
noticed her at the table or in the par

lors."

"Why are so many women driving

alone this morning?
"
asked Mr. Wal

dron.
"
Is it a sign of bad weather? My

mother used to say when the women

flocked in the street it was sure to storm."

The speaker rose, carefully moved his

book-mark forward to the correct page,

and with the closed book in his hand

walked to the barometer, which hung

against the wall a few yards away. He

was dressed so scrupulously in the ap

propriate manner for a stop at a seaside

hotel that an ill-regulated mind might

wickedly wish some splash of mud might

be. thrown upon those beautiful light

trousers.

Mr. Uniac glanced after him, now

allowing a slightly amused look to come

upon his face.

"The best fellow in the world," he was

thinking, "only he's not light enough."

The gentleman returned.

"It is set fair," he said.

Instead of replying, Mr. _Uniac con

tinued gazing at some object behind his

friend.

It was at a time in the morning when

there were very few people on the piazza,

and, as it happened, there were no ladies.

Now, however, a lady had rustled round

the corner and walked up to the barom

eter. It was the lady who had just driven

up alone, and, as Mr. Waldron would

have added, on the middle of the buggy

seat. She rustled rather more than was

of the best breeding, and she ostenta

tiously ignored everything but the ba

rometer. Still she managed to let fall

her fan, and Mr. Waldron, being the per

son nearest her, moved quickly forward

and presented it with uplifted hat.

She raised a pair of eyes with consider

able sparkle in them, thanked him, drop

ped them immediately, and walked back

out of sight.

During this slight scene, Mr. Uniac

had steadily inspected her. When she

had disappeared he made the announce

ment to his friend, who had gained his

side, that he did not believe in her.

"I am very grateful that I am not as

cynical and suspicious as you are," re

plied Mr. Waldron with some emphasis.

He was thinking. with a slight emotion

of pleasure, of the smile in the lady's

eyes—a smile, of course, given to him

because he was what he was, and had

called it forth. In that brief space she
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had made him think that the smile would

have remained dormant had any other

man handed her fan. You see at once

that this stranger was a very able woman.

If Mr. Waldron never sees her again

he will forget the look in twenty-four

hours; if he does meet her, he will re

member it.

"
Don't you know her?" asked a voice

belonging to a tall man who had saunter

ed nearer and withdrew his cigar from

his mouth to ask the question.
“
No." said Mr. Waldron, with the air

of a man who also did not wish to re

ceive information from the source whence

it was likely to be offered.

But the tall man was not abashed.

“
That's Mrs. Wylie.

a widow; stylish,

ain't she? The women are making quite

a fuss about her, so my wife says. They

say she is so much of a lady, and so

smart; tries to get her own living. If

she earned those rags she is smart. Any

way, she has managed to get the ladies

here to take her up, and they are in con

clave now in one of the parlors about

having her give one of her lectures in

the hotel."

"That accounts for it!" exclaimed Mr.

Waldron.

"Accounts for what P
"

“
The women alone in buggies."
“
Oh !" remarked the stranger, looking

rather curiously at Mr. Waldron, and then

he added :

"A good many have driven over from

other hotels, and they are mostly the kind

that drive themselves."

Lest Mr. Waldron might make some

observation about the position taken by

these ladies in their respective buggies,

Mr. Uniac asked:

"
What is her subject?"

"
Phrenology, and she examines heads.

She makes a good deal of money at the

different watering-places. I suppose

there is something in Phrenology. Any

way, when a man has yachted and bowled

and played billiards until he is bored to

death, it is refreshing to have his head

examined, and he is glad to pay a woman

who is a good deal of a lady five dollars

to do it
,

and have a marked chart, so he

can keep his bearings ever after."

The stranger inserted his cigar in his

mouth, discovered that it had gone out,

and while he was kindling it the two

friends walked away.

'

"

It will be rather entertaining to hear

her," said Mr. Waldron. “I am sure she

has talent."

“
No doubt. She may be able to tell you

whether or not you can understand

‘

Sor

dello,’
"
said Mr. Uniac, with a laugh.

Mr. Waldron laughed also.

"
When you do understand a few lines,

let me tell you it's worth while," he re

plied.

Three days later it was thoroughly ad

vertised in that hotel and the neighbor

ing houses that Mrs. Wylie would lecture

on the evening of the 13th, and that for

a week thereafter she would have rooms

at the hotel and give phrenological exam

inations.

Mr. Waldron and his friend were in the

audience, and the most fastidious could

find no fault in Mrs. Wylie's manner. or

in her discourse. Mr. Uniac did not

wonder that the best women had
"
taken

her up," and he began to suspect that his

own first judgment had been too harsh.

There was acute power and much insight

in her remarks, delivered in an easy. in

formal way, and in pleasant,-well-accented

voice.

Mr. Waldron, too credulous to be keen,

too sincere to suspect, listened with great

attention,and when, after the lecture, sev

eral people sat down in the chair near

where Mrs. Wylie stood that she might

pass her hands over their heads and give

a cursory summary of their characters.

he announced to his friend that he had

curiosity enough to try the experiment.

Then there immediately recurred to

the suspicious Uniac his first impression

of this woman, and that, with his knowl

edge of his friend's simplicity, made him

say :

"Don't be absurd! I can't see why

people will make such idiots of them

selves !"

Mr. Waldron smiled good-humoredly.
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took his place a short time after in the

chair, and at the same time Uniac walked

out of the room, too impatient to remain.

He strolled as far as Strait's Pond, and

as the evening was fine, he hired a boat

and rowed out across and back again,

feeling that he was far more sensible than

those who remained in that warm room.

When he reached the landing it was

half-past ten, and the moon was just ris

ing. A party of ladies and gentlemen

were coming along the wharf, and he was

quite sure he heard Mr. Waldron’s voice

minutely explaining how the pond had

been flooded.

Was the lecture over then? It must

be, for by Mr. \Valdron he saw the figure

of the lecturer. ~

“
How has that man, with all his money,

remained unmarried?" he asked himself,

"and as simple as a child, too."

In another moment his friend saw him

and called to him to join the party.

There was just the south-west wind to

drive a sail-boat lazily across the pond

this warm night.

“rs. Wylie turned expressly to look at

Mr. Uniac and to invite him to be one of

the company.

“I really ought to protect Waldron,"

he thought, and gave his consent with

coldly-uttered thanks.

Apparently the sail was gaily enjoyed,

for while there was a great deal of talk

ing and laughing, and coming back some

one began a song, the rest joined in with

what skill they could, and Mr. Uniac, who

could not sing a note, listened with the

pleasure one usually feels at such times.

He could hear his friend's melodious bari

tone mingling with the rather thin so

prano of Mrs. Wylie; he also noted that

Waldron with quiet persistence kept his

place near the phrenologist, and that at

every available moment they resumed

what appeared to be an absorbing con

versation.

Mr. Uniac was so sincerely attached to

his friend that he viewed all this with

horror. He had not judged him hitherto

[0 be susceptible to feminine charms.

"I shall be in good company," and he l Perhaps that lack of sensitiveness was all

that had saved him from the catastrophe

v of marriage. Perhaps, also, this unknown

woman who lectured was worthy even of

a man esteemed by Samuel Uniac; but

then it was not at all probable, and this

thing really must not be allowed to go on.

At a change of sail Mr. Uniac took oc

casion to step over and sit down on the

other side of Mrs. Wylie, who, however,

did not notice him save in the slightest

way, and who continued her conversation

with Mr. Waldron, and kept it up in such

a way that the man who had intended to

intrude could not hear a word of it.

The whole affair began to be very irri

tating to him. He sat back and folded

his arms with something of the air of an

offended hero in a novel ; and it was suf

ficiently evident that he did not wish to

be addressed by any one.

At midnight he found himself walking

along one of the hotel corridors toward

his room, with Waldron by his side. It

did not mend matters to have Mr. Wal

dron say heartily:

“
Capital sail, wasn't it P Very pleasant

hour."

“
Very,"- sarcastically, although Mr.

Uniac was perfectly aware that his

friend never knew sarcasm from sin

cerity; that such shots always went over

his head.

"
Come into my room and smoke a

cigar on the little balcony," went on Mr.

Waldron ; and his invitation was accept

ed in silence. The silence continued as

the men puffed. Mr. Uniac was meditat

ing how he could best utter his warning,

and he believed his companion to be

musing upon the moments spent beside

Mrs. Wylie.
“ Do you know what I am going to

do P
"
asked Mr. Waldron, flicking the

ashes off his cigar with sudden anima

tion.

“
Make a fool of yourself, I should

judge," was the answer.

" Oh, no; I think not," cheerfully. "I

am going to study Phrenology; rather

superficially, of course, but still I mean

to become able to examine heads in an
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amateur sort of way, you know. Per

haps such knowledge might prevent one

from being taken in, eh?"

Mr. Uniac groaned, and Mr. Waldron

looked at him anxiously.

"You are not ill P
"
he asked. Mr. Uniac

had rapidly come to the conclusion that

words of warning would be perfectly

useless, and he was helped to that con

clusion by recalling the look he had seen

in Mrs. Wylie's eyes. What could words

of friendship avail before such a glance?

Why waste them? He had thought of

an expedient.

"I was a trifle seasick," he answered

boldly.
" I am often not sick till I get

on land."

“
But the pond was like glass. You

see, from the way they flood it—"

Mr. Uniac sprang to his feet, waving

his hand to his friend to desist. Mr.

Waldron obeyed, but looked at him anx

iously.

In a moment Uniac turned and said,

calmly:

“I am better. Mrs. Wylie is to teach

you Phrenology, I suppose?"
“
Yes ; she told me she could spare me

a half hour, from eleven until half-after,

every forenoon. She said i had no idea

how interesting the science is."

"That's precisely what I have always

thought!" exclaimed Uniac, enthusiasti

cally.
" I have always intended, if it ever

came in my way, to investigate in that

direction. Do you think, Waldron, I

might go with you and take a lesson at

the same hour?"

To this base proposition the other hesi

tated perceptibly before replying.
“
I will ask her," he said at last.

"I don't see how she can refuse," was

the brisk reply. "It's all the better for

her the more pupils she has."

" Of course," feebly.

After that the talk declined into abso

lute silence, and Mr. Uniac soon went off

to his own room.

For some reason, as he sat down in a

chair, and looked long and intently be

fore him into vacancy, he did not feel his

usual sense of exhilarating self-approval;

and when he went to sleep he dreamed

that he was a duenna of the ugliest and

most revolting kind, having charge of a

fair youth of thirty-five summers, whom

all women wooed, but whom only one

might marry.

Nevertheless when the time came for

the first lesson in Phrenology, it found

him resolved to hold Mr. Waldron to his

word.

"It would be altogether too bad to

have that good fellow gobbled up by a

widow who is plainly searching for some

one l0 devour."

With this thought in his mind he waited

for the end of the half hour and greeted

Waldron with extreme friendliness when

he came along the piazza from Mrs.

Wylie's private parlor.

"
She says you may come to-morrow,"

was the announcement.
’

The lessons began by Mr. Uniac being

obliged to endure a treatment of utter

indifference from Mrs. Wylie, and to wit~

ness at the same time the very attractive

manner with which she turned toward

his friend, and explained to him, and

softly smiled at him, and lowered her

eyes to him.

"It is so very kind of you, Mr. Uniac,

to become interested in the science." she

said with a poorly veiled scorn, when he

made his greeting to her.

“ It has always been my wish to know

more of this way of reading chara ter,"

he replied loftily.

“I am grieved that your wish should

have been ungratified for so long," she

answered, and Mr. Uniac thought,
“
Con

found the woman!" and bowed in si

lence.

She turned away from him, saying to

herself, "He shall not come here to

make fun of me," and that lesson was

conducted in the highest and most 501

emn manner.

At the end of a week Mr. Uniac was

obliged to confess to himself that to sit

and see a very charming woman smile

‘upon another man was the most exas

perating position he had ever taken. He

felt that it was very nearly intolerable.
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Through the remainder of each day he

was in such a savage mood as hardly to

be a safe animal to remain among his fel

low-beings.

He ceased to talk of the phrenologist

to his friend, believing such talk to be

folly.

"He'll marry her, if she will allow it;

and l might as well give up such a daily

bore. I am certain if I take in any more

Phrenology in this way I shall shoot

somebody before another week is out."

But before another week had fully ex

pired, Mrs. Wylie was called away by

the illness of a relative. She had been

doing such a good business at Nantasket

that she was to return as soon as pos

sible.

This was the bulletin given out by her

friends on the day of her departure.

"
I don't see but that our occupation is

gone," grimly remarked Mr. Uniac on

the next day, as the hour of eleven ap

proached, and there came upon the two

men a sense of vacuum.

‘'1 mean to give myself a review of

what I have learned," said Mr. Waldron,

drawing out a note-book.
“ You know I

advised you to take notes. It's much the

best way."

Mr. Uniac shut his mouth to keep

back the ejaculation which rose to his

lips, and walked quickly away. He pres

ently returned to remark :

"
I suppose you know when she is com

ing back."

"She thought it probable she would re

turn in a week's time," was the answer in

the precise tones which, for some reason,

were just now extremely irritating to his

listener.

"
Is she going to write to you P

"

“I said I should naturally be anxious

to know how her cousin is—"

“
Naturally," said Mr. Uniac in what, if

he had been performing in a melodrama,

would have been described as a hissing

whisper.

"And," placidly went on Mr. Waldron,

"she consented to write a word that

should tell me."
‘

“
She is very kind. Where is she P

"

"
Just the other side of Boston ; Hyde

Park; at a Mr. Melcher's.”

"I did not expect such accurate infor

mation. We should be thankful we have

secured nearly a fortnight's daily lessons

in Phrenology, and have enjoyed the

charming society of the professor of 111:

science for the evenings during that

time."

These remarks in Mr. Uniac's most

satirical tones.

"Certainly, it has been a most enjoy

able time," replied Mr. Waldron in a mild

and sincere voice.

During the four days that followed, Mr.

Waldron spent a good deal of time re

viewing, and Mr. Uniac performed the

ordinary duties devolving upon a visitor

at the sea-shore, and if he missed his les

sons in any way he made no sign.

On the fifth day he took the boat to

Boston, casually remarking that he was

going to do so. Reaching Boston he

went directly to the depot of the New

York and New England road and bought

a ticket for Hyde Park. In that town he

found no difficulty in learning where was

the residence of Mr. Melcher, and he
was

shown into that gentleman's parlor, hav

ing asked for Mrs. Wylie, not sending up

his name.

Mrs. Wylie entered and stopped sud

denly when she saw who her visitor was.

She coldly said :

"Good-morning, Mr. Uniac," and then

waited.

Mr. Uniac stood looking at her with

an expression which plainly revealed the

feeling which had been growing in his

heart from the moment the lessons had

begun.

“I do not wish to be in any way false

to my friend," he began slowly, 1'but I do

not know that he has any better right to

love you and to tell you so than I have."

Mrs. Wylie did not think of any reply

to this, and she remained silent.

"I came here to tell you I love you."

He advanced a step. He grew somewhat

pale as he added, "Are you engaged to

Mr. Waldron P
"

"No; your fears were quite without
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foundation. I am sure your friend has

never thought of loving me. Besides, he

knows that I' have promised to marry

Mr. Melcher. Still it was wise to have

him well protected."

Mr. Uniac winced visibly.

showed he was severely hurt.

"Although I am out of the track ‘of

occupation usually followed by women,

His face

the fact does not prove that I am an ad

venturess,"'she went on.

"But you are a flirt," said he, more

sharply than he knew, inwardly deriding

himself that he should care so much.

She smiled.

“I have never flirted with you," she

replied.

Mr. Uniac bowed stifily, murmured his

good-morning and left the house, swear

ing, as he went down the street, that it

was worse to flirt at a man than with him.

MARIA L. POOL.

AGE.

THE
question of age is determined

not merely by years, but by mental

vigor; the physical frame may perfect

itself in the maturity of early manhood,

still time will work its deteriorating

changes until the garment of the soul

drops in tatters to its mother earth. But

to those minds that "live in deeds, not

years—in thoughts, not breaths," time

only softly tones the crude brilliancy of

youth into the riper culture of mental

vigor. While we throw a glance of curi

ous inquiry over the world of letters, we

are impressed by the high and honored

names of so many men of this and former

generations that age seemed but to place

upon higher vantage ground.

Not many months ago Victor Hugo

remarked to a friend: "It might be

thought that age weakens the intellect.

My intellect, on the contrary, seems to

grow stronger. and does not rest. It

seems to me that, as I advance, my hor

izon grows wider, and so I shall pass

away without having finished my task.

I should require several lives still to

write all that my mind conceives. I shall

never finish."

Tennyson, Browning, Whittier, and

Holmes are all men of more than seventy

years, yet their muse is still fresh and

young, and to each can be applied the

lines addressed to our "New England

Singer," by a brother poet from the

sunny South:

" The test of years has left thee undefiled,

And o'er the sorrows of threescore years and

ten

Shines the unsullied aureole of a child."

Bryant, Longfellow, and Emerson, a

trio of great, departed souls. were never

dimmed by years. When nearly eighty,

Bryant gave to the press his translations

of the Iliad and Odyssey. Bancroft, the

historian, furnishes the example of an

octogenarian engaged in literary labor at

an age when one generally expects to

realize the picture thrown upon the page

by the bard of Avon :

" Last scene of all,

That ends this strange, eventful history,

Is second childishness, and mere oblivion—

Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything."

Not long ago Professor Chevreul, of

Paris, aged ninety-five, completed a

course of forty lectures on chemistry.

Socrates, when very old, learned instru

mental music; and Cato, when eighty,

began the difficult acquirement of the

Greek language. Plutarch was really as

old when he began the study of Latin.

Dr. Johnson subjugated the Dutch tongue

in his last years. Ogilby, the translator

of Homer and Virgil, was ignorant of

Greek and Latin until he had lived more

than half a century.

Ristori, not far from sixty, has, we

read, undertaken the feat, appalling to

all foreigners, of learning the English

language, in order to play Lady Mac

beth. Vlr'ith these illustrious examples, a

few among the many that might be cited,

before us, one exclaims involuntarily,
"
Never too old to learn."

The "Canterbury Tales," masterpiece

of
“
Dan Chaucer, well of English unde

filed," was one of his latest productions.
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"Paradise Lost" was composed by Mil- i

ton after he had lost his eyesight, and‘;

was descending the vale of years. Dry- \

den was nearly seventy when he began

the translation of Virgil. Monaldesco, at i

a great age—it is said he was one hundred
'

and fifteen years old—wrote the memoirs

of his own times. _]on Thorlakson,-theI

poet and preacher of Iceland, worked as
"

a blacksmith and herdsman, but, when1

sev'enty, finished a translation of
"
Para

dise Lost," having rendered it and Pope's

"
Essay on Man" into the Icelandic lan

guage-
'

As we ponder on the doings of these

great minds and their achievements,

these lines seem to possess an added

significance :

" He liveth long who hveth well I

All else is being flung away :

He liveth longest who can tell

Of true things truly done each day."

A. L. ROCKWOOD.

.__¢ . ..___.__

HOPE:

THAT
earnest longing and soul-yearn

ing which reaches up and gathers

strength and courage to live and strive

and conquer. \Vhen we faint by the way,

and are well-nigh given up to despair,

hope beckons us on and points to the

beautiful beyond. What could we mor

tals do without it P We all need it, young

and old. just as soon as the young child

can understand what is said to it
,

hope

shows itself in a thousand ways, and its

little heart is broken if its hopes are

thwarted; but soon again it shines out

through the tear-dimmed eyes, and it

looks forward to the next happy time

with hope and joy in its little face.

The happy, careless school-boy comes

running home from school full of hope

and eager expectancy for the enjoyment

of the play-hour which is to follow. How

his hopes are dashed if he finds mother

has some errands to run, or father left

word to have some wood chopped—then

his face loses its happy look, and he goes

about his duties only in hoping that he

may finish in time to have a little Sport.

50 with
“
children of a larger growth."

Our lives are made up of hopes realized

or broken. Our eyes are often dim with

tears or our hearts full of happiness, as

our life-hopes are fulfilled or not. Who

would check the happy day-dreamer as

he pictures the scenes in which he longs

to take a part ? or the castle-builder in

his magic flights of imagination, e'en

though the structure must crumble?

There is a joy in soaring away from the

real to the unreal, and experiencing for a

moment the fruition of hope. We have

to learn that the higher we climb the

deeper the fall. We shall be obliged to

return to the real things in life, and we

may have to come down, like the boy in

"Old lronsides," who

"In sport up shroud and rigging ran,

And on the main-truck stood";

he had to "jump far out into the wave
"

to be rescued.

We, too, have to come back to the

troubled waters of life and its petty an

noyances. If we can gather courage and

hope by our flights, let us indulge in

them; but if the disappointment is too

keenly felt when we have to return to

the work of life, we had better not dream,

lest we can not bear the waking. Happy

is the mortal who is so well balanced

that he can gather the bitter and the

sweet, and make use of both, in the

growth of the soul. Let us hope on,

hope ever, and be stronger by what we

‘learn when we are worsted in the battle,

and not mourn because there are burdens

to bear. It is cowardly to shirk work and

only drink in the sunshine of life.

Heaven pity the poor starved soul who

can not see a ray of hope in the future.

We who are hopeful naturally know noth

ing of the deep grief and despair which

fasten their icy fingers around the heart ;

and for the time o'ershadowing reason,

bid their victim either end his life and

trouble, or leave him in the shadows of

despondency from which only a kind.
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hopeful spirit, and an earnest, helping

hand can rouse him.

_favored brother. We must nerve our
l - -
‘
selves to do battle for the right, hoping

Hope is a. kingly birthright, and happy always for the best results; and if we

is its possessor.

courage and hope in the life of a less be content.

0

We should try to infuse now and then catch a sunbeam, we must

MRS. KATE WESTON.

[Ml-GEN. CHARLES'G. GORDON.

"
CHINESE GORDON."

HE first impression which this picture

makes upon the mind of a student

of character, is that of harmony of de

velopment. If we look for eccentricities,

for marked peculiarities, for develop

ments of face or head, that indicate

angularities of talent or disposition, we

fail to find them. The classic cut of the

features indicates refinement and inten

sity, rather than extravagance in any

If we study that head

and face, we see the student, the accurate

special direction.

thinker, the critic, the man of fine per

ception, delicate instincts, and sensitive

spirit. He is specific and clear in his

thoughts, and sincere in his feelings;

there seems to be

or exorbitant or

nothing extravagant

strikingly peculiar.

There is nothing unbalanced, warped,

or one-sided. One would suppose that

he would make clear-cut and nice dis

tinctions; that he would come to con

clusions promptly and intuitively, and

reach the desired object of his aim with

as little waste of time, distance, or ma

terial as possible.

The i\lcntal temperament is indicated

by the form of the head and features.

while the Motive temperament appears

to be fairly marked in the apparent

strength of the hair; but as our infer

ences are made from a wood-engraving

and not a photograph, the hair really

may be finer than it seems to be in the

picture; yet we are unwilling to think

that the hair is fine, because, if so, there

would be less of strength and hardihood

than would be necessary to form a basis

on which, or by means of which, those

keen and intense mental emotions and

intellections could be wrought out. We

put polished steel on the edge of an axe,

and solid iron in considerable amount

behind to give it momentum. So human

character and temperament need the

Mental to give brain and mind, and the

Motive to give strength, force, and ear

nestness to the manifestations.

It would be difficult to think of any

pursuit in which such an organization

could not take a distinguished part. In

that forehead, so smooth, rounded, and

finely developed in the lower and middle

section, we see the power of gathering

knowledge, of scanning and criticising it

sharply, and of remembering that which

is worth retaining. We see in that full

development of Causality the power to

plan; but we see in the organization

more of that dashing intuition which

anticipates, forms prompt judgments up

on facts revealed, and facts dawning, with

enough of philosophy to hold them in

place. He must be an excellent judge

of human character. If our reader will

look at that sharp fulness in the centre

of the extreme upper part of the fore

head, where the organ called Human Na

ture is located, he will notice the indica

tions of capability to read character at
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sight, and of unusual power to deal with

different kinds of talent and character.

As he approaches men, he forms an opin

ion just as a musician does who has a

musical score laid before him; he sees

whether it is E flat or F sharp, and as

drawing a line upward and backward

from the external angle of the eyebrow,

a special fulness
will be seen, which is

the region of Constructiveness and Ide—

ality. These would enable him to form

plans and to study conditions, and appre

sails the instrument according to the ciate the complicated facts which sur

written score, and strikes it rightly every

time. This gentleman'meets strangers

and seems to know at a glance whether

they are to be persuaded, reasoned with,

dominated, or deferred to, and which

method will be in harmony with the per

son addressed, and best calculated to

bring about desired results.

If the region of the temple be studied,

This enables a man in milirountl him.

tary matters to plan well the campaign

or an action, and especially to change
I

the formalities of his plans in the midst

of battle, when affairs have gone dif

ferently from what had been anticipated.

The width of the head above and about

the ears indicates force, courage, thor

oughness, and policy, with a good degree
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of economy. He would attend wisely to

business; he would manage shrewdly

whatever belongs to finapce; but his

special power is in governing men and in

managing affairs which require cleamess

of thought, rapidity of judgment. and

boldness of action.

‘The reader will observe a great eleva

tion in the crown of the head, and length

from the chin to that part; this indicates

natural instincts in the direction of au

thority, dignity, determination, power of

holding himself and his cause, and those

who are subjected to him, under absolute

control; his word is law to his friends,

his subordinates, his horse and his dog;

nor does he need to speak loudly or with

excitement to command respect and win

obedience. He would govern his horse

more by his word than by the bit.

Such an organization could be an artist,

an orator, a writer, a mechanic, a mer

chant, a commander, and administrator

of affairs, and move smoothly and suc

cessfully in whatever he had a fair chance

to do. Every indication of his tempera

ment points toward a high order of civ

ilization and culture, as if for generations

his ancestors had been active, studious,

Such an or

ganization seems to be an excellent

trusted, and responsible.

outcome of the best conditions of civil

ization.

As a military man he would be remark

able for his dignity and simplicity of

character; a strict disciplinarian; and

wounded men in the hospital, if he were

to pass through, would feel as it were

(if we may use the term) the atmosphere

of their mother or elder brother as he

walked among and spoke to them. He

could hardly be other than the favorite of

his men, and the beloved friend of those

who are admitted to his companionship.

A strong, yet well-balanced head, a re

fined, delicate, intense and yet enduring

constitution, he is a most interesting sub

ject of study, and carries combinations

of wisdom, skill, judgment, practical tal

ent, dignity, force, and thoroughness,

which will make him niore completely

the master of his surroundings, and a

more easily-working factor in affairs than

can often be found. We should expect

his voice to be smooth, definite, mag

netic, and clear as a bell when excited

and in command. H s is a happy combi

nation of resemblance to a refined and

superior mother, in the degree of about

two-thirds, to one-third of resemblance

to a wiry, hardy, enduring, positive

father.

The man whom the English Govern

ment has appointed to undertake the

solution of the Egyptian difiiculty, and in

whom the utmost confidence seems to be

reposed, was born in 1830. and came of

Highland Scotch stock that has some

military reputation, his father having

been a lieutenant-general. He was edu

cated for the army, completing his course

at the Woolwich Military Academy, after

which he entered the Royal Engineers,

and served in'the Crimean war, where the

duties were far from those of a dress pa

rade. After the treaty with Russia had been

signed, he was appointed one of a Com

mission to determine the lines of the new

frontier between Russia and Turkey. In

1860 he was sent to China, where he took

part in the great struggle of the Chinese

Government against the Tai-Ping rebels.

He was given command of a force of

Chinamen said to have been organized

by an American, and displayed high ca

pacity for so young a man in this novel

position. He trained and disciplined the

rude Chinese soldiery, relieved fortified

towns, drove the Tai-Pings beyond the

Great Canal, and effectually suppressed

the great rebellion, thus contributing,

perhaps, more than any other man to
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save the Empire. For his services, the

highest military honors were bestowed

upon him by the Chinese Emperor, while

the reward of his own Government was a

commission as Colonel.

After filling the post of Commanding

Royal Engineer at Gravesend in 1865, and

of British Vice-Consul at the Danube

Delta, his presence in Egypt was ear

nestly requested by the late Khedive,

Ismail Pasha. The condition of Egyptian

affairs was in some points even worse

than it is to-day. The aim of the Khe

dive was to put down the infamous slave

trade and to re-establish his own waning

power. "With the help of God," said

General Gordon on assuming command,
"
I will hold the balance level."

He was offered £10,000, or $50,000, a

year for his services, but declined to ac

cept more than $to,ooo; and for five years

he worked with great energy in behalf of

the Egyptian Government to bring about

a better state of affairs. At Khartoum,

on the White Nile, in the Lake Country,

and in Darfour and Cardovan, he was

found actively carrying out his plans, dis

regarding fatigue and exposure. He

sought to put down the slave-trade, and
>
did so in part, and brought about a con

dition of order that had not been known

scarcely ever before. The impartiality

and humanity of his work among them

gained for Gordon the general favor of

the Egyptian people, and this probably

is one chief reason for the belief of the

British Government in his fitness for the

mission it has given him.

The present Khedive, Tewfik Pasha,

has never been favorably disposed toward

Gordon on account, as may be supposed,

0f the soldier's fair dealing toward the

wretched Egyptian fellah, and three years

ago the latter resigned his office. Since

then he has served in turn in India with

Lord Ripon, in the Mauritius, and in the

Basuto war at the Cape. Of late he has

been engaged in archaeological and sim

ilar studies in Jerusalem. He had come

to London with a view to obtaining the

leadership of the scheme for opening the

Congo River to commerce under the aus

pices of the association of which the

King of the Belgians is the head, when

the gravity of the Egyptian crisis caused

the English Government to insist upon

his taking the appointment for Egypt.

Thus far his presence in the land of the

Nile has not resulted in much aside from

the establishment of a basis of opera

tions. The extent of country which his .

operations must cover, and the success of

the false prophet, El Mahdi, against the

Egyptian forces, together with the diplo

matic complications that involve any at

tempt of the British Government toward

active hostilities in Egypt, render General

Gordon's task a very difiicult one, not

withstanding his familiarity with the

country and its diverse tribes.

What we have read of this soldier's

career reminds us somewhat of the late

General Custer for its spirit and élan.

Some of the incidents of his life in China

awaken our admiration because of their

romantic indifference to those physical

interests which men generally account of

chief importance. After he had sup

pressed the rebellion he was summoned

to Pekin to receive the thanks of the Im

perial Government, but he refused to go;

and when envoys came with a present of

10,000 taels, he drove them out of his

tent. Some may account this conduct as

indicating immaturity of mind, the freak

of a dashing, high-spirited young fellow ;

but they who know him give him credit for

perfectly unselfish devotion to the cause

of humanity. The Empress of China

sent him a medal. It disappeared unac

countably, but some time afterward it was

discovered that Gordon had erased the

inscription on the medal, sold the gold

for ten pounds, and sent the proceeds to

the sufferers by a cotton famine in Man

chester.

THE hot water remedy for stomach

troubles appears to have taken greatly

in Washington. It was a favorite remedy
with many members of the last House.

In the House restaurant there stood a

tank of hot water, where members could

help themselves.— Washington paper.
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CAUSATION AND PREVENTION OF lNSANlTY.

INSANITY
is one of the greatest mis

fortunes that can befall a human be

ing. To lose one's reason is to lose all,

and more than all. Many, in dread of

such an event, have taken their own

lives rather than risk their chances of

becoming mad. Advancement of civil

ization brings no relief from insanity.

On the contrary, insanity has increased

with the advance of civilization, and is

increasing to-day faster than ever before.

Massachusetts, in 1870, in a population

of 1,457,351, had 3,194 insane persons.

In 1880, in a population of 1,733,085, there

were 5,127 insane persons, a much larger

proportionate increase of insane persons

In 1867, according

to the Fifth Annual Health Report,

Massachusetts had one insane person for

every 1,546 of the population, and in

1870 one for every 1,350 of the popula~

tion. Insanity in other parts of our coun

try is increasing in about the same rate.

The same rapid increase is found among

European peoples. The universally well

educated Scandinavians have 3.4 insane

in each 1,000; the well-educated Germans

have 3 in t,ooo; and the less well-edu

mtcd Romanic nation 1 in l,ooo. Dr.

George M. Beard, in a paper read before

a meeting of the Medico-Legal Society

of New York, said :
“
Insanity is a barom

etcr of modern civilization. Though

existing in all recorded ages and among

all peoples, and known under various

and inconsistent names and superstitions,

yet is rare, and always has been rare, with

the savage, the barbarian, and the partly

enlightened. There is no race, no cli

mate, no institution, no environment

that can make insanity common, save

when united with and reinforced by

brainwork and indoor life. . . . . In

sanity is increasing more among the

poorer than the higher classes. Civiliza

tion grinds hardest on the poor, depriv

ing them of the healthful influences of

barbarism, without the compensating ad

vantages that the higher classes enjoy.

Poverty makes us insane, and insanity

makes us poor. In England the increase

of insanity among the poor during the

last forty years has been 300 per cent.,

while the population increased in the

same time only 45 per cent.

CAUSES OF INSANI'I'Y.

"The causes of insanity are various.

What would be sutficient to make one

person insane would be endured by an

other without any such effect. Nearly

one-half of those who become insane are

persons who are hercditarily predisposed

to insanity. They are said to be hered

itarily predisposed because insanity is

known to have affected some of their

ancestors. Such persons are believed to

be more likely to succumb to exciting

causes of insanity than other persons are.

In cases where the ancestors have had
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hysteria, epilepsy, catalepsy, or other

general nervous affections, the descend

ants may be affected with insanity. In

sanity is more common in males than

females. between the ages of twenty-five

and forty-five, than at other periods of

life, and in the unmarried than in the

married. ‘The exciting causes,‘ says Dr.

Hammond, '
are both moral and physical.

Of the former, emotional disturbance,

grief, terror, disappointed affection,

anxiety, great joy, etc., stand first in

influence. It is doubtful if moderate

intellectual exertion ever, of itself, causes

insanity. It is only when the brain is

worked night and clay, to the deprivation

of sleep, and without sufficient change,

that insanity results from mental labor.

Continual thinking on one subject is the

most effectual way of producing insanity

by the action of the brain. Among the

physical causes, drunkenness, the use of

opium and other narcotics, excessive

venereal indulgence, masturbation, blows

on the head. exposure to severe heat or

cold, the puerperal state, and certain

diseases may be referred to.'"

Dr. Kirkwood, in his annual report of

the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane

in [876, states the supposed causes of

7,167 cases of insanity treated in that

hospital during thirty-five years: To ill

health of various kinds are ascribed 1,290

cases; to intemperance, 637
cases; loss

of property, 230; disappointed affection,

domestic difficulties, grief, loss of friends,

etc., in all, 570 cases; mental anxiety, 44!

cases; intense study, 52; intense appli

cation to business, 56; want of employ

ment, 4o; puerperal state, 284; masturba

tion, 93; exposure to the sun or other

intense heat, 72; opium, 27; tobacco, 17

cases.
“
1n the hard struggle for exist

ence," says Maudsley, "men of inherited

weakness, or some other debility, break

down in madness. Overcrowding dete

riorates health, favors scrofula, phtliisis,

and faulty nutrition, all of which open

the way to insanity; and whatever de

teriorates mental or bodily health may

lead to insanity in the next generation."

Griesinger, an eminent German authority

on insanity, says: "Misery and privation

are its chief causes. Bad nourishment,

hunger, cold, fatigue, and over-exertion.

which of necessity accompany misery,

are important physical causes of insanity.

and, hence, of race deterioration. Ty

phus, intermittent fever, tubercular, con~

stitutional diseases, and anzemic states—

all scourges of the poor—induce insanity.

The monotonous and hopeless condition

of many factory hands, depriving them

of all interest in a higher life, is favorable

to dementia." The eager pursuit of

wealth, says an eminent authority, as

well as the dread of poverty, have their

ill effects. Men are excited, anxious, ab

sorbed in the state of the market, petty

gains, meanness, and dishonesty. until

their moral nature and character are

sapped and their nature deteriorated.

Overwork, depression, exhaustion, want

of culture, poverty, drunkenness, licen

tiousness, are all favorable to the de

velopment of insanity. The same author

relates a number of cases of financial

operators, whose speculative, selfish minds

show their morbidity in the diseased

minds of their children, who are either

morally defunct or wholly insane.

ARE THE CAUSES AVOIDABLE?

A study of the causes of insanity will

show that part of them are avoidable

and removable, and others are less under

the control of the individual. The in

herited tendency is transmitted from the

ancestors; the tendencies are not re

movable, but much may be done in the

way of guarding against the development

of the tendency. Drunkenness, which is

one of the most prolific causes of insan

ity, may be avoided by the adoption of

strictly temperance habits. 111 health,

which is another frequent cause of insan

ity, can often be guarded against by care

ful attention to hygienic and sanitary

matters. Over-anxiety, worry, and fret

ting are the exciting causes of many cases

of insanity, and these causes are avoid

able. In an article on the causes of in

sanity, in the London Laurel of 1873, Dr
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John Hawkes gives an analysis of 3,847

cases of insanity which had been ad

mitted to the Middlesex County Asylum

from June, 1839, to the end of August,

1872. The class of patients belonged

mostly to the order of artisans, laborers,

small tradesmen, with a few professional

men and clerks. Among the cases due

to moral or emotional causes, there

are attributed to anxiety in business

affairs, 96; to anxiety in matters of re

ligion, 36; to bereavement, 94; disap

pointment in love, 42; domestic trouble,

82; fright, 25; fretting at difficulties, 4! ;

fretting at disappointment and losses,

148; fretting at inability to work, 33;

fretting at want of success in life, 50;

fretting at poverty and reverses, 47;

fretting at want of employment, 109, and

to intemperance, 438. It will be observed

that fret/mg about one thing or another

was the cause of a large proportion of

the cases of insanity. Fretting is an

avoidable cause; but after the habit of

fretting has once been formed it is al

most as difficult to break away from it as

it is to correct intemperate habits; yet it

can be done, and any one who has

formed such a useless, injurious, and

senseless habit should lose no time in

correcting it.

THE PREVENTION OF INSANITY.

Prevention of insanity is to be the

great work of the future. Success in

treating insanity is so limited, only about

forty per cent. of the cases being curable,

that prevention offers a most encourag

ing field for effort. The means attend

ing the efforts made to prevent disease

have been attended with such encour

aging success that it is believed that in

sanity can to a large extent be prevented.

In Great Britain, by the vigorous en

forcement of sanitary measures for the

prevention of disease, a diminution of

one-fourth of the deaths and sickness has

been effected. The Registration Report

of Deaths in Great Britain for the year

1880-8! represents a steady decline dur

ing the past forty years in the death-rate

of that country, and estimates that from

1870 to 1880 about a quarter of a million

persons were saved from death, and that

three millions had been saved from a

sick-bed, by means of sanitary improve

ments. If so much can be accomplished

in the way of preventing diseases gener

ally, the outlook for preventing insanity

is hopeful.

The seventeenth annual report of the

Commissioners'of Lunacy of Scotland

says: "It is impossible to come to any

other opinion than that insanity is to a

large extent a preventable malady; and

it appears to us that it is in the direction

of preventing its occurrence, and not

through the erection of institutions for

its treatment, that any sensible diminu

tion can be effected in its amount.

Lunacy is always attended with some

bodily defect or disorder, of which it

may be regarded as one of the expres

sions or symptoms. We must therefore

attempt to prevent its occurrence in the

same way as we attempt to prevent the

occurrence of what are called ordinary

diseases; and if it be admitted that, to a

large extent, preventable diseases exist

among us in consequence of this igno

rance of the people, it is clear that we can

only convert the preventable into the

prevented, by the removal of this igno

rance through a sounder education. Men

must be taught that it is their duty, and

not merely their interest, to understand

the laws of health, and to make them

eventually the rule of their conduct."

The late Sir James Coxe says:
“
Insan

ity is a disease of ignorance -ignorance

of the human organism, and the laws

that regulate it; and the only way to

check its growth is by a general diffusion

of a knowledge of these laws, and the

use of all those means necessary for the

preservation of good health. Insanity

originates in some form of disease, in a

deterioration of the body rather than in

an exclusive affection of the nervous sys

tem. The six leading factors are: dissi

pation in various forms, over-work,

meagre fare, lack of ventilation, and

neglect of moral culture." Thus it will

be seen that the first step in preventing
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insanity is to avoid so far as possible

the causes of ill health. The aim should

be to understand and carefully to ob

serve the laws of health as applicable to

both mind and body. Excesses of all

kinds should be avoided, and the golden

mean pursued. Anything that tends to

undermine the general health renders

those who are naturally disposed to in

sanity more liable to become afilicted

with it. By systematic effort on the part

of individuals and the public it is proba

ble that at least half of the cases of in

sanity might be prevented. The import

ance of efforts at prevention, in view of

the unsatisfactory results obtained in

treatment, can not be exaggerated. "The

more we see of mental disease in its

various forms," says a superintendent of

a large asylum, "the more are we con

vinced that the study of prnmrlz'an is

infinitely more important than even the

study of its cure; and that the dissem

ination of more correct views of the true

way of living, and a more rigid observ

ance of the laws of health and nature,

would greatly diminish its frequency.”

FORTIFYING THE SYSTEM AGAINST

INSANITY.

Much may be done to fortify the sys

tem against insanity. To be born well is

very advantageous—that is, to be born of

healthy parents who had not undermined

their health and strength by vicious in

dulgence, or by undue excitement, or

worry or over-work. Many parents, by

disregard of the laws of health, bring

themselves into a state of nervous irrita

bility, weakness, and ill health, and thus

impart to their offspring a predisposition

to nervous disorders and insanity. Many

parents use tobacco to such an extent

that their nerves are all unstrung, and

they transmit to their children an organ

ization which is liable to break down

into insanity. Tobacco-using is doing a

fearful work in undermining the nervous

system of our people, and this'work is

already bearing fruit in the rapid increase

of insanity, and the results in the future

are tobe still more disastrous. The use

of narcotics and intoxicants is sapping

the foundation of the nervous systems of

our people, and those who do not suc

cumb themselves to insanity will leave

a heritage to their children that will be

likely to bring them or their children

there. All those who are using tobacco,

narcotics, and intoxicants, by abandon

ing the use of these hurtful substances

and carefully observing the laws of

health, can fortify their systems against

the attack of insanity. A life of moral

purity in all respects strongly fortifies

the system against any form of insanity.

The tendency of evil indulgence is pro

gressively downwards, and the tendency

of small deviations from moral rectitude

is to greater ones, and at last habit

binds with its iron fetters. The meta

physician Brown pointed out that in

yielding once to any vicious desire, a

man loses much more than the virtue of

a single moment; for while the desire,

whatever it may be, is increased by in

dulgence, the mere remembrance that he

once yielded to its solicitation is almost

like a license to yield again. Self~denial

or self-control are important means of

fortifying the system against insanity.

The firmly-established habit of self-denial

and self-control will do a great deal to

ward off a threatened attack of derange

ment.

D. Hack Tuke, M.D., author of a work

on insanity, says: "It may safely be

asserted, however, that there is no fact

better established than that we can exert

our will over our mental processes to a

very large extent. Iwould insist in the

strongest possible manner upon the

necessity of self-rule or control. If I

believed that we are conscious automata,

I should have no heart to ask a man to

do this; but I believe in no instance is it

more important that men should recog

nize their own will and the obligation of

employing it to control those really

automatic tendencies of the mind which

often are strikingly characteristic of in

sanity. That which John Stuart Mill

said of character is true in a degree of

the tendencies to mental derangement:
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‘What is really inspiriting and ennobling

in the doctrine of free-will is the eonvic~

tion that we have real power over the

formation of our own character.’ The

exercise of volition will always increase

its force, and every time persons forcibly

control automatic or irregular impulses

or acts they will find it easier to repress

them in future. On the other hand, if

they yield to them, the will becomes

weaker and weaker, and they stand a

very good chance of actually becoming

conscious automata."

The formation of good habits, of right

acting. of right thinking, and of right

living fortifies the system against mental

derangement. Correct living during the

period of youth and early manhood does

much toward preventing insanity, and

systematic efforts in that direction can

scarcely fail to result in effecting a

marked decrease in the spread of mental

derangement.

WARNINGS OF DANGER.

Warnings of danger generally precede

the outbreak of insanity, and if these

were heeded many cases of the disease

might be prevented even then. These

warnings are frequently. if not always,

associated with inability to sleep. "The

sufferer," says Dr. Tuke,
“
is importuned

by most unwelcome thoughts and even

odious suggestions, which no previous

experience explains, and which possibly

no effort of the will removes. Or he

dreams dreadful dreams. These some

times run upon dying, the grave and

coflins, and corruption of the body.

Such symptoms in medical psychology

are like the delicate clouds in the sky in

meteorology: they indicate to the prac

ticed observer the coming storm. It is

at this point that it is all-important to

realize that something is going wrong in

the mental machinery; that there is a

cause for all this which must be dis

covered, and, if possible, removed; and

that as sleep and mental action are

functions of the same organ, the irregu

iarity or loss of the former is a certain

sign that the integrity of the latter is

already in danger. Then, if unable to

discover any special cause for sleepless

ness, or knowing it, a man removes it

and still is no better, I can not too

strongly advise him to lose no time in

consulting his physician, and rigorously

obeying his prescriptions. If he neglects

this one symptom—sleeplessnessq-he is

running a great risk of losing control

over his mental operations and becoming

unable to apply his mind to his duties,

the facile descent to actual madness

being the sequel. . . . . Warnings of

danger may appear not only in the form

of sleeplessness, but of a dull aching of

the head, a sense of the brain being too

large for the skull, singing in the ears,

and so forth. With these physical symp

toms will be associated an inability to do

the same amount of mental work as be

fore, and a powerlessness of even reading

an ordinary book requiring the slightest

continued attention, inaptitude for the

duties of life, and listlessness."

There are also warnings which affect

the emotions which should be heeded.

Slight depressions of spirit, alternating

perhaps with a sense of unusual exalta

tion and buoyancy. Any marked change

in the feelings or actions without suffi

cient cause should excite apprehension.

If one who has been of agreeable temper

and mild disposition becomes morose

and irritable, or if one who has been

trustful and confiding becomes suspi

cious, the mental condition should be

examined. Generally some peculiarity,

strangeness of manner, or eccentricity

will be noticed some time before an out

break of insanity occurs, and if neglected

some irreparable or insane act may be

committed, and the terrible nature of

the trouble at once revealed. All these

warnings should be heeded and treat

ment promptly adopted. If this were

done a large part of the threatened cases

of insanity might be prevented.

MODERATION IN ALL THINGS.

The prevention of insanity is to be

sought in the proper training and edu

cating of the youth—educating not only
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the mind, but the heart and feelings—

avoidance of undue excitement, hurry,

anxiety, worry, fretting, undue haste to

get rich, envying, inordinate ambition,

dissipation of all kinds, and in a strict

observance of the laws of health. The

diet must be such as is suitable to meet

the wants of the system for growth and

exercise. Stimulants, narcotics, and to

bacco should be avoided. A reasonable

view of life should be entertained. The

0

mind should be kept calm, without un

due depression on account of failures or

reverses, or inordinate exultation on

account of success. Says Bacon:
“ To

be free-minded and cheerfully disposed

at houres of meate and of sleepe, and of

exercise is the best precept for long-last

ing"; and it will also tend to preserve

the mental powers.

1!. REYNOLDS, MJ).

Lx'vcrmore Falls, Maine.

EDENlC FOOD.

THE
following extracts are derived]

from a little sheet, entitled j’qyfull

News, published at Joyful, California,

and are the expression of a little com

munity that has been organized by

people who live on uncooked vegetable

food:

"The Edenic diet, with us, has pro

duced such remarkable results in the way

of restoring, purifying, and harmonizing

the bodies of all who have. faithfully.

lived thereon for a reasonable length of

time, as there are abundant witnesses to

testify, that we come before a sick and

suffering humanity to offer them the

right hand of fellowship, if they wish to

receive these blessings, by adopting these

blessed means always at hand for every

one. There is no extra expense attend

ing this method of living, for it consists

simply in using such grains, nuts, fruits,

and vegetables as you have been accus

tomed to, only taking them in their

natural state, untouched by fire, which

destroys their vitalizing principles, drives

off the magnetic forces, and leaves them

like dead and decaying carcasses, not fit

to enter into the structure given unto

man to live in.

food; it must be assimilated as well as

digested, and made up into the body,

and the kind of food we assimilate will

determine to almost a certainty the kind

of body we are to dwell in. If we are to

have a body to serve the uses of life, it is

necessary to have
the

best kind to
get

the best
result, and If the old way of llV

It is not all of life to eat .

ing will give you that, we would say go

on living that way; but you, like us, have

tried that method for a long time, had

much experience in getting sick, and so

little in being well, that many of you do

not know what good health is. If you

were well for one day you would not

know what was the matter. You would

probably say, ‘I must have lost my stom

ach, for it has given no indication of its

presence to-day'; but you should re

member that the best machine goes

smoothly, without noise or jar of any

kind; so should the human machine do

its work, so the body would give the

spirit no indication that it was there,

except by the work done in obedience to

its command."

In reply to certain strictures that ap

peared in a San Francisco publication

reflecting strongly upon their special
"
fancy,"these people say good-naturedly

—and, it may be added, vegetarians are

usually cool and forbearing:

"Shoot all you wish at our t'heories,

but please come out and not stand be

hind the bush to do it. We, in search of

truth, have for some years made an ex

perimental study of this subject, assisted

by several others, for over two years, and

having been greatly blessed thereby with

not'a disadvantage to any one of us, we

come forth with the Yoyful Newr, hoping

to give relief to suffering humanity. We

testify to a sick world that there is a

safe, sure road to health; and, to

mothers whose lives have been cooked
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out over a hot stove, the sunlight of

freedom is now in the heavens, and they

can have time to care not only for the

little flowers of the household, but also

for those of the garden, and the mind.

Who employ the army of M. D.'s,

and take the patent medicines? Is it

not those who use the cooked grain and

vegetables? We did this for forty-eight

years; but now thank God for the new

light that has made us well and happy.

Taking no medicines, employing no doc

tors, but standing up day after day, and

year after year, in what has the reputa

tion of being the most sickly part of

Kern County, near Bakersfield, we have

and do proclaim that there is no more

need of any one being sick, even here,

than there is of their getting drunk.

"We want to hear all sides, pro and

con, but do not like to see any one strike

at a good cause without giving a reason,

or some authority for what they say;

and now, will you not make amends by

doing this? Come, also, if you can, and

see and hear more of the results of our

work; we are ever ready to show you,

and if we are able, as an instrument of

the Lord, to be of any assistance to you,

or if you can give us any more light, we

will ever be thankful. We do not take

the negative on this question, but say

there are serious objections to cooking

either grain or vegetables, and we ever

stand ready to prove what we assert."

A few Edenic recipes, as an illustration

of the practice at joyful, may please the

interested reader:

EDENIC GRANlA.—-T\vo-thirds oat greats, one

third cracked wheat, ground fresh every meal in a

steel hand-mill or coffee-mill.

Emsmc SAum—One head of celery, 2 turnips,

r onion, x Chili pepper, sliced and chopped fine in

a chopping bowl; 6 spoonfuls of olive oil, 1 tea

spoonful mixed mustard, ! gill cider vinegar, or

lime juice; salt to taste. Will keep several days

in a cool place. This is to be eaten with grania.

EDENIC FRUIT~CAKE.—An equal amount ol

ripe, dried peaches and raisins, pounded fine,

separately, in a mortar, and mixed with grania.

Mold in the form of a cake, and cut the same as

any other cake. It will keep for six months, and

improve with age.

Eoexic PUDDING.-—Two-thirds grania, one

‘third grated almonds, pounded raisins; moisten

with liquor of soaked dried peaches, and flavor

with nutmeg.

BEER-DRINKING AND DISEASE.

LLUSION has been made in these

pages more than once to the fact

that the constant use of beer as a bever

age is productive of insidious forms of

disease, that finally, and in most cases,

suddenly accomplish a fatal work. A

large proportion of the attacks of sud

den disease in men who have reached

middle life in the apparent possession of

good health, 112., in the eyes of unskilled

observers, is due to the habit of taking

malt liquors. Mr. Green, of the Connec

ticut Mutual Life Insurance Company,

says: -

"In one of our largest cities, contain

ing a great population of beer-drinkers,

I had occasion to note the deaths among

a large group of persons whose habits, in

their own eyes and in those of their

friends and physicians, were temperate;

but they were habitual users of beer.

\Vhen the observation began they were,

upon the average, something under

middle age, and they were, of course.

selected lives. For two or three years

there was nothing very remarkable to be

noted among this group. Presently

death began to strike it; and until it

had dwindled to a fraction of its original

proportions, the mortality in it was as

tounding in extent, and still more re

markable in the manifest identity of

cause and mode. There was no mis

taking it; the history was almost in

variable; robust, apparent health, full

muscles, a fair outside, increasing weight,

florid faces; then a touch of cold, or a

sniff of malaria, and instantly some acute

disease with,‘ almost invariably, typhoid

symptoms, was in violent action, and ten
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days or less ended it. It was as if the

system had been kept fair outside, while

within it was eaten to a shell, and at the

first touch of disease there was utter

collapse; every fibre was poisoned and

weak. And this, in its main features.

varying, of course, in degree, has been

my observation in beer-drinking every

where. lt is peculiarly deceptive at first;

it is thoroughly destructive at the last."

- QUACK MEDICINES.

BUT now our Quacks are gamesters, and they play

With craft and skill to ruin and betray -,

With monstrous promise they delude the mind,

And thrive on all that tortures humankind.

Void of all honor, avnricious, rash,

The daring tribe compound their boasted trash,—

Tincttzre or syrup, lotion, drop or pill;

All tempt the sick to trust the lying bill ;

And twenty names of Cobblers turned to squires

Aid the bold language of these blushless liars.

There are among them those who can not read,

And yet they'll buy a patent, and succeed;

Will dare to promise dying sufferers aid,

For who, when dead, can threaten or upbraid?

With cruel avarice still they recommend

More draughts, more syrup, to the joumey's end.

"I feel it not."—“ Then take it every hour."

"ll makes me worse."—"Why, then it shows its

power."

“1 fear to die."-—" Let not your spirits sink,

You're always safe while you believe and drink."

How strange to add, in this nefarious trade,

That men of parts are dupes by dunces made;

That creatures nature meant should -clean our

streets,

Have purchased lands and mansions, parks and

seats:

Wretches with conscience so obtuse, they leave

Their untaught sons their parents to deceive ;

And when they're laid upon their dying bed,

No thought of murder comes into their head;

And then in many a paper through the year

Must cures and cases, oaths and proofs appear;

Men snatched from graves as they were dropping in,

Their lungs coughed up, their bones pierced through

their skin ;

Their liver all one scirrhus, and the frame

Poisoned with evils which they dare not name ;

Men who spent all upon physicians’ fees,

\\'ho never slept, nor had a moment's ease,

Are now as roaches sound, and all as brisk as been.

Troubled with something in your bile or blood,

You think your doctor does you little good;

And, grown impatient, you require in haste

The nervous cordial, nor dislike the taste ;

It comforts, heals, and strengthens; nay, you think

It makes you better every time you drink;

Who tipples whiskey will some comfort feel,

But will he to the medicine set his seal P

No class escapes them—from the poor man's pay

The nostrum takes no trifling part away ;

See l those square patent bottles from the shop

Now decoration to the cupboard's top;

And there a favorite hoard you'll find within,

‘

Companions meet! the julep and the gin.

GEORGE CRABBE.

CoLLiNs’ ODE TO THE

Love fram‘d with Mirth a gay, fantastic round,

Loose were her tresses seen, her zone unbound ;

And he, amid his frolic play,

As if he would the charming air repay,

Shook thousand odors from his dewy wings."

joy is a high form of mental exhilara

tion, exhibited actively, not necessarily

dependent upon states of the body, but

exerting a great influence upon it. The

most demonstrative phases of joy pro

ceed from a temperament in which the

mental and vital elements are the

stronger, but the deepest sensations of

the feeling proceed from the activity of

Hope, Spirituality, Benevolence, and

other moral faculties associated with the

esthetic qualities. Collins’ portrait is a

combination of the physical, intellectual,

PASSIONS.-—(C0n:1ur1ed.)

and social elements of mind, all in a high

degree of excitement, yet not discordant.

The social element of Love is marked

in the combination, while the sense of

humor or gaiety contributes to the

abounding delight. Joy avails itself of

all means to exhibit its gladness, but

musical instruments are especially ap

propriate, and those whose notes are

lively, quick, and resonant, reflect the

exultant play of the faculties.

The happy effect of a glad heart is

charmingly described in the last line;

its "thousand odors" are the healthful,

animating influences that it scatters

wherever it beats. and it thus becomes a

chief instrumentality in elevating and

improving men. M—E.
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NOTES’ IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.

Anthropology In l‘8|)'.-—Anthro
pology is studied in Italy with considerable

zeal, and nearly every large town has its

collection and ilS specialist of repute. The

country, as may be judged from the figure it

has made in history, is rich in monuments

dating from a very great antiquity. In up

per Italy earth-walls have recently been dis

covered on the mountain-heights, which are

attributed to the Cells. The plains of Lom

bardy and Emilia have furnished numerous

remains of lake-dwellings, which have been

studied by Pigorini, Strobel, and Chierici,

and are represented in the collections of Par

ma and Reggie. Not less important are the

Etruscan necropolis of Margabolto and that

of the Cerlosa of Bologna. Bologna has its

newly built Alum: Civim under the direction

of Gozzodini, and the accomplished geologist

Capelini, who has discovered traces of canni

balism in a cave on the Island of Palmaria.

The Olmo skull, which Cocchi regards as

post-Pliocene, and which may be compared

with the Cro-Magnon and Stecten skulls, is

in the geological collection of this city. Man

tegazza has founded an anthropological and

ethnological museum in Florence, with Miloni

in charge of the Etruscan and Schiaparclli of

the archaeological departments. Perugia, too,

has Etruscan antiquities, and Belluci is col

lecting prehistoric stone implements there.

Pigorini has established a prehistorical and

ethnological museum at Rome, where Michael

St. de Rossi has won much honor by his rc

searches. Nicolucci, who has founded an

anthropological collection at the University
of Naples. has examined about a hundred

skulls, and has found them to be meso-ccph

alic Grecian skulls, very like those still typi

cal in the region.

A Barrel Post-Omce.—Hunt up on

your map the Straits of Magellan; look at

the mountains hanging over; imagine the

point of rock that leans the farthest out, and

think of a barrel hung by a heavy chain

swinging there. That is a post-office! The

postmaster doesn't stay up there to deliver

the mails, and no postman unlocks it; in

fact. it has no key. Yet it is a grand old

post~office. Ships coming along that way

stop and fish out packages of precious letters

that have been dropped therein, see if they
can find any that want to travel their way,

and, if so, they take them on ; in their place

they leave a package which is to go in an

other direction, and some day a ship comes

along. studies the direction of that package,

says, "Ah, I can take that," and away she

sails. And the barrel swings, doing its duty

day by day without being watched, sending

ioy to many hearts.

The Silks that Wear Longest.—
Some of our lady readers will soon begin to

think of replenishing their ‘wardrobe for

spring or summer, and may not find the

following advice. which comes from a good

source, unwelcome:
"
After the silk passes from the dyer's hands

the manner in which it is woven is of essential

importance. All other things being equal,

goods woven with an equal weft and woof is

the most durable, hence the strongest silk is

the old-fashioned taffeta or glacé silk of a

generation ago. Corded silks are beautiful,

but between the reps of the goods are inter

stices for the dust to collect in, which. if al

lowed to remain, speedily cuts into the fabric;

and no corded goods can be made without

some part of the weave being heavier‘ and

exerting a strain on the lighter portion. Taf

feta silks, from the lightness of their con

struction, are usually hand-made goods.

Large quanlitics of inexpensive striped and

checked taffetas, known as summer silks, are

woven in Switzerland in a circuit of about

thirty miles around the city of Zurich. \Vhole

families of Swiss peasants, including the man

of the house, his wife, sons, and buxom

daughters, are employed together at hand

looms. A checked taffeta under a dollar will

usually outwcar several silks which range in

price from a dollar to two dollars a yard and

are made, as silks at this price usually are, by

the less durable processes of the power-loom,

where the weaver never stops to tie a thread.

and the delicate fibre of the silk must be

tightly twisted to bear the strain of the

rougher handling of wholesale work. A

goods equally as strong as tafieta is India

foulard, sometimes called handkerchief silk.

These goods are woven in a country where

the heathen workmen have not yet learned

the clever shams which are practiced in the

Christian lands. All foulard silks are dyed

and stamped after they are woven, except in

the case of pongee silk, which is the natural

color of the reeled silk-web. French foulards

are an inferior machine-goods, and are mixed

with large quantities of ‘chappe,’ or short

silk, which is rough and liable to break apart

at a slight strain. Short silk differs from

long silk—which is the continuous thread

spun by the worm and reeled off at the filature

—in being composed of the waste of the fila

ture. The silk which is broken or tangled in

reeling, the rough silk on the outside of every

cocoon. and the silk of perforated cocoons

from which the moth has emerged, are all

torn apart and spun again by artificial means,

like cotton or flax. Chappc is at best a

species of silk ‘shoddy,’ and is often mixed

with cotton or some other vegetable fibre to

strengthen it. Large quantities of foulard
'

goods are made in this countrv which are

similar to the French goods. The durable
'
Louisine

'
summer silks are woven with an

even weft and woof, and are composed of raw

or half-boiled silk, part of the natural glue of

the cocoon being left in the goods."
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The California “Big Trees.”—
A correspondent of flu Allvmm says :

"The largest tree is the fallen
'
Father of

the Forest,’ with a traceable height of 45:!

feet, and measuring 112 feet in diameter at

its base—a stupendous ruin truly! The in

terior, a hollow cavity, probably burned out

centuries ago, is sufficiently spacious to afi'ord

ample room for a couple of mounted horse

men to ride abreast for 200 feet, then dis

mounting, if so disposed, our cavaliers could

ascend a ladder. and through a very respect

able-sized knot-hole emerge into the outer

world again—by no means a formidable un

dertakinz. as we can cheerfully testify. The

noble ‘Mother of the Forest,’ 327 feet in

height, denuded of her bark, and, of course,

dead, white and ghost-like, is still standing,

though her top limbs are beginning to fall

The bark removed from the poor defrauded

‘Mother’ was exhibited at the Sydenham

Crystal Palace, where it was burned with the

partial destruction by fire of that building

some years since. In 1853 one of the most

imposing of the family group was cut down,

occupying five men twenty-five days in per~_

forming the herculean work, which was ac

complished by using augers, the borings be

ing made toward the centre of the tree. Upon

the top of the stump, smoothed and polished,

a pavilion has been erected, and the sizable

room inclosed upon festive occasions serves

for a dancing hall, and is large enough to ac

commodate thirty-two
'
sets’ upon the floor,

it is said, at one time.
"
The Mariposa Grove, in Mariposa County,

is a public domain, having been given by an

act of Congress in 1854 to the State of Cali

fornia. It is two miles square, and from its

greater area, larger number of trees and the

wildness of the locality, was even more im

pressive to us than the Calveras Grove.

Many of the big trees have been scathed by

fires, particularly in this forest, where, as

Professor Whitney says, they have evidently

swept through again and again, greatly mar

ring its beauty. But amid all these fierce con

flicts, though scarred and battered, many of

these brave old veterans have sturdily main

tained their hold upon life, while others have

bowed their lofty heads in the dust. There

are not a few of these prostrate monarchs

here in the Mariposa Grove, in the debris of

whose mouldering trunks, shrubs, loveliest

wild flowers and soft. velvety mosses spring

up, gracefully beautifying all that remains of

their former stately majesty and grandeur.

Through one of the standing trees—the mon

ster
‘
Wawona'—the stage' road has been

made to pass an aperture not quite equal to

a similar one cut through the stump of the

‘Dead Giant,‘ in the Tuolumne Grove.

through which wooden tunnel our loaded

six-horse stage-coach was driven in easiest

transit."

The Importance of Fewer Acres.- From (m; I’unjir Rum! Spirit we take

some fresh reflections on this subject:
" If ten acres of land cost $too, and if they

produce Sto worth of crops, they are paying

ten per cent on the investment just as much

as if Slot. had been loaned at the rate of ten

per cent. interest. Now, there is no man

who would think of living on the interest of

$100 loaned at even this high rate, but in

stances are not rare of men makin a good

living for themselves and their fami ies from

the careful cultivation of ten acres of land.

We mention this fact to prove that the too

frequent expression that ‘farming does not

pay‘ is not in accordance with fact. There is

no other business in which a man would at

tempt with $too to support a family. Yet

still there is truth in the remark, so far as it

is applicable to farming as it is carried on in

some sections of the country. If a man in

vests $t,ooo in too acres of land and makes

only ten of them, or $100 worth, available,

he can not expect to derive a profit from the

other ninety acres, any more than he could

expect an interest upon $1,000 when he had

only $100 of it invested. Our position is

that land actually cultivated pays a better in

terest on the money invested than any other

venture. The farmer can not expect idle

acres to yield him a revenue any more than

he can idle dollars. Unfortunately, the farmer

of the Northwest has, as a general thing, nine

acres of idle land where he has one productive

one, and the one productive acre is expected

to pay the interest on the price of the whole

ten. Extraordinary management would be

necessary to make this kind of farming pay."

The “Dugong,” or Vogotarlan
WltALE.—A writer in the Gt/tllrmnu': [Vaga

ziur gives some interesting particulars rela

tive to a species of whale, now taken to a

considerable extent in Queensland, and valu

able both for its oil and its use as food. Its

size varies from eight to twenty feet in

length ; it lives upon submarine meadows of

seaweed ; it has no gills, but breathes air by

means of lungs; its head is round and some

what human-like, and has hair something like

that of a man's beard. It is said many stories

of merman and mermaid may be traced to

these creatures. Their oil is said to have all

the medicinal merits of cod-liver oil without

its unpleasant flavor; at ordinary tempera

ture it deposits crystals, as olive oil does in

frosty weather, but on warming slightly be

comes -liquid and clear. The flesh is much

prized in Australia, being cut off in fiitches

and slabs, and it is stated that "from the

same animal is taken meat resembling beef,

veal, and bacon."

PBIQO InformatlolL—A good many

paragraphs coming seemingly from a learned

source, get into the newspapers and are cir

culated far and wide as facts for popular in

struction, whereas they are untrue as a whole

or in great part. Here is a specimen, cred

ited by the sheet from which we take it to

the New York Sun, but probably it is a clip

ping that has been circulating from news

paper to newspaper for some time :
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“
Pens are made of the very finest steel, {mixed. Loamy SOllS contain a large portion

and can be remelted and used again for many

purposes. They can be turned into watch

springs and knife-blades, and can be dis

solved and made available in the manufacture

of ink. The suggestion is made that the chil

dren of the poor should be taught to collect

cast-awa'y pens, and thereby save valuable

material and earn money."

Now the facts are that the steel from which

steel pens are made is so thin that it can be

torn like stiff paper, and it goes through such

tormenting processes in the rolling, cutting,

pressing, slitting, and forming, that it is a

wonder that enough of energy is left to stand

the bath of fire, water, and the subsequent

heat of the annealing furnace and then to have

any of the original life of the steel left in it.

In truth, there is little of the vivr: of the

original metal left when the steel pen has

done its brief duty. It would be much more

sensible to gather up the oxidized scales from

about the smith's anvil for making into
“
watch-springs and knife-blades" than to

collect rejected steel pens for these purposes.

Classification of SolL—Prof. John
ston classifies soils, according to their clayey

or sandy proportions, thus:

First. Pure clay from which no sand can

be washed.

Smmd. Strong clay or brick clay, which

contains from five to twenty per cent. of

sand.

T/rird. Clay loam, which contains from

twenty to forty per cent. of sand.

Fourth. Loam, which has from forty to

seventy per cent. of sand.

Fifi/1. Sandy loam, which has from seventy

to ninety per cent. of sand.

Sixth. Light sand, which has less than ten

per cent. of clay.

Sandy soils, then, are those which consist

mainly of grains of sand, or silica, or flint,

and is called a silicious soil. Nature never

bestowed upon man a soil of greater capa

bility of being made lastingly fertile than the

sandy, light soil of New England.

Gravelly soils need no description, though

there are rich gravels and poor gravels, de

pending upon the rocks of which they are

composed, and the substances which are

mixed among them. Clay soils consist large

ly of alumina ; that is, having such an abun

dance of clay that is called the
“
clay metal.”

Clay itself is a compound of silica (sand),

acid, alumina, and water. It also contains

potash, soda, and lime. It forms a compact,

fatty earth, soft to the touch, sticky in a moist

state and very hard when dry.

Chalky soils have been formed from rocks

in which lime was abundant.

Peaty soils need no description, although

they differ very widely. ‘

Alluvial soils are formed by deposits of

sand, loam, and gravel brought down by

rivers. They are often very rich, being com

posed of a multitude of thin layers of mud,

in which all sorts of fertilizing material is

of decayed matter, humus or muck, as it is

called. Woody fibre in a state of decay ac

quires a dark color, and ultimately becomes

mould. Loam contains a variety of ingre

dients, as clay, sand, lime, in addition to

humus. It is a loose, friable description of

soil, easy to cultivate, and as to texture is

the most desirable description of land for

purposes of tillage.

The Canine CllI'80.—H0n. F. D. C0
butn said in the Ameriran Agn'cullurirt .
“
Observing men are of the opinion that an

ordinary dog—and he is always hungry—

will eat and destroy in a twelvemonth the

equivalent of that which, if given to a well

bred pig, would make him weigh at the ex

piration of that time, 300 pounds gross;

286,000 such pigs would aggregate 85,009,000

pounds of pork, now worth at the home ship

ping station more than $4,700,000; requir

ing to transport them more than 2,860 cars,

carrying fifteen tons each, or a train more

than sixteen miles long. This would repre

sent nearly $1,500,000 more than the entire

amount paid in the State in 1880, for school,

township, and State taxes combined ; it would

build 9,400 school-houses and churches, worth

$500 each, or would pay the average wages

of 14,000 school teachers, twice the number

now employed. A condition of aflairs, of

which the above is but a poor outline, is at

the bottom of what is each year becoming a

greater and more irrepressible conflict be

tween the wool-growers and the savage brutes

that keep in jeopardy, or destroy the flocks

that, protected, would enlarge and increase

to the extent of producing the wool for which

we now send so many millions across the sea.

If the dogs are maintained as a luxury, they
are a luxury we can not afford. and should

give way to something less expensive, and

less productive of loss and misery.

“The rearing of better classes of sheep

always indicates a high state of civilization,

where intelligence, comfort, and competence

abound, and no more unfailing sign of igno

rance, squalor, and poverty can be mani

fested, than the presence of a varied and in

creasing assortment of flea-bitten curs, un

clean, and of low degree. It should not be

difficult to choose between raising sheep and

growing dogs."

An Effect of Irrlgatlom—Tulare
Lake in California is rapidly drying up. A
few years ago it was thirty-three miles long

by twenty-one miles wide, but now it is only
fifteen by eight miles in area. This result is

attributed to the destruction of the forests on

the mountains, and more especially the tap

ping of the water-courses by which the lake

is fed, and the boring of artesian wells. It is

impossible for the lake to maintain itself un

der these circumstances, and it is doomed to

eventual disa ppearanee, as the work of irriga

tion will be carried on with increasing activity

and its sources of supply absorbed.
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FUNDAMENTALS IN POLlTlCAI. ECON

OMY.—3.

(Can fin uld.)

\VEA
LTH may promote strength, and

may greatly contribute to popular

happiness, but necessarily by no means.

As we remarked in an article published

some time ago :

" There may be evidences of
wealth, so

far as warehouses filled with costly mer

chandise and private houses elegantly

furnished and decorated are concerned.

but these may be evidences only of moral

decay, inasmuch as the rich merchandise

and palatial mansions may be the creat

ures of selfishness, greed, and vanity, and

only to be indulged in by a few pam

pered ones; while the masses of the

people may be ignorant, oppressed, and

lacking in the very necessaries of life.

“ ' Ill fares the land to hastening ills a prey,

\Vhen wealth accumulates and men decay.‘

" Rome, in the days of the Caesars, is

deemed to have been at the zenith of

her power—her power as a severe and

cruel mistress of conquered nations—but

she was far from the zenith of her real

prosperity: that had long passed away,

even with the vigorous and frugal activi

ties of her youth.
The canker of luxury

and the ulcer of vice
were destroying the

foundations of her national existence.

In the midst of material splendor she

was rapidly declining. because morally

she was full of rottenness."

Aristotle, in reply to the question for

what object political constitutions ex

isted, said, among other things: "The

object of civil society is to cultivate the

best part of man's nature, and to raise

him from being a savage into a moral

and intellectual being. If men are to

live in society they must consider others

as well as themselves. Rules must be

laid down for their conduct, and all are

not equally able to judge what those

rules should be. Some see clearer than

others what ought or ought not to be

done. Some are better-natured than

others, and are more ready to do right

when it is shown them. Naturally,

therefore, the ignorant and the bad

must be guided in some way or other by

those who are wiser and better than

themselves."

The generous and refining influences

of the moral nature must have sway in

the policy of government as well as in

the motive of the individual to distribute

appropriately the advantages of wealth.

In modern times Spain, Italy, and

France have now and then presented a

contrast in the condition of the ruling

classes with that of the people at large,

which was analogous to that of ancient

Rome, and indicated the same wide

separation of interests. Courtly mag

nificence, such as was shown in the days

of the Medici, Charles V.. and Louis

XIV., furnishes dazzling themes for the

romantic historian, but the impartial

chronicler finds in the oppressed and

abject peasantry of those "gilded" eras

an occasion for shame and rebuke to

their proud kings and luxurious nobles.
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The political economy of such times,

borrowing its tenets largely from pub

licist, and even philosopher, of ancient

times, appears to have had reference

mainly to the regulation of the income

and expenditures of government or roy

alty, on principles which should tend to

the increase of the money in the treas

ury; whether or not these principles

conduced to the welfare of the working

and producing classes was deemed of

secondary importance. The idea that

true government is a thing "of the peo

ple, by the ‘people, and for the people,"

was yet to be formulated by rulers sprung

from the people, and whose enlighten

‘ed intellect and generous sympathies

would have the nation's wealth dis

tributed among its producers rather than

accumulated in a government treasury,

or in the safes of money-changers. The

paramount interests of a state lie with

the people, the masses who, by their

industry, produce the things necessary

to the maintenance of life, and the bulk

of the malcrzixl upon which the activities

of commerce and of social economy in

general are founded.

Here a great question, one of the vital

issues of the day, occurs to our reflec

tion, a matter which the political econ

omist is called upon to adjust, and which

must be adjusted upon principles of strict

equity, or continue to disturb society

more or less with results of loss and

disaster. This is the wage: question, or

the relation between capital and labor.

The very progress of civilization has

hastened a sort of conflict between these

two mighty factors of community growth,

and the statesman must needs consider

them with a judgment enlightened by

the experience of the past, and with an

impartial liberality, if he would reconcile

their difi'erences.

The vast developments of skill and

intelligence in the industrial arts have

enabled us to produce every article of

necessity and luxury with but a modicum

of the labor required a hundred years

ago; but with the withdrawal of stress

upon the muscles of the masses, we do

not discern a proportionate ino‘ease of

harmony and contentment among them.

The great increase of machinery has

multiplied production and added enor

mously to the wealth of society, but we

do not perceive that wealth to be dis

tributed so that it conduces to the mere

comfort of the simple workman in the

back tenement, while it feeds the luxuri

ous indulgence of the capitalist in his

marble palace. So long as great differ

ences of physical condition exist be

tween master and man, capitalist and

workman—differences marked by ease

and luxury in the family environment of

one, and constant toil and bare sub

sistence in that of the other—there will

be a succession of disturbances in indus

trial circles on account of real or sup

posed grievances.

One of our philosophers has said that

the harmony and happiness of life con

sist in finding in our vocations the em

ployment of our highest faculties, and of

as many of them as can be brought into

action. Accepting this proposition as

true, it would follow that the system of

social order which exercises a super

vision of the pursuits in which the peo

ple are employed, and promotes, by all

the scientific instrumentalities it may

command, their respective adaptation to

the spheres in which they labor, will be

a powerful agent in establishing public

harmony and private happiness.

We can postulate a factory in which a

hundred men are employed, each of

whom is well fitted for the work as
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signed him, and wherein order and| Here comes "I, with some appropriate

sobriety are accessory elements not

forced upon the men, but rather grow

ing naturally out of the harmonious dis

tribution of their several capabilities.

We can postulate a second factory, de

signed for the production of similar fab

rics, in which a hundred men are also

employed. but whose fitness for the work

assigned them individually is not made

a matter of thought by the superintend

ent, while little or no regard is given to

their moral conduct. Would it require

long consideration to determine which of

these factories would produce the larger

quantity and finer quality of fabric?

And who would hesitate in declaring

that the situation of the employés of the

first was happier far than that of those in

the second P

The best results in human enterprise,

whatever its name or nature, are secured

by organized efi'ort—in other words. effort

that is put forth in a systematic, careful

manner, or in accordance with the ra

tionale of cause and effect Organiza

tion presupposes Bounds and limitations

to individual action, not free choice of

methods, not indiscriminate exercise of

one‘s feelings and caprices. Government

is organized. and, as has been already

intimated in other language, that gov

ernment is best that is founded upon the

principles of justice and good-will. We

are ready to admit that the freest gov

ernment is best, but it is only best for

people who understand best the meaning

of freedom. They who are the subjects

of selfishness, vice, and passion are not

free in themselves, and incapable of put

ting to use the privileges of a free civil

policy; they would be sure, to adopt the

language of a Christian teacher, to
"
use

ness, we think, an allusion to the great

need of restrictive legislation concerning

the public trade and use of pernicious

things, be they alcohol, tobacco, indecent

literature, fire-arms, or. anything else

known to be productive of injury to

body or mind. The question of a pro

tective tariff may admit of much con

troversy with facts worthy of serious

thought on both sides, but the things

mentioned above are undeniably de

structive when used promiscuously, and

a government that would protect its

people from their effects should at least

establish certain limitations to their use.

For growth in intellectual and moral

power there must be an environment

conducive to it. The mental inheritance

must be supplemented by the training

and surroundings favorable to its develop

ment, if a noble result is to be attained.

This is a law of being that no philoso

pher will dispute. and its operation is

most marked in the sphere of morals.

It is the duty of the legislator to devise

measures for the improvement of the

environment of people, to suppress in

fluences that corrupt and impoverish

their moral natures, and thus to lead in

the formation of an improved sentiment.

Finally, the civil establishment, which

takes into account the mental diversi

ties of the population in both the letter

of its statutes and in the spirit of their

execution, is that which will illustrate a

form of human government of the highest

order. Its effect will be a harmonious

inter-relation of the several classes of

men, a state of co-operation between

employer and employed, a recognized

condition of mutual dependence between

rich and poor, and ‘a general tendency of

their liberty as a cloak of maliciousness." improvement in all.
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SHALL WE RETURN TO ARCHAIC

DlET'l

HERE are in several parts of our

country persons who have adopted

what is called the
“
Edenic diet," or the

use of uncooked food. They are strict

vegetarians, as might be at once inferred,

and by many of our intelligent readers

they might be accounted a class of ex

tremists, who do not realize how ridicu

lous they appear to
"
sensible

"
folks. If

we can believe all these
"
Edenic

"
people

say, we are forced to the conclusion that

uncooked wheat, barley, oats, and corn,

and the different fruits, nuts, roots, and

other comestibles of the garden are best

for some, if not all, types of organization.

With our experience in the comparative

use of vegetable and animal food in

memory, we can understand how a col

ony of sympathetic people, settled in a

soft, frugivorous climate like that of

southern California, may succeed in mak

ing life not only tolerable, but pleasant,

on a diet of raw cereals, fruits, nuts, and

the variety of sapid vegetables that a

California garden, well tilled, will yield.

We may be inclined, however, to doubt

the expediency of such an experiment in

a less genial region, say like that of New

York State, where one can not obtain

supplies of fresh fruit and vegetables at

all seasons, and can not depend absolutely

upon the grocer for keeping his pantry

stocked with the farinaceze in as fresh a

state as they should be. Yet, we know

a few persons here in the city of New

York who have given the system a trial

in part, and are earnest in avowing their

confidence in its merits as remedial to

disease, and promotive of physical and

mental vigor. A man who descends

from a family of inveterate flesh-eaters

and has for a generation or more made

beef, mutton, pork, etc., the chief con

stituents of his fare, can not be expected

to change his manner of eating readily.

He could not do it without suffering

grievous constitutional disturbance, any

more than the arsenic or opium-eater

can stop his daily habit without soon

afterward suffering the poisonous efl'ects

of the drug. Time, more or less, ac

cording to the constitutional assimila

tion, must be allowed for a gradual

change from one form of diet to another

radically different, and the procedure of

change requires perseverance and pa

tience which very few people—scarcely

one in ten thousand, it may be said—who

consider themselves robust and strong

on a flesh diet, would exhibit. This is

the reason that vegetarians, when ques

tioned, are found, as a class, to have

been invalids in earlier life, and were led

to the adoption of the farinaceous diet

in the hope of finding relief and cure.

Why should the hearty, vigorous beef

He affirms with

strong expression that he feels "well

eater make a change?

enough," and that when he's broken

down by an over-stimulated system, has

intimations of liver enlargement, kidney

inflammation, heart irregularity, etc, it

will be time enough to try "slop victuals."

That's his view of the matter, with a

But let the

"
Edenic

"
people plead their own cause,

as it is set forth in a few extracts on

suggestion of our own.

another page.

THE WESTERN FLOODS—WITH A

SUGGESTION.

MORE
floods and greater devasta

tion than ever in the valley of the

Ohio and in the waters of the Upper
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Mississippi. How terrible the sufferings

of the thousands of men, women, and

children made homeless by the cold in

vader! how doubly terrible in the mid

winter air! But these inundations are

becoming common, yes, much too com

mon; yet they must nevertheless awaken

our pity for the unfortunates who are

suddenly deprived of shelter and the

common necessities of life. Hard-work

ing, steady-going, quiet people they are

on those river bottoms—people who help

to make our country strong and pros

perous through the labor of their hands;

we should sympathize with them, and

cheerfully accord them material aid.

And while we are organizing plans of

relief, and sending money, food, and

clothing to the destitute, half-drowned,

half-frozen groups of people in Ohio,

Indiana, and Kentucky, would it not be

well for those in authority to look into

the cause of these repeated calamities—

whether it is to be found in the ram

pant and promiscuous destruction of the

northern forests that has been going on

during the past forty years, or must be at

tributed to meteorological conditions that

are inexplicable P If there is no hope of

averting these floods in the future, then

let something be done quickly to reduce

their disastrous results to life and prop

erty. Let our great engineers be invited

to confer on the subject, for the purpose

of devising a system of defences along

the water-ways. There is an abundance

of surplus cash in the United States

Treasury, and rather than have it con

tinue a subject of wrangling and covetous

disputation for our congressional repre

sentatives term after term, let some part

of it be devoted to embankments, dams,

or what not that shall be a blessing to

the millions who must live in the fertile

river bottoms, and a new source of pros

perity to the nation.

Q

A KIND (P) LIQUOR-SELLER.—A sa

loon-keeper in Miamisburg, O., is circu

lating his business-card, with the follow—

ing on its back:
"
To all whom it may

concern—Know ye that, by the payment

of $22 5, I am permitted to retail intoxi

cating liquors at my saloon in this city.

To the wife who has a drunkard for a

husband, or a friend who is unfortunately

dissipated, I say emphatically, give me

notice in person of such case or cases in

which you are interested, and all such

shall be excluded from my place. Let

mothers, fathers, sisters, and brothers do

likewise, and their requests will be kindly

regarded. I pay a heavy tax for the priv

ilege of selling liquors, and I want it dis

tinctly understood that I have no desire

to sell to drunkards or minors, or to the

poor or destitute." It is strange that a

man with so much benevolent discrimi

nation in his nature should at all sell stuff

that he knows works disease, sorrow, and

death. Is he really in earnest, or cun

ningly trying to influence public senti_

ment in his favor, or, in other words,

simply borrowing a patch or two of the

livery of heaven to serve his master the

devil in?

LIFE.

IN its dawn, a bud whose perfume rare

Seems wafted from heavenly garden fair;

Beautiful promise of flower to be,

What radiant hopes are enshrined in thee.

Next in the garden of life, a rose

Whose blooming beauty new sweets disclose ',

Love touched its petals, once snowy white,

And tinged the leaves with a roseate light.

Bud and blossom will wither away,

Fade the beauty that gladdens to-day ;

But in other garden far from earth,

Lo 1 a beauteous flower finds heavenly birth.

Transplanted by angels, oh, ne'er, I ween,

So fair a blossom on earth was seen ;

Safe from decay, from the blighting shower,

Behold the bud in immortal flower.

cALLI't L. BONNFY.
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VEGETATION AND ANIMAL LIFE PR0

PORTIONATE.—Querlion : \Ve are led to believe

that many years ago this entire earth was covered

with a rank vegetation. Animals at that time, in

cluding man, must have been fewer in number than

they are now. If they were in proportion then,

they must certainly be out of proportion now, for

since that time the vegetables have decreased and

the animals increased. If the animal side is the

greater, or is increasing, carbonic acid must be in

creasing also in quantity, which would make the

air we breathe more impure. We have every reason

to believe that several centuries back most animals,

including man, were much larger and stronger than

they are now. I no not help thinking that their

present weakness partly comes by a disproportion

in the animal and vegetable.

have your opinion on this subject. F. L. '1‘.

Answer: In ages past, in the early time when

the earth was warmer and the atmosphere was filled

with gases, carbonic acid especially being present,

there was a wonderful growth of vegetation—a

form of vegetation which scarcely exists to-day, ex

cept in some low types, the ferns for instance—and

the prevalence of carbonic acid eonduced to that

I should be glad to

‘

great growth. Nature sought then, as she does

now, to maintain the balance. Later on there were

animals whose growth and manner of life were

adapted to the conditions of sea, and sky, and

land, and they have disappeared in consequence of

changs which the earth has undergone. Man him

self has undergone changes from the time of his

first appearance as an inhabitant of this planet.

l-lis condition is better for health, and growth, and

power today than ever before ', there is no dispro

portion to be found on the part of nature which

works unkindly, so far as man is concerned. You

say that the increased number of animals tends to

the larger evolution of carbonic acid. I will point

you to the immense areas of forest in the tropical

parts of the earth to which the atmospheric currents

are constantly carrying what em of carbonic

acid there maybe in the thickly populated districts,

whether produced by animal respiration, or thrown

into the air from the million chimneys of factory

and house. It is found by examination that even

in citis the quantity of mrbonic acid in the free at

mosphere Van's so slightly, from time to time, as

to be scarcely worth consideration. This shows how

speedily it is dissipated.

HEART AND Tnouonr—C. J. L.—The

old phases of expression with regard to the "heart"

and
“ bowels" are figurative, and relate to the un

learned idea of the ancients that the heart and bow

els had some originative connection with feeling

‘‘

and thought. Science of the past century or two

, has demonstrated, beyond cavil, the relation of the

l

brain to intelligence, mind, emotion, and so on. It

is the interrelation between mind and body which

has produced the errors of opinion among the unin

structed. Such, indeed, is the influence of a dis

turbed mind upon the action of the heart and the

process of digestion, such the rapid impression

through the nerves which transmit the impulses of

the brain-centres, that it is not at all strange that

those who are not well informed should be confused

in their views. Intellect is cool, contemplative ;

emotion is active and violent, and it is the latter

that produces the strange sensations in the physical

organs which lead people to think that somehow or

other the heart, and liver, and stomach, and intes

\ tines are a part of mind.

WHlSTLlNG GlRL.—F. W. Y.—The girl

evidently has a lively temperament, an exuberant

nature, with perhaps not so well developed a sense

of propriety as she should have. More Order, Ide—

l ality, Spirituality, and Agreeableness would be ben

eficial in her mental make-up. \Ve do not object to

girls whistling, provided they use their lips for the

purpose, at proper times and in right places; but
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one who is carelss about how she whistles, and

when, needs a little judicious counsel. A hearty,

happy nature would express itself in singing, and if

there be the ability to whistle, also in whistling. We

think that among boys and men the good old prac

Liceoi whistling is dying out.

VEGETABLE MEDlCINES.—G. L. _].—lt
were much better to take some of the old-fashioned

simple teas or decoctions, which our grandmothers

prepared, than to swallow the mineral drugs of the

schools. The " doctor" was not so much of an in

stitution then as now. He was not so acceml‘ble, and

people were more patient with their infirmities and

ailments, and so much less disposed to dose. We

think that you could find better methods of treat

ment for stomach or liver irregularity in the hygi

enic treatises.

A Goon DICTIONARK—Querlzfon: Will

you give me the title of a good dictionary, one you

can really recommend for general use. SOUTH.

Answer: There are several dictionaries that can

be named, all of practical value. The latest that

has come into favor, and which we find to serve

our purpose excellently, is the Imperial Dictionary,

a large work in four octavo volumes, published by

the Century Company, of New York. The price is

considerable—$20 for the cloth edition—but when

we consider the completenem of the work, its wealth

of useful illustration and definition, the field of

technical learning covered, the price is not high. it

is a q'dopxdia of verbal illustration which must

be greatly valued by every educated man. A few

weeks’ use in our office has convinced us that the

addition of the Imperial to our library is one of the

most valuable that ha been made for years.

@ glint @[geg gag
‘

Cammum'nrtion: an invited on any 10):’: of inter
trl.‘ Me writer’: personal views’, and fact: frnm In":

“Mina bearing on our :uéiecfr, 61in;preferred.

CALLINGS AND CHARACTERS.—

“The poet sings on the plain,

The trader toils in the mart,—

One envies the other's gain,

One stares at the other's art.

Yet each one reaches his goal,

And the critic sneers as they pass,

And each of the three in his soul

Believs the other an ass. "-(BRET HARTE.)

"Our deeds determine us as much as we deter

mine our deedsP—(csonon'cuor)

If a person fills his place, is equal to the task he

is legitimately engaged in, there is no cause for

censure on account of not being efficient in other

sailings, (or thereto may be no call. It is avery

great mistake to condemn others for not being in

all points our own parallels. It is the greatest mis-
I

take to blame ourselves because we can not do just

like another whom we respect. Judgment of char

acter is to be formed not by mere comparison of

people with a personal standard, but by all the cir

cumstances of each individual case.

When we expect a work to come to us we should

prepare to do it. When we have no special work

in sight we act by present suggestion, and call it a

preparation for whatever may come. We may not

always choose what shall be our lot in life. We

often fail of a good privilege by not having made

ready for it when we had the opportunity. A hard

lot is sometimes the best preparation for a good

work.
'

"When God has a great work for any one to do

in this world, He usually gives him a peculiar train

ing for it ; and that training is just what no earthly

friend would choose for him; and sometimes it in

so long continued that there seems to be but little

time for the W0rk."—(MARY LYON.)

The work when done may be of everlasting im

port.

Practical obi/fly r‘: ability to produce what I‘:

needed. To be in perfect balance is to stand still

and effect nothing. Readiness to attempt every

thing is ability to spoil all. A sphere will not rest

securely anywhere, and a man without preference.

and personal inclinations can not be relied on for

any purpose. Many things useful and pleasant must

be foregone to become proficient in any one matter.

He is good who is good for one thing; but it is

not worth while to surrender all other claims iri

order to possess one thing in its utmost entirety.

Bend to your work, but do not break your mental

or moral integrity.

One person may not be educated to know, and

trained to do, everything; but when one has the

knowledge and skill he is capable of acquiring, or

has occasion to use, his education is, for the time,

practically complete. He is the educated man who

knows what is to be done and how to do it. He is

not an educated man, though replete with classic

lore, who is impotent by ignorance of common

affairs that come in his way. A dog's wisdom is

better than a philosopher's learning to follow a

rough road in the dark. A common sailor might

live by his labor, when cast away on an island,

where a Greek professor would perish. Training,

tuition, instruction, if not education, separately

compose it when taken together. Education is the

formation of character. Whatever character you

would form, use the corresponding tutelage to

mould it. The ten commandments will not teach

book-keeping, nor will geometry instruct in moral

ity. No one can learn to be a machinist by turning

a grindstone, nor become a genuine saint by attend

once upon ceremonial Observances. Do as well as

you can any honest work which you find before you ;

understand as much as you may what is brought to

your attention, and you need not lament your short

comings, but believe yourself educated for whatever

comes next. JOHN’ H. P. GUILD.
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vschool geographies.

PERSONAL.

MR. RUSKIN lately advised a young lady, who

wrote him for directions about studying art, that it

would be better to write less and cultivate a fine

handwriting; "for no one who writes as you do

could make a good artist," he said, and it took five

people to decipher his characters.

LOUISE Amuuxno is the only woman in the

world who ever won a.championship from men in any

athletic game. She is a magnificently developed

young lady, twenty-three years of age, and is a

recognized long-distance champion in America,

having defeated Morgan and -Woodside for the

championship in Chicago last year, making a

record of 843 mils in seventy-two hours—twelve

hours per day for six days, cycling.

ARNOLD HENRY GUYOT, Ph.D., LL.D., Blair

Professor of Geology and Physical Geography in

Princeton College, died in February, after a long ill

ness, seventy-st‘ years old. He was the senior pro

fessor. He was born near Neufchatel, Switzerland.

He studied with Agassiz at Carlsruhe, ‘and after

ward when the revolution of 1848 broke up the

University of Neufchatel, where he was lecturing,

Agassiz induced him to come to this country. He

was the author of “ Earth and Man," a collection

of lectures delivered in French, in Boston, and

translated. He also prepared a series of maps and

\Vhile a young man in Swit

zerland he made a study of glaciers, and developed

the theory that their movement takes place by

means of the displacement of their molecules. This

theory was afterward adopted by Agassiz and Tyn

dal. Prof. Guyot‘s latest work, entitled “Crea

tion," in which he set out to show a. harmony be

tween the Mosaic cosmogony and the facts of sci

ence, is on the eve of publication.

-

WISDOM.

wThink truly, and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

Tm: less a man thinks or knows about his virtues

the better we like him.
'

A LIVING belief can rise only out of a believing

human souL—Fraude.

NOT to enjoy one‘: youth, when one is young, is

to imitate the miser who starves beside his treas

ures—Lorain Cater.

THERE is an old Gaelic saw which runs thus :
“ If

the best man's faults were written on his forehead,

it would make him pull his hat over his eyes."

TOII. is the law. Pleasure comes through toil,

and not by self-indulgence and indolence. When

one gets to love work, his life is a happy one.—

Ruskin.

WHO thinks, in heavy hours replete with pain,

That peace and sweet delight can come again ?

‘Neath April's hanging clouds who remembers

Nature's luscious Junes and rich Septembers ?

LIFE is made up not of great sacrifices and du

tia, but of little things, in which smiles and kind

ness, and small obligations, given habitually, are

what win and preserve the heart, and secure com

fort—Sir H. Der/y.

CONTRASTS.—" I am glad that i live," says one

man.
“ I am sorry that I must die," says another.

“I am glad," says one, "that it is no worse." .‘1

am sorry," said another,
“
that it is no better."

SNEER not at old clothes. They are often made

holy by long sacrifices, by careful foldings away.

that they may last until the dear ones are provided

for. If many an old coat could speak, what tales it

would tell of the noble heart beating underneath l

H‘. O

MlRTH.

“
A little nonsense now and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

Dunonns are a good deal like hers.

pends upon their setting.

Much de

A LITTLE girl, after drinking a glass of water

from a magnetic spring, said, “I do not feel one

particle magnified. and I think these springs are a

humbug." So do we.

DENTIST—“ The man who wins that girl will get

a treasure." Customer—" She looks like a charm

ing creature. Is she wealthy ?"
“
\Vealthy 1 Well,

I should say so. She has $500 worth of gold in her

teeth alone."

" HAVE you given electricity a trial for your com

plaint, Mrs. Fishwhacker 2
"
asked the minister.

“Electricity?" said she. “Well, ya, I reckon i

has. I was struck by lightning last summer, and

have out of the window; but it didn't seem to do

me no sort of good."

A CITIZEN went into a hardware store the other

day and inquired,
" How much do you ask for a

bath-tub for a child?" " Three dollars and seventy

five cents," was the reply. “W-h-e-wl" whistled

the customer.
“
Guess we'll have to go on washing

the baby in the coal'scuttle till prics come down."

"WI-1A1‘ a methodical fellow you are, Brown,"

said Filkins, who had stepped into Brown’s ofiice

during the latter’s absence. "\Vhy, what do

you mean P" asked Brown, who had just entered.

"Mean,” echoed Filkins, “ to think you should

lock all your drawers when you are only going out

for five minuta. ‘Tisn't likely that anybody would

meddle with your papers." "Of course not," re

plied Brown ; “ but how did you find that the draw

ers were locked ?"
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“
BREAD l

"
exclaimed a ——- College girl.

" Breadl Well, I should say I can make bread.

We studied that in our first year. You see, the

yeast fer-ments, and the gas thus formed permeates

everywhere, and transforms the plastic material into

a clearly obvious atomic structure ; and then—"

“ But what is this plastic material you speak of P
"

“ Oh l That is commonly called the sponge."
"
But

how do you make the sponge l" "
\Vhy, you don't

make it; the cook always attends to that. Then

we test the sponge with the thermometer and hy

drometer and a lot of other instruments, the names

of which I don't remember, and then hand it back

to the cook, and I don't know what she does with it

then, but when it comes on the table it is just splen

did !’I

In Mr‘: department we give .r/wrt rrru'nu e! .rn-lr

New Booms a: publisher: seefit to run! ur. In t/lnr
rm'rvr we .rnk to {rent nut/tar and pnblr'rkn' .mh'r

futon?) and jurtly, and alra to fnrnr'rlr our rmdrrr
with ruck r'n/vrmnlian a: rim” nrnblr Urnn lo form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol

unvl/br [external use. If 1': our wish {0 nolin the

but” dun a book: inning from M: frnr, and we

inm'l: )Iblr': err Iafavor {In Editor will: nun! )2; Hi
cetr'mu, erpn'r'ally More related in any way to nrznfrrl

andplrjn‘alagical rrr'enu. We can nrnally Ira/)1, a n]
oft/mu noticed.

01.1) MARK LANGSTON. A Tale of Duke's
Creek. By Richard Malcolm Johnston. rzmo,

. :58. Price, $1.25. Harper 8: Brothers, New

ork.

An old-fashioned love story, with so great a va

riety of situations and characters that its plot is de

cidedly complex, but Mr. Johnston deals with them

boldly, and keeps the attention of his reader through

out. The situation of the story is in the same out

of-the-way town down South where the author has

laid certain other scenes that have pleased us by

their humorous delineation. The leading character

is representative of many an old-fashioned man yet

to be found in the South, whose quaint humors,

honest moralizing, and emphatic utterances are cor

dially respected by all his neighbors. Associated in

rendering the story spirited as well as purpose

ful are other
“
immigrants" from other parts,

Nonh and South, who are made to do their best in

mixing up things, crossing the game of love, and

almost destroying the hopes of the loving twain. In

the end, however, constancy wins its reward, and

the marriage bells ring joyously. There are nu

merous long talks, on all sorts of every-day topics,

affecting the peace of Dukesborough; and these

would be tedious enough were it not for the witty

turns and facetious hits that always brighten them,

and render one’s interest unflagging.

josserr HAYDN. The Story of his Life.

Translated from the German of Franz Von See

bur , by Rev. J. M. Tookey, S.P.R. Published

by foseph A. Lyons, A.M., Notre Dame, Ind.

It is not often that a subject of biography meets

with so appreciative a pen as this celebrated mu

sician, Haydn, did in Herr Von Seeburg. To be

sure Haydn‘s life possesses an interest bordering on

the romantic, but as a rule the writers of biography

are not possessed of much romance in their natures,

and they treat their subjects in rather direct fash

ions—giving, it may be, a full and accurate view of

the men they discuss, as regards noteworthy data,

but presenting them barely, throwing little of em

bellishment around them. A general reader prefers

that which contains, in some degree at least, the

character of entertainment, hence he reads mostly

in the line of fiction or sketch.

The translation, which appears in this very taste

fully and neatly printed form, was published first

in the Ave Maria, a magazine which has some con

nection with the University of Notre Dame, Ind.

The interest which it excited warranted its repro

duction. It reads like a novel, but has the better

merit of being a life history. It is high, refined,

pure. If there be any bias or special phrasing inti

mated on the part of the Catholic translator, it is

rarely met in the course of the volume, and to what

there is we can make not the slightest exception.

The German writer of the life was fairly imbued

with enthusiasm for his subject; and the translator,

doubtless, unconsciously emulated the feeling of

reverence. This is as it should be. The author of

such a work as the oratorio of the
“
Creation

"
de

serves immortality.

RECENT WONDERS

Electric Lighting, M

m Euzcrrucnv,
etism, Telephony, etc.

Including articles by r. Siemens, Count Du

Mouse], and Prof. Thompson. Edited by Henry
Greer, member of the New York Electrical Socr

eiy,

author of “ Dictionary of Electricity," etc.

1 ustrated. Price, $2.00.

This thick pamphlet is of value to those who am

interested in the study of electricity. lt shows one

thing very emphatically to the reader,—that great

progress is making in this department of modern

science, and we can never tell what the end will be.

That particularly interesting and valuable depart

ment of electrical methods, known as storage appa

ratus, receives, properly, the major part of consider

ation. Published by the New York agent, College

of Electrical Engineering, New York.

THE MILLIONAIRE. A Novel. rzmo,

p
p
.

267. Paper, 20 cents. Harper 8: Brothers,

ew York.

This is an uncommonly well written story of life

in two clim5—England and America. The writer,.

whose name is not given, is more familiar with

London scenery than that of New York; but as

scenery in a novel forms but a background of in

terest, we needn't dwell upon it
,

but turn to the

characters—men and women. These are excel

lently managed, and admirably described. The chief

figure is the millionaire, a New Yorker, who is

drawn with that accuracy of detail which can only

be attained by the study of a living original. Dex

ter File is the complete impersonation of a type of
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man now met with in that financial circle where

the highest stakes are played for. There is a strong

vein of mystery woven into the plot, and into the

characters too, that imparts to the book a special

charm in addition to the skilful interplay of char

acter. Altogether it strikes us as a novel of excep

tional power, and not without points of instruction

to the reader.

PROFIT AND Loss. B

Chellis, author of “The rewery at Taylor

ville," etc. rémo, pp. 358. Price, $1.25. Na.

tional Temp. Soc. and Pub. House, New York.

A story with a plot, which, stated briefly, is that

in the selling of alcoholic beverages, as well as in

the use of them, there is loss to the best interests of

a man. His nature is impaired; his senses are de

prived of the tender and pure elements of percep

tion; he is corrupted in his views of the true and

noble phases of individual conduct; he is warped

and brutalized, and rendered subject to the lowest

passions and vices. As a story it fully maintains

the reputation of the author as acapital writer for

the young.

Mary Dwinell

ADDISON. By W. J. Courthope. r2mo,

p
p
. 18a. Cloth, 75 cents. Harper 8: Brothers,

ew York.

The list of compact biographies of English men

of letters, edited by Mr. John Morley for the above

publishers, has grown to very respectable dimen

sions—over thirty conspicuous names being new in

eluded—and we wonder that Joseph Addison had

not been entered among the first half dozen. To

be sure the people who read Addison to-day belong

to a comparatively small class, but the same may

be said of those who read Johnson, Gibbon, Hume,

Sterne, Bentley, and even Macaulay. In some re

spects Addison excels all these. He was little of

the poet, a failure as a writer of dramas, but as an

essayist he possesses qualities above them all. In

command of language for the clear expression of

his ideas, for grace in its arrangement, and for in

fusing a pleasant, winning atmosphere, so to speak,

through all that he has to say, Addison stands in

advance of his contemporary essayists. He wrote in

an age when English literature was in a. transition

state, when the mannerisms of society, vulgar and

coarse in themselves, colored the work of the story

writer and the critic. He wrote for a purpose: to

oflset the rude, unclean, and unhealtbful influences

of prevailing custom by holding up a pure and ra

tional standard of judgment in relation to morals,

and to infuse a taste for reading and study in the

circles of fashion. He portrays the life of conven

tion with careful fidelity, but marks its follies and

improprieties with a delicate satire that amuses

while it condemns. He was a teacher who instructed

well, although his pupils read his lessons as pas

time. The life of Addison is reflected through his

writings rather than by the scanty personal data

that remain for the use of the biographer, for the

essayist preferred to live out of the current of affairs

politiml and social, so that he could observe in

movements and glean the material he deemed suit

able for his criticism. Hence Mr. Courthope judi—

ciously weaves into his interesting narrative many

passages from the great writer's notes on travel,

politics, social and personal matters, and from his

more formal essays. This is well for the reader

who comes to consider Joseph Addison for the first

time. He gets a good look at him as a man and

a writer, and from a
.

memoir that is admirably pre

pared.

MEMOIRE AND RIME.

B
y
! Joaquin Mil

ler. Funk & \Vagnalls, New ork.

A pleasant mingling of sketches of travel, stories,

and poems. In “ Notes from an Old Journal" there

are given bits of experience in New York City, in

the Franco-Prusian war, at a tea-party given by

the English poethRossetti, etc. The stories and

sketches are of Western life, told in the best humor

of the author. The “Rhyms for the Right" are

in Mr. Miller-‘s most fervent vein.
" In Memoriam "

gives some recollections of men and events which

occupy a prominent place in history. The author

writes of a life he knows thoroughly, and with the

pen of genius.

HrLL's ALBUM or PHOTOGRAPHY AND

ART. Contains portraits and sketches of many

.persons who have been and are prominent as

military heroes, inventors, financiers, scientists,

explorers, writers, physicians, actors, lawyers,

musicians, artists, ts. humorists, orators, states

men; together with cha ters relating to evolu

tion astronomy, househo d decoration, landscape

gardening. By Thos. C. Hill, author of " Hill’s

Manual of Social and Businms Forms." Pub

lished by the Hill Standard Book Co., Chicago.

A new edition of a cyclopedic work, with some

additions and modifications. The title comprehen

sively indicates the nature of its contents. Consid

erable space is devoted to the discursion of PhX'EnO

logical Science; a condensed summary of the sub

ject being given in popular terms. One of the ad

ditions is a. chapter on the "Science of Beautiful

Dress," which supplies suggestions both humorous

and grave. Mr. Hill has made all departments of

life pay tribute to his work. There is much irreg

ularity shown in the character of engravings. spe

cially among the portraits; but in other respects

the typography and binding must be Commended as

excellent.

EASTER FLOWERS. With Illustrations.

Easter Lilies, Trailing Arbutus, and Azalus.

Arran and illustrated by Susie B. Skelding.

Price, 1.50. White, Stokes & Allen, Publishers,

New York.

Another of the very beautiful and appropriate

collections of flowers and poems which these pub

lishers have made it a specialty to produce, and

which have only to be seen to be appreciated by

those who love the beautiful. The floral designs

in this collection'are for the most part admirable in

grouping and color, the r’chest design being on the
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cover. Among the poets represented are Celia

Thaner, the Rev. John Keble, the Rev. Thomas

Scott, Mrs. Hemans, and Mr. Bryant. As an Easter

souvenir we have yet to see anything more appro

pn'ately beautiful.

RECORD or FAMILY FACULTIES. Con

sisting of Tabular Forms and Directions for En

tering Data, with an Explanato Preface.

LlFE HISTORY ALBUM, prepar by direction of

the collective Investigation Committee of the

British Medical Association.

Both of the above are edited by Francis Galton,

F.R.S., author of Hereditary Genius, Chairman of

the Life-History Sub-Committee, etc. As their

titles suggest, these books are intended for use in

familis for the notation of anthropometric observa

tions in a systematic manner, and for the preserving

of data of a biological character. The record

of the family faculties is particularly designed for

thosewho care to forecat the mental and bodily

facilities of their children, and further the science

of heredity. The natural gifts of each individual

being inherited from his ancestry, Mr. Galton

believes it possible to foresee much of the latent

capacitiesof the child in mind and body. In this re

specthe accords with phrenologists that a system of

recording the characteristim of children will greatly

promote advancement, because especially of its pro

viding positive information for the rearing and edu

cation of children. Macmillan & Co., Publishers,

London and New York. Price 90 cts. and $1.25.

THE FAIREST OF THREE. A Tale of

American Life. By Rev. Emory]. Haynes. Price,

50 cents. American News Go, New York.

This vigorous and graphic story deals with these

ideas:
First, the evils incident to the monopoly of

greatwealth in the hands of the few. Second, some

crib which the possession of great wealth engenders

in the life, virtue, and happiness of its posscssors,

including idleness of mind and body, and heartlm

arrogance. Third, the value of solid virtue, indus

try,and talent as factors in American life, with their

beneficence toward the laborer,——who is a brother,

not a slave,-in the great machinery of national

thrift and personal prosperity.

Rr-zorrrztn‘s COMPARATIVE Pnvsroo
nonv; or, Resemblances Between Man and

Animals. By James W. Redfield, M.D. Illus

trated with330engravings. 8V0, p. . Price,

$2.50. New York: Fowler & ells 0., Pub

lisherS.

A new edition of what may be deemed a standard _

work on the subject of physiognomy, carrying it into

the field of similarity between man and animals,

but no further than the author feels warranted in

doing by the generally accepted doctrine of phys

iml relation between man and the lower animals.

The principles of evolution supply Mr. Redfield

with a rational motive, while the very positive

reflections of character or mental trait playing

betweenthe human and the animal creature must

be acknowledged by every candid observer.

“
Every observer will remember marking the

resemblances between the face and expression of

certain animals and human beings; and yet when

the linesare drawn they are not so much alike as

the first impression would seem to indicate ; yet we

never can look a certain dog, horse, cow, or sheep

in the face without thinking of some person we

know who resembles or reminds us of the animal

in question." We meet men who have a decidedly

foxy, or wolfish, or doggish appearance; we meet

with women who have a decidedly feline type of

expression, and we instinctively relate the mental

characteristics of such persons to the animal which

their featurs suggest. One may read this book

out of mere curiosity, or may look at it from a

humorous point of view—so be it; but whether

one reads humorously or seriously he will find

suggestions of value. lt has a practical bearing

in many respects—information by no means un

worthy of reflection. For the artist especially

there are many points of consideration; for the

man of studious leaning there are valuable inci

dents scattered through the three hundred or more

pages; while for the student of character there

is much that is helpful. Indeed, now that so

much attention is given by scientific observers to

the mental characteristics of animals, this book is

a seasonable contribution to the literature of the

subject, and its style and wealth of illustration

make it most appropriate for popular reading.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Corr’s Uru'rco Sn'rss SALARY LIST Axo

CIVIL SERVICE RULES, prepared by Henry N.

Copp, a lawyer of Washington. All the Govem

ment salaries are given, from Praident Arthur's

$50,000 to postmasters with $500, officials of the

Treasury, Interior, War, and Navy Departments,

custom- houses, post-ofliees, and fully 20,000 federal

offices, arranged by States and Territories. Speci

men examination questions for admittance to the

Civil Service throughout the ootmtry are added.

Price, 35 cents.

POPULAR SCIENCE Mon'rrrcv, for March, con

tains a well-selected list of articles, most of which

are of popular interest, especially “College Ath

letics"; "Remedies of Nature," as applicable to

catarrh, pleurisy, croup, fashion, and deformity or

feet;
"
Science vs. the Classics," and a sketch of the

late astronomer ‘and soldier O. M. Mitchell.

REPORT To ‘run New YORK LEGISLATURE of

the Commimion to select and locate lands for the

public parls in the Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth

Wards of the City of New York, and in vicinity

thereof, according to the provisions of the Act of

the Legislature of the State of New York, passed

April 19, 1883. A voluminous document, with a

large number of full-paged plates, representing
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views taken photographically from those regions,

which are described in the text as eligible for park

purposes.

Srxrr-Frr-rn ANNUAL REPORT of the Trustees

of the New York State Library for the year 1882,

by which it appears that additions made number

about 1,500 volumes; the total number reaching at

this time rzo,ooo; 85,000 are in the general library.

THE PRESS LEAl-‘LETS, comprising small sketches

or lectures on temperance topics. Prepared by well

known writers, especially adapted for young peo

ple, and costing but a trifle each. Published at

10 Federal Street, Boston.

Tm: Ecuzc'rrc MAGAZINE of literature continues

to oifer for the American public its judicious selec

tions from current literature. E. R. Pelton, Pub

lisher, New York.

Tm: House run Run Bum, by Rev. Dwight
Spencer, also misted by the artist Spencer, is a

graphic portrayal, in rhyme, of the havoc wrought

by alcoholic drinking in the home. Price, 10 cents.

Published by the Nat. Temp. Soc., New York.

PROHIBITION AND THE AMENDMENT. Address

by Hon. Nelson Dingley, at Lake Maranocock, Me,

which sets forth, in vigorous terms, the many rea

sons for the passage of a prohibitory amendment to

the Constitution of the United States, prohibiting

the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors as

a beverage. Should be read by everybody. Price,

to cts. J . N. Stearns, Publishing Ag’t, New York.

THE KEY TO THE Paormacrss concerning the

Latter Days, which opens to a clear view many dif

ficult passages in the Old and New Testaments.

By James \Vhite, Ontario, Canada. The author in

this pamphlet presents the results of much reading

and thought on biblical subjects.

BuLuoN CERTIFICATES: the Safest and Best

Money Possible. In this pamphlet Mr. I. W. Syl

vester, of the United States Assay-office of New

York, discusses the policy of the issue by the United

States Treasury of "Certificates for and redeem

able in the number of grains of standard bullion,

contained in coins of the various denominations, con

sidcred as currency." He advocates that "gold in

bars, of standard fineness, be made legal tender;

and silver, in similar bars, be made legal tender, at

its.
market value." The idea of the writer is of

course to ‘facilitate exchanges, and therefore the

operations of business. We are inclined to approve

his proposition, especially on account of its meeting

a need of trade, and also because of its effect in

offsetting the unnecessary coinage of gold and sil

ver, especially that of the latter, which in late years

has been carried to a farcical exces ; besides, a very

large and constant expenditure in the mint depart

ments would be saved.

Tm‘. CENTURY, for March, is as rich as usual in

artistic design, and especially interesting to the

American reader, containing as it does among its

leading articles one on the public buildings and

well-known neighborhoods of our nation's Capital,

and another on old public buildings in America;

Notes on the exile of Dante is also an attractive fea

ture of the number, with efi‘ective views of famous

Italian scenery.

Tm: NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW, for March,

contains : Is our civilization perishable ; A defame

lessseaboard; A story of a nomination; Literary res

urrectionists; How to improve the Mississippi, and

other papers of a strong character.

HARPER'S New MONTHLY MAGAZINE for March

deals with topics chiefly American, a finely illus

trated sketch of St. Louis being the first to meet the

reader’s eye. An Eastern man, who has not travelled

west of the Delaware River, may find his estimate

of the growing character of the Missisippi valley

much enlarged 5y contemplation of the well<iefi ned

views of prominent buildings and business neigh

borhoods. The sketch of Yorkshire offers some

vivid scenery, and the article on
"
Early Amer-imn

Presidents
”
contains several well-known portraits;

" Hints on Domestic Decoration
"
will have its at—

traction for our wives and daughters, while “The

Poetry of the Deaf” presents some leaves from the

real history of deaf-mute education which deserve

a wide reading.

Tm»: GREAT \VANT OF rm: DAY, by the Rev.

Robert H. Craig, author of "The Advantages of

Knowledge." Published by the author, London,

Ontario. According to our author, the great want

of the age is spiritual morality. The whole science

of happiness is reducible to one word, obedience:

that is
,

obedience to the law of God as writtenjn

His word. The Bible should be earnestly read, and

in connection with its reading man should study his

own nature, using all the instrumentalities of sci

enoe that are at his command. Health contributa

to happiness, and therefore we should study phys

iology and hygiene. A well-ordered and developed

intellectual nature is essential, therefore phrenology

should be learned. No one has any right to live a

luxurious and self-indulgent life,—to live for him

self and neglect others; but the spirit of sympathy

and altruism should everywhere abound. Cicero

has said,
" No man can attain to excellence without

a certain divine instruction "
;

and so, in order to at

tain a better moral and physical state we must look

upward out of ourselves for support, animation,

stimulus, encouragement to persist in doing what is

right, ennobling, and purifying.

Tm; ILLUSTRATED CATHOLIC Auamcm. This

illustrated weekly is worthy of notice as being not

only an excellent representative <f the religious

establishment to which it belongs, but also for con

taining much valuable information of a general

character. There are few as well edited weekly

papers issued by our Protestant denominations.
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A SPECIALTY FOR THE SKIN & UoitPunttott

As recommended by the greatest English author

ity on the Skin,

PROF. SIR ERASMUS WILSON. F
.

R
.

S
.

Pres. of the Royal Col. ofSurgeons, England.

Nothing arlds so much to personal appearance as a Bright, Clear Com
lexion and a Soft Skin. With these the plainest fuaturcs liceume attractive.

ithnut them the handsomcst are but coldly impressive.

Many a complexion is marred by impure alkaline and Colored Toilet Soap.

* FEARS’ SOAP
Is specially prepared for the delicate skin of ladies and children and others sensitive to

the weather, winter or summer. In England it is pro-eminently the complexion Soap,

and is recommended by all the best authorities, as, on ncrnunt of its emollient, nun

irritant character. Redness, Roughness and. Chapping are prevent

ed. and. a clear and bright appearance and. a soft. velvety
condition imparted and maintained, and. a good, healthful
and attractive complexion ensured.

Its agreeable and lasting perfume, beautiful appearance, and soothing properties

commend it as the greatest luxury ofthe toilet. Its durability and consequent ceunumy

inremarkablc.

l5 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS.
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THE

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
Is widely known in America and Europe, having been before the reading world

nearly fifty years, and occupying a place in literature exclusively its own,

viz., the study of HUMAN NATURE in all its phases, including Phrenology,

Physiognomy, Ethnology, Physiology, etc., together with the “SCIENCE 0? a
.‘

HEALTH," and no expense will be spared to make it the best publication for

general circulation, tending always to make men better physically, men

tally, and morally. ‘Parents should read the JOURNAL, that they may better

know how to govern and train their children. Young people should read the

JOURNAL, that they may make the most of themselves. It has long met with

the hearty approval of the press and the people.

N. Y. Triéune says:
“
Few works will better repay Christian Union 5: s:

“ It is well known as a
poEularHOWperusal in the (anti! than this rich storehouse of instruc

tion, which never ails to illustrate the practical phlloso

phy ol'lile, with its lively expositions, appropriate anec

dates, and agreeable sketches of dlSllngUlSl‘lcd individ

uals

‘

N. Y. Time: says: "Tun Puiuwowoicu. Jotmrut.
PI'OVC\that the increasing years of a periodical is no rea

son for its lessening its enterprise or for diminishing its

abundance of interesting matter. If all magazines in
creased in merit as steadily as Tm: Puitisuotocicrti.
JOURNAL, they would deserve in time to show equal evi

storehouse for useful t ought. It teaches men to

themselves, and constantly presents matters of the high
est interest to intelligent readers, and has the advan-age

of having always been not only

‘

up with the times,' but

a lift]: III advance. Its popularity shows the result 0!

enterprise and brains."

Sunday-Swim] Time: says:
" A great amount and

variety of ‘usefuland instructive matter finds its way into

this PHRBNOLOGICALmonthly. It is progressive and lib~

era], in the
good

reuse of those terms—a readable, valua

ble journal.

TERMS.
The JOURNAL is published monthly at $2.00 a year, or 20 cents

a
Number:‘

To each yearly

subscriber is given either the BUST or BOOK Premium
described

above. \\ hen the Premiums

are sent, 25 cents extra must be received with each subscription to pay postage on the JOURNAL

and the expense of boxing and packing the Bust, which will be sent by express, or No. 2, a

smaller size, or the Book Premium, will be sent by mail. post-paid.

Send amount in P. O. Orders, P. N., Drafts on New York, or in Registered Letters. Post

age-stamps will be received. AGENTS WANTED. Send 10 cents [or specimen Number, Premium

List, Posters, etc. Address

PDWLER a WELLS 00., Publishers, 763 Broadway, New York.
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HORSES :
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A Manual of Horse Hygiene invaluable for the veteran or the novice. By C. E.
Page, M.D.; with a. treatise and notes on shoeing by Sir George Cox and

001. M. C. Weld. Nearly 200 pp. 12mo. Illustrated. Paper, 50

cts.; extra cloth. 75 cents.

This book gives in a condensed form much that is valuable on the care of horses, that has not before berm

published. The subject is considered from a new and original stand-point, and stated in a plain, practical.

common-sense mannerI showing how by proper care we may add many valuable years of life and usefulness

to our horses. Unlike many books on this subject, it does not advertise any medicines.

To a new edition has been added, as plates. a number of full-page
Rortraits

of famous and thoroughbred

horses, including
“ .Ia - lye- See." “ Joe Bunker," Parole," “ Alcunmra,"

“ Bliss “'oodfor ,” “ Estes,” “ Eole,” “ Buckeye Bayard," “ Bucking‘
hnm," and others.

PARTIAL CONTENTS.
Foul Air and Disease in Stable; Blanketing a QuantityofFood; The BestFeed; Flatnlenoe: Crib

Stcaming
Horse; How to Transform a

“
seedy

"
hing; "Grassing Out"; About the A petite; Feed

Horse; ‘Condition” in Homes; Wh they govLamc ing o
f Road Horses; First-class Stab e1; “Mash“;

Suddenly; Flesh 11:.Fat; A Soft orse; Hint to Veterinary Prnctrcr Founder; Eating the Bedding;

Would-bu Race-winners; Two-meal System; Extra Rules that may be tied.

Feed; D spepsia or lndi cstion. Symptoms and SHOEING.-—Value of Horse Property; Normal

Cause; nuse and Cure 0 “Pulling"; “Colds"; Age ofthe Horse; ChiefSource of the Horse's Sufler

What this Disorder really

ll
a and How Caused; Pre- ing; One Cause and Cure of Swellcd Le s; Efl'ect of

vention of the "Distemper

‘

lts Cure; Hand-Rub- Shoe Nails; Running Barefoot over Rocky Hills;
bing w. Drugs; Danger o

f‘

Medication; Ute of the
Direct and Indirect Benefit Everybod but the Black

Blanltet; Clipping ; Eating and Dip‘esting—lhc Dlfl'er- smith Bencfilcd; Independence of the nshod Horse;
ence; Kind of Treatment ' Over-driving; Own-work; French,

English
and Mexican Army Experiences 1

A Safe Remedy; Chest Founder- Chronic Disease. Col. \Ycld's xperience; The Experience of Others;

Cause; Hints relntin to Food and brink ; Sore Back -

Speeding
without Shoes ; The Training and Sign‘ of

Scrofula ; Glanders ; fifidney Complaints; Relation o C aracter of Horses.

“Condition
"
to Reserved Force or Staying Power;

It is safe to say, that to every owner of a horse this book would prove most valuable. The price is only

0 cents in paper covers, or handsomely bound in extra cloth, 75 cents. By mail, post-paid. Agents
"allied to sell this to every owner of a horse. Specially liberal terms given. Address

FOWLER a
t

WELLS 00., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
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JOHN ROGERS,

THE POPULAR STATUARY.

IN
Mr. Rogers we have an artist whose workers by the hundred or thousand, but

type of genius is essentially Ameri- to the illustration of peculiar or charac

can. He has devoted himself, not to the teristic phases of American life. In this

illustration of the ideal in form and ex- he has been the pioneer, and almost

pression, a sphere of art that counts its stands alone to-day, having won reputa
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sive.

tion for his skill in seizing upon ideas of

a specially interesting nature, and work

ing them out with singular fidelity. Others

may exhibit superior ability in copying

the forms of classical art, but few, very

few, among the multitude who work in

clay show originality in design and skill

in rendering their ideas clear and impres

A reference to certain groups that

were the product of his earlier effort,

and have enjoyed popular favor for fifteen

years or more, such as "The Country

Post-ofiice," " Wounded Scout," "Checker

Players," and "Village schoolmaster,"

show the peculiar facility of this artist in

transferring to clay the spirit of an inci

dent or of a popular sentiment.

Mr. Rogers can not point to an artist

pedigree, and claim that his special lean

ing to sculpture was a transmitted quality

per se, but he can claim that his New

England parentage imparted traits of

energy and industry that have been funda

mental to his success. In person he is

tall and slender, yet of well-knit frame,

compact muscle, and dense nervous fibre.

His temperament conduces to mental

and physical activity, and by organization

~
he is spirited, ambitious, eager to accom

plish, and thorough-going. The head. as

shown in the engraving, is broad, espe

cially in the upper temporal region, and

in the region of Caution, indicating a

natural disposition to industry, talent for

taste, with

prudence, care, and guardedness. He was

mechanical construction,

always aworker; one disposed to work out

his ideas or express his thoughts through

some original accomplishment. He is not

largely endowed with Self-esteem, hence

not a heady man or inclined to assume

responsibilities, or to assert his opinion

strongly. He is disinclined to disputes

or controversies, yet not wanting in the

element of Combativeness, which pro

motes energy of action or defence when

his personal interests are assailed. He has

a rather strong social development, the

disposition to hold to those whom he

considers friends; but he is not a demon

strative man socially; large Caution and

moderate Self-esteem keep him in reserve.

He does not make advances; may appear

to be cool and backward at first in his

relations with others; but after the shell

of reserve has been broken, and he feels

assured that his sentiment will be fully

returned, he

friend.

is a close and constant

In all his past relations with the

world, wherever responsibility was to be

assumed, he has been found, we think,

an exceedingly retiring and circumspect

man, not adventurous or prompt to take

risks.

Intellectually, he has a good degree of

the reasoning organs that make him

much of the thinker; he appreciates wit;

is quick in forming opinions, especially

of people. He is well endowed in Con

structiveness, or the mechanical sense:

while taste for art is also shown by the

breadth of his head in the region of

Ideality. The moral sense is not wanting,

particularly in the elements of benevo

lence and spirituality; and he is also not

wanting in clear discernment of his inter

ests and in ability to conduct business

affairs. He is known for economy in the

use of time, effort, and money, and can,

as a rule, administer these factors with

excellent practical effect. We think that

he was peculiarly fortunate in the adop

tion of his pursuit, since it is one that

accords well with his organization, fur

nishing a quiet sphere with enough of

variety, and employing his tastes and his

faculties of invention and construction.

A sphere where he can think and work
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without encountering rude opposition,

or awakening the hostile side of public

sentiment; where he can, as it were, con

template society apart from it, and make

use of his inferences, is the place for him,

and he has, for the most part, created

the place which he fills so well.

JOHN ROGERS was born at Salem,

Mass, on the 30th of October, 1829, and

after receiving a good common school

education took a place as a clerk in a Bos

ton store. He remained in that connection

but two years. finding the meas

urement of cloth and cotton

quite uncongenial to his tastes

and leanings.

In early boyhood a strong

fmdness for drawing and paint

ing had shown itself, and al

though he found no sympathy for

its exercise at home, he was
not

to be more than temporarily di

verted from cherishing it. An

opportunity was offered him to

join the engineers then at work

on the Cochituate water-works,

and at once embraced it. Here

his aptitude for draughting was

exercised, with the most encour

aging success. But his enthusi

asm was too earnest for his phys

ical endurance; his eyes became

impaired, and to avoid their se

rious injury he gave up seden

tary employments, and made a

voyage to Spain and back for the ben

efit of his health. Soon after his return,

in 1848, we find him at the bench of a

machine- shop in Manchester, N. H.,

learning the trade of a machinist. For

seven years he labored in the difi’erent de

partments of the shop; but in the mean

time his old artistic yearnings were not

repressed. Although at the bench

fourteen hours a day, he found time to

practice modelling in clay—a direction

which had been given his aesthetic talent

by accidentally seeing, while in Boston, a

young man engaged in shaping some

plaster into ornamental designs. As he

became more and more skilful in model~

ling. his duties in the machine-shop be

came more irksome; but as his friends

were not willing to assist him in his hopes,

he was compelled to keep at the machin

ery.

In 1856 he took charge of a railroad

shop at Hannibal, M0. The financial

crisis that came in 1857 threw him out of

employment there, and having now some

means at command, he determined to

visit Paris and Rome, and reap what ad

vantage he could in the study of classic

Accordingly, he spent eight monthsart.

in France and Italy, but without the suc

cess he had hoped for. The works of the

old masters awakened but little enthusi

asm. As we have already said, his

taste and genius were of an original type,

and not su fliciently in accord with classi

cism to find hearty encouragement

therein.

Mr. Rogers returned from his artistic

survey in Europe with feelings somewhat

depressed. He found employment in the

office of the City Surveyor of Chicago,

and in a short time won the favor of his

principal by his skill and industry. A few

months after his establishment in Chicago
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he made a venture in the artistic line by

placing at the disposal of a fair, gotten up

in the interest of some charitable object,

a group of
“
Checker Players,"-which he

had carefully modelled. This work hit the

public fancy, and was highly applauded

by newspaper critics for its faithfulness to

nature.

The work which brought him into suc

cessful no'toriety, and encouraged him to

think that he could depend on art for

support, as well as reputation, is the

"
Slave Auction," which he modelled in

Chicago, and afterward brought to New

York for exhibition in I859. He then

took an ofiice, or studio, in New York,

and zealously went to work. Orders came

in freely for his designs, so that he found

it necessary to reproduce his groups by

the best mechanical aids he could find or

invent.

To the "Checker Players
"
and "Slave

Auction" he added the
“
Village School

master," the "Town Pump," the
“
Picket

Guard," "Camp Fire," “ Sharpshooters,"
"
Union Refugees," and "Country Post

oflicc." The effective manner in which

Mr. Rogers delineated character in these

groups-a veritable rendering into sculp

ture of the detail of the canvas—com

manded attention wherever they were

shown, and the low price at which the

“

rcpresent'and in artistic finish.

groups were supplied made a market for

them promptly.

The incidents of the civil War supplied

Mr. Rogers with a rich field of sugges

tion, and his subjects taken from it are

admirable examples of truthful expres

sion. The "
Home Guard," "

Bush

whacker," “
Returned Volunteer," “ Tak

ing the Oath, and 'Drawing Rations,"

"Mail Day," “Wounded Scout," "One

More Shot," must long remain in favor ;

the
“
Wounded Scout," "

Taking the

Oath, and Drawing Rations
"
being, per

haps, of those enumerated, the most

highly esteemed, for their silent eloquence

and merit as works of art.

Among Mr. Rogers’ designs of a

humorous characterare
“ Uncle Ned's

School," the
“
Courtship in Sleepy

, Hollow," the
"
School Examination,"

"
Pedlar at the Fair," “The Tap on

the \Vindow,” "The Mock Trial,"

and
“
Neighboring Pews."

The " Courtship in Sleepy Hollow
"

is full of the humor of Irving's sketch.

Ichabod Crane is in the midst of a

killing avowal of his passion, and of

fering a bouquet to the charmer of

his heart. Katrina receives his ad

dresses with a mischievous smile, one

hand stroking her pet cat, the other

taking the flowers.

Of " Neighboring Pews," the illus

tration well relates the story. All Mr.

Rogers’ later works show growth in

both the rendering of the ideas they

He has

tried his hand even with Shakespeare, and

we think very successfully, in the group,

from
“ Othello," entitled

" Ha, I like

not that," the insinuating whisper of

Iago, on seeing Cassio and Dcsdemona

together in the garden; and that from the

trial scene of the
“
Merchant of Venice,"

where Shylock asks,
“
Is it so nominated

in the bond?
"

The artist well deserves the success

which is his. He has won it by persistent

industry, and not through mere luck.

The aptitude for modelling was a gift of

nature, to be sure, but it was made of use

only by persevering study and practice.
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REMARKS 0N CLASSIFICATION.

HE almost universally accepted
I
country, and there is, surely, nothing self

classification of the organs of the , ish in patriotism.

brain, as they are discussed in late

treatises on Phrenology, seem to me to

be defective in several respects, and I

have ventured, in a former number of this

magazine, to indicate my views.

Firm—The organs of Amativeness,Con

jugality, and Philoprogenitiveness; Ad

hesiveness, Inhabitiveness, and Continu

ity, are all placed in one group, called

“
Domestic propensities." To the critic

of mind there is a marked difference be

tween the essential nature of the first

three organs and the last three named.

Amativeness, Philoprogenitiveness, and

Conjugality are purely physieo-organic

faculties—organs of reproduction, while

Adhesiveness and Inhabitiveness are

purely social faculties. One class relates

to private’ interest alone, while the other

relates to a general or public interest, and,

therefore, they should form two distinct

groups, viz.: Organic or Domestic and

Social.

Concentrativeness seems to be a faculty

distinct from all the others; a kind of

regulator or modifier of the others.

Therefore it can not, with anything like

consistency. be placed in any specified

class of faculties.

Swami—Combativeness, Vitativeness,

Destructiveness, Secretiveness, Acquisi

tiveness, and Alimentiveness are called

selfish propensities. Strictly speaking’

not one of these organs is necessarily

selfish by nature. They provide for the

various animal wants, it is true, but they

are used in just the same way whether

providing for one's own desires or in pro

viding for the wants of others. When

Adhesiveness is large, Combativeness is

employed in defending the rights of

friends, and there is nothing selfish in

defending our friends. When Philopro

genitiveness is large, Combativeness is

used in defending children. There is

nothing selfish in defending children.

When lnhabitiveness is large, Combative

ness may be used in defending home and

It certainly was not

selfish desires that prompted Washington

to take up arms in defence of his country,

1his home, and his people, to free them

from the exactions of a foreign Govern

ment. It certainly was not selfish desires

that filled the hearts of his followers with

animation ; that caused them to rush into

the thickest of the battle ; to face the

terrible cannon, while fathers and brothers

were falling thickly around them. Ah, _

it was that noble patriotism, the love of

their home and their country, their

fathers and mothers, their sisters and

brothers, their wives and their children.

Nobler deeds were never done; yet had it
'

not been for Combativeness they would

never have been achieved.

Combativeness is used in defending the

laws of God, in administering justice and

punishing the wicked. Combativeness is

as a. stimulant to the other organ; thus

it is plainly seen that Combativeness is

not a selfish organ, but, on the contrary,

it is a support not only for the physical

organs, but also for the intellectual and

moral faculties.

All the organs of the group called

"Selfish propensities
"
may be taken up

separately and the same result reached.

But take Self-esteem and Approbative

ness, analyze them and note the result.

The so-called "Selfish propensities"

are the sustaining part of man's nature

physically, intellectually, and morally;

therefore we would suggest that the

“
Sustaining group

"
would be a more ap

propriate name for them collectively.

Tlu'rd.—Self-estecm, Approbativeness,

and Cautiousness are all placed in one

group, and called "Selfish sentiments."

To me it seems a piece of inconsistency

to place Cautiousness in a selfish group,

for Cautiousness is not a selfish organ.

A selfish organ relates to one's self, and

one's self only. A person can fear not only

for himself, but for others.

Prof. Fowler, in speaking of Cautious

ness, says: "One having Cautiousness
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full, large, or very large, and Philopro

genitiveness large or very large, and Ac

quisitiveness small, will experience but

little solicitudc concerning his property,

but feel the greatest anxiety concerning

his children."

Self-esteem and Approbativeness are

exactly the opposite in nature; they re

late to one's self, and one's self only. These

are purely selfish faculties, and, strictly

speaking, I consider them the only selfish

organs in the brain. Cautiousness is

largely a perfcctive organ : it makes man

watchful and prudent; "looks at every

plan and project with a careful, anxious

eye before he concludes upon the course

to pursue. \Vatch as well as pray is the

language of Cautiousness."

Prof. Drayton, speaking of Sublimity

as a “probable” organ, says: "It is the

province of Ideality to give taste, a love

of the beautiful and the exquisite. Cau

tiousness inspires the sentiment of fear,

and it could scarcely be deemed im

probable that between these two an or

gain exists whose function partakes of the

nature of each,—thc sentiment of the

beautiful imbued with the sentiment of

fear, which are appreciation of the grand,

the awful, and the sublime."* Thus he

virtually makesSublimity the connecting

link between ldeality and Cautiousness,

which is in perfect harmony with the new

classification.

F0ur//1.—The group called "Moral Sen
timents" contains two sets of organs—

the moral or religious, and the sympa

thctic faculties. The first contains the

organs of Vcncration, Firmness, Con

scientiousness, Hope, and Spirituality.

The second contains Benevolence, Imita

tion, Agreeableness, and Human Nature.

Benevolence is the controlling organ of

this group; it being situated at the top of

the head in the centre of this group, it

governs, as it were, all the organs of the

group. Human Nature aids Benevolence

in bestowing charity and sympathy upon

those who need. Of what other use can

Human Nature be but to judge the char

‘' " Brain and Mind," p. 196.

acter of our fellow-men, that we may act

with them accordingly ? From Agreeable

ness arises a. desire to make one's self

agreeable to others. And who is it with

large Imitation that by imitating the

witty and ridiculous brings smiles to the

face of the gloomy, drives away sorrow

and despair, and inspires bright hopes in

the hearts of those to whom a smile is a

stranger.

As I have remarked before, man is a

threefold being—a trinity—blending the

physical, intellectual, and moral in one

grand harmony. ‘I
t

is the blending of

these three grand elements of Nature

that so admirably adapts him to the

physical, intellectual, and moral part of

his being.

The accepted classification will not

logically admit this threefold division;

we can not take the groups as they are

marked on the phrenological bust and

set off three grand divisions. Part of the

semi-intellectual group marches down

into the physical organs, and part of the

group called “Domestic propensities"

reaches upward into the intellectual or

gans. Man is not a threefold being unless

the organs of his head will permit a thre -

fold division, for the head is the governor

of his body, his vfeelings, and his nature.

Unless the groups will permit a three

fold division, and that, too, in a sym

metrical manner, it must certainly be

erroneous. It does not harmonize with

the nature of man. The works of nature

form one grand harmony.

“ All are but the parts of one stupendous whole,

Whose body Nature is
,

and God the soul."

Why do most phrcnologists of to-day

accept, or regard with indifi'erence, a

classification which they must acknowl

edge to be erroneous in many respects?

“ The harp holds in its strings the possi

bilities of the noblest chords; yet if it be

not struck,they hang tuneless and useless.

So the mind, with its forty faculties,

must be smitten'by a bold hand to prove

the offspring of divinity." The world itself

is no longer clay, but rather iron, in the

hands of its workers. ‘Men can no longer

fly at one dash into eminent position.
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They must hammer it out by steady and l the brain should be worked upon by all

rugged blows. , true phrcnologists. Serve truth wherever

In this age of critics, a thing of so vast i we find it; frown upon errors, and lend a

importance to the science of Phrenology helping hand to the onward tread of

as a correct classification of'the organs of 1progress, should be our motto.
‘

j. A. u.

NATURE'S EXPECTANCY 0F BETTER THINGS.

THE following lines are in the opening of Book

1X. of a poem in preparation for the pras by the

Rev. John “laugh. The general subject is
"
Mes

siah‘s Mission "2

The whole creation is in travail pains,

And hath been through the moaning centuries,

That the New Earth, through birth-throes hopefully

May yet attain the birthrights of the free,

And hold its way, 'mid the unfallen spheres.

The ocean-surges groan upon the beach;

The tempests rave in elemental war

Through equipoise disturbed in all their realms.

The mountain torrents and the fretting streams

Speak of unrest unto the heaving plains,

Responsive to the qualms of inward woe,

The rock-n'. bbed headlands weep in solitude

Through sundered strata thrown in direful wrath

From angry waters and internal fires.

The lines of suffering scam the lofty heights

And widen frightfully in caverned depths

Reposing on the breasts of Nature’s grief.

Death meets us in the deepest caves and mines,

ln deep-sea soundings and the highland’s range;

The forests groan in fierce cyclonic wrath,

And fall complaining to the murmur-ing ground ;

Or smitten by the axe in nodding prime

Fall with a wail unto the answering hills.

Amid the shrieking winds and weeping skies

And hectic flush of Autumn's smitten face,

The year lies down in Winter's chilly grave

Beneath her mantle of pale-liveried death.

The lightning's flash is Nature’s angry gleam,

The thunder's crash the outcry of her pains,

Volcanic fires with lava-pouring floods

The fierce protest of her disturbed repose ;

And blackened skies and thick descending rains

Her mourning weeds and overwhelming tears.

Nature and man have been in fellowship:

One in their fall, and one in faith to rise.

She rises with Humanity, and waits

The full disclosure of the sons of God,—

The sons of Adam, rectified and brought

Back to the heritage from whence they fell,—

Humanity has lain a giant crushed,

writhing, repining, struggling to bejree.

Revolts and Wars have been its utterances

Of mad protests and execrations fierce;

Civil oommotions and the intestine whirl

Of Revolutions, its unreasoning wails,

The vices were its sores ; its armies, whips;

Its taxes, blisters ; flowing blood, its tears;

Is government, oppression; its religion, crime;

Its nightmare, tyranny; its history, sin;

And its great moral, Sin is misery.

'

Yet in its falls, its lapses, and complaints

Still uttering as with voice oracular,

lts undertone the whispering of God,—

"
Rejoice not over me, my mocking foe,

Fallen, and lost, yet I shall rise again i"

For all this groaning is for better things,

The stretching forth of Nature's neck, to see

Tokens of rescue from the lengthened night

Through myriad ages black and unrelieved.

Yet she has seen them gleaming from above,

Though disappointed, ever looking up

Above the terrene forms that would not sleep,

Creation fallen, still attempts to rise;

The grass cut down, asserts its right to live ;

The Pseud-acacia, levelled to the soil,

Sends forth its shoots to be a tree again.

The grain, cast out to die in furrowed graves,

E’en in its dying germinates new life.

The flower in shaded nooks, rejects the gloom,

And bends, as if in prayer, toward the sun.

The tender plant, unpityingly pressed down,

Sends out its feelers to the river‘s flow,

0r rends the bonds of heavy earth and stone,

Shaking in laughter in the summer's breath.

The mangled flesh finds mediating power

To bring its severed members firmly knit

With clasping hands in unity restored.

The whirling earth speeds forth upon its way

in its aerial journey round the sun,

Freighted with beauty, wealth, magnificence,

And grander possibilities than e'er

Conjecture led in search of realms unknown.

The eye beholds them not, they lie concealed

Waiting the wizard touch of Time, to burst

From their occult retreats to change the globe

Into new forms of unexpected life,—

Gardens of beauty, which no summer's dream

in fair procession passed before the mind ;

Palatial structures, stored with finest art

Of garments, gems, and richest furniture,

Mechanic arts, beyond the Orient

Or wiser Occidental skill to reach,—
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Ships, such as never cut the rolling seas ;

Rail-cars, beyond the dream of Stephenson,

Propelled by subtle forces now at rest; 0

Rapid conveyance over sea and land

Smiling at dangers from the elements ;

The Torrid heat, or Arctic cold, exchanged

Or modified a
t
‘

will to human needs;

Fruits, flowers, and sylvan groves outspread,

\Vith fountains mining gemson emerald paths;

Roads, firm and smooth, and shaded from the sun,

\Vhose vistas open into Paradise.

There’s many an Eden sleeping in the plains;

There's El Dorado, not in Spanish dreams,

But in the drama of inrolling years;

Atlantis has not sunk to rise no more,

But waits its sure evulsion from the deep ;

The Golden Age lies not in Terra’s past,

in Ovid‘s verse, or old Hesiod's page,

But in the future ready to be born,

Not under Satum‘s rule, but Jesus’ reign.

De Leon's Font of Life, long vainly sought

In wild Floridian glades, is not a myth,

But lies in store against the time to come,

At fair Hygeia’s touch as God ordains,

Forth from the Rock of Ages, flowing free.

Vast mineral wealth untouched by human skill

Waits to be opened at the world's demand.

The gold of Ophir—Ophirs wide apart—

Havilah's gold, pronounced by God as good ;

Bdellium, and onyx stones Instead of brass,

And brass, in place of stones wide multiplied,

Await the civic builders of the world.

Rivers of oil fall slow and trickling down

Through Earth's carbonic ribs unseen below,

Weeping, as if to reach the surface free

And burst in floods of light on human eyes ;

Commingled waters in the unknown depths

Long to come forth, and turn the arid plains

To blooming Sharons 'neath the smiling skies ;

A new Creation lies within the Old

As waits the soul the body's final throes

To roam at freedom in the life to come.

THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN.

" I will praise Thee, for I am fearfully and won

derfully made."—PsALM cxxxix. i4.

'1‘HESE
words were uttered by the

Psalmist, in the midst of profound

meditations upon his own helpless condi

tion, as contrasted with the infinite

power of God. David, throughout the

whole psalm, with that keen and intense

perception which springs from a highly

emotional and imaginative nature, grasps

truth with a vigor of comprehension far

beyond the reach of the purely abstract

thinker. Breaking away from the en

vironments of commonplace intelligence,

his poetic nature soars even to the throne

of God, and piercing the thick clouds

which veil in incomprehensible mystery

the attributes of deity from the ordinary

mind, he presents the Creator of the

universe, in the majesty of His being,

with a vividness and reality so intense

and accurate that we almost shudder to

find ourselves in the very presence of the

Eternal One. God to him is no mere

abstraction. He is the omnipresent

One. There is no escape from Him.

In his own language, "Whither shall I

go from Thy Spirit, whither shall I go

from Thy presence? If I climb up into

heaven. Thou art there. If I go down to

hell, Thou art there also. If I take the

wings of the morning, and remain in the

uttermost parts of the sea, even there

shall Thy hand lead me." And as David

contemplates the constitution of God, as

that Bcing stands out before him, not in

the dim haze of metaphysical abstraction,

but in the noonday light of poetic intui

tion, so real, so truly self-existent, so om

nipotent, so far-seeing, that the mcrcst

speck in the vast universe is not hidden

from His penetrating eye ; he is dazzled,

he is bewildered, by his own lofty concep

tions of the infinite one, and can not help

turning his meditations inwardly upon

himself and contrasting his own poor

human nature with the divine nature.

He finds that he is a compound of good

and evil elements. He is startled by the

warfare which rages within his bosom.

Thought seems to strive with thought,

and purpose with purpose. He finds that

he is indeed a marvel of workmanship,

but how imperfect, compared with the

nature of his God, the embodiment of all

perfections! He trcmbles at his own

weakness, but he can not restrain the

emotions which rise in his soul, and he

gives vent to the sublime exclamation:

"I will praise Thee, O Lord, for I am
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fearfully and wonderfully made." But

the Psalmist does not here utter a truth

which he alone of all men has felt. It is the

exclamation of, all those who have studied

the human constitution. The cry has

gone up to heaven from many a despair-

ing wretch when caught in the toils of

his own passions,
“ I am fearfully and won

derfully made."

Man stands before us to-day in a light

which sheds more knowledge of his con

stitution than ever before, and yet no

philosopher of the recognized schools

of philosophy has given us a satisfac

tory classification of the innate powers of

his constitution.

We argue, we debate, we prove this

truth and that doctrine by an appeal to

man's constitution, and yet just what is

meant by man's constitution is exceed

ingly vague. We say we can not believe

in such and such a doctrine because the

testimony of the human consciousness, in

all ages, is against it. There must be

some vital truth in this appeal to man's

consciousness, butjust what that truth is

we more often take for granted than ex

plain, and yet nothing stands more in

need of explanation.

A true knowledge of man's constitution

is of so much importance, standing at the

very threshold of true and successful

preaching, that a preacher ought to en

deavor to understand it before he begins

to instruct men. The reason why half

the sermons fall flat is because preachers

are too often ignorant of the nature of

the men they address, and so they pour

forth at random a torrent of stilted arti

fieiality, and if they hit any one it is

purely accidental, an unintentional

Irish bull. When an artist wishes to

produce a good picture he studies the

scene before him in all its minute parts.

Every blade of grass, and every dew-drop

on the blade, every tree and every

variety of tint in flower or leaf, every

checkered ray spanning the heavens,

every ripple of the wavelets, every loving

smile on the beautiful expanse of water

before him are carefully noted, and each

one has its place in the picture, and the

result is that the on~looker exclaims.

"How beautiful! how true to nature!"

50 the preacher ought to study the

human constitution. No successful

preaching can be accomplished without

such a knowledge. If a preacher under

stands the constitution of men he will

preach to men and not at them. He will

preach the constitution and not on it.

What, then, is the human constitution P

A brief definition must suffice. The

human constitution is all those qualities

which make up man. It is the sum of all

his faculties, mental, physical, moral, and

spiritual. Deprived of any one of these

faculties man would cease to be man.

Concerning what these faculties are,

how many in number, and whence their

origin, philosophers have only thrown

out a few hints. The novelist and poet

have analyzed man's constitution more

fully and accurately than the metaphysi

cian, hence their wonderful success in

gaining the attention of men.

We find that in the constitution of man

there are many apparently opposite ele

ments. If there is love, there is also hate.

If there is self-sacrifice, there is also ex

treme selfishness. Paradoxical as it may

seem, the same lips that pray may curse

and blaspheme. The same heart that

beats in unison with God's will, may at

other times throb against His will. Nes

tling away down in the very sanctuary of

man's organism, side by side with the an

gelic emotions of love, beauty, tender

ness, sympathy, purity. holiness, filial af

fection,faith, hope, and constancy are the

foul and loathsome propensities of destruc

tion, envy, hate, malice, selfishness, adul

tery, disobedience, murder, and rapine,*

ready to spring up at any moment and

engage in mortal combat with each other.

Every child born into the world has cer

tain elementary tendencies which will

more or less shape his character. To a

judge of human nature it is even possible

to tell what those characteristics are.

The child is father of the man beyond a

4' These are not scientific but popular terms.—

F. A. H.
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doubt, but at the same time circumstances

and education will influence the develop

ment of the character, though innate

powers will control the direction.

If this is true, it is incumbent upon

every parent to ascertain, as early as pos

sible, the bent of the child's genetic

faculties, if they would make a man of

the right calibre out of him. It must

have become evident to every one, even

though he may be but an indifferent ob

server of human nature, that men difi'ér

in talents and dispositions. This fact,

though at first seemingly an obstacle in

the way of ascertaining the innate powers

of the typical man, is just what enables

us to discover the elements of character

in their singleness, and to separate and

assign to each its peculiar effect in com

bination.

Without entering into'detail, or carry

ing out this process of character-sifting,

I will simply state that history, observa

tion, and psychology show that there are

three or more well-defined groups of gen

etic powers in man's constitution. First,

there are innate tendencies in man

which we call animal propensities, be

cause we find similar tendencies in the

constitution of animals. These propen

sities, in their elementary state, are not

sinful; they become sinful only in pro

portion as they violate the demands of a

higher class of faculties, which we shall

mention hereafter. Their chief function,

however, is selfish. They prompt men to

self-preservation, and under their influ

ence men will destroy whatever stands in

the way of their advancement.

The second class of faculties is the

intellectual. Their function is to acquire

knowledge, classify, and draw inferences.

The third class is the moral or spiritual.

This group of innate powers is from its

very nature unselfish, and ought there

fore to rule the others.

There is also a fourth class, which oc

cupies an intermediate position between

the intellectual and the moral, called

semi-intellectual powers. Such are the

love of the beautiful and the sublime, the

artistic and imaginative faculties.

Which group of innate powers shall

dominate the constitution of man has

been a battle question for ages, and

will be for ages yet to come. There has

been a mental conflict raging all the time

within man's constitution. His whole

life is but one vast struggle of these in

nate powers fiercely contending among

themselves, and with the circumstances

of man's environment, for the mastery of

the inner stronghold of his character.

Oh! if we could but pierce the shell

which hides the agony of conflict raging

within the constitutions of our brothers

and sisters, we should have a. truer con

ception of how difficult it is for some to

arrive at the main-headland of their char

acter; and instead of spurning some of

our fallen brethren, we would weep bitter

tears of sympathy for them. It may be a

bloodless fray that rages, but still it is

none the less real. There is something

of the agony of this internal conflict ex

pressed by David when he exclaims, "I
am weary of my groaning; every night

wash I my bed, and water my couch with

my tears." This conflict is the struggle

between the animal, or flesh man, and the

moral and spiritual man. Yet none of

the innate powers of man's constitution

are evil in themselves. God has not crea

ted evil in man ; He has not created pow

ers in his constitution whose function is

to drag him down to perdition. Every

part of man's constitution was designed

for a right purpose. This may seem a

glaring paradox, but it is nevertheless

true. It is the perversion of the primitive

functions of the innate powers of man

which leads to the perpetration of evil.

All those crimes of horror which chill

our blood to hear them mentioned, such

as robbery, murder, and rapine, belong

not to the primitive functions of any

power in man. They follow from per

verted functions of man's animal nature.

To fight and kill springs from man's

lower propensities; and yet, in his physi

cal environment, it is necessary for man

that he should resist aggression and de

stroy the enemies of his existence and ad

vancement. If man had not these strong
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aggressive and self-preservative powers,

he could not maintain himself upon this

planet. Yet it must be borne in mind

that these powers have for their legiti

rnate sphere of action only self-preserva

tion; the moment they go beyond this

sphere, they pervert their function and

work evil in the sight of God.

That these propensities may not go be

yond their legitimate sphere of action, a

kind and beneficent Creator has placed

by their side a higher group of innate

powers, designed to guide their manifes

tations. Whenever there arises in the

bosom of man a thirst for vengeance up

on his neighbor or enemy, there arises at

the same time a feeling of pity and com

passion, which says, "No, let him live;

restrain your vindictive feelings." Thus,

when a covetous desire springs up, and

man meditates an unjust action to satisfy

it
,

the moral powers are never weary in

protesting against injustice. And this

mental combat is carried on with varying

intensity and with different results, ac

cording to the development of each region

in man. In the criminal class, the lower

powers are more highly developed, and

tyrannize over the spiritual; and hence

the dreadful deeds perpetrated by some

men—deeds such as cause the highly

organized to lift up their hands and won

der who could do them.

There is another class whose groups of

innate powers are so nearly equal in ac

tivity that they spend their time in alter

nate sinning and repenting; they give the

world the impression that they are hypo

crites. They sin to-day and weep to

morrow. They cry out, "0 God, save

me from the burden of my transgres

sions l

"
and yet by their own deeds they

make that burden heavier than they can

bear. The members of these classes de

mand every attention upon the part of

Christians; they should be placed in fa

vorable circumstances, and every occasion

of temptation should be removed.

The third class are those whose moral

faculties are in the ascendant. The in

dividuals belonging to it pass through the

world as shining lights—as examples for

men to follow. It is easier for them to

fight the battle of progress than those

who are members of the other two classes.

But if one of these should be betrayed in

to a great sin, the grief is more deep, the

remorse more heartfelt, and their con

ception of sin more heinous. The victim

loathes himself, and thinks that every—

body despises him because of the sin he

has committed. The utmost stress of

Christian sympathy is needed with men

of this class, for if they are cast out from

society, and forced into paths of sin, they

become the most unhappy of mortals.

Compelled by others, or by the circum

stances in which they are placed, they

again commit sin, and as their nature is

highly sensitive, they feel a loathing re

pugnance for the sin just committed.

The mental struggle here is often terri

ble, and the result has been in many cases

of the most appalling nature. \Vhcn a

young man or woman of a highly organ

ized temperament, one whose spiritual

faculties predominate over the animal,

who has been always a zealous worshipper

of God and an ardent philanthropist in

the cause of men, whose soul has ever

burned with high and holy desires, be

comes involved in a crime, which in a

moment of strong temptation was com

mitted, and finds that by this one act he

must fall from his lofty pinnacle of Chris

tian eminence; that he must forfeit the

respect and love of his friends, or, if a

woman, she must wander forth as an out

cast forever; how terrible must be the

conflict, how awful the remorse which

overwhelms the soul. Oh! how many

young women, or young men, in the

agony of poignant grief which follows

the commission of a first great sin, have,

in the awful struggle of the higher with

the lower nature, found how strong a lion

was slumbering in their constitution, and

which this one act has awakened! It is

not strange, then. that many such men,

caught in the whirlpool of this fearful

combat, blinded, dazzled, and stupefied

with the intense realization of the enor

mity of their sin, have lost all hope, and

have sought to end their misery, and to
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avoid shame and dishonor, by laying vio

lcnt hands upon themselves !

This mental conflict is no mere product

of the imagination. We are all subject

to it, more or less. What, then, shall we

do to gain relief from it and secure the

best results? The true revelation of all

that conflict is, that the moral faculties

should rule. The spiritual and moral

powers are by their very nature fit to rule,

because they are not selfish. The goal

of all the spiritual and moral‘ powers is

outside of the sphere of self. Thus be

nevolence is no mere sentiment whose

function is to pity self, but it goes out to

all suffering humanity. The love of God

finds its highest enjoyment in serving

God. Conscientiousness proclaims the

right over might. And so on with each

spiritual and moral faculty; its function

is beneficent actions for the welfare of

others. What stronger proof can there

be than this for the supreme rule of the

spiritual over the animal nature?

What, then, is the province of the in

tellect, if the moral powers rule? The

moral faculties, although higher in their

nature than other parts of man's constitu

tion, may, by preternatural excitement,

lead to various excesses. Thus, vener

ation, whose genetic function is rever

ence for the great and noble, more es

pecially for God, if not regulated by the

intellect, may lead to fanaticism and rev

erence for rites and ceremonies which

delay the advance of man's higher na

ture, and also degrade our conceptions of

God, by placing between man and his

Creator a barrier of mere forms and ex

ternal observances. In other words, this

faculty in and of itself gives only a feel

ing of adoration for the great and vener

able; but the right direction of that ad

oration is the function of other faculties,

especially the intellectual. So also the

love of justice, which gives the sense of

rightness and “oughtness," has its do

main of right things enlarged by reflec

tions of the intellect, although the intel

lect itself never prompts the feeling of

obligation. So with our conception of

the spirit world; the abuse of this faculty

is seen in modern spiritualism. And so

on with all innate powers which we call

spiritual or moral; they may, when un

guided by the intellect, be subject to de

lusions and fanaticism. Each innate

power in man has its own proper func

tion, and these functions may be in ap

parent antagonism to each other. Thus

the philanthropic tendencies may be hin

dered in their beneficent work by such

feelings as hatred, envy, and self-love,

which are perverted manifestations of

man’s animal nature. In such cases, the

intellect must come in as an arbiter to

decide which class of feelings shall pre

vail. But while we admit that, to the in

tellect, must be allotted the high function

of balancing the various elementary pow

ers, and of rendering judgment upon their

claims, yet it must not go beyond this and

usurp what does not belong to its juris

diction. The intellect alone is incapable

of arriving at right conceptions of the

principles of duty, honor, love of God,

and love of man, without the feelings of

man's moral and spiritual nature.

The intellect is not an infallible guide,

which gives decisions according to prin

ciples of its own creation. It must de

cide upon the testimony presented by the

other parts of man's constitution. And,

should there be any part of the testimony

omitted, either by partial development of

innate powers, or from neglected educa

tion of these powers, the decision will be

one-sided and erroneous. Thus, suppose

a person with large intellectual powers

and small or deficient moral sentiments,

is called to decide religious questions,

you can expect nothing from such a man,

however high his intellectual attainments,

but erroneous judgment regarding the

very fundamental principles of religion.

Suppose, for instance, a man like john

Stuart Mill comes before you and declares

that he does not believe in a personal

God. He probably tries by logic to prove

that such a God can not exist; but the

trouble with such men is not in their

logic, not in their intellects, not in their

acquirements, but in a more vital thing

than all these: it is in a marked defect in
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their constitution; in other words, some

thing is wanting in the make-up of such

men. It may be that. the innate power

which we call the perception of God,

which is a part of every harmoniously

organized human being. is deficient or

almost obliterated from weak endow

ment, or from neglect to educate that

particular power. So, also, that judge

whose sentiment of justice is small, will

not be scrupulously exact in his decisions,

even though his intellect is keen. The

same may be said concerning every in

nate power of our constitution. The in

tellect does not originate sentiments or

feelings, but rather is incapable of draw

ing right conclusions where these senti

ments or innate promptings are deficient.

What, then, shall we do in order to ap

proach nearest to absolute right? What

shall we do to gain the highest develop

ment of our constitution? This is a most

momentous question. As men we find ou r

selves subjected to influences, external

and internal, which appeal to the various

parts of our constitution. In our strug

gle with the physical environments which

of a necessity hem us in upon every side,

and with internal conflicts of our higher

and lower natures. what shall we do to

preserve the proper equipoise of our fac

ulties? is a question of paramount im

portance. The first grand principle is to

seek to develop harmoniously all the in

nate powers‘ of our constitution. Let no

single faculty, or group of faculties, domi

nate the entire constitution. \Ve can

only attain perfect manhood by giving

full scope to every part of our being.

This is by no means an easy task. Very

few of us are' born with harmoniously

arranged dispositions. There are many

weak points in our natures which make

us differ from other people and from the

highest organization. But the worst of

all is. that where we are weak we think

we are strong, and where we are blind we

think we can see. We are prone to con

sider that those very deficiencies which

cause us to difi'er from other people are

indications of our own superiority. Thus,

for example, how many men, who do not

believe in God or a future state, consider

that they are so much the wiser because

they do not have such conceptions. They

even sneer at the majority of Christian

men. and say they must be insane to be

lieve in such doctrines, to give way to

such absurd delusions. Like Festus of

old, they say, “0 Paul, thou art beside

thyself; much learning doth make thee

mad!"-—only they would leave out the

word learning as not applicable to mod

ern Christians, and insert the word super

stition. We Christians would not re

gard much these sneers if their real origin

were only apparent to all ; but alas ! there

are a number of men led away by the de

ceitful glamour thrown around them, on

account of their great reputation for in

tellectual and scientific attainments. The

truth is that we have all different capaci

ties, which fit us to shine in diverse

spheres of life. The faculties which

make a man a good scientist or mathe

matician, do not necessarily constitute

him a good theologian. The scientific

faculties are important in the theological

field, but they are not what chiefly con

stitutes the theologian.

There is a class of spiritual powers

which a man must possess in order to

have right conceptions of religious prin

ciples. You might as well expect a bab

oon to write poetry as sound. theological

views from those who are deficient in the

spiritual powers of the human constitu

tion. In making this assertion we claim

no more than is granted to other mem

bers of the human family. We are all

compelled to acknowledge that the poet

is a poet because of special endowments.

Shall we then ignore poetry because we

have no taste for it? Shall we deny the

truths of theology because we can not

comprehend them? I think not; yet

many proceed just upon this principle,

and ignore everything which does not

chime in with their peculiar development.

We stand in awe of a great orator. We

are amazed at the fluency of his speech,

his fervid imagery, his wonderful control

of human passions. We confess that we

are unable to do anything so marvellous,
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and yet the elements of oratory are in us

all, but not in that excessive development

which constitutes the born orator. Yet

there are individuals so constituted that

they can see no utility in oratory. They

prefer the prosaic way of stating things

which generally sets the majority of peo

ple to sleep, rather than that round and

full utterance which appeals to man's

whole constitution. How often do we

hear persons express themselves thus af

ter having listened to a sermon or a

lecture:
" Well, I did not like that speak

er last night "; and immediately he con

cludes, because the discourse was not

pleasing to him, that all did not like the

speaker, But there may be no virtue in

that man's dislike—it may be born of the

weakness of his own nature. It may be

something which he ought to be ashamed

of instead of glorying in it. So on in

every department of life we find men who

mistake their own deficiencies for virtues

—men who are perpetually setting them

selves up as standards in departments

for which they are by nature unsuited.

These men, like Aunt Lucy, who thought

because a particular kind of medicine

cured her child, that the same medicine

would infallibly cure every disease and

everybody's child, persist in measuring

all men by their partial judgment. It has

been men of partial development who

have caused all the trouble both in pol

itics and religion. History proves this.

Theologians who possessed the intel

lectual and dogmatic faculties more de

veloped than the other parts of their

constitution, maintained that their con

ceptions of religion were right, and in a

narrow and bigoted spirit strove to throw

an iron fence around a few acres of the

mental field in which they vainly sought

to confine the whole human family. So

in matters of church-worship, men of

hard and solemn natures sought to crush

out beauty and music from God's sanctu

ary.

Men of partial development in every

age are finding fault with their brethren

because they do not conduct themselves

asthey do. (Jne man objects to elocu

1

tion in the pulpit; thinks it is sacrilegious

to be natural in preaching; regards an

artificial manner, a drawling nasal voice,

or the "holy tone," as the only appropri

ate way of delivering the service. So

some object to ritual, while others are so

fond of ritual that they dive to the bot

tom of the turbid streams of mediaeval

ism to find material to adorn‘ the church

service. -

The innate tendencies of the charac

ters of some impel them in certain direc

tions, or give them a love for certain

phases or forms of religion, and they

mistake this peculiarity of theirs for su

perior zeal to God and His church, where

as it is only their mental idiosyncrasies

they would satisfy in the name of religion.

A more harmonious development of their

faculties would enable them to see that

their brethren were right, only that they

were embodying their conceptions of

deity according to the dictates of another

set of innate powers.

I
But it is not only inside of the Chris

tian fold that men of partial develop

ment cause trouble. We find them in

every department of life. Teachers of

rhetoric, who attempt to mould every

body into one style, which they regard

as the model style. A large class of small

minds is made up_of those who rail

against Christianity. Failing to compre

hend its high truths they
can

not con

ceive how anybody can be led away by the

absurdities of faith. They deem Christians

to be idiotic, insane, or superstitious. As

this assertion bears directly upon the

principle which I am endeavoring to im

press upon you,‘that the only sufficient

authority in religion is the judgment of

those whose constitution is full and per

fect in all parts, we shall try to discover

who are the insane persons, the Chris

tians or the unbelievers. An insane or

idiotic person is one who has lost the

balance of his faculties, or who may be

deficient in one or more powers that we

regard as an integral part of the human

constitution. Evidently the Christian can

not be idiotic or insane, because nearly all

of the human
‘race

have believed the car
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dinal doctrines of his religion. It is a

part of the human constitution to be

lieve in God and a future state, and in

many other truths of the Christian relig

ion, and, as such, it has as much claim

to our regard as the intellect. Skepti

cism with regard to God's existence may‘

arise in some minds because deficient in

the element of spiritual apprehension of

God ; and as this element is necessary to

a full and complete character, it would

seem that such minds are defective. It

is high time that men should be met face

to face with their own constitution. It

is productive of the most astounding

evils to have people constantly mistaking

their own idiosyncrasies and defects for

superior intelligence. If men will adore

their own defects it can not be helped;

but it is surely time that we, who are in

terested in the highest development of

our race, should show those deluded ones

that what may be admired as intellectual

acuteness is oftentimes the result of

serious defects in their own organization.

It is time that we tell those who do not

believe in a personal God and a future

state that this condition, instead of being

a reason for boasting, ought to be deeply

regretted. Jesus was wont to call such

men blind, and leaders of the blind, and

so they are. They lack spiritual recep

tivity, and their aim should be to de

velop their spiritual nature.

lam not pressing a principle here in

behalf of theology which is antagonistic

to everything else. It is a principle rec

ognized practically everywhere. No su

perintendent of a railroad would be so

stupid as to employ a color-blind person

as a signal-tender. How then do you ex

pect that a person who is partly God

blind can give sound theories about the

person of God P You recognize this truth

in poetry, in philosophy, in science, and

in fact in everything; why then do you

refuse to recognize the same principle in

theology? It has been my endeavor

throughout this sermon to impress upon

you the necessity of developing every

part of your constitution, because there

can be no symmetrical thinking unless

there is harmony between the elementary

powers of your nature. The true end and

aim of all Christian efforts to advance

mankind is to bring about this harmony

and right relation with God. Let us then

study man as he is, not man as forming a

member of a particular circle, but man as

he appears all the world over. Let us

learn not to sneer at or despise those who

differ from us, but let us rather seek to

understand their peculiarities. We ought

to rejoice when we find those who difl‘er

from us, for their characteristics may be

just those we need to cultivate : and if we

study them we shall be aided in develop

ing our weak points. Let us not regard

any part of man's nature as the only part

fit to be preached to continually. The

only effective, the only real preaching

which can last in every church among all

classes of people, and in all ages, is that

which appeals directly to the human con

stitution. Deem nothing too insignifi

cant which is an integral part of man's

make-up. Strive to enlist every senti

ment, every emotion, as well as the intel

lectual faculties, in the interest of God.

A wise and beneficent Creator has so

constituted us that we can not and will

not fall into mathematical lines of

thought, that we will not toe the mark

laid down by men of partial development.

The human constitution pants above all

things for freedom, and freedom it will

have even at the expense of what some

theologians call religion. Progress is the

goal of every human being, and every in

nate power in man's constitution will

have something to do in that progress.

Do not neglect to enlist all, then, for all

are legitimate, when rightly employed.

in the sight of God.

There is no reason why beauty, sub

limity, imagination, love of God, love of

man, intellectual conceptions, and even

grim logic should not unite together in

one grand swell of worship to God. The'

coming man will be difl’erent from his

fathers. He will be a broader product.

He will be more able to grasp all his con

stitutional endowments. As time rolls

on men of special talent will have less
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and less influence. They will be rever

enced in their own domain, but men will

be cautious how much credence they give

to what they say upon matters outside of

that domain. Men of full and perfect

characters will be the recognized leaders.

If we wish to study human character in

its entirety, in its harmonious develop

ment, let us look upon jesus of Nazareth.

In him there was no spot or blemish.

No narrow theological views led the tenor

of his life. In him intellect, sentiment,

feeling, and spirituality were so marvel

lously blended that we can not find a

single syllable spoken by him, or a single

act of his most eventful life which we

can criticise. He stands out as the only

figure in history, a typical man, perfect,

complete, symmetrical in every lineament

of character, in every trait of his man

hood. “If I be lifted up I will draw all

men unto me
"
are his own words, spoken

before his death. and referring to his

mysterious sacrifice. Yet how true are

these words, even in connection with

man’s constitution. He has every power

in his being capable of attracting men.

He will draw all men unto him, because

, he contains the nature of all men in him

self.

Look upon Christ and we shall find in

him a sulficient answer to those who

would deprive us of our way of wor

shipping God. Do we love man? look

upon Him and we shall see that feeling

manifested with an intensity never expe

rienced by any human being, however

perfect. Do we venerate God and sacred

things, do we pity, do we weep, do we

reason, do we feel the fires of oratory, do

we make our God more real by the divine

conceptions of the imagination? so did

Christ. He appealed to every innate

power in man's constitution. He was

like us in all respects, different only in

one. and that one he came to remove, the

'cause of all our weakness, the odious, the

repulsive destroyer of the harmony of

our constitution, sin. By the study of

Christ's constitution we shall learn our

own imperfections, and by following in

the footsteps of his most holy life we

shall slowly but surely attain unto perfect

manhood. And, as we advance, in devel

opment, especially spiritual improvement,

we shall abhor, more and more, narrow

ness and incompleteness, and long for

perfection, for symmetry, and in that

‘very longing will throw off the bondage

of all masters who are but specialists and

embrace him as our only Master in whom

alone there is perfection. Then if some

God-blind man cries out there is no God,

we shall look upon the cross of Calvary,

and when we see Him who came to man

ifest that God to us, we will fondly cling

there and heed not the vain babblings of

the skeptic. If a Tyndal comes to us and

wishes to subject that power in our con

stitution which makes us fall on our knees

to worship God, by what he calls a prayer

gauge, we will look upon those lips which

said, "Our Father, who art in Heaven,"

and tell Tyndal there is the best prayer

gauge in the world. So when a john

Stuart Mill steps up to us, and in the

name of partial science tells us that we

are nothing but a bundle of sensations

and permanent possibilities of sensations,

we will kindly direct john Stuart Mill to

Calvary, and pointing to that Saviour

quietly reply, that there was more than a

bundle of sensations in that Man. Whose

authority shall we follow — you, John

Stuart Mill, a specialist in philosophy, or

Christ, the universal Magnet? Ah! there

can be but one answer to every one of

these men; it is an answer I have put to

them upon many occasions, and they

could never evade its force. They are

bound to acknowledge that Christ was

the only perfect man. Then if that is so,

he is the only authority, the only master

of the human mind, the only king to

obey.

But this is not all; Jesus is not only

the master-exponent of the human con

stitution, but, by a wonderful power in

herent in himself, and in the Father, he is

able to so work upon the constitution of

all men through the instrumentality of

the Spirit that those of us who are imper

fect may increase in stature until we
‘

come to perfect manhood. There is then
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the joyful hope that this mental combat l

may cease, that the weary strife will some

day be over. As we advance day by day

under spiritual guidance, day by day we

take in larger views of man's character,
‘

day by day we have clearer conceptions

of divine truth, and day by day we gain

0.

increased strength, so that our moral and

spiritual nature will triumph over our

animal nature, and the end will be a com

plete triumph. It is possible that the

last of our race upon this earth may

attain unto the fulness of the stature of

the perfect Christ. THOMAS A. HYDE.

IT IS WELL.

YES; it is welll The evening shadows lengthen ;

Home’s golden gates shine on our ravished sight;

And though the tender ties we try to strengthen

Break one by one—at evening-time 'tis light.

'Tis well ! The way was often dull and weary;

The spirit fainted 0ft beneath its load;

No sunshine came from skies all gray and dreary,

And yet our feet were bound to tread that road.

'Tis well that not again our hearts shall shiver

Beneath old sorrows, once so hard to bear;

That not again beside Death's darksome river

Shall we deplore the good, the loved, the fair.

No more with tears, wrought from deep, inner

anguish,

Shall we bewail the dear hopes crushed and gone;

No more need we in doubt or fear to languish ;

So far the day is past, the journey done I

As voyagers, by fierce winds beat and broken,

Come into port, beneath a calmer sky,

50 we, still bearing on our brows the token

Of tempest past, draw to our haven nigh.

A sweeter air comes from the shore immortal,

Inviting homeward at the day's decline ;

Almost we see where from the open portal

Fair forms stand beck’ning with their smiles divine.

'Tis well I The earth with all her myriad voices

Has lost the power our senses to enthrall;

We hear, above the tumult and the noises,

Soft tones of music, like an angel's call.

'Tis well, 0 friends I

ing

The long, vain years, nor call our lost youth back;

Gladly, with spirits braced, the future facing,

We leave behind the dusty, foot-wom track.

—C/mmb:r.r‘ journal.

We would not turn—retrac

COMM END WELL-DOING.

MONG the moral forces which act on

men’s inner lives as steam and heat

and electricity do upon matter, there is

one great agent which we think might

produce tenfold the effects that are gen

erally obtained from it. That agent is

Praise. If there is one old saw which we

heartily repudiate and detest it is that

which runs—

“
Praise to the face is open disgrace l

"

We never heard any such solemn say

ing about blame to the facel And a great

many people act as though criticism and

fault-finding were very proper and health

ful appliances for human nature, while

praise was only a sweet poison.

The idea that praise, when deserved, is

injurious, supposes the one praised to be

either the victim of conceit, or a fool.

T0 persons of ordinary modesty and com

mon-sense, just praise is at once a cor

dial and a tonic. To sensitive and diffi

dent natures it is almost a vital neces

sity.
'

Many a minister sends his hearers

home delighted and strengthened by his

sermon, and then suffers from self-dis

trust and anxiety lest he has failed. A

few words of appreciation would inspirit

him wonderfully, but no one gives them,

because no one imagines that he can be

ignorant of what all others know so well.

At the other end of the scale is the

drudge, the household servant for ex

ample, whose work is humble and out

of sight. A man eats his nicely-cooked

dinner at home, and forgets that human

efi'ort and human feeling have anything

to do with preparing it. Perhaps a good -

natured word to his servant would give

her a pleasant sense of success, that would

make her day seem bright instead of

dull. As for men who do not praise

their wives, they are beyond preaching

to, they are
"
worse than infidels'"
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ARLES AND ITS

RLES is a town of France, situated

on the left bank of the principal

branch of the lower Rhone, at the point

where the river divides to form the island

of Camargue. It is in Provence, depart

ment of Bauc/w: du R/nfne, forty-six miles

N.N.W. from Marseilles. It was original

ly called Ar/az't, which means "near the

water." This orthography indicates the

Celtic foundation of the place. But when

Gaul, now France, was conquered by Ro

man legions under Julius Caesar, and the

country occupied for a long time after

ward by the Romans. they latinized the

ANCIENT RUINS.

ago, sometimes even less ; for Aries is not

yet done growing, its population having in

the six years from 1866 to 1872 increased

from 26,387 to 39,117. Its population at

the present time may be set down in

round numbers at 50,000 souls. It was

formerly an unhealthy place, subject to

malaria, owing to its low situation and

the marshes in its vicinity; but the latter

have been for the most part drained,

which has added greatly to its salubrity.

Arles was a place of importance at the

time of Caesar's invasion, and became

a prosperous Roman colony, and the

Tna AMmiTim/n'ne. EXTERIOR, WITH APPROACH.

name, writing it Are/ate. Then, when the

Franks came, entered in and took posses

sion, the orthography was again changed,

to make it accord the better with their

vernacular; they modernized it into Arles,

and so it has remained. Thus we see the

name has passed through three several

stages of development, and from the

small portion of the town's history al

ready given, it may be presumed that it

is a very ancient place; and it is one of

the oldest towns in France. But although

old, it is not to be considered as one of

those finished towns so often met with on ,

the continent of Europe, the population
‘

of which is no greater now than fifty years

seat of a prefect. Many indications of

Roman occupancy still exist in the ruins

of public buildings and works character

istic of that people. Among the most no

table are the Roman Forum and the am

phitheatre, modelled after the Colosseum

at Rome. The latter was the largest

amphitheatre built by the Romans in

Gaul, measuring 459 by 341 feet, with a

seating capacity of from 20,000 to 30,000

spectators. It is still perfect all around

up to a certain height. There are also

the ruins of two temples, one of which in

medias-val style, with a splendid portal

arch, might be called a cathedral; of an

aqueduct; of a cemetery called the Ely
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sian Fields; and of a triumphal arch. are made in the ‘country round about

We must not forget to mention also the and brought here to find a market.

ruins of the palace of Constantine the There are many things in Arles to at

Great. An obelisk, consisting of a single

block of granite about fifty feet long, was.

in 1389, dug out of the mud of the Rhone,

and now stands in one of the public thor

oughfares. A statue of Venus was found

here in 1651, which is said to rival the fa

mous Venus de Medici in the National
I

Museum in Paris. Numerous fragments

of columns of marble and granite are still

to be seen in various quarters of the city.

Besides these ancient works of the R0

mans now mostly in ruins, Arles possesses

many buildings of more modern construc

tion which would be likely to attract the

notice of the traveller. Among those

most worthy of mention are the Cathe

dral of St. Trophimus, with its cloisters

' '

and beautiful doorway in the Byzantine
'

style of architecture; the Town Hall,

designed by Mansard, and the Roland

Tower. There are here also a thea

tre, a college, a school of naviga

tion, a library, and a museum of

antiquities in natural history

which is described as more

than usually fine, in fact

superb.

in the fourth and fifth

centuries of the Christian

era, several synods of the

Church were held here, viz. :

in 314. 354. 452. and 47s

Arles was at a subsequent

period the residence for a

time of the Gothic King

Eurch; and in 879 it became

the metropolis of the king

dom of Arelate. At the

present t im e numerous

manufactures give employ

ment to an industrious pop

ulation, and this again fur

nishes a market for the pro

ductions of the surrounding

country. There are man

ufactures ofsilk, stimulants,

hats, glass bottles, etc. , and

the encyclopaedias say the sausages made tract the tourist, and we should advise

by the provision dealers are justly es- the traveller on the Continent to spend a

teemed; thoJgh we rather think these few days here; especially as it is now so
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self comfortable here without doubt.

Besides the objects of interest already

mentioned, the scenery in the environs

easy of access by railw'ay from Marseilles,

Avignon, Nimes, Montpellier, etc. There

are two good hotels, the Hotel de Ville

RUINS or THB ROMAN THEATRE.

and the Hotel du Forum. The latter is

situated in a small square, the Place du

Forum, so called from its contiguity to

4 , §
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l
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REMAINS OF THE FORUM.

the ruins of the old Roman Forum.

The tourist will be able to make him

is romantic and beautiful, and there are

many fine drives in the neighborhood.

There is a pleasant promenade along

the banks of the river, with the Roman

Cemetery to the right, with its quaint

chapel and its stone coffins. Then there

are boulevards for driving, and a drive

especially interesting is that to the ruined

abbey of Mount Majour, at one time the

home of St. Trophimus; that is, before

he became bishop of Arles. And there

are other points of interest to which ex

cursions may be made. Although Arles

and its people are usually represented as

being more Italian than French, we have

there something characteristic of old

Spain, viz. : the sport of bull-fights, much

modified to be sure, toned down; as the

spectacle consists in some peasants play

ing with a bull or two brought in from

the country for the purpose. N0 spears

or other murderous instruments are used,

hence the bull is never killed, seldom

wounded, and sometimes not hurt at all.

This serves to entertain and amuse the

people on Sunday afternoon, who assem

ble in holiday costume for the purpose in

the old Roman amphitheatre.

While describing the different objects

of interest in this old French town, noth

ing has been yet said of the citizens

themselves; and they, as a study, are not

wanting in interest. And is not human

nature in any of its forms more interest
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ing than the study of inanimate objects?
i
women, the matrons usually displaying a

French as they may be in name, and

French as they are in many of their char

acteristics, notably their politeness, they

still bear unmistakable evidence of an

admixture of the blood of their ancestors

with that of their Roman conquerors.

They bear themselves with the dignity

of the old Roman masters of the world,

a dignity which will not allow them to be

hurried. Especially is this seen in the.

-OH

dignity of manner that any high-born

dame might envy. The magnificent com~

plexions too of the young women and

girls add to a beauty in other respects

which is proverbial. And their beauty is

enhanced by the full holiday costume of .

old times, which many still wear. The

elder women wear a peculiar head-dress

and full folded kerchief over black or

brown bodices. J. c. 1..

GlRL-IDLENESS.

UCH has been said and written

about idleness. The copy-books

of our childhood were full of warnings of

the dangers of idleness. \Ve were told

that idleness was the father of crime and

the mother of mischief. Such statements

could not but seem to our minds greatly

exaggerated, for our conception of evil

was something active and positive. It

might be wrong not to work, or profitably

occupy one's time, but it could not be

wicked. How could an idle man be

criminal when he absolutely did nothing

good or bad? Such was the logic of

youth. Now we know that a man sloth

ful in business is not necessarily passive

in other ways. The man who is too lazy

to work is not too lazy to be actively

wicked. The idle woman is generally a

gossip and a mischief-maker. The time

which ought to be usefully employed

must be taken up with something, and so

the reputations of neighbors and ac

quaintances are torn to shreds in many

instances, and the conscientious and use

ful members of the same household are

continually aggravated by the idleness

which affords leisure for such disagree

able and contemptible employment—that

is, if they are not themselves sooner or

later demoralized by it. An idle person

can not bear to see others employed. A

woman who has no home duties, or who

does not attend to such duties, is a pest

in any neighborhood. It may take her a

long time to make her breakfast toilet,

but her outside garments go on like magic

when she has once decided to make a

morning or afternoon call. She will not

work, and she will not let her neighbors

work. Her acquaintances are kept in a

state of chronic discomfort. in the expec

-tation of avisit, and a door-bell in he!

vicinity can not ring without striking ter

ror to the heart of the lady of the house

A call from this idle person means simply

loss of time without the slightest com

pensation. The work in the kitchen or

the nursery must be abandoned, and this

means,with practical, conscientious house

keepers, not only a giving up of the work

for this time, but for some time to come.

The work planned for that day, and

omitted for that day, means overwork at

another time, confusion and anxiety.

The plan of selecting one day, or a

part of a day, each week for a general re

ception occasion, doubtless had its origin

with some bored housekeeper who could

not bear to have her valuable time con

stantly broken in upon and frittered

away. There is nothing in the world

more aggravating, more nerve-rasping,

than to be compelled to entertain an idle

person with a duty in the kitchen or the

next room incessantly clamoring to be

attended to. It occasionally arouses all

the antagonism and latent ugliness in

one's nature. Hands and brain are all

ready for the work which has been laid

out for this time. "When 'will she go?"

the spirit keeps asking.
“ If she will only

go now I can rush through with the work,

and ‘the morning will not be a lost one."
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But she does not go. In fact, it is a rare

thing for this particular kind of caller to

take her leave until the utmost limit of

time is reached, as well as the utmost

limit of her hostess’ patience. So, sensible

ladies protect themselves by feeling at

liberty 10 report themselves engaged, with

the exception of the time set apart for

the reception of guests.

One of the greatest difiiculties that

mothers have to contend with in the edu

cation of their girls is the idle Miss, who,

having unlimited time at her disposal,

drops in at study hours, at practising

time, in the moments devoted to culinary

and housekeeping employment; in fact,

at any and all times which she takes a

notion to select. It is a fact that two

idle girls can more or less demoralize a

whole set. There are only so many

hours in each twenty-four that can be

safely utilized, and so the careful mother,

anxious to prepare her daughter for the

responsibilities which, if she lives, she

will be called upon to take up, fits the

special occupation or lesson to the spe

cial hour. Everything is going on not

only smoothly but enthusiastically when

the door-bell rings, and one of the idle

girls appears. That precious hour is

broken in upon, every moment hopelessly

wasted, for no one ever learns anything

that is good to learn, from an idle girl.

Having no occupation in life but to visit,

or be visited, it is inevitable that she

should be impressed and influenced in

such a manner as to make her a danger

ous companion. It may be that the idle

girl is a relative, or so connected socially

as to make it impossible to refuse to

admit her, or there may be various other

reasons for bearing with her; such as a

natural reluctance to inflict pain, or lack

of moral courage to protect one's time.

And so it comes to pass that girls who

would be industrious if they were let

alone, are constantly interrupted by this

at present very common pest. This is

not the worst of it. The unlimited lei

sure at the disposal of these young ladies

is frequently the cause of much discon

tent.
"
So-and-so is not obliged to take

care of her room."
“
So-and-so does not

have to study after school."
“
So-and-so

is not compelled to make bread and pies,

and jelly, and darn stockings."
“
She

can go out every evening if she pleases,

while I have to be poked up at home all

the time." “So-and-so's mother lets so

and-so go to the theatre, and she never

has to do anything about her clothes ex

cept to select what pleases her."
“ O,

mamma, I wish you were like so-and-so's

mother.”

This is the most discouraging feature

of the whole unhappy business. It is bad

enough to have precious time wasted

through the instrumentality of an idle,

empty-headed, undisciplined girl, but it is

much worse to find that the daughter,

who was once happy and pliable to the

will and instruction ofa loving, conscien

tious mother, is no longer contented, but

is constantly comparing her lot with that

of one whom the mother knows to be not

only without promise of future usefulness,

but in some cases absolutely unprincipled.

Much precious freight has been dashed

against this rock, and the trouble that

has been caused'by the influence of the

idle girl in families can not be exaggera

ted. There seems no remedy for this evil

save by the persistent refusal of mothers

to allow their daughters to be interrupted

in their studies, or domestic duties. The

difficulties are almost insuperable, and

after a certain age entirely so. It is only

those parents who decide early and hold

to their decisions through entreaty, tears.

and temporary discontent, who can ex

pect to keep their girls free from the per

nicious influence of idle companions.

ELEANOR KIRK.

IT is stated that no woman whose name

has appeared in a divorce court is allowed

to be present in the drawing-rooms of

Queen Victoria. It would be much more

to the purpose if the Queen were to re

fuse to receive the men who have given

occasion for such actions for divorce. But

this would greatly enlarge the limits of

the prohibition and exclude some who

are high in position and favor.
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CAPT. MARY M. MILLER OF THE STEAMER “SALINI-I."

’
HE author of “ The Employments of permission to navigate on the Red, Oua

Women "enumerates several hun- chita, and other Western rivers, besides

dred pursuits or branches of industry the "father of waters."

from which a woman may choose, and The portrait offers to our inspection a

feel that in winning her bread by hand or- lady of pleasing appearance. She is of a

brain labor she is not going beyond her strong,.enduring constitution, possessed

"sphere." \Ve think that among these of courage and emphasis, yet far from

employments that of steamboat captain being rude or coarse in physical or

is not mentioned, and yet it has been de- mental composition. The reader to

cided by high authority, even by the whom the mere fact of her appointment

Board of United States Inspectors of to a place calling for exceptional energy,

Steam Vessels at New Orleans, that a. nerve, and discretion, had been announc

woman may be competent to take the ed would probably infer that she was

command of a steamer, since Mrs. Mary some large, muscular, ungainly woman

M. Miller has received a license to sail
I
from the back-country, whose unwomanly

the Mississippi steamboat Saline, with i nature longed for the rough experience
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of the boatman because it was out of keep

ing with the retired and gentle habits

of the average woman. But Captain

Mary Miller, when seen in a private par

lor in company with other ladies, her

quiet, unassuming manners would not be

found out of harmony with them. She is

young, married, with four children—and

enough of the wife and mother in her

nature to appreciate the duties of such a

relation. This is what she says of herself:
“ I come of a steamboat family; my father

was a steamboat man, and afterI married

Captain Miller—that was seventeen years
'

ago—I, of course. spent much of my time

on the river. We have a beautiful home

in Louisville, and my little ones are all

there now; but for the past four years I

have been living mainly on a boat. My

husband used to do nothing but pilot,

and I spent much of my time in the pilot

house, and learned how to manage a boat

and how to navigate certain rivers in

spite of myself. There is no reason why

a woman should not know or learn how

-to manage a boat as well as a sewing

machine."

When Mrs. Miller applied for a license

the inspectors were at a loss what to do

in the case, and appealed to the Secre

tary of the Navy, who gallantly replied

that if she were able to demonstrate her

competence for the position the license

could be granted. She at once offered

herself for examination, and proved her

self a skilful navigator before the eyes of

the inspectors, who thereupon granted

the license. D.

THE MORMONS.

We are so much accustomed to reading

ot er things of this
“
peculiar

"
people

that the following picture is a very agree

able contrast. Albeit, the writer does

not seem to be prejudiced on their side,

but a candid witness—ED. P.
1.]

IF
any one desires to learn something

about anything, he must lay aside in

a great measure his prejudice and pre

conceived notions, and examine the sub

ject upon its merits. In this spirit I wish

to handle this much-vexed subject—giv

ing credit to whom it is due, remember

ing that a tree is known by its fruit

whether it be good, bad, or indifferent.

The writer has lived, travelled, and

lectured among this peculiar people; has

studied their habits, religion, and cus

toms; and therefore considers himself

better qualified to discuss this matter

than the tourist who stops in Salt Lake a

few hours en route for San Francisco.

The
"
Mormons

"
are so called because

they believe in a book called the Book of

Mormon, which they claim is a history

of a race of people who anciently in

habited this land of America, of whom

the Indians are a remnant. They say

that this book was engraved upon gold

plates in reformed Egyptian characters:

that it was revealed to Joseph Smith by

an angel, and that he translated it by the

power of God with the Urim and Thum

mim. The book is about the size of and

very much like the Old and New Testa

ments, with the exception that it does

not teach polygamy. But the Mormons’

proper name is Latter-day Saints—I say

proper name, because I think every or

ganization has the right to say what its

name shall be, and this is what they call

themselves.

The Latter-day Saints inhabit the val

leys of the Wasatch range of the Rocky

Mountains, and they are making new set

tlements in Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado,

Arizona, and Nevada. They believe in

having large families, and as a natural

consequence they are multiplying very

fast. As a people they are very hard

workers. Their principal vocations are

farming and stock-raising. To convince

one of their industry, he only needs to

ride over their railroads and behold their

comfortable houses, well-filled barns, fat

tened stock, copious orchards, beautiful

farms, great canals for irrigation, etc.
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When they came here this country was a

barren desert, with frost every month in

the year flames Bridger, a mountaineer,

offered Brigham Young a thousand dol—

lars for the first ear of corn he could

raise, so confident was he that nothing

could be produced there); but now Utah

is a
“
land flowing with milk and honey,"

abounding with delicious fruits and

golden grain. Truly the desert has been

made to blossom as the rose. Wherever

they have gone they have converted the

howling wilderness into a fruitful field,

and no true man can look upon their

prosperity and accuse them of indolence.

As to their religion, they believe it to

be a direct revelation from heaven. They

reverence the Bible and Book of Mor

mon as two divine records of equal im

portance. Their, church is organized

with the same officers and doctrines as

the ancient apostolic church. They
be-_‘

lieve in building temples; have two fin

ished and two more in course of erection.

The most of them are firm believers in

their religion. Prof. Fowler, who has

lectured in their cities, gives them the

credit of being "the most pious, godly,

devout, faithful, and religious people he

ever saw."

As regards temperance, they have a

revelation given in 1833, in which they

are told that tobacco and strong and hot

drinks are not good for man, and that

flesh should be used sparingly and only

in times of winter, cold, or famine. The

promise to those who live according to

this revelation is that they shall be blessed

with health, strength, endurance, long

life, wisdom, and great treasures of knowl

edge. This revelation is called the
"
word

of wisdom," and is extensively taught in

public and private. There is scarcely a

man in authority in the Mormon church

to-day who does not keep this "word of

wisdom," and the great majority of the

members practice it as nearly as possible.

They teach that marriage is a divine

institution; that its object is propaga

tion; and that the fountains of life should

never be tampered with except for the

purpose of creating a new being.

Their excuse for practicing polygamy,

or plurality of wives, is that it was re

vealed to them from God, July 12, 1843.

They hold that every good woman has

the right to bear children ; that if two or

more worthy women agree to have a

worthy man for their husband and the

father of their children, and he is agreed,

that it is all right. They claim that it is

better for a woman to marry a good man

and raise a family by him, even if he has

another wife, than it is for her to become

a fast woman or even marry a drunkard,

gambler, thief, or other bad character

and thereby produce a family that would

be a detriment to society.

Respecting their morality it may be

said that they are truly virtuous. They

have never established or patronized a

house of ill-repute. Such a thing was

unknown among them before outside in

fluences came in. It is estimated that

ninety-five per cent. of their youth are

chaste. My experience among them as a

lecturer confirms this statement, yet it

may be a little overdrawn. They teach

that the breaking of the seventh com

mandment stands next to murder in the

catalogue of crime, and that murder is a

sin for which there is no forgiveness. Of

course they practice polygamy, and if

having more than one wife, raising chil

dren by them, supporting their numerous

families and educating their offspring,

can be called immoral, then the Latter

day Saints can be charged with immo

rality.

The accusation that the Mormons are

enemies of the Government is false. It

is only a cry raised against them by a few

political demagogues to wrest from them

the rights of self-government. The only

thing that can be said against them is

that they regard the law against polyg

amy unconstitutional.

As far as education is concerned, they

have their private, district, and high

schools, academies and universities, be

sides other associations and societies of

learning. The last census shows that

Utah has less illiteracy than a number of

the States and Territories, notwithstand
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ing the fact that many of the Mormons

are converts from the working classes of

.other nations who did not have the privi~

lege of being educated. The study of the

arts and sciences, including phrenology,

physiology, etc., is taking strong root in

Utah, and minds of genius may not be

expected in vain from her ranks.

Taking them all in all, the Latter-day

Saints are no worse than other people.

Their history has been so vilified and

traduced by their many enemies, that the

picture looks horrible from a distance.

An acquaintance with them teaches us

that they are a society of human beings

o

who are trying to do right. If their re

ligion is false they have been deceived,

and the way to undeceive them is to

teach them the truth. The only way to

make them better men and women is to

teach them better principles. If they are

let alone, as Beecher wisely suggests, this

will be done. Turning loose upon_ them

the dogs of war, to destroy their homes

and break up their families, will only have

a tendency to turn them from intellectual

progress, strengthen them in their faith,

and enlarge their church with new con

verts.

C. H. BLISS.

.

LOVE NEVER LOST.

l PLANTED a flower to bloom

In my beautiful garden of Hope;

And it bloomed, oh, so bright!

And by day and by night

It filled all the air with perfume.

And over it ever I hung,

And its fragrance with rapture inhaled ;

But the hue that deceives

lmbued its fair leaves,

And in pain to its petals I clung.

'Twas a fragile and perlshing thing,

And the pitiless frost of the real

On its bosom, so white,

Left its withering blight,

And each of its beauties took wing.

But though in the spot where it bloomed

Nought remaineth save leaves that are sere

And a stem that is dead,

\Vhence the beauty hath fled,

And beneath are its blossoms entombed.

Yet the sigh that I breathe o'er its bed

Partaks of its own scented breath ;

And its life so divine

Is inwrought now with mine,

A fragrant, invisible thread.

Love never is lavished in vain,

Though its tangible object be gone ;

Though the treasure may fade,

And in ashes be laid,

Still its essence the heart doth retain.

ALHEDA COSTELLO.

SOUL AND MIND lN POETRY.

NUMBER of the PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL, published not long ago,

contains a sensible little article on
“ The

Source of True Poetry," which it would be

well for many sentimental would-be poets

to read. The article is. in the main, true,

but on one point we must beg leave to

disagree with the writer. He says:

"The highest—the only true poetry—is

written when the mind does not labor at

all. The mind is perfectly calm and

placid while grandest sentiments take

wing of words and flutter to the page.

There is no strain, no scuffle; the poet

stands 'neath the glow of the ethereal

fervency and spangles the page with

light divine."

Did the writer of the above ever write

poetry in that fashion, and if so, did he

become famous for it? If he did we will

admit that he is right. The theory

is certainly a very pretty one, and, if

true, one might well envy the happy

favorites of heaven, who receive the rich

est treasures
of the universe without even

taking the trouble to gather them.

According to his theory we might rea

sonably expect the greatest souls to be

the greatest poets, yet such is not the

fact. One may have grand ideas, yet
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they maybe expressed so crudely that the

sensitive ear is positively tortured.

it is not uncommon for editors to say

(at least to themselves) of rejected poems :

"The idea is good, but the construction

is awkward, and the metre is horrible."

On the other hand, the master-poet will

take the simplest, commonest subject, and

write upon it with such grace, elegance,

and originality that we are fascinated—

even refined and made better—by it.

"Made
”

poetry is certainly of all

things most detestable. No natural en

dowment of wit, intellect, ideality,

or sublimity can make a man a poet.

The inexplicable .wmel/u'ng is still lacking.

And this something, which we call grains,

is certainly higher than mind, though not

independent of it. The inspiration comes

to the poet in the form of a thought, sub

lime and vast, that seems almost beyond

the reach of language, and the intellect

must search and find words worthy of it.

Or it comes like a strain of most intoxi

cating music, which the poet must repro

duce for other cars. It is like the mist

on the mountains, like the clouds of the

evening, like the star-lit arch of the mid

night,—wordless, yet demanding all that

is best of language. Ten men of feeling

and intellect may stand on an Alpine

summit and watch the light of a new day

brighten from peak to peak till even the

valleys are filled with its glory. All may

deeply feel the grand beauty of the scene,

yet probably not one could frame his

thoughts in words—or, if he tried, his

hearers as well as himself would feel how

mean and inadequate were his words

compared with the subject.

True poetry, then, is the result of both

soul-power and brain-power, the soul giv

ing the vision or wordless thought, which

the fine intellect receives with reverent

gladness and clothes with words, either

tender or graceful, or sad or majestic, as

the thought demands, while the cultivated

ear is careful to allow no jarring words or

uncouth construction to destroy the per

fect harmony and beauty of the whole.

HELEN HAWTHORNE.

'

THE EGOTIST.

H
E had all the bad qualities best cal

culated to make him a scourge to

his family.

He had been rich and healthy from his

birth, and rich and healthy he remained

all his life through. He never allowed

himself to be led astray; he had no fail

ings—never made a promise that he was

not both able and willing to keep, and

never failed in what he undertook. His

honesty was unimpeachable and he op

pressed every one—relations, friends. ac

quaintances—with his proud conscious

ness of his honesty.

His honesty was his capital, for which

he drew high interest. His honesty gave

him the right to be pitiless, and to refuse

all favors not prescribed by law.

He never looked out for any one except

his own exemplary self, and he was ex

tremely exasperated if others did not take

all care of his own estimable personality.

With all this he did not at all consider

himself an egotist; on the contrary, he

was very severe in his blame of egotism

and egotists—na'turallyl The egotisms

of others interfered with his own egotisms.

As he was conscious of having no weak

points himself, he neither understood nor

excused weaknesses in others.

He had no comprehension of what for

giveness meant. He had never had occa

sion to pardon anything in himself. How

could he know how to forgive others?

This monster of virtue raised his eyes

to the face of his God before the bar of his

own conscience, and said with firm, clear

voice, “ Yes, I am a good, virtuous

man."

Then on his death-bed will he repeat

these words, and feel no emotion in his

heart of stone—in his spotless, perfect

heart. Oh i the ugliness of self-satisfied,

rigid, cheap virtue, almost more loath

some than the naked ugliness of vice.

TOURGENIEFF.
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BLUE VIOLETS.

O, vlotsrs, blue violets, your bonnie blossoms

bring

A world of tender memories with each returning

spring:

O'er hill and vale your azure text inscribes its record

sweet,

And paints bright pictures of the past in beauty at

my feet !

For, as I look upon your bloom, I seem to know

once more

The joys of cloudless childhood, the happy days of

yore;

To live again those gladsome hours when care was

but a name,

And never o’er my laughing brow a shade of sorrow

came 1

How oft, through sunny meadows, I sought your

blossoms fair,

And wove them into diadems a queen might proudly

wear;

\Vhile robins sang, and orioles, amid the budding

trees ;

And hunimed about your clustered sweets the busy

velvet bees.

And through the many changes of life’s maturer

years.—

In times of joy and gladness,—in times of bitter

tears,—

. BECAUSE MEN

N an article by Mrs. A. M. Diaz, which

we find circulating through our ex

Changes, that lady discusses the exactions

of the appetite upon the strength of the

housekeeping wife. She puts the burden

of guilt upon the men, with a degree of

justice to be sure, but is candid enough to

attribute the fault to habit rather than in

tention—the habit of society, we should

say—in the matter of eating, which is

due as much to the fondness of women

for "cake and pie
"
as to the men's liking

for the
“
fancy fixings

"
of the table.

Your loveliness, my violets, has brought its gentle

grace,

And, like some true and trusted friend, has claimed

a cherished place.

1 know that many a tropic flower can boast more

gorgeous hue,

That some might prize their brilliant dye more than

thy tender blue;

But dearer far the violet's sweet and modest face

to me

Than all the glowing splendors of foreign lands

could be.

0 violets, dear violets, when earthly cares are o‘er,

And my mute lips and pulseless heart shall welcome

thee no more ;

May some kind hand, with thoughtful love, ere I am

laid to rest,
‘

Place thee, beloved blossoms, upon my peaceful

breast ;

And plant thee o'er the grassy sod that makes my

lowly tomb

That, when glad future springs shall come in beau

ty, and in bloom,

Your dewy eyes may tell to those who sometimes

linger near

Of her who loved, in spring-times past, to seek your

blossoms dear.

H. S. D. U.

WANT THEM.

Mrs. Diaz does not go into the hygienic

bearings of the diet she deprecates, but

deplores the wearing toil and care that

the constant preparation of cake and

pie in a household imposes upon the

wife, who is housekeeper and cook.

We shall leave the question of how

much the wife's eating of the pastries

she makes has to do with her weari

ness and ailments to the reflection of _

the reader, while we grant a hearing to

Mrs. Diaz on the point of the unneces

sary labor to which women submit to
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please husbands and children, who are

quite unconscious of doing any injustice.

—ED. P. J.

"What! do without cake entirely?"

cries Mr. Livewell in alarm. By no

means, sir! Poor human nature craves

something sweet. The trouble lies in

making palale king. In many families

this is done at terrible cost on the part of

the women. I say terrible, because hu

man sacrifice, in whatever shape,'is ter

rible. And when a woman uses herself

up in cooking, and, as a consequence,

dies, or half-dies, what is that but human

sacrifice?

It was a remark made by Mrs. Melendy

which first called my attention to this sub

ject. I had been saying something com~

plimentary of her very interesting little

family.

"Ah, yes ! Mr. McKimber," she answer

ed, "if I only knew how to bring them

up as they ought to be brought up!
"

I suggested that children need, more

than anything, a mother's time and atten

tion.
'

"But that's just what they can't have,"

said she :
“ for, to tell the truth, the three

meals take about all day, so I have to

turn oh’ the children."

Mrs. Melendy is the woman whose hus

band "always wants his piece 0' pie to

top off with."

I had frequently heard that remark in

regard to the "three meals,"-—heard it

unconcernedly, as relating to a subject in

which I had no interest. But when it

was repeated that day by Mrs. Melendy,

and in that connection, I was sud

denly awakened to its full meaning;

and the idea occurred to me that

woman might not have been created

mainly for the purpose of getting three

meals a day. If she were, thought I,

what a waste ! for, certainly a mere meal

getter might have been fashioned out of

cheaper material.

I am a curious person for following up

any subject to which my attention has

been particularly directed; and, in fol

lowing up this subject, I have observed

closely what goes on daily under the

name of housework; and I find it to
be a

never-ending succession of steps. Why,

such an everlasting tread-mill would

wear out a strong man! Not only a

tread-mill but a hand-mill, and a head

mill: for hands must keep time with the

feet; and, as to the head, I have often

heard Mrs. Fennel tell Martha she must

keep her mind on her work. And, truly,

the calculating and contriving demanded

by each day's operation require some

mind.

Now, I had the idea, before I was

awakened by Mrs. Melendy's remark, that

woman's work was not of much account,

--just a simple matter of “puttering"

about the house. The tempting food

which Mrs. Fennel serves up daily stood

‘for a very small part of the labor which it

actually represents. And, but for that

remark, I might have gone on eating the

delicacies spread before me with no more

sense of their cost than if they grew on

trees and werelshaken down at meal

time. Since my eyes have been opened,

those delicacies taste too strong of the

toil to be relishable; for I see that
the

rows of pies on the buttery shelves, the

mounds of cake, the stacks of dough

nuts, do not come there by any magical

“
sleight 0' hand," but are wrought out of

the very life of poor Mrs. Fennel,—liter

ally, of her very life. This is not an over

statement, since it is plain to be seen

that each day's labor makes demands

which her strength is unable to meet. I

have observed the languid way in which

she drags herself about the 'house, now

and then dropping upon a chair; have

noted, at times,—at “ hurried" times,—

the worn, weary,
“
all gone" expression of

her face; and have heard her take, oh!

very often, those "long breaths," which

are sure signs of wearing-out.

Yes, the poor woman is killing herself

with overwork. And when she rests, at

last, beneath the turf, people will speak

of the mysterious Providence which re

moved a wife and mother in the midst of

her usefulness.

It is about time, one would think, to

put a stop to this woman-killing. A
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harsh phrase ? It is not more harsh than

the' truth; for, if lightening labor will

prolong life, insisting upon unnecessary

labor is not far removed from that crime.

And this unnecessary labor is insisted

upon in one way or another.

For instance, I have Mrs. Fennel's own

word for it, that pics are “the heft of the

cooking "; have heard her speak of rolling

out pastry until she was "ready to drop,"

of beating cake until her arms “hadn’t

one mite of strength left in them." Yet,

to any suggestion that these and other

superfluities be omitted, the answer has

invariably been, that "the men-folks

wouldn't be satisfied without them."

Mr. Fennel is a very good man; and

the boys—young men of eighteen and

twenty—are very good boys. If the di

rect question were asked Mr. Fennel

which he most values, his wife's life, or

the nice things she prepares for the

table, he would answer with horror, if he

answered at all, the former. In reality,

however, he answers the latter. It is the

same with the boys. The men-folks can't

eat cold bread; therefore biscuits are

i'olled out, cut out, and baked, both

morning and night : the men>folks make

dependence on their cake; the men-folks

must have their
“
piece 0’ pie to top 05

with"; the men-folks like to have a pot

of doughnuts to go to.

Now, all these things may gratify the

palate; but the point is, are they worth

the price that is paid for them? I con

fess that it fairly makes me shudder,

sometimes, to see those strong men sit

down at table, and, with appetites sharp

ened by out-of-door exercise, sweep off

so unthinkingly and unthankfully the re

sults of Mrs. Fennel’s long and weary

toil. Do they not taste something in

__—.__q.

those delicacies? Detect a flavoring that

was never set down in any grocer’s bill?

They probably do not. Long habit has

so accustomed them to the flavor of this

essence of life, this compound extract of

backache, headache, exhaustion, prostra

tion, palpitation, that they do not notice

its presence. It would be well for them

to do so, however; for it is a terribly

expensive article.

Oh,~nol they don't taste anything but

what may be bought at the grocer's or

raised on the farm. If they did, if the

cost of all these dainties were once made

clear to our kind-hearted men-folks. they

would not only be satisfied without them,

but would beg Mrs. Fennel to stop cook

ing them; for neither Mr. Fennel nor the

boys are wanting in affection for her.

Whenever, by overwork, she becomes

alarmingly ill, they are ready to harness

the horse, and go seven miles for the

doctor at any time of the day or night.

Mr. Fennel never spends his money so

freelyas in medicine for his wife; and the

boys seldom come home from the pasture

without bringing her mullein, or some

kind of herb, to dry. "So thoughtful of

them!" the dear woman remarks with

moistened eye, and checks faintly flushed.

All women are not as feeble as Mrs.

Fennel? This is true; yet she represents

a large class, and one that is rapidly in

creasing. Mothers of families calling

themselves well and strong are hard to

find. They too commonly break down

and die, or break down and live. Go into

almost any town, any country village

even, where pure air and other conditions

of health abound, and mark the sharpen

ed, worn, pinched faces of the elderly

women, the effects of overwork and un

wholesome'food.

THE SOUDAN.

S we have given a sketch of Gen. change enables us to describe the country
‘ Gordon, it may be appropriate to

answer the question which many readers

of the PHRENOLOGICAL have asked,

Where and what is the Soudan ? An ex

in a condensed paragraph :

"The name bears different meanings.

according as it is used by the Arabs or by

the Egyptians. The former apply it to
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designate the interior of Africa generally,

and, following them, the geographers of

Europe have given this name to all the

countries along the southern edge of the

Grand Sahara, from Senegambia and

Sierra Leone on the west, to Darfur on

the east. Etymologically, Soudan means

simply
‘
the Blacks,’ and is a corruption

of the Arabic name Baladus-Sudan, ‘the

country of the Blacks.‘ .As employed,

however, by the Egyptians,

tribes, professing some form of Moham

medanism, and the southern half by ne-

groes, who, though officially classed

among Mussulmans, are really pagans, and

are, roughly speaking, all sedentary and

agricultural. Up to 1819 the Soudan was

divided into a number of petty kingdoms

and chieftaincies; but in that year Mu

hammed Ali, then the Khedive, sent his

son Ismail to conquer the country. From

and as referred to in the nu

merous telegrams lately re

ceived from Egypt, ‘the

Soudan
'
means not the im

mense tract of Africa, just

described, but a tract to the

east of it, which comprises

the countries, except Abys

sinia, on both sides of the

Nile, south of the second

cataract, which have during

the last sixty years been

formed into an Egyptian

province bearing that name.

The dependent province or

empire—for be it under

stood, the Soudan is not

Egypt any more than Al

geria is F rance—comprises

much of Nubia, all Sennaar,

all Kordofan, and all Darfur,

and has really any length

and any breadth that the

Pashas can reach.

"According to a report

recently made to the British

Foreign Oflice by Lieut.-Col.

Stewart of the 11th Hussars.

an
m
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its length from north to

south, or from Assouan to

the Equator, is about 1,650 miles, but

this makes it begin at the ‘first and not at

the second cataract of the Nile; its width,

on the same authority, from Massowah,

on the Red Sea. to the western limit of

the Darfur Province, is from 1,200 to

1,400 miles. It probably, therefore, does not

fall far short, if at all, of the dimensions

of India. It is inhabited by two totally

distinct races—the northern half by al

most pure Arabs, most of them nomad

MAP or Eovrr AND TH: SOUDAN.

that time to the present the Egyptians _

have gone on extending the borders of

their nominal sovereignty, but have never

yet managed to obtain an undisturbed

footing in any part of the vast territory

they claim. The seat of the provincial

government is at Khartoum, at the con

fluence of the Blue and White Nile.

Khartoum can be reached from Cairo,

from which it is some 1,500 miles distant

by the Nile,—the railway stopping short
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at Assiout, less than 300 miles from

‘Cairo—but the quickest route is by the

Red Sea from Suez to Souakim, which

may be regarded as the seaport of the

-Soudan, and thence by a caravan route

of about 280 miles to Berber, where the

Nile is touched, and from that point

southward for about the same distance

to Khartoum.

"It is difiicult to determine the value

of the Soudan country to Egypt. Accord

' ing to C01. Stewart, it has cost more to

govern than the revenue derived from it,

and hence the indifference shown by the

present Khedive. Furthermore, this year

to the expenditure side of the account

will have to be added the cost of the pres

ent military operations. Apart altogeth

er from the question of the expense, the

physical difficulties which bar the progress

of the Egyptian forces will understood

from the description which Col. Stewart

gives of the very district in which Hicks

Pasha was engaged. ‘Of the country

west of the White Nile,’ says the report,

‘between the parallels of Khartoum and

that of Kaka, about eleven degrees lati

tude, the general appearance is that of a

vast steppe, covered with low thorny trees,

mimosas, gum-trees, and prickly grass.

Occasionally low groups of bare hills are

met with. The villages and patches of

cultivated ground are few and far between.

Water is scarce and stored in wells and

trunks of baobab trees.’ This is a toler

ably unpleasant situation for an army,

with an enemy in front devastating the

country."
'

SI'IOES AND CHARACTERS.

A
TROY, N. Y., newspaper has pub

lished a report of an interview be

tween a shoemaker of that city and one

of the newspaper attachés, who applied

to the man of the last and waxed-end for

repairs, and meanwhile elicited his views

on the meaning of the way in which dif

ferent people wore their shoes and de

stroyed them by use. After passing

through the sieve of a reporter, although

in this case the reporter did not spare

himself, it may be well to read between

the lines to get at the shoemaker's mean

ing, who, as a practical observer, must

have exceptional opportunities from his

bench to judge of balance and unbalance

in
“
understandings." He is a plain

spoken man, as most of his class are, and

utters his opinions with an oracular em

phasis which is not lost in the reporter's

version. He said, in reply to the news

paper man's question :

“Yes, sir; they (worn shoes) beat palm

istry all hollow. Take yourself, for in

stance; in your shoe I see vacillation,

irresolution, fickleness, a tendency toward

negligence or evasion of unpleasant du

ties, occasional spells of moroseness.

Show me any person's foot-covering after

woman.

two months’ wear, or often less than that,

and I will tell you that person's character.

If both heel and sole are evenly worn

level the wearer is clear-headed, decisive

and resolute, a. good business man, a valu

able and trustworthy employé, or an ex

cellent wife and mother. If the outside

sole is cut through, the wearer, if a man,

is inclined to be adventurous. unreliable,

and spasmodic in all its acts: if awoman,

she is predisposed to boldness and way

ward tendencies. If the inside of the sole

is cut through, it indicates weakness and

vacillation in a man and modesty in a

For instance, a certain mer

chant in this city whom I posted concern

ing this curious method of character

reading sends to me whenever he wants a

new clerk, and he has received several of

my customers on my recommendation.

He says that shoeology beats phrenology

all hollow.

"A few months ago there came into

my shop a stranger having a pair of shoes

with the outsides of the sole worn

through and the toe somewhat cut away.

while the hull was nearly as good as new.

I said to my wife, after he went away.

‘
That man's a sneak,’ and so he was. The
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very next day a boy came up from the

police station to get the shoes, and said

the wearer had been arrested on a clear

case of sneak thieving.
"
A certain young man who has patron

ized me for years was keeping company

with two girls, also customers of mine.

lnoticed that one of them wore out her

shoes on the outside of the sole first,

while the other stepped squarely and

wore down both shoes alike. I've always

had a liking for the young fellow, and

knowing he was wavering between the

two girls, l took him aside one day and

showed him the shoes of his flames and

told him what I have told you. The re

sult was that he married the square-step

per and is happy, while the other girl dis

graced herself and has gone to ruin.

"Do I believe that character can be

moulded by keeping the shoes properly

soled and heeled? Well, it has its influ

ence. The gait of a person is as closely

connected with his disposition as the ex

pression of his countenance, though not

so easily read by most persons. To con

tinue to wear a shoe which is run over

badly only tends to confirm the habit in

the person's walk.

“I can also tell something of a per-

son's tendencies by the size of the shoe,

the breadth of the sole, the condition of

the buttons and strings, the amount of

wear on the toe, the condition of the

lining, etc. I would not advise a friend

to marry a girl who squeezes a four foot

into a number two shoe, for such a one is

apt to prove vain, affected, and frivolous.

"Boots are but little worn by gentle

men of the present day, save in a 'few ex

ceptional cases where the occupation of

the wearer renders it necessary for‘health

and comfort. The rage is all for button

and laced shoes, though this winter the

elastic side gaiter has enjoyed a new lease

of life. The buckle gaiters are entirely

out of date, and are no longer kept in

stock by dealers. Cloth-top shoes are

being slowly worked out of the trade,

while cloth button boots for ladies are

not at all worn. Welted shoes are now

worn with improved machinery, and,"

with a sigh, “custom work will soon be

come one of the lost arts.

"
Rubbers are very poor this year, and

wear out rapidly. This is due to the fact

that manufacturers are buying up the old

worn-out stock, remelting and moulding

the second time. Gum which has been

once fashioned into a shoe and worn in

all sorts of weather, until the grit of the

streets is ground into its very substance,

lacks the toughness and purity of the

gum fresh from the tree, and easily breaks

under a slight strain.

“ Your job is done, sir; sorry I couldn't

give you a better character, but truth is

truth, and I never flatter."

ANNUITlES.

IN
the general meaning of the word, an

nuities are fixed sums of money paid

yearly for a. consideration, either for a

term of years or in perpetuity. Under

this definition interest on notes or bonds

are annuities. The different kinds of

annuities that may exist are so numerous

we can not undertake to define them, but

will confine ourselves to noticing such as

are known as life annuities. In this coun

try such are often established by a testa

tor in his will, who desires to provide for

parties of whose judgment or wisdom in

the management of monetary affairs he

may have doubt. But more especially

shall we call attention to such as are

erected by the payment of moneys to an

incorporated institution.

We will suppose that A., having a suf

ficicncy of this world's goods, and know

ing that riches often take to themselves

wings, desires to secure an income that

will be sufficient to meet his ordinary ex

penses in case all other resources fail. He

at once pays into some incorporated com

pany authorized to sell annuities, in

whose soundness he has confidence, such

a sum as they require, with an agreement
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on their part to pay to him yearly,

during his lifetime, a certain amount. It

will be readily seen that many factors

enter into the calculation of annuities.

On' the one hand, there is the amount of

interest the company can obtain for the

money paid in, and, on the other,

there are the age and state of health of

the depositor. In some respects the same

questions arise as in life insurance, and

tables have been constructed to facilitate

the calculations.

We append a table from the
“
Diction

ary of Commerce," showing what amount

must be paid at different ages to insure

the payment of one hundred dollars a year

during the life of the payer, calculated on

the basis of interest at 5 per cent.

65 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 732

Deferréd annuz'lz'm are such as com

mence a given number of years after the

payment of the money, and continued

during the life of the payer. These are

purchased by those whose present income

is more than they need, but who desire to

prepare for possible adversity while they

may.

Annuities an jaz‘nt lives are sometimes

purchased by husband and wife, payable

until the death of the last surviving.

Annuities are less commonly purchased

in this country than they would be had

persons more confidence in the stability

of the institutions selling them. Some

of the European governments sell small

annuities through their post-offices and

savings banks.

The interest on the National debt of

England may be properly called a perpet

ual annuity that may be transmitted

from one generation to another so long

as the Government exists, for there is

small probability that the principal will

ever be paid. This, however, does not

serve the purpose contemplated by an

nuities, as they are generally understood,

in which it is expected that he of average

life will receive back the amount he pays,

with the accruing interest, less a fair

amount as compensation for the corpora

tion in keeping the accounts.

There are many classes in our country

who could invest in a sound annuity

company with advantage. Doubtless we all

know people who are, for various reasons,

unable to do much toward earning their

own living,but who, fortunately, have suffi

cient property, the interest of which gives

them a meagre support. They do not

dare to draw on the capital, because that

will lessen the annual interest, and they

are really living in poverty while possess

ing wealth. Their capital, paid to an an

nuity company, would increase their

yearly income and ensure them a con

tinuance thereof during their lives, re

lieving them from the care of its man

agement and the risk of losses by injndi

cious investment.

We have spoken of the want of confi

dence of our people in institutions that

are authorized to sell annuities, but we

see no reason why it should exist toward

them more than toward any other invest

ments; and our governments, both State

and National, should take the utmost

care to render deposits for annuities as

nearly absolutely safe as possible.

L. A. R.

a

NOTES on AMERICA—It is said that,

after a hard struggle, Lord Coleridge has

decided no! to write a book about Ameri

ca. In this he does not imitate the rank

and file of his countrymen who visit

America, and then put to service such

small or great gifts at scribbling as they

may possess, to write down or up the

people and institutions of this country.

We are reminded constantly of the say‘

ing of Byron, much more fitting now

than in his generation: '1 Every fool de

scribes in these bright days his wondrous

journey to some foreign court, and spawns

his quarto, and demands your praise."
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EATING—ITS LAWS AND ERRORS.

PERSONS
who have a vigorous appe

tite, and are not sufficiently inform

ed in regard to hygienic law, are apt to

eat heavily, especially during the fall and

winter, and when the spring approaches

it is considered that they need to exercise

sclf~denial by way of fasting, as fasting is

doubtless necessary to such persons. It

is both a means of grace and of physical

wisdom to do so. But the person who

eats day by day under the light of physi

ology, using no more food than is neces

sary, and taking that of the right kind,

does not need to fast any more than he has

to breathe less air than formerly. When

we over-feed horses and then push them

to extreme effort they sometimes become

dyspeptical, and we turn them out to

grass for three months. In other'words,

we stop surfeiting them with food, stop

exercising them unduly, and put them on

simple diet, and they recover. But the

horse that is properly driven, and fed ‘ju

diciously, will work from January till

june, and from June till January without

losing a day or a meal, or a healthy ap

petite for it. Forty years ago, when the

writer ate and drank as other people do,

sometimes excessively and sometimes in

judiciously in regard to the selection of

food, he had trouble with sick headache,

foul stomach, torpid liver, and all sorts of

difficulties. But little by little getting

into a better knowledge of the laws of

hygiene and physiology he is able to

carry himself year after year without a

moment’s loss of appetite, and without

any of the derangements consequent upon

wrong modes of diet. Hence, he doesn't

have to fast to atone for feasting.

One ought to refrain from taking an

"extra piece," even though the appetite

sometimes seems unsatisfied, and people

often eat an "extra piece" with gusto

because the appetite doesn't become

satisfied in feeling, even when they have

really eaten enough. Consequently an

hour afterward they feel dull, and the

whole system overloaded and feverish.

Let the eater learn to deny himself, and

quit while he is still hungry, and in half

an hour he will feel that he has eaten

enough. By doing this, and avoiding the

wrong kinds of food, there is no necessity

for fasting.

SUNDAY STUFFING.

This habit has grown to be common in

our large cities, where men live at a dis

tance from their business places, and

therefore take a light lunch every day

during the week. When Sunday comes,

they have leisure for breakfast, and little

exercise during the forenoon; then

have a royal dinner at two o'clock, and

perhaps lazy lounging and "lying off," as

it is called, during the afternoon, they

thus eat twice as much on Sunday as they

do other days. The appetite is just as good

as it would be if they were engaged in
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their ordinary occupations, but the needs

of the system are not half so great when

a person is idle as when he is actively or

laboriously engaged in business, and the

result is that Monday is a blue day to

very many. It is a day of headaches

and ill-feeling, and by Wednesday per

haps they get back into their normal

track again, and by Saturday are ready

for another stufiing on Sunday.

We believe that dyspepsia in city men

originates, in nine cases out of ten, in

the practice of over-eating, and taking

little exercise on Sunday.

LATE DINNERS.

Another evil connected with society

life is late dinners, which seem to be ne

cessitated by the fact that the men have

only a moderate lunch at noon. They

come home at five or six clock, and sit

down to a heavy late dinner and gorge

themselves with meat highly spiced, cof

fee, and perhaps wine, and then sit for an

hour or two and smoke, and not one con

stitution in ten thousand can stand such

a way of living. Many laboring men who

work in the open air carry a dinner-pail

with a lunch chiefly composed of baker's

bread and coffee, and come home at

night hungry as bears and fill themselves

with fat pork or ham, and other heavy ar

ticles of food, drinking two or three cups

of strong coffee, and then smoke a pipe

for an hour or two. This method of liv

ing is very hard on the constitution. If

they could have a more substantial din

ner at midday, and eat material that is

not so difficult of digestion at night, they

would not break down and become old

men so early as they do.

Some people have an idea that if a man

is outdoors he can violate with impunity

all hygienic laws in reference to eating;

but this is far from being true.

RAPID EATING.

This habit is very injurious, for several

reasons. If we eat that which requires

to be masticated, like meat and vege

tables, so as to divide the particles and

expose them to the gastric juice, or have

opportunity to come in contact with it in

the stomach, bolting food in large lumps

is calculated to throw upon the stomach

a great deal of extra work, retard diges

tion, and overwork the digestive organs.

In the eating of starch-bearing articles,

such as bread material, pease, beans, pota

toes, etc., the mastication should be per

fect, not for the sake of reducing the

material to fineness only, but so as to

combine it with the saliva in the mouth,

which is an agent for changing the starch

in the digestive process. If one were to

drink down flour or meal mingled with

water without mixing it with the saliva it

would remain in the stomach undigested.

and not until it passed from the stomach

would it meet with that agent which is in

some respects similar to saliva, and which

is necessary for a change of the starch in

the digestive process. Meat is dissolved

by the gastric juice in the stomach, and

does not so much need the saliva. Dys

peptics sometimes live on roasted wheat

or dried crackers, and are obliged to

masticate and salivate them thoroughly

in the mouth before they can swallow

them ; whereas if the same material were

taken in the form of a thin mush and

swallowed hastily it would lie like lead

in the stomach. On this material we do

not use the teeth half enough. Usually

people eat too rapidly to perfect the mas

ticating processes according to the laws

of nature. The hen swallows corn whole,

but she has no teeth; it is soaked soft in

the crop, and when it passes to the giz

zard, which is a strong, muscular sack, it

is 'ground by mixing with gravel-stones,

thus triturating the food as teeth would.

Squirrels, on the other hand', grind the

corn fine in the mouth, as they have sharp

teeth, and therefore do not need a gizzard

filled with gravel-stones to serve as a mill.

Let the rapid eater remember that he is

organized to be a man, and therefore has

no internal gristmill. He is not organ

ized for a goose, to use a school-girl

phrase. People often deserve the name

of goose by eating too rapidly and care

lessly, breaking down the health.
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THE TEETH.

If there is anything in which people

may deservedly take pride and pleasure

it is a fine, even set of teeth. We are not

one of those who believe that the teeth

should be used up before a person sees

his fortieth year. The teeth ought to last

a lifetime. There are several reasons why

the teeth become easily worn out or de

cayed: one is, that we cook our food to

such an extent that the teeth are scarcely

required for the purpose of mastication.

We do not use our teeth enough to pro

mote their health. If cows are put into

the distillery stable and fed on the slops

which come to them warm and soft, their

teeth become diseased and drop out,

showing that the teeth, in order to be

healthy, must have use.

In the human mouth it is seen that if

the teeth of one jaw become diseased

and are removed, the corresponding teeth

of the other jaw are apt to become un

healthy because they have nothing to do.

We have seen many Indian skulls, and it

is a singular fact that the teeth of those

which are
old are worn clear down to

the roots sometimes, and it is rarely the

case that a decayed tooth can be found in

any of them. The Indians eat parched

corn; they have dried meat, which is cut

up into small strips and hung under the

roof of the tent, and becomes as hard as

raw-hide; this they eat raw as we eat

dried beef, but, being as hard as sole

leather, they have to use their teeth con

siderably to masticate it
,

and it gives

them great exercise in reducing the

dried meat to a pulp. But they get their

remuneration in sound teeth, good diges

tion, and long life. There is no reason

why, among civilized people, the teeth

hould become so early decayed. If they

‘did
not eat so much sugar, and their

0

counteracting acids as a sort of an

tidote, this would not be so. Sugar

produces feverishness in the system,

which is detrimental to the teeth and

causes their decay, and those who eat too

much sugar usually eat a great deal of

vinegar. They enjoy pickles, and what

ever is sour, and acid tends to destroy

the enamel of the teeth. Some people

rub vinegar on their teeth as a-means of

making them white and clean, and if this

were continued any length of time it

would ruin them.

It has been said that the use of tobacco

preserves the teeth. We doubt the state

ment, so far as the nature o
f the tobacco

is concerned, but it can not be disputed

that the man who uses his teeth in this

way, gives them a great deal more

exercise than those who do not use

it; besides he gets rid of the particles of

food which may remain between the

teeth, such as bread, which becomes sour

in a short time, and creates an acid which

is very injurious. The tobacco-user,

therefore, gets rid of the particles of

food that by remaining would injure the

teeth, while those who do not use it are

apt to permit them to remain in the

mouth. in that way only do we think

‘tobacco preserves the teeth. There is

nothing in the tobacco itself which pre

serves the teeth; if one were to chew

pine sticks as they do tobacco, the mouth

would be cleansed from the particles of

acid just as thoroughly and the teeth

would receive the benefit of exercise,

thereby promoting normal circulation.

So the tobacco-user gets the benefit of

the exercise, though he, like other people,

maybolt his food ; thus he gets one bene

fit from one of the filthiest habits which

curse humanity. NELSON SIZER.

WHY WE COUGH.

T

50H 2

HE following remarks on the ration-

:

judging by the quantity of patent cough

ale of coughing from the Yournalaf medicines sold, many people must be

C/zrmz'slry is quite appropriate to the sea- coughing all the time. Most persons

suppose that a cough is a cough the world

Everybody coughs sometimes, and, over, and that what will cure one will
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cure another; and so they prescribe for

themselves and their friends allv sorts of

syrups, home-made or proprietary, with

the consoling assertion that "it can't

do any hurt, if it don't do any good."

How do you know it can't do any hurt?

Do you know its ingredients, and, if so,

have you studied their effects upon the

system in health and in disease? Do you

know the condition of the patient you

are prescribing this for—his constitution,

his habits of life, his past history?

Let us see what a cough is. It is a sud

den and forcible expulsion of the air from

the lungs, preceded by a temporary clos

ure of the windpipe to give additional

impulse to the current of air. The effect

of these spasmodic expirations is the re

moval of whatever may have accumulated

in the air-tubes, whether a foreign body

from without, as when a particle of food

finds its way into the windpipe, or an ac

cumulation of mucus secreted in the air

passages themselves.

Coughing is in part a voluntary act.

We can cough whenever we wish to, but

frequently we are compelled to cough

when we don't wish to. Nerves are di

vided into two classes, sensory and motor

nerves. The former carry intelligence to

the brain ; they report to headquarters any

disturbance on the frontier. The motor

nerves then carry back the commands of

the general to act. You tickle a friend's ear

with a straw, and his hand automatically

proceeds to scratch the itching member.

A tickling sensation is produced in the

throat by any cause whatever; the brain

then sends back orders to the muscles con

cerned to act so as to expel the intruder,

in other words, to cough. And that is

how we cough.

The source of the impression may be

various. Frequently it is due to an irri

tation of the respiratory organs by for

eign bodies, dust, and acrid vapors, ad

mitted with the air in health, or to damp,

cold air itself, if the organs are particu

larly sensitive, or to the‘presence of mu

cus, pus, or blood, in disease. Inflamma

tion, from whatever cause, acts as a source

of uneasiness.

There are, as we all know, many differ

ent kinds of cough. Thus, we have the

dry cough, without expectoration, and the

moist cough. with expectoration. We have

the short, hacking cough, resulting from

slight irritation, and the violent, spas

modic, and convulsive cough, caused by a

greater degree of irritation, or some pe

culiar modification thereof. Then there

are the occasional, the incessant, and the

paroxysmal cough, terms that explain

themselves. Hoarse, wheezing, barking.

and shrill coughs are due to the tension

or capacity of the rim of the windpipe,

or other portion of the tube. The hol

low cough owes its peculiar sound to

resonance in the enlarged tubes or the

cavities in the lungs, if such exist. Some

times the exciting cause of a cough lies

not in the lungs and respiratory organs,

but in the stomach, liver. or intestines.

In other cases there seems to be no real

cause; it is purely nervous or hysteri

cal.

HOW TO SEE THE STOMACH.

AMONG
the singular and useful in

struments which the rapid evolu

tion of electrical methods in connection‘

with surgery has produced, is the Castro

scope. The purpose of it, as implied by

its name, is to show the condition of the

stomach by illumination. AGerman ob

server, by the name of Leiter, invented

an instrument of the kind. which was

later improved,- with the assistance of

Mikulicz. A description is scarcely re—

quired, reference being made to the illus

tration. As a preparation for its use, it is

necessary that the patient shall have

eaten nothing for several hours; and, im

mediately before the examination, the

stomach should be washed out. The

patient is then laid upon a table, his left

side up, the head properly supported, so

that the neck shall be kept in its axial
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position ; provision should also be made

to catch the saliva from the mouth,

which can not be swallowed. The head

being thrown well back, the instrument,

previously well lubricated with 'vaseline

or glycerine, and guided by the finger

of the left hand, is passed downward

gently.
-

Experiment has shown that the

gastroscope needs no special manip

ulation for its successful introduction

into the stomach. When in place, the

stomach is inflated to the desired ex

tent, but not so much as to distress

the patient; then the pointer on the

rheostat being turned slowly,the metal

blind at the lower end of the tube is

drawn, and a brilliant light at once dis

closes the field, and the physician is en

abled to make a diagnosis of the stomach

disease, which would otherwise be quite

impossible. The Laryngoscope was an ac

quisition to medicine of very great value;

enabling a physician to treat diseases of

the larynx and trachea which previously

had baffled the best talent. The Gastro

scope now comes in as an invention of an

allied type, for the reason that it enables

the eye of the physician to consider

stomachic conditions, which heretofore

were inaccessible to any of the senses. It

does not, of course, reveal the interior so

that one can see the stomach perfectly,

but the effect of the light upon the gas

tric coats discloses to the experienced

physician the characteristics of diseased

conditions.
'

The instrument is provided with an

optical system, and supplies a field of

view in proportion, of course, to the ad

vantages of the position of the tube; as

the instrument is rotated toward a given

point of the mucous membrane, this field

is diminished; as it is rotated away from

that point, it is diminished, while the

image is enlarged. In a certain relation

the image is of natural size, that is to

say, we see a certain part of the stomach

Tun GASTROSCOPE.

of full size. The clearness of view is ex

cellent; and if the patient can tolerate

the presence of the instrument, a very

satisfactory examination can be made by

one who is conversant with the topog

raphy of the stomach.

THE GROWTH OF BRAIN-POWER.

0 far, I have been tacitly but inten

tionally taking for granted the very

principle which I set out to prove, in

order fully to put the reader in possession

of the required point of view. The ques

tion now arises, Where in the series of

events is there room for any fresh ele

ment to come in? Can any man ever be

anything other than what some of his

ancestors have been before him? And,

if not, how is progress or mental im

provement possible? That men have, as
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a matter of fact, risen from a lower to a

higher intellectual position is patent.

That some races have outstripped other

races is equally clear. And that some in

dividual men have surpassed their fellows

Jf the same race and time is also obvious.

How are we to account for these facts

without admitting that new elements do
I

n u . n
at sundry times creep in by chance, in the

false and unphilosophical sense of the

word? How can we yet advance unless we

admit that exceptional children may be

born from time to time with brains of ex

ceptional functional value, wholly un

caused by antecedents in any way?

The answer to this question is really

one of the most important in the whole

history of mankind. For on the solution

of the apparent paradox thus propounded

depend two or three most fundamental

questions. It is by this means alone that

we can account, first, for the existence of

great races like the Greeks or the Jews.

It is by this means alone that we can ac

'TRAVELLING

“

\ HO travels, carries hqme with

him," and
“
The idle works hard”

(1'. 0., to get through with doing nothing).

These two proverbs are amply confirmed

by the Northerners who come to Florida

to enjoy our Italian winters. Travel

ling seems to be fun. But it isn't. You

need only listen to all the growling cus

tomers who are on their way home. The

very sand under their feet they grumble

about, and they say they would not for

anything in the world go to Florida

again.

Poor Florida!

Only think of the way in which they

try to enjoy it. They do not bother them

selves much about the enjoyment the

country might have in store for them,

but care exclusively‘about the hotels, and

in these hotels scarcely about anything

else than the menu or the bill of fare.

Travelling in Florida is for the most part

hunting for a "good dinner,” and the

Sanford Yournal blowed the other day

count, secondly, for genius in individuals.

And it is by this means alone that we can

account, thirdly, for the possibility of.

general progress in the race. It is‘ sur

prising, therefore, that the question has

so little engaged the attention of evolu

tionary psychologists at the present day.

There are only two conceivable ways in

which any increment of brain-power can

ever have arisen in any individual. The

one is the Darwinian way, by "sponta

neous variation," that is to say, by varia

tions due to minute physical circum

stances affecting the individual in the

germ. The other is the Spencerian way,

by functional increment—that is to say.

by the ef’fect of increased use and con

stant exposure to varying circumstances.

during conscious life. I venture to think

that the first way, if we look it clearly in

the face, will be seen to be practically un

thinkable: and that we have therefore no

alternative but to accept the second.

GRANJ‘ ALLEN.

.

IN FLORIDA.

for a hotel, by stating that one of its

guests declared he had not eaten since he

left Paris such a good dinner as the one

served him there.

It is a fact, that Florida does not offer

the tourist the grand sceneries of South

ern Europe or Western America. Its low

level land is monotonous and almost en

tirely without any of the dazzling pictures

and grotesque configurations by which

mountainous countries like Switzerland,

Colorado, and California bewitch the eye

of the spectator. But it offers in the very

peculiarity of its seeming poverty charms

which are not possessed by countries of

far - renowned beauty, and the words

which express this charm are pmre, rzsl ./

Florida is not without its thunder-storms

and heavy gales. But they are rare, and

having passed over, leave nature again in

her usual mood of utter calmness which

seems then of so intense a regularity that

nothing could ever interrupt it. And the

1very thunder-storms used to be milder in
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this country than I have observed them

anywhere else, and I have heard the

thunder roll not only in the North, but

in other sections and in Europe. A

Florida thunder-storm bears very often a

striking likeness to a thunder-storm in

the theatre. You can observe in the west

towering clouds, deep black in the centre,

and rent in their whole length by inces

sant lightning, followed by frightful thun

der, and in the east a sky clear from the

horizon to the‘ zenith, the moon shining

calmly down from heaven, and presenting

a picture of peace and calmness. And

this may last on for hours, as if nature

had gotten up the thunder-storm for no

other purpose than the gratification of

certain admirers.
‘

Is not this a climate for the sick? and

not alone for those whose lungs are suf

fering and require a mild air to restore

their impaired respiratory powers, but for

the immense host of
“
nervous

"
sufferers

in our country. It is to these, however, by

preference that we must address the ad

monition to follow up different plans of

travelling in Florida than the one now

observed by the mass of its visitors.

Most of those who come for their health

to Florida must be possessed of a fair

stock of robustieity, or they would not

stand the strain on their nerves which

the hunting for good, or rather for "the

best
"
hotels, and the life in them involves.

The scenery of Florida, we admit, is

monotonous. But it is not by far so mo

notonous as the life in a hotel, where you

have nothing to do after breakfast but

to wait for dinner, and after dinner noth

ing more than to try to muster up enough

appetite to stand the supper, and where,

what is worse, you do not see anything

besides a crowd of people who spend

their time in the same way. Nothing is

being accomplished ! there they sit look

ing at each other's faces, the ladies rock

ing, the gentlemen with their heels high

up, and all wasting their time and their

money till they can go home again, per

haps to brag that they spent a winter in

Florida.

This is the way in which it is done.

But it is not the way in which a refresh

ing of soul and body by a winter resort

in Florida can be brought about. Who

ever goes to Florida really and earnestly

for his health, ought not to hunt hotels,

or allow himself to be hunted by them, as

it is the custom, now, of course, because

all those big hotels, which have sprung

into life on account of the way in which

the tourist of the 19th century does his

travelling, want people to pay their ex

penses, and pretty high these expenses

are, for january, February, and March

must pay for the whole year. Those who

go to Florida for their health, and also

those who want to learn what the State

is, should take up their abode in a coun

try settlement, take private lodgings in

the midst of a fruit and vegetable grow

ing community.

A Florida winter resort ought to be

without
“
mixed pickles."

mixed pickles in Nature here either, and

if in the bustling, exciting life of the large

cities they are considered necessary with

so many other things our quaint grand

mothers did without, to a sick person,

and to any one who wants to improve his

health by spending a winter in this won

derful climate, they are, to be sure, detri

mental, a bland diet being all the more

necessary, because nature
here

is bland

and does not put your nerves on a strain,

as those who like mixed pickles and a

high-seasoned diet, claim to be the effect

of the~air
of the Eastern and Western

States north.

Singular contradiction to the authori

ties as to the hygiene of the North! It

is contended that the cold in the North

is "bracing,"
“
vivifying." Hearing some

far-Northerners declaim on this quality

of their atmosphere, you would believe

that red cheeks and robust bodies were

without exception in the region favored

with more days below than above the

freezing point. Again, it is claimed that

it is the North that needs the mixed

pickles, and the catsup, and the pepper

and—the brandy.

Well, here in Florida we do not need.

any of those things. Even in midsum

There are no I
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mer our climate is not
“
enervating,” and state. Florida is bland, like the Paradise

if you want to restore your lungs or your was. Live accordingly, and you will feel

nerves, do not “carry your house with

you," with all the habits you got sick

by, but enjoy our country in its true

like being in it.

C. A. F- LINDORME, PH.D., LLD.

Silver Labs, Fla.

WHY PEOPLE TAKE MEDICINE.

N the Brilz's/z Quarterly Review, a

prominent authority (Dr. Crofts) thus

speaks on this point:

“It is to be feared that, to most people.

medicine is not an erudite science, or a

learned art, but is little more than the

commonplace administration of physic.

They can not understand medicine with

out drugs, and its virtue and power are

popularly measured by the violence of

its operations. Its very name is, in ordi

nary parlance, synonymous with physic.

Take from it its pills and potions, and

for them you take away its whole art and

mystery. They do not believe in a

scheme of treatment, however deep-laid

and skilful, which does not include a

certain statutory dosage; so that, as a

rule, medical men are practically com

pelled to give their patients a visible ob

ject of faith in some form of physic,

which may be at most designed to eflect

some very subordinate purpose. And it

is remarkable how strongly, even among

the educated classes, this feeling prevails.

Cure by the administration of mixtures

and boluses is so fixed and ancient a tra

dition, that it is only very slowly that the

world will give it up. The anxiety of the

friends of the patient wants to do more

than follow the simple directions of

‘nursing,’ which have been so carefully

inculcated, and possess, apparently, so

little remedial powder. There is nothing

of the unknown about them in which a

fluttering hope of great advantage can

nestle. Thus it is necessary to educate

the world into a belief in medicine,

apart from drugs, which finds its power

of curing in adaptation of the common

conditions of life and applications of

physiological facts—a medicine which

takes into its hands the whole life, and

orders and fashions its every detail with

scientific definiteness. It is found in

every-day practice that this popular mis

understanding of the modern spirit of

medicine constantly checks the little ten

tative advances of a more scientific treat

ment, and it is necessary that it should

be generally understood how powerfully

the various processes of the economy may

be affected by the manipulation of the

conditions of common life."

This straightforward dealing with the

subject has much encouragement for the

hygienist, since it shows that on the side

of the educated and unprejudiced physi

cian, at least, the principles o
'f

hygiene

are appreciated, and there is only lacking

a better state of public sentiment to give

powders, pills, and potions a free permit

to "the Bay of Biscay."

SIMPLE CURE FOR COLD FEEL—The

following remedy for cold feet is recom~

mended by the Fireman’: Yournal for

sedentary sufferers, as well as policemen,

car-drivers, and others who are exposed

to the cold:
“ All that is necessary is to

stand erect and very gradually to lift one‘s

self up upon the tips of the toes, so as to

put all the tendons of the foot at full

strain. This is not to hop or jump up

and down, but simply to rise—the slower

the better—upon tiptoe, and to remain

standing on the point of the toes as long

as possible, then gradually coming to the

natural position. Repeat this several

times, and, by the amount of work the

tips of the toes are made to do in sus

taining the body's weight, a sufficient

and lively circulation is set up. A heavy

pair of woollen stockings drawn over

thin cotton ones is also a recommenda

tion for keeping the feet warm."
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NOTES lN SCIENCE

A Mistaken Philosophy of
GROWTH.— Professor Lionel Beale, in a

lecture before the Victoria Institute, London,

thus alluded to mistakes in scientific data

made by philosophers who rely upon assump

tions :
“
Herbert Spencer, strange as it may

seem, aflirms that crystals grow, and that

non-crystalline masses of various kinds grow.

He declares that the accumulation of carbon

on the wick of an unsnufied candle is an ex

ample of growth. . . . . There will be found

some of the very remarkable inferences upon

which his system of evolution in part rests,

and which may be clearly proved to be er

roneous. Indeed, not a few of the assertions

he makes may be answered by a direct con

tradiction with advantage to the cause of

truth. Non-living things do not grow, as he

affirms, while all living things and every form

of living material does grow, although, he

says, with respect to a living plant, that its

increase is not growth. . . . . The growth of

the most minute particle of living matter is,

as I have stated, a vital process, and is due to

the operation of a force or power absolutely

distinct from ordinary energy and from every

form of force of non-living matter. Every

kind of aggregation is absolutely distinct

from growth, and does not involve the latter.

Processes of aggregation may go on to all

eternity without the occurrence of any change

resembling or allied to that of growth.

Growth, after all, is but one of several purely

vital phenomena.
“ It would be tedious were I to repeat the

dictatorial utterances in argumentative form

which have been published far and wide for

the purpose of leading people to believe that

a living thing was like a watch or a steam

engine or a hydraulic apparatus. Moreover,

some of the comparisons have been volun

tarily abandoned by their authors in favor of

others even more absurd. Such tricks as

calling a watch a creature and a man a ma

chine are hardly likely to mislead even the

most ignorant after they have withdrawn

themselves from the bewitching influence of

the persuasive eloquence of the materialist

prophet. and have commenced to calmly think

over'his extraordinary utterances, in order to

extract any meaning that may be hidden by

the frothy metaphors of modern physico-vital

conjecture.
“
This, the dullest, the narrowest, the most

superficial of all creeds—materialism, which

includes some mixture of antitheism and

theism of various forms and hues—has been

half accepted by hundreds of persons during

the last few years. I believe all materialistic

doctrines, vary as they may in detail, will be

found to agree in accepting as a truth—if,

indeed, they are not actually based on it—the

monstrous assumption that the living and the

non-living are one, and that every living

thing is just as much a machine as a watch or

awindml'll or a hydraulic apparatus. . . . .

AND AGRICULTURE.

Professor Huxley has been continually pro

pounding and putting forward conjectural ut

terances of the kind during the last twenty

years, and it is surely now time that some

thing more substantial should be brought for

ward in support of the dogmas than conjec

tural chains of causation. . . . . Between

purely_vital and purely physical actions not

the faintest analogy has been shown to exist.

. . . . Withinavery few years the hypothesis

of molecular machinery will probably be for

gotten, and the operation of vital power, as

distinct from any ordinary force of matter,

will be generally admitted and taught. . . . .

Look at it how you may, you will not discover

the smallest speck of firm ground of truth

upon which to build any form of the material

istic doctrine."

A VIIIBQB GBI'IIOIL—A correspondent

of the Prairie Farm” gives some timely sug

gestions on home gardening that we consider

worth a reading at this season :
"
Lately on a visit to a friend in a beautiful

prairie city, I found him residing in a well

built and excellently constructed house, with

good stable and out-houses, and about two

acres of land well situated About half of

the area adjoining the street was devoted to

lawn ; this was well planted with a few ever

greens and shrubbery, and altogether present

ed a neat and inviting appearance. The re

maining portion he usually devoted to corn

and potatoes, with a few garden vegetables,

and a few—very few—small fruits. Like a

great many owners of city and village lots,

he had not become particularly_interested in

these or familiarized himself with their cul

ture: and thus, in my view, was depriving

himself and family of the richest, best, and

most healthful of human food. lmention this

case as one of thousands of similar ones in

our Prairie State, and everywhere over the

land, and ofl'er some thoughts in relation

thereto—hoping to benefit at least some of my

readers. First : It will not pay to raise corn

on land worth three or four hundred, or even

one hundred dollars per acre—especially in

small city or village tracts. The ground had

better lie in lawn. and the amount of corn

purchased in the market. Semnd': The acre

of land could be so planted and occupied

with small fruits as to pay a. fair interest on

its money value. It would hold-—

Twenty rods of strawberries, yielding according to cul

ture and management, one-half to one bushel and a

half per rod.

Twenty rods of raspberries, yielding to to 15bushels.

Twenty rods of blackberries, yielding as many; OI

these,.if objected to, may be omitted.

Forty rods of grapes, yielding 1,000to
1.500

pounds.

Ten rods of goosebernes and currants, yielding more or

less, according to management.

Leaving fifty to sixty rods on which may be

grown all the early potatoes, tomatoes, sweet

corn, beans, pease, and other kitchen vegeta~

bles needed for the family—not counting space
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for a few peach, pear, and cherry trees.

Contrast the above with fifty bushels of com

the acre will produce and see the result. The

latter will be devoted to feeding the pig—

which at last may die of cholera, or if killed

and eaten may kill the consumer with tri

chinosis; while the former will go to the

table rich, Health-restoring, brain-clearing ar

ticles of food, greedily devoured by all. And

all this can be done as easily (though not so

cheaply) as growing the corn. The main

requisites are, determination, energ’y, and

study.“

Modern Englneerlngu—The new

harbor of Trieste, whichhas lately been fin

ished with great ceremony, is a remarkable

piece of modern engineering. It has taken

fifteen years’ work, and has cost over $7,000,

000. It consists of nearly two miles of

quays, arranged to inclose three basins of

eighty-five acres of water surface, and these

are protected by a 3,600 feet long sea-wall,

running parallel with the shore and I,ooo

feet from it. The work has been one of

enormous difficulties, because of the unstable

bottom, and it is stated that the walls, when

once under way, sank gradually for a year,

then
suddenly

slipped forward and out of

sight. But tie present walls have already

withstood two of the greatest gales known in

this century. The importance of this work to

Austria must be very great. It is the chief

seaport of the country, it has a large mercan

tile navy, and its exports foot up $50,000,000

a year, and its imports $70,000,000. But its

little harbor, constructed by Maria Theresa in

the last century, has been entirely inadequate

to its steadily-growing commerce. No ves_

sels of more than three hundred tons burden

could come to its quays, and though larger

craft could find generally safe anchorage in

the outer roadstead, they have been exposed

to danger from southerly storms. The new

piers now make it possible for vessels of any

size to find safe shelter in the harbor of

Trieste.

“ Charlalan.”-The origin of the word
"
charlatan

”
is given by a German paper as

follows: HIn the olden time, when the doc

tors, sittin in their studies, weighed the ills

of their fellow-man and searched the depths

of nature for remedies, they were not in the

habit of riding,r about; their homes were hos

pitals, and they did not leave their patients

At that time a genius of a doctor, who knew

more about calculating for himself than medi

cine, made his appearance in Paris. His

name was Latan. He procured a small, one

horse wagon (rlrar), upon which he packed

his remedies for all possible affections. With

those he drove through the streets of Paris,

crying out his wares and looking for patients.

He was the first driving doctor. and soon be

came renowned. Whenever he came along

the population greeted him with, ‘Voila le

char de Latan.‘ This was soon abbreviated

to
‘ Charlatan,’ which at that time denoted a

driving doctor."

The Function of Bacterla.-—Atier
a couple of years of cultivation and growth

of bacteria, using about one hundred hemm

opathic vials, with various animal and vege

table infusions as commonly made, it appears

that in all cases the material wrought upon is

never left alone till it is fully decomposed as
-

an organic substance and resolved back into

its simple constituents.

Although many kinds of bacteria in many

cases assisted each other in the work of dis

organization, yet the main work was done by

the B. tenna, which greatly outnumbered,

overpowered, and destroyed all before it, in

cluding other dead, unencysted bacteria, or

even its own dead. Could an average pro

portion of bacteria, bacilli, micrococci, and

spirilli be made, it would stand about as 90:
to: Io: 5; yet these varied very greatly in

vegetable infusions, some forms appearing

only transiently, and of the first named

ninety-nine hundredths were B. tzrma. Some

infusions were longer in being changed, as

circumstances were more or less favorable;

but in all cases, when the work of decompo
sition was fully finished, only an impalpable

gray powder or sediment remained, with a.

beautifully clear and apparently pure liquid

above.

How this beautifully clear liquid could be

obtained from such a putrid mass is a mys

tery, and, strange to say, both sediment and

liquid were free from smell, although some of

the vials had been kept tightly corked, except
to be examined occasionally. This frag

mentary experiment goes to show that these

organisms properly hold their sphere between

the living and the dead, to prepare new mate

rial out of the old for the immediate demands

of new and subsequent organic life.

Grease and Fat Button—It must
be cheerful to lovers of butter to read the re

sults of State investigation into the butter

business. The committee found that out of

thirty specimens of butter sold by as many

grocers of good reputation analysis showed

that only ten were composed of real butter;

all the rest were chiefly made of lard. The

price charged for the grease-butter was about

twenty-five cents per pound—the real butter

selling for about the same. Dr. Love, the

chemist who analyzed it
,

testified that he could

not distinguish the spurious butter from the

genuine so as to swear to it, by its outward

appearance, but he had no doubt of the ac

curacy of his chemical analysis. He said

that in the manufacture of butterine and oleo

margarine no chemical change takes place,

but simply a mechanical mixture, and that all

the substances used in the mixture have the

same properties after the mixture as before,

so that the lard, fat, and oils used in the

bogus butter are no more injurious to health

in the bogus butter than out of it. He had

found no traces of nitric acid in his analysis,

and would have noticed it if it had been

present. He was of opinion that impure

substances could be deodorized, so that they

could not be distinguished. Even dead ani
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mals could be so deodorized, but if disease

germs were not destroyed they would prove

deleterious to health. He knew of nothing

in the process of manufacture of bogus butter

that would be likely to kill disease germs.

He could not say that he knew of an authen

tic case of injury to health by eating the imi

tatiun butter.

The Wonderful Northwest.—Wc
recently met a young and intelligent farmer

filmed V. S. Wisner, formerly of Orange

County, N. Y., now residing at Grand Lake,

Dakota, and after a conversation of half an

hour we requested him to prepare a state

ment on the subject of Dakota, its facilities

and prospects, for use in the JOURNAL. He

said he was preparing such a sketch as we

wanted for a local paper near his old home,

which we could make the basis of a state

ment for the JOURNAL. Subsequently he

sent us the statement, which has been slightly

condensed:
"
From statistics before me I find the Ter

ritory of Dakota has an area of 153,000

square miles. That portion lying north of

the 46th parallel, for which a separate terri

torial government is asked, has an area of

75,000 square miles. This latter portion is

larger than the whole of New England and

nearly twice as large as New York. In june,

1880, there were but two National and five

private banks in North Dakota. Now there

are eighteen National and twenty-four private

banks. In june, 1880, there were but nine

churches; now there are eighty-four. Then

but seventeen school buildings; now 327

public and thirteen private. Then there were

one daily and ten weekly newspapers; now

there are fourteen dailies, forty Weeklies. and

six monthlies. Then there were 260 miles of

railroad in operation; now there are over

1,000 miles. Then but 100,000 acres under

cultivation ; now over 1,000,000 acres. The

value of last year's wheat crop alone will ex

cced $15,000,000. This is a remarkable

showing for a country destitute of settlement

even as late as 1873.
“
The soil is a rich black loam averaging

about eighteen inches in depth, with a heavy

clay subsoil. The soil and climate are pecu

liarly adapted to grain of all kinds. An East

ern grain sown there for several years will

soon partake of the hardness peculiar to the

grain of the country. The prairies of the Red

River Valley are without stone, and a fur

row may be turned for many miles without

an obstruction to the plow. No fertilizers

are needed, as the productiveness of the soil

is renewed year after year by plowing a little

deeper. Last year a piece of land that had

been cropped for nine successive years yield

ed an average of twenty-two bushels per

acre.
"
It may, however, be profitable to adopt a

system of summer fallowing in after years.

For the present we are satisfied. We can

easily raise from twenty-five to thirty bushels

of No. I hard wheat—the finest grade known

—per acre. It costs about ten bushels per

acre to produce it; and when they use the

very latest improved machinery, thus re

quiring very little manual labor, they may

produce it for eight bushels per acre. The

margin of profit is large in either case. and is

generally satisfactory.
“
It is a fact, to-day, that men can go from

the East, purchase farms partly improved,

and with a large acreage for crop, and pay

for the entire farm from one crop—realizing

one hundred per cent. for their money in

eight months’ time. This explains why we

can pay ten and twelve per cent. interest,

the common and legal rate in that Territory.

It will require some self-denial, some priva

tions, some hard work, but with good habits

one is sure to win in the end. After all, what

.are these privations, self-denials, and hard

work but a simple repeating (to a less extent)

what our fathers and grandfathers experi

enced in the East during their early life.

They, as a general thing, are now reaping

the benefits of their early struggles.
“
In 1853 the first railroad entered Chicago

from the East. All west of Chicago at that

time was but a howling wilderness. North

Dakota at that time was known as the
‘
Great American Desert.’ Even within fif

teen years the lands of North Dakota, which

are now regarded as among the richest on

earth, were condemned as unfit for cultiva

tion. The pure waters were denounced as

being alkaline and useless, and the climate

was advertised as terrible and unbearable.

Thirty years have passed since them—thirty

years of continued and rapid progress.

Think of the vast wealth west of Chicago to

day compared with thirty years ago. Is there

any reason why this rapid progress and pros

perity should not continue throughout the

northwest? Can we, dare we, look forward

thirty years and estimate what the Red

River country will become?"

A New Feature In Printing Art.—
A discovery has been announced of a new

process which, it is said, will permit of any

number of copies to be taken of a book with

out setting a line of type. A compound has

been discovered which may be spread upon a

page without in the slightest way injuring the

paper. It can be easily removed to a stone,

and there becomes the matrix for a stereotype,

or can be used for printing from at once.

Old books can be reproduced in exact fac

simile, letter for letter, and broken stop for

broken stop. The antiquarian will thirst for

the blood of this too clever inventor; but

practical printers are already moving to see

whether they can not save the cost of reset

ting old editions, and if certain practical difli

culties are got over we shall see a change not

only in the production of lac-similes of old

books, but in the reproduction of modern

books. It will no longer be necessary to keep

type standing. A proof will be as good as a

stereotyped plate. It will be nearly as cheap

to reproduce a volume as to print an extra

copy of a volume passing through the printing

machine.
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A PROPER CONSERVATISM.

E who would modify old views on

any subject must not rashly attack

them, even though he possess new light,

and is sure that he can improve upon

what the world has accepted. The con—

servative element is specially strong in

scientific fields, and quick to detect any

weakness or incongruity in a reformer’s

logic, while very slow to perceive the yes

sential good in his own propositions.

This is as true in phrenological science as

in other departments of thoughtful in

vestigation. The phrenologists have

fought hard for recognition, and gained

it step by step. Like a well-conducted

attack upon a strongly intrenched enemy,

where line after line of defences is car

ried only after stubborn contest, the

phrenological system has won its way

against conservatism, prejudice, ridicule,

and contumacious opposition, and now

the followers of Spurzheim, appreciative

of the cost of success, look with wary and

almost mistrustful eye upon “new ideas
”

and suggestions of reform and improve

ment in their system of philosophy and

practice. Not that they do not compre

hend the fact of there being room for im

provement, or that they do not desire

more light, fresh data, and clearer illus

trations of the principles they hold, but

because they, like scientists in other

spheres, have found that very few of the

suggestions made by would-be discover

crs can stand the test of rigid analysis.

Men study phrenology,become enthusi

astic in its application, make what they

think are original experiments, obtain re

sults that seem out of keeping with what

they have learned from the few books

which they have read or the few lectures

they have attended, then after a brief

period they propose a modification in the

function of this or that organ, or a trans

position in the accepted scheme of classi

fication, or they would alter the nomen

clature. They are serious in thinking

that they have reached important conclu

sions, whereas they have for the most

part only repeated the experience of

others who, years before their time, were

active followers of the eminent German

teacher, and had they been conversant

with the extensive literature of phrenol

ogy they would have been saved the

trouble of formulating their “new” dis

coveries. _

The science of to-day has become so

elaborate that a thorough understanding

of the various applications of simple,

primary principles is no easy matter, and

the rapid accumulation of data has com

pelled the subdivision of departments

into branches, from which a student may

choose what shall be his specialty. Care

ful, conservative work requires this, and

the best results have been obtained in

physics by this method.

There is a world of detail in mental

science, but every well-ascertained fact has

a reflection back upon the principles of or—

ganization and the procedure of function
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and either confirms or modifies what is held

as fundamental. An observer may deem

himself warranted in changing, in a minor

respect as it may seem, the function of an

organ, and correspondingly its facultative

definition, but he may not perceive that

he has' infringed upon the province of

some other organ, and that to preserve

the harmonious order of the system he

must review the working of that and

demonstrate that it is erroneously as

signed a duty‘ that does not belong to it.

It may be thought, for instance, by a

student that he has discovered a phase of

influence exercised by Approbativeness

that, to his mind at least, explains phe

nomena that were not previously under

stood, but another and more careful ob

server may point out how the student has

imputed to Approbation what properly

belongs to Veneration, or Cautiousness,

or Friendship. So, too, in the matter of

classification, it may appear to one who

has thought much on the subject that he

can correct certain cross relations, and

make the triple division more distinct

and rational by transferring an organ

hitherto placed among the sentiments to

the propensities, but a close look into the

matter by a rigid analyist discloses the

fact that this proceeding would prove a

serious loss to the sentiments and intro

duce among the propensities an element

of disorder. Those giants of classification

and analysis, Spurzheim and Combe, dis

agreed regarding the function of the

organ above Parental Love, the one

styling it Inhabitiveness, the other Con

centrativeness. Dr. Spurzheim's Love of

Home, or disposition to remain in one

place, Mr. Combe asserted was not incon

sistent with concentration of mind.

"Men and animals whose faculties are

more concentrated have the greatest in

clination to remain in one place." Dr

Spurzheim replied that
"
persons with

concentrated powers may remain in one

place, if it be necessary to do so, in order

to gratify the continued activity of their

powers, whilst the local situation has not

the least influence on their mental deter

mination, nay, whilst they may feel an

aversion to the place itself."

claimed that all strong organs in activity,

especially Firmness, possessed the power

allotted by Mr. Combe to Concentrative

ness, and that temperament had much to

do with the tenacity of impressions and

persistence of thought.
"
Those who

have individuality, eventuality, compari

son, and language in an eminent degree,"

he says,
“ will always attract the attention

of their hearers and readers, and their

intellectual continuity and concentration

will increase, by causality, mirthfulness,

courage, cautiousness, love of approba

tion, self-esteem, and firmness."

Later observers have sought to adjust

this difference of opinion by setting off

two organs, one for Inhabitiveness, in the

space between Self-esteem and Parental

Love, but the editor for himself is not sat

isfied with the reasoning of those who

advocate the organ of Combe, and obser

vations made since the publication of

“
Brain and Mind

"
have rather helped to

confirm him in the impression that

Spurzheim had the better of the argu

ment.

“
In agitation of thought there is safety."

Discussion, suggestion, inquiry indicate

life and interest. We are gratified by

the disposition of phrenological observ

ers to consider and criticise every at

tempt to promote the application of

phrenological methods. Phrenology has

reached that vantage ground of truth

and usefulness that may properly inspire

He also
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feelings of pride and self-congratulation

I
in its advocates, yet, at the same time, it

should inspire caution, lest its truths and

principles should be warped and im

paired in their application by careless or

over-zealous treatment.

-———m

THE ClNClNNATI EMEUTE.

NE would have thought that the re

cent flood had cooled the blood of

Cincinnati's population, and rendered

the recent display of passionate excess

impossible. But no; when the lower

nature becomes preternaturally excited,

and its violence is stimulated by an en

vironment of influences in which law

lessness, disorder, and fanaticism domi

nate, there are no bounds to its destructive

Only rigid, cruel discipline can

What a horrible

spectacle of the tendencies of uncon

career.

check its progress.

trolled sentiment is presented to the

American public by that Cincinnati mob!

We will not discuss what might have

been done by the civil and military au

thorities to suppress the outbreak at its

beginning—that has been the topic of

a hundred editorials in as many news

papers; but would merely point to the

fact that the trouble had its origin in a

sense of injustice done to the community

by a loose and degraded administration

of the criminal courts.

pretext for the outbreak was found in a

The immediate

comparativelylight sentence passed upon

a murderer, and a few determined men

assembled at the prison door demanding

the surrender of the criminal for execu

tion at their hands.

move against the lawfully constituted

But when people

institutions of a community, however

well-ordered may be their design at first,

it needs but little, very little, to change

their purpose, and to convert them into a

raging, tumultuous mob, ready, at the

bidding of some demoniac leader, to

ravage and destroy. And when the vio

lence of passion has spent itself, and a

sober intelligence reviews the dreadful

consequences, the sorrowful verdict is:

How foolish we have been! We have

lost much and gained nothing.

We are told that the masses—by which

term are included the working classes,

intelligent and uneducated; and the un

employed, idle, and shiftless—control the

"balance of power" in politics.

then the men who compose the mobs

If so,

that are found doing violence against the

established order of society from
time

to

time, are largely responsible for the state

of things to which they oppose their

brutal arguments.

pervert the principles of justice and

travesty the laws are placed in authority

by them, and are their representatives.

Corrupt men who

They sufler themselves to be as plastic

clay in the hands of the bosses and

demagogues who run the machine of poli

ties. The riot in Pittsburg and that in

Cincinnati may differ in the principle of

origin, but in both cases the outbreak was

a passionate protest of a body of men

against the natural consequences of their

own acts as citizens. Will not the Ameri

can public be taught by these bloody and

costly lessons that the regulation of civil

affairs must be given to clean, competent,

unselfish, high-minded men, if the ends

of justice are to be subserved, and the

private rights of high and low, rich and

poor, respected?

A PHRENOLOGICAL SIGHT-SEER.

N a
“
Memorial of George Bradburn,"

published last year. we have a very

interesting collection of reminiscences
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from the life of a very clever Massachusetts

man. He was sent to London on a mis

sion in 1840, and had good opportunities

while across the water to meet and talk

with eminent people.

important part of the volume is the Eu

ropean diary it contains. In this he notes

a visit to Edinburgh, and among his pen

Perhaps the most

pictures of the
Scottish metropolis oc

curs the following paragraph :

"I visited an assembly of three hun

dred divines, more or fewer, now in town

(Edinburgh), where the matter ‘was up’

of the Church's independence. I asked

Dunlop to let me try if I could identify

Dr. Chalmers in this great crowd of per

sons; I succeeded, and by my phrenology

alone; for apart from the reverend doc

tor's cerebral configuration there was

nothing peculiar in his person corre

sponding to any preconception of mine.

He has the look of a brawny yeoman. I

heard him speak at some length in the

debate, or tried to, rather, for I was at too

great a distance to understand much that

he said, and probably was but poorly

compensated by reading a report of his

speech in the morning papers. l-Iis man

ner was earnest and ungainly. He held

his cane in one hand, clutching it near

midway and cutting the air with it, in

outrageous violation of Hamlet’: advice,

the perspiration standing in big drops on

that noble forehead and embrowned face.

George Combe has modified my opinion

of the merits of this church battle, and

quite destroyed the sympathy I had felt

for these clerical warriors against secular

interference with the rights of churches,

by showing that the special object of

their hostility is, under the circumstances,

favorable to the growth of religious liber

ality."

THE NEW
"
COMPANY."

IT
has been announced through our

business departments that the indi

vidual relation of Fowler & Wells has

passed into a Company relation, with the

resultant distribution of interest
that

usu

ally follows such a change. The Fowler

& Wells Company, organized as it has

been, in accordance with the laws of the

State of New York, now may appear to

the public to have entered upon a wider

sphere of activity as a concern whose

purpose is the publishing of books and

periodical literature of a reformatory and

instructive class. But the purpose enter

taincd in the beginning, when the broth

ers Fowler commenced business on Nas

sau Street, New York, forty-eight years

ago, was a wide one, since it had

special reference to the function of mind

and the laws of health. At that time the

establishment of a business for the ex

press purpose of teaching the principles

governing mental and physical develop

ment was a novel enterprise, and the wise

ones in the business world, when they

heard of it, shook their heads in doubt

of its success and perpetuity. It was, in

fact, a venture born of conviction and

earnest resolve; conviction that there

was no knowledge more needed by the

American people than that to be supplied

by a dissemination of phrenological prin

ciples; earnest resolve on the part of

those early American disciples of Combe

that they would devote themselves to the

new work, be its missionaries, and stand

or fall by its reception.

The purpose then formulated has never

been deviated from. The changes in

management necessarily incidental to so

long a career may have introduced differ
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ent methods of working so as to secure

more efiicient results, but the premier

motive has always been to instruct the

people about themselves, to inspire aspi

rations in the young for self-improvement,

to point the way toward a better man

hood and womanhood.

Ideas' that the Fowlers and Wells were

first to avow publicly were in time caught

up by other eminent spirits, and, in the

course of thirty years, a multitude of

teachers had been brought out who, un

der one name or another, were found

teaching and lecturing in the land on the

principles and practice of moral and in

tellectual education, hygiene, physiology,

social reform, temperance, etc. It was the

phrenologist who gave the impulse and

cue to such work; his success demon

strated the possibilities in other or re

lated fields of philanthropic activity.

Even one who had long been known as

an opponent to the doctrine of localized

brain centres, the "Autocrat of the

Breakfast-table," said of the phrenologi

cal teachers not long ago, that
"
the world

owed them an immense debt," that phre

nology "has melted the world's con

science in its crucible and cast it in a new

mould, with features less like Moloch and

more like those of humanity."

In succeeding to the business, mission,

and prestige of Fowler 8: Wells, the new

Company does not signalize any important

changes in policy. Efforts will be made

to widen the sphere of its activity and

influence for the purpose mainly of re

sponding to demands long existing. From

the Pacific Coast, Canada, South America,

Japan, Australia, India, Egypt, Germany,

France, Great Britain, Scandinavia, there

come demands for its healthful literature

and special teaching, to which prompt

responses should be made; and it is hoped

that the united zeal and industry of its

professional and business associates will

be enabled to make the responses in a

satisfactory manner.

The sympathy and co-operation of the

subscriber and reader of the PHRENO

LOGICAL JOURNAL are asked in the pro

motion of this work. As heretofore this

magazine shall be the medium of current

communication with the world, the me

dium through which the public may

obtain information concerning our move

ments, what we are doing and what we

have to offer for the consideration of

those interested at present and those to be

interested in the circulation of knowledge

most useful in this practical era.

As a. Company we expect from our

friends generous congratulations—they

have largely indicated satisfaction with

the step taken already; from the business

world there have come assurances of con

fidence which are most encouraging.

Our basis is firm, our credit secure, our

duty plain, our work noble, our way clear;

may we not anticipate the hearty support

of the public, and count upon success

in our operations, especially as success

with the Fowler & Wells Company means

moral, intellectual, and physical good to

the community?

0

THE true idea of education. that it is

a process of bringing into exercise and

developing the faculties of the mind, was,

according to Plato, entertained by Soc

rates, who is reported by the former as

saying: "Some of those who converse

with me appear at first absolutely dull,

yet afterward, as our acquaintance ripens,

if God is gracious to them they all make

astonishing progress. There is clear

proof that they have never learned any

thing of me, but they have acquired and

discovered many noble things of them

selves."
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QUESTIONS or‘ "GENERAL IN'I'IaRI-zsl" ONLY

will lie answered in tkir department. But one quer

tian at n time, and timt clearly :tated, mil-rt bepro

founderl,
if a correspondent .r/mll expect :4: to give

in: the benefit 0/ an early consideration.

To Oun CONTRXBUTORS.—IE will greatly

did I!!! editor, and facilitate the work of t/Iefirinter,

if our eantributor: generally should observe the fal
len/ing rule: when writing articles nrcammllnicatian:

intended for publication .'

r. lVrite on one side of the sheet only. It i: 0/trn
necemzrytacut the page into

“
take:

"
far comparitorr,

Ind tlu': can not be dune when both side: are written

[M1,

2. lVrite dearly and distinctly, being particularly

careful in the matter n/prufier meme: amt quotatiaur.

3. Dan‘t write in a small hand. or in pencil, a: {lie

tovrtositur 1m: to read it arms: In‘: case, a distance of

nearly twafeet, and tile editar often want: to make

change: and addition.

4. Never roll your nmnuuri/t or fast! tlte sheet-r

together. .S‘lreet: aéaut “Commercial note
"
size are

themast .ratirfuttnry ta editar and comparitar.

5. B! 6rief. People dun’! like to read langrtarier. A

two-column article i: read by fimr time: a: many

teeth a: one vfdaubte that length.

6. Always‘ write yaurfutlmzme and aridrnr filmin

l] at tile end o/your letter. Ifjau use a fireudanyrn

er initials, write your full name and addrn: éela'w

it

WE CAN NOT UNDERTAKE TO RETURN UN

avnitnble eantributiuns males: the necessary portage

irprovided 6y the writers. In ALL CASES,person: w/m

communicate wit/I u: t/: rang/l t/Ie fiart-afiiee r/wuld, if
Ureyexpect a reply. incloxe the retura portage, 0r wlmt

i: better, a firepa id ent/dale, with their full address.
Perronnl matter: will be considered by the Editor if
tlti: is dune.

PHONOGRAPHY AT FORTY.-——E.—-Yes,

if you have health, industry, a fair education, and

write a good longhand, we see no reason why you

may not learn shorthand, and make it serviceable

for your support. \Ve know several instances of

ladies of forty acquiring the art and practicing it

successfully. They who say you are too old, must

have little or no practical knowledge on the subject.

ALCOHOL IN LACTATlON.—]. A. J.—
The idea that a mother should drink alcoholic bev

erags for the sake of her own strength and that of

her child, is pretty well exploded. Authorities are

convinced that the effects of such a practice are in

jurious. Some observers go to the length of de

claring facts sustain the view that a taste for liquor

is impressed upon the growing mind, which, at a

later time, may develop into habitual drunkenness

because the alcoholic taint had entered into its

organism, and so its habits were warped in the out

set of their formation. Alcohol is a poison, and

that is a sufficient reason for its disuse at any time.

CARELESS CRITIcIsIm-J. S. R. and

othem—The clipping which you have sent to us is

no doubt based upon an actual statement. \Ve

think that we know the man who uttered it
,

and

are warranted in saying that, aside from his very

moderate scientific information with respect to the

subject he treats so lightly, he entertains anything

but agreeable feelings toward the phrenologist to

whom reference is made. If we are right in our

surmises, the man acted as a business agent for the

lecturer, and subsequently lost the place, which was

a lucrative one. It is easy for a man to quibble

and carp about another's ways in any professional

capacity, especially when he is unfavorably disposed

toward that other.

CONTIGUITY or Eves—A. H.—-\Vhen

eyes are close together, the indication is that the

perceptive faculties on the median line are but

moderate in development, and, therefore, their in

dications are but moderate. When the eyes are

widely separated, however, those organs are large,

and we should expect to find one so constituted

active, prompt in observation, inquisitive, with fair

judgment of forms and sizes and proportions, and

also possessed of a good memory of the qualities of

physical things.

ANIMAL AND HUMAN ORGANS.—B. F.

—\Ve must refer you to the good treatises on Phre

nology for a. discussion of the subject ; it can not be

thoroughly treated in the brief space of time allotted

to an answer here. The question is a complex one,

and a categorical answer can scarcely be made.

ORGAN or SELF-ESTEE.\l.—G. W. P.

The situation of the organ of Self-esteem, as you

will observe by reference to the phrenological bust,

is adjacent to and back of Firmness ; when its de

velopment is large, that part of the head is elevated

and rather sharp in outline, the head falling off

rapidly backward from it; when it is moderately

developed, it gives an inclined contour to the head

back of Finnnes. The organ is properly a pan of

the coronal region.

COMPARATIVE AGE OF \VIFE—X. Y.

Z.—For a man of thirty, we should say that the

lady he would espouse should be from twenty-five

to thirty. As a rule, we think that there should be

no greater difference than five years between the

aga of husband and wife ; we are not stringent on

this subject, however, as we entertain no serious

objection to the wife being older than the husband

if the parties are well agreed. We have known

very happy marriages where the wife was older by

several years. A rational view of the subject is,

that there should be no great difference.
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HEREDITY m PHRENOLOGY. — Ques

tion : Does not Phrenology teach that a man is

governed entirely by inherited faculties and associa

tion P

Ans-war: Certainly; a man obtains his organi

nation from his parents ; education and association

may vary the inheritance, and elevate or depress the

tone of the organism. It must be understood, how

ever, that one -may inherit special characteristics in

increased strength, and so show a disposition or

character apparently different from his parents ; but

the type of organism, on analysis, is clearly seen to

be derivative.

ANIMAL MAGNETISM.-—Thc work enti

tled
" Library of Mesmerism," etc., contains prac

tical instructions with regard to the production of

the trance-state, and other phenomena relating to

hypnotism ; but the work by Deleuze is much more

complete in its special application to the subject.

Price of the first, $4.00; of the second, $2.00.

PHRENOLOGICAL INSTITUTE—A. M.

C.—The charges for instruction in the Phreno

logical Institute course are for the whole term ; we

can not very well make a difference to suit those

who desire to attend but a portion of the course, if

the applicant expects to enjoy the same privileges‘

as a full-course student. So says the Secretary.

QUALlTY.—Que:/z'tm .- Is not quality of

vital importance to be considered in reading char

acter P And why is it so often ignored in the delin

eations of character in the JOURNAL P E. H. 5.

Answer : We don't know how long you have been

a reader of the JOURNAL, and your question has led

us to turn over the numbers for the year 1883, and

we find in the descriptions of portraits in every

month but August and September, distinct allu

sion made to quality of organization. Sometimes

it is called quality, and described as such; some

times the conditions which go to make up quality

are mentioned, and sometimes the results of fine

quality are brought out. “It: thank you for asking

the question. We have had persons ask why we

did not mention every organ by name in giving a

description of character, and the person asking the

question thought he had made a good point. When

we say one has strong perception, it may include all

the perceptive organs. When we say strong moral

power, we don’t need to say Veneration, Conscien

tiousness, Benevolence. When we say social power,

it is not necdful that we enumerate each of the or

gans ; and when we say mechanical ability, it is not

necessary to speak of Form, Size, Weight, Order,

and Constructiveness. \Vhen we speak of artistic

taste or poetical ability, we don't need to name

the organs involved, unless we are speaking to a

pupil who is supposed to be learning the primary

principles.

@ @lgat @1329
gay,

(‘m/.‘mum'rm‘inn: are int/fled on any loft'c of inter
nl; Ila: turf/tr‘: fen-anal views, and/ad: from his

experience bear: rig on our radix/s, being)’ rfn'rld.

REMARKS on
“ A Revised Classification,"

in the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, March, 1884,

Page 145 =—

All intelligent men* who are familiar with a

subject have the right to
“
object" and to

"
ofler

amendments
"
and changes, but they must not do

this without good reason ; and if they have a good

reason, they must express it so as to be plainly un

derstood by the other intelligent people to whom

they appeal.

The outside world, who know nothing of Phre

nology, have various terms—such as
“
stories,"

"level," “ thick," “ clear," “ flat," “ long," etc.,

which they apply in a descriptive way to certain

people. Not only in Phrenology do we see such

terms used, but every branch of science and an is

referred to in this manner.

'

The smart Outside world is always ready to in

vent some apt phrases to serve them in description,

and such loose terms sound well enough when com

ing from them. We know what they mean—that

they speak figuratively, and not in a literal sense.

In aphrenological sense some of these terms may

apply and some of them not.

Such terms always precede the scientific ones,

and when the science of the subject is advanced,

the inquiring mind often begins to ask itself wheth

er or not there is a connecting link between these

common terms and the true science of the subject.

Sometimes there is and sometimes not.

In this connection take
"
stories." How natural

it is for the outside world to associate a high, moral,

and good man with some lofty building with many

stories. The ancients used to speak of Heaven

after this manner. But when the word “ level " is

thus used, we know that it is intended to indicate a

clear, well~balanced mind, that almost always does

the right thing at the right time, and is always un

der good control. From a phrenological stand

point the
"
flat head" is not a good outline; we

like to see at least a little rise in the crown of the head

—we don't like a flat head. The individual may be

intelligent, but not well-developed or well-balanced.

Now the thought arises, was not Mr. Hurley

thinking of " stories
"
P The " three-story head

"

being quite a common phrase, did not his mind run

in this groove, or did he not become infatuated with

' Mini, used in its broadest sense—to include women;

and. by the way, we much need a new general term that

will include both sexes, so that it will not be necessary

for us to stop to explain every time, lest we be thought

discourteous.
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“stories,"as applied to the head, and therefrom

evolve the idea of applying it literally 2

He divides the head in profile in three strata,

from front to back. The first stratum, from the

lower part of the forehead, including the
"
percep—

tives,‘I to the back-head, or the whole base of the

skull, he calls
“
physical"; the second stratum, the

“intellectual "; the top-head, or third stratum, the

II
mora-l‘"

'

In the standard system, the head is divided on

the principle of contrast with the lower animals.

The founders of the science saw that animals, as

well as the human family, had brains inclosed in a.

skull, and that the highest and lowest had certain

parts in common; and the higher the order, the

more the front and upper regions were developed,

and the greater the relative size of the brain in com

parison with the body. They therefore, in man,

placed the indications of the higher qualities in

those regions which were deficient in the animal;

where man was the most unlike the animal, there

they placed those powers that we term l‘intellect

ual” and
“ moral" in the front and upper head.

The parts that were in common with the animal,

and made the animal-man, they placed in the ani

mal region—in the lower and back head. And we

think they were right, and that the light and knowl

edge gained in succeeding years proves the wisdom

of their location. \Vhy should we now go contrary

to this, and place the intellectual region in a. stra

tum from front to back, taking in that which makes

the
" intellectual” in man, and what is in common

with him and the animal ; why join the animal re

giOn to the intellectual, and stamp it as a whole

“intellectual
"
2 With our present light it seems a

queer hitching together of forces, and we can only

account for it on the principle of trying to make

these idle terms of ‘the outside world to harmonize,

or perhaps better, be the key-note of our own pecu

liar, beautiful, and natural system.

The rest of the classification is not, as awhole,

unlike the standard laid down by the wise ones in

this department of science, and faithfully taught by

the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL ; yet there are a few

details I would like to comment upon.

First, unless for some peculiar advantage to be de

rived, there is nothing gained in giving new names

to old, well-established things. Mr. H. uses
“
Se

cretivens
"
synonymously with “ Self-control." In

a detail sense this might apply, but not in a general

sense. "Cautiousness” in the same sense might

be classed under this head. There is only one

Organ in the human head which, from its action,

may be thus named and classified, and that is

"
Self-esteem," as this organ, more than any other,

gives that control and ready use of the faculties

which we see'so conspicuously in people remarkable

for their prompt action and steady hand.

The article, as a whole, however, shows percep

tion and thought ; and though we may not indorse

it or agree with the author, we can respectfully con

rider what he has to offer. This is our duty, and,

for one, I am glad that the editor of the PBRENO

LOGICAL JOURNAL was
generous enough to allow

him the opportunity to set forth his views in his

own manner. I. P. Novas.

Warhinglon, D. C‘.

Crrnss AND PATIENCE.—-Dr. Franklin,

in his essay on "The Morals of the Game of

Chess," mentions firmness, caution, and imitation

among the principal benefits to be derived by a prac

tice of this game. Flrrnness indicates the virtue of

being patient in one sense, for no enterprise can

be undertaken without having resolution to begin

it
,

and patience to carry it through. To imitate

an art it is essential to exercise patience to be in

structed; and when the art is mastered, patience

paves the road to good success. Caution is always

associated with patience.

Great men, as a class, possess patience, for it is a

powerful help to successful achievement. \Ve have

noticed that great men who play tires have more

of this mental quality than those that are ignorant

of the game. Regarding this statement there might

be some controversy; but if the trouble were taken

to consult the history of chess, it would be discov—

ered that we are not in error.

The philosopher, Benjamin Franklin, the man of

many inventions, the man who always occupied

himself with great matters, could find time not only

to play chess, but also to write on the morals of the

game, and perhaps he did this to strengthen his

patience for more difficult encounters. Mr. R. A.

Proctor, the astronomer, is a celebrated problema

tist, and endeavors to discover new worlds in the

game by his patience and perseverance. SirVValter

Scott was fond of chess, as it afforded him relief

from severe thought.

Almost every celebrated general was, or is
,

a vo

tary of the royal game. Alexander the Great, Fred

erick the Great, most of Napoleon’s marshals, and

also Napoleon himself, were very fond of playing.

In our time Generals Sherman and Sheridan fre

quently play chess, and also General Grant is said

to be skilled in it. We can imagine the last named

at the board, smoking away vigorously while coolly

making his moves, and bound to win.

To be sure, there are players who are very much

excited and can scarcely keep themselves quiet, but

such players are usually possessed of no great abil

ity. The inexperienced player will exhibit, usually,

a very different manner from the expert, being rest

less and agitated, while the latter takes things easy,

and labors with a steady purpose. He has confi

dence in himself, and never becomes over-excited,

although his game may be almost lost. This was

Mr. Morphy‘s peculiar trait. He never became ex

cited while playing, nor do great players like Messrs

Zukertort, Stinitz, and Blackburn. Coolness is

especially the characteristic of those that are in the

habit of playing without sight of the board.

E. BARBE.
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I HAVE been studying Phrenology ever

since 1873, and find it a great help in picking out

good help and managing men, of whom I have

employed a large number. It teaches me that

there are many men in wrong places, in the profes

sions especially. W. 0. P.

U. 8. Engineer’: Ofiin, )Vnu Orlmnr, O.

I BELIEVE in the progressiveness of the

race of man, and most earnestly deslre it promoted.

I believe you are adopting the right means to secure

it
,

in seeking to advance the physical, mental, and

moral health of man ; and I regard you raised up

of God as His prophets, suited to the wants of the

age. R. t-r. c.

Landau, Ont.

PERSONAL.

PRINCE LEOPOLD, of England, otherwise known

as the Duke of Albany, died suddenly at Cannes,

France, on the 28th of March.

Fully styled, the Prince was His Royal Highness

Leopold George Duncan Albert, Prince of the Uni

ted Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Duke of

Albany, Earl of Clarence, Baron Arklow, Duke of

Saxony, Prince of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, Knight

of the Most Noble Order of the Garter. He was

the fourth son and seventh child of Victoria and

Albert, and the youngest next to the Princess Bea

trice of the royal family. He was born on April

1
,

1853. From infancy his health was delicate, and

he led a retired life in accordance with his tastes,

which were simple and scholastic. In these re

spects, as well as in his personal bearing and man

ners, he bore a close resemblance to his father, the

Prince Consort.

In May, 1881, Prince Leopold was made a peer

in his own right, the ancient Scottish title of Duke

of Albany being revived for him, and in that capac

ity on June 20th following he took his seat in the

House of Lords. On April 27, 1882, he married,

in St. George's Chapel, \Vindsor, Her Serene High

ness Helena Frederica Augusta, Princess of \Val

deck-Pyrmont, the ceremony having been several

times postponed on account of his health. The

royal pair made their home at Claremont House,

near Esher, Surrey, and on February 25, 1883, a

daughter was born to them, to whom was given the

name of Alice Mary Victoria Augusta Pauline.

Prince Leopold, though little seen in public, had

a warm place in the affection and esteem of the

British public on account of the earnest interest he

took in public affairs, particularly matters relating

to the educational system of the kingdom.

MADAME CHARLOTTE ERASMI, a German wom

an left a widow with six children, has built up a

great business in the quaint old town of Lubeck.

A dozen years ago she opened a little shop for the

sale of canned fruits and preserved meats and vege

tables. She now has a branch house in London, a

large trade in New York, and sends her good: all

over the world. And yet they make a row over

there about American beef and pork I

GENERAL BEAUREGARD, one of the eminent

Southern relics of the late war, lives in a handsome

cottage on St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans. He

owns a fine plantation on the Teche, is_a stock

holder in the Louisiana Lottery Company, and

altogether regarded comfortably well ofi, though

he made no money out of the late war.

A MANCHESTER (England) paper says: " The

phrenological lectures by Professor L. N. Fowler,

in the Hulme Town Hall, continue to attract large

audiences. The subject of last night's lecture was

‘ Health and Longevity,’ and Mr. Fowler as usual

succeeded in interesting his hearers, and at the

same time imparting much useful information."

We are pleased to learn of the Professor’s continued

success. He deserves it.

Mas. Lvnra Srum-ravam' MCCAMMON, who

died a short time ago in Albany in her ninety

eighth year, was probably the oldest inhabitant of

that city. She was born in Massachusetts, and be

longed to a long-lived family. Her mother died at

ninety-seven, her brother was thrown from his car

riage and killed at ninety-nine, and her sister is

still living in Boston, hale and hearty, at ninety

four. She was married and went to Albany to live

in 1804.

WISDOM.

“ Think truly, and thy thought

‘Shall be a fruitful seed."

Hr: that keeps his temper is better than he that

can keep a carriage.

“GENEROUS to a fault" is sometimes said of

men who really are generous only to their own

faults.

THERE is a youth that bids defiance to age, and

there is a kindness which laughs at the world's

rough usage.

NATURE has many perfections to show “rat it is

an image of the Deity; and it has defects, to show

that it is but an image.

MAKE method your slave, but be not a slave to

method. Hasty conclusions are the mark of a fool.

Precipitation is the ruin of the young; delay, the

ruin of the old. The young are slaves to novelty,

the old to custom—Samuel Meander.

To share the fancy is no trifling good,

\Vhere health is studied ; for whatever moves

The mind with calm delight, promotes the just

And natural movements of the harmonious frame.
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Don‘? forget three little words—-“ If you please."

Life is made up, not of great sacrifices or duties,

but of little things, of which smila and kindness

and small obligations, given habitually, are what

win and preserve the heart, and secure comfort.

" I AM an agnostic l
"
remarked a young man in

swelling accents. "And an agnostic is what?"

inquired an elderly gentleman. "An agnostic,"

replied the fresh youth, in a manner expressive of

his pity for his interlocutor's ignorance; "an

agnostic is a fellow, you know, who isn't sure of

anything." ‘'1 see," replied the old man; "but

how does it happen that you are sure you are an

agnostic P"

MIRTH.

‘_
‘

A little nonsense now and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

" WHAT does the word ‘

pedigree

’

mean, John P"

“ It means ‘

descent.‘
" “

W'rite a sentence on the

board containing that word." John went up and

chalked of! the following:
"
We ptdr'greed down

the hill."—Ex.

PROFESSOR BLACK"; confessed to speaking from

experience when he characterized courtship as “a

period of ecstatic worship," and the time following

it one of " evangelical toleration," which is

“
a

grand school of sanctification."

o

SEV EN Leavenworth doctors were gathered around

a man who fell on the walk. Four called it sun

stmke, and the others said it was a fit. Along

came a small boy, and proved it was banana-peel.

A GIRL from Cincinnatah

Kept on growing fat and fattah,

Though she dieted on battah

For a yeah.

In vain she tried to scattah,

All the adiposal mattah,

Till the doctor said she'd bettah

Stop her beah.

"ARE you going to make a flower-bed here?"

asked a young lady of her father's gardener.
“ Yes,

miss ; them‘: the orders." "Why, it'll spoil our

croquet ground!" "Can't help it
,

miss. Your

papa says he's bound to have this plot laid out for

horticulture, not husbandry."

An old negro and his son called on the editor of

a newspaper.

" I wants my son to work in yer office, sah.”
"
What can he do ?"

"Oh, at fust he kain’t do nuthin' but edick yer

paper, but arter awhile, when he learns mo‘ sense,

he ken black yer boots an‘ sweep de flo‘."—Arkan

law Traveller.

In tlrr'r dlprrrtmnrl 10! girl: .r/wr! rrm'nur 1.! .ru-rfi
NEW BooKs a: )ub/r'r/rnar .rzr fit 10and us. In than
rnu'nur w: sub to treat nut/rar and pJMI‘r/ur .mtr'r

lizdorr'ly rim! justly, and’ alrn In furnir/r our rrad'rrr
wit/r rut/r infarnmlr'orr a: rim” nmbr'r than to form
an opinion 0/ I/n derirnbi/it] of any particular v01

umrfar personal un. If i: nur rur'r/r la notice Hr!
beflrr r1113:12/[mo/l‘: inning/mm (Ire Inn, and 10:

r'n'm'tepublirlrerr tn/avor tire Editor will: rn nlf)ubli
cah'nnr, (rpm/rill] l/mu rr/alni in any way In maria!
andfi/ryrialagr'ra/.rrr'tnrc. IV: can uJuu/lj Ill/)1)’ any
0/ than noticed.

DUE \VEST; or, Round the World in Ten
Months. By Maturin llI. Ballou. rzmo, p

.887.iiCloth. Price, $r.50. Houghton, Mifl'lin

Publishers, Boston.

The book reviewer of to-day is given so many

volumes of travel in the course of a year, that he

has some excuse for indifference when called upon

to examine a new one, even if its title, as in the

present we, indicates that most extended of jour

ncys, around the world. One might say, in glanc

ing at Mr. Ballou's title, What can a man see who

rushes around this big globe in ten months 2 Cer

Ilainly enough, we should answer to such a query,

especially if he were a quick-sighted observer, and

possessed also of the habit of rapid conception, to

fill a good-sized book, and that with matter out of

the commonplace, and not paraphrases of Baede—

ker or Murray. One can make the tour of the

world now in three months. Then ten months

affords comparative leisure for special studies of the

curious habits of oriental peoples. Mr. Ballou was

one of a small party that made the extended tour

aforesaid, starting westward from Boston, and

crossing the American Continent to San Francisco,

thence proceeding by way of Japan, China, the

Malacca Straits, Ceylon, India, through the Sea of

Arabia, the Straits of Babelrnandeb, the Red Sea,

Egypt, the Mediterranean, Malta, Italy, France,

across the Channel to England, and thence across

the Atlantic to the point of departure. He wisely

refrains from dilating on American topics, but de

votes the greater part of his book to Asia. The

sketches of Japanese life are very interesting, and

bring us nearer to the real condition of that mys

terious branch of the great Mongolian family than

any other book that we have read. Of China he

does not relate much that is new to the well read,

but weaves into his reflections many facts and fan

cies that impart a new relish to the peculiarities of

"Celestial" habits. He tells us that “philan

thropic societies are numerous in the cities of China

—hardly exceeded in variety and excellence of de

sign by those of Europe and America." Among

them are orphan asylums, houses for the relief of

the indigent, aged, and infirm, hospitals, and free

schools. His Indian experiences are related in a

condensed yet very interesting style, and are full of

information of particular value to one contem

plating a visit to the far East. As a whole, the
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volume is a successful putting on paper of nets

by a traveller who has used his eyes and ears to

good purpose, while enjoying an exceptional op

portunity to see the world.

ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN Pnvsr
car. AND MORAL LAW. The Femley Lecture

of 1883. By William Arthur, author
of.
"The

Tongue of hire," etc. rzmo, pp. 231. Price, $1.

Harper & Brothers, New York.

This is a close discussion of the principles that

enter into the constitution of the two great depart

ments of being, physical and moral, and its prov

ince is mooted in the opening chapter, where the

author says that it is
"
a case not proven that any

man could, in the silence of his own soul, ever say

to himself with intelligent conviction : I do believe

that discernment, judgment, and choice ; that fore

thought, afterthought, and conception; that affec

tion, imagination, and conscience are governed by

laws of one and the same order as weight and

measure, taste and odor, color and form." He is

not inclined to believe that there are laws of two

different orders, but that law in the proper sense,

and in the familiar sense clear to the jurist and to

the intelligence of the people, exists in the realm of

morals, and is the instrument of preserving order’

between man and man. There is
“
something

analogous" to this in the realm of physics, but it is

not really law in any scientific or philosophical

sense, but nothing more nor less than Rule, or a cer

tain Order of action. Having once called an un

conscious instrument an agent, it becomes easy by

a stretch of the same kind of rhetoric, to ascribe

qualities or virtues to it ; and this process naturally

enough leads men on until they are found imputing

to unconscious atoms powers fit to produce even

intelligent creatures, usurping in the universe the

place of an intelligent Creator.

_ Mr. Arthur views his topic from both objective

and subjective sides, and considers its more essen

tial connections in the following subdivisions : The

two kinds of Agents governed by the two Orders of

law respectively; The different kinds of relations

established by the two Orders of law respectively;

The nature of the two Orders of law, and how they

respectively govern their domains; The combined

operation of the two Orders of law, resulting in a

system of free Agents and fixed Instruments, de

volvos upon the free Agents certain powers of modi

fying phenomena, even by virtue of the inflexibility

of physical law; \Vhat is fairly presupposed by the

existence of the two Orders of law and their co-or

dinated action. This summary, in its terms, indi

cates the definite and close reasoning by which the

author points out many of the errors of the mate

rialists in their interpretation of phenomena, and

in forcing incompetent conclusions with reference

to the sources of moral action. For instance, his

short and sharp criticism of Lewes‘ assertion regard

ing the formation of soap-bubbles, discloses the

emptiness of a certain line of sophistry in vogue

with philosophers of the Comte class. A good sec

tion of the work is devoted to the consideration of

the theories of Comte and his disciples, and prop

erly so on account of the hold the "positive phi

losophy
"
has obtained in advanced thought; and

we can very heartily commend Mr. Arthur to those

who would read a neat and compact refutation of

that philosophy.

FARM CONVENIENCES.

Hand-book for the Farmer.

and Twelve Illustrations. rzmo, pp. 240. Price,

$1. Orange Judd Company, New York. For
sale also by Fowler & Wells Company, New

York.

One in glancing through this very neatly print

ed volume, compact and substantial, will be im

pressed that the compiler has exercised more than

avenge taste as well as first-rate practical judg

ment, in his selection and adaptation. \Ve may

venture to say, that of the two hundred or more

farm conveniences described, scarcely one may be

found that will not meet the approbation of the

practical farmer ; and ninety-five per cent. of them

will suggest something of value to the man who

has a village home with garden enough to raise a

mess of green pease for his table. One point which

is of special significance in these farm conveniences

is
,

that about every one of them can be made by

the farmer who has some idea of mechanical con

struction, and does not find it necessary to appeal

to a professional nail-driver when he wants any

thing done. A comparatively little thing will some

times save a man much annoyance and loss of time.

Take, for instance, that suggstion on the eighty

seventh page with regard to unloading corn : the

simple arrangement there described will very con

siderably ease the labor of transferring the corn

crop from the field to the crib. And the sugges

tions later on in the book, with regard to filing a.

saw, would save a man inconvenience and weari

ness in the operation. The book has only to be

glanced at for a moment, by any farmer who has

the slightest claim to enterprise, to be appreciated

and wanted.

THE MEDICAL DIRECTORY OF PHILADEL
PHI/t FOR 1884. Edited by Samuel B. Hoppin,

M.D. rzmo, pp. 205. Cloth. Price. $1.50.

P. Blakiston, Son 8: Co., Publishers, Philadelphia.

A very serviceable volume for the reference of

the physician, druggist, dentist, and all who are

interested in the charitable, sanitary, and reiomia

tory affairs of Philadelphia. Dr. Hoppin has been

at some pains to make the book a complete guide

with respect to the locality and character of all

branches of service having relation to medicine.

He provides a list of the Homes established for

AdulLs and Children, of the different Hospitals,

Dispensaries, and of institutions for special relief ;

besides naming the medical schools, their terms and

requisites; medical societies; the public duties 0!

physicians; and giving a general list of those :0

gaged in the practice of medicine and surgery.

A Practical
Two Hundred
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HAND-BOOK or CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE;

or, Facts Against Infidelity. By Lawrence W.

Scott. Revised Edition. rzmo, pp. 341. John

Burns, Publisher, St. Louis.

There are books and books on the Christian evi

dences, although some authorities say that Paley

and Butler are sufficient for most practical pur

poses. Yet how much of a public has the archdea

con and the bishop to-day? People continually ask

for something seasonable that deals with questions

mooted on the platform and in the social circle, and

started by the scientist and the liberal. Hence it is

that the earnest, sensitive theologian finds himself

prompted to speak and write in support of his be

lief; and according to his point of view, so is the

character of his argument. In the volume before

us we trace the marlc. of long study and conscien

tious thought, not only on what may be termed the

primary data of Christian ethics, but also on the

data of latter‘day science, and the theories of mod

em philosophers, agnostic, materialistic, positive,

etc., that have a bearing upon religious faith. The

avowed object of the author is
,

first, to furnish

ministers the most important facts and documents

relating to the great controversy which is now agi

taxing leading minds; second, to inform the gen

an! reader, and strengthen the faith of the Chris

tian ; and, (bird, “
to reason with sceptics and

infidels, so that those who are open to conviction

may be convinced, and others may be left without

excuse."
'

In a comparatively brief area of paper and typog

raphy, Mr. Scott covers an extensive field of argu

ment and controversy. He deals chiefly with essen

tials, and is forcible, clear, and happy in his man

ner of presenting them. The divine origin of the

Bible; Fulfilled Prophecies; The divine origin of

the Christian religion; Infidel review and reply,

are the general topics. To use the words of a no

line of the book that appeared in a sceptical organ,

we “would advise all Christians who want to be

able to give a reason for their faith (as good a one

as the subject will admit of), to peruse this book."

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Brocsn. A speculation~on the origin and na

ture of life, by Prof. Elliot Coues, member of the

National Academy of Science, etc. Second edition.

Published by S. T. Estes & Lauriat, of Boston.

This is a pamphlet of sixty pages or more, and they

are neatly printed pages, designed to answer many

quations arising in the materialistic philosophy of

the day, affecting the sources of human life and the

reason of human beings. It is a
.

well-written a.r;u

ment, drawn from simple facts, sustaining the

Operation of a. spiritual force or agency in man,

that gives him elevation, refinement, and a purpose

peculiarly his own. The idea entertained by ma

terialists, that man is nothing more than a com

pound of certain chemical elements, having at

tained a certain degree of development, and after

living a certain span of time disappears, or is re

solved into the original elements as dead matter,

finds no encouragement here; the author shows

that the difference between being dead and alive is

wide ; the principle of life or the cause of life is an

entity of refinement that early points to a creative

cause. True science can find and recognize the

spiritual within the natural body, and the tendency

of scientific inference is toward acceptance of a

future state, and to reject the doctrine of annihila

tion. The pamphlet is worth the perusal of our

moralisLs, because it would suggest to many new

thought and new data.

PALLISER'S USEFUL TABLETS. These are a.

series of designs for the use of architects, builders,

masons, and other handicraftsmen who contribute

to the equipment of our homes. The designs are

practical in all respects, drawings being made to

measure, large enough for the convenient use of the

mechanic, so that they can be readily understood

and followed. The work is designed for serial

issue, and its first number is an elaborate affair,

comprising forty plates, that include designs for

houses complete, besides special drawings illustra

tive of neat and tasteful interior furnishings; de

signs for doors and staircases, mantels and chairs,

side-boards, counters, desks, terra-cotta and brick

work, conservatories, balconies, Cupolas, cornices,

and wall-finish. Price $r. Published by Palliser,

Palliser & Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

CORPULENCE, and its Treatment on Physiolog~

ical Principles. By Dr. \Vilhelm Ebstein, Ger

many. Translated by Emil W. Hoeber, M.D., of

New York. Published by Brentano, New York.

This is a simple discussion of the physiology of

corpulence ; in other words, why some people have

a tendency to increase in fatness. The views of

leading physiologists and physicians are drawn

upon, and the different methods which have ap

peared from time to time, designed to reduce ab

normal weight, are discussed rationally. What

fat means, how it is derived, whether or not it is

healthful in all cases to attempt its reduction, are

among the questions the author endeavors to an

swer. It is a fact, as he shows, that some people

fatten constitutionally; and any attempt to reduce

the bulk of such people that is not based upon

sound principles, will be likely to be detrimental to

their health. The Banting cure he claims to be

nothing more rr less than a starvation cure, leading

to organic disorders, and, therefore, dangerous;

and any method that is not accompanied by a thor

ough diet, is useless if not dangerous. Price 25

cents.

Mono, and Tar-z DIARY or A SUPERFLUOUS

MAN. By Ivan Tourgeniefi’. No. 107 of Funk 8
:

\Vagnalls’ " Standard Library." Price, :5 cts.

These two stories are excellent representations of

the power of this distinguished Russian author.

“
Mumu "depicts in graphic style the serf-life of
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Russia; and “The Diary of a superfluous Man,"

the condition of Russian upper classes. The few

translations of Tourgeniefi‘s works known to the
\

American public have come through the French,

thus making a double conversion, by which much

of the original spirit of the author was lost.» The

translations here given are direct from the Russian,

made by a fellow-countryman of the novelist.

CHRISTIANITY 'l‘Rrunrr-IANT. By John P. New

man, D.D., LL.D. 8vo, pp. 136. Price 15 cents.

Funk 8: Wagnalls, New York. A large theme, and

well and eloquently discussed by an able writer.

The array of facts which Dr. Newman presents

appeals to our common-sense. \Ve will not say a

book of this kind is needed in this era of scepticism,

agnostic controversy, and fiippant indiflerence to

moral truth, for the fact is apparent to very slight

observation. Dr. Newman writes for the masses——

especially for young people ; his sentences are clear,

bright, and spirited. We can commend the book.

Tns Honrtrz'rrc MONTHLY for April offers an

array of distinguished writers—American, English,

and German. The leading sermon is by Prof.

Christlieb. Pres. Hill discourses on
“ The King

dom of God." The shorter sermons, by Drs.

Henry J. Van Dyke, R. S. Storrs, P. S. Henson,

and Canon Liddon and Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, of

London, are admirable, and "The International

Sunday-school Service" is well furnished by lead

ing clergymen. The number, as a whole, furnishes

in compact form a large amount of fresh thought

and illustration bearing on current moral and re

llgious topics. Funk 8: Wagnalls, 10 and 12 Dey

Street, New York.

Tnr: BAnKEn‘s MAGAZINE AND STATISTICAL

REGISTER, edited by Albert S. Bowles, is nearing

the fortieth year of its existence, and although

closely related to the most selfish of all human inter

ests--money-getting—this veteran monthly indicates

a free and candid spirit, for the most part, in its

discussion of the topics belonging to finance. It

contains in every issue some matter of value to the

economist and public man.

AMONG the medical exchanges which we receive

from mouth to month, are the Halmemanm'an

Mont/ll], a well-known organ of the Homeopathic

school; the Amer-iron Psyclmlogr'ral yaurnal,

issued by the National Association for the protec

tion of the insane and prevention of insanity; the

American lllea'ical journal, and Medical Tribune,

leading advocates of the Eclectics; the Druggz'rts‘

Circular, the oldest of the monthlies in that trade

interest; the SI. Law‘: Medical your-mil, and

Bufl'alo Medical and Surgical journal, prom

inent old-school organs West, are to be mentioned.

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, a weekly pub

lished by Messrs. Munn & Co. in New York, de

serves the liberal support it receives on account of

is suitability for the general reader, bringing to his

notice the later results of scientific investigation and

mechanical invention.

'

Loan & THOMAS' POCKET MAP or‘ The Um—

’ren STATES, showing the new standard railroad

time. It is a convenient little map for reference,

now that the new division of time has become so

generally accepted.

Tar: POPULAR SCIENCE Mon'rmx, published

by Messrs. Appleton 8: Co., New York, contains

in its April number several significant papers;

for instance, Herbert Spencer's
" Coming Slavery,"

"Photographing a Streak of Lightning,"
“ The

Remedies of Nature," "Prehistoric Art in Amu

ica," "The “fork of Shod and Unshod Horses,"

etc.

FIFE AND Drum Scares, No. it, contains a

story entitled
“ The Little Red Stocking that Hung

at the Gate," by Faith Wynne ; a pleasant Christ

mas story suited to young people. There are two

other stories of a similar nature. Price 10 cents.

J. N. Stearns, Publishing Agent, New York.

LAw Ann rrre LIQUOR TRAFFIC. A paper

read before the general association of Congrega

tional churches, at the annual meeting held at Ot

tawa, 111.,May 30, 1883, by Rev. F. A. Noble, D.D.,

in which very conclusive answers are made to such

questions as these :
" Has prohibition the legitimate

place in government ?"
“ Can prohibition be made

eflective P" It is avery able argument in the affirm

ative. Price 10 cents. J. N. Stearns, New York,

Publisher.

EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT of the Managers and

Officers of the State's Asylum of the Insane at Mor

ristown, N. J., for the year ending Oct. 31, 1883;

a neatly tabulated statement of the working of the

largest establishment for the insane in the United

States. The management of Dr. H. A. Buttolph

is deserving of commendation in a high degree.

THE MANHATTAN shows, in its late issues, a

decided advance in its literature and artistic em

bellishment, and one is led to suspect a tendency

on the part of the publisher to bid for the success

that has been won by Harper’: and the Century.

The articles generally have a freshness that is at

tractive, nearly all treating of topics oi current im

portance, and supplied by contributors of reputation.

A BOOK or PLANT Descmr'rrons: or record

of plant analysis ; with a synopsis of the terms most

frequently used in the description of plants; and a

schedule of work to be done in a botanical labora—

tory. Also a list of subjects suitable for these.

Prepared for the use of teachers and students. By

George G. Grofi', A.M.M., Professor of Natural

History in the Upiversity of Louisburg, Pa. Fifth

edition, revised and enlarged. Price, 30 cents.

Science and Health Publication Company, Louis.

burg, Pa.
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.
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A SPECIALTY FOR THE SKIN & COMPLEXION.

As recommended by the greatest English author‘

ity on the Skin,

PROF. SIR ERASMUS WILSON, F
.

R
.

S
.

Pres. of the Royal Col. of Surgeons, England.

Nothing adds so much to personal appearance as a Bright, Clear Com
lexion and a Soft Skin. With these the

Plainest
features become attractive.

'ithout them the handsomest are but coldly impressive.

Many a completion is marred by impure alkaline and Colored Toilet Soap.

FEARS’ SOAP
Is specially prepared for the delicate skin of ladies and children and others sensitive to

the weather, winter or summer. In England it is pro-eminently the complexion Soap,
and is recommended by all the best authorities, as, on account of its emollient, non
irritant character, Redness, Roughness and. Chopping are prevent
ed, and a. clear and bright: appearance and a soft. velvety
condition imparted and. maintained, and. a good, healthful
and. aha-active complexion ensured.

Its agreeable and lasting perfume, beautiful appearance, and soothing properties
commend it as the greatest luxury of the toilet. Its durability and consequent economy

in remarkable.

l5 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS.
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PHRENOLOGlllIlL JOURN
Is widely known in America and Europe, having been before the reading world» i

nearly fifty years, and occupying a place in literature exclusively its own’):
viz., the study of HUMAN NATURE in all its phases, including Phrenology,‘

Physiognomy, Ethnology, Physiology, etc., together with the “SCIENCE or 1

HEALTH,” and no expense will be spared to make it the best publication for, .'

general circulation, tending always to make men better physically, men-y

tally, and morally. Parents should read the JOURNAL, that they may better

know how to govern and train their children. Young people should read the

JOURNAL, that they may make the most of themselves. It has long met with

the hearty approval of the press and the people.

N. 1’. Tribune says:
“
Few works will better repay Ckn'rh'an Union says:

“ It is well known as a

perusal in the famil than this rich storehouse ofinstruc- storehouse for useful tnought. It teaches men to no“
tion, which never ails to illustrate the practical philoso- themselves, and constantly presents matters of the high

phy ot'lite, with its lively expositions, appropriate a‘nec- est interest to intelligent readers, and has the ‘ads-anti.‘
dotes, and agreeable sketches of distinguished individ- of having always been not only

‘

up with the times,‘ but

uals." a 1171!:In advance. Its popularity shows the result 0!

. enter rise and brains."
N. Y. Ttmr: says: “Tu! PHRBNOLQGICAL JOURNAL

p

'

roves that the increasin ears of a periodical is no rea- _

Eon (or its lessening its engtelpn'seor for diminishing its Sunday—SM”! TQM" says: “A great amount and
abundance of interesting matter. If all magazines in_ variety of useful and instructive matter

finds
its way uito

creased in merit as steadily as The PHRENOLOGICAL "H5
BHRBNOLOGICAI-mvnthly-

ll ls
progressive and lab

JOURNAL, they would deserve in time to show equal evi- trill, In the good
sense of those terms—a readable, valua

dences of popularity." hie journal. '2.

TERMS. ,
_ . 1

The JOURNAL is published monthly at $2.00 a year, or 20
cents

a
Number:

To each yearly

subscriber is given either the BUST or BOOK Premium described above. W hen the Premium:

are sent, 25 cents extra must be received with each subscription to pay postage on the JOURNAL

and‘ the expense of boxing and packing the Bust, which will be sent by express, or No. 2, a

smaller size, or the Book Premium, will be sent by mail, post-paid.

Send amount in P. O. Orders, P. N., Drafts on New York, Orin Registered Letters. Post

age-stamps will be received. AGENTS WANTED. Send 10 cents for specimen Number, Premium

List, Posters, etc. Address

FOWLER is WELLS 00., Publishers, 768 Broadway, New York.
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.A. NEW BOOK,

HEALTH Ill
THE

HOUSEHOLD;

HYGIE/WCR'COOKE/e y.

By SUSANNA W. DODDS, M.:.

One large 12mo vol, 600 pp., extra cloth or oil~cloth. Price, $2.00,

g._. Q 0-.‘

The author of this work is specially qualified for her task, as she is both a physician and

a practical housekeeper. it is unquestionably the best work ever written on the healthful prepa.

ration of food, and should be in the hands of every housekeeper who wishes to prepare food

healthfully and palatably. The best way and the 'reason why are given. It is complete in every

department.

TABLE OF

PART l.—Tnc Reason Witv.

Constituents of Food; Food and Physical Develop

ment; \Vheat and other Cereals; The Fruits and

Vegetables; Meat, Milk, Butter and Eggs, Sugar,

Salt, Pepper, and other Condiments as Articles of

Diet; Tea, Coffee, etc.; Food, and its Effect on

Intellect and Murals; Food Combinations, etc.;

Two Meals or Three; Dietetic Rules; Hints on

Cooking.

PART ll.—Tnt-: HYGIENIC DIETARY.

Unleavened, Lcavened, and other Breads; Plain

Fruit Cakes; Steamed Grains; Mushcs; Pastries;

To show something of the scope of the work, we print the following from the

CONTENTS.

Vegetables;

Soups; Fruits and Fruit Juices; Food:
an Drinks for the Sick and infants; Preserving

Fruits and Vegetables; Canning Fruits, etc.; blis

cellany.

PART lIL—THE Cournou tse.

Steamed Bread; Corn Cake; Muffins; Griddle
mkes; Cake-making; Pies; Puddings; Plain Des

serts; Pudding Sauces, Creams, etc ; Custards,
Blanc-munga, etc.; Moulded Farinacca; jellies,
Jams, and

Syrugs;
Ripe Fruits for Desserts: Vege

tables; Soups; eef, iilutton, and Lamb; Venison;
Poultry; \Viid BirdsandotherGame; Fish; Hashes

and Toasts; Eggs; Practical Hints.

To show something of what is thought of this ‘work, we copy a few brief extracts from the

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
many

"
This work contains a good deal of excellent advice

about wholesome food, and gives directions for prepar

ing many dishes in a way that will make luxuries for

the palate out of many ri'nple productions of Nature

which are now lost by a ViClULII cookery.“ -—Home

Journal.

“
Another book on cookery, and one that appears to

be fttlly the equal in all reipecle. and superior to man

ofita predecessors. Simplicity is sought to he blende

with science,
economy

with all the enjoyments of the

table, and health and appiness with an ample house

hold liberality. livery purse and every taste will find

in hire. Dodda‘ book. mnterial within its means of group

for cmcient kitchen admlnlstration."—Nm York Star.

“
The book can not fail to be of great value in every

household to those who will intelligently appreciate the

author's stand-point. And there are but few who will

not concede that it would be a public benetlt if our peo

p
le generally would become better informed as to the

otter mode of living that the author intendn."-8cim

8W American.

“She evidently know! what she in writing about,

and her hook is eminently racticztl u on every page.

it is more than a book of rec pen for mu ing soups, and

pies,
and cake; it is an educator of how to make

the

mm: the abode of healthful people. The wntlng is

lystommic, precise, and no rcct‘lpt is given, we are u
atred, that hits not been fully and carefully tented."—

Tlte Daily Inter- 0mm, Chicago, ill.
’

“
The book is a good one and should be given a place

in every well-regulated cu m."—Indianapoli4 Journal.

"
As a com rehenelve work on the subject of health

ful cookery t ere is no other in print which is luperlor,

and which rings the subject so clearly and squarely

to the understanding of an average housekeeper. The

recipes as well as the information, general directions,

etc., are given in explicit, simple laiwunge. so that no

one can int-‘take thcmP-Methodkl reorder.

“
We see no reason why it should not into ev

household. The recipes are numerous n53, we Jud"?
admirable. _

We believe those for preparing cerca

'

cooking fruit! and vegetables, making the lent oh or,

tlmmhle eorttAof pastry, are among the best avail: la.
The book is desirable on that account, and we recom
mend it to our readers as :- valnablc addition to the
store lihrary."-Amertcan Grocer.

“
In this book Dr. Dodda deals with the whole sub

lect scientifically, and yet has made her instruction;

entirely
practical.

The book will certainl prove use

ful, and f its recepta could be univt-raa l

-
follow-ed,

without doubt nman life would be conlitlera iy length
ened."-Springfi¢ld Union.

“The author, having undertaken to prepare a work
that should enable health-seekers to furnish their table.
with food thatla wholesome and at the same time palat
able, has admirably succeeded In doing so, judging
from the impression received from a glance through its
pagce."—Banner of Light.

"Here is a cookbook
grepared

by an educated lady

physician.
it seems to o a very sensible addition to

he voluminous literature on this subject, which ordi~
narily has little reference to the by enic. character of
the preparations which are describe ."- Zion‘; Herald.
“
This one seems to us to be most sensible and practi

cal, while yet based upon scientific prlnei lea-in that.
the beat. it it were in ever ilflllricituil, there would
be far less misery in the worl ."~South and War.

“There is much nod sense in the hook. and there to

plenty of occasion or attacking the ordlnar methods
of cooking as well as the common style of diet. inex
pcrienced onsekecpcra will tind many valuable eug
gcattons as to the care of a house, dealing With

‘

help,‘
marketing, and table etiquette."—.ilamutg Slur.
“
She sets forth the why and wherefore of cookery,

and devotes the larger portion ol‘thc work to thoee arti~
eles essential to good blood, strong bodies, and vigor
ona minder-“Yew Hum Ilegiotcr.

The work will be sent to any addres, by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price, $2.00v AGENTS

WANTED, to whom special terms will be given.

FOWLER 8t WELLS 60., Publishers, 753 Broadway, N.

Send for terms. Address

.Y:
‘El—— ‘1;’
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HENRI MlLNE-EDWARDS,

THE EMINENT NATURALIST AND TEACHER.

[Phmnological Analysis by N- Sizer-1 power, goodness. ‘I
t

has a Dr. Franklin

THE
first impression which this por- look, especially in the general expression

trait makes upon the observer might of the face, and also in the magnitude of

be expressed in three words,—knowledge. ' the head and face. The physiology or tem
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perament of this subject shows, first, vital

power; the signs of digestion, power of

breathing, excellent circulation, and the

relish for abundance of fresh air, are de

cidedly marked in the structure of the

face and in the depth of the chest; hence

abundant life-power is the result, and

with this ability to work incessantly,

at a high point of mental pressure and

thought, even to old age. The mental

or studious temperament is shown by the

length of the brain from the ear forward,

and by its height from the ear upward,

and by the general expression of coun

tenance. The lower half of the forehead,

the eyesl and nose, are especially femi

nine, as if he were the picture of his

mother. This inheritance gives him not

only the basis for nutrition, but practical

knowledge, power to acquire education

and retain it
,

and a hunger to know every

thing for a certainty. The fulness above

and about the eyes gives him facility for

the acquisition of knowledge, especially

by observation. His forehead resembles

that of Professor Agassiz, whose mind

was fertile in the fields of investigation

We

see, also, the indications of a retentive

memory, and especial facility for the use

of speech and for the memory of names,—

qualities essential in his line of study.

We see, also, very large Comparison,

which enables one to detect resemblances

and differences, and to classify objects

and discovery similar to his own.

according to their species, and grade

them according to their proper orders.

His large Constructiveness would enable

him to combine and co-ordinate and sys

The elevation of

the head shows Benevolence, sympathy,

temize his knowledge.

and reverence for that which is sacred

and venerable; and also large Spiritual

ity, which to the iiscoverer, inventor,

_‘__.__

and leader in the progressive fields of

He had a

strong belief in the possibilities of much

that lies beyond the acquisition of to

day, and hence expected to find beyond

the beaten track materials that would re

pay research. If he had devoted himself

to theology he would have been one of

the best of preachers, and would have

knowledge is a great aid.

carried a high moral atmosphere wher

ever he moved. Such ample moral de

velopment as his, impresses those who

come within the sphere of his influence,

with moral, religious, and refined feel

ings and ideas. In the presence of such

an organization had men suppress their

badness, good men try to be better, and

the weak are strengthened in the direc

tion of efforts to rise. We have met min

isters who had superior intellect and

greater force of character, but the top

head was an inch lower than this one;

and while they would command
respect

for their talents, and admiration for their

executive force, the religious attributes

of faith, hope, tenderness, and forgive

ness were never much inspired by their

presence, or by their conduct. The neigh

borhood of such an organization as this

impresses people with a higher respect

for human nature, and a desire to be good

and wise and pure and above reproach.

Such an organization anywhere is a re

proof to evil-doers, and a stimulus to

higher and better living. In the presence

of such a head and face children, poor

men, aged and feeble women. would be

inspired with confidence, trust, and affec

tion; and would gather around him, re

joice in his presence, as animals in cold

weather seek a sunny spot to borrow its

warmth. The side-head. directly above

the ears, seems to be depressed, a
s

ii

the selfish propensities,-— Destructiveness
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Combativeness, Secretiveness, Aliment- lstrength, discrimination, power of criti

iveness, and Aquisitiveness,—were sub

ordinate: As we rise to the upper part of

the side-head we see Caution, Sublimity,

Ideality, and Mirthfulness, showing that

he was prudent, witty, refined, and a lover

of whatever is esthetical. His Firmness

was very strong, and that, together with

Conscience and the other moral faculties,

gave to him his character and stately

strength which would enable him to meet

the labors and cares of life, and at the

same time command the respect of those

whO are wise and good, and also hold in

check and subordination those of a lower

cast of character. For instance, if he

were a magistrate he would adjudicate

criminal cases, and so carry himself to

ward the culprits, that they would not

feel a spirit of enmity; they would think

that an elder brother had sorrowfully

sat in just judgment upon them, and

that his decision, though severe. was well

merited.
‘

Such an organization has no enemies,

provokes no quarrel or opposition. He

would treat his coadjutors with kindness

and respect; and while he might be mas

ter of them all in scope and strength and

clearness of knowledge, he would not

seem to arrogate to himself. any superior

importance, and would win the love as

well as admiration and respect of those

who might seek to be his rivals.

most any sphere of life such an organiza

tion would secure the co-operation and

good wishes of all; and if he were elected

to eminent position those who had been

In al

his rivals would respect, admire, and be

friend him. In this organization there is

nothing that seems coarse, base, sensual.

He has the loving, the philanthropical, the

equ‘able, sympathetical, and kindly indi

cations: and at the same time one sees

cism, and the ability to persevere, and

stand firmly in the line of duty and ellort.

until the truth is developed and opposition

withdrawn. None would think of over

awing, or driving, or compelling such a

character; they would suppose they must

convince; and that, indeed,would be suf

ficient without persuasion, or any show of

coercion.

with very fine quality, and
so harmonious

in brain and body as to indicate power,

carried in a spirit of gentleness. We

rarely meet with a finer expression of hu

man intelligence, virtue, and goodness,

carried with such steadiness and strength

as to insure leadership, and this implies

It is a massive organization

at once greatness and industry.

Men who have devoted themselves to

scientific investigations, at an early period

of life, live to a good old age. This is

true of the class on both sides of the At

lantic, but among civilized nations France

appears to be specially favored by having

the largest proportion of aged men in

the walks of scientific research. There

is Prof. Chevreuil, who at ninety-eight,

and notwithstanding he has been made

Professor-emeritus by the University of

Paris, with a continuance of his old sal

ary, claims that he is about as able to

perform the duties of his position as he

has ever been during the past fifty years.

Therejs also Prof. N. Joly, of whom

we published an interesting account

not long since; and also M. Dumas, M.

de Quatrefages, and the engineer of the

Suez Canal, all men well advanced in life.

The gentleman of whom the phrenologi

cal description has just been given is an

octogenarian, and in his department of

investigation has no superior in the

world. Always an earnest, quiet, patient,

yet enterprising worker, the sixty-three

or four years of labor which have been

his have been productive of very import

ant results,—as we might say, necessarily.

Furthermore, Henri Milne-Ed wards occu
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pies a position in physiology which is re

lated to phrenological science,—since his

researches, for the most part, have been

in the lines of comparative physiology,

and there he has won his very high repu

tation. His elaborate work on compar

ative physiology and anatomy, brought

to completion near the close of 1880, is

the highest of its class in the scientific

literature of to-day. M. Blanchard said

- of it: "Many authors hav'e, with more or

less success, published treatises for those

who were studying; M. Milne-Edwards

alone has made one for masters."

This eminent man was born on the 23d

of October, in the year 1800, of English

parentage, as his name indicates, the

family having come from the island of

jamaica and settled in Bruges, Belgium.

After the invasion of Belgium by the

allies, in 1814, the family removed to

Paris, and young Milne-Edwards studied

medicine, receiving his degree of Doctor

in Medicine in 1823. He appears to have

been a close observer at the outset of

his active life, as, in the latter part of

I823, he presented several memoirs to

the Academy of Sciences on subjects re

lating to his professional practice. In

1825 he published, in connection with

Vavaseur, a
"
Manual of Materia Medica,"

a book which attracted suflicient atten

tion to be translated into the English and

German languages. Later, he devoted

his leisure almost entirely to the study of

zoology; although in 1826 he began, in

association with M. Audouin, a series of

researches on the anatomy, physiology,

and zoology of the marine animals of the

French coast, and for several ‘years con

tinued his studies in this direction, ex

ploring the coasts of Granville, of the

Chaussay Islands, St. Malo, Noirmon

tiers, etc. His work, "
The Littoral of

France," embodies the results of these

studies; in the meanwhile he published a

“
Manual of Surgical Anatomy," and de—

voted some time to chemical analyses.

In 1832 he was appointed Professor of

Natural History in the College of Henry

lV.,and also Professor of Public Hygiene

and Natural History in the Central School

of Art and Manufactures. A year or two

later he published treatises on the
“
Ele

ments of Zoology," and a general work

on the Crustacea, in three large volumes,

with an atlas. In 1834 he visited Alge

ria, and there prosecuted a course of ob

servations, which were collated in sev

eral memoirs presented to the Academy.

These are, for the most part, on marine

animals. His researches on the Polyps,

the results of which were published in

1838, were begun at this time. Between

this year and I844 he published treatises

on the Spermatophores, on the Ace

lephs, Cephalopods, Eolidians, besides

working in Sicily, associated with M. de

Quatrefages and M. Blanchard. The

details of this journey were set forth in

three volumes, his own studies more par

ticularly relating to mollusks.

Returning from Sicily he was appointed

Professor in the Faculty of Sciences in

Paris, succeeding Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire.

The products of other investigations, on

the part of M. Milne-Edwards, are seen

in his studies on the structure and classi

fication of Polyps, both recent and
fossil;

his monograph on British fossil corals;

a series of memoirs on the Morphology

and classification of the Crustaceans;

and "General Tendencies of Nature," a

carefully written work. Later, he pub

lished the "Natural History of Corals

Proper," and a volume on "The Recent

Progress of Zoology in France." The im

portant work, however, of which mention

has been made already, and that was, as

we may say, crowned by a medal, pre

sented to him through a committee of

representative French scientists, was be

gun as early as 1857, and carried onward

to the fourteenth volume, which appeared

in 1880. This great work includes the

lectures which the author has delivered

at the Museum of Natural HistoryI dur

ing the twenty-three years of its prepa

ration.

Prof. Michael Foster said of this work,

when reviewing the ninth volume:
"
At a

time when a differentiation of study is

carried to such an extent that many phys

iologists know very little about other ani
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mals than frogs, rabbits, dogs, and men,

and many zoologists have a very meagre

acquaintance with the results of experi

mental physiology, such a work as this,

which skilfully weaves together all the

principal facts'of animal biology, is most

wholesome reading."

In 1847 M. Milne-Edwards was nomi

nated an officer of the Legion of Honor,

and fourteen years later was made a com

mander. From the British Royal Society

he received the Copley Medal in r856;

and the Scientific Society of the Nether

lands, in 1880, awarded him the Boerhaave

Medal, it being noteworthy that he was

the first person upon whom this medal had

been conferred; and when in 1881 the

medal, to which the scientific men of dif

ferent nations had subscribed,was present

ed to him, M. de Quatrefages remarked in

his address:

"'
We present this medal to you in

the name of the scientific men of the

world. We all know why our appeal for

homage, to be given to you, has been so

widely answered. The first memoir you

read to the Academy was in 1823. Since

that time you have unceasingly continued

to enlarge the field of science by your per

sonal researches. and to teach, by speech

or the pen, your rivals first, then the gen

erations that grew up at your side. These

labors, these teachings, have continued

for nearly sixty years; and to crown your

work you have collected into a single

book the immense treasures of knowl

edge accumulated by this long and noble

labor."

In his remarks. on the same occasion,

M. Dumas said: "With you physiology,

in its highest and widest acceptation, has

entered permanently into the study of the

classification of beings. You have had

the rare happiness, my dear friend, to

begin young to pursue in your maturity,

and to terminate in the fulness of your

vigor, the work that will remain a mon

ument."

Although so far advanced in life this

eminent savant is still fresh, mentally;

seeming, in most respects, to retain the

ardor of youth; having for study and re

search his old earnestness, and for prog

ress a most cordial co-operation.

_ _—. . .___,‘A

TEXAS AND SAN ANTONlO.

EW countries surpass in native re

sources or in scenic beauty our own

magnificent Texas. Forty-six years ago

she was the struggling dependence of a

tyrannical power, "an infant national

ity toddling in poor-clad penury"; now

she is the
"
great, vigorous Hopeful of the

American Union." I

More than twice. as large as England,

Scotland, and Ireland combined, with a

territory nearly six times as great as the

State of Pennsylvania, her breadth from

north to south is nearly one thousand

miles. She lies below the snow line, and

furnishes the best route to the Pacific;

fronting on the Gulf, she will yet have a

commercial navy whose masts will be seen

in every foreign port. She has an endless

variety of earth and air and bud and

flower, with the greenest valleys. the

bluest skies, and the sunniest hills, em

bracing the southern part of the temper

ate zone, where are the most delightful

climates of the world.

From the friendly Gulf comes, all sum

mer long, the reviving breeze, fanning for

more than a hundred miles interior the

whole sea-coast, that is studded with

charming bays and bordered by lovely

islands. This refreshing breeze is warmed

but not heated, by the waters of the Gulf

stream, divided at Cape St. Antonio by

the colder current elsewhere underlying

them, and gives the nights an agreeable

coolness and tempers the heat of the day,

making the climate more
" uniform, equa

ble, and mild
"
than that of any other

State in the Union. Her warmest sum

mer days are several degrees in tempera

ture below the greatest heat at the North,
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so that deaths from sunstroke are very

rare as compared with those occurring

in Northern States. Many despairing

consumptivcs have gone to Austin and

San Antonio, or the regions still further

north and west, and, recovering their

health. have prolonged their lives for

many years. No desolating tornado or

whirling hurricane disturbs the calm of

a.never-ceasing comfort and luxury. What

a beautiful land! you say, as you see the

sun set on the prairies, as he walks down

ward into his
“
bed of flowers and verdure.

through the rosy pathway of the gorgeous

clouds.” Around him float light purple

clouds, and "beneath him others tinged

with the richest Vermilion," and when at

day-dawn you see the great expanse of

Tux Ou) CHURCH

this delightful region. The Gulf of Mex

ico is the unfailing reservoir of Texas.

Thence the south winds draw the water

that the thirsty north and west winds

“
drink up and bear away," till the beau

tiful prairies feel the pleasant, healthful

breeze. The rising, heated air of the

prairies gladly gives place to this cooler

air from the Gulf, and rising, travelling

onward still, the south wind follows its

airy flight, giving the Texas midsummer

01-‘ST. Auruouv.

green melt away into the boundless blue,

you are thrilled and inspired; the faces

you meet, the horses that bear you, seem

to glow with health and the joy of life.

As you sail down the channels the over

hanging magnolia wafts you its perfume;

the roses bloom for you all winter. Here

grow luxuriantly oak and elm, sycamore

and cedar, pine and palmetto, cypress and

ash, and every variety of forest-tree. Fig

and peach, nectarine, quince, and grape,
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grow "side by side in the same sun and

soil," while plum, apple, lemon, lime, olive,

and pineapple ripen together. Choicest

nuts are abundant, and berries in endless

variety grow wild. Corn is planted in

February, and grain harvested in May,

the generous soil yielding a hundred bush

els of corn to the acre. Groves of stately

live-oaks spread wide their luxuriant

boughs; the "long gray moss hangs from

every limb," while the clearest waters gur

gle up from deep fountains. Under the

feet is a "glorious pea-green, velvety car

pet of curly mesquite." In the fertile

Brazos bottom the cottonwood and mag

nolia tower above the oak, and the elm

and the ash over these; below and above

the wild grape climbs, and weaves its net

work ladder. across whose shining rounds

fairies might walk. "Below these is a

dense underbrush, over which the wild

convolvulus,woodbine and bramble spread

their mantle so closely the smallest bird

can scarcely hop through it." The trees

lean and rest against each other, while

through their interlocking boughs you

hear the "owl hoot, the Woodpecker tap,

and the squirrel chatter at midday."

0 In this wonderful clime robin and swal

low and wren build their peaceful homes.

Gentle dove and kingfisher, blackbird and

starling, blue-jay and oriole, mocking

bird and martin, whippoorwill and paro

quet, sing their songs. Among the lovely

bird-host that thrills the air, the eagle

soars and the hawk is seen hovering over

its prey.

Rarest, fairest flowers, that we in the

North cherish so tenderly, grow here in

wonderful and wild profusion. As free

as the bird-song is the lavish bloom of

mimosa and wax-plant, cardinal and trum

pet flower. Lilies, white and blue and

golden, wave their shining censers. Tall

geraniums and asters and dahlias raise

their scarlet and purple and azure crowns.

The snowy jasmine gleams forth, the rose

and the myrtle mingle their perfume.
"
Orange and oleander, verbena and pansy

look coquettishly out of their midwinter

beds at the northern new-comer, and seem

to smile at his wonder."

Delicious, glowing red-fish, weighing

half a hundred, wait for you in the streams;

perch and pike and trout, and yellow and

blue and white codfish are abundant, and

along the coast are "oysters and crabs

and crawfish and turtle, and other shell

fish innumerable."

Here the mountain-passes, the deep

gorges, the lofty, terraced limestone walls,

the dark, precipitous ravines, thrill the

lovers of the sublime; and the antiqua

ry finds here gigantic fossils and great

silicified trees, standing nearly-perpendic

ular, like some proud monarch of the

past.
’

No pen can do justice to the boundless

expanse, profound repose, airy arches, al

coves, and groves; the views, beautiful,

majestic, sublime, of plain, mountain, and

valley, from the Sabine to the Rio Grande,

from the blue waters of the Gulf to the

endless plains of the North.

Nature has divided Texas by
“
two dis

tinct climates, with an intermediate region

sharing the peculiarities of both." She

is divided by nature also in three sections

—the seaboard, the uplands or Middle

Texas, and the great plains or table-lands.

The seaboard is one entire belt of tim

ber, running inland from sixty to a hun

dred miles, with the most picturesque

bays, harbors, and inlets. Its eastern coast

is varied by most beautiful plains. Mid

dle Texas rises from three to six hundred

feet above the level of the sea. It has

many navigable streams, hills and valleys,

and undulating prairies and beautiful

islands, with running streams and forests.

The great plain or'table-land, stretching

away to the northwest, is rich in soil and

broken into lofty mountains. There are

precious metals, and agate, chalcedony,

and jasper. On'e single coal-field covers

six thousand square miles, and there is a

salt lagoon in the south in whose dried

bed quantities of salt lie on the surface.

In one acid spring is found petroleum,

and for a distance around the earth is so

charged with bitumen that it is used for

fuel. In one county there is what is called

a "fountain of lemonade," whose cold,

clear, astringent water is said to furnish
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relief for many diseases. Many visit the

"Sour Lake," to enjoy the cool shade. the

Gulf breeze, the limpid bath and the

agreeable beverage.

With vast native resources, rapidly in

creasing facilities for transportation and

immigration from South and West, and

unsurpassed agricultural advantages, Tex

as is a refuge for the unfortunate and a

most inviting field for enterprise and suc

cess. She has been redeemed from the

wilderness and discnthralled from Mexico

by the devotion, sacrifice, and valor of

early settlers. What is she now? What

wall, with embrasures for defensive weap~

ons, and bear solid testimony to the pa

tient courage and zeal of the old Spanish

fathers. They built in each mission a

chapel for worship, cells for the monks,

dwellings for the people, and a fort for

defense. There are four of them below

San Antonio, on either side of the river,

about a mile apart. The mission of San

José was founded on the Rio Grande in

1703. It was moved five years after, and

then removed and moved again. For

better protection from the Indians, it was

at last, in 1722, removed with the post to

SAN lost’: MisslorL—Tnn Aumo.

may she not become? In 1820 San Anto

nio and Goliad were the only settlements

within her vast wild. No city in the

Union now excels in picturesque interest

the ancient Spanish town of San Antonio,

the Alamo city. It has a more heroic

history than any place on the American

continent. San Antonio was founded in

1692 by Franciscan friars from France.

The great churches and mission still stand

with the dormitories in excellent preserva

tion. The candles lighted on those altars

at that past day have never been allowed

to be extinguished. There are still to be

seen fine statuary and ornamental work

executed by old artists. The churches

were all built in enclosures of high, strong

the San Antonio River. The celebrated

artist Huita, from Spain, adorned its front

with beautiful monuments and statuary,

and carved its doors, pillars, windows. and

altar. In 1744 the walls of the Church

of the Alamo, never finished, were erect

ed. This mission, called by some San

José del Alamo, was finally located where

the Alamo now stands. The Alamo is in

the northeastern part of the town of San

Antonio, called by the Mexicans the Ala

mo, a Spanish word meaning poplar, from

a grove of poplar trees once standing near

it. The Alamo is a mere wreck of its

former grandeur. There are only a few

stuccoed buildings huddled against the

old church, in a large court once sur
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rounded by a rude wall. The church

door is decorated by stuccoed mouldings,

all hacked and battered in the battles it

has seen. Here in 1836 was fought one

of the most remarkable battles ever fought.

The Alamo, as a field of heroism, has but

one rival in the world's history, and that

is Thermopylat. In this Alamo one hun

dred and eighty Americans under Bowie

and Travis, resisted during thirteen days

six thousand Mexicans under Santa Anna,

and fought until not one of their number

was left to tell the tale. Roman or Gre

cian history can give no nobler account

of soldierly courage and heroism. At

the end, five hundred Mexicans dead and

five hundred more wounded, lay before

the fallen Alamo and its dead defenders,

so dearly had they given up their lives.

This day's fight did not repress the Tex

ans. lt lighted a "brilliant beacon to

rally all the free spirits of Texas and their

sympathizing Southern and Western

brethren." This massacre of the Alamo

roused a fire in the breasts of the hardy

Texans which resulted in the battle of

San Jacinto, the defeat of the whole Mex

ican army, and the capture of Santa An

na himself, with his best generals. At

this battle the Texans, with the war-cry,
"
Remember the Alamo!“ carried all be

fore them.

San Antonio sits in a wide and deep

amphitheatre whose northern wall is the

Cretaceous mountains, and the round

ed tumuli and undulations of the prairie

slope down to it from the east and west.

Through this amphitheatre winds a beau

tiful river that never varies in depth or

temperature. It is as clear as crystal, of

the purest, richest blue, flowing silently

over shining pebbles and "between reedy

banks." Along the banks of this river,

and stretching out widely'over the amphi

theatre, nestles the city, half hidden in

its wealth of green foliage, its white stone

houses glittering like glass and marble in

the declining sun, and contrasting strik

ingly with its wealth of green. Two rivers

wind through it, the San Antonio and San

Pedro—St. Anthony and St. Peter—both

of sky-blue water, and hundreds of canals

branch out from them. There is hardly

a street in San Antonio that has not its

running stream. Many of the houses are

almost hidden under the shade-trees, fig

trees, flowers, and vines. Each home has

a bower of its own. In the spring, sum

mer, and autumn, when the purple grapes

cover the clinging vines, when the hum

ming-birds hover over thousands of blue

and gold and scarlet flowers, nodding their

bright crowns in the perfumed breezes,

cooled by the sparkling, flowing streams,

these homes seem bowers of delight.

Around the elegant residence of the

.»
\

SPRING or run: SAN Pemo.

commanding general is a beautiful park

of several acres, with shrubbery, trees,

walks, and fountains. Most all the houses

are of white blocks of stone. Some of

them are like beautiful palaces, but often

you see side by side with them, homely

hovels with their wide-open doors. These

are the dwellings of the real natives—

those left of the “feeble race giving place

to the strong one." There you see beau

tiful, black-eyed, olive girls, full of life,

dark and wrinkled matrons, and men with

coarse, coal-black, straight hair, shining

under their broad-brimmed woolen hats,

always smoking cigaritos. There are

three large public squares, and a grim old

stone cathedral as large as any in the

United States. "Every day precisely at
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noon the great cathedral bell tolls in San

Antonio, and every Mexican within the

sound of it takes off his hat and stands

bareheaded until it ceases tolling."

Some of the streets are narrow and

badly paved, but they are so laid out that

many of the houses have a garden extend

ing to the river bank, and with a bathing

house which is in constant use. The

Mexicans seem to spend half their time

by the water. Notwithstanding the nar

row streets, the two rivers and their luxu

two in the city, the San Antonio from a

hundred, two miles above the city." You

see the fountains of San Pedro welling

up in a grove of majestic elms, where are

rustic chairs and benches. There the

city's gayest crowds pass the pleasant sum

mer evenings, often joining in the prom

enade or dance. Some of the Mexicans

that you see in the waltz and quadrille

are of the purest Castilian blood. The

ladies are often very beautiful; their

sweet voices and graceful dancing attract

SOURCE OF THE SAN ANTON‘IO.

riant foliage make the city very beautiful

to the eye. A bath in their clear, sky

blue water, always of an agreeable tem

perature, is a great luxury.

The San Pedro Spring isawooded spot

of great beauty, only a mile or two from

the town, and the San Antonio Spring is

one of the rarest gems of the natural

world. “The beautiful moss, the shining

pebbles, the sweet seclusion, the glowing

sunbeams, the overhanging foliage, make

it one of the loveliest places of resort.

Both of the rivers leap from the earth in

gigantic fountains, the San Pedro from

the attention of admiring strangers. All

the Mexicans love to dance at all hours

and all seasons. It may be truly said of

them that "their genius lies in their

heels."

In San Antonio one sees a great variety

of races. costumes, and buildings. The

San Antonians say people are there from

every race in the world, except Lapland

ers and Esquimaux. You may meet in

one morning a bronzed giant of the Be

douin desert, a coal-black Australian, and

a
"
Greek from the Acropolis" will re

peat to you Homer's verse at San Pedro's
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sparkling fountain. There is a mingling
'
river in the world. Its waters flow like

and eflervescence of varied life and l melted diamonds over a bottom of pearl.

tongues, making San Antonio the epit

ome of the restless energy of the Ameri

can nation. There gather the best and

wealthiest people from Mexico in winter,

and the fairest and most intelligent from

East and North find here an air and land

scape in themselves attracting and refin

ing. Here are the descendants of the best

classes of the older States. Here too are

found some of the most refined and encr

getic sons of Germany and Spain, with

homes and churches and schools, making

as varied and interesting

society as any continental

city.
“ Like a torchlight in

the midst of a wilderness,"

San Antonio gathers her

"irradiation and opulence
"

from a vast tributary region.

She supplies Texas, west,

north, and northwest, with

the fabrics they wear, the

delicacies they enjoy.
“
She

reaches out her arms into

Central America, and Chi

huahua, seven hundred miles

away, and draws into her

lap a flood of gold and sil

ver. She has her levies on

every pound of wool, every

You see at twenty feet deep the smallest

object on the bottom. In one of the

many cliffs overhanging this river is a

“
cavern with a hall eight acres in extent,

illumined with stalactites and great pillars

of snow-white. Down through winding

caverns this river hath taken its rise;

through winding caverns, porticoed, pil

astered, architraved, and jewelled, falling

over precipices, murmuring along smooth

channels, rolling silently through dark

pools, pressing upward at last through

hide, every nugget of ore,

raised, grown or produced

in this enormous region.

Every bandit gets from her

the pistol, blade, and ammunition at his

belt; every ranchero the saddle on which he

rides, the covering he wears. Every maiden

her silks, slippers,perfumery, and paper."

Not far from San Antonio are the cele

brated Comal Springs, said to be so bene

ficial in a variety of diseases. The Comal

many travellers pronounce the loveliest

THE Louisville
Courier-7014711111 relates

the following statement of a lady who

witnessed the burning of the State-house

of Minnesota :
"
The fire occurred at night.

From a window she watched the flames,

and presently observed that the Stars and

Stripes were flying above the great dome.

The dome was blazing, and the flames

1.-_—_’— VF

AN OLD LIVI-OAK.

superincumbent rocks, this glorious fount~

ain bursts forth."

Beautiful land,

We long to see your bills and skies,

Your vales and fountains too,

And mark your glorious stars arise,

And climb the evening blue.

LYDIA M. MILLARD.

shot up toward the national emblem, creat

ing a tremendous draft, which drew the

flag straight upward, but it held to its

fastenings and the fire grew nearer and

nearer. Just as the flames had attained a

height su fficient, apparently, to kindle the

l bunting, it broke away, sailed upward, and

was saved."
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ORGANIC CEBEBBATIOII,

OR HOW THE FACULTIES COMBINE.

I
N mental character much depends upon

the combined activity of the different

faculties, and the influence of given

groups. Phrenology is the only feasible

explanation of these phenomena. When

we look at character as a whole, the

sweep and average of that character may

indicate a man who is gentle, patient,

quiet, and loving. We may see him un

der extraordinary conditions when he

will be raspy, rough, insolent, quarrel

some, and domineering.

Sometimes we see men who manifest a

pious sympathy and a devout spirit. Per

haps before the week is out, we see them

tearing about in anger, talking loudly,

and perhaps profanely; and the contrast

from their ordinary current of life is a

mystery and a marvel.

As eight musical notes contain, by their

repetitions and combinations, the whole

realm of music; as twenty-six letters

in the English alphabet by their combi

nations make its whole literature, so

forty-two faculties of the human mind,

already discovered and defined, make and

maintain-all the variety of character, tal

ent. propensity, and peculiarity which is

seen in the different persons whom we

meet.

Among a hundred men there may be

an equal amount of mental vigor, but it

is diversified by the different degrees of

strength in the faculties, and by the cir

cumstances which call out different groups

of faculties; thus we find the basis of all

the variety which exists in. human life.

It is said that no two men are alike.

Phrenology detected difference in the

dispositions of the Siamese twins, whose

experience of life had been, in all respects,

more alike probably than that of any

other two human beings who have ever

lived. While they had a common circu

lation, they had differences of mental de

velopment, which gave to each his own

individuality; and thus, although men re

semble each other, and in many respects

their life may seem to flow in the same

channel, yet circumstances will call up

peculiar combinations of faculty in each,

which will lead them to present traits dif

ferent from those of any other human being

Persons sometimes speak to our short

hand reporters, who take descriptions of

character from our dictation and write

them out, and say, "I suppose you get

used to the threadbare story of mental

development and find it very easy to re

port it." Such interrogations never fail

to receive the answer, that all the vast

variety of characteristics,and peculiarities,

and shadings of character, which the re

porter has to take and write out in a

month or a year, are simply a marvel.

We have heard a reporter who had worked

three years steadily taking these dicta

tions, say, "that he never had taken a

character that did not in some marked

peculiarity differ from every other that he

had taken."

When mind is studied as a whole and in

detail, it is found that there are different

groups of faculty; these are spoken of and

considered under several heads : First, the

Social; second, the Selfish Propensities;

third, the Selfish or Aspiring Sentiments;

fourth, the Moral; fifth, the Semi-Intel

lectual Sentiments, or Esthetical and

Mechanical; sixth, the Intellectual, in

cluding Perception and Reason. If these

different groups of‘ faculties could be

equally developed, could possess an equal

degree of strength and activity, the char

acter would be harmonious; but in a

thousand heads we may not find more

than one, or not even one, in respect to

which we can not readily distinguish a

difference in the development of these

groups as compared with each other.

If we speak of the social group as a

whole, and find it amply developed, all its

faculties in equal degree, and decidedly

stronger than the other groups, the char

acter will of necessity be of a social type;

that part of the nature will lead, and
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everything else will be subsidiary; it will

be like one leading mind in a party of

persons each one of whom is less strongly

marked; the strong man draws the co

operation of others; he becomes as it

were the hub of the wheel, all the rest

acting subordinately to his will and wish.

Another man is amply developed in the

animal or selfish group; that class of

faculties dominate in him over the intel

lect, the moral sentiment, the pride and

ambition, the social and azsthetical quali

ties, and all these will second the pur

poses and endeavors of that strong selfish

nature. In that group the faculties that

make war are conspicuous; and how these

warlike faculties subordinate the finest

intellect! how they arouse the pride, the

martial spirit, the sense of glory in that

direction; how the social nature clusters

around these selfish forces, and gives the

basis for that fraternity which exists

among soldiers!

In another organization the group of

the selfish sentiments, that has to do with

ambition, aspiration, and fame, will draw

around it the force of character, policy,

prudence, tact; will arouse the group to

which belong skill and artistic taste and

mechanical talent; and the intellectual

forces will also be called into requisition

to sustain, plan for, and carry out the be

hests of ambition.

if the groups of Intellectual faculties

be most active, the person craves knowl

edge of books, education, and informa

tion ; and all the qualities that give force

and ambition, that give taste and skill,

power to make money, will be called into

use to second the purposes of intellect,

and to lend a worthy hunger for knowl

edge and intelligence, for distinction in

the world of letters, and to acquire the

means for the culture desired.

And lastly, of the groups, when the

moral and religious qualities predomi

nate, which are the noblest and highest

part of human nature, all the other

groups of faculties cluster around and

sustain this. Then courage backs hero

ism, then ambition and the desire for

fame are sanctified, then social afl'ec

tion becomes saintly, and intelligence

and philosophy are consecrated to the

cause of the highest human conception.

Thus the general framework of char

acter can be viewed, by considering the

controlling groups which are constituted

in the nature of human development;

and if we look out upon general society

without stopping to be critical or specific,

it will be seen in a company of a dozen

people, that one is genial, loving, friend

ly; he shakes hands heartily, and seems

so glad to see people; he lives through

the social elements, and to him love and

friendship seem the centre of life, and he

is known far
and_wide

for his social force,

and indeed he is known for nothing else

especially. In that company we will see

another whose talk is money, business,

achievement, overcoming, meeting and

mastering difficulties; and if
'

one is

wanted for such a vocation or service, he

gets a unanimous vote. Another in the

same group may have a serene respect for

his own dignity, is ambitious for distinc

tion, is known as ambitious for and proud

of high associations. Another is its art

ist, its ingenious mechanist, its man for

comprehending and conducting combi

nations that require skill and tact. An

other is the fact-gatherer; another is the

reasoner in respect to facts gathered;

another still is the monitor and moral

guide and director, the one who presides

over the ethics and the piety that belong

to life and society; so nature, stamping

different men with predominant forces,

according to the different groups of or

gans and faculties, will thus assign them

to appropriate lines of duty, usefulness,

responsibility. and service in the social

and business world. NELSON SlZER.

HOW constantly are we called on in our

youth to lay aside now this, now that bad

feeling! But what, in fact, are our so

called bad feelings but so many organs

by means of which man is to help himself

in life. How the poor child is worried,

on whom but a little spark of vanity is

discovered, and yet what a poor miserable

creature is the man who has no vanity.—

Gonna.
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COURAGE.

WE can not live upon the cold dead past,

Or what has been. All nature shows

After the wild, wild winds and wintry storms

There comes repose.

If the great king of terrors we call death

Thy idols claim, bow down thy head ;

But listen to the still small voice within—

They are not dead.

For still the eye of faith can almost see

Their blest abode, and hearts can feel

Their loving presence, when with yearning deep

In prayer they kneel.

Oh then look up, say not within thy soul,

“All hope has fled.’,' The sun will shine ;

New hopes, new loves, new aspirations high

Can still be thine.

Oh curse not fate, or struggling in the dark

Thy boat unman ; keep mlm and still,

- —-M. a

Blind patience can be thine, if nothing more

Thy soul can fill.

Then when the work of patience has been wrought,

The trial past, thou‘lt know through all

“ ‘Tis better to have loved and lost

Than not at all.”

For if we can but turn to highest use

Each throb of pain, we learn to know

Our strength and weakness, and for others feel

And wiser grow.

Perchance when passing through the deeps ourselves

We blunders make. \Vhen calmer grown

Let us remember damning other souls

\Vill not atone.

They may be now just where ourselves have been :

Struggling for life ; do them no wrong ;

Lend them a hand, ‘twill make thy life

More sweet and strong.

DORA A. PETERSON.

MAN IN GEOLOGICAL ERAS.

rI‘HE
earth is but a microcosm. This

orb freighted with life, forms, and

conditions, presents to the mind of man

an endless variety of phenomena. These

phenomena are all normal results of effi

cient causes; else, we would have no clue

to their solution, and had been doomed

to total and helpless ignorance. Thus, a

man with a pulse beating seventy-two

times in a minute, and with sixteen regu

lar respiratory processes in the same time,

could not take these phenomena as evi

dences of health. Moraines, boulders,

and parallel grooves in submarine rocks,

and in the cliffs of Glen Roy, Scotland,

would not present to us the evidences of

glacial action.

But the laws of nature are immutable.

Cause and effect are inseparable. No

particle of matter is exempt from them.

Then, to examine and com prehend all the

forms, conditions, and properties of our

material surroundings, though as easy as

talking prose, is called scientific research,

and the knowledge thus gained is called

Science. Thus, if we study the move

ments of the earth, and its relation to

other planets, it is called Astronomy; if

the form of the earth's crust, and the

positions of its strata, it is called Geology ;

if its elements, and their properties, it is

called Chemistry; if the causes of mate

rial phenomena, it is called Natural Phi

losophy ;‘ if the classification of animals.

it is called Zoology; if we study animal

structure, it is Anatomy; and if we study

man's mental and spiritual nature, it is

called Psychology.

The investigation of the present sub

ject, so far as it pertains to our earth, can

proceed only by importuning the allied

sciences of geology and chemistry. The

former illustrates the position of matter,

and the laws governing its locality;the

latter has to do with the composition,

and the laws governing the properties of

matter. In geology we examine cosmo

logical masses; in chemistry we experi

ment with elements. molecules, and

atoms. It was about the same time, and

near the close of the last century, that

these two sciences began to be under

stood. We owe much to Rey, Lavoisier,

and Geol, for our knowledge of the three
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important principles in chemistry—oxida

tion, definite proportions, and the union

of chemical and electrical laws.

Coincidently, geology was being taught

in England, by Smith; in France, by

Buffon; in Scotland, by Hutton; and in

Germany, by Werner. The first two

reasoned inductively, the latter two de

ductively; hence, as I conceive, arose the

errors of the latter, as geology is emi

nently an inductive science, in this, that

we observe first the effects, and reason

down, or back to the causes. But rea

soning deductively, Werner referred all

the changes through which the crust of

the earth had passed to water; while

Hutton referred them all to fire. Clearly

those changes are the effects of causes,

some of which are aqueous and others

igneous.

In 1807 the Geological Society of Lon

don was formed, and a quarter of a cen

tury afterward followed the very able

works of Lyell and Murchison, which

placed geology on a substantial scientific

basis.

Sir Charles Lyell was the first to con

ceive the idea of classifying the tertiary

strata with reference to the ages of fos

silized shells, and naming them in this

Order, beginning with the newest or last

formed : Recent or Post-Pliocene, Plio

cene, Miocene, Eocene; and still proceed

ing downward, the strata are named in this

order till we come to the lowest: Cre

taceous, jurassic, Triassic, Permian, Car

boniferous, Devonian, Silurian, Cam

brian; and since that we now have the

Laurentian and Azoic.

One of the most superficial or recent

formations are the Danish peat-mosses,

which vary from ten to thirty feet in

thickness. “In this," Lyell says, "at

various depths are found the trunks of

trees, especially the Scotch fir (Pinus

sylvestris),as much as three feet in diam

eter. This tree is not now, and has not

in the range of history been, a native of

this island (England), and will not grow

here now when transplanted. But it

grew here within the human period, for

Steinstrup found, and removed with his

own hands, a flint instrument from'be

neath the trunk of one of those pines."

The Scotch fir-tree, now extinct In that

region, was followed by several species of

oak (quercus) appearing successively at

higher levels in the peat, and these in

turn have been almost supplanted by the

beech, which has been indigenous to that

locality as far back in time as history ex

tends. And yet, all the land and fresh

water shells, and all the mammalia found

in Danish peat, are of recent species. So

we can begin to learn something of the

age of a species.

The great antiquity of man is further

attested by the chronological succession

of materials used for making implements,

and by the rude character of the utensils.

These periods are called successively the

ages of stone, of bronze, and of iron. The

age of stone, as we have seen by the flint

implement found under the trunk of the

fir-tree, coincides with the period of the

first vegetation in Denmark. The age

of stone was succeeded by the age of

bronze about the time the fir-tree was

supplanted by the oak in that region.

These two ages passed, and were suc

ceeded by the iron age, and the beech

tree before history began.

Flint implements were recently found

near the Seine, in the vicinity of Paris,

imbedded in gray diluvium, twenty feet

below the surface. In the cavern of

Arcy-Sur-Yonne, human bones have

been found with the bones of extinct

quadrupeds. Flint tools have been found

imbedded with the bones of the rhinoc

eros and the hyena, thirty feet deep in

gravel resting on the chalk at Abbeville,

Amiens, and other points along the val

ley of the Somme.

In a cave near Torquay, called Kent

Hole, the bones of extinct mammoth and

flint tools of a very antique type were

found mingled together in a stratum;

above these were human'remains, all in a

matrix of red loam, and covered with

stalagmite. In the Brixham limestone are

caverns in which were found in a floor

of stalagmite the humerus of the Ursus

Spleneus (cave bear), and still under it
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various flint implements; here, again, it

is clear that man lived before the cave

bear, which is now extinct. On the banks

of the Meuse are the caverns of Engis

and Engishial, both containing the bones

of man and various extinct species of

animals.

Many more evidences of the antiquity

of man might be adduced, but already

enough,l think, has been presented to

show that he has outstripped most of the

species of animals in the race of life that

may have come into existence with him.

Geology and archaeology have taught us

that man far antedates history, and was

contemporary with many species of ani

mals known only by their fossils. That

he roamed along the banks of the Somme,

Thames, Clyde, Rhine, Seine, Mississippi,

and the Po, and scattered stones rudely

fabricated by his hands into utensils, as

early as the Pliocene period, and when

the beds of those rivers were 100 feet,

and some of them 1,009 feet above their

present level, there is no reasonable

doubt.

The great and varying depth at which

stone tools have been found in the same

locality, shows that the stone period was

ages in duration. Finally, man became

enlightened enough to work copper and

tin into bronze, and this metal was used

for making weapons at a time anterior to

the founding of the Roman Empire.

Geologists calculate that it required

thirty thousand years for the peat in the

valley of the Somme to grow. Yet un

der this, and resting on the chalk, is a

stratum of gravel containing stone imple

ments. Fine canoes were found twenty

feet deep under one of the principal

streets of Glasgow ; evidently that ancient

city stands on ground which in pre-his

toric times was the bed of the Clyde. In

the valley of the Nile a brick was found

at a depth of sixty feet, with the name

of the Egyptian god, Amen Ra, inscribed

on it. Another brick was found in the

delta, which, according to Lyell, must

have been burned 30,000 years ago.

Let us come nearer home and we find

in the valleys of the Mississippi and Ohio

rivers, numerous monuments, mounds,

and kitchen-middens with various other

geological and archaeological evidences

which indicate that many ages ago this

country was inhabited by a preceding

and better-informed people than the In

dians, whom we call aborigines.

Still further back in time, still deeper

in the earth's crust, are strata, or rather

beds of fossil shells mingled with sand

which represent the older and newer

Pliocene periods. In England these beds

are called crags. Proceeding downward

they are named in this order: Norwich,

Red, and Coralline. The last-named eras,r

being the oldest, its formation may date

as far back as the Miocene period. Cer

tain it is, that it is formed of shells of a

southern species of testacea, and tells of

a warm period preceding the glaciation

The Red and Norwich crags are composed

of shells indicating a lower temperature.

These crags in places rest upon the

chalk, and are on a level with the subter

ranean forest of Cromer, in which the

stumps of large trees are standing as they

grew many ages ago, interspersed, too,

with mammalian remains. Next above

this are boulders, clay. and erratics, some

of which are eighty feet thick, carried

there by icebergs during the glacial

period. Next glacial drift, then strata of

gravel, and next the surface of the earth

with soil and vegetation.

It may be instructive to the student of

geology to know that the chalk strata re

ferred to are in many places 1,000 feet

thick, and composed of fossils of marine

infusoria,-—proving that all the region of

its extent, which embraces most of

Europe, Asia, and North America, was

untold years ago an ocean. Beneath this

still is stratified rock more than twelve

miles thick, and yet, fauna and flora, that

is, the remains of animals and plants, ex

ist still below this.

Now, more of the glacial period to

which allusion has been made. Glacial

is from the Latin, 'laukr, which means

ice. There have been evidently three

glacial periods, in which all of the frigid

and temperate zones have been enveloped
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in seas of ice. The first of these glacial

periods probably came about 240,000

years ago, and the whole time of their

duration could not have been less than

160,000 years. During the first of these

periods the land was upheaved, so that

the mountains were higher than they are

now. In the second period asubmerg

ence came, so that, according to Prof.

Ramsay, the land was 2,300 feet lower

than it is now. Then the tops of the

mountains peered from the ice-clad ocean

as clusters of small islands, presenting

the appearance of an archipelago. And

lastly, the boulder drift was dredged out

of the valleys by glaciers.

The chain of mountains called the

jura presents many moraines and pol

ished rocks, which, according to the high

authority of Lyell, were transported by

glaciers from the Alps, fifty miles across

the valley of Switzerland. The same au

thority states that glaciers have carried

granite from the Andes to the island of

Chiloe, which is 25 miles from, and ex

tends 100 miles parallel with, the coast of

Chili, and that both the island and the

Andes are undergoing a gradual up

heaval. Thus, the Andes may rival the

Alps, and the island of Chiloe may in

time become higher than the Jura. The

same process may in time fill up the

channel between Chiloe and the shore, so

as to form a valley just as the valley of

Switzerland was formed. These gradual

upheavals and recessions of the earth’s

surface are doubtless due to volcanic ac

tion, or to the alternations of heat and

cold.

Now observe the following deductions

from the foregoing premises. It must re

quire a vast lapse of time for any animal

species to become extinct. It is certain

that man coexisted with some of the ex

tinct mammals. Further, the animals

having the lowest organization are most

persistent in their type, and therefore the

life of any species of testacea is longer than

that of the higher orders; and yet two

thirds of the fauna of the miocene period

are extinct. Molluscous fauna have not

been perceptibly changed since the glacial

period, and yet the fossils and works of

man have been found in the same matrix

with extinct molluscous fauna. it seems

conclusive then that man must have in

habited the earth for an immense lapse

of ages.

MAN IN HIS ZOOLOGICAL RELATIONS.

In a treatise on
“
General Pathology,

'

which was written in 1866, and before the

"Origin of Species
"
by Chas. Darwin ap

peared, I used this language:
"
Organiza

tion is not limited in development by the

arbitrary classification of species. The

classification of organic bodies into species

is convenient as expressing a general idea

of their degree of organization, but it is

far from definitive. It is a common

error to suppose that all of any species of

plants or animals are equal in organiza

tion. There are various degrees of or

ganization in human species, and so of

all the species of the lower animals and

plants."

upon the ascending scale of the organic

series are not so many permanent types,

but evidently the results of transmuta

tion. The lowest species of man is ana

tomically and zoologically further below

his cognate superior than he is above the

Chimpanzee. In former times natural

ists classed the Chimpanzee, Gorilla, Ape,

and Lemur as quadrumanous, that is,

having four hands, instead of two hands

and two feet as man has. Huxley has

endeavored to show that their feet are

precisely like man's as well as their hands,

and compared with hands possess the

following distinctive characteristics:
"
l.

The arrangement of the tarsal bones.

2. By having a short flexor and a short

extensor muscle of the digits. 3. By pos

sessing the muscle termed peronaeous

longus." They all possess thirty-two

teeth as man does, except the lemurs;

American apes have thirty-six teeth, and

in this they are a grade lower than the

oriental species. The orang is further

bzlow the gorilla than the latter is below

man. When man and the primates were

found to be constructed homologously,

muscle for muscle, and bone for bone,

The various species marked
'
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and that some of them, as the chimpan

zee, possess anatomically complete hands

and feet as we do, it was urged by Owen

and others that cerebral differences exist,

which present a lasting hiatus between

the genus Homo and all the Simian

family.

The supposed peculiar cerebral struc

ture suggested as characterizing man

alone, was that of the posterior cornu of

the ventricles, and the small fiippocom

pu: of the cerebral hemispheres; and

that the hemispheres overlap the cere

bellum and the olfactory lobes. Lyell

says there is a remarkable resemblance

between the chimpanzee brain and that

of the human in everything but in size.

M. Gratiolet, a very high authority on the

subject, says: "The convoluted brain of

mam-and the smooth brain of the mar

moset resemble each other by the quad

ruple character of a rudimentary olfac

tory lobe, a posterior lobe completely

covering the cerebellum, a well-defined

fissure of Sylvius, and lastly, a posterior

horn in the lateral ventricle. These char

acters are not met with together except

in man and the apes." Since the brain

in the higher animals is‘ found to corre

spond in most if not all its parts with the

human brain, it remains to notice that

from the lowest ape to the best organ

ized human, the cranial capacity is found

to increase gradually, and not in an

abrupt manner, as if nature had suddenly

SAVORGNAN

THE EXPLORER

THE
world is quite divided up. Jupi

ter is reported to have said once to

a classic poet of two thousand years

ago. But if one should say now,
“
There

is no more room," who would believe

him? The geographer certainly not, for

there are large areas of our globe which

are not yet bounded by the colored lines

indicative of exploration. But in late

years national emulation, politics, and

commerce have greatly extended the

become lavish in her bestowal upon the

grade of animals called human. Thus,

the highest ape has a cranial capacity of

25 cubic inches, the lowest race of men

62 inches, but there are individual ex

amples below this, notably in idiots, while

the highest cranial capacity is 114 cubic

inches. Hence we see that the absolute

difference between the largest and the

smallest human brain is much greater

than that between the smallest human

brain and that of the gorilla. It seems

to me that the ape was made in the

‘image of man, or be attained his present

fonn by progressive development.

Psychologically, man is to the lower

animals precisely what is indicated by his

zoological relations. Zoologically, man

has the exact organization of the pri

mates, but in a higher degree. Psycho

logically, man and the lower animals

have similar mental attributes, with per

haps a few added elements in the case of

man, but he possesses them in a higher

degree because of his higher physical or

ganization.

Opponents of the Darwinian theory

may prate about a traditional or fabu

lous genealogy, but is it not better for

us to consider ourselves as advanced

from the cryptogamia up to our present

development than to have degenerated

from a high and perfect state of being,

and still in the decline?

C. L. CARTER, .\l.D.

DE BRAZZA,

AND DIPLOMAT.

‘areas of civilized settlement. Political

ambition would seize upon every little

spot of earth, and emphatically insist

upon holding possession with the aid of
the breech-loader and the gun-boat. The

explorer unites in one person usually the

characteristics of two persons, the geog

rapher and the diplomat, with more or

less success to be sure, but generally of

necessity.

In Savorgnan de Brazza we have a suc
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cessful representative of this double char

acter, and one deserving, although a com

paratively young man, golden spurs for

his success. Peter Graf Savorgnan de

Brazza was born at Rome, 1852. From

the time the Astronomer Secchi cast his

eye upon the young man and helped him

to a desk in a Parisian school of nautical

science that was in clerical hands, his

fortune was made. From a Roman, the

young man became changed to a French

marine. He served on shipboard from

1868 to 1874 in the North Sea, and on

the coasts of Algeria, America, and South
3

and West Africa. The year 1875 was speci

ally full of significance for the adventur

ous officer, for then he undertook an ex

ploration of the Ogobay River, on whose

course the French had possessed a sta

_ tion for a considerable time, for the pur

pose of ascertaining its fitness as a means

of communication to the interior. As

sociates for the work were found in Bal

lay, Marche, and Haman. At the head

SAVORGNAN m: BRAZZA.

of the expedition Brazza pressed up the

Ogobay. He had at that time no intima

tion that Livingstone's Lualaba could

turn out to be identical with the Congo,

for because of the great water areas, and

the powerful current of the Ogobay, the

Lualaba might have appeared as an upper

branch of the Ogobay. The Ogobay,

however, showed itself to be an inde

pendent stream ; after the falls of Pubara

were passed, Marche and Ballay with

drew from the expedition, and Brazza was

left alone to push on amid fearful trials

and exposures; which he did, and in

1879 succeeded in reaching the neigh

borhood of the sources of the Ogobay,

and discovered. besides, two navigable

streams, the Alima and Licona, which be

long to the system of the Congo. The

Geographical Society of Paris rewarded

his discoveries by voting a gold medal to

the bold traveller.

The iron constitution of the sailor

withstood the strain of the expedition on
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his physical strength; and in 1880, he or

ganized a new expedition up the Congo,

with the object in view of ascertaining

the practicability of connecting the water

line of the Congo with that of the Ogo

bay by means of a chain of stations. The

brave man succeeded in this, and also made

an exploration of the country of the Upper

Ogobay, besides negotiating a close treaty

with the native prince, who agreed to in

sure to French trade a preponderant im

portance in that region. While engaged

in the effort to secure special trade bene

fits in the whole territory of the Congo

for his adopted fathcrland, Brazza came

in collision with Stanley, and a small word

and-pen battle ensued, ending, however,

in peace between the two explorers.

The negotiations of Brazza with the

Bantu Prince of Nakoko on the Upper

Ogobay had high political significance

to the French Republic, especially as the

prince ratified the treaty, quite contrary

to expectation, and the gun-boat Sagit

taz'r: was ordered on the Congo. Brazza

was made Officer of the Legion of Honor.

De Lesseps, however, treats the brave

man almost too academically when‘ he says

"that in this son of a Roman, France

welcomes a representative of those quali

ties which are capable of the grandest

results: warmth of soul, perseverance of

will."

For the better understanding of the

contest between Stanley and Brazza, and

what came of it, we may consult what ap

peared in relation to it in the report'of

"The African Association, and the Com

mittee of Investigation, of the Upper

Congo. . By one of the Associ

ates," which was published in Brussels,

a year or so ago. Stanley appears therein

principally as the agent of a Brussels

society that had been formed in 1878,

with the capital of a million francs, and

which has the same object substantially

as the International or African Associa

tion. Both societies, the
"
Association"

and the
"
Committee," allow to the French

branch, upon the realization of its purpose

to establish stations upon the Ogobay,

a sum of twenty thousand francs; but

“
M. de Brazza, charged . . . with

founding these stations, has adopted

other views, and planted later the French

flag in the localities known to-day by the

names of Franceville and Brazzaville."

From this and other statements the

opinion was current in Belgium that

Brazza had been unfaithful to the com

pany that supported him, and there was

for a time much bitterness of feeling

toward him; but later it appeared that

there had been political interference, and

the explorer’s treaties on the Congo were

madea sort of game of chess in diplo

matic circles.

The portrait exhibits an organization

in which the Motive temperament is very

strongly marked, yet in association with

a large brain of marked peculiarities.

He is a man of emphasis and decision,

yet cautious and prudent in a high de

gree; ambitious and hopeful, with a

tendency to frankness and candor. The

forehead shows Sagacity with superior

judgment of details. The organs over

the eyes, especially at the centre of the

superciliary ridges, and at the median

line are extraordinary in development.

For the profession of the engineer, and

in fact any vocation that employs the

faculties of Order and Calculation in con

nection with the reasoning, M. Brazza is

admirably fitted. He is inclined to per

sist in whatever he undertakes until it is

accomplished. The features are strong

in their expression of earnestness, thor

oughness, and prudence. He is not speci

ally sanguine, or cheerful in disposition,

but confident in the results of practical

effort. He believes in the power of ap

plication, and is content to abide the

event of patient industry. \Vant of suc

cess may cast a cloud over his feelings

and render him somewhat moody or reti

cent, but we think it would not relax his

grip upon the final purpose of his en

deavors.
o - .i____.

'
FROM THE GREEK.

IF thou wouldst something noble do,

Some line immortal trace,

Then gather all thy greatest strength

Into the smallest space. L. M. I.
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PRETTY TALES DEVOID OF TRUTH.

NDER the above title the London

Times exposes in the following

caustic style the myth of the Lady Godi—

va, and indulges in a fling or two at other

favorite folk-stories:

"The legend of Lady Godiva has al

ready received some severe treatment at

the hands of Mr. Freeman; and now ‘A

Lineal Descendant of Leofric and Godi

va' selects the occasion of the Coventry

procession as an opportunity for demol

ishing the story. The good people of

Coventry, by way of keeping green the

memory of their benefactress, employ a

lady to ride through their town attired

‘in fleshings.’ Whether this attire is de

cent or such as
'
would not be tolerated

upon the English stage’ is alien to the

question of historical accuracy, although

alineal descendant of Lady Godiva may

be pardoned for referring even to the

subject of decorum with some warmth.

Our correspondent goes through the

agonizing process of showing in detail

that the procession which is to take

place to-day has no origin in fact, but

only in the fertile brains of chroniclers.

The earliest chronicles, he says, are si

lent about the fabulous ride; and it makes

its first appearance in quite a different

form from that which it has assumed in

later times. The populace of Coventry,

so far from being notified to keep house,

as Mr. Tennyson sings and tradition now

relates, were assembled to view the spec

tacle: so that the ‘low ehurl, compact of

thankless earth,’ who paid for his treach—

ery by the loss of his eyesight, must be

accounted mythical.

"But even these early versions, it seems,

are fabulous. Our correspondent admits

a Lady Godiva; but he disallows a Cov

entry in those days. There was no town

through which Lady Godiva could have

ridden, or anything pertaining to a town,

save, perhaps, the cluster of houses which

may have grown up around the abbey

completed in [043 by her devoted hus

band, Earl Leofric. The beautiful and

virtuous Godiva endowed this abbey with

all her wealth, in such wise that she fairly
‘
denuded herself of all her personal prop

erty.’ If these last words are to be taken

as indicating the origin of the modern

tale of Lady Godiva and the ‘grim Earl,’

her husband, a number of instances sug

gest themselves in which metaphor has

been the parent of myth. Leaving aside

familiar examples drawn from classical

mythology, we may recall the story of

the yacht-owning peer who was reported

to have been so enraged with a presump

tuous aspirant to the hand of his pretty

daughter that he threw him out of his

yacht; a report which proved to be a de

velopment of the perfectly true state

ment that he ‘threw him over.’ At all

events, the legend does not appear able

to stand the ponderous criticism of our

correspondent, who breaks his historical

butterfly upon the wheel in the true spirit

of a Niebuhr fiaying Livy, or a Bentley

demolishing the Epistles of Phalaris.

“The pretty tale of Godiva, we fear,

must be added to the list of those which

have fallen victims to the modern spirit

of skepticism and critical investigation.

One by one the romantic chapters of his

tory, those which used to enchain child

ish fancy, and form the landmarks of

childish knowledge, are being lost to us

forever, except as by-words of credulous

ignorance. Once they were long-estab

lished beliefs which no one dreamed of

assailing; they were enshrined in the

pages of Mangnall and revered accord

ingly. To those persons, be they of Cov

entry or any other place, who bewail an

assault upon a favorite legend, the only

consolation to be offered is that, in Ho

meric phrase, many and better traditions

have died ere this one. The kings of

Rome perished a long time ago by the

pen of Niebuhr, and they have been

killed over and over again since the great

historian's time. Homer has not exactly

forfeited all claim to an individual exist

ence under the attacks of Wolf and his

followers, but he has been sadly compro

mised. ‘ZEsop has not escaped, for it is
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now the fashion to maintain that there

never was such a person, but that he

only afforded a convenient name under

which to group the composers of an

cient fable in general, although, by a cu—

rious piece of irony, Sir George Cornewall

Lewis, one of the greatest of historical

skeptics, edited a spurious collection of

xEsopic fables, palmed off on the world

by an impudent modern Greek, as if Esop

were a genuine personage, and these fa

bles were the genuine production of

ZEsop.

"To come to more modern times, the

current story of Joan of Arc has been a

dozen times refuted and as often reas

serted. The historical career of William

Tell is indeed melancholy, for he hasi

been found out by the critics, instead of

ia patriot peasant, to have been an inn

0

keeper and a horse-dealer; but perhaps

these critics may be suspected of Austrian

ileanings. The romantic attachment of

| the Princess Pocahontas to Captain John

TSmith is demonstrated by recent histo

j rians to be indebted for much of its ro

mance to the imagination of Captain

Smith himself. What need is there to

allude to the story of the Vengeur, or to

the abundant parallels of that tale which

are found in the annals of every country,

and which have been found not altogeth

er proof against critical investigation?

Even the Ten Commandments them

selves, thanks to the enterprise of M.

Shapira, are awaiting the verdict of the

ilearned. No wonder that a poor little

local tradition should have shown itself

unable to withstand the penetrating fire

of modern critical artillery."

SUPERSTlTlONS CONCERNING PLANTS.

I‘HE
fig was the only material vege

table growth in the garden of Eden

of which we have any record, and the

THF. FIG, (Fit-u: Carina).

leaves only are mentioned. They fur

nished our first parents with garments, a

knowledge of the need of which came to

them with the consciousness of disobedi

ence and sin.

"They sewed fig-leaves together, and

made themselves aprons." It was only

by slow and tedious processes, that man

devised means to disengage the tough

fibres of plants, and fashion them into

woven fabrics for clothing.

We may vainly question if the fig was

the only fruit of Eden that also grew in

the outside wilderness. We know that

our most delicious vegetable products

are often poisonous when found in a wild

state, and only by long cultivation do

they become nutritious and inviting.

The fig—Fz'n/r Carz'ca—was not found

wild on the Western Continent, and this

fact alone would point to the Eastern

world as the birth-place of the human

race, for there the fig has flourished in a

wild state from time immemorial. The

family is renowned both in legend and

history. Here we find the Bam'.m, with

its thousand trunks clasping the earth

from one parent stem; also the Bread

fruit, which affords sustenance to so

many of the Sea-islanders. The Cow

tree, which yields a plentiful supply of

nutritious milk, and many other species

producing pleasant and healthful fruits.

are found here.
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The fig belongs to the Natural Order,

Urtz‘mrzzz, or Nrflleworlr, and if we

make the acquaintance of its more re

THE Mxs'rutron.

mote kin, we shall find some of them

possessing deleterious and deadly quali

ties. The celebrated Bohon Upas, once

believed to exist only in a remote valley

in Java, was ranked in this natural order.

lts habitat was paved with the bones of

criminals sent hither to procure the

poison. Birds fell from the air dead, in

attempting to fly over, and no animal or

plant could live within a wide circumfer

ence. It is now believed that its powers

were exaggerated. In the Asiatic islands

the nettle tribes assume their most viru

lent character. Also allied to the fig and

the nettle, is the Mam/lineal of Central

America, the exhalations of which are fa

tal to those who rest in its shade. When

the railroad across the Isthmus of Pana

ma was in progress, at a certain section

of the survey, the men employed died at

the rate of a man for every foot of the

way completed. The tired laborers

would lie down in the shade of these

trees for a. noonday lunch and nap, and

the result was death. Botanical investi

gations pointed out the evil, and the

poisonous trees were destroyed in ad

vance of the workmen, and the deaths at

once abated. The poisonous qualities

are due to strychnia.

The properties of plants were known

measurably, long before the historian ap

peared to record them; yet even the pre

historic nations have left in rude tradition,

and ruder sculpture, some memorials of

the plant. In the Indian Veda we find

mention of the sacred Sama, the juice of

which, obtained by certain mystic pro

cesses, was offered to the gods.

According to Scandinavian lore, the

first man and woman were formed from

two sticks—an as]! and elm—which were

cast ashore by the waves. A mighty

evergreen ash-tree—the tree Ygdrasil—

shadowed the entire earth, and towered

high above Asgard—heaven. It was wa

tered by the Fates, and its properties

were many and terrible.

But leaving the region of myth and

fancy, we would mention the Palm-tree

as belonging to a family renowned

through all historic time. The Hebrew

prophetess dwelt under a palm-tree, and

there judged the people, and across a

section of the Mediterranean Sea, whose

waters swept from Palestine to the Pil~

lars of Hercules, the classic and poly

theistic Greek strove in his regal games

for the victor's wreath of palm. By that‘

wondrous river whose banks to this day

are paved with palaces antedating his

tory. the old Egyptian astrologer per

formed his mystic rites under branches

of palm.

TonAccm—Niron'izna.

In the temperate zones the oak has

long held a fateful pro-eminence. In the

shadow of an oak-tree, on the plain of
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Mamre, Abraham entertained the angel

of the Covenant, and later, Jacob buried

the idols brought from Mesopotamia un

der an oak-tree in Shechem. In the

north, the Druids of Britain—a cruel

priesthood, yet in advance of the age in

learning and culture—performed their re

ligious rites in groves of oak. Their

name is from the Celtic word Deree, sig- ,

nifying oak. Among the southern con

temporaneous nations, the hero of a hu

mane deed was crowned with oak-leaves.

We here trace a common reverence for

an identical object, in nations of widely

dissimilar customs, and in eras separated

by long intervals of time. The fire

worshipper from the plains of Chaldea

Tna Lo-rus.

spreading a feast for angels under an

oak-tree; the Celtic priest, in his far

northern isle cherishing his groves of

oak, and the Greek hero performing an

act of mercy for a chaplet of oak-leaves.

Did not these all imbibe from some com- \

mon and remote source a reverence for
'

the oak-tree?

The mistletoe, so honored during the

Christmas holiday season, was, if possible,

even more prominent in the Druidical

rites of our ancestors than the oak.

This plant— Vz'srum flm/esrms—is a true

parasite, found inserted in the bark of old

trees, of various kinds, and derives its

nourishment from the juices of the tree

to which it clings, and the air alone.

In the Norse cosmogony, the mistletoe

attained to a fatal prominence as being

the instrument of the death of Balder the

Good, and the overthrow of the heavenly

empire. The existence of Asgard, the

Norse heaven—with all its dependencies

—rested on the life of Balder, and a stolen

glance in the book of destiny revealed to

Odin the terrible fact that Balder would

be slain. Then every created object

swore not to furnish the means of Bal

der’s death. Earth, air, fire and water.

and all of vegetable life entered into ‘the

solemn alliance. An insignificant para

site — the mistletoe -- was overlooked.

when Frigga called on Nature for this

vow. This was probably due to its lowly,

dependent condition. It had never main

1tained its own individuality entirely, be

ing lost in the fibres of the

tree to which it clung, and

Loki, the spirit of evil, noting

the fact, formed a sprig of

mistletoe intoadart, and when

the gods in sport were hurling

their weapons at the invulner

able Balder, the vengeful Loki

placed his weapon in the hands

A
of the blind Hoder, and slyly

_ directing his aim, Balder was

slain, Valhalla was destroyed

and Asgard overthrown. Only

a narrow strait separates myth

and history in the old-world

lore, and it is often bridged by
"
intersecting lines.

‘
In the Western world, the agave, or

aloe, was very prominent among the early
‘
nations. Modern researches indicate

that early in the Christian era the Chi

nese visited America by the way of the

Aleutian Isles, and journeying south

ward, penetrated nearly the entire length

of North America. These explorers called

the new country the “land of fusung,"

the Oriental name of the aloe, owing to

the abundance and the variety of the

species found growing in the southern

portion of the land. The high-priest of

the ancient Mexicans gave aloe~leave~.

traced over with sacred characters, to
‘

people going among volcanoes, to pro

tect them from the incident dangers.

i The fibres of the aloe also furnished a
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kind of paper used in the days of Monte

zuma for painting hieroglyphics upon.

The tobacco-plant, another denizen of

the Western Continent, has a lively and

interesting history. Perhaps no vegeta

ble product ever came into general use

under more determined and violent

opposition than tobacco. Sir Walter

Raleigh introduced smoking into Eng

land, and King James met the innovation

with his celebrated
“
Counterblast on To

bacco," but its popularity continued to

increase. The Russian Government pro—

hibited the use of tobacco under pain of

the knout for the first offence, and death

for the second. Turkey also met the new

narcotic with equally severe interdictions,

and Pope Urban forbade its use in the

papal dominions. Nor did this plant

escape the ban of the legislators of the

land of its nativity. In the Colonial laws

of Connecticut we find an enactment re

stricting the use of tobacco to once in a

day, and even then not within ten miles

of a dwelling-house. With the American

aborigines, smoking from the same pipe

denoted friendship and peace.

While botany has but recently attained

to a rank among the sciences, even in

the days of Aristotle, that sage declared,

"There is no plant without a soul," and

the Greek philosophers in general be

lieved that vegetation was endowed with

sensation, and capable of experiencing

pleasure and pain. The Latin poet makes

the shrubs growing above the grave of

Polydorus utter plaintive cries, demand

ing that funeral rites should be paid the

prince whose dust they held in keeping.

Water-plants enter largely into the su- |

perstitions of nations widely diverse in

age and character. The Lotus, or lily of

the Nile, a plant allied to the Nymphea

of the western world, was consecrated by

the Egyptians to Isis and Osiris, and was

made the object of direct worship, as an

emblem of the creation of the world from

water. A variety of this plant was be

lieved to possess the property of making

those who ate of it, forget their native

country.

The double Cocoa-nut of the Seychelle

Isles, but believed by the natives to grow

out of the sea, was the object of number

less superstitions. The islanders esteem

ed it a preservative against every form of

disease, and an antidote for all poisons.

In following the history of plants and

man, we find the different properties of

the lower order—from the very fact that

the source of their activities was un

known—ministering to the superstitions

of the higher. The Spice-islanders plant

a clove-tree at the birth of every child, or

practised this custom before they were

colonized by the Europeans, and in all

ages the tutelary deities of forest and

grove were deemed the friend of man.

When the Druids called the wood-sprites

into their dwellings during the rigorous

winter-time, by placing their enticing

evergreens therein they believed a bless

ing came with these airy visitants. The

most enlightened mind can not watch the

wondrous processes of germination and

growth of the plant without a feeling of

awe and adoration at the silent workings

of the Power that calls
forth the miracle

of vegetable life and growth.

ANNIE E. COLE.

POLITY 0F THOUGHT.

THERE
is a receptacle in the public

heart for all good thoughts which

flow in strong and even tides; thoughts

that neither overwhelm, nor lull to sleep.

The good element that abounds in hu

manity is ever in need of the wherewith

to sustain its vigor. Preponderating over

all else, is the necessity to keep the moral

man in the atmosphere where poison shall

act only as a medicine to arouse the slug

gish vein which empties his nature of

past evils or follies. Nitrogenic globules,

in a small proportion to the healthful

oxygen—in other words, a touch of doubt,

or of moral despair—may safely be ac

cepted with the public teacher's thought
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of pen or of voice, providing a clean,

wholesome presentation of life surrounds

the pensive, passive doubt.

Creator and created must ever enter

the one same plan or plane of life. The

good Giver of all things so arranges and

classifies whatever we possess in welfare,

that benisons are wrought in every act,

and blessings follow along in our paths

through darkness. Sublime and beauti

ful; grand, yet so simple are the aborigi

nal traditions where man has loved nature

truly for itself, and not for what other

men have thought of it; we sometimes

regret the metropolitan sweep of culture,

with the necessary falsities that environ it;

but judgment sways with almighty force,

and the tides vary only enough to prove

beyond a doubt that eternal are the laws

which govern and control the destinies of

each and every age; that no backward

turning can be possible, but onward to

the broader infinities is the great un

limited, illimitable earnest of intelligence.

Spread over the surface of one conti

nent are the ancient philosophies that,

were it not for the handful of little pil

grims who were nothings where they

originated, those philosophies would

have been a mass of corrupt decay. They

trod upon our Plymouth shores, those

despised pilgrims, like so many giant

bearded Solomons who knew no law save

in their own strength. Now, broad are

those fields of culture on this western

side of the sphere; and active are these

American brains to do something for

manhood and for womanhood that has

not been done anywhere in a civilized

world.

To grow a mammoth tree a century is

not too long. To produce a moral race,

two centuries would be short indeed.

And from this we may predicate that our

country and its populace together have

made a strong advance upon the work of

cultivating man. While the animalism of

the physical structure is being wrought

over, it is absolutely impossible to fold

him up and put him away in a bandbox,

although he is still a little pilgrim. Then,

we need only to see what is good for the

pilgrim that is to be the type of moral

excellence in the coming century. He

must be clothed in the right mind as well

as in the right body. He must be an en

tity—a mind and body in harmony; a

healthy-thoughted, muscular being whose

nerve-centres are adjusted harmoniously.

To produce such without going outside

of natural law, the whole alphabet is to

be acquired of this age. That is to say,

we must learn the first principles of one

great law, namely: To own our own

minds, and to own our own bodies; to

barter neither of them to any living being

who would impair them without com

punction. To possess ourselves as those

of old were required to make the best use

of their talents. Better to be born free

men than to be slaves. Better to

covet our own innate possibilities than

to rob another for self’s sake. Better to

feel as if we were equal to the world, than

to hide our deformities and never find

courage to mend them in public. Socie

ty's customs are but what the individual

makes them. Little short of anarchy, if

we allow them to control our superior

traits of mind or character. But we are

law-givers, every one, as well
as

law

takers; and the equilibrium is sufficient

ly under our control if we arouse ourselves

to execution.

Pride, without prominence; deference.

without slave-worship; culture, without

despotic cuisine—these are the dutiful

helpers of any who aspire. Some of our

ancient jewels may seem tarnished by the

side of modern virtues; but the face of

history alone is not the true history of

any peoples, save as an indication of the

tendencies of mankind from savagery to

ward refinement. Only traces are visible

of that
"
divinity which shapes our ends,"

the growing divinity of the universal

mind. We have something more beside

the barter of our lands, of our silver, gold,

and other precious minerals; something

beside the architectural cities which rise

up to confront ancient Greece, to make

our nation great : or, like the horse which

has just broken away from the driver and

his burden, we shall only increase our
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speed to grow reckless of anything ex

cepting to get away from the present.

But with the prudence of a little wise

forethought we may insure both ourselves

and the future; and while independent in

our own thought, we may keep in bar

mony with the world's progress, reaping

as we go along with our sickle the advan

tages and opportunities which every age

affords.

Off the platform, the rostrum, the

preacher's consecrated desk—down in

the pews, the chairs, on the benches, and

standing in the rear of the vast audito

rium of learning, listening life—there are

some of the wondrous teachers, whose

names never reach the public car; whose

thoughts never sway the multitude by

one breath. Thinkers, who have not tied

their views to any fixed stake; brains

that can not be bought to do hirelings'

work,-—of more learning than culture; of

greater genius than talent; moulders of

those opinions that "get out" by some

good angel's righteous theft. These are

some of the benefactors of mankind; and

few, very few are they of these who do

not have to wait until God gives them

recognition. Who so grand in the line

of teachers as these who toil without en

couragement save in their reward of self

conscious earnestness? Who so devoted

as these who find no following to spur

them on with acclamitions of praise?

Long and weary years have they been seek

ing among all men's thoughts for the true

and living principle; believing still in

God and humanity when a crust is all

they can command. It does not help

them that such as they have lived and

died unrewarded. Nor does it cheer them

to know that others’ lives and works have

been canonized three or four centuries

subsequent to death's claims. Why, why

not in one's age as well, when the great

est truths we have are applicable to all

ages, and are helpers to all peoples and

n tions P

So sweep the years away; and men and

women who have been miraculously great,

pass off the humble stage of life unknown.

Be we never so humiliated as those who

lived to inspire the same atomic thoughts

with our great dead, who are now the

standard authors of English literature;

yet we may be sure that, hidden in a

hovel, starving in a garret, sobbing away

existence, perhaps, without sympathy—

spoiling their happiness because they can

not sacrifice their greatness—are some of

these martyrs of the age. Chronicle their

names, 0 ye angels; that they may be

glorified as the humble workers in the

eternal harvest! These are the silent

builders of a century; the beings whose

influences steal away into the deepest re

cesses of the human heart, when it once

finds the treasure. These have in store

that which the alchemist finds in the hill:

the gold of thought that perishcth not.

Bring them forth, 0 my people; lose

them not out of your present world. The

humbler flowers by the wayside, perhaps;

encourage them to grow, and they will

beautify your homes forevermore. Sprin

kle human kindness about you, and per

chance it may fall upon invisible excel

lence that needs only the sparkle of the

fresh dews.

Be ye, 0 mother of the race, a helper

to the child which, unlike your others,

seems to be far away in thought, and

hears not your bidding. See what is it

that maketh man or woman seek solitude

rather than public places, every one of

ye, my brothers; and the nations shall all

be made to rejoice. These are the far

sighted, deep-thoughted men who may

bring forth what you need; thoughts that

are not stumbling-blocks, and ideas that

are not all chimera. Cultivate these peo

ple. ROSINE rumour.

“a W

A CONTRAST.—New York City spent

last year $4,000,000 for education. But

when the same statistics show that the

same city spent the same year $7,000,000

for its amusements, one begins to feel—

as a friend of ours was apt to say—a little

dubiosity. But when we further learn

that it spent $60,000,000 for its wine; and.

liquors, who can help hanging the head

and blushing for shame P—Exr/umge.
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ASPASIA, THE SAVANT.

\NOMAN
among the Ionians had not

that degree of liberty that she pos- l

sessed among the other Greek races.

Among the )Etolians she could teach;

she could reign among the Dorians. But

in Athens or Miletus her normal position

was that of a house slave. She had no

political, ClVll, or social rights. Her du

ties were summed up in the words, to re

main at home and to be obedient to her

husband. While their husbands talked

with Socrates, studied with Phidias, sang

with Anacreon, and fought with Miltiades

and Conon, the wives spun, sewed, took

ASX‘ASIA.

care of the kitchen, and nursed the chil

dren. They were allowed no mental

culture of any kind, save perhaps a rude

knowledge of music. In all the history

of the Ionian race no married woman

ever made herself distinguished by her

attainments in literature, art, or science.

But there was one class of
women

to

whom greater liberty was allowed. These

were the famous Hetairae, or "compan

ions," who for more than two hundred

years were the leading women of their

age. Nearly all of the great men of

Greece were associated in one way or an

other with some of these brilliant Ionian

courtesans. They were their slaves, their

masters, or their friends. In their turn

too many of these women doubtless pan

dered to the lowest tastes of their male

associates. But in many instances they

were elevated and honored by their com

panionship. They were women of educa

tion and culture; they studied all the arts

and graces, versed themselves in the new

philosophy, and oftentimes showed the

strongest attachments. When Alcibiades

fell, the victim of Sparta's fears and

Tissaphernes' treachery, it was a com

panion who buried him and shed her

tears over his pyre. By their beauty,

their accomplishments, and their con

nections with eminent men, they exerted

a commanding influence upon the history

of their time. All the prominent female

names of the centuries in which they

flourished were those of I-Ietairae.

One of them, Diotima, of Mantinea,

was Socrates’ teacher in love. Another.

the splendid and accomplished Theoclata.

was the friend of that philosopher and of

Plato and Xenophon. During the epoch

of the Persian war flourished Thorgelia,

of Miletus, who was successively con

nected with fourteen different protectors,

and who exercised a very powerful in.

fluence in political affairs. In Thessaly

she secured the favor of one of the

most potent native princes, Antiochus,

a relative of the Alenadae, and even after

his death maintained herself in'a princely

position. But the most famous of the

l—letairae, and indeed the grandest woman

of all antiquity, was Aspasia.

She, too, was born in Miletus the glo

rious, the capital of Ionia, the mother of a

hundred flourishing colonies, but Miletus

was then the slave of the Persians, and

there was only one way for a woman to

rise to power or eminence. Her father,

Axiochus, was a man of wealth, and

young Aspasia was provided with profi

cient tutors, under whom she made rapid

progress in intellectual studies. When

very young she is said to have had an

ambition and to have chosen Thorgelia

as her model. She would be no common
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“
companion." She sought influence and

power, to hold dominion over men of

commanding minds, to be the friend of

philosophers. Miletus was no place to

rise in, and so she went to Athens.

It was a fortunate time when Aspasia

arrived at the city of the violet crown.

Pericles had just stepped upon the stage,

and his genius, his principles, and his

ambition promised an era of unparalleled

glory to the city that had risen from

ashes under Themistocles. The old age

was dead, and a new one was being in

augurated. Grace and beauty and pol

ished empressment were succeeding the

ruder virtues of the age of Aristides.

The brilliancy of Sophocles had taken

the place of the grandeur of )Eschylus.

The type of the age was the graceful

Parthenon that towered peerless under

the Attic sun on the heights of the

Acropolis. Into this world the gifted

Milesian flashed with all the splendor of

a meteor, and held her power with the

permanence of a fixed star. Her lofty

and richly endowed nature, her diverse

accomplishments, her beauty and bland

ishments, made her at once a marvel in

the Athenian capital. She was mistress

of every art, and could converse with

equal ease and with irresistible grace

upon poetry, politics, and philosophy.

For the first time the treasures of Hel

lenic culture were found in the possession

of a woman who also possessed all the

graces of womanhood—a phenomenon

which all men looked upon with eyes of

wonder.

Such a woman could not long remain

without influence in a city like Athens.

But her aims were lofty, and to no second

place would she stoop. She had but one

equal in Athens, and that man was Peri

cles. Besides being the representative of

the Alcaemonidae and the successful ri

val of Cymon, Pericles was dowered

with the greatest beauty and the most

august abilities. By all odds he was the

grandest man of his brilliant age, and

surpassed every other man in particular

qualities. His silvery and polished elo

quence surpassed the fire and action of

Demosthenes. His statesmanship went

farther than Themistocles. His bravery

rivalled that of Alcibiades. He was a

pattern in temperance and sobriety, and

his chastity shamed even Socrates. His

diligence was proverbial. He never as

sisted at a festive banquet in his life, and

no Athenian ever saw him with his friends

over the wine-cup. Grave, serious, dig

nified at all times, his whole energy and

thought were devoted to the service of

the State.

This was the man who was captivated

by the charms and accomplishments of

Aspasia. He was already married and

the father of two sons, but husband and

wife were ill mated. She was a selfish,

spoiled woman, ignorant and uncultiva

ted, and had no reverence for her hus

band's severe studies and ambitious toils.

This complete incompatibility would

sooner or later have brought about a

separation; it was only hastened by the

statesman's growing regard for Aspasia

Pericles' wife was ready enough to listen

to a divorce; their marriage was dissolv

ed by mutual consent, and Cleomone soon

married her third husband (she was a wid

ow when Pericles took her to wife), while

the released statesman brought Aspasia

to his‘house.

He could not marry her, for it was the

law of his country that no Athenian could

take a foreign woman to be his wife, but

never were a husband and wife more de

voted to each other. Their connection

was not based upon sensual passion or a

passing excitement. It was a real mar

riage, lacking the civil sanction only be

cause she was a foreigner, an alliance of

the truest and tenderest affection which

death alone dissolved. No husband in

Athens was more faithful to his wife than

Pericles was to Aspasia. Imperturbable

and grave to all others, to Aspasia he was

always the tender lover. Plutarch re

lates that he never left her or came back

without greeting her with a kiss. In re

turn, her love and care were the endless

source of a domestic felicity which no

man needed more than the statesman,

who lived retired from all external recre
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ations, and was unceasingly engaged in

the labor of his life. In many ways the

companionship of this woman was inval

uable to Pericles. She had ease in every

kind of society, which he lacked, and her

influence upon the leading minds of the

time was a great support to his power.

Her keen, feminine Sagacity and her

knowledge of men made her of vast

service in councils of state. Her accom

plishments were the delight of his leisure

hours. The loyal devotion of the fore

most woman of her age to the man who

stood at the head of the first city of the

world, vouches for the honor of the
" Ml

lesian adventuress" and the superiority

of her mind.

Aspasia probably loved both with the

intellect and with the heart, and yet per

haps that of her intellect had the pre

ponderance. In her choice not only was

her heart satisfied, but her pride and her

intellect alike were gratified. She not

merely loved the man, but she admired

and revered him. Yet surely she must

have known what love was, for brilliant

as was her intellect, subtle as was her un

derstanding, she could never else have

evolved that sentiment ascribed to her

by jEschincs, the disciple of Socrates.

The feminine philosopher desired to rec

oncile Xenophon and his wife, and after

a long exhortation ended her reasoning

as follows: "As soon," says she, "as you

have realized that there exists not upon

earth a better man or a more amiable

woman, you will know how to recognize

and enjoy the good fortune which has

happened to you in common, that the

husband has the best of women, and the

wife the best of men.”

The mocking spirits at Athens eagerly

sought out every blemish which could be

discovered in the life of Pericles, yet no

calumny was ever able to vilify this

rare union or to blacken its memory.

The comic poets must perforce abuse

them as they abused everything else.

They termed Pericles Zeus and Aspasia

Here, queen of the gods; and sometimes

they were Heracles and Dejom'ra. A less

pleasing designation was that of Ont/Male

that they bestowed upon Aspasia, intend

ed evidently as a slur upon Pericles for

the political influence his wife had over

him. But their moral integrity remained

unassailed, and it was only when the con

ventional spirit was startled by some of

the bold innovations of the philosophical

coterie around the illustrious couple that

they dared accuse Aspasia of irreligion.

It was easy enough probably to trump up

such a charge. The keen intelligence of

the Milesian did not allow her to believe

in the gross polytheism of the age; and

even at Athens if a person ventured to

dispute the existence of a hundred gods

with morals and passions somewhat worse

than those of ordinary human nature, he

did so at the risk of his life. Whether

Aspasia ever declared her sentiments we

know not, but she was on terms of friend

ship with those who did, and she was ac~

cordingly brought before the dicastery.

Pericles pleaded her cause, and his elo

quent appeal probably saved her life, for

it was in consequence of a similar accusa

tion that Socrates was condemned to

drink the fatal hemlock.

Aspasia, it is evident then, not only oc

cupied a prominent position. but she

played a leading part in the affairs of her

time. She seemed to be the director of

all that was progressive in Athens, and to

have stamped her influence upon all

minds. Such a salon as she had ! Around

no other person in the whole history of

the world was there gathered so illus

trious a coterie. Phidias, the greatest

sculptor; Sophocles and Euripides, the

dramatic masters; Anaxagoras and Soc

rates, the philosophers; Xenophon, Plato,

Alcibiades, were all her friends. her asso

ciates, and her disciples. Socrates called

her his teacher, and it is said that she

gave Pericles lessons in rhetoric. Half of

her usefulness was probably never known.

She may have made noble fights in behalf

of her sex. One thing we do know, that

she iuculcated broader culture for women.

and urged them to become more influen

tial agents in society. No, Aspasia did

not forget her own sex. She loved to

discuss art with Phidias, drama with
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Sophocles, philosophy with Anaxagoras,

politics with Pericles, but she loved, too,

to talk with women upon domestic and

social affairs. At her symposiums Athe

nian wives were present, and her influ

ence must have been salutary in many in

stances. She had an exalted idea of the

duties of womanhood, and her goodness,

her noble aims, her intellectual abilities

placed her in a position where she could

do much for the improvement of her sex.

Nor did she shirk her opportunities.

We might possibly have had still greater

respect for this wonderful woman had she

never married after the death of Pericles.

And yet we do not know. The Duchess

of Marlborough, after her husband's death,

when approached by suitors always re

fused them, saying:
“ The widow of Marl- \

borough does not humble herself by be

coming the wife of any other man."

Pericles was greater than "My Lord

Marlborough." But society in Athens

four hundred odd years before Christ,

differed from society in England in the

eighteenth century, and Aspasia was a

different sort of woman from the fiery,

haughty Sarah Jennings. She was emi

nently practical, and her culture and

HINTS T0 MOTHERS 0N

OMPARATIVELY few mothers real

ize the importance of the first steps in

the care of a child, for both its physical

and mental well-being. They think it

should be old enough to manifest under

standing before they begin to educate it.

That is a mistake. The education of a

child begins in its cradle. Sights and

sounds unconsciously impress themselves

upon its mind then. As soon as the first

objects are noticed the first lessons are

begun.

Some children acquire ideas with more

rapidity than others; they appear to have

an intuitive perception that is marvellous

to a careful observer. Even the hair of

such children is of a finer and more sus

ccptible texture; and therefore while it

more readily receives impressions it is the

learning would not serve to increase any

romantic sentiment if she had one. Hers

was not a life of dreams or of repinings ;

she was an active, useful being. So after

a proper interval the still beautiful Mile

sian formed a connection with Lysieles, a

grazier, whom she made, if we may be

lieve Plutarch, the foremost man in Ath

ens for a time. She outlived Pericles for

twenty years, and when she died left a

name that has no superior in the history

of Grecian women.

There is more than a doubt that the

bust known as that of Aspasia's is not her

likeness at all. If it is authentic it does

not at least fill the ideal one has of her.

It represents an ordinary, fair, compla

cent-looking woman. Not even have the

features that regular Greek outline that

I characterizes the best types of the race.

We have seen a bust of Diana that in our

mind resembles what Aspasia must have

been, much more than the bust that bears

her own name. In this other the face is

that of a goddess. After the Greek idea

was Aspasia much less? Smile as critics

may, I shall always believe it to be Aspa

sia rather than Diana, or if Diana, it is

l 3 Diana modelled from the Milesian.

FRED MYRON COLBY.

EARLY CHILD-TRAINING.

more liable to receive injury if improper

ly treated.

It is a good thing to start right. A

child properly managed at the beginning

of life goes along much more satisfac

torily, than one that has not that advan

tage. Most young mothers are about as

ignorant of a child's needs as the babe it

self ; and hence, having nearly everything

to learn, their first-born suffers from a

great many mistakes, which the children

coming after escape. This has been the

case from the beginning and doubtless

will be to the end of time.

Almost always if children turn out bad

ly, you can trace the cause to parental

neglect, or to ignorance, carelessness. or

over-indulgence. It is a great responsi

bility to have the care of a child thrust
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upon one, and to realize that its future

state, both in this world and the next, de

pends almost wholly on the mother. It

is an appalling thought to a conscientious

and sensitive woman.

I believe that nearly everyyoung mother

has a fear that her child will die. It is so

frail, so wonderful, so overwhelming, so

unlike anything she has ever seen before !

Her own love and tenderness are a reve

lation to her; and the depths of her na

ture are stirred ‘by that tiny being in a

manner that she would previously have

considered impossible. Every little
“
baby

trouble
"
that afflicts her child is magni

fied by maternal love, and her inexperi

enced heart trembles in secret terror be

fore the unknown. The best way, young

mother, to overcome such feelings is to

teach yourself to look upon the babe as a

sweet spirit loaned from heaven to be

loved and cherished awhile: liable to be

called for at any moment, and which you

must return, none the worse for having

been in your possession. That thought

makes its life precious, helps you to bear

patiently the many little trials, and if

called upon to separate, sweetens and

softens the parting pang, giving youa

claim on heaven itself, "for where your

treasure is, there will your heart be also."

How many people have sufiered all their

lives from a dread of that inevitable event,

which to a properly instructed mind is a

pleasant thought, a beneficent and kindly

providence prepared for the world's weary

and heavy laden!

Parents are frequently impatient with

children because they do not understand

matters, or quickly comprehend some

hint or sign given at a special moment.

A lady once complained of her little girl,

who happened to be especially stupid at

the wrong moment. An old gentleman

rebuked her, saying, "If you had learned
as much in every two years of your life as

she has, you would be a wise woman by

this time." That remark set her to thin k

ing, and she never complained afterward

because her child was not able to com

prehend as quickly as she did. The child

was probably as smart as its mother was

at that age, and nothing more could be

required. It was a word fitly spoken and

it bore good fruit. In one thing the wri

ter differs from many parents: that is in

attributing the troublesome tricks of chil

dren to natural depravity. They learn

them from others for the most part. and

once acquired are not readily overcome.

Parents are generally the teachers, un

consciously perhaps, but none the less are

they responsible for what follows. For

instance, many children want a light in

the room to sleep by, and perhaps a

watcher to sit by them until they have

fallen asleep. Parents sometimes com

plain that this is such a care and trouble,

but say, "My child won't go to sleep alone,

or in the dark." Whose fault is that?

Who taught the child that a light could

be kept burning while it was going to

sleep, or that somebody would sit by its

bedside? An infant would never have

imagined it unassisted. The first time it

was done taught the child that it was

possible, and who can blame it for desir

ing a repetition of what was agreeable?

A child that is never rocked to sleep.

knows nothing about that troublesome

process. Put your child to bed and let it

lie there till it falls asleep in a natural

and quiet manner. Do not create an un

necessary want.

A child's education in obedience should

begin at a very early age, but in a most

gentle way; little by little as events oc

cur. Do not crowd the young mind by

telling it what it should not do. Simply

tell it what it should do. Do not teach

it evil by letting it know that such a thing

exists. A babe's mind can not compre

hend two ideas at once ; give it the right

idea and say nothing about the wrong one.

For instance, a lady having a little girl

about fourteen months old, was stopping

at a house in the parlor of which were

numerous objects of art, bric-a-brac, etc.;

and on the marble-slab beneath the pier

glass were a number of bright-colored

and beautiful objects, just the things to

attract the fancy of a child. The mother

knew that on seeing these things the babe

would most likely want to touch them.
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The natural result would follow: they

would be broken. What was to be done?

Keep the child out of the parlor, or sit

and watch her every moment while there?

That would be unpleasant and trouble

some both for mother and child. It

clearly would not do. Better teach the

child to obey. So before going into the

parlor she prepared her'little mind by

telling her she would show her some

"pretty things." They were made to

look at, but while looking she must keep

her hands behind her. That was the

proper place for a little girl’s hands when

looking at "pretty things." She then

showed her how to place her hands, and

led her to the mirror. There they were,

the beautiful little objects. The baby

gazed with delight. Once she stretched

forth her hand and her mother gently

put it back, saying,
"
Baby must keep her

hands behind when she looks at pretty

things.” She thought she must, and

from that time forward whenever she

went to.look at the objects her hands

were placed behind her. That was part

of the programme. It was a lesson in

obedience: she learned it readily. The

mother did not wait until the babe had

touched the things and then tell her not

to do 50, thus trying to eradicate a wrong

idea and substitute a right one: doing

two things at once. She anticipated the

matter and planted the right one before

the wrong one had sprung into life.

Many children are afraid to be left

alone in the dark. Fear in old and young

is a terrible feeling, and children must not

be blamed for it, but rather be instructed

about the nature of things that may

frighten them. The child herein men

tioned was inclined that way, and the

mother determined to overcome that

weakness. So taking the child on her

lap one evening, when she was about

three or four years of age, she explained

to her that darkness was merely the ab

sence of light, illustrating it by turning

the gas off and on again. She showed

her the objects in the room were the same

in the dark as in the light—nothing was

changed, only the light being gone she

couldn't see so plainly. The words were

simple, the child understood, and thence

forth there was no more fear on that sub

ject. So, also, did she teach her the dan

ger of fire. Being in a room with an

open grate, the mother felt alarm lest

some accident might happen during her

temporary absence. Forewarned is fore

armed. The child must be taught to

take care of herself. Children get into

trouble from ignorance the same as grown

people do frequently. Knowing that ill

results will follow certain acts, we do not

commit them unless reckless and hard

ened. A child is not hardened, it is sim

ply ignorant and thoughtless; therefore

to avoid trouble, educate children and

make them thoughtful. So taking the

child on her lap, the mother explained in

simple words the nature of fire: that its

business was to burn everything it got

hold of, and if she went near the fire dur

ing her mother's absence, a spark might

jump out and set her clothing on fire, and

burn her to death before any one could

come to her rescue. She then pictured

the terrible scene of a death by fire, the

agonizing screams of the sufferer, and the

sorrow and grief of the helpless friends

who could do nothing to relieve the pain

and anguish. It was a thrilling half-hour's

conversation, but it did the business ef

fectually. The child never went near the

fire after that when left alone in the room,

nor would she allow any chance visitor to

do so. “Keep away from the fire while

mamma is out of the room," was her

watchword, and I have no doubt but that

it saved her life; for many a time has she

been left alone for an hour or more and

no harm ever came of it.

Of course she was reminded of her

order and questioned if she had obeyed

on the return, thus keeping the subject

fresh in her mind until it had become

habitual. If the mother had forgotten it

perhaps the child would have also.

5. E. SIEGEL.

LET the family table be always a meet

ing-place of pleasantness, affection and

peace.
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LITTLE COURTESIES.

IN
the village where I have been of late

we have a young lady for our acting

postmistress. I have been interested

in one little thing which she invariably

does. I go to the wicket—so I may

call the window with the numbered boxes

round it—and I ask for my mail. She

smiles, and in a moment or two lays my

letters before me with their addresses

downward and out of sight. If I had no

ticed it but once or twice I should have

supposed that the placing of them in that

position was accidental, but it is always

done in just that way. and so I know that

she has a design in it.

It is, I take it, a delicate way—perhaps

all unconscious on her part—of showing

that she does not care to know, and does

not know anything about my letters, ex

cept the bare fact that they are mine. It

may be that she does not wish other peo

ple to read the address upon them; but

as the thing is invariable, I am sure I am

right in my supposition—the innate and

unconscious delicacy of our fair postmis

tress makes her do it. She does it be

cause she is a lady.

It reminds me of what I once saw—and

. although it' was years ago I have never

forgotten it—on a metropolitan street.

A lady walking in front of me on the

crowded street dropped a letter on the

sidewalk; it fell with its address upward.

A gentleman immediately behind her

took it up, and without looking at it
,

turned it over, and stepping to her side

handed it to her, as he bowed, still with

its address out of sight. The thing was

done in an instant, but it was sufl‘icient to

declare that there was a true gentleman,

an instinctive gentleman. The turning

the letter over, without a glance at its

address, made an emphatic declaration of

the fact.

I received a letter a while ago on a

matter that concerned my correspondent

and not myself; it had a post-stamp en

closed. That did not arrest my atten

tion—its enclosure was the merest cour

tesy or even decency—but it was attached

to the letter by a small pin thrust through

it. Here, too, it seemed to me, was ex

hibited the instinctive delicacy of a gen

tlemanly man. He would not seem to

have touched to his lips the stamp which

he sent me.

I have a friend—he is

“
a gentleman of

the old school "—who in sending a letter

to a lady always seals it with wax and

with his seal. He says, in an apologetic

way, that he does not like to send any

thing to a lady that he has spit upon. He

puts it rather strongly, but I apprehend

that it is the outcome of the same sort of

feeling that makes him invariably stand

with his hat in hand when he talks to a

lady on the street.

This latter habit of his, he tells me, he

has been often tempted to abandon, be

cause the fair ones do not seem to be

well bred enough to understand it, or to

be well informed enough to know that they

ought to request him to put it on his

head. I am afraid that, in the most of

cases, he is not far from right in his be~

lief. It is more than probable that some

of them half wonder why he does it.

But I hope that he will not give up these

and some other peculiarities of his. It

is refreshing to see, in these times of

hurry, a quiet and refined gentleman to

whom the little and delicate courtesies

have become a habit. There is nothing

which for a moment would suggest the

want of manly powers. N0 one ever thinks

of that in connection with him. There

is a calm self-poise and dignity blend

ing themselves with his courtesy that

command respect and deference from

those who come even casually in contact

with him. ,

Mr. Wholbred, that is my friend's name,

remarking on the brusqueness of manner,

coming from carelessness or something

worse, which he sees, says that the times

evidently are against the gentle amenities

of life, that men are in too great a hurry

in these times to pay any attention to

them. I have heard him talk after this

fashion: "These things are not vitally
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important, they are not necessary to the

existence of society, but they are effects

of real civilization." He says playfully,

"Our American, indeed our modern hurry

tends to barbarism. A little more leisure

might perhaps make more gentlemen and

fewer savages. These small (so some

would call them) amenities of life which

a true gentleman exhibits smooth the

rough edges of life, and they make smiles

in a world where smiles are greatly need

ed. There has been a decay of manners

of late years. so that what once would not

be tolerated is now hardly noticed, if no

ticed is excused.”

" There," I have heard him say,
"
is the

use of tobacco. Few decent men chew

the weed, but how carelessly some who

are deemed gentlemen smoke it! I do

not denounce a cigar in its place, butI

grow indignant when I smell its fumes

out of their place. That out of place is

where ladies are, or anybody else who

does not use it—for clearly men have

rights as well as women. This indulgence

in public places is simply a brutal prac

tice, of which no real gentleman would

be guilty. It exhibits the innate coarse

ness of the man's fibre."

Mr. Wholbred has some extreme—so

some would‘ consider them—ideas on this

subject of courtesy in life. He says that

our haste, and so our decay in man

ners, betrays itself in the flippant way in

which some people acknowledge a favor.

“ Listen," I have heard him explain, "to

that young fellow,as he says,
' No, thanks!’

or hear that Miss. simper ‘Yes, thanks.’

I do not know where that came from—

perhaps some snob, over the water, said

it first. and these people think that it is

‘so nice,’ but it is after all the result of a

want of true gentlemanly or ladylike in

stinct. If you feel any thanks, take time

to say, ‘I thank you, sir,’ but never be

guilty of cutting your expression of it

off with a monosyllable." I think that

my friend is not far from right—From
" A Bachelor's Talks About .l/Iarrz'ed

Life."

HOW THE STORY GREW.

SAID Mrs. A.

To Mrs. J.,

In quite a confidential way,

“ It seems to me

That Mrs. B.

Takes too much—something, in her tea."

And Mrs. J.

To Mrs. K.

That night was overheard to say,

She grieved to touch

Upon it much,

But
“
Mrs. B. took—such and such !

"

Then Mrs. K.

\Vent straight away

And told a friend, the self-same day,

“ ‘Twas sad to think "—

Here came a wink—

" That Mrs. B. was fond of drink."

The friend's disgust

Vl'as such she must

Inform a lady
"
which she nussed,"

" That Mrs. B.,

At half-past three,

Was that far gone she couldn't see.“

This lady we

Have mentioned, she

Gave needle-work to Mrs. B.,

And at such news

Could scarcely choose

But further needle-work refuse.

Then Mrs. B.,

As you'll agree,

Quite properly-she said, said she,

That she would track

The scandal back

To those who made her look so black.

Through Mrs. R.

And Mrs. J.

She got at last to Mrs. A.,

And asked her why,

\‘Vith cruel lie,

She painted her so deep a dye P

Said Mrs. A.,

In some dismay,

" I no such thing could ever say ;

I said that you

Much stouler grew

On too much sugar—which you do I
”



WHY SO MANY WOMEN FADE ‘EARLY.

CORRESPONDENT of one of our :

New England exchanges has illus

tratcd the leading causes of early decay

in women with so much aptness that we

consider it fitting to present the article

here in a condensed form:

“A woman should reach her prime

between forty and fifty,” says an author

of note, but, alas, too many have sunken

cheeks, sallow complexions, and tired,

fretful faces, at that age. The causes are

many; the perils and anxieties of child

bearing and child-training have rob

bed many a blooming cheek of its

charm of freshness, but even this is

contrary to the laws of nature. When

these sacred duties are understood

as they should be, and proper care is

taken not only of the body but of the

mental condition, we shall see happy,

cheerful mothers in every home.

There are many causes lying at the

root of this evil, for evil it is, when the

sweetness and freshness leave a young

woman's face, and hard lines make her

appear even older than her grandmother.

One chief cause is fretting or over

anxiety. Women, as a rule, dwell too

much on little things; they magnify

trouble, anticipate their coming, and

weary themselves over trifles. Only a

short time since we saw a most estimable

lady rendered miserable for days because

a carpet-fitter had neglected to finish his

work neatly. Another was so anxious

about some cake she was making for a

church fair that her nerves were quite out

of tune and her temper rufi‘led, One

good woman, the mother of a family,

said once in the hearing of the writer,

that "she kept awake all night, much

worried because she had sealed a bottle

of some fancy pickles, and neglected to

put in a certain kind of spice." Think of

it. In a world full of important work, in

a life crowded with grand possibilities, a

woman making herself miserable over a

jar of pickles !

Mothers fret about their children in the

most unnecessary manner. Tommy is

sent on an errand for his mother with in

struction to return at once. Tommy does

not return; an hour passes, and still ano

ther, but Tommy does not appear. Mam

ma grows impatient, then anxious, then

desperate, and at last is in a state of nerv

ous excitement quite injurious to her

health. After the entire family has been

disturbed, the police questioned, and the

parents instructed that it
“
was quite time

to punish that boy; he was getting the

upper hand very fast," Tommy appears,

smiling, whistling, happy. A wise mother

would calmly hear his story, but Tom

my's mother is unduly excited, and she

literally pounces upon the child. The

story is terse and simple. Tommy was

obliged to wait; then the gentleman

asked him if he would do an errand for

him, and the obliging boy consented; the

delay was greater than he anticipated.

and Tommy was “awful hungry." That
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was all. He had neither “been in a boat,"

"carried off by some horrid tramp," or

“strayed away with wicked boys,” as his

mamma feared, and yet she is ill with a

headache, and Tommy
"
wishes he was a

man, and folks didn't make such a fuss if

you was out of sight a little while."

Boys must be trusted to a greater ex

tent than girls in matters of absence from

home. Your genuine, manly boy detests

restraint and what he calls “fussiness."

Many a mother has disgusted a growing

son by fancied evils, and these are the

fancies which are
“
the worm in the bud

"

to steal away the restfulness and peace

from a pretty or beautiful face. Women

in the household are too conscientious

for their own good. If the master of the

house is late and the dinner is spoiled,

the mistress grieves over the matter with

a face expressive of deep grief. What

does it matter ? True, a good dinner well

served is a desirable thing, but delay from

unavoidable causes should never cause

the wife to meet her husband with afrown.

Our earnest advice to women, young

and old, is,
“
Don't fret." Life is too im

portant, sacred, and grand to waste in

useless repinings. No man can under

stand the numerous cares of a house

mother, and consequently it is useless to

expect it. He may be kind, indulgent,

and even anxious to aid her, but her small

cares in the course of a day would fill a

volume.

Another cause of early vanishing

beauty is the want of fresh air. Not an

occasional walk or drive, not a round of

calls or a little shopping, but regular doses

of good, fresh air. A woman should

make it a religious duty to see something

new every day, something which will

compel her to walk, and at the same time

divert her, leading her to forget the un

finished garment or the impertinence of

a maid-of-all-work. It is right, proper,

essential to good health, spirits, and

an equable temper, that a woman should

go out, not saying,
“
I will finish this

needlework," or “arrange this room,"

but putting health before all else, reso

lutely go out into the air.

"Morning air," exclaims a busy ma

tron, with visions of unmade beds and

carpets unswept.

Yes, half an hour will tone one up for

the day. If need be, let the children be

taken, and the walk will be doubly enjoy

able as one listens to their artless prattle.

A famous botanist dated his love of plants

to the early morning walks taken with

his mother. She knew something about

their habits and names, just enough to

inspire him with a determination to know

more.

Not long since, a young mother said,

"When you proposed the constitu

tional for me, I thought it a luxury I

could not afford. I had been taught in

my old New England home that every

good housekeeper always finished her

domestic duties before going out. I re

solved to try your method, not, however,

till health and strength were failing, and

the care of two children made me nerv

ous and fanciful. Now, for more than a

year I have thrown open my windows,

exposed bedding and room to a current

of fresh air, and then put on over my

morning-dress a little suit of water-proof.

For each child I made a simple ulster,

which covered the plain or soiled dress

underneath. Thus arrayed we went out

for one hour, no more, no less. The good

has been beyond estimate; even my hus

band rejoices in my common-sense ideas

and increased strength."

"Suppose some one should call and

afterward represent you as an untidy

housekeeper?
"

“I am wiser now, and I know very well

that the untidy women are those who

leave things entirely undone, or badly

done, not those who consider health first

and take the remainder of their day for

things of less moment. Hundreds of

persons make up their beds without air

ing them at all, or only for a few minutes;

any good physician will tell you that is

untidy."

The more duties a woman has to per

form the more need has she for uniform

good temper and strong, healthy nerves.
‘

These she can never have if her days and
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nights are spent within four walls, with

little to cheer and much to wear out the

vital forces.

If it be true that all have a certain

amount of vitality, is it not worse than

folly to expend any part of it in over-nice

attentions that give mere animal grati

fication? Take, for instance, the washing

of clothes. How many women fret for

fear it might storm on Monday, as if the

salvation of the family depended on the

restoration of its dirty linen on a cer

tain day!

As a rule, it is well to take things as

easy as possible, but some are so consti

tuted that restlessness is their portion.

Some women are miserable,when idle,

even when rest is necessary.

When to rest, how to rest, and where

to rest, each must detefmine for her

self, but all know that nature rebels

unless true and complete rest is taken

during some portion of each day. When

this is done, and women learn that fussi

ness is not neatness, and that fretfulness

is a deadly foe to beauty, our women will

not fade in their youth, or look care-worn

and anxious, as hundreds now do. It is

a painful fact that
“
too many women are

overworked," and yet large numbers

needlessly overwork themselves. As a

coarse but worthy old woman once said,

"Some women are so pm» nice they

neither take any comfort themselves nor

let any one else." These“ pizen nice"

people are sometimes found among the

other sex, and the faculty they possess for

annoying and wearying all who are asso

ciated with them surpasses belief, except

by those who have experienced it. Hus

bands who would not for a moment toler

ate any interference by their wives in

their business concerns, but meet all sug

gestions on such subjects with a con

temptuous
“ Pshaw, my dear, mind your

needle and your kitchen, and leave me to

do the actual fighting in the battle of

life "-are often the most active in their

interference in the sphere of the house

keeper's duties.

ble for the faded looks of their wives and

daughters; but fortunately they are few

Such men are responsi-
‘

in number, and even they well know that

a woman who is cheerful and bright de

pends largely on nature for assistance.

The day is not far distant, we trust, when

American women will be not only the

most beautiful, but the freshest and

wisest in the world.

A DINNER IN MOROCCO.—Before tak

ing our places at table, we seated our

selves cross-legged on the carpets, around

the master's secretary, who prepared tea

before us, and made us take, according

to custom, three cups apiece, excessively

sweetened and flavored with mint. . . . .

After tea we took our seats at table, and

the master, being entreated, seated him

self also; and then the Arab dishes, ob

jects of our intense curiosity, began to

circulate. I tasted the first with simple

faith. Great heaven! My first impulse

was to attack the cook. All the contrac

tions that can be produced upon the face

of a man who is suddenly assailed by an

acute colic, or who hears the news of his

banker's failure, were, I think, visible on

mine. I understood in one moment how

it was that a people who ate in that way

should believe in another God, and take

other views of human life than ours. I

can not express what I felt otherwise than

by likening myself to some unhappy

wretch who is forced to satisfy his appe

tite upon the pomatum pots of his bar

ber. There were flavors of soaps, pomades,

wax, dyes, cosmetics,—everything that is

least proper to be put into a human

mouth. At each dish we exchanged

glances of wonder and dismay. No doubt

the original material was good enough,—

chickens, mutton, game, fish; large dishes

of a very fine appearance, but all swim

ming in most abominable sauces, and so

flavored and perfumed that it would have

seemed more natural to attack them with

acomb rather than with a fork. . . . . At

every mouthful our host humbly interro

gated us by a look; and we, opening our

eyes very wide, answered in chorus,
"
Ex

cellent! exquisite !" and hastened to swal

low a glass of wine to revive our droop

ing courage—De Amzkz's.
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AIR AND SUN BATHS.

HERE is a no more valuable mode of

treatment, in cases of depressed vital

function and general systemic weakness,

than that of air-bathing. The method to

be followed is. in most cases, by no means

diflicult, as will be apparent to the reader

as he peruses the following brief direc

tions, which are given by a contributor to

the Yournal qf Clumislry. It should be

said, by way of introduction, that the

writer's conclusions are the outcome of

careful study on the subject :

“The air-bath is a means of recupera

tion which needs to be intelligently and

carefully adopted, and like all other good

things must not be abused. There are

hundreds of thousands of people of both

sexes, in this country, who lead miserable

lives. And yet they are not in bed; not,

perhaps, confined to their dwellings.‘ They

suffer from nervous prostration, from im

perfect digestion and assimilation, from

worry, from overwork, from the care of

households, etc. A vast number in the

mighty army of invalids are not them

selves to blame for their physical weak

nesses; their idiosyncrasies of organiza

tion come by inheritance. Heredity is

the cause of one-half of all the misery in

the world.

"Now, the air-bath comes to the feeble

and physically impoverished as a kind

and good friend; and let us see how we

can obtain from it the highest good.

Nearly all semi-invalids are inclined to

sedentary habits, and as the circulation is

languid the body, in winter, is under a

persistent chill. In the morning, upon

getting out of bed, the clothing can not be

too quickly adjusted, as the body is in a

shiver, and the air of a cool room is a

thing to be dreaded.

"The morning is the time for the air

bath, and all that is required is a hair

cloth mitten and a moderately cool room.

When the invalid steps from the bed to

the floor in the morning, let the hair-glove

or mitten be seized, and without removing

the night-clothes proceed to rub gently

all parts of the body, at the same time

walking about in the room until a feeling

of fatigue is experienced; then drop the

glove, and gently pass the hand over all

parts of the body before resuming the

clothing. Unless the nude body is ex

tremely sensitive to cold, a portion may

be exposed to the air for a few moments

while in motion, even on the first morn

ing. The next morning jump out of bed,

in a moderately cool room, and go over

the same process as before, remaining a

little longer exposed to the air after the

mbbing. The third morning repeat this

treatment; and on the fourth, or at the

end of a week, take off all the night

clothing, and briskly apply the hair-glove,

first with the right hand and then with

the left, all the time walking about. Fol

low up this, as the degree of strength per

mits, morning after morning, until the

body is so rejuvenated and the blood so

attracted to the surface, that the cool air

is felt to be a luxury. Let the body be

entirely nude,—no socks upon the feet,

no scarf about the chest. At first, or after

the first week, perhaps, the exposure to

the pure cool air may be three or four

minutes; soon increase the exposure, un

til, after a month or two, the air-bath

may continue for twenty minutes or half

an hour. Do not fail to walk about dur

ing the first month, using the hands in

polishing the skin. After the first month

the patient may sit in the air of the room

part of the time ; but constant. gentle ex

ercise is best.

" Now, another most important curative

agent, connected with the air-bath, is

sunlight. In summer sunlight is acces

sible, but in winter only the late risers can

secure its benefits. If possible, sit and

walk in the sunlight during the bath. It

is astonishing what the direct actinic rays

of the morning sun can do for an invalid

when the whole nude body is brought

under its influence."
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SPIRIT-HEALTH.

H DO not see how you can keep so

even-tempered with so much to vex

you."

"I can not afford not to keep even

tempered."
“
Can not afford it P

"

“ No; no mother can afford it. I may

say no wife, no neighbor, no human being

living in society, and affected by its com

plex relations."

“
But we all do afford it."

“Yes; and we all become emotional

bankrupts."

“I don't quite understand what you

mean by that."

“
I mean, in the plainest language, that

women use themselves up by fretting.

The richness of their nature is dissipated.

They become arid and sterile. and flower

less as to their heart-life. See here. I

copied this passage from abook the other

day: ‘The expansion of the heart by lov

ing is the health of the spiritual nature.

All criticism,all unkindness, works against

this health.’
"

It was Mrs. Gresham, the minister's

wife, and the mother of ten children, who

was speaking. Her friend, Mrs. Walsh.

took the note-book, that held the quota

tion, from Mrs. Gresham's hand.
“
‘The expansion of the heart by loving

is the health of the spiritual nature,‘
"

Mrs. Walsh read the sentence again. “I

know that is true," she said, “though I

never saw it put in just that way."

“That is what I meant when I saidI

could not afford to be ‘cross.’ It makes

me sick," said Mrs. Gresham.

“ Well, that is going a little too far,"

said Mrs. Walsh. ‘'1 can not say that it

makes me sick to lose my temper."

"Ultimately it makes us all sick, who

stand in the centre of a network of deli

cate relations. For instance, I am vexed

beyond endurance at a servant's careless

ness. I speak to her harshly. She retal

iates, in spirit, if not in word. An antag

onism is created, which isolates us each

from the other. The currents of kindness

are forced back, as far as we two are con

cerned. Under that unnatural pressure

I am hard and cold to a degree. The

children meet my look, and shrink from

it. I have no sweet word for baby, who

comes to me, all laughing and rosy from

her play, for a moment's sympathy, a gay

word, and a kiss. In such an atmosphere

the children begin to quarrel with each

other. There are reprimands, and per

haps a shake of some child's naughty

shoulders,'or a light slap on a little cheek.

Work suddenly becomes difficult. The

very garment I
am making or mending

seems to get unruly. Life is so hard all at

once! Igo on getting more and more tired,

and by night I am sick, and my husband
'

comes home to a disorganized household."

“
That is the history of many a day at

my house," said Mrs. Walsh.
“
But must

one never reprimand a servant ?
"

“We should seldom wish to do so if

we would put ourselves in our servants’

places. Generally the fault lies not in

the intention of the servant, but in the

exacting spirit of the mistress. Often

and often I have been at the point of

finding fault, and have waited and kept

silent instead. I am repaid a thousand

fold every time this happens. If I wait,

forcing myself to be quiet when tempted

to scold, presently I see that after all there

was not much to scold about. Then, in

stead of repression and coldness, there is

expansion and warmth. It is so in my

relations with the children. Some unin

tentional mischief is condoned. The child

feels that ‘mamma’ was annoyed; but

- she said nothing, and forgave the fault,—

bore the annoyance. The little one is

grateful, and by and by comes stealing up

for a caress. Then one may take. advan

tage of the tender heart to say helpful,

instructive words that will be remem

bered. And how the heart expands, and

how strong we feel in the love-atmos

phere thus created. It is indeed true that

‘the expansion of the heart by loving is

the health of the spiritual nature.‘
"

"And could you always control your

self in this way?" asked Mrs. Walsh.
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"
Far from it. But until I learned how

to keep the love-currents free I was al

ways tired, overburdened, spiritually and

bodily sick."

Mr. Gresham came in at that minute,

and Mrs. Walsh went home, pondering

what she had heard. MRS. M. r. BUTTS.

AN INVALID'S MEDICAL EXPERIENCE.—

Under the title
“
One of Many," the New

York Graphic gets up this amusing bit

of satire:

“Well, the poor boy came into this

world with a weak body, for his mother

was troubled with much household care

and labor when she bore him, and his

father, though a church-member in good

standing, was an inordinate tobacco

chewer, and kept his strength bolstered

up through the stimulus of the weed. So

long as the boy ran about loose with

other children, and played in the sand

with bare feet, he was tolerably healthy.

But when sent to school he pined. At

the boarding-school he was counted a

good scholar, and made great progress in

memorizing. At eighteen he was tall,

‘spindling,’ and slightly stooping, always

complaining, eating according to custom

whatever was set before him, working

and studying directly after eating, and

complaining of a weak stomach. So he

went on in life till the age of twenty~five.

Then he married, was always in poor

health, and in frequent consultation with

doctors. First, doctors at home; next,

doctors abroad ) then, special doctors;

now, regulation doctors, with reputations

and diplomas; and then, in despair, ap

plying to outside doctors, herb doctors,

bush doctors, botanic doctors, and tramp

doctors;
doctors who said it was his liver,

doctors who said it was his heart, doctors

who said it was malaria, doctors who said

he didn't make blood enough, doctors

who starved him, doctors who stuffed

him, doctors who chilled him in cold, wet

blankets; doctors who parboiled him in

medicated vapor-baths, doctors who ad

vised him to go North, doctors who ad

vised him to go South, doctors who sug

gested springs, doctors who recommended

mud-baths; but never a doctor who told

him that half the damage had been done

before he came into the world, and the

other half through his own ignorance and

that of the authors of his being afterward.

But he died all right, and the doctors

then found out what ailed him; and they

gave the complaint a Latin name, and it's

now raging round seeking whom it may

‘ devour."

__—_.__. 0.

A SEDUCTIVE DRUG.

[Extract from an Address by Geo. W’. \Vinterbum,

Ph.D., M.D., delivered at New Haven, Conn.]

I
DO not propose to occupy time relat

ing instances of the opium habit.

There is not a physician in active practice

in any part of the country who has not

abundant opportunity for personal inves

tigation of these effects. There is not a

physician but who finds his efi'orts to cure

chronic diseases constantly bafiled by

the effects of opium upon the system.

For it is not alone those who are degraded

to inebriety that feel the baneful efiects

of this drug. It is its nature to interfere

with the action of every other remedy,

to make chronic diseases more obstinate,

to stand between patient and physician

as an obstacle to cure. This is the case

not only when taken in the immense

doses of the confirmed inebriate, but also

when given in what are called moderate

and safe dosage.

While it is harmful to all, it is infinitely

more so to the'young. There is atriad

of infant murderers, and their names are

Godfrey's Cordial, Paregoric, and Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing Syrup. The two

former are harmless compared to the

last mentioned, which contains a grain

of sulphate of morphia to the ounce.

That each of them cause many deaths

annually, both directly and indirectly,

and induce weakened health of the body

and brain to a much larger number than
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are killed outright, are undeniable facts;

but for murderous efiiciency Mrs. Wins

low bears the palm. No punishment in

this world or beyond the grave is too

severe for that person who, revelling in

the ill-gotten wealth secured under a

fictitious name and by false pretences,

has murdered, as surely as if she had her

self plied the dose, so many thousands

of her little countrymen. Only those

who have had experience in the tene

ment-house districts of our large cities

can realize the enormity of this crime.

Many a little sufferer whose demise is

chronicled in the records of the Board

of Health as from meningitis, marasmus,

dysentery, or fever was killed by the slow

undermining of the constitution by one

of these opiated preparations. . . . .

These mixtures are used, in a vast ma

jority of cases, because they are supposed

to be harmless. Many do not know that

paregoric contains opium, and many a

mother who would look upon a doctor

who gave her baby morphine as a very

bad man, gives that same baby paregoric

by the teaspoonful. The remedy would

be to require every bottle containing any

preparation of opium to have affixed

thereto a label stating the fact, and a

caution against large doses or habitual

use. Or better still, prevent the sale of

opiated mixtures except on a physician's

prescription. _ .

One instance will illustrate this obser

vation. A very intelligent woman, the

daughter of a well-to-do farmer, and the

wife of a boss painter, living in comfort

able circumstances, and the mother of

two lovely children, told me a few days.

since how fond her baby—four months old

—was of Mrs. Winslow's Syrup.
“
Why,"

said she, “she will get so mad if I don't.

give it to her, and scream and kick all

the morning." I suggested that perhaps

she was in pain. “Oh, no, she ain't; it's

just temper, she likes the syrup so much."

Inquiry developed the fact that when the

child was about two weeks old it was

troubled with insomnia, and the mother

gave the syrup to make it sleep, suppos

ing it was harmless. Now, so used had

it become to its effects, that one teaspoon

ful simply made it good-natured, and it

would take two or even three (morphine

gr. 94;) teaspoonfuls to make it sleep.

What would be the chances for a child

so habituated to the use of opium if ever

seized with cholera infantum or pneu

monia? On explaining to the mother

the peril she was incurring for her child,

and the nature of the drug she was using,

she promised to wean it from it—“as

soon as the house-cleaning was through

with."—Exclmnge.

WATER POULTICES.—A water poultice

for the throat may be made as follows:

Take four thicknesses of old cotton cloth,

three or four inches wide, and long enough

to extend from ear to ear. Dip it in

water, hot or cold, as the condition of

the throat may require. Over these folds

of cotton cloth apply a layer of cotton

batting, an inch in thickness, and long

and wide enough to cover the cotton

cloth. Over this place a strip of water

proof cloth, or oil-silk. Apply to the

throat, and keep in place by a bandage.

This poultice, if cold, will induce a local

sweating, that will relieve the mucous

membrane, or inner lining of the throat.

When nearly dry, wring the four folds

of cotton cloth again in cold water, and

repeat the application for two or four

nights, if necessary.

It may be wise to keep children, who

are thus treated, within the house for a

few days; but if they must go out on the

following morning, wash the throat with

cold water just before the patient leaves

the house.

The water poultice should be cold in

all cases in which inflammation may ex

ist, but should be hot if ulceration or sup

puration exists. A sore throat needs cold

water, but suppuration needs hot,—as the

diseased throat of diphtheria, or scarlatina

in abscesses.

A sponge poultice has some advantages

above all others, and is made as follows:

Make a flannel bag three inches wide,

and as long as any given affection re
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quires. Fill this bag with very small bits I

of sponge; then soak in hot or cold wa

ter, as the case may need. Cover the

outside with layers of cotton-batting. and

over this some water-proof material. This

poultice is elastic, and may be kept con

stantly near the skin, and will keep the

throat at a uniform temperature,—a very

important point in diphtheria and scarla

tina, and all other maladies in which sup

puration exists. Cold sponge poultices

may be applied in the early stages of

scarlatina and diphtheria to lessen the

tendency to inflammation.

NOTES IN SCIENCE

Curious Customs 01’ the Seml
uoIes,—A child at its birth is called a pap

poose, but when old enough to walk it re

ceives a second name. A girl is a squaw at

fourteen ; at twenty another cognomen is

given, denoting that she is ofage. The boy

has more difficulty in obtaining his last name.

When he enters his teens he is summoned

before the warriors, who proceed, with sharp

films, to make six scratches on each of his

four extremities. If he endure the ordeal

bravely, he receives a name indicating the

valiant warrior he is expected to become. Of

this he is very proud, and takes the utmost

pains to verify it. If, however, the boy shows

any sign of weakness during the scratching

process, he is dubbed for life with some de

n'sive epithetI as
“
king of the alligators."

Among the Seminoles intemperance and

theft are nearly abolished, they say,
“
because

they strike at the root of the matter." A man

arrested for theft receives, the first time, 50

lashes ; the second, 100 lashes, and is marked

for life by having one ear cut oil‘. The third

otience costs his life. As Indian laws are

promptly and surely executed, the first or sec

ond punishment, generally, efl'ectually cures

kleptomania. For intemperance justice is

equally summary. The‘ Indian, excited by

liquor, is a noisy fellow, and his whoops in

variably attract attention to the vender of

the poison. A company has been organized

among them called the Light Horsemen. As
soon as unusual yelling resounds from any

particular locality, down swoop the Light
Horsemen, who seize the whisky-keg, pour its

Contents on the ground, compel the owner to

pay four dollars a gallon for all it originally
contained, and leave a slight souvenir of their

visit in the shape of one hundred lashes. These

Indians can not understand the white man's

method of dealing with the fire-water. They
Say: "He first licenses a man to distill it

,

then he licenses another to sell it
,

then he

pays a policeman to catch those who drink it
,

and takes him to a house of'correction ; and

_when they come out they drink and are put
in again I Don’t understand."

The Seminoles have two games of which

they are especially fond. The character of

One is indicated by its name, “the stamp

dance." In the other, balls are thrown be

tween stakes, fifteen feet apart; and the Indi
ans, armed with long poles, terminated by a

Ppclret of netting, strive to catch them in the

81f or on the ground. The Indian pitch con

AND AGRICULTURE.

stitutes the most amusing part of this game.

When an individual stoops to pick up a ball,

any one who can gives him a propulsion of

about fifteen feet forward. The propeller

being in his turn propelled, nothing is visible

to the spectator but a maze of moccasins pur

suing each other through the air. Fifteen

times the ball must be thrown from pole to

pole, and this often consumes several hours.

Then the losers assume an attitude of stoical

indifl'erence, while the winning party, not

unlike more civilized nations, dance about

them with loud whoops.

When a Seminole has concluded to termi

nate his bachelorhood, he sends some female

friend with a present to the lady of his choice.

If she be favorable to his suit she accepts the

gift, if not it is returned; but as dying for

love is not in the Indian’s creed, Hiawatha

excepted, the youth soon seeks another mate.

If she be propitious, her father demands

of him several years of labor, when he is

rewarded with his bride and a handsome

dower.

The red men consider their pale-faced broth

ers very foolish to take medicine so often.

On the annual Thanksgiving a great number

of herbs are gathered and boiled in a huge

kettle. The tribes collect in crowds. From

the forks of the trees, the roofs of the wig

warns, and from every available place, pap

pooses, securely tied to boards, are suspend

ed, and remain as mute and phlegmatic as

warriors, while their parents gather around

and watch the medicine-man and his wonder

ful concoction. When everything is ready

he retires to a Wigwam, and with the door

closed goes through mysterious incantations.

Now all enemies seek each other, the hand of

fellowship is given and taken, and the broils

of a year are healed. The rites of the medi~

cine-man ended, each individual drinks a por

tiori of the stew, whose potency insures a

year of health. In a short time about 4,000

stomachs are ejecting the poison. We leave

the scene to the reader's imagination. The

Thanksgiving is ended.-Lada/n.

Evidences of the DeIuge.—-There

is a mountain in North Wales called Moel

Tryfan, which is part of the Snowdon range,

and upon which there is a valuable slate

quarry, at a height of 1,390 feet above the

present level of the sea. In opening that

quarry an immense bed of gravel was found

upon the top. This gravel could not have
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been formed by mere disintegration of the

soil, because it is full of sea-shells as perfect

as they can be found on the shore, dead

shells,—that is, not shells which apparently

ever lived there, but shells both of the shore

and the deep sea,—which had been drifted

there in the middle of the gravel. These

shells are heaped pell-mell on the gravel on

the top of this mountain, and I believe that

every geologist admits that this is quite a

sound conclusion that the sea had been up to

the top of this mountain, and I believe that

every geologist admits that this is marine

gravel. I take it that it is quite a sound con

clusion that the sea had been up to the top of

that mountain in very recent times, or that

the mountain had been down to the level of

the sea. I draw a second conclusion from

this fact. That sea was not a permanent

sea. It was not the case that the mountain

formed the bottom of the ocean for many

ages, because we should then have had de

posits with shells, living and dying, as in the

case of the sea terraces described by Mr.

Smith, of jordanhill. The sea had been es

sentially transitory in its operation. The

second of the conditions of the Deluge is

in this way fulfilled. Thirdly, it was tumult

uous. It has no marks of quiet bedding.

These being the facts, what are the conclu

sions that follow? Is it probable that the

mountains of Wales alone were 1,400 feet

lower than they are now? There might be

very local, very partial submergence of vol

canic mountains under the sea. But what I

have described happened not in a volcanic

district, and Moel Tryfan is not a volcanic

mountain. But we are not left altogether to

presumptive evidence upon this subject. We

have similar gravels all over the counties of

Lancashire, Cheshire, Stafl'ordshire, and Wor

cestershire. In Cheshire they are found, near

the town of Macclesfield, at 1,200 feet above

the level of the sea, and very much under

the same conditions. I think, therefore, that

there is fair evidence that the submergence

of the land, which in North Wales amounted

to about 1,400 feet, extended over the whole

of the British Islands-Good Words.

Origin of Petroleum.—M. H. Byas
son has been led by experiments to give, as

a scientific explanation of the formation

of petroleum, the following:
“ If a mixture

of vapor of water, carbonic acid, and sul

phureted hydrogen be made to act upon

iron. heated to a white-heat in an iron tube,

a certain quantity of liquid carburets will be

formed. This mixture of carburetsis compa

rable t0 petroleum. The formation of petro

leum can thus be naturally explained by the

action of chemical forces. The water of the

sea. penetrated into the cavities of the terres

trial crust, carries with it numerous materials,

and especially marine limestones. If the

subterranean cavity permits these new prod

ucts to penetrate to a depth where the tempera

ture is sufficiently high, and to come in contact

with metallic substances, such as iron or its

sulphurets, we have a formation of carburets.

These bodies will form part of the gases

whose expansive force causes earthquakes,

volcanic eruptions, etc. Petroleum is always

found in the neighborhood of volcanic re

gions, or along mountain chains. In general

it will be modified in its properties by causes

acting after its formation, such as partial dis

tillation, etc. Petroleum deposits will always

be accompanied by salt water or rock salt.

Often, and especially where the deposit is

among hard and compact rocks, it will be ac

companied with gas, such as hydrogen, sul

phureted hydrogen, carbonic acid, etc."

Constituents of Corn-Cob Ashes.

—\Vhen I was av small boy living in the

woods, twenty-five miles from a lemon and

groceries of every kind, I importuned my

mother to make some shortcake for supper,

but she said she had no saleratus to make it

light; but if I would burn some corn-cabs,

and dissolve the saleratus out of the ash, she

would make the desired shortcake. I estab

lished temporary alkali-works for this pur

pose, and was proud of the ingenuity of my

mother, who could thus extract "lightness"

from cob-ashes, for the shortcake was light

as a puff. I asked her why cob-ashes were

better than other ashes for this purpose.
"
Be

cause they are stronger." She measured the

strength by the 'amount of carbonate of pot

ash they contained.

When I received your favor of February

5th, inquiring about the manurial value of

cob-ashes, not finding a satisfactory analysis.

I determined to ascertain for myself the

strength of these ashes. I burned ten cobs.

just as they would be treated if burned for

fuel, and not as usually done for analysis,

viz.: to burn them white and thus remove

all coal. I obtained the following results of

analysis of these gray ashes :

Alkaline salts, of which 45 per cent. was car

bonate of potash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54.x
Phosphate of lime. . 7.50
Carbonate of lime. 2.20

Sul hate oflime . 1.00

Car unit: of magn 8.00

Silica.... .... . 20.00

Carbon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.3a

waoo

The alkaline salts and phosphate of lime in

one ton of such ashes are worth $58, at cur

rent rates for such salts. The value of ham

yard manure, in your neighborhood, you can

estimate better than I, but it would be only

a fraction of the value of cob-ashes—Dr.

Kmfgiz.

Rallway 'l‘ransportatlon in

GREAT Banana—The British railways, dur

ing 1879, carried no less than 502,732,890

passengers. Of these only 38,967,174 were

I first-class, and 63,430,844 second-class, whilc

460,334,872, or more than eight-tenths, were

‘
third-class. The receipts from the first-class

, were $19,500,000; from the second-class,

‘$7,500,000; from the third-class, $73,000.

3
000, or about twice as much as both the other

l classes combined. These figures are striking
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evidence of the advantageous result of in

creasing the facilities afl'orded to third~class

travellers, and also suggest very strongly that

low passenger rates are in the end more profit

able to the railways than excessive rates.

[It must be understood that
“
third-class"

is a by no means uncomfortable seat in a

railway coach, and liberally patronized by the

best people of Great Britain.—Ed.]

r

Balsln- Making In Callf0rnla.—
Miss Emily Faithfull visited, while in Cali

fornia, a woman who is earning her living,

in a. pleasant and sensible fashion, raising

grapes, not for wine, but for raisins. Miss

Austin, five years ago, was a school-teacher

in San Francisco. Tired of that drudgery,

she bought a hundred-acre lot, near Fresno,

which she has since managed as a "raisin

farm,',' with the aid of a female friend and of

four industrious Chinamen.
“
Inside the house," says Miss Faithfull in

a letter to TIt: Landon Lady’: Pt'don'al, “ was
an open piano. About the table were strcwed

the latest books and magazines, showing that

raisin-growing had not dulled the fair propri

ctor's interest into the intellectual side of life.

Miss Austin has planted peach, apricot, nec

tarine, and a few almond trees, but the great

est part of her land is devoted to vines for

raisin-making. These are of the sweetest

Muscat variety. The process of raisin-mak

ing is very simple. The bunches of grapes

are cut from the vines and laid down in trays,

in the open air, for about a fortnight, being

duly turned at intervals. Then they are re

moved to the barn known as ‘the sweating

house,’ where they remain till all moisture

is extracted. They are pressed and put into

boxes, and sent off to the market or shipped

to England. As I had already been given in

San Francisco a box of Miss Austin's raisins

‘as the best produced in the State,’ my inter

est in seeing this clever lady, who had taken

so new a departure in female industry, can

beunderstood. ‘Four years hence it is esti

mated that Miss Austin's property will be I

worth at least $30,000."

Elect of Names on VaIue.—Tak- l

ing arrowroot as an example. To the chem-
‘

ist arrowroot is starch in as pure a form as
i

can be found in nature, and he applies this

description to all kinds of arrowroot; but,

looking in the
"
price current

"
in the Gran

of the current week (February 16th), I find

under the first item, which is "Arrowroot,”

the following:
"
Bermuda, per pound, U. to

2:."1 “St. Vincent and Natal, 2&4’. to Sid";

and this is a fair example of the usual differ- ;

ences of price of this commodity. Nine far

things to ninety-six farthings is a wide range,

and should express a wide difference of qual

ity. I have on several occasions, at long in

tervals apart, obtained samples of the highest

priced Bermuda, and even "missionary,"

artowroot, supposed to be perfect, brought
|

home by immaculate missionaries themselves, '

and therefore worth three and sixpence per

Pound, and have compared this with the two- i

l

i

I

penny and thrcepenny "St. Vincent and

Natal.” I find that the only difference is that,

on boiling in a given quantity of water, the

Bermuda produces a somewhat stiffer jelly,

the which additional tenacity is easily obtain

able by using a little more twopenny (or I

will say fourpenny, to allow a good profit on

retailing) to the same quantity of water. Put

ting it commercially, the Natal, as retailed

at fourpence per pound, and the Bermuda

at its usual retail price of three shillings, I

may safely say that nine ounces of Natal,

costing twopence farthing, is equal to eight

ounces of Bermuda, costing eighteenpence.

Both are starch, and starch is neither more nor

less than starch, unless it be that the best Ber

muda, at three shillings per pound, is starch,

plm humbugx—Popular Sn'ma Mani/11y.

What Is the Blue Grass Region ?

—This is a question strangers visiting the

West frequently ask. Strictly speaking, the

Blue Grass Region of Kentucky is pretty ex

tensive; but the term, in its popular sense,

applies only to the remarkable body of land

in the centre of the State, which comprises

six or eight counties surrounding Lexington.

This favored district, which a scientific au

‘ thority has styled
“
the very heart of the Uni

ted States," is underlain by a decomposable

limestone, which imparts to the soil an un

surpassed fertility, and gives to our grass,

known to botanists as Pea Pretmris, a rich

and permanent luxuriance which it attains

nowhere else. Hence the term "The Blue

Grass Region," a synonym for the acme of

fertility of a district, which also bears the

proud distinction of "the garden-spot of the

world." But why our grass is called
“
blue,"

when it never is blue, is one of the unsolved

problems. It is always green, except when

in bloom, when the heads have a brownish

purple tint. If, however, the term "blue

grass
"
is meant for an abbreviation of blue

limestone grass, then it will do, for certainly

it only reaches its highest perfection'on our
‘ wonderful blue limestone soil. Propagated

without cultivation it comes up thick and

juicy early in the spring, ripens in June, re

news its growth in autumn, and, retaining

its verdure in spite of snow and ice, fur

nishes abundant and unequalled pasturage

during the entire winter.

American Inventlons.—An English

journal gives credit to Americans for at least

fifteen inventions and discoveries which, it

says, have been adopted all over the world.

First, the cotton-gin: second, the planing

machine ; third,the mower and reaper : fourth

the rotary printing press ; fifthunavigation by

steam ; sixth, the hot-air or caloric engine;

seventh, the sewing-machine; eighth, the

lndia-rubber (vulcanite process) industry ;

ninth, the machine manufacture of horse

shoes; tenth, the sand-blast for carving;

eleventh, the gauge lathe ; twelfth, the grain

elevator ; thirteenth, artificial ice manufacture

on a large scale; fourteenth, the electro

magnet and its practical application ; fifteenth,

the composing machine for printers.
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CONVINCE THEIR INTELLECTS.

‘HE Legislature of the State of New

York has followed the example of

certain other States in making a law that

provides for the instruction of children

who attend the public schools with refer

ence to the effects of alcohol and tobacco

upon the human body. This is a point

gained by the temperance reformers, and

it is significant of a positive advance of

their cause, however much the other side

Let the children be shown

that alcohol and tobacco are by their very

may sneer.

natures essentially injurious to health,

and they are likely to carry with them

into maturity principles of thinking and

acting that will be discouraging to the

habits of “smoking," "chewing," and

"drinking," and thus bring about that

change in public sentiment that will be

-the best means for securing the object of

the reformer: effective prohibition.

Some will say, that example is more

powerful than precept, and that the les

sons of the school-room will be com

pletely neutralized by the example of

father or big brother; but our reading

of child-nature is more favorable to the

operation of the new law upon their

habits than that. First, because the

‘
parents.

average child has some respect for law

itself—the

is improper in a legal view strongly im

Second, he

idea that a certain thing

pressing his tender sense.
‘

cause the average school-boy entertains a

high respect for his teachers, and it is a

common thing for him to quote their

opinions as superior to those of his

The reader has only to review

his own experience to find how tena

ciously he clung to some things he had

learned at school, even after he had dis

covered that they were not altogether

true. Convince the intellect of a child

that tobacco and rum have produced so

much of misery in the world because

they are poisonous to mind and body,

and he is impressed with a most import

As

he grows up he can look on the destruc

tive work done by intemperance with a

thoughtful,

calmly resist temptation when it comes

to him. His sense of duty and propriety

will be fortified by knowledge, in making

a stand against friendly solicitation.

Many young men fall into the toils of

ant principle in practical economics.

discriminating eye, and

vice simply on account of their ignorance

of the nature of the things they put to

their lips. Their moral sense at first pro

tests, but they are won over because they

know not how to defend themselves.

Our school-boys, subjected to a curricu

lum of study that is the invention of men

who know very little about the science

of education, are taught things that

they will never have practical use for in

active life; better, far better that they be

taught the meaning of drunkenness, dis

ease, crime, in their relation to the wine

cup, for these things stare them in the

face on their way to the school-room in

the morning, and on their way homeward

after dismissal.
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COMIC BIOGRAPHY.

HE mania for the comic in literature

has become so strong that it has even

invaded that most staid of departments,

biography; and we already have a series

of burlesque personal histories offered by

enterprising publishers to that large and

fickle public that doats so much on the

funny. Names that have been wont to

command general respect are on the title

pages of these books, but for the most

part the authors have succeeded in pro

ducing a travesty of the leading incidents

of a subject's life, and belittled and vul

garized what should be regarded with

reverence by every true man. One of the

latest outcomes of this scheme is a life

of George Washington, and it probably

is the best example of how a writer will

fail who attempts to be droll, and at the

same time avoid downright disrespect.

A well-known critic takes the author

very severely to task for lending a good

name to such unworthy authorship, and

points out the dangerous effects upon

both writer and readers of such venal

attempts from the very nature of the

situation in which an author finds him

self when working up such a piece of

bufloonery. Having really little upon

which to found a joke, his wit must

have recourse to "incomplete and inac

curate outline" in which are mingled

Slangy phrases,
"
reflections and compari

sons such as are encountered in what

some people are pleased to call ‘spicy’

paragraphs of the period."

The literary humorist is entirely out of

his line in dealing with historical and

biographical subjects, and we have

printed trash and rot enough, circu

lating by the million copies every week.

We are radical believers in the doctrine

of a free press. that does not work

harm to the intellect and morality of

people, but we should, if we had the

power, radically destroy most of the so~

called comic literature of the day, because

of the great harm it is doing, especially to

the youth of the land. There are many

newspapers that have acquired a wide

circulation because of the room given in

them to facetious sketches of social inci

dent, “smart
"
paragraphs, and flippant

and distorted personalities. Their vicious

influence is even worse than that of .the

notorious
“
Dime Novel," and we heartily

wish them all at the bottom of the Dead

Sea.
_. m _s__ mu,‘

AN ANOMALY.—A paragraph from a

Washington newspaper states that
“
Mrs.

Marilla M. Ricker, who has been a member

of the Bar here for several years, was to

day appointed by the Supreme Court Dis

trict United States Commissioner to ex

amine in Chancery; In this capacity Mrs.

Ricker can issue warrants for the violation

of the statutes, hear cases, and commit to

the United States jail for action of the

grand jury; she can also take testimony to

dispose of cases for divorces." They who

read this must be compelled to smile, at

least at the manifest anomaly of such an

appointment. Here we have a woman

competent, we have no doubt, to perform

all the duties of the magisterial office to

which she has been assigned ; yet, by

law, debarred from exercising rights of

citizenship which she, as magistrate, may

be called upon to consider and adjudicate.

She is recognized as an authority to de

termine when a man lawfully exercises

the right of suffrage, yet can not exercise

it herself.

pleteness about this that demands rem

edy. They do things better in far-away

There is a savor of incom

Oregon.
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THE lNSTlTUTE AND "'5 WORK.

HE New York Tribune in its
“ Talks

about Town," thus quotes Mrs. C.

F. Wells as saying to its representative:

"My brothers and myself have been

associated with the study of Phrenology

since 1834. They are now in the lectur

ing field, one in England, the other in

California. Since Mr. Wells’ death I

have carried on the business until recent

ly, when it has been incorporated under

the old firm name. I am chiefly con

cerned now in providing a permanent

building for the reception of these busts

and casts, nearly 2,000 in number, which

represent the labor of half a century in

collecting. I will deed the entire collec

tion to the proper person or persons who

will secure its integrity and preservation.

The science of Phrenology has got now

where it can never go back. It has dis

ciples in every walk of life. We have

made ten personal examinations a day

for nearly fifty years, and the public in

terest shows no abatement."
'

The truth of the activity of phreno

logical principles in the thought of the

day needs no special demonstration. It

is evident in every sphere that has a re

lation to the development and exercise

of body and mind. It is apparent in the

special observations that are made in the

structure and functions of brain by so

It is apparent in the daily in

quiries of cultured people with regard to

the nature of the Phrenological Institute,

many.

and the increasing number from year to

year of those who would be glad to avail

themselves of the lectures and demon

strations of the autumn course of study

pursued in accordance with the plan of

the Institute, to facilitate the dissemina

tion of human science among the Ameri~

The seeds of truth which

the Institute has been sowing for nearly

can people.

elghteen years are springing into leaf,

flower, and fruit—and giving assurance of

the high utility of the work. There lies

before us a note lately received from a

young minister, one who attended a

course at the Institute, and who has an

important charge in the \Vest. This is

what he says: “I have come out boldly

as a phrenologist, and preach it from the

pulpit." There are many ministers who

do the same, and are enthusiastic in their

acknowledgment of personal gain.

The knowledge of human nature that

scientific study has given them has made

them far better qualified for their work

than they had expected, and their people

are better satisfied with them. Not long

since we read in an Atlanta newspaper, a

highly complimentary notice of ateacher

who conducts a school in a town not far

from that enterprising Georgian city.

That teacher is one of the students of

the Institute, and like many another suc

cessful pedagogue, gratefully declares

that what he has done in the past few

years to elicit public commendation is

due entirely to his phrenological train

ing..

The trustees, with the co-operation of

Mrs. Wells, whose liberal sentiments with

reference to the extension of Phreno

logical instruction are intimated in the

above quotation, are unanimous in their

desire to open the doors of the Institute

to all worthy students, and were its en

dowment sufficient to pay the expenses

of keeping the museum in accordance

with the terms of its charter, the policy

of instruction on terms merely nominal

would be introduced for the ben'efit of

those whose vocations require aspecial

knowledge of the human organization.

LOOK after the establishment of a

worthy character and leave its apprecia

tion to others.
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ANSWERS T0 CORRESPONDENTS.
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QUESHONS or
"
GENERAL INTEREST" ONLY

will 6eanswered in tin’: department. But one ques
tion at a time, and that clearly stated, murt 6epro
paunded, r] a corresfondent'r/mll expect u: to give
him the benefit of an early consideration.

To OUR CONTRlBUTORS.-il will greatly
aid the editor, and facilitate the work of tlreprinter,if our contributor-r generally .r/rould observe the [211
lowing ruler wk en writing Artie/er or communiention:
intended /or puolication :

r. Write an one‘ride of tire .r/reetonly. It is often
nears-or] to flat tire )age into

“
take:

"
for comforitorr,

and till: can not be done when riot};side: are written
upon.

2. Write clearly and distinctly, hing farticularly
careful in tire matter offrnper name: and quotations.
3. Don‘! write in a small lm no’. or in pencil, a: the

compositorfin: to read it acror: Iii: care, a dirtanre of
nearly twofeet, and the editor often want: to make
danger and additionr.
4. Never roll your manuscript or paste tile rlreetr

toget'ier. Skeet: about “Commereial note" .rize are
tile mart satisfactory to editor and eomfioritor.

5
.

Be brief. Pea/1r don't like to rnrdlangttorin. A
two-column article ir read by four time: a: man]
[Note a: one afdouote I/mt length.

Always write your/alt rmmeand addrer: flair!

ly at tke end ofjour letter. If you In a freudon m
or inr'tiah, write your full name and addrerr 6e aw
it

‘VF. CAN NOT UNDERTAKE TO RETURN UN

.n'nilaéle contribution: unlerr Me neterm r] forta e

{
1

provided by the writerr. in‘ ALL CAsas, person: 10 o
communicate ‘wit/l u: t]: rough t/report-ofliee should, if

theyexpecta reply. inc/ore t/re return postage, or what

1
:

better, a prepn id envelope, wit/a their/n11 nrldrerx.
Personal matter: will be considered by the Editor if
this i: done.

MANIFESTATIONS or ORGANS.—R. B.

D. \V.—Your observations with regard to Self

esteemare in the main correct. The expression of

an organ is dependent upon surrounding influences

largely. By that we mean not only influences ex

term] to the person, but also those which proceed

from the action of organs surrounding the particular

Organunder notice. Self-esteem, for instance, is af

fec‘tedbylhe action of Firmnessor Conscientiousness,
or Approbativeness, or inhabitiveness, especially if

thoseorgans be large and powerful ; and the result

ants are what appear to be intermediate manifesta

tions of function. Some examiners of experience

havegone so far as to divide an organ into three or

four parts, allotting to each part a function that,\vhen

analyzed critically, is but a modified or intermediate

Expression proceeding from the cooperation of the

organ with those adjacent. Thus it would appear

that the upper part of Self-esteem in co-operation

with Firmness would exhibit ease and dignity, and

when associating with Conscientiousness an inde

Ptndent and positive assurance in matters of

conduct.

FINGER CHARACTER—H. C. M.—You
hive lound something of importance in your ex

l amination of finger lengths that may be valuable.

In chirornancy a good dull is said about the indica

tions of plumpness, sparenmt, the length of the

joints or phalanges, palm, and so on. Usually the

fore-finger is very nearly of the same length as the

fourth finger or the one next the smallest. The

middle finger is generally less than a half an inch

longer than the fore-finger, not exhibiting the great

disparity shown on your diagram. Forms of hands

and feet, you know, are dependent upon one's he

redity ; a man having a very small thumb is likely

to transmit that peculiarity to his sons just as a

sixth finger or toe is transmitted. \Ve have seen

persons with a very insignificant little finger, and

traced it back three or four generations. Go on

with your observations of the relation of the hand

to character, and you may add in time an important

chapter to the literature of the hand. Most of the

writing on the subject by chirornancers is eflusive

and romantic.

COMPARATIVE S'ra'ra Loncnvrru

J. A. F.—You are right in your views in regard to

the want of logic in the comparison made of the

relative longevity of the different States; and we

suppose that every intelligent reader of the JOURNAL

who examined the item with care was of the same

opinion. We detected the anomalies ourselves, and

in part published the item on that account. It is
but another showing of how statistics may be im

properly applied. It would not be an easy under

taking to bring the different States into line with

trustworthy facts concerning their respective sanitary

claims.

METALLIC DRUGS.—L. N.—We are not
in favor of using preparations of iron for tonic or

alterative effects, because we consider them un

necessaryI and because, further, they can not be

assimilated functionally. Nature prepares infusions

and extracts of the metals in vegetable form, which

can be appropriated by the stomach and enter the

nutritive circulation ; thus they serve a normal pur

pose ; but chemical preparations from metallic bases

are not adapted to vital appropriation. Certain

tinctures of iron are in favorite use with a very

large clam of physicians, but our own observation

has not found them of value. They may seem to

induce beneficial effects at first, but later they are

productive of disagreeable sensations and positively

injurious conditions. Take, for instance, the muri~

atic tincture of iron, so much prescribed for indi

gestion, liver disorder, debrlity, etc.—at first the

effect seems to be good, later with continuance of

the compound we have the patient complaining of

soreness of the mouth, fulness of the head, and

other untoward symptoms.
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CATARRl-l Cums—C. W.—Wc can not

direct you to a work by Dr. Trail in which a treat

ment by medicine is set forth. Dr. Trall's measures

are hygienic diet, exercise, good air, proper life.

The means are natural, not artificial; no com

pounded doses. Read his "Digestion and Dys

pepsia," or Page's
“ Natural Cure."

CHARACTER AND THE FEATURES.—

C. W.—Yes, changes in the character produce

modifications of the face; in the course of time

the practice of 'a line of conduct that is a change

from what had been the habit earlier in life, will

ingrain itself upon the face, and the longer the

practice is continued the more pronounced will be

the featural expression.

ENGLlSH ANALYsIs—F. M. B.-—Thcrc

are very few works on this subject that are well

adapted to the use of an advanced student, although

a general reference might be made to a first-class

dictionary ; but such a work lS more expensive than

a great majority of inquirers canafford. We might

mention, however, Haldeman on “Analytical Or

thography," price $r-55; and Roget's "Thesau

rus of English Words," price $2.00, as useful to

you.
‘

SOME Tonncco DATA.-—_I.—WC can

not furnish afull report of the consumption of tobac

co in this country, but you may infer from the follow

ing proportional figures, furnished by an organ of

the liquor and tobacco trade, how widely prevalent

the habits of smoking and chewing are: "The

tobacco factories and importers supply for every

male person in this country ten pounds of chewing

tobacco, three and a half pounds of smoking to

oacco, two hundred and fifty cigars, and half a

pound of snuff per annum.” It adds: “For the

six million youths, between the ages of ten and

twenty-one, there are manufactured six hundred

million cigarettes, or one hundred apiece."

glam“ 311m:
gill %

Cnmnmm‘cnh'an: an int/ital on any topic of inter

(:1: the writer‘: frrronal w'nur, and fact: from Iris

expenzna bmrmg on our rub/‘Mfr, being}! rfrrred.

A STORY or AN EXAMlNATlON.—Thc

last of March, this year, a gentleman brought pho

tographs of his son, who was at school in a distant

State, to have a written analysis of his character

prepared. Having described him as well adapted to

literature, and especially to one of the talking pro

fessions, and more especially to the ministry, we

said among other things: uYour proper place in

this world is where you can get a good education ;

you should look directly to a talking profession,

either as a teacher in some institution where lectur

ing is the order of the hour largely, or else if you

feel called to it
,

when the time comes, to the pulpit.

You are not organized to gather knowledge, and

coil it up as a man would coil a rope in a barrel,

and head it up ; you are organized to acquire knowl

edge and reveal it ; and the literary realm is that in

which you would find your greatest success. You

will learn languages, you will cultivate literature,

you will comprehend analysis, and will be able to

illustrate subjects and make them stand out in vivid

light."

“Your top-head is high, indicating good moral

powers; Benevolence, Veneration, Firmness, Self

esteem, Conscientiousness, and Spirituality appear

well developed ; and if you could be led into a liter

ary or clerical channel, your talents, your aspira

tions, and your whole character would doubtlas

find in that direction better elbow room, not to say

wing room, than anywhere else. It is as natural

for your knowledge to come to the surface in the

form of clear-cut, vigorous statement, as it is for

water to run toward the ocean; it goes about as

freely in the one case as in the other."

"You are proud and ambitious, you are firm,

upright; watchful without being timid, respectful,

kind-hearted, and have a certain moral respecta

bility which keeps you above three-quarters of the

allowable follies and vices of average respectable

society. It may not be amiss to say that a man of

your intelligence, if you cultivate it
,

instruct it, and

were to become acquainted with any kind of busi

ness that an honest man may follow, could do fairly

at it ; but you belong to the sphere of public speak

ing, and we think moral public speaking, as dis

tinctlyas Certain finely formed horses are seen to

belong to the Boulevard, not to the plow or the

dray. In such a field you can make your mark

higher, get a wider and better influence and richer

joy than in those merely secular pursuits which

bring men in contact with the selfish and rough

side of life. We have spoken of your being a

teacher; we have spoken of your being a man of

business and affairs, not so much a grabber for the

dollars, though you would not waste money; we

have spoken of your ability to read strangers, and

exert influence, and adapt yourself to men without

difficulty; we have spoken of your ability to go

through a crowd of fifty people in three or four

minutes and say a word to each, and move with

especial influence ; we have spoken of your being a

clergyman; if you were to ‘become such, it would

be easy for you to exert a favorable influence upon

the people and make yourself a leader among

thinkers and well~minded people,in respect to what is

right, and elevated, and proper; and you would be

able to sustain yourself because you have large

Firmness and Self-esteem, and people will look up

to you who have seen more years than you ; because

you are influenced by, and live in the intellectual.

moral, and aspiring qualities, not so much in the

base of the brain in regard to things of the ‘earth,

earthy.‘
“
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" You have wonderful perceptive and practical

talent, which would aid you in literary work and

give the basis for success in that direction. It would

also enable you to become a first-rate scientist in

chemistry, natural philosophy, and whatever relates

to engineering, but Ill: moral qualities when they

becameripened by age, and when your experience

enables you to lack I/xraug/r I)‘: braadfield of life,

will give you more scope as a doctor, as a teacher,

or even as a lawyer and statesman than you would

get from a scientific field ; because you never will

besatisfied with mere physical facts and scientific

data, you will want to work through and upon hope

and moral aspiration."

When the description was finished, the father in

formed me that his son was bound to be an engin

eer; was studying with a view to entering a school

of technology, with engineering as the ultimatum,

and he seemed to feel disturbed to think our esti

mate had not run in the channel of the son’s tastes

and predestined course; and as the father was a

thinker, it was not easy for him to reconcile our

statement with the boy's apparent drift, and object,

and purpose. However, he concluded to send the

document to the boy in a distant State, and in a

week received the following letter, which he brought

in to show us that we had read the boy better than

the father had :

"
B , Vt., April 4, 1884.

" DEAR FATHER : Your letter, also Phrenolog'ist’s

report, came some days ago; but when I write I

want to say just what I think, and I have not had

time to do so until now; and I am not certain about

being able to finish at present
"

(
it should be re

membered that the boy is but sixteen years old),

"
and now I might as well tell you of a notion that

came into my head last term ; not merely a nation,

but a fixed belief ; and it has grown intoacertainty.

I do not know how it came about, but as I grew

older, and associated with cultivated persons more,

both among the boys and friends, and elsewhere, l

became gradually aware that I would never be

satisfied unless I could hold a position in life where

I could associate with persons of intellectuality and

cultivation. I determined not to say anything to

you about it; to go right on studying, enter the

school of technology, and after graduating, obtain

l position in some institution where I could secure

a classical education, and study for the ministry, as

affording to me the best opportunity for indulging

in the pursuits I wish to follow. You noticed what

is said about that in the Phrenologist's report,

namely, that I ‘would make a success as a civil

engineer, but that as my mind became developed,

the moral qualities would assert themselves, andl

would not be satisfied.’ I would have told you this

before, but I knew it would disappoint you, as you

would think I was vncillating from one thing to

another ; but now that I have this report to confirm

my belief, I think it best to tell you. I am sorry to

tell you now, for I know you think I want to go to

Boston to the school of technology, but I do not;

if I did go, I would follow up that plan I mention

ed. I would like to go to Harvard ; not caring

particularly about studying for the ministry there.

I could obtain a position as master in some college;

it would not take me long to fit myself ; I will not

have to study mathematics, study simply Latin and

Greek. I am sure I would be more contented

there; I would graduate at twenty-three at the

furthest. For instance, compare that civil engin

eer’s education to yours ; do you suppose you would

be contented with the edumtion he had, now that

you have the one that you have got i I mean that

of M. B. It would be drudgery with me, striving

for something I could not obtain. Observe how the

classics cultivate a person.

"I have told you just what I think ; and although

you can not tell how I feel, you can form some idea.

"I send the Phrenological report back, so you

can see to what points I refer. If you think it best,

Iwould like to go to Harvard. 1 am young yet,

schooling would not hurt me. This may disappoint

you, even provoke you; but it is what 1 think and

feel.
" Lovingly, Your son ——-—.”

The sensible father seemed pleased to think the

son had previously reached the same conclusion

that his phrenology indicated, and he had the

kindly grace to come in and let us know that

we were correct, though at the time of the examin

ation he had felt sure we were in the wrong. We

doubt not both the father and son will cherish life

long gratltude for the result of the examination.

NELSON SIZI-ZR.

‘-

PERSONAL.

MR. EDWARD O. Jenkins, one of the best known

printers and publishersof New York, died April 20th,

of pleuro-pneumonia, at his residence, :37 W. 44th

Street. He was born in Abergavenny, Wales, in

1817, and came to this country when very young

with his father's family. In 1832 he entered the

printing-office of the N. Y. Evangelist, and having

mastered the craft, he was employed by Mr. S. W.

Benedict, one of the leading printers of that day,

and soon became foreman. In 1844 be commenced

busines on his own account. He published the

American Review, conducted by Mr. G. H. Corbin,

the American edition of Blackwoad, and many law

reports, and rapidly acquired an extensive business.

He removed into more commodious quarters, in

Frankfort Street, in 1858, but his establishment was

soon afterward destroyed by fire. He next pur

chased the printing establishment of Billings Broth

ers, No. no North William Street, which he still

conducted at the time of his decease. For upward

of thirty years he was most closely related to Fow

ler & Wells, doing the typographical work of the

PllRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, Water-Cure yam-nal,
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Ls]: Illustrated, and Scienu a/Hmltlr, and of the

majority of the other publications of this house.

Mr. jenkins was a man of deep moral convictions,

an earnest, thorough, industrious worker, a consci

entious, sincere citizen and friend, and trusted and

esteemed by a large number of publishers and

writers to an exceptional degree. The printing-of

fice that he sustained so long will be continued by

his sons, one of whom, Mr. Percy Jenkins, has been

connected with its management for ten years.

MR. ALVIN J. JOHNSON, the publisher of John

son's Encyclopaedia, Johnson's Atlas, and two or

three other books from whose sale he amaxecl a

fortune, died April 22d, at his residence in this city.

He was a native of Vermont, and began his career

in New York as a book-agent. He was a man of

shrewd busines instincts, and most of his ventures

were successful. One of his most intimate friends

wu Horace Greeley, at whose suggestion he under

took the publication of the Encyclopaedia.

AFTER all that has been said and written about

her for, lo, these many years, Susan B. Anthony is

the best-looking woman in the whole female suf

frage party. Her face is full of good character, and

she has a remarkably fine eye, while her head has

all the points of what phrenologists call the ideal

female head. Miss Anthony's figure is tall and

erect, and to a marked extent retains the grace of

what must have been a very charming girlhood. It

is fair to suppose that under the subtle influence of

wifehood and maternity, this gifted and philan

thropic lady would have approached as nearly to the

ideal woman as any other one of her sex now on

earth—C/n'taga News.

Mas. LAURA C. HALnowAY, author of the
“ Horns of the Presidents,” etc., has lately with

drawn from the staff of the Brooklyn Eagle, where

she has done good work for twelve years. Enter

ing on journalism when but few women were in

the field, she has made it easier for her sisters of

the press, who have found her an adviser and helper.

CHARLES READE'S death in England, on the nth

of April, removes from the literary world one of

the best-known novelists of our day. His works were

extensively read in this country. He was seventy

years old at the time of his death, and had been

engaged in literary work for nearly thirty years.

-.

WISDOM.

“
Think truly, and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

MEN of means are often the meanest men.

No one is so blind to his own faults as a man

who has the habit of detecting the faults of others.

IT is so natural for a man to pray, that no theory

an prevent him from doing iL—JAm-zs FREEMAN

CLARKE.

\VHO can measure the power of a great idea P

Armies fight in vain against it
,

and nations yield to

its sw.ty.—MAUDSLEY.

A MAN in this world, is a boy spelling in short

syllables; but he will combine them in the next.—

BEECHER.

HOPE is a flatterer, but the most upright of all

parasites ; for she frequents the poor man's hut, as

well as the palace of his 5upcrlOl'.—SHENSTONE.

THERE is nothing more unreasonable than for

men to live viciously and yet hope to escape the

necessary consequences of their vices—DR. SAI

UEL CLARKE.

Far richer he who dines on simple herbs,

And knows the sweet delight of perfect health,

Than knaves and fools who sip their crystal wines,

And trust the glitter of deceitful wealth.

—H Esron.

THERE is no solitude like that of the heart, when
it looks around and sees in the mt concourse of

human beings, not one to whom it can pour forth

its sorrows or receive the answering sigh of sympa

thy—Miss PORTER.

MIRTH.

“ A little nonsense now and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

A GOOlkI-OOKING lass loves a good looking-glass.

A LITTLE girl, after drinking a glass of water

from a magnetic spring, said, “I do not feel one

particle magnified, and I think these springs are a

hurnbug."

Lr'ftle yark—“ Let's play we is married."

Little 1V:Il—“ No, I won't. It ain't right."
Little Yuck—J‘ Why ain‘t it 7

”

Little N¢lI—" 'Tause mamma. said we musn't

quarrel."

" I TRUST your daughter is not one of those

tame, spiritlcss sort of girls that sometimes apply

to us for situations and are too bashful to fill them,"

said a Boston shopkeeper to a father who was seek

ing employment for one of his children. "
Sir,"

he replied, indignantly,
"
my daughter has red hair."

FROM CURRENT Anvrzn-rtsrzirsm‘s— A large

blue gentleman‘s overcoat lost in the vicinity of the

market.

"
Rooms to rent with all modern inconveniences

"

(unintentionally candid).

Wanted. -— A comfortable room for a. young

man four feet by ten.

LADY: "Would you kindly tell me when the

next train starts for Slowcome-in-Parva P

"
O’Kel

ly: "The next train, madam! Sure an’ it's been

gone ten minutes." Lady: “ How annoying!
Perhaps, sir, you could inform me at what time the

last train goes?" O'Kelly: " Faith, that I an.
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It’s been taken 08 this month, and there's no last

train at all, at all I
"

AFFAIRS IN EGYPT.—-From over the fence:

"S‘pose you’se got all de news d‘s mornin', brer

Pewter P
"

Brer Pewter: l‘Yaas, pretty much all. Day is

having big times down in Africa. You know, de

English folks wants to bath a Chinese named Gor

don made president of a town dar called Skincat,

and de Democrats being strictly opposed to de

Chinese, wants a false prophet, called El Tilden,

so de French has stepped in an‘ dey is habing some

pretty severe fightin' in dat locality."—Lr/e.

In l/rir de/artmrnt we ‘1:’: r/rarr rnu'rwr (I rut/r
New BOOKS a: pub/{slurs In {it to rend In. In Mrrr
rrru'ewr 10: rule In frat! nut/tar and )ublt'r/rn' .mh'r

fiu-tnn'ly and jurtl], and aim ta furnr'rll our rmdrrr
wit/t rut/r r'n/arnmtr'arl a: rim]! nmblr them In farm
an opinion of file drrr'rabilily of any particular r/vl
unu for personal In. I! 1': our wirlr to notice M:
Miter clnrr a 600k: inning/‘ram flu fire-tr, and we
int/Ur publir err tafavor the Editor wit/r nunlpubli
talimu, rrfia'im'ly Ilsa-rerllntsd in any ‘way to mrnfal
and r’ryrialagl'calrcitncr. We can urual/y ruffly any
0/! an noticed.

THE BOWSHAM PUZZLE. By
John

Hab
berton. ramo, pp. 222, paper. Price 25 cents.

Funk & Wagnalls, Publishers, New York.

Mr. Habberton is nothing unless he is humorous;

at the same time he can dress out a character in

terms that are vivid enough for us to recognize its

fidelity to Nature. Bowsham appears to possess in

the main the features of a southern town, and is

supposed to be located on a river—shall we say the

Mississippi ?—that communicates with the Mexican

Gulf. \Ve are introduced to a variety of people,

and shown a little of the half-barbaric customs of

men who lead an unsettled life, and get the money

they spend by irregular methods of using their wits.

The plot is well managed, and the reader's curiosity

kept alive by the peculiar incidents of the story that

have a bearing oh the puzzle, but do not help to

ward its solution until the author, near the end,

almost spoils a political canvass by its curious de

velopment.

HOUSEHOLD CoNvENtENcEs. Being the
Experience of many Practical Writers. rzmo,

pp. 240. Illustrated. New York: Orange Judd
Company. Also sold by the Fowler 8: Wells

Company.

A very suitable companion for the excellent

"Farm Conveniences" which was noticed in our

last number. The man will find in that many useful

devices for out-of-door use; the wife or house

keeper will find in uHousehold Conveniences"

many a suggestion of importance to help toward

lightening her labors in the kitchen, and for mak

ing the sitting-room and chambers more attractive

and comfortable. The compiler of the book ha

shown good judgment in his selections, bringing

together the devices that hundreds of housekeepers

have proven useful in their own homes. Practical

ity is in no case sacrificed to ornament, but the lat

ter is not lost sight of in the homeliest or humblest

of the devices. To supply the kitchen with articles

of convenience has been the chief object, and

rightly so, since it is the work-room of the house

hold, and upon its well-ordered condition depends

for the most part the happiness of the family ; but

the dining-room, sitting-room, library, sewing

room, and other parts of the home are not neglected.

Over two hundred illustrations help to make the

text-dacriptions plain, and to illuminate the page.

IN THE TENNESSEE MOUNTAINS. By
Charles Egbert Craddock. tamo p .322. Price,

cloth, $1.25. Iloughtomjlifflin é: (510.,Boston.

A series of sketches of mountain life in the mid

Southern country, painted in colors that contrut as

sharply with each other as the varied emotions of

the untutored people who dwell amid the primeval

forests and rods of that lonesome region. In the

rough and strong-limbed blacksmith Vander Price,

and in the illiterate Cynthia Ware and Cely Shaw,

qualities of heart are developed that interest our

deeper sympathies,-—-the crude ore of the mountain.

is shown to be rich in the gold of generous sacrifice

and persevcring endeavor. In Josiah Tait, Rufus

Chadd, and Simon Burney are delineated with

nervous touches, incoherent yet most striking, ex

pressions of honest, philanthropic instinct. The

management of the dialect is admirable, and is a

main feature of interest to the reader. Mr. Crad

dock, in this respect, exhibits ability that is much

removed above the commonplace, and has good

claim on our mentioning his name in connection

with Bret Harte and George Cable. \Ve can not

regard these studies of character as written for

the mere pleasure of using the pen, or seeing one’s

self in type; but as a conscientious endeavor to

portray faithfully the spirit and motive of a class of

men and women peculiar to a section of our coun

try. The closing paragraph of this volume inti

mates that the author has done his work with a

due respect for what there is of truth and nobility

in his subject,-—viz. : l‘The grace of culture is, in

its way, a fine thing; but the best that art can do—

the polish of a gentleman—is hardly equal to the

best that Nature can do in her higher moods."

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

\VE have received from the old Travellers’ Insur—

ance Company, of Hartford, a copy of the ofiiclal

engraving of the Bartholdi Statue tobe placed in

New York harbor. It is a fine picture of that noble

gift, and said to represent faithfully the enormous

statue as it will appear when completed and stand

ing in the midst of the magnificent scenery of New

York harbor.

LE DEVOIR, No. nor, is an exceptional issue of

that excellent organ of French (to-operation. It

contains a report of the Familistere of Guise, that
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celebrated association of capital and labor which

has been in operation many years, and has achieved

an extraordinary success. It is, as claimed by the

editor, a fair solution of the labor question, which

economists should study with care.

A GENERAL CATALOGUE or ‘me UNIVERSITY

OF THE CITY OF New YORK,—the departments of

art and science,—published in the semi-centennial

year of the existence of that institution, W111be

gratefully received by the graduates and those inter.

ested in a most worthy educational establishment.

We congratulate the Faculty on the recent donations

that have been made by gentlemen who appreciate

the value of the University to New York City, and

are willing to promote its usefulness.

BEER AND THE BODY: Testimony of Physicians

against this Great Evil; from the Toledo Blade.

A striking and powerful arraignment of beer,

founded upon authoritative data. A valuable pam

phlet for the advocate of reform. Price, 5 cents.

J. N. Stearns, publishing agent, New York.

Annarzvm'rco LONG-HAND. Bywallace Ritchie.

Suggestions in Punctuation and Capitalization,

especially designed for the use of Type-Writer Op

erators. Published by the Hall Type-Writer Agency,

Chicago.

FROM MUSICAL Menorues. By H. R. Haweis,

author of “ Music and Morals," “American Humor

ists," etc. I2l’110, pp. 283. Price, 25 cents. New

York : Funk 81Wagnalls, publishers. The refined

taste finds pleasure in reading such as Mr. Haweis

gives to the world. His sphere, like that of Ruskin,

is art; but if anything he is clearer, simpler than

the eccentric editor of Far: Clarnzgera. in this vol

ume he has linked together many sketches from his

own life. A musician from a child, he talls about

musicians with an earnest familiarity which inter

sts the reader at the start. He talks of old violin

ists and violins; of Wagner, Mills, Spohr, and

Rhode and Joseph ; the performance of great com

positions; here and there dropping hints of value

to the student, critic, and connoisseur.

THE POPULAR Scrsrvcr: Mommy, for May,

gives the reader a sketch of Mary Somerville, a

wonderful woman in every way, especially for in

dustry, earnestness, perseverance, and determin

ation; the apostle of evolution wields a sharp pen

in exposing the “Sins of Legislators"; and other

writers discourse on the
“
Beaver and His \Vorks";

"The Progress of the Working-Classes in the Last

Century"; " How Flies Hang On," in which the

old sucker theory is exploded;
" The Morality of

Happiness";
“ A Curious Case of Albinisrn," etc.

Bnowma‘s PRONOGRAPHIC MONTHLY. Volume

VIII., of r884, is a somewhat bulky volume, and

indicative of considerable progress from the small

beginning which was made by its editor and pro

prietor eight years ago. Like electricity, short

hand writing appenrs to have a widening future;

and it is the evident aim of this publication to

keep apace with its development, and if possible

exert some influence on the direction of that devel

opment.

Evrnr-mces or THE AmrQm'rY OF MAN. By

James Herman \Vhitmore. An essay which, in the

space of about twenty-six pages, covers a wide field

of research, with the aim to reconcile Biblical state

ment with scientific result. The author inclines

to be of the theory that there were races before

Adam,—not low and degraded and brutal, but

developed mentally, and possusing a high degree

of civilization.

Trrr: CENTURY, for May, givs us glimpses of

the Salem of Hawthorne, illustrated by very strik

ing views of the town and harbor, and of Haw—

thome’s home and belongings; a classical article

on "The Metopes of the Parthenon "is worth do

liberate reflection;
“
Recent Architecture in Amer

ica
"
shows that many ideas belonging to medizcval

design have been introduced into our methods of

building; "The Bay of Islands" relates to the re—

gion of Newfoundland ; while
“ The \‘Vomen of the

Bee-Hive," a sketch of Mormonism, and "Chief

Joseph, the Ne: Percé," are among the other topics

that are noteworthy.

THE CLEW or rm: MAzr-z, and A SPARE HALF

HoUR. By Rev. C. H. Spurgeon. ramo, pp. 190.

Price, 15 cents. New York: Funk8zWagnalls, pub

lishers. Everything that Mr. Spurgeon writes has

a practical application in every-day life, and the style

and efl'ect of his statements need no special descrip

tion from us. He handles his topics without gloves;

his illustrations are simple and forceful in all re

spects, and all who can read can understand him ;

the matter of learning or culture-—“ sweetnss and

light "—is unnecessary. His English is Anglo—

Saxon in the main, direct and pointed. The first

part of the volume is made up of short paragraphs,

of sermonic directnes. The Spare l-la1f~Hour has

a good deal of personal interest in it
,

and will per

haps be more interesting to the one who takes up

the book.

Ocrnvns's Poruum. READING, Number 4, con

tains four or five stories by popular authors, with a

collection of Readings and Recitations. The stories

are sentimental, comic, and otherwise. Price, 30

cents. J. S. Ogilvie & Co., New York.

HARPER‘S MAGAZINE, for May, winds up the

sixty-eighth volume of that venerable periodical. It

is artistic and literary to the full high average of its

quality. Among the conspicuous subjects that are

discussed we should mention the Emperor “'illiam

of Germany; Dr. Schliemann; The Era of Good

Feeling, a political essay; From the Fraser to the

Columbia River; The Bank of England ; and Tran

scripts from Nature.
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Number 1, Volume 78. — This

Number of the Punzaonooman Jou'nuu. is the first of

the '79th volume. We feel justifled in pointing with

pride to the fact that the PBRENOLOOICAL Jouusax. has

been published for so many years, and we consider

that it may be a m-ittcr of congratulation that the Joint

zvai. has contained much that has been useful to man

kind in promoting his bcstinteresis. The best pledge we

can make for the future is to point to the past; and

yet we are glad to say that we have plans which will,

we believe, make the Joumwu. better for the coming

year than it has ever been in the past. And in this

connection we wish to bespeak the continued co-oper

ation of our friends and readers. The publishers’

ability to make a good Jonunn. is measured to a cer

tain extent by its circulation; and if our readers will

aid in this respect, it will not only help by enabling the

publishers to make the Jonas“. better, but they will

also help in extending its sphere of usefulness. A few

words now would many times result in new readers.

Our Premium List—On another

page of this Number will be found our table of pre

mium ofl‘ers for 189i. For this we ask a careful exami

nation. Please note the value of the articles, and the

liberality of the offers which are made. We believe

there is scarcely a reader of the Jonuxu. who would

not be glad to avail themselves of some of the proposi

tions made. But if circumstances will not permit of

this, may we not ask you to call the attention of some

person to it who would be benefited by making up a

club for the PHRBNOLOOXCAL Jouimat. We publish a

large descriptive premium list, which gives illustrations

and other particulars, which will be sent on application;

and we would also say, that any of these premiums

will be sent to any address, on receipt of the cash

price.

Agents Wanted. —— A live, wide

awalie agent is wanted in every town and neighbor

hood, to introduce our new cook-book, culled
“
Health

in the Household," a large volume of over 600 pages,

which is certain to meet with ready sales, and one

which agents who want to make it pay, would take up

at once. Our special terms to agents will be sent on

application.

Local agents are wanted to introduce our publica

tions in all parts of the country. One who will make

up a club for the PBRKNOLOOICAL JOURNAL. distribute

circulars, and take orders, will find an abundant oppor

tunity of doing good and being paid for it. Our agents‘

[mm '1" be sent to any address on application.

Health in the Household.—Since

the publication of the last Number of the Joints/it,

this book has been received from the binders, and it is

a royal volume, containing over 600 pnges, in large,

readable type, and is a great advance on any cook-book

yet publii-lied. Our readers need not be told that the

one trouble with most of the cook-books is that no

thought is given as to the healthfulness of most of

the dishes described, In Dr. Dodds' book this has

been constantly in view.

For convenience of consultation and reference, the

book is divided into three parts. Part one, called
“ The

Reason Why," contains tables giving the constituent

ell-ments of different kinds of food, and the food value

of cereals, fruits, vegetables, meat, milk, butter, eggs,

sugar, salt. tea and coffee, and condiments, are all con

sidered. The relations oi‘ food to physical develop

ment, as well as the influence of food on the intel

lect and morals; and a very important part is a chap

ter on food combinations, showing what can be best

combined for palutablcness and heultiii'nlncss, with

general hints on cooking and dietetic rules.

The balance of the work is devoted to the matter of

cooking, and divided into two parts—tho first, devoted

to what the author calls
“
The Hygienic Dietary," and

gives hill and explicit instructions in preparing the

difl'ercnt kinds of strictly healthful dishes, including a

great variety of bread preparations; the cooking,

preservation, and use of fruits and vegetables in every

form, important to all who wish to eat. for strength

and health. In the last part of the book, occupying

more than one-half of the volume, is what may be

called “a compromise" department, and is the result

of an effort to so modify the present modes of cook

ing and eating, as to avoid, to a great extent, the most

unhealthful features, and at the same time to meet the

wants of those who are not prepared to adopt the

strict hygienic plan. This covers the whole range of

cooking, including everything that is useful in the

average household. The work is likely to meet with
u very extended sale, bein handsomely bound, and a
very attractive volume. wo editions are published,
one bound in extra line mu<lilJ. and the other in a
special oil-cloth binding, which is very serviceable and
easily cleaned in case it becomes soiled, and might be
called a "kitchen edition.“ it will be sent by mail,
post paid on receipt of price, $2.00, and

‘persons
are

aeqiletléfli
in all cases to state what style 0 binding is

on re .

Our New Calendar for 1884 is
now ready. This is prououncodono of the liandsomest
cnlentlars yet made. It is a handsome lilhr'gruph in
bright colors, and ready to hang up. it will prove
ornamental wherever it may be placed. Sent. to any
address, on receipt of live cents in stamps.
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A New Holiday B00k.——“ A Bache

lor‘s Talks about Married Life,” now ready, is a very

handsome volume, elegantly bound, with elaborate ink

and gold side and back stamps, printed on line paper,

and in every way a suitable holiday present. Those

who are just starting in married life will be specially

interested and profited by it. The author writes from

a bachelor’s stand-point, and his criticisms and com_

ments are interesting and practical, and the book will

be found interesting from the first to the last talk. On

another page will be found a partial table of contents.

We have also published a new edition of “Life at

Home," by the same author, and uniform with the

above. Either of those will be sent by mail, post-paid,

for 01.50. Full gilt, $2.00.

Mothers and Daughters. -— We

wish to call attention to a new book now in press,

by Mrs. Dr. E. C. Cook, culled
“
Mothers and Daugh

ters," a manual of hygiene for women and the house

hold. We have here a very suggeslive volume, and

one fhll of importance to those for whom it is specially

prepared. The work opens with a chapter on the im

portsnco of physical culture, which is followed by

chapters on the bones and muscles, the brain and

nervous system; the structure and care of the skin;

hygiene and ventilation; intemperunce ; a chapter de

voted to bread and butter, in which there is a careihl

analysis of the processes of digestion, in which this

matter is made plain and practical. A large portion of

the book is devoted to the subject of displacements and

other diseases to which women are subject. The feed

ing of children; the rights of children ; the question of

education, etc, are all discussed, and the work is fully

illustrated by a number of line engravings. It is safe

to say, that if this book was placed in the hands of the

mothers and daughters of these times, there would be

a great improvement in their physical, and therefore in

their moral and mental well-being. It is a handsome

volume of over 300pages, beautifully bound, and would

be a most acceptable present to either wife or daughter.

Will be sent by mail, post-paid, to any address, on re

ceipt of price, $1.50.

Your Daughters who are ten years

old and upwards, should have given to them a copy of

Mrs. Shopherd‘s admirable liitle book,
“
For Girls."

No parent can have done his or her duty to the daugh

tor, until the information coniuined in this volume is

placed in her possession. As an evidence of the ap

proval with which this book has met among the moth

ers oi our land, we are pleased to state that we are

now selling the last of the fourth large edition. Moth

on! who Wish to know something of the character oi’ the

book, and what is thought of it by intelligent and rep

rsueniatlve people, should send for our circular to’

mothers. The price of the book is made low, consid

ering its size and character in order that this may not.

stand in the way of its having a wide circulation, and

on receipt of price, $1.00, it will be sent by mail, post

paid, to any address.

Our New Premium List for 1884,
an illustrated pamphlet of 32 pages, containing

full descriptions of our premiums, terms to agents

for the books, etc., and full instructions to agents,

will be sent on application. Address-this office.

Tea and Coffea—On account of
unexpected delays the publication of the new edition

of this book, which has been announced for some time,

has been necessarily delayed. but we are glad to an

nounce that the new edition is now ready to be mailed,

and all orders received will have been filled before this

Number reaches our subscribers. Those who are

using these beverages on the supposition that they are

buneticial to them, should send 25 cents for this little

work, and read what is said by the best authority on

this subject; and those who would fortify them-‘elves

against the arguments used in its favor will also be in

terested. Mr. Sizer has made notes and additions

enough to nearly double the size of the former edition.

We will send to any address, by mail. post-paid, for

25 cents, or 5 copies for $1.00. Address this ofliee.

The College of Oratory and Act

iNo.—We have received from Prof. J. E. Frobisher. the

director of this institution, his announcement for the

coming year, setting forth the work he has undertaken

and the results already achieved. Prof. Frohisher is a

thorough teacher as well as a successful professional

eiocutionist, and he numbers among his pupils many

who are now on the stage and platform. Our readers

who are interested in the subject, and would like to

know more in regard to it, can obtain the knowledge

by addressing Prof. J. E. Frobisber, '13East 14th street.

New York.

The Elocutionist’s Annual, Num
ber 11, published by the National School of Elocution

and Oratory, Philadelphia, contains new and popular

readings, recitations. declamations, dialogues, tableaux,

eic., edited by Mrs. J. W. Shoemaker. There are

selections from all the leading authors, including those

which are humorous, pathetic, and dramatic. There is

an evidence of care in the choice made. and the widest

range of adaptations are included. Amateurs and pro

fessionsl readers and elocutionlsts will find this very

useful. Price, in paper, 85 cents; in cloth, 60 cents.

W. L. Thurston, of Bangor, Maine,

writing to the Health Food 00., says:
“
The good work still goes on. 102‘ lbs. solid flesh

‘hang o'er mc
‘
each day. i am a walking, living. and

striking example of the value of your good foods. 1

have been using my brain rather too much in arranging

for settling my business, so have not accomplished as

much walking as I ought, but from the first, have not

had a serious pull-back, and all through ihe strain

gained flesh with a moderate appetite. 1 think it may

be the result of muscle hardening. My nerves have

not been so well for ten years, and my future course

now looks clear and easy. Yours, W. L. 'l‘."

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

OneFull Page ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..075.00

One Half Page .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40.00

Less than Half Pl . .50 etc. a line, agate measure

Second or Third age of Cover, or First and
Last Page of inset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415011)

Last inside
Page

. . . . . . . .

Fourth Page 0 Cover

Business Cards . . . . . . . . .. 75 cts. a line.

Business (Reading Matter . ...$l.00 a line.

Advertisements must be sent in by the first of the
month, to be in time for the month foliowin . No ex»

trs charge for inserting cuts. No obicotiona le adver

tisements accepted at any price.



‘Publishers’ apartment.
NUTlCR.—Thc Phrenolugical and Publishing Blisillt'lll, which has been conducted by 8. R. Watts & 00., ll

"nnlvnucd under the firm name 01Fowum a Wanna. (‘orrei-pondcnis, Agenir, and others, when communlclliug

on bunincu mutton connected with ihln omcc, should uddre-m iheir orders to FOWLER a WELLS, 753 Buoao

war, Nlw Yuiuglnd tot io any PERM)! connected with the ufllee. Postage-etump- received for fractional par"

of a dollar. [)0 not leur them apart, and do our slick lhum 10 your letter.

Give nuinr- uud full address every time you write.stamps.

Pri-puy all letters in full with i-ceni

'l‘lle Suhseripiion Prlroofr/u PHREN

OLOGlCAL JOURNAL AND SCIENCE or HEALTH

is $2.00 a year, payable in admin”, or $2.25

w‘ien premium: oj'ered are rm! to .rub:rrt'ber.r.

Money, w/ien Jeni’ by mail, should be in the

form of llIoney Orderr, Portal Nola, Draft: on

New Yark, or Registered Letlerr. All Porlmar

[err-arr reguired lo Register letter: whenever re

quested to do :0.

silver or other rain should not be sent by

null, or it i: almor! .rure Io wear a hole in Me

(In/(13‘):- and be 10:1.

POSIBIc-Sllllll ps will be rereiz/ed for

fi'arlionalparlr of a dollar. Tlure .r/lould never

be dark to the letters, and .r/xould alway: be an!

in :lzed: ,- Ilia! ii‘, no! torn aparl.

Cll illlgc ofporl-ofioe address can be made a!

any time by giving the old a: well “or {be new ad

drerr, bu! no! rail/mu! I/n': infornmfion.

Isl-"BIN ol'lnquiry requerlingan answer,

.r/Iaulil int/ore stamp for relurn porlage, and be

rare and give name and full addrer: every time

you write.
I

All Ltillcl‘s‘ should be aa'u'rerred Io Fowler

5r‘ H’ellr, and no! to anyperson tanner/ed wit/i

I/ie
ofiee. In Mi: way only can prompt and rare

fnl allmtion be .recured.

Any Book, Periodical, Chin-l, clc.,

may be ordered from this oflire a! Publir/rerr'

prion.

Agents Wanted for Me PiiRizNotocic/ii.

JOURNAL and our Boob Publitalionr, lo whom

liberal term: will be given.

Ullr l'rcnlluul List, giving camp/m de

n'ription: of the Premium: ojered Io :ubrrribcrr,

rent on applirati'on.

our Descriptive Catalogues will

be rm! to any addren on receipl of damp for

portage. Addrer:

FOWLER & WELLS, Publishers,

763 Brand way. New \ ork.

For Twenty Years.—-We take the
liberty of printing ihe following appreciative letter:

, misery.

"
EIPOBIA. Kaunas, December. 17. 1888.

"
Mnasna. l-‘owtlu a Watts: The premium,

‘ Dis

easel of Modern Life,‘ received. I think that you could

not have chosen any better hook upon ihe rubjeel. I
can aubstunliate u great deal of what in Elld from per

sonul experience in regard to overlifting. and" the

book were read by the majority of mechanics and la

boring men it would save an untold amount of pain and

lum in duly bound to say a word of encour
‘
ugement and approval ofthe works published by Fow

‘
uh a Wnta. It in over twenty years since I became a

reader ol‘Tnn PHRFNOLOGICAL Joumun, and through

the Joomui. I was introduced to works of Dr. Trail,

the great apostle of Hydropathy. It has saved me

hundreds of dollars, Ind last July was the means of

saving my llttie boy from summer complaint, after

he had been given up to die by lhe doctor. We

thought it best to cull a doctor lo see him or also our

neighbors would say that we caused his death through

neglect. Ideas urn beginning to change here of late.

I will not burden you any more at present with mul

tiplication of words, but I feel it u duty to thunk you

once in twenty years Ior good advice g veu, and fur

ther, that you huve been the means of netting one

upon the right track.

"
Yours respectfully, WI. Counn'r."

More Evidence. — The following
furuiv-hen additional evidence of the value of our pub

llcutl'ons :

“
Wnirn Ann, December 10, 1883.

“
Would you please be so kind as l0 let me know if

you i-illl continue In publish Tn: Scilnc: or Hint-tn.
“ I have lately come into ponuesflion of some of tho

first number! puhll-hed in 1872 and 1878.and I am

convinced from reading them, that health can only be

maintained and restored, if lost. on hygienic princi

pier.
" I have been in my experience ilke the poor woman

in Murk‘s Gospel, who had on issue of blood for twelve

years, ‘And Inflered many things of many physlcinnl,

and had spent all that she had, and was nothing hei

iered, but rather grew worse.‘

"
My case was I poor stomach and his been troubled

for eightyelrs. Trlt-d Alloputhic, Homeopathic, Her

ballets, etc., nothing beitered, only grow worse.

"i use from Tun Science or HEALTH that the

cum-e ol all my
dyspegsiu

was my transgression of
h gienic principles‘v an that alone will rot-lore me

u (.IYIIL'IIhave entered my month since reudin Tun
SCIBNOI'. ul' lie/turn, and i feel better. It a

world of delusion we live in.
“
Your: respectfully, J. B. F “
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form in size, style. etc., with
“
Bachelor’s Talks." 0f

the first edition of this book, the Prairie Farmer says:
“ This book is full of hearty good sense. Every bus

I band who reads it will be the better husband; and
'
every wife will draw from it strength to make home

pleasant."

The New York Observer said:

copy in every house."

“
We would have a

For Mothers and Daughters: a Manual of

Hygiene for Women and the Household, (“Ally—We

have here a practical and useful volume, and one which

should find its way into the hands of every woman who

prizes good health for her own sake and for the sake of

others. It contains chapters on physiology and hy

giene, conveying information on these subjects in a

plain and intelligible manner; also chapters on the

diseases of women and their special care and treatment;

also the care and training of children. Ladies can do

well in introducing this work.

Health by Exercise, ($1.50).--Under this title

we have published a new edition of Dr. Taylor's work

on the Movement Cure, which has been out of print

for some time. This is the most important work pub

lished on the promotion of health and strength by sys

tematized exercise, and one which has already, in for

mer editions, been widely circulated.

Horses, Their Feed and 'I heir Feet. tithe.)
--This new manual of horse hygiene, by Dr. Page,

is attracting widespread attention, and is being read

and discussed in all directions. The ideas and sugges

tlons given are new, and as experience is proving. most

invaluable. A new edition is nearly ready, containing

several pages ofadditional matter, and also a number

of full-page illustrations of famous horses, including

.t:Jay_Eye_5ct-_tz
“ Alcantara," "

Parole," “ Bole,"

H Miss Woodruii," and others, with specimens of

the
..
Clydcedalefl

‘‘
Norman."

“ English Draught

1101-58,"etc., making it a very attractive as well as use-

ful volume. Agents can do well with this, as horse

owners are always interested in horse books.

NOTES ON OUR PUBLICATIONS.

“OUR new books and new editions for the past year

are now before the public, and being well received.

Health In the Household, or Hygienic Cook

ery, ($2.00), is receiving words of’ praise from all direc

tions. We print below a few brief extracts from

NOTICES OF THE PRESS

“
This work contains a good deal of excellent advice

about wholesome food, and gives directions for prepar

ing many dishes in a way that will make luxuries for

the palate out of many simple productions of Nature

which are now lost or preserved by a vicious cookery."

—Home Journal.
“
Another bcok on cookery, and one that appears to

be fully the equal in all respects. and superior to many

oi its predecessors. Simplicity is sought to be blended

with science, economy with all the enjoyments of the

table, and health and happiness with an ample house

hold liberality. Every purse and every taste will find

in Mrs. Dodds‘ book, material within its means of grasp

for efllcient kitchen admlnietratlon."-—New York Star.
“
She sets forth the why and wherefore of cookery,

and devotes the larger portion of the work to those arti

cles essential to good blood, strong bodies, and vigor

ous minds."—New Haven Register.

“
She evidently knows what she is writing about,

and her book is eminently practical upon every page.

It is more than a book of recipes for making soups. and

pics, and cake; it is an educator of how to make the

home the abode of healthful people. The writing is

systematic, precise, and no recipe is given. we are as

sured, that has not been fully and carefully tested.”—

Tlu Daily Inter-Ocean, Chicago, Ill.
"
The book is a good one and should be given a place

in every well-regulated cuiaine."—Indianapolis Journal.
"
As a comprehensive work on the subject of health

ful cookery, there is no other in print which i—
l

superior,

and which brings the subject so clearly and squarely to

the “BdGl'r-lfllldlllSK of an average housekeeper.

recipes, as well as the information. general directions,

etc., are given in explicit, simple language, so that no

one can mistake them."-Mefh0dis£ Recorder.
“
We see no reason why it should not go into every

household. The recipes are numerous and, we judge,

admirable. We believe those for prepurtng cereals,

cooking traits and vegetables, making the least objec

tionable sorts of pastry, are among the best available.

The book is desirable on that account and we recom

mend it to our readers as a valuable addition to the

store library."—Amer~ican Grocer.

A Bachelor’s 'I‘allus A bout Married l “'0
and Things Adjacent, ($1.50), is one of the hand

somest volumes we have ever published. Like the au

thor's former work,
“ Life at Home," it discusses the

most intimate of domestic relations from a practical

stand-point. Ills chapters are not prolonged essays,

but short, sprightly, and cheerlul, agreeable to read and

to be heard read. it tsjust the book to be placed in the

hands of young people about to he married ; excellent

for those who are married. and well suited to those

who know but little of this institution. Our readers

who wish for some delightful reading should send for

this.

Life at. Home, or the Family and Its Members,

($l.50).—We have published a new edition of this. uni

The ‘

'lhe Fa1m J0urnal,a live publication issued at Phila

delphia, says:

"
We believe the most sensible and useful book on

the care and management of Horses ever issued in this

country, is that of Dr. Page, entitled:

‘

Treatment of

Horses, their Feed and their Feet,’ published by

Fowler 3;, Wells, New York. We say distinctly and

emphatically that every tarmer in Ametica ought to

have a copy of it. We have no earthly interest in say

ing so except our desire to benefit our readers. There

have been so many silly, sickening, nonsensical books

on the horse printed that it is a relief and a pleasure to

commend this common-sense and practical work to the

public.”

The llealthhfllseellany, (25c_)_19 a common

of important papers on health subjects, illustrated with

more than fifty Iengravtngs; containing gimme" 09

the External Senses; the Cause and Cure of the Back

acue, especially in women ; Dr. Trall‘s celebrated arti_

cle on Chronic Catarth, Causes and Tfl‘tilmoln; a an“
ter on Ethnology and Races of Men; ~~Bod“), peek

tions and Dress gin “elation to Health and Form,“

fully illustrated. An extended article on “
The Struc

ture and Care_of the Teeth ”
;

Sir Edward BMWQFL’F
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ton's "Confessions of a Water-cure Patient," "Hygi

euic Agriculture and Hygienic Dwellings." an article

on “Getting Used to Unhsalthful Habits," "The

Causes of Malaria] Diseases,"
“
The Treatment of

Rheumatism," etc. From the above it will be seen that

this pamphlet must be worth, to any one interested in

health subjects, much more than its price, which is

only 5 cents.

For Girls, ($1.00).—Mrs. Shepherd's work on health

and hygiene for girls is meeting with rapid sales. The

fifth large edition i‘! now printing, and the book is

doing a vast amount of good. We hope every mother

of a young girl will send for this, or at least send for

the circular for mothers, containing the author's ad

dress to them. and the opinions of representative

people in regard to this book.

THE FOLLOWING APPRECIATIVE LETTER
from a successful teacher should be read by other

teachers of young ladies, who should follow Mrs.

Webster's example, and place this work in the hands

of their girls:
“
AURORA, IlL, "Vail/"160' 19, In.

“Fownltt & WILLs.—G¢ntlmm: i have carefully

read
‘
For Girls‘ and feel that nothing can more fully

express my great interest in this pure and practical

little book than to say, I have placed it in the hands of
our young ladies.
“
For some timt- past we have held weekly meetings,

in which all matters ofhealth have been fttily discussed.

For Girls’ will be of the greatest possible assistance

to as. Mrs. H. B. WBBBTBR, Prt'coptrcss,
“
70min‘: Sun. and A urorl ‘Vanna! School."

How TO FEED THE BABY (50 cents).-—-
IDr. Page's work on " lnfhnt Dietetics "continues to at

tract the attention of thinking parents and physicians

who profit greatly by its teachings. We take the lib

erty oi publishing the following letter received by the

author :

How THE SYKES FAMILY was MADE .

Hanan—The following letter explains itsclf:
"
Wane. Mass, December 10, 1883.

"DB. C. E. Paul. 130West 44th Street, New York.
“
Dean Sm :—0ur baby was born on the 29th 0|’ De

oember, 1882,and wasa nice plump fellow; but as the \

mother could not supply him with his natural food, 1

we tried milk and water. feeding hitn every two hours. l
That not agreeing with him, we tried

‘
Melleu's Food,‘

l
and save him that as often, day and night. If he

‘

cried we supposed he was hungry, and would till i

him up again. Finally we had a sick child all the l

time. He had congestion of the lungs twice. and
l

was a very sick baby till he was four months old, and .

the doctor said he did not think it would live through
‘

the summer, A good many others thought the same ;

but at that time I saw a notice of your book,
‘
How to

l
Feed the Baby.‘ I immediately sent for anti read it

Carefully. We were very much impressed by its tcach-
l

lugs. and abandoned the patent food, but thought the

Adviceas to number of meals rather extreme, and so

beganby feeding cow’s milk, but oflencr than you rec

ommended, ileimmediatcly begun to improve. We

let!him thus for a time, but soon decided to adopt your

sy-lem entire; and the result soon was all that we I‘

could ask. Now we have a well baby. who goes to

sleepat 6:301a., and sleeps all nlgliLbesidcB having

'
for many years.

two naps of two hours each during the day ; ,and he is

a joy and acomfort to the household. Feeling sure that

the author of such a book must be gratified to know of

experiences like ours, I have written this, and to thank

you for the good we have all received from it.
“
Respectfully yours, 0. A. SYKII."

THE FOLLOWING SPEAKS VOLUMES

rmt l-rsnIn—Walter Woodman, M.D., of Portland, Mc.,

a physician of high standing in his city, thus speaks of

his experience with Dr. Page’s theory of rearing infants.

He has put the system taught in
"
How to Feed the

Baby
“
to a test with his own infant, who at the time

of writing was two months old. He says:
“
The baby is very strong, and not/at. To the horror

of his nurse he has gained but a trifle over two

pounds in two months ; nor does it comfort her, as it

does his parents so fully, to point to the fact that he has

held his head erect from the moment of his birth, that

his eyes have never been dimmed. that his color has

always been good, that he has slept what in most babies

would he considered the sleep of pan-goric, and that his

strength is phenomenal."

This babe has never been nursed at night. He has

nursed five times during the day, and only five, from

the first. As this did not fatten him, there seemed no

occasion for reducing the number of meals. In many

cases it would shortly prove necessary to reduce the

nursings to four, perhaps to three, unless the parents

were satisfied to have their babes suffer from colic and

become obese in order to be
“
in the fashion," regnrd

less of the dangerous, perhaps fatal consequences.

This is the ltinJ of testimony we are receiving from‘

those who have sent for this little work and followed

its suggestions. Fifty cents can be invested in ‘no

. other way that will bring so good returns as in sending
1
for "How to Feed the Baby."

IN PRESS.

The following works are now in press ; some of them

have been previously announced, but the publication

has been somewhat delayed :

A Catechism of Pllrenolozy. (50c.l.—-Illus
l tratlng the principles of the science by means of short

conver-ations, questions and answers. This work,

which was first published in Edinburgh many years

ago, had a wide circulation. It has been out of print

since the death of the author, and this new edition has
‘

been carefully edited and revised by Mr. Sizer, making

it even more practical and useful than before. It pre

sents the subject in a familiar manner, and is especially

adapted for use among the young.

(‘omparntive Phyalognom , or Rcsem
. blanccs between Men and Animals, by ames W. Red
field, (‘truly—This unique work has been out of print

We have in press a new and handsome

edition. coutainiut.Y 330engravings, and includes the re

scuihlnlices of human beings in beasts and birds of all
Classes. The Germans to lions: the Lapiandcrs to

Reindeer; Englishmen to bulls: ltaliaus to horses;
Yankees to bears, ctc.. etc. In illustrating these re

semblances the ortraits of many famous people are

. used. To all sin cuts of human nature. and es eciall

thot-c who are interested in phyrioguomy, th s wor

will he of great interest.

flow to Study (iharacter, or the True Basis
of the Science of Mind, (5ilc.).—Thia work, which is

now nearly ready, will prove one of the very best possi
ble ar tumcnts in favor of Phrouolog as ht-ingthc only

reiiab e method for the estimate 0 character. It is
written by a Harvard College graduate. .
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HALF HOURS WITH THE Lessons or 1884.

Chapters on the Bible Texts Chosen for
Sabbath

school Stud during 1884, in Connection with

the Internal onai Series. B Twenty-tour Pres

byterian Clergymeu. Pub shed b the Presby

terian Bond of Publication, Phila elphia, Pa.

The general adoption of the International Series

of Sunday-school Lessons has created a large tic

mand for special helps to Bible study for Sunday

school teachers and scholars. We have here a

volume that must prove of great service to all ,

Bible students, containing brief discourses by

eminent clergyman, including Drs. Hall, Crosby,

Cuyler, Robinson, Booth, Hodge, Wilson, Gunse,

and others, taking up the diflerent subjects laid

down for the Lessons for the coming year. Teach- .

ers looking for the best of helps, should not fail

‘to examine this work.

Without Credit.—A recent num

ber of a California paper copies from
“
Horses : Their

‘Feed and Their Feet,“ 001. Weld‘s article on horse

shoeing, which it published without credit ; and

in the editorial page they rcfer to it, saying:
“
Every

onncr of a horse should read this essay; one of the

best yet published." We are glad to have the public

have the benefit of Col. Weld‘a views, but we think it

would have been fair on the part of the editor of that

paper to have given credit to the book from which it

was copied.

An Old Soldier who served dur
ing the war says: “I consider the publications issued

from the Phrenologlcal Publishing House of Fowler &
'

Wells are the best in the world to benefit mankind. and
‘

I take solid comfort in reading theJoulmsL, for which

i desire to subscribe as long as I live."

Earth-Closets.—For all houses out

side of cities that have a thorough system of sewer

age. there is no plan that will compare at all favora

biv with the Earth-Closet. We wish to call the atten

tion of our readers to the advertisement of “The

Meyers Sanitary Depot,“ and especially to the Earth

Closel which they advertise. We have used a com

mode of this kind a dozen years, and know that it will
‘

do all that is claimed for it, and could we not replace

it, would not be without it for many times its cost.

does away with any necessity for those abominable

nuisances of country life. nprivies," can he used in any

room. in a closet. incloscd on the stoop, in the barn, or

wherever desired. Produces a fertilizer that pays a

better interest on the investment made than could be

obtained from any other source that we know of, to

say nothing oflhe preservation of health oi women and

children. and the purity of the general almosphere of

It‘

the neighborhood. We can recommend our readers,
‘

every one of them, to send for descriptive circulars for

this. Address
"
lliyers Sanitary Depot,“ 94 Beekman

Street, New York City. Mention the Pmtlnonooiost.

Jonmut.

Health in a Garden.—-The peculiar

tendency of American pcoplc, when they feel out of

sorts. to dose themselves with various nostrnms, and

avoid, when possible, outdoor exercise. is one of the

failings of American character. There are many in

stances recorded where ladies in delicate health. snifer

ing from various diseases, have, acting under the ad

vice of physicians, been restored to health by simply

devoting afew hours each day to work in their garden.

in order to do ihis it is necessary to have a garden, and

in order to have a garden it is necessary to procure

seeds, plants, etc., for growing therein; and to be en

abled to procure seeds with the certainty of‘ obtaining

those that will grow when planted, is the object of our

little notice. By referring to our advertising pages, a

department will he found filled with the announcements

of the leading houses of this kind who supply coeds,

plants, ctc., for garden purposes. Scedsmen and Nurse

rymen who spread their announcements before the

public, attaching their own name to their own goods,

are thoroughly responsible and invariably give a good

article, and it is only those who prepare their goods for

market and sell the same through any corner grocery

without taking any personal responsibility themselves,

that palm oil’ upon the purchaser inferior and worthless

goods ; therefore we recommend our readers to patron

ize those who are not ashamed to brand their goods

with their own name.

The National Educational Asso

CIATIOIL—we have received Iroi'n Mr. H. R. Sandford.

Middleiown, N. Y., the Secretary, an announcement of

the meeting of the
“
Department of Superintendents

"

of this Association, to be held in Washington, D. 0.,

February 12th, 13th, and 14111. This announcement

gives the names of some of the subjects to be discussed;

including
"
Industrial Education," “Southern Educa

tion," "lndlan Education," “Supcrintcndcnts' Duties."

“Color-Blindness,“ eic., with the names of some who

are to take part in the discussions. All interested in

this, whether desiring to attend. or otherwise, can re

ceive additional information by addressing M r. Sandford

as above.

The Whispers of Peace says :—
Tnl Pnurxotooicat. Jonnnsn still holds on its way.

advocating truths which are scouted by many who are

deemed wise among men, but which, nevertheless,

have created a wonderful change in popular thought

within the last twenty-live ytars. and that are des

tined to lift the human race to a higher lavel as the

years go lly.

That there are many who agree with the opinion

of the Editor. the Rev. Dr. Plltl. is provcn by the air

culation of the Jonas“. and the hold which its opiu

ions have on many people.

A Teacher saysz—“DEAR SIRS: I
have been a reader of the Pnaaaoaooicu. JoomuL, and

" The Scientific American.”—'l‘his
‘

is one oi the most useful and interesting publications
issued In this country. e-ptciaily so to all thinkiu .
prnttical, scientific people. But. it deals also wit

much of general interest. It is ublishcd by Messrs.

Mann a 00., 201 Broadway, at ‘320 per annum. ls
clubbed Wlth the l’nalruupooion. Jonaiul. at $4.75.
Address this ofllcc.

l

a reader of your publications for four years, and l have
been amply repaid for cost of time and money. I am a

teacher, audit aids me greatly in reading the nature 0

my pupils. 1 think every young man should take the

PBRBNOLOGICAL Joumun. i can not do without it,

and send my name again for another year.

“Yours respectfully, J. W. P."
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NOTICE-The Phrenologlcal and Publishing Business, which has been conducted by S. R. Wlnns & 00., is

continued under the arm name of Fownaa a Wlnu. Correspondents, Agents, and others, when communicating

on business matters connected with this union, should address their orders to FOWLER & WELLS, 758 Banan

wn, Naw Yonn, and not. to any PERSON connected with the omce. Postagelstamps received for iractional parts

of a dollar. Do not tear them apart, and do not stick them to your letter. Prepay all letters in full with fl-cent

stamps. Give name and full address every time you write.

The Subscription Price of the Pusan

OLOGICAL JOURNAL AND SClENCE or Human

is $2.00 a year, payable in advanee, or $2.25

when premiums oflered are sent to substribers.

Money, when sent by mail, should be in the

form of Alone] Orders, Postal
Notes, Drafts on

New Yorh, or Registered Letters. All Postmas

ters are required to Register letters whenever re

quested to (lo so.

Silver or other (air: should not be sent by

mail, as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the

enveL‘pe and be lost.

Postage-Stamps will be reteioed for

fractionolparts of a dollar. These should never

be stuck to the letters, and should always be sent

in sheets ; that is, not torn apart.

Cllilllgt: ofpost-ojite address tan be made at

any time by giving the old as well as the new ad

drtss, but not without this information.

Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer,

should inelose stamp for return postage, and be

sure and give name and full address every time

you write.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler

Er‘ lVells, and not to any person .Wlnttftd with

the ofiee.
In .‘his way only can prompt and eart

ful attention be secured.

Any Book, Periodical, Chart, etc.,

may be ordered from this ofiire at Publishers’

prices.

Agents Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL and our Booh Publications, to whom

liberal ter/Its will be om.

0ur I'rolnlum List, giving :ompt'ete a'e

scriptions of the Premiums ofl'ered
to subseribers,

sent on aAb/iration.
.

Our Descriptive Catalogues will

be sent to any address on receipt of stamp for

postage. Address

FOWLER 8c WELLS, Publishers,

758 Broadway, New York.

Where is the Trouble P—We re

ceived from James J. Brown, of New Haven, Conn., a

letter containing 40 cents for “Mind in the Face."

No street or P. 0. box address was given, and the book

was mailed to the New Haven P. 0. Some time after

we received a complaint from Mr. Brown that the book

had not been received. Soon after that a notice from

the postmaster came, informing us that the book had

not been called for, and requesting stamps for return

postage, which we forwarded and in due time received

the book. Another complaint came from .\ir. Brown,

which we answered, and this letter is returned to us

uncalled for. Now in a case like this. what can be

done i We neither wish to have Mr. Brown a loser by

the transaction nor do we wish to have our reputation

injured by the tactthst he has not received the book

sent for. But have we not done all that we can do,

and Is the fault not his? In all cities it is sale and

proper that the street and number be given ; it will be

likely to save much trouble and annoyance.

A Retired Physician sending an

order for some or our publications says: “1 am a

phrcnologlsl in faith weed to take your PHRENOLOGIOAL

JOURNAL, and have your phrenological works, bust,

etc. ; but I am too old now to take these or any other

publications, having retired from the practice of medi

cine. But I still say, God bless Phrenology and its

honest teuchers and exponents. For it is but another

revelation of God, written upon the brain of man : and

it does not conflict with the one written by His Spirit

in the Book of books.
“ It all religlonlats underslood the one revelation well,

the other revelation would he understood better, and

seclariunism would cease in favor of a united Christi

unity."

A Teacher says: “Eight years of

practical experience in the school-room has proved to

me that a teacher can not. well afl‘ord to be without

Tun PHBINOLOGICAL Jotmnan." This is the experi

ence of many teachers, and would be the experience of

all, were the practical truths of Phrenology adopted

and applied in thelr work.

Books for Women—We have pub

llshed a large catalogue, giving extended descriptions

of the various works we publish especially designed for

circulation amonz women. It will be admitted by all,

that women should read more than they do or works

devoted specially to themselves and their interests.

Therefore we would like to send this catalogue to every

lady reader oi'Tua PHRBNOLOGICAL Jounzun. in send

ing for it, please ask for list 01‘
“
Boosts roa Woman."
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The Hygeian Home Cook-Book;

or, Ilealthtni and Palatable Food without. Condiments.

Fifth edition. Price, paper 25 cents, cloth 50cents.

Fowler re Wells, Publishers. 73 Broadway. New York.

Anew edition of this excelle..t manual of healthful

cookery has been published. It is not a work on the

philosophy oi‘ food, but one giving recipes tor its health

ful and palatable preparation. Under the head of

“
Breads," following the general rules, are thirty-tive

recipes giving instructions for making all kinds of

breads, from the raised loaf to
"
corn dodgers." We

have instructions for cooking the various grain prepa

rations under the head or
"
blushes." The part relat

ing to pies and puddings is very full. and new and im

proved methods of preparing vegc ables are also given,

together with instructions for preserving fruits by can

ning. drying. etc., and it would be hard to find more

condensed in a small space than is given in this home

cook-book. It tells the readers how to live it they de

sire health and strength. It will be sent to any address

by the publishers on receipt of price, ‘2.5cents, in post

age-stamps.

Tea and Coffee : Their Physical, lu

tellectuahanrl Moral Efl'ects on the Human System.

By Dr. A. Alcott. with notes and additions by Nelson

Sizer, author of " Forty Years in Phrenology,"
"
liow

to Teach," "Choice of Pursnitsf'etc. itimo. 118pages;

paper, price 25 cents. Fowler & Wells, Publishers,

753Broadway, New York.

Dr. Alcott’s work on the use of Tea and Coffee, first

published many years ago, has done much to call atten

tion to the eti'ccts of the use of these articles. In the

new edition Mr. bizcr has presented in the form of

notes many additional facts brotgbt out by the in

creased knowledge of the subject.

Pam‘ Fins-r opens with the history of tea, showing

its exhilarating properties, when it was introduced. the

amount consumed, and its increase. It i- shown to he

a medicinal suhs'ancc. and to have the effect of a pow

ertul drug. also that it is a poison and produces a tend

ency to dl-ease. The origin of the use cf roti'ee is

also given.with its effect both on the body and the

mind. It is shown that some suffer more trout the use

oi’ it than others. it. is the opinion of eminent author

ity, that even a moderate use of these articles produces

diseased conditions ; ard we would recommend tho~e

who are using either of the above articles with the

thought that they are not harmed. and al-o those who

have not. arquired the habit, to procure this li'tle work

and read what is said on the subject. The publl-hers

will send it on receipt of price, 25 cents, in postage

stamps.

The Health Miscellany. — This is

ogy is illustrated with a number of portraits showing
the races of men. A very important paper is one de

voted to Bodily Positions and Dre.~s in relation to
health and form. The Teeth, their use and cure. con

taining illustrations showing how the teeth are formed
and grow, why and how they decay. The work also

contains "Confessions and Observations oi Sir Ed
ward liulwer-Lytton," tirlziilully published anonymous

ly. under the title "Conic-‘sions ot' a Water-cure i‘a

tient,” written in his peculiarly attractive style; is
most entertaining and protltable readinz. The (‘ant-e

ol’ Malaria] Diseases it one which may be read protlt

ably in almost every community. Getting Used to It
shows how the system appears to get used to unhealth

inl
habits. Fat Folk- and Lean Folks shows how to

treat these two conditions. Rheumati~m is the subject
of another article. We al-o have Medical Electricity;

Position on Horseback ; Trichina Spiralis ; Hygienic
Dwellings; Wheat,and the true way to use it; The
Bath in Small-pox: etc.

The people need educating in this direction, and cer
tainly no httter n.~ecould be made of twenty-five cents
than to send for this work.

Farms and Gardens—it is safe to

the title of an illustrated octavo pamphlet published at

25 cents by Messrs. Fowler & \\'ell-'. 753 Broadway,

New York. lt containsa series of papers devoted to

important health topics, opening with an excellent. ar

ticle on the External Sent-es. with illustrations of the

eye. err, nose. tongue. and skin. giving important in

formation iti regard tothe functions and also the care

oi’ these important organs of the b dy. The next is an

illustrated article on the Can-‘e and Cure of the Back

acbe, especially found among so r:iany women. An

extended article
on_t.'hronlc Catarrh points out its

causes and the proper treatment. A chapter on Ethnol

assume that a very large proportion of our readers are

interested either in farm: or in gardens. and with all

such we wish to have a word. The time for old
tashioned farm and garden work is past—the people are

now on the lookout for new and improved plans, meth

ods, varieties, etc.; and in this connection we wish to

call attention to our adverti~ement~~of farm and garden

supplies of all kinds. in the Jotmxat. for List month

and this will be found a large number of adwrti—emente
of seed-men, nnrserymeu, florists, etc , offering novel

ties. as well as the standard varieties. Every owner of
a rod of land will gain some new suggestions from the

reading of the seedsmau's catalogue. They all contain

something new and suggestive, and we would therefore

recommend our readare to send for them as per terms

given in the various advertisements, and we would also

recommend the testing of the new vari--ties. While it

is not true that all new things ate bet ter than old ones. it
is true that the great improvements recently made in

the varieties of grapes and small fruits. vegetables. etc.,

have come trom the introduction of new varieties. and

more skillful culture. anzl we would l-ke to know that

every one of our readers was trying something new.

The great superiority of the " American Wonder Pea,"

the new kinds ot corn. tahhage, and cauliflower, the

great attractiveness of the
"
Little Gem Sqttttrll," the

value of the “ Manchester," the “liansell_" and other

berries. could only h: c-lttbilsiit'd and taken advantage

of by their being widely trl.d and introduced. A small

amou_t_it.of money spent to start with, will result in

your having greatly imp-ovel varieties; then by a care

ful system of exchanginzseeds. plants. etc., the whole

neighborhood is benetlted. We therefore say, send

for catalogues, and then send for the novelties and new

varieties.
'

Our New Catalogue—We have pub

lished a new and enlarged edition of our catalogue,

containing full descriptions, plates, notices, etc., of

many of our books, which we will send to any address

on receipt of stamp for postage.
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“ Green Peas.” — Among the early

garden productions there is nothittg mote palatable

and attractive to the most oi’ people than "green

peas.“ and in thii connection we wish to call attention

to the advertisement or Messrs. B. K. filin- & Sons, In

this Namber oi‘ the JOURNAL. who ofl‘cr varieties which

will produce a stict‘t‘BaiOt.throughout along season.

The “ American Wonder l’ca“ has been thoroughly

tested, and with us, and so tar as we know, with others,

has proved indeed a wottdcrtul acquisition, and we are

assured by Meats. Bliss 3: Sons, the new peasate luiiy

equal to this. We can simply say to our readers, send

for them and plant them. A comparatively small in

vestment in the new and improved varieties of fruits,

vegetables, and grains often prove-. of great service to

the person making the investment as well as to the

neighborhood in which he lives. Scu Mes-rs. lliisa t!

Sons‘ advertisement and send for their circulars.

Books for Mailing—We wish to say

to our subscriber-1 and friends that if for any reason

they have occasion to send to us, or to others. books

by mail. they should not be scaled up tightly, httt left no

that at lea~t the ends can be opened tor inspection by

untying the string. Otherwise the pcr~ou receiving

the package is chirged full letter po-tage, amount

in; sometimes to more than the value of the hook.

Roses—In this Number of the JOUR

aat. will be found the advertisement of the " Dingee &

(‘Award Co." so well known as large growers of roses.

They have given special attention to the subject. for

many years, and their "Guide to Rose Culture,“ giving

descriptions and directions for cultivation, which will

be sent free to any of nttr readers, will be found of

special interest. See advertisement and send for cat

slcguc.

Trees—‘ii essrs. Ellwnnger & Barry,

oi'ihe Mount Hope Nursery, Rochester, N. Y., are well

known as lhc growers of line trees, both fruit and orna

mental ; and our readers In need of stock of this kind,

and all who could tiud room for additional trees, may feel

perfect iy sale in sending as above for catalogue and then

Ordering stock.

Flowers, etc. — We have received

from Mr. Joseph '1‘.Phillips, of West Grove, Pa, his an.

nual catalogue for 1804containing descriptions and di

notions for the cultivation of roses, green-house and

bedding plants, together with farm and garden seeds.

Mr. Phillips, us we know frotnexpcricucc, sends out

good plants, and his statements can he relied upon

(ally. See special oti'ers in his advertisement.

Vick’s Floral Guide.—The mention

oi‘ this carries with it the idea of one of the hand

somest publications of the kind ever issued ; and the

reading ofit will certainly create in any one a love for

flowers. We can not see how it. is possible that any

person who has the use of a rod ; yes. we might my of

asqaarc foot of land, would be willint: to be withoutlts

suggestions. On another pagewiil be found Mr. Vick‘!

advertisement; also the advertisement of his illus

tratod monthly magazine, published in the same inter

eat, and deservedi y popular.

Mr. F. R. Pierson, of 'l‘arrytown,

N. Y., sends us his catalogue of seeds, plants, and

garden supplies of all kinds for country homes. This

contains fttil anti complete dc-ciiptions of the new and

standard plants, and many new things which Mr. Pier

son but. been and is introducing. Among olhers is the

"Bermuda Easter Lily,“ a cut of which appeared a

few months since itt tiio JOK‘RNAL; he alt-o has a

“
Golden Coleus." which is cun=ldered very desirable.

in tlii- Number he advertises a new potato, and also a

new rose; both worthy of special attention. Our read

ers should send for the catalogue, then give some of his

new varieties a trial.

Hardy Plants.—\Ve have received

from Mes-rs. \Voolsou & (30.. of i’aesaic, N. J., their
catalogue of hartly peteunial plants, ' ttlbs, ferns, etc.,

containing a complete list of herbaceous and other

hardy plants. It is the most complete catalogue pub

lished lty any dealer in this country, and through it is

p'aced within the reach of all, plants that are hardy,

and will thrive without soucial care or attention, in

cluding the old standard varieties, many of which are

overlooked very much by the prevent generation, to

gether with new and imported varieties
'

The “ Saw-Mill Gazette.” — This

is tito title of a special journal devoted to the ln

tercsts of saw-mills. planing. shingle, and lathe-mills,

sn~h. blind, and door factories, published by ill. T.

Richardson, 4? Barclay Street, New York. it is l:sued

Oil tine, super caiendored paper, handsomely illustra

ted, and contains r. great amount of information useful

tu all interested in the rind-lilies to which it is devo

ted.

Mr. Richardson will send a sample copy to any of

our readers who will address hitn as above.

Trees and Plants. — We have re

ccit'ed from Mr. J. T. Lovett.of Little Silver, N. J.,

his catalogue for 15:“. This is ill every way an attract

ive list. The cuts illustrate many new and improved

varieties of strawberries and small fruits, including

grapes, etc. Mr. Lovett, although a young man, has

already become well known on account or his ed‘orts in

introducing new and useful varieties. 'l‘Le Manchester

strawberry and ilansell raspberries have been made

widely known through ills olfurtrl, and he is now otl'er

iug a new white Canadian seedling grape, called
“
The

Jessica,“ which is claimed to be the earliest and most

profitable white grape yet known. lie also ofl‘ers on

very favorable terms all the standard varieties of trees

and plants.

llis catalogue will be sent to any of our readers who

will write mentioning THE Ptmauonootcat. JOURNAL

Everything for the Garden.—T his

is the title under which Messrs. Peter Henderson to

Co., of this city, have, for a number of years, lat-ned

their annual catalogue of seeds. plants. implements, etc.

Their catalogue fur1884 is now ready, and is certainly

in many respects, a model. It. is beautiful—handsomely

printed and illustrated—and it is complete, covering

the whole ground; and is useful in being very samen

ive to farmers and gardeners, including a description

of many new introductions and novelties in the way of

grains, vegetables, flowers, frults,ctc.
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H0r868.—We have jtt~t received from

the bindery a new, revised, and enlarged edition of Dr.

Page's valuable manual on
“
Horse Hygiene." In ad

dition to the new matter, it contains also full-page por

traits of the following famous and thoroughbred horses:

Jay-Eye-See, Alcantara, Parole, Bole, Buckeye Bayard,

Crown Jewel, Miss Woodford, Joe Bunker, Gildino,

Prince George of Wales, Buckingnam, and Estes.

These are all horses well known, and this set of pictures

alone is considered by horsemen and admirers of horse.-\

as worth more than the cost of the book. The work

has been and is being mo—tcordially received by men

who are critics in this kind of literature. Mr. A. Hart

hill, a well-known veterinary surgeon of Louisvifle, I{y.,

says :
“
It is brimful of truth and common-sense. and

will do much toward securing the comfort and welfare

of the horse.”

The Natural Cure, by Dr. Page,‘

continues to attract attention, and the readers find

great benefit from the instructions given for the restora

tion and preservation of health. The following extracts

will speak for themselves:

“I have derived more advantage as regards the

improvement of my health. from studying this work,

(Dr. Page's ‘Natural Cure,‘) than all the health books,

or health literature, I have ever read. I am constantly

urging my friends to procure the book and read it for

themselves."

Mas. A. L. TnonPsoN, Brooklyn.

“My friend, Mrs. Thompson, recommended me to

read ‘The Natural Cure.’ and having done so, and

been guided by its teachings for the past. few months,

I have derived the advantages I so much needed. It has

made a well woman of me, removing catarrh and par

tial deafness."
'

Mas. b‘. S. GaoraTeachcr in the Adelphia High

School, Brooklyn.

A new and somewhat enlarged edition is now ready,

and will be sent to any address on receipt of price

$1.00. Address this oflice.

Messrs. A. D. Cowan & 00., the

proprietors of the American Seed House, 114Chambers

Street, New York, have issued their annual Catalogue

for 188-1. This contains descriptions of many novel

ties and specialties of merit in the line of vegetables,

flowers, etc. Also a very carefully selected list of stand

ard seeds; and a specialty is made in sending out the

best of everything. Our readers will do well to send as

above for catalogue.

Gregory’s Seed Catalogue.—-'i‘his

name must have become familiar to our readers from

its frequent appearance in our advertising columns.

Mr. Gregory has become thoroughly identified with the

introduction of new and improved varieties ofvegeta

Dice. and in this way has done a most excellent service

to the public. His large and elaborate catalogue will

be sent free to any of our readers who will send their

address to him as per advertisement.

The Sum—On another page will be

found the advertisement of The New York Sun, to

which we wish to direct the attention of our readers.

Note especially the peculiar computation by which the

publisher announces that
“
during the past year he has

furnished 13,000years of steady reading day and night.”

Flowers,—Messrs. Storrs 8.: Harrison,

of Painesville, Ohio, have issued a very beautiful cata

logue of roses, green-house and bedding plants. seeds,

etc. The suggestions given in regard to cultivation are

practical.and add to its usefulness. See advertisement

on another page.

Not Too Late—It is not too late to

subscribe for Tat: PERHNOLOGICAL Jccnxu. for am,

as we can still furnish back Numbers to the first of the

volume. Nor is it too late to canvass for subscribers.

While the first of the year is in some respects the best

time, our readers and agent-friends should remember

that the spring months also furnish advantages. Peo

ple feel that the pinch of winter is over, and usually

money circulates more freely. Our premium offers

hold good, and agents will, we trust, continue to work.

Agents Wanted—live desire to secure

the services of experienced agents and enterprising

people who are ready to take advantage of an Oppor

tunity of making money, to introduce our publications ;

we are offering favorable and special terms on our new,

popular. and salable books. Circulars giving full partic

ulars will be sent on application.

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

One Full Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. . . .8751!)
One Half Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 401!)
Less than Half Page. .50 cts. a line. agate measure

Second or Third Page of Cover, or First and
Last Page of Inset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150.“)

Last Inside Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Fourth Page of Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Special Rates.

Business Cards . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .75 etc. a line.

Business (Reading Matter) . . . . . . . . . . . . 41.00 a line.

Advertisements must be sent in by the first of the
month, to be in time for the month following. No or
in charge for inserting cuts. No obicctionable adver

tisements accepted at any price.

\'\-\'\.‘\'\4\f\'\/\\\\‘\NV‘\-\\'\-'\N'\’\-'\‘\\

gusmsss @ARDS.

The Hammam, a Family Hotel, with Turkish
Baths, 81 and 83 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Three minutes‘ walk from Fulton Ferry.

Hygienic
and Turkish Bath institute and

lumen, 13 Oz 15 Laight St., New York. N. L.Hol
brook, M.D., Proprietor.

tiealds’ Hy clan Home Wilmington, Del»
ware. Sees vertisement. endforcircular. Post!’
and Main‘ H. HEALD, Physicians.

Circular free.

Kilbonrn Hygienic Institute. Quiet Home

and Skilful Treatment. Kilbourn City, Wis. Dre.

McEutoY. Send for circular.

lll\'il|il|\" Home. A Manual Labor Hygienic
Institute. G. V. Gtrronn, M.U., Pro’r, Kakoma, had.

The New York Medical College and Hos
PITAL roa women and Homeopathic Dispensary for

Wom- n and Children. 213 w est anti btreet, New

York.
'

Agents Wanted to sell our "Goon BOOKS

roa ALL.” Special terms given. Now is the time

for agents to work. Send for Premium Lir-t. Addrew

F0“ LER & WELLS, ‘253Broadway, New 11th.

Printer and StcreotyperI—Qlinwannu. Jun
xms, Steam Book and Job Printer, and stereotyper,
N0. ‘30North William Street. git-w York

Annie Smith, MAL, 154 E. 49th St., City.



C.’
F. WELLS,

ALBERT_
TURNER,NELSON SIZER, DRAYTON,H. S.

fien'dent. Who-President.

FOWLER do’

On Flobrua-ry 29, 1884, the FOWLER d:

Secretary.

WELLS CO.

WELLS CO. was incorporated under the laws

Trans. and Bus. Manager.

of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prosecution of the business here

tofore carried on by the firm of FOWLER d: WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in

general mnnugcmen t. All re'rnitumoea should be

The Subscription Price of the Pumas

OLOGICAL JOURNAL AND Scu-zncs OF HEALTH
'

is $2.00 a year, payable in advance, or $2.25

when premiums'oj'ered are sent to subscribers.

Money, when sent hy mail, should he in the

form of Money Orders, Postal Notes‘, Drafts on

New Yo; h, or Registered Letters. A ll Postmas

ters are rquirea to Register letters whenever re

quested to do so.

Silver or other toin should not he sent by

mail, as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the

envelrpe and be lost.

Postage-slumps will he received for
fractional parts of a dollar. These should never

be stueh to the letters, and should always he sent

in sheets ; that is, not torn apart.
i

Change offost-oflioe address can he made at

any time by giving the old as well as the new ad- l

dress, but not without this information.

LGHPI‘S oflnquiry requestingan answer '

should inelase stamp for return postage, and he

sure and give name and full address every time

you write.

All Lellers should he addressed to Fowler

5‘ Wells 07., and not to any person eormeeted

with the ofiee. In this way only ran prompt and

careful attention he seeured.

Any Book, Periodical, Chart, etc.,
may he ordered from this ofiee at Publishers’ ,

fit‘iees.

Agents Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL and our Book Puhlieations, to whom

liberal terms will he given.

0ur Premium List, giving complete de

sm'ptions of the Premiums ofi'ered
to subscribers,

sent on appliration.

0m- Descripiive Catalogue or our

New List of
"
Books for Women

"
will he sent

‘a any address on receipt of stain) for postage.

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers,

753 Broadway, New York.

1
President.

nnsirnm mongcry.n

the nature and otp'ect of the business, or in its

made payable w the order of the

FOWLER 8: WELLS CO.

I been the editor of the Pnnxnonoolclln JOURNAL for

The Fowler & Wells 00. has been

incorporated under the laws oi‘ the State of New York

as a Joint stock company, for the prosecution of the

business heretoi‘ore carried on under the firm name of

Fowler n Wells. This publishing house was establish

cd by the Fowler's, the well-known plnenologists, in

1835,and since the death oi’ her husband, which occur

red in 1875, 12has been conducted by Mrs. Chm-lone

Fowler Wells, the widow oi’ Mr. Samuel R. Wells, who

was at the time of his death the proprietor of the busi

ness. Mrs. Wells is a. sister of the Fowlers, and has

been actively conuecled with the business since the

omen was first opened in New York, and makes tho

present change to relieve herself from care, and to in

sureiihe continuance of the businessflu its prcseni.

form.

At the election of ofllcers Mrs. C. F. Wells was elected

Mr. Nelson Sizer, who hss been connected

with the oilics as examiner for thirty years or more,

was elected Vice-President, and has charge of the pro

fessional department. Mr. H. S. Drayton, who has

many years, was elected Secretary, and continues in

the same position as Editor; and Mr. Albert Turner,

who has been connected with the house for twenty

years, and is well and favorably known to the Trade,

was elected Treasurer of the Company and Business

Manager, and there will be no change in the nature or

management of the business, which is continued at 758

Broadway, New York.

“ Horses."—Thc new illustrated edi

tion of our manual of “Horse Hyglcuc" is being rc

ceived very enthusiastically by the people, and is mak

ing the hook even more popular than evcr. Dr. Felix

Oswald, who is well known for his practical ideas on

health subjects, says :
“
The book,

‘
Horses: their

Feed and their Feet.‘ n'celved. The pictures are n great

success-though in its original form the work was the

best that has ever been published on she subject.

Nearly all the V. S. Literature --ihal ot the N. Y. Jour

not of Veterinary Science not excepted—ls like malaria

medica in general, a tlgaro of arbltrsry, inconsistent,

Livc agents who wish something

to turn lnlo money quickly should try this. It will sell

wherever owners 0i’ horses are found, and that is every

where. We make special rates, and send our confl

dcntlnl terms to any address on application.



PUBLISHERS’ DEPAR TMENT.

For Mothers and Daugl1ters.—it

is very seldom a work is published that receives a0

universal praise from the press as has been given to

Dr. Cook's new work. It is a very handsome volume.

and will be sent by mail. post-paid. to any address, on

receipt of price. $1.50. We print below extracts from

the many

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.

“
Mrs. E. G. Cook. li‘[.D.. an old resident of Buffalo.

husjust ublished a manual of hygiene for
‘
Woman

and the ousehold.’ entitled.
‘ For Mothers and Daugh

ters.‘ for which she asks us to bespeak the favor of all

her old friends here. as well as of all thinking people
who believe that whatever brings health and happiness
to women will bring 10 to the household. Mrs. Cook

writes : ‘This book is t e outgrowth of the ex erience
of over a quarter of a century. and the need 1 ave felt

for women to know themselves physiologically.’ ‘I
should never have found time to have written it had my
health continued in the West. I was obliged to leave
Chicago in June. and while tryin to get well a sin I
have been able to complete it. am still hop ug to

write an additional volume especially for the treatment
of disease in its incl ient stages.‘ ‘One of the best

signs of a purer soc

c
t
y is the increasing attention

iven to the laws of bee th. People get sick and ask

d for real ation. when they ought
IOJJI'By

to be for

given for be ng sick.‘ says Mrs. Cook. an in this senti

ment she and Mrs. Dlaz meet on common ground. and

the belief that pain. disease. premature decay and death

come of ignorance or violation of nature's laws has

given Mrs. Cook nerve and courage to work for the

ghysicai
education and regeneration oi’ woman. The

ook is full of
helpful

suggestions which are not con

fined to the care 0 the bysical nature. the bone. mus

cies. brain. and skin. at reach out to the wider field

of woman‘s duties. children's rights. and some of the
evils of the present sy=tem of fashionable education.

A

sort
of what she says on the subject of industrial

‘

an cooking schools has a local interest just now. and
we quote:

“‘There is one branch too much neglected by the

young women of the present
duly.

1 refer to the mother

of arts and sciences. good cook ng. The im ortauce of

scientific cooking can not be overestimate . Persons

without brains can not learn the art. Intellectual labor

‘

is as dependent on nod and healthful food as our

clothing is upon the abric of which it is made. . . . .
If the

worry
and care which housekeepers suti'er on

account of gnorant. wasteful. and slovenly
help

could

be known. it would arouse the community to ma 0 ade

nute provision to remedy it. . .. . It is quite probable

t at some of the children now upon the stage may be

induced to celebrate another centennial by understand

ing the science of cooking in its real adaptation to the

needs ofthe system. . . . . There are many women at

this moment sending a wailing cry to heaven for health

and strength who could have it by discharging half their

hel and on gin for two or three hours a day in

rea . old-rash one housework. What women need is a

knowledge of themselves and of their own power to

execute plans; to invent and carry to completion de

vices to aid all manner of domestic machinery ; to dis

cipline all their powers into a state of readiness for the

every-day ati‘airs of life . . . . . Men as a rule continue

to grow all thcirlives; while the monotony of woman's

life. unless she is on the alert for wisdom and improves

all her resources. causes her to settle into humdrum

and common lace.‘
"
Mrs. Coo ‘s book should find a generous audience

in BuiTnlo. and especially at this time. when so many

glad
women are on the alert to find the best way.“—

uflalo Courier.
“
From a phyaiol ical and hygienic stand-point it is

une nailed as a fami y book. being eminently practical.

and eading to a knowledge of the laws of health and

its restoration in case:l of ordinary derangement. One

chapter upon uterine displacements is alone invaluable

as a guide for delicate womanhood. and another ad

dressed to workin -women is highly instructive. and

oil's-rs many usefu suggestions to a class which often

auflcrs from neglect. ignorance. or improvidencc; and

as nearly all American women are working~women in

some capacity. there are hints about dress that would

be profitable to any one who depends in the least par

ticular upon her own exertions. For young mothers

and girls attaining womanhood. this book is a boon far

exceeding the paltr price of an ordinary volume.

Years of suiTerin m ght he saved by a due knowledge

of physiolo an by one. more than is taught in the

common-ac ool text- ook."—l)alawar¢ Co. Reformer.

“The information which this book afi‘ords is pre

cisely what every woman ought to have. and it has sei
dom been offered in such a compact and convenient

form."—Natl4mal Tribune (Washington. D. C.)
“
The author of this work has a wide ac uaintance

in this city. having for many years practice her pro

fession here. She has a great deal of vital importance
to say to womankind."--Chtcago Evening Journal.
“

Prepared
by a woman who has herself received a

medicn training. it contains for mothers instruction
and warning that should be carefully considered. At
tention to its

teachings
may

save from untold suffering

and even premature oath. -Preabyterian Banner.

"A book replete with common-sense and science

made familiar. for the instruction especially of young
women. it deals with the structure of their bodies.
the importance of physical culture and habits in cou

' sonauce with the laws of health ; discusses dress. food.
and education. and dwells with delicate but necessary

exactness on the subjects which are hypecrltically

banished from popular education. but should be tan t

in all purity and reverence in every public school. —

Syracuse Standard.

“
Dr. Cook starts outwith the truth. that God did not

design
we should sufl’er if we obey Hts laws; and the

chit: cause of all our sorrow is ignorance. and so puts

her shoulder to the wheel to
disgel

ignorance and

diminish sufierin . There is no don t but it is the true
rovince of the pgysician to prevent disease from west

ug the lives and
deatroyiuF

the peace of the human

family."—Th4 Alpha (Wash ngton. D. C.)

“

A book covering wide
‘ground.

discnsain ventila

tion. the

imaortance

of p

(aical
culture. t e use of

liquors and bacon. genera and special hygiene. ma
tcrnity. the:treatment of insane women. the rights of

children. duties of women. care of infants. etc."—

Woman‘s Herald (Boston).
"
The importance of physical culture for women.

with especial reference to their duties in the household

. and the raising and care of children. are prominently

treated in this book; there is a chapter on bread and

butter. with analysis of processes ofdlgestion ; hygiene

and ventilation are discussed. and the r
i

hts and edu

cation of children. etc."—8den¢tfic A .

“Care of the health is a religious duty; but no one
can duly attend to this important obligation without a

degree of knowledge of the functions of the body. and
the laws of health. For women much valuable knowl

edge of this kind is conveyed in the pages of

'

For
Mothers and Daughters.’ "-Mormlng Star.
“
The par use of the author is to advise adult women.

married an unmarried. in the duties incumbent upon

them. and to this end it is sought to give them an in

teiligent idea of the functions of the body and ill
or us. Some work of this kind is indispensable. and

th a one seems perfectly suited to the purpose for

which it was prepared.“—Indtanopolic Journal.
“
There are few women who would not be benefited

b
y this book. which treats in a plain. practical. sensi

b e. and yet delicate
way‘.

of matters of the gravest mo~

ment."—National Bap! !
.

“The topics on which this book treats are such as

should be known to every woman in the land. It must
be conceded that the more of this kind of literature there
is circulated. the better will be the health of the women
of the land. and a hel to this end is

‘ For Mothers and

Daughters.‘ "— Chris tun Advocate (Pittsburgh. Pa.)
“
Mrs. Cook has evidently the correct idea of the need!

of her sex. for she has given a book which is written

in a clear and forcible. yet delicate style. and treats

u on to ice which are of eculiar value to women."—
Ayatton Republican (Was iugton. D. C.)
“ it is a book full of good sense and motherly and

slsteriy feeling. and is written in a lain and familiar

style. The topics it discusses. with l c aid of pertinent
and lentiful illustrations.

are‘i'ust

those which are of

the rst interest to mothers an daughters. and solar
knowledge ofwhich will save them and their posterity
from a world of suffering and wretcliedness."—Mam
chuutla Ploughmun.



C. F. WELLS, NELSON Srzsk,‘ H. S. DRAYTON, Auteur TURNER,

President. Vice-Preauient. Secretary. Treae. and Bus. Manager.

FOWLER ("7 WELLS CO.

0n Fltbruary 29, 1884, the FOWLER d: WELLS 0'0. was incorporated under the laws

of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prosecution of the business here

tofore carried on by the firm of F0 WLE'R if: WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and oly'ect of the busimu, or in its

general management. All remittances should be made payable to the order of the

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

The Fowler & Wells Co. has been

‘
incorporated under the laws of the State of New York

The Subscription Price ofthe Pusan

OLOGICAL JOURNAL AND SCIENCE or HEALTH l

. . l
U ‘2'00 ‘2

fwar‘
payabl‘ m “dz/am?’

or
$125

1 as a joint stock company, for the prosecution oi’ the

when premiums ofl'ered are sent to suhserthers. l

l
business heretofore carried on under the iirm name of

Money, when sent by mail, should be in the ; Fowler 8; Wells. This publishing house was establish

form of Money Orders, Postal Notes, Drafts on cd by the Fowlers, the well-known phrenologists, in

New Yo; h. or Registered Letters. All Poslmas-
l

1885,and since the death of her husband, which occur

lers are rquirea to Register letters whenever re-
‘ red in 1875, it has been conducted by Mrs. Charlotte

quested to do so.
i
Fowler Wells, the widow oi’ Mr. Samuel R. Wells, who

‘

was at the time of his death the proprietor of the busi

ness. Mrs. Wells is a sister oi’ the Fowiers, and has

‘ been actively connected with the business since the

I
ofiice was first opened in New York, and makes the

present change to relieve herself from cure, and to in

‘ sure the continuance of the business in its present

Silver or other coin should not he sent hy

mail, as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the

mark): and he lost.

Postage-Stamps will he rereived for

t'mrtionalparts of a dollar. These should never

he stuck to the letters, and should always be sent

in sheets ; that is, not torn apart.

(Ihange ofpost-ofiee address (on he made at

any time by giving the old as well as the new ad

dress, hut not without this information.

| form.

‘
At the election oi’ ofiiccrs Mrs. C. F. Wells was elected

1

President. Mr. Nelson Sizer, who has been connected

with the oillce as examiner for thirty years or more,

was elected "ice-President, and has charge of the pro

Lt‘lll‘l‘fi oflnquiry reauestingan answer i'essional department. Mr. ll. 8. Drayton, who has

should ine/ose stamp for return postage, and he been the editor oi’ the PURENOLOOICAL JounnAr. for

sure and give name andfull address every time many years, was elected Secretary, and continues in

You write. a the same position as Editor; and Mr. Albert Turner,

All Lclters should he address-ed [0 F010!” who has been connected with the house for twenty

“’
l’Vel/s Co., and not to any person gonngrfni

‘ years,
and is well and favorably known to the Trade,

‘with the ojiee. In this way only ran prompt and was elected Treasurer of the Company and Business

rare/u! attention he seeured. 5 Manager, and there will be no change in the nature or

All)’ Book, Periodical. Clltll'l, etc,’ management of the business, whlch is continued at 753

may he ordered from this
ofliee at Publishers’ BmadwlytNew York

prices.

Agents Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAL _
“ Health in the H0usehold.”—This

JOURNAL and our Booh Publications, to whom ‘ Work" meeting with hell"? BPPP‘WM 0'1 "Ely Fide

h-bfml km“, will 6‘ given.
Dr. L. Oswald, well known for his strong and clearly

expres-eti opinions on hygienic and medical subjects,

our Preln‘u'" Lis'y Klivi'hg ‘am/314' 4“- says: “Your household book reached me yesterday

smplions of the Premiums ojl-red to suhseribers, evening, and 1 read the first 200pages before night, and

“m- on apph'tah'om
, would have read it through it my women folks had not

_ coaxed me to give them a chance at it. ‘It is not only
our Descripnve C‘ualog'les 0" 9”’

logical and systematic. but the most readable work

Nero List of
“
Books for lVornen

"
will he sent 1 oi’ the kind ever published; and I predict that it is

1,;
any
M4,,“ on ramp, of :mmp fa,- pMmgL 1 destined to become a household work in every popular

1 sense oi’ the word." This is certainly strong praise

FOWLER & WELLS 00" Publishers, l
lroma competent judge,uud in harmony with assur

auces we have received from others, 0! the value and

‘753 Broadway. New York. importance of the work.



2 PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT.

NOTES ON OUR PUBLICATIONS.

HitaL-rn BOOKS.

That many people sutl’er from avoidable causes of

disease is not doubted, and that many people under

from sickness brought on from want of a proper

knowledge of life and health is certain. During the

spring and early summer months, additional attention

and care are necessary, in order to preserve our health

and strength. The change in the season requires a

change in our habits, in our food, etc., and we believe

no better investment of money can be made than that

spent In purchasing books which will furnish reliable

information relating to this subject. We have for

years received almost daily evidence that the knowl

edge gained from our publications on the subject of

health and hygiene have been a great benefit to the

people. Our works have the advantage of being prac

tical, written for the people rather than the profession,

and by writers who have made the subject a life study.

In this connection we wish to cull special attention to

a few of our many works in this department.

The Diseases of‘ Modern Life, by Dr.

Richardson, of England, is undoubtedly the best work

yet published on the avoidable causes of disease. It

covers very full y the practical afl‘airs of life as related

to health and longevity. A large volume of upwards

ofbOO paces. Price, $1.50.

Health In the Household; on. llYGiINlC

Cooxenr. This is undoubtedly one of the most im

portant books issued from our press in many years,

and it is unquestionably the best Cook-Book ever pub

lished. it is almost the only one of any size or import

once which takes into account at all the hcaithfulness

oi‘ the dishes described. The only criticisms that it

has received, have been from people who preferred to

live to eat. rather than to eat to live. Price, $2.00.

For Mothers and Daughters is a manual of

Hygiene for Women and the Household. The author,

Dr. Cook, is a.lady who has had a wide and varied ex

perience in her practice of over a quarter of a century,

and this book is a record of the result of her observa

tion. It should be in the hands of every woman who

would prolong her own life and be instrumental in do

ing good to others. Price, $1.50.

Health by Exercise. This is the title under

which has been published a new and enlarged edition

of Dr. Taylor's celebrated work on Tue Movcnniv'r

Curie. it gives directions for special exercises, and a

summary oft is general principles of hygiene that can

be found in no other volume. It would enable ladies

and all sedentary people to secure systematically the

exercise needed for general health. Price, $1 50.

Massage. Dr. Taylor has also written a new work

with this title, giving the principles and practice of re

medial treatment by imparted motion, with a descrip

tion ofmannal processes. in this we find a considera

tion of physical conditions; the effects of muscular

action on the i stem, with directions for “massage
"

of the skin an lower extremities. upper extremities,

digestive organs and the head, together with the con

ditions essential for its successful application. it will

prove useful to physicians, and especially to nurses and

to all who have in any way the care of the sick and

feeble. Price. $1.00.

The Natural Cure. This is a work relating to the

treatment. of Consumption, Constipation, Bright's Dis

case, Neuraigia, Rheumatism, etc., and is attracting

attention. Dr. Page writes from a new and original

stand-point and in a clear and attractive manner. A

new edition has just been published. Price, $l.00.

How to Feed the Baby, by the same author,

is the best work on the hygiene of infancy yet written.

it appeals to the common-sense of the people, and for

this reason its ieachingshavc been widely adopted and

with most beneficial results. It has passed rapidly to

the fourth edition and should ‘.c circulated by hun

dreds of thousands. Price, 50 cents in paper, and 75

cents in cloth binding.

Horses, their Feed llld their ent. Very

closely allied to the health of the family, is the health

of that most useful or all animals, the horse. While

the country has been flooded with books on the horse,

it very larg proportion of them have been written. and

in some cases circulated gratuitously, for the purpose

of advertising some patent medicine, some sparin

cure, or something of the kind, and they have not dealt

with the hygiene ot‘ihe subject. Dr. Page. the author

of the above works, is also the author of this. A new

edition is now ready, and illustrated with a large num_

ber of plates of famous and thoroughbred horses, mak

ing it the most attractive book ever published on the

subject of horses. Price, 50 cents in paper, and 75cts.

in cloth binding.

‘

For Girls. The fifth edition of this work is near

ly exhausted, and the sixth will soon be on the press.

It hardly seems necessary for us to refer to the warm

words of commendation which this work has received.

We would like to send a copy to every mother of a

daughter, and to every young lady reader of Ta:
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. if you wish to know some

thing oi the book before ordering. send for the " Ad
dress to Mothers and Teachers," which will be sent

free, or the book will be sent by mail, post-paid. on

receipt of price, $1.00.

How to be Well isamanual oi’ common-sense,
practical hygiene. A book for the people, giviugdirec

tions for the treatment and cure ofucnie diseases with

outthe use of drugs. with general hints on health.

Families who would reduce the
amount

of pain and

suffering, as well as doctors‘ bills, should have it.

Price. $1.00.

The Hygolau Home Cook-Book. This

little work has had a very extended circulation and a

new edition has just been published. It is the best

brief collection of strictly hygienic recipes published.

Price, 25 cents.

The Health Miscellany. This is a series of

papers on health topics, compiled and edited from Tue

SCIENCE or HEALTH, the back numbers ofTuI PURE!
oncotcar. Jourman. etc. It contains an extended arti

cle on the External Senses, Sight, Smell, ilearinc,

etc., with illustrations. The cause of and cure for

backache are‘giveu, also the cause and treatment of

catarrli. A chapter on Ethnology, and one of the best

articles on the care of the teeth ever published. The

cause of malarial disease, etc. Many of these papers

alone would be worth all that. is asked f-rr the pain

phlet of nearly a hundred pages. Price, $5 cents.

Dr. Trail’: Works on health subjects are too

well known to require mute than a casual reference.

His Encyclopiedia has found Its way into tens of thou

sands of families, greatly to their advantage.



AD VER TISE/WENTS.

Books for Women. As we publish a number

of works relating to subjects in which women are es

pecially interested. we have made up a large descriptive

catalogue of these. giving extracts from notices of’ the

press. etc.. which we would like to send to every lady

reader of the Junnnan. if you will send us the ad- 5

dresses of your friends who are mothers. and who are

interested in household affairs. we will be glad to mail

this list to them. post-paid.

A Catechism of‘ Phrenology. This work was

announced some little time ago. but was unexpectedly

delayed. It is now ready and illustrates the principles

of Phrenology by means of short conversational ques

tions and answers. thus adapting it alike to the young

and the old.

The work was originally published by a member of

the Phreuological Society in Edinburgh, and is now

revised. enlarged. and illustrated. by Nelson Sizer.

There will certainly be no excuse for a want of infor

mation on the essential doctrines of Phrenology. since

the gist of the subject is here presented so perfectly

yet clearly that even children can not. fail to take an

interest ir. and understand it.

Nearly fifty years ago the original book had reached

a circulation of 20.000 copies. it contains questions

and answers relative to the principles of Phrenology.

its discovery and its use. with the division and the clas

sificatiun of the faculties and nearly one hundred illus

tratiuns. We have added to the work the definitions

of the organs and their Scriptural recognition. prepared

by Mr. Sizer and published under the title of
" Hur

mony of Phrenology and the Bible.“ This is very in

tercsting. showimz that each of the several faculties are

recognized in the sacred Scriptures. It will he sent by

mail. post-paid. on receipt of price. 50 cents. and it is

hoped that the readers of the JOURNAL will send for it

for their own use and to place it in the hands of their

friends.

Book Premiums.—We still continue

to offer a choice between the Phreuologicai Bust. either

the large or small size. Richardson's great. work on the

“
Diseases of Modern Life.“ Sir Charles Bell's “Phl

losophy and Anatomy of Expression.“ and Dr. t‘apen‘s

“
Beminimences

of Spnrzhelrn." These are otfered to

every subscriber whether new or old. whether sent

directly or through agents. In all cases 25 cents ad

ditional to the subscription price must he ittcluded.

Persons desiring the bust as well as the book premium

will be entitled to it by remitting 50 cents extra. mak~

inz $2.75.

Medical Education for Women.—

The ‘New York Medical College and Hospital for

Women held their commencement exercises at Chtcker

ing Hall on the evening of April ist.

large attendance of the triends of the students. and in

terestiug exercises. The American Medical and Eclec

tic institution at St. Louis. MO" also affords a medi

cal education for women. Particulars can be obtained

by uddresslng' the Dean of the Faculty. Dr. G. E. i’it

zer. ll10 Chambers St. St. Louis. Mo.

Messrs. Funk & Wagnalls are

doing a good service to the public in printing in a

cheap form a series of useful books. These should

take the place of the sensational trash that is being

almost forced on the public. 'l‘heir advertisement will

he found in this Number.

There was a
'

RATES FOR ADVERTiSlNG.

One Full Page . . . . . . . . . . .. .

OneHslfPa e ......... . . .

Less than Ha f Page. .50 cts. a line. agate measure.

Second or Third Page of Cover, or First and

Last Pa 0 of inset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$t50.00
Last inside

1?
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 150.00

Fourth Page 0 Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Speclal Rates.

Business Cards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .375 cts. a line.

Business (Reading Matter) . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l.00 a line.

Advertisements must be sent in by the first of the

month. to be in time for the month following. No ex

tra chartre for inserting cuts. No obicctlonable adver

tisements accepted at any price.

'\.\\\\‘\.\‘\ \.\x'vnmmnrvvwvxxfl.\\\\~\\\\xxxxxxw

gUSINiEAISS @ARDS.

I‘lle Hammam, a Family Hotel. with Turkish

Baths. 81 and 83 Columbia Heights. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Three minutes‘ walk from Fulton Ferry.

Hygienic
and Turkish Bath institute and

forth. 18 b 15 Laight St. New York. U. L. Hol

brook. M.D.. Proprietor. (‘Jlrcular free.

il'eTthi's’
"ll'ygehin

"Home

ware. Seen vortlscmcnt.

and Many H. Hanan. Physicians. .

Kllhourn Hygienic institute. Quiet Home

and Skilful Treatment. Kilbourn City. Wis. Drs.

MCELBOY. Send for circular.

Wilmington, Del»
end for circular. Puss:

o

lnvnlltis’ Home. A Manual Labor Hygienic

7
Institute. G. V.

Gtr'rront). .M.D.. Pro'r. Kalgtma. ind.

The New York Medical (‘aliens and line
PITAL ron Woman and iiomco athic Dis ensarv for

Wom'n and Children. 213 est Nth trccLNcw

ll”??— __~_ __.—_-._____*.
Atrenis Wanted to sell our

“
Goon BOOKS

ron ALL." Special terms given. Now is the time

for a cute to work. send for Premium List. Address
F0 'LER & WELLS 00.75:? Broadway. New York.

Printer and Stereotypen—Enwann O. Jan
xnts. Steam Book and Job Printer. and Stereotyper.

INOiQO North William’ Street. New York’ 7

Annie Smith. M.ll., :54 E. 49th St.. City.

-\'\.-\.\\’\,\.\.\A~v\.\\r\/\. 'vvv\.-\.\\-\.\x\.\-\.\\\.\

@DVERTISEMENTS.

F0 0 l] MEDICINE
We provide vital. blood-making foods for all diseases.

slufl'erers from
Dyspepsia.

Consttpation. Nervous Pros

tration. and Die ctes. should send for our free pam

mm- unsn'rn soon 00.,

74. Fourth Ave» New York.

Brooklyn ofilce—ii Clinton Street.
Boston oflice—63 Commercial Street.

PHYSIOGNOMY.
LAVATER’S ESSAYS.

Translated from the German. by Thomas Holcroi't;
also one hundred Physiotznomlcal rules. and a memoir
of the author. Seventeenth edition. illustrated with
u wards of 400 profiles. We are now prepared to sup
p y the English edition ofthis work. and will send by
mail, poet-paid. on receipt of price. $4.00.

Fowmsn a: warms 09., Publishers,

763 Broadway, New York.



4 ADVERTISEMENTS.

IO SEEK IO RECOVER HEALTH

lurking‘
those things which destroy health is rapidly falling into disrepute. Intelligent people hesitate ion to

poison t emselves because they are sick. Plygienic treatment is, therefore, sought and commended as never be ore.

\IVHAT IS HYGIENIC TREATMENT?
It is not baths, nor diet; it is not movements, massage, nor electricity. Though it employs all these, it does so on

principles
very different from those commonly understood. Its reputation has been injured by restricting it to simple

athing and diet, or by using these with mo\ ements, massage. and electricity on n/lnfatlrr'e frl'nrr'flr: and m nll'r

par/m doses. The invai (1world should learn that there is no curatiie virtue in anything outside of the organism;

that it is vitality that cures, not baths; and that the certainty and rapidity of cure depend upon the amount of

vitality. 'l‘a return-at: the [alr'cnl'r waned energizer ir, I/rcrr/ore, r/re Inf/tn! medical wrlrdvm. “'hen baths,

movements, massage, electricity. diet, with pure air and water. are used vlith this first object in view, success to the

patient will be secured, and not before. Accumulation of vital power is the distinctive feature of a true hygiene. For

ten years the physicians of

llrsilaiier'siinuntainPartiiernersvilleilerksEu.,i’a.
have applied these principles with a success which has not been equalled on this continent. It was the Drs. Walter

who first added massage. movements, and electricity to the regular hygienic treatment at the regular prices ; and th

still secure to the patient a larger range of appliances, upon correct principles, and at prices within the reach ofal
than are found anywhere in the country.

DO YOU CONTEMPLATE VISITING A HEALTH INSTITUTION?

Consider carefully: first, the location ; second, the range of appliances ; and third. the cost of treatment.‘
The Drs. Waiter, it can not be denied, possess the finest location in the country. For air, water, scenery,‘ climate

we might almost say case of access. we are beyond competition and beyond criticism. _
Our appliances include the varied forms of baths, massage, the movement-cure, electricity, a hy ‘enic dietary‘ with

the finest fruits and vegetables from our own grounds. We have lately added two 0/ Taylor’: mlr'fulafan, M:
ilmlt/r-Lr/l, and a magnificent Gymnasium wit/r cam/ht: apparatus‘.

THE COST OF TREATMENT.
In this respect we challenge competition. The movement-cure. massage, and electricit are expensive but valu

able. For movements alone the regular price in New York is $50.00 er month without oard ; for massage, ‘a no

each treatment ; for electricity. 50cents to $1.00; all of which, inclu ing tire, lights, board, medical care and atten
tion, are furnished at Drs. Waiter‘s Mountain Park, at from $8.00 to $r5.co per week. The reader may inquire, wrin

so low prices? Our answer is. that pioneers have always had to labor and to wait, and; that our facilities for doing

Work at the lowest possible prices are superior to those of any place we know of.

\Ve shall be pleased to correspond with any artics u he may be interested in our work, or who may seek our service»

All letters ofinquiry should be addressed, enc osing stamp, to Robert Walter, M.D.. \Vernersville, Berks Co., Pa.

Dr. P. Wilson Hurd’s Highland Hygeian Home.

THE WESLEY WATER-CURE,
AT DELAWARE WATER GAP.

Address EXPERIMENT MILLS P. 0., Pa.
Situated in a most herntifnl and henlthmi iorniitv. no malaria, consumption rare. We receive (‘l-ea every

month in the vear. “RE-cut. DIFBASEF l- speclaity. Treatment very successful by Dr. Brinkerhofl'w new

method. with little or no pain or delay from llIlBlDBEE. No cuumg or excision.”

__M Our Hnl‘h‘rul Home‘ 3 man to 0R 8‘,\ LEO" RENT. One ofthe most Popular

WA work for ma board “I'd nemmenh

a
A
n
d
d

Nicer-{tiful

Sunitariutna in the United Staten

Adam“ A. SMITH’ “I'D”
dressl rs. P. .t M. II. HEALD, Wilmington, Del.

°'" “"“W mm’ m

BOOKS F70

‘

B WOMEN.
Treatments, 8] 5. Ex. Fre nntl‘Prcu. 1

rear. For Mon-e" ma
$7‘- Buflflh Pi’r week‘ a! Rl‘li'rsldc

Sanlmn' A practical Manual of l-]i:;i.:|igeli':re$dmfnl..50.
um, Hamilton. lil. h'mh- 13yvm- Girl-“I'll” "98' For Girls: A Special Phvsioloev. $1 00E. [3. RINGLAND, .\I.D., Propt'wloli It is important that every Girl should ieadit.J i_ _ He'alth In the Household. 82.00.

l'he best work on Healthful Preparation of Fond.
H. Home Cools Book. 25 elm; cloth, .50 cu.

A‘
A

Booklof Hygfie‘r‘iiiiRecikpes
for all Homes.

arge cam ogue o 00 l for w ,9

fr -
near Fairvilit- Station. on the Baltimore (‘antral Rall- Send address on postal tn

omen a

road, lwt'fliyst'igllt mi‘es from i’hiludt‘iphia. iii an Fowler-A: Wells 00.,753 Broadway, N. 1’.

ELEVATED. HEALTHY. AND WELL—SHADED . .

norm. Sunny Side Mountain Health Resort.

Open all the year for Patients and Boarders.

Address HANNA W. SIIARPLESS. ROBERT P. PRESTON, IILIL,
Falrvllle P. 0., Che-tor- (30., Penn. Wernernvlllo, no" Beading, Pa.

TERMS MODERATE.



C. F. WELLS, NELSON Sxzen,‘ H. S. DRAYTON, ALBERT TURNER,

Precedent. Vice-President. Secretary. Treaa. and Bus. Manager.

FOWLER <5" WELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER d‘ WELLS CO. was incorporated under the laws

of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prosecution of the business here

tofore carried on by the firm of FOWLER d
’:

WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and oly'eet of the business, or in its

general management. All remittances should be made payable to the order of the

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

The subscriplio" Pl‘h'cvfml PHREN-

‘

Old Manuscripts.—'i'he Editor finds

OLOGICAL JOURNAL AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH it necessary to clear his pigeon-holes of a large accu

it $2.00 a year. payable in advance, or 82,25 ; Initiation of manuscripts thatare not appropriate to the

wbfnpflmiumx ojlfld a” “n, to Jubnn-btrL
1 columns of this magazine. on account. of their length

[
or because their topics are the same as those of

i
iMoney, when :mt h
y

mail, :hould he in the contributions that are awaiting their turn, having been

for,”
0/‘ 1110,“),

0rd,”, pasta] Not“. Dru/N 9" accepted for publication. They would have been re

Ntw Ymk or Rtgifltfld Lulu‘: A” POI/map

‘

turned to their writers had the cost of mailing been in

_ _ closed when sent to this cities, in accordance with the

"r: a" "1"”‘4 1” R‘Z'II” "H"! w/"n'wr 7'"

‘ old rule published at the head of our correspondents‘

quested to do :0. l department. These manuscripts generally possess

‘

qualities of value, and tor that reason they have been

Silver or other tain .thfltlld not be ,rmt b
y

mail, a: it i: almost sure to wear a hole in the

envelope and he lort.

preserved as a matter of consideration for the writers.

The Editor will wait. a reasonable iimc-say 60 days—

. for responses to this notice before disposing of the ac

cumulation through that most etl’ectusl oi‘ methods,the

POSIBQQ-SI amps will he received for waste-basket. Worthy of special mention are these:

fractionalparl: of a dollar. Thas .rhould never

1

The mlphi‘flfim find Mind: Degenefflc! '11Women. by

6: :turh to the letters, and .rhauld alway: he :m!
A‘ C‘ B‘; Mme] mug‘ “ "my in eleven chapter’; Men‘

tal Science and Religion, J. R. L. ; [low the Soul may
in shut: ; that t1, "0! 10"! af’arl- attain to Divine Hearing and Vision, Hickison. J. E. I. ;

Change ofport-afiu addr“; (an 6; mad; at Two Difl‘erent Views of Life, E. N. ; A New Dcpartnre

in the Food Question. A. C.; Sunday-schoola—A Ser

. . . . mon ; Conscience in Psychology and Morals. an elabo

dnn' but not without U“: mfvmalmn' rate essay; My Inquisitive Friend—Goldenrod ; Evils of

Letters oflnqulry requertingan answer Intemperance, J. S. ; Winning his Way. E. M ; Thomas

Mould inf/a" damp fa,- ”tum pol-mg,‘ and b, Campbell. W. W. S. ; The Nation's Wards, D. P. ; The

- - Model Wife. R. R. E.; What is lntt-lii ence YT. G. N. ; A
.mr: and gm: name and/u]! nddren' ever)’ 11"" vision otthe White House J. A. K

‘?

Trees and Flow

Yvu write.

» -

ers. C. J. A.: Thomas Esston, The New Aspect of

.-\II Lellers .rhauld he addrnud Ia Fowl”

‘

Poetry, H. P. S. ; The Domain of Science. Judge 0.:

{y We”: can and not In an}, 1,010” want”!!!

'

Mental Electricity. A.J. J. ; Amnesty in National Life,

with the afia. [n tht': way only can prompt and
G‘ M‘ J‘; Maple Corner‘ A' A' P'

mreful amnziim t: mund. carelessness of Letter-Writers.—

Any Book, Periodical, Chart, etc.,

7
:"

‘:lile'i'a' H‘Ti'i
""1

“11211115434353? Pig"- v I i 0 ma ml el'W C were 89!! 0 C en e etc 00

mafv

5‘ "dtred from M“ of” at PuMU/"r'r
last year, more than 84,000 contained checks, money.

Mr!" etc.‘ to the amount of about 9.030.000. These letters,

Agcu‘s wanted fart/u PHRENOLOGlCAL of course‘ were those which. for want of a proper ad

OURN M H-
-

I

dress, failed to reach those tor whom they were intend

] AL and our BU Pu “atwm' a who,"

. ed. But many letters which reach their destination full

hbtml term: 10'” be gwu"
oi’ their effect through equal careicesncas 0n the part of

oil!‘ Pl‘clllllllll LISI, gim'ng'ro/npln; d4. their writers. The publisher oi‘ a Boston magazine

:enlotion: of the Premium: ofl'ered to suhun'hers, i “"95 his “penance ""15 :

“ ‘

Letters are received requesting change or continu
‘mt 0"

E'Pfll'mh'ofl-

. ance. hnt dated nowhere. or without aignalnre;
cogiesow

_. of our magazine are returned with nothing to a

Our Dose: lptivo Catalogues or our
whence they came; endow,‘ dimmed and “mm

Now Li)’;
of
"Book; for Women

"
will b, “n; are received with nolettcrsinslde. Occasionaliymont-y

_ is received with nothing to indicate where it comes
to any address on receipt of stain) for portage. from, or from whom, and not ln'requcntly the post

ofllce
rtamp‘ls

so

lfndis'linctbthat iitcalrg
not. be

rcadi;- Let all then e care 1
1
. or i one in stu cs are not a

& Pubhlherl, the result oi‘ignornuce. but of carelcanea'. Remember

_
-
that the most important part oi's business letter is the

753 Broadway, New I ol'k. i address and signature
of the writer.“

any time by giving the old a: well a: the new ad



PUBLISHERS’ DEPAR TAIENT.

In Trouble Still.—In the March

number of the JOURNAL we published the following:

“
Where is the trouble ?—We received from James J.

Brown, of New Haven, Conn., a letter containing 40cts.

for ‘Mind in the Face.’ No street or P. 0. box ad

dress was given, and the book was mailed to the New

Haven P. 0. Some time after we received a complaint

from Mr. Brown that the book had not been received.

Soon alter that a notice from the postmaster came, in

forming us that the book had not been called for, and

requesting stamps for return postage, which we for

warded and in due time received the book. Another

complaint came from Mr. Brown, which we answered,

and this letter is returned to us uncalled for. Now in a

case like this, what can he done? We neither wish to

have Mr. Brown a loser by the transaction nor do we

wish to have our reputation injured by the fact that he

has not received the book sent for. But have we not

done all that we can do, and is the faultnot his i In all

cities it is safe and proper that the street and number

be given; it will be likely to save much trouble and

annoyance."

After the above was published, we received from one

of our subscribers a letter under date of March 12th,

showing what he thinks about it. He says:
“ I noticed

in the March number of'l‘ua PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL,

where James J. Brown, of New Haven, Conn., sent to

you for a book, without giving his full address, and you

sent the book to the New Haven Post-otfice. You then

received
a complaint from Mr. Brown that he had not

received the book, and in a short time the postmaster

at New Haven requested you to forward stamps for re

turn postage, which you forwarded and received the

book. I think Mr. Brown, or any one else that sends

for books and don‘t give their full address ought to be

the losers, for you have done all that you can,do. I
don't think that will injure your reputation or have any

influence. Yours respectfully, o. a. e.”

The following letter of March 10th was received from

Mr. Brown, who evidently had not seen the notice in

the March number: “It is now more than three

months since I wrote you for the book
‘
Mind in the

Face,‘ inclosing postal order for the same, which you

acknowledged to have received. Although I have

written you several times in regard to the matter, I

have received no reply; had I any reason to believe

that you are simply some sawdust concern, doing

business under the motto, ‘Receive the money and

then mum is the word,’ I should not expect to hear

from you; but presuming as i do, that you are some

legitimate firm, and not any bogus concern, your way

of doing bilrlDeSS is very strange to me. During several

years past I have received books from the
‘
Harper

Brothers’ occasionally, and have never had the least

trouble or delay in'any way. If you can not fill the

order, why not return the money i In the course of a

few days. I shall know through a communication to

a New York paper, stating the case, whether you are

ailrm doing an honest business or not. I am aware

that some years ago, there was a firm of your name

doing business somewhere on Broadway, but whether

you are this same firm,or some bogus concern using

their name to deceive the public I have no means of

knowing at present; but I will know in a short time.

I should like to receive the book if you have it ; if not,

‘ I should like to have my money returned.’ Any reply

to the following address will be handed me. a

“
Yours truly, Janus J. Bnown,

“
New Haven, Conn."

Our reply to this letter was after a few days returned

to us. from the New Haven Post-ofiice uncalled for.

We then wrote as follows to the postmaster of New

Haven, inclosing the above letter from Mr. Brown :

“
The inclosed slip, cut from a recent number of the

Jonmvan, and the letter will explain itself. Our

answer to this letter of Mr. Brown‘s is returned to us

from your ofiice. Can you give us any sugzestionin

the matter? Please return Mr. Brown's letter with

your reply, and oblige, Very truly yours.

“
FowLnn & WnLLs'Co."

And received his reply as follows:
“
We arejunahle to

locate Mr. James J. Brown in this city, and do not be

lieve he is a permanent resident, neither has he ever

complained of failure to receive mail at this once.

“
Very respectfully, N. D. SPoRn, Postmaster."

Now, if any of our readers in New Haven know Mr.

James J. Brown, will they not call his attention to the

matter? We are suffering under a false charge. Mr.

Brown will of course tell his friends that we are frauds,

advise them to send no money to us: perhaps write to

the newspapers in regard to his experience in dealing

with this house; and what can we do about it? One

object that we have in this matter, is to find Mr. Brown,

if possible, and another is, to ofi‘er a suggestion to each

of our readers, that they will be careful and give full

and definite address each and every time a letter is

written.

Readings and Impersonations.—

Among the most popular entertainments are tho-c

given by competent eiocutionists ; and in this connec

tion we wish to refer to Miss Nettie Taylor, a young

lady of great promise in this direction. In speaking of

her The New York Herald says:
“
Miss Taylor is a

young elocutionist whose natural gifts are of generous

proportions, and whose artistic methods are well

chosen, refined, and effective. She is destined evidently

to attain a high place among lady elocntionists."
h‘

Rev. Samuel D. Burchard, President of Rutgers

Female College of this city, says:
“
she seems to have

the power of touching every sensibility of our nature,

and of perfectly personating any character she chooses

to read. In my judgment she has few equals as an

elocntiontst."

We would recommend our readers to embrace any

opportunity ofl'ered for hearing her, and to those in

need of such services as she renders, can address her at

105Clarke Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Face as Indicative of Char

ACTBR.—Thl9 is the title of a pamphlet edited by Alfred

'1‘. Story, the editor of the Phrenological Heparin:

published by Mr. L. N. Fowler, in London. It contains

the matter published in the pamphlets we have already

advertised, called the “Chapter on‘ Noses,“ “Mouth

and Lips,” and
“
Eyes and Eyebrows," including also

“
The Temperaments,"

"
The Facial Poles," " The

Chin," “
The Cheek," “

The Forehead," “
General

Principles," and
“
Conclusions." Illustrated with a

number of fine and appropriate engravings. It contains

nearly 100 pages, and over 100 illustrations. We will

send it by mail, post-paid, on receipt of 60 cents.



PUBLISHER‘S DEPARTMENT.
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Horses.—Our work on horses i5 so

tilled with new and practical ideas on the care of this

noble animal, that it is attracting the attention of all

thinking men who are interested in the subject. We

print below extracts from a few letters received.

Col. F. 8. Curtis, writing from Kirby Homestead,

Charlton, N. Y., April 18, 1884,says:
“
Messrs. Fowler

& Wells—I want to add my testimony.
to the sound

ness ofthe views contained in the manual of
‘
Horses :

their Feed and their Feet.‘ Food is wasted by the

millions in this country by excessive feeding, and ani

mals are the worse for it. I have found this to be true,

'
tie and other animals. ,

not only with horses, but cat I
e" who will send m me above address‘

Too much buttress is the bane of blncksmiths.
Every

person who owns a horse ought to read this useful

work. and practice its teachings. I like doctors whose

success is found in preveniivss.“

Mr. Milton George, the editor of the Western Rural,

one of the beat agricultural papers in the country, in a

personal letter says :
“
We like your book for the very

reason that it comes nearer to common-sense principles

in the treatment of animals, than the most of veterinary

works."

Mr. M. Gardiner, of Carthage, says :
“
The work con

talus-a great many reasonable ideas and practical hints

about the care and treatment of the horse, and I shall

do what I can in recommending the work to others."

JOirph F. Johnson, East Haddam, Ct., says: uThe

book you sent me on the treatment of horses Iconsider

avoidable work, with some new and very reasonable

ideas which I never before have seen published. I

wish it may reach the hands of every horseman, that

he may study and consult his own interest, as well as

the comforts of the horse."

E. O. P. Andrews, Eden, Me, says: “Your book on

horses is perfectly satisfactory, and every farmer or

person who keeps a horse ought to have it. I have

adopted the two-meal plan with my horses, and it

works to a dot."

if this work was to be placed in the hands of all own

ers of horses, it would add many thousands of dollars

to their working and their commercial value.

An Address to Mothers. ‘We have

published in circular form the address to mothers and

teachers contained in Mrs. Shepherd's book
“ For

Girls." This gives the au thnr‘s reason for writing the

book, and is a plea to mothers in behalf of increased

knowledge for their girls. This, together with letters

from representative people, will be sent free to any ad

dress. on application, and to ladies who will distribute

them among those who should be interested. we shall

be glad to send one or two dozen copies. It is conti

deutiy believed a circular of this kind would do much

good by calling attention to an important subject.

A New Cast—We have added to our

collection a cast of the head of Charles Rngg, the mur

derer of the Maybces, of Long Island, who is at this

time under sentence ofdeath. This cast is on free ex

hibition, and is quite an important addition to our

murderers’ row. As most of our readers know, we have

in our cabinet hundreds of casts taken from the heads

of men noted and notorious in every walk of life,
from

the highest to the lowest. It is a uni its collection,

and the only one oftbe kind in the worl , and attracts

the attention of many visitors. Our readers will be

specially interested in calling and spending an hour

here. .

McComber’s Boots and Shoes.—
On another page in this Number will be found a very

striking advertisement. of Mr. Joel McComber, of 52

East 10th Street, New York. Too much importance

can not be attached to the matter of suitable dress for

our feet, and we would commend to our readers the

statements made by an. McCombt-r. The illustrations

used in the advertisement are from one ofhis pamphlets,

containing a dozen or more page! and more than 20strik

ing illustrations, showing the various styles of covering

for the feet which he makes, the difl'ercnco between his

and common shoes, and the efl'ccts from wearing each

kind. This pamphlet will be sent free to any ofourread

We have given

McComher‘s system a thorough trial, and are fully

satisfied that he does not claim too much for it. After

years of experience in making his patent boots and

shoes, and patent lasts to order, he has now, to meet

the wants of the people, completed arrangements for

the carrying of a stock of ready-made goods, covering

all the various sizes by which he is enabled to lit all,
except very badly distorted cases, from his stock. and,

of course, at more moderate prices than when made to

order exclusively. A shoe that fits well, other things

being equal, will lar outwcar one that does not tit, and

therefore it is a matter of economy, as well as of health

and comfort. to wear these goods. Let each of our

readers sand address on a postal card for his new

pamphlet, and to those who are interested to know
still more about this system, he will send his large

pamphlet, containing over 100 pages. When writing

always mention Tun Pnneuotoowat. JoumvaL.

Evaporating Fruits,-—The processes
of preserving fruit by evaporation are now attracting

verfiride-spread attention, and deservedly so, as it is

agreat improvement on any means used before this.

We have received from the
"
American Manufacturing

Co," of W'nynueborough, Pa., their largo pamphlet re

lating to this subject. It contains valuable informa

tion, as well as a description of the evaporators manu

factured by this concern. it will he sent free to any of

our readers who are interested in the subject.

“ The City Item ”
is the name of

a‘fiaper published and edited by J. Marion Pollok. at
57 Cedar Street, in thhl city, devoted to society, litera

ture, fashion, music, with biographical sketches and

portraits. It is very handsomely printed on due tinted

paper and will be found specially interesting in the dc

partment to which it is devoted,

Postmaster Wells.—Pres. Arthur
has appoinled Mr. Rodney D. Wells as postmaster of

St. Louis, Mo. This is a most important position, and

Mr. Wells will bring to it his extended knowledge of

business affairs with, what we are sure will be, good

results, and m the interest of the service.

An Excursion Party,—Dr. D. C.

Moore, of San Francisco, Cal., is spending the spring

months at Salem, Ohio, and is organlzinz an excursion

party to return with him the first of June. This will

be a party for health, pleasure, and home-seekers. and

the Doctor is endeavorlug to Induce a sufficient number

of people to join him in establishing a
“
Health L'clony

"

at some favorable point. Those interested can secure

additional and full information by addressing D. C.

Moore, M.D., Salem, Ohio.
"



4 ADVERTISEMENTS.

A Merited Rebuke was uttered lately

against a paper published by Dr. A. T. Cuzner, in the

Scienltflc American Supplement, on the subject of

Cereal Flours. The rebuke came from so high a source

as Prof. ‘Albert R. Leeds, Ph.D., Professor of Chemis

try in the Stevens Institute of Technology, and was de

livered before the American Chemical Society. Dr.

Cuzner stated in his article that he had found away

of examining flour, by which all bread-makers could

determine the value of their loaves. He illustrated his

article with pictures which he said represented various

flours as seen under the microscope. Prof. Leeds tinda

that no results of value can be obtained by employing

Cuzner’s methods, and furthermore testities that Cuz

ner’s pictures, which Ciizner asserted were made from

microscopic views of flours. were really copies of pic

tures of thin sections of we wheat berry, and not taken

from flour at all; and further, that these pictures were

taken bodii'y from Prof. Horsford‘s Report on Vienna

Bread, published by the U. 8. Government in 1876. Cuzl

ner's article was evidently writ ten in the interest of the

Franklin Mills, as the burden of its song was the su

periorit y of the flour of that concern, over the flour oi’

the Health Food Company, of "(4Fourth Avenue, New

York. Prof. Leeds‘ testimony, however, disposes of

that fallacy among the rest, and asserts the greater

value of the Health Food Company's product. His

met-(has
been reprinted in pamphlet form, from the

Journal of the American Chemical Society, which we

can supply at 10cents a copy.

Busts for Schools and Libraries.—
We are prepared to furnish for the use of schools, pub

iié'a‘nd private libraries, suitable busts of scientific, ed

ucational, and public men. Our list includes besides

the ordinary ancient subjects, Horace Mann, Audubon,

Prof. Stillman, Prof. Huxley, Cuvler, Alexander llam

ilton, W. H. Seward, Thos. A. Edison, Washington,

Lincoln, Chase, Webster, etc. The prices will be sent

on application.

To Teachers—We wish to call the

attention of teachers desiring employment during the

summer vacation, to the opportunity we oti‘er for doing

good and being paid for it, by the sale of our useful

publications. Our terms, giving full particulars, will

be sent on application.

Everybody’s Paint B00k.—This is

the title oi'a new work on painting, just published by

M. 'I‘. Richardson. It gives instruction for out-door and

in-door painting, designed for the special use of those

who wish to do their own work. It is well illustrated,

and contains a great deal of miscellaneous information

that will prove valuable. Price $1.00.

_
Orange Judd,—The veteran editor

ofthe American Agriculturtrt has transferred his field

of labor, and in a certain sense his allegiance, by be

coming the editor and business manager or the Prairie

Farmer. published in
Chicago.

Mr. Judd will give new
life to this pa er, and his tiirty years of editorial ex

pcriencc will nd a free scope.‘

Phrenological Examinations—In

reply
to inquiries we would say, our cities is n on

da ly during business hours for examinations, w en
competent

persons
are always in attendance. Those

who can no make it convenient to call personally, are

requested to send for circular called “Mirror of the
Mind," which ivos instructions for the taking of pic
tures for exam nation,-a very satisfactory method.

A New Volumes—This Number of

the Jourunr. closes the 78th volume of the Punsxonoc

tear. JOURNAL, and volume 79 will commence with the

July Number; therefore this is a favorable time for

subscribing. Subscriptions received now will date

from July, unless we receive special instructions to the

contrary. We can still supply back Numbers from the

first of January, it so desired.

BATES i-‘oii ADVERTISING.

One Full Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “975.00
One Ball’ Page .......... .. 40.00

Less than Half Pa 0. .50 cts. a line. agate measure.

Second or Third age of Cover, or First and

Last Page of Inset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150.00
Last Inside

Page
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.“)

Fourth Page 0 Cover. . .Special Rates.
Business Cards , . . . . . . . . .. . . .75 ate. a line.

Business (Reading Matter) . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00 a line.

Advertisements must be sent. in by the first of the
month, to be in time for the month followln . No e!
tra charge for inserting cuts. No obicctiona le adver

tiaements accepted at any price.

xx-vvvvcvvv» \xvvcxmvvcxx-vvv

gUSINESS gARDS.

The Hammnm, a Family Hotel, with Turkish
Baths, Bi and 83 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Three minutes’ walk from Fulton Ferry.

Hygienic
and Turkish Bath Institute and

MEL 18 k 16 Laight St. New York. hi. L.Hol
brook, M.D., Proprietor. éircular free.

iiealds’
llygeian

Home Wilmington, Dela
ware. Bees vertisernent. end for circular. PU!!!
and Mamr H. Hanan, Physicians.

Kilbonrn Quiet Home
lg‘yglenic

Institute.
and Skilful reatment. Kllbourn City, Wis. Drs.
McEuwr. Send for circular.

Illviliids’ Home. A Manual Labor Hygienic
Institute. G. V. Grrroan, M.t)., Pro‘r, Kskoma, Ind.

The New York Medical (.‘ollege and Hos
PITAL tort Worms and Bowen alhic Dis one for

$011211!

and Children. 218 est. Nth Street, ew

0|‘ .

Agents Wanted to sell our
“
Goon Booxs

ron Au..." Special terms given. Now is the time

for ents to work. Send for Premium List. Address

F0 LER & WELLS 60., 753Broadway, New York.

Printing and StereotypiumlEnvfii) T):
JBNKLNB' Sons. Book

Priutinga
S ccialty. Estimates

Wpri’mpuy fui'isi’f‘d- Q‘LNFL'L l‘
!

llmEWS:
N- Y

Annie Smith, MJL, 154 E. 49th St., City.

\.'\.-\:\/\\.\\'V\/\J\/\.'\.\I\'\. wvv\.\\-'\.x\.\\l\.\\'v\

QDVERTISEMENTS

P 0 0 D

BETTER THAN

MEDICINE
We provide vital, blood-making foods for all dismal.

Sufl‘erers from
Dyspepsia,

Constipation, Nervous Pros
tration, and Die ctes, should send for our free pam

vblell- uuauna noon c0.,
'74 Fourth Ave" New York.

Brooklyn oiflce—9 Clinton Street.

Boston once—63 Commercial Street.
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PHBENOLOGICKL ‘JOURNAL.

-

ls widely known in America and Europe, having been before the reading worlrl

nearly fifty years, and occupying a place in literature exclusively its own,

viz., the study of HUMAN NATURE in all its phases, including Phrenology,

Physiognomy, Ethnology, Physiology, etc., together with the “SCIENCE 0?

HEALTH," and no expense will be spared to make it the best publication for

general circulation, tending always to make men better physically, men

tally, and morally. Parents should read the JOURNAL, that they may better

know how to govern and train their children. Young people should read the

JOURNAL, that they may make the most of themselves. It has long met with

the hearty approval of the press and the people.

1V. V. Tribune says:
“
Few works will better repay

perusal in the famil than this rich storehouse ot'instruc- storehouse for useful tnought. It teaches men to

tion, which never ails to illustrate
the practical phtloso- themselves. and constantly presents matters o! the high

hy ol'lit'e. with its lively expositions: appropriate ahee- est interest to intelligent readers, and has the adv

0t.'. and agreeable sketches of distinguished individ- of having always been not only

'

up with the mam
uals." a lift/eye Advdlt‘t. I'll.‘

popularity shows the result :1

N. Y. Timn says:
“ Tm;

Pupeuotockcnl
Jounmu.

:merpn“ and bum"

ves that the increasin ears 0 a perio iea is no rea- .

:0’: for its lessening its engteiprise or for diminishing its Sunday-SHIN! T!!!" 58715?
“
A great amount ud)

abundance of interesting matter. if all magazines ln- Vlflfly of useful and instructive matter finds its way i“.
creased in merit as steadily as Tu: PHRENOUOGICA_L

“"5
1?"RH-NOW‘?KIM IMMHY- 1' 1*PFDKVHSIVQ and“.

goon/u...
they would deserve in time to show equal evi- end, In the good

sense ofthose terms—r readable‘ rah.- .

ences of popularity." blc 10""!!!

TERMS.

‘l‘he OURNAL is published monthly at $2.00 a year, or 20
cents

a

Number.
To each yearly

subscri er is given either the BUST or BOOK Premium described above. W hen the Premium,

are sent, 25 cents extra must be received with each subscription to pay postage on (he JOURNAL

and the expense of boxing and packing the Bust, which will
be_

sent by express,I m No. a .

smaller size, or the Book Premium, will be sent by mail. post-paid.

Send amount in P. O. Orders, P. N., Drafts on New York. Orin Registered Letters. Post-

‘

age-stamps will be received. Acenrs Warn-en. Send 10 cents for specimen Number, Premium

List. Posters. etc. Address

‘ " FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers. 753 Broadway, New York.

'

Chrirh'an Union says:
“

It is well known as a
purl""0'
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“Quiconque a une trop haute idée de la force et de la justesse de ses raisonnemenl

pour 5e croire obligé de les soumettre a une expérience mille et mille fois répétée no

perfectionners jamais la physiologic du cerveau."—GALL.

"I regard Phrenology as the only system of mental philosophy which can be said to

indicate, with anything like clearness and precision, man's mixed moral and intellectual

nature, and as the only guide short of revelation for educating him in harmony with

his faculties, as a being of power; with his wants. as a creature of necessity; and with

his duties, as an agent responsible to his Maker and amenable to the laws declared by

the all-wise Providence."—_]0HN
BELL, M.D.

"To Phrenology may be justly conceded the grand merit of having forced the in

ductive method of inquiry into mental philosophy, and thus laid the permanent founda

tions of a true mental science."—Encyclopedia Britannica, 8th Edition.
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PHBENOLOGllllL

é

URNAL
Is widely known in America and Europe, having been before the reading world
nearly fifty years, and occupying a place in literature exclusively its own,
viz., the study of HUMAN NATURE in all ‘its phases, including Phrenology,
Physiognomy, Ethnology, Physiology, etc., together with the “SCIENCE or
HEALTH," and no expense will be spared to make it the best publication for
general circulation, tending always to make men better physically, men
tally, and morally. Parents should read the JOURNAL, that they may better
know how to govern and train their children. Young people should read the
JOURNAL, that they may make the most of themselves. It has long met with
the hearty approval of the press and the people.

N. Y. Trr'étm: says:
“
Few works will better repay Christian Union says:

“

It is well ltnown as a po ular
perusal in the famil than this rich storehouse of instruc- storehouse for useful tnought. It teaches men to now
tion, which never ails to illustrate the practical phtloso- themselves, and constantly presents matters of the high
phy ofliie, with its lively expositions, appropriate anec- est interest to intelligent readers, and has the advantage

dates,
and agreeable sketches of distinguished tndtvrd— of having always been not only

‘

up with the times,. but
nals.‘ a [ill]! in advance. Its popularity shows the result 0|- r n
N. Y. Tr‘nm says: "Tits. PmtsNoLoorcAr. JOUiNAL

emupnse and bmn"

proves that the increasing years of a

iodical rs so rea- _ ..
.

son [or its lessening its enterprise or or diminishing its Sflmifll-sfkwl Tlj'lfl Sly}: A great
amount _nnd

abundance of interesting matter. if all magazines |n~ "flew 0‘ useful "d ms'l'ucm’e "HE!" finds
"P ‘"7 "BIO

creased in merit as steadily as Tun PmmrtoLoctcAL this
PHRKNOLOGICAL monthly. it is progressive and lib

gOURNAL,
they would deserve in time to show equal evi- eral, m the

good
sense of those terms—a readable, valua

ences of popularity." bl: l°""'"l|-

‘

TERMS.

‘

l'he JOURNAL is published monthly at $2.00 a year, or 20 cents
a
Number; To each yearly

subscriber is given either the Bus!‘ or Boott Premium
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UT of the din, heat, enthusiasm, and

confusion of the Republican Conven

tion at Chicago
cornes

the announcement

that James G. Blaine, late United States

Senator from Maine, has been nominated

for the Presidency. There were but four

ballotings, with the result of 544 votes for
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PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT.

the successful nominee, out of 816 votes

cast. How this result was brought about

we shall not discuss. The campaign that

will be opened shortly by Republicans and

Democrats, in warm contest for success

at the November election, will reveal to

the deliberate observer what there was of
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_tion's
council.

"machine
"
work, faction haggling, or

"
trading," if any, among the State dele

gations that made up so large an assem

bly in the Exposition buildingof the Lake

City. Rarely has a great political party

met in general convention so promptly

decided an important question; and in

this respect disappointed those san

guine ones who expected a protracted

conflict, and the appearance of sundry
“ unknowns,” or “dark horses," before

the determining vote.

The nomination of General Logan for

the Vice-Presidency appears to have been

a foregone conclusion after the settlement

of the Convention upon a name for the

first place on the ticket. There was but

one ballot and the nomination was almost

unanimous.

A word here may not be impertinent

or novel on this matter of naming aVice

President. It has been the experience of

our nation during the past thirty-six years,

to lose several Presidents by sudden death,

and that in the early part of their term,

and wisdom, on that account, if not from

the very nature of the position itself,

would dictate great care in the selection

of a man for the second place in our na

One would think from

the proceedings of a Presidential Con

vention as usually conducted, that after

the man had been selected whose name

was to be mentioned first on the ticket,

the appointment of him whose name

would be next in honor, was a compara

tively trivial matter, and to be hurried

over as speedily as possible. No, with

the_melancholy history of Lincoln and

Garfield fresh in our mind, we consider

haste in nominating a Vice-President as

imprudent and ill befitting the needs of

our Government and the dignity of a

great political party. In the present in

stance, the candidate of the Republican

party for Vice-President, although so

quickly decided upon, may not be unsat

isfactory to the majority of those whose

custom it is to vote on that side, as the

man has been long and honorably known

to the people.

JAMES G. BLAINE FOR PRESIDENT.

A few years ago in remarking upon the

character of Mr. Blaine as shown in his

portrait we said :

“
Force seems to be written all over the

head and face. He has courage amount

ing to audacity; the real pluck that does

not stop to reason, to consider personal

safety, or the risk involved; and there is

observable the most remarkable single

ness of purpose, as if his whole mental

life were riveted on a particular object,

just as the rifle in the hands of an expert

marksman may be said to look at the

bull’s-eye and try to hit it. We can im

agine him a boy playing at marbles, or

some more manly game, or as a man, lead

ing the crowd, insisting on his rights, and

rectifying errors with a ringing, dominant

voice that would be heard above all. In

connection with these marks we see gen

erosity, hearty liberality, and especially

the disposition to take the part of the

weak against the strong. As a boy, he

never stopped to measure antagonists, and

his battles were usually fought with those

older and larger than himself. Those of

hi own age soon learned not to venture

an assault upon him, and among his

equals in strength he did not pick quar

rels. He simply repelled aggression, and

helped to settle the quarrels of others.

Those who were older, larger, and strong

er, who dared to attack him, usually found

him ready to fight, if assailed or insulted,

at a moment's notice.

“ That face indicates remarkable health

and vigor of lungs; good digestion, with

something of unsteadiness in the circula

tion; hence, as he advances in years, it

would be'safe for him to avoid unusual

exertion, or the tendency to become un

duly excited.

“The face indicates strength, courage,

fortitude, force, and ardor.

and eyes show practical talent. ability to

gather and remember knowledge, holding

it in solution ready for utterance ; and

that fulness of the eye, and the swollen

appearance below it, show remarkable

The forehead
'
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ability to express his thoughts, feelings,

and opinions.

“
He has large Comparison, which gives

him keenness of criticism, and his Com

bativeness and Destructiveness give

sharpness and vigor to his reproofs. He

never feels better than when he is the

champion of a person or cause that en

lists his personal sympathy.

“ He reads character remarkably well,

which aids him in exerting influence with

different classes of men, and qualifies him

for a leader. He is more ardent, enthu

siastic, and zealous than he is mellow,

bland, and smooth. He has a good de

gree of Self-esteem; he believes in his

own power, his own cause, and in his abil

ity to vindicate himself in what he be

lieves. He is as strong in his friendships

as he is in his antipathies; will go any

length to back up his friends and his

ideas; and his enemies find out that he is

a brave, open, and fierce opponent. He

looks on the sunny side, expects favorable

results, and is well qualified to
breathe

life into any cause or subject which needs

strength, a clear intellect, and bravery of

spirit.

"He has good financial talent; would do

well in any department where economy

and judicious management are required.

He has scholarly talent, in the direction

of literature and practical science. And

if he had devoted himself to medicine

and surgery, he would have made an em

inent teacher in that field of inquiry. As

a lawyer or legislator, and as a business

man, he would see quickly and clearly,

and go straight on to the accomplish

ment of his purposes with force and vig

or, with tact, sagacity, and uncommon

self-reliance."

From 1862 Mr. Blaine has been a rep

resentative of his State in Congress, and

almost from the first conspicuous as a

man of positive opinions, and bold and

aggressive in their assertion.

He was born at Indian Hill, Washing

ton County, Pennsylvania, january 31.

1830, his ancestors being among the early

settlers of that State, from the North of

Ireland, but having a large infusion of

Scottish blood in their veins. Ephraim

Blaine, his greatgrandfather, was honor

ably distinguished as an ofiicer during the

Revolutionary war, and it is said that the

preservation of the Federal army while

stationed at Valley Forge, from the hor

rors of starvation, was in a great degree

owing to his exertions.

At the age of twelve he was sent to

school in Lancaster, Ohio, where he lived

in the family of Mr. Thomas Ewing, a

relative of his father. A year later he

entered Washington College, where he

was graduated in 1847. In 1850 he be

came a teacher in the military academy

at Blue Lick Springs, Kentucky. A few

years later he returned to Pennsylvania

and studied law, but never practiced it.

In 1853 he went to Maine, where he com

menced a literary career, finding employ

ment as editor on the Kennebec Taurnal,

and subsequently on the Portland Adz/cr

tz'szr. In these connections he pursued

no negative course in matters of a politi

cal nature, and being aided by influ

ential relatives on the side of his wife, he

was soon regarded as a rising exponent

of Republican principles.

In 1858 he was nominated and elected

for membership in the State Legislature

from the city of Augusta, and served two

years. Then he was chosen Speaker of

the House, and filled that position with

ability and’ credit until 1862, when he was

elected by a good majority to Congress,

and took his seat at its thirty-eighth ses

sion. In this new legislative field he

found ample range for his vigorous intel

lect, and taking an advanced stand among

the promoters of the war for the Union,

he soon began to be regarded as a leader

on the Republican side. His course prov

ing very acceptable to his Maine constit

uency, he was re-elected repeatedly. On

his election to the Fortieth Congress, he

received as the candidate of the Union

Republicans, 14,900 votes, against his op

ponent's 8,300.

In June, 1876, Mr. Blaine was appoint

ed to fill the vacancy in the United States

Senate, caused by the resignation of Mr.

Morrill, of Tariff reputation, who had
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been made Secretary of the Treasury, and

the next year he was elected for the full
'

term of six years. In 1880 he was put

forward with great earnestness by a large

constituency as a candidate for the Pres

idential nomination, and would probably

have been the candidate of his party had

not the persistency of the Grant faction

rendered it expedient for the Blaine men

to unite with the opponents of Grant in

the selection of the unfortunate Garfield.

For a short time he held the portfolio of

Secretary of State, but the death of Mr.

Garfield, and the succession of Mr. Arthur

brought about a change in the Cabinet,

and the retirement of Mr. Blaine. Into

the controversies of political leaders it is

not our purpose to go—they are topics

that are discussed with the broadest lati

tude by the newspapers. Nor is it expe

dient that we refer to incidents in Mr.

Blaine’s life that are alleged to sully his

reputation for straightforward, manly

conduct. A small foible in a leading pol

itician is magnified by his enemies into

a capital sin, and that which shows him

to be but a mortal among mortals, is often

construed in terms bordering on the de

moniac by envious and disappointed pol

iticians.

In appearance, Mr. Blaine is far from

commonplace. He is above the medium

height, yet with a frame so strongly and

compactly ‘built that he does not seem

tall. Upon a well-rounded and powerful

trunk, his large and well-developed head

is set, with its strong, expressive, and re

ally handsome features. His eyes are

brilliant and keen, their expression of

vigilance being increased by the deep.

overhanging brows. A writer whose po

litical leaning is toward the side in oppo

sition to the motives and measures of the

Maine statesman, thus described him

when engaged in debate:
“
When he rises

to speak you are at once impressed with

his wonderful vigor, vitality, nerve-power.

He is quick, agile, and strong in his move

ments, stepping backward and forward in

the aisle as argument leads him in aggres

sive movements toward his opponents or

persuasive efforts with his friends. He

treads lightly, but firmly; his gestures, if

studied, became second nature to him

long ago, and are now made with uncon

scious grace and strength, and he empha

sizes a point with either hand in amaster

ly way that would indicate some practice

with the boxing-gloves. His style of

speaking is clear, rapid, vigorous. The

magnetism of his audience and the spirit

of the occasion thrill and enkindle him,

and he dashes impetuously on in his ar

gument. Not a little of his influence is

due to his rich, manly voice, which he

pours out until it fills the hall of Repre

sentatives without uttering a false tone,

or giving an inflection that would be out

of place in a conversation with a friend.

He can, in one word, make a speech

without overstraining himself or falling

into mannerisms."

MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN A.'LOGAN FOR

VICE-PRESIDENT.

General Logan has the motive-mental

temperament—in other words, a combi~

nation of the bilious and the nervous ele

ments in his physical make-up. He is

tall and comparatively slim in body, and

his head is
formed on the same plan.

From the ear to the top it is very high,

and it is long on the top from front to

rear. Physically, he is wiry, tenacious,

elastic, enduring; so in the tissue of his

brain there are qualities that indicate a

similar character. The largest organs in

the intellectual group are those in the

centre of the forehead: Individuality,

Comparison, Human Nature, Size, Form,

and Locality. The next largest organs of

the brain are those in the crown: Self

esteem, Firmness, and Conscientiousness,

together with Benevolence, which is de

cidedly prominent. Secretiveness and

Acquisitiveness are moderate or small,

and their effects can only be partially and

for the most part passively supplied by

the intellect.‘ He may make money

easily; but will he keep it? \Ve would

not select him for a financier nor for a

banker; but he would have made a capi
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tal engineer, explorer, navigator, or a
.I

pioneer.

He is careless of mere ornament, but

values the substantials. His Ideality is

not large, and love of the beautiful is

subordinate to his sense of the useful. In

form and feature General Logan is

strongly marked; his hair is iron grey

and wiry; his skin a reddish white or a

nearly twenty years ago :

"
General Logan

is like the great West from whence he

comes: broad and brave; frank and free!

Without pretension or affection; without

bullying or bluster, he is cool and cour

ageous; perfectly composed, and always

self-possessed. He is everywhere at home,

and at your service to go before and to

break the way. If not humble, he is no

jonu A.

livid brown; eyes full, black, and pierc

ing; nose prominent; nostrils large; chin

long and projecting; jaws strong and

well set on; mouth large but well cut;

lips full and firm. His breathing, circu1a~

tion, and digestion are excellent, and he

is in all respects a man above the average

in power and capacity.

The late Mr. S. R. Wells said of him

Loo/m.

sycophant. If not diffident, neither is he

over-confident. He is hopeful, but cau

tious; resolute, if not always discreet. He

is both severe and sympathetic, and he can

both love and hate. He acknowledges no

master but his convictions and his God;

no authority but judgment and justice.

He is a kind friend and a bitter opponent;

a generous giver, though he would ask
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for himself no favor. One of his faults is

prodigality, and he needs more economy."

John Alexander Logan was born near

the present town of Murphysboro', in the

county of Jackson, Illinois, on the 9th of

February, I826. His father, Dr. John

Logan, emigrated from Ireland and set

tled in Illinois in the year 1823. His

mother, Elizabeth Jenkins, was a native

of Tennessee. The fruits of this mar

riage were eleven children, John A. being

the eldest. During young Logan's boy

hood, schools were scarcely known in Ill

inois; accordingly he had only such op

portunities of technical instruction as

presented themselves upon the appear

ance in the neighborhood of some itiner

ant schoolmaster. In 1840 he attended

an institution with the local name of

Shiloh College, which was nothing more,

however, than a country academy.

On the breaking out of the Mexican

war, he volunteered and was elected a

lieutenant in a company of the First Ill

inois Infantry and afterward served as

adjutant of his regiment. In the fall of

1848, upon his return home, he com

nicnced the study of law in the ofhce of

his uncle, Alexander M. Jenkins, formerly

Lieutenant-Governor of Illinois. In No

vember, 1849, he was elected Clerk of

Jackson County. In 1850 he attended a

course of law lectures at Louisville, Ky.,

receiving his diploma in i8§i.whcn he

entered into practice with his uncle. The

following year he was elected prosecut

ing attorney of the Third Judicial Dis

trict, and in the fall of the same year he

was chosen to the State Legislature, to

which position he was three times re

elected. In 1856 he was a Presidential

elector on the Democratic ticket for the

Ninth Congressional District and voted

for James Buchanan for President. Two

years liter he was elected a member of

Congress from the same district, receiv

ing :1 large Democratic majority, and at

the expiration of his term re-elected.

It is said that at the beginning of the

civil war, Logan entertained the thought

of espousing the Southern cause. But

the fact is known that when the troops

that had been assembling around the

national capital in the summer of 1861

began to move out to meet the advancing

Confederate army Logan threw down his

pen and entered the ranks as a common

soldier, and participated in the first battle

of Bull Run, being among the last to leave

the field. Returning to his home, he as

sisted in raising troops, and when on Sept.

18 the Thirty-first Regiment of Illinois ln

fantry was organized Logan was com

missioned colonel. The first engagement

in which he and his command partici

pated was the battle of Belmont, in No

vember of the same year, when his ability

as a commander, and his dash and intro

pidity foreshadowed the fact that he was

to play a conspicuous part in the opera

tions of the army. He took part in the

movements at Fort Henry and was

present at the battle of Fort Donelson,

where he received a severe wound, and

did not rejoin his command until some

weeks afterward. On the 3d of March,

i862, he was made Brigadier-General and

was in the siege of Corinth as commander

of the First Brigade in Gen. Judah's di

vision of the right wing of the army, and

for his services was publicly thanked by

Gen. Sherman in his official report.

When the attempt to take Vicksburg

began, in the fall of 1862, Gen. Logan

had command of the First Division of the

right wing of the Thirteenth Corps. On

the arrival of the command at Memphis,

Dec. 3!, i862, the Seventeenth Army

Corps was organized, and on Jan. I I, 1863,

Gen. Logan was assigned to the Third

Division, in which position he remained

until the fall of Vicksburg, when he was

assigned to the command of the Fifteenth

Army Corps. In the movements about

Vicksburg from February, i863, until

July 4. when Gen. Pemberton surrender

ed, Gen. Logan with his command was

actively engaged, and it was through a

number of brilliant movements by him

that important advantages were gained

and the final result hastened.

In the Atlantic campaign Gen. Logan's

corps was a part of McPherson’s com

mand, which, as Gen. Sherman said, was
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the snapper to the whip with which he

proposed to punish the enemy. During

the movement Logan was conspicuously

at the front and the forces under his im

mediate command bore an important

part in all the actions and manoeuvres

that resulted finally in the taking of At

lanta and the surrounding strongholds of

the Confederates. At Dallas, as at Re

saca, Gen. Logan's command was in the

front, and the desperation with which the

men under him fought showed their im

plicit confidence in their commander to

lead them to victory under the most peril

ous circumstances.

On July 22, I864, Logan, as commander

of the Fifteenth Army Corps, was or

dered in pursuit of the enemy south of

Atlanta. In the hard-fought battle that

followed, Gen. McPherson was killed, and

Gen. Logan succeeded him in command

of the Army of the Tennessee. The suc

cess of the battle was accorded to Logan

by Gen. Sherman's official report. In

subsequent operations in the South, Gen.

Logan's command was always prominent,

and usually successful.

After the close of the war Gen. Logan

was offered the place of Minister to Mex~

ico, but declined. In i866 he was elected

to Congress from the State-at-large in

Illinois by a majority of 55,987, and in the

Fortieth Congress was one of the mana

gers of the impeachment of President

johnson. In the next, the Forty-first

Congress, Logan began to make his mark

as a parliamentary leader. He was then

Chairman of the Military Committee,

and was charged with the duty of investi

gating the sale of cadetships to the Naval

and Military Academies. A number of

Southern carpet-bag Republicans, it was

thought, had swelled their exchequer in

this wise. Pursuing the investigation

with assiduity, Logan caught one of these

and showed up his methods, and com

pelled him to resign.

In 1870 Logan was elected by the III

inois Legislature to the United States

Senate to succeed Richard Yates. After

serving his term he was defeated by the

Independents, who united upon the Hon.

David Davis as his successor, but he was

again elected to succeed Oglesby in 1879.

He has always taken an active part in the

legislation of the Senate and has intro

duced many useful bills. His efforts for

the soldiers have been unremitting, and

among his last operations in Congress

was his earnest opposition to the measures

introduced for the restoration of Fitz

john Porter to the army. ~

Tm: EFFECT or MORAL CULTURE.—

When the good ship Sc/u'ller was steered

by a faithless captain upon the fatal rocks

and went down slowly to her doom, a

group‘of six people sat in the pavilion,

holding each other's hands, calm, pray

ing, awaiting death. One was a girl,

young, petted, surrounded with luxury;

one was a.scholar, trained in many tongues,

a woman of science and skill, with a pur

pose and a career; one was a. daughter,

with life all before her; one was a wife and

one was a husband, with their consecra-l

ted past. And there sat they, in the

midst of the night, going down slowly

into the shrouding waters, calm, prayer

fully conquering death. And as the wa

ter rose around them they arose, still
'

holding each other's hands. And so,

weak, helpless, they were engulfed in the

awful depths, but sublimely triumphant,

they passed out into the unseen Uni

verse. It is character that prevails.

What odds whether it is music or medi

cine, or costume or color, a man's unen

cumbering garb or a woman's multitudi

nous drapery that has occupied the mind,

if that mind can encounter the vicissitudes

of life with fortitude, and face death with

tranquillity.

WORLDLY GREATNESS.

" How miserable a thing is a great man l

Take noisy, vexing greatness they that pleue,

Give me obscure and safe and silent ease.

Acquaintance and commerce let me have none

\Vith any powerful thing but Time alone.

Oh, wretched he, who called abroad by power,

To know himself can never find an hour;

Strange to himself, but to all others known—

Lends every one his life but uses none.

50, ere he tasted life, to death he goes,

And himself loses ere himself he knows."

JOHN CROWNE.
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ORGANIC CEREBRATION.——NO. 2.

(Cnnlr'nuui)

HOW THE SOCIAL FACULTIES COMBINE.

HAVING
spoken of the influence of

the different groups of faculties in

leading oFf and exerting influence, and

laying the foundation of success, in differ

ent persons, we come now to consider

how the different faculties in each of the

groups may give shading and peculiarity

to the character; and we hope to make

the matter so plain that good observers

will be able to judge by the motions, at

titudes, and language of nearly every per

son, which of the faculties in any group

is most strongly developed.

It will not be a difficult thing for a per

son, who knows what faculties belong to

a special group, to lead the conversation

in the direction in which faculties in that

group will be interested. In some char

acters the faculty of Friendship is strong

est. That relates us fraternally to per

sons of either sex or any age. In the

lower animals strong friendship is some

times established between a horse and a

cat; between a dog and a horse; between

a cow and a sheep; transcending the

ordinary affection existing between mem

bers of the same species of animals. There

are a few classes of animals that do not

have gregarious or friendly, grouping in

stinct. Cattle, horses, sheep, and birds of

different kinds go in droves and flocks, and

defend each other and make common

cause against the common enemy.

There are some birds and animals which

hunt alone, and in the main live apart

from their fellows.

The remarkable engraving (Fig. X)

represents the head of a young French

lady who was strongly attached to a lady

of her own age, and neither offers of mar

riage uor influence could induce her to

leave her friend ; this friend, however,

died suddenly, and a day or two after the

burial, she was found in her chamber

dead, having committed suicide; she left

a letter addressed to her parents which

revealed the state of her mind previous

to the fatal act, the substance of which

was that she could not survive the loss of

her friend. If the reader will consider

the immense mass of development back

ward from the opening of the ear; that

the whole back-head is heavy and long

in that region, the excessive development

of all the social organs, especially the

organ of Friendship, will be seen. One

who has the social development weak

(see Fig. 2), will have a short back-head;

it will not be more than half as long

from the opening of the ear backward as

the other head (Fig. 1) is.

When Friendship predominates in the

social group, it will absorb all the other

faculties and lead them to act as it were

through it. Instead of falling in love,

such persons must be addressed through

Friendship, and a fraternal feeling awak~

ened and strengthened; afterward Con

jugality and Amativeness will be called

into action. This is illustrated by young

ladies and gentlemen who attend school.

When the term at the academy closes,

those who have admired each other's in

tellectual attainments, and who have

formed a friendly regard, will agree to

write "friendly letters," and perhaps for

six months this friendly letter-writing is

carried on, when all at once, the lady, for

instance, becomes conscious that some-I

thing more than friendship is now awak

ened, and if that consciousness becomes

reciprocal, it is easy to see that Friend

ship becomes the initiatory of conjugal

and matrimonial attachment.

In age, when Amativeness is supposed

to have little influence in the tie that

unites the elderly people who have lived

happily in marriage, Friendship becomes

the strong tie, along with Conjugality,

and their last days become so influenced

by this bond of Friendship that they feel

greatly troubled when separated. and are

likely to follow each other to the grave

without a long interval.
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will seek to call their little children up

ward toward fraternity; instead of stoop

Fig. l.—-LARGB Socuu. ORGANS.

ing down and petting the child, and

wishing it to remain little, Friendship

associates, fraternizes, says we to the little

one, and desires to have the child grow

tall and seem old and companionable to

herself. Thus the mother will come to

our office with her little boy, perhaps

seven or eight years old; he has boots

like a man, is dressed like a man, has a

watch and a high hat and a cane, and the

mother has trained him to act like a man;

her request is made that we would ex

amine "this young gentleman and see

what his proper vocation will be." Ano

ther woman, in whom Parental Love is

stronger, tries to keep the child back, to

keep 'it young and little. She will dress

him with a wide collar, parting his hair

in the middle, curling it into ringlets;

will keep infantile kilts on him as long

as possible, and when he mus! dress like

a boy, it is like a [ill/e boy, with a jacket.

She will lead him in by the hand, he

being almost as tall as his mother, and

she will say with the tenderest kind of a

smile'as she looks upon him, “I want

you to examine my 1271/: boy, and tell me

what he is going to make." She will

take off his hat or cap, and help him to

the seat, and sit and smile on the "dear

little thing" during the whole operation,

and when she is ready to go she takes

7

Persons with predominant Friendship him by the hand carefully and leads him

‘away, his head and shoulders nearly as

high as her own—Parental Love being

unwilling to let go of him as a baby.

‘Such a woman when she becomes a

grandmother will call her great, six-foot

high, bearded, grizzly sons, My: ,- she can

not let them be men; to her they are

always children, always boys. One of the

other kind will speak of my sons, my

oldest son, when he is not more than

seven years old, provided she has one

younger; and we never saw such a mani

festation, without finding in the mother's

head the organs developed according to

the principle here set forth.

Where Conjugal Love is the strongest,

men for instance, and notably women, are

never flirts; they never pay attention to

the other sex for the pleasant excitement

of it. Any attention which a man may

offer, he considers of a matrimonial na

ture. Any attention received by a woman

having Conjugal Love strongest, will think

of it in the light of matrimony, and if

she can not reconcile herself to the idea

of marrying the man, she will have very

little to do with him in the way of socia

bility. Such people never "court for

fun "; they are generally sober and earn

est about it, and to them attention means

matrimony; and when experience and

acquaintance seem to indicate that they

are not so well suited to each other as

they ought to be, they drop the subject.

so as not to be the occasion of establish

Fig. a.—SMALL SOCIAL ORGANS.

ing any expectations which may not be

realized. We see ladies who will hardly

treat a gentleman with ordinary respect,
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certainly will never permit the remotest

cordiality and freedom unless she has her

mind made up that matrimony might be,

if offered, feasible.

There is many a gentleman who seems

quite distant and dignified among ladies,

as if he hardly liked their society; he

acts, in fact, among ladies as if he were

engaged to some one who is absent, or

like a man who is married and feels that

general courtesy is all that is permissible;

but let that young man find one whom

he thinks he may marry, and his Conju

gal affection will be awakened, and there

will be an intimate, confidential sympathy

established which will lead everybody to

suppose that they are already engaged.

To such a person courtesy means love,

and love indicates the lifelong matri

monial bond.

By this it will be seen that ladies or

gentlemen of culture, and reputation, and

refinement, may sometimes seem pecu

liar, singular, and capricious in their con

duct toward people of excellent stand

ing and character. Where Conjugal Love

is not well developed, matrimony is based

upon some of the other faculties ; it may

be upon Friendship, as we have said, as

the leading principle in the attraction ; it

may be on Amativeness mainly, and then

their continued harmonious relations are

likely to be doubtful. People who are

attracted by passion are not likely to con

tinue in harmonious relations unless they

are so equally mated in that respect that

the bonds shall be thereby made continu

ous. If one should be less developed in

this respect or have less constitutional

energy to sustain it, and the love were to

falter, disagreement, disgust. separation,

or divorce might be the result; but if

Conjugal Love and Friendship were

equally strong, the bonds of union might

be unbroken, though one strand,Amative

ness, of the threefold cord were weak,

or did not work in harmony with the

others.
'

There is one more organ in this group,

namely, Inhabitiveness. If the reader

will think for a moment, one or more

persons will be recalled whose attachment

to land and house, and home, and home

affairs, seems to be the strong, central

element in their social life. When they

receive company, they will show to that

company the rooms, the conveniences,

the beautiful outlook this way and the

other, they will show the garden and

land, the spring, the bird-house, the

orchard, and will seem to worship all that

belongs to the home. Like a young bird

that has just built her first nest, it is

looked upon as a marvel and a paradise.

Such a mother or father willinspire their

children with the fondest regard for the

home, the land, the roof, everything that

constitutes the place called home; and

memory, when they separate, will come

back to the old hearth-stone, the
“
old

oaken
bucket," the “old arm-chair," the

old shade-tree, and thus it seems to be

the golden censer in which the incense of

love is contained, and without which it

would be in danger of being dissipated.

Patriotism is the name for this feeling

when it widens sufficiently to take

in one’s whole native land, his own home

being, of course, the one bright, central

point of it. It is beautiful and wonder

fully useful to have this faculty strong.

Such men when they have closed their

store, or shut down their mill, or un

hitched their team, will go as straight

home to the house and the family, as the

horse would go to his stall if unhitched a

mile from it. Add to this Parental Love,

Conjugal Love, Friendship, Amativeness,

and we have the entire concentrated force

of all that is social in our being. If this

home-feeling be weak, men and women

like to "go somewhere"; women will

make many calls; like to make little trips

to neighboring towns to see anybody they

can think of as an excuse for shaking off

the tedium of staying in one place. A

man will go to his club or lodge, or to a

bar-room, or the bowling-alley, not that

he loves his wife and children less than

many others, but the home seems to him

a kind of pen,'prison-house, enclosure,

restraint, and lacks elbow-room and free

dom; he might take his wife and chil

dren with him to make excursions that
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were delightful and unexceptionable. The

German takes his vrau and the children

to the lager-beer saloon; they sit around

the table and sip their lager in company,

and even the baby in arms is given a taste

of it, and they go home together. In

such a case it would be presumed that

the family loved each other better than

they loved the place where they lived;

but the society and the lager take them

away; their love and fraternity with each

other take and keep them together, in

going, remaining, and returning. Com

mend us to the men who have no fugitive

entertainments to which the wife and

children might not be introduced and

become participants.

The love of home, Inhabitiveness, is

also indicated by the manner in which

men and women are willing to spend

money. Those in whom Inhabitiveness

is predominant and the other social

organs well developed, will earn money

with pleasure, and pay it out liberally in

whatever is calculated to make the home

rich, pleasant, and valuable. In New

England, particularly, the house is the

great thought; money is expended for

that without stint, and there seems to be

a pride in having a good house well fur

nished and the home made attractive.

We have never been in any region where

the houses were so good, so nicely kept,

and so attractive as those of New Eng

land, or their descendants West, in pro

portion to the ability of the families to

expend money. In the German settle

ments through New York, New jersey,

and Pennsylvania, the people are great

admirers of stock, and the barns are

generally a great deal more costly and

elaborate than the houses. We have

seen many a farm in Pennsylvania worth

from a hundred to two hundred and fifty

dollars an acre, with a barn perhaps cost

ing from six to twelve thousand dollars,

and the house roomy enough, to be sure,

but in which a man in New England

would dislike to live, though his income

were not more than a dollar and a half a

day. We have seen men, however, in

New England, who would spend earnings

freely on horses and vehicles for driving,

dogs, guns, boats, fishing-tackle, and the

like, who would permit broken windows

to be mended with paper, or old hats,

and doors to drag and not latch, the roof

leaky, and everything indicating a kind

of squalor inside.
'

Women sometimes worship their

houses, and are more anxious to have a

coat of paint, or new carpet, or nice cur

tains than they are to have good clothing

or luscious food; others are the reverse,

and dress themselves and their children

finely, and eat sumptuously, but leave the

house with shabby appointments, and

seem to care but little about the general

appearance.

The people in the South are less in

clined to spend their money on houses

than on lands and horses and hospitality;

yet they have that kind of Inhabitiveness

which gives an intense patriotism; they

think a great deal of
"
My State," "My

section," “The South," and we commend

the spirit. Perhaps the New Englander

is equally proud of his State, but specially

desirous to have his house as good as

he can afford it. and often considerably

better. A Southerner’s house or a Penn

sylvanian’s farm-house are not much of a

criterion by which to judge of their

wealth. The New Englander's house is

sometimes all the property the man is

worth, and he has to work at a trade or

on a salary to eke out an economical ex

istence; but his door-yard, fence. green

blinds, white house, must be kept in

shining array, and he may not have a

hundred dollars to his name, after his

incidental debts are squared up, except

the house. NELSON SIZER.

A woRD.—-lf you d on't like any one's

nose, or object to any one's chin, don't

put your feelings into words. If any one's

manners don't please you remember

your own. People are not all made to

suit one taste ; recollect that. Take things

as you find them, unless you can alter

them. Even a dinner, after it is swal

lowed, cannot be made any better.
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JAMES R. DODGE,

STATISTICIAN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

THIS
portrait indicates a man of strong

vitality, as if he had descended from

a long-lived family, and was destined to

carry himself strongly to a good old age.

We judge that he partakes more of his

mother's than of his father's nature and

characteristics; that he is remarkable for

his ability to gather knowledge, and to

If he

were educated to medicine, for instance,

make himself master of details.

he would be likely to attain to eminence,

especially as a teacher in that field. He

talks to the point, carries his knowledge

in his head, and is able to recall it when

he is required to use it. He should be

known for exact knowledge, for statisti

cal ability.

press he would wield a prolific pen; his

If he were a writer for the

style would be historical; every point

would be nailed with facts, and he would

have less occasion than most men to re

fer to books. He would carry his knowl

edge in his head; once acquired, it is not

lost, but his memory holds it ready for

use.

His constructive talent is ample. If he
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were called to practice anatomy and sur

gery, or to any other pursuit requiring

mechanical knowledge and talent, he

would secure success. He enjoys music,

and if he had been educated in that di

rection, would show superior excellence

as a performer. He has financial capaci

ty, would manage a complicated business,

and take care of the monetary phases of

it soundly and well.

He has force of character, which gives

him the ability to meet and master diffi

culty and opposition, to conquer obsta

He is

cautious; has policy, prudence, and a

judicious method of carrying himself and

handling subjects. He is firm, deter

mined, capable of managing people and

exerting an influence. If he were a pub

lic speaker he would usually obtain the

favor of his audiences, because he is nat

urally very concise and practical, if not

fluent. He has a great deal of natural

magnetism; people in his presence feel

mellow and malleable.

cles and override impediments.

He reads strangers well, and under

stands how to manipulate sentiment so

that people of diverse characteristics will

find in him a common bond of union, and

being so well understood by him, he can

adapt himself to them without difficulty.

He has the intuition that not only com

prehends strangers, but combines and or

ganizes facts and thoughts and opinions

without hesitation or delay.

He ought to be known for sociability,

strong affection, power to understand and

mould people by making them feel com

fortable. Those who know him dis

like to deny him any favor that he may

require. ‘When among strangers, they

show the disposition to conform to his

wishes; if he has a large frame, and con

siderable weight of body, he carries with

him an uncommon amount of dynamic

power in a mental sense.

He is capable of attending to affairs by

bringing everything that is within range

and reach under contribution to minister

to his success.

officer in adeliberative body, or a teacher,

he would attend to everything that be

longed to the position, and carry the

whole subject matter in his head, and

would seldom have his decisions appeal

ed from successfully.

As he resembles his mother, he ought

If he were the presiding

to associate matrimonially with a woman

who resembles her father, who has a

square, high forehead, and who is proud,

firm, ambitious, determined, energetic,

and positive.*

The subject of the foregoing remarks

is a gentleman occupying a position that

is one of the most important in its rela

tive bearings upon the chief industry of the

American people—agriculture. This pok

sition he has filled for twenty years, and

as statistician of the Bureau of Agricul

ture at Washington, it can be said with

truth that no man in that department

performs more useful work.

He was born in New Hampshire, and

after obtaining an education he went

South, remaining in Mississippi five years,

where he taught school and wrote for

the press, meanwhile closely studying

Southern agriculture. The next five

years were spent in newspaper work in

Nashua, N. H., and the next seven years

in Ohio, where he was editor on the

Amzrimn Ruralz‘st at Springfield, and the

Daily Telegram, afterward merged into

the Springfield Republic. In the long

session of I86I—2, Mr. Dodge was Senate

reporter for the Republican and the old

National Inlellzjgmcer.

When‘ the Department of Agriculture

' The phrenological nntel were made from a portrait

of Mr. Dodge, and written out before the examiner was

informed as to the name or history of his subject.
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was organized in 1862, he was engaged in

its service, and for years prepared the re

ports that were published by the press

throughout the country. Through this

semi-literary connection his special fit

ness for the work of the department be

came known, and in 1868 he was appoint

ed to the charge of the statistical divis

ion, but still remained editor of the

Annual Reports. He has occupied this

place ever since, with the exception of

three years in special statistical service

of the Treasury and Interior Depart

ments. In the latter he was special

agent of the tenth census for the collec

tion of statistics of agriculture. He re

turned to the Department of Agriculture

in 1881.

For fifteen years he wrote the larger

part of all original matter prepared for

publication in the department, and re

vised and edited all its publications. In

1873 he made a report of the
"
Sheep and

Wool of the World," being one of the

Vienna Exhibition reports.

Some idea of the responsibility attached

to the place of Mr. Dodge may be infer

red from a statement made not long since

in the Natz'anal Farmer to this effect:
"
The duties of this ofi'ice are as wide as

the facts of agriculture, and'the processes

and practices which they illustrate, and

not merely confined to current crop re

porting. That feature involves an organ—

ization of two thousand reporters, each

representing a county, with about six

thousand assistants. Returns are made

on the first day of each month, each cov

ering the producing area of a county, and

the acreages deduced are modified in ac

cordance with the respective crop areas and

capacity for production of the counties. It

will be readily seen that the average of a

thousand reports, each of which represents

only the crop of an individual, as at the

best the extent of his personal observa

tion, is unreliable. The acreage which

each report covers is the most important

element in the calculation.
'

"Besides these correspondents there

are State agents, charged with supple

menting and perfecting the work of cor

respondents; and recently a statistical

agent in London has taken the European

field to report upon prospects and results

of such products as feel most the compe

tition of American products. The public

interest and confidence in the work of

this division is rapidly increasing. The

accuracy of last season's estimates of

corn, wheat, and cotton have especially

contributed to this result."

DOGS AND HUMANs.—A few weeks ago

there was a great "bench "or dog show

in New York, and physiognomists who

were drawn there could not have avoided

mental comparisons with individuals near

by who were too much interested in the

terriers, bulls, hounds, poodles, and other

classes of dogs to notice their side

glances. One’s reflection might be sup

posed to have been after this fashion: ‘

There is a bull-dog—that man in the

brown suit yonder, with bandy legs and

heavy shoulders. His small eyes closed

under the brows, the smooth bullet fore

head, the heavy jaw and snub nose—all

are essentially bull-dog. Then there's a

mastifl', with the double-bass voice and

the square-hanging jaw; and by him the

shabby-looking tumspit, with his ear out

at all sides, and his eye drawn up to its

roots; and there the greyhound, lean of

rib and sharp of face. Down by that

stand is a terrier, with a snarl in his

voice and a kind of restlessness in his

eye, as if mentally worrying a rat. See

that tyke, all beard and mustache and

glossy curls, with a plaintive expression

of countenance and an exceedingly meek

demeanor; and with him a noble old

Newfoundland dog, perhaps a brave old

soldier, who is chivalrous to women and

gentle to children, and who repels petty

annoyances with a grand patience that is

veritably heroic.

Reader, if you know a Newfoundland

dog-man, cherish him; stupid as he

probably may be, he is worth your love.

But be watchful of the terrier—especially
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the snarling, fretful little bull—and more pected; he's a bad dog to keep in hot

especially look out for the spitz-beauty: weather.

ashe is he's capricious and malign sud A dog show is a good place to study

denly giving you a nip when least ex- character—in its animal relations. D.

A FEW OBSERVATIONS.

FROM youth to age we wonder

Why some are given thunder

And lightning, mud, and rain,

While others get the sunshine,

And flowers, and cake, and wine,

While most of 'em are not a whit better than we

are, and some

Are as ugly as Cain.

It's just as true as preaching,

That some of the most meeching

And meanest folks are blest

With houses, land, and money,

And fed on cream and honey,

\Vhile some folks enough sight better have to live

on rye-and-indian,

And never get a rest.

Upon my word its funny

How some folks get the money,

While others go without.

Perhaps your own twin-brother,

Or if not him, another,

Will rake in all the boodle and buy a house and

lot, before

You know what he‘s about.

You see they know, by thunder,

Enough to stand from under,

And dodge the mud and rain.

That way, we might have money,

And live on cream and honey,

And be just as fat and impudent, and put on airs ;

take our brother's notes; put things out of reach;

be called self-made, but

lt goes against the grain.

\ms. E. M. AMES.

m -

SlClLY AND lTS ANCIENT MEMORIES.

~‘ICILY -was called the Trinacria by

the Greek navigators, from its re

semblance to a triangle in form. It is

separated from the mainland of Italy by

the Straits of Messina, and has an area of

[0,000 square miles. It is a land of ruins

destroyed by war, despotism, pestilence

and famine, earthquakes and volcanic

eruptions, until the little ill-fated island

with its bare mountains and desolated

valleys seems to echo everywhere with the

sounds of a vanished past. The most

northerly part is traversed by a continua

tion of the Apennine range, called the

Neptunian Mountains; and at some dis

tance south, near the eastern coast, is

Mt. Etna. It is the largest volcano of

Europe, and has a height of 10,874 feet

above the sea. The base has a circum

ference of ninety miles, and the slope from

the top to the bottom of the mountain

cone is about thirty miles in length. The

top of the mountain is generally covered

with snow. The lower portion from the

base, fifteen miles upward, is cultivated

and populated, abounding in vineyards

and olive grounds. Vineyards thrive in

the lava of Mt. ZEtna. The whole dis

trict is thickly inhabited. It is delightful

to walk through the villas and down the

narrow lanes that separate the vineyards.

Here may be seen the peasant girls of the

country with baskets on their heads filled

with grapes—a happy-looking set of be

ings,with merry voices rippling in laughter

or ringing in song. The Sicilians are true

children of their native land—as sunny in

disposition as one of their own sunny

days; intense, fiery, and as impetuous

as if within them burned a hidden vol

canic power sometimes overleaping rea

son and order.

Two races, quite distinct, now inhabit

the island. In the north may be found

the Italian race, but it is not of pure de

scent from the ancient people—far from

it; in the south the African-Saracenic

declares itself by the swarthy skin and
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salient features. The student of ethnol

ogy may spend a winter on the island

profitably in observation among the peo

ple. Catania, near the base of IEtna, is

one of the most beautiful cities of Italy.

Although it has sufiered from the erup

tions of iEtna, many of its buildings have

been erected of the very lava which had

destroyed previous edifices. Manya scene

in Latin history rises before us as we gaze

amphitheatre, tombs, marble quarries, and

catacombs. In Syracuse one can roam

through miles of ancient catacombs and

subterranean passages. The amphitheatre

is visited by admiring travellers.

The Ear of Dionysius is one of the few

things worth seeing and remembering.

It is avast excavation in solid rock, where,

it is said, Dionysius the Second imprison

ed his victims, and listened to their groans

PEOPLE OF SICILY.

upon these cities with their ancient ruins.

A cathedral at Syracuse is built in part

from the remains of a temple of Minerva,

and at Trapani, the ancient Trepanum, we

remember Anchises and IEneas. The

Syracuse of _to-day, encircled by its mel

ancholy ruins, its harbor choked with

sand, and breathing poison from the sur

rounding swamps, is a far different city

from that of the past; but the Syracusan

prides himself on his ancestry, and proud

ly points out the ancient fortifications, the
‘

asa sort of pastime. The reverberation in

i
this cavern is so great that the slightest

, sound, even the tearing of a piece of paper,

produces a loud report. There are ruins

‘
of human life in Syracuse as well as ruin

; ed walls—beggars who beggar description

:—-—horrible objects from whom we turn

away in shuddering pity; little children

taught pauperism from earliest infancy.

and in whom the child-life is still fresh.

, Begging has been, until quite recently.

the principal employment of whole dis
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tricts of children; bareheaded and bare- It is a relief to turn now and then from

footed in picturesque rags they run by I ruined walls and human deformities, while

the tourist's 'carriage, crying:
“
Datemi we drive in the sunset under those beauti

qualche cosa" (give me something) A ful skies, and watch the soft tints of the,
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traveller once accosted adirty little fellow l distant mountains, breathing in the deli

with the words: “
Have you ever washed

' cious fresh air as we fly along the smooth

yourself?" To which the young son of sea-shore roads, forgetting the scenes that

Italy replied, in surprise: "Never, sir. have been witnessed by the setting sun

Never!" in other days of convulsions of nature
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and of human cruelty. In their wars and

pastimes the old Sicilians illustrated the

development of their basilar organs. The

coast and inland scenery is charming,

while in thick profusion grow wild-flowers

of great beauty.

A picturesque old town is that of

Taormina, in its changing outline and

weird scenic effect, surrounded by tower

ing peaks of rock; Mt. XEtna blue and

clear in the distance; the bay lying calm

and pellucid as a mirror reflecting the

surrounding scenery. Taormina was once

called Taurominum, because it was built

for building purposes. The Temple 01

Neptune, at Paestum, is very impressive;

it seems to have been erected for the gods

of Homer. Thirty-six Doric columns lift

themselves from the earth as if growing

like a lily. Lighted up by the gold of

Southern sunset the scene is enchanting.

One who has visited this island advises

that if a trip to Sicily is intended, the

passage should be taken to Palermo

rather than to Messina, in order to enjoy

the entrance into that lovely bay, with its

glittering city and vast semicircle of

rocky mountains inclosing the fertile

TEMPLE or Nzrruse AT PABSTUM.

on the summit of Mt. Taurus. It was

founded by Andromaches, father of the

historian Timaaus, with the inhabitants of

Naxas, after the tyrant Dionysius had de

stroyed the latter city. Taormina has

sufi'ered in war, especially in the times of

the Saracens, who destroyed it about the

year 893. Earthquakes have also brought

the once beautiful city low. The suburbs

are celebrated for their antiquities, especi

ally for the ruins of its theatre, which is

the most notable of all, and is said to be

one of the finest specimens of architect

ure for scenic effect in existence. It could

accommodate 25,o_oo persons. Many of

the architectural ornaments have been

removed by the inhabitants, and used

plain of some 2,500 metres in circumfer

ence, called by the Sicilians the Corica

d‘Oro, or Golden Shell. As we thus enter

the
Monte Pellegrino, on the right, rising

to close upon 2,000 feet, presents a majes

tic appearance. The day's excursion to

Solunto is one grand object in visiting

Palermo (of the main features of which

the engraving gives some idea). The few

columns and other fragments add greatly

to the prospect, and show to the in

structed observer how well the Greeks

understood the relation of nature to art.

When visiting this scene one will find it

an easy climb to the top of the hill, from

which a most satisfying view of Palermo

is obtained.
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How changed are all these scenes of penetrate the dim vista of centuries, nor

pride and grandeur! Huts now where sec beneath thy ruins.

once great temples reared their walls,| We walk amid the desolate temples,

and beggars to-day where once were treading on the green grass and wild

silken robes and banquets of joy and

l

flowers at every step, thinking of the

wealth. Old XEtna towering far above, vanity of all human greatness, and look
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with your bare and grizzled cone, alone,

}

ing from the ruins to the unchanging sky,

desolate, and mysterious, mighty in your we can not but exclairn:

awful grandeur, where are the castles and
“
Still :h'

unbgkcn Csltflmlfiis

stand

dSince those oric s :1 ts rst stoo ,

lofty walls that once decorated your val-
A momma years‘ WM Storm and mood.

leys below, and were to you but as the Ha" fimcly swcpncmnhchnd;

plaything Of an hour; where are the Old But like the sea, to which they're vowed,

. bl \
'
. f 2.

Roman and Saracen heroes, the con-
on‘ho" "m ‘’

““‘“‘_““f"
Calmly breathes Eternity.

quered and the conqueror? We can not
SARA KEABLES HUN-1;
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A CRANIOLOGIST’S PARADISE.

A VISIT TO THE CHURCH OF ST. URSULA IN COLOGNE.

rI‘HE
many repositories of human re

mains existing in various places on

the Continent present a most interesting

field for the researches of the scientific.

and to none a richer one than to the

phrenologist. The pious labors of the

monks of the Middle, and even earlier

Ages, in preserving relics of the de

parted in their numerous cloisters and

institutions, and which are still kept with

a superstitious veneration in churches

and cathedrals by their successors, are

now being made available. In such col

lections Carl Vogt and other distin

guished researchers have directed the

phreno-anthropologist to an important

mission~the solution of the problem of

the character of unrecorded or geologi

cal peoples. To our race the ancient

European remains are, of course, the

most valuable, as from them are we, to

a great extent, descended, and from them

we can tell almost the exact mass of our

intellectual development. In this respect

the collections of the Catacombs of Paris

and Rome may indeed be considered

rare treasures. The former has already

been examined by Vogt, and astonishing

proofs for the truth of the historical de

velopment of the brain found. Another

collection, probably the most interesting

of any on the whole Continent, more es

pecially because of the legends and history

connected with it
,

is in the curious old

church at Cologne dedicated to Saint

Ursula and the 11,000 virgins—which,

having visited, we introduce to our

readers as “A Craniologist's Paradise,"

—though our description may not claim

to be in every sense a scientific inves

tigation.

The title is not inapplicable, though

the scene which is presented to the eye

on entering the gloomy building is rather

more calculated to conjure up visions

other than paradisial. It was somewhat

late in the afternoon as I entered the

edifice of skulls. Mass had just been

celebrated, and, though a week-day, I

met many people coming away who ap

peared perfectly unconcerned at the many

death-relics around them. I stood on one

sideof a kind of lobby, in order to allow

the crowd of worshippers—the poor, the

lame, the halt—to pass, when my gaze

was riveted upon the walls around me.

In iron-grated compartments a vast num

ber of skulls were seen through the dust

covered glass panes which enclosed them,

while nearly one entire wall, instead of

being plastered with ordinary cement,

was completely covered with a sort of in

laid work of human bones arranged in a

most curious manner. An old priest

like guide came and offered his services

in going through the church, and led me

into the centreaisle, where were Ollie!’

cage-like compartments let into the ma

sonry also containing skulls, one appear

ing between each grating. These cases.

numbering about twenty, almost entirely

surrounded the body of the church, each

containing about twenty-four skulls. In

two opposite side-aisles were four larger

cases containing each one hundred and

twenty skulls. On each side of the choir

were five cases, and still others stood in

different parts of the church. Besides

these were colossal stone urns, one of

which measured fifteen feet long by six

broad and seven or eight feet high, filled

completely with human bones. On the

top of one of these were placed the

statues of two early bishops of the

church like guardians over the sacred

relics. Our guide was full of the history

of the place, mixing legend and fact and

history at every point, and, after show

ing us an incalculable number of skulls

and bones, said that sacred remains were

also buried in great quantity under the

very pavement.
"
How many skulls do you suppose are

contained in the church?" I asked.

“At least eighteen hundred," he re

plied, "but the bishops of the church
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have presented many hundreds to other

churches. Many have been sent into

Switzerland, France, England, and also

America, there to be preserved as me

mentoes of the saints."

"The number of skulls," I said.
“
would

appear to vouch for the truth of the le

gend connected with St. Ursula. Do you

really believe the truth of it, and that

these are the skulls of St. Ursula and

her 11,003 virgins?"

"Certainly," he anwered, "and I will

give you a true account of them."

With this he handed me a neat little

pamphlet, written by a priest of the

church, containing the legend, or rather

ions from among the most honorably de

scended maidens of the land, and that

i she herself and each of her ten selected

| companions should be accompanied by a

i
retinue of a thousand female companions,
‘

for whom a flotilla of eleven three-oared
'
ships should be placed at disposal.

‘
"When the flotilla was ready, the pil

grims started from their homes, and

l were engaged for some time, to the great

‘amusement of the court and people, in

pleasure excursions along the English

}
coast. But Ursula did not thereby neg

l lect to exhort her followers to the scr

‘ vice of Christ. Meanwhile, as the time

1appointed for her marriage with Conanus

legends—for there are many vef5ion5_ .‘ was fast approaching, there arose (in 8.11

and which I can not do better than com- swer to the fervent prayers of the young

municate here before we proceed further. women) a violent storm, which drove the

We give the two chief ones in the order
i
flotilla upon the coast of Holland. Ur

in which we find them.

THE LEGEND OF ST. URSULA.

"St. Ursula, according to the legend

of Surius (written before 1111), was born

in Great Britain, of Christian parents.

King Dionetus Maurus was her father

and Daria was her mothrr. Ursula was

both virtuous and beautiful; she drew

upon herself the admiring gaze of all the

surrounding princes; and Agrippinus, a

neighboring king, would fain secure her

for his son Conanus. But Ursula had in

the tenderest years of her maidenhood

affianced herself to God, and she there

fore opposed the proffered marriage with

the heathen Conanus, rightly fearing that

the union would stain the purity of her

faith and hinder her in the fulfilment of

her religious duties. She was firmly de

termined not to marry him, and should

misfortune thereby come upon her fa

ther's house and people, the wrath of the

haughty and powerful King Agrippinus

would not influence her. But, in the

midst of her anxiety, a vision came to

her aid in a dream, in consequence of

which she declared her willingness to

marry, with the condition, however, that

three years should first elapse; that she

should be allowed to choose ten compan

|
sula now appears to have determined to

go to Rome, and the pilgrims were for

tunately enabled to commence their

journey up the Rhine. From Cologne

to Basle the journey was prosperous;

everywhere they were kindly received,

and, in the latter city, upon the invita

ships and were conducted by him across

the Alps, and at last reached Rome in

safety. Here they visited the graves of

the martyrs. Many who had not yet

been received into the bosom of the

holy Church, now, seized with powerful

emotion, longed after Christian instruc

tion and holy baptism.

"Inspired with the consolations of

Christianity, the virgins now left Rome,

accompanied by Cyriacus and many oth

ers. After reaching Basle, the company

descended the valley of the Rhine as far

as Mayence. Here they found Conanus,

who had hastened in pursuit of his bride,

having followed the example of the vir<

gins by embracing Christianity and being

baptized by Pantalus. and receiving the

name of Etherius. The entire band now

descended the river to Cologne, and, as

they were about to land, they were fallen

upon by barbarian hordes, and Ursula,

who refused to break her vows at the

bidding of the Huns, was pierced by an

tion of Bishop Pantalus, they left their
'
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arrow, and all her companions horribly ing- place of the maidens was London.

mutilated." where they were brought against their

Such is one tradition connected with =will upon ships, which, as they left the

the skulls.

is not at all defined. Some place it in the

year 237, others 383. and more in 45!.

Another report, resting upon the account

of Galfried of Monmouth, who wrote a

history of Britain in 1130, is said to have

been discovered in the Vatican in the

middle of the twelfth century, and was

believed to contain the original Ursula

history. It is contained in the brevier

of the Benedictines:

"After the time of the Emperor Gra

tian, a Christian and son of the Emperor

Valentinian, who succeeded his father

from 378 to 383, and was then murdered

by Andragathio, Maximus’ general; and

after Flavius Clementius Maximus, com

mander of the Roman legion stationed in

Great Britain, had been proclaimed em

peror by the rebellious soldiery, and had

usurped the chief control, he sent troops

to Gallia (Gaul), where the people had

been enemies of Gratian, but where they

found a friendly reception. It came to

pass that Maximus held this dominion.

The colonists of the country were then

driven off, and the fruitful lands divided

among the soldiers who had been

brought over from Great Britain. Reg

ulus, commander of the British, by the

advice of Conanus, a chief of the army,

sent an ambassador to England with the

mission to demand as many young maid

ens as would be necessary to marry with

the military colony. The inhabitants of

Great Britain received the request favor

ably; they saw that by consenting they

would gain the good-will of the Empe

ror, and that their daughters were likely

to fare well with the soldiers now made

rich by gifts of land. So a number of

the young maidens, corresponding to the

number of the military colony, were se

lected.
'

“ The highest among them was Ursula,

(laughter of Dionetus, King of Cornubia

(Cornwall). She was engaged to marry

Conanus, a chief of the British cohorts

in the service of Maximus. The gather

The date of this occurrence I haven, were steered toward the land ~of

the Armoricans (the ancient name of the

Gallic provinces), but were driven upon

the German coast. The Huns, whom

the Emperor Gratian had called to his

aid against Maximus, had now possessed

themselves of this part of the country.

The term, Huns, here is not astonishing,

for all barbarous people who broke into

the circle of the Roman sphere received

the by-namc of
' Huns,’ as did the Alanis,

the Ambrons. and the Picts; although

the name‘ ‘Huns' is only applicable to

those who about the year 372 left the Sea

of Azov, overran Hungary, and first

pressed forward toward the Rhine under

their leader, Attila, about the year 451.

These barbarous hordes fell upon the

band led by Ursula, which, in order to

preserve their virgin purity—the most

precious treasure of their heart—showed

undaunted courage. All were murdered.

The inhabitants of Cologne interred the

corpses of the holy virgins amid the

greatest honors. The Christian world

celebrates the memory of their laudable

conflict with ever-renewed splendor on

the 2Ist of October. One of the virgins,

Cordula, seized with fear at the nearness

of death, hid herself in the ship's hold,

but full of regret, and encouraged by the

heroic example of her fellow-pilgrims, bid

defiance to death, and on the following

morning was also murdered."

Which of these legends is the true one,

we can not say. It is merely our inten»

tion to state them as we find them. My

companion was evidently of the firm be~

lief that the former contained more

evidences of truth; at any rate, it better

suits the tendencies of saint-worship in

troduced by the early monks throughout

Europe. But we will leave them for the

present and follow our old guide, who,

after pointing out the various relics in dif

ferent parts of the church, finally halted

before a most beautiful marble monument

a little to one side of the centre aisle.

This was St. Ursula’s monument. It is
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of exquisite workmanship; the base of

black marble, with white slabs on the

side, while on the top rests the form, cut

in pure white marble, of the saint herself.

She is clothed in queenly robes, fastened

by a delicate clasp upon a slightly eleva

ted breast, while her hands are placed in

a gentle attitude of repose. The face is

delicately chiselled and idealistic. A

mass of wavy hair falls upon the cushion

on which her form reposes, a crown is

placed upon her head, while at her feet

sits a white dove—emblem of innocence.

The inscription is:

Sepulchrum St. Ursula,

1nd ieio columbze detectum.

Joannes Crane Sac. Cass. Maj. Consilarii lmp.

Aulicus et Maria Verena l-legemileren cnngu

jes hoc vivo marmore includi fecerunt A0.

1659.

The name of the artist is also engraved

]. F. W. Lentz Crane, it appears, was for

a long time an ambassador of the Em

peror in Cologne, and he and his wife be

came distinguished for their many good

deeds. He was born in the Protestant

faith, but afterward joined the Roman

Catholics and became zealous in their be

half. The dove sitting at the feet of the

saint has also its history, commemorat

ing, it is said, the appearance of a white

dove in the church and its alighting upon

the head of Bishop Cunibert (626-668)

while he was celebrating mass, and after

ward flying around the church, and at

last resting upon one of the graves of the

virgins. This spot is now covered with

the beautiful monument to St. Ursula, as

the bird was then regarded a heaven-sent

messenger to point out the exact part of

the church in which she lay.

The same event is also recorded in a

fresco in the choir and in other paintings.

Indeed the latter are quite a feature, and

the walls are almost encircled with them.

Commencing with a series of old German

paintings on slate (1224), and intended to

represent the twelve apostles, that. re

mind us of the present state of Abyssin

an art, we pass in reviewa number which

our guide tells us are “historical paint

ings, giving a true account of the life,

i

voyages, and death of the virgins." The

first series, to the number of about

twenty of these, extend around the choir,

the closing scene of which is the martyr

dom of Ursula, pierced by an arrow, as

she stands erect in her boat. The most

remarkable feature in a second series is

the great size of the heads of all the

sainted band in proportion to their

bodies. Ursula’s is a life-size statue

placed beneath the organ; a queenly.

ideal figure, with robe and crown, pierced

in her bosom by an arrow, from the wound

of which trickle drops of blood.

THE GOLDEN CHAMBER.

Leaving the body of the church, pas-:

ing through a curious lobby, among im

mense stone urns or collins, supposed to

be filled with bones, we come to the

climax of the whole collection —- the

treasures of the Golden Chamber.

Amid this confusion of skulls, bones,

urns, and relies, we begin to feel—or at

least ought to—the "holy awe which

is inspired by the place. . . . . The

voice of the past here raises itself pow

erfully and beats admonishingly upon

the car; even the cold, lifeless stone

speaks to us and discloses its safe testi

mony of the deeds of antiquity." We

are now fairly within the goal of our

paradise—a room about the size of a

large parlor, but lofty and paved with

stone. The tinsel magnificence and

death-like relics here brought together

—many hundreds of skulls in rows in a

high case covering an entire side of the

room, on the opposite side gilded and

silvered busts with other skulls, and an

entire wall covered with inlaid work of

human bones—form a surprising contrast

to the many beautifully ornamented curi

osities arranged on tables, and to which

our guide first draws attention. To de

scribe them all would require a moder

ate-sized pamphlet.
-

The largest shrine, of exquisite work

manship, church-like in shape, with

forms of bows and arrows enamelled

thereon, is said to contain the body of

St. Ursula herself, upon which, however
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we were not permitted to gaze. In a cyl

inder with crystal ornaments is contained,

it is said, some of the blood of the vir

gins, together with a particle of the staff

of Christ. In a similar case are particles

of the garment and linen of St. Ursula,

while close by is her right arm, now

shrivelled and brown, in an unorna

mented glass cylinder. Her foot is con

tained in a beautiful little ivory case, on

which are artistically carved events from

the history of her life. The very arrow

with which her breast was pierced by

the wretched barbarians—the iron head

of which is now nearly rusted off—and

her hair-net are preserved in an ivory

case of antique workmanship, while a

mass of earth mixed with sainted blood

is contained, like numerous other relics,

in crystal-ornamented cases. All contain

something supposed to have had a slight

connection with the holy band—one ar

ticle being thus entitled: "The ring of

St. Ursula, on which is a still unknown

writing, but in the highest degree prob

ably the name of St. Ursula and Ethe

rius."

But the Golden Chamber is not alone

devoted to relies relating to the Ursula

band. Here are to be found sacredly

preserved a few particles from the crown

of thorns once worn by Christ. Here,

too, is one ‘of the pitchers that once did

service at the marriage feast at Cana, in

which water was turned into wine, the

handle of which is wanting, but which,

we are told, is still preserved in the No

tre Dame at Paris! This article is of

alabaster, and "a reliable eye-witness

who went to Cana assures us (the pro

prietors of the curiosity) that there are

only five of these vessels still in Cana,

and this sixth, in the Golden Chamber,

has the greatest resemblance to them."

Here stands beside it a tooth that once

did good service for St. Appolonia. But

—-how much to be regretted—we are told

that the most curious and interesting ar

ticles were earlier given away or ab

stracted from the church. One of the

pieces of silver, for which Judas betrayed

his Master, was taken away by one of the

last Electors of Cologne, an irredeemabk

collector of coins. But the anger of St

Ursula was invoked upon the sacrileg

ious wretch, and he was compelled to re

imburse the treasury of the church to the

extent of twenty thousand dollars, a poor

recompense for such atreasure. Even as

late as 133;‘, some one stole what repre

sented a particle of the cross of Christ

and a piece of the purple cloth worn by

him in the house of Pilate.

THE SKULL OF ST. URSULA.

The greatest treasures of all are con

tained in the richly ornamented glass

cases upon a table reached, throne-like,

by ascending a few steps. These are a

few of the skulls-elect, and have been

more beautifully ornamented than any

of the six hundred and twelve contained

in the cases of the Golden Chamber.

Turning to my guide I asked him to

point out to me the skull of St. Ursula

herself. - I doubt very much whether the

ancient monks, or even those of to-day,

know the skull of a man 'from that of a

woman, and I had almost imagined that

I would find a masculine one palmed off

as the true Ursula. But my preconcep

tions were false. Only a very small por

tion of her skull is preserved and encased

in a diadem of highest worth. There is

probably some truth in the legend after

all, I thought, but I was happilydisturbed

in my thought by my old spiritual friend.

“This isa part of the holy Ursula's skull,"

said he with becoming gravity,
“
the other

parts are lost, but this is from the back

part of her head "—and he placed his

hand to his own in explanation. The

only portion of the skull preserved is that

which represents the region of Philo

progenitiveness, Conjugal Love, Inhabit

iveness, and Friendship, tapering up and

reaching a large development in the two

latter organs.

The disappointment at not finding the

whole of St. Ursula’s skull was, however,

somewhat lessened by the number of

those of her companions and of priests

and bishops once connected with the

church or procured as relics from other
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places. The most of these, however, are Some came below 20. and others reached

unknown in history, and a description of , zolé—only one going higher. An exact

them would only prove tedious. I will
1
measurement, however, \vasvery dilhcult

enumerate merely a few. There is the I owing to the velvet decoration of the

skull of St, Ether-ins, bridegroom of St. 1 skulls. allowance for which would reduce

Ursula; of St. Cordula; St. Jacobus, pa-
’
the above measurements about half an

triareh of Antioch and a martyr of the inch. The average then would be less

band of St. Ursula; of St. Pantalus, first than 20 inches. These measurements

bishop of Basle; St. Benedicta,aduchess were not scientifically made, and the

and commander of a cohort of the saintly mere circumferential size gives no idea

legion, who had the misfortune to have Of the very marked flatness of the Skulls.

her skull split into two portions; St. Ur- There were two. however, which greatly

sula the second, a niece of the real saint, differed from the rest—St. Jacobus and

on which some hair yet remains; St. St. Margaret. The latter struck my at

Berthima, a negress; St. Aurelius, King tention on account of its small size. It

of Sardinia; besides cardinals. archbish- was under a glass case among the select.

ops. bishops, priests, dukes, and soldiers. and beautifully decorated with velvet and

In each of the one hundred and twenty "pearls of great price." Like the rest. it

gilded or silvered busts placed around is very Wide between the ears. bulging

the Golden Chamber is to be found out at Caution and Destructiveness, and

one skull. many of these, it is said, being tapering off thence on all sides toward

decorated with "precious stones_" Those the forehead. I found its circumference,

busts appear to have been specially made including the beads and decorations, 18;;

for the purpose of containing the relics, inches—certainly the smallestin the whole

The features represented on them are of assembly- The Skull Of St. Jacobus. pa

one type, though some remarkable phys- triarch of Antioch, a martyr of the band,

iognomies of ecclesiastical persons are was just the Opposite- HiS was narrow

observable.
' '

at the sides. with a tolerably high central

ridge, and long—very long—when com

SIZE OF THE SKULLS 05' THE SAINTS-
pared to the others, and showed a higher

The large glass_fronted case, occupying degree of intellectual development than

an entire side of the room, contained the any of the rest- This Skull measured

already mentioned six hundred and 2H5 inches—ho others Coming Whhih

twelve. The lower part of each skull i thl'he'qhaners of an inch of that Point

“.as covered with decayed red velvct, l He, it
.

appears, attended to the interment

tastefully worked with beads (pearl), said
of many of the Shims after their mass?!‘

to have been done by the nuns of a neigh- cm» had the names of some engraved 0"

boring cioister some hundreds of years
soft stone

monuments
erected over their

ago. This is not at all improbable, and graves, but was himself Shortly afterward

doubtless it wasareligiouslyimposed task beheaded‘

' _
1

to them. But I could not help thinking
The

excessh’e
size

offh‘c
organ of can‘

how much of their labor had probably
tion, as found In the

majority o
f the skulls,

been spent upon skulls of the "infidel would appear to harmomze
whh the

gen‘

Huns'" as there were certainly many erally accepted popular tradition in Co

that had little similarity to the woman- loghe of 3' Huh
.rhassacre: Oh? o

f the

type‘ To describe an individual among very oldest traditions plainly indicates

this mass, however, would be no criterion that these People’ under
their leader’ Al‘

for the whole. I obtained permission to tha' were thc Perpeu'ators of a massacre

take down a few of the dusty relics’ and
as they flew in great disorder toward the

took the opportunity of measuring ‘hem, Rhine after the battle of Chalons in 451,

The result was an average of less than The inhabitants. especially the women,

20%
inches, with but little variation. fled h‘ masses before the unbridled
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hordes, and the Roman Catholic writers

have made many endeavors to bring the

appearance of St. Ursula and her train in

Cologne to correspond with this time.

Popular tradition has much in its favor,

although the other legend can not be

positively refuted. A street near to the

church is called the Hunnennickm-slrasse

(I-Iuns' back street), where, it is supposed,

the backs of the Huns were last seen as

they went away.

\Ve trust the time is not far distant

when these relics shall be thoroughly ex

amined by scientific phreno-ethnologists.

Professor Owen is said to have detected

the bones
of animals among those that

are kept in the church, but he certainly

could not find other than human skulls.

“ For how much will you sell a few of

these skulls?" I asked of my friendly

guide.

The old man asked me to repeat this

question, overcome, I believe, by its ap

parent audacity.

“\Vill you sell me a few of these Old

skulls P” I remarked again.
“ I am much

interested in the legend and your church,

and would like to preserve them as me

mentoes of my visit."

The old priest drew back in astonish

ment.

"Sell them! Sell them! Why, sir,

we can not—we dare not! Just let me

read you our order, and which we dare

not disobey: ‘No one, whatever his

.

standing may be, even be he clothed in

archbishop's robes, dare not sell the rel

ics of the holy Ursula,—neither sell nor

buy, under penalty of excommunication.’

We never sell them," he repeated, "but

the bishop of the church has the power

to give them away."

Fearing that my mission to the bishop

would not prove successful, I failed to

prosecute the task.’ I now offered to

pay my kind old guide for his trouble. His

regular fee was about twenty-five cents.

I offered him a trifle for himself, which,

however, he firmly refused. I must have

detained him for above an hour, as the

shadows were already stealing into the

old dismal walls. The Golden Cham

ber, which appeared so tinselly on my

entrance, had assumed acold and gloomy

appearance, brightened only by the re

flected gleam of the gilded busts in the

twilight. We returned into the body of

the church among its stone-cased relics

and caged skulls. The old priest-guide

reverently bowed as we passed under Ur

sula's form. I glanced up to her beauti~

ful countenance, and once more wandered

around the ‘attractive objects. At lastI

bid my guide adieu, for we could no

longer see distinctly—only the gray

skulls through their dismal grating—

and I breathed freer again when we

emerged into the lighted streets and left

behind St. Ursula, her saints, and the

Golden Chamber. 1. P. J.

COMPULSORY EDUCATION AT. LARGE.

OUR
National Congress this year is not

noted for its exceptional fecundity ;

but to us who are interested in the cause

of promoting education, as a means of

counteracting or overcoming evil, the bill

introduced by the Senate, appropriating

means for the aid and advancement of

our public schools, was very gratifying.

The American people are, and have

been for several generations, so complete

ly taken up with the desire to accumulate

wealth, that but little thought has been

given by our law-makers to the enlight

enment of our illiterate classes. It is true

there have been some among them who

have been even enthusiastic in their ef

forts in that direction, but they have in

almost every instance failed to excite the

same interest in others sufficiently to

cause practical results to follow. It is

distressing to realize that the years are

so rapidly but surely slipping away and

so little being done to promote the cause

of national or compulsory education. To

have lost a day was deemed a calamity

by one of the noblest of men; and whr
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can measure the wrong of one lost year,

of one full year of further delay to check

the wide, “asting, and increasing evils of
i

ignorance among our people?

Only recently I read in one of the lead

ing newspapers. an editorial, vigorously

declaiming against a slight increase of

taxation advised by certain parties for the

improvement of their public schools; and

this seems to be the principal objection

urged by many to national education,

1
'.

e., that it will increase taxation. But

even this popular and impressive objec

tion can be overcome by simply using a
part of the vast sums so lavishly expend

ed every year, for the supporting, not ed

ucating, of three hundred thousand In

dians, for the possible improvement of

real and imaginary harbors and rivers, or

for a navy that is safe only within the

docks.

Our system of taxation is for the most

part just, inasmuch as the revenue is

raised almost wholly from our luxuries

and vices. The amount expended yearly

among us for alcoholic beverages and to

bacco is over one billion of dollars. There

are few who will say that this colossal

amount is not worse than wasted. What

a vast deal of good the interest on this

sum at three per cent. per annum would

do if applied to the education of our il

literate; and this is only one year's esti

mate. One who has not travelled through

the Southern States can have but an in

definite or vague idea of the glaring need

of schools in that portion of our country ;

and it is asking too much of our Southern

brethren that they bear the entire burden

of educating the great numbers of totally

ignorant young people that the abolition

of slavery has made citizens.

The colored class, when educated and

enlightened, is not by far the worst class

of citizens that we have. It is true the

most revolting crimes frequently occur

among them, but it is almost exclusively

due to ignorance, while among those who

have been blessed with mental and moral

training, we find kind, generous hearts,

happy and cheerful homes and peaceful

citizens.

All the facts we see around us, all the

comparisons we make with fairness, and

all the results that are forced upon us,

argue in favor of liberal education ; while

the principal or only valid objection raised

against national education, is the expense

attending it that would be necessary to

make it a success. But we have shown

that even this objection may be overcome

to the satisfaction of the most economical

by simply using a part of the means ex

pended in vastly less important or bene

ficial directions.

Again to make national education a

thorough success, it must be compulsory,

and to this the ignorant themselves ob

ject. We do not like to think of any

thing compulsory; but ignorance and sin

must be controlled by wisdom and justice,

the same as mind or spiritual powers must

rule over inorganic matter. This is un

doubtedly for the good of all, consequent

ly it can not but be just and beneficial

that we be taxed in our luxuries and

bounties in order to enlighten the poor

and ignorant, and also that the latter be

required to take advantage of the oppor

tunities afi'orded them. If the best way

to overcome crime is by moral and men

tal training of the young, then it is just as

equitable to foster compulsory education

as it is to punish felony.

The parent who is willing and desirous

that his children become enlightened, has

a proper right to demand that his neigh

bor's offspring be not allowed to grow up

in idleness and ignorance to contaminate

the good effects of the instruction and

learning acquired by his own. The oppo

nents of obligatory schooling may con

tend that liberty of mind, body, and soul

is an important factor in our democratic

forms of government; but as we have

above stated, if it be proper and right, as

all will admit, to deprive law violators of

their liberty, not only as a punishment to

them, but as a necessary protection to

society at large, then, on the same princi

ple, it is just and reasonable to demand

that they, if necessary, be compelled tc

undergo a certain amount of instruction.

This will bring the question of the
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feasibility or desirability of our object to

the point, Does en’umtz'an repress or lessen

(rim: .1
’

It would seem that such a ques

tion would not yield an argument, if for

no other reason than that no one could

be found to take the negative; but one

sidcd as it seems, I have often heard it

opposed. It is not necessary that it be

shown that education of itself would en->

tirely eradicate evil from the world: it is

sullicient to show that mankind as a

whole is benefited by it, and the first, and

a very potent demonstrator in this direc

tion, is that wherever it has been tested

to any degree, in the same ratio has it
been universally acknowledged a benefit

that more than compensates for its requi

site outlay of expense and labor. Again,

if we go among the occupants of our

prisons, we shall find very few who will

attribute the cause of their position to too

much mental culture; while on the other

hand, though they may not realize that

superior education would have placed

them above temptations to which they

have given way, they nevertheless point

to the vices and indiscretions that igno

rance fosters, as the source of their down

fall.

ldleness is known and acknowledged

to be a prime cause in the origin of evil,

and who can estimate the vast amount of

evil and crime that could be averted and

prevented by taking the many children

who are, by the inevitable results of nat

ural laws, abandoned to the uncertainties

of life, without parent or guardian, and

placing them where they will receive ad

equate instruction and training, instead of

permitting them to rove the streets and

alleys of our cities in idleness and sin?

It is true, we hear occasionally of men

who have risen high in the estimation of

their fellows, from these very paths of

life, but it is foolish for us not to think

that the great majority grow up to be, if

not professional criminals, promoters of

evil through their moral ignorance and

lack of training while young; among

the "street arabs" of our cities, to steal

is almost as fixed an impulse as to eat,

and it is a natural sequence that a child,

even one of good original tendencies, will

have its sentiments of honesty rendered

obtuse when its whole period of growth

is spent under such influences as it is

when left entirely to its own resources

among such associations.

Though the arborator can not raise an

oak from a maple sprout, yet he can pro

duce a handsome tree from the crooked

twig.

There is no end to the theme of educa

tion, but the point we wish to emphasize

is that private philanthropy is not able

of itself fully to handle the great under

taking of educating the masses of our

illiterate and poor, but that it must be

assisted, and to a large degree, by the

National Government. Our future prog

ress and welfare as a nation, as well as

the individual happiness of each and

every citizen, requires it. It is a subject

that lies away down underneath many of

the prominent movements against vice

and wickedness to-day, and resting on

the foundation rock of human happiness,

cries to the prohibitionist, the prison

reformer, or the promulgator of virtue

alike, saying: "Make me the tool of your

efforts and I will overthrow them all."

CHAS. L. HYDE.

ECONOMY OF LlFE.—The true economy

of human life adjusts expenditures to a

moral scale of values. De Quincey pic

tures a woman sailing over the water.

awakening out of sleep to find her

necklace untied and one end hanging

over the stream, while pearl after pearl

drops from the string beyond her reach;

when she clutches at one just falling, an

other drops beyond recovery. Our days

drop one after another by our careless

ness, like pearls from a string, as we sail

the sea of life until we learn that

the waste of time is a more serious loss

than the extravagances against which

there is such loud exclaim. The expen

diture of a few dollars on taste is a small

matter in comparison with the wasting

of months and years by thousands who

have every advantage society can offenand

exact every privilege it affords as a right.
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FREDERICK H. FURNISS.

[Phrenological Analysis by L. N. Fowlcn]

YOU
have a very high degree of the strength and your power of endurance.

nervous temperament, joined to a I find that you have a very strong social

prominent amount of the motive, with and domestic disposition, therefore are

only an average degree of the vital, and extravagantly fond of place—of home.

that somewhat sacrificed; consequently, Few would become more attached to a

you are noted for your activity, quickness, place than you. You are extravagantly

a

n

r
x
-s

-

n‘

l

is ll

distinctness, and positiveness of mind; 1 fond of children or anything that is; oung

are also remarkable for your vigor and and dependent; of pets and an mals,

executive spirit, and desire to carry things

‘

and delight in having them around, You

through could enjoy married life very highly if

Your brain is rather large, which, con- entered into properly.

nected with a predominance of the men- I You have a very great amount of indi

tal temperament, gives you more mental viduality of character; are anxious [0 do

than physical power. Still you must

‘

for yourself, and rely on your own re

have been remarkable for your physical sources. You can not be a moderate mar
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in anything, and from a little child you

have been remarkable for wanting to do

things yourself; not because you are

proud and haughty, but because of your

great sense of liberty.

You have almost any amount of will

power and determination; hence, with

your temperament, you are able to go

through very severe trials You have

physical strength and endurance, and can

so put forth effort as to use yourself en

tirely up before you give in.

Your moral brain indicates strong

sympathies, great interest in the welfare

of others. Your kindly-sentiments favor

the missionary feeling, and the disposition

to live and labor for others. You are

not superstitious or carried away with be

liefs, but are interested in any reforms

or progressions that result in happiness

to others.

The 'most marked features of your

character are connected with your intel

lect. You have very large. perceptive

faculties; are remarkable for your powers

of observation, very quickly seeing what

ever is going on around you. You "take

stock
"
correctly of all that you see, and

rarely forget what your eyes once rest

upon ; you have, indeed, afirst-class scien

tific cast of mind which can be directed in

the channel of a naturalist, a chemist, an

explorer, or an inventor. You have a keen

mechanical eye, and know how to put

parts together accurately; can see that

things are appropriate or fitted without

being obliged to measure. As a surveyor

you could judge as correctly of land, dis

tances, etc., as though you were to meas

ure. This would be particularly true if

you were a mechanic in working by the

eye. You are remarkable for your knowl

edge of distances, and for memory of the

places that you have visited. Your sense

of order, management, and method is well

marked, so that you are able to classify,

and systematize with great correctness.

You have favorable talent for arith

metic and mathematics, especially in

the frequent application of mathematical

principles; could have excelled as an as

tronomer. Constructiveness being large,

in its connection with the perceptive

faculties gives you ability to apply princi

ples correctly, adjust one mechanical

movement or principle with another, so

as to have everything harmonize and

work easily and successfully.

You have an extravagant imagination;

are very fond of everything beautiful,

especially in nature.

almost too much of the sense of the beau

In fact, there is

tiful ; it magnifies your ideas at times ex

travagantly.

You have excellent capacity in the way

of analysis, discrimination, and criticism ;

are able to see minute differences in

things, and are intuitive in discerning

character and motives; you catch the

spirit of others with whom you are. Your

mind is so intuitive that you go directly

at results without a process of reasoning;

you know from the beginning how the

end is coming out, and you are quick to

see where there are defects, and how they

can be remedied. Few individuals can

carry more things in their mind, attend

to a greater variety of business, and be

interested in a greater number of things

than yourself. Your greatest fault is that

you overdo—attempt more than you

should; hence, get too many irons in

the fire. and thus, if not mentally em

barrassed, there is a tendency to wear out

your constitution prematurely.

You have a first-class organization for

a mechanic, an artist, an author, or an in

ventor.
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The foregoing is a brief mental portrait of

agentleman well known in Seneca County,

N. Y., for enterprise, intellectual bright

ness, public spirit, and generous senti

ment. A self-made man, in the common

meaning of the term. he is now, when but

on the sunny border of middle life, the

possessor of fortune and of an honorable

reputation. His parents emigrated from

old Yorkshire, England, in 1825, and

first settled far up in the northwest of

New York, but subsequently removed to

\Vaterloo, in Seneca County, where the

elder Furniss was employed in the woolen

mills of that town. Frederick H., the

youngest of a family of six sons and four

daughters,_ was born at Oriskany Falls,

Oneida County, N. Y., in 1834, and when

but a youth, worked for several years in

the mills aswool-sorter. In 1852 he went

to Cleveland, Ohio, and secured employ

ment on the Cleveland and Pittsburgh

Railroad as a brakeman. The same year

he lost his leg above the knee by being

run over by a freight train. He remained

in the employ of the company for fifteen

years afterward, holding many important

positions. In 1858 he invented and pat

ented what is now known as the Pullman

sleeping-car, and disposed of the patent

to Mr. Pullman. Naturally of a thought
‘
ful, inventive turn of mind he has en

tered over twenty patents for useful in

ventions.

Mr. Furniss, now the possessor of an

ample income, and not troubled by a

craving for excessive wealth, resides in a

leisurely manner at Waterloo; at once

the student of nature and the friend of

social improvement. He takes a deep

interest, for example, in Indian archae

ology; has a fine collection of Aboriginal

relics, and is one of the most prominent

members of ti" Waterloo Literary and

Historical Society. Mr. Furniss has been

in the habit lately of spending his summers

at Crystal Springs, N. Y., where he owns

a very attractive woodland estate, which

he has named
“
Fern Lodge." Originally

a bit of forest, Mr. Furniss has improved

and embellished it until the result is a

beautiful sylvan park. A visitor has thus

described it:
“
The lovely spot is a peninsula near the

headwaters of Big Stream, that falls into

the Seneca eight miles away. A rustic

cottage, wrought by his own hands, fur

nished with every device of taste and skill.

is the central figure. The inclosure is en

tered by a rustic bridge, which is only

passable by his chosen guests. Along the

circumfluent stream are plants and flowers

and ferns and mimic villages. Every

tree is a souvenir of the country's history,

and bears the names of aboriginal digni

taries. A fine little craft of four men's

burthen is afloat upon the stream. Upon

the lawn, between the terrace and the

water, is an Indian encampment. An old

spinning-wheel and a splint-bottom chair

are other attractions on the bottom-land.

But I leave the inventory to say that even

the wild birds and squirrels have become

tame by constant companionship with the

lord of this sylvan manor. I saw him call

squirrels by name from out the tall trees

and feed them upon his lap. The writer

so far succeeded with one of the little

athletes as to give him a nut from his

hand, which he partially shucked upon

his knee, and then deposited his treasure

sixty feet high in a tall pine, and return

ing, chattered his gratitude at a cautious

distance. This beautiful place the pro

prietor has christened Fern Lodge. The

dewy freshness of morning through all

the sultry day pervades the colonnaded

bowers of Fern Lodge like a grateful in

cense."

Mr. Furniss is a bachelor, yet fond of

social enjoyment, and especially fond of

children. He opens the gates of his for

est home in summer to companies of chil

dren, and delights in their appreciation

of the beautiful things that nature and

his judicious taste have ,accumulated

there. Among the matters of public in

terest in which he is now interested is

the erection of a monument to the mem

ory of the celebrated Seneca chief, Red

Jacket, who was born in the neighbor

hood of Waterloo. Mr. Furniss has pub
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lished several articles in behalf of this our country. He has also prepared a de

project, which have had the effect to

awaken the attention generally of those

interested in the Revolutionary history of

sign for the monument that is pronounced

by all who have seen it as highly appro‘

priate in its symbolism and dignity. D.

l-llNTS T0 MOTHERS 0N EARLY CH|LD-TRAlNlNG.—NO. 2.

, CHILD does not know how to be

[ have at the table without teaching

any more than some grown people. We

see ill-breeding in adults, why expect good

behavior from children if they are not in

structed? They can not learn entirely

by observation. There is no greater an

noyance than an ill-behaved child at the

table, and it is the mother's fault in most

cases. I remember a beautiful little boy,

the child of a young and careless mother,

who wasa perfect terror at the table. Else

where he was pleasant and delightful, a

little sunbeam of joy, winning love and

admiration from all, until they saw him

in the dining-room. There admiration

turned to disgust, and the mother re

ceived the blame. On one occasion she

fell sick, and was unable to leave her

room for several days. A lady in the

house took charge of the child during

the interval. Before going to dinner she

took the child upon her lap, and said:

"Now, Eddie, you are a dear little boy,

and most people love you until you go to

the dining-room. There you behave so

badly, make such a noise, and are so im

polite, that you lose all the love that you

have gained. Perhaps you don't know how

to behave any better, and, so, becauseI

love you, l am going to tell you what to

do at the table. Go down-stairs with me

and take your seat quietly, just as I do.

Put your hands in your lap, not on the

table. Don't speak until the waiter asks

you what you will have, and then tell

him, just as if you were a gentleman.

When he brings it
,

you can begin to eat,

just as others do. Look at me, see how

I behave, and do as near like me as you

can. I will watch to see if you act right

ly. If you need anything ask for it

quietly, and you shall have it just as soon

as if you were grown up. If you do hat

all will love you, for you are a dear little

boy, only you have very bad table-man

ners. See now how nicely you can be

have to-day." The little fellow compre

hended what was required, and promised

obedience; and what is more, kept his

promise the whole time his mother was

ill. He behaved like a little man, and

won the admiration of all in the house;

but the first time he appeared at the table

with his mother, after her recovery, his

old tricks were renewed, to the disgust

and vexation of everybody. \Vas not the

mother evidently to blame?

If children in ordinary health are not

allowed to eat between meals, they go to

the table with a good appetite, and are

generally so occupied in that interesting

process of satisfying a hungry stomach

as to be willing to behave quietly if they

find it required.
~

A certain lady had taught her little

daughter not to eat between meals. A

friend, knowing the mother's rule, de

liberately tempted the child, a babe of

only three years. Offering her some

crackers, she said,
“ Here, Florence, take

these nice crackers."
“ No, ma'am ; mam

ma don't ‘low me to eat ‘tween meals."

"But your mamma won't know it; take

them and eat." "No, I tan't." “But

you had better; there, take it," and she

laid it down within reach of the baby

hands. The poor child wanted it badly.

Appetite and duty were struggling. The

temptation was strong; at length she

burst out crying:
“
Mamma don't ‘low

me to eat 'tween meals. But, oh ! I 'faid

Is'all." Poor baby! How wicked thus

to tempt one of these little ones !

One thing I have known mothers to

do, and which I consider very wrong, is

this: When they desire to go out walk

ing to attempt it slyly, so as to prevent an
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outcry from the child; slipping out un

observed. It is especially wrong to both

parties. The mother has rights which the

child must respect.

It is contemptible in a mother to de

ceive her child, and it is very hard for the

loving little heart that looks around the

house for "mamma," and finds her not.

The child would be much happier if it

could give its mother a
"
good-bye" kiss,

and be taught to feel an interest in her

out-goings and in-comings.

A child properly trained never suspects

but that its mother has a perfect right to

go out when she so desires, nor does it

require to be bought off with promises.

It is wicked to promise to bring a child a

present if you do not‘ intend to do so.‘

This teaches the child to doubt its par

ents‘ truthfulness, and the effect of that

will be shown in after years. Children

can not reason, but they feel truth and

justice sensitively, and their hearts are

simpler and truer than those of most

grown people.

Children sometimes show terrible tem

pers; are obstinate or vicious. Parents

blame them for it. What right have they

to do so? The child's life is but a con

tinuation of our own. We give it all

it has. Its tendencies are inherited.

"
Pluck the beam from our own eye be

fore we look for the mote in the babe's."

A little girl once being particularly an

noying, her mother said, "You are the

most stubborn child I ever saw."
“ Well,"

she replied, “you say I look like my

papa; what's the reason I can't act like

him P" That was a n'asonaHe question;

but very many would have thought it

most impertinent, when really it was not

so. She had inherited firmness from her

father; why blame her for acting accord

ing to her gifts P Firmness is an admirable

quality, but it must be cultivated along

with conscience, and then it helps to

make a noble character. That mother,

recognizing the usefulness of that quality,

made it the lever with which to move the

whole character of the child; as, for in

stance, she was very fond of candy, as

are all children. The holidays approach

ing she had a good deal given her, and

she indulged in it freely, and in conse

quence her stomach got out of order, and

the doctor was sent for. He came; said

it was from over-eating. and prescribed a

dose of castor-oil. In a few days she was

better. The next time candies were given

her, she was cautioned about eating too

much.
“
But the candles are so good I

want them. All children eat them.

why not I?" “Because, my daughter,

you inherit a weak stomach from both

your father and myself. You are particu

larly unfortunate in that respect; you

can not eat many things that a stronger

child could eat with impunity." “But.

mamma, it is very hard to give up eating

good things because they hurt me."

“
My child, which is the more important :

1 the gratification of your appetite or your

health? Which is the stronger, your will

or your stomach P Can't your will say to

your appetite, ‘Go down there, I won't

yield to you. Iwill be master, not you.’

Try it now and see which is the stronger,

your stomach or your head." She tried

it and came off conqueror, for the candies

were divided among a crowd of little

ones. The pleasures of benevolence and

the knowledge of self-control repaid her

for the sacrifice.

Another time she was tempted almost

beyond the powers of endurance. She

had refrained so long that she actually

longed for them. She ate a few; they

stimulated her appetite, and she wanted

more. Knowing what would follow, her

mother tried her former argument. There

was a struggle, but the candies were more

powerful than her will. At length her

mother said, “Well,I put the responsi

bility on your own shoulders. You know

sickness will follow eating them, and that

is expensive. Therefore decide the mat

ter for yourself. Eat the candies and to

night take the oil, or let both alone. Take

your choice. I have no more to say."

She thought the matter over for some

time, and at last decided the pleasure was

not equal to the pain. Conscience, and

disgust at the oil, got the better of the

sweets, and they were laid away.
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After that the mother put the respon

sibility of all her actions on her
own

shoulders. If aquestion arose, she would

explain the right and wrong, point out

the results that would follow each course

of action, and then add:
"
Now you know

both sides. If you choose the right, all

will be well. If you choose the wrong

because it is pleasanter just at present,

and bring trouble upon yourself, don't

come to me for sympathy. It will not be

my fault, and I must not be taxed to pay

for your pleasures. You choose your

path deliberately; therefore take what

follows, and don't cry to me for help."

After such a discussion she always chose

the right; she dared not choose the

wrong, and I do not believe one child out

of a hundred would deliberately choose

wrong, knowing what would follow. If

they did so choose, the parent should let

them sufier the consequences and not try

to help them till they had been well dis

ciplined. Parents make a great mistake

when they make life irresponsible for a

child. They must learn to bear little

trials when young, that as they grow older

and the burdens increase, the shoulders

may be fitted to bear the burden.

A child taught to think out results be

fore acting, is being trained in caution

and fitted for life's journey.

This little girl thought it very hard

that so much responsibility was put upon

herself. It was hard at the time, but her

mother knew it would be better for her

ultimately. She was a mortal and subject

to all the misfortunes that come to

humanity. It .would have been a cruel

kindness to have shielded her so carefully

that when forced into'action by circum

stances she would have been unprepared.

The mother's head and heart, her judg

ment and love, were often at variance, but

judgment conquered. She gave her one

rule that always worked well. "When

you don't know what is right to do, just

think _to yourself : Now if Jesus were here

what would He have me do?
"
A child's

conscience will decide that question

aright almost invariably. Thus, little by

little can we cultivate reason, self-control,

thoughtfulness, and will-power, and there

by enable our loved ones to enter upon

the weightier duties of life, better pre

pared for the inevitable conflict that

comes to all sooner or later.

5. E. SlEGEL.

FASHION AND NATURE.

AN
English woman, travelling awhile

since in Japan, communicated to a

London newspaper, in amusing terms, an

incident in which the difference between

her mode of dressing came into contrast

with the simple habit of the japanese

women. She wrote from one of the

towns:

“
On my way here I was a cause of gay

excitement wherever I stopped. Eliza,

the nurse, was melancholy and intolerant

of what she called their unnatural ways

and unnatural language, which no de

cently reared person could understand.

One morning she overslept herself, and

an innkeeper’s wife got hold of her set of

false teeth, which all the villagers came

to examine in the street before the house.

When Eliza got up she could not find her vput them on.

ratelier, and went searching for it like a

she-bear deprived of its whelps. Her

rage was dreadful on discovering that it

had been made a public show, and was a

cause of mirth and merriment. In an

other place—the country house of a ruined

Daimio—where we obtained lodging and

entertainment, I was a cause of much

amusement. A number of ladies were

invited to meet me at afternoon nice (the

name for dinner). They sat on their

heels a ‘ound the little table which I used

as a chair. My feet were stretched out

before me. The hostess, with, as 1 took

it. many apologies, began to inspect my

boots. A . her curiosity was keen, I drew

them off. All the ladies pounced upon

them, and some of them asked leave to

Before doing this they
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caused bowls of hot water to be fetched,

washed their feet carefully, and dried

them by fanning them, which made the

wet evaporate quickly. As they all had

children's feet, my boots were awkwardly

big and more ridiculous than Ican say.

The ladies next handled my skirt and

corsage, and to oblige them I took them

off. The petticoats had their turn, then

my stockings, which they did not laugh

at; after them my buckled elastic garters,

and last my stays. Japanese politeness

here broke down. Every one shook and

cried with laughter in looking at my

stays. One of the ladies had picked up

some French at Osaka (a treaty port),

and explained to me that the others

wished to know whether the stays had

been invented to serve as a cuirass to

protect fair Europeans from rude men, or

was it worn as a penitential garment to

expiate sins? I said, ‘ No, but to beautify

the figure.’ This answer convulsed them.

A stayed-up woman affected their im

pressional and well-educated eyes ,as

something monstrously ugly and absurd.

Japanese dress is beautiful and so easy.

There was yet another question to be an

swered. There are, so far as I know.

neither cows nor goats in Japan. Chil

dren are not, therefore, weaned until they

are big enough to go to school. I had

noticed that poor little Miss Mite was an

object of general commiseration. I did

not know why. The reason came out

when my stays were being examined.

There was a barrier between the mother

and the child, which was cut off by them

from its lacteal rights. I told them that

we delegated the nursing duties to poor

women and cows. I am afraid that I was

imperfectly translated, for I saw that for

a moment I was an object of horror."

Poor, untutored Japanese !

DIOGENES AND PLATO ON PRIDE.

DIOGENES.
Fie on thy philosophy,

Plato. In spite of all, thou art the

veriest of aristocrats, while philosophy

teacheth humility.
'

PLATO. Thou hast spoken truly, Diog

encs, but not in wisdom; thy speech is

wise, 'tis true, but thy thought is foolish.

That I am proud, I own, and that I am a

democrat, I do most sincerely maintain.

D10. Now thou speakest in riddles.

Thy words are double, and thy answer as

the answer of the fool.

PLA. Gently, Diogenes. Anger not thy

mind with quick speech that is void of

wisdom. Let us inquire into this matter

with the calmness and deliberation befit

ting the dignity of philosophy. Is not

pride self-respect, and is not self-respect

an admirable virtue P

DIO. Nay, nay, Plato. Thou art surely

in the wrong here. Pride is vanity, and it

leadeth to contempt for the merits of thy

fellows. Thus is aristocracy fostered.

PLA. If it were as you affirm, then

would I quickly eschew pride. But I do

not so hold. Nor did Socrates. He did

maintain, most surely, that to think well

of one's merits, and to regard one's learn

ing and wisdom as of great worth, is to

act like a philosopher. Methinks it were

vanity, and not pride, thou wouldst con

demn, Diogenes, and pride and vanity, I

hold, are very different matters.

DIO. Thy reasons. Give me thy rea

sons for this opinion. I do maintain that

pride is the root and substance of vanity.

PLA. Then thou dost surely not think

wisely. Thy understanding is shallow

and hath not the depth of philosophy.

To be proud is to esteem one's self, while

the vain man is anxious about the praise

of the mob. Pride is self-reliant, confi

dent, courageous. Vanity is fawning, anx

ious, and cowardly. Observe the beasts.

What is prouder than the lion, or vainer

than the peacock? The gods also are

proud. VVouldst thou accuse them with

the sin of vanity? And thou, too, art

proud, Diogenes ; the contempt for what

thou callest my pride is the offspring of
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thy greater pride. Thou believest in the

wisdom of Diogenes more’ than in that of

Plato. Is not this thy pride ?

D10. But Plato lives in a palace and

clothes his person with costly raiment.

Diogenes despiseth costly raiment and

lives in a tub.

PLA. Diogenes is therefore shown to

be not only prouder than Plato, but vainer

also.

D10. Vain, dost thou say, Plato? Art

in thy right mind to call Diogenes vain P

PLA. I call thee vain, Diogenes, and if

thou but hear me I will prove it. Thou

art vain of thy fame, for thou art famous

for thy humility. Even Alexander was

wont to acknowledge that. Thou art

proud also, for didst thou not refuse his

patronage with scorn? Nay, thou didst

trample upon what thou termest the pride

of Plato, but thou didst do it with a pride

far above the pride of Plato, and a show

of vanity above the vanity of kings. Thou

art proud of thy wisdom, also, Diogenes,

and vain of thy learning. Thou thinkest

that thou art wiser than Plato, else thou

wouldst become his disciple; and richer

than Alexander, else thou wouldst not

scorn his gifts. 'Tis Diogenes who is the

aristocrat. He thinks himself better than

others, and is therefore above his fellows.

D10. Hold thee there, Plato. Thou

surely doest me wrong. Do l not live

like a peasant, and scorn only the rich

and they that are in high places; and is

that pride ?

PLA. Thou dost indeed wear the garb

of a peasant, but thou also carriest a lan

tern to search for an honest man, boldly

proclaiming that 'until such a man is

found thou wilt live alone. Is not this

virtuous aristocracy? Fie on thy democ

racy. Diogenes. By thine own argument

thou art a greater aristocrat than Plato.

But learn this and add it to thy stock of

wisdom. True pride is consistent with

philosophy, and philosophy is the foe of

vanity. T. A. BLAND.

._4 ..§. __ ._s

A Goon Wire's INFLUENCE—Accord

ing to the eccentric Ruskin, whose eccen

tricity in practical affairs consists mainly

in his ultra moral views of duty, "a ju~

dicious wife is always nipping off from

her husband's moral nature little twigs

that are growing in wrong directions.

She keeps him in shape by continual

pruning. If you say anything silly she

will affectionately tell you so. If you

declare. that you will do some absurd

thing she finds some means of prevent

ing you from doing it. And by far the

chief part of all the common-sense there

is in this world belongs unquestionably

to women. The wisest things a man

commonly docs are those which his wife

counsels him to do. A wife is a grand

wielder of .he moral pruning-knife. lf

johnson's wife had lived, there would

have been no hoarding up of orange peel,

no touching all the posts in walking along

the streets, no eating and drinking with

a disgusting voracity. If Oliver Gold

smith had been married he never would

have worn that memorable and ridiculous

coat. Whenever you find a man whom

you know little about, oddly dressed, or

talking absurdly, or exhibiting eccentric

ity of manner, you may be sure that he is

not a married man, for the comers are

rounded off—the little shoots pared away

—in married men. Wives have generally

much more sense than their husbands,

even though they may be clever men.

The wife's advice is like the ballast that

keeps the ship steady."
‘

k .' ...
A NURSE LEGEND.

A Nonsr: king sat in his hall one night,

And the tempest was raging without ;

The sea roared and dashed on the rocks near by,

And the lights of heaven were out.

A great fire blazed with a dazzling light

On the hearth of solid rock ;

The brighter it gleamed for the blackness of storm

And the sound of the ocean's shock.

While he sat and talked a bird flew inI

And over the monarch's head ;

Then out through the open casement again,

To the \w'ld, dark night a sped.’

"Suchis life," said the king; "from darlm ‘.s to

light,

From sunshine to storm, without res ";

“
Yes, sire," a courtier replied, "yet the bird

Has somewhere in safety a nest." I. L. E.
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SUMMER LIVING.

'
HE season is near at hand when a

large proportion of our city people

go to different places for rest, recreation.

or diversion, during the warm weather.

Very few of the thousands who are able

to do this give much attention to the

matter of sanitation in selecting the sea
I

side or mountain resort where they would

summer; while the great importance of a

healthful situation at such a time would

be readily admitted. On this subject Mr.

W. T. Parker, a contributor to the Sun'

larz'an, not long since published in that

magazine some practical counsel, and it

is reprinted in part here for the benefit of

the JOURNAL reader whose physical con

dition disposes him or her to reflect upon

where the summer may be spent with real

advantage :

"
By the seaside, in the mountains,

amidst the Thousand Isles, and on the

shores of our beautiful lakes, we find all

classes. It would seem for many a health

seeker a desperate struggle, and for some

a hopeless one. On many faces you can

almost see the question, which balfles the

mind within—' Where can I go with any

hope? Is it here or ever so far away P’

Alas ! this chase for better air is like the

hunt for the fleeting
‘
will-o'-the-wisp.'

Conflicting statements, groundless hopes

held out by careless investigators or well

meaning friends, add to the despair of

decision. The unfinished opinions of our

best judges concerning comparatively new

health resorts, the changing of climate,

which seems to be taking place continu

ally, all thcse obstacles one has to con

tend with in making a selection. The

answer to this question of vital import

ance to the sufferer deserves deepest

thought and consideration, and no one,

unless he has given the subject the prac

tical study it demands, has any right to

attempt its solution. Undoubtedly to

many simply change is the needed ad

vice, and the necessity is brought about

by climatic peculiarities.

"An atmosphere too moist or too dry.

too cold or too hot, a climate loaded with

malarial poison—all these conditions sug

gest the necessity for change. After all,

the great thing needful for so many is

out-of-door exercise, but this must be

sought for in a desirable climate. It is

not everywhere and at all seasons that

these privileges can be enjoyed. So many

of these health-seekers have left comfort

able and even luxurious homes to live in

small, poorly ventilated rooms, and seek

sustenance from an insuflicient quantity

of food, not even properly cooked. The

wholesale departure from their usual

home habits does not necessarily signify

unrest, or a desire for a change of scene;

but the increasing appreciation of the

necessity for better air—air suited to re

cuperate the failing strength.
“
It does not require extensive travel to

demonstrate that the condition of the at
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mosphere is found to be variable even at

short distances. Moisture, dryness, in all

degrees, loaded with the healing products

of the sea and forest, or poisoned with

the impurities of cities, stagnant ponds

and rivers, and dust of the prairies. All

these conditions must be taken into ac

count. In many places the air gives the

sensation of strength at every breath,

and we are conscious of the beneficial ef

fects. In other places we breathe almost

in vain, the air seems worthless. Here

we will find the pure air of the ocean, but

only ten miles distant, it may be, on the

same coast, a river, which has been con

verted into an open sewer, has loaded it

with death.

“ It is useless to place the finger on any

map and say that this or that place must

be healthy from its geographical position

-—it does not follow. Many illustrations

could be furnished to prove how short

the distances are between life-giving and

death-dealing atmospheres in both this

country and in Europe. The work of

thoroughly sifting the good from the bad.

and the affording of some definite relia

ble information about climates, will take

many years yet for its accomplishment;

and even when such a system of clima

tology is apparently completed, constant

revisions will be necessary as places be

come changed by sanitary neglect or cli

matic changes which are constantly tak

ing place. . . . .

" It is possible for towns and villages

to inaugurate a system of sewerage and

of sanitary laws which shall be not only a

future economy to the commonwealth,

but a protection against the loss of many

valuable lives. This will be undoubtedly

realized to a greater or less degree in the

near future. We shall have communities

educated through many sorrows to the

necessity of proper sanitary precautions

in the first place. The present prevailing

deplorable state of neglect and selfish in

difference can not last forever. Men are

beginning to realize that even though

they be without families themselves, the

health of the community is of tremen

dous importance to all who are not ene

mies of society. All are affected more

or less, and especially so those who

possess, or hope to possess, property.

Neglect of the ordinary sanitary laws

means sooner or later increased taxa

tion to undo, if it were possible, years

of neglect and perverted, miserly econ

omy. A careful perusal of Mr. Bow

ditch's able article just referred to, and

examination of the sanitary reports of

towns along our sea-coast from Maine to

Georgia, made by competent. unbiased

medical officers of our navy, would con

vince the most careless that a radical

change must take place, and the sooner

the better. The present state of affairs

is really a. deep disgrace to an enterpris—

ing, go-ahead people. It takes only a few

moments’ conversation with any man or

woman of good sense to find out that

they desire in their neighborhood at least

that more attention should be paid to

these questions of sanitary reform. But

the difficulty is to arouse' public atten-.

tion. We are too much the slaves of the

most ignorant and bigoted classes in our

cities and towns, and it is only latterly

that our leading citizens are coming to

their senses, and awakening to an inter

est in political matters ; and at last, per

haps, they are beginning to realize that

public honor, wealth, and health are not

to be intrusted and no longer thrown to

the rabble for their guardianship. It is

the duty of all good citizens to unite in

intelligent effort for the general health.

Neither should our communities be indif

ferent to leaving a legacy of respectability

to the future. As we take pride in hand

ing down to our children our national in

stitutions free and unincumbered, so the

good sense of a cultivated people should

aim at giving to our posterity healthy

homes, pure water supplies, and freedom

from dangers of crowd poison so faras

human wisdom can suggest and a gener

ous pecuniary outlay will provide. The

public should be instructed in general

hygiene as thoroughly as possible. . . . .

“ '
Men are so accustomed to look upon

disease as an unavoidable evil, that the

idea of preventing it by any means of
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their own, seems to have never distinctly

occurred to them until within comparal

tively modern times. Preventive medi

cine, as it has been called, is one of those

things that are theoretically approved,

and too often practically neglected. No

one doubts its importance.’
*

"It would be well, indeed, to have laws

enacted to protect the public, and to puri

ish neglect of ordinary sanitary require

ments. Our summer resorts, as a whole,

are sadly in need of thorough overhaul

ing: many are absolutely dangerous to the

lives of those who patronize them. Im

mediately in their neighborhood may lurk

death in many forms: typhoid fever, diph

theria, scarlet fever, and other diseases

are escaped by what often seems a mir

acle.

"Vaults crowded together, and giving

out foul odors, and yet receiving no at

tention. The plea that the season is

short, and that needed alterations and

improvements cost money and consume

profits, is one very commonly met. A

notable case on the New jersey coast

comes to mind, where, after a guest had

contracted typhoid fever, through the

lack of ordinary sanitary precautions in

the hotel, the patient was compelled to

pay a large amount, under a threat of

ejectment, at the peril of his life. A ho

tel proprietor in the Adirondacks pointed

out to me, with considerable pride, his

own (to him) elaborate system of sanitary

arrangements for the safety and comfort

of his guests, and severely criticised other

hotels for their bad drainage. But it re

quired only a short stay in his house to

prove the dangers existing on his own

premises. His privy vaults and pig-pens

being quite near the hotel, and in the line

of the prevailing winds, made a long walk

necessary on many afternoons to escape

the sickening stench. Fathers of families

recognize more than ever the fact that, if

it be desirable to send their wives and

children away for rest and physical im

provement, it is essential that they should

be sent to healthy places. . . . .

' Dr. Tracy, in Zr'enuun‘r Cyclopedia of Muiirinr,

Vol. XIX., p 573.

"Luxurious living, pampering bodily

comfort, varied indulgence of the appe_

tites, unwillingness to face cold and storm,

almost hermetically sealed houses, and

many other causes, alas, too well known,

are sapping the strength from the Amer

ican constitution, not to speak of our

greedy chasing after wealth, and our rest

less, nervous energy. Certainly there

must be some fault in our mode of liv

ing. It is probable, however, that we

suffer
to a greater or less extent in this

generation for the hardships of our an

cestors. How much more we suffer from

nervous exhaustion than any other na

tion in the world is not diflicult to prove.

"Another great evil in relation with

our health resorts is the indifference of

landlords to providing wholesome fare.

One more or less famous hotel proprietor.

at a fashionable hunting and camping

region, on being requested to procure a

better supply of meat, replied, ‘What's

the use? my people will eat anything I

give them. I can't even turn them out

of my house. I can fill every room, and

they must take what they can get.’ This

is not an unfair sample of the concern for

their patrons’ comfort which one finds

among landlords at many‘ health resorts

north, south, east, and west. There are

exceptions, and it is a pity that those who

honestly'strive for the health and happi

ness of their guests are not better known.

“
One cause for the peculiar condition

of the American constitution is found in

[low and what we eat. We eat too hast

ily, drink too much water while eating,

and hurry to our occupation immediately

upon leaving the table. We are careless

about our food so far as cooking is con

cerned, but fearfully exacting with the

‘bill of fare.’ Our hotels seem to vie

with each other in having as great a vari

ety as possible! It makes little difference

whether certain articles are in or out of

season, they must be had at any cost or

in any condition, for the ‘bill of fare’

must be complete. . . . . These state

ments may seem very foreign to the sub~

ject under consideration, but it is import

ant to consider how much injury is done
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t0 health-seekers at our resorts by our

miserable attempts at a showy bill of fare,

and the absence of wholesome food. In

many of our homes a wholesome table is

the rule, but the vast majority of our

people live contrary to all rules of health,

although spending enough money to feed

half a dozen households well. . . . .

“
We need a revolution ‘in the first

place in our kitchen, as well as in our

manner of eating—a simple, healthy, gen

erous, nutritious table, more like the liv

ing to be found in good old England to

(- . .
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less pork—which few, if any, Americans

ought to eat at all. Then, too, our na

tional restlessness, rushing from the office

to our midday lunches, the everlasting

half-warmed tea, preserves, doughy bread.

and cake and iced water.

"All these things and'many more have

to be considered in estimating the Amer

Our habits are very

different from those of other nations, who

certainly on the average enjoy better

health, and as we approach the living of

sensible English families we find our con

day. Fewer pies, cakes, and pickles, and stitutions strengthening."

HUMAN LIFE LONGER.

SINCE
the carefully prepared volume

by Hufeland, the subject of prolong

ing human life has been under considera

tion by many physiologists 0f eminence,

and their contributions to medical litera

ture in that line already form a large sec

tion. T0 hygiene is very properly at

tributed what improvement there may

have been in the past century in the gen

eral health of the masses, and in the av

erage longevity of all classes.

In a recent lecture before the Medico

Chirurgical Society of Sheffield, England,

an interesting summary of the facts con

cerning the actual increase of the life-pe_

riod in England was presented by Dr. John

Foster. These facts, especially those of

pathological import, apply‘with almost

equal truth to our American experience,

and for that reason we are warranted in

publishing a transcript of the lecture, as

follows:

"The late Dr. Farr, in his description

of the march through life of a million

children, has given the following results:

Nearly 150,000 will die in the first year,

53,000 in the second year, 28,000 in the

third year, and less than 4,000 in the

thirteenth yean At the end of 45 years,

500,000, or one-half, will have died. At

the beginning of 60 years, 370,000 will

still be living. At the beginning of

80 years, 90,000; at 85 years, 38,000; and

at 95 years, 2,100. At the beginning of

100 years there will be 223, and at 108

years, 1. The mean lifetime of both

sexes in England was calculated some

years ago to be 40.858, or nearly 4| years.

Mr. H. Humphreys has shown, however,

that in the 5 years, 1876 to 1880, the mean

age at death was 43.56 (females 45.3); be

ing a gain of nearly 2% years. Thus,

within 20 years, notwithstanding an in

creased birth-_rate, density of population,

and the unsanitary condition of towns

suddenly grown large, more than 2%

years have been added to the life of

every inhabitant of England.
"
The Spedator asks: ‘What is the

kind of life which is increasing? Are

we young longer, or mature longer, or

old longer? Do we live longer, or are

we only a little slower in dying?‘ I am

bound to admit that some of the gain in

early life is lost in middle life; that,

while the expectation of life at birth is

2% more, the expectation from 35 to 60

is a fraction less. But notwithstanding

the slight increase of mortality at 35 and

upward, a large portion of the additional

survivors live on to the higher ages. Of

1,000 born, the additional number of sun

vivors is 35 at the age of 45, 26 at 55. 9

at 65, 3 at 75, and 1 at 85. The increase

is much greater among females. By far

the larger proportion of the increased
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duration of human life in England is affected. A weakened nerve-fibre may

lived between 20 and 60. It is interest

ing to ascertain what is the natural limit

of existence. Dr. Farr says the natural

lifetime of man is a century. That is the

length of time the body will live under

the most favorable conditions. Another

most interesting question is, ‘When does

old age commence?’ Dr. Farr has di

vided life as follows: Boyhood, 10 to 15

years; youth, 15 to 25; manhood, 25 to

55; maturity, 55 to 75; ripeness, 75 to

85; and old age, 85 and upward.
“
Old age really begins in certain path

ological changes which take place at dif

ferent ages. It is interesting to learn

what conditions hasten or hinder these

changes. It is held that all life begins in

a formless fluid, and from this develops

into the varied forms of living beings.

There is a life-force, inherited from a

pre-existing life, which builds up matter

into living tissue and holds it together

for a time; and the tenacity with which

this force holds organized matter to

gether does not depend on size, or

strength, or muscular development alto

gether, but rather probably on an even

balance between the several parts and on

something more. As the strength of a

chain is equal to its weakest link, so the

vital strength of the body is equal to the

weakest organ. After the middle arch of

life is passed, these changes become com

moner; and there is danger, if we con

tinue to put the same pressure on a

weakened vessel, that it may burst. In

the hurry and strife of life, men too

often forget this truth and pay the pen

alty. After 50 or 55 a good deal more

rest and sleep are required than in ear

lier manhood. - The physical powers have

begun to fail—the mental powers should

be at their best. It is probable that some

of the greatest literary productions have

been the work of men between 50 and 70.

Living public men in everydepartment of

literature, science, art. and politics may

be cited in proof. For many years after

the degenerative processes of age have

weakened the bodily powers, the intel

lectual powers remain comparatively un

retain its continuity, and a diseased ves

sel in the brain may hold its entirety for

a great length of time if no great strain is

put upon it.

"In taking the period of 65 to 75, and

still following the fortunes of the million

children born, we find that 309,029 enter

this age and 161,124 leave it alive. Dis

cases of the brain, heart, and lungs are

the most common—31,400 die of old age.

The numbers that enter the next decen

nial—75 to 85—are 161,124, and the num

ber that leave it alive are 38,565. About

122,500 die chiefly of lung, brain, heart,

and other local diseases. Nearly 59,000

die of atrophy, debility, and old age.

Some writer says that he has met few or

no cases of death from old age—every

body dying of some recognized disease.

It is true that the symptoms of disease

become obscure in old age, many cases of

pneumonia and other inflammations es

caping recognition. But it is also true

that many deaths attributed to disease

are mainly due to old age; slight inju

ries, cold, heat, want, or attacks which in

early years would have been shaken ofI.

Of the million with which we started,

2,153 live to the age of 95—223 to 100.

Finally, at the age of 108, one solitary

life dies.

"Diseases may be divided into two

great classes—the parasitic and the de

generative. The former are more preva

lent in early, and the latter in the later

stages of life. Of cancer, which is one of

the diseases of old age, it is uncertain

whether it belongs to the parasitic or

the degenerative type. As it is the duty

of the physician to help man through as

many of these stages and with as little

pain as possible, it becomes important to

study how to protect him from accidental

diseases, and how to husband his forces

so that he may travel far over the way

before his strength shall fail. The first

essential of life is food—and beyond

doubt the majority are underfcd, and a

large proportion improperly fed. The

mortality among the poor and the hard

worked, at all stages of life, is amazingy
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larger than among the middle and higher

classes. The human constitution pos

sesses a great amount of elasticity, and

will tolerate departure from correct diet

for a length of time, but in the end the

penalty is rigorously exacted by nature.

Lessened vitality inevitably follows im

poverished blood and ill-nourished tis

sue. Undoubtedly men are better fed

than formerly, and fewer die of starva

tion. But-the increased density of the

population by the flocking of people to

the towns has intensified old dangers.

Unless sanitary improvements keep pace

with the increase of population, the mor

tality increases. One-seventh of the pop

ulation of Great Britain live in London—

a large portion of the rest live in large

towns. Dr. Farr says, ‘What is espe

cially remarkable in London, is the high

mortality of all ages after 25.’ It is due

to pulmonary disease. The same holds

good of all large towns. Improved health

conditions and increased population are

fighting a great battle, and, on the whole,

if not at every part of the field, health is

winning.

———e—— 0 .Vi

"Heredity has also something to do

with the chance of reaching old age.

This transmission of qualities acquired

and inherited lies at the root of all im

provement of the race. To leave the

body better than we found it, and trans

mit that improvement in vital force to

posterity, is the true evolution by which

hereditary taints may be abolished. A

cruel pathology was once taught that

certain constitutions were doomed to

hereditary diseases, and distinct lines of

demarcation were drawn between people

so affected and others. Logically that

doctrine can only be sustained in a lim

ited sense. The blood cells, the muscu

lar fibres, the epithelial scales live their

time, are cast off, and are succeeded by

others and often better ones.

death is not only the end, but the be

ginning of life. ‘That which thou sow

est is not quickened except it die,’ is a

philosophical truth and lies at the root

of all improvement of the race, as well as

at the root of all Christian faith.” The

study of self—body and mind ~ is the in

itial step in the process.

THE HYDROPHOBIA PUZZLE.

E have not been bitten—hope our

readers may never be. We have

madnesses of many kinds, but none quite

so horrible as this, or so fearfully certain

in its results. Whether a real disease, or

only a morbid, mental frenzy, it is all

the same to the unfortunate patients:

they suffer intensely, and die apparently

in great agony. That diseases of this

kind may be simulated by sympathy no

well-informed person can deny. Laugh

ing, crying, stuttering, St. Vitus’ dance

and even epilepsy are communicated or

taken on in this way. A colored girl in

Moundsville, Marshall C0,, W. Va., in

mocking another girl with fits, was seized

with the same symptoms; and notwith'

standing she was otherwise perfectly

healthy, medical science utterly failed

for four years to cure her. She was

finally cured by animal magnetism, thus

proving that the malady was purely men

tal in its causation.
'

But there are numerous cases where

there is nothing for the mind to imitate.

A death by hydrophobia in Brooklyn is

a case in point. The man had forgotten

that he had been bitten. Some years

‘
ago, a colored man in Illinois died with

the disease thirty years after the wound

was received. In 1858 a boy (Swift by

name) in Leavenworth City, Kansas, was

bitten by a very young pup; a Mrs.

Keller was also bitten by it. Neither

suspected that the dog was mad. There

had been no cases in the neighborhood;

and yet the boy developed the disease

and died. The woman took an antidote

and escaped. Some years ago there was

published the case of a girl whose dress

was torn by a rabid dog. When repair

ing the
dress, she hit oil’ the thread. On

Thus,
'
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her lip was a sore. A few days afterward

she was seized with the usual symptoms

and died. It may be true that some doc

tors never see a case, and that the poison

does not operate in all cases, and that it

is hysteria, or pure imagination in many

instances; but the facts show that dogs

do have the disease and die with it—that

they do become deranged, and bite in an

unusual manner; and that horses, cows,

and other dogs bitten by mad dogs, do go

mad; and surely the medical wisdom that

diagnoses hysteria will not assert that

horses, cows, and other dogs contract the

disease .Uflflpaf/Mll'Cll/b'. The facts of the

matter are, that the disease is not a phan

tom of a disordered brain, that it may_

originate in men as well as dogs, that it

does not develop ‘in all persons in the

same time; and that medical science

really knows little or nothing about its

etiology or cure, therefore it ill befits

some professors who try to ridicule it out

of existence, by asserting that "popular

fallacy alone has made hydrophobia a

great terror in certain communities."

If the disease is purely mental, then

mental remedies alone can cure it. But

there are numerous cases of well-defined

symptoms, where the cure was effected

by material remedies alone. No mental

antidotes were even proposed; and so

that other sage deduction, that the mad

stone cures by imagination alone, and

therefore all recoveries are due to this

cause, falls to the ground. This is only

one of the many tricks of trade by which

some representatives of medical science

would cover up their ignorance. Only a

few years ago, the whole fraternity denied

.the doctrine of mental cause and cure for

diseases. Now it in great part concedes

that imagination "convulses the body,"

and imagination allays the convulsions,

because they know no other cause and

deem this mysterious.

just here we may inquire, what right

has the profession to set up an opinion

about a disease which it does not under

stand and can not cure P

"If we admit," says a doctor, “that

hydrophobia is a form of hysteria, we

furnish at once an explanation of the

wonderful curative properties of the mad

stone." But suppose we do not admit

this theory, and suppose it is not correct,

then what of the explanation? After all,

it is only a theory unsupported by fact,

science, or logic. The medical faculty is

at fault on this as well as other import

ant subjects. Because they can not

cure it themselves they are unwilling

that hydrophobia shall be cured by non

professional empirics. or
"
quack

"
reme

dies. But this is not the worst feature

of their offending; by ridiculing the ex

istence of the disease they betray their

confiding patients into a false security,

and thus prevent that caution which

would often protect life.

Mad-stones may or may not cure hydro

phobia. They are scarce, and therefore

seldom available. Nevertheless the testi

mony in their favor is very strong, and

many persons have implicit faith in their

virtues. They are said to be an abnormal

product of the stomach of deer, resem

bling somewhat the common pumice

stone. The method of application is to

wet, and place it on the wound, to which

it seems to be attracted. if the virus is

there, and retains its hold until fully

charged, when it drops oFf. It is then

placed in warm water, until cleansed,

then replaced, and the procedure repeat

ed until the stone no longer sticks; the

cure is then deemed complete. If the

wound is healed, it must be reopened to

make the application.

There are said to be specimens of this

mad-stone in Kentucky, near Independ

ence, M0., in Kansas, and ‘Fairfax Co.,

Virginia, a few miles from Washington

city.

In Asia they have a similar device for

the cure of snake-bites, which, according

to our best information, is relied upon by

the natives, and particularly the snake

charmers, who run great risks, and would

hardly do so without some reliable anti

dote. It is also a well-known fact that

hunters have great faith in the warm,

bloody flesh of a freshly killed animal for

poisons; that persons have been saved
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by killing Ilia snake—cutting it open, and

laying it on the wound.

Many years ago a lady passing through

the woods in Virginia was bitten by a

rattlesnake on the foot. The foot swelled

and became so painful that she could not

travel; seating herself on an old log, with

death staring her in the face. she com

menced pulling off the matted moss, and

placing the inner or under side on the

wound; when, to her surprise and joy,

the swelling went down, the poison was

extracted, and she was enabled to reach

her home.

The affinity'of raw onions for the virus

of snakes is too well known to require

proof. The onion placed on the wound

with salt, absorbs the virus, turns green,

and if continued, usually cures, as many

instances attest. To all these many

other facts might be added, making more

than plausible the mad-stone thesis.

Dr. Marchant, who died a few years

ago near Uniontown, Penn., treated hun

dreds of cases successfully, by a remedy

held as a family heirloom. His ancestors

were physicians, and transmitted it to the

oldest son through many generations.

But unfortunately he would not publish

it
,

and when he died it was lost, whether

by accident, neglect, or the fact that he

left no son, we can not say.

Tradition cites several oiher remedie;

which have been incidentally successful,

such as sweating, vapor-baths, eating

largely of onions after the spasms com

menced, ammonia, sulphuric aci 1
,

sweet

milk, and colombo root.

We have one well-authenticated case of

cure by the external use of juniper oil,

after the disease had fully developed.

The history of this dire malady shows

that it is not limited to nine days or nine

years in its development. Numerous

cases occurred long after the sufferers

had forgotten the fact of the biting. This

may account for the hysteria and brilliant

imagination of dull doctors and explain

their ignorance. In nearly all cases there

is abundance of time to anticipate the

virulent and morbid symptoms; but un

fortunately the victims rest under false

security until remedies are powerless.

Moral: The doctors should ascertain

the cause, and provide a remedy that

shall be generally reliable, or cease to

ridicule their own inefficiency.*
H. M. s.

" Since the above was written M. Pasteur, the French

savam, is said to have discovered an antidote for this

terrible disease, in an attenuation of its poison, taken

from the blood of a rabid animal with which a patient

is inoculated. \Vc will wait for the results of its trial

on human subjecls.—ED. P. J.

A CURE r011 Cancun—A correspond

ent writes as follows on this subject to

the Columbus (Miss.) Independent .

"I send you herewith a remedy for

that horrible disease, cancer, which I be

lieve is a certain cure. A friend of mine

in Louisiana has been cured by the use

of this remedy, and a gentleman in South

Mississippi, to whom he gave the receipt,

has also been cured. Please publish for

the benefit of suffering humanity.
“
Use the extract of sheep sorrel pre

pared as follows:

"Gather the sheep sorrel when green,

place it in a mortar, beat it up very fine,

express the juice, and strain it in order

to get rid of the lint and trash. Place

the juice in a deep plate, and set it in the

sun until it evaporates to the consistency

of molasses or honey. Spread the salve

thus produced on a piece of kid, or on a

linen cloth, and apply to the affected

part, renewing it two or three times a

day. This application in two or three

days will cause the -ulcerous part to

slough off, after which apply a simple

ointment to heal the sore.

"The remedy is sure and causes con

siderable pain, but it is otherwise harm

less. If the patient has the nerve to

stand the pain it produces, it will effect

a radical cure."

We give the above for what it is worth,

and in the hope that those afflicted will

find benefit from its trial.
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NOTES lN SClENCE AND AGRICULTURE.

The Academy of Anthropology.
—At the last meeting of this body, May 6th,

it was suggested by the president that its

curriculum of study warranted the presump

tion of its becoming, in time, a teaching body.

In a city like New York, and with a mem

bership that includes such reputable and able

teachers as were present at its last session,

there is no reason why the plan of section

study laid down for members should not at

tract many students.

At present the three sections are these:

l. PSYCHIC“. RESEARCH, which includes a

vast field of unclassified and important phe

nomena, material and spiritual, which stand

directly related to practical life and so

cial well-being. The study of involuntary

life, particularly its supreme expression, the

trance state; natural and artificial somnambu

lism, dreams, visions, and other morbid con

ditions of the mind; the use of psychic influ

ence as a curative agent in nervous diseases

and as an occasional substitute, at least, for

nauseous and dangerous anmsthetics in sur

gery; all of these themes are of vital interest.

The treatmentof the insane and the responsi

bility of criminals; the transmission of tend

encies of an abnormal type, and the neuro

logical and pathological facts revealed by so

called “faith or prayer cures," show how

closely philosophy, science, theology, and

medicine are connected with the study of

psychology. The validation of human testi

mony and the estimate of guilt in uestions

of criminal jurisprudence are of vita import

ance in this age of violence, suicide, and law

lessness. Then there comes a co-ordinate

department or section—

If. SoctoLocv, or the study of the struc

tural and functional forces of civilization; po

litical economy, the laws of population, the

industrial arts, sanitary science, the accumu

lation and distribution of wealth, labor and

capital; social diseases and their remedies;

heredity, inebriety, marriage, infanticide, di

vorce, and unnumbered topics that naturally

group themselves in this general department

of social science. The whole subject of right

living, the causes and cures of those evils

that are sapping the foundation of morality

and national strength, lie within this section.

"Home .rulu ; Immrmi nifiil a m: alienum

pure." The field, indeed. is broad, yet, as

Dr. Thwing Observed, "The student need

not find it a Cretan labyrinth with endless

windings, but an orderly System of truth,

luminous and progressive. Unexplored ter

ritories there are, but a true scientific spirit

will. like the clew of the princess Ariadne,

guide one safely through bathing perplexi

ties."

III. THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE RACE,

archaeology, ethnology, mythology, and kin

dretl themes formulate the third section. Sub

divisions may include glossology or philol

ogy, technology, the industries of the race’

an enticing topic as illustrative of the social

advancement of man during the centuries;

phrenology, physiognomy, hygiene, and re

lated themes.

Anthropology thus studied in the broad.

lexical meaning of the word, and not in the

narrow, encyclopzedic sense, sometimes given

it
,

would surely attract many students of hu

man life, men and women, who wish to gain

more clear and comprehensive views of the

possessions and possibilities of individual

lives and of society at large.

A Food Reform Soetety.—A move

ment is now on foot among several gentle

men of progressive tendencies to establish a

food reform society in the United States,

analogous in its character and objects to

those already existing in Europe. The

principal features of its work as stated in the

circular issued by the
"
Provisional commit

tee," will be the promotion of the use of

grains, fruits, and other products of the vege

table kingdom, as essential articles of diet;

the advocacy of total abstinence from the flesh

of mammals, birds, and fish, and to spread

the knowledge of the fact that the majority

of mankind have always subsisted on non

flesh-foods.

Those who may desire to contribute toward

the formation of this society are requested to

communicate with Dr. M. L. Holbrook, 13

Laight Street. New York, or Mr. F. P. Dore

mus, 499 Carlton Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

All Ancient shilL—The largest ves

sel, next Noah’s Ark, on the records of the

ancients was built by order of Hiero, the

second tyrant of Syracuse, under the super

intendence of Archimedes, about two hun

dred and thirty years before Christ, the de

scription of which would fill a small volume.

Athenaaus has left a description of this vast

floating fabric. There was, he states, as

much timber employed in her as would have

served for the construction of fifty galleys.

It had all the varieties of apartments and

conveniences necessary to a palace—such as

banqueting-rooms. baths, a library, a temple

of Venus, gardensLfish-ponds, mills, and a spa

cious gymnasium. The inlaying of the floors

of the middle apartment represented in vari

ous colors the stories of Homer's “Iliad "
;

there were everywhere the most beautiful

paintings, and every embellishment and or

nament that art could furnish were bestowed

on the ceilings, windows, and every part.

The inside of the temple was inlaid with

cypress wood, the statues were of ivory, and

the floor was studded with precious stones.

The vessel had twenty benches of oars, and

was encomposed by an iron rampart or bat

tery ; it had also eight towers and walls and

bulwarks, which were furnished with ma
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chines of war, one of which was capable of

throwing a stone of three hundred pounds

weight or a dart of twelve cubits length, to

the distance of half a mile. To launch her

Archimedes invented a screw of great power.

She had four wooden and eight iron anchors ;

her mainmast, composed of a single tree,

was procured after much trouble from distant

inland mountains. Hiero finding that he had

no harbors in Sicily capable of containing

her, and learning that there was famine in

Egypt, sent her loaded with corn to Alex

andria. She bore an inscription, of which

the following is part: l'l'liero, the son of
Hierocles, the Dorian, who wields the sceptre

of SicilyI sends this vessel, bearing in her the

fruits of the earth. Do thou, O Neptune,

preserve in safety this ship over the blue

waves."

An Illuminated Bu0Y.—Imagine an

enormous lamp riding the waves. The buoy

is a compact wrought-iron vessel, which

serves as a receiver of compressed gas. The

duration of the flame depends upon the size

of the buoy. Some in use in Europe have

been made to burn 30 days and some 120

days. It is said that a buoy of suflicient

size will contain gas enough to furnish the

light for one year. During that time the

flame is steady and constant night and day,

requiring no attention whatever after once

put in operation. The lantern attached to

the buoy admits air enough to feed the flame,

but not a particle of water can enter. The

most violent gales, the greatest force of

the waves, submerging even beneath them,

has no effect upon this light. It burns with

undimmed brightness as long as gas is in its

reservoir. The light, it is said, can be thrown

six or seven miles in clear weather. Salty

deposits are not made on the glass of the

lanterns, as has been demonstrated. The

refilling of the buoy at certain intervals is

performed by a tender, and requires but a

few minutes‘ time. It is done by passing the

gas from a store-holder, which contains the

gas compressed to ten atmospheres, by means

of a flexible tube into the buoy at a pressure

of six atmospheres.’

Forests and Dralnage.—Here is an

apt illustration of how forests affect soil

drainage: "Cover a table with a thick stra

tum of spongy moss and pour on a gallon of

water. The water will ooze through and

trickle down the table, but very slowly, day

by day, and that process of filtration will

continue for along time ; four hours after, the

table will still be dripping wet. Then re

move the moss and empty the same gallon

pot on the centre of the table. This time

the deluge will pour down in a thick rush,

and four hours later the table will be as dry

as if nothing had happened. With the same

difference of result a rain shower acts on a

wooded and treeless country. The forest,

with its network of moss and roots, absorbs

nine-tenths of the moisture, and yields it

slowly in brooks and perennial springs. A

naked hill permits it to pour down in rapid

deluge; brooks swell to torrents and rivers

to seas ; but in the summer-time those same

rivers shrink to shallow creeks, their head

waters
in the treeless mountains have run

dry.I

A New Process of Tooth-Draw
1Nc.-A dentist of Geneva has invented a

new and ingenious process of tooth-drawing,

which, if introduced, will prove most accept

able to toothache sufferers. A small square

of india-rubber, pierced with a central hole,

is pushed over the tooth till the upper part of

the root is reached. The india-rubber gradu

ally contracts. pulls on the root, and the

offending tooth is finally enucleated without

causing the patient any pain whatever. Four

or five days are generally required to com

plete the operation. Very slight bleeding

and a slight swelling of the gum are the only

inconveniences experienced. M. Paul Bert

brought this ingenious method before the

Academic des Sciences in Paris, when M.

Galippe remarked that the process was al

ready known, and quoted a case in support

of its efficacy, in which a young girl had

placed a ring of india-rubber round her two

front incisors, and forgot that she had done

so, the result being that she lost the teeth.

Excavations at Rome.—In the ex

cavations which are being made by the or

der of the Minister of Public Instruction

near the Church of Santa Maria Liberatrice.

between the Via Sacra and the Via Nova, un

der the northern corner of the Palatine, dis

coveries of great importance have taken place.

It was noted, in general, that that rectangle

of ground must have been occupied by build

ings annexed to the very celebrated Temple of

Vesta, and especially by the house once inhab

ited by theVestals,(VestalVirgins). There were

discoveries at that place in the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries that disclosed monuments

whose character is now confirmed. For in

stance, in the year 1497 were found on the

precise site which is now being excavated

twelve pedestals of statues erected, chiefly in

honor of Vestal Virgins. In the year 1549

two other similar pedestals were found, and

at the same time the Temple of Vesta was

destroyed, which was then standing in a state

of preservation relatively perfect. The re

mains ofavast and very noble building have

lately been reached, of which the groundwork

and compartments suit admirably as the resi

dence of Vestals. It comprises a vestibule

(atrium) surrounded in the interior by apart

ments of diverse sizes, and a principal saloon

with a mosaic pavement of the finest speckled

marble, doors with Portasanta panels, plinth,

with cornices of antique red. etc. The vesti

bule communicates with the principal saloon

by means of a gallery with gray-colored col

umns, the trunks of which lie overthrown upon

the ground. The supposition that this atrium

(vestibule) might justly be that of Vesta, and

that this dwelling might certainly be that of

the Vestals, has received to-day a confirma
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tion, by the discovery of three other grand

pedestals similar to those found in 1497

and in 1549. and containing the identical

inscriptions chiefly in praise of Vestal Vir-_

gins. The names of these priestesses ap

pertain to the cream of the Roman aristocracy

of the third century ; every half column gives

the very day and year in which it was dedi

cated. Besides these monuments have been

found an inscription dedicated to Com

modus by a private citizen; an inscription

dedicated to Alexander Severus by the con

tractors of the public highways of Istria,

of Venice, of Transpadana. of Emilia ; a head

of Commodus; a very fine bust of Annie

Verus, intact; a second imperial historical

bust; a considerable quantity of written, fig

ured, ornamental marbles. Also some 800

Byzantine silver coins, and one of gold.

Turin, Italy. HENRY NOBLE.

To Keep Down [louse Insects.
-——Of course scrupulous cleanliness will dis

pose of-most of them. Keep the yard free

from decaying vegetables, refuse from the

kitchen and the drain of the sink. and

sweeten the_ out-buildings with lime, and

flies will mostly emigrate to promising quar

tors. The few stragglers which remain can

be nearly excluded by frames covered with

millinet placed in the windows when open.

These will also keep out the vexatious mos

quito. Myriads of these latter insects are

often bred in swamp spots adjoining the

dwelling. Proper drainage will route them

at head-quarters. The rain-wafer cistern

is also prolific in mosquitoes: place a few

lively minnows or other brook fish there,

and they will fatten on the larva of the tor

menting insect—thus the biter will be bitten.

The flea delights in the dust and litter of

the wood-house and the wagon-shed. Re

move all this, sprinkle fresh lime in its place,

add whitewash to the beams and boards, and

the fleas will soon vanish. Take up all the

carpets, beat them thoroughly with a slender

rod, and scatter pepper around the sides of

the room where the edges of the carpet are

to be laid. Then. once a fortnight, whip the

outside breadths upon the floor with a light

switch, and the remaining moths will be

beaten out.

The chinch, or bed-bug, can be routed by

first washing all parts of the bedstead with

cold water, and then, with a brush, applying

corrosive sublimate dissolved in spirits. or

an amalgam of lard and quicksilver rubbed

together. Or ask your druggist for six cents

worth of unguentum; mix it with lamp oil,

and apply it with a brush to all joints and

crevices, when the bugs will sleep, and allow

you to do the same.

Caution In Sllk Culture—Things

are not always what they are said to be, and

this proverb has its application to silk culture.

The Tribune has occasion mildly to remark :
"
The usually cautious Weuem Rural, which

is doing excellent work in the interest of

farmers and their families. admits to its

columns the statement from a Kansas con

tributor that
‘
young ladies or others

'
in pur~

suit of
‘
pin money

'
can

‘
make from $.15 to

$25 in forty days with silk-worms.’ Several

less cautious contemporaries are publishing

similar statistics, all apparently inspired by

self-seeking persons with eggs and other sup

plies for sale, or interested in the crafty

scheme now being pressed in Congress for a

Bureau of Silk Culture, with $50,000 of

Government funds with which to set it a-go

ing." The Tribune has “on file reports of

various actual experiences of women in this

‘new industry, not one of which is favor

able. A great amount of labor is involved,

some of it anything but pleasant: one says

she would lrather take in washing’ for a

living. And when the cocoons were finally

ready for market, in some cases the money

was not forthcoming from dealers to whom

they were consigned."

“
Salt.”—Sir Lionel Playfair contributes

to Goon’ lVam': some of the reasons why the

word
“
salt,” as used in the Bible, often meant

what is called petroleum nowadays. He says :
“
Many things become comprehensible if we

take the generic term salt and apply it to

petroleum and its residue—asphalt. Lot's

wife, if converted into a pillar of common

salt, would have been washed away by the

first shower of rain; but a pillar of asphalt,

even as a memorial of her, would have been

an enduring monument and might have been

seen by Josephus and his contemporary,

Clement of Rome, both of whom declare

they saw it. So, also‘, when we are told by

Mark that ‘every one shall be salted with

fire, and every sacrifice shall be salted with

salt,’ I see a meaning only when I recollect

that in regions containing petroleum, sacri

ficial fires were fed with this fuel to aid the

burning. In like manner when Matthew

likens the blessed first to salt and immedi

ately afterward to a lighted torch (for candles,

'as translated, were then unknown), I see the

connection in his mind. He had just said

that salt which had lost its savor was only fit

to be trodden underfoot of men. Now salt

never does lose its savor, and is never fit to

be trodden underfoot. But petroleum does

lose its essence by exposure, and out of the

residue the ancients used to make asphalt

pavements, as they do at the present day."

Cauliflower Ralslng.—A correspon

dent of the IVnkly Tribune says: "I raised
splendid midi/lower: last season by this‘ meth

od: spaded very deeply a deep, rich piece of

ground, inclining to moisture. and turned in

all the rich old rotted manure I could well

use. The plants were set out May I, after

being wintered in cold frames. When the

weather became dry, I occasionally poured on

each plant a little diluted manure water, so that

by late summer the heads began to form, and

finer heads I never saw. They headed suc

cessively until freezing weather. As soon as

the white flower-buds, or crown, showed, the

leaves were immediately drawn over them

and loosely tied, thus preserving the milk

white color and tender texture. Cauliflowet's

delight in a deep rich soil with moisture."
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ANCIENT MAN.

rI‘HERE
are

under which the theory of human

certain disadvantages

descent according to the Darwinists

labors, and which late discoveries in the

lower quaternary, or upper tertiary beds,

if the latter must be accepted, do not at

all remove. The opening of ancient

dwellings in the chalk that lined the

banks of lake or river, whose bed has

been dry for ages, has brought to light a

large number of human skeletons with a

great quantity of bone and stone imple

ments and flint weapons and tools. \Vith

in a few years back zealous observers like

dc Baye, Harvey, Dupont, Lartet, dc Qua

trefages, have brought into special promi

ncnce the characteristics of the men of

the glacial period, or of that remote

epoch when so low a temperature pre

vailed in Central Europe that the rein

deer, the mammoth, and mountain goat

roamed over the plains of France, and

browsed upon the wooded slopes of Italy

and Austria. In the places of burial, and

in the hillside dwellings, whose rocky

structure has preserved their osseous re

mains until our day, several types of

cranial organization appear. \Ve have

the long skull of the Canstadt type, oi

which the celebrated fossil of Neander

thal is a specimen, and the broad skull of

the la Truchére type, which is elevated in

the forehead and crown, and in horizontal

contour approaches the Teutonic Class of

the present time. Between these two

types there are three intermediate types

that intimate a mixture or blending of

races. In fact, in some caves, deep in

valley alluvium, crania of the long and

broad and mixed types have been found

lying together, thus proving the claim

of archaeologistsahat distinct races of

ancient peoples

friendly intercourse mingled their char

through conquest or

acteristic features.

The dolichocephalic or long-skulled

race may have antedated the brachyceph

alic or broad-skulled race; they were

smaller-brained and of inferior intelli

gence, their difference in the latter re

spect being impressed upon the bones

and flints that convey to the mod

ern student very clear suggestions of

their respective advance in the industries

But h m!

long the man of Cro-Magnon or Nean

of domestic and social life.

derthal lived before the appearance of

the man of Grenelle is but a subject of

speculation (LS yet. They were contempo

raries in the quaternary epoch of geology ;

and like types of development, cranial

and mental, exist to-day. The man of

Canstadt was as well endowed as the

wild Australian, or the Bushman of South

Africa; the man of Cro-Magnon is rep

resented to-day by the American Indian.

his type of head being quite the same,

and the man of la Truchére has left us

in the few bones that remain of him the

surprising witness of a cranial capacity

equal to that of the modern European.

Some archaeologists are of opinion that
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this large-headed man of la Truchére has

a more ancient history than even the

long-headed races of Canstadt and Nean

derthal. M. de Quatrefages thinks so.

Accept this and we are placed in a

strange dilemma with regard to the al

leged descent of man from the pithecoid

ape; for an immense chasm or lu'atus ex~

ists between the dolichocephalic man and

the highest anthropoid aperthe gorilla.

If somewhere in the alluvial deposits of

the tertiary there lie remains of an inter

mediate race, of an ape-man, his cranial

characteristics must suggest the Canstadt

type, but very much below it
,

and this to

be true would show that there were alter

nations of development; that somehow

the broad-headed, large-brained man suc

small-brained

ape-man, and was succeeded in turn by

the narrow- headed race of Canstadt.

ceeded the low-browed,

Surely, this would be altogether out of

keeping with the normal procedure of

development, and logically impossible.

The gorilla, assumed by the Darwinist

to approach nearest to man, presents

another difficulty on the side of intelli

gence, because he is not the equal, by

any means, of the chimpanzee or orang

outang in intelligence; in fact, is inferior

to the dog. Can it be that nature so ex

hausted herself in bringing forth the

ape-man that she did not endow him

with the vigor necessary to withstand the

cataclysms or other crises of the remote

tertiary, and so he perished, leaving no

trace for the gratification of the yearn

ing Haeckelite? If so, whence came the

men of the stone age, those rude con

temporaries of the mammoth and hairy

elephant? And how is it that the gorilla

has degenerated from that high estate

which must have been his, if the major

premise implied in our query be admit

ted P

The revelations of geology, interpreted

with candor, point to the conclusion that

primitive man, wherever he lived, 10,000

or 50,000 years ago, was as much man,

distinctively, by physical and mental

organization, as man to-day. In his needs,

methods of self-preservation, his indus

tries, wars, social and domestic habits,

appreciation of ornament, sense of fear,

adoration of a spiritual Power, the cave

dweller of the Drift period was the ana

logue of the man of the nineteenth

century.

ANOTHER PANIC 0N ‘CHANGE.

rI‘I-IE
recent extraordinary develop

ments concerning the way in which

money operations are conducted in Wall

Street, call to mind a bit of French hu

mor. A father says to his son,
"
My dear

boy, the business world is divided into

two camps, the gamblers and the specu

lators." The son rejoins,
"
Why, father,

what difference is there between these?
"

“
Don't you see, boy? The speculator is

the one who gains. The loser is only a

gambler." .

The sudden-suspension of a firm of

brokers, in the midst of what were pre

sumed to be very large business opera

tions, and that had the backing of names

ranking high in political and social cir

cles, led to the prompt discovery that the

business carried on by them was alto

gether out of the bounds of common dis

honesty and deception. The audacity

and success of the managing partner in

persuading men with means to believe

impossible schemes of financial invest

ment, would appear altogether incredible,
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if we had not the published testimony of

those who lost the
tens and hundreds of

thousands they placed in his hands.

Of course the effect of such an an

nouncement was to diminish public con

fidence in banks and brokers generally,

and occasion a rush of timid investors

upon their financial agents. The result

is known.

ing concerns were forced to suspendI

and the whole atmosphere of ‘Change

became dark and threatening, and for a

time a general crash in every line of se

curity seemed imminent.

Such crises in the money centres must

be expected to occur so long as financial

operations are conducted as they are by

greedy men who seek to destroy every

element of substantial value in stocks

and bonds, and to make even the neces

sities of life their puppets, for gain's sake.

There is a glamour surrounding dealings

in money that is disturbing to the mental

balance of most men; their acquisitive

sense becomes over-excited ; their benev

olent, conscientious. rational senses be

come warped and subordinated to the

selfish feelings, hence they acquire an

abnormal thirst for speedy riches, and

seeming opportunities for-large profit

draw them into the maze of speculation.

Speculation is but trying the chances of

fortune; so is gambling; but the specu

lator's stakes are larger and his game is

played openly. If he win, the community

applauds his success ; if he lose, he is ac

counted an "unlucky dog"; yet that is

but an incident of the "Street." If his

losing involve others, then we hear of

fraud and peculation—the unauthorized

using of other people’s money. But some

how the speculator on ‘Change is not

Many long-established bank-,

prison door closes on him—because

doubtless his victims feel themselves shar

ers of his guilt. They are willing sharers of

his successful ventures, ready to smile at

any “crookedness," in
“
put," or

“ call,"

or
“ straddle," or "loan," or “ share,"

that helps to increase his bank account

and to render a dividend to them. But

after all, knowing as we do the tenor of

"operations" in money as they are usu

ally conducted, why should the commu

nity be startled by any convulsion in Wall

Street, when banker and broker are but

the agents of the community, and merely

express the undercurrent ‘of popular de

sire for wealth?

BE OF GOOD CHEER.

BLESSED
is the cheerful spirit. It is

exceedingly rare that a man possess

ing a sunny disposition is found in the

walks of vice and crime—for the trait is

diametrically opposed to practices that

induce bitterness of feeling, remorse, and

gloom. An immoral man may affect

gaiety and sprightliness, but there is a

constraint in his manner that declares its

hollowness. He lacks hcartiness and

sincerity; his loud professions are re

ceived by those who know him as arti~

ficial and empty; there is no soul in

them—nothing to warm and encourage

a sinking heart.

The basis of true cheerfulness is a

generous, hopeful nature, and in its prac

tical expression it is allied with Consci

entiousness. One who is weighted with

a sense of having done wrong, carries a

troubled conscience,‘ and can not look

out upon the world serenely and buoy

antly. Hence, to cultivate cheerfulness.

often pursued by his victim until the I it is ‘necessary to keep one's-self clean;
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no stains of vice must blot the tablet of

. thought.

It is difficult to be always cheerful.

Yes; but if the habits are pure, then one

can smile in the midst of misfortunes.

The consciousness of duty performed to

the utmost will sustain the heart even

when troubles surge over one like ocean

billows. But great, overwhelming troub

les rarely occur to the cheerful man.

There is a saving influence, a kind of

talismanic potency in his pleasant, sunny

temper that often converts apparent evil

into good, or blunts the sharpness of

calamity.

Morally and physically the cheerful

man is superior to the grave or sardonic

man; his brain is fed bya quicker current

from the heart; his faculties interact with

more facility and effect. Hence he sees

more clearly what he should do in an

emergency; and if he be swept away by

an overwhelming tide of misfortune his

buoyant spirit helps him to struggle on

and to make the most of any proffered

help.

friends, while the gloomy, melancholy one

The cheerful man never lacks

repels kind attention; and when misfor

tune comes to him it usually drags him

to the bottom.

To all we say, cultivate cheerfulness,

for with it will come happiness.

.-.
TOBACCO m THE Cnuncm—In the

Washington Evening Star there recently

appeared the following unique advertise

ment:

"
The prayers of God's people are most

earnestly requested for the thorough puri

fication of a young church, whose pastor

and ofiicers are inveterate tobacco-users,

much against the wishes of its members."

This was evidently the irrepressible out

flow of some one whose “righteous soul

was vexed with the filthy
"
breaths of the

aforesaid pastor and officers. We are

sorry for the “young church" and for

many old churches on account of the

tobacco habit that has enslaved their

pastors and officers. Incorrigible agnos

tics or infidels, like Ingersoll for instance,

delight in finding such examples for their

brilliant sarcasm and reckless sophistry

against Christianity. Our Methodist

friends are fighting against the tobacco

evil with encouraging success. Let other

denominations follow their lead, and let

the Church be clean. How can God be

glorified in the bodies of men while they

persist in practices that are conducive to

indecency?

.

THE COURSE IN PHRENOLOGY.

‘HOSE who desire to enter the course

of instruction in
"
The American

Institute of Phrenology," which opens its

annual session on the first Tuesday in

October and continues six weeks, will, of

course, be employing their spare time in

reading on the subject, in order to enter

all the more intelligently into the work

of mastering the theory and practice of

Phrenology. It is not merely the profes

sional who intends to make it a life busi

ness, that reaps advantage from this course

of instruction. Teachers, lawyers, min

isters, and business men avow the great

aid that a knowledge of Phrenology,

learned in the Institute, has been to them.

One minister, recently a student, writes

with enthusiasm of the benefit which he

derives from it in his pulpit labors and

pastoral work.

When professional men shall learn how

much a knowledge of mind and character

will aid them in their several spheres of

labor, the Institute will be thronged. The

merchant and business man also needs

to know all he may of human character

to insure success in normal and laudable

enterprises.

For circular setting forth terms and all

other particulars, address Secretary Am.

Ins. of Phrenology, 753 Broadway, N. Y.
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COMBATIVENESS, SELF-ESTEEM, ETC.,

Ann BASHFULNESS.——Qll¢5li0fl .- If a bashful per

son were to cultivate Combativeness, Self-esteem,

and Executiveness, would he overcome his bashful

ness 2 D. D. D.

Answer: In a very great degree, doubtless; as

the manifestation of the feeling is due largely to

the weakness or lack of influence on the part of

those faculties.

TREATMENT OFCOLDS.—-E. F. F.—The

treatment to be prescribed for a cold must depend

upon the temperament and condition of the patient.

In the outset of its development, if one take a great

deal of outdoor exercise, he may bring about a re

action of the system, and so overcome the derange

ment of the mucous membrane. If, however, the

disturbance be severe, it is best for the patient to

stay at home ; eat the simplest food and very little

of that, but drink abundantly of hot water; take a

wet-sheet pack, or a thorough sweating bath. One

of the first things one should see about, when a

cold has been contracted, is to clear the system as

much a possible of all morbific matter, using for

that purpose simple enemas.

“MAN or PURPOSE," Ere—J. N. L.—

The item which your letter considers was taken

from a very respectable newspaper. and we felt

warranted in giving it place. You do not impair

the reputation of the farmer for energy and effi

ciency; and perhaps in your comments upon his

character as known in the neighborhood, your view

of him maybe a little invidious. It is said, you

know, that
“
no man is great to his valet," and

“
the prophet is without honor in his own country."

\Ve can infer that the person who wrote the notice

of him, as it originally appeared, placed his esti

mate chiefly upon what he had heard of the man's

energy as a working farmer.

STRONG CHARACTERISTICS—P. S. W.

—The strong characteristics which make up the

distinctive disposition of a man, are due to the in

fluence of strong or active organs in his mental

composition. You are right in your inference that

these strong characteristis give the special features

of one’s conduct, dressI manner, etc. Take, for

instance, the influence of strong Self-esteem; it

renders a man erect in pose, emphatic and decided

in language, assured, independent, off-hand gen

erally ; you will find the man with large and active

Benevolence, kind, generous, sympathetic, and con

ciliatory. A man with large Approbativeness has

a disposition to flatter others, and expects to be

tickled in return ; in fact, he fishes for good words

and soft speech ; he likes
"
sugar-coated pills," and

he dresses with some regard to his appearance, so

that he shall win notice and commendation. A

man of large Self-esteem, unless he possesses a.

good degree of order and taste, may be very care

less in his dress; even distress his friends by con

stant shabbiness.

INQUIRY ABOUT MOSES.—— F. H. re

quests some information concerning the sixth and

seventh book by Moses; perhaps some reader can

enlighten him; we confess our ignorance of any

works by the great Hebrew lawgiver, outside of

those known in the Pentateuchal series.

PHYSICAL GROWTH.—C. E. B.—Tend

encies of growth are inherent, but they can be

promoted by outdoor exercises, good food, and

proper habits. One who lives improperly, is given

to the common vices of the day, does not sleep

sufficiently, is irregular and erratic in h‘u diet, can

not be expected to grow into vigorous conditions;

he will become warped and stunted in some rc

spects. \Ve have no doubt that the use of alcohol

and tobacco suppresses normal physical develop

ment ; that many a person is deprived of his bed’

tage of height and strength by reason of early im
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prudence in these respects. lndoor life and an oc

cupation which prevents one from exercising the

limbs normally, will have some effect in retarding

one's growth.

Enormous PRODUCED av MEDICINES.

—N. Y.—Yes, some of the more popular reme

dies are productive of eruptions on the skin; cer

tain constitutions being more liable to them than

others. For instance, the persistent use of quinine

is likely to produce an eczema or purpdra. Taking

iodide of potassium produces in some cases an

eruption on the neck, face, and shoulders. Chloral

hydrate affects the face and neck. Balsam co

paiba may induce a rash which seems to prefer the

ankles and wrist. The effects of calomel are well

known. The quinine eruption is almost too well

known to need description ; it is somewhat ephem

eral in its nature, disappearing soon after the per~

son gives up his doses of quinine; it is of a bright

hue, something like the rash of scarlet fever. It

first appears on the face and neck, and then spreads

over the body; sometimes it comes in spots, and

resembles the measles; at other times it has the

nature of urticaria, or itch, with some swelling, and

is very annoying. Several cases of quinine pur

pura have been reported in the medical organs

lately.

EFFECTS or SLEEPING TOGETHER.

-—_l. E. M.—There is a good deal of logic and

truth in the theory that injury may be sustained

by one of two persons who are accustomed to sleep

together. People differ in temperament, and the

influence of temperament is either negative or posi

tive. Positive natures are reflective; negative na

tures are absorptive. Of two persons who generally

room together, the positive one, if of weakly habit,

will lose elements of strength; they will be ab

sorbed by the negative, and the result in time will

be a decrease of physical energy and nervous power,

which will be evident. \Ve do not approve the

practice of a sickly or weak person sleeping with a

strong one. Healthy children of the same age may

room together, but we should protest against ‘an

old person sleeping with a young one.

SCIENTIFIC MEN AND PHRENOLOGY.

—\V. H.—Scientific thought has undergone a very

considerable change in late years; even 0. \V. H.,

whom you mention, and who at one time was

almost vindictive in his criticisms of Phrenology,

has changed his attitude since the
"
Professor of the

Breakfast-table" was published. \Ve know of his

having made a statement within a few years that is

favorable through the doctrine of organic localiza

tion admitting that Phrenology has proved that

there are fixed relations between organization and

mind and character. Scientific men who are con

versant with recent investigations in cerebral organ—

ism, accept generally the view that the brain is com

posed of different centres, having sensory or motor

functions. Instead of learned men denying the

phrenological principles, the reverse is true. We

rarely meet with one who does not accept them ; it

may be with a qualification, but nevertheless it is

an acceptance.

EYE CULTURE. —- F. —Thcre are no

special works on the subject to
which

you refer;

but we would remark that the study of any branch

of mechanics, especially in outdoor life, helps to em

pand the perceptive organs, and give them power

and efficiency.
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"WHAT Is YOUR OBJECT P "—A man's

actions appear in about that light in which we view

them. To him who is selfish, and seeks only those

things that will add to his own interests, the hearts

of other men appear closed, cold, and even cruel.

But to him whose heart is full of tender compas

sion, whose chief desire is to make others happy,

and whose soul is not at rest, unless made so by

kind words and deeds—to such an individual this

world appears to contain an unusual number of

sympathetic minds. One great object of life should

be to do good, to make others happy, and this by

the means and methods which are nearest at hand,

which even the poorest can possess: kind words,

a pleasant face and approving smile. Many a

pathway has been brightened, many a dark day has

been made fair, and many alone heart, heavy and

burdened almost to despair, has been gladdened

and made to rejoice because of the sunshine a

smile or a kind word has brought. None can feel

the effect of the sun’s warmth or its brightness and

not be benefited, and few can experience the elec

trifying influences of pleasant, sociable natures,

without feeling a growing arniability within their

own being.

There are few positions in which a bright, cheerful

disposition can have a more salutary influence than

in the school-room, where one is surrounded by

active, wide-awake children, ready to imitate the

actions and manners of their elders. Naturally,

children are close observers, and are easily afl’ectcd

by the dispositions of those with whom they come

in contact, so that many a life-course has been

mapped out and determined by the teacher. Hid

den powers are daily brought to light, faculties are

being developed, new ambitions are giveh birth, as

pirations are placed upon a loftier plane, and a

mind that once would have been content to revel in

trivial affairs, now seeks refreshment in themes of

philosophy, and loves to dwell among the theories

of metaphysicians. And all this by quiet, calm in

fluence. Would that we all might be possessed of
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that power to lead others on to effort—the power of

which Young says:

“ It sheds on souls susceptible of light,

The glorious dawn of an eternal day."

It is the highest aspiration that the mind of mortal

can conceive—the desire to sweeten the memories

of those we lo've by leading their young minds to a

nobler conception of life and eternity. Life, and

the duties we owe ourselvs and others while on

joying our sojourn in this world of beauty and hap

piness, are among those things most needful to our

well-being.

Fame is the goal for which thousands have t-iiled

in utter forgetfttlness of the duties they owe to their

fellow-men; toiled and labored only to find them

selves deserted at last by the very hopes that spurred

them on. While many seek fame, greater num

bers are throwing their livu away in the race for

wealth, and never come to a realizing sense of the

fruitlessness of all their labors until the evening of

life draws nigh and they behold, with gloomy

hearts, the emptineS of their purpose. Again do

we ask :
" \Vltat is your object P"

JOHN L. SHAWNER.

CONVINCED. —A lake county corre

spondent of Illinois writes : " When I sent you my

last order for books, I thought I could not pos

sibly afford to buy any more; since reading the

‘True Healing Art,‘ I have concluded that I

have bought my last supply of medicine, and in

tend to spend the next few dollars I can spare for

another good book on hygienic education, because

I see more truth in it than in all the ‘science‘ of

medicine. I have been poor all my life because my

parents wasted their money for tea, coffee, and

tobacco, animal food and condiments; destroying

their health and mine, and then paying doctors’

bills to get cured again. \Vhen I remind my

father that tobacco brought the cancer to his lip,

and coffee heart-disease and headache to mother,

they will not believe it
,

and tell me I must be crazy.

But letthem doubt, I will believe."

PERSONAL.

Tm: EMPRESS or Ans-ram has made herself ill

by overmuch riding at Wiesbaden, and has gone to

Amsterdam for the advice of a celebrated Dutch

doctor. This is what might have been expected,

assuming that what we have heard of her fondness

for athletic sports is true.

Miss Euzaacru PEABODY, on her eightieth

birthday, received presents of rare flowers from

Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Boston, and

neighboring towns, poems from friends, and in

genious handiwork from Kindergarten children, a

fitting recognition of a noble and beautiful life. It

was Miss Peabody who helped most to provide Prof.

Maria Mitchell with a fine telescope for her astro

nomical studies.

J UDAH P. BENJAMIN, the distinguished lawyer

and advocate, and err-member of the late Southern

Confederacy, died in Paris, May 8
.

Mr. Benjamin,

formerly of New Orleans, was in 1852 elected to

the United States Senate, and again returned in

1858. In :86: he withdrew from the Senate, and

was appoinuzd Attomey-General in Jefferson Davis's

Cabinet. He became the Confederate Secretary of

\Var in February, 1862, but resigned because of the

strictures passed on him by a committee of the

Richmond Congress. Mr. Davis appointed him

Secretary of State, a position which be retained

until the collapse of the South. He then made his

way to Key \Vest, Fla“, and embarking in an open

sail-boat reached Nassau. In September, 1865, he

arrived in London, and the next year was admitted

to the bar, from which he retired February 9, r883.

He was then considered one of the foremost law

yers of England.

CHARLES O'CONOR, the eminent lawyer, died at

Nantucket, May 12th last. He was a native of New

York City, and born in 1804, the son of an Irish

gentleman of fine culture. His parents were mem

bers of tne Roman Catholic Church, and he re

mained loyal to it throughout his long life. He

did not receive a university education, but the sur

roundings of his life during boyhood favored pre

cocity and strength in developing his mental powers.

\Vhen admitted to the bar, he soon made his mark

among the lawyers of New York, and before he

was 30 years old had won distinction. The story

is told that some years ago he was engaged in an

important lawsuit in which many very old people

appeared as witnesses. He was struck by the fact

that some of these were more than 90 years of age,

and that those who owned to 60 and 70 thought

themselves still young. Further inquiry brought

out the fact that they were mostly from Nantucket.

He made a promise that if ever he could get away

from his practice and settle down to the serious

business of prolonging his life he would go to Nan

tucket. Accordingly he made Nantucket his rsi

dence during the last years of his life, and there he

died.

WlSDOM.

“ Think truly, and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

THE repose of power is its richest phase and its

clearest testimony.

THE religion of Christ is peace and good-will;

the religion of Christendom is war and ill-will.—

Landor.

To seek the redress of grievances by going to

law, is like sheep running for shelter to a bramble

buslL—Dr'lwz'n.
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THE heights of early promotion and glory lift us

no whit nearer heaven. It is easier to step there

from the lowly vale of humiliation and sorrow.

HAVE patience awhile; slanders are not long

lived. Truth is the child of Time; ere long she

shall appear to vindicate thee. —Kaut.

OUR duty, though set about by thorns, may still

be made a staff, supporting while it tortures. Cast

it away, and like the prophet‘s wand it changes to

a snake—j'n'rold.

THE teacher who succeeds best is he who puts

his whole soul into his speech, and thus imparts his

soul to others in the very process of conveying in

formation to their understanding—E. P. Whipple.

THERE are two metals, one of which is omnipo

tent in the cabinet, and the other in the camp—

gold and iron. He that knows how to apply them

both, may indeed attain the highest station, but he

must know something more to keep it.—Cullan.

THE sure foundations of the State are laid in

knowledge, not in ignorance; and every sneer at

education, at culture, at book-learning, which is the

recorded wisdom of the experience of mankind, is

the demagogue’s sneer at intelligent liberty, invit

ing national degeneracy and ruin—G. IV. Curtis.

Q

MlRTl-l.

“
A little nonsense now and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

A LITTLE boy having broken his rocking-horse

the day it was bought, his mother rebuked him.

He silenced her by inquiring, "\Vhat's the good of

a horse till it's broke ?
"

A mix made a bet that he could ride a fly-wheel

in a saw-mill, and as his widow paid the bet she

remarked, "William was a kind husband, but he

did not know much about fly-wheels.”

“ USE your fork, Johnnie I Have you forgotten

so soon what I told you about using your fingers?"

“ Well, mamma, fingers were made before forks P”

"Yes, they were; but not your fingers, my son."

A uooerm philosopher thinks it is a mistake to

suppose that women have stronger attachments

than men. "A man,” he says,
“
is often attached

to an old hat ; but who ever heard of a woman

being attached to an old bonnet P
"

“ Do you see that fellow lounging there 2" asked

Bumpkins.
“
Yes. How does he manage to live—

by his wits P"
“ Oh, no ; he‘s acannibal." " A can

niball How ?” " He lives on other people," was

B.’s reply, as he vanished round the corner.

" MELICAN man him thlew pebble, blake Yong

Sing window," said a complainant in Justice \Vhite‘s

court.

" How big was the pebble ?" his honor asked.

“
‘Bout seve'teen pound," said Yong Sing.

A TOUGH LOZENGE.—A New York doctor, while

escorting a lady home one evening, gave her a

troche to relieve her cough: but it had no effect.

The next day she returned the suspenders button,

with a note suggesting that he might need it for

the coming Sunday collection.

"IF the gentleman who keeps the shoe store

with a red head will return the umbrella of a young

lady with whalebone ribs and an iron handle

to the slate-roofed grocer’s shop he will hear of

something to his advantage, as the same is the gift

of a deceased mother now no more, with the name

engraved on it“-Adv.
-_.~
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BRAlN EXHAUSTION, with some Pre
liminary Considerations on Cerebral Dynamics.

5y
J. Leonard Corning, M.D., Physician to the

ew York Neurological Infirmary. rzmo, pp.

234. New York: D. Appleton 8: Co.

It seems strange that it is only within thirty or

forty years that cerebral conditions have obtained

much attention from those whose special business

it is to care for the health of people, and only

within a dozen years have physicians begun to

understand the relation of the brain to physi

cal capability. How much the light that has

been shed upon this subject is due to earnest

phrenological observers from \Villis, Call, and

Spurzheim down, it would be impossible to

estimate, while to—day there are many zealous

men “on both sides of the sea" who are con

stantly studying the brain and nervous system, and

finding new data of value to psychologist and phys

iologist. The fact that mental action involved

expenditure or loss of living material, and thus

drew upon the physical energies to the extent even

of producing weakness and exhaustion, was, at

first, hard to be understood; but now no well-in-.

formed man denies it
,

and the necessity is perceived

with equal clearness, of sustaining the brain that is

active with adequate food elements, if its vigor is

to be maintained and the functional equilibrium of

the system in general is to be preserved.

The author of the work under notice has been at

much pains to prepare a summary of the philosophy

of cerebral action in its relation to normal and ab

normal states, and also to indicate the sources of

brain disease, and the most approved methods of
v
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restoring health to the worn-out nervous system.

His motive is evidently the practical one of the

physician, as he presents formularies of diagnosis,

and treatment that must be useful to others of his

profession who have not had the time or opportunity

to study in this special line of pathology. He points

out with clear emphasis the effect of vicious habits

and the common irregularities of society upon the

brain, and also rebukes with becoming severity

the reckless imposition of excessive study upon

youth as practiced in many ambitious schools and

colleges.

The treatment proposed is drawn, in great part,

from officinal sources, but we can not but approve

the author's spirit in attributing to rational food

and rest the leading part in the procedure of cure.

How TO STUDY CHARACTER; or, The
True Basis ofthe Science of Mind,including a view

of Alexander Bain's criticism of the Phrenological

system. By Thomas A. H de. Paper, 50 cents ;

cloth, 75 cents. Fowler & {Neils (10., Publishers,

753 Broadway, New York.

The foundation of this essay appeared in two or

three Numbers of THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL,

so that its spirit is not altogether unknown to the

reader of this magazine; but it may be asumed

that the reader, of what has been submitted to his

examination, will have an earnest desire to read the

whole essay and to know more of Mr. Hyde's views.

The object of the essay is a comparison of the older

metaphysical and the present psychological and ex

perimental methods with the phrenological system.

The author comes to their consideration as a

student of mind, one who, in his university career,

had been led to the special examination of the laws

of thought. He is not, therefore, an acciderlal ob

server, and unprepared to offer testimony. His

analysis of faculty and function shows familiarity

with the schools; and in his weighing of the sys

tem of introspection with the system of observation,

he must be credited with candor and an earnest de

sire to reach the truth. An extended analysis of the

oratorical type of character forms one of his illustra

tions of the definiteness that is attained by a true

scientific procedure in the study of mind. It is keen,

clear, very interesting, and full of useful sugges

tions to those engaged in the study of oratory or

elocution. The essay is specially valuable in its

analysis of Prof. Bain's attempt to formulate a sys

tem of classifying and defining faculties. It is

adapted to the reading of thoughtful people; those

who are desirous of obtaining sound views in regard

to the constitution of the mind, and of applying

correct principles in the analysis of character. A

volume of this kind has a practical bearing in the

philosophical discussions of the day. it helps to

take the subject of mind out of the vague and mazy

atmosphere which surrounds it owing to the current

drift of speculation and controversy. Mr. Hyde

writes earnestly and vigorously, with the spirit of a

man whose mind is thoroughly pervaded with the

importance of his subject, and comprehends the

value of the principls that he aims to elucidate in

human life. Although a book that may be read

in a. few hours, it is a valuable contribution to the

literature of mind and character.

THE FALLACIES IN "PROGRESS AND Pov

ERTY," E'rc.-—This is a new book now in the pressof

the Fowler & Wells Company. Its author, Mr. Will

lam Hanson, discuses, in a series of five essays, the

leading points and arguments of Henry George, in

his well-known
“
Progress and_Poverty," and “50

cial Problems," indicating clearly the errors of as

sumption and reasoning that mar those powerful

books, and showing the fundamental impractica

bility ‘of the methods advised by the great reformer.

He also analyzes, with a keen logic, the recent

work of Mr. Dunning Macleod,
“
Economics," and

reveals its inconsistent sophistry.
" The Ethics of

Protection and Free Trade," constitutes one essay in

which the principles of the two great parties, that

stand arrayed against each other on the Tariff ques

tion, are reviewed in the light of political responsi

bility, and what constitutes true national progress.

The final chapter, "The Industrial Problem Con

sidered a prr'arr'," looks into the ssential merits of

the subject, and impartially points out wrong-doing

and mistakes on both sides—on the part of the cap

italist, and on the part of the worker—and fear

lessly admonishes both with regard to their duty.

The work is written for the people; is as revolu

tionary in sentiment, and even more radical than
"
Progress and Poverty

"
itself, but its every propo

sition for social reform is based upon justice, and

the simple demands of pure humanity.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

SENATE DOCUMENT. Containing the report of

the Committee on \Voman Suffrage, including the

arguments of Miss Anthony, Mrs. Shattuck, Mrs.

Sewall, Mrs. Duniway, Mrs. Stewart, and others.

Another strong effort in behalf of the right to vote

for women.

NINETEENTH ANNUAL REPORT of the National

Temperance Society and Publication House, pre

seated at the meeting May :3, 1884. A very en

couraging summary of temperance movements dur

ing the past year; containing notes relating to the

cause from all parts of the country. Public senti

ment seems to be stirring in earnest with regard to

the great evil of liquor-trafficing.

THE COMPLETE CARRIAGE Ann WAooN PAnrr

ER. A concise compendium of the art of painting

carriages, wagons, and sleighs, comprising full di

rections in all the various branches, including letter

ing, scrolling, ornamenting, striping, vanishing,

coloring, with numerous recipes for mixing colors.

illustrated. An interesting mechanical subject,

treated with commendable brevity, and well adapted

to the use of the practical man. The illustrations

are well drawn and entirely applicable to the

branches of the subject mentioned in the title.

Price, $1.00. Published by M. '1‘. Richardson.
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i

ht an to correctly spell n thousand Greek
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thought which t ls designed to embody. e

ma also memorize the synonyms ofthese words
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simplest thought in the symbols wh ch have
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spc
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charm-ters. No memoriz
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us.

to pronounce,
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‘word in useful
nxcept In so far ll its meanlu be clear.
1y understood. For the meant
we must consult a standard dictionary.
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spclliralf Kpronunciation and a knowledge ot the

of words
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educational accomplishment, the importance of
aNatlonal Standard Dictionary in every house~
hold can
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be over estimated We cannot

think ‘3911, ml fluently or write inteliigibl

without having acquired such a dictionary know -

ed e otthe language to be em
he place for a child

brunch of his education is at home

ployed.

to begin this dictionary

1! this fact
were duly appreciated. the average intelligence
oi the nation would be doubled in live years by a
revolution of our present. deplorable process of
memorizing ubsiraci and meaningless words.

3
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—.\ Complete list of Scripture
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Whena word that is not understood istirst heard
or seen is the time to

"
etud - it up" by the aid ofa

reliable dictionary which is cold be ever at hand.
By thus taking one word at. a. time whileit is
associated with the object or the thought which
it is designed to convey it may be really learned
as well as menwl'iz , almost without eii‘ort:
while to undertake to memorize a dozen or flfly
such words in a lesson at school would result- in
the accumulation of 11801015ruhblnh rather
than available knowled 0. Not only does the ac
cumulation oi’ this use can rubbish destroy the
child's ambition to learn and his thirst ior knowl

edfe
but it otien shatters his constitution.

his is a very grave evil of our present

schotisystem which must be apparent to every intell -

gent
and tboughtihl person. But this lncniculn

is evil cannot be remedied while a dictionary

of any kind is not to he found in one household
in ten the country over. Hence. to supply this

need in nearly every tamiiy, the New Am
Dictiouar and Compendium of Useihi Knowi
etige has een pre arcd for the press at In (‘"01"

mons expense. ‘cry word in common use is

correcti shelled, phonetically pronounced and

compre enslvei deiln , .

Combined wit the dictionary is an exceedingly

valuable Reference Compendium oi’ Useful

Knowledge, embracing Bi diilerent subjects. This
vast amount of iniormation which in nlmost. an

important as the dictionary llscli. can be ob

tnined nowhere else lot less than live times the

price of the book.
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OUR SPECIAL OFFER FOR 60 DAYS.
We will send this great work as a premium to any present subscriber who will send us one new subscriber

to the PIIHKNOLMICAL JnUltNAL for one
lyettr

at $2.011.or at $2.25 with the premium. Remember this ofler is only
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paid. on receipt oi’ price. $1.00. Address

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
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A SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFER.
'

MUSE USEEUE UUUK EllEll PUUllSHEU
LATEST EDITION FROM NEW PLATES.

‘ Itie omlbie fora child to learn to pronounce

ats h and to correctly spcllathousand Greek

wor swithont associaiing with one ol'tht-m the

thought which i. is designed to embody. Lie

me also memor‘ so the synonvms of these words
an still be unnsle to intelligently ex ran the

simplest thought. in the symbols wbch have

been studied.

Thlnis much like the usual
nchooldprocess

oi’
memorizing abstract words and eflnitions.

Children are compelled to learn to pronounce,

spell and define thousands of words which

remain almost as uninteiiigble and useless

to them as so many uncomprehendcd Chinese

characiem No memorized word in useful
except In no fat: Ill its meaning be clear
iy understood.‘ For the meaning of words
we must consult a standard dictionary.

In view of the fact that correct a eliiu and
pronunciation and a knowledne of be signifi

canoe of words in frequent use is the greatest

educational accomplishment, the importance of‘

aNatioual Standard Dictionary in every house

hold
canncaroeiy

be over-estimated We cannot

think xell, tal fluently or write
iniellhziblywithout having acquired such a dictionary know -

ed e oi'the language to be employed.

be place tor a child to begin this dictionary
branch of his education is at home. If this fact
were duly appreciated, the average intelligence

oi the nation would be doubled in five years by a
revolution of our present deplorable process of
memorizing abstract and mcaningltm words.

Whenn word that is uotuuderstood istlm heard
or seen is the time lo

“

study
it up

"
n_vlheald oia

reliable dictionary which n ould be ever at hand.
By thus taking one word at a time tvhlleit is

associated with the object or the thought which

it is designed to convey it may be really learned
as well as memoriz , almost without effort;
while to undertake to memorize a dozen or titty
such words in a lemon at school would result in
the accumulation of useless rubbish rather
than available

knowledpe.
Not only does the ac

cumulation of this use em rubbish destroy the
child's ambition to learn and his thirst ior knovil

edFe
but it often shatters his constitution.

'

his is a very grave evil of our present school
system which must be apparent to every intelli

gent
and thou htful person. But this incnlcnla

is evil cannu be remedied while a. dicilonnry
of any kind is not to be found in one boost-hold
in ten the country over. Hence. to supply this
need in nearly every family, the New American

bictiona and Compendium of Useihi Knowl
edge has con pre ared for the press at an enor

mous expense. very word in common use is
correctly spelled, phonetically pronounced and
comprehenslvel defined.

i'ombined wit the dictionary is an exoeedlu, 1y

valuable Reference Compendium of Use 1

Knowledge, embracing 84different subjects. This
vast amount of‘ information which isaimost as
important as the dictionary itself. can be ob

tained nowhere else for less than five tim the
price of the book.

30 OF THE 84 SUBJECTS TREATED IN THE COMPENDIUM.
L-Autoflraphs of all Presidents

of the United states

l—An Alphabetical list of
Phrases, Words and Quotations.
from ancient and modern lan

cuanep,
with their meaning (9

m 05.)

ag-A Complete list of Scripture

l'roper Names, and how to pro

nounce them. inclutlns all uimos

in the
Apocrypha

(24pages).

4.—Alpliahc teal L at of Amorl
can Geographical Names, with
their Pronunciation. Derivation.

and Meaning.

5.—i'opular Names of Statesand

Cities, as
" Buckeye State," “Key.

atone State." “‘iioosier State."

"Monumental City." etc.,

why so called.
6.-iiow to Pronounce Dimcult

Words (30
pages).7.—-lan alnahle Biliii-‘eltinns

on How 0 Speak with Elegsncu

and Base (24pages’).
8.—List o! a great number of

Siam: and Vulgar Words and

Phrases to be avoided (24no es).

9.—'i‘ho D~claration o! a
pendance. in full.
ill—The 56 Bigneraof the Dec-

‘
.1.

laration of Independence with
’

their States Ages, and Time of

nuui- “so a Fac-simiie of

their tiinnatures (Autographs).

ll.-'i‘he Constitution of the

United 8mm, in full. ,

car's Priced. for 53
are, of has Flour. Corn,

‘otton, Beet, fins Butter.

Sugar.
Cones, Bar and Pig iron

on Goal.
lit—Population of the250Tom

IT IS WORTH 50
A standard and reliable dictionary such as we

otier is worth more to any householder than flity

ordinary books: and the areut who falls to

provide
such a work for h child is depriving

lm ofarighttui privilege which is absolutely

worth a hundred times ils cost. ere are men

not a few. who would ladiygive even a ibousan

dollars for what we d have been learned by the

havin

d bn war
igil).

8' y

B721’

"a, from one

In of 100 y a

Annual Cost

and Cities of the United States

it l0.000 inhabitants and

Ofllcial census of

it-Jnsolvont. Assignment. anti
Homestead Laws of the different
states of the Union.
l-'>.-Rato of Mortality, and the _

enumber otycarn any one the Untied late: and other coun
may

‘

expect “ to live after any 5.

yoaroiduptothe
rs.e

lit-Debts. Revenues. Expendi
turos, Imports and Experts of the

various hationsoi the World.

l‘L—The Ann-ics of each Nation

of the World, their numbers and

18.-Natinnal Debt‘. E

tures and Commerce of Na ous

Amount for each inhabitant

19.—Valuc_ in United States
money. or 83 Foreltm Gold and
silver Coins in Circulation.

—‘i‘abivs tor reckoning inter
eatat 4

,

5
,

6,7. 8 and 10 per cent.
from one day in one year. from El

2l.—W.e hi: and Measures of

trit

2Z—Cbronoiociea1 History of

Amerilcézpmipsfsilh‘g
United States.

Lroin to es).
21—iienda o! the Iigi'gineipaiFa’
tions of the World. Names Of
hings. ueens etc
24.— etrin li'yltern of Weight;

.1 nd Measurec in lull.
_25.-Vocaliuiary oi Balinese.
:iviug an ink-renting nd Uletu‘
Explanation of orde and
Terms used in Business such as
“ad valorem," “ Brok er."“
Cheeks,"

“
Days of Grace.““

Draits

‘ “
Ejectmcnta." “ For’

closure,’ "Guarantee," ‘invoice.’
clAL.etc. (8 pages).
26.--N anneal Vocabulary, u
laining over 400 Words and
trim usedonShips, etc. (ilpagem

_27.-Chri|itan (or “given "l
Names of Men and Women. giving
their Derivation. Mean!

an:
Pronunciation 0! over

em.

v28-.\nelcnt Oeogrnip

h ieai
hamea of Countries. Cit u. etc.,
etc., and their present names.
29.—Bow to Organ-u and Con

duct Public Meetings. Useful
Sn esiiona.

.—i‘-onvenientTables for Reck
oning Wages.
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STEPHEN Gnovsn Cuzvauum.

THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT AND VICE—PRESIDENT.

IN
Chicago, a month later, the great lent enthusiasm for favorite names were

Democratic party followed the‘ Repub- witnessed in the Exposition building. An

lican in forming its ticket for the contest indifferent looker-on would think that the

of next November. Similar scenes of selection of a candidate for high olfice de

vast assemblage, of boisterous and turbu- pended largely upon the amount of shout
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ing and stamping, hat waving and hand

kerchief shaking that the announcement

of his name produced. There are whis

perings that large bodies of men are hired

to shout for this or that name, and that

noisy demonstrations of applaud are a

part of the regular business of a political

convention. Perhaps this is “the fun of

the thing," and it relieves the stress that

men must feel who are empowered with

so important a trust as that of selecting

the candidates for the suffrages of many

millions of free men.

It must be owned that the 820 delegates

who were present on this occasion ap

peared generally appreciative of the grave

responsibility resting upon them. The

ticket of the Republicans is a strong one,

although there may be a large number of

persons whose affiliation has been with

that party heretofore, but whose dissatis

faction with the ticket might lead them

to vote for the candidates of their old po

litical opponents. To catch the votes of

the disaffected would be a great achieve

ment; it would decide the contest.

Hence, we think that in spite of the oper

ation of the "machine
"
and the cracking

of the party leader's whip the majority of

the men ‘in the convention felt the need

05 care, lest a great mistake should be

made, and a manifest advantage lost.

“fell, the Democrats have spoken their

minds on the important questions of na

tional policy, and formulated the views

that they would have presented to the

people by the men who are~to work the

districts in behalf of their nominees for

President and Vice-President. The two

mighty parties have, to use a legal phrase,

"joined issue," and the months of Sep

tember and October will behold them

arrayed in wordy warfare all over our

country. The shouting of the Chicago

conventions is but a prelude to the ha

rangues of the stump orators and the i gers.

STEPHEN GROVER CLEVELAND.

The impression that this portrait

makes (we have never seen the original),

is that of excellent health and great vital

power. That capacious chest indicates

health, strength, endurance, vigor, and

the basis of long life. That massive face,

that large neck and double-chin, mean

vitality, and the foundation for hard work

if it be required.

The relatively small features as com

pared with the large face and body, indi

cate a resemblance to his mother; and as

we have often elsewhere said, it is favora

ble for the daughter to resemble the

father, and for the son to resemble the

mother. The forehead is also evidently

inherited from the mother's side. The

lower part of it, in which is located the

organs of perception and practical talent,

is amply developed, and he ought to be

a man of facts and affairs, with a knowl

edge of things and qualities and quanti

ties; so that whatever external matter

is presented to his observation, he is

likely to take it all in and appreciate it

readily.

He has the sign of good memory in re

lation to historic facts and daily experi

ence, and he ought to be capable of car

rying in his mind much detail and prac

tical matter. His Language appears to be

rather large, hence he ought to be free.

if not copious in conversation and speech ;

but with such a temperament, indicating

more animal vigor than mental excita

bility, it is presumed that it would re

quire considerable to get him excited and

warmed up to freedom of oratorical

speech. The upper part of his forehead

is full invthe centre especially, showing

the tendency to criticise, analyze, dis

criminate, comprehend character and

motive, and ready in estimating stran

He has more Benevolent sym

hurrahs of their-excited audiences that i pathy than he has of Imitation and

will be heard in every town.
‘
Agreeableness, and he is, therefore, less

But what of the men whose names are \ inclined than some to copy, and conform.

to be borne on the standard of party

Democracy wherever the conflict tends?

First let us consider the candidate for the

Presidency.

and adapt himself to the company he is

in, and not so much disposed as many

to say smooth and pliable and agreeable

things; and while we would not regard
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him as being sharp, censorious, and sting

ing in his dissent and reproof, he might

be Considered curt, positive, and abso

lute in his expression. If such an organ

ization were to become fixed in refer

ence to the accomplishment of a purpose,

though he might not wage a very sharp

warfare, he would be sturdy and unmal

leable. We do not see in him the tend

ency to be coaxed and molded, or the

disposition on his part to soothe, and

modify, and lead others; he would nate

urally take a course that seemed to him

proper, and sturdily stem the current.

He seems rather more conservative

than brave or rash; not inclined to ride

the wave of enthusiasm, or be turned

aside from his course by adverse condi

tions. He appears to have a tempera

ment and organization freque 1tly seen

among the solid German or English peo

ple.

His head seems to be massive from

side‘to side above and about the ears;

hence we infer that Combativenes , De

structiveness, Alimentiveness, Acquisi

tiveness, and Secretiveness are strong,

with a good degree of Cautiousness ; and

while his temper is not fiery, it is stern,

steady, and hot when aroused.

He has a full development of the moral

region. indicating reverence, integrity,

hope, and generosity, but the great

strength of his head lies along the brow,

and across through the middle section in

the region of executiveness, economy,

and adaptation to affairs. He would

make a good business man, and be capa

ble of moving with steady strength in the

path he adopts, and win his successes,

so far as he is concerned, by means of

uniform and unflinching pressure, rather

than by gallantry and dash. As the back

head is not fully presented, we judge by

the face that his friendships are strong

rather than ardent, and that his whole

character is comparatively calm, thor

ough, earnest, practical, and sensible

rather than brilliant, daring, or enthu

siastic. He should be known for good

common sense, knowledge of things

rather than of theories or logical forms

of thought; sound judgment of business

matters, especially its economies, with

calm, consistent friendship and fair self

reliance.
‘

Stephen Grover Cleveland is a compar

atively new man in politics, and his rise

to a position of such great prominence as

to warrant the presentation of his name

for the highest office in the American

Republic, has been extraordinarily rapid.

His life has been a simple one. A few

years ago he had scarcely been heard of

outside of the city of Buffalo. where he

lived. Yet to-day his name is on every

lip. When the Democratic Convention

assembled in Chicago, it was already in

timated that he would carry off the prize

of the nomination, although there were

men of great strength and veterans in the

service of the nation who had large fol

lowings and deserved well of their party.

Mr. Cleveland's parentage belongs to

early Connecticut history, and is emi

nently respectable. His father, Richard

F. Cleveland, was a Presbyterian min

ister, and while in charge of the parish

at Caldwell, Essex County, New Jersey.

Stephen Grover was born on the 18th

of March, 1837. He was the fifth of nine

children, and as the father's income was

small, he, like his brothers, had to go to

work early. Grover was for a time em

ployed in a store in Fayetteville, N. Y.,

where his father was settled for a few

years, and later he attended an academy

in Clinton. On leaving school he was a

teacher in the Asylum for the Blind in

New York City for a short time, and

then, at the age of seventeen, at the in

stance of a friend he set out for the West,

intending to go to Cleveland, Ohio. But

stopping at Buffalo to visit his uncle,

Lewis F. Allen, he was persuaded to set

tle there. He began the study of law in

the oflice of Rogers, Bowen & Rogers,

and in 1859 was admitted to the Bar.

While a student of law he earned money

for his support by assisting on a stock

farm near Buffalo. During the winter

and summer he walked to and from the

city, until he was able to take his certifi

cate of membership of the Bar.
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Assistant District Attorney, and in 1865

the Democrats nominated him for the

. office of District Attorney; but he was

beaten by the Republican candidate,

Mr. L. K. Bass. The next year Mr. Cleve

land formed a law partnership with I. V.

Vanderpoel, but it was dissolved a few

months later by Mr. Vanderpoel's eleva

tion to a police justiceship. Then he be

came a member of the firm of Laning,

Cleveland & Folsom, the head of which

was the late State Senator A. P. Laning.

Mr. Cleveland left his place in this firm

in 1870, when he was elected sheriff of

the county for a term of three years. On

quitting that office he joined his old an

tagonist, Mr. Bass, and W. S. Bissell, in

forming a new law firm. of which he be

came the head a few years later, on Mr.

Bass's removal to New York.

In 1880 the politics of Buffalo became

much mixed. Dissatisfaction arose in the

Republican party, and a spirit of revolt

against the old managers of party affairs,

while the Democrats sought to make as

much as they could out of the muddle.

The following year there was a great and

general cry for
" Reform," and Mr. Cleve

land was elected Mayor of the city by a

combination of Democrats and Republi

cans, Buffalo being normally a strongly

Republican city. His majority was a

little more than 5,000. In his adminis

tration of the mayoralty he professed to

pursue an independent and "reform"

course, coming often into conflict with

the Common Council and breaking the

traditions of the office without hesitation.

By vetoing a number of measures which.

he charged, were tainted with jobbery,

he gained a reputation as a reformer and

a friend of economy in the public service.

It is said that he saved to the city

$800,000 on a single sewer contract and

$109,000 on a contract for cleaning the

streets. During the first six months of

his term he saved to the city almost

$1,000,000 by rejecting jobs gotten up in

the interest of small olficials, and this

was the foundation of his title of the

"Reform Mayor of Buffalo." He went

Three years later he was appointed out of the office at the end of his term

with more friends and stronger friends

than he had when he went in, and he

had made enemies, of course, but they

were of that kind who are more to a

man's honor than to his discredit.

Out of the good work he had done for

Buffalo grew the popular favor that gave

him the Democratic nomination for Gov

ernor in 1882. He went into office with

the phenomenal majority of. 196,000—a

"tidal wave” of political action never

known in the State before. The "re

form
"
Mayor was expected to be a

“
re

form
"
Governor; yet the calm, practical,

and sound inaugural that he delivered

when assuming the office at Albany in

the beginning of 1883 promised little or

nothing as to what he would do. He,

however, has done much for his State‘.

The same principles, simple and clear,

that were illustrated in his discharge of

the duties of Mayor, have found exem

plification in his Governorship. He has

vetoed many bills sent to him by the

Legislature, but with each veto he re

turned a reason so convincing that not

one rejected bill has been passed over

his protest. As he had been his own city

counsellor while Mayor of Buffalo, so he

is his own Attorney-General while Gover

nor of the State.

THOMAS ANDREWS HENDRXCK S.

The portrait before us of the nominee

for Vice-President is one that invites at

tention at first sight; the expression is

that of culture and refinement, of affabil

ity and pride. There are characteristics

of feature that remind us of the late

Charles Sumner. Yet in many important

questions of national policy, Mr. Hen

dricks’ position is the diametric opposite

to that maintained by the great states

man of Massachusetts.

The head is large, and specially de

veloped in the anterior lobes ; the profile

of the brow is fine, showing a marked

fullness and height of forehead. There

is a tendency of dominance in the reason

ing faculties, a natural resultant of the
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special use that his intellect has in his and so also is Hope. We would infer

professional and political relations. He from the indications of temperament and

was ever skilful in argument, close in of the moral organs that Mr. Hendricks

analysis, keen in the determination of the has been known generally for kindness,

application of evidence and illustration to cheerfulness, and a sanguine nature.

disputed points, but with years his power There is breadth between the temples,

as a reasoner has grown, and his breadth showing ability in planning and organiz

of judgment and command of principle ing, lively appreciation of everything con

have become greater. He possesses a ducive to refinement and taste, a high

THOMAS Arwuws Hlnmucxs.

prompt, well-poised, serene mind. He esteem for the poetical and artistic. The

has the dignity and spirit, the self-respect region of the cars is also well filled out,

and decision that arise from mental cul- so that he should be known as a man of

ture, rather than from original gifts of force, thoroughness in action, purposeful

large Self-esteem and Firmness. His and desirous to accomplish his purposes.

Benevolence is strong and influential, At the same time he is prudent, circum

rendering him
warm and tender in his spect.politic,sagacious. His social nature.

sympathies, moderate and forbearing in we think, is subject to his intellect. His
his judgment of others who offend or in- leanings as a friend, as a member of so

jure him. Veneration is large in his head ciety are controlled by his judgment of
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the right and expedient. His sympathy

and kindness render him tender and con

siderate, but he never loses sight of the

expedient and the demands of propriety

as a man and a neighbor. His opinions

are firmly held, and earnestly defended if

necessary. His ambitions are high, and

consequently he sets much store by the

successful accomplishment of his purposes

and in the assertion of his individuality.

Ex-Governor Hendricks, of Indiana,

the Democratic candidate for Vice-Presi

dent, was bom in Muskingum County, 0.,

on Sept. 7, 1819. His father, who pos

sessed a moderate fortune, and consid

erable influence in the Presbyterian

Church, removed to Shelby County, Ind.,

when Thomas was but three years old.

He received a thorough education, and in

1841 he graduated from Hanover College.

He then studied law at Chambersburg,

Pa, and was admitted to the Bar in 1843.

He returned to Indiana, where he made

marked success'in his profession. By

hard work and-economy he slowly accu

mulated a moderate fortune and took an

active part in politics. As a lawyer he

was distinguished for learning, subtlety,

and eloquence. In 184.8 Mr. Hendricks

was chosen a member of the State Legis

lature, and two years later he served in

the State Constitutional Convention. For

the next five years he represented the In

dianapolis District in Congress. and for

four years afterward he was Commis

sioner of the General Land Othce. He

ran for Governor against Henry S. Lane

in the memorable campaign of 1860 and

was defeated. There was a political rev

olution in I862 and Indiana elected a

Democratic Legislature. At that time

Mr. Hendricks was chosen United States

Senator for the term ending March,
1869.

He served in the Committees on
Claims,

Public Buildings and Grounds, the judic

iary, Public Lands and Naval Affairs. This

was a period during which the Democratic

party in the Senate was represented by a

weak minority. Mr. Hendricks at once

took the lead among the Democrats and

made for himself a national reputation.

During the war he was believed to be in

sympathy with the large “copperhead"

element in Indiana. In 1862, while pre

siding over a State convention, he se

verely denounced the war party. In the

Senate Chamber he opposed the repeal of

the Fugitive Slave law and the Constitu

tional Amendment abolishing slavery.

He was active in opposition to the meas

ures overturning the old State Govern

ments, the imposition of test oaths,

the Civil Rights bill, the Freedman's

Bureau bill and kindred legislation. He

shaped his political conduct upon the

theory that the prosperity of the white

people of the South, even though they had

been rebels, was a matter of more import

ance than the prosperity of the negroes.

If either race was to go to the wall he

thought it should be-the black race; but

he held that the natural supremacy of the

white race was a guarantee for all. His

arguments on the great questions of the

day have been widely adopted as the au

thoritative statement of Democratic

opinion in the summaries of Congressional

debate. In the memorable episode of the

President's impeachment he played an

important part and added to his reputa

tion as an able lawyer.

Mr. Hendricks was a candidate for.

Presidential honors in 1868. his chief

Western rival being Mr. Pendleton. In the

National Convention that year, the vote

of New York was cast for Hendricks at a

critical moment. Thereafter the Indiana

Senator became identified with the Green

back movement, and he opposed the bill

guaranteeing the payment of the National

debt in coin. In 1872 he was elected

Governor of Indiana for four years.‘ He

was the only man on the State ticket of

his party elected. As chairman of a

Democratic State Convention in 1874. he

deprecated legislating for resumption.

In 1876 he was nominated for Vice

President because of his inflation views

and popularity in Indiana, Mr. Tilden

being given first place. The contest that

followed is one of the most memorable in

our national history, its final decision be

ing made through the arbitrament of the

Supreme Court.
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THE TRANCE STATE; OB, SUSPENDED ANIMATION.

LATE writer, Mr. Ainslee, reviews

this subject, now becoming a topic

pey, by a physician who detected signs of

life in a person supposed to be dead, who

of interest in scientific circles. and puts was on a funeral pyre which had already

together several well-authenticated cases.

From his article we copy the following

extracts:
‘

"
The mysteries connected with the

trance and other forms of apparent death

is a phenomenon that can not fail to ap

peal to wonder-loving minds. Occasion

ally a case of premature burial sends a

thrill of horror through the community;

but the lesson which it teaches, that less‘

haste should be manifested in commit

ting deceased persons to their silent

homes, does not seem to have been heed

ed, and under the present custom the

body is hardly cold ere the undertaker is

called to perform his sad office. We lately

heard a physician say that in a course

of medical lectures an eminent professor

enjoined most earnestly and solemnly

upon his students that they should never

presume to decide positively that any

person is dead till that infallible evidence,

mortification, appeared. There have been

numerous cases where all the ordinary

tokens of death failed to tell the reality,

and vitality has been developed into re

storative action, and life has been con

tinued for years.
“
The ancient Greeks and Romans took

warning from similar occurrences, and

prohibited the early burial of the dead.

_The first recorded instance of the recovery

to life of an individual about to be buried

was that of a woman in Agrigentum, in

ancient Greece, whose funeral was arrested

by Empedocles, a man of great medical

skill, and she was restored to life. After

this a law was passed forbidding interment

of deceased persons until three days had

elapsed. Custom extended this period to

the sixth or seventh day, during which

precautions were taken to restore anima

tion, if it was simply suspended, and often

with effect.

"The Romans also had their attention

turned to this matter in the time of Pom

been lighted. The flames were extin

guished and the individual was resusci

tated. Aviola, another Roman, was less

fortunate. Having fallen in a lethargic

fit, he was taken up for dead; his funeral

pile was erected, the flames were lighted,

and Aviola was placed upon it. Quickly

animation, which had only been suspend

ed, was revived by the heat, and he at

tempted to arise. The spectators, who

had retired a little to witness the specta

cle, rushed to save him, but they “ere

too late. He was killed by the flames.

The praetor Lamia had a similar fate;

and the life of Tubero, who had formerly

been przetor, was saved by signs of a re

turn to life being discovered just as he

was about to be laid upon the pile.
“ In consequence of these examples the

Romans increased the interval between

death and burial, and scrutinized more

closely the signs of dissolution. Custom

as well as law required that after decease

the nearest relative should close the eyes

of the deceased. The body was then

bathed with warm water, with the twofold

purpose of rendering it fitter to be anoint

ed with oil, if really dead, or reanimating

it if the principle of life was merely sus

pended. Tests were from time to time

applied to see if death had taken place,

and after a variety of ceremonies, which

were continued for seven or eight days,

the body was carried to the funeral pile

and burned in the midst of aconcourse

of relatives and friends, who marched

thrice around the pyre, and frequently

oflered libations to the gods, asking their

aid quickly to consume it.

“Cases are occasionally recorded by

physicians where persons have been re

stored to consciousness by the probing

of the anatomical knife, and who re

covered their health and lived for years

thereafter. One medical writer, Bruhier,

in a dissertation upon the uncertainty of
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the signs of death and the danger of

precipitate burials, has collected one hun

dred and eighty cases in which persons

still living were treated as dead. Fifty

two of these were actually buried alive,

four were opened before death, fifty-three

revived spontaneously after being placed

in their coffins, and seventy-two were

supposed to have died when they really

had not.

“
In Greece at the present day the last

journey follows quickly upon death. The

next day at dawn the train of white-robed

priests and choristers may be seen wind

ing along the road toward the church.

There dressed as in life, and having the

face uncovered, the dead lie at rest before

the altar until the moment arrives when

they must be committed to the earth. It

is in the church that the last farewell is

given. What of that terrible last journey

in the cold North, where the dying Esqui

maux is built up in his snow-house and

left to die alone? Or of the African tribe.

who bury their hopelessly sick before

death—hurry them out of the world alto

gether? They have been described as

taking an affectionate leave of their rela

tives, and performing this burying with

the consent of the person chiefly con

cerned.

"One of the most remarkable experi

ences of trance on record, and which has

passed into history as perfectly authentic.

is the case of the Rev. William Tennent,

who was pastor of the Presbyterian

Church at Freehold, New Jersey, where

he died a hundred years ago. We learn

from the ‘Memoirs of his Life,‘ that after

a regular course of study in theology Mr.

Tennent was preparing for his examina

tion by the Presbytery as a candidate for

the Gospel ministry. His intense applica

tion affected his health. and brought on

a pain in his breast and a slight hectic.

He soon became emaciated, and at length

was like a living skeleton. His life was

now threatened. He was attended by a

physician, a young man who was attached

to him by the strictest and warmest

friendship. He grew worse and worse,

till little hope of life was left. In this

situation his spirits failed him, and he

began to entertain doubts of his final

happiness. He was conversing one morn

ing with his brother in Latin, on the state

of his soul, when he fainted and died

away. After the usual time he was laid

out on a board, according to the common

practice of the country, and the neighbor

hood were invited to attend his funeral

on the next day.

"In the evening his physician and friend

I

returned from a ride into the country,

and was afilicted beyond measure at the

news of his death. He could not be per

suaded that it was certain; and, on being

told that one of the persons who had as

sisted in laying out the body thought he

had observed a little tremor of the flesh

under the arm, although the body was

cold and stiff, he endeavored to ascertain

the fact. He first put his own hand into

warm water to make it as sensible as pos

sible, and then .felt under the arm and at‘

the heart, and affirmed that he felt an un

usual warmth, though no one else could.

He had the body restored to a warm bed,

and insisted that the people who had been

invited to the funeral should be requested

not to attend. To this the brother ob

jected as absurd, the eyes being sunk, the

lips discolored, and the whole body cold

and stiff. However, the doctor finally

prevailed, and all probable means were

used to discover symptoms of returning

life. But the third day arrived, and no

hopes were entertained of success but by

the doctor, who never left him night nor

day. The people were again invited, and

assembled to attend the funeral. The

doctor still objected, and at last confined

his request for delay to one hour, then to

half an hour, and finally to a quarter of

an hour. He had discovered that the

tongue was much swollen, and threatened

to crack. He was endeavoring to soften

it by some emolient ointment put upon

it with a feather, when the brother came

in about the expiration of the last period,

and mistaking what the doctor was doing

for an attempt to feed him manifested

some resentment, and said, in a spirited

tone: ‘It is shameful to be feeding a life
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a

less corpse’; and insisted with earnest

ness that the funeral should immediately

proceed. At this critical and important

moment the body, to the great alarm and

astonishment of all present, opened its

eyes. gave a dreadful groan, and sank

again into apparent death.

“This put an end to all thoughts of

burying him, and every effort was again

employed in hopes of bringing about a

speedy resuscitation. In about an hour

the eyes again opened, a heavy groan

proceeded from the body, and again all

appearance of animation vanished. In

another hour life seemed to return with ,

more power, and a complete revival took

place, to the great joy of the family and

friends, and to the no small astonishment

and conviction of the very many who had

been ridiculing the idea of restoring to

life a dead body.

“Mr. Tennent continued in so weak

and low a state for six weeks that great

doubts were entertained of his.final re

covery. However, after that period he

recovered much faster; but it was about

twelve months before he was completely

restored. After he was able to walk the

room and to take notice of what passed

around him, on a Sunday afternoon, his

sister, who had stayed from church to at

tend him, was reading in the Bible, when

he took notice of it
,

and asked her what

she had in her hand. She answered that

she was reading the Bible. He replied,

‘What is the Bible? I know not what

you mean.’ This affected the sister so

much that she burst into tears, and in

formed him that he was once well ac

quainted with it. On her reporting this

to the brother when he returned, Mr.

Tennent was found, upon examination, to

be totally ignorant of every transaction

of his life previous to his sickness. He

could not read a single word, neither did

he seem to have an idea of what it meant.

As soon as he became capable of atten

tion he was taught to read and write, as

children are usually taught, and afterward

began to learn the Latin language under

the tuition of his brother. One day, as

he was reciting a lesson in Cornelius

Nepos, he suddenly started, clapped his

hand to his head, as if something had

hurt him, and made a pause. His brother

asked him what was the matter; he said

he felt a sudden shock in his head, and it

now seemed to him as if he had read that

book before. By degrees his recollection

was restored, and he could speak the

Latin as fluently as before his sickness.

His memory so completely revived that

he gained a perfect knowledge of the past

transactions of his life, as if no difficulty

had previously occurred. This event, at

the time, excited much interest and com

ment, and afforded not only matter of

serious contemplation to the devout

Christian, especially when connected with

what follows in this narration, but fur

nished a subject of deep investigation and

learned inquiry to the real philosopher

. and curious anatomist.

“
When some startling case of mystery

like the above agitates a community, and

the question is whether a certain person

was dead or not, it is astonishing to find

how many well-authenticated instances

there are of persons erroneously reported

dead. A man is alive in Boston to-day

who was supposed to be dead when on

board a ship returning home, and prepa

rations were made for his burial in the

deep. He knew everything that was go

ing on around him, but could make no

sign of life. The preparations went on,

and he was actually lowered over the side

of the ship, when he felt that he must

make the last desperate effort to bring

the mind to act in the body, and he suc

ceeded in lifting his hand. This motion

arrested attention, he was taken into the

ship again, and was restored to health.

Marvellous is the fact of this knowledge

of outward things, when the mind seems

locked up, and not a single sense reports

the news of the outward world!

“ For more than twenty years the extra

ordinary case of Susan C. Godsey, better

known as the

‘

Sleeping Beauty,‘ has puz

zled the most eminent physicians of this

country and Europe. She was born -in

Obion County, Tennessee, just across the

State line, and about six miles from
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Hickman, Kentucky. Her parents were

extremely poor, and lived in a small log

house containing only one room. Until

eight years of age the girl was strong and

healthy, and seemed in nowise remarka

ble. At that age, however, she was

stricken with fever, but was attended by

an experienced physician who soon check

ed the disease. The girl sunk into a

slumber which lasted an unusually long

time, and finally awoke weak, but well.

To the surprise of the family and phy

sicians she remained awake but a few

minutes, when she again went to sleep.

From that time forward, a period of more

than twenty-one years. she was never

awake more than three minutes at a time.

When her remarkable condition became

known, physicians flocked from all parts

of the country to see her, and none

were able satisfactorily to account for

the phenomenon, although many theories

were advanced. One physician who visit~

ed her continually for sixteen years, frank

ly confessed that he could form no opin

ion regarding the cause.

"
Mrs. Lydia M. Child gives an instance

of an aged friend of hers, whose story she

had from her own lips. To all appear

ance she was lifeless. No impression

could be made on the rigid form; sight,

hearing. touch, taste, and smell, all seem

ed dead. Yet she revived, and afterward

told her thoughts and feelings while her

body was in that strange state. She told

all that had been done in the room, all

that had been said, and the very expres

sions of the countenances of her friends!

She said she seemed to be standing by

her own body—out of it—witnessing, as

a spectator. all that the friends and phy

sicians were doing to resuscitate it! , Ah,

we are fearfully and wonderfully made!

“ I, for one, can not put away the con

viction that more persons might be re

covered from deathlike trances could the

friends be willing to do cautiously and

perseveringly, winning life back by gen

tle and long-continued efforts. Who has

not known cases of drowned persons

having been recovered by the labors of

love of some one more patient, gentle,

and quiet than the rest? There is too

little presence of mind and common-sense

in cases of extreme difl'iculty.

"A superstitious fear of dealing with

the dead sometimes prevents the employ

ment of remedial means that promise to

bring into activity suspended animation.

It is lamentable to see a fear of doing

with or for the seeming dead where no

contagion can be feared. ‘What has

Death wrought that should make the

body fearful? What magic does it pos

sess? Voiceless beauty! what harm can

come from thee? Why should we not sit

by thy side, and yearn to read the mean

ing of that calm repose, that holy seren

ity P
'

"The prophet Elisha affords us an ex

ample where he hurried to the house in

Shunem in which the beautiful child lay,

mourned as the dead. The boy had been

out with the harvesters in the field, and

sporting there he had become overheated ;

he felt his brain whirling, as it were, and

cried, 'Oh, my head!’ was borne home

and at last laid on the couch in the

prophet’s room. Elisha came; he went

in alone; he prayed to God, and then he

went to the couch and bowed over the

child, to impart his own warmth and

vitality; and restored the boy to health.

50 in the case of Eutychus, the young

man who fell asleep while Paul was

preaching, being wearied, and fell from

the third loft and was taken up dead.

Paul went down and fell on him, and em

bracing him, said: ‘Trouble not your

selves, for his life is in him,’ with the re

sult to his restoration. In neither of these

cases is a miracle claimed to have been

performed; but in both of them we see

an unshrinking embrace of the lifeless

body, and a perfect quietness of proced

ure, a pious and a Christian presence of

mind.

“
The conditions of persons in sleep are

four: Unconscious and passive, as in

sound sleep. Conscious, yet passive, as in

dreaming‘. Conscious and willing, yet

powerless, as in nightmare. Unconscious,

yet active, as in .romnambu/z'sm And yet

beyond this there seems to be a state of
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apathetic body and oblivious mind, while

life is still present, running like the far

hidden stream whose existence only the

poet imagines. Such are some of the

cases where premature burial has taken

place. One of the most astonishing cases

of seeming death is undoubtedly that of

Colonel Townsend, who could feign death

and so apparently die that attending

physicians at last concluded that he had

carried his imitations too far, and had

really died, like the actress who really

became old and died of premature age by

playing the part of the old and infirm.

Colonel Townsend could become motion

less, rigid, and cold; a glassy film would

overspread the eyes, and not a sign of

vapor could be traced on the mirror when

held to his mouth. During the continu

ance of this trance consciousness was en

tirely gone, and yet Townsend had the

faculty of self-ream‘malzbn / Celsus men

tions a priest who could do the like of

this modern imitator of death. In an old

Spar/ator is the advertisement of a cer

tain Nicholas Hart, who made an exhi

bition of himself as a singular sleeper.

The powder of white hellebore was once

blown into the nostrils of one Elizabeth

Parker to wake her from a similar sleep;

but it only excoriated the skin of her

nose, lips, and face, and showed the inhu

manity of the doers of the deed.
“
Every medical work that has a chap

ter on trances and death gives unques~

tionable cases of persons buried alive;

persons .who, like John Scott and the Em

peror Zeno, came not only to life, but

gave evidence of power of action. Among

the ancients a certain time was appropri

ated during which loud noises by cries

and musical instruments were made by

the side of an inanimate body. Plato,

Asclepiades, and Pliny relate instances of

the seeming dead being restored in the

sepulchre or on the funeral pile. The Jews

had many regulations, for though, from

fear of pestilential diseases, inhumation

was decreed by the Talmud to take place

before a night should pass, many Rabbis

maintain that the utmost care should be

taken to ascertain the actual presence of

death, and that it was an erroneous in-'

terpretation of the Talmud that clung so

to the letter.

“
Among the most singular instances of

remarkable recovery cited in many works

is that of Francois de Ceville, a French

captain, who was missing at the siege of

Rouen. At the storming of the town he

was sup'posed to have been killed, and

with others was thrown into a ditch,

where he remained from eleven in the

morning to half-past six in the evening,

when his servant, observing some heat,

carried his body into the house. For five

days and nights no signs of life were given,

though the body remained warm. At the

end of that time the town was carried by

storm; the besiegers entering the house

where the body lay, regarded it as a

corpse, and threw it out of the window;

it fell on soft earth. Here it lay senseless

for three days, when it was found and

taken up by his relations for burial, but it

was ultimately brought to life 1 After his

recovery Ceville used to sign his name

with the addition of, ‘three times born,

three times buried, and three times risen

from the dead by the grace of God,’ as

remarkable circumstances having attend

ed his birth as his recovery from the

ditch, the dirt, and the sepulchre. A

more melancholy fate met the accom

plished Abbé Prevost, who was waked to

life by the instruments of the village sur

geon, from the suspended animation con

sequent on an apoplectic fit in the forest

of Chantilly.

“Lady Rachel Russell is also cited as

an instance where only the devoted love

of the husband and his visits to her after

apparent death saved a beautiful and ami

able woman from premature burial. An

authenticated incident is also told of

another English lady who fell into a state

of catalepsy after a violent nervous dis

order. It seemed to her, as if in a dream,

that she was really dead; yet she was

perfectly conscious of all that happened

around her in this dreadful state. She

distinctly heard her friends speaking and

lamenting her death at the side of her

coffin; she felt them put on her dead
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Clothes and lay her in them. This feeling operate in her corporeal frame. She was

produced an indescribable mental anxiety. saved.

She tried to cry, but her soul was without
“
Such facts as these ought to induce

power, and could not act on her body. more caution in the disposition of per

She had the contradictory feeling. as ‘if sons supposed to be deceased than is now

she were in her own body and yet not in customary in the community. The ap

it, at one and the same time. It was equal- pcarance and condition of the bodies

1y impossible for her to stretch out her should be more closely observed, and a

arm or to open hereyes, as to cry, although longer delay in burial practiced. \Ve are

she continually endeavored to do so. The compassed about with mysteries, and the

internal anguish of her mind was, how- God of our being holds in His own keep

ever, at its utmost height when the funeral ing the key to a thousand secrets in our

hym‘ns were sung, and when the lid of formation. The secret things belong to

the coffin was about to be fastened down. Him, the revealed to us, that we may be

The thought that she was about to be cautious, prudent, and always live in that

buried alive was the first one that gave simple manner that is best for a true en

activity to her soul, and caused it to joyment of life."

—_.-@-.___—

ORGANIC CEREBRATION.—N0. 3.

(Continued)

THE SELFISH SENTIMENTS. bility without flinching; or Firmness,

HE functions of these faculties, viz., which gives strength of Purpose and

Cautiousness’ Approbativeness' 5e1f_ steadfastness, to see what a blank the

esteem, and Fin-“ness, work partly in re- deficiency of any one of these would make

spect to ourselves: hence they are called in the character- It would be almost

selfish, and partly in our relations with equivalent to taking a Cog out of a wheel

others : hence they have the nature of a in machinery; it would either Suspend the

sentiment motion or render it exceedingly rough

and jangled. Yet we have men who seem

almost wholly deficient in respect to them,

as we have also men who seem excessively

developed in one or another of them. As

we have stated in the early part of this

subject, character is made up of a com
‘
bination of faculties, and the shades

of character depend upon the relative

strength or weakness of the different

faculties.

. [oral Bnntlm'to.

CAUTIOUSNESS.

Fig ,__GR,,U,S 0, “Cum” Let us consider the effect of Cautious

ness on the character of a human being:

\Ve have only to imagine a person to premising that an equal and fair develop

be utterly destitute of Cautiousness, ment of this important function isintend

which imparts the sense of fear; or Ap- ed to be, and works as a judicious, pru

probativeness, which gives the desire for dential regulator of the whole life and

approval of our fellows, whether friends character as it stands related to the

or strangers; or Self-esteem, which lays troubles and dangersbelonging to life.

the foundation for personal self-reliance In the child, the proper development of

and ability to adopt a course of responsi- Cautiousness will keep it on the alert re
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specting difficulty and danger, and is

worth more in the promotion of its safety

than the care of half a dozen nurses.

When a little child can get freed from its

attendant on the street, it runs with all

its might, and the nurse generally runs

after it, and perhaps, when overtaken,

there is a battle for liberty; but let the

nurse remain fixed, and as soon as the

child finds it is not pursued, it will cau

tiously proceed a little distance, and on

seeing something that it does not under

stand, and finding itself, as it were, thrown

on its own resources and responsibility,

it begins to hesitate and retreat, and per

haps is glad to run back to its nurse's

arms.

When the faculty of Cautiousness is

very weak, the child or man seems to

have very little idea of danger, and it

should be remembered that while grown

people suppose their intellect is their

guard in reference to danger, the interior

sense of the possibility of danger comes

from Cautiousness, and the reason helps

to study the relations of the outward

world to us in respect to danger. For

instance, while driving a man sees a black

shadow, or a muddy hole, he can not tell

which, in the distance ; he has seen such

things before, and has found by experi

ence that danger may be connected with

them. The intellectual appreciation of

that which he has seen awakens at once

a feeling of cautiousness; but remember,

it is Cautiousness, not the reason, that

feels the fear; because the fear arouses

before the intellect knows whether it is a

deep mud-hole or merely one that has

been dried up and made solid and safe.

Yet Cautiousness, that knows nothing but

fear, raises an ‘apprehension, and the im

agination may come in to recount all the

troubles that ever have arisen to the man

in a lifetime in regard to such apparent

danger, and drivers will remember how

flat they feel when having approached

near enough to such a dangerous-looking

place to see what it is, they find that there

is no danger at all. Thus Cautiousness

mingles with every faculty that can pos

sibly‘be interested in personal safety.

Caution combines with other faculties in

many interesting ways. When the intel

lect, through observation and memory,

brings to Cautiousness a picture of that

which may be dangerous, Caution insists

on a careful investigation and prudential

approach to the difficulty, and does not

cease its monitions until judgment and

other sources of knowledge have, by their

co-ordinate action upon Caution, allayed

its excitement.

It is interesting to notice how far fear

arouses courage, or how Cautiousness

awakens Com bativeness and Destructive

ness; hence, if a man is cornered and as

sailed, although if in an open field he

might obey Caution and run for his life,

\

Fig. 2.—-CAUTIOUSNE55.

when brought to bay will fight with

something fiercer than courage—with the

desperation that fear begets, and in its

action upon Combativeness and Destruct

iveness makes them terrible. It is not

courage but desperation that leads one to

fight when cornered. A dog will fight

better in an open field than he will in a

corner, for when cornered he is apt to

submit, while if assailed in an open field

he fights back. In facfl a dog will fight

a lion or a bear. or bite a wagon-wheel ;

but acat assailed in the open field ‘will

retreat up a tree or anywhere else that

promises safety; but let a cat be corner

ed, and she will fight ten men and ten

dogs—the more the fiercer will she fight,

and perish fighting. Men who have

rambled in the forests where partridges

are to be found will recall instances in
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which they have surprised the timid hen

with her chicks, and the first intimation

the innocent wanderer has that he has

disturbed the home of the timid partridge

with her brood is by feeling her fighting

at his legs; of course, impotently in this

case, but with a fierceness begotten of

parental love and fear as connected with

the chicks; for without the chicks she

would have taken wing and gone with a

whirr out of sight; but with her chicks

she would fight an army. In this case

parental love overcomes Caution or,

arouses Caution in behalf of her chicks,

and then Combativeness and Destructive

ness are brought to the work of defending

the chicks at the risk of her own life.

We have many a time fled from such an

encounter with a sublime admiration for

the heroic self-devotion of the mother,

who is known to be, in respect to herself.

extremely timid. Thus we see how Cau

tiousness, which is called a selfish senti—

ment, becomes a social element when fear

is excited in behalf of progeny that is

cherished by parental love. In this case

Caution ‘is not a selfish sentiment.

Where Cautiousness is moderately de~

veloped people appear rash, and lacking

in good judgment, with respect to danger.

We have seen a man working on a scaf

fold high enough to break his legs or

neck if he fell, and with nothing to sup

port him but a single board twelve inches

wide and twelve feet long; to be sure, it

was made of spruce timber, which is

tough, but it would bend more than a

foot when he walked from end to end.

Every one else was excited, through the

monitions of Cautiousness; but he had

studied it -from an intellectual point of

‘view, just as the most of us would have

done if the boar had been only two feet

from the groun ; then the discomfort of

the yielding to the tread in walking

would be the only inconvenience, as there

would be no danger to excite Cautious

ness. He insisted upon it that it was

strong enough to hold him; so it was,

but we were studying to be certain that

there was no flaw or knotty place in the

board which would make it liable to

break. Thus Cautiousness was our guide.

Any one of us would have run, on

what we call a "spring board," if properly

made from selected material. Such a

board is sometimes used where swimmers

dive into the river or lake, and therefore

involves no danger to neck or limb; but

our friend would pick up a board, appar

ently with carelessness, and slap it on its

supports, and walk on it as if it were

solid ground, so far as any sense of dan

ger were concerned. Men with little

Cautiousness often leave out important

matter in writing a letter or an important

contract; they are apt to take things for

granted. Theirs is not the motto of

large Caution, namely, "Sure bind, sure

find," but rather, “I think it will be all

right."

An error in educational government

often arises through the excessive action

of this faculty in those who have the

charge of children. Such persons will

try to frighten the little subject, threaten

ing to go away and leave it
,

or to give it

to some stranger to carry off, or to hand

it over to the policeman, or say that

some dangerous agency will seize upon it

and carry it ofi in the dark; and confid

ing and timid childhood respects the

monition and, perhaps, submits through

fear. When old enough to know that

the fears‘were fictitious, it learns to dis

credit anything the person may say; but

the evil effects of the excessive activity

of his Cautiousness is not necessarily ab

rogated by time, and the probability is,

that that same child, when it becomes a

mother or father, will repeat the same

terrible treatment toward children. We

would emphasize this to condemn it, and

appeal to mothers especially to rectify

their error in this regard. If a child has

excessive Caution it is generally appealed

to through Caution, just as, if it has

excessive Alimentiveness, candies and

cakes and something to cat will be prom—

ised. A person with a full share of Cau

tiousness, without excess, will feel mu

tious in regard to reputation, in regard

to one's dignity and standing, in regard to

one's property, working with Acquisitive
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ness, or in regard to one‘s friendships and

social interests.

Let a person love another, and with

what prudence and anxious care every

thing will be done or avoided that will

be calculated to disturb those delightful

relationships. If one wants vivid evi

dence of Cautiousness as connected with

the social nature. let him watch a young

mother as she exhibits it in her tender in

terest for the little sleeping infant; how

carefully she walks lest it be awakened;

how silently she closes doors or opens

them; how she refrains from permitting

any person to make a racket; how she

.will cover up the face with a double

green veil, then a blanket, and perhaps a

shawl, in the middle of July, when the

child wants all the fresh air possible!

We have seen a child pinned up like a
‘

sore finger in cold weather until it required

a mother and grandmother to find out

where the head was, and undo it; and one,

the first baby, was so wrapped that it was

black in the face when undone. And we

can see it in a hen when she comes. the

first time, from the nest with a dozen

chicks, how every feather stands on end .

perpendicularly; how she swings on her

centre and squalls defiance at everything

that might alarm or harm achickl In

other words, it is Parental Love and Cau

tiousness combined, and on the eve of

insanity. If she were a human mother

she would bundle up her chicks and pin

them tight.

APPROBATIVENESS.

Approbativeness brings us into rela

tionship with our fellow-men. Since we

must live with others, the desire of ap

proval is apparently necessary, though

some people seem so utterly deficient in

this faculty that they seem to care noth

ing about public opinion, and "I don’t
care" is the frequent remark. This, how

ever, is sometimes mere bravado and a

kind of defence against criticism; but

generally people do care, some excessive

ly so, and they suffer untold agonies

through their fear of ridicule, censure, or

disgrace; and if the reader will think

what is done and avoided for the sake

of the speech of people, he will get

an idea of the influence of Approbative

ness upon the action of nearly every

other faculty. Let some new style of

dress, or of dressing the hair be intro

duced, and how much ashamed and mor

tified people soon become if they are

not able to copy the fashion and adopt

the usage. Dr. Franklin said that "if

everybody were blind but himself, he

would not care particularly about the

color or cut of his clothes," and the sup

position is that people are not blind;

we therefore do care about the color

and cut of our clothing. Watch a party

of ladies and gentlemen as they meet on

,/
1'»

Fig. 3--—APPROBATI\'ENRSS.

the street; see how the eye sweeps from

foot‘ to head to take in the whole make

up of a person's wardrobe. If the fash

ion is a little out of date there is a

curl of the lip and an evident,
“ Oh, how

can she be so dowdy as to wear that

old thing, a last year's hat trimmed in

the old style; why does she comb her

hair that way? why don’t she cover up

her forehead with a bang?" And in

phrenological examinations we are some

times required to brush away the bang

from the forehead in order to judge the

developments, and the girl or lady will

scramble to fix it back again as if it were

shameful to show her bare forehead, for

getting that six years before she combed

her hair away from the forehead, and

from the back upward to the crown of the

head, and tied it with a cord, and that
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it was then the thing to do. When the

style is to have the sleeves flowing and

open clear to the elbow, or to have them

so tight one can hardly get them on, or

to have the skirts so long that they trail

the sidewalk, or, what is much better,

short enough to be kept clean and tidy,

what is the fashion. the usage, or the

public sentiment on the subject, Ap

probativeness seizes upon, and Imi

tation helps to carry it out. A few

years ago the white houses were

painted a soft brown, which perhaps was

an improvement, making them easier to

the eye. At one time the sashes are

painted crimson, at another time green;

curtains must be at one time of lace,

again of soft brown muslin, again Chinese

red; and we have seen within a year or

two plaid for parlor curtains, and a whole

block of houses would be curtained ex

actly alike; one following another. Let

us see how Approbativeness, then, co

ordinates with other faculties to bring

about results; how it arouses Combative

ness to defend the reputation; how it

makes the person who is combative feel

ambitious to be the best fighter, or the

best runner, or the best swimmer; or

with Tune, the best musician, the best

chess-player, or billiard player, or walker.

How Approbativeness excites Acquisi

tiveness, or masters it, so that it will

spend its earnings on whatever is fash

ionable. Everybody knows that many

people have to suffer and sacrifice in cer

tain directions in order to have their cur

tains. their carpets, their furniture, their

dress and appearance, such as the pub

lic seems to require ; each is ambitious to

stand well in the esteem ,of all ; hence a

point is strained to have things nice, like

other people, and Acquisitiveness and

Secretiveness are enlisted to earn the

money ; hence the endeavor of people in

great money centres for the acquisition

of wealth to live on a fashionable street,

and drive a stylish carriage, and have a

desirable. and prominent opera box, and

an ambitiously located pew in the best

church.

Around these desirable things points

are strained, and Conscience is twisted,

and energy is aroused and policy is in

voked, and the desire and skill to make

money strained to its highest tension, to

satisfy these exorbitant and many times

foolish claims of Approbativeness. Of

course, Inhabitiveness gives a desire to

have a home, but it does not necessarily

say that it must be four stories high, if

two stories are enough ; or that it should

cost sixty thousand or a hundred and

sixty thousand dollars.

A gentleman in Brooklyn, who resided

on a famous and beautiful corner, had

a wife, without children, and they main

tained their great four-story house, and

had a drove of servants. The man finally

sold his house. and when questioned on

the subject replied: "I have kept a ser

vants’ boarding-house long enough."

Everybody knows that the desire to have

a stylish home and keep everything going

as if there were abundant wealth and re

finement and taste to be ministered to, as

well as to entertain friends for the grati

fication of the social nature, was the

prime motive of keeping up such an estab

lishment. We hear ladies talking to each

other, "They live in handsome style ";

“
they keep four servants "; and perhaps

in six months the man fails and pays

thirty cents on a dollar, and they call

that "being unfortunate in business."

How Approbativeness is fostered by

Ideality, by the sense of the beautiful‘;

how Approbativeness and music work

together; how historical and educational

elements minister, by success and elo

quence and intellectual power, to the

gratification of Approbativeness; nay,

how does Approbativeness sting and in

spire the student to "consume the mid

night oil," that he may win the prize of

his academic course and stand first as a

scholar; how we boast of the splendid in

tellect of our friends, of their excellent

culture; and Approbativeness sits like a

queen and plays upon the faculties, and

they work to win our applause and to

gratify our ambition, and the result is

called happiness.

The consideration of the other organs

belonging to this group must be deferred

to the next number. NELSON SIZER.
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‘

THE CITADEL 0F GAETA.

AMONG
the great conflicts which in reports of the conflict. It was at Gaeta

later years have shaken Europe, and that King Bomba, the last of the Neapol

in which our own country has taken so itan Bourbons, faithfully assisted by his

deep an interest, we ought to remember Amazon wife, defended his fallen throne.
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Garibaldi's brave contest in the south of

‘ It was here, in their last stronghold, the

Italy, in 1860, which joined at last both of ‘ Bourbon dynasty of Naples, so hatefi l to

the Sicilies to one part of the united Italy. ; the friends of liberty, ended its days.

How often was Gaeta mentioned in the I Gaeta was its last protection, and did not
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surrender until sickness and loss made

any further defense of its terribly assailed

fortress impossible to maintain longer.

Those who lived before these events

may remember the revolutionary year

184.8, when Pope Pius IX. was obliged to

fly from'Rome and seek refuge in Gaeta.

And if one go further back in the history

of Italy, he will find that once before has

a pope found shelter within its massive

walls, and many times has G'aeta endured

famous sieges. In 1712 the Austrians,

after having discharged 20,000 cannon

shots and thrown in 1,400 bombs,suc

ceeded in taking Gaeta from its small

band of defenders, consisting of 2,400

Spaniards.

In 1806 Joseph Bonaparte, brother of

Napoleon I.
,

besieged it for six months

before the fortress fell into his hands. The

name Gaeta will always bring to the mind

of the well-educated, memories of bold

conflict and patient endurance. We can

trace it back to the darkness of legendary

time, and to the Roman period. Virgil

tells us that its Latin and ancient name,

Cajeta, has its origin from having been

the burial-place of Cajeta, the nurse of

IEneas, who followed him here after his

long travels. Strabo says it comes from

a Laconian term, Baidria, a hollow or

cavity, alluding to a receding of the shore.

Gaeta, indeed, can rival Rome in age, and

during the reign of her emperors was a

favorite resort for the nobles. ln Gaeta

are many classic remains. There are to

be seen ruins of villas, theatres, and of

the circus, and there is a fine marble vase

by the Athenian sculptor, Salpione. In

the great strong tower of the citadel is

the tomb of the Constable Bourbon killed

when Rome was taken in 1527. In its

early growth we see the coming grandeur

of Italy's proudest republics. There are

now above 16,000 people in Gaeta, thriving

upon its fisheries,'and oil and wine and

fruit trade.

Gaeta is most beautifully situated on a

promontory projecting into the Mediter

ranean, and joined to the mainland by a

low, narrow isthmus, protected by solid

walls. On the top of this promontory is

the circular tower d'Orlundo, said to be

the ancient mausoleum of Lucius Mu

natius Glaucus, the friend of Augustus.

The striking position of Gaeta makes it

a strong fortress, and also gives it a de

lightful climate. 50 high is the promon

tory that on all sides the cooling sea

breezes come, soothing and allaying the

oppressive summer heat. Its beautiful

bay has been celebrated in the verse of

Homer, Virgil, and Horace. Our illustra

tion furnishes a faint idea of it.

- The deep

blue sky, the not less glorious ocean ; the

glowing, ever changing green and olive

and orange, all worked into life with

Horace's fairest children by the warm sun

of lovely Italy, contribute to the great at

tractions of this fair spot of earth. Be

yond the region of the Alps the sun never

shines as brightly as on Gaeta's matchless

landscape, with its ever variegated charm.

L. M. M.

BISHOP SIMPSON.

MATHEW
SIMPSON, D.D., LL.D..

1
-

who went to rest amid the flowers

and tears of a nation at his home in,

Philadelphia, June [8, 1884, was a man‘

of wide culture, great oratorical powers,

untiring will, and rare magnetic gifts.

He was born June 21, 1811, in Cadiz,

Ohio, son of James and Sarah [Tingly]

Simpson. His father was a merchant in

the place, and displayed manifest ability

in trade. His primary education was

received at Cadiz, where he began the

study of classics, afterward entering Mad

ison College, Pennsylvania. Later he

was transferred to Allegheny College.

Pennsylvania, where he was graduated.

This graduation was followed by the

study of medicine in Cadiz, Ohio, where

he earned the M.D., in 1833.

Being dissatisfied with the prospect

of ministering only to the physical ail

ments of his kind he yielded to an im
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pulse that had moved him long, and en

tered the pulpit. For ,this work he was

specially suited. His personal presence

was commanding and pleasing; his voice

full, clear, and penetrating; his intellect

ual attainments and breadth of thought

unusual; his language chaste and fer

vent; his temperament active, and sus

shone as a star among his friends, and

glided by the right of moral excellence

and intellectual capacity to the highest

position of honor in the Methodist Epis

copal Church. There he has for the

third of a century been a fixed and guid

ing light. Uplifted to a higher firma

ment, with these summer days he is lost

Btsnor :mrsou.

tained by force and endurance exceed ng
l
to mortal view, mourned, beloved, hon

that of most men. He joined the Pitts

burg Conference. His oratory and mas

tery of doctrinal discourse combined to

render him a preacher of great power

and an exceptional religious instructor.

His pastoral career, which extended over

a space of fifty years, was one of remarka

ble brilliance. While he was ever sur

rounded by the halo of affection, he

ored, and blessed.

He was a man of strong physique and

tireless energy. His physical powers

being wholly equal to the strain his in

spired soul and outreaching active mind

put upon them until the morning of

September 12, 1880, when he was taken

seriously ill while conducting religious

services in San Francisco, and had to be
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supported from the pulpit. Since that

date, although able at intervals to per

form much clerical work, his health grad

ually declined.

In 1837 Rev. Mathew Simpson was

elected Vice-President of Allegheny Col

lege, and also appointed Professor of‘

Natural Sciences in that institution. In

this capacity he served two years, then

accepted the Presidency of the Indiana

Asbury University. He filled the chair

there with honor until 1848, when he be

came editor of the Western Christian

Advocate in Cincinnati. In 1852 he was

elevated to the episcopate at Boston, and

during the intervening period has pre

sided at Annual Conferences in every

State in the Union, and in most of the

Territories. In 1857 he was sent by the

General Conference as fraternal delegate

to the Irish and British Conference. also

to the Evangelical Alliance in Berlin.

After transacting these missions he made

an extended trip through Turkey, Greece,

Egypt, and Palestine. Later he became

President of the Biblical Institute, Evan

ston, Illinois, visited Mexico, Germany,

Switzerland, and other countries to par

ticipate in the furtherance of church

work. The degree of LL.D. was con

ferred on Bishop Simpson by the Wes

leyan University in 187:, it having some

years previously given him the DD.

In [878 he delivered a series of "Lec

tures on Preaching" before the Theo

logical Department of Yale College,

which were gathered into a volume.

His book, " A Hundred Years of Method

ism," is also a valuable contribution to

religious literature. It was not only as a

grand figure in Methodism, that Bishop

Simpson was great. Keenly alive to all

matters of general interest, with the

good of mankind, the nation, and the

world at heart, he looked far beyond de

nominational boundaries. The Christian

Bishop was a Christian Patriot; known

and honored throughout the world as

one of America's best and most influen

tial citizens. It was he who attended his

warm friend Abraham Lincoln during

his second inaugural honors, cheering

him with hopeful promises and beautiful

similes. It was he who delivered the

grandly moumful and brilliant eulogy,

the funeral sermon of President Lincoln,

at Springfield, Illinois, May 5, 1865. It
was he who invoked the Divine blessing

upon us and all nations at the opening of

our Centennial International Exposition

in 1876. It was he who electrified the

Londoners at the memorable meeting

of Americans in Exeter Hall, which was

called to mourn the death of President

Garfield. Minister]. Russell Lowell had.

pronounced his beautiful and exhaustive

eulogy; others of note had spoken ; when .

the measured programme was completed

Bishop Simpson rose with an eloquent

impromptu tribute to our murdered Presi

dent that lifted the great audience to its

feet. When in full, resonant tones he asked

in well-chosen words God's blessing on

England's Queen,
“
Three cheers for

Queen Victoria" were given almost con

vulsively. Hundreds of strong men and

women in the vast assembly burst into

tears, making one of the most impressive

scenes on record. His beautiful and fer

vent expressions had their well-spring in

a wise judgment and finely-balanced

mind. At the 'late Methodist General

Conference, held in Philadelphia during

the month of May, a continuous session

of four weeks, Bishop Simpson, though in

very frail health, appeared thrice, his

presence eliciting warm demonstrations of

pleasure from the assembly. At the close

of the session he was there, and bidding

the Conference a final farewell, invoked

God's blessing most reverently upon the

Church. It seemed as though particular

strength was given for this beautiful and

characteristic closing act of his life.

His wife. a gifted lady of matured love

liness, survives him, as do five children,

one son and four daughters. The son.

Verner Simpson, is a member of the

Philadelphia bar. The eldest daughter

is the wife of Rev. C. W. Buoy, and the

second daughter, the wife of Col. j. R.

Weaver, Consul-General of the United

States at Vienna. Sibbie and Ida are un

married. MRS. s. L. OBERHOLTZER.
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LITTLE CHlLDBEN

THERE
should be kept one big, sacred

comer in every human heart for the

little children and old people. They seem

to be nearer heaven than persons in mid

dle life. Two most lovable traits, kind

ness and truth, are natural to both. And

truly—
’

“ There is nothing so kingly as kindness ;

And there is nothing so royal as truth."

They don't wear masks, and we love

them for it. There is no pretension, no

seeming to be what they are not.

Natural, spontaneous. and free are all

the actions of the little ones. Not always

smiles and good humor, of course._
But

who would want all sunshine and no

showers? Monotony tires us. The

thorn-covered bushes make the perfume

of the roses none the less sweet. Pure,

fresh, and joyous as the glad spring-time

are the children; cheery as the birds,

abounding with life and happy in ex

istence.

‘Very bare and bleak and cold would

this world be without them; they keep

our hearts young and warm. Their pres

ence is a sort of fountain of youth where

by we keep from growing old. We can

hardly imagine a person to be good and

noble who has not some nook in his

heart where often linger loving thoughts

of some child.

A house that does not have daily re

sounding through its rooms the silvery

tones of a child's merry voice hardly de

serves the name of home. And when

there are so many homeless orphan waifs

in the world no household has any busi

ness to be without at least one child in it.

And no home is completely and prop

erly furnished, no matter how grand,

tasteful, and costly it is, if some child be

not a part of its furniture. Little children

are the flowers, the poetry, the sweetness

of life.

jesus wished to teach us something

when He took the little ones in His

AND OLD PEOPLE.

arms and blessed them. All these little

folks who are the coming men and wom

en of the world, how carefully and wisely

should they be guarded! All influence

brought to bear upon them now will

never be
effaced, but the effects will be

manifested in after life. And not less

gently should we treat
the

dear old peo

ple. I mean the good old people who

are "found in the way of righteousness,

and whose hoary heads are crowns of

glory." Their very presence seems to

let fall a benediction upon us. The aged

have so well been likened to our beautiful

autumn-time, when-—

The leaves kissed by the sun‘s bright rays ;

Nodding farewell to summer days 1

A serene stillness fills the air,

On'ly a rustling here and there,

Softly murmuring through the trees,

Low, sweet music borne on the breeze.

We wonder if each old tree grieves

At losing its beautiful leaves.

But the trees are not dead—they, like

the old people, have a life within that will

some day open into new beauty. Now

almost done with the work and worry of

the heated summer-time of middle life,

in the richness of their ripened years are

ready for the death-angel to carry them

to the happy harvest home.

There has been the May-day of young

life; the strife and bustle of a later time;

and now tired of it all, calmly await

the awakening into a renewed life, and to

a higher, better work.

It is a pleasure to be near those we love.

and we want to draw very close to the

beloved aged; put our hands caressingly,

aye, reverently upon their heads and

smooth down the gray hairs.

Yes, the good old people and the little

children—“we love them both; and pray

Heaven to keep and bless them. And

may our earth never be without their

benign presence and influence keeping

our hearts tender and true.

5. M. BIDDLE.
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CHINA: ITS AGE, GOVERNMENT, AND SOCIAL CUSTOMSx-ll.

THE
educational system of the Chinese I

can not be placed upon a level with

the systems of more civilized nations,

although it has many features that might

be profitably imitated. It is a remark

able fact that a nation whose religious

conceptions are so degraded, and who,

until within a few years, has withdrawn

itself from all communication with civil

ized countries, should have based all

preferment upon education, although it

be of an inferior kind. Females in China

are not, as a general thing, considered

worth the trouble of educating. Some

Chinese ladies are, however, well edu

cated. Many families among the wealthy

employ private tutors, and where this is

the case the daughters are frequently

allowed to participate in the studies of

their brothers. Boys are sent to school

at a very early age, where they are taught

those universally essential studies—read

ing, writing, and arithmetic. They are

also taught their various duties to parents,

teachers, and magistrates, as well as to

their equals and inferiors.

There are, strictly speaking, no free

schools in China, although the system of

education is regulated by law, and every

district is obliged to maintain a public

school. The primary schools are taught

at cheap rates—the expense being but

two or three dollars per year for each

scholar. Although the expense is so

small, it is seldom that a laboring man

can educate more than one son, as his

wages are but a few pennies per day.

Evening schools are established in all the

large cities and most of the villages for

the benefit of boys who are obliged to

labor during the day. At the age of

fifteen those scholars who have made the

greatest advancement in their studies are

sent to schools of a higher grade. where

public lectures are given by learned pro

fessors upon the government and laws of i

the empire, and upon such other subjects

as are best calculated to fit them for

offices of State. In these schools the

pupil is taught submission to the laws,

to parents, and all superiors, together

with a peaceful demeanor.

ompetitive examinations are a dis

tinctive feature of the Chinese Govem

ment, and it is by their means that every

office in the land is filled. It is natural

for every parent to hope that one of his

sons will distinguish himself in the walks

of literature; and in China, perhaps

more than in most countries, the parent

is honored by the virtues of the son and

degraded by his vices.

To fit a youth to become a candidate

for literary honor requires many years of

laborious application to study. Five or

six years are spent in committing to

memory the writings of the ancient

sages. Another six years are spent by

the student in acquiring a knowledge of

the art of composition. To this end he

is obliged to learn a vast number of set

phrases and apt similes.

There are two classes of examinations

for those who aspire to literary and po

litical honors. In the first class the ex

aminations are threefold, and occur an

nually. The successful candidates receive

a degree which corresponds to that of

AB. in our colleges; in the second class

the examinations occur once in three

years, and degrees corresponding to our

degrees of AM. and LL.D. are conferred.

The Chinese take great pains to instil

into the minds of the young a proper

sense of the value of an education. To

this end they have written many volumes

of short and simple tales, which they

read to the young as soon as they are old

enough to comprehend them. A single

example is sufficient:

"There was a boy whose father was so

poor that he could not afford to send

him to school, but was obliged to make

him work all day in the field to help

maintain the family. The lad was so

anxious to learn that he proposed giving

up a part of the night to study, but as

his mother had not the means of supply
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ing him with a lamp for that purpose, he l and the officers of Government will sub

brought home every evening a glow- l mit to no other. They treat other ex

worm, which, being held in a thin piece isting systems with supreme contempt.

of gauze and applied to the lines of a, Confucius was born about 550
B.C., in

book, gave sufficient light to enable him what is now the province of Shantung.

to read; and thus he acquired so much He was the son of a lady of illustrious
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knowledge that, in the course of time,

he became a minister of state, and sup

ported his parents in case and comfort in

their old age."

Among the religious systems of the

Chinese, the worship of Confucius stands

pre-eminent. It is the State religion,

family, if not of imperial rank. His an

cestors had held high offices under Gov

ernment for several generations; but his

father dying when he was but three years

of age, and leaving him but poorly pro

vided for, he was obliged to work at

manual labor during his early years. He
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married but one wife, at the age of nine

teen, but divorced her after she had

borne him one son. At the age of twenty

he was appointed superintendent of grain

and cattle in his native province. He

afterward held the position of Mandarin

at court; but being grieved because the

emperor refused to follow his advice, he

resigned his oflice and went into a_neigh

boring province, where he became a

teacher of morals.

Confucius lived seventy-three years.

Toward the close of his life he mourned ,

much over modern degeneracy. A few

days before his death he said to his

disciples: "Kings refuse to follow my

maxims, and since I am no longer useful

in the world, it is best that I should leave

it." His descendants inherited the title

of Mandarin, and are the only heredi

tary nobility in China. He had several

thousand disciples by whom he was held

in the deepest veneration. After his

death they erected a tent near his tomb,

and many of them remained for three

years mourning for him, and ofiering

prayers and sacrifices. .

His doctrines were based upon the con

ception that human nature is good and

beaulrful, unless obscured by the darkness

of ignorance or sullied by the contagion

of vice. As the best method of restoring

its original purity, Confucius inculcated

reverence toward the Supreme Being,

justice and benevolence toward others,

temperate indulgence of the appetites,

and a due regard to propriety in all

things.

Nearly twenty-five hundred years have

passed since the death of Confucius, and

he is as much venerated to-day as ever.

He is worshipped as a superior being, and

many temples are dedicated to him

throughout China. The learned and re

fined are very careful to distinguish be

tween what they render to Confucius

and that offered by the common people

to the Buddhist and other idols. They

never employ in it any image or picture

of the philosopher, but write his name

with some eulogistic title, as “ Most

Holy" or
“ Wise," on a tablet of wood

several inches long and one-third as

wide, and before that present their obla

tions and bow themselves to the earth.

Contemporary with Confucius there

arose another great teacher called Lao

Kiun. He foundedasect called Tao-Is:—

from Tao, reason or wisdom. He volun

tarily renounced the advantages of rank,

and retired to the solitudes of the forests

of India. He taught the existence of

One Supreme Being, invisible, eternal,

and incomprehensible, called Tao. Suc

cessive emanations from him were sub

ordinate spirits who produced the world

and governed it in his stead, but as his

agents. The science of Tao was the

means of arriving at felicity and perfect

freedom; although this science could

only be obtained by severe mortifications

of the body, entire subjection of the pas

sions, and devout contemplation.

Lao acquired great reputation for sanc

tity, and marvellous stories are told of his

birth. His statue was placed in the em

peror's palace, a splendid temple was

erected to him, and he was worshipped

as a god. The Tao-tse have a sacred

book filled with magical formulas and

invocations to spirits. From revelations

contained in these writings, the teachers

of this sect profess to be able to cast out

evil spirits from those who are afflicted

with diseases, to predict future events

from the aspect of the stars, and to make

gold by some mysterious process of al

chemy and magic. They have great in

fluence with the people, to whom they

sell amulets to preserve them from evil,

and also innumerable small images of

spirits and saints who have become God.

The successors of Lao-Kiun are always

honored with the title of chief mandarins.

The head of the sect resides in a mag

nificent palace in the district of Kiang-si.

A great concourse of people, among

whom are some persons of rank, flock

thither from the neighboring provinces

to have diseases cured or fortunes told.

Buddhism is. however, the most ex

tensive of the religious systems of the

Chinese. Introduced about the year 65

of the Christian era, the new religion
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took such hold upon the Chinese that in are represented gods, goddesses, animals,

five centuries there were three thousand ! flowers, etc.

temples of the god Fo—the
Chinese‘

name for Buddha—in the empire, and

the
"
emperor himself was so attached to

the new faith that he resigned the Gov

ernment to his adopted son, that he

might withdraw from all worldly affairs
‘

and devote himself entirely to meditation

on divine things."

Buddhism has never gained much favor

with the literati, by whom it is treated

with contempt and ridicule, but the com

mon people are so attached to it that the

Board of Rites have not deemed it pru

dent to express an opinion against it.

Every Chinaman worships

also the spirits of his ances

tors, both in private and in

public. They build great halls,

and support them at an en

ormous expense. In these

halls they erect tablets to their

departed ancestry and offer

sacrifices to them. They have

set days ‘in each month on

which they assemble in their

respective halls to offer sac

rifice and burn incense.

On the fifteenth day of the

eighth Chinese month occurs

the festival of the moon. The

celebration of this worship

presents a very striking ap

pearance to a foreigner. The

shops are closed, and great quantities of

gunpowder are exploded, while flags of

many forms and colors may be seen waving

in the breeze, many of them having astro

logical emblems inscribed upon them. At

the time of this festival the bake-shops

provide a large quantity of cakes of a pe

culiar kind and of a great variety of sizes

and shapes. Manyof them are circular, in

imitation of the shape of the moon, and

are from six inches to a foot in diameter.

The Chinese suppose the light and dark

spots on the surface of the moon to be a

white rabbit pounding out rice. In accor

dance with this idea, many of these "moon

cakes" have a rabbit engaged with his

pounder painted upon them. On others.

The Chinese worship a great number

of deities. They have one for almost

every department in life. Among them

are: To-ti, god of the earth; Pin Tseuh,

a god of health; Hwa-kwang, the god of

fire; and Kwan-yan, "the hearer of cries."

The worship of the latter resembles that

‘o
f the Virgin Mary among Romanists,

and she is represented holding a child in

her arms.

A universal and most powerful super

stition is the worship of the "fully,r

j .t/nw'n," or powers of nature. If a house

i be built upon lower ground than another.

Pumsmann'r lN 'rns Tun-(‘.wous.

or if it front in an unsuitable direction,

or is situated unfavorably in respect to

the course of a stream or the prevailing

winds; if it be overshadowed by the tree

of a stranger or an enemy, no pains are

spared to remedy the evil. One method

of doing this is to erect a tall fiagstafi

which shall overpower the antagonistic

influences.

Many of the social customs of the

Chinese are very peculiar. An individual

is not well educated until he understands

the rules of etiquette.
“
He must know

how many bows to make to his visitors;

what compliments to address to. them

according to their rank; whether at their

departure he should attend them as far
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as the door, or only so many paces to

ward it; and other minute observances

too numerous to mention." Visiting is

conducted in a manner which would seem

to us to be very formal. A gentleman in

making a morning call does not alight

from his chair until he has sent in his

visiting~card, that the master of the house

may give him a suitable reception accord

ing to his rank, as it is etiquette to hurry

to the door in some cases to receive a

guest, while in others it is only neces

sary to meet him in the middle of the

room. In the former case the bowings

are lower and more numerous than in

the latter. The law has decided that the

superior shall take the precedence in

entering a room, yet it is considered po

lite to make a pretense of refusing to go

in first, and a few unmeaning ‘compli

ments always pass on the occasion, both

knowing very well which of them is to

take the lead. Tea is always offered to

a morning visitor, and is usually accom

panied by sweetmeats and pipes.

A gentleman usually wears in the house

a loose robe of silk, but in the summer

one of some lighter material, with a cap

suited to the season. If he is a mandarin,

a ball is worn on the top of the cap to

designate the class to which he belongs.

The summer cap is as light as a chip,

which it somewhat resembles. It is made

of bamboo, and is in the shape of a cone.

If ‘the wearer be a Government ofiicial, he

has attached to the ball a crimson silk

ornament which hangs like a fringe. The

winter head-dress is of satin, with a wide

hem of black velvet turned up all around,

with the usual adornment of ball and

fringe at the top. -

‘
ALBERT M. DUNBAR.

TWO TEACHERS’ METHODS. ‘ .

“ ON’T let me forget to stop in a

drug-store and get some quinine.

I shall have to give up teaching and go

to bed ifI am not careful."

"
What are you going to do this even

ing?
"

Miss Shepard's companion, a

ruddy-complexioned, bright-eyed young

woman, inquired.

" Do? Why, correct compositions and

make up my reports, of course. What

else is there for me to do? What.are you

going to do P"

“
I am now going to walk four miles at

least. Then Ishall go home and make

up some of my papers. Then I shall

have my dinner, and I give you my word

that I shall be as hungry as a
shark.

Then I shall read something that inter

ests me, and after that go to a concert."

“ I should like to know what kind of a

condition you will be in Vfor to-morrow’s

labors P" Miss Shepard inquired with per

ceptible irritation.

“Why, tip-top, of course. My lungs

will have been invigorated by the rich.

them to. My blood will be purified and

my circulation regulated; and these

healthful physical conditions will act

upon my spiritual body in so beneficent

a fashion that I shall be attuned to the

heavenly harmonies which are in store

for me. I shall love my neighbor as my

self, and I shall sleep the sleep of the

just."

"It is my opinion that if you had my

'class to manage, you would not have so

much time for concerts and promenades.

Ihaven't a single evening in the week

that I can call my own," said Miss Shep

ard. “I am completely worn out now.

Three of my boys have been in open re

volt all day. The Principal has no sym

pathy for my troubles and no patience

with me. He told me
to-da)r

that I sent

five boys to him where any of the other

teachers sent one. If my work was ap

preciated it would be different. You are

popular, and have your own way in

everything. I don’t think it would make

the slightest difference what you did, or

doses of oxygen that I shall have treated I what you omitted to do. The Principal
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and every member of the Board of Edu

cation would think it was all right.

Whereas——"

The speaker paused this time because

her voice was so full of tears that she

couldn't go on. She was a conscientious,

estimable woman. full of moral energy,

and possessed of a real gift of imparting

knowledge that would have made her an

invaluable teacher, had there not been a

lack or an overplus of some other quali

ties which stood in the way of success.

Miss Bourne, her companion on this oc

casion, as well as a sister teacher in the

same public school. had her theories

about Miss Shepard's failure to reach

the requisite standard, and because of

her perfect physical and spiritual health

fulness was always pleased to be of as

sistance to those who were not so fortu

nate. Miss Shepard's present state of

mind rendered advice dangerous. Miss

Bourne would have liked to complete her

companion's unfinished remark, but, be

ing a woman of tact as well as of superior

common-sense, she forbore.

"
Whereas everybody is always on the

alert to see if they can catch me trip

ping."

Miss Shepard swallowed her tears and

proceeded with her lamentations.

"By your own showing," she added,

"you do not take half the'pains that I do

to keep ahead with your work."

"
Temperamentally you are an extrem

ist and I am a conservative," said Miss

Bourne pleasantly. “But there is more

than this. My first care is to keep my

body in good condition, so that my nerves

will be equal to the demand upon them.

In your zeal to do all and more than is

required of you, you constantly ignore

the body, and expect to do your work

without health. In order for me to be on

good terms with a class of fifty strong,

vigorous, keen-witted, jolly, mischievous

boys, I must in the first place feel well.

If I open the day with ‘set lips, upon

which there is no smile, and a voice_hard

and unsympathetic, on account of an ach

ing head and rasped nerves, these boys

are not going to discriminate between

the condition caused by ill-health or that

engendered by impatience with them.

Miss Bourne is cross. All cross teachers

ought‘ to be hazed. Therefore it is right

for us to make it warm for Miss Bourne.

That is boy logic, and it is quite useless

to expect anything else." .

"But can't boys be gentlemen P" Miss

Shepard asked irritably.

"Fifty boys can't be gentlemen," was

the unanswerable response;
"
but fifty

boys can be successfully handled
"

“Yes, if the hand is strong enough,"

Miss Shepard interrupted.

"And warm enough," her companion

supplemented.

“ Oh, yes, I forgot," said Miss Shepard

bitterly,
"
that you have the model class

room."
'

“Given fifty boys to instruct and dis

cipline," Miss Bourne resumed, without

noticing the taunt,
"
the first step toward

success is the gaining of their confidence.

This is by no means an easy task, and no

woman under the light of the sun can do

it who is not well. I was very much

amused when Iwas first assigned to my

present class at the way almost every one

of the young rascals searched my face

when I came before them. It was ahunt

for weakness and nervousness and cross

ness, and I knew it. But] always met

them smilingly, and my first victory over

a certain negative insubordination, which

is so hard to deal with, was won by read

ing a short, somewhat adventurous story

for boys which I had found in the St.

Nir/m/as and saved up for this very emer

gency."
" Well, if I had done such a thing as

that," Miss Shepard remarked quickly

and scornfirlly,
“
I should never have

heard the last of it."

"I was not criticised," was the quiet

response. "Those boys were given me

to manage and instruct by the methods

which seemed the wisest to me, and pro—

ductive of the best results. I am reading

interesting incidents from French history

now, and the boys look forward to the

half hour which I occasionally give up tc

this purpose with the most eager interest.
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These readings are always rewards for at

tention and good behavior."

"So you hire your boys to behave

themselves?
”

“
Isn't that a legitimate method P"

Miss Bourne inquired. "It seems to me

quite as much so as a reward of merit.

I have never tried any cast-iron rules,

and if Ihad toI should give up teach

ing. I have seen them experimented

with, however, and with very poor results.

I must and will use my own intelligence

in the work I'have to do."

“ Well, I can not use mine, and I do not

see why you should be so much more fa

vored than I am," Miss Shepard re

sponded.

This was unjust, but her companion

did not seem in the least disturbed by it.

“
Miss Shepard," she said, with a trifle

more firmness than she had previously

shown, “ the teacher who makes a prac

tice of sending boys to the Principal to

be managed, confesses, by so doing, that

she is not able to discipline them her

self. This being the case, it is not strange

that the head of the school, in the en

deavor to discover what is the matter,

should make himself obnoxious to a sen

sitive teacher."

"How often do you send boys to the

Principal?" Miss Shepard asked.

"I have sent but one boy in three months

and he was afterward expelled, because

he was a born rowdy, and not amenable

to any sort of treatment. You see I am
anxious not to have my methods ques

tioned or criticised."

“ And you feel perfect confidence in

your own judgment?" Miss Shepard

asked.

"Why should I not, when results are

satisfactory?
"

"You are very kind, and I have no

doubt that you would like to be of assist

ance to me," was the sad response ; “but

there is but one inference to be drawn from

your remarks, and that is, an unfavorable

criticism of my methods. I suppose you

do not think that I am adapted to the‘

work I have chosen."
“ I heartily wish that I could be of some

service to you," was the pleasant answer,

“and I certainly do not think you have

mistaken your calling, although you have

confessed your inability to manage your

boys, and entirely satisfy those in power.

Now, I am anxious to prove to you that

the failure which you so deplore is due

very largely to impaired health and rasped

nerves. You are always exhausted. You

are not able to face your boys responsive

ly, because you feel that you are to be

taken advantage of as soon as your work

begins. This is patent in your face and

manner, and, being boys, they are bound

not to disappoint you. Now, why are

you thus nervous about your work P'"

"Because I am chronically worried for

fear something disagreeable is going to

happen, and that when examination

comes my class may not be up to the

mark,“ Miss Shepard replied.

"And then fear is due to the fact that

from the time you leave your class till

you meet it again, you do nothing but

labor for it, and grieve over it. You go

from the school-house to your room, and

you work till darkl You eat your dinner,

and immediately after resume your mo

notonous occupation. Your food does not

nourish you, because you are too mentally

disturbed to assimilate it, and you are un

able to sleep properly. In these deplor

able physical and mental conditions, you

will find the reasons of your non-success.

You talk about taking quinine, which you

should not touch, when all you need is re

laxation, rest, and plenty of exercise in the

open air. To go from a close class-room.

where one has been confined four or five

hours, to another class-room to work,

and refresh one’s exhausted energies by

doses of quinine, is about as suicidal a

process as to poison one’s-self with small

and persistent doses of some deadly drug.

You ride to and from school. I never see

the inside of a car unless the weather is

so frightfully bad that I can not walk.”
“ But I am not strong enough to walk

such distances," Miss Shepard persisted,

her voice almost uncontrollable again

with emotion.

" If you would accustom yourself to
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walking every day of your life, rain or

shine, snow or blow, you would soon

prove the efficacy of the exercise. Begin

by walking short distances, increasing a

block or two daily. Choose a crowded

car occasionally, so as to be permitted to

stand upon the back platform. Do any

thing to be out of doors. Treat yourself

to some good music, and good lectures.

Go to the opera and theatre once in a

while. Use every possible means to forget

your daily work. No human being can

do good work who does it all the time.

It is sometimes necessary to take work

home; but if we have been in the open

aira couple of hours, it will almost do it

self. I don’t believe a person can be dis

couraged who eats properly and is in

sympathy with nature. A person who

makes a business of being out of doors will

be enthusiastic in spite of draw-backs."

Miss Shepard omitted to purchase her

quinine that afternoon, and was induced

by the logic which she saw was unanswer

able to put some of her companion’s ex

cellent advice into immediate practice.

Miss Bourne had studied her fifty boys

and was well acquainted with them. She

had found out that all healthy boys are

contemptuous of weakness, and that one

might as well try to hold an unbroken

colt with a cotton string, as to properly

govern a boy with a set of rasped, quiver

ing nerves. She knew also that such a

nerve condition invariably caused the

teacher to threaten and scold, instead of

using more pacific and sensible means.

This was Miss Shepard’s gravest fault.

Apropos of outdoor exercise, a distin

guished New York physician was asked,

not long ago, what was the nature of the

illness that one of his patients was suffer—

ing from. With a merry twinkle in his

eye, he said: "She stays in the house to

receive her doctor.”

Close rooms, ill-ventilated sleeping

apartments, want of exercise, and the

proper oxygenation of the lungs, will

account for almost every disease that

flesh is heir to. Women persist in de

claring that they can not walk, and so

they hug the stove or register, sleep in

warm rooms, have the doctor, patronize

the drug-stores, and wonder why it is

that they are so weak and low-spirited.

The majority of our public-school teach

ers are like Miss Shepardv—chronically

cross and exhausted. They go to their

class-rooms like slaves under the lash.

Their scholars take advantage of them,

and their lives are a burden. They can

not walk because they are so tired, utterly

failing to understand that the frightful

fatigue from which they suffer is due

largely to the protest of the lungs against

foul air. One very successful, because

very sensible, teacher of the writer’s ac

quaintance makes abusiness of opening

the windows of her class-room several

times daily, and putting her pupils

through a set of simple physical exer

cises. In this way the air is purified, and

the children, refreshed and strengthened,

resume their studies with true attention.

This teacher's methods are approved of,

and in many cases imitated. She knows,

as all our public instructors ought to

know, that obedience and attention are

impossible to the children who are com

pelled to breathe foul air for half a day;

and because she understands the con

struction and care of her own body, and

the relation between body and spirit,

she is competent to take care of the

bodies as well as the minds of her pupils.

ELEANOR KIRK.

0-

PERHAPS the most singular book in the

world is a volume belonging to the family

of the Prince de Ligne. It is entitled "The

Passion of Christ," and is neither written

nor printed. Every letter of the text is
'

cut out of a leaf, and being interleaved

with blue paper, is as easily read as the

best print. The labor and patience be

stowed in its completion must have been

very great, such are the precision and

minuteness of the letters. The general

execution in every respect is indeed ad

mirable. Rudolph II., of Germany, offered

in 1640, 11,000 ducats for it, equal to

60,000 at this day. This literary treasure

bears the royal arms of England, but

when it was in that country and by whom

wned has never been ascertained;
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OIL IN THE HOME.

“ OME time ago," says a correspond

ent,
"
I came across the story that

I inclose to the PHRENOLOGICAL Joun~

NAL editor. A wider circulation than the

paper has in which I found it should be

given it
,

because of the homely truth of

the principles illustrated."

" Come, bring the oil-flask, that's a pet,"

said Samuel Parsons to his wife, as he

finished screwing on a new lock to his

front door. Of course he need not have

said, "that's a pet," unless he liked; but

he used to think that it was a great shame

that women were called all sorts of pretty

names before they were married, but none

afterward. "I say," says he, "many of

the poor creatures are cheated with pretty

names; poor creatures! they think they

will always get them ; but they may find

them very scarce after the finger is in the

ring."

We do not mean to tell all the names

he called his wife before they were mar

ried; but now he called her "pet"; and,

as soon as she heard the loving word,

she threw down her duster on the chair

and sped off to the kitchen for the flask.

The flask had a feather in it
,

as such

flasks generally have, and Mr. Parsons,

taking the feather between his fore

finger and thumb, oiled the key of the

street-door right well, and then locked

it and unlocked it a dozen times. At

first, it worked rather stifily, and required

some strength of wrist to turn it; but, as

it worked to and fro, and as the oil began

to make its way into the wards, it worked

more and more easily, until at last,Tommy,

his little son, who was standing by, was

able to turn it almost with a touch; and

then Mr. Parsons said that it would do.

The operation finished, he thought he

would just give his knife a touch of the

end of the feather; less than a drop out

of the flask would do, just a mere touch—

that was all it wanted; and, presently. to

young Tommy's great delight, his father

made the blade go up and down, click,

click. Tommy evidently approved of the

result. for he began to click, click, with

his tongue and the roof of his mouth, in

imitation; and how long he might have

delayed his father, we can not tell, if it

were not that Mrs. Parsons took him up

in her arms and made off with him, she

calling Tommy a "saucy rogue," and

kissing him all the way, and he, on his

part, click, clicking, as though his mouth

were a cutler's shop, and you were open~

ing and shutting every knife in it.

Some folks might think that Mr. Par

sons had done enough in the oiling way

for one day; but there was one thing

more to do, and then he would be quite

ready to take his potatoes to market.

One or two of the wheels of his wagon

had been a little creaky, and so he took

his pot and gave the axles a touch of its

contents. You could have rolled all he

put upon them into the size of a couple

of marbles, but it was quite enough; the

wheels gave over their creaking. If the

old proverb be true, " Silence gives con

sent," no doubt they approved of what

he had done.

" Now, then, I am off to market,"
said

he. "Good-bye, Jenny, pet." Oh, that

little word
“
pet "

;

did not the cunning fel

low oil his wife's temper, and even almost

her very joints, for her day's work when

he called her that little name? "Good

bye, Tommy, my darling." Oh, you cun

ning man, there you are with your oiled

feather again; for, when Tommy was

naughty, and his mother reminded him

that she must tell his father when he

came home, and
“
father would be sorely

grieved if his darling was naughty "
;

was

not Tommy good? for, child though he

was, he was able to reason this much in

his mind: Tommy is father's darling, and

he would not vex him; darlings ought

not to vex those who love them. Never

mind, good reader, if there is a flaw in

the logic; nursery logic is sometimes

very funny reasoning, but it answers the

purpose; naughty Tommy became good,

and click-clicked about the house as merry

as a cricket, instead of sprawling and

bawling on the ground; and all becaust
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his father happened to call him darling

before he went out.

" I say, Polly," said Mr. Parsons to the

servant-maid, as he left the house, “
do

not forget to clean up those irons, if you

can manage it, that's a good lass; you

will find the oil-flask behind the kitchen

door." And so, with a cheerful smile on

his countenance, Mr. Parsons took his

departure for market. Ah! cunning

man; before he went he oiled his wife

and child, and now he oiled his servant

maid; and when he turned his back

upon his own door. he left smiling faces

and glad hearts behind him, and, I war

rant, he found'them all smiling to re

reive him when he came home.

Meeting his neighbor, Mr. Smith, at

the market, he said to him :
“ I have great

faith in oil, Mr. Smith; in fact, I oil al

most everything; this very morning I oiled

the lock of my street-door and my pen

knife, and greased my wagon~wheels;

and I oiled my wife and child; and I

gave the servant-maid a touch, too ; and

I tell you what it is, neighbor Smith, I

slip along famously, where I find another

sticks fast."

Mr. Smith's tern nail seemed to give

him a fresh twinge when the penknife

was spoken of; and, as to the wife, his

conscience reminded him how harshly

he had behaved to his own wife at break

fast.

"What do you mean by oiling your

wife, man P
"

said Mr. Smith, rather

tartly; "you have not been sneaking,

have you, and knocking under to a wom

an?" and Mr. Smith edged away~ from

Mr. Parsons’ side, as though he was near

some slimy serpent.
'

“ No, indeed," he answered, "I have
not been knocking any way, neither un—

der nor over, but I just gave her and the

little one a loving word before I started

from home; and I said a kind word to

the house-maid, to cheer her up through

her work for the day; and, for the mat

ter of that. I gave the old apple-woman a

touch of my oiled feather, too ; few people

say kind words to her, and so I did, and,

I dare say, it helped her through the day,

too l I would not cringe to any one liv

ing,“ continued Mr. Parsons,
"
not to the

queen herself; but to cringe is one thing;

to be civil, respectful, and loving, accord

ing as the case requires, is another; I

never knew ill to come of it
,

and I have

often known good. Yes, neighbor, I have

known the good of it in my own house,

over and over again. There is my _]enny..

You do not know the work there is in

that little creature; bless you ! she would

work herself to the finger-bone, if you

give her a kind word. I have known her

to sit up seven nights with me. without

taking off a single article of her clothes——

for instance, the time I broke my leg;

and when Isaid to her one morning, as

the day was breaking, and I looked at her

red eyelids,

‘

Jenny. my darling, I can

never pay you for all this,’ she laughed

and said, ‘\Vhy, Samuel, how can you

tell such a story? you have paid me

now.‘

" ‘Paid you, my wife! why, what do you

mean ?'
" '

Did you not say
"
my darling "P

'

“ ‘To be sure, I did.’
" ‘ Well, was not that payment In a wom

an’: bear! .f'

"And she looked so earnestly at me,

that I felt the tears come in my eyes.

Oh, neighbor, I could not say it as she

did, for these women have a way of

speaking that does not belong to the

men. Sometimes I think there is a kind

of pipe that makes music in their throats;

but ever since that day I have been ten

times as loving as I was before, and I try

to say a kind word, not only to Jenny, but

to every one I meet. I believe, neighbor,"

continued Mr. Parsons, "that women are

of that nature that they will do anything

for love; there is no use of our driving

them, of our scolding and ordering, and

banging them about; that only makes

slaves of them; but give them a little

love and they will do wonders."

As Mr. Parsons found that his neigh

bor was listening, he was encouraged to

go on, even though he received no answer.

“And I do the same," said he,
"
by every

girl that comes as a servant to me. Serv
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ants are made of the same stuff as their

mistresses; they all have hearts, and the

same kind treatment will reach them all."

Thus discoursing, Mr. Parsons arrived

at his own farm-yard. There was Jenny,

his wife, ready to meet him with a kiss;

and there was Tommy, who received his

father with a click, click, leaving it a mat

ter of speculation as to whether he had

not been clicking ever since the morn~

ing. And then there was Polly, the

servant-maid, standing close to the irons.

which shone as though they were fresh

from the shop; she hoped they would

catch her master's eye, and she knew

that she would get a kind word.

A PLEA FOR THE GlRLS.

MILE as we_will at the artless man

ners of the maiden, and call her little

presumptuous ways "cute" and “cun

ning," yet it is to her care and guidance,

as a mother, that we must submit the

men of the future generation. If the

young girl comes from the fashionable

boarding-school looking with contempt

upon the uncultivated, and the conven

tionalities of daily life, it is not so much

a fault of hers as of her education.

Heighten the standard of her schools,

making them practical and substantial,

and instead of many simpering graduates,

they will send forth to the world young

women of intelligence with correct views

of life. _Mamma, as the one who takes

the greatest interest in her daughter, has

undoubtedly selected the school, and fit

ted out the wardrobe that would be more

suitable for a watering-place, all the time

instilling in the mind of the fair and deli

cate Isabelle that she is expected to re

turn talented, accomplished, and thor~

oughly prepared to shine in the higher

circles of society. Is this an incentive to

acquire any real knowledge? If she be a

dutiful daughter she will, of course, strive

for refinement, and elegance of manners

and expression ; and if selfishness fill her

heart she will doubtless seek what she

has been taught is most desirable—ease,

pleasure, and adoration. But this is not

the only sample of young ladyhood that

graces the precincts of the boarding

school. With less assurance and confi

dence the timid maiden takes her place

in the classic halls. Just a glance is suf

of the mother or guardian.

ficient to show us her thoughtful, earnest

soul. She soon proves herself one of the

finest pupils, but becomes quiet and re

served because her dress decides for her

fashionable schoolmates that she is a

poor man's daughter, apd can not there—

fore be a fit companion for them. Thus

she is given ample time to gain that

knowledge which she seeks, and that for

which she has left her humble home to

acquire.

In fact, seminaries and colleges do not

so much mould the character and fashion

the motives and aspirations as the home

does. The well-known adage, "As the

twig is bent, the tree inclines," is very

applicable in this case; and it is scarcely

in the teacher's power to undo the work

Open as the

childish heart is to impressions, the

maiden with her quick perception and

hasty impulses has nearly all the sense

and feeling of a woman when she is sent

to the academy of learning. Then if in

the flush of praise and excitement she

leaves it buoyed up with self-esteem and

superficial wisdom, pity her that her in

struction has been so false, and the pure

instincts of her heart so choked by fiat

tery and fashion.

The day, however, seems fast approach

ing in which we shall have no more cause

to complain of the falsity and errors of

her education than of that of the young,

man, and she is steadily and triumphant

ly advancing toward the highest standard

to which her sturdy brother has yet dared

to aspire. Again, the young lady of the

present day is often accused of idleness,

of an inability or an indisposition to labor
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of any kind. Do you censure a boy for

not becoming prosperous if you have

never taught him a trade nor given him

a profession? It is an indisputable law

of nature that all artificial action must

originate from some present propelling

power,-and this power for the young is

the assistance and encouragement of par

ents or friends.

Do you expect your watch to serve you

if you encase it in the finest gold, and

after having it perfectly regulated, place

it in your pocket, forgetting that it needs

to be wound? I believe that many a

young girl is at times unhappy in feeling

herself a burden upon her friends, who

would willingly, aye gladly, take her place

among earth's active laborers had she

ever received the slightest discipline nec

essary for battling with the world.

Certain authors grow eloquent in enu

merating the different kinds of work in

which women can engage; but when we

come to the working-man we find he is

not willing to make room for her, taking

upon himself those parts of the labor

which her inferior strength would not al

low her to perform. The day is possibly

approaching when working- men and work

ing-women shall stand equal upon the

same platform, but she does not now re

ceive the same deference and respect

from the world. But to return to the

subject under consideration, we say bravo

to the happy, free, independent American

girl. What would our homes be without

her? We can tell almost the moment

we enter the home of a young girl. If we

do not hear her merry laugh or song, we

see some evidence of her presence there

in a volume of pleasing literature, some

piece of unfinished work, or an open in

strument of music or whatever she chances

to have the greatest fondness for. Plod

ding along with weary limb and heavy

heart as we sometimes do, is it not pleas

ant and invigorating to meet the young,

smiling face? We care not whether the

body be clad in silk or cotton, the happy,

hopeful, youthful face is one of the love

liest flowers to be found along the pathway

of human life. Then laugh, girls, and be

merry,—it is one of your greatest charms,

but remember, while you are seeking and

giving pleasure, you should be learning

life's lessons for future usefulness, and dis

cipline yourselves for the burdens, trials,

and sorrows of the world. G. v. H.

7.

DRESS or 'ras CntNasa—A mandarin

of the first rank has a red ball on his cap;

the second class is indicated by a trans

parent blue one ; the other grades are

distinguished by white opaque blue, crys-
.
-

tal, gilt, and other colors.

The dress of a Chinese lady consists of

a short, loose robe, confined at the throat

with a. narrow collar. The robe is worn

over a long, full skirt, and both are fre

quently made of richly embroidered silks.

The sleeves are wide and sufiiciently long

to fall over the hands. The hair is gath

ered in a knot at the top of the head,

and is fastened with golden bodkins, and

adorned with flowers. They all wear trou

sers. Their tiny shoes are of satin, silk,

or velvet beautifully worked with gold,

silver, and colored silks. The soles are

formed of layers of paper, one or two

inches in thickness, and covered outside

with white leather made of pigskin. The

little girls are very becomingly attired in

short dresses fastened at the throat, and

worn over the full trousers. The hair,

which is combed back from the forehead,

hangs down on each side, and the back

hair is plaited into one or two long braids,

in which style it remains until the young

lady is about to become a bride, when the

more matronly fashion is adopted, and

the braids and curls are formed into a

knot interwoven with flowers and jewels.

The lower orders in the towns, men,

women, and children, all wear loose

gowns of nankeen cloth, usually dyed

blue, without collars. The laboring men

in the country work in large cotton trou

sers, with or without a gown over them,

and a broad bamboo hat, which answers

the purpose of an umbrella, to shield

them from the sun and rain. A. M. D.
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SOME BAD MANNERS.—Let our young

folks stop to think that:

It is bad manners for a boy or man to

go into any person's house without
tak

ing off his hat.

It is bad manners to use slang as well

as profane language.

It is bad manners to use one's knife on

the butter-dish.

It is bad manners to go into any per

son's house with mud or dirt on your

shoes.

It is bad manners to talk in company

when others are talking, or to talk or

_ whisper in church.

It is bad manners to stare at strangers

in company or on the street.

It is bad manners to say
"
yes

"
or
“
no
”

to a stranger, or to your parents, or to

aged people; let it be
"
yes, sir," and

“ no,

sir"; " thank you," and never
“ thanks."

v
It is bad manners to pick your teeth at

the table, and bad manners to pick them

with a pin in any company.

It is bad manners to comb your hair

and brush your coat in the dining-room.

It is bad manners to smoke or chew

tobacco in public places, as well as in

jurious to the health.

It is a sign of low breeding to make a

display of fine dress or ornaments.

“THE VOICE OF THE SEA."

ONCE more I sit by the
“ murmuring sea,"

And wait for a message of peace
to me ;

But I miss the tender monotone

That used to answer to me alone.

There is none of the mournful symphony

So solemn, and sad, yet sweet and
free;

To-day, 'tis a gleeful surging rhyme,

And my heart rings back no answering chime.

The foaming breakers roll up as of yore,

\Vith threatening brow and deafening roar;

Then the stern lips curve in a rippling smile

As the billows are thrown up in pile upon pile;

And there is swept up a foaming
whirl of spray

That washes the prints from the sand away,

As though it would bear every grief and pain

From
the

aching heart and weary brain.

Countless dimples flash back to the skies

A merry look of sweet surprise—

At the strength so gentle that joy could be

The sound that thrills through its melody.

'Tis I that have changed, 0
“ murmuring sea,”

The child that once was no more can
be ;

Thou art the same, strong, gentle,
and grand—

’Tis my heart has grown dead as 'this cold gray

sand.

For oh l 'tis as empty as the tenantless shell,

Reaching back for what war, and 1 often rebel

That my life seems as useless, and helpless my

hand

As the seaweed cast up on the storm-beaten

strand.

How lovely it looks, as I bathe away

The stains from each leaflet in ocean spray l

The worn shells show a lustre so pearly and

bright,

I shall treasure them ever to view with delight.

The waves wash with merriment over my feet,

\Vhere the surge and the sand so seldom can

meet.

List l what is the whisper falling soft on my ear P

A still, calming voice, yet so silvery clear :

“ Yes! gather up what remains of thy life,

Wash away in the past every mark of the strife;

Some hand or some heart may be better for thee,

As well as these baubles from under the sea.

“ Had I kept them forever in sheltering embrace,

Thou hadst never been able their beauties to

trace ;

So thy soul some keen sorrow and sufl'ering must

know

Ere the power of patience and love it can show.”

Ah l the message has come with the olden thrill

Of submission and love for the Master’s will.

And again I receive my peace from Theo,

In the song of the breakers, O " Murmuring

Sea"l 1.. A. 1.

Santa Monica, Cal.



vTI‘lICHINOSIS, OR THE PORK DISEASE.

IN
view of the present agitation of the

commercial mind over the wholesale

prohibition of American pork by certain

European powers, it may prove of inter

est to many to consider the subject of

Trichinosis, from the point of view of

science. The histological data of two cases

that occurred in New York were procured

by the writer from microscopical obser

vations made upon the infected muscle

by Prof. ]. C. Dalton. a physician of emi

nence.

For the history of one case which had

occurred in the —— Hospital, the writer

is indebted to Dr. Harry Sears, of this

city. The whole course of the malady,

from the initial enteric symptoms

through a typhoid stage with intense

muscular pains, to the lethal or comatose

termination, was so typical that a detailed

clinical account of the case can be omit

ted. It should be stated, however, that

shortly after the young man, a robust,

strapping fellow, fell ill, his wife also took

to her bed with well-marked symptoms

of‘trichinosis and died not long.after-.

ward.

The living parasites were used for pur

poses of experimentation; and, while en

tirely new facts were not elicited, a few

words may be said as to the results of

various trials.

Encapsulatedtrichina: (Fig. I) are no

toriously tenacious of life; but here im

mature, and only recently emigrated par

-asites, were found wandering about in

the muscles. A few of the animals had

indeed already assumed the spiral coil

position which is the preparatory stage

a

:1
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Rig. L—ENCAPSULATID TRICNINJ.

of encapsulation; but the majority were

either stretched out or twisted at either

extremity (Fig. 2). Small pieces of the

woman's muscles were exposed to the

action of cold, being frozen several times:

and examination, four days afterward,

showed the animalcules apparently qui

Fig. :.—M/\Ls AND FEMALE TRICHINAI.

escent; but a gradual elevation of the

temperature to about 100° soon proved

that their life was not extinct, in so far
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as active motions on their part can be A noteworthy fact, and one of great

interpreted as an indication of vitality;
interest, was that the trichina: had un

and ten days later the parasites
were still questionably grown—they were larger.

apparently alive.
Some of the flesh was Still, though their size was increased, and

then allowed to undergo partial
putrefac- although there were some indications of

tion; but even then the animals were sex, a distinct evolution into mature

found living, thirteen days after the death
males and females was not obtained. It

of the woman.
must be admitted, however, that future

On the day following the autopsy, some experiments in the artificial breeding of

fresh muscle was teased, and there
being these parasites may be more successful,

abundance of living
trichinaz, many were Through an inadvcrtence the continua

thus isolated (Fig. 3).
The animalculcs

tion of the artificial digestion
was inter

rupted, and the animals were killed by

overheating.

Pieces of partially putreficd meat were

placed in vials containing water, with the

addition of a_ small proportion
of glycer

ine,_
carbolic acid, and alcohol; and in

this liquid the parasites were maintained

in a good state of preservation, showing

the details of their interesting
organiza

tion with satisfactory clearness.

Permanent specimens. no matter what

technique of preparation was employed,

were never found as perfect as recent

ones produced from pieces of muscle

thus kept. Of course fresh meat will an

swer still better than partly
decayed flesh

Concerning the pathological state of

the infected muscles, the changes found

were the frequently described conditions

of acute myositis accompanied by vit

reous metamorphosis, cloudy swelling,

and fatty degeneration. In some places

the inter-fascicular hyperaemia and small

celled infiltration were beautifully seen.

Small bits of the deceased woman's

muscle were torn from the gastrocnemius

and the deltoid
muscles; and while some

specimens contained
numerous parasites,

others were found without them.
In the

diaphragm, intercostal
muscles, and other

well-known places supposed to be favor

ite habitats of the parasite,
every examined

specimen showed
them in abundant meas

Fig. 3.—Fsss
Tmcnuut.

were never seen to creep actually in a

definite direction; but their movements

resembled the unfurling and recoiling of

a pennon;
nevertheless, a change of place

was now and then fortuitously effected.

Next the parasites were subjected to the

action of different reagents:
saliva pro

duced no visible effect upon them; di

lute acids caused increased activity of

motion; alkalies made them sluggish;

concentrated solutions of ether killed

them rapidly; in carbolic acid they

squirmed and writhed before dying. Gly

cerine, contrary to what is supposed, did

not immediately
destroy them; for some

lived ten minutes after its addition;

finally, however, the
worms became shriv

elled up into almost
shapeless filaments.

If previously heated, however, they re

tained their form to a great extent.

Some of the fresh muscle was submit

ted to artificial digestion
by being placed

in a suitable fluid and
exposed for twelve

hours to about blood
heat. The fibre was

in great part dissolved
at the end of this

“6- .

time, and many free parasites ‘Vere found
ThC I'CSUII. of Observations in SCVCI'QI

in the liquid ; but they were, if anything,
cases at Bellevue

Hospital has been that

1655 active than they had been, and, as encysted trichina: are found more fre

500“ as the liquid had been allowed to quently in the pectoral muscles
and the

cool, their movements
ceased, to be re- diaphragm. than

in the deliolds 01' the

newed, however, on re-heating
the slide. gastrocnemii.
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In a discussion of this subject which

followed Dr. Dalton's remarks before

the New York Medical Society, the

President remarked that the subject of

trichinosis was now of very great inter

est to the country at large, and we

should be anxious to get all the light

possible upon it. Though avast amount

of labor had been expended on the origin,

clinical history, and treatment of trichi

nosis, we have good reason to suppose

that it was seldom recognized during life,

and even after death would often escape

notice; unless the examiner has his at

tention specially directed toward the pos

sibility of its occurrence.

One of the points on which we need

more
information is the period of incu

bation; this is variously placed between

ten and forty-two days; or, rather, ac

cording to our present ideas, it would

take ten, but might require forty-two

days, for the young trichina: to appear in

the muscles after the infected pork had

been eaten. It is just upon this variable

period that the produce dealers rely

chiefly when they are prosecuted for sell

ing trichinous meat. As most infected

persons are Germans, who are in the

habit of eating uncooked pork, more or

less frequently, it is generally easy for

the accused to show that other hams or

sausages had been consumed during this

period of forty~two days, than those sold

by the accused ; and as statements are to

be found that a limited number of living

trichinae can be ingested without harm,

it is almost impossible to secure convic

tion. Dealers therefore do not fisk for

an examination of hogs or their products;

nor are they afraid of being convicted,

even should they sell trichinous meat;

hence it is particularly important to de

termine whether or not there is a

variable time between the ingestion of

the animal and the subsequent migration

of the larval forms; and more experi

ments should be made on animals to de

termine it.

Another point for consideration is:

How frequently is trichinosis met with?

In Europe it is said to occur in from one

to two per cent. of all cadavers. In this

country we have as yet no trustworthy

data; at least this conclusion may be

drawn from the recent report of Assist

ant Surgeon Glazier, of the U. S. Marine

Hospital service. But it was actually

shown that eight hogs out of one hun

dred were found full of trichinae in this

city. This percentage has been exceeded

in Germany, where thirty-one hogs out of

one hundred were found to be diseased.

Living trichina: may be swallowed in

small numbers with impunity, yet the

constant eating of pork, although but

slightly infected, will eventu

ally cause pain and impair the

appetite; the skin will be

come slimy, and a thirst ex

cited that can not be easily

quenched.

The appearance of the male

worm magnified will be seen

in Fig. 4. In the adult state

it was found to be 1.6 m.m.

long (on the average), and

0.03 mm. in diameter. It is

quite different in size, shape,

etc., from the female, which

is shown in Fig. 5. The male

shows at the posterior ex

tremity two digital append

ages situated laterally, and

between which is the cloaca.

which is reversed during cop

ulation.

The female is generally

from 3 mm. to 4 mm. in

length, and 0.07 in diameter;

the vulva is situated near the

end of the anterior fifth of

the body (x No. I); the ovary

is simple; the ovules, seen

through the integuments,'

have a diameter of 0.03 m.m.;

the embryo, when hatched in

the uterus, is about 0.12 long.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE

EMBRYO.

The large ‘number of the

eggs, and the time required

in the development of the
‘GILT—MN"
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embryo from the ovule can be easily fol- The ovule, as it appears in its early

lowed. There can be counted easily from stage, is somewhat elongated; a few spots

600 to 1,000 embryos, free eggs, etc., even may be seen in the vitellus (6, 7), and by the

Fig. 5.—Fmuu;.

weeks after their production has com

menced, without careful observation of

the microscope.

In the intestines the females are found

in the mucus, while the embryos are

found on the surface of the mucous mem

brane, passing through the intestinal wall

into the peritoneal cavity, through the

medium of the connective tissue, then

the embryos reach the muscles and de

stroy the fasciculi. In 10 to 12 days after

infection the migration of the young

trichinae, the destruction of the muscle is

at its height, then comes a remission, and

the fruitfulness of the female entirely

disappears.

The embryo, first of all, in its course to

the muscle, must pass through the intes

tinal wall, though not all will pass through

the mucous membrane and muscularlayer,

and reach the connective tissue of the

mesentery, between the two layers of

which they continue their way to the ver

tebral column, and then to the muscles.

From 600 to 800 embryos and free eggs

may be counted in the uterus and ovary

of the mature worm at the same time,

and from close examination their exten

sion has been estimated at about five

thousand per hour.

time the ovule passes into the

uterus it has become fecundated

(8). There are somewhat larger

eggs, in which are seen two vesi

cles, and are of different sizes,

with nuclei, as seen in Figs. 8 and

9; Fig. 12 shows segmentation of

the nucleus. This process of seg

mentation is carried on until about

50 to 60 cells have been formed,

when the nuclei are not visible. The

ova have now reached the length

of .25
m.m., and are somewhat

less in width (13, 14). The mass of

the cells now becomes contracted

on one side, and presents a pyri

form or almost a sausage form

outline, and by further crooking,

and spirits of juniper, it will

shrink to three-fourths its size (Figs. 15,

16). The worm is soon seen struggling with

Figs. 9

a layer of fat in which is a regular layer

of cells; the worm is fat and busy,-—it

must get through the fat before entering

the flesh, and it now has the first image

of a worm, as seen through the micro

scope, and is shaped as in Fig. 18.

Figs. 15

The future position of the cesophagus

is marked by a line of transversely elon

gated vacuoles. Yet the posterior portion

is not yet developed from the blastoder
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mic mass (Fig. 19). In the further growth

the muscular portion of the oesophagus

appears, and finally the stomach is sepa

rated from the external

wall (Fig. 20).

The embryos of the new

born trichinae, which left

their shell a few hours pre

viously, develop and in

crease in size, and are

from 0.08 m.m. to 0.12

01.01.; the whole develop

ment takes about two days,

and the number of em

bryos that the female may bring forth

is variously from 50 to 5,000.

Figs. :8 :9
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Fig. :o.—Devat.oPMeN1' or ‘me Emmvo.

(a).

(0).

Trace of
outer portion

of alimentary canal.

Shows chitin tube and brain vesicles (magnified

500diameters).

[T o be continued]

MILK—FROM THE HYGIENIC POINT OF VIEW.

M
ANY persons who discard meat, do

not hesitate to partake freely of

milk, eggs, sugar, butter, etc., and to use

pastries, cakes and puddings, that are

little else than a combination of these,

with the addition, it may be, of spices

and other seasonings. Now, a plain diet

of Graham bread, with beef or mutton,

roasted or boiled, and a fair allowance of

fruits and vegetables, would be much

more wholesome than the above articles,

or the dishes that are manufactured out

of them.

As to milk, it is the natural diet for

11!: young. But for grown persons, and

especially for those who live in cities, or

who incline to sedentary habits, it is not

the best, or one of the best articles of

diet. Before arguing the question, how

ever, let us make a note of the fact that

milk is one of those secretions that is

readily affected, not only by the food the

animal eats, but by the conditions, physi

cal or mental, of the creature itself. If

the health of the cow deviates from the

normal standard, the character of the

milk is immediately changed; if she is

mentally disturbed, as by anger or fright,

the mammary glands will secrete, not a

wholesome, but a poisonous fluid. A

mother not unfrequently kills her child,

or throws it into spasms, by nursing it

after she has been badly frightened, or

after a violent fit of anger; and many a

child has been "salivated, purged and

narcotized by mercury, drastic purgatives

and opiates, respectively administered to

the mother."*

But the question is asked, "Suppose

the animal is kept in the best possible

condition, every way; would milk be ob

jected to as an article of diet?" Most

assuredl) not—for young calves. Nature

has provided the very food that is need

ed, for all her babes. The milk of the

cow, like that of other mammals, includ

ing the human, is intended for the nour

ishment of the infant; and as soon as the

calf is able to take more solid food, the

maternal supplies, where nature is not

perverted, are dried up. But the un

natural practice of milking cows has dis

tended the milk glands, and thus con

verted them, in a large measure, into

depurating organs; and the milk supply

is not only increased, but prolonged be

yond the period that nature intended.

Add to this the improper foods, as swill

feeding, the confined air, and other un

healthful conditions with which the ani

* Pavy’s
" Food and Dietetics."
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mal is surrounded, particularly in large

cities, and we have not only a prolific

source of disease, but an explanation, in

part at least, of the enormous death-rate

among young children; this, it will be

noticed, is always largest in cities, where

the milk used is poorer in quality than

country milk.

But returning to the direct question,

suppose we have the best of milk. from

perfectly healthy cows, what is the real

objection to its use? To this question

there are two answers; the first is found

ed on experience, and may be stated as

follows: It is the almost universal testi

mony of persons of sedentary habits,

dark complexions and
“
bilious tempera

ments," that milk, even of good quality,

does not agree with them; and where

there is torpor of the liver, or other dys-,

peptic conditions, it usually causes dis

tress. The reason of this will directly

appear. As already stated (and herein is

the second answer), milk is designed by

nature for the young of all mammals; it

contains a small per cent. of solid sub

stances, but enough for the needs of the

infant; and these substances are just the

elements, and in the rig/z! propartlbns, to

make those soft, fatty tissues which the

, little creature needs for the protection of

its small bones and delicate organs. As

the child or young animal grows, and

the teeth develop, other and more solid

materials should take the place of the

milk; this change must, of course, be

gradual. Many mothers do their babes

harm, and in fact make them sick, by

giving them solid food before they are

able to masticate it properly. And no

less detriment is done to the full-grown

child, when we give him an aliment that

requires no mastication with the teeth,

and which is designed only to make soft,
“
baby tissue." Such food is now needed

as will make good, firm muscles, sinewy

tendons, strong bones, and all the other

tissues that belong to the adult man or

woman.

"
But how about cream?” Well, cream,

if used to the same extent, would perhaps

be more injurious than milk; it contains

an abundance of fatty material, and if

habitually taken is a prolific cause of

biliousness. Young children that are fed

largely upon cream—or butter, or meat,

particularly fat meat—become gross and

plethoric, and are apt to break out with

boils, or "scald-head”; or if a nursing

mother uses these articles to excess, her

child will suffer in consequence. Ordi

narily, cream does less harm than milk,

from the simple fact that it is served in a

very limited quantity; that is, as a [undi

mmt, rather than a beverage; and it is

less employed than milk, even as a mix

ing material in breads, puddings, etc.

For grains, mushes, plain puddings, etc.,

the juices of fruits make a far more whole

some dressing than cream; and were we

in the habit of using fruits in this way,

the palate would not only tolerate readily

the new combination, but we should come

to like it.

Milk, if used, should be taken, not as a

beverage, but as a condiment, and then

very sparingly, particularly by those per

sons who live in cities and whose work

is indoors and of a sedentary character;

while invalids, as a rule, would certainly

be better without it.—Hmltlz in Use House

110M.

_ V—m—

THE CARE OF THE SICK.

“

[F
be is asleep when the time comes

around, shall I wake him up for

his medicine?" asked the nurse.

"No, no, never. Sleep is, in almost

every sickness, better than any medi

cine.”

This was the opinion of a learned and

prosperous physician. and, as the opinion

is doubtless sound and good, it shall be

the basis of a brief paper on nursing the

sick. The only point to which I would

draw attention is one almost universally

disregarded and never esteemed vitally

important, as it really is. It is the abso
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lute importance of quiz! to insure the

proper effect of treatment and the steady

improvemem‘of the patient.

No one who has not gone through

with what is called a fit of sickness can

understand the value and blessedness of

quiet in the sick-room. There are two

ways of learning it: one is by enjoying

it; the other
is sufiering the want of it.

I have been in hospitals where hundreds

and thousands of patients were enduring

the pangs of wounds and bruises and

sores, and have seen the influence of dis

tracting noise upon the prostrate army

of sufferers. I have been in the chamber

of sickness where a single patient was

soothed in his pains by the gentle power

of a tender tone and the more p'otent

spell of perfect silence.

I was years ago myself prostrated by

fever and brought very low, so that to

others it seemed the gates of death would

open and let me in. At such times, the

voices of loving friends in conversation

were so trying to my nerves that I longed

for wings to fly away. If they spoke low,

I strained every hearing nerve to catch

their words; if they conversed in ordi

nary tones, it was like harsh music and

nearly drove me out of my senses. They

would have given their right hand to do

me good; but if they had only thought of

my ears and the brain they were distract

ing, they would have given me the pre

cious boon of silence, more valuable to

me than gold or love.

From the sick-room all persons but the

patient and the nurse should be excluded.

Whatever assistance is required should

be within easy reach; but the less the

number in the room, the less temptation

to converse. If a physician is in attend

ance let his directions be obeyed, and dis

charge any nurse at once who knows so

much more than the doctor as to de

termine whether his prescriptions are

the best or not; or dismiss the doctor

and instal the nurse in his place. In a

battle with death there should be only

one captain. If other members of the

family besides the one in charge are ad

mitted, let them enter softly, minister to

the sufferer their loving offices and retire;

soothing and not disturbing him by their

voices or steps.

Let your feet be shod with a prepara

tion of such peace as shall render your

footfalls inaudible as you move about the

room. Squeaking of heavy shoes is an

intolerable annoyance to a sick person.

If yours are not so soft as to be perfectly

silent when you tread, cover the soles

with wool or woolen cloth. and be sure

that no one comes into the room on

any errand whatever, whose steps are a

disturbance to the quiet you have or

dained.

Shut out, as far as possible, the noise

of the street. In this country an impres

sion appears to prevail that everybody

has a right to make all the noise he

pleases, and that nobody has any right to

quiet which anybody is bound to respect.

Hence the locomotive engineer amuses

himself during the darkness of the night

(as a man whistles in passing a grave

yard) by filling the whole country with

those terrific shrieks, which the Modocs

and Comanches combined could not par

allel, and which invariably suggest the

yells of emancipated fiends. The sleepers

in a.thousand homes are startled from

their slumbers. Nervous invalids are

frightened into fits. lnfancy is made to

imitate the scream. And so from Bos

ton to St. Louis, from Albany to Atlanta,

every night, this long, rasping, excruciat

ing, destroying yell—useless, as has been

abundantly proved, and often fatal in its

effects—is inflicted upon the peace and

health of a long-suffering people. This

is one of the penalties of liberty; and

this is one of the nightly terrors of the

country.

In the city our street noises are chiefly

in the day'and evening. We have boards

of health with extraordinary powers, but

those powers are more'powerful not to

do than to do. They are in a perennial

battle with the makers of foul smells,

but every night is a silent, nasty Witness

that the smell-makers are mightier than

the boards of health. By what charter

has the man now passing my door ob
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tained the right to put a lot of big bells
'

of various patterns on a string across the

rear of his wagon, and with this horrid

discordant clang, to go up and down the

street to buy old bottles? Five or six of

these men keep up the procession all

day long, and a half-dozen dogs with

‘

vex your wearied soul.

I
thus

ivain will you ask help of man.

carts and bells, and then the sharp cry 3

comes through the window-pane, enough

to crack it
,

from the man who means to

say, "Glass put in." And one scream

succeeds another, drowned perhaps by

the inevitable organ-grinder, who has a

prescriptive title to torment us with his

execrable music. His seem to be the

11: plus ultra of abominations, until the

itinerant band, with checks and instru

ments of brass, plant themselves at the

front door, and, without asking anybody's

leave, inflict their whole reperloir: upon

the unwilling and unoffending victims.

You may shut your windows, fly to the

attic, take refuge in the cellar, or bury

yourselves in pillows, but the wails of

those street players—eight stout men

blowing with might and main—pierce

—_..--.-0.

the deepest hiding-place you seek and

If the we]! are

distracted by these peripatetic

blowers, what must be the miseries of the

sick, who are compelled to hear!

shut out these noises if you can. In

The

world is governed now by sham politi

cians, and they care not for the sick and

dying, who do not vote. Keep your

poor patient in the quietest room in the

house, and fight steadily against the in

trusion of noise from without.

Let in the sunshine. The sun has

healing in his beams. Keep the room

just as light, by day and night, as is

pleasant to the patient. Regulate it so

as not to disturb his repose; but, when

ever his eyes are open, let them have

pleasant objects to rest on ; not a horror

of great darkness, nor grotesque shad

ows, which to him assume the form of

monsters. Light is cheerful; darkness

is depressing and death-like. Open the

windows for sunshine and air.

A PHYSICIAN.

CLEANLINESS [N THE KITCHEN.

CORRESPONDENT of one of our

Western monthlies took occasion a

while ago to rebuke those housekeepers

that are inattentive to what they consider

little, unimportant matters, like keeping

wash-cloths thoroughly clean, and point

ed out the hygienic reasons for her adver

sion. She said with commendable em

phasis: l‘When some of you are down

with fever; when neighbors are neglect

ing their own work to nurse you; when

doctors are hunting in cellars and old

drains for the cause, let me whisper in

your ear—look to your dish-cloths. If

they be black and stiff and smell like a

‘bone-yard,’ it is enough—throw them

in the fire, and henceforth and forever

wash your dishes with cloths that are

white,cloths that you can see through, and

see if ever you have that disease again.

There are sometimes other causes, but I

have smelled a whole houseful of typhoid

fever in one ‘dish-rag.’ I had some

neighbors once—clever, good sort of

folks; one fall four of them were sick at

one time with typhoid fever. The doctor

ordered the vinegar-barrels whitewashed,

and threw about forty cents’ worth of

carbolic acid in the swill-pail and depart

ed. Iwent into the kitchen to make

gruel; I needed a dish-cloth, and looked

about and found several, and such

‘

rags

'
l

I burned them all, and called the daugh

ter of the house to get me a dish-cloth.

She looked round on the tables. ‘Why,’

said she, ‘there was about a dozen here

this morning’; and she looked in the

wood-box and on the mantel-piece, and

felt in the dark corner of the cupboard.

‘Well,’ I said, ‘I saw some old, black,

rotten rags lying round, and I burned

them, for there is death in such dish-cloths
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as these, and you must never use such

again.’

"I ‘ took turns’ at nursing that family

four weeks, and I believe those dirty dish

cloths were the cause of all that hard

work. Therefore,I say to every ,house

keeper, keep your dish-cloths clean. You

may wear your dresses without ironing,

your sun-bonnets without elastics, but

you must keep your dish-cloths clean.

You may only comb your head on Sun

days, you need not wear a collar unless

you go from home; but you must wash

your dish-cloth. You may only sweep

the floor
‘
when the sign gets right '; the

window don't need washing, you can look

out at the door; that spider web on the

front porch don't hurt anything; but, as

you love your lives, wash out your dish

cloth.' Let the foxtail get ripe in the

garden (the seed is a foot deep anyway),

let the holes in the heels of your hus

band's foot-rags go undarned, let the sage

go ungathered, let the children's shoes go

two Sundays without blacking, let two

hens sit four weeks on one wooden egg;

but do wash out your dish-cloths. Eat

without a table-cloth; wash your faces

and let them dry; do without a curtain

for your windows, and cake for your tea ;

but, for heaven's sake, keep your dish

cloths clean."

lNDlCATlONS_
0F SCARLET FEVER.

IT
is difficult for the experienced phy

sician to distinguish always with ex

actness between eruptive fevers in their

early stages, because there is a relation in

their origin, in so far as functional de

rangement is concerned. With respect

to the dangerous malady we now briefly

remark upon, it may be said that in a

typical case, a short time after exposure,

the person shows a quick pulse, a marked

rise of temperature, headache, perhaps

vomiting, a scarlet rash—first on the

neck, then on the chest and limbs—sore

throat and swelling of the submaxillary

glands (those under the lower jaw). But

there may be wide variations from this

typical and readily distinguishable form.

A child under three years dies suddenly

in convulsions. It may be a case of scar

let fever. But the only proof, if any, will

be in others being taken down with it.

Even a post-mortem examination will ex

hibit no sign of it.

Again, a child not known to have been

exposed to infection exhibits a very swol

len throat. Even the doctor may think

it to be quinsy; as in quinsy, too, one

side of the throat is swollen more than

the other. There is, as yet, no rash. It

may be scarlet fever; it may be measles

or mumps. What shall be done?

Prudence would advise—Separate the

child from other ‘children and wait.

Within thirty-six hours at the furthest, if

it is the dread disease, the rash will ap

pear. But even this may not be decisive,

for the rash may not resemble the dis

tinctive rash, being darker, pimple-like,

and itchy, causing the patient to scratch,

and thus alter its appearance. In quinsy,

however, the temperature is intermittent;

in scarlet fever it is continuously high.

In another case, the disease is so mild

that all the symptoms are slight. The

pulse may be quickened some; there may

be redness of the skin in parts, but it may

have had other causes; there may even

be some eruption, but not distinctive;

there may be no sore throat and no fever.

The child eats as usual, and plays about.

At length the cuticle peels off, and all

doubt is removed.

This form, however, is the most danger

ous
of
all others, for no remedial measures

are likely to be taken until the child has

become a centre of contagion, and is

likely afterward to have kidney complaint

and other serious diseases. In a case of

this kind, if a child is known to have

been exposed to the disease, a doctor

should be called in, however slight the

symptoms.
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In another case, the disease expends its

force on the throat, the nasal passages, and

the larynx, or upper part of the windpipe.

There may be no rash in the least ;-no de

squamation or peeling of the scarf skin.

There may be in the back-mouth a false

membrane, and the disease be mistaken

for diphtheria; and yet it communicates

to others not diphtheria, but scarlet fever.

HOT WATER r011 INFLAMED Mucous

SURFACEs.-—-Dr. George R. Shepherd,

of Hartford, Conn., adds his testimony to

that of many others by saying in the

Medical Record: "I have used hot water

as a gargle for the past six or eight years,

having been led to do so from seeing its

beneficial effects in gynecology. In acute

pharyngitis and tonsillitis, if properly

used at the commencement of the attack,

it constitutes one of our most effective

remedies, being frequently promptly cu

rative. If used later in the disease or in

chronic cases, it is always beneficial,

though perhaps not so immediately cura

tive. To be of service it should be used

in considerable quantity (half a pint or

pint) at a time, and just as hot as the

throat will tolerate. I have seen many

cases of acute disease thus aborted, and

can commend the method with great con

fidence. I believe it may be taken as an

established fact that in the treatment of

inflammations generally, and those of the

mucous membranes in particular, moist

heat is of service, and in most cases hot

water is preferable to steam. All are

familiar with its use in ophthalmia and

conjunctivitis, as also in inflammation of

the external and middle ear, and I feel

confident that those who employ it for

that most annoying of all slight troubles

to prescribe for, viz., a cold in the head

or acute coryza, will seldom think of

using the irritating drugs mentioned in

the books, nor of inducing complete an

aesthesia with chloroform in preference

to the hot-water douche.”

Dxsrosmo or RUDBISH.--What to do

with the refuse is one of the annoyances

of domestic life that constantly besets

the housekeeper. People are ready with

one suggestion or another, that may be

found quite impracticable in a given case.

No better method has occurred to us than

that of burial ; and a writer in the Country

Gentleman thus commends it:

"Every family which occupies a house

of its own, the members of which desire

neatness about the premises, is often

puzzled to know how to get rid of all

all sorts of rubbish, such as broken glass,

rusted stove - pipe, brick - bats, broken

crockery and lamp-chimneys, old hoops,

etc., etc., which are often thrown in un

sightly heaps behind fences and outbuild

ings. The only satisfactory oblivion to

which they can be consigned is burying.

They may thus be made to subserve a

useful purpose, by forming a portion of

the filling of ditches. If farm drains are

cut, they may be made to occupya foot

of space next above the tile at the bot

tom, and the two feet of earth above

them will place them where they will

never be seen again, while at the same

time they will contribute to the discharge

of the water above into the drain. Those

who are cutting and filling ditches late in

autumn may easily get rid of all the un

sightly heaps of rubbish on their premises.

“To prevent the accumulation of such
'

heaps a short ditch of good breadth may

be commenced at the lower end, and be

cut long enough to receive all the rubbish

required, a tile being first laid at the bot~

torn for the safe discharge of any water.

The next year another portion may be

added next above this, and so on. By

this arrangement, there need be only a

small opening at a time; and this open

ing, if in the rear of a garden or adjacent

field, may be obscured from sight by

planting thick corn or sunflowers on its

banks. There are many portions of the

premises which would be improved by

cutting such short drains, and the owner

may thus accomplish two desirable ob

jects by one operation."
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.

A Preventive of Hydrophobla.
—It is announced that the experiments of

M. Pasteur and his associates have reached

certain encouraging results in their attempt

to secure a method to prevent the occurrence

of hydrophobia,' should one be bitten by a

rabid dog. Assuming the principle as true,—

in the case of the canine virus that had been

obtained from previous experiments in inoc

ulation,—-that the poison of an infectious dis

ease, on its passage through different species

of animals, is subject to alteration in viru

lence, M. Pasteur inoculated monkeys with

the virus taken from a dog affected with ra

bies, and found that the poison, after having

passed in succession through three monkeys,

becomes so attenuated that its inoculation

into a dog is harmless, while a dog so inoc

ulated is rendered proof against the original

disease. But, on the other hand, the virus

of rabies on its passage through the rabbit

and guinea-pig increases in virulence. The

maximum increase in intensity is not, how

ever, attained until several transmissions

through the rabbit or guinea-pig.

After many experiments he hit upon the

expedient of inoculating the brain of a dog

with the virus of rabies. The animal selected

is fastened to a frame, and rendered insen

sible by means of chloroform. The process

of removing a small portion of the skull, and

introducing the virus into the brain, is thus

performed without pain to the victim. By

this method of inoculation the operation of

the virus is hastened, so that instead of in

two or three weeks, the eflects appear within

a few days. M. Pasteur not only gained

time by this process, but was rewarded by

the discovery that rabies is a malady of the

brain.

It is interesting, in a certain sense, to ac

company M. Pasteur through the rooms

where these experiments are carried on ; but

it requires a good deal of nerve to watch the

animals as the stage of rabies approaches.

They are confined in cages with strong iron

bars, for the security of those who are in

charge. and who have the task of feeding the

animals. A sliding-door is drawn up just

enough to admit a dish containing the food,

which is pushed along the floor of the cage

by means of a stick.

The French Government has appointed a

commission of scientific men to assist and

note these interesting experiments, the names

of Villemin, Vulpian, Bert, and Bouley lend

ing no small weight to the prospective re

sults of the inquiry. The test experiments,

as proposed by M. Pasteur, consist (I) in

causing twenty unprotected dogs and twenty

“vaccinated
"
dogs (presumably protected

thereby from the poison) to be bitten by dogs

in a rabid state ; and (2) in artificially inocu

lating with the virus of rabies two other

sets of twenty dogs, respectively vaccinated

and unvaccinated.
“
The twenty vaccinated

dogs," M. Pasteur claims, “will resist the

poison, and the other twenty will all die of

madness." The final result of these trials

can hardly fail to be largely decisive of the

question, one way or the other.

Hints on Varnlshlngn—Before any

article is varnished it should be thoroughly

cleansed from all grease spots with plenty of

hot water, soap, and soda, which must be

well washed off. It is also essential that the

article to be operated upon should be per

fectly dry.

The following is a good varnish for rustic

seats: Boil one quart of boiled linseed oil

and two ounces of asphaltum, over a slow

fire, till the asphaltum is dissolved, the mix

ture being kept stirred to prevent boiling

over. This gives a fine, dark, oak color, is

not sticky, and looks well for a year. Or

first wash the furniture with soap and water,

and when dry, on a sunny day, brush it over

with common boiled linseed oil; leave that

to dry for a day or two, then varnish it over

once or twice with hard varnish. 1f well done

this will last for years, and prevent annoyance

from insects. A common black varnish, for

wood and iron, may be made by mixing I gal

lon of coal tar with half a pint of spirits of tur

pentine and 2 ounces of oil of vitriol, stirring

the mixture briskly until the ingredients are

thoroughly incorporated. A fine kind may

be made by adding 4 ounces of asphaltum

and 8 ounces of burnt umber to t gallon of

boiled linseed oil. Grind the umber smooth

with a little of the oil, and add to it the asphal

tum previously dissolved in a pint of the oil by

heat, then add the remainder of the oil;

boil, cool, and thin with turpentine to the

proper consistency, or melt 2 pounds of as

phaltum in an iron pot; add of hot boiled
oil I pint, mix well, cool, and add 2 quarts of

oil of turpentine. A good varnish for white

wood is made by dissolving 3 pounds of

bleached shellac in I gallon of alcohol ; strain

and add t1)-gallons more of spirit. Fine, dry,

warmweather should always be chosen for

varnishing operations.

How to Grease a WheeL—A well

made wheel will endure constant wear from

ten to twenty-five years, if care is taken to

use the right kind and proper amount of

grease; but if this matter is not attended to,

it will be used up in five or six years. Lard

should nevet'be used on a wagon, for it will

penetrate the hub, and work its way out

around the tenons of the spokes, thus spoil

ing the wheel. Tallow is the best lubricator

for wooden axle-trees, and caster-oil for iron

hubs, but many of the patent axle-greases

are also excellent, and have the merit of being

cheaper and more convenient to handle.

Just grease enough should be applied to the

spindle of a wagon to give it a slight coating.

This is better than more. for the surplus put
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on will work out at the ends, and be forced

by the shoulder-bands and nut-washer into

the hub around the outside of the boxes. To

oil an iron axle, first wipe the spindle clean,

wetting with spirits of turpentine for that

purpose, and then apply a few drops of castor

oil near the shoulder and end. One teaspoon

ful is sufficient for the whole.

When Chlldren should go to
5cHO0L.—-Dr. jacobi has made this a special

study from the stand-point of physiology.

His conclusion is, that, as a rule, a child

should not be sent to school before he is eight

years old. Not till this age is its brain sub

stance sufliciently developed. An infant's

brain is soft. It contains a large percentage

of water. It is deficient in fat and phos

phorus, on which, to a large extent, intel

lectual activity depends. The convolutions

are fewer.

The different parts of the brain do not

grow in size and weight alike—the normal

proportion of the front, back, and lateral

portions not being reached before the age of

ten. So, too, the normal proportion of the

chest to the lower portions of the body is not

attained until the eighth year, while that part

of the back (the lumbar), on which the sitting

posture mainly depends, is even then only

moderately developed.

About the filth and sixth years the base of

the brain grows rapidly, the frontal bones

extend forward and upward, and the ante

rior portion grows considerably. Still, the

white substance-—the gray is the basis of

intelligence—and the large ganglia prepon

derate. It is not until about the eighth year

that the due proportion of parts is reached,

and a certain consolidation, both of the brain

and the organs of the body generally. Be

fore this period, memory alone can be safely

trained.

Froebel, the founder of the kindergarten

system, reached a similar conclusion by ob

servation. Jacobi recommends that children

be entertained and gradually developed in

the kindergarten.
“ Here," he says,

“
their

activity is regulated, their attention exercised,

and their muscles invigorated. Both imagi

nation and memory are taxed to a slight de

gree only. With increasing years, the gray

substance becoming more and more develop

ed, their thinking powers are gradually

evolved. The secret of a thorough educa

tion lies in the uniform development of all

the powers. To develop one at the expense

of the others is to cripple all."

“Queen Anne” Style In Bulldlng.
——A writer in ‘1'11:Amrrican thus fitly charac

terizes this so-called class of architecture :

"I have never been able to find any one

who could lucidly define the new style, or

formulate the principles that govern its de

signers. But no one will deny that there is

a new influence at work in modern archi

tecture, even if they can not analyze it. The

fact is that modern work defies classification,

simply because its distinguishing character

istic is eclecticism. The selection of incon.

gruous material from the older styles, and

the attempt to weld them into homogeneity,

are not likely to conserve the sterling prin

ciples of good design. Queen Anne has lit

tle significance as a name. Popular consid

erations have more to do with it than any

thing else. Among the better class of archi

tects the name is held in derision as the work

of those who ape foreign fashions. Archi

tecture is something more than a matter of

fashion.
“
The new movement, however, has a well

defined influence which has nothing to do

with the appropriateness of its name. Its

real significance is to be found not in its defi

nite features as a style, but as showing how

completely modern work has broken away

from the spirit of the past and the principles

of good design that formerly acted as a re

straining influence. Up to a comparatively

recent period architects have worked in, or

under, the influence of schools of architec

ture; that is to say, certain styles were fol

lowed and developed at one time, and in

which most architects made their designs. In
France can be seen to-day an instance of a

school of architecture dominated by the vig

orous central influence of the Ecol: der Bram
Arts. With us, however, architects seek to

be distinguished by the individuality of their

work. The road to success lies through the

tempting fields of eclecticism. In old times

every man worked after his own method, but

he kept the great principles of the style al

ways in sight. There was to a certain ex

tent a standard that might be appealed to,

and by which the work could be judged. A
controlling unity and fitness were acknowl

edged, but this did not prevent original con~

ceptions. It was simply the restraint of law

and order. As far as modern architecture

has any tendency at all, I think thoughtful

people must admit that it does not move in

the direction above pointed out.

"There are few architects, even among our .

older men, who have not had their work af

fected by the fashionable demands of the

day. This is especially noticeable in the de

signs for country houses. It is admitted that

the new style has been rather unproductive

of sterling results in the more important sec

ular and ecclesiastical work. Here its fail

ure is striking. Logical principles are here

lost sight of, and the rage for ‘something

new’ has resulted in a radical chaos. The

conservative reaction has not yet fully set in.

Perhaps when it does, something good may

result."

Steaming and Bendlng Wood.—
In an address recently delivered by Mr. H. G.

Shepard, of New Haven, Conn., relative to

the use of wood in carriage-making, he said

that after a piece of wood is bent its charac

teristics undergo a considerable change. The

wood is heavier, and its fibres have become

interlaced; it will sustain more pressure and

strain than straight wood in the same direc

tions, either across or with the grain. He
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said :
“ A piece of timber that has been steam

ed, whether it is bent or not, has its stiffness
'

increased. It is more brittle than it was be

fore, and for some uses it will do as well, and

yet there is a quality that the steaming pro

cess and the kiln-drying process produce in

much the same way,—they both cook the gum

in the timber, and make it brittle and stiff.

There is a kind of hickory that never becomes

stiff by a natural process of drying; and one

of the desirable qualities of a spoke, rim, or

whiffletree is stiflness as well as strength.

You take that hickory,—and it is the very

best we have,——and steam it. and it is better

fitted for these purposes than it was before.

It is diflicult to tear apart a piece of bent

wood; the fibres are interwoven, one with

the other. We do not perceive the change

on the outside, but when we come to split the

stick open, we find that its character is en

tirely changed."
'

The Artistic Relations of the
TRANCE—The relations of the Artificial

Trance to Oratory and Song have been

hinted at by different writers, but‘the bear

ing of this subject on Painting and Plastic

Art as suggested by Dr. Thwing, of New

York, before the Academy of Sciences is

novel and striking. At the last meeting of

the Academy before the summer recess, he

remarked:
“
What artifice can not feign and what art

itself may fail to secure in the personation of

thought and passion, this process may create,

control, and preserve. If attitude, gesture,
and silent histrionic expression alone be

sought, the subject may sit or stand in the

ordinary hypnotic state. He will be motion

less. The artist I employed remarked that

the posture was more fixed in the case of the

hypnotized, than when the person was re

called to a normal condition and the fixed

iron rest for the head was used. Repeated

experiments were improvements on the first.

Fatigue and embarrassment are elements

wholly eliminated. If these tableaux Tli’l/BMIJ‘

are models for the painter; if passion by look

and movement be sought, the waking trance is

induced. As a photographer throws up or en

larges a portrait by means of proper lenses, so

a hypertrophied image is made on the mental

screen of the hypnotized, as on a talmla ram.

The will of the operator, like the lens, deter

mines the size, that is, the intensity of emo

tion to be generated. The trance of death

often illumes a face with supernal brightness ;

so lhave by a graduated series of suggestions

changed a countenance of quiteordinaryintelli

gence into climacteric degrees of ecstasy, until

the patient seemed to faint, overpowered by

emotion. No clay model, no articulated skele

ton can equal the living form inldelicate adjust

ments. A shapely arm, a dimpled check, a

curving neck, or noble head may be set 0K to

the best advantage, while the owner is wholly

insensible to everything but to the suggestions

of the director. No training is needed, in

many cases. In the first experiment with a

person in Boston, the success was complete.

A radiant smile lingered on the face, and the

figure of the sleeping statue was changed and

fixed at will. Experiments in New York are

equally successful."

Every neurologist and alienist is familiar

with these phenomena in disease, fixity of

posture, insensibility to sensory impression,

or to suggestion from without. The same

conditions exist in health in the case of many.

Transitory effects artificially induced, may be

regarded as acted dreams, simple and harm

less it
’

wisely directed, and helpful aids to

plastic art and to histrionic impression. This

application of hypnotism to art-study is cer

tainly unique and has its special attraction.

Running a Farm.—The impression

that "anybody can run a farm
"
would be a

matter for astonishment were it not so com

monly met with. The writer of this at one

time had some connection with a State insti

tution belonging to which was a farm of

some hundreds of acres, carrying a large

quantity of stock. In case of a proposed or

expected change of farmers some of the ap

plications for the position were as astounding

as amusing. Men who had never been able

to make a living for themselves; men who

had filled some low position in towns; men

who could not read or write : men whose only

claim to knowledge of farming was that they

had lived on a farm when boys ; idle, drunken

scamps; street loafers—literally all these

counted themselves abundantly qualified to

take charge of $50,000 worth of property and

successfully manage it. It has usually been

easy to make a. living on American farms,

but we fully believe there is no legitimate

business which requires more ability and

sound judgment than does farming, if the

highest success is to be secured. Mr. Glad

stone not long since said in effect, that it re

quired more skill and good judgment to man

age a farm employing a given amount of

capital than to manage a manufacturing or

mercantile business with equal capital. He

was referring to England, but the statement

is not far from correct in America. We need

hardly say that no line of farming more decid

edly calls for intelligence, sound judgment,

business knowledge and capacity, than does

the caring for and management of improved

stock. —Breeder:' Gazette.

Variations of the Mngnetlc Pole.
—Professor Thompson, in a lecture at Glas

gow, stated that the magnetic pole is now

near Boothia Felix, more than 1,000 miles

west of the geographical pole. In 1657 the

magnetic pole was due'north, it having been

eastward before that. Then it began to

move westward until 1816, when the maxi

mum was reached. This is now being stead

ily diminished, and in 1976 it will again point

true north. Professor Thompson says that

the changes which have been observed, not

only in the direction but in the strength of

the earth's magnetism, show that the same

causes which originally magnetize the earth

are still at work.
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The Quiet Life.

Happy the man whose wish and care

A few paternal acres bound,

Content to breathe his native air

In his own ground.

Whose herds with milk, whose fields with

bread,

Whose flocks supply him with attire ;

Whose trees in summer yield him shade,

» In winter, fire.

Blest, who can unconcern'dly find

Hours, days, and years slide soft away

In health of body, peace of mind,

Quiet by day.

Sound sleep by night; study and ease

Together mixed ; sweet recreation,

And innocence, which most doth please

With meditation.

Thus let me live, unseen, unknown ;

Thus, unlamented, let me die ;

Steal from the world, and not a stone

Tell where I lie.

ALEXANDER POPE.

Next Meeting of the A. A. S.—The

British Association for the Advancement of

Science will hold its meeting for this year in

Montreal, opening August 27th, while the

American Association will meet in Philadel

phia on September 4th. It would be a most

happy event if the prominent members of the

two societies could make the arrangement to

have a joint session of the British and Amer

ican Associations, the opportunity for which

will probably never be more feasible than

when the British Association is upon our side

of the Atlantic. We understand that the [el

lows of the American Association have been

invited to join in the British meeting, and a

reciprocal invitation has been extended to the

members of the foreign society. The concur

rence at or about the time of this meeting

of the Electrical Exhibition of the Franklin In

stitute will add much to the interest of scien

tific people in these two great bodies.

Elephant Sagacity. — A writer in

Vam'fy Fair relates this incident :
“
I once asked an Indian road officer what

was the cleverest act he ever knew an ele

phant to perform; and he told how once,

when unloading some steel tubing from on

board a ship, it was the elephant’s task to

carry the pipes by means of his trunk from

one part of the wharf to another. The pipes

had been oiled to prevent them from rusting ;

and, when the elephant took one up, it slipped

from his grasp. He tried it again with the

same result, and at last seemed to compre

hend what the reason of all this was ; for he

soon afterward pushed the‘pipe with his foot

to where there was a heap of sand, and then

rolled the piping backward and forward. The

sand, owing to the oil, adhered to the tube ;

and the elephant then put his trunk around it

and carried it with case. He did the same

to the remainder without aid or suggestion

from his mahout."

Habits of California ostriches.—
The editor of the Anaheim (Cal.) Gazette has i

been viewing the ostriches on a ranch near

Cost Station. He says:
"
The female lays an egg on alternate days

to the number of fifteen, when, if permitted

to set, she considers her work done. If, how

ever, her eggs are taken from her, she will

lay thirty before she discovers the deception.

And such eggs l The one showed us weighed

three and a half pounds, and contains food

sufficient to furnish a plentiful breakfast for

four men. One would suppose that the flu

vor of such eggs would be unpleasantly pro

nounced. Such is not the case, however. the

flavor not being as decided as that of duck's

eggs. What school-boy has not read of the

ostrich egg, and of its being hatched in the

hot sun of Africa's sunny shore? But this

pretty little legend, like many other cherished

stories of the past, is all gammon. The chicks

are brought forth in the good old way. The
female sits on the eggs in the day-time and

the male assumes that duty at night, allow

ing the female to seek rest and recreation

while he attends to the household duties. It
must be noted here that the male is much

more solicitous for his household than is the

female. It not unfrequently happens that the

'latter prefers to gad about rather than take

her turn at setting, and on such occasions her

lord and master administers to her a deserved

chastisement by kicking her heartily around

the paddock until she manifests proper con

trition and signifies her willingness to settle

down on the eggs. There is a moral some

where about this incident which when found

make a note of."

Useful cistern Tablos,—-The follow

ing gives the contents, in gallons, of cisterns

for each inch in depth at the given diameters

of the cistern. For instance, a cistern 7 feet

in diameter holds almost 24 gallons for each

inch of depth :

Dir:met”. Calla".
2 feet equals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,950

2} feet equals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,050

3 feet equals. 4,406

3‘ feet equals 5. 1

4 feet equals 7, 33

4} feet equal 9.41:4

5 feet equals up“:

5|»feet equals. . 14,810

6 feet equals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17,615

6‘ feet equals. .. . . . . . . . .. 20,685

7 feet equals. , . . . . . . . . . . 23.988

} feet equals .. ... . . . . . . . . . . 27.540
5 feet equals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3r.333

8} feet equals . 35,471

9 feet equals. . 39,65

9} feet equals . 46,140

to feet equal 48,020

Ir feet equal 59,:40

1: feet equals .510

13 feet equals... 2,739

14 feet equals ... . . . . 95,960

16 feet equals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H n: 430
25 feet equals , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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THE TEETH OF THE FUTURE.

IN
an able address recently delivered,

Mr. Spence Bate, F.R.S., has drawn

attention to some remarkable features

which it may be interesting and instruct

ive to take into account. In the teeth of

the Esquimaux, the Red Indians, and the

natives of Ashantee, as well as those

found in the ancient barrows of England,

the so-callcd interglobular spaces, seen so

frequently in sections of modern teeth,

appear not to exist; nor, indeed, are they

to be detected in the dentine of the best

developed structures of the modern Eu

ropean. Not only is the dentine getting

deteriorated, but the enamel would seem

likewise to be undergoing a modification

--becoming too opaque. In addition to

the histological changes, the external

form and character of the teeth are sus

taining an alteration. This seems to be

in relation to an important feature in the

history of their evolution. The tendency

for the cranium to develop at the expense

of the face and the jaws is seen to occur

as we ascend the scale of the vertebrated

series of animals. Owing to this atrophy

of the jaws, the proper space for the full

play and development of the normal

teeth would seem not to be available. At

birth the bones are not sufficiently grown

to receive the teeth in their normal arch;

and, as in the human mouth the premaxil

lary bones are firmly united a short time

after birth, it follows that the posterior

part of the jaw is the only place where

growth can occur. Any delay in the de

velopment and consolidation of the sym

physis must have the efiect of contracting

i
the space required for the teeth at this

site. In the course of vertebrate evolu

tion there is a marked tendency for teeth

to disappear. The lower vertebrates have

four molars on each side in each jaw, the

higher have three, whilst in
man

the num

her is reduced to two.— TIt: Lancet.

The necessity of supplying material for

the development of the osseous structures

is too manifest to require argument. In

our rapid modern life, the consumption

of proximate substance is very rapid, the

brain and nervous system being the chief

The imperfect evolution of

the jaws and teeth to which Mr. Bate re

consumers.

fcrs, shows that the modern European

either does not eat the food that supplies

abundantly the limey constituents needed

for perfect bone growth, or does not di

get it. The Esquimaux, Indians, and

Ashantees devote more time to eating

and digesting than the representatives of

modern civilization, and consequently

their blood is more nourishing to organic

function, and the waste of bone and

muscle is better compensated. The pro

verbial weakness of mothers in the refined

classes of society is largefy due to innu

trition, which can not be offset by any

method of medication. Nature has but

one method of making a body sound,

and that is

through a pure and vigorous circulation.

Give her the material she requires and the

time for thorough assimilation, and she

strong, and harmonious :

will build up a structure of bone, muscle,

and nerve that can efficiently meet the

demands of life.

The brain grows at the expense of the

bony system; its forced activity absorbs
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the phosphatic substance of the blood

and leaves little for jaws and teeth ; hence

the tendency of cranial development. We

question the necessity of this abnormal

activity: and we are doubtful of its utility

to the race in the final outcome. There

is a degree of activity that is consistent

with the healthful development of the

whole body, and we are confident that

the best results are to be derived from it

for individual and social improvement.

GERM-ANE.

WE
are living in an ocean of infec

tious germs. So the microscopists

tell us. With the recent improvement in

lenses and methods of examination, a

world of minute life has been revealed

that should be most startling to every

one who reads about the spores, bac

teria, bacilli, micrococci, etc., etc., that

render whatever we eat or drink tremu

lous with parasitic life.. The atmosphere

teems with an infinite detail of germs,

each one ready to pounce upon our soft

tissues for a contribution to its greedy

maw. Every breath takes in a countless

host of these creatures to riot on our

delicate
“
innards." What fastidious ap

petites the brutes must have! for some

show a special preference for dainty pro

toplasmic bits of liver, or kidney, or heart;

while others make imperative demands

upon the choicest of our neurilemma, or

are found at table in the most retired

chambers of the brain. What are we

to do about it P Must all our fair dreams

of development, progress, civilization, be

regarded as arrant delusions; and must

all our hopes of health and longevity go

down before the advancing hosts of in

visible imps that Koch and Pasteur, Cru

delli and Schmidt and Grassi tell us are

only the vanguard of zymosis and con

tagion P

One tells us that we must beware of

flies; even that familiarlittle impertinent

that has buzzed in our homes for cen

turies, and made himself welcome to

everything nice on our dining-table, is

teeming with creatures whose names are

witnesses to their terrible characters—as

the trz'corej/mlus dz'spar, axyurz's vermi

cu/arz's, tam/‘a .ra/um, oz'diumladzk, and so

on. Even our books and newspapers.

freshly drawn from the vender's shelves,

and apparently pure and bright, are load

ed with infectious little scamps. A Ger

man, who squints through high-angled

objectives, points a new moral to the old

apostolic warning of evil in many, by

assuring us that the loose change we may

jingle in our pockets is .coated with

animal life, very dangerous to health;

and then, 0 oyster and clam eater, know

that in the tissues of your favorite bivalve

lurk those relentless foes of family peace,

scarlatina, diphtheria, and other frightful

things whose habitat

faucesl

is the human

We tremble as we contemplate the

situation. What are we going to do

about it? Oh, let the manufactures of

disinfectants be multiplied; let the dis

ease-breeding atmosphere be made red—

olent with sulphur fumes, carbolic acid.

chloride of lead, zinc, copperas ! and let

everything that is germicidal be thickly

spread over our food and drink ! Hurry,

hurry, hurry, ye chemists, with your po~

tent mixtures and relieve us from being

the unwilling habitations of lively bac~ ,

teria and bacilli, of taenia and ascaride, who

are sworn against our mortal comfort

and physical integrity !
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THE LONDON HEALTH EXHlBlTlON.

'I‘HERE
is now open to the public in

London an exhibition that illustrates

the remarkable advancement of modern

civilization in a most striking manner.

We refer to the International Health Ex

position. The object of this most worthy

undertaking is to show what has been

done by hygienists and sanitarians for the

promotion of health and for the preven

tion and cure of disease. In one depart

ment the food resources of the world are

displayed, together with specimens of

prepared foods and methods of cooking.

In another department the dress of the

principal nations of the earth is arrayed,

and its relation to health shown in a

striking manner. In other departments

the relations of residence, occupation,

furniture, social custom, and even of

amusement to health are illustrated, and

practical suggestions are furnished which

the visitor may profit by, if he or she will,

for the improvement of home hygiene.

There are models of dwellings, school

houses, public buildings, etc., and a great

variety of other instructive material. In

fine, the sanitary science of Europe has

been at great pains to accumulate under

one large roof the most precious results

of study and observation.

The United States have contributed

very little to this exhibition. This may

be the reason for the silence of our press

in regard to it. Strangely enough, we

have not seen a dozen lines of allusion to

it in all our medical exchanges taken to

gether. An effort of so laudable a nature

. certainly should receive the hearty en

couragement of every man who desires

the welfare of society. We shall have

occasion to speak of it again.

A GOOD EXAMPLE.

‘ ‘ 7E
clip the following from an ex

change. It appeared long since in

the Trz'bun: of South Bend, Ind.:

LIQUOR DEALERS!

I hereby give notice that I will prose

cute to the fullest extent of the law, and

regardless of cost, any liquor dealer or

person who will give or sell liquor to stu

dents, or in any way assist in procuring it

for them. T. E. WALSH, C. S. C.,

Pres. Notre Dame University.

Notre Dame University is a Roman

Catholic institution of high reputation.

With such a moral force as Mr. Walsh at

its head it is worthy the respect of all

who regard propriety of life and refine-

ment. We are gladdened by such an an

nouncement; it has the clear grit that

must commend it to every rum-hater.

There are sundry Protestant institu

tions in the land organized for the intel

lectual and moral culture of young men

—so their circulars tell us. They count

ten to one of the Roman Catholic semi

naries or colleges. Their presidents gen

erally claim to be very solicitous for the

moral welfare of the students who are

enrolled on their catalogues, but we

never knew of one of them to come out

publicly like this Notre Dame president,

in positive defence of his students. We

trust that Mr. Walsh's admirable exam

ple will challenge emulation.

0.

IN EGYPT.

'I‘HE
recriminative discussion of the

Egyptian problem in Parliamentand

by the British press indicates an uncer

tain comprehension of the policy of the

Gladstone Government with reference to
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the settlement of the Soudan troubles.

Perhaps the Government itself is in a

strait, and if we have an idea of the situ

ation, we can not wonder that it is puz

Gladstone probably wishes to

avoid the responsibility of assuming act

ive hostilities for the suppression of the

rebellion, and justly so, if Egypt is to

preserve the small remnant of a claim to

separate autonomy that may be hers

View the

matter as one will, the position is an in

zling.

since the siege of Alexandria.

tricate one, and if a continuance of the

Gladstone ministry is dependent upon its

resolution in such a manner as not to

sully the international honor of England,

or to‘ disturb Lombard Street, we must

regard the present Premier as having

a feeble hold upon the oflicial portfolio.

But alas ! poor Egypt, the prey of Mo

hammedan luxury and of Christian
“
en

terprise," when will she have a chance to

rise from her tax-bound slavery P \Vhen

will her fellahs be accorded the justice of

laboring for themselves, and not for reck

less voluptuaries and exacting bond-hold

ers P

pressed and most unhappy people that re

strains Mr. Gladstone from consenting to

those active military measures that are

demanded by a large party in Parliament,

If it is sympathy for a long-ops

let us hope that his counsel will prevail.
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‘PUPIL or THE Eva AND EMOTION—

P.-—-The nervous apparatus of the eye is very close

ly related to emotional disturbances; and this is

the reason that the pupil is seen to enlarge or con

tract in conditions of excitement. Of course the

rapidity of the changes is due to the temperament

of the person aflected. The pupil of the eye is

controlled by the nervous filaments proceeding from

the fifth pair of nerves, which bear, as anatomists

generally know, a special relation to psychic states.

Drsmracrmc RooMs—M. T. M.—For

the purpose of disinfecting a room in which one

has been or is sick with a malignant disease, sev

eral substances are used; like vinegar, chlorine,

charcoal, sulphur, iodine, etc. Chlorine is probably

the most effective of these. A mixture of the

powdered peroxide of manganese and common salt,

and sulphuric acid, diluted with water placed in a

porcelain basin, and that set in a pipkin of hot

sand, will fumigate a room pretty thoroughly.

When this composition has been set in the room,

the doors and windows should be closed, and the

mixture left to operate for ten or twelve hours.

Some forms of chlorine are manufactured expressly

for the purpose of disinfection, and are very con

venient for the purpose. You can get at the drug

gists Bumett‘s fluid, Platt’s chlorides, Condy‘s fluid,

the United States Army disinfectant. These are

all good.

DESCRIBING CHARACTER—A. X.—A
better way to obtain what you wish, is to write to

the office of Fowler 8: Wells Co. for their exami

nation circular; that describes fully how examina‘

tions are made by correspondence.
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OLD OBJECTION.
— W. K.-By refer

ence to phrenological publications of thirty or

forty years ago, you will find the objection which

you mention fully answered. Your "medical

friend," if conversant with Phrenology, even in a

moderate degree, would not offer such an objection.

Every scientific phrenologist is thoroughly ac

quainted with the tables of the skull, and knows

how to examine the tissues and derive correct infer

ences with reference to the relations of the inclosed

brain.

LANGUAGE SMALL; GREAT TALIUIR—

Z. Z.—Are you sure that your reading of the organ

is correct I A man may appear to have small

Language when the head is first observed in front,

whereas a side or profile view of his face would

give a totally different impression. A person with

a very active temperament, quick perceptions, and

a good deal of social sentiment may have the organ

of Language in but a moderate degree and yet be

very glrb-tongued ; such people, however, are not

known for much variety in the use of words. They

are given in a great degree to common phrases and

catch-words; repeat their ideas in the same form

over and over again, and are tiresome talkers.

FRUIT AND SPEECH.—C. K.—Yes; it

is claimed by some that certain articles of fruit ex

ert special influences upon the organ of Language.

This may be so ; we have no authentic data on the

subject. Extracts of fruit, especially the fermented,

you know, have a. stimulating effect on the brain;

and one of the manifestations of such stimulation

is an abnormal activity in the way of talk.

MILES UNDER TIIE SEA.—H. B. M.—

\Ve have seen notes relating to the investigations

made, according to report, in deep-sea life, but we

are not ready to accept them. What truth there is

in them, will doubtless appear in regular form

from official sources.

Bro HEADS AND LITTLE Win—Quer
Ir'on: \Vhy are some heads, being very large, so

void of understanding? or, in other words, why

do such heads appear to be thick-headed P How can

a phrenologist tell the same by examination ?

o. P. M.

Answer : If you will read a good work on Phre

nology, the mystery in this respect will be cleared

away. A head of cabbage may be as large as a

pumpkin, but the substance of cabbage difl'ers very

much from that of the pumpkin. So one human

head may be as large as another, but difl‘er almost

as much in texture, quality, fibre, as a cabbage does

from a pumpkin. Some heads appear to be large

because their owner has a thick, sappy skin, and

abundance of hair ; you will find as a general rule

that thin-haired, fine-skinned people have relatively

large heads.

How MUCH TO EAT.—I.—It is utterly

impossible to prescribe the quantity of food appro

priate to a person ; he must ascertain that for him

self. This is not very difficult; for if one cat light

ly, say at breakfast, and note the time he can go

without feeling a want of more food, he will after a

few experiments ascertain the amount of food req

uisite for a day. Let one take some bread and

milk or porridge or what not, a moderate quantity,

at breakfast, and it will serve him probably for

three or four hours. Of course the time during

which he will feel no special desire for refreshing

the stomach, will be dependent upon the work in

which he is engaged, a given amount of food going

further in manual exertion than in brain work.

When it is ascertained how much is suitable, care

should be taken not to eat more than that. It is

better to reduce the quantity than to add to it ; it is

better to leave the table with a sense of want than

with the sense of repletion. Rest is as essential to

the stomach and other organs of digestion and as

similation as it is to the limbs. Overwork of the

stomach induces dyspepsia, whereas an insuflicient

amount for the needs of the body will not tell very

soon upon the constitution; that is to say, if one

eat his daily meals regularly, but doesn't eat quite

enough at a time, nature will more readily adapt

herself to the shortened allowance than she can to a.

trifling excess of the proper regimen.

WESTERN GREATNESS EAsT.—S. S. L.

—We are of opinion that the Cincinnati Ledger

rather stretches the point. To be sure, within a

few years past, several Western journalists have

ventured to try their pens in Eastern longitudes,

but very few have shown exceptional literary pow

ers. The names you mention are for the most part

of little standing in a literary sense here; and you

have made two or three mistakes : one in ascrib

ing Charles Dana. to the West. Mr. Dana has

been known in the walks of literature here almost

from boyhood ; he is of New England origin. You

might, with more justice, have credited England

and Ireland with prominence in American liter

ature : because we might name some distinguished

writers who have crossed the ocean, and obtained

general recognition among us for their talents.

A RELIGIOUS IDEA.—Qu:sli0n: What

is the mental make-up of persons who, speaking

from a religious point of view, think that when

they are once “in grace" they are always "in

grace
"
P

Answer: We should regard the mental make-up

of such persons as not remarkably elevated or

broad in development. There is certainly a lack

of logical density in such an opinion. It is

possible that a person entertaining such a view

may have large Veneration, and Hope, and Self

esteem; but the organ of Conscientiousness can

scarcely be deemed a prominent element; and as

for the intellect, its reasoning function must be
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wanting in activity. Such persons belong to the

order of
“
cranks."

“
MASHER."—Que.rlz'an .- What is the

meaning of this word,
"
slang," or whatever it may

be P

Am'wer : A London writer says,
“ The ‘ masher’

is a fungus, not an honest mushroom, or even a re

spcctable toadstool, but a wet, spongy, and un

wholesome emanation from a rotten and poisonous

soil, ridiculously over-dressed, starched up to the

very eyelids, smothered like a girl in jewelry, decked

out with flowers like a footman, idiotic in counte

nance, sparse in conversation, with a knobbed stick

to suck; he has become an observed form of social

oold veal." We hope this is sufficiently definite,

although we might add, for the sake of the further

information of our querist, that a "masher" is a

young gentleman who boasts of his remarkable

powers of fascination over the ladies.

THE OPTIC NnRva—The precise rela

tions of the Optic Nerve are not known; Opinions

differ; it has roots in the optic thalami, but is traced

farther back and upward, and according to some

physiologists, has its final terminations in the an

gular gyrus. In that convolution are supposed to

be the nervous cells that stimulate its action.

INDICATIONS or EARS.—From time to

time articles have been published describing the

characteristics that are supposed to relate to the

ears. A few years ago a very elaborate article of

the kind was published, and occasionally in this de

partment, special inquiries are answered. The sub

ject is considered in the work on Physiognomy. As

a general rule the formation of the ear is indicative

of quality. Those who have symmetrical, smooth,

medium large ears, are thought to have more re

finement than those who have coarse, irregular,

bony:like ears. -

A strong physical organization, the Motive tem

perament being predominant, is usually associated

with a hard, gristly ear, there being very little soft

ness about it. Then the ear may be a little too

flabby and soft; we find it in persons having the

Lymphatic temperament, or the Vital in excess.

WHOLE—WHEAT MEAL FOR F001).—

There is a great deal of discussion on this subject,

and a great deal of untruth and silly statement is

current. The history of ancient peoples, the food

habits of the Oriental peoples to-day, and of many

barbarian and savage tribes, go to show that food

that is made of whole grain, be it wheat, oats, bar

ley, corn, is conducive to health and vigor. If you

would read works on diet, you would find very in

teresting statements on this subject. In some coun

tries the people are vegetarians exclusively. It is

true that one's stomach may be broken down by im

proper dietetic habits, and so rendered specially

sensitive to articles of an irritating nature. Some,

for instance, can not eat bread made of Graham

flour, that is the ordinary Graham flour, because oi

the coarse bran and woody matter in it, and yet

such people will get along very comfortably on

bread that was made from evenly ground mcnl, con

taining the whole grain. By improved methods,

some millers convert the whole grain into a fine

homogeneous meal, there being no large flakes of

bran or woody matter in it. There are some people

among us who live almost entirely on cereal food,

vegetables, and fruit, and profess better health than

they previously had, when they lived in the com

mon fashion. The Shakers, for instance, so live.

PREPARATION OF INSECTS FOR CAB

INETS.—\Vill not some entomological reader fur

nish a correspondent with a good method for the

preparation of insects for cabinet preparation ? \Ve

are not conversant with entomology sufficiently for

that purpose. We know that some use sulphuric

ether, and some alcohol or chloroform, and it is

quite likely that different insects need different pro

cedures.

To MANY Coannspoxnnms—We are

in receipt of so many questions for this department

that it is utterly impossible for us to give them all

early attention, and we would point the render to

the regulations set forth at the head of‘ the depart

ment. Within the space of a week we received

eight‘postal-cards from one correspondent, contain

ing in all about twenty questions ; there are others

who are pleased to deluge us in a similar manner.

As we usually have space for but ten or twelve An.

swers a month, and we endeavor to take them in

order, it can be seen in what a state of embam

ment we are placed by such an influx. \Ve hope

that the reader who has been waiting for several

months for an answer to his inquiries, will accept

this statement as a sufficient explanation for the

delay.

@ {gallant gal,‘

Communication: an invited ml any refit 9 I'll"
n!; I!" rurffrr's personal tu'nur, and fart: ram Iii:

txfrrunn bearing on our .rubfecfx,hing), r/n-nd.

COMMON-SENSE IN OUR MONEY.—The

civilized world must have money, and it must be

subjxt to certain rules, as to size, weight, denomi

nation, and material. \Vhether it be in coin or

paper it must have about it such features as will

give it character the world over. The paper may

have mere adaptation to home circulation, yet what

is specially for home circulation should be as well

protected, and have as much character, as that

which happens to go abroad. The one mutually

supports and dignifies the other.

Our gold coin seems to be all that could be Ica

senably required, but our silver and paper are not
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up to the standard of the good common-sense of

the age. The paper—money party may contend for

"greenback against all coin," but we are not

now taking sides for coin or paper; we simply speak

of our money as we find it. Our silver coinage is

wofully lacking in character and practicability.

In the silver dollar we have two editions, and the

one with the more real value, strange to say, is by

arbitrary rule declared to have the least valuel

Much time—and time is money, and in this case

represents a great amount of money—has been

wasted in futile action to regulate this matter,

which it would seem should not have required any

time to speak of. \Ve used to think that various

things, such as real estate, gold, silver, and precious

stones, had some real value, but back of all is the

human mind. Much has been said about the
"
fiat

dollar," yet in the affairs of men all things seem

to come under this head, as all things, no matter

how high or low in value—all things, gold, silver,

diamonds, houses, lots, works of art—even the

great human mind itself—all these, in order to pass

and be accepted by the world as valuable, must,

above all earthly things, have the stamp and in

dorsement of the collective human mind.

On general principles this may be all right, but

when it comes to these two silver dollars, how ab

surd such arbitrary action. That which has the

higher worth in itself and the best design is de—

clared to have a less valuel Instead of calling in

this superior dollar, or bringing the other up to it

in standard of value and artistic worth, the powers

that be hesitate, and hesitate, and don't know what

to do with it. Good practical sense would say, re

call the one of inferior value: and if the artistic

element could have a voice it would say, call in this

regular standard dollar of abominable design and

issue something worthy of our genius, our enlight

ened days, and American talent.

We should have a twenty-cent piece. Such a

coin was tried and failed for the simple reason that

while it met a practical want it was so formed as

to become a nuisance. Let a twenty-cent piece be

made, formed in such a manner that there will be

no trouble about its being recognized in the dark as

well as in the light, and it will be a useful coin.

This could be done by making it elliptical, octag

onal, or square with rounded corners, or piercing

it with a hole, after the manner of Chinese coin.

The form is not essential so long as some design of

positive character is adopted that would be readily

distinguished. It would be a useful coin and might

be called a "Shilling”—five shillings to the dollar

—a.nd this would do away with the shilling of old,

which has different values in different localities.

The present three-cent coin is also a very handy

piece of money, but at present it too much resem

bles the dime. It should also be of some peculiar

shape that would make it a strong contrast with

the dime.

In regard to
"
greenbacks," we need more small

denominations, but above all we need the paper

better protected. Introducing the silk fibre in the pa

per was an excellent conception, so is any idea that

will protect the individual hill itself. The silk fibre

makes the paper dificult to obtain, so counterfeit

ers resort to the practice of taking bills of small

denominations, washing out the print and then

printing on them bills of a larger denomination.

In order to prevent this, and the better secure

our paper money, in addition to the silk-fibre mark,

each bill should be printed on paper containing in

"
water mark" the denomination of the bill printed

thereon. This being done, the paper of all bills

would at once detect any fraud in this line. The

paper itself would show the denomination of the

bill, and would give additional safety to our paper

currency and make it impossible for counterfeiters

to wash bills of a low denomination for the purpose

of printing thereon a higher denomination.

l. P. NOYES.

EFFECTS OF PHRENOLOGY.—A Texas

correspondent writes:
“ I believe that when the truths

of the science of Phrenology are thoroughly establish

ed in the world, their force will advance man at least

one step farther toward a higher and more perfect

knowledge of God in nature ; and in a limited sense

old things will pass away and all things will become

new. Old errors and superstitions and vague ideas

and theories will vanish like the clouds after a dark

and gloomy day. True knowledge will not be more

true, but the world will have arrived at a more per

fect knowledge of things as they really are. There

will be more concert of action, more harmony

among families and classes of men in every respect,

in governmental and educational affairs, in all in

dustrial pursuits, and in social and religious enjoy

ments. Each and all will know themselves and

each other and what is due to each other, and none

will be disposed to trespass upon others’ rights; Of

the blessings that are in store for the sons of men our

ideas are but limited, yet I believe that the highest

attainment man is capable of in his earthly life is

self-government, and before that can be fully reach

ed he must have a full knowledge of his own being.

0
I. R. Ln

F001) REFORM AND LONGEVITY. ~—

Edr'toraf P. _L—Dw Sir: I am pleased to see an

effort made to organize a
“ Food Reform Associa

tion."

This movement must form the basis fora rational

longevity; and without entering into a considera

tion of the ideas usually entertained as to the pos

sible length to which an individual life might

extend, I wish to say that there are ample grounds

for believing that, if we were in possession of suffi

ciently definite knowledge, we could so apply it as

to ward off gray Imir: and wrinkle: at our pleas

ure.

1 infer this from some experiments now being

made with aged and infirm people, and also from
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the promises of exemption from death as a result

of obedience to God's instituted laws as taught in

all parts of the Scriptures. I have just read and

commented on the sixth chapter of John, in which

the promise of
“
everlasting life," or exemption from

a physical death, is five or six times repeated on the

condition that those to whom He was then talking

would ucome unto him," as our trauslat rs have

put it
,

but which evidently means that they should

come up to the standard of obedience to which He

himself had attained. This high standard is the

one set up in the “sermon on the mount," in the

chapter that I have just read, in the sixth of Romans,

and, in fact, all through the Old and New Testa

ment Sn-rlplurer.

During the last four or five years I have been en

gaged comparing the various portions of the Scrip

tures with each other, and I declare most emphati

cally that man is promised an exemption from a

physical death by simply conforming to the simple

truths as set forth in the teachings of the Saviour

and His apostles. This is also the import of the

narrative in the Genesis descriptive of the fall of

man. The present method of interpretation of

Scripture which obtains with all denominations is

not in accordance with the texts employed in the

original languages in which the Scriptures were

written. This deviation has given us an entire sys

tem of sentiment instead of truth, which is an un

fortunate legacy from the mediaeval age. There

is little doubt but the apostasy took place gradually,

having been introduccd by some of the much

lauded
“ Christian fathers," who attempted to pop

ularize the teachings of the Saviour by mixing His

doctrines with the platonic philosophy. The change

was at first very gradual, and the immediate efi'ects

very slight ; but the breach once made grew wider,

and ultimately landed the human race in the perse

cutions which history describes. But the science of

geography, the art of printing, and the Reforma

tion have permitted the human mind to again grasp

the simple truths adapted to the appreciation of

man's cerebro-spinal structure.

Toronlo. ISAIAH RYDER, up.

Tm: WORK or THE INSTITUTE.—Lct

ters have been received from recent students of the

Phrenological Institute, in which occur the following

allusions to their experience as teachers of mental

science.

Mr. L. Carman writes from Dutchess County,

N. Y., under date of May 26th :

"I have given several courses of lectures in this

county, giving from two to six in each place. The

examinations have been from the first very satis

factory, both in public and private, and made some

very astonishing hits in many mes. . . . . So far

I have been able to convince the people that there

is a greater amount of truth in Phrenology than the

majority are willing to admit, and have made con-

‘

verts in every place. At first my success financially

was not good, but later on made up losses and was

fairly compensated. . . . . All my spare moments

are given to the careful study of the works on Phre~

nology, etc, and I have all the leading books.

After the experience of the past few months I have

far more confidence in Phrenology than ever be

fore, and think no study can be more profitable.

‘ A story of an examination

'

in the June JOURNAL

is worth the price of the JOURNAL to a practical

phrenologist, as an illustration of the
real

value of

an examination. Such articles are of great value,

and the more I read the JOURNAL the more highly

1 prize it."

Miss F. A ,who attended the session of ‘84,

‘has been working in Nebraska, and thus mentions

some of her new experiences :

“ All my lecturing has been done in churches, and

whenever I spoke have had full houses. The atten

tion was perfect, not one ever left the room. . . . .

I think while working I have realized about twenty

five dollars per week. I have examined, in all,

perhaps three hundred heads since January, though

only a few took charts. I like to talk to an audi

ence; have no trouble in holding attention, and

have been wonderfully successful in delineating

character—better than I ever imagined in my wild

est flights of fancy. One gentleman from Lincoln,

Neb., who had ten charts from as many different

phnenologists, said I gave the clearest, truest1 and

most minute delineation he ever heard, and he was

a very earnest, truthful sort of man, with no fiat

tery or '

nonsense‘ in his character. . . . . I am

determined to persevere, and with that intent I am

arranging my work for next fall with some fore

thought and care."

These are very hopeful returns from students who

were hitherto untried in the field.

QUICKLY REPAID.—-Mr. H. P. D., of

Peoria, 111.,says, in a late communication: “ The

premium-book and

'

Chapter on Mouth and Lips,‘

came to hand to-day, for which accept my thanks.

One article in the Jounuar. has paid me for my

whole subscription."

___—._.-—

PERSONAL.

Qussrt VICTORIA is the titular head of the

Church of England, but she has written _a letter to

the General Assembly of Scotland inclosing a gift

of $10,000. Some people call this piece of liberal

; it y heresy.

A LEARNED Hindoo lady named Pundita Roma

bai, a widow hardly twenty-five, renowned for her

knowledge of Sanscrit, who has consecrated her ex

istence to the work of promoting female education

in India, has been lecturing in Bombay.

DR. DANIEL Bacon-2, of Edinburgh, Scotland,

is now visiting the United States for scientific and
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social purposes. He announces a new translation

of Dr. Gall’s works, that will be more accurate and

complete than the old edition. Dr. Brodie is a

specialist in idiocy and feeble minds.

SIR Joan MACDONALD is said to be pressing a

scheme for a railway from Winnipeg to Hudson

Bay, which will shorten the route of Western grain

to Liverpool by a thousand miles. Our American

Trunk line managers should look to the true inter

ests of their railways, and do less stock-jabbing and

quarreling.

PRESIDENT Bascou, of the State University of

\Visconsin, is in bad odor with the regents of that

institution, for having worked to prevent the sale

of intoxicating liquors to students, and interesting

himself in the temperance cause generally. We

shall accord him a place of honor alongside the

president of Notre Dame University. Who next ?

'l‘us PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY of

Springfield, Ohio, is prospering, and, since the

new features of socials at the houses of the dif

ferent members, and of lectures delivered occa

sionally' by the best-informed students of the

science, have been introduced, the organization has

improved, and now numbers on its roll persons of

high intellectual ability as well as good social posi

tion. Mr. Geo. Netts, member of the city Board

of Education, is now President, and Mrs. Prof. J.
U. Van Sickle, Secretary. This Society is now in

its sixth year.

WISDOM.

“ Think truly, and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

THE most corrective punishment is kindness.

l'r makes a great difference whether glasses are

used over or under the nose.

A HAPPY jest often gives birth to another; but

the child is seldom worth the mother.

THE rays of happiness, like those of light, are

colorless when unbroken—Longfellow.

N ECESSITY is cruel, but it is the only test of in

ward strength. Every fool may live according to

his likings.

WE have nothing to enjoy till we have something

to impart. He only lives who is not a reservoir,

but a fountain.

THE great, all-important subject of consideration

for you and me and every human being is how to

save “the life that now is." That saved, all is

saved ; that lost, the loss is irreparable.

Tut: sign that a man is a gentleman is his con

sideration for those who are not; the sign that a

man is educated, is the largeness of his sympathy ;

the sign that a man is truly refined, is not that

there is :1.Desert of Sahara in his soul, but that he

blossoms like a prairie.

DANIEL WEBSTER on One'occasion presented,

with a brief epistle, a valuable book to a literary

society at Harvard. The note, so carelessly elegant

and graceful, elicited many compliments. It was

discovered, however, when the book was examined,

that the donor had thoughtlessly left between its

pages a paper on which half a dozen different forms

of the same note were written.

I WATCHED the glorious sun go down,

In splendor ’neath the distant wave,

While far above a golden crown

Hung radiant o’er his ocean grave.

I could not mourn that grand farewell.

O’er sea and sky a voice then rang,

A voice that charmed me like a holy spell,

And in my ear triumphant sang

Resurgam l

Q

MlRTl-l.

“
A little n “1501156now and then

I! relished by the wisest men."

\VHAT fish is most valued by a loving wife?

Her-ring.

A MAN advertises for “competent persons to un

dertake the sale of a new medicine," and adds that

"
it will be profitable for the undertakrr."

" Mamas, is papa a bull or a bear 2"

“
He's a f—- O dear, \Villie, don't ask so many

questions! Go and ride your velocipede l
"

“Well, I just wanted to know whetherl was a

cub or a. calf, ‘cause "~—

A COLPORTEUR was once conversing with a man

on the religious duties. Said he—~"Do you attend

church regularly P" "
Oh, no ; I never go to

church, but I allers make it a p’int to 'tend all the

funerals. They be jest as solemn, and there hisn't

no kerlections."

11‘ was rather annoying, to say the least, when

the new clerk of a Boston merchant, who had just

been initiated into the mysteries of the trademark,

inquired in a loud voice as a customer demurred to

the price,
“ \Vhat shall I sell this for? It is marked

four dollars and a half, and cost fifty cents."

" Tumos is getting slouch ways in dis country, I

declar’ to grashus ef dey ain't," said an old negro

the other day.
“ First come the cattypiller, den de

chicken koliery, an‘ now here cum de grass-hoppers,

an’ I hear talk the udder day dat a nigger was pi

sened with a mushmillion. Looks like hard times."

A MAN coming home one night rather late, a little

more than "half seas over," feeling thirsty, pro

cured a glass of water and drank it. In doing so
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he swallowed a small ball of silk that lay in the bot

tom of the tumbler, the end of the thread catching

in his teeth. Feeling something in his mouth, and

not knowing what it was, he began to pull at the

end, and, the little ball unwinding, he soon had

several yards of thread in his hand, and still no

end, apparently. Terrified, he shouted, at the top

of his voice,
" \Vife ! wife ! 1 say, wife, come here i

i am all unravelling."

FIRST Dude—"Isn't the Amewican flag vul

gah P” -

Second Dude—"Aw, yes, awful; wed, white,

and blue; such common colohs, y‘ know."

First Dude—"Let's twy to get Congwess to

change it." -

Second Dude—“ Good ideal The colohs should

be burnt cweam, cwushed stwabcrry, and mauve

brown.“—~I’lu'l. Press.

In (111':department 11/:xiv! .r/wrt rn/r‘nv: c! .m :l:

Nlrw BOOKS ru publr'r/urr n: fi! la and us. In Hun
rrru'nur ‘w: rule to treat nut/var and fuHir/irr :nlie
fnrtarily and jurlly, and aim tn furnish our rtnd'n'r

will: .mc/r in ornmlian arr/ml! "table than to farm
an ofil'nian a flu desirability of any [articular 1'0!
umrfor pert-anal use. I! is our 'nn'rll 10 Maria Me

6!!!” class a bank: inning/“ram Ill: frrrr, and we

invite fiublir err fofavar Me Edr'rm'wl't/l rn rm‘fub/i
cah'nm', u/lcr'ally than "later! 1'11any ‘way to mental

mndlfiytialagical .u-z'nru. 1V: can usually supply any

off/10:! natirrd.

SEXUAL NEURASTHENIA (Nervous Ex

haustion): Its Hygiene, Causes, Symptoms, and

Treatment—with a. chapter on Diet for the

Nervous. By George M. Beard, A. M., M.D.

Edited by A. D. Rockwell, A.M., MJ). ramo,

pp. 270. Price, $2. New York: E. B. Treat.

The sudden death of Dr. Beard was a loss to

progremive medicine. Indefatigable, zealous, in

dependent, he had pushed his inquiries into realms

that had hitherto been deemed by the rank and file

of practitioners clouded with vague speculations and

tentative experiment. He was a man of broad ob

servation, liberal in attention to the new that prom

ised to be useful, yet keenly critical and compre

hensive in judgment. His literary tastes led him

to excessive effort, and wrecked a constitution not

specially strong, aside from its nervous intensity,

before the fullest maturity of his intellect had been

reached. In the discussion of neurological topics

he was a leader, and probably contributed more

than any other man connected with the practice of

medicine in America to the disclosure of the causes

of nervous debility and to the analysis of its differ

ent phases.

At his death, the work, whose title is given above,

was unpublished, and its high value led his friend

and colleague, Dr. Rockwell, to arrange it for the

press. The physician will find it a. thoroughly

practical treatise on the subject, and comprehen

sive in its detail of causes, symptoms, physiology,

and treatment. It points a moral ‘with regard to

the extensive prevalence of “ nervousness "
among

American people of the better ‘class that should

make the lay reader blush with shame; while igno

rance of duty and propriety in sexual matters may

be urged as an excuse for enfeebled organisms.

But with the rapid increase of books of a special

sort adapted to popular instruction, this excuse is

becoming a mere plea for the indulgence of a brutal

propensity.

There is “ no specific, or any approach to a spt~

cific, for sexual neurasthenia"; but the physician

must exercise his experienced judgment in the treat

ment of a case. The stomach has become weakened,

the patient is a chronic dyspeptic, and must be

strengthened and built up in a rational manner if

he is to be helped or cured at all. Some excellent

suggestions are given on the diet suitable to such

cases, and details of treatment by electricity, with

which, as a specialist, Dr. Beard was thoroughly

conversant.

THE DIET QUESTION. GIVINGTHE Rm

SON WHY. By Susanna \V. Dodds, M.D., is :1pam

phlet of a hundred pages or so, containing a very

comprehensive view of the essentials of diet, with a

special bearing upon vegetarianism. Taken in all

there is no modern publication which so directly

and definitely shows the logic and philosophy of

vegetarianism. The reader may say that
" it is a

special plea." Yes, but a plea based upon human

law, with the best of evidence at its basis. The his

tory of man is appealed to. The organization of

the stomach, of the bones, of the teeth, the proxi

mate principles that enter into the substance of the

human tissues are described, and the facts of cus

tom among difl'erent nations are pased in review.

He who reads with discrimination must admit that

the author had made out a good case. Those who

wish to look into the merits of the diet question

will find this a very satisfactory treatise.

FIRST Lessons IN Pmrsrotocv AND HY
GIENE; with its relations to alcohol, tobacco, and

other narcotics. By Charles K. Mills, ALL,
M.D., Fellow of the College of Physicians of

Philadelphia, etc. iamo, pp. :38. Eldredge 8:

Brother, Publishers, Philadelphia.

The multiplication of text-books on Physiology

and Hygiene for the use of schools is marked at this

day, and recently legislation in some of the Stats

for the introduction of hygienic studies in the com

mon schools has stimulated their publication. This

book is a concise presentation in simple form of the

most important facts in physiology and hygiene ; it

is well adapted to the use of young pupils Far

better is it to instruct our children in the principles

of physiology, than
to drive them thi'ough a long

and weary course of high arithmetic, algebra, and

other studies, that are by no means necessary in

their future life, and for the most part are in a few

years forgotten, and therefore not even made orna
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mental. The author includes valuable chapter on

alcohol, tobacco, and other narcotics that closely

accords with the results of scientific research.

WIT, WISDOM, AND PHILOSOPHY OFJEAN
Paul Richter. Edited by Giles P. Hawley. No.

r17 of Standard Library. Price, 25 cents. Pub

lished by Funk 8: \Vagnalls, New York.

How few read this modern
“ Classic“ ! and fewer

still understand the full strength and sweetness of

the master of moral thought who lived within our

century. Long ago Richter was enthroned among

the
"
immortals," but with the exception of an oc

casional quotation met here and there, American

readers are comparatively unacquainted with his

pungent and profound writings. It has been well

said of him,
“ No writer has made such brilliant

remarks and no ten have made so many." Some

of the ablest thinkers of the century have been eager

to confess their debt to him for inspiration, rich

suggestiveness, and subtle analysis. This volume

of selections has been made with excellent fate and

discrimination, and displays to advantage the range

of Richter's thought and imagination. Mr. Iiawley

has done the reading public a valuable service in

gleaning from the great, if erratic German, so many

gems, and thus putting themin possession of much

that is the best material
_of

his many volumes.

Tm: HAUNTED ISLAND. By Margaret
E. Wilmer, author of " The Glass Cable," “ The

Prince of Good Fellows," etc. I6mo, pp. 369.

Cloth, price $r.25. New York: National Tem

perance Society and Publication House.

Another healthful story for young people by a

lady who knows how to write in an interesting

manner. The hero is an exemplary young man

whose mother, a Quaker, died in his early child

hood, of neglect and a broken heart, while his

father was an early victim of intemperance. Care—

fully and conscientiously brought up by his Quaker

grandparents, this young man became an effectual

helper and teacher of others by the force of his

singularly upright, manly, Christian example. The

lesson of total abstinence, and the importance of

avoiding hurtful associations, is most impressively

taught. The book merits a place in every Sunday

school library and at every fireside.

MILLERTON PEOPLE. By Faye Hunting
ton, author of " Ripley Parsonage," etc. romo,

p
p
.

313. Price,
_$r.

Published by the National

empemnce Society, New York.

A good illustrative story of how temperance work

3 done in some communities, and who do the

most of it. In this case the leading character is a

young girl. How much true reform is brought

about by our earnest, clear-seeing, vice-hating

girls—bles them !—who quietly, courageously sus

tain a cause.in the home circle. The scenes and

'
incidents are simple and lifelike ; there is no strain

ing for eflects, or extravagances—yet the interest of

the young reader is kept to the end. It is an ex

cellent book for boys—far better than the storia of

hunting and rambling in foreign lands and adven

tune-seeking that are now so thickly circulated by

reputable publishing houses, and that set the

brains of their callow readers on fire with excite

ment.

PREPARATION. A Novel. By Mary L.
Hall. remo, pp. 284. Cloth, price $I.50. New

York: J. S. Ogilvie & Co.

A story of life by a new writer—but there are

many
“
new writers" coming to the front nowa

days—who writes a preface to the book, which pro

logue-like gives us a glimpse of her object. A brief

quotation from this preface must suffice our reader

—let him procure the book if he would see how

well Miss Hall has carried out her plan.
“ To note a

similarity to our own lives in those about us is often

a comfort. To point out in another’s life those

things which were sent as PREPARATION may

cause some one to recognize in his own the Hand

that is guiding him, and to mark the circumstances

that are being brought to bear upon him for the

purpose of ensuring his happiness in eternity, as well

as his greatest good, and eventually his greatest

happiness here. My book is a failure if it perfonns

no service of this kind for anybody, and a success

if it proves to one soul the window whereby the

light from God may penetrate the darkness, and

teach it to trust the One who knoweth the end from

the beginning, and doeth all things well." It is
,

in

fact, a fair average novel, with a better moral pur

pose than the majority of novels.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Tm: PHRENOLOGICAL MAGAZINE of London,

for June, is an exceptionally good number; most

of the articles being careful analyses of mental

phases. This monthly is worthy an extensive cir

culation, and we hope it is rapidly growing in favor

with the English public. Published by L. N. Fowler,

Imperial Buildings, London.

Trrc POPULAR ScrcNcs MoN'rrILv, for July,

discusses l‘The Great Political Superstition,” or

the divine right of the majority; through the pen

of Herbert Spencer.
“ The New Theology," “ Our

Dead Insects," “Are Science and Art Antagonis

tic?" "The Prevention of Hydrophobia," “The

Morality of Happiness," “Adaptation to Crime,"

etc., etc.

PROCEEDINGS OF TIII: SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL

RESEARCH, of London. In the Number for April,

which is before us, there are eight papers covering

as many departments of observation which come

within the purview of the London Association.

The first is a report of the Committee on Thought

Transference, or what is otherwise known as Mind

Reading. Next follows the report by the Commit

tee on Mesmerism; next an account of some ex

periments in Thought-Transference, in which the

subject was willed to draw certain diagrams de
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signed by the agent. There is also an interesting

article on the Divining Rod, and a report on certain

experiments made to test the alleged power of the

Divining Rod. Messrs. Trubner 8: Company are

to be credited for the exchange.

AMERICAN Jounrnu. or INSANITY, for April,

covers several important topics, of which the follow

ing are specially deserving mention: "On Pro

gressive Meningo-Cerebritis of the Insane," "The

Relation of Madness to Crime”; “The Criminal

Responsibility of the Insane"; all are carefully

prepared articles by specialists.

Recum- Woxncns IN ELECTRICITY, Electric

Lighting, Magnetism, Telegraphy, Telephony, etc.,

including articles by Dr. Siemen, F .R.S., Count du

Moncel and Prof. Thomson. Edited by Henry

Greer. Illustrated. 8vo, pp. 168. Price, $2. An

excellent epitome of the recent progress of the

wonderful agent that constitutes its subject, and the

best work of its kind.

HONORABLE. \Ve are informed in connection

with the publication of the Schafl-Herzog
"
Ency

clopaedia of Religious Knowledge
"
(Funk & \Vag

nalls), that the German contributors to the original

Herzog are to be paid for all articles written by

them that have been incorporated in the SchafI

Herzog. More, indeed, is paid for the use of these

articles in this American edition than was paid for

their use in the German work. It may not be amiss

to add that Dr. Schafi', before beginning the work.

secured the written consent of the editors and pub

lishers of the Herzog.

SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT of the Bureau of Statis

tics of Labor and Industries of New Jersey, for the

year ending October gr, 1883. We are indebted to

Mr. James Bishop, chief of the Bureau, for this

bulky volume. It certainly is a large showing in

relation to the industrial enterprises of the State it

represents. Although great railway corporations

and other monopolistic undertakings exercise a

paramount control in the legislative affairs of our

neighbor State, yet the enterprise of her people is

by no means kept down. All sorts of mills and fac

tories and pursuits, from silk-weaving to pottery

and glass, seem to be prosperous there. Some of

the best specimens of ceramic production in our

markets come from the art-putters of New Jersey.

The picture, however, has a side of shame that is

considered in the statistics of pauperisrn, which are

given with apparent candor, but evidently the State

of New Jersey is not behind her neighbors in the

endeavor to suppress the disgrace of mendicancy and

indigency.

Vrcx's ILLUSTRATED Mos-rum’ Mncnzms.

comes to us fresh with the breath of summer; its

illustrations suggest the opening flowers and the

pleasant odors of the garden. It is a very useful

periodical for the gardener and flower-lover.

Hrou LICENSE; or, the Monopoly of Abominm

tion, a sermon by T. De \Vitt Talmage, D. D. ; and

The Delusion of High License, an addrm by

Herrickjohnson, D. D. Price, to cts. J. N. Steams,

publishing agent, New York.

READINGS AND RECITATIONS, No. 5. A new

and choice collection of articles in prose and verse,

by the foremost temperance advocates and writers;

suitable for use in the schools, temperance organiza

tions, reform clubs, and also adapted for public and

private readings. Edited by Miss L. Penney, editor

of the “National Temperance Orator," etc. This

is a new selection of readings, many having been

prepared especially for the book. rao pages. Price,

in paper, 25 cents; cloth, 60 cents. Published by

the National Temperance Society, New York.

BRIEF Notes Fon Temperance Tencrrens.

By Benjamin Ward Richardson, M.D., F.R.S.,

author of " The Temperance Lesson-Book," “ Ten

Lectures on Alcohol," etc. 8vo, pages 127. Price,

in cloth, 50 cents.

A recent publication by the National Temperance

Society, New York, prepared by that foremost of

English physicians, with the view to afford special

assistance to teachers, on the scientific bearings of

the alcohol question. It has a summary of points

of particular value to those who are compelled to

defend their position against so-called scientific

objection and bickering. It contains the bones and

marrow of large volumes.

ARCHIBALD Mnunrsou. By Julian Hawthorne.

ramo, pp. 126. Price, in paper, 15 cents. Published

by Messrs. Funk & \Vagnalls, New York. A thrill

ing and sensational story which some regard as ex

oellent work in theywriting way. It strikes us as an

attempt on the part of this young man to emulate

the unique talent of his father in working up weird

and mysterious situations, peculiar and difficult

plots. It is astory of an aristocratic life in England,

and as titles and high living please the masses, per

haps this book will find many readers who think

that through its pags they can gaze with open

mouth at the doings of a far-removed aristocracy.

No. VII. or OGILVIE'S Popursa READING.

Price, 30 cents. Contains eight storis. The

Blunders of a Bashful Man, by the author of “A
Bad Boy's Diary"; On her \Vedding Morn, by

Bertha M. Clay, author of
“
Dora Thorne"; Bor~

rowed Plumes, by Miss Jennie S. Alcott; Dolf’s

Big Brother, by Mary Cecil Hay; Love Letters of’

Celebrated People; History of Beautiful \Vomen;

Conquered by Love, by Mary Dwinell Chellis;

Jerusha Rugg in Search of a Husband. J. S. Ogil
vie & Co., Publishers, New York.

Tr-rr; TERMlNATION or Tm: Neaves in THE

KIDNEY. By M. H. Holbrook, M.D. Reprinted

from the proceedings of the American Society of

Microscopists at the Chicago meeting of 1883.
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“,1 have used your Soap for two years with the ,

I

‘ greatest satisfaction, for I find it the very best.”
“
TO MIESSRS- FEARS." JIIARY ANDERSON.

—' +-— .
—- IOTHING ADDS SO MUCH TO PERSONAL APPEARANCE — ;

A“ Bright, Clear
_Comglexlon

and a Soft. Skin. With these the plaincst

featuresbecomeallracuvc. \ ilhout them the:bandsomest are but caldly impressive.

Many a complexion b marred by inq/un' Alkalina and Colored T017“ Sm).

BEARS’ SOAP
_ r A SPECIALTY for the SKINd’; COMPLEXIQN.

Is recommendedby the greatest English authority on the Skin.

Prof. SIR ERASMUS WILSON, F. R. S.
Pin. 1] flu Kayal Cal. 1;]Surgeon, .Englmad.

‘
For Sale throughout the Civilized World.

'
, 15 INTERNATIONAL AWARDS.
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as a stranger, and modestly asked for a

delineation of character. Mr. Sizer hav

ing described him in general, said to him,

that
“
he had a wonderful sagacity in the

study of character, that he would under

stand strangers at sight, and know men

like a book at the first interview; that he

would know whom to trust and distrust at

a glance, and would carry the figure and

features of a man like a photograph in

his memory." He burst out laughing,

and turned to the examiner and said:

"That will do. Last week I attended a

lecture by Mr. L. N. Fowler, in our city.

Chicago, and some of my friends quietly

took me to the platform, to be examined

in public; and Mr. Fowler said:
' This

man would make a capital detective; he

would smella rogue three miles.’ Iam

known in Chicago as a detective, and it

was considered a great hit. and I thought

I would just step into the New York

ofiice and see what you would tell me

here. I am satisfied."

We have never seen the man since, al

though his name from that day has been

widely familiar with the public here, and

the realm of rasca'ls has had good reason

to fear him. His lamented death on the

first of July, thus sadly brings him before

the public. We wish to call attention to

a few of his prominent qualities. In the

first place, he looks strong. enduring,

healthy. That well-set nose, those firm

and strong lips, and massive cheek-bones,

indicate power, constitutional vigor, great

physical self-reliance. We fancy there is

a special steadiness to that eye, as if he

could see everything and not seem to see

it; we fancy that in the whole face there

is a great deal of self-control, self-com

mand, a quiet, steadfast reticence, as if

his purposes were unreadable by others.

That immense fullness across the brow

indicates great perceptive ability; to see,

and scan, and criticise, all the condi-.

tions and surrounding incidents. Noth

ing escaped his attention, and‘he might

have been a capital'scholar in all scien

tific knowledge, such as practical mathe

matics, chemistry. natural history, and

natural philosophy.

We notice Order in the fullness and

squareness of the external angle of the

eyebrow, and backward from that line.

Constructiveness, mechanical judgment,

power of understanding combinations.

He would have made an excellent m‘:

chanic; could have worked by the eye as

a blacksmith, or could have drawn and

modelled as an artist. The fullness across

the centre of the forehead, half way from

the eyebrow to the hair, indicates memory

of events, and places, and dates. The

fullness in the middle of the upper fore_

head shows the power of comparison,

analysis. discrimination; and at the cen

tre of the forehead, just where the hair

joins, is the region indicating knowledge

of character, judgment of human nature,

in respect to which thirty-three years ago

two examinations culminated. The head

shows ample Benevolence. and we have

no doubt that he was a man of sympathy,

and that hundreds of people have had

occasion to know it. The width of the

head between the cars is an indication of

force of character, courage, thorough

ness, efficiency, policy, power of conceal

ment, ability to hold his thoughts under

restraint; and his countenance is as ex

pressionless as desirable in a detective.

Such a face as that is never astonished.

it can suppress its astonishment; can be

interested and seem careless ; can be very

much interested in extraneous things.

and apparently careless about them. His

Firmness was immensely developed, and

he had rather strong Self-esteem : a con

sciousness of his own merit, and worth,

and power, which sustained him. He

had strong Friendship, and those who

were counted his friends trusted in him.

He had a great deal of natural enthusi

asm, the spirit of controlling and master

ing men in a silent, quiet way.

He had the feminine, intellectual, intui

tive sagacity; the power of knowing a good

many things to his entire satisfaction be

fore he had time to think them out; and

he was more indebted to his mother for

his talent as a detective than to his

father. He had his father's power. cour

,age, steadfastness, and pride, and the
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father's middle section of the face, from

the eye to the mouth. Had he devoted

himself to engineering, or some of its

branches, such as architecture, chemistry,

or construction ; had he devoted himself

to medicine and surgery, he might have

been a master in that field, and would

have made a first-rate lawyer, or could

have been successful in commerce or

manufactures.

This celebrated agent of law and jus

tice was of Scottish parentage. and born

in Glasgow, August 25, 1819. He was

the son of William Pinkerton, a weaver

by trade, but who was some time a ser

geant of police. William Pinkerton died

when his son was about nine years old,

from the effects of injuries received while
‘
making an arrest. The boy obtained em

ployment with a print-maker, but after

ward served an apprenticeship with a

cooper When about twenty-one years

old the Chartist movement for a more

liberal form of government, with which

he was identified, culminated in the Bir

mingham riots. Several of the leaders

were arrested and convicted; some of

them were put to death and others re

ceived various terms of imprisonment.

Young Pinkerton's activity in connection

with this outbreak made him a marked

man, and so apprehensive of arrest. He

hurriedly married Miss Joan Carfrae, a

young lady to whom he had been for

some time engaged, and on the following

day sailed for Quebec. The vessel in

which the young couple embarked was

shipwrecked near Sable Island, on May

9, 1842, but the passengers were picked

up by a passing vessel and taken to

Quebec. This misfortune left them in a

destitute condition, but they were aided

in securing passage through the lakes to

Chicago, where Pinkerton went to work

at his trade. After a few years he estab

lishcd a cooperage of his own at Dundee,

Ill., which became prosperous.

About this time his first piece of de

tective work was done, almost by acci

dent He had been in the habit of visit

ing the islands in Fox River to procure

materials for his stock, and one day he

stumbled on a gang of counterfciters.

His love of adventure led him to investi

gate the operations of the gang, and he

was so successful as to break it up. This

was not accomplished without much risk,

as he was shot at and wounded.

This exploit led to his appointment as

a deputy sheriff of Kane County, 111., a

position in which he was instrumental in

breaking up several gangs of horse

thieves and counterfeiters. His fame

spread to Chicago, and the Sheriff of

Cook County offered him the appoint

ment of deputy sheriff. This place he

filled for some time, when Mayor Church

made him detective of the city force, an

entirely new position. In 1852 Mr. Pink

erton became impressed with the import

ance of establishing a detective agency

that would be independent of political

influence. Securing the assistance of E.

L. Rucher, an attorney, he established

his agency and soon had the patronage

of several railway companies. Among the

four or five men first employed by Mr.

Pinkerton was George H. Banks, after

ward general superintendent of the

agency, who remained with the agency

until his death last year. Another was

Timothy Webster, who was hung as a

Union Spy in Richmond in the late war.

Mr. Pinkerton's agency soon grew to

large proportions, and his reputation ex

tended to all the leading cities of the

country. One of the first important

cases that came to him from the East

was that of the robbery of Adams Ex

press Company, at Montgomery, Ala., of

$40,000. He traced the thieves from Ala

bama to New Jersey, and succeeded in

recovering nearly all the money in the

original packages. This established his

ability for the express companies, and he

afterward undertook many other import

ant cases in their behalf, and with success.

In 1861 he was employed to look out for in

cendiaries on the Philadelphia, Wilming

ton, and Baltimore road, and while at

work discovered a plot to assassinate

President Lincoln. He at once took

charge of the Presidential party while
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en roule for Washington, and carried Mr.

Lincoln safely through Baltimore. When

the war broke out President Lincoln au

thorized Mr. Pinkerton to establish the

Secret Service Division of the Army,

which he did under the name and title

of Major E. ]. Allen.

Among the many famous exploits con- ,

nected with his name, was the capture
‘

and conviction of Augustus Stuart Byron,

whose father was Lord Byron, and his

mother Mary Stuart, and of a young man

named Napier, a nephew of Admiral

Napier, of the English Navy. These

men wrecked a train on the Michigan

Southern and Northern Indiana Railroad,

and secured a large amount of money by

robbing the mails. He was engaged in

the pursuit of the james boys in Missouri,

losing five men in one year while thus

occupied. He declared that he would

have captured them had he been backed

by the Governor, as Governor_Crittenden

subsequently backed other detectives.

Other operations of his that met with

success, were the breaking up of the or

ganization of Molly Maguires in the

Pennsylvania coal regions, which occu

pied a period of eight years, and the ex

termination of the band of desperadoes

led by the four Reno brothers, whose

headquarters were at Seymour, Ind. It

was through his agency also that the cap

ture of the Bidwell brothers. the Bank of

England forgers, was effected, the convic

tion of the bond forgers Roberts and

Gleason. and the capture of the North

ampton Bank robbers.

Mr. Pinkerton's success was in a great

measure due to his stubborn adherence

to several rules that he regarded as car

dinal. In the first place, he laid it down

as a maxim that a criminal can not keep

a crime secret. He has to tell it to some

one, sooner or later, and Pinkerton trained

his men to obtain the confidence of law

breakers. He also made it a rule to em

ploy honest, reliable men. He had the ut

most contempt for the practice of setting

a thief to catch a thief. The work done

through his agency, whether successful

or not, was charged for at unvarying per

dim: rates. Divorce suits and matters in

volving family scandals he never touched.

The extent of the business done by dc

tectives may be inferred from the fact

that his agency has thirty-five detectives

connected with the office in New York,

forty at the Chicago headquarters, and

twenty working with Philadelphia as a

centre. It also has a private night watch

of 200 men in Chicago. guarding the

banks, express offices, and wholesale

houses. This force was established over

thirty-five years ago when there was no

regular police in Chicago.

Besides his detective business, Mr.

Pinkerton was a farmer on a rather large

scale in Illinois. He owned and culti

vated two farms of 750 acres at Onarga,

on the Illinois Central Railroad. south of

Chicago, where recently he planted nearly

a million Scotch larch trees imported for

him. He was the author of fifteen vol

umes of experiences in the disclosure of

crime and the arrest of the perpetrators.

Among these are the following: "The

Spy of the Rebellion," giving a history

of the spy system of the United States

Army during the war for the Union;

"Professional Thieves and the Detect

ives," and "Thirty Years at Detective."

His death occurred on the ist of July

last, from the effects of a fever contract

ed several weeks before in the South.

He had previously suffered three para

lytic attacks—over which a naturally

powerful constitution seemed to triumph,

but they left him, doubtless, in a much

weakened state.

CHINESE paper was invented

_
in the first

century of the Christian era, and is made

of bamboo. The paper used for making

books is very thin and transparent. It is

printed on but one side, and is so folded.

that every leaf is double with the leaf un

cut. Their books are not bound like ours,

but every work is divided into a number

of separate parts, which are protected

with strong paper covers. The parts are

then placed in a square case or envelope.

Books are very cheap, and are mostly of

a historical character.

1‘
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TRUE RELlGlOUS EDUCATlON.

ONSCIOUS of the immense power l happiness. Hereit lS plain that if the chil

of the religious sentiments in the

human mind, and of the impossibility of

separating them without violence from

their vital union with the moralities, I

have all along felt that the plan of ex

cluding religion from education was in

herently a defective one, which could not

continue to hold its place against the as

saults of reason and truth. In the past

position of the question, it was the best

which could be followed, and was defen

sible as the smallest of several evils

among which society was compelled to

choose. As such I still advocate and

defend it; butI think it important that

it should be defended and advocated

on its true grounds, and not as in itself

proper and desirable. Instead, therefore,

of recommending the separation of secular

from religious instruction, as in them

selves distinct, I would adopt the‘ true

grounds, and in answer to the wish of

some to make all education religious, say:

Yes, I agree with you entirely that all

education must be based on religion and

that the authority of God should be rec-'

ognized by us all as the only infallible

standard in everything; but that we may

know what we are talking about, let us

understand distinctly what each of us

means by religion. Standing on such a

basis, we can not be shaken by either Jew

or Gentile, Calvinist or Lutheran. Then

comes the discussion, What is religion?

A says it is a code embracing, suppose,

ten
principles in all. On examination B,

C, and D find that, say, eight of these re

fer to practical matters directly influenc

ing conduct and character, and that they

approve of them as true; but each affirms

that the remaining two are church dog

mas, untrue, dangerous to salvation and

deserving of all reprobation. For these

B proposes to substitute other two, but is,

in his turn, voted wrong by A, C, and D.

The latter two follow with their sub

stitutes, and are each condemned; all,

meanwhile, admitting the eight practical

principles to be sound and necessary to

‘
dren of all are to attend the same school

a compromise must take place ; and while

all agree to leave out the two articles,

they may cordially unite in teaching the

remaining eight, and in endeavoring to

insure their recognition by the pupils

as their best guides and as indispensable

links in that religious chain which binds

them to their Creator and imposes upon

them the primary duty of seeking to know

and do His will in all things. This done,

let the parents and priests teach what

they deem truth on the two disputed

points, in addition to the religious prin

ciples thus daily and hourly inculcated

and brought into practice among both

teachers and pupils.

It may be said that this is what is done

already. But there is a difference. At

present the line of separation between re

ligious and secular education is drawn

sharply, and in the school the pupil is

not taught that the natural arrangements

he studies or sees in play around him

have been devised by Divine Wisdom for

his guidance and happiness, nor are his

feelings interested in securing obedience

and gratitude to God as a moral and re

ligious duty in return. The arrange

ments of nature are taught simply as

"knowledge" coming from nobody, and

leading only to worldly advantage, not

personal happiness. Religion again is

taught not as the complement of that

knowledge, leading the mind back to God

and bearing at every moment on our wel

fare, but as a something apart, which

does not dovetail with our conduct or

duties. In short, the prominent idea in

the minds of both teachers and taught,

under the present national system, is, that

secular knowledge and religion are dis~

tinct, and have no natural connection;

and hence neither exercises its legitimate

influence.

But the result will be different if it be

recognized universally that, taught as it

ought to be, all the knowledge conveyed

is inherently religious, and calculated,
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‘necessarily, to bring the creature and the

Creator into more immediate contact. and

to develop feelings of love, admiration,

reverence, and submission to the Divine

will. Let it be proclaimed and under

stood that the inevitable tendency of

knowledge is to lead the mind to the Cre

ator, and that wherever it is taught with

out this result there is and must be a

defect of method, or a fault in the teacher,

which ought instantly to be remedied.

Let it be proclaimed to the four corners

of the earth, that education, rightly con

ducted, is religious in the highest degree,

although embracing none of the tenets

peculiar to sects or parties, and that a

"godless education "is a contradiction and

a moral impossibility. It would be as

logical to speak of a solar light without a

sun. Every truth, moral, physical, or re

ligious, springs from, and leads directly to,

God; and no truth can be taught, the le

gitimate tendency of which is to turn us

away from God.

Instead, therefore, of giving in to the

opponents of national education, and ad

mitting a real separation between secular

and religious knowledge, I would pro

claim it as the highest recommendation

of secular knowledge that it is inherently

religious, and that the opponents are in

flicting an enormous evil on society by

preventing philosophers and teachers from

studying and expounding its religious

bearings. If this were done it would lay

the odiutn at the right door, and show

that the sticklers for exclusive church-ed

ucation are the real authors of "a gigantic

scheme of godless education," in attach

ing such importance to their own pecu

liar tenets on certain abstract points; that

rather than yield the right of conscience

to others, they are willing to consign so

ciety at large to an absolute ignorance of

the ways of God as exhibited in the world

in which He has placed them, and to all

the misery, temporal or eternal, certain

to result from that ignorance.

It must be admitted that, as at present

taught, much of our knowledge is not

religious; but this is an unnatural and

avoidable, not a necessary, evil, and it has

arisen, in a great measure, from the de

nunciations of the party opposed to the

diffusion of education.

as infidel and godless whatever knowledge

was not conjoined with their own pecu

liar creed, they deterred men irom touch

ing upon or following out the religious

aspects of knowledge; and if they be al

lowed to maintain longer the wall of sep

aration they have erected, the result will

continue to be the same as in times past.

The only way to meet them is to turn the

tables and denounce them as the ob

structors and enemies of religious educa

tion, because they refuse to allow any

exposition of the Divine wisdom and ar

rangements and will which does not also

assume the equal infallibility and import~

ance of their interpretation of His writ

ten wisdom and ways. This is a tyranny

to which human reason can not continue

to submit, and the sooner they are put on

the defensive the better.

Science is, in its very essence, so inher

ently religious, and leads back so directly

to God at every step, and to His will as

the rule of our happiness, that nothing

would be easier or more delightful or

more practically improving to human

character and conduct than to exhibit

even its minutest details as the emana

tions of the Divine wisdom, and their

indications as those of the Divine will for

our guidance. In awell-conducted school

room or college-hall, the religious sen

timents might be nourished with the

choicest food para pass-u with every ad

vance in intellectual knowledge. The

constant practice of exhibiting the Deity

in every arrangement would vcultivate

habitually that devotional reverence and

obedience to His will which are now in~

culcated only at stated times, and apart

from everything naturally calculated to

excite them. So far from education or

knowledge proving hostile to the growth

of religion in the minds of the young, they

would in truth constitute its most solid

foundation, and best prepare the soil for

the seed to be afterward sown by the

parent and priest, who would then receive

from school a really religious child fash

By stigmatizing
'
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ioned to their hands, instead of being, as i kindness of God and recognize it even in

now, presented only with the stony soil
‘
our suffering. If we next point out har

and the rebellious heart. 1mony between apparently unconnected

The practical inference from all this is, i relations, and show how all bear on one

that while we continue to advocate the common end, we necessarily give evi

exclusion of sectarianism of every hue , dence of a wisdom, omniscience, and

from our educational institutions, we are '1power, calculated to gratify, in the highest

so far from wishing to exclude religion
‘
degree, our sentiments of wonder, rever

itself, that our chief desire is to see all
‘

ence, and admiration. If we familiarize

education rendered much more religious ! the mind with the order and laws of God's

than it has ever been or ever can be under
I providence and their beneficent ends as

the present system. To make religion 1 rules for our conduct, the very reverence

bear its proper fruit, it must become a thereby excited will prompt to submission

part and parcel of everyday life. It must, —systematic submission because cheerful

in fact, be mixed up with all we think, i and confiding—to His will as our surest

feel, and do: and if science were taught as . trust.

I

it ought to be, it would be felt to lead to Here, then, is the legitimate field for

this, not only without effort but necessa- 1 the daily, hourly, and unremitting ex

rily. God is the creator and arranger of ‘ ercise of the religious feelings in the or

all things; and wherever we point out a I dinary life of man, and for the exercise of

use and pre-arranged design we necessa

rily point to Him. If we can then show

that the design has a benevolent purpose,

and that its neglect leads to suffering, we

thereby necessarily exhibit the loving

p“

Tthat true, vivifying, practical religion

which sees God in all things, lives in

; His presence and delights in fulfilling

His will.—From l/re
“
L1]: and Correspond

enrc qf Andrew Combe, M.D."

ORGANIC CEREBBATION.—N0- 4

(Conlz'num.)

SELF—ESTEEM.

ELF—ESTEEM is next to be consid

ered. Unfortunately, in America, this

organ is not so large as Approbativeness,

while it ought to be better developed so

as to give a man an intrinsic, interior, ‘per

sonal sense of his ability, worth, and pow

er; and then, if people censure him injuri

ously, if they ridicule him contrary to

propriety, he can stand erect and wait

until he gets appreciation. Self-esteem

gives a man a sense of individual honor,

while Approbativeness gives one a keen

sense of the honor which other people

may bestow; in other words, reputation.

Let it be remembered that the sentiment

of honor which is born of conscience,

reason, and Self-esteem is individual, in

trinsic and interior, while reputation, be

ing only what other people think of us,

not that which we think of ourselves,

comes through Approbativeness. Those

with large Approbativeness are often

called proud, but more correctly called

vain; those with large Self-esteem are

often thought not to be proud, yet they

are really the only proud people we have;

such a man, when conscious he is in the

right, moves onward with dignity and self

possession; looks with pity or contempt

upon the trifling vanities of life and the

varying currents of approval and disap

proval, according to the giddy guides of

fashion ; can stand erect as St, Paul stood

up, saying, "None of these things move

me."

A man with large Self-esteem, good in

tellect and good morals, and with Appro

bativeness subordinate, so that its voice

is not permitted to be very distinctly

heard, moves with a dignified self-re

Lspect, stands erect, draws his head well
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. and are convertible terms.

upward and backward ; does not brag;

does not try to show off; doesn't seem to
1

care whether people appreciate the good

things he says or does; whether they ad

mire his excellent team, or handsome

fields, or snug and comfortable home ;

he does not dress to attract attention, but

to clothe himself with decency and clean

liness.and with sufficient regard to public :

sentiment as not to be eccentric, and he ,

moves with steady strength of character,
|

and many people think that if he had any i

pride he would try to do as other people

do.

The difference between Approbative

ness and Self-esteem is marked, yet they

are often blended in people's estimation,

Phrenology

Fig. L—SELF-BSTEBM Asn Finmurss Luzon.

understands it differently. To illustrate:
‘

A farmer's wife had large Approbative—

ness, and wanted to be in style and have

her husband dress handsomely. He was

going with a load of potatoes to the vil

lagc, where he waswcll known, and a

deacon in the church. She ran to the

door as he got ready to drive off, saying,
" Here, john, put on a better coat."

"Oh, pshaw, Mary, they all know me

down there"; and he wore the old coat

that was fit for the work. The next day

he was going with a load of potatoes to

a neighboring village, and she insisted

that as he was going over there he must

put on a better coat. “Oh, never mind.
‘

Mary, nobody knows me over there";

She wanted him to wear nice clothesi

l

where he was known, because he was

known, and also where he was not known ; ,

and for the same reason the man insisted

on not wearing such clothes as were not

adapted to the dirty errand he had in

hand. Self-esteem serves to give a man

a consciousness of his own talent and

worth, and to esteem himself justly, or

rather does not produce a desire to be

estimated beyond his merit; it gives him

a sense of his own personal worth, and

makes him believe that he can do what

ever it may be his duty to do. If elected

to preside over a public meeting, he ac

cepts the position and tries it; but his

want of knowledge and expertness is

soon seen to the whole house; yet he

looks on the congregation with dignity,

and will follow the suggestions which in

tellectual men of experience may offer in

the way of motions; while a man who

was too diifident to believe himself capa

ble of occupying the position, and dc

clined the election pasz'tz'z/elly, as soon as

the man with large Self-esteem is fairly
‘
seated and his inexperience is shown, the

modest man takes exception to the ruling

of the chair, argues the points; he really

knows how, but he was afraid, with his

Approbativeness and Caution, to try it.

The other, with large Self-esteem and

neither Approbativeness nor Caution

large enough to alarm him, presides,

and does not know to this day but that

he did it up handsomely.

A man with large Self-esteem governs;

he likes to govern; believes he is capa

ble of governing; and sometimes, if he

has Combativeness and Destructiveness

large, and not very strong Benevolence

or social feeling, becomes tyrannical in

his control of others. Such a man ac

quires property to give him power and

independence, and sometimes wears poor

clothing and drives a shabby team; has

a house meanly furnished, and sets a par

simonious table for the sake of gaining

property, or saving expense that he may

increase his wealth; that he may ulti

mately stand serenely supreme, the rich

est man in town. He has real pride in

being shabby in his dress and appear

ance; the pride consists in his feeling

that he is not a servant of public senti
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ment; it gratifies his Self~esteem to feel and trimmings and trappings, as every

that he is above public opinion. He dig- i body knew she could have all she wanted.

nifies work and calls it by its right name ;

he doesn't talk about obtaining a posi

tion and getting a situation. If he is in

a bank or store, he will speak of being

very much confined by his work in the

bank or store; and if he wishes to do it,

he works in his garden and calls it work ;

he works in his hay-field and trims his

trees and his grape-vines; he carries his

own valise, if convenient, and is neither

afraid nor ashamed to serve his own

wants for the sake of his family.

A dudish and dandy young man in Bos

ton, eighty years ago, started housekeep

ing in a small way, and having bought a

couple of pounds of meat, wondered whom

he could get to carry it home for him;

and there was a plainly dressed, elderly

man stood there and asked what he would

give to have it carried home, and he told

him a dime; he said, "I will carry it for
you," and he trudged along, following the

slender understanding of the master of

the ceremonies until he came to the door,

and as he paid him his money he thought

he would ask the old man his name,

thinking he might want to get him to do

other errands ; he replied, “They call me

in Boston Billy Gray." He was the John

jacob Astor of
Boston, the millionaire of

his time. We did not learn whether the

business relations were continued ; of

course it was fun for Gray; we fancy it

was not fun for the other, and perhaps he

never repeated the story. We judge the

young man had the larger Approbative

ness and
"
Billy Gray" had the larger

Self-esteem. But there is a point with

some men which the possession of a mill

ion dollars or fifty millions enables them

to reach in character, namely, as Mrs.

A. T. Stewart said in a little party of

ladies, when she appeared without jew

elry, without a ribbon or a flounce on her

dress, and saw she was being scanned by

some old friend: "This is one of the

privileges of wealth, that one can dress as

one pleases." Of course, she knew she

was richly and nicely dressed, but she did

not feel the need of putting on flounces

FXRMN ESS.

Firmness, the last of this group, m-iy

, be said to co-ordinate with nearly every

faculty, and that sensibly and palpably.

What a wonderful hitching-post is Firm

i
ness to Conscience, to Self-esteem, to Cau
‘
tiousness and Approbativeness. When

Pierpont cried in a poetic fervor,

“
Stand l the ground is your own, my braves;

\Vill ye give it up to slaves ?

Seek ye greener gnves ?"

he exercised his own tremendous Firm

ness and invoked every faculty to per

Fig. a.—Gl.o. BANcRoFr-Fmmxass, Sew-Esme“,

AND CONTINUITY Lance.

manency and courage and self-reliance,

and the manifestation of power. When

Veneration was excited in conjunction

with Firmness in the Psalmist, he

says: “My heart is fixed; 0 God, my

heart is fixed." 50, also, when Isaiah

said," Trust ye in the Lord forever, for in

the Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength,"

Firmness and Veneration were working

together. When Ruth said to Naomi

with the activity of her friendship, stim

ulated and strengthened by Firmness, she

uttered the words which immortalized

her name and her friendship: "Entreat

me not to leave thee, or to return from

following after thee; for whither thou

goest I will go, and where thou lodgest I

will lodge ; thy people shall be my people.
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and thy God my God; where thou diest I

will die, and there will I be buried; the

Lord do so to me, and more also, if aught

but death part thee and me." What

reader has not felt at times—I must stand

firmly in this position; I must call on

courage and hope and fear and shame ; I

must summon affection and conscience

and reason, and rally all that I know or

dream or fear, to abide by this central and

necessary resolution P "I am in earnest,

I will not equivocate, I will not excuse, I

will not retreat a single inch, and I will

be heard," said the brave but persistent

William Lloyd Garrison; and with less

Firmness than he had, he never would

have taken and maintained as he did a

stand so unpopular, so unprofitable, so

dangerous.

CONTIN UITY.

Continuity is located between the Self—

ish Sentiments and Social feelings, as if

it were a middle-man between the two

groups. It is different from Firmness in

this, that it gives patient application, or

persistency, while Firmness gives stead

fastness and determination. Let us illus

trate the two faculties. There is ice on

the Hudson River, and it is capital

sleighing to Poughkeepsie, seventy-five

miles. 0n the turnpike it is also good

sleighing along the shore. Two men

starting for Poughkeepsie with an equally

enduring team, one takes the straight,

leveL solid track on the ice, because he

has large Continuity; he has also large

Firmness, and the faculties would natu

rally co-ordinate. When he has wrapped

'himself in his blankets and furs, and only

his eyes and nose are exposed to the

stinging frost, he is extremely happy

in the fact that he has nothing to do but

plod, plod, plod, and stick to it until he

has conquered the seventy-five miles.

The other man has moderate Continuity,

but equally large Firmness. He prefers

to go winding through the villages where

every variety surrounds him, where no

two half miles of road are alike consecu

tively, and his love of change, the up and

down hill, and turning curves, and passing

elegant dwellings through the villages.

keep his mind on the alert all the time.

and yet Firmness says, go on, go on, go

on, to his team, and the two men reach

the hotel in Poughkeepsie at the same

moment; each has been persistent and

happy in the performance of the journey.

Suppose we change, and let the man fond

of monotony take the field of variety, and

he that must have variety to be happy

take the monotonous route on the ice;

certainly the man on the ice would have

nothing to keep him from freezing but

the blankets; he would wonder when.

when, when shall I reach that far~distant

point? Fourteen miles and not a turn !

The man on the shore, with large Firm

ness and Continuity, would feel annoyed

by the variety; everything would seem

to be an obstacle, every curve a difficulty,

everything that diverted his attention

from the central thought an interference.

an impertinence, and he would reach his

destination very sour and feel much

broken up. The other one would emerge

from the icy road on the river, saying.
"
You will never catch me on such a jour

ney as that again; pelting away in the

northwest wind all day, with not anything

but ice, and ice, and ice, and distance."

CRANIAL AFFlNlTlES OF MEN AND
APES.

A LECTURE BY DR. RUDOLPH vuzcnow, OF THE UNIVERSITY or BERLIN—TRANS—

LATED FOR THE “PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, etc."

'l‘l—IE
question of the descent of man

from the ape has taken so promi

ment a place in the ideas of a great mass

mately the reasons why such a question

has been at all called up. The fact can

not, indeed, be overlooked that the re

of people, that it has become, in like
,
semblance of the ape to man is a very

measure, a necessity to learn more inti- 1 striking one; and it has not been reserved
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to our times alone to investigate the sub

ject anatomically. Galen. the celebrated

physician of the second century, urgently

recommended to all who wished to pre

pare themselves for the knowledge of

man and his diseases, the study of anat

omy of those apes which stand
“
nearest

to man." *

This advice was so conscientiously fol

lowed down to the close of the Middle

Ages that it may be said nearly all the

anatomical knowledge of the physicians

of those days was derived from the study

of the structure of the ape alone. We

are therefore by no means astonished to

hear when, in the seventeenth century,

the first man-resembling ape, in the

stricter sense, was brought to Europe,i

that it had been called by the natives of

Borneo the Orang-outang, that is, the

“
Man of the Woods "; and people easily

acquiesced when, again a hundred years

later, the celebrated .Swedish naturalist

Linné. in his zoological system, classed

man under the scientific name of home

:apz'enr, along with the monkeys and

.some other mammals in one great divi

sion known as the Primates.

Since that time people have been en-_

deavoring to ascertain the differences

actually existing between the ape and

man. For system demands a minute ad

duction of all separating, and conse

quently characteristic, peculiarities for

each class and species. The single bones

and the skeleton of the ape, the muscles,

the brain, etc., have therefore been con

stantly subjected to more minute exami

nation. But these investigations, al

though at first apparently very fruitful,

lost much of their importance in the

course of time. It was shown that the

various species of apes differed in many

particulars much more from each other

than they did from man. This fact be

came all the more apparent as the num

ber of the really man-resembling apes

increased, and numerous specimens ar

rived in Europe; more especially since

the year 1847, when the first reliable in

formation was obtained about that most

remarkable of all, the gorilla.

This approach to man, apparently grow

ing closer and closer, aroused all sorts of

uncomfortable feelings. The over-smart

people, who knew everything beforehand,

helped themselves by casting aside the

anatomical sequence of the question alto

'gether. They appealed to the fact that

even Linné had acknowledged. in the

qualification .rapz'enr (wise), that it was

the mind that constituted the difference

between man and other animals. Why,

then, were more extended researches

needed, when rationally such a determin

ing physiological characteristic was given

to man, nay, when every individual could,

from his own consciousness, recognize

this sharply defined difference? Carl

Vogt* has used this method of demon

stration in a reversed order, and thereby,

indeed, disclaimed it. He collected the

reports relating to a large number of hu

man children whose minds had never

attained to a truly rational development;

whose intellectual attainments had, in

part, not even reached as high as those

of the anthropoid apes. In this manner

he contrasted the manlike apes with the

apelike men (if I may so express myself);

and while he at the same time showed

that the organization of these ape-men

was also related in avariety of ways to
'

the simian type, he arrived at the con

clusion that~the way by which he had

entered upon his (xaminations, that is,

the retrogressive one, "constantly ap

proaches the common original stem of

the primates, from which we, just as well

as the apes, are descended."

It would be, in fact, a much easier task

to take certain lower animals distinguish

" Claudius Galenus,
"
De anatomicis Administntioni

bus." In Lib 1, cap. a, he says: “Simirz lwnu'm':

ligurrt qua»: pruima .rr'rnz'rtrm! maxim: Imnu'ln'

similar." In the sixth chapter he draws up a list of the

animals which, according to their nature, are not essen

tially different from man (quzz nan multum a6 kami

num natnra rrcedunfl—apes. and their difi'erent spe

cies, bears, mice, bipeds. and ruminating animals.

1'Nic. Tulpius Amstelodamensis,

Medicrn,“ AmstcL, r652, p :83, Tab. xiv., gives a de

scription and a drawing of them.

“
Observations

' ' “ Ueber die Mikrocephalen oder Afl'enmenschen."

In the “Archiv filr Anthropologie." 1867. Vol. ii., pp.

967,268.
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ed from their neighbors by a surprising

development of "instinct "-out of their

surrounding group, than to remove man

from the group of the vertebrate. How

high do the ants, by reason of their phys

iological attributes, stand above the great

majority of all other insects? But is this

a reason why we should set them in a

separate class? So does man, according

to his whole organization and develop

ment, likewise belong to the vertebrate,

not merely as his name would appear to

imply, according to the structure of his

skeleton or merely his vertebral column,

but his whole nervous system, and espe

cially his brain; and it must at least be

admitted, that without a good and highly

developed brain, the human mind could

not reach its exalted manifestation. Man

Ira: a rational mind only in so far as be

Fig. x.—A VII’TEBRA or ‘run Nacx.

1. Body. 2. Spinal opening. 3. The pedicle. 4. Spi

nous process. 5. Transverse process. 6. vertebral

feramen. 7. Superior articular process, one on each

side. 8. lnferior articular process.

passrsser a brain, and he possesses l/rz latter,

again, only in so far a: he is a m'rlr'brale

animal.

It is easily comprehended, therefore,

that the special researches in regard to the

resemblance of apes to man have had ref

erence principally to the bony and nerv

ous systems, or more definitely expressed,

to the skull and brain. Both belong

necessarily to each other, and are mutu

ally necessary in their development. It

is, therefore, with a certain degree of

right that we can deduce consequences

from the bones in regard to the nervous

system, and especially from the skull

back again to the brain—a method of

conclusion which has a really positive

importance in palaeontology (the science

of extinct species of animals and plants

in the earth's strata). Let us now, there

fore, look somewhat closer into the theory

of the spine or vertebral column.

In all vertebrate animals the funda

mental basis of the trunk is formed by

the spine. In its early stages, this mem

ber is cartilaginous, but, with the majority

of all classes of vertebrates, ossified at an

early period. Only in the lowest orde
'
of

fishes does this condition of cartilage con—

tinue all through life. All other fish—

the amphibia, birds, reptiles, mammals.

and man—get an osseous spinal column,

which is composed of a varying, but, in

the separate classes and species, usually

fixed number of separate vertebra. The

vertebra: are placed one above, or in

front of the other, being held together by

interlayers of cartilage.

The separate vertebra: are generally

somewhat differently formed, according

to the position which they occupy. In

weight, breadth, circumference, the entire

structure, they vary according to the de

termination and functions of the part of

the body concerned. Although a great

variety in the appearance and form of

the vertebrae is thereby occasioned, the

groundwork is still the same throughout,

and we can thus present, without diffi

culty, an ideal scheme of the vertebral

type. Each vertebra forms a ring or

annulus rounded out on the inside; on

its anterior we distinguish a thicker and

more elevated process, to which is given

the name of verlcbral belly (K, Fig. 2); at

each side a protuberance, the arches (b),

and behind, a part which is generally

somewhat higher and jutting more out

wardly, the rpinau: process (d). These

four parts are repeated in every vertebra.

For a more precise understanding, it is

further to be remembered that what in

the human being we call "front
"
or “an

terior," is when referring to most verte

brate animals, “ under" or on the ab

dominal side. The upper side in the

vertebrates is the back or posterior side

in human beings. Since, however, our

observations generally commence with

Man, we shall commonly use the exprts
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sion anlerz'ar and pos/rn'or in the sense

of the upright position of the body.

In this upright posture we feel in the

centre of the back the projection of the

spinous processes through the skin. They

lie so near the surface that their places

can be perceived by the eye at each mo

tion of the body through the skin. The

whole row of them is termed the bar/('

fione or spine’. The other parts of the

vertebra: lie so deep, and in part so sur

rounded with muscle, it is difficult, or

almost impossible, to reach them in the

living subject. Nevertheless, feeding

time frequently offers an opportunity to

observe the arches of the vertebra: of

wild and tame animals, birds, fish, etc.

The thicker and more protuberant por

tions of the vertebral bodies can thus be

recognized without any difficulty. In

younger animals, for instance in calves,

we may see even traces of the originaL

cartilage.

If we select as the subject of our

demonstrations the vertebra of the neck

of a child (Fig. 2), we discover in the

cartilaginous base peculiar osseous cen

tres or germs, which may be likewise

composed of several parts; the centre of

ossification for the spinal process, for in

stance .’d). bei"g made up of two lateral

halves. The older the animal or human

being, the larger are these osseous nuclei,

since the original cartilage becomes con

stantly more and more ossified and join

ing to the centres or germs already pres

ent. In adults. they approach constantly,

and at last, blending with one another,

each vertebra comes to present a single

connected osseous formation. Neverthe

less, the knowledge of the parts which

earlier existed separately (nuclei) is of

great importance for the proper consider

ation of the formation of the skull, as will

be shortly made evident.

The space within the osseous ring, the

greal vertebral caw'ly (h), contains the

spinal cord. Since every adjacent verte

bra possesses a similar cavity, the position

of the vertebra: one over the other forms

a continuous canal—the vertebral canal—

which is carried on to the head. In front,

it is firmly closed in by the vertebral

body and the intervertebral cartilage;

to the side and back the interspaces be

tween the arches and the spinous pro

cesses are filled out with a ligamentous

mass. In this manner an effective pro

tection is afforded on the one hand for

the spinal cord, and, on the other, secures

the requisite flexibility. At the point of

connection of the vertebral body and the

arch, a more intricate arrangement is ob

served on both sides. The arch here

Fig. 2.—IHMATURB CERVICAL VERTEBRA.

throws out two small processes—an in

ternal and an external one—which are so

affixed to the body of the vertebra, that

between them there remains a small

space (the foramen) for the reception

of a blood-vessel—the vertebral artery

(Fig. l). The inner process has a slight

groove on its ufper and under surface.

By reason of the arches lying one above

the other, the corresponding grooves

form a horizontal intervertebral canal,

through which the nerves of the spinal

cord enter and pass out. Finally. the

exterior processes of the arches form all
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sorts of processes and protuberances to

the exterior as well as to the upper and

under sides, whereby they constantly as

sume a more complicated form, especially

in the pectoral and lumbar vertebrae.

Some of these processes, as the arh'rular,

serve as a flexible connection of the verte

bra: with each other; others are design

ed for the insertion of muscles; others

finally, establish the connection with

adjacent bones, especially with the ribs.

It is unimportant for our purpose to

trace further the larger or smaller transi

tion forms of the vertebra: in the various

divisions of the spine. One only of these

is of more than common importance for

our consideration; and it may, therefore,

be especially considered here. That is

found at the top of the column, and bears

the "globe of the skull," and for this rea

son it received in antiquity the poeti

cal appellation of alias. This vertebra

differs from all the rest in the absence of

the spinous process; the vertebral body

and the greater part of the osseous sub

stance being pressed into two lateral ac

cumulations, the so-ealled lateral masses.

For this reason it is customary to de

scribe it as an annulus composed of an ex

terior and interior curvature, and the two

lateral masses. The examination of an

undeveloped atlas shows that all the es

sential parts of a vertebra are present

even here. In the anterior half of the

annulus there lies, as usual, the osseous

centres for the vertebral body; but it is

from the commencement very small, and

ceases to grow at an early date, leaving it

only a flat swelling prominence, or knob.

Originally separated by a long cartilagi

nous portion, the arches close together

upon it
,

each with its separate, independ

ent osseous centre, distinguishable as the

transverse process, the articular process,

and foramen for the vertebral artery;

they turn into the relatively strong lateral

masses, whose grooved articular surfaces

secure the movable connection with the

head ; for the atlas possesses, in order to

make possible the lateral motion of the

head, that intervertebral cartilage which

we find in all the other vertebrae. Fi

nally, the posterior segment of the annu

lus shows a gentle rising in the middle,

the mere suggestion of the spinous pro

cess to which two parted osseous centres

serve as the base.

On account of its remarkable and in

the highest degree typical form, the atlas

constitutes the most suitable transition

to the cranial ‘vertebra, whose nature is

much more difl‘icult to recognize, and has

been known, indeed, for a short space of

time. The human skull, as well as that

of higher vertebrate animals, is formed in

the main from three consecutive verte

brae, which we will designate as the frontal

verteéra, the middle or parr'zlal 21:: #6211,

and the orripz'lal or porlzrz'or vn-Irbra.

Each is composed of one body, two arches,

and ‘a spinous process, made up of two

lateral halves. But all these parts are

so peculiarly transformed that long pre

paratory study is needed in order to

recognize their importance, A compar

ison with the spinal vertebra: is rendered

very diflicult by a noteworthy circum

stance,—the relatively compact and al

most immovable connection, not only

of the vertebral bodies with each other,

but likewise of all the other vertebral

parts of the skull,-—a compactness which

is adapted, in the highest degree, to give

complete protection from external influ

ence to that most important organ of

the body, the brain. The occipital verte

bra alone possesses an articular union

with the atlas; the front one hangs firmly

on to the parietal vertebra, which latter

again is connected firmly with the frontal

vertebra.

Just as the atlas represents the transi

tion from the cervical vertebrae to those

of the skull, so is the occipital vertebra,

by reason of its form, that cranial vcrte»

bra most readily comprehended. But we

must even here take for our consideration

the undeveloped vertebra. On this con

dition (Fig. 2
) all the essential parts of a

vertebra are perfectly exhibited. In front

lies, as is usual, an especial bone, the

vertebral body (k), differing from the bod

ies of the other vertebra: only by a more

flattened form. Connected laterally with
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this on either side, by fine cartilaginous

seams, is the arch (b), which, by means

of its marked condyloid processes, ap

proaches the lateral masses of the atlas,

on which its articular centres rest. To

ward the case, again, separated by a carti

laginous suture, somewhat thicker than

the last, follows the spinous process (d),

a cone far exceeding all other parts of

the vertebra in size, and just this is the

reason why its importance has been so

dilficult to denote.

This spinous process forms a broad,

fiat, concave lamina. of relatively thin

formation, for which

reason it earlier re~

ceived the name of the

syzmma ortzlfiz'lalz's. It

is that part which

forms in every head

that slightly percep

tible and easily felt

protuberance of the

occiput; and at the

same time the only

spinous process of the

skull, on which there

is to be perceived a

real osseous protuber

ance,-—a continuation,

as it were, of the back

bone. These different

parts of the back of

the cranial vertebra

surround,-—still in the

form of a ring,—the

great orapz'lalfuramen

(h), being the continuation of the verte

bral canal, through which, in fact, the

spinal cord ascends uninterruptedly to

the brain.

As is easily to be perceived,the change

in the form of this skull vertebra, as con

trasted with the spinal vertebra, is most

strikingly shown by the flat and large ex

pansion of the spinous process. Therein

is also stamped the character of the two

other vertebra: of the skull. By a still

more extended development of the spi

nous process to spinal lamina (or spi

nous leaves), and at the same time, as

already mentioned, a disappearance of

every outward prominence, every node,

every apophysis, the upper part of the cra

nium,-the so-called calvarium, or drain

parc—thus acquires that smooth and

rounded shape which is the adornment

of the human head.

Corresponding to the spinous process

is the frontal bane of the anterior verte

bra, that large osseous lamina reaching

to the sockets of the eyes. Although

originally consisting of two lateral halves,

it unites, in most persons, at an early

period in life. and becomes a uniform

piece of bone. Only in isolated cases,—

l-‘ig. 3.--lun.m's SKuLL, snowmo INIERXOR.

1
with the so-called cross-heads,—it some.

times remains open through life. The lat

ter case is, nevertheless, the rule with

the spinal lamina: of the central vertebra,

which occupies the crown of the head

and the sides, and for that reason bears

the name of parietal or wrlica/ ba/zr,

As a rule, therefore, the skull-case of a

grown man (and the higher vertebrate

animals) consists of four spinal laminx.

of which two belong respectively to the

anterior and posterior vertebra; and two

to the central vertebra. All fourjoin each

other very closely; are, however, bound

to one another by sulures,—that is, by
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firm masses of filaments. While the

squamous bone of the occiput becomes,

at an early age, inseparably united with

the arches of the occipital vertebra by the

ossification of their cartilaginous union,

the frontal and parietal bones usually re

main separated from their arches through

life, disconnecting sutures forming on the

borders of contact. Easy as it is now, by

separating the divisions of the skull, to

see the actual connection of the several

parts of the. occipital vertebra, it was once

most difficult to discover those bones

which must be considered as the arches

and bodies of the frontal vertebra.

In order to understand this relationship

we must first exclude from consideration

all the bones of the face proper, for these

as little belong to the skull as the ribs

and pelvis are component parts of the

spine.

those of the upper and under jaws, are

only attachments of the skull vertebrae,be~

ing perfectly separable from them. They

represent a special system, which is, in

deed, one of highest value for the sei

entific and artistic consideration of the

head.

It must further be taken into consider

ation that what is the forepart in the ver

tebral column is, in the skull, the under

partfand ‘vice versa ,- what forms the pos

terior part in the spine, in the skull lies

at the top, and partly to the front.

The different positions are seen if we

examine a vertical section of the head

of a new-born child, divided, near

the median line, through the head and

neck (Fig. 3). We immediately recognize

in it the direct connection of the spinal

cord (R) with the pens varolii (V), and

through it with the great and small brains

(G and K). We see further how the mass

of the brain, in its full development,*

suddenly takes on a development neces

sitating an increase of space in the high

est degree remarkable. The spinal or

The bones of the face, especiallyv

vertebral canal, therefore, expands when

beyond the great occipital orifice, and

the widely arched skull-cap adapts itself

to the rather narrow and symmetrical ver

tebral column.‘ On the skull we distin

guish, as already said, the roof and base

of the skull,—-the first being formed by

the occipital squamous bone (a'), the pa

rietal bone (b'), and the frontal bone (c'),

which are connected by sutures (f and f).
In order to find the vertebral bodies, ap

pertaining to the above, we must direct

our attention to the base of the skull.

Here we see first of all, in an easily rec

ognized form, the body of the occipital

vertebra (a). In front of it. and separated

in children bya layer of cartilage, we find

the body of the middle cranial vertebra

(b), which. in new-born children is only

imperfectly separated by intermediate

cartilage from the bodies of the frontal

vertebra (c). In front of this we see a

large cartilaginous mass (11), which reaches

on the one side to the base of the skull,

forming here the ethmoid bone, and serv

ing on the other side as the groundwork

for the formation of the partition wall of

the nasal cavities. The latter reaches to

the upper jaw (0), which faces the nearly

isolated lower jaw-bone (u), and the infe

rior maxillary.

On this figure, which discloses to us

the essential components of the facial

skeleton, we are more especially inter

ested in the position of the bodies of the

frontal and parietal vertebrze. How was

it possible to overlook, for so long a time,

a relationship apparently so clear? This

is explained by two reasons. Formerly it

was not customary to
bisect the skull in

the manner here described, and then not

only prejudice, but also the consideration

of preserving the total connection of the

bones, had to be put aside.

' The cerebrum consists of two lateral halves, called

hemispheres. They are united in the middle by the

corpus callosum (B). and parted by the falciform proc

ess (S), a fibrous membrane which presses in between

them (Fig. 3).

‘The figure is taken from Virchow's
“
Untenueh~

ungen llber die Eutwiclrelung des Schlidelgrundes im

gesunden und krankeu Zustande, und \lber den Einfluss

derselben auf Schldelform. Gesichls bildung. und

Gehirnbau." Berlin,r857.

ln plate 3. the numbers from r to 1 indicate the

three uppermost cervical vertebra, those from m to 3‘.

the spinous processes, belonging to them. Between I!"

f bodies is to be seen the intervertebral cartilage.
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Again, the true relation was to be seen

only in the skulls of very young children,

being obliterated more and more with

each year of life, so that at the age of

maturity it is hardly distinguishable. In

the adult we no longer find distinct and

separate vertebral bodies, but a single

connected bit of bone, the nape or nuke

bone (ostribasilare) which has arisen from

the cohesion of the bodies of all three

skull vertebrae. Till about the twentieth

year the body of the occipital vertebra

remains still separated by cartilage from

the other parts, and its importance was

consequently less mysterious. On the

other hand, the consolidation of the an

terior vertebral bodies takes place at so

early an age that they have been consid

ered, from of old, under the common

name of the wedge or sphenoid bone, as a

single and inseparable piece of bone. But

modern science has taught that the an

terior sphenoid (c) is the vertebral body

of the frontal bone (c‘), the posterio-sphe

noid bone is the vertebral body of the

parietal bone (b‘). The connection be

tween these parts is made by special

“wings," which again correspond to the

arches of the ordinary vertebra. In this

manner the whole skull can be conceived

as being composed of three vertebral

rings, placed one behind the other, and

closely connected.

The disclosure of this relationship, in

itself so simple and yet so mysterious,

rests entirely upon the progressive views

gained in the “history of development."

This science is still in its infancy. Even

the method of the thought, the special

direction of observation through which

it was created, was quite hidden from an

tiquity and the middle ages. Its discov

ery is due to German inquiry; and, re

markably enough, one of the immortal

services of our greatest poet. Incited by

Lavater's physiognomical studies, Goethe

had turned his attention to the study of

anatomy, and during many years of per

severing labors he acquired great insight

into the fundamental processes of organic

life. The poet sought, as he himself has

said, "the idea of the animal"; and be

hold, what had till then remained closed

to all, revealed itself to the “prophetic

eye" of such an investigator. An acci

dent, it may be said, gave the conclusion

to his thoughts. One day, while on his

second Italian journey (1790), when visit

ing the Jewish cemetery in Lido, his at

tendant picked up from the sand a frac

tured ram’s-head, the single parts of

which could still be recognized. “I had

then," says Goethe, “the whole in its

most universal completeness.“

Subsequently the priority of discovery

was disputed. The first conception was

ascribed to the old magician (Bishop of

Ratisbon), Albert the Great; again, the

honor was given to the celebrated physi

cian, Peter Frank. I have proved, in an

other place, that this is not so. The only

person whose claims have any import

ance whatever is Goethe's younger con

temporary, Oken, the renowned Jena,

anatomist and zoologist. But he himself

has given August of the year 1806 as the

date of his discovery,—when, on a holi

day journey in the Hartz Mountains, he

slipped down on the steep sides of the

Ilsenstein, and suddenly saw at his feet

“the most beautiful bleached skull of a

hind." “Lifted up, turned round, looked

at, and it was done. It is a vertebral col-
’

umn ! The revelation flashed like light

ning through bone and marrow! And

since that time the skull has been a ver

tebral column.”

Oken has incontestably the merit of

first working out his thoughts scientifi

cally, and bringing the discovery to gen

eral recognition. But it is not true that

it was first revealed to him ; and though

it is certainly a remarkable coincidence

that, in both cases. an accident of a jour

ney should place the decisive object before

the eyes of an already ripe investigator,

there will still remain with the ram’s

head the honor of being instrumental in

discovering the “theory of the vertebrate

skull."

(Ta be mn/z'num’.)

'See Virchow's “Goethe als Naturforscher." pp.

61, 10:.
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LANGUAGE.-—N0. 6.

RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

THE
English language is a composite

one, being made up of a mixture of

German. Saxon, Danish, French, Greek,

and Latin elements. Britain was origi

nally settled by a people called Gaels or

Gauls, or more properly Celts. They

came from a country at that time called

Gaul, but which is now called France;

and their language was termed Gothic

or Celtic, one of the most ancient lan

guages in the world. The Celts are said

to have been descended from Gomer, the

son of Japheth, the eldest son of Noah. At

the time of their settlement in Britain,

their language was an unwritten one, for

when Julius Caesar invaded the Island

about half a century before the Christian

Era, he found the inhabitants ignorant

of letters and destitute of any history

except oral tradition, which was mostb'

in the hands of their priests, the Druids,

and which had been made into verse;

and transmitted from one generation to

another in the form of odes or songs; a

practice which has already been alluded

to.

The only thing which can extinguish

or essentially change a language is con

quest. The language of the Celts was in

time almost wholly obliterated by the

successive invasions of other nations.

The Romans under Julius Caesar made

the first conquest of the Island of Britain.

They were in possession about 500 years,

and left there in the year 446, without

having been able in five centuries to im

press their language and customs upon

the native inhabitants sufficiently to

change to any appreciable extent their

original tongue. The first invasion which

wrought any permanent change in the

language of the Island was that of the

Saxons. The Saxons entered Britain in

449. About the same time came also the

Angles and the Jutes. These all came

from the same quarter of the world—from

the continent of Europe. Of the Jutes

and their dialect but little is known.

Their number was small, and their in

fluence upon the common speech of the

country, then in the formative stage, in

significant. The Angles seem to have

been a people even more rude and barba

rous than the Saxons; they were fierce,

warlike, and enterprising; and by reason

of these qualities—qualities which have

since made their descendants the virtual

masters on both land and sea—they, al

though few in number as compared with

the Saxons, succeeded in fixing their

own name upon the conquered territory,

which was now called Angle-Land and

from which is derived the modern desig

nation—England. The languages of the

invaders were, both of them. dialects of

the Gothic or Teutonic, and their amal

gamation formed the Anglo-Saxon.

Next came the Dane, who contributed

his share toward the formation of the

national tongue, and lastly, the Norman.

The great body of the language, however,

after the invasion of the Saxons and

Angles, was Saxon-English. or as it has

usually been termed, Anglo-Saxon, and

such it continued to be for a long period

afterward, notwithstanding the additions

and alterations made by the incorpora

tion of Danish and Norman elements

subsequently. These changes in the lan

guage

[
o
f the Island were very gradually

made. The Norman appears not to have

mixed with the Anglo-Saxon very readily

at first. The court of the conqueror, as

also the courts of his descendants for

many successive reigns, heard and spoke

but little Saxon-English. This was owing

to the fact that the nobility endeavored

to mark their rank by the employment

, of a language differing from that of the

common people; that is, a tongue made

up in large proportion of Norman French,

as compared with that in use among the

people generally, and called, by way of

distinction from the latter, the King's

English. A difference of speech and a

foreign accent thus became a mark of
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aristocracy. But the lower orders, aping

the manners of the higher classes, strove

to imitate their mode of speaking, until

finally the foreign element became thor

oughly incorporated with the language

heretofore in use, so that in time the

speech of king and subject, noble and

plebeian became everywhere the same,

and was henceforth known as the English

language.

In the meantime the ancient Celtic has

been almost wholly extinguished, and ex

ists now only in certain dialects of that

tongue, sometimes heard in Wales, in the

Highlands of Scotland, and in certain

parts of Ireland; and even in these lo

calities it is rapidly dying out.

The language of Great Britain had now

become the English language. This was

about the middle of the thirteenth cen

tury. A short proclamation issued in the

year [258, in the reign of Henry III., is

usually regarded by philologists as the

first specimen of purely English compo

sition as distinguished from Semi-Saxon.

Yet Dr. Johnson declared that the Eng

lish of any period during the thirteenth

century, the best of it, would scarcely be

intelligible to modern readers. He called

it a kind of intermediate diction, neither

Saxon nor English. In his opinion, Sir

john Gower, who wrote in the latter part

of the fourteenth century, more than 100

years after the issue of the proclamation

above alluded to, was the first British

author who could properly be said to

have written English. Contemporary

with Gower was Chaucer, the father of

English poetry.

It is interesting to trace our language

through the various stages of its progress

and development from the end of the

thirteenth century down to modern times.

Edward 111., who reigned from 1326 to

1377, was the first sovereign to encourage

English composition. He himself set a

good example by making English the

language of his court, and by discontinu

ing the Norman in all law proceedings.

During his splendid reign there was a re

vival of Anglo-Saxon genius, and the Eng

lish language began a vigorous growth.

After having passed through so many

successive periods of amalgamation it

needed constructing anew. The English

language has been highly favored with

minds of rare eminence, that have

brought out the inherent power and vi

tality of their native tongue. In each

period of its growth, authors of grand

and varied styles have given it trans

parency and copiousness. They arrayed

it in garments it had not before worn, as

in their fertile brains ideas germinated

which were not stirring the minds of the

masses, as in their souls spiritual cravings

started up which were unfelt by others.

Chaucer was a living worshipper of nature,

and left the language wealthier in de

scriptions of natural objects. He was

followed by a vast assembly of poets who

have consecrated it as a temple in which

to pour forth great jubilees of song.

In the Elizabethan era of the sixteenth

century, words by thousands were natu‘ .
mined, and the language was endowed

with rare powers of intellectual and spir

itual expression. Spenser, with his ex

quisite fancy and creative genius, drew

out its fine musical harmony and the un

suspected richness of its diction. Shake

speare, the myriad-minded, developed and

improved the art of bodying forth visions

of the imagination, and of revealing in

ternal and immortal conceptions to a

perfection before unknown, and which

has not been equalled since. Milton gave

an example of the sol :mn awe with which

our language could be marshalled into

verse to unfold a drama which has human

life for its first scene, immensity for its

theatre, and eternity for its conclusion.

Thus by the minds and works of poets

was this rough, rude, and imperfect

implement refined and polished until

it mirrors forth in all their delicacy

the emotions that fill and agitate the

human breast. Bacon and Locke, earnest

seekers after truth in natural and mental

science, enlarged the phraseology of our

language to explain and elucidate ab

stract reasonings and the gathered facts

of observing and inquiring minds. After

these followed on Addison, Johnson,
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Goldsmith, and all the brilliant essayists,

satirists, wits. historians, and reformers

of that period who contributed largely- to

exhibit its keen-pointedness, its sharp

outlines, its fertile versatility, its pliant

adaptedness, bold simplicity, and strong

dignity. These were the methods and

these the means by which our language,

harsh and uncouth at first, was at length

brought to its present high state of ex

cellence and development, gradually win

hing its way by its own inherent merits

and by the richness of its literature, until

now it takes rank with the foremost liv

ing tongues of the civilized world.
“ The

English language"—observes the emi

nent philologist, Prof. Grimm,-—"pos

sesses a power of expression such as

never perhaps was obtained by any human

tongue. Its altogether intellectual and

singularly happy foundation and develop

ment, have arisen from a surprising alli

ance between the two noblest languages

of antiquity, the German‘and the R0

manesque, the relation of which to each

other is well known to be such, that the

former supplies the material foundation,

the latter the abstract notions." . . . .

"In richness, sound reason, and flexibil

ity, no modern tongue can be compared

with the English. Not even the German,

which must shake off many a weakness

before it can enter the lists with the

English."

The vocabulary of the English language

contains at present about 100,000 words,

of which the one-half are of Saxon or

Anglo-Saxon origin. About one-half of

the remaining half are from the Latin

and the modern German; leaving still

one-quarter of the whole number to be

divided between those of Greek and those

of French extraction, including also about

thirty words from the Celtic, and a few

from the Danish and various other

tongues. The names of most of the ob

jects of sense, concrete and perceptible

things, the terms which occur most fre

quently in ordinary conversation, are

Anglo-Saxon. Thus, for example, the

names of the most striking objects in

visible nature, as the sun, moon, and stars,

are Anglo-Saxon. From it too we derive

the terms which are expressive of the

affections, and of the nearest and dearest

relations; such as—falher, mother, hus

hand, 'zoife, son, dazghter, brother, sisler,

child, kindred/‘fiends, home, etc. Almost

all general terms expressive of abstract

ideas are from the Latin, while special

ideas are expressed in Anglo -Saxon.

Thus, crime, color, and mo/ion are from

the Latin, but the different species of

crime, as fhe/t, murder, lying, etc., the

different kinds of color, white, Hue, red,

also run, 111p. and some other kinds of

motion, are from the Anglo - Saxon.

Swine, ox, ralf, and sheep are Saxon; but

pork, beef, veal, and muflon are Nor

man French. As long as these existas

more animals, each is called by its Saxon

epithet; but when they become matters

of enjoyment and luxury, then each takes

on a French name.
" The superiority of

Saxon-English, or rather of Non-Latin

English," says Mr. Herbert Spencer, "con

sists in its comparative brevity and

greater flexibleness. A child's vocabu

lary is almost wholly Saxon. He says,

‘I have,’ not, ‘I possess ',
- ‘

I wish,’ not, ‘I
desire ',

-

he does not

‘

reflect,’ he
‘

think: ';

he begs not for ‘amusement,’ but for

‘play.’ He calls things

'

nice

’

or

‘

run/y,’

not ‘pleasant

’

or ‘desirable.’ Those words

which are employed to designate rank or

ofiicial station, titles, etc., such as earl,

chief, or marquis, as also the names of ar

ticles or things in use among the wealthy

and refined, such as bureau, toilet, an i

loire, parlor, etc., are of French origin.

The Latin contributes largely to the lan

guage of polite literature, and furnishes

most of the terms used in the arts and

sciences."

Of the vast number of words of which

our vocabulary consists, it is surprising

how few are in general use. To the

great majority of even educated .men.

three-quarters of these 100,000 words are

almost as
unfamiliar as the words of the

Greek or the Choctaw languages. It has

been calculated that a child uses only

about 100 words, and unless he belongs

t
o one of the educated classes, he will
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never perhaps have occasion to employ

more than 300 or 400. A distinguished

American scholar estimates that persons

of fair average education and intelligence

use not over 3,000 or 4,000 words, while

few speakers or writers employ as many

as 10,000. Even Milton, whose wealth

of words seems amazing, uses but 8,000,

and the all-knowing Shakespeare only

15,000 words.

The English language, although arrived

at a high degree of refinement, is, however,

in its orthography, and in_its written rep

resentation, almost in the primitive ideo

graphic stage. lts written words are sym

bols of ideas rather than of sounds, and

it is only after long, severe, and harassing

practice that the learner can be sure of

associating the right sound with the right

sign. The English alphabet, to begin

with, is both defective and redundant.

It is defective in the means of represent

ing certain sounds, and redundant in

that the same sound may be represented

by two ‘or more of its characters, some

times the one, and sometimes the other

of which is employed in a manner that

savors of caprice. Yet imperfect as is

our alphabet, our method of employing

it in the spelling of words is, in other

respects, much worse. The symbols com

posing it are used in such various senses,

that the mind of the learner becomes per

plexed. Digraphs must be treated as sin

gle letters, quite as much as the single

letters themselves ; for they have not the

value of a combination of letters, but of

one letter only. One philologist of some

note declares, that, viewed in this light,

the English alphabet will be found to

consist not of twenty-six letters alone,

but of more than 200! and that almost

every one of these 200 symbols varies its

meaning at times. In fact, we violate

every principle of a sound alphabetical

system more outrageously than the peo

ple speaking any other tongue whatever.

Our written characters do not correspond

to our articulations, and our spelling of

words can not be matched for irregularity

and caprice. As an example of the same

spelling with difference of pronunciation,

take the words dough, cough, lu'nmugb,

long/1, I/wug/l, through, and ougfil. Of

1 the same pronunciation as the last word,

I but spelled differently, is dug/it; but in

draught we get a different pronunciation.

and in draft again, a different spelling.

So too in rough and rufi'. But a better

example of the latter, that is of the va

riety of ways of representing the same

sound, is to be found in certain words in

which the vowel sound' heard in their

pronunciation is that of “I”; for in

stance, zyl, by, 112, [mg/1!, mfg/ll, rhyme,

:tye, guy, and life. These orthographical

difficulties beset the pupil at the very

commencement, and if it be a child, it

soon loses confidence in itself, and be

gins to rely upon the teacher, to the pre

judice of its logical faculties if it possess

any.

It may be asked just here':
“
How did

such an unfortunate state of things come

about?" That is easily explained. The

inventors of the first alphabet, the Phoe

nicians, made it, as far as they were able,

‘on phonetic principles. Although it

seems not to have been perfectly pho

netic; for perfection is a quality we can

scarcely expect in any performance of the

human intellect; yet it was more pho

netic than any of the alphabets which

have succeeded it. The Greeks obtained

the alphabet from the Phtenicians, mak

ing some changes and some addltions

thereto. If the Phoenician characters did

not represent the spoken sounds of their

own tongue with entire accuracy, they

certainly represented those of the Greek

much worse. The Romans adopted from

the Greeks the alphabet thus changed and

enlarged, making in it a few unimport

ant variations, notwithstanding which it

still remained very inadequate to the

representation of the Latin. Finally, to

make the recapitulation of what has pre

viously been said complete—the North

ern hordes of barbarians who came down

like locusts upon the Roman Empire—

all except the Sclavonic tribes, who ap

pear to have had alphabets of their own,

seizing upon Roman letters among the

other spoils with which they loaded
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,mentary sounds.

themselves, violently contorted them to LI
. . l

the representation of languages WhlCh'

differed greatly from the Latin, both in

the number and quality of their ele

Each tribe or nation

ality used the Roman alphabet after its

own fashion, and the variety of methods

thus introduced was, as may be supposed,

very great. The English language being

a composite one, made up of words and

variations of words and elements drawn

from other languages, the mode of spell

ing and writing each word was taken

along with the word itself from the lan

guage from which the latter had been

derived. Custom sanctioned the abuse,

and at the present clay we have a mode

of spelling so far removed from any ap

parent attempt to represent the sounds

of speech, that we should scarcely have

guessed there had ever been any inten

tion of doing so had we not known its

history. The present alphabet. consid

ered as the groundwork of a system of

orthography in which the phonetic prin

ciple prevails. is a complete failure.

Philologists, as well as other learned

men. have long been aware of the ab

surdities of English spelling. as well as

the inadequacy of the present alphabet

to represent the elementary sounds of

English speech, and some attempts have

been made to remedy both. There are

two ways in which improvement could

be made. The one is to make better

spelling with the alphabet we have, make

our spelling more phonetic, abolishing

all such absurdities as p-h-t-h-i-s-i-c—

tz'zir, .t-l-z-t-g-h-t—slz'le, and the like. This

improvement, as will be seen, relates to

the spelling alone, and attempts have

already been made in this direction by

our lexicographers. Dr‘.
Webster in leav

ing out the
" u" in such words as honor,

labor, fawr, etc., has done something

toward simplifying our spelling. An

other change which he made was the re

versing of the relative positions of the

vowel and consonant in the last syllable

of such words as mztre, theatre, m'tre, etc.,

making them to stand thus, meter, theater,

utter, etc.; but he did not carry this re

form to its logical conclusion. In the

classification of the letters of the alpha

bet I and r constitute a division by them

selves, and are termed liquid: ,- and any

orthographical rule which applies to

either one of these two letters applies

also to the other. So if there is any good

reason for making the change he did in

the spelling of the words above given,

the same reason exists also for making a

like change in the spelling of such words

as bible, rzjle, apple, etc., and these by the

same rule
should

be spelled hz'hel, rxfcl,

appel, and so on. It is true that in words

of the latter class in which I is the conso

nant which precedes the final vowel, the

orthography does not seem to us to be

so anomalous as in the case of words of

the former class in which its cognate r is

employed, but we think that this arises

from the fact that the words of the latter
class are so much more numerous than

the others, that we have become more

accustomed to seeing that style of spell

ing in the one case than in the other.

and have thus become more familiarized

with it, and in a manner reconciled to it.

The other method of improving the

orthography of the language contem

plates a more radical reform, no less than

the making of a new alphabet which shall,

with more accuracy than the present

one, represent the elementary sounds of

speech. This is going back to first

principles, recurring to the idea of the

inventors of the first alphabet from

which, in course of time, we have so far

departed. It would revolutionize the en~

tire written representation of the English

tongue.

More than fifty years ago a Cherokee

Indian, by name See-qua-yah, or in Eng

lish, George Guess, invented, for the repre

sentation of the dialect of his own tribe,

an alphabet which was almost perfectly

phonetic, and which was in every way a

complete success. The history of its in~

vention and the circumstances which-led

to it, as related by the inventor himself.

showing the analogy between the mental

processes of this unlettered savage and

the difierent successive phases which
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writing was made to assume by the an

cients in their attempts to form a written

language, as also the close resemblance

between the final results in the two cases,

make a narrative of exceeding interest.

' At the time of St. Clair's defeat by the

Indians, a letter, by some means, fell into

the hands of the latter, which, when the

purpose and functions of such a docu

ment became known, greatly excited their

curiosity. In their deliberations respect

ing it, the question arose, whether the

power of the Ialh'ng leaf was the gift of

the Great Spirit to the white man, or the

discovery of the white man himself, with

out such supernatural aid P Most of the

Indians were of the former opinion, while

a small minority, among whom Guess

stood prominent, maintained the latter.

Some time afterward he had an attack of

white swelling in his knee, which resulted

in a shortening of the diseased limb,

making him a cripple for life. Deprived

now of the excitements of war and the

pleasures of the chase, in the long days

and nights of his confinement, his mind

reverted to the mystery of the speaking

sized, and he thought he would try to see

if he could not himself find out a way of

making a leaf or sheet of some kind that

would talk. So, taking a piece of bark

and his hunting-knife, for he was, as yet,

ignorant of pens and ink, he set resolute

ly to work. He first made pictures of

different objects, to convey the ideas of

his own mind to others: the hieroglyphs

of the Egyptians. He soon abandoned this

method, however, as too difficult or im

possible. He then tried arbitrary signs, as

those had done. This was the ideographic

stage. But these signs soon became so

numerous that he was forced to elimi

nate the greater part of them; and when

he had gotten their number reduced to

about 200. he thought his task was nearly

accomplished. But still this was not alto

gether satisfactory, and he now began to

pay more attention to the sounds of

speech, and by doing so he was able to

make a further reduction in the number

of his signs to eighty-six. He was here

passing rapidly over into the phono

graphic stage. The thought now struck

him to endeavor to ascertain, as accu

rately as may be, the simple elementary

sounds of the Cherokee tongue, and then

to make a sign for each of them, and for

them only. He had now taken the last

step in the progress; that is, from ideo

graphy to phono-graphy; had fully ac

complished the last stage in the mental

process, and it only remained for him to

carry it out in practice. His own ear not

being remarkably discriminating, he call

ed to his aid the more acute ears of his

wife and children, from whom he de

rived great assistance, especially from a

daughter that he had, who seemed to

enter into the genius of his labors. An

alphabet of sixteen letters was now formed,

and the invention was complete.

Here, then, we have a North American

savage in his wigwam in the wilds of the

great West, with nothing but a few pieces

of bark and his hunting-knife, construct

ing an alphabet of his own tongue on

philosophical principles, passing, in a few

months, through all the mental processes

of the invention, processes exactly simi

lar to those of the ancients, but which it

required them centuries to execute, and

by a like analysis resolving vocal speech

into its ultimate elements, and arriving,

at last, at the formation of an alphabet of

letters, few in number, but representing

these elements with phonetic accuracy.

The most remarkable fact in the history

of this affair, is the correspondence in

number of the Cherokee alphabet with

that made by the Phmnicians; for that,

as we have already stated, consisted

originally of only sixteen ‘letters, the

others being added subsequently by the

Greeks. Now, we do not presume that

there is any similarity between the lan

guage of the ancient Phcenicians and the

Cherokee dialect; but in the making of

the two alphabets, this correspondence

shows an agreement between the two

parties in regard to the number, at least,

of the simple elementary sounds of human

speech.

In the year 1835, Mr. Isaac Pitman, of

Bath, England, invented a system of
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shorthand writing, entirely phonetic, and

which he called Phonography or Saund

lmnd; that is, writing by sound. This

was completely successful, and has now,

for the most part, superseded all other

systems of stenography. This suggested

to Mr. Pitman the idea of an alphabet

made on phonetic principles for the ordi

nary purposes of writing and for print

ing—Phonotypy. So he constructed an

alphabet, made up partly from the alpha

bet at present in use, some of the charac

ters changed a little; others without

change, and the addition of some new

characters. He now issues books and

pamphlets printed in the new style. This

gave rise to an agitation of the sub

ject in England, which still continues,

and is increasing. It has also extended

to this country, and phonetics have, of

late years, formed the principal topic of

interest and discussion at the annual

meetings of the American Philological

Association. -

Other phonetic alphabets have also,

since, been constructed here. The main

difficulty in .the way seems to be the want

of agreement as to what are the elemen

tary sounds of our language and the num

ber of them. Their number is variously

given at from thirty-eight to forty-two,

according to the views of the enu merator.

In the construction of a new and bet

ter alphabet, there are a few important

points to be considered and kept steadily

in view:

ist. The true and only office of alpha

betic writing is to represent faithfully and

intelligently the sounds of speech.

2d. The correct ideal of an alphabet is

one in which every sound shall have its

own unvarying sign, and every sign its

own unvarying sound.

3d. No language has ever yet had, or is

ever likely to have, a perfect alphabet.
‘

4th. An alphabet intended for general

use should not attempt to represent the

minute shades of difference in the utter

ance of vocal sounds. This would be im

practicable at any rate, in view' of the

fact that these sounds vary in different

localities; but a better alphabet would

doubtless tend to a greater degree 0!

uniformity in this regard.

5th. The Roman alphabet has now be

come so widely and firmly established

among the civilized nations of the earth,

that it can not be entirely displaced;

therefore in the making of a new alpha

bet, as many of the old characters should

be used as might be found available for

the purpose.

An altered orthography, no matter how

great its superiority over that at present

in use, would, no doubt, be offensive to

most people at first. But this is inevita

ble. Besides, it is the history of all re

forms when first introduced. \Ve feel

quite sure, however, that could a new

system of alphabetic writing be devised,

phonetic in principle, and at the same

time sensible and consistent, one possess

ing real inherent merit, it would, in a

reasonable length of time, win the hearty

preference of the mass of readers.

At the centennial convention for the

improvement of the orthography of the

English language, held at Philadelphia in

1876, Mr. Towe, principal of a grammar

school'in Norfolk, Va., in speaking of the

capacities of the colored race in the acqui

sition of knowledge, said: "They spell

naturally, in the simplest manner, and

can not be persuaded that silent letters

have any use. They spell fraud, falqgraf,

etc., and will not use the irregular forms

of our present spelling. It would be

greatly to their advantage to have a re

vised system of spelling. It would greatly

add to the facilities of education, which

the colored people need so much." An

other delegate to that convention. Rev.

Mr. Robertson, missionary to the Creek

Indians, whose dialect is much the same

as that of the Cherokees, and from whom

they have learned the phonetic alphabet

of George Guess, said: “
The young

Creek Indians learn more during the one

day's preaching in Sunday-school, by the

aid of their phonetic alphabet, than the

children of the missionaries learn during

all the rest of the week by means of the

ordinary English spelling. A pupil has

been known to learn to read phonetically
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in one day." Mr. S. V. Blakesly, for

twenty-one years an editor on the Pacific

coast, though not present in person at

that convention, in writing to it, ex

pressed the conviction that no subject in

science or art more important than that

of orthographic reform, had come before

the world within the last half century.

And such seemed to be the general opin

ion among the delegates.

An improvement in our English or

thography would, no doubt, enable hosts

of the ignorant to learn to read books

and periodicals, and immensely facilitate

the acquisition of our language by for

eigners; and without an item of injury to

our literature, would also greatly con

tribute to the intellectual advantages of

all our people.

JAMES COULTER LAYARD.

W v_i

BLARNEY CASTLE AND THE BLARNEY-STONE.

HO has not heard of the
“
Blarney

stone "P—allusion being often

made to it, when one is speaking of a

person who possesses readiness of tongue.

The Blarney-stone is related to one of

the most interesting ruins of Ireland. the

Castle of Blarney, which is situated about

five miles northwest of Cork. The-neigh

borhood, however, has a history much

older than the castle, for in the early

ages, two thousand or more years ago, it

was a place of importance to the Druids.

There those semi-barbarous people per

formed their strange rites, and relics of

their worship remain still.

The castle was built in the year 1449,

in the midst of a fertile valley on the

banks of the Comaun, a small stream.

Evidently it
was intended to subserve an

important purpose of defence in those

stormy days, as may be inferred from the

great. thickness and strength of its walls.

Several times it was the centre of sangui

nary conflict. In 1643 it was besieged

and taken by Lord Broghill; after the

Restoration, it sustained a siege by the

army of William, and was then in a great

measure demolished, together with other

fortifications that were originally very ex

tensive. Little indeed was left intact,

save the walls of the large tower or don

jon that rise about 120 feet above the

ground, and form a very prominent fea

ture in the landscape. Attached to it is the

well-wooded demesne, comprising a mir

ror-like lake and the
“
Sweet Rock Close."

Although the place has its picturesque

attractions, including the stream, and the

lake, and tower, and the little town near,

yet the chief point of interest for the visit

or centres in the stone, that, to use the

language of Father Prout in his “Plea for

Pilgrimages," "is endowed with the prop

erty of communicating to the happy

tongue that comes in contact with its

polished surface, the gift of gentle insin

uating speech, with soft talk in all its

ramifications, whether employed in vows

and promises light as air. such as lead

captive the female heart, or elaborate

mystification of a grosser grain, such as

may do for the House of Commons—all

summed up and characterized by the

mysterious term
‘
Blarney.’

"

The southern and eastern sides of the

tower are surmounted by parapets having

numerous openings, and several small

chambers, closets, and dormitories occu

py the north side from base to summit,

and are reached by a very steep, narrow,

winding stair. On top, the wall is broad

enough to make a good foot-path; and

that part of it where the famous stone is

to be seen, is held in its place by irons.

In order to reach it one must lean out

through an opening between two and

three feet wide; and the visitor who has

no assistance, can not expect to secure

the mystic influence, by an application of

his lips to the stone; to attempt that

would be to fall headlong down. One

who ascended the tower and surveyed

the prospect that it commands, says:

"There is no door left in it from the
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foundation to the top; I cautiously crept

to the edge of the wall, and while the

heath-blossoms here and there distributed

over it, that appear as if they were natural

sides of the old castle seemed to sway to products of the soil. There are shady re

and fro, I reached out to the parapet and treats that command very pleasing views

touched the stone with my finger tips; of the neighborhood. Other objects of

this is as near as I ever got to it; but I l interest to the tourist are pointed out;

have had enough. There isastone down for instance, a flight of steps, roofed in

stairs on the ground floor which is far by massive stones, that leads down to the

more convenient. and is usually substi- 5
“ inch" or island, washed by the waters

tuted for the original." I. of the Comaun. This is known as the

BLARNBY CASTLE.

For more than four hundred years this "Witch's stairs." Adjoining it is the

castle has been the sole feature of im— “Witch's kitchen." On the island stands

portance, in a cheerless, though lovely
‘
a cromlech of immense size, covered by a

landscape. At the base of the tower we

find the prisons, two gloomy, ill-ventilated

halls; a little to the west of the donjon

is the cave, a low, dark, subterranean

passage; in the immediate vicinity of the

castle is the Rock Close, an area of a few

acres of ground, tastefully laid out, with

numerous rocks covered with lichens and

‘
luxuriant growth of moss and lichens.

‘
This is a relic of the ancient Druid wor

ship, a form of devotion supposed to have

‘
been derived from the Phoenicians. The

ancient Celts probably sacrificed to Baal;

and here on this altar offered up their

victims, a thousand years or more before

. the foundations of the castle were laid.
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ROBIN AND THE

THE
following sketch by Mr. W. Cross

is not only characteristic of the

rural Scotsman, but will illustrate the

conduct of uneducated people generally

when attempting to look into
some

mat

ter of science. They are surprised, per

plexed, doubtful of the evidence of their

own senses, and naturally go away dis

satisfied:

Robin having been advised by a friend

to get his head examined by some phre

nologist, at once resolved to adopt the

suggestion, and accordingly took an early

opportunity of paying a visit to a cele

brated lady who made a profession of

giving analytical delineationsof charac

ter, and was generally admitted to be

pretty correct in her observations. When

Robin called at her lodgings he was shown

into a handsomely furnished apartment,

where for some time he had no company

but that of a few poets, philosophers, and

criminals in stucco. At length the scien

tific lady entered, accompanied by a young

man, who acted as her secretary. Bowing

to her visitor, and waiting for a mo

ment to give him an opportunity of stat

ing his business—of which, however, he

did not avail himself—she said: “I sup
pose, sir, you wish to have a chart of

your phrenological developments."

"I'm no’ very sure, mistress, what ye

mean by that; but if it's onything aboot

the charter, I may tell you just at ance,

that I'm no’ a Chartist ava. I hae brocht

a guid lump 0' a head here to see if you

can tell me what's in't; sae, if you please,

just say awa’.” I

The lady advanced pretty near to Robin,

and, taking a close survey of his appear

ance, said, "You are rather of a sanguine

or sanguine fibrous temperament, I see ”;

and, turning to her amanuensis, she di

rected him to put down :—" sanguine 5,

fibrous 4."

“I ken," said Robin, "I hae a temper

o’ my ain, but I dinna see hoo I can hae

nine 0’ them—five 0' ae kind and four 0'

anither."
" You mistake me, sir," said the phre

PHRENOLOGIST.

nologist; "it is lmperamrnt, not temper,

that I spoke of."

"Weel, I'll be hanged if I can under

stand the difference."

"Your reflecting organs are less fully

developed than those of the knowing and

observing faculties."

“Organs! I ne'er was sae hypochon

driac as to think I had onything like an

organ in my head."

"What is meant by an organ in phre

nology is not the musical instrument of

that name, but distinct portions of the

brain.”

"On, I see; maybe what ye micht ca’

whusslcs rather than organs."

"You are remarkably full in the basilar

region."

" The ashiler region ?—that should

surely be something guid. I ken that

what's ca'd ashiler wark in building is

just‘ the verra best. Rubble wark is

what they use for gavels, back wa's, and

back jams; but naething but the front is

ashiler."

"
You don't seem to comprehend what

is meant by the basilar region."
“
What does it mean, then?"

"It signifies the lower portion of the

brain, and is the seat of the animal pro

pensities."

"The animal propensities! Ye dinna

mean to say that there's ony animals in

my head?"
“
Not that, but animal propensities

feelings which animals possess as well as

men." 7

“
Ou ay, I see ye noo. Weel, I daursay

ye’re richt, for I ken l hae a guid deal 0'

the cuddy in me when I'm straikit against

the hair—but what mak' ye oot 0' them ?
"

"Why, sir, I should say that you will

be very ardent in your attachment to

the fair sex, for you have amativeness

large."
"
Ye're aff yer eggs there, mistress ; for

except Jean Brown (I mean a lass that ye

ken naething aboot) I wadna gie a smoke

o’ tobacco fora’ the women 'twixt this

and Jerusalem."
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“
The organ is large, however. Thomas,

you may put down seventeen."

"Div ye mean to tell me to my face

that I rin after seventeen 0’ them P
"

"No, no, it is the relative size of the

organ that the number denotes."

"Weel, that's just Greek and Latin to

me; but ca’ awa'."

“ Your concentrativeness and adhe

siveness are small. Thomas, you may

put them down at thirteen."

“
Tharteen ! that's a gude pickle, I think.

But I reckon there's no muckle difl'erence

aboot them. At least, for my pairt, I

dinna see what's the use 0’ sae mony odds

and ends in a body's head. But what's

next?
"

“
Destructiveness. This is about the

average size."

" Weel, what dae ye make oot 0' that?"
“ A strong feeling of resentment, and a

disposition to crush opposition. Even

something of cruelty will arise from this,

unless checked by benevolence."

"
Fegs, I hae plenty 0' that; but as for

cruelty, it ne’er was laid to my charge,

except maybe when I was a thocht owre

keen to get tryin' my hand at bluidin'

horses, stickin’ kye, or killin' swine. But

what mair?
"

" Your large destructiveness, with rather

a small development of love of life,

might make you apt in a desponding mo

ment to commit suicide."

"Me! I wadna commit suicide on a

doug. Na, na, mistress ; ye're clean

wrang there. But what bit are ye at the

noo P
"

"combativeness. Very large.

may put down eighteen, Thomas."

"Ay, what's combativeness for?"

"It inspires courage, and is the quality

that makes men capable of fighting."

"Weel,I was thinkin' sae. But I ja

louse guid fechtin' depends mair on big

neives and braid shouthers than onything

aboot the head. To be sure, if a body

was a tup it would be different. Tups

have a desperate power in the head.

"I think ye needna mind the rest 0'

my head, for I reckon the sack is like the

sample, and I hae heard aboot as muckle

as I can carry awa' at ance. Just say,

then, what I'm in your debt, and I'll be

steppin'." .

"
One shilling is the charge."

“Ay, the full charge for spaein' a’ the

head ; but ye ken ye've hardly been abune

the lugs wi' me, and ye must just charge

accordingly. There's saxpence in the

meantime, and when I come back to get

you to examine the rest 0' my head an

ither saxpence will clear scores betwixt

us."

You

MY PORTION.

VERY little of gold have I,

\Vealth and station have passed me by,

But something sweet in my life I hold,

That I would not change for place or gold.

Beneath my feet the green earth lies,

Above my head are the tender skies,

I live between two heavens; my eyes

Look out to where, serene and sweet,

At the world's far rim the two heavens meet.

I hear the whisperings of the breeze,

That sweet, small tumult amid the trees;

And many a message comes to me

On the wing of bird, in the hum of bee,

From the mountain peak and the surging sea.

E'en silence speaks with voice so clear,

I lean my very heart to hear,

And all above me and all around

Light and darkness and sight and sound

To soul and sense such meanings bring,

I thrill with a rapturous wondering.

And I know by many a subtle sign

That the very best of life is mine.

And yet, as I spell each message o'er,

I long and long for a deeper lore ;

I long to see and I long to hear

\Vith a clearer vision, a truer ear ;

And I pray with the keenest of all desire

For the lips that are touched by the altar fire.

Patience ! 0h, Soul! from a little field

There corneth often a gradous yield ;

Who toucheth His garment’: hem is healed.
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i
CASPAR Scuwnuxnzto (now An OLD ram-r).

THE FOUNDER OF THE SCHWENKFELDERS.

CASPAR
SCHWENKFELD, a con

temporary of Martin Luther, though

less familiarly known, was, like that great

man, a devoted laborer in the same great

cause—the Reformation. He was born

at Ossing, Principality of Liegnitz, Lower

Silesia, in 1490. He was educated at

Cologne, and dwelt for several years at

other universities where theology early

attracted his attention, and the writings

of the Church Fathers became his favor

ite study. He afterward visited many

German courts, and devoted some years

to the culture which, in his time, was

deemed to befit his rank, qualifying him

self for knighthood, and for becoming a

courtier. While still a young man, he

entered the service of Carl, Duke of

Miinsterberg, at whose court he heartily

embraced the doctrines of John Huss,

which doubtless shaped his after life and

labors. Bodily infirmities soon after un

fitting him for knightly duties, he left the

service of the Duke and became Coun

sellor to Frederick 11., Duke of Liegnitz,

whom he served in that capacity a num

ber of years. Theology, however, had

stronger attractions for him than affairs

of state, and he formed the acquaintance

of many theologians who were drifting

in the direction of the Reformation. He

withdrew from the ducal court, and was

chosen a Canon of the Church. He was

attracted by the preaching of Luther,

after the latter had separated from the

Church of Rome; and, coming to an

agreement with him on the issues raised

against that Church, he renounced his
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Canonship, as he felt in conscience

bound, and thenceforth for thirty-six

years with voice and pen exhorted men

to repentance and godliness.

Though naturally not inclined to con

troversy, he nevertheless stoutly main

tained his views when controversy was

inevitable, and hence he soon came to

differ with the great Reformer on sev

eral doctrinal points, chief among which

were those related to baptism, the eucha

rist, the effieacy of the Divine Word, and

the human nature of Christ. Earnestly

desiring harmony rather than polemic

discussion, and hoping that an inter

change of opinion would lead to an

agreement, he sought a personal inter

view with Luther, and laid before him

his views. They parted in friendship,

'but a subsequent letter in answer, closing

with characteristic sharpness, proved his

mission to have been fruitless.

Altogether, Schwenkfeld tended in his

doctrines toward the practical rather

than toward the mystical, while he

placed much stress upon purity of heart

and life, and less upon dogma and cere

mony. He maintained that the former

were greatly retarded by thethen preva

lent teachings of even the reformers, es

pecially with reference to justification by

faith, and the denial of free-will, and of

the merit of good works. His life was

one of unremitting toil. Besides preach

_ing he carried on an extensive corre

spondence with men of learning and rank

throughout Germany and Switzerland,

and wrote many books and pamphlets,

several editions of which were published

-—one in 1592 in
four large quarto vol

umes.

A spirit of deep and fervent piety per

vades his writings. His opponents ac

corded him the praise of possessing great

learning combined with modesty, meek

ness, piety, and a loving spirit. He died

in the city of Ulm, December 10, 1562,

leaving a name unmarred by any charge

save that of heresy, which had been raised

partly on account of his distinctive doc

trines, and partly in common with the

other reformers.

Theestablishment of an independent

church was never a wish of Schwenk

feld's, yet many clergymen, noblemen,

and other learned and influential men in

Silesia and throughout Germany em

braced his views, and for a time his ad

herents (most of whom became such after

his death) enjoyed the public ministra

tion of the Gospel in many of the

churches, not as a distinct sect, but as a

part of the Reformed Church in its larger

sense. But this prosperity was short

lived. State reasons alienated the favor

of the Protestant princes, and thence

forward the history of the Schwenkfeld

ers (first so called in derision), runs par

allel with that of thousands of sincere

worshippers of different faiths—the Pil

grims, the Quakers, the Huguenots, and

the Moravians, who yearned for freedom

from the bonds of religious tyranny.

Ridicule, slander, and severe persecution

were heaped upon them, and coercive

measu'res applied to force them back into

a faith they abhorred. To increase the

horror of the situation, they were forbid

den to sell their property, or under any

pretext to leave the country, and severe

penalties were threatened against those

who should in anywise assist their escape.

Amid all these persecutions, without

churches, without organization, robbed

largely of their books, they had, for over

two centuries, maintained their faith and

their worship in the Fatherland until

1726, when upward of one hundred and

seventy families escaped at different

times by night, leaving behind them all

their property except what they could

carry on their backs, or trundle along on

wheel-barrows, and found shelter under

the ruler of a Saxon province. In 1734.

by the advice of friends in Holland, and

of earlier emigrants, about forty families,

having sought and obtained permission

from the sovereign of Great Britain to

settle in the American provinces, em

barked and landed at Philadelphia, on

the 22d of September, subscribed allegi

ance to George II. the next day, and ob

served the 24th as a day of Thanksgiving.

The anniversary of this day has been
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regularly kept, with religious services, by

their posterity for a hundred and fifty

years, and its coming the present month

will witness the celebration of their Ses

qui-centennial.

The Schwenkfelder immigrants settled

in the southeastern counties of Pennsyl

vania—Philadelph ia, Montgomery, Berks,

and Lehigh, where their descendants,

numbering probably 2,000 to 2,500, are

still mainly living. They are among the

most upright, peaceable, and thrifty citi

zens of their State; many of them re

semble in character the "peace-loving

Quakers.” Their literature is almost ex

clusively in the German language, and in

that tongue are conducted about three

fourths of their religious services, though

the English is gaining. Of their blood

are Gen. john F. Hartranft, of Philadel

phia, twice Governor of Pennsylvania;

Judge Heydrick, of Venango County, and

Ex-State Senator William A. Yeakle, of

Montgomery County, Pa., who are not

ashamed of their Schwenkfelder origin,

but show their faces in grateful testimony

thereto, joining in good-fellowship on

Memorial-day. s. G.

>>Wi;~ 0 .7‘ 4
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HILDREN sometimes acquire a hab

it of crying if things displease them ;

and learn from practice that screaming

produces the desired result. This is very

irritating to a mother's nerves, and she

frequently yields against her better judg

ment. That fault was corrected in a lit

tle friend of the'writer’s, by the mother

quietly remarking, "Well, Florence,

screaming won't make me alter my de

cision; but if you care to scream, I don't

know that I object greatly, because it

develops the lungs, and is healthy. As

you are generally a quiet child I présume

it is necessary that something should be

done to expand the chest. So for that

you have my permission." The noise

stopped immediately. She did not care

to be doing something useful while in a

passion. After that, whenever the crying

began, a quiet remark, "that screaming

was healthy," brought silence at once.

She laughs at this story at this present

day, and says: "It was horrible to tell

me that. No child would scream after

such a remark." The mother thought so

at the time.

\Vhile reasoning with a child is better,

yet corporal punishment is not to be dis

approved entirely. Many children are so

constituted that a \\ holesome fear of the

rod is actually necessary, but it should

not be used so frequently as to lose its

terrors.
"
Familiarity breeds contempt."

Never strike a child on the head.

“
Boxing the ears," as it is called, frequent

ly produces deafness, and permanent in

juries are sometimes inflicted. Life is so

hard, success so diflicult, that we need all

the faculties unimpaired to get along;

and where one has to enter life handi

capped, defeat is almost certain. Mis

takes, embarrassments, and great per

sonal suffering are sure to follow. There

fore, I repeat, don't strike a child on the

head with the hand, and never while in

a passion.
'

If a child deserves punishment for an act

of positive disobedience, it deserves it just

as much two hours afteras at the moment.

The fault remains the same. It is a good

plan to let the child know that the pen

alty for that offence is to follow, and give

it time to think it over. Send it to its

room and let it remain in solitude awhile.

Give yourself time to cool and judge how

much of the offence was deliberate and

how much accidental. Thoughtlessness

is not to be overlooked, but accidents

happen to the best-regulated minds.

Children have as keen asense of jus

tice as an adult. They can't express it
,

but they feel it. They know when they

have done wrong. After two or three

hours have been passed in reflection and

anticipation by the culprit, and in reason

ing by the parent, then’ the latter can ap-_

proach and say, "You know I told you
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not to do this thing. You have disobeyed

your mother, your loving mother, who

has done so much to make you happy,
'

worked so hard while you were playing

or sleeping, sacrificed so much for you.

You are ungrateful. Now you have done

this wickedness (telling a lie or stealing,

say). What am I to think of you? Is

this the result of all my labor and teach

ing? A disobedient, ungrateful child.

You mortify me, that I have brought up

a child that is capable of descending so

low; I am ashamed to be your mother.

I promised you a whipping; I shall give
it to you. I don't wish to do this, but

you compel me to whip my own child.

How cruel of you." Then let the pun

ishment follow, short, sharp, and decis

ive. It is not necessary to lengthen out

the agony till patience and penitence

cease, and indignation arises. The child,

most likely, is in a repentant mood. The

mother's words have had their effect.

He sees himself through her eyes, and

he feels the punishment is merited. He

won't rebel unless it is so brutally in

_flicted that nature rises in protest. A

child in that mood will bear a good deal,

but woe to that parent who so loses con

trol of herself as to lose sight of reason

and prudence.

As I said before, don't strike a child

with the hand; a little switch of rattan is

better. The reason is a philosophical one.

The hand tells a great deal. It gives out

of the feelings of the heart. How sooth

ing is the mother's hand to a suffering

child ! How its gentle magnetism calms

the disturbed. nervous system, as it glides

softly and tenderly over the little form.

It relieves the aching head, soothes the

disturbed spirit, brings ease and comfort

as it drives away pain. How often a

cordial grasp of the hand gives sympathy

to an aching heart! The feelings of the

heart pass out through the hand as truly

as the thoughts of the soul through the

eyes. That being the case with the feel

ing of love. shall we deny that feeling of

hatred or temper flows through the same

channels? Strike a person in a passion

and you strike passion into him. In a

minute the person is in the same state of

feeling as yourself. Therefore, if a switch

is used, it does not respond so readily to

every feeling, and the culprit gets the

benefit without the ill results. Besides

that, the hand guided by passion is very

heavy, more so than one could imagine

till he has felt it. I once knew a lady,

a well-meaning woman too, who fre~

quently whipped her little girl with her

hand. Once she playfully struck my arm.

I was astonished at the weight of that

small member. It made the tears start

to my eyes. My heart actually melted in

pity, when I thought how many times

that heavy hand had descended in pas

sion on that little trembling form. No

switch in the world would do so much

damage as that was capable of. It might

be more‘painful at the moment, as it

would tingle and smart, but there was

small likelihood of lasting ill effects.

I know a gentleman at this present

day whose father, a Methodist deacon.

seemed to think that mischief and ob

stinacy could be pounded and knocked

out of a boy. So when his parental au

thority was thwarted, he proceeded to

knock his son down, till at length the

boy's brain began to show the effects.

It took years for nature to replace and

build up what the father had injured.

And now, at this date, he, a man of forty

five, finds that the dull, torpid feeling he

suffered from as a boy, is beginning to

trouble him. It will probably continue

to do so till the end of life. When he

was growing, nature was working in his

favor; but now that he is beginning to

go down the hill of life, nature has

stopped building and the old injury shows

itself.

One special point parents should re

'member: never apologize in a child's

presence for a fault they have commit

ted. Let the child apologize for itself

and bear the responsibility. It is a great

mistake for a parent to try to excuse or

shield a child. The mortification one

experiences in being obliged to face the

consequences of his own acts. and the

humiliation of his pride in making apol
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ogy, is a very effective and salutary les

son, and is never forgotten.

I have known a mother who, when her

little son would bring home a toy or

trinket that he had picked up in a neigh

bor's house, quietly carry it back and say

nothing to the child, lest she should

wound his feelings. That boy grew up

to be a thief, and spent several years in

a reform school. It was the mother's

fault.

I knew another case, where a little fel

low, only three years of age, picked up

an apple that had fallen from a grocer's

stand. divided it with a companion, and

ate it. The mother learning the fact,

talked to him of the wickedness of steal

ing, took the child to the grocer, made

him confess his fault, and then taught

him the little couplet:

“
It is a sin to steal a pin,

Much more to steal a greater thing."

That treatment proved effectual. The

mortification and shame were so great to

his infant mind, that never again was he

tempted to take a thing belonging to

another. That mother was wise —she

nipped the fault in the bud, and it never

sprouted again. Once, when the same

boy was about fourteen years old, and

was occupying the position of errand

boy, in a down-town office, the proprietor

thinking to test him, bought some nuts

and sat eating them, occasionally saying :

“
Do you like nuts. Joe? Nuts are very

nice at this season," but not offering any.

The boy's pride was touched at what he

considered shabby treatment, and on his

return home, he mentioned it to his

mother.

She understood the case, and giving

him some money said:
“
Go and get a

quart, sit down and eat every one of them.

Fortify your stomach so that you can re

sist temptation. To-morrow you will feel

no desire for them. He is trying to test

your honesty."

He did as advised, and some of his

employer's nuts lay on the desk till they

were covered with dust. The boy never

touched them, and the tempter was con

vinced of his rectitude, so far as nuts

were concerned.

As a child approaches maturity, the

parent should try in every way to win

their full confidence, especially in those

little personal matters that young folks

generally keep to themselves. They may

feel sure of their love, but they want

more than that: they should have their

confidence and trust, full and unwavering.

Young girls standing

"
On the brink with trembling feet,

Where womanhood and childhood meet,"

have many new and perplexing emotions.

They are swayed by impulses and feel

ings they do not understand. Life is be

coming a new revelation to them. There

is an actual timidity and shamefacedness

at the discovery of these new emotions.

They know not what to think of them

selves. They talk freely with their com

panions and compare notes, but they

"hate to talk to mother." They feel

they can't speak to her, they are ashamed.

It is a critical period in a girl's life.

Mothers should then do the wooing.

Talk to their girls in a confidential way;

tell them how they felt at their age; con

fess the mistakes they made, and ac1

knowledge the blunders. Let the daugh

ters know that the mothers were, and

still are, human, and can sympathize in

their little tribulations. The mother

should come down to the daughter's level

and put herself on an equality with her.

In a short time the heart and confidence

of the daughter are won, and the mother's

fears, if she ever had any, are gone for

ever.

Then comes the reward, mutual con

fidence and love. They are no longer

mother and daughter; they are friends,

companions, sisters. Each goes to the

other with all her troubles or pleasures;

asks and receives advice. Together they

talk over affairs, consult ways and means,

decide what is best for both, and com~

fort and console each other; both will

ingly and gladly sacrificing self. The

mother, who had done it so long, is sur

prised to find the daughter insisting on
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being the one to yield. It is a novel feel

ing, and very pleasant.

Then, what pleasure they have at times,

what sports and frolics, laughing like

children, and enjoying themselves as

much. How satisfying to know there is

one true heart that is all your own; that

can never change; yours forever and ever.

Happy mother, happy daughter! No

fears now that when another and differ

ent love comes, mother will be shoved

aside and forgotten. She can never be

displaced. The new love may come, but

the old will remain. She is not going to

lose her daughter by marriage. She will

gain a son. MRS. 101m SIEGEL.

OUR ANGEL Bot

HE came in morning's glow,

A bud of gracious promise fair ;

He filled our home with loving light,

Sorrow had vanished with the night,

The day no dismal tokens bare—

Our hearts seem‘d blesséd so.

So beautiful he came ;

“(ere one and all put quickly by

The days of dread and weary pain ;

He turned them all to precious gain ;

joy filled the mother‘s wistful eye,

And love’s devoutest flame.

He came, a comfort sweet ;

Heaven's gift, our grateful hearts how blestl

To speak of loss-the thought were wild—

I]: could not die, our darling child l

Yet 'twas the Giver's strange behest,

Oh, little life—so fleet I

So beautiful—and now

Our boy is gone. At close of day

His cherub soul ascended where

Eternal gardens blossom fair.

Those wide, deep eyes smile far away,

The casket lieth low.

Weep not, sad mother pale :

He knoweth best,—our Lord above.

His Providence may frowning seem,

Behind the clouds His mercies gleam.

Our boy smiles in eternal love,

Beyond the starry veil.

yuly 25, X884. 8. 8. D.

DELIA AND BLANCHE—A PICTURE FROM Lll-‘E.

I.

THE GERANIUM.

“OFLwhatabeautiful
geranium !" said

Delia, as she gently drew her mam

ma to that end of the veranda where,

arranged on an elegant stand, several

choice plants breathed their fragrance

around; "it is full of blossom. I wish

it were mine. What an ornament it

would be to the window of my room !
"

"And if you did possess it, my dear,

how many days would it retain its beauty P‘

These things require constant care, and

to be regularly watered ; one or two days

of forgetfulness—for which I have so often

to reprove you—and it is destroyed."
" Indeed, indeed. mamma, I will attend

to it most carefully; this once, at least,

you shall see that I will not merit re

proof."

"You shall then possess it, my love;

but remember your promise."

With a glowing cheek and light heart

Delia took the plant. She carried it to

her room, and placed it in the recess of

a little gothic window. Every morning

she visited it, watered it, looked over

every leaf to see that no insect might

lurk to destroy its beauty, and carefully

plucked every withered leaf. She placed

it under shade from the intensity of the

sun, and at night cautiously took it in,

lest a sudden breeze should break or dis

compose its lovely branches.

"My Delia has then been true to her

promise," said Mrs. Provost, when she

visited her daughter’s room; and she

had all that time every reason for the

encouragement of such an opinion. But

temptation had not yet put Delia's con

stancy to a test.
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On the week following, her aunt ar

rived. She came to pass the autumn,

and brought Delia, among other toys

and articles of amusement, a very beau

tiful wax doll.

Delia received it with much pleasure.

Every piece of satin, lace, or cambric

was instantly put in requisition, and her

mamma’s advice and assistance called in

aid for the preparation of its wardrobe;

and “Miss Diana," for that was the name

she gave her new waxen baby, was speedily

and elegantly attired.

For nearly a week, from the time of

her rising in the morning until the hour

of repose, only deducting the regular

hours for lessons and her evening walk,

Delia was constantly employed with her

new treasure. The geranium was for

gotten. In vain did its improving and

flourishing beauty appear to call her at

tention- as she tripped past it; the doll

alone—its frocks, slips, petticoats, bon

nets, caps, and polonaises—filled every

thought and occupied every moment.

No morning came but it was carefully

dressed ; no evening arrived that she did

not undress it and lay it cautiously in its

cradle; while the geranium, unattended,

unwatered, and neglected,gradually faded,

and its beautiful, green-velvet leaves be

came parched and withered.

“And the geranium, Delia?
"
said Mrs.

Provost, impressively, when her daughter

went, as usual, to receive her caress pre

viously to retiring for repose,—-“ the ger

anium?”

Delia started. She ran to the gothic

window; the geranium had withered,

and dry branches and scattered leaves

were all that remained !

Delia’s heart swelled with remorse and

self-reproach; she threw herself on the

sofa, and, covering her face with her

frock, wept bitterly.

"
Well. Delia," said her mamma, "what

have you to say for the entire disregard

of the promise you made me? Had you

not entreated me to present you with

this once beautiful plant, it would still
i

Remember with ihave been beautiful.

what ardor you requested it; yet your

aunt no sooner presented you with a

doll than it became an object of com

plete indifference—neglected, and, by that

neglect, destroyed! Remember, Delia,

avariable character can never be respect

able; it renders its possessor at once con

temptible to those around them and a

misery to themselves. Yet to this you

have added falsehood."

“Indeed, mamma," sobbed Delia, “I
am sincerely sorry; forgive me, and I

will never "—
"
Pause, my child, and reflect on what

you are going to say. Let it be, rather,

that you will endeavor to avoid offending

in future. Had you not promised as

earnestly that you would, at least in this

one instance, not deserve reproof, you

would have avoided the falsehood which

will deprive you of my esteem until I

have some excellent reason for restoring

it again to you."

So saying, Mrs. Provost left her daugh

ter to her tears and to reflections of a

nature by no means pleasing. And when

Delia pressed her pillow that night, she

formed many a plan for a change of

character and the regaining of her mam

ma’s esteem and affection.

II.

THE GAZELLE.

“
What is that which lies on the lawn P

"

said Mrs. Provost, as she stood at the

drawing-room window, to the gardener,

who was arranging some shrubs ;
“
it

appears to me like a white cambric hand

kerchief which the rain has drenched and

soiled."

The article in question was brought.
“ It is a doll's frock—Miss Delia's, mad

am," said the gardener.

“And where is your doll?" said Mrs.

Provost, when Delia came at her call.

Delia blushed deeply. The question

was repeated.

" Mamma, its arm is broken."

“
Fetch it to me."

The doll was brought. Its prettily

turned arm had been crushed by some
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heavy article having been placed upon l

it; and the same accident had flattened

the nose and broken in part of the neck.

"How has this occurred?"
“ Mamma, it was lying on the sofa in

my room; Iwent hastily to fetch some

shells to go on with the grotto, and for

getting it was there, I stood my little

cabinet on it and crushed it."

“Ah, Delia, Delia ! The geranium neg

lected for the doll; the doll forgotten

for the grotto! Who can depend upon

so fickle a nature?

"I think," continued Mrs. Provost,

“
that the sum which your aunt laid out

on this toy for your gratification was

about ten dollars, and at least three

dollars have been expended in its dress—

this makes thirteen dollars. And all

this has been worse than thrown away

upon a thoughtless, careless little girl who

never dreams how many poor, hungry

children it might have fed; how many

sinking hearts it might have cheered

among the many sufferers who are now

pining in want and sorrow! Do you

remember, Delia, the hut we visited to

gether? Well, the sum you have thus

disgracefully wasted would have support

ed the whole of that numerous family for

more than a fortnight l
"

Delia sank on her knees; she hid her

face in her mamma's lap and wept aloud ;

but she dared not promise, for she felt

that she did not deserve her mother's

confidence.

The last arch of the grotto was com

menced, when it was thrown aside, for a

beautiful tame gazelle was presented to

her by her papa.

Delia was delighted ; but as she placed

her hand on its neck, she glanced at her

mamma, who bent upon her a penetrat

ing look of mingled inquiry and reproof.

“ No, dear papa, I can not accept it."

"And why, Delia?
"

"
Because I am afraid."

"Of what, Delia?" said her mother;

“
assuredly not that you shall neglect it !

Take it, my girl, and give us a proof to

the contrary."

Delia took the riband attached to the

little ornamental collar which was round

its neck. She patted, she caressed it

she formed the best of resolutions: fed

it constantly ; gave it fresh hay for its

bed, and was delighted to play with it on

the lawn, or to see it run after her through

the grove, and drink at the fountain.

Some months—yes, months elapsed—a

long time for Delia to be interested in the

same object. Her mamma was pleased,

and hoped that Delia was acquiring a

good degree of steadiness.

It was a lovely spring; every tree put

forth its blossom, and the little wood

land choristers again warbled from their

branches. Delia's beloved companion,

her chosen friend, hcr Blanche, came to

pass some weeks with her. This would

be a festival, indeed, for there was no one

she loved so well. A beautiful pleasure

boat gliding over the broad, clear pond,

and many hours of diversion and recrea

tion were passed therein by the young

friends. Delia was all animation, for the

boat‘was a novelty; it was painted and

gilded, with cushioned seats, and a canopy.

“Did you not hear a moan P" said

Blanche, laying her pretty white hand on

Delia's arm, as they were tripping past

the little outbuilding which Delia had

chosen for her gazelle's nightly habita

tion; " did you not hear a moan, Delia ?
"

Delia started. She felt in her reticule

for the key ; it was not there.

“Julia, fetch the key from the dressing

table."

Julia returned: "It is not there, Miss."
“
lt must be on the window-sill of my

room, then," said Delia.

“ No," replied Blanche, “I should have

seen it there this morning."

Julia ran to the room, the moans be

coming fainter.

Delia stamped her feet in agony.

"Oh 1 my poor Fidele ; for more than

four days he has never once entered my

imagination !
"

"Indeed!" said Blanche, turning pale.

"
can that really be true? My dear girl,

how could you be so thoughtless?
"

Poor Fidele—her papa's welcome pres

sent. her once-cherished favorite, her
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little playmate—lay panting and expiring;

its innocent eye turned up to her face,

seemed to say, "How could you be so

cruel as thus to forget me P
"
She leaned

over him in agony; her tears fell upon

him; he licked her hand and expired!

Delia became gloomy and cheerless ; in

vain did the soothing voice of Blanche

seek to console her; in vain did she offer

gentle advice for the future. She dread

ed her mamma's investigating glance, her

papa's inquiry; their presence, formerly

so delightful, was now irksome to her.

Delia possessed all that favoring for

tune could bestow to render her happy;

no comfort was wanting, no wish left un

gratified ; yet from the vacillation of her

nature, she became at once miserable

and the object of contempt and reproba

tion. Had she taken Blanche’s good ad

vice, and formed a steady resolution to

alter her conduct, she might yet have

been happy; but Delia was too much

averse to endeavor.

Blanche was naturally fond of study;

she already began to excel on the piano;

her drawings were tasteful and correct.

An intelligent and indulgent father had

supplied the means for making her edu

cation as complete as her heart was

affectionate and amiable and her person

lovely.

Delia both loved and admired Blanche ;

she would fain have imitated her, but she

had not sufficient decision to pursue any

of those branches in which she could have

excelled long enough to acquire profi

ciency. Her embroidery was thrown aside

for drawing, and she began to guide the

pencil with some degree of success when

she fancied she would like to apply her

self for a time wholly to music; then,

after a few days, her piano was neglected

for the guitar, and that, ultimately, for

some other incitement of variety.

As Delia's years matured, her errors

strengthened, and although her parents

secured her a wealthy alliance, yet she was

not happy. Delia had an elegant estab~

lishment—her table was covered with

delicacies; her wardrobe was expensive

and superb; while thousands around her

were perishing with cold and hunger.

She had the means of rendering many

such beings happy, and that without

sacrificing a trifle from the luxuries she

enjoyed. .

She did, indeed, sometimes think that

she should not dislike to become a bene

factress, and be spoken of as highly be

nevolent; but something always hap

pened to prevent carrying this good

intention into effect. And without one

hour of true self-consciousness, or one

sincere companion, Delia still continued

to vegetate amid the luxuries surrounding

her. MRS. EMILY LOMER.

(T0 be continued.)

THE TEST OF FITNESS.

DEEPLY learned, fresh from school,

Comes my all-accomplished daughter !

Newly freed from bookish rule,

Say, what wisdom have they taught her P

’Ologies I care not for,

Mystic science, classic lore,

So she be but skilled enough in

Homely arts to bake my muffin.

Knows she, as her mother knew,

Recipes and quaint directions :

How to bake, to boil, to stew

Dainty foods and nice confections ?

Or, as others of her sex,

Born and nurtured but to vex,

Scarcely knows she of such stuff in

Nature as unbaked muffin ?

Have they trained her to pursue

Pastimes merely ornamental P

And, with princely retinue,

To expend a Rothschild's rental P

Can she nothing do but dance,

Paint on china, dream romance P

\Vell, perhaps I grow too rough in

Expectation of my muflin.

Come then, pretty maid, at once

Prove my jealous fears unfounded.

Make me own myself the dunce,

All my gibes on envy grounded,

Yet, one warning word believe,

Mind of man can naught conceive

So unconquerably tough, in

Human ken, as half-cooked muffin.

A DYSPEPTIC.



THE MIND CURE.

THE
growth of belief in mind and faith

f

cures is something phenomenal, and

with it is signalized the rise of a newl

school of medicine whose strength is far

from realized by physicians of the drug

schools. To be sure, every cultured

practitioner is ready to admit the im

portance of mental condition in the

treatment of disease; but not one in a

hundred is willing to admit that persons

suffering from acute and chronic disease

may be cured by a state of the mind, and

without any assistance of the prescriber.

There are dozens of people, men and

women, who practice the mind cure

some of them having attained consider

able eminence for success; but the sys

tem practiced is not easy of explana

tion—perhaps can not be extricated

altogether from the domain of mystery.

A writer in the Boslon Yournal has de—

voted two or three columns to the sub

ject, and endeavors to enlighten the

readers of that newspaper with regard

to its nature. He says :

“
Even those who have studied it long

est admit that they do not comprehend

its full force, and are unable to describe

the exact method of the healing process.

The process is essentially a spiritual work.

It is held that there is a part of us that

is never sick, and this part is mentally

worked upon so as to control the sick

person's consciousness, and this destroys

the sickness, for ‘mind cures matter.’

A disciple of this school is sick—no, he

is not sick, for that is something which

he will not admit; he has a belief that he
'

is sick; he then says mentally to the re

bellious body, ‘What are you? You have

no power over me; you are merely the

covering given to me for present pur

poses; it is an error to suppose that I am

sick; I recognize the great truth that I

myself, my individuality, my personality,

my mind, can not be sick, for it is im

mortal, made in the image of God, and

when I recognize the existence of that

truth there is no room left for the exist

ence of error; it is unequivocally proved

that two things can not occupy one and

the same place ; error can not exist in the

same place with truth, therefore error is

not in existence, and I am therefore not

sick.’ And the mind thus utterly ignor

ing the existence of error. of sickness,

keeps matter in a state of health. 1t is

not similar to will power, for will power

admits the existence of sickness, but

drives it away by the superior force of

the will, while the mind cure denies the

existence of sickness, and instead of con

quering merely ignores it entirely. It is

not similar to faith cure, for faith relies

on the action of an outside power, the

God-power, while the mind cure relies

entirely on the power, or more properly

speaking healthfulness, of the individual's

own mind.

"Many and remarkable cures are said

to have been performed by this mental

healing process. The practitioners them
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selves say little about them; they are

reticent to an unusual degree on this

matter except when talking to their own

followers, and declare that they do not

wish to advertise the doctrine in any

way. Their patients, however, tell mar

vellous stories. One young girl, for in

stance, had been sick for twelve years,

unable to leave her room; a lady mind

practitioner treated the girl, and in a

short time she was able to go out, and

now is apparently in the best of health.

Another lady, who is only a student in

the doctrine, suffered for years with the

severest rheumatism. She became con

vinced of the truth that mind rules mat

ter, and declaring to herself, ‘I have no

rheumatism; I have only believed that I

had rheumatism; how can I, my im

mortal self, be ill, that is, be in error?

1 am not sick,’ convinced herself that

she did not have rheumatism, and since

then has not suffered the least. This

case, like many others, is one in which

there is no motive for telling anything

except the truth, as the self-curer is not

engaged in the practice of mental healing,

and is moreover a lady highly esteemed

in the social circle where she moves. At

Quincy Market are a number of market

men who willingly testify as to the re~

sults of this treatment. One man said:

‘I suffered for weeks with the most

acute rheumatism, and any one who has

had that knows how painful it is; I put

myself under the mind doctor's treat

ment and he cured me completely.’

"The cures are not confined to such

light cases as transitory pains, but are

claimed to effect contagious and hered

itary diseases as well, in fact every kind

of ill to which mortal man is susceptible.

One patient had a limb so diseased that

it had turned black; three doctors were

consulted, and decided that it must be

cut off, but a mind doctor held otherwise,

and after a longer treatment than usual,

for the case was severe, brought the limb

back to its perfect condition. In Charles

town resides a gentleman whose eyes

were covered with cataracts, and who

had been told by one of the most emi

nent eye-doctors of this city that he

would be blind, that nothing could help

him. The patient went to a mind doc

tor—at that time being so blind that he

could not read the signs on the streets

through which he passed—and in a few

weeks both cataracts had disappeared.

Another lady in Medford, after a treat

ment of 125 sittings, was relieved of an

even worse blindness ; the cataracts grad

ually disappeared, and life returned to

the eye. Cases of diphtheria, ulceration

of the brain, cancer, asthma, indigestion,

congestion of the brain, fever, were cured

by the influence of the mind. In many

of these cases the patient had been given

up by the doctors of the regular s'chool ;

in fact, it was a common saying of Dr.

Quimby, the founder of the mind school,

that people would send for him and the

undertaker at the same time, and the

one who got there first would have the

case.

"The method of treatment is a simple

one, and likely to try the faith of the pa

tient to the utmost. It consists in sitting

quiet and doing nothing. The practi

tioner faces the person who believes him

self sick, for about half an hour, silently

communing in his own mind the same as

he would do in case he himself was sup

posed to be ill, or else explaining to the

patient what the truth really is in regard

to his disease. This is all that is neces

sary. Sometimes a harmless, outward

application is made, merely to give the

patient confidence, since the test of belief

is hard when nothing is apparently done;

but this has no bearing upon the method

of curing.

"In Boston there are four schools of

this system, and all of these hold as their

fundamental idea that disease does not

come from God. and that He has nothing

to do with its perpetuation, but that it is

one of the errors of man which can be

cured by truth; the application of this

truth is not by faith, but by an intelligent

understanding. The schools, however,

disagree in regard to later developments,

i'some
claiming to be further advanced

I than the others."
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TRICHlNOSlS-—N0 2.

T is believed that intestinal trichina:

not only deposit their young in the

alimentary canal, but that the latter

spread to and through the connective

tissue. It happens, also, that a single

embryo may pass by means of the blood

currents into the muscles. The size and

appearance of the embryos remain un

changed during migration, and the first

change is observed after the worm has

reached the fasciculi, and then taking on

a condition of repose. The fasciculus,

which is generally occupied by the para

site, is not left to conjecture. as some em

the entrance upon complete rest, such

rapid growth that the worm will, in the

time of ten to twelve days, become a fully

formed and matured muscle trichina.

As soon as the internal organs are

formed, the worm increases in length

rather than in breadth, and assumes a

slender appearance, at the same time

becoming bent and curved, and finally

going into the irregular spiral position.

By the microscope can now be seen the

difference of the sexual organs in the

male and female.

During migration the trichina: may be

Fig. ai.—Fuu.v DEVELOPED WORM—FEMALE (Mmmmzn‘.

bryos are always seen in the fibres, and

we are enabled to follow them step by

step through the changes they undergo,

until they reach their full development as

muscle trichina:

The nuclei of the capillary vessels also

change to some extent through distribu

tion of the inflammatory products. The

blood-vessels are enlarged and elongated,

taking a circoid form as the embryo eats

its way through the fasciculus.

It is known that the oval corpuscles,

or muscle nuclei, may contain deposits of

Fig. 72.—FIRST TRACE or CAPSULE.

excrement. This is supposed to be due

to the parasites retaining their previous

activity : but the same thing occurs with

the cestoides and other helminths after

reaching their future restingplace where

they fall into a condition of repose for

the growth of the body and differentia

tion of the organs. Now begins, with

seen in all stages from those just arrived

in the tissues to those measuring 0. 7 01.01.

in length and completely coiled. In

these cases generally the slender end of

the worm is more closely coiled than the

posterior part generally as it lies in the

periphery of the coil (Fig. 22).

On the thirty-third day after infection,

the trichina lies in a tubular sheath that

contains the parasite and granular matter

with the oval muscle nuclei. The cavity

may be long and slender, or short and

Fig. 23.—ENCAPSULATKD TRlCHlNA—»AD\'ANCID Stu-x.

thick, and granular substance may fill the

whole space as is seen in Fig. 22.

In other cases, sometimes, the tubular

cavity is to be seen with a well-defined

constriction at either end, and has only

scattered masses throughout the tube:
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this constriction is the first trace of the
|
close observation capsules with primary
1

capsule, or it consists of a deposit of

clear substance in the inside of the sheath

in the form of an ellipse, as seen in Fig. 23.
i

The first trace of the capsule of the mus

cle trichina is produced by a peripheral

Fig. z4.—Plscz OF Muscut wrru TRICHINA.

consolidation of the contents of the alter

ed sarcolemma sheath.

In forty to fifty days the trichina: lie in

a clear space of about 0.4 to 0.5 mm. long,

and are inclosed at the extremities, and

having a clearly defined outline, the tu

bular portion of the sheath disappears,

and in its place is seen only a line of con

nective tissues, rich in granules, abutting

against the end of the connective tissue

inclosure; but without a knowledge of

the previous condition nothing abnormal

would be suspected (Fig. 23).

Fig. 24 shows the encapsulated trichina,

the sarcolemma sheath, and the cell pro

liferation, after the injection of acetic or

picric acid into the connective tissue en

velope, and in Fig. 25 we have a view of

the rich network of capillary blood-vessels

which proceed from the small prolifera

tive cell, as will be seen in the primary

formation of new connective tissue, each

pole having ari independent vascular sys

l-‘ig. 25.—Nerwom< OP CAHLLARY Vssszts (Mlicrurlan)

tern with afferent and efferent vessels,

which connect with the muscle capilla

ries.

Traces of calcification may be seen in

a hog four months after infection, but by

calcifications have been seen on the

eighty-fifth day. After this time there is

a marked difference in the degree of cal

cification, some of the cysts being com

pletely opaque, some transparent and

having a deposit only at the poles.

S‘,

Fig. :6.—Posrsmon Ex'rReMi-rY, snowmc Ono/ms.

On the twenty-sixth day the muscle

trichina: are about one-half their full size ;

some of the embryos, however, are not

capable of development to muscle tri

chinae.

In about a year, should the patient sur

vive till then, the capsules can be seen

with the naked eye; they will then look

like small white spots in the red muscle.

This appearance is due to the deposit of

lime salts. Under the microscope with a

low power, from l2 to 20 diameters,these

spots are found to be cysts, oval or spher

oidal in form, with the long axis in the

direction of the fasciculi, in which a small

round worm is coiled up, the outline be

ing distinct according to the degree of

calcification (Fig. 23).

The size of the capsules then can be

seen at about a diameter of 0.2 mm. to 0.4

mm. There is also a difference in length

of from 0.3 mm. to 0.8 m.m.; the

average may be taken, let us say, at about

Fig. 27.-P1uzr or FBMALB, snowmo OVA (.\'IAGNIFlBD).

0.4 m.m. for length, and about .26 m.m.

in breadth.

It sometimes occurs that the capsule

contains more than one worm—two,

three, four, and even five worms have
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been observed in the same cyst, and it is

more or less developed, according to the

number of trichinae.

At the posterior extremity (Fig. 26) will

be seen a small opening with the chitin.

This posterior extremity of the intes

tine differs ‘but a little from the stomach,
‘

and the external muscle-like wall is lined

by a narrow tube of chitin, which is con

tinuous throughout. These worms can

be washed out from specimens of muscles

with pure uric acid.

SYMPTOMS.

According to Dr. Dalton the sufferer

from trichinosis experiences more or less

irritation of the intestines within ten

days after eating the infected flesh. As a

rule, the greater the irritation the more

0

RESOURCES 0F

WHEN
hygienists speak of having

an elaborate bill of fare from which

to choose what they may eat, the flesh

eaters laugh cynically, as if to leave their

traditional beef, mutton, and pork were

to be launched upon an ocean of uncer

tain speculation with regard to one's diet.

On this point a correspondent of the

New York 7'; z'éum' has something to say

that shows in a manner the large re

sources of the reform diet. He writes

in a vein of discretion that should win

general favor when he says:
" In food, as in medicine, new prescrip

tions are offered and old advice discarded

constantly; and this is unavoidable while

the science of human life is involved in

obscurity, and empiricism is our only

guide. Probably we err in jumping to con

clusions too readily, and trying to make

a test of individual experience, or that of

nations, allowing too little for modifying

circumstances. Rules for diet, therefore,

may properly be dispensed with much

diflitlence, knowing how readily they

may be controverted. The effort to reach

the best physical condition and conform

to the highest authority is creditable;

and we do well to notice what seems to

agree with us best, what gives us most

favorable the prospects for him, because

it may produce frequent evacuations that

will carry off the parasites. But if the

irritation is moderate, and the young ani

mals have time to penetrate the intesti

nal walls and make their way to the

muscular tissue, then is set up the in

fiammatory stage, the most dangerous of

the disease. This is accompanied with

general pain and soreness, swelling and

typhoidal symptoms. The patient be

comes very weak, with a rapid pulse, dry.

hot skin, lips, and tongue. In this stage

death may ensue in six days or six weeks,

or, as we have intimated, the parasites,

after reaching the muscles, may become

encysted, the painful feelings disappear,

and the patient apparently recovers from

the disease.

-

l'lYGll-INIC DIET.

buoyancy and strength, though it serves

only as a rule for ourselves, not for oth

ers.

" But one can live well on vegetables,

and set a beautiful and appetizing table.

Vegetarianism implies abstinence from

flesh and blood, leaving us milk, cream

eggs, with all the fruit and vegetable

abundance that our seasons produce.

From spring until late in fall we can have

substantial food from our own gardens.

as potatoes in variety, early and late pease.

beans of various kinds. corn of several

sorts with all the dishes made of it;

and all through these months we can

have relishes in greens, spinach, dande

lions, mustard, with lettuces and other

salads, cucumbers, beets, tomatoes, etc.,

etc. Indeed, I think that housewife a

very unskilled server of tables who can

not make her family forget the flesh-pots

during this period.
" In winter we still have vegetables if

we raise them and put them in the cellar,

while the dried beans. pcase, and com, the

canned goods, with foreign-grown vege

tables, and luscious fruits from tropical

climes, abundant in our markets. all

serve to increase our supply and make

variety on our tables. All through the
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year we have the breakfast cereals—

steam-cooked white oats, shredded maize,

and prepared wheat—diminishing labor

and improving the bill of fare. We are

told of more than twenty ways of cook

ing eggs. and the combination dishes of

vegetables and fruit with milk, cream,

and eggs are almost numberless. There

is plenty to eat, and good eating too. if

one wishes to abstain from flesh and

blood; to abjure the slaughter of animals

and avoid the efl'ect of their diseases.

"One of the essentials in the experi

ment is not only good, but delicate cook

ing. No matter what the food may be, a

SENSE-PERCEPTION

SOME
very curious physiological facts

bearing upon the presence or absence

of white colors in the higher animals

have lately been adduced by Dr. Ogle.

It has been found that a colored or dark

pigment in the olfactory regions of the

nostrils appears to be essential to perfect

smell, and this pigment is rarely deficient

except when the whole animal is pure

white. In these cases the creature is al

most without smell or taste. This, Dr.

Ogle believes, explains the curious case

of the pigs in Virginia .adduced by Mr.

Darwin, white pigs being poisoned bya

poisonous root which does not affect

black pigs. Mr. Darwin imputed this to

a constitutional difierence accompanying

the dark color, which rendered what was

poisonous to the white-colored animals

quite innocuous to the black. Dr. Ogle,

however, observes, that there is no proof

that the black pigs eat the root, and he

believes the more probable explanation

to be that it is distasteful to them, while

the white pigs, being deficient in smell

and taste, eat it and are killed. Analo

gous facts occur in several distinct fami

lies. White sheep are killed in the Tar

entino by eating Hyperz'cum crib-cum,

while black sheep escape; white rhinoc

eroses are said to perish from eating Eu

plwrbia randelabrum; and white horses

are said to sufier from poisonous food

where colored ones escape. Now, it is

0

want of attention or a want of knowledge

may spoil it. Many a woman, however,

is blamed for poor cooking. when the

fault is entirely in the supplies. Whether

vegetarians or not, we do well to have

vegetables early and late, and of the best

kinds, to give variety to our tables, and

help us to avoid the excessive use of a

concentrated and animalized diet, which,

I fancy, will hardly be shown to be good

for us. Dr. Andrew Combe thought
‘
all

that can be sensibly said in regard to

diet relates to quality and quantity—the

quality should ‘be plain, the quantity

moderate.’
"

k

IN BLACK RACES.

very improbable that a constitutional im

munity from poisoning by so many dis

tinct plants should, in the case of such

widely different animals, be always cor

related with the samedifierence of color;

but the facts are readily understood, if

the senses of smell and taste are depend

ent on the presence of a pigment which

is deficient in wholly white animals. The

explanation has. however, been carried a

step further, by experiments showing

that the absorption of odors by dead

matter, such as clothing, is greatly affect

ed by color, black being the most power

ful absorbent, then blue, red, yellow, and

lastly white. ‘We have here a physical

cause for the sense-inferiority of totally

white animals, which may account for

their rarity in nature. For few, if any,

wild animals are wholly white. The head,

the face, or at least the muzzle or the

nose (as in deer), are generally black.

The ears and eyes are also often black;

and there is reason to believe that dark

pigment is essential to good hearing, as

it certainly is to perfect vision. We can

therefore understand why white cats with

blue eyes are so often deaf—a peculiarity

we notice more readily than their defi

ciency of smell or taste.

If, then, the prevalence of white colora

tion is generally accompanied with some

deficiency in the acutencss of the most.

important senses, this color becomes
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doubly dangerous, for it not only renders

its possessor more conspicuous to its

enemies, but at the same time makes it

less ready in detecting the presence of

danger. Hence, perhaps, the reason why

white appears more frequently in islands

where competition is less severe and ene

mies less numerous and varied. Hence,

also, a reason why aldz'lmism, although

freely occurring in captivity, never main

tains itself in a wild state, while melanz'sm

does. The peculiarity of some islands

in having all their inhabitants of dusky

colors—as the Galapagos—may also per

haps be explained on the same principles,

for poisonous fruit or seeds may there

abound which weed out all white or

light-colored varieties, owing to their

deficiency of smell and taste. We can

hardly believe, however, that this would

apply to white-colored butterflies, and

this may be a reason why the effect of an

insular habitat is more marked in these

insects than in birds or mammals. But

though inapplicable to the lower ani

mals, this curious relation of sense-acute

ness with colors, may have had some in

fluence on the development of the higher

human races. If light tints of the skin

were generally accompanied by some de

ficiency in the senses of smell, hearing,

and vision, the white could never com

pete with the darker races, so long as

man was in a very low or savage condi

tion, and wholly dependent for existence

on the acuteness of his senses. But as

the mental faculties became more fully

developed, and more important to his

welfare than mere sense-acuteness, the

lighter tints of skin, and hair, and eyes

would cease to be disadvantageous when

ever they were accompanied by superior

brain-power. Such variations would then

be preserved; and thus may have arisen

the Xanthochroic race of mankind, in

which we find a high development of in

tellect, accompanied by a slight deficiem

cy in the acuteness of the senses as

compared with the darker forms.

A. R. “'ALLACE.

WHY CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ATTACK BUT ONCE.

ROFESSORTYNDALLthus endeav

ors to explain the immunity obtained

against a second attack of a contagious

disease: "One of the most extraordinary

and unaccountable experiences in medi

cine was the immunity secured bya single

attack of a communicable disease against

future attacks of the same malady. Small

pox, typhoid, or scarlatina, for example,

was found as a general rule to occur only

once in a lifetime of the individual, the

successful passage through the disorder

apparently rendering the body invulnera

ble. Reasoning from analogy, I have

ventured to express the opinion that the

rarity of second attacks of communica

ble disease was due to the removal from

the system, by the first parasitic crop, of

some ingredient necessary to the growth

and propagation of the parasite.

"The cultivation of micro-organisms

which is now everywhere carried on, en

ables us to realize the smallness of the

change which in many cases suffices to

convert a highly nutritive liquid into one

incapable of supporting microscopic life.

Various important essays bearing upon

this subject have been recently published

in the Ram: Sn'enhyfque. M. Boulsy

there draws attention to the results ob

tained by M. Raulin in the cultivation of

the microscopic plant named Aspergillus

niger. The omission of potash from

Raulin’s liquid suffices to make the prod

uce fall to one-twenty-fifth of the amount

collected when potash is present. The

addition of an infinitesimal amount of a

substance inimical to the life of a plant is

attended with still more striking results.

For example, one part in sixteen hundred

thousand of nitrate of silver added to the

liquid entirely stops the growth of the

plant. And now we come to the im

portant application of this fact, which has

been indicated by M. Duclaux. Suppos

ing the Aspergillus to be a human par-a

site—a living contagium—capable of self

multiplication in the human blood. and
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of so altering the constitution of that
'
isms, the experimenter will try to intro

liquid as to produce death, then the intro

duction into the blood of a man weigh

ing sixty kilogrammes of five milli

grammes of the nitrate of silver would

insure, if not the total efiacement of this

contagium, at all events the neutraliza

tion of its power to destroy life.
An in

dex finger here points out to us the di

rection which physiological experiment

is likely to take in the future. In antici

pation of the assault of infective organ

]duce into the body substances which,

ithough small in amount, shall so affect

'
the blood and tissues as to render them

‘ unfit for the development of the conta
‘

gium. And subsequent to the assault of

the parasite he will seek to introduce sub

stances which shall efiectually stop its

multiplication. There are the strongest

grounds for hope that in the case of in

fective diseases generally such protective

substance will be found."

k-‘

MODERATE DRINKING.

HE moderate drinker is found in the

most intelligent and influential walks

of society, and his voice and example

operate most powerfully against the warn

ings of the temperance advocate in their

influence upon the masses. \Vhen, how

ever, men of commanding eminence in

medical science speak, their opinions

should be widely respected. A letter of

Sir Henry Thompson to the Dean of Can

terbury on moderate drinking, should be

read especially by the class above men

tioned. He says :

" I have long had the conviction that

there is no greater cause of evil, moral

and physical, in this country, than the

use of alcoholic beverages. I do not

mean by this that extreme indulgence

which produces drunkenness. The habit

ual use of fermented liquors to an extent

far short of what is necessary to produce

that condition, and such as is quite com

mon in all ranks of society, injures the

body and diminishes the mental power

to an extent which I think few people

are aware of. Such, at all events, is the

result of observation during more than

twenty years of professional life, devoted

to hospital practice, and to private prac

tice in every rank above it. Thus I have

no hesitation in attributing a very large

proportion of some of the most painful

and dangerous maladies which come un

der my notice, as well as those which

every medical man has to treat, to the

ordinary and daily use of fermented

drink, taken in the quantity which is

conventionally deemed moderate. What

ever may be said in regard to its evil in

fluence on the mental and moral facul

ties, as to the fact above stated I feel

that I have a right to speak with author

ity; and I do so solely because it appears

to me a duty, especially at this moment,

not to be silent on a matter of such ex

treme importance. I know full well how

unpalatable is such a truth, and how such

a declaration brings me into painful con

flict, I had almost said, with the national

sentiments and the time-honored usages

of our race. My main object is to ex

press my opinion as a professional man

in relation to the habitual employment

of fermented liquor as a beverage. But

if I ventured one step further it would

be to express a belief that there is no

single habit in this country which so

much tends to deteriorate the qualities

of the race, and so much disqualifies it

for endurance in that competition which

in the nature of things must exist, and

in which struggle the prize of superiority

must fall to the best and to the strong

est."

How TO MAKE A Bran—We are in

clined to think that few people really

know how to make a bed properly, or

they are too much in a hurry to put

things to rights in a chamber to be

thorough. A writer in a Philadelphia

paper ventures the following practical

remarks on the subject :
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"Let every bed-maker, as soon as all

the covers are spread, turn down the up- ,

per sheet and all above it, leaving a gen

erous margin below the bolster.

people, you know, pull all the covers

straight up to the top and lay the bolster

upon them, so that when bed-time comes

they must be arranged at the head. Boys

Some ,

don't like this way, and perhaps somei

other folks don't either. It is the custom

to pile two big, square pillows on the top

of the bolster, and then put on two pil

low-shams, and then, sometimes, or per

haps before the pillow-shams, a sheet

sham. This is setting a trap for the un

wary. Only a remarkably careful woman

‘+0 77

is equal to the task of getting off all the
‘
finery

'
properly. \Vhy not almost, if not

altogether, abolish shams of all kinds?

Why not honestly take off the big, square

pillows and supply every bed with a com

fortable bolster to take the place of pil

lows? If you like adornment, embroider

or decorate the slips and sheets them

selves without any make-believe. Silk,

lace, and the like seem out of place on a

bed, which should suggest repose. Im

agine a big boy with boots on flinging

himself into the midst of a fairy creation

of pink satin and torchon ! Let beds be

what they look like, and let them look

like what they are—real resting-places."

A CHILD PRODlGY.

THE
accompanying engraving is a por

trait of a boy only seven years of age,

who has attracted no little attention in

the town of Maywood, Mo., where his

parents, whose name is Brennan, reside,

on account of his remarkable precocity.

The head as shown in the engraving, and

much more clearly in the excellent pho

tograph sent us, is above the average size

and finely developed. the forehead and

top-head being specially marked by ful

ness of growth. Dr. Bruse, of Maywood,

has brought the child to our notice by

letters of recent date, in which he speaks

in very high terms of the little fellow,

and predicts for him a great future, pro

vided that his training is judicious and

adapted to the harmonious development

of his great original gifts. He describes

him as cool and deliberate in all circum

stances, showing the judgment of a man.

His head is very wide in the region of

Constructiveness, Ideality, and Sublim

ity , his reasoning faculties are large, and

the perceptive development well indi

cated. He weighs fifty-three pounds,

while his head is twenty-one and a half

inches in circumference—very extraordi

nary for a mere child as he is. In answer

to our inquiry, Dr. Bruse states that both

his parents have remarkably good phys—

ical development, and are contrasts in

temperament and organization, the moth

er being of the nervous-bilious type, with

large Causality and Constructiveness, and

generally well balanced, not only in the

brain, but in all the physical parts of

the body. She is of German parentage.

The father is of Irish parentage and pos~

sesses all the lively characteristics of his

race. He is of vital temperament. and

possessesa fairly balanced intellect—is an

excellent business man, having charge of

a large concern in Maywood. Such a

boy needs careful, intelligent manage

ment, otherwise his precocity may prove

ruinous to both brain and body, through

exhausting activity. He needs no stim

ulus, but rather steady restraint. and a

well-ordered system of physical training,

so that his body may be rendered vigor

ous and enduring.
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HOW TO AVOID COLDS.

AN
eminent London physician, Dr.

Graham, is reported as having said

some good things on the subject of colds,

and which are in the main accordant

with rational and hygienic views. For in

stance :

“ It is not a correct practice, after a

cold is caught, to make the room a person

sits in much warmer than usual, to in

crease the quantity of bed-clothes, wrap

up in flannel, and drink a large quantity

of hot tea, gruel, or other slops, because

it will invariably increase the feverish

ness, and in the majority of instances.

prolong, rather than lessen, the duration

of the cold. It is well known that con

fining inoculated persons in warm rooms

will make their small-pox more violent

by augmenting the general heat and fe

ver; and it is for the same reason that a

similar practice in the present complaint

is attended with analogous results, a cold

being in 'reality a slight fever. In some

parts of England, among the lower order

of the people, a large glass of cold spring

water, taken on going to bed, is found to

be a successful remedy, and, in fact, many

medical practitioners recommend a re

duced atmosphere, and frequent draughts

of cold fluid, as the most efficacious reme

dy for a recent cold, particularly when t

patient's habit is full and plethoric."

Dr. Graham further says:

" It is generally supposed that it is the

exposure to a cold or wet atmosphere

which produces the effect called cold,

whereas it is returning to a warm tem

perature after exposure, which is the real

cause of the evil. When a person in the

cold weather goes into the open air, every

time he draws his breath the cold air

passes through his nostrils and windpipe,

into the lungs, and consequently dimin

ishes the heat of these parts. As long as

a person continues in the cold air, he feels

no bad efl'ects from it; but as soon as he

returns home, he approaches the fire to

warm himself, and very often takes some

warm and comfortable drink to keep out

the cold, it is said. The inevitable con

sequence is that he will find he has taken

cold. He feels a shivering which makes

him draw nearer the fire, but all to no

purpose; the more he tries to heat him

self, the more he chills. All the mischief

is here caused by the violent action of the

heat.

" To avoid this, when you come out of

a very cold atmosphere, you should not

at first go into a room that has a fire in it
,

or, if you can not avoid that, you should

keep for a considerable time at as great a

distance as possible, and, above all, refrain

from taking warm or strong liquors when

you are cold. This rule is founded on the

same principle as the treatment of any

part of the body when frost-bitten. If it

were brought to the fire it would soon

mortify, whereas, if rubbed with snow, no

bad consequences follow from it. Hence,

if the following rule were strictly observed

—when the whole body, or any part of it,

is chilled, bring it to its natural feeling

and warmth by degrees —-the frequent

colds we experience in winter would, in a

great measure, be prevented."

. o

@GRATORY NEEDLE—A Chicago

newspaper publishes the following ex

traordinary account of the travels of a

needle: "Over twenty years ago Mrs.

Augusta Peabody, of this city, acciden

tally swallowed a small cambric needle.

One day last week Mr. Henry Peabody,

the fifteen-year-old son of this lady, com

plained of intense pain in his right

‘side. A physician was summoned to

examine the inflamed spot, which appear

ed midway between the boy's shoulder

and the waist. After cutting into the

flesh, the physician removed from the

boy the identical needle which the boy's

mother had swallowed twenty years be

fore. The case has excited much discus

sion in local medical and surgical circles,

and will be the subject of several papers

at the next meeting of the State Physi

cians' Institute in this city next month.”
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STRICTLY HYGIENIC —A rather eccen

tric, yet eminent physician, was called

upon to attend a middle-aged rich lady

who had imaginary ills. After many wise

inquiries about her symptoms and man-
I

ner of life, he asked for a piece of paper

and wrote down the following prescrip

tion :
“
Do something for somebody." In

the gravest manner he handed it to the

patient and left. The doctor heard noth

ing from’ the lady for a long time. One

Christmas morning he was hastily sum

moned to the cottage of his Irish washer

woman.

“It's not meself, doctor, it's me wrist

that's ailing. Ye see, I was after goin'

out into the black darkness for a few bits

of wood, when me fut struck this basket.

It stood there like a big mercy, as it was,

full of soft flannel from Mrs. Walker. She

told me that your medicine cured her,

doctor. So, if you plaz to put a little of

that same on me wrist, I'll be none the

worse for me nice present."
“
It’s a powerful remedy," said the doc

tor, gravely. And more than once in after

years he wrote the prescription :
"
Do

something for somebody."

INFECTED BY A PARROT.—Our corre

spondent, Mr. Henry Noble, of Turin,

Italy, sends us the following peculiar item:

"About a year ago, the Fueter family of

Oberbalm were destroyed by a contagious

breast disease, the origin of which was

traced to a sick parrot. With the extinction

of that family the inheritance passed to

certain distant relatives of Franenfeld, and

among the things which were inherited

was the parrot. After the lapse of a few

months four members of the Franenfeld

household became ill, and the parrot

died. As the cause of the infection was

known, the body of the bird was sent to

the Museum of Natural History at Berne

for an examination. A Dr. Grimm, an

assistant there, became ill shortly after

ward, being struck by a serious breast

complaint. All the medical force are

now studying the strange case."

NOTES IN SClENCE

Position In Sleep and Dreams.—
Dr. Delaunay, a French observer, in a com

munication to the Biological Society of Paris,

states certain conclusions of his with refer

ence to the production of dreams by the man

ner in which one lies while sleeping. The

fact of disagreeable dreams while one lies on

his back is explained by the connection which

is known to exist between the organs of sen

sation and the posterior part of the brain.

The most general method of lying, perhaps,

is on the right side, and this appears to be

also the most natural method, for many per

sons object to lying upon the side of the

heart, which, it has been more than once as

serted, should have free action during sleep.

Nevertheless, Dr. Delaunay's statements

hardly harmonize with this opinion. When

one sleeps upon the right side, that is to say,

upon the right side of the brain, one's dreams

have marked and rather unpleasant character

istics. These characteristics, however, are

essentially those which enter into the popular

definition of dreams. One's dreams are then

apt to be illogical, absurd, childish, uncertain,

incoherent, full of vivacity and exaggeration.

Dreams which come from sleeping on the

right side are, in short, simply deceptions.

They bring to the mind very old or faint

rcmembrances, and they are often accom

panied by nightmares. Dr. Delaunay points

AND AGRICULTUR

out that sleepers frequently compose verse or

rhythmical language while they are lying on

their right side; this verse, though at times

correct enough, is absolutely without sense.

“he moral faculties are then at work but the

intellectual faculties are absent. On the other

hand, when a person slumbers on his left

brain, his brains are not only less absurd,

they may also be intelligent. They are, as a

rule, concerned with recent things, not with

remi iscences.

all of llleteorlc Matter lo the
ARTl-L—In a contribution by Prof. C. A.

oung, to the Nari/r American Review, he

ays on this point:
“
Space is filled also with

inor particles, separated from each other

only by intervals of a few hundred miles;

and these, in the form of meteors and shoot

ing stars, are rushing through space, drop~

ping continually upon the larger worlds, in

creasing their size, and adding to their store

of heat and energy. Every year the earth

encounters nearly three thousand millions of

them, accordingto the estimate of Prof. New

ton, ranging from the merest particles to

masses of several hundredweight. Very

probably, also, the comets belong to the same

category, being really nothing but larger

meteors, or flocks of small meteors. or per

haps even only puffs of meteoric dust.
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Nearly all the meteors which strike the earth

are very minute. Perhaps a hundred or s

reach the ground each year as recognizab

masses of stone or iron, weighing from

ounce or two to some hundreds of pound ;

but all the rest are dissipated in the upp

air, and never come down unless as impalpa

ble dust, not to be certainly identified. The

whole amount of matter falling daily upon the

earth from outer space is probably about one

hundred tons on the average (it is variously

estimated from twenty-five to five hundred).

A hundred tons is in itself a very considerable

quantity. but utterly insignificant as com

pared with the mass of the earth, and entirely

incapable of appreciable effect upon our tem

perature. Assuming even the largest esti

mate (five hundred tons a day), and also that

the average velocity with which meteors en

ter our atmosphere is fifteen miles a second

(probably considerably too large), _we
find

that the heat annually received from them by

the earth is only about fifty-three calories for

each square meter of her surface—less than

would be imparted by two minutes perpen

dicular sunshine, and only about ml,“ of the

heat actually received from the sun in a year.

Retaining the same extravagant estimate of

five hundred tons a day, it appears that the

earth's diameter would grow an inch in about

one hundred millions of years, and that her

distance from the sun would be reduced about

eighty-three feet in a million years, in conse

quence of the resistance experienced in mov

ing through the meteoric swarms."

Suicides and Murders in Italy.—
The suicides and murders are generally in

inverse proportion in the different Italian

divisions. Of 10,0.)0 cases, there were in 1881

and 1882, according to the statistical report:

Su icia'l-r.
I

M'u rd'nr.

1882. 1831. l 1882. 1831.

Li‘uria . . . . . . . . .. 58.7 47.7 l 14.3 12.3

Lpmbardy . . . . . . . .. 54.3 51.0
‘

7.5 11.3

51-3 54-1 ‘ 13-8 14.4

45° 35-1 15-4 2‘)-7

g-g 43-4
l

57-8 45-5
. 4 .2 14.2 14.}

39.5 38.4
1

9.5 6.3
36.7 49.6 1o.6 24.8

32.7
25.8 l 32.1 58.0

1.3 ii‘?
l

ZZZ ZZZ; -

mm 17.9 ll 29.9 40.2

12.2
16.7 33.1 35.9

_
. . . ... .4 11.0 -

29.9 21.4

abna . . . . . . . . . .. 8.8 3.7 15.2 36.9
Baslhcara . . . . . . . . .. (‘.3 7.4

‘
25,3 44,4

In suicides and murders combined Rome

ranks No. 1, with a total of 190.4; Sardinia,

as No. 2, with 151.6; Campania, as No.3,

with 149.6. Here we see that the so-called

"Holy City" is. of all Italian cities, the

most wicked and miserable, if the number of

deeds of fatal violence be any criterion for

judgment. N.

Turf". It'll

I
( Mites In the “among—The hen

neries of many people are literally alive with

mites, even when the proprietors are not

aware of the fact. A friend of mine, who

had recently finished a neat and expensive

hennery, invited me to step inside and ob

serve how effectually he had guarded against

vermin. The frame of the building was cov

ered with tarred paper before the siding was

nailed on, and the interior was neatly plas

tered. As he was looking about he remarked

that the mischievous boys ought to be switched

for throwing mud against the plastering up

at the peak. I remarked to him that those

disfiguring spots were clusters of lice—not

mud. To his profound amazement he found

that those blotches of mud were nothing but

mites as full of blood as they could be. In

dced he directed his coachman to cleanse the

hennery by collecting the clusters with a

brush-broom and dust-pan. Then he deluged

the interior with water by letting a stream

play from the rubber hose on all parts of the

hennery, until every crack and crevice was

cleansed, after which he applied the broom

and scrubbed perches, floor, and walls in a

thorough manner. As soon as the water had

dried up, he took a large paint-brush and ap

plied kerosene oil to every part of the perch

es, and filled up every crack with kerosene.

This cleansing was repeated every alternate

day for a week.

I have frequently employed kerosene oil in

my own hennery with the most satisfactory

results. Lime applied in powder, or as a

whitewash, is not worth one cent to extermi

nate mites, as they will run about over the

lime like mice in the growing grass.

Respected reader, if you have any doubts

as to there being any vermin in your hennery,

enter it some evening after the hens have

gone to roost, and take off your coat and

vest and handle some of the hens. If any
mites are present, you will discover scores of

them on the sleeves of your white shirt. Ex

amine also the perchcs early in the morning,

and you will discover the little pests crawling

slowly toward some refuge, where they re

main during the clay. ESS E. TEE.

Preservation of Ancient Are—A
letter from M. Renan, lately published in the

journal dz: Debuts, contains the following on

the above subject: "The preservation of

Egyptian monuments is a matter of import

ance to all humanity. After Greece, that has

taught us the beautiful and true, after that

which has created religious tradition, Egypt

is the country that inspires most of those

who have some regard to the objects of art.

We attach great value, and with reason, to

antiquities called prehistoric. These antiqui

ties, however, have one great defect: they

are anepigraphic, that is to say, silent. The

Egyptian monuments are of prehistoric antiq

uity and covered with inscriptions; from them

we hear the voice of others like ourselves,

who lived upon this earth six thousand years

ago. The preservation of the monuments of
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Egypt since Champollion, and especially since

Mariette, has morally devolved upon France.

Here is a protectorate which it is well for us

to claim, since it does not impose severe con

ditions; however, for two years, in conse

quence of the strange situation in which

Egypt has been precipitated—and a situation

that will not terminate soon—the work of this

preservation has become difficult. M. Asparo

performs his duty with a courage and intelli

gence above all praise, but money is want

ing; Egypt can not, in its period of crisis,

contribute to the expenses that might be with

held, even by those countries most enlight

ened, as a matter of luxury. M. Asparo

ought to be assisted in his double mission,

one of which is not to permit the interruption

at all of the series of excavations undertaken

by M. Mariette; while the other is to estab

lisha system of protection, so that the mon

uments now openly exposed to the visit

of travellers shall not be too much defaced.

All those who have visited Egypt, or who

think of visiting it
,

or who simply have at

heart the preservation of the monuments of

antiquity, should send him contributions for

that purpose. Sixty centuries of history are

interested in this; the honor of France, we

may add, is implicated."

Houses In the Health Exhibi

tlolh—One of the chief attractions of this

Exhibition is the Dwelling-house group, on

which the Building Nnu: comments:
"
One

of the most noticeable and pleasing features

of the Exhibition, and which may appropri

ately introduce our notice of the modern

dwellings, is the admirable reproduction of an

Old London street, erected from the draw

ings and under the superintendence of Mr.

George H. Birch, A.R.I.B.A. A represent

ation of the manner in which our forefathers

were housed in the city before the Great Fire

had accomplished its work in the reconstruc

tion of the houses of London was a happily

conceived idea, and much praise is due to the

promoters, and also to Mr. Birch, for having

so thoroughly set before the visitor the con

ditions of life in the capital of that period.

To make the representation as truthful as

possible, a proportionate scale had to be

fixed. Adopting a narrow width of street,

the houses have been erected to preserve the

proportion which generally existed in the old

city streets, and although in some cases the

houses are rather smaller than the originals

probably were, many of them are as nearly

as possible reproductions in point of size.

The street is composed of various houses,

grouped together to form a quaint effect; to

render the perspective more realistic and tell

ing, the width between the houses has been

narrowed at one end, and the irregularity of

the old thoroughfare has been obtained by a

bend or elbow, while the houses themselves

are not set out to a formal line, but project

and recede here and there so as to realize the

tortuous course of the old thoroughfare. This

cleverly grouped collection of old houses rep

resents several well-known inns, houses, and

gateways, of which they are copies, more or

less accurate, from old drawings, engravings,

and des :riptions. Constructed chiefly of stud

work, lath, and plaster, the combined skill of

the architect, artist, and scene painter has been

called into requisition, and the result is so

realistic, the old masonry and timber and tile

work have been executed with such inimita

ble art, that the whole is as perfect an illusion

as it would be possible to fabricate in so short

a time as these houses have taken to be

erected."

It I! Interesting to notice the disposi-.

tion of foreign peoples as manifested in their

contributions for the support of royalty. In

Sweden, where the population is only 4,578,

90!, the tax is $6,000,000 for the support of

the royal families. The total revenue is only

$20,581,940, and thus nearly 30 per cent. of

the revenue goes toward the maintenance of

the crown. Denmark pays $311,r05 for the

luxury of a king; Greece, $260,890; Holland,

$312,500 ; France pays its President only

St80_ooo; while the German Empire allows

its Emperor, kings, and others of that class

$16,538,550, which is about 3 per cent. of the

total revenue. Russia. is taxed $12,250,000

for support of its Emperor, and Great Britain

$4,491,015. Turkey pays $16,250,000, or

nearly 27 per cent. of its total revenue.

Spain allows only $2,000,000, which does not

bear out the popular notion about the extrav

agance of that country. The lowest salaried

ruler is the President of Switzerland, who re

ceives $3,000 a year. The countries paying

the largest percentage of the revenue for roy

alty and army and navy are: Italy, 20; Aus

tria and Spain, 21; France and Germany, 21;

Denmark, 25; Russia, 35; England, 37; Swe

den, 59; and Turkey, 65.

Action of Sunlight on (“BBL—The
action of sunlight on colorless and colored

glass—both that which is polished and that

which is rough—is so marked as to have re

ceived lately the special attention of chemists.

Very perceptible changes have been observed

—that is, from colorless to yellow, and from

light yellow, green, or blue to the darker or

mellow shades of these colors—and speci

mens of coffee-colored glass are instanced

which, in the space of only five years, had

materially changed to rose and amber colors.

It is thought that the rich. mellow tones, so

much admired in the old and richly-stained

cathedral windows, are due to the action of the

sunlight in a long succession of years, in ton

ing down what were most probably compara

tively bright or harsh colors originally—the

action, it is supposed, may be a photo-chem

ical one. Investigations made in this line

show, among other practical results, that

manganese should be employed in glass to

be used for lighthouse purposes ; white glass,

containing even as small as 5 per cent, ex

hibits no change—Decorators‘ Gazelle.

A Man Without a Faee.—There is

to be seen in Landrecies, in the Department
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of the North, France, an invalid artillery

soldier, who was wounded in the late Franco

German war, when he was terribly mutilated

by the bursting of a Prussian shell. The

man's face was literally blown off, including

both eyes, there being left behind some scanty

remnants of the osseous and muscular sys

tems. The skull, which is well covered with

hair, was left intact, so that the man had a

most hideous and ghastly appearance. This

disfigurement has been completely concealed

by a mask, which was made for him under

the direction of the principal medical oflicer

of Val de Grace, in Paris, whither he had

been transferred from the field ambulance.

The mask was constructed by a surgeon-den

tist named Delalain. It includes a false

palate and a complete set of false teeth ; and

it is so perfect that the functions of respira

tion and mastication, which were necessarily

and imperfectly performed, are almost com

pletely restored to their normal condition,

and the voice, which was rather husky, has

resumed its natural tone. The man speaks

distinctly, and the sense of smell, which had

entirely disappeared, has returned, and he

can even play the flute. He wears two false

eyes, simply to fill up the cavities of the orbits,

for the parts representing the eyes in the

mask are closed. In fact. the mask is so well

adapted to what remains of the real face, as

to be considered one of the finest specimens

of the prosthetic art that could be devised.

The man himself, whose name is Moreau,

and who is in perfect health, is looked upon

as a living curiosity, and travellers go a good

deal out of their way to see him His face,

or rather his mask, is, of course, without any

expression, but his special senses, particu

larly that of touch, are extremely developed,

and he goes by the sobriquet of “l'homme
a la téte de cire" (the man with the wax

head). He wears the military Cross of Honor,

and delights to talk about what he had gone

through during the war. To add to his

meagre pension he sells a small pamphlet

containing a full description of his wounds,

and of the apparatus that has been so skil

fully devised as to render him at least pre

sentable to his fellow-creatures.

Slngular Conduct ofGlass Tubes.
—A most remarkable phenomenon is pro

duced in glass tubes placed in certain circu

stances. When these are laid before a fir

in a horizontal position, having their extrem

ities properly supported, they acquire a rotary

motion round their axis, and also a progres

sive motion toward the fire, even when their

supports are declining from the fire, so that

the tubes will move a little way upward to

the fire. When the progressive motion of

the tubes toward the fire is stopped by any
obstacle, their rotation still continues. When

the tubes are placed in a nearly upright pos

ture, leaning to the right hand, the motion

will be from east to west; but if they lean to

the left hand, the motion will be from west to

east, and the nearer they are placed to the

upright posture, the less will the motion be

either way. If the tube be placed horizon

tally on a glass plane, the fragment, for in

stance, of coach-window glass, instead of

moving toward the fire, it will move from it

and about its axis in a contrary direction to

what it had done before; nay, it will recede

from the fire, and move a little upward when

the plane inclines toward the fire. These ex

periments succeed best with tubes about 20

to 22 inches long, which have in each end a

pretty strong pin fixed in cork for their axis.

—P/zarmaci:t and C/ur/n'rt.

Facts and Simple Formula: for
Msciumcs, FARMERS, AND ENGlNEERS.—TWO

hundred and seventy cubic feet of new mead

ow hay and 216 and 243 feet from large or

red stacks will weigh a ton ; 297 to 324 cubic

feet of dry clover will weigh a ton.

Laths are I} to IQ inches by 4 feet in length,

are usually set } of an inch apart, and a bun

dle contains 100.

A tarred rope is about one-fourth weaker

than untarred white rope. Tarred hemp and

manilla ropes are of about equal strength.

Wire rope of the same strength as new hemp

rope will run on the same-sized sheaves ; but

the greater the diameter of the latter, the

longer it will wear. One wire rope will

usually outlast three hemp ropes. Running

wire rope needs no protection; standing rig

ging should be kept well painted or tarred.

The coefficient of friction of leather belts

over wooden drums is 0'47 of the pressure,

and over turned cast-iron pulleys 0‘28 of the

pressure.

A mixture of 9 parts phosphate of soda, 6

parts nitrate of ammonia, and 4 parts dilute

nitric acid is a freezing compound which will

cause a fall in temperature of 71° Fah.

Three-fourths of a cubic foot of water evap

orated per hour will produce I horse power.

Cold-blast iron is stronger than hot blast.

Annealing cast-iron diminishes its tensile

strength.

The safe load in tons which an iron chain

will withstand equals the square of the diam

eter divided by nine.

(America): Fifteen Inventions.—
An English journal frankly gives credit to the

American nation for at least fifteen inven

tions and discoveries which, it says, have

been adopted all over the world. These tri

umphs of American genius are thus enumer

ated : First, the cotton-gin ; second, the

planing-machine ; third, the grass-mower and

grain-reaper: fourth, the rotary printing

press ; fifth, navigation by steam ; sixth, the

hot-air or caloric engine; seventh, the sew

ing-machine; eighth, the India-rubber (vul

canite process) industry; ninth, the machine

manufacture of horseshoes; tenth. the sand

blast for carving; eleventh, the gauge lathe ;

twelfth, the grain-elevator; thirteenth, arti

ficial ice manufacture on a large scale ; four

teenth, the electro-magnet and its practical

application; fifteenth, the composing ma

chine for printers.
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Physical Changes In England.—
It is not impossible that the climate has actu

ally changed since England was covered with

bush and swamp. It seems certain that the

rainfall is less, and probable that it is more

evenly distributed; that there were greater

floods and less fog in the twelfth and four

teenth centuries. A year in which the snow

only lay for half a day during the winter

months is recorded by one of our chronicles

as a miracle; and a frost like that of A.D.

1281, when men skated from Lambeth to

Westminster, and the great masses of ice

breaking up bore down five arches of London

Bridge, has no parallel later than Charles II.
Earthquakes were violent and frequent. In

the ten years from A.D. 1825, no fewer than

five are recorded, two of which are said to

have been great and horrible, while a third

was so violent that it shook down several

churches in Kent,

“
Chambers, chimneys, all to burst

Churches and castles foul ‘gan fare,

Pinnacles and steeple! to ground it cast,

And all was for naming to be ware."

Even volcanoes are recorded though not in

England itself. A great one broke out in

Guernsey during the reign of Henry III.,

flames bursting up out of the sea, consuming

large parts of the cliffs, and sending showers

of ashes over the land. C. H. PEaRSON.

There Is a controversy as to whether
l

an eagle will sit on a limb and allow himself 1

to become encased in ice. Mr. Edward P.

Roe related an instance of that kind, and his

accuracy was questioned. John Holder now

tells how, at Bloomington, Ill., he had an

eagle brought to him covered by ice so com

pletely that it could not move legs or wings,

fell from the tree on which it had perched,

and was captured by a boy.
‘

To Destroy the Orange Scale
Insect—Some of our Florida readers may

thank us for the following recipe which is

said to be used with great success in British

Guiana:

Pure kerosene. I gallon.
Condensed mil 1}pints.

Water . . . . . . 3 pints.

Mix the milk and the water before adding

the oil, and churn until the whole solidifies

and forms a
“
butter." In applying this prep

aration, the kerosene “butter" should be

diluted with from twelve to sixteen times its ,

quantity of water, and then be applied imme-
"

diately; for if it is allowed to stand, the‘
"
butter" rises to the surface and the mix

ture is imperfect. The insects can be more
‘

readily combated by insecticides during the

very short period in which they are active,

just after emergence from the egg.

Progress of Agriculture—Of all

the sciences none, within recent years, has

so quickly emancipated itself from the fogs

of empirical conjecture as that of agriculture.

Up to the end of the last century, even, peo

ple believed that air, water, oil, and salts

were the sources of plant nutrition. Walle

rius, Bergmon, Palissy, Davy, De Saussure,

and Sprengel contributed discovery after dis

covery, investigation after investigation, but

their work was scattered and little known

outside their laboratories. It was reserved

for the genius of Liebig to unite all these

fragments of truth; but it was not till 1840
that he produced his great work,

“
Chemistry

in its Application to Agriculture and Physi

ology," and thus gathered, in concrete form,

the materials which are the basis of a now

great and rapidly growing science. It is

hard to realize that agricultural chemistry has

found its application for but forty-four years,

so clearly are its benefits before us in tan

gible form. But on the other hand this only

serves to indicate to us how vast must be the

results yet to come, when agriculture, through

the instrumentality of its knowledge, shall

have become in its turn as exact as its sister

sciences, and as susceptible of being taught

and learned in the same manner as they. And

to attain this much desired end, our schools

and colleges, under the guidance of far-seeing

men, are doing splendid work.

Why Photographic Portraits
ARE RARELY Goon LlKENESSES.—Thc fact

that photographic portraits are so rarely good

likenesses is attributed, by a writer in C/mm

lm-r' yournal, to the circumstance that by

photography it has hitherto been found im

possible to give colors their true shade value.

What is meant by this is that yellow to the

eye is a brilliant light tint, but in a photo

graph it is reproduced almost black ; red, in

stead of giving the idea of fire and light,

comes out black, and blue photographs per

fectly white,—such changes. of course, play

ing sad havoc with complexions and contrasts

of color generally. According to a recent

French process, however, the trouble or draw

back in question can be obviated, the plan

consisting simply in the addition to the usual

ingredients of the sensitive photographic sur

face of one per cent. of cosine. A modifica

tion of the crystoleum process is now being

introduced. The photograph, printed in the

usual manner on paper, is first of all im

mersed in a mixture of naphtha, paraffine,

mastic drops, ether, and vinegar; this treat

ment makes it quite transparent, so that body

colors in oil, if laid broadly on their places

on the back of the picture, show through with

good efi’ect.

A Good Slflllh—Brunswick black thin

j ned down with turpentine until it has attained

the right tone and color, will, if a little var

nish be added, about one-twentieth of the

bulk of the black and turps, prove a stain for

imitating walnut or teak-wood. There is no

difficulty in getting the mixture to dry hard.

and it will take varnish over it first-class.
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ANTECEDENTS 0F PHRENOLOGY.

ROM time to time attacks are made on

the Phrenological system by writers

who make claim to scientific attainments.

Whether or not at this day such writers are

actuated by a desire to emulate the ex

ample of Dr. Brown, or Mr. jeffery, who

made the pages of the Edinburgh Rrw'nu

the medium for publishing their hostility

to Gall, Spurzheim, and Combe, and the

principles taught by that eminent trio,

we are not prepared to say, but certain it

is that these latter-day opponents of

Phrenology rarely show an acquaintance

with the subject sufficient to warrant them

in criticising its principles and methods.

In nearly every case, too, the attacking

party has exhibited weaknesses of in

formation with reference to the details of

brain anatomy and the most recent con

tributions of observers to the literature

of neurology.

Not long since our attention was di

rected by a correspondent to an article

published in the Glabe-Demorral of St.

Louis, by an anonymous writer, who

makes a considerable display of learning,

but learning that is diffuse and much

blended with conjecture. He opens with

l

allusions to several of the “old philoso

phers," offering in a very few lines what

purports to be a review of their opinions

on nervous structure and function, but

which seems to us to be little more than

the wholesale relegation of men, whose in

fluence on ancient and mediteval thought

can scarcely be estimated now, to the do

main of “fanciful speculation." He evi

dently forgets that science, both physical

and mental, had its forerunners in ancient

time, as the monuments of Egypt and

the literature of India and Greece abun

dantly testify. Thales, although he lived

600 years before Christ, enunciated a

theory of the universe of which the Gal

ilean system is the modern analogue.

Democritus formulated a view of the

composition of matter that is almost

identical with that of the modern atomic

theory. Hippocrates presented an elab

orate system of treating disease that is

represented to-day in the evolution of

“
rational

"
medication. If the Glade-Dem

orral writer had examined the literature

of Greece he would have found that it

made a practical application of the views

entertained by Plato, Aristotle, and others

in respect to their ideas ofmind function.

He mentions Aristotle, in four lines, to

the effect that this greatest physiologist

of antiquity “supposed the heart to be

the seat of the ‘rational soul,’ and that

the brain was cold, bloodless, and inert,

of no use at all except to cool the heart,"

whereas Aristotle formulated a carefully

studied system of brain function in direct

relation to the faculties of mind, dividing

the latter into five grand divisions of

common-sense, imagination, judgment,

reflection, and memory. He held defi

nitely that the ventricles or cavities of the

brain were the receptacles of ideas; and

in laying out his scheme, presented the
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first authentic system of brain localiza

tion known to science. He designated

the anterior parts of what are now known

as the lateral ventricles, judging the cav

ity formed by them to be correspondent

with the forehead, as the seat of common

sense.

'

Imagination, judgment, and re

flection he allotted to the cavities in the

middle region of the brain, and explained

that these parts communicated with the

anterior openings by small channels,

through which the impressions made on

the five senses were transmitted to the

interior faculties. The third ventricle or

occipital region he devoted to memory.

That Aristotle was of the opinion that

the development of function gave form

to the head, is shown clearly enough in

his treatise on Physiognomy. To quote

a passage:

head are sagacious like dogs; those who

have a small head are stupid like asses;

those who have a conical head have no

shame, are like birds with curved claws."

The opinions of Aristotle affected most

powerfully, as every student of history

knows, the thought of all subsequent

ages; and many eminent for wisdom in

theology or philosophy or medicine,

appear by their writings as extant to

"Those who have a large

have accepted his system of brain di

vision. Some extended it by setting off

additional regions in correspondence with

what they deemed to be essential fac

ulties.

and literature of the Greek physiologist's

But when we look into the art

time, we are inclined to impute to him

the character of an expositor rather than

an originator of physiognomical princi

ples; because the writers and artists in

his day were much given to illustrating

types of character by outline and expres

sion of the head and face, as well as by

attitude and conduct. When the Athe

nian sculptor would represent genius or

intelligence in his marble, he gave a large,

projecting head to his figure. In the dif

ferent characterizations of Iupiter, Apol

lo, Minerva, we find the forehead large in

proportion to the remainder of the head.

But in divinities like Bacchus, Venus,

Pan, to whom a sphere mainly sensuous

was assigned, the heads are portrayed

with large occiputs, and relatively small

foreheads. So too the gladiators and

athletes were portrayed with massive side

and back heads. One of the poets, Apol

lonius of Rhodes, describes Medea in his

Argananter, as suffering from pain in the

region of the cerebellum, because of her

affection for Jason. Thus : “ The fire that

devours her,
attacks

all her nerves and

makes itself felt even behind her head in

that spot where pain is most poignant

when an extreme fervor seizes on all the

senses.”

Here is a plain intimation by the poet

of a belief, current at least among the

learned of his day, respecting the seat of

an emotional sense in the head.

We are of opinion that what was re

ceived among the Greeks 2,000 years

ago, with reference to a relation between

the form of the head and mental function.

was due to ideas that had been derived

from much earlier periods, and that there

were wise men far back in the past who

believed that the brain was not only the

centre of human thought, but gave shape

and character to its osseous envelope.

The most ancient literature, that of India,

treasured a saying of this nature, " God

has writen the history of every man upon

his skull."

To those who give much heed to the

study of mind in its individual relations.

this epigram or proverb has an important

significance. It awakens from the long
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sleep of earn an array of sages who pos

sessed something of the character of the

mindreader; it suggests the probability

that there was some ancient Gall, who

grasped the truth we profess, and so

faithfully applied it in his teachings, that

a school of thought was established and

had its period of flower and fruitage, yet

decayed with the blight that fell upon

India; but nevertheless left an influence

in the traditionary axiom that survives,

"
God has written the history of every man

upon his skull." Mark the definiteness

of this statement and the directness of

its application. It has a scientific pre

cision that separates it from all effu

sions of mere sentiment or fancy, and like

other pearls of ancient wisdom that sur

vive to our day it bears the stamp of

deduction synthetical and logical from

premises of nature's own forging in the

human organism.

~i~~ 70+. 7

SOME MEDlCATED SPRINGS

ON
the approach of warm weather we

are greeted with circulars from dif

ferent sections of the country that testify

to discovery of new fountains of water

Aside

from the common earthy matters, like

containing wonderful properties.

soda, lime, silica, incident to springs,

but which are usually set forth in the cir

cular with emphasis, as if they were of

peculiar and unusual importance; other

substances are mentioned in the analyses,

and their virtues highly extolled. For

instance we are informed on the authority

of some one we never heard of, notwith

standing the numerous capitals at the

end of his name. that owing to the pres

ence of magnesium and sulphur and iron

and sodium and barium in the water,

they who use it internally and externally

will rapidly overcome chronic infirmities

like rheumatism, or kidney troubles, or

heart disturbance, or lung weakness, or

liver congestion; in fine, any disease will

find positive discouragement to its fur

ther development when brought in con

tact with the magic water.

A year or two ago a wonderful
“
medi

cinal spring
”
was discovered by an enter

prising man somewhere on Long Island,

and capital was obtained for building a

hotel on its site, and for advertising its

unspeakable virtues. A long analysis,

bearing the name of a chemist, was pa

raded in the newspapers. Among the

constituents of the diluted medicine, was

sulphur in three or four combinations,

the very reading of which brought a

noxious taste to our tongue, and a disa

greeable odor to our lips. It was said

that the water was so strongly impreg

nated with
"
medicinal

"
gases that they

were decidedly apparent to taste and

smell; but this feature only proved the

analysis, and showed the "value" of the

water. Well, people sick and well went

to the place, and tried the water, but

such was its “strength," that very few

could adapt themselves to it. Some

there were who insisted that the propri

etor was a humbug, and his spring noth

ing more than a ditch of rottenness. It

came to pass that some fault in the drain

age from the “institution
"
compelled the

proprietor to make an excavation, and

while the workmen were digging they

suddenly broke into an old vault that

had probably served the purposes of two

or three generations of farmers, but had

been covered over and forgotten. The

fetid ooze of this vault made the earth

rank for many feet around, and as the

wonderful spring was but twenty-five

feet or so distant, and lower down,the
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source of its peculiar odors and saline vir

tues was at once divulged. There were very

few patients in that
“
sanitarium" next day.

Another case, of a similar character,

has been reported by a Brooklyn news

paper: One Mr. R_, while digging on

the bank of a well-known stream near

thatv city, struck a fountain of
“
mineral

water." Thinking that he had discovered

a source of wealth, a regular Baden-Ba

den, he applied to a chemist of ability

for an analysis of the water; and to make

sure of every feature of the discovery,

conducted the scientific gentleman over

the ground of the future spa. The

chemist took a bottleful of the liquid to

his laboratory, and in due time sent Mr.

R— the following

“ANALYSIS OF THE NEWLY-DXSCOVERED NEW

TOWN' CREEK MINERAL SPRING WATER.

Salt-water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75o

Coal oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34

Extract of dead dog . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . x3

Precipitate of cat . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . , . . 24

Oxide ol' hoop-skirt. i . , . . . . .. . 17

Sesquioxide of barrel hoops . . . . . . .. 10

Quintessence of glue . . . . r . . . . . . . . . . 14

Decomposed bone . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 ,

infusion of soot . . . . . . . . t . . . . . . . . . . 8

Triturated paint screenings . . . . . . . . . II
Boarding-house butter . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Fish residuum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

Conglomerated sediments . . . . . . . . .. 23

Other nasty things . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

1000

"
H. K-——, Analytical Chemist."

There are many widely-advertised and

much-patronized medicinal springs in

different parts of the country that have

little more claim for healing virtue than

this, but their analyses are not so plainly

set forth.

THE NEGRO SOUTH.

NOT
long ago one of our prominent

Monthlies published a sort of sym

posium, in which the opinions of diherent

writers were given with regard to the

condition of the Negro in the South. It

seemed to be the general opinion of these

writers, that the Negro was in a de

pressed state, and not contributing at all

to the development of the community at

large. Some very distressing statements

were made with reference to his immo

rality, his shiftlessness, and so on ; and it

seemed a matter of reasonable inference

that emancipation had not brought about

a very happy state of affairs for the

Within a

few months we have been given a dif

colored man or for the white.

ferent view, through the glasses of one

of our educators, Professor Greener,

who has been making an extensive tour

through the Southern States, and his re

ports as given by the press are deemed

worthy of high respect. In brief, Pro

fessor Greener finds an increasing pride

of race, an independence of character, an

improvement in dress, a stronger desire

for business pursuits, and a growing

thirst for education among the colored

people.
'
He declares that the missionary

teachers have accomplished much, that

they have helped the Negro to his feet,

and have opened places of employment

which in slavery were entirely closed to

him. Every mechanical vocation claims

him for aworker; he is eflicient, and needs

but further opportunities and encourage

ment to place himself on higher levels of

usefulness. Some have advanced far

enough in mental culture to take part in

legislation and politics,asphere requiring

a fair degree of intellectual development

and practical Sagacity. At the late Re

publican Convention held in Chicago,

there were upward of seventy-five colored

men representing different electoral dis

trictsv One of these, Mr. Lynch, was of suf

ficient prominence and ability to be made

Temporary Chairman of the Convention
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WANTS TO BE A PHYSIClAN.—C. G. M.

—The young lady has a good physical organization,

a lively, elastic temperament, ambition, will, and in

dependence, with good observing organs, and ready

judgment. \Ve do not see any objection, so far as

the portrait is concerned, to her persevering in the

direction she has marked out for herself.

ACTORS AND Ammo—H. A.-One to

be a good actor, especially in the dramatic line, re

quires awell-developed brain. The parts that he

must represent are many-sided, therefore all or

nearly all of the mental faculties are brought into

requisition, and the more thoroughly they are devel

oped, the more nearly perfect will be his rendering.

Of the two men to whom allusion is made, Booth is

the superior intellectually, by inheritance and by

culture; he has a finer type of organism. Mr. Mc

Cullough is a man of stronger physical capabilities,

but has not the fine sense of the higher phases of

sentiment that Mr. Booth possesses, yet Mr. McCul

lough has greatly improved since he first came be

fore the public, and much credit is due to him for

what he has accomplished.

\Ve can predicate of ordinary photograph: the

l general characteristics of a person, and to a degrte

their adaptations.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT AND PHILOSO

PHY.—DR. T. M. B.—One‘s view of this subject

depends upon his organization. Pure philosophy is

based upon reason, and reason is impartial or just.

Now justice would render a verdict in a case of

murder that would be more nearly in accordance

with the statute that condemns the murderer to suf

fer the penalty of death. Mosaic law is looked upon

as rigorous and severe, yet in the light of reason it

is founded upon the principles of justice. In modern

law the sentiments of benevolence and sympathy, or

extenuation and allowance enter; and as a conse

quence, modern law is not very severe or cruel. A

man's view, therefore, of what punishment should be

inflicted for crime is dependent upon the development

of his sentiments. One with large Conscientiousness

and moderate Benevolence would be likely to urge

a full measure of the punishment, or a penalty that

would approximate the nature of the crime—

would reward as it were in kind. One with large

Benevolence and moderate Conscientiousness would

be likely to urge extenuating circumstances, and let

the offender off with but a moderate punishment.

Cause or CHOLERA.——C. W. K. W.—

We do not think that Asiatic cholera is caused by

fruit eating; on the contrary, we think that its de

velopment is due to dietetic habits that do not in

clude sut‘licient fruits. in summer, if one partake

abundantly of fresh fruit, say at breakfast and din

ner, he will be likely to have a free digestion and

orderly bowels, the juice of the fruit being condu

cive to their action; and a good digestion is not

compatible with those biliary disturbances to which

cholera is related. If one be careful in his diet he

is not likely to contract such diseases.

MEASUREMENT or VlTALITY.—C. R

—The statement of Dr. Powell is not a trivial one.

Broad heads are generally indicative of vital vigor.

A man with a broad head is inclined to be more

active, more executive and in earnest, than one with

a narrow head. The observation of “ shoulder hit

ters
"
and

"
sporting" men as a class, would warrant

Dr. P. 's conclusion, for the reason that, as a class, the

cranial fossze in the heads of such men are deep.

The brain in the neighborhood of the ears dips

much below the plane of the superciliary ridges.

Phrenology, as you know, recognizes a special or

gan called Vitativeness, back of the ear, indicated

in part by the extension of the mastoid processes.

This extension is related to the fulness or breadth

in the temporal region. Again, men of strong or

ganisms, with the Motive temperament well devel

,.
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oped, have projecting brows; the length from the'

opening of the ear to the eyebrows is long, and

with that temperament there is usually associated

fulness in the temporal region, so that the meas

urement which you speak of, “from the centre of

the external orbit of’ the eye to the orifice of the

car," around the head, is considerable.

GAMBETTA.—C. J. M.—Shortly after

the death of this eminent Frenchman we published

two or three items on his brain, in answer to in

quiries similar to yours. The facts with regard to

the examination of the brain were by no means sat

isfactory; that is
,

there was no full account of the

method pursued and the results obtained, and as a

consequence the statement of its weight gave

occasion to mistrust. In life, M. Gambetta carried

a very large head on his shoulders, and warranted

the inference that he possessed an unusually large

brain ; the proportions of his head were matters of

comment. He died a victim of a wasting disease

that doubtlas affected the nervous system seriously,

and if his brain were not examined soon after death,

it is most likely that alterations occurred in the brain

tissue, by which a large amount of fluid was form

ed, the delicate nervous tissue disintegrated and dis

solved, and what was left in solid mass but poorly

represented what had once been in the skull in vig

orous life.

CRITICAL Oncaruzarrou—A. C.—A

good development of the upper range of intellectual

organs is necessary to critical character; that is, a

good development of Causality, Comparison, and

Mirthfulness or wit ; a fair development of the per

ceptive faculties is of great assistance, supplying the

material for criticism and analysis; of course peo

ple differ in their critical adaptation, and that is de

pendent upon the organization in other respects.

ROUND SHOULDERS.—H. P.—If your

occupation is such as to produce bent and stooping

shoulders, unless precautions are taken to correct

the tendency you should make use of means for

that purpose. \Vhen out of doors and not at the

desk, straighten up, throw back the shoulders as far

as possible, breathe deeply, walk rapidly, and wear,

if you think it necessary, braces properly adjusted.

Some one suggests a mode of exercise as helpful in

correcting the tendency to stoop, to wit : Hook the

fingers of the hands together, and raise the elbows

as high as the shoulders and pull strongly. By do

ing this frequently, the muscles of the shoulder

blades are strengthened, and thus serve to keep the

shoulders in normal condition. Lie down on the

back and raise the chest a few times, by pressure of

the head against the cushion or pillow on which it

is resting. This exercise will strengthen the mus

ries of the neck, and give it more steadiness in the

erect posture.

Tm; Nosr: m MARRIAGE.—B. C.—The

nose is not of so much importance as the tempera

ment in marriage; although there is a relation be

tween the nasal organ and temperament. \Ve do

not go so far as to say that persons having similar

noses should not marry, but if
,

associated with a

similarity of nose, there were the same complexion,

color of hair and eyes, and a nervous temperament,

we should dissuade an alliance between the parties.

There may be very marked differences in tempera

ment, and yet nasal similarity. \Ve often meet

with straight, regular noses with the Motive temper~

ament, and so too with the Vital; they are more

frequent, to be sure, with the Nervous or Mental.

VEGETARIAN Races. - L. P. — Yes.

many illustrations can be furnished from mankind,

in, support of statements that have been made in

these columns, to the effect that it is not necessary

that man should eat the flesh of animals in order to

attain a good physical development, and be healthy

and strong. It is claimed that man in the early

periods subsisted altogether upon the products of

the soil, and cite the story of Adam and Eve in the

garden as a basis of fact. The Maningo tribes,

Abyssinian, Nubian, tribes in India, some of the

Turkish tribes, the Hindoos, and people of Eastern

Arabia, and the inhabitants of many of the Pacific

Islands, live almost entirely upon farinaceous food,

fruits and vegetables, and for the most part are vig

orous, well developed, symmetrical, active, and

strong. it is said of the ancient Roman soldier,

that he would march all day, laden with his heavy

armor and camp equipage, and needed but a pound

or two of barley for his subsistence. So it was said

of the middle age Turkish soldier; his ration of

wheat or barley provided all the strength he needed

for marching and fighting in the long campaigns

that were incident to those old conflicts between the

Turanian and the civilized European.

LETTER-\VRITING BETWEEN STRAN

GERS.—C. S. M.—-\Ve think that it is improper for

ladies and gentlemen totally unknown to each

other to correspond by letter. Those who are giv

en to such a practice, as a class are not above mean

and wicked motives. We think decidedly that

ladies of “the right stamp
”
are not likely to engage

in it; and if any young man or young woman of

correct principles is not able to find suitable oom

panions in the neighborhood where he or she lives,

the fault is not so much in the community as in the

persons themselves.

SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS or Moses.

—J. S. Flory, of Hygiene, Colorado, writes in

answer to F. l-L's inquiry about the Sixth and Set‘

enth Books of Moses : “There is such a work adver

tised in some places (under that name at least).

It is a work that borders on heathen mythology,

and of no consequence to men of learning. It is a

veritable slander on the old patriarch and semi

of God."
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WHAT rs MY TEMPERAMENT ?-T. M.

—If you came to our oflice we could answer your

question very soon and without charge, as we have

no price for such a response-unless you wished to

consume much of our time. In making an examin

ation from portraits and written out, a reasonable

charge is made. Tell us what you want and we will

respond.

HEREDITY THROUGH M1LK.—L. K.—

N. O.-—No, we think that mere nursing has very

little to do with the inheritance of qualities. There

may be stomachic conditions, induced by irregular

and unwise treatment, that have an influence upon

the nervous system, rendering it irritable and weak,

because the brain is insuflicently nourished. The

child gets organization physical and mental from its

parents originally, and training moulds organiza

@ @ljztt @Igty gap,
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LONGFELLOW AND TraNzwsom—Per

haps, in character and authorship, no two poems

better admit of contrast than the
" Enoch Arden"

of England’s poet-laureate, and the
“
Evangeline"

of our own. They were written by men of equal

fame, and may be of equal talent. Each was meant

to be a romance “that might live"; each pictured

constancy. In such a contest, we might well look

for doubt and disagreement among the judges.

The result is the reverse. The laurels have fallen

to Tennyson.

We conjecture that the influence of an American

atmosphere should have given freer play to Long

fellow’s thought, and that the pent-up English air

should have clogged the wheels in Tennyson‘:

mind. As before, the result shows the reverse. In

point of comparison, the groundwork of the Amer

ican poem betokens less originality than does the

other. We have many novels that embody the ad

ventures of Evangeline and Gabriel. Indeed, as to

this point, the poem is even inferior to many of our

magazine tales. From beginning to end, there is

no striking feature. On the other hand, HEnoch

Arden" continually surprists us. At first, we con

fidently expect the reunion of husband and wife;

Phillip and Annie marry. We then look for news

of Enoch‘s death; he, however, returns. We be

lieve he will reclaim his wife; he does not. We

then fear that Annie will never know he did return ;

again, the sequel is otherwise It all differs from

the usual drift of our current literature.

Tennyson appeals to the feelings ; Longfellow, t0

the eye. Perfect naturalness pervades Enoch Ar

den. Each event, each act, seems just such as may

often have been repeated; just such as we our

selves may some day meet, excepting, perhaps, the

unusual, Crusoe-like shipwreck. The tale seems

real, and we lose ourselves in a semi-belief that it is

true. With Evangeline, the case is otherwise.

Nothing could seem more unreal than the exile of

the whole community, and nothing more barbarous

than the burning of the town. Yet, such is sup

posed to be ordered by a.monarch of the eighteenth

century, and executed in full sight of all Christen

dom. Nor can we believe that, after so long wan

dering over a broad country, Evangeline's party

would chance to find the settlement of their friends ;

even less, that Gabriel would happen to pass them

as he left the region. Evangeline’: pursuit, its end

less expectation and disappointment, seem simply

like well-adjusted machinery. From the poet's tone

in the description, I believe he was himself aware

of this rwemblanoe. The final meeting, afar in an

Eastern hospital, is in the ratio to probability as one

is to ten million. The poem has little in common

with human experience, and therefore our sympa

thies remain asleep. Indeed, we grow so used to

the idea of mechanism, that, forgetting the sorrow

of the story, we have no wish that any feature'were

different, lest the coadjustment of the part be dis

turbed.

Enoch Arden dwells upon particulars; Evangel

ine deab nearly always in the general. Our mem

ories of life are only links in a chain of particulars.

As we view a full painting, our impression never

equals that we get when we come closer and note

each expression. Coupling these two facts, we are

able to see why Tennyson pleases most. If we add

the point touched above, lifelike groundwork, the

two features combine to form one whose worth is as

much greater than the sum-worth of both sepa

rate, as the value of the diamond is greater than

when halved.

A story's ending determines much the reader’s

satisfaction. The interest excited within us, like

our regard for a friend, demands that the hero's last

desire be realized. There are popular books which

disregard this law ; but, rather than being even ex

ceptions, their popularity arise from other merits,

and, were the absent merit present, their popular

ity would invariably be greater. I think we here

find a principal reason why the Arabian Nights En—

tertainments never grows old. Now, Enoch Arden

is a hero. His last ruling desire is that he shall keep

his secret till he dies. His noble object inspires our

hope that he may succeed; and, he does succeed.

The secondary character, Annie, has no expressed

desire; but, it is evident that, in her calm after

thought, she is glad Enoch did not come to her;

hence, glad that he is dead. In the case of Evan

geline after the two meet, neither has an expressed

desire; but, each betrays an intense emotion, con

sistent only with a longing for Gabriel's recovery.

Yet, he dies. Two lives of repeated disappoint

ment end in hopelessness.

Weall admit the force of purely indirect influ
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ences. They always afiect, often control, the judg

ment. Because unseen and usually unknown, they

are the more potent. Two such act to bias in Ten

nyson‘s favor. One is that our literature always

makes woman the heroine, and man the secondary

character. \Vhen, as now, man is made hero and

woman secondary in character, the mind of the

reader is pleased by the contrast. The other influ

ence is of like nature; in that, man is here given the

first position, the latent germs of egah'rm are

stirred l The unwritten compliment to the hero

seems extended to the whole sex; therefore, to the

reader as one of that sex. The man is gratified in

a manner analogous to the feeling inspired within

us by praise for our own nation. We may thus

explain the pleasure ladies‘ find in ladies‘ maga

zines, whose sketches always canonize some l/erai'ne.

Ere I close, it would be unfair not to speak a re

deeming word for Mr. Longfellow; and, 1 am far

from assuming that his poem has no minor excel

lencies, or Tennyson's no minor faults. In Evan

geline there are many felicities of expression, poetic

beauties; in Enoch Arden there are few. Possibly

the one sought them more than did the other. Be

this as it may, it will hardly be disputed that Long

fellow is the better able to write them.

“
Men, whose lives glided on like rivers that water

the woodland,

Darkened by shadows of earth, but reflecting an

image of heaven." AL WARE.

INTELLECT m RELIGION. —
"
I said

therefore unto you, that ye shall die in your sins:

for if ye believe not that I am In, ye shall die in

your sins." \Vhen I read these words of firm to

the doubting Jews, the question arises, How can

I believe on Jesus 2 To this question, I answer that

evidence is the foundation of belief,—the fact of the

one necessitates the fact of the other. Therefore if

I believe on the work and mission of Jesus it is be

cause 1 can not disbelieve. The evidences of religion

lie in the constitution of man, the physical world,

and are set forth in the Bible, and it is the province

of the human intellect to lay hold of the evidences

herein contained. The truths of religion are not

axiomatic truths, nor are they positive truths, r
‘.

0.,

capable of logical demonstration. The man who

would accept nothing as truth or knowledge that

could not he prayed, like a problem in mathematics,

would admit that he could knew but little, and as

long as he lived he would be inconsistent with him

self, for his sphere of action must be much larger

than his theory would allow. The husbandman

sowing the seed can not prove the harvest. The

blacksmith working at his anvil can never prove

that the {run does not feel pain from every stroke of

the hammer, yet it is well they believe in the har

vest and that iron is without sense. The Hebrew

Psalmist, full of joy, sang praises unto God though

he could not prove the origin of that joy; yet had

he not a reuon for the hope within him?

Religion is progressive just as the human intellect

is progressive. History shows this. The religion

of the first and tenth centuries is not the religion of

to-day in systematic formulation; neither will the

religion of to-day be the religion of the twenty-fifth

or thirtieth centuries (should the world stand till

that time). As man advances in knowledge, he is

capable of coming nearer to God. He is constituted

with the faculties of Veneration and Spirituality,

which in their blindness reach after God. Thse

faculties combined with Firmness give the dogmatic

element in religion ; but when not guided by the in

tellect, dogma leads to superstition and persecution.

A blind faith is no better than skepticism; and in

order to be delivered from thse, let us study the

evidences. JESSE n. uownv.

THE Two LECTURES.—A while ago I

attendedalecture entitled "American Homes." An

attractive subject certainly; and as the lecturer was

highly recommended, and is quite widely known,

and was thoroughly advertised, he had a lar;e

audience. This man carries the prefix Rev. and

quite a. number of atfixes to his name, I believe;

but such things are so common now that one fails

to notice them. He professes to be a preacher of

the gospel ; but for wholsome distinctions between

right and wrong, honesty and dishonesty. I should

prefer, as a hundred to one, to have boys just com

ing to manhood attend the play called “Josh

\Vhitcombe," rather than that lecture. I have

never attended many plays, and am Opposed to

theatrical performances, but in what plays I have

attended I have never heard anything so demoral

izing as this
"
preacher‘s

"
talk. He described "

the

man at home and the man in a business transac~

tion," which involved an amount of cheating and

lying that would make any moral father who be

lieves in the "spare the nod and spoil the child"

doctrine, give a son who should practice it such a

dressing down as he would remember to his dying

day. But this preacher of the gospel—this should

be expounder of the Golden Rule—simply raised a

laugh over it
,

and said,
“
Such things always have

been, and such things always will be in the sharp

competitions of businss life."

On my way home I heard half-grown boys ring

ing the changes on "that typical business transac

tion," trying to fix this cheating lesson in their

minds, till I burned with indignation that that man

should so degrade his high calling and the house

that is called the house of God. I thought of Him

who said,
" It is written,

'

My house shall be called

a house of prayer‘; but ye have made it a den of

thieves," and wondered if He would not utter the

same rebuke to-day were He walking the earth. I

blush to bear the name of Christian in common with

a man who is satisfied to make money by amusing

an audience with the mom] deformities of his fel

low-men, just as some who are called
“
vulgar fel

lows” do with such physical deformities as a crossed

eye or a hunched back. Anyone atall inclined to

depend on the speaker's idea of the matter and not
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previously educated in common morality, would

have left that church with the impression that lying

and cheating are perfectly right and proper in

“
business transactions."

The talk about women and girls was equally viti

ating. The wife was the power behind the throne,

managing the husband by intrigue; the daughter

wzm the young lady maneuvering for a rich husband.

However true these delineations of character may

be, it is most hurtful to present them with good

natured toleration as they were inevitable and the

best humanity is capable of. Whenever the weak,

bad side of humanity is presented, the strong and

good should be given in contrast.

Such a speaker, a church congregation who

engage such a speaker, and an audience that smiles

complacently on such a speaker, are enough, for a

time, to dishearten the most ardent believer in the

final supremacy of truth and justice, and make us

believe that the country is sold out, the pulpit, press,

and legislatures all given over to the greed of gain.

In that whole lecture was not one spark of earnest

ness. The people paid fifty cents, and seemed sat

isfied that the Rev. Zany had given them their

money's worth in amusement.

And now let me speak for a little of another .lec

ture, entitled
" The Needs of the Hour." This was

a free lecture. I heard it some time before the one

just described, on a rainy evening in a small base

ment room of a small church ; but its purity, sweet

ness, vigor, and moral earnestness stay with me

yet, and 1 yet feel grateful for that uplifting. This,

too, showed the base, low side of life, but it also

showed what might be and should be, and outlined

the means to that end. Though I am usually not

fond of repetitions, I would go a long distance to

hear that lecture again. It made the right loolt so

desirable and the wrong so undesirable, that we

could but feel that bemuse of its very desimbility,

the right must finally superSede the wrong. And

yet, it is sorrowful that so many would pay for, and

hear, and applaud the bad, while so few would take

the good when freely given.

CELIA B. WHXTEHEAD.

THE EDITOR of Our Best War/ls, publish

ed at Shelbyville, lll., writes thus appreciatively of

the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL;

“ As well as we recollect, the first dollar that we

could ever call our own we gave for a year‘s sub

scription to this journal. That was in our boyhood,

more than thirty years ago; and it is not too much

to say that this journal was a very important plank

in the bridge that carried us over a perilous period

of our life. There were bad books and papers even

then, for young people to read, and we saw some

of them, and but for the good fortune of the attract

ive pages of the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL we

probably would have read them more than we did,

and been led sadly astray, as many boys have been

before and since. We have been a reader of the

JOURNAL more or less from that time. There are

thousands of young and old people who are in dan

ger of bad literature now, as we were then, who

wouldbe greatly interested in it and benefited by

this journal. Therefore, for the sake of all such,

as well as for old friendship’s sake, and in gratitude

we hereby heartily commend the periodical that

was a part of the bridge which carried us safe."

PERSONAL.

Lrzzrr: BRASLEY, of White Cloud, Kan., decided

to kill herself by refraining from food. She lived

fifty-three'days, refusing to speak or take any nour

ishment during this long period. Dr. Tanner, try

again.

COL. HYATT, principal of the Pennsylvania Mil

itary Academy, and Captain Carter, of the same

institution, declined to attend a meeting of the

graduates of their own institution, as wine was to

be served at the dinner. All honor to such obedi

ence to principle.

GENERAL MCCLELLAN, Mr. Brayton Ives, and

other New Yorkers, have formed a company to op

erate what will probably be the largest cattle ranche

in the world. It is in Grant County, N. M., and is

about forty miles from east to west, and sixty from

north to south, comprising about 1,500,000 acres of

grazing land.

Miss CATHARINE L. WOLFE, probably the

wealthiest unmarried lady in the United States,

purposes to send a party of explorers to Babylon,

headed by Dr. W. H. Hayes. In this way she can

use some of her income in the cause of science, and

laudably. Heretofore art collections seem to have

drawn most on her cheque-book.

JANE GREY Swrssr-rcur, the well-known writer,

died July 12th, at her residence in Swissvale, near

Pittsburgh, Pa. Mrs. Swisshelm was nearly seven

ty years of age, but still vigorous and active in the

cause of reform to which she had devoted the great

er part of her life. She was prominent in temper

ance work, and advocated the higher education of

women and their right to the ballot.

THE Bates family had a delightful reunion at

the home of their father and mother, Webster,

Mass, July 12th last. Mr. Nelson Bates is 83, his

wife 80; they have been married 60 years. All

their sons and daughters, eight in number, are liv

ing, and they have also 31 grandchildren, and r4

great-grandchildren. An exchange informs us that

the Rev. Lucius Holmes married Sophia, one of the

daughters, and was present at the reunion, con

tributing to its enjoyment by his genial humor.
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WlSDOM.

" Think truly, and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

IT is inconceivable how much wit is required to

avoid being ridiculous.—Clmmfart.

OUR greatest glory is not in never falling, but in

rising every time we falL—Can/ucius.

YOU might spend the wealth of the India, but

the infinite richness of God you can never exhaust.

NATURE has sometimes made a fool ; but a. cox

comb is always of a man's own making—Addison.

GOD gives you the best nourishment, although

not always the sweetest to the taste—Madame

Guyon.

THERE is a gift that is almost a blow, and there

is a kind word that is munificence ; so much is there

in the way of doing things—Arthur Helpr.

\VE call it our duty to leave to the world its gai<

ety and its thoughtlessness; but too often we leave

to it also its grace, and gentleness, and courtesy,

and self-control.

Daily trials, daily troubles,

in our lives must bear a part ;

Struggle through them strongly, bravely,

With a steadfast, hopeful heart.

THE average man doesn't feel as bad when he re

ceives ten dollars too much change as when he get

ten cents too little. He is more anxious to correc

e little mistake than he is to rectify the big one.

MEN do things which their fathers would have

deprecated, and then draw about themselva a

flimsy cordon of sophistry, and talk about the ad

vance of humanity and liberal thought, when it is

nothing after all but a preference for individual

license—Rm. 701:): Hall.

ltllRTl'l.

“
A little nonsense now and then

ls relished by the wisest men."

" MY dear l “ said a lady to her husband,
“
what

is cotton duck P
" “

Oh I" said he, " a kind of can

vas-back."

\VHEN the marriage ceremony was over, the par

son was approached by the groom with the question :

" \Vhat‘s the damage, elder P"

MR. Duns: "I always sleep in my gloves, Miss

Fresh ; it makes my hands so soft."—Miss Fresh :

"And I judge you sleep with a cap for the same

reason."

flavcusss
are in order now. What is a caucus 2

Why, when one man quietly gets together thirty or

forty of his friends and they all vote as he tells

them

to.

"
DON'T you remember me P" asked the soda

water clerk of a lady customer.
“ No, I can not

say that I do," she replied,
"
and yet there is some

thing familiar about your fizz."

AN old farmer who wrote to an editor asking how

to get rid of moles, and received the reply :
“
Plough

them out," answered back :
“ Can't do it. It's on

my girls nose."

A PHOTOGRAPHER in a country town wu recently

visited by a young woman, who, with sweet sim

plicity, asked,
" How long does it take to get your

photograph after you have left your measure P"

A Cmcaco paper says:
"
Laziness is not always

evenly distributed over a fellow. You may have

known a great many lazy people, but did you ever

know anybody who didn't use his mouth enough i"

'

Jones: "I! that man don't stop disturbing us

with that coughing, l‘ll fine him $ro."—Response:

“Jedge, I'll be willing to pay $20 to have that

cough stopped. If you can do it for $10, better get

off the bench and go to practicing medicine.

“here's

money in it
,

Jedge, money in it.“

“A YOUNG man was frequently mutioned by his

father to vote for
“
measures, not men." He prom

ised to do so, and soon after gave his vote for Mr.

Peck. His father, astonished at his voting for a

man whom he deemed objectionable, inquired the

reason for doing so.
“
Surely, father," said the

son, “you told me to vote for measures, and if
Peck is not a measure, I don't know what is."

THE following is a copy of a note lately received

by a teacher in one of the New York schools :

"
MRS. M. z-Except these few lines frome a moth

er‘s love to her child those evel-mided boys tellig

storys on Johny when the Go down to rm to you

to Get him blamed to you there like parisees in

Gospel the see beams in there neigbours but the

dont pluck mote oute of there One."

JOHNNY thought it would be nice to be a giraffe,

for then he could stand on the ground and eat the

apples, pears, and cherries that grew on Farmer

Jones‘ trees, beyond the danger of dogs and bear

traps, and could also taste the good things all the

way down his neck. But Johnny had a sore throat

the other day, and as he laid his head on his pillow

upon retiring, he confidentially remarked to his

mother that he was glad he wasn't a giraffe, after

all. A giraffe, with two or three yards of sore

throat, dwarfed his own amiction into uothingnes!

by comparison.
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PROPERTY 1N LAND. A Passage-at
Arnrs between the Duke of Argyll and Henry

George. rzmo, pp. 77. Price in per, :5 cents.

Published by Funk 8: Wagnalls, ew York.

The Duke of Argyll, in an essay entitled "The

Prophet of San Francisco," which appeared in the

Nr'nelemI/r Century, for April of this year, takes

up the cudgel vigorously and sharply in behalf of

the great landed proprietors, of whom he is a dis

tinguished representative. He criticises, with that

keen dialectical skill of which he is a well-known

master, the doctrines of Mr. George in relation to

ownership of land. Many logicians deem his points

irrefutable, and say that he disposes most effectual

ly of all claims on the part of Mr. George as a safe

champion of socialism. The essay may be gener

ally accepted as expressing the opinion honestly

held by the hereditary land-owner of England.

The criticism of the Earl was soon followed by a

powerful reply from Mr. George, entitled “The

Reduction to Iniquity." There is a sarcasm in the

title that has a sting in itself. The essays, when

placed in juxtaposition, invite careful reading, for

they contain in condensation the earnest declara

tions of two talented men, and show, as one might

say, the true inwardness of the doctrine of right to

own land, and of the right or claim to the free use

of land by the people. "I am convinced," says

Mr. George, "that if the Duke of Argyll will con

sider the matter as a philosopher rather than as a

landlord, he will see the gross inconsistency between

the views he expresses as to negro slavery, and the

position he assumes as to property in land. In

principle the two systems of appropriating the labor

of other men are essentially the same, since it is

from land and on land that man must live if he is

to live at all. A human being is as completely en

slaved when the land on which he must live is

made the property of another, as when his own

flesh and blood are made the property of that other."

Thus, the radical Mr. George. \Ve must ccn

fees that his radicalism is very elevated in tone.

The Duke, on the other hand, is usentially utilita

rian. In his view of the question he relies upon his

personal experience as a land-owner, and he looks

upon Mr. George's propositions as simply absurd in

their assertion, and preposterous in their demon

titration.

Tm: HOME IN POETRY. Com iled by

Laura C. Holloway, author of " La ies of the

\‘Vhite House,“ etc. 12mo, p. 244. Price 25

cents. Funk8: \Vagnalls, Publishers, N. Y.

Our cyelopedias of poetry are very incomplete

and deficient in their selections relating to home,

when compared with the multitude of excellent corr

tributions from distinguished pens that make up

this collection. The list is divided into eight parts :

Songs of Home, Home Pictures, Voices of Home,

Home Memories, Joy and Love of Home, Stories of

Home, Home and Heaven Gleanings. Properly

bound, the book would make a pleasing addition to

our home libraries.

L'EVANGELISTE. By Alphonse Daudet.

rzmo, per, 50 cents. New York, Funk 8:

WagnaII;

M. Daudet is recognized as the leading novelist

of France, and his books are read everywhere.

They are clean, high in tone, spirited and of a type

of imagination quite beyond the commonplace. In

the present work he has expressed his opinion of

the doings of that well-known system of proselyting

called the Salvation Army, yet we think that an

American reader would scarcely recognize his por

traits from what is known of Salvation Army eflort

in this country. The heroine, Eline Ebsen, is 21.

Dane, living with her mother in the Scandinavian

colony in Paris. She is on the point of being mar

ried, and a happy life seems in store for her, but

suddenly a disturbing influence appears in the shape

of Madame Autheman, a wealthy banker's wife,

who is given to making religious converts. This

woman hires Eline to translate some prayer-books,

and during the execution of the work the girl be

comes filled with her patron's enthusiasm. She

breaks with her suitor and deserts her mother to

serve as a preacher in the Salvati n Army. It goes

without saying that Daudet portrays French life in

its different lights and shadows with a master pen,

and fascinates the attention from first to last. He

has in great part the graphic power of the elder

Dumas, without that great writer's intense sensa

tionalism.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

IN HARPER'S MAGAZINE, for August, more than

customary space is given to American life and scen

ery. The West is represented by Montana and

Salt Lake City, the East by Richfield Springs and

Boston. But probably the reader will dwell more

longingly on the beautifully illustrated sketches of

Ilolland, and the pretty "Nature's Serial Story,"

with its rich flower clusters.

THE B'UTLER HEALTH-LIFT, its reasons and

its facts, ninth revised edition, showing the effects

of systematic and intelligent use of the lifting ma

chine with the above name. Lewis James, 76 \Val]

St., New York, Publisher.



I84 PHRENOLOGICAL YOURNAL. [Sept-.

A PERSONAL NARRATrvE or OPIUM AnnIcTIoN.

By J. B: Madison, LLD. Read before the New

Jersey State Medical Society, at Atlantic City.

THE PROIIIBITION SONGSTER. A new collec

tion of words with music, adapted for uses as a

campaign song-book, in temperance societies and

gatherings. Some of the bat writers in the tem

perance line are represented. rznto, paper, 15

cents. J. N. Steams, Agent, New York.

POPULAR ScIENcE MONTHLY, for August, is, if

anything, a little more miscellaneous than usual;

leaving the graver channels of scientific discussion

here and there, for something of a more attractive

nature to the average reader. \Ve are told about

Hickory-nuts and Butternuts, The Ghost of Re

ligion, The \Norld‘s Geyser Regions, Mystic Prop

erties of Numbers, etc. A sketch of Professor

Felipe Poey, an eminent French mathematician, is

given, accompanied by a portrait. D. Appleton

& Co., Publishers.

NoRTn AMERICAN REvIr-zw, Allan Thorndyke

Rice, editor, contains in its August Number a

variety of solid thought, suggestive and appropri—

ate as usual to the masses. The main titles are

The Encouragements of Capital, The Origin of

Comets, Are we a Nation of Rascals? The Drift

towards centralization, Prohibition and Persuasion.

'1‘HE CENTURY, for August, is a rich and beautiful

Number, beyond, we had almost said, its customary

degree of excellence; but perhaps our own ideas of

art are more nearly met in the Number than is cus

tomary, and for that reason we are inclined to say

it is an exceptional issue.
“ A Glance at British

\Vild Flowers
"
contains several very admirable en

gravings.
"
Recent Architecture in America”

shows in fine contrast new methods of building, es

pecially in Boston and New York. " On the Track

of Ulysses
"
contains many classical reminiscences

with fine views of Greek scenery.

RULEs CF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, to

gether with an explanation of its objects and princi

ples. Printed at Madras, New York.

ANNUAL CATALOGUE or TRINITY COLLEGE,

North Carolina. This circular is interesting in one

particular at least. it contains the names of some

twenty Cherokee Indian students.

OUR LITTLE MEN AND \VOMEN, published by

D. Lothrop 8: Company, of Boston, is an admirable

publication for the little ones.

THE New YORK HOSPITAL. Annual report of

the conference committee in charge of the training

school for nurses, together with an address to the

graduating class. To fit women by special study

for the very important oflice of nurse, is one of the

developments of our day most worthy of ateem

and encouragement.

HARPER’s ILLUSTRATED \VEEKLY, HARPER'S

BAZAAR, and HARPER'S YOUNG PEOPLE, come to

our table with faithful regularity. The recent at

titude taken by the editor of the lVeekIy, with refer

ence to the political situation, has given that publi

cation a character scarcely ever before sustained,

and doubtless added much to its circulation. Of

the Bazaar, as a very useful accessory to a lady‘:

boudoir, little need be said, as its merit is universal

ly acknowledged. The VVcekl y for young people is

unsurpassed in its class of entertainment for young

minds.

ROSA DARLING. Song and chorus composed by

George hi. Vickers and John P. Dougherty. Pub

lished by the latter at Chester, Pa. Price 40 cents,

for piano. Up to the average of love-songs.

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the Mor

gan Park Military Academy, for the amdemiml

year commencing Sept. 9, 1884. Capt. Ed. N.

Kirk Talcott, Superintendent. \Ve know Capt.

Talcott well, and can vouch for the high character

of the school that he conducts. Its situation is to

a charming suburb of the great lake metropolis.

TIIE HOMILETIC MONTHLY for August has a

good display of sermons and notes from a dozen or

more distinguished preachers of the day, among

whom are Dr. Gerok of Germany, Spurgeon and

Stopford A. Brooke of London, Hall and Storrs of

Brooklyn, the late Bishop Simpson, Drs. Arm

itage and Crosby, etc. But the article likely to at

tract most attention is the one On
“
Lay Criticism

on the Ministry and the Methods of Church \Vor',"

by Mr. Swinton of the New York press. It is a

bold and terrible arraignment of uthe thousand

clergymen of New York," and the entire Christian

Church. But
“ A Veteran Observer” is allowed to

reply to Mr. Swinton, and he proves himself to be

a master of the subject, and presents an arrayof

facts that have the character of a clear and unan

swerahle vindication. Funk & Wagnalls, New

York.

CANDY-MAKINO AT HOME. By one who has tried

it. Containing full directions for making asodiffer

ent kinds. lf candy must be eaten by all young and

Old folks, it is far better that they prepare for them

selves the creams, the caramels, and the taflies, the

chocolate drops, and the lozenges, then they will

know what they suck with so much gusto. There

will be a substantial sweetness in the mucilaginous

ooze that can scarcely be found in the anomalous

products of the shops. Price of the book is 50 cens.

F. R. Everston & Co., Boston, Publishers.

PLAtN FAcTs or ARKANSAS AND TExAs. illus—

trated with diagrams. By H. C. Townsend.
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Pres. of the Royal Col. ofSurgeons, England.

Nothing adds so much to personal appearance as a Bright, Clear Com

lexion and a, Soft Skin, With these the plainest features become attractive.

Vithout them the handsomest are but coldly impressive.

Many a completion is marred by impure alkaline and Colored Toilet Soap.

FEARS’ SOAP
Is specially prepared for the delicate skin of ladies and children and others sensitive to

the weather, winter or summer. In England it is pro-eminently the complexion Soap,

Ind is recommended by all the best authorities, as, on account of its emollient, non

irritant character. Redness, Roughness and Chapping are prevent

ed, and a clear and bright appearance and. a. soft, velvety

condition imparted. and maintained, and a. good, healthful
and. attractive complexion ensured.

5

Its agreeable and lasting perfume, beautiful appearance, and soothing properties

.mmend

it as the greatest luxury ofthe toilet. Its durability and consequent economy

remarkable.
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THE—MAN WONDEBF
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t

The Hous; Beautifu
'

l
i .

AN ALLEGORY.
_' \

Teaching the Principles of Physiology and Hygiene, and the efi‘e

Stimulants and Narcotics.
‘

FOR HOME READING. -

Also adapted as a Reader for High Schools, and as u Text-boo
"

' Grammar, lnterluediute, and District Schools.

BY cruuox B. ALLEN, A.M., LL.B., M.D., AND MARY A. ALLEN, an,
en]

'

l
Fully Illustrated, Extra Cloth, 12Ino, Price $1.50.

——o”—
THE publishers have great pleasure in placing before the public a book which is almost as won

the subject of which it treats.
'
The motive of the book is to teach that the most beautiful, and, at

'

_
time, the most wonderful thing in nature is man; and no one can read these chapters without feeling. - I

authors have accomplished their task.
'

t

The book is an alle ry in which the body is the
“ House Beautiful,” and its inha ,'

“ Mall ‘Yonder-ful.” The building of the house is shown from foundation to roof, and_

'

are taken through the different rooms, and their wonders and beauties displayed to us, and all th'u

are being taught—almost without knowing it—Anatomy, Physiology, and Hygiene, with practiml'

tions and suggestions.
,

We are then introduced to the inhabitant of the house, “Tm: MAN \VONDERFUL," and 1‘
growth, development, and habits. \Ve also become acquainted with the guests whom he entertains,

‘

that some of them are doubtful acquaintances, some bad, and some decidedly wicked, while others

good, company. Under this form we loam of food, drink, and the effects of narcotics and stimulan

The illustrations are of the best, and these, together with the happy verbal illustrations, give the

clearer idea of the subjects treated than any other work dealing with the same themes. : , ,

To pick up the book and read a chapter at random is to excite an interest that can not be satid' - -‘

every chapter has been read, and the critic will not then be content, for he will wish to reread \

to admire the beauty and simplicity of the style, as well as the ingenuity with which the difIercnt su

handled, and the skill with which the important points are made prominent.

T11: Table of Cantxnls by
Clta‘plerr

Ira: Ilzere .rlrz'kz'ng subjects .

Tlie
“
Foundations," which are the bones. The "Walls" are the muscles, while the skin and

I

.'r‘
.l
v 1

called the
“
Siding and Shingles." The head is an " Observatory,“ in which are found apair of “ Tel ~I

'
~

and radiating from it are the nerves compared to a
“
Telegra. h

"
and

"
Phonograph." The commu 5 - 1

are kept up with the
“ Kitchen," “ Dining-Room,"

"
Butler's antry,"

“
Laundry," and “ Engine." -- _

is heated by a
"
Furnace," which is also a

“
Sugar Manufactory.” Nor is the house without mvste »

'
it

contains a number of “Mysterious Chambers." It is protected by a wonderful
“
Burglar Al --

'

watched over by various “Guardians." A 'r of charming l‘Windows
"
adorn the “Fapde,” apar

“
\Vhispering Gallery

"
offers a delightful labyrinth for our wanderings. 1

In fact, the book is more wonderful than a fairy tale, more intensely interesting than a ro ~..- -.

more replete with valuable truths than any book of the present day. l
"

The authors—husband and wife—are both regular physicians, and besides graduating in the best
'
- ~

of America, spent three years under the best instructors in Vienna, Paris, and London.
'
‘

But teachers will ask, Is it adapted to our schools? And we can best answer this question by sayi e t 1t

‘

Prof. Foster, Superintendent of the Ithaca Schools, has read the manuscript and writes as follows

OFFICE or rue BOARD or EDUCATION, Ithaca, N. Y., 3w, 2, :88‘.
To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: The subscriber has read with much pleasure nearly all the copy for’.

new work on physiology and hygiene, entitled
“ The Man \Vonderful in the House Beautiful," by the m.

i;
_
=
a
-fl
_
.t
m
“
-.
_

w
e
»
..
.

Allen, representing the human body to be the house beautiful, with its doors, windows, rooms, furnitue,

'

servans, etc., etc., and the mind to be the man wonderful in ion. They have admirably sucoedd
in weaving into the several chapters the important facts of hysiology and hygiene in such a skillful manner
as to make very pleasant reading, and to arouse and hold t e interest of the reader, while at the same Elm,
the facts of the subject are rendered very clear and easily understood. The chapters on alcohol and naruihs
are especially to be commended, as they make the work excellently adapted to meet the requirements of ‘h
recent law, requiring instruction in physiology and hygiene, with reference to the effects of alcohol n1
narcotics. in my opinion, this book, if suitably illustrated and printed, will make a much better work on the
subjects treated of, for use in the grammar grades of our public schools, as well as for general reading, ti.
any now before the public. L. C. FOSTER, Sufen'ntmdm! of Srkod‘,

The authors have been teachers and know what will aid both teacher and scholar, and they have kepth
mind the fact that many teachers will be called upon to teach these subjects who will feel the need of
and they will find them in the questions which are so arranged with exponents in the text that the Immune
easily comprehended. -

The book will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price, $r.50. AgenLt wanted, to whom sped]!
terms will be given. Address

FOWLER 8L WELLS 60., Publishers, 753 Broadway, N. ‘1'',
_,a c
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GIN. BUTLER (man A 8051). l

THE CANDIDATES 0F REFORM.

BENJAMIN F. BUTLER—JOHN P. ST. JOHN.

ESIDES the two great political masses now and then that they are alive.

organizations, the Republican and One of these is known as the Greenback

Democratic, that command the lion's or Paper Currency party; another is the

share of public attention by their rivalry Temperance or Prohibition party; still

and strife for Government control and the another, of recent evolution, is the Anti

emoluments that are associated with of- Monopoly party. This last may be

fice-holding. there are two or three minor thought a small affair, but it has shown

parties or factions that maintain sulficient i
no little vigor and growth, and in the

activity to remind the great popular
l
present contest for the Presidency has
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united its fortunes with the Greenback

interest. The Temperance movement is

much older than the two others, and has

grown from year to year into greater di

mensions, until now its supporters are

numerically strong enough to make suc

cess certain for that one of the two great

political divisions to which it may, if

ever, ally itself. A bid, therefore, for the

Temperance vote is a not unusual feature

in the strife between Democrats and Re

publicans. The Anti-Monopoly party was

earliest in the field with its candidates

for President and Vice-President,—a

convention having been called at Chica

go, on the 14th of May, and Benjamin F.

Butler, of Massachusetts, formally chosen

as its candidate for the executive chair at

Washington. The party did not make

so liberal display of strength at this con

vention as was expected, notwithstand

ing the lively discussions that had been

going on East and West, regarding the

relations of labor and capital; neverthe

less the fact of two hundred men from

difl'erent parts of the Union meeting in

solemn conclave at an appointed time is

a deliberate notice to the world that

there is a decided movement among the

people for the protection of the interests

of the workineman, and for the assertion

of private rights that have been some

what lost sight of in the wholesale legis

lation for great corporate enterprises, or

in behalf of individuals possessed of ex

traordinary wealth and vaulting ambi

tion.

The party for Temperance and moral

reform met in solemn assemblage at Pitts

burgh, Pa., on July 23d and 24th, and

selected for its banner, John P. St. John,

of Kansas, and William Daniel, of Mary

land. This action signifies that the men

already held up by their party followers

to the gaze of the American people do

not meet the requirement of the Tem

perance creed, and, therefore, may not be

supported by the opponents of the traf

fic in alcoholic beverages. It was notice

able that in this convention women were

permitted to take part, and earnest ex

pression was made by the delegates as a

whole in ackowledgment of the great

work done by women for social and polit

ical reform. This was graceful, and as it

should have been, for our earnest, public

spirited women deserve the full recogni

tion of the people whether it be through

their male representatives in a political

or social capacity, or by an extension of

the full rights of citizenship, that would

only be in accord with even justice.

BENJAMIN F. BUTLER.

Ben. Butler is a large man; he is

broadly built, strong in the spinal col

umn, staunch in limb, with a deep chest,

and indicating in nearly every respect the

possession of the essential elements of

robust health and endurance. He is a

strong man in brain as well as body,

quick of perception, sharp, emphatic,

earnest, and thorough—going, having a

great deal of excitability, yet self-poised

and not what is commonly known as

nervous, fidgety, or fussy. His head is

very broad between the ears, and exceed

ingly heavy in the base, indicating extra

ordinary executive capabilities. great

positiveness of character, determination,

and the spirit to carry out his purposes

to the very end, even if it be against bit

ter opposition.

Our portraits represent him in pro

file, one engraved twenty years ago. the

other last year. How little change there

has been in essentials of physiognomy

during that time! The changes have

been those incident to such a tempera

ment when the man has passed middle

life. The whole contour impresses the

observer who knows anything about

physiognomy that the subject has power

of mind, grasp, and breadth, and strength

of intellect. The head is very large in

circumfzrence, much above the average

in length anterior to the opening of the

ear; and it is relatively high at the crown

in the region of Firmness, while not high

in general proportions. It is an irregular

head, and indicates the possession of

special capacities; not an organization

that is distinguished for smoothness
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evenness, harmony, and so on; but an

organization that has its emphatic, promi

nent peculiarities and eccentricities, and

which are known and read by all intelli

gent observers.

The perceptive organs, how marked

they are! indicating fullness and readi

ness of impression, ability to pack away

facts in great number. and have them at

command when needed for application.

Comparison is large, especially, among

the organs of the upper intellect; the

head is also very broad in the forehead,

and very full in the temporal region, show

ing that he is practical, pertinent, positive,

and matter-offact in the use of his intel- ,

lect.

One glances instinctively from the

large Firmness to the strongly-marked

Roman nose, finding an apposition in

their showings of strong Firmness, stead-
‘

The large chin .fastness, and resolution.

corresponds with the fullness of the

back-head, and shows warmth of social

feeling, affection, strong passion. It

would be impossible for one organized as

this man is to live inertly, passively, in

the background; he
must

be prominent

in the sphere, whatever it is, into which ‘
I l

He 15 not the creature ofhe is thrown.

circumstances but the one to rule cir

cumstances. and convert them to his:

woman, and fond of the good creature

comforts of life. Living in a middle

plane, he is yet not content to live in a

physical way, merely; having ambition,

and purpose to achieve reputation, and

that through real work.

He is an original thinker, and an orig

inal executor, with Caution and Secret

iveness enough to render him politic in

whatever he undertakes; and with tact

and sagacity to take successful charge of

circumstances, and if necessary he can be

cunning in order to secure his ends with

out embarrassing himself.

A writer once said of him, that his

organization is adapted to emergencies,

1that there is "enough of the gladiator in

, BhNjAMlN F. Burma AT 65.

purposes; he would be independent of.

influences ; and, instead of being subject,

would from the first, strive to render

others subject and make. his influence

predominant. Self-reliance, decision, ex

ccutiveness, push, are stamped every

where upon the head and face. He can

be accommodating and kind, even sym

pathetical, but he would -not concede a

point or grant a favor simply as a matter

of accommodation. The sense of utility

is such, that he would impress in some

way, with the giving of a favor, himself

upon the act and upon the recipient; he

would have him who is benefited be ben

efited in a useful and lasting fashion.

He is emphatically a man of the world,

with great vital tenacity, fondness for so

ciety, appreciation of home and the do

mestic relation, highly appreciative of

‘, him to overcome all obstacles and diffi

\
culties, be they mental or physical; and

i he would rather travel a road that has
‘

variety and danger in it, than one which

is safe, flat, and monotonous."

General Butler is a marked man; of

extraordinary individuality ; probably

there is no other character of prominence

before the country that is viewed in so

many lines and from so many points of

view by different people.

Benjamin Franklin Butler was born in

Deerfield, New Hampshire, 0n the 5th of

November, 1818. His father was a sol

dier under Gen. Jackson, and it was but

natural that as a boy, he should have

shown a disposition for military life, and

looked forward to study at West Point;

but a pious mother willed otherwise, and
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sent him to Waterville College in Maine.
‘
1'08. It was there he suggested the solu

There he worked his way through, sup- Y tion of the slavery custom, by pronounc

porting himself by teaching, and finally

left college, in debt, and in ill health.

But a cruise on a sailing vessel to Labra

dor re-established strength, and after re

turning home, he entered a law ofiice in

Lowell, Mass. Soon afterward, he joined

the City Guard, a company that at a later

time was a part of the Sixth Regiment

of Massachusetts Militia, that became

famous by its march through Baltimore

in the spring of 1861.

He was a hard student of law, and be

came an industrious practitioner, winning

attention and advancement; but his love

for the life of a soldier made him an en

thusiastic. militia-man, and he passed

from grade to grade of ofiicial position.

He took a part in politics as a sturdy,

unflinching Democrat, rather liking, it

may be suspected, the attitude of opposi

tion that comes from being related to a

minority in the controversies of politics.

At any rate, it seems to have given much

scope to his native pugnacity. After the

election of Mr. Lincoln, Butler went to

Washington, where
he

conferred with

Southerners whom he found determined

on secession. He told them the North

would fight against their withdrawal

from the Union, but they laughed at him.

He declared that if the South rebelled,

there would be an end of slavery; and

he assured them that if matters came to

so serious a pass. he would espouse the

cause of the Union. It should be said

here that he was elected as early as in

1853 to the Massachusetts Legislature,

and in
1859 to the Senate of the same

State, being recognized as a champion on

the Democratic side. On the opening of

the Civil War, he at once ofi’ered his ser

vices to the Government; and went to

Governor Andrew, and advised him to

put the militia of the State on a war

footing. He was appointed Brigadier

General, and at the head of the first vol

unteers of his State, made his famous

march into Maryland. Soon afterward

he was commissioned as Major-General,

and given the command of Fortress Mon

ing the negroes
“
contraband of war,"

and afterward they were known popularly

as contrabands.

The battle of Great Bethe] was a blun

der, occasioned mostly by the inexpen

ence of our troops, who were confused

by the too complicated movements that

were attempted, and this disaster to our

arms for a while depreciated Gen. Butler

in the esteem of the nation; he, however.

won back its good opinion by his conduct

in the New Orleans expedition. This

undertaking was in accordance with Gen.

Butler’s own proposition; and the fleet

under Farragut having effected an en

trance to the city, Butler at once occu

pied it with his forces. Here he exhib

ited exceptional administrative powers;

and while many tales have been told of

his severity or his avarice by disaffected

persons, it is but just to say that what

was done for the community at large

served an excellent purpose, and proved

wise, helpful, and efficient in the end.

He was strict and severe, and strict

ness and severity were called for, under

the circumstancesfbut so far as known

facts are concerned, neither cruel nor re

vengeful. Mr. Parton, in his biography

of Gen. Butler. relates an incident to this

effect: On the occasion‘ of a visit of the

Mayor to the head-quarters, there was a

turbulent assemblage in the street. The

Mayor and his party had not been long

in the presence of Gen. Butler, when an

aide-de—camp rushed in and said :

"Gen. Williams orders me to say that

he fears he will not be able to control

the mob."

Gen. Butler in his serenest manner re

plied: "Give my compliments to Gen.

Williams, and tell him, if he finds he can

not control the mob, to open upon them

with artillery."

The Mayor and his friends sprang to

their feet in consternation.
“
Do not do

that," exclaimed the Mayor.

"Why not?" said the General;
"
the

mob must be controlled ; we can not have

a disturbance in the streets."
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“
Shall I go our and speak to the peo-

'

ple ?
"
asked the Mayor.

‘‘
Anything you please,‘ replied Gen.

Butler; " I only insist that order be main

tained in the public streets."

The Mayor and other gentlemen ad- 1,

dressed the crowd, and as their remarks
‘

o

r,__
__

were enforced by the rumor of Gen.

Butler's order, there was a temporary

lull in the storm; the crowd remained,

however, vast, fierce, and sullen.

Later in the war he was given import

department of North Carolina, including

Fortress Monroe and a portion of Vir

ginia. In 1866 he was elected on the

Republican ticket a member of Congress,

and was returned to his seat several

times, and at all times taking conspicu

ous rank in the discussion of important

measures. In 1871 he was nominated to

the ofilce of Governor of Massachusetts.

‘ but without success. In the fall of 1882

he was nominated again, and this time

was elected by a large majority.

I

‘-
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jOHN P. ST. jOl'IN.

To the phrenologist and physiognomist

this portrait has an expression that may

l be embodied in three words—earnestness,

ant commands; one being that of thej sincerity, severity. Of course a photo

graph from which a good engraving is

made must necessarily have, or generally

does have, from necessity, a certain fixed

expression that can hardly be natural: a

lack of mobility and mellowness which is
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seen in real life, except under some I

special stress of thought, and feeling, and

purpose; then this fixed, hard, relentless

expression is seen.

Those clean-cut features indicate ac

tivity of body and mind, and the tend

ency to be specific and critical. The

faults which he sees in people stand out

like thorns; they are not round-top

warts; they are like needles. His pref

erences and prejudices are marked; if

he likes a man, he “goes for" him with

such hearty earnestness that his friends

can count on him always and everywhere.

When he forms a prejudice, or feels that

he has just cause against a man or sub

ject, he is relentless in his earnest en

deavor to hedge up the way and baffie

the thing opposed.

In that large development of the per

ceptive organs—we mean the promi

nence clear across the brow—there seems

to be a cutting-edged severity; a feeling

of analysis and criticism; as if he were

looking through and through subjects,

as we look through plate-glass, to learn

if peradventure there may be a stain or a

flaw in it.

The expression across the lower part

of the brow, and up the centre of the

forehead, and that fixedness of the eye,

and that general unmellowness of the

whole face make one think of an inspect

or, whose business it is to find faults in

things that he looks over, as well as to

see excellencies; and if he were an in

spector, nine-tenths of the people who

met him the first time with articles to be

inspected, and accepted or condemned,

would feel that they had nothing to hope

for, from any stupidity, or inattention, or

want of acuteness in his perception and

judgment. If he were a teacher, pupils

would think that if they could pass mus

ter with him they could pass anywhere.

He must be a man of order and system;

the organ is prominently indicated.

His large Comparison, indicated by the

fullness in the centre of the upper part of

the forehead, will make him fertile in il

lustrations as a writer or speaker. His

knowledge of character, shown by that

sharp upper part of the forehead where it

joins the hair, would make him a good

detective; he would read a stranger'in

spite of himself; he must form opinions

favorably or adversely of every person he

meets. In his estimate of men, it is not

how much a man knows or how great his

character, but is he sincere? Does he

mean what he says?

The head seems to be broad through

the middle section above and about the

ears, showing force, energy, prudence,

economy, courage, policy, and ingenuity.

He is a natural worker, and inclines to

work hard at anything he attempts to

do. The word "
radical

"
in its best sense

is applicable to him. If he could preach

but one sermon it would be like him to

take for his text,
“ If the Lord be God.

serve Him; if Baal, then follow him."

He does not halt between two opinions;

he begins at the root as he understands

it; and to him the root of the matter is

about as important in his esteem, as, to

onion-growers, the bulb is the important

matter of that plant. If this man can feel

that a person is right at the root; that

his intentions, and purposes, and drift.

and spirit are in the right direction, he

will tolerate a great many things that

otherwise would be uncomfortable to

him. He could accept a diamond in the

rough, provided it was a diamond.

His top-head seems amply developed.

as if the mor'al organs, as a whole, were

well developed; but the middle, where

force, and prudence, and economy are in

dicated, with practical talent, and power

of criticism, and ability to understand

character (and all combined tend to drive

him onward, right onward in the work in

hand), the elements stand forth as the

distinguishing characteristics of the or

ganization.

The back-head is out of view, and he

may have a fair share of the social; but

he is doubtless prized by his associates

for his force of character, his dauntless

courage, his uncompromising firmness.

pride, and ambition, and for his incisive.

practical intellect.

There is in his build of head, an ex
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pression of what is apparently more of

the law than of the Gospel; more of the

Ten Commandments than the Sermon

on the Mount ; and whatever he attempts

to do, believing in it, he will try to fulfil

though the heavens fall.

If he had in his composition a little

more of the elements of grace, mercy,

and peace, he would doubtless be more

companionable to the majority of men.

As a soldier, he would glory in some des

perate charge; and if he has not in -him

the spice of Custer and Kearney, with a

slight seasoning of Sheridan, we are mis

taken. Honor, honesty, courage, duty,

sincerity, are his leading traits. Too lit

tle of the mellow, pliable, and conforma

tory, would apparently be his defect.

John P. St. John was born in Brock

villc, Franklin County, Indiana, on the

25th of February, 1833. He had few

early advantages. His education was

that afforded by a country school in a

new settlement, but he made the most of

his limited opportunities, and used every

moment of leisure in perusing such books

as he could procure, and thus he made

himself familiar with history and biogra~

phy especially. He was a mere youth

when he found employment in a store,

and received six dollars a month for his

services. At twenty, he caught the "gold

fever," and made his way to California,

where he found its golden promises an

illusion in his case, so he turned his hands

to any honest labor to earn a living—

chopping wood, cleaning decks, and serv

ing in stores. He saved a little money,

which he sent from time to time to his

parents, and filled every leisure hour with

study. He has himself told the story of

his first departure from home, and of the

vow he then made to his mother in an

address:

"Poor mother was almost broken

hearted, though she did not say it. Fa

ther, a good man, a loving husband, and

a kind father always, would have been

better off but for his habit of imbibing

too freely from the social glass; conse

quently things were not about home as

they used to be before this fault had over

taken him. Mother was not so cheerful

and happy as formerly, although she never

spoke of her fears and secret sorrow;

yet I saw it all, and, boy as I was, I hated

the demon drink that had made such a

change in my father, and broken the

heart of my mother, and darkened the

home of my boyhood. I resolved that

the disastrous poison should never pass

my lips, and that anything I could say or

do should be done to put the blighting

curse from other homes. Mother called

me to her and said, ‘John, my son

promise me you will always be a man

wherever you go.’ I made that promise.

and wherever I have been, and however

tempted to go astray or to do anything I

knew that my mother would not approve,

that promise kept me right."

During his stay on the Pacific Coast

he made voyages'to South America,

Mexico, Central America, and the Sand

wich Islands. In 1853 he was engaged

in the Indian wars in Northern California

and Southern Oregon. In these cam

paigns he fought bravely and was twice

wounded.

In the meantime he had decided to pre

pare for the profession of the law, and un

der the most adverse circumstances had

made some progress toward mastering

the knowledge requisite. Often he pored

for hours over his text-books by the flick

ering light of a pine-knot in a miner's

cabin. In 1860 he returned to Illinois,

and continued his reading with the le

gal firm of Starkweather & McLean, in

Charleston, Mo., and at the end of the

year he became a member of the firm.

The outbreak of the war changed all

the plans of the young lawyer. He en

listed as a private in the 68th Illinois

Volunteers, and at the election of ofl'icers

was unanimously chosen captain of Com

pany C. At Alexandria he was detached

from his command and assigned to duty as

assistant adjutant-general. He was after

ward placed in command of the troops at

Camp Mattoon, Ill. Upon the reorgani

zation of the 143d Regiment, he was

elected its lieutenant-colonel. The ser

vices of that regiment were confined
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mainly to the Mississippi Valley. After

Lee surrendered, Col. St. john returned

to the practice of law in Charleston, Mo.

He soon removed to Independence, Mo.,

where for eight years he practiced his pro

fcssion with notable success. He was at

the same time always loyal to patriotism,

temperance, and humanity, and gained

no little celebrity as a stump orator.

In May, 1869, he crossed the border and

took up his residence in the State with

which he was soon to become very honor

ably identified. He settled at Olathe,

Kansas, and proceeded to practice law.

He sought no ofiice, but olfice sought the

man, and in 1872 he was elected to the

State Senate. where he distinguished him

self as a debater and statesman. In 1878

he received the Republican nomination

for Governor of the State, and was elected.

As an advocate of temperance he has

long been publicly known. While Gov

ernor of Kansas, he travelled through

the State making addresses in behalf of a

Prohibitory Constitutional Amendment.

Since the expiration of his term of office,

Mr. St. John's voice has been heard in

many of the States at great meetings,.and

as the champion of Constitutional Prohi

bition in the West he has won high con

sideration from all who wish well for the

State and the people.

THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

ITS HISTORY AND DIVISIONS.

INTRODUCTORY.

“IE have often heard surprise ex

pressed that the general public

has so little knowledge of theologicall

matters. This is to be accounted for‘

perhaps, or at least in part, from the fact

that the information they would be lad

to have is not readily obtainable. n a

country with customs like ours, where so

much of one's time is employed in pro

viding for many wants that are not neces

sities, but little is left in which to supply

the intellectual part of man with its real

needs, and too many content themselves,

so far as their spiritual nature is con

cerned, with what they receive in an oc- ‘

casional sermon.

A noted clergyman in Boston recently

said he asked, as he casually met them.

thirty-five men of his acquaintance if

they had ever read the Bible through.

They were all men of intelligence—grown

up sons of clergymen, students, profes

sors, literary men. One replied, he
“
be

lieved his mother put him through it

when he was a child." The others said

they had not. Such a statement seems

astonishing; but ask the first thirty-five

church-members you meet what they

know of the history of the Christian

Church, and of the denomination to

which they belong, and of its creed or

belief, with the reasons therefor, and

you will doubtless be surprised at their

replies and the meagrencss of their in

formation in these respects. t

In the space at our command in the

pages of this JOURNAL, we can not hope

to give more than a mere outline or sum

mary of the subjects treated; but even in

this some readers may find records of

facts with which they were not before

acquainted, and become sufficiently in

terested to pursue their inquiries. What

we shall write of early times will be with

out prejudice, bias, or bigotry. That all

records of history are full of errors is well

known. Doubtless the authorities from

which we shall draw our facts and con

clusions have their share. We shall in

dulge in no speculations, our earnest en

deavor being to put briefly before the

readers what we find, advising them to

“prove all things; hold fast that which

is good."

THE EARLY CHURCH.

The first followers of Jesus were only a

sect protesting against the corruptions of

the priesthood and the wickedness of the

people. They believed He was the Mes

siah long expected, and that so soon as,

by repentance and reform, the Jewish na

tion became worthy, the Roman power

would be overthrown and the govem

ment restored to them. We find in the

gospels no record that leads us to be

lieve that in the beginning was there

thought of anything more than tempo
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ralities. Spiritual matters had not re

ceived their attention. They continued

to worship in the synagogues after the

manner of their fathers. But soon the

precepts and teachings of Jesus had in

culcated a principle of right living in His

disciples, and the good seed began to

bear fruit. Jesus had not been slow to

declaim against the errors of the times,

particularly those of the Pharisees, Sad

ducees, and some other sects, who, when

the number of believers was small,

thought them little worthy of attention.

But when on and immediately after the day

of Pentecost, the converts to the new doc

trine were numbered by thousands, "and

a great company of the priests were obe

dient to the faith," they became jealous

and antagonistic. Persecutions were com

menced; Stephen was stoned to death.

This action on the part of their oppo

nents called attention to the new sect,

and accessions to its ranks were rapid

and continuous. Among others, Paul,

before a persecutor, now joined it, and

the new sect was fairly established. The

Christians withdrew from the synagogues,

and established organizations of their

own, called churches.

Most of the early history of the church

is unfortunately lost. The records given

us in the New Testament are too meagre

to adrhit of our arriving at very definite

conclusions. The disciples doubtless had

at first the controlling power or influence

where they were; but as other churches

were formed, elders, priests, or presby

ters were appointed to advise and keep

order. They were men noted for up

rightness of character, to whom others

could look with reverence and respect,

and whose opinions and advice were be

lieved to be sound and useful. The pres

byters in larger towns were usually

chosen to preside at meetings of the

churches of a province or neighborhood

when gathered to consider important

matters of mutual interest, thus becom

ing presiding elders—and to them was

applied the term rpz'rcopus, meaning

president, overseer, bishop. Far into

the second century the terms presbyter

and bishop seem to have been inter

changeable; but Cyprian taught, by what

authority we are not told, that Christ

communicated the Holy Ghost to His

disciples and the apostles, and they again

to those they appointed to preside over

congregations, and these in turn ordained

bishops, who were higher in order, and

from whose decision there could be no

appeal, as such would be an appeal

against the judgments of God and Christ.

Titus was made a bishop by Paul, and

appointed "to set in order the things

that are wanting, and ordain elders in

every city." The bishop was the highest

ecclesiastical officer in apostolic times.

For the character and qualifications of

persons considered fit to fill the place,

see the first chapter of the Epistle to

Titus, and the third chapter of the first

Epistle to Timothy. In later times and

until late in the fifth century, both elders

and bishops were elected by the votes of

the churches or congregations.

During the life of Jesus, and for some

time after His death, the property of the

disciples and other believers was held in

common. Complaint having been made

relative to the distribution of funds to

some widows and orphans, seven of the

brethren were named to superintend the

future distribution of such funds. They

were appointed by the multitude of dis

ciples, and brought before the apostles,

who prayed and laid hands on them.

These brethren were called deacons,

from a Greek work signifying to supply

or minister. Some women were after

ward chosen to this position.

As the doctrines taught by Jesus and

the disciples spread to other countries,

they were gladly received, and many. not

Jews, acknowledged belief in their truth.

Differences of opinion arose as to whether

any but Jews, or those who would con

form to Jewish rites and ceremonies,

should be admitted to fellowship. Paul,

who seems never to have been directly

associated with the disciples, held that

the new sect should not be governed by

Judaical laws. He began immediately

after his conversion, to preach in his own
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way, and never asked or received from

those at Jerusalem advice or counsel.

The question was so much discussed

in the various churches, that finally it

was "determined that Paul and Barna

bas, and certain other of them, should go

up to Jerusalem unto the apostles and

elders about this question." The coun

cil was held, the matter fully dis

cussed, and the determination reached

that the Gentiles in the churches should

only be required to "abstain from meats

offered to idols, from blood, from things

strangled, and from fornication." This

was done seventeen years after the death

of Jesus, and is the more noticeable,

not only because it was the first council,

but because its acts made the first definite

separation between Christianity and Ju
daism. This same council appointed Paul

an apostle to the Gentiles, and Peter to

continue his labors among the Jews.

Thus began the obedience to the com

mand of Jesus,
“
Go ye into all the world,

and preach the Gospel to every creature."

Soon believers could be found in all parts

from Rome to Babylon. Converts were

made from all classes. and were gathered

into the church, taking with them many

of the various beliefs they had formed in

consequence of the teachings of those

with whom they had been associated.

These beliefs difiered much, not only

from the doctrines the apostles were en

deavoring to promulgate, but from each

other, and caused much difficulty and

dissension. Meanwhile the Jews in Jeru

salem and thereabouts exerted them

selves against the new religion, and

warned their brethren in all the coun

tries where Christianity was being intro

duced to beware of the apostate Jews and

heretical Gentiles.

As men of intellect and genius be

came interested in the new teachings,

they could not fail to be convinced by

the reasonableness of the doctrines and

the many truths presented; but they

brought with them the errors before re

ceived from the teachings of the wisest

in the world as well as many of their own

Imaginings. In this way many of the

churches became so filled with paganism

as to bear little
resemblance

to the origi

nal, and for a time the teachings of Jesus

were in some, fairly subordinate to those

of the Grecian philosophers. But this

state of things could not last. Christianity

having its foundation in truth could nJt

fail, and although through all the ages it

has had to carry an incubus of error from

which it is not yet entirely free, it will in

the end rise above all its opponents, and

the whole world will receive it as the

truth.

We may note briefly how some, called

the "fathers" of the church, were ham

pered by their early education, and at the

same time see how some of the now lead

ing doctrines of the Christian Church

were first brought into prominence.

JUSTIN, called the martyr, was of Gre

cian parentage, and a believer in the

doctrines of Plato, among which was that

there was one supreme being; that from

him came the Logos, or word, by which

the earth was created, and by means of

which the souls of men were enabled to

perceive truth. He believed that he dis

cerned in Jesus this Logos, and also that

He was the one to whom God is said

to have spoken at various times. No

such idea of Jesus seems to have before

been held, or at least taught. This was

only one of the many Platonic ide'as Jus
tin incorporated with the beliefs of the

earlier Christians, but it was perhaps the

most prominent. He taught about the

year 140.

Tnr-zopmws, bishop of Antioch, also

taught that the Logos of Plato was mani

fested in Jesus.

CLEMENT, bishop of Alexandria, one

of the foremost of Christian teachers,

had much respect for the philosophers,

although he said he espoused not this or

that sect, but followed what he believed

to be right in all.

ORIGEN was instructed in Christianity

by his father, and was a pupil of Clement.

He was thoroughly imbued with the Gre

cian philosophy, but differed from it in

believing in the personality of God, in

stead of an impersonal being without
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consciousness, from whom all other be- ; ages before the world-was made; that

ings emanated by a natural law. The

Holy Spirit he thought was the divine}

energy, and with the Son was exalted

above all other beings as the Father was

above them, and that Jesus was a perfect

human being endowed with supernatural

power by the Logos.

It would be interesting to give at length

the many doctrines originally held by the

fathers that were not in accord with those

of the primitive church, but we will only

add, that while they were among the

wisest and best men of their times, they

were full of the erroneous beliefs of their

time and country: such as the existence

of demons or devils, the offspring of

angels and women, that could be exor

cised by prayer or the repetition of pas

sages of Scripture. Their credulity was

very great. It is hardly conceivable that

men so given to thought and reasoning

should have received as true so many

statements that appear to us to have been

without any foundation, but merely the

result of vivid imagination.

The introduction of these various be

liefs and opinions caused dissensicns and

the formation of various sects, the dis

agreements among which caused much

difficulty. Among the most noted of

these sects was the Arian, which, as it

has exerted an influence to the present

time, we should not fail to notice.

The Platonic idea of the Logos before

spoken of came to be generally received,

as well as the belief that Jesus was this

Logos. Then arose questions as to the

character of the Logos. Had Jesus an ex

istence before His human birth ; was He a

divine attribute, clothed in a human form,

and thus a part of God?

Was He begotton or created, or were,

as Sabellius taught, Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost not persons, but different

manifestations of one God? These and

other similar questions had been long

and warmly discussed. About the year

318, Arius, a presbyter of the church in

Alexandria, endeavoring to refute Sabel

lius, held that the Father alone was self

existent; that He had created the Son

the Son was the Logos, vastly superior to

all other beings; that this Son‘ or Logos

created the Holy Spirit, which was sub

servient to Him. How a being who was

born, lived, suffered, and died like a man

could at the same time be God, was a

question the church had long endeavored

to settle. The position taken by Arius

was soon combated, and the whole

Christian world was engaged in the con

troversy; and after a struggle of six years

the Council of Nice was called. Here

318 bishops assembled, besides many pres

byters and deacons. Among the most

noted opponents of Arius was Athanasius.

He formulated a doctrine or creed, that

is, with little change, still known as the

Nicene or Athanasian Creed, which after

a discussion of two months, was adopted

by the Council as the rule of faith by

which the Christian Church should be

governed.

This contained the statement that

Christ “was begotten, not made," and

consubstantive with the Father; that

there was an indissoluble union between

the perfect God and a perfect man ; that

this mode of existence was unexplainable,

and must be believed, not understood.

This Council of Nice is a conspicuous

point in church history, not only because

it was the culmination of the first real

battle of the churches on points of faith,

but also because from its time admission

to all Christian Churches, with few ex

ceptions, is had only by subscribing to

articles of belief prepared by the clergy.

Notwithstanding its defeat in the Coun

cil, Arianism continued to spread, and

had friends high in power. Arius, who

had been anathematized by the Council

and banished by the emperor, sought

conciliation, and wrote another confes

sion of faith, made up mostly of Scripture

texts. This, although very differently un

derstood by others, was by Constantine

accepted as an agreement on the part of

Arius with the Nicene Creed, who was

recalled to Constantinople, where the

bishop was commanded to administer to

him the sacrament. The bishop seemed
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inclined to disobey; a collision was im

rninent, but the sudden death of Arius

put an end to the controversy.

While these two sects were thus war

ring, others were holding views different

from either. The Gnostics supposed Je

sus to be a man so pure that some divine

ly-emanat'ing spirit had taken possession

of His soul at baptism. Artemon at Rome

taught that Christ was a mere man, but

born of a virgin, and excelling the proph

ets in virtue. Paul, bishop of Antioch,

taught that wisdom, a divine attribute,

operated in jesus to a greater extent than

in any other, so that He was the Son of

God in a sense that no other man ever

was. but denied that He had an existence

before His human birth; the bishops of

Ancyra and Sesamum were deposed for

teaching similar doctrines in the fourth

century. All these referred to the gos

pels for authority, that portion of John's

gospel relating to the Logos being be

lieved by them, as it is by many scholars

at the present time, to be an interpolation.

Although combated by the churches,

the doctrines of these men found lodge

ment in many minds, and notwithstand

ing they were put down by power, and

expression of their ideas forbidden, the

thought has lived through the ages, and

even now there are those who read the

Nicene Creed only to doubt if both Arius

and Athanasius were not mistaken, and

Search the Scriptures for more light.

Let us leave here for a while the his

tory of doctrines, faiths, and beliefs, and

trace the growth of the churches and

their relations with Government.

L. A. R.

CRANIAL AFFlNlTlES OF MEN AND APES.

A LECTURE BY R. VIRCHOW.

(Concluded )

TO
the further development and per

fection of this theory, another new

science, born of the German mind, con

tributed—I mean Comparative Anatomy,

the creation of a quiet Tubingen scholar,

Kielmeyer, the teacher of the celebrated

French zoologist, Cuvier. Based on the

principles of this science, the relation of

man to the higher animals, since that

time classed under the term vertebrate

animals, has appeared in quite a new

light. It has become an accepted fact,

that there is to be recognized a common

plan, not alone in the structure of per

fectly matured animals—which till then

had almost alone formed the object of

the scientific discussion of the systemati

cians,—but to a greater extent, of those

which are in a state of development.

From the simplest form of the microscop

ic egg onwards, through a regular suc

cession of formations, of which one pro

ceeds from the other without interruption,

higher the scale of development which

we take as our standard in the history of

the individual organisms, and the nearer

it is to reaching its highest development,

the more varied appear these single or

ganisms. Family is distinguished from

family, genus from genus, species from

species, individual from individual. Re

versely, the further backward we trace

the single organisms to their beginnings,

the fewer stages of their development

they have passed through, the greater

are the resemblances between the individ

uals, the species of the genera, even be

tween the grand divisions or families of

the class of vertebrate animals. All de

velopment is therefore a process of dif

ferentiation, and every higher animal or

ganism resembles, at a lower period of its

growth, an inferior organism.

Even the contemporaries of Goethe re

cognized this fact in its whole significance,

l
and they stated it in stronger terms than

we come to the complete organism. The i we are accustomed to do. In the year
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1812, the acute l-lalle anatomist, johann

Friedrich Meckel, wrote: "The same

regular scale of development which we

find in the entire animal world—whose

members are the different races and

classes, as well as the extremes of the

lowest animals on the one hand, and the 1'

highest on the other,—is seen in the de

velopment of every higher animal ; for

from the moment of its existence on to
'

the period of its perfection, as well in re

gard to its internal as its external organ- _

ization, it essentially passes through all

the forms-which constitute the permane'nt

condition of all those animals standingr

immediately below it. The series of

these forms are more numerous the more

perfect the animal is; since with every

class beneath it in development their
\'

number is necessarily increased."
* It is

true that Meckel adds: "It is not prob

able, at least not proved by observation.

that a lower animal can push itself be

yond its class, and assume a higher form."

But he has taken pains to show by nu

merous examples, that by stoppages in de

velopment, the organs of every higher

animal, either as a whole or individually,

can be stopped at lower grades, and then

can resemble corresponding, lower ani-
‘

mals. I have hardly need to add that he

does not distinguish man from the other '-,_

animals in this respect.

In fact there are cases recorded where
'

men have had a certain similarity to ani- I:

The legendary his-
“

tory of all nations is full of such nar- 1'

m als (llleramorplly) .

ratives. The story of the beautiful

Melusina, as well as numerous parts of

Egyptian and Grecian mythology, can

serve as examples. We find on the one

side the animal resemblance of man, and

‘slave-owners in the Southern States of

\ America, gradually gathered greater cer

tainty, and, growing bolder, has found

many adherents in Europe, when. through

sws

\‘F-J

\"

again the human resemblance (A'ntlzro

pamorp/zy) of many animals, especially of

the ape. After these observations were

verified, what lay nearer than the thought

that man descended from the ape? This

idea, long expressed with difiidence, and

with reference to the black race, by the

'
_Ioh Frled. Meckel, Ilnnlfiuc/t derful/nlvp'xr/un

Ixatanu'r. Lcipaic, 181:. Vol. 1., p. r23.

1

Fig. 4.—THa GomLLA AT Home.

Darwin's celebrated book on the
“
Origin

of Species" (1859), the notion of a pro

gressive development of organic nature

from the lowest to the highest forms has
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ever become more and more popular.

Darwin himself has not pushed his sys

tem so far as to trace the ancestors of

Man to Apes, as has been done by Carl

Vogt, Huxley, Haeckel,* and others.

I must here, however, refute a wide

No naturalist has as yetspread error.

asserted that any one of the species of

apes now living and known is the ances

tor of Man. In America there are no

anthropoid (humanlike) apes, in the strict

sense. Such are found only in Africa and

Asia; in the former, the Chimpanzee and

the Gorilla; and in the latter, the Orang

and the Gibbon. True, a number of

American writers,l even before Darwin,

have laid especial stress upon the fact,

Fig. 5.—SKULL or A GORILLA.

that the zones in which these apes are

found are also the homes‘ of very low or

ganized races of men, and that both offer

striking parallels; for example, the com

plexion and conformation of the facial

lines. They have deduced an analogous

variety of origins for men and apes; and

the conclusion that Vogt drew seemed to

him evident, viz., that the negroes have

one and the same origin with the Afri

' Carl Vogt, Vorlrrungan 11hr den 3!. arc/ten. Gies

sen, 1863,Vol Il., p. 260,276.—H uxlcy, Zrugnl'suflir

die Sir/lung d1: Dinar/ten in drr .Vatur. Brann

schweig, 1863,p. urn—E. Haeckcl, Urbn d'l'r Em‘!!

lzung und rin: Slamméaum dz: Manrclungurkhckh,

1868.

t l. C. Non and Geo. R. Gliddun, lndr'guwu: Ran:

ofllu Earth Philadelphia, 1857.p. xiv, pp. 548,646,

650.

can apes, as the Negritos of the Sunda

Islands have with the Asiatic apes. But

even Vogt has not said that the gorilla or

the chimpanzee is the ancestor of the

negro, or that any particular Asiatic ape

is the ancestor of the Negritos or the

Malays.

In fact, the bodily development of the

ape shows a remarkable fact, that the re

semblance of young apes to human chil

dren is very much greater than that of

the old ape to grown-up and fully-devel

oped men. The mother who calls her

child a "little monkey" involuntarily

bears witness to the fact that the human

child bears within or upon it certain

animal features. Nowhere does the anal

ogy appear stronger than in

the construction of the skull.

The small size of, and espec

ially the prominence of, the

bones of the face, especially

the jaw-bones, the softer con

formation of the eye and its

surrounding parts, the smooth

vaulting of the skull-roof, the

general form of the skull-cap,

the relation of the cranial ver

tebra: one to the other, bring

the head of the baby ape so

near that of the human in

fant, that the resemblance

can be called "horrifying."

But with every additional

month and year of life the skull of the

ape, even those most resembling man,

becomes constantly more dissimilar to

the human cranium.

Let us look at the head of the gorilla,

which has of late years become so cele

brated, whose home is in southwestcni

tropical Africa. The full-grown animal

has a tremendous head (Fig. 4). But

what is there developed is not the skull

cap proper—the receptacle and, at the

same time, the measure of the brain—but

rather the outer bony appurtenances.

The monstrous jaw-bone protrudes in re

pulsive ugliness, in mass greater than the

whole of the remainder of the skull.

The lower jaw, in its great breadth and

strength, attests the strength and size of
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the masticating muscles, which are in

serted in them. Corresponding to the

jaw is the extent and arch of the cheek

Fig. 6.—H.UMAN SxuLL.

bone, under which these muscles pass in

order to be inserted in the skull. While,

however, in man they only occupy the

neighborhood of the temples and the lat

eral part of the parietal bone, they here

cover the whole surface ; and coming

from both sides, almost reach the median

line, along which runs a high, bony sel

vage, in the gorilla terminating behind,

in a regular comb or crest. This crest is

the visible continuation of the backbone,

which, in the human skull, shows no such

connected trace; it is the repetition ex

ternally of the prominent spinous pro

cess of the vertebral column. But not

alone in the median line, but also back

ward and toward the side, a curved bony

ridge marks the point of insertion of the

temporal muscles. To this is related the

excessive elevation of the edges of the

orbit (a, Fig. 5), which completes the im

pression of wildness and brutality.

Far more striking appears the mispro

portion between the cavity of the skull

proper and the external surface of the

skull, when we observe a section'of the

skull (Fig. 7). The cavity of the skull

proper (6) shows a space not much larger

than the cavity of the nose. Above, the

ridge (c) projects, in the form of a toothed

prominence over the arch of the calvaria,

while in front the skull-space retreats to

velopment comes upon the more animal

parts, especially the organs of eating and

breathing. Of all the parts of the body

of the ape the brain grows the least.

If we reflect now that the brain of the

anthropoid ape contains all the chief

parts of the human brain, that the brain

of the infant stands in nearly proportion

ate size to the young of apes, it is obvi

ous that the development of apes pro

ceeds from a certain time on a plan quite

the contrary to that seen in man, and

that, therefore, the ape, in its further de

velopment so far as concerns its head,

becomes more and more unlike man.

Even the greatest ape retains its baby

brain, although the jaw may become

nearly as large as that of an 0x. It is,

therefore, clear, that a human being could

never arise from the progressive develop

ment of an ape; but rather the reverse,

and hence this very development —that

great chasm which exists between man

and the ape. It is just so with the lowest

ape; for instance, in the little Uistiti, found

in eastern Brazil, the bony framework of

the head retains a stronger resemblance

to that of man than in the anthropoid

species.

Though the same great law of develop

ment may determine the structure of the

ape as that of man in its fundamentals,

the difference in the character of the two

species is displayed in no other direction

so strikingly as in the corporal develop

ment. First there is the duration, and all

that is connected with this; then, the

Fig. 7.-Gonu,ut SKULL, srrownm BRAIN-PAN.

‘rapidity of development, as well in re

make way for the great frontal sinus (a). 5gard to the individual as a whole as to

There remains only a proportionately
‘

single parts; all which is totally different

small space for the brain. Nearly all de— in the ape as compared with man. The
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apes have in general a rapid growth and

a short life ; they are born in a condition

of mental and bodily ripeness; their

further development is completed in a

few years, and an early death puts an end

to their existence. Although we are not

precisely informed as to the absolute

length of life of the anthropoid apes, it

is yet questionable whether any of them

ever reach the age at which the growth

of the human body stops; at least this

much is certain, that the highest ape has

reached its full development when man is

still in early youth. They are sexually

ripe at a time when man has not out

grown his childhood. And still far more

significant is the totally different distribu

tion of the period of development among

the several parts of the body, With the

monkey, the brain, as a rule, has attained

its perfection before the commencement

of the change of the teeth; while with

man, the proper development then first

begins. Immediately after the changing

of the teeth there follows
with the mon

key that rapid development of the jaws

and of the facial skeleton, that monstrous

endowment of the external part of the

bones of the skull, that gives so decided

a sign of brutality of character. This

difference is all the more significant when

we consider that the changing of the

teeth in the ape commences much ear

lier than in man. It is not my purpose

now to consider the remaining parts of

the body at similar length ; but it must

suflice to mention that the difference is

still more strongly manifested if we look

at other sections of the skeleton. The

extension of the posterior section of the

vertebral column to a tail, the totally dis

proportional length of the arms, the ir

regular form of the pelvis, are seen to

differ in a single species of monkeys, and

this is quite comprehensible. For, not

only the
“
wild man." but all monkeys are

climbing animals, in a greater or less de

gree; the tree is their natural home.

None of them understand how to walk,

in the proper sense of this term. The

hope of those naturalists who seek the

ancestor of man in the ape, is, therefore,

deferred to the future.

As already stated, Vogt has taken ano

ther path of investigation in order to

supplement the breach. Cases have long

been known where in otherwise healthy

families individuals have not arrived at a

full development in skull and brain ; and

because they continued on the low grade

of intellectual culture, it has been cus

tomary to designate their condition as

congenital idiocy; and the individuals af

fected, mz'crorep/zalz' (small heads). The

skull as well as the brain have here un

doubtedly greater similarity to the skull

and brain of the ape than is found among

well-formed men. Indeed, the relatively

stronger growth of the jaws and bones of

the face lend something very apish to

their appearance, and the expression,

“ape-men," is not applied to them with

out some warrant.

But we must not attach more import

ance to this expression than to the ex

pression of anthropomorphism among

the higher apes. As little as these apes,

in spite of their resemblance to man, are

actual men, so little are the microcephali

monkeys, in spite of their resemblance.

These individuals are nothing else than

examples of impeded development, in

Meckel's sense, and all the more so as

the arrest in development by no means

changes in like degree the structure of

the body, but is essentially limited to the

brain and skull.

The history of human malformations

exhibits similar local conditions with ani

mal resemblance, often in a far more sur

prising nature. Meckel has emphasized.

with justice, the heart and the vascular

system in this respect. "In fact," he

says,
"
on a close examination into most

of these abnormal conditions of the form

of the heart and the vascular principle.

we meet both the higher and lower ani

mal forms, and later as well as earlier

stages of development." "Yea," he

adds, and this remark is of especial im

portance, "the gradation which consti

tutes the abnormal formations of this

organ, is in so far still more interesting

than that which represents the embryonic

and the animal series, because from the

union of higher and lowcr shapes arising
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from the premature development of one

part before the other, a variety of forms

is produced"; a remark which deserves

especial attention in so far as it contains

the explanation of the resemblance, not

always perfect, between the abnormal

shape of the heart and the embryonic and

animal conditions. He then describes

not merely human hearts with the char

acter of the mammal heart, but also such

having the character of higher and lower

reptiles, of fishes. and even of insects and

crabs.

It is, perhaps, of importance to note

among the great number of human de

formities one of the most peculiar. We

refer to that in which the upper and

lower members are so stunted that the ex

ternal appearance of such a child corre

sponds to that of a seal. Geofiroy Saint

Hilaire* has given them the name of

P/ml-umele; and the name of "seal-folk
"

could with equal justice be given to them,

as the term of "ape-men
"
to the small

headed. There are, further, human mon

strosities which have neither head nor

heart. Shall we consider them as re

minders of the lowest orders of fishes,

which stand on the lowest grade of the

vertebrate animals, on the Amp/“am,

which possesses neither head nor heart ?

It is clearly perceptible that in this way

it would be easy to prove too much. The

history of misformation could be used

to show that every individual, in the ear

lier stages of his development, not only

once resembled all animals, but really

corresponded to all species, that he is
,

therefore, or can be, at a certain period of

his life, actually a fish, seal, or a monkey.

Another experience here comes into

consideration. In the artificial breeding

of domestic animals, the observation has

not seldom been made, that certain vari

eties revert to the original species. Dar

win, in his explanation of the origin of

species, has carefully followed this rever

sion, the so-called alaw'sm, and deduced

therefrom important and in many re

' kid. Geofl'roy Saint-Hilairc, Histair: 11:: Anon!‘

lia d: I'orgnm'zntion din I'lwmnu I! In animaux,

Paris, 1536. T. H.‘ P. IOU

spects indubitable conclusions; and he

even goes so far as to assume that not

only varieties revert to species, but like

wise that species reverts to species. Vogt

has extended this theory to the micro

Fig. 8.—EMn., as lDluT.

cephals, but with the very extreme appli

cation, that of the reversion of genus to

genus.

Were it correct when he says that the

correspondence of the skull of the micro

cephalon with that of the ape is perfect,
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this surely would be a most significant

fact. He declares (in his
“
Vorlcsungm

fiber den ‘Meme/zen," Vol. I.
,

p. 252) that

‘

"the skull of a microcephal found in a

fossil condition, and somewhat damaged,

the lower jaw and the teeth of the upper

jaw being wanting, would be uncondition

ally declared by every naturalist to be like

the skull of an ape, and on a skull so lit

tle mutilated it were not possible to find

the slightest characteristic mark through

which a contrary conclusion would be

justified." I may here, first of all, re

mark, that Vogt arrives at this conclu

sion by a comparison of the skull of the

microcephal with that of the chimpanzee,

and that, consequently, the chimpanzee

must be considered as the father of the

human race,—an idea which is contra

dicted by the fact that the gorilla still

more resembles man than does the chim

panzee. And then the concession here

made is not to be underestimated, that

the jaw of the microcephal and of the

ape can not be confounded. If we con

sider that Lartet has proved from the fos

sil piece of an under jaw found in an old

marl stratum in the south of France, not

merely the existence of an antediluvian

ape, but even of a new family closely re

lated to man, the dryofiz'l/zetus, we shall

then be in a condition to estimate the

value of that concession. But with all

this, I would doubt the main point of

Vogt's theory. Even a microcephalic

skull, lacking the whole face, possessing

only the nasal bones, would sufiice at the

very first glance to show clearly the dif

ference from the skull of a monkey, and

a minute comparison of the single parts

of the skull would certainly result every

where in bringing conclusive differences

to light. I call to mind only the position

of .the great occipital foramen, and the

relation of the basilar process, which re

lation, however, must be shown in young

microcephals and monkeys of higher age,

not in mature microcephals and baby

apes.

My chief objection against Vogt, how

ever. is that he unceremoniously classes

a thoroughly diseased condition in a row

!

with normal and legitimate conditions of

1 development. This can not be conceded,

even from the stand-point of any en

lightened disciple of the descent theory;

for the origin of new species and varie

ties has only significance when the single

individuals of the species or variety are

properly organized for an independent

existence, and, if necessary, also for the

struggle for existence. But there can not

well exist a species or variety if its single

members are so helpless that they are un

able to do anything for their own preser

vation, if they are unable to lead even a

parasitical existence. This is, however.

the case with the microcephals. Their

idiocy prevents them from doing any sort

of independent labor directed to self

prescrvation; they are thrown upon the

family or society for their maintenance.

Quite apart from their incapacity for

propagation, their mental condition, or

brain, is so deficient that even were such

a kind or variety to arise, it would imme

diately fall without even a struggle for

existence. And if their "
reason’ is

nearly equalled by many apes, they never

theless lack the instinct which, in the

new-born ape, is remarkably active, and

capacitates it for performances which are

as judicious as surprising. Of this instinct.

however, there is nothing to be perceived

in the microcephalic idiot; his condition

is essentially a lack of brains, that of

deprivation without any compensation.

He is a human being partially changed

by disease. I have earlier pointed out

that inheritance did not always have

reference to the qualities or peculiarities

within the range of the race or species;

but rather, that its peculiarities might be

increased or diminished in the separate

generations. It is therefore possible that

a defect in development arising from dis

ease may be transmitted, and give rise to

a variety or race. I instance only the

pug-nose, which is found not only in dogs.

but in swine, horses, etc. But to the

formation of every variety or race trans

mission is necessary; and transmission is

not possible without propagation. Where

the latter is wanting no species can main
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tain itself. In the list of human mon- discovery can alter the whole bearing of

strosities, the so-called
“
cherub

"
is one the question.

of the most remarkable. In this case the

entire body and limbs are wanting; only

the head is developed, so that a being is

produced like those the artists

of the Middle Ages often paint

ed in or on the clouds. If such

a
“
cherub

"
could live an inde

pendent existence and propagate

its kind, there would arise a

species of trunkless beings (Acor

mz’), which would represent spir

itual human beings. Unfortu

nately, they are as useless for

the theory of atavism as the

microcephas. for they live

always at the cost of a twin

brother, and all hope is vain

that they will ever succeed to

dissemination. or to dominion in

this world. They suffice, never

theless, to illustrate the reverse

side of .the theory of reversion.

\Ve can, therefore, positively

say that an actual proof of the

descent of Man from the Ape

has not yet been furnished. In

my opinion the proof required

must be able to point out a dis

tinct species of monkey; a gen

eral likeness to the species, show

ing how man resembles one

monkey in one thing and an

other in another, is not sufficient.

All naturalists are agreed that

none of the known apes rep

resent this positive primary

species. And with this the ver

dict is at the same time ex

pressed, that all previous re

searches have led to supposi

tions, but not to proofs.

Is the question settled with

this? For the naturalist, cer

tainly not. Large districts of

the earth are unknown that may con

tain fossil treasures, also still unknown

to us. And among these districts are

iust the home regions of the man-resem

bling ape, as tropical Africa, Borneo, and

the neighboring islands. A single new
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The reserve which most

naturalists impose upon themselves in

this respect is caused by the scarcity of

actual proofs for the Darwinian theory.

Logically and speculatively considered,

the so-called theory of descent is excel

lent. Even before the publication of

Darwin's book I said that “ it appeared to'

me as a necessity of science to adopt a

transitional capacity from species to spe
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cies." And I added: "At present there

exists here a great chasm in our knowl

edge. Dare we fill that up with conjec

tures? Certainly, for only by supposi

tions will the untrodden paths of research

be opened up." And this has been done

by Darwin in the best sense of my words.

Icontinued at that time: “There is,

indeed, another way to fill up the gaps.

We can adopt the history of creation as

given by religious tradition, and there

with simply exclude research. But, I say

it plainly, we have no right, even with the

acceptance of the personal creation, to

consider the search after the mechanical

process of creation as inadmissible."

And, moreover, in all the accounts of the

creation in the ancient religions, it is

represented as more or less mechanically

wrought out. According to the Jewish

story of creation, the first man was

formed of the dust of earth, and his mate

of one of his ribs. From these two de

scend all men, therefore all races. There

fore, all men are brethren, and the whole

genus one species. But is this much

prized unity of the human race so easily

to be comprehended from the presupposi

tions of the Jewish tradition? Has any

one yet observed the transition of one

race into another? The whole theory of

the human race rests on our observations

of the transmission of mental and cor

poreal qualities. Ecclesiastical tradition

represents Noah as the ancestor of all

races. What kind of a man shall we then

consider Noah, and consequently his an

cestor Adam P The renowned ethnolo

gist, Prichard, as well as the American

orthodox Bledsoe, have‘ had no hesita

tion in saying the first man was a negrofi‘

But in this event, we are as little helped

as if we considered them whites. For al

though it happens occasionally that a

negro becomes white, and a white black,

this only happens as an abnormality, as

with malformations. A white negro, in

spite of his white skin, has all the quali

ties peculiar to the negro; he is, and re

mains, a white negro. In order to become

' Cited by Non and Gliddon. l., p. 510.

in reality a white man, all the other parts

of his body must likewise undergo im

portant changes. But such a change lies

beyond the limits of my experience. The

actual transition of a negro race to a

white one, or the reverse, has never been

observed.

On the contrary, even the oldest monu

ments of art, especially those of Egypt

and Assyria, show the typical form of the

single races, as well of men as of apes,

just as they exist at the present time.

Experience is here totally at fault, and it

is certainly very characteristic that the

orthodox view which so violently opposes

Darwinism, refers the origin of the hu

man race with great naive unconscious

ness to the same principle that Darwin

uses for the animal species, without their

being able in the least to adduce demon

strable proofs. While facts seem to teach

the invariability of the human race and

the animal species, religious tradition and

speculative natural philosophy require

their variability.

One would think that theology and the

natural sciences should at least be meas

ured by the same standard. But against

this proceeding the feelings rebel. It ap

pears unzesthetic to admit the variability

of human races with that of the animal

species, since the question of the descent

of man from the ape thereby comes in

evitably up. Human pride will not per

mit such an approach as this. Man de

mands insurmountable barriers between

himself and the brute: the lord of crea

tion must constitute a special kingdom

within the realm of the created.

This feeling led, in earlier times, to

similar divisions within the human race

itself. The heroes must have descended

from the gods, in order that they should

not be mixed with the
common masses.

Until far into the Middle Ages many fam

ilies of the European nobility traced. in

spite of the Jewish and Christian faith.

their pedigree up to the gods of Greece.

It was customary to refer back reigning

families to Eneas, and through him to the

goddess of Beauty, Aphrodite. As late

as the year 1466, Albert Achilles ex
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pressed in writing his conviction regard

ing the descent of his house : that his

forefathers had gone from Troy to Rome,

and from thence to the ancestral castle of

the Hohenzollerns in Suabia.‘

Nevertheless, such feelings are not de

cisive; they have no universal validity.

Different lands produce different cus

toms, different views, and different feel

ings. Among the Indian anthropoids

there is one species, the hulman,which is

not only an object of worship, but is like

wise vouchsafed the honor of being con

sidered the actual ancestral species of the

human race. A reigning family, whose

members bear the traditional name of

"Tailed Rana," assert that they are de-’

seended from the sacred ape. The Cana

dian Indians go still further, in consider

ing the entire living creation as a single

great society, within the bounds of which

man is only the first among his like. Be

tween him and the animals, down to the

toad, intimate bonds of relationship existd'

Where facts are lacking there remains

a place for sentimental science. But we

have certainly no right, from the moral

stand-point, to throw out the theory of

descent. If Man is the last of those

transformations through which the indi

vidual member of the animal kingdom

has passed, he is also the highest and

noblest one. It was, indeed, an infinite

progress that living nature made when

the first man was produced out of alower

animal, whether the latter were an ape or

any other animal. And not less great was

the progress, seen from this stand-point,

which man himself made when he ele

vated himself in the course of thousands

of years, from a rough, ape-like savage to

the citizen of a true civilized state. If

this last idea, however, is admissible, if it

is not opposed to the feelings, if it is act

ually the foundation of almost all the

reflections on culture and civilization, of

the spiritualistic writers, then we must

suppose that the idea which teaches us to

'
I

' A. F. Riedel, Gurkr'dltr der Prussia/rm Komr'gs

lmusu. Berlin, 186:, Vol. I., p. 14.

‘l
’

A. E. Brehin, Illustrirtn Tbier/rbrn, Hildbur

ghausen, 1863, p. 4:.

go still farther back to look for our rough

and savage forefathers among those can

nfbals of the ante and post-diluvian pe

riods, should cause us no emotion, even if

they were descended from the brutes.

Morally speaking, it certainly imparts a

through his own effort, has elevated him

self out of that condition of rudeness.

ignorance, and bondage, to one of moral

ity, knowledge, and freedom, than to -

represent him as having sunk into abject

ness, pollution, and sin, from which it is

beyond his power to raise himself.

Nothing strengthens the courage of in

l dividual men in the striving for the high

est good, more than the consciousness

that there is really actual progress in the

world; that intellectual labor is not lost,

and that all the acquisitions of the past,

all hopes of the future, rest on the possi

bility of transmitting, not only by means

of bodily inheritance, but still more by

way of intellectual transmission, an ever

greater degree of excellence to posterity.

And for that reason the theory of descent,

although in itself unproven, and in its

single deductions perhaps greatly erro

neous, appears not only as a logical, but

also as a moral postulate; not as a new

dogma, but as a gleam on the dark path

of deeper research, will it bring abundant

}

blessings to humanity. .

y

7 _- Q r-f".

‘

ASPlRATlON.

‘

I, TO herd with narrow foreheads, vacant of our

‘

glorious gains,

,

Like a beast with lower pleasures, like a beast with

. lower pains l

1

Mated with a squalid savage—what to me were sun

or clirne ?

I, the heir of all the ages, in the foremost files of

time—

Ithat rather held it better men should perish one

by one,

Than that earth should stand and gaze, like Joshua's

moon in Ajalon.

Not in vain the distant beacons.

let us range.

Let the great world spin forever down the ringing

grooves of change.

Through the shadow of the globe we sweep into

the younger clay ;

Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay_

TENNYSON.

Forward, forward,

higher satisfaction to think that man,.
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ORGANIC CEREBBATIOIL—No. 5.

(Con {inum.)

THE SELFISH PROPENSITIES.

THE
next group of organs to be con

sidered is made up of the selfish

propensities. These are Vitativeness,Com

bativcness, Destructiveness, Alimentive

ness, and Secretiveness, and they are pos

sessed by men in common with animals,

‘ though in the lower animals the organs

are modified in regard to relative strength

somewhat as they are in men. Some ani

mals have a feeble development of Com

bativeness and Destructiveness, others

have small Secretiveness and Acquisitive

ness. The fox and cat are sly; the dog

is frank and open and combative; the

squirrel lays up treasures for the winter.

Fowls like grain as well as the squirrels

do, but they never lay it up. These pro

pensities have to do with maintaining

personal existence, and are therefore re

lated to self.

The organ of Vitativeness, located a

little upward and backward of the open

ing of the ear, and giving width from

side to side through the head at that

region, gives the desire to exist here and

hereafter. When it is deficient, a person

is careless as to the preservation of life ;

does not seek to avoid exposure, difficul

ties, or dangers; and, in view of the life to

come, has his doubts, in fact does not

care. This sometimes becomes a central

element in the manifestation of the self

ish feelings—"to be or not to be, is the

question," with such persons. We found

a lady in an insane asylum who, with a

number of nurses or attendants, desired

a phrenological examination, and of her

we remarked, that if she were to become

insane, it would be in the direction of the

fear of death, because her love of life

(Vitativeness) was so largely developed

that she would dread death and fear any

thing that threatened death; but we

added that she had constitution enough

to last until she was ninety years of age,

and could not die earlier except by acci

dent. She seemed to feel a deep interest

i
in the statement, and the matron, who

was present, remarked, "She is here as

a patient, and that is her peculiarity, the

fear of death; otherwise her mind is

sound as a dollar." It gave her new

light on the subject of her difiiculty;

she resolved that she would pack her

things and go home, which she did do

the next day; and five years have elapsed

and she has not been back. \Vhen that

feeling of the fear of death now comes

over her, she knows what is its nature, and

is able to suppress her fear on the sub

ject, as a person would not be alarmed

at the toothache though suffering severe

pain. If the pain were in the chest or

loins he would send for the doctor, de

mand counsel, and think he was soon

going to die; but knowing it is only

toothache, he bears it. So our friend

bears her recurring sense of the fear of

death, and knowing what it is, it does not

upset her. Her character had, as it were.

turned on that one faculty; everything'

else has been subordinated to it.

COM BATIVENESS,

by its name, expresses. in a measure, its

nature and mode of activity, namely, de

fensiveness, and this is especially its func

tion when it works in conjunction with

Cautiousness; but standing by itself it

gives the disposition to assail whatever

threatens the welfare of the individual in

any of his interests. This organ lies next

to Conjugal Love, Friendship, and Ama

tiveness. It notably defends in the di

rection of the social feelings; whenever

the child, the wife, the friend, the home

are assailed, Combativeness vaults into

the saddle and draws the sabre, is ready

to join issue and sacrifice anything for the

defence of the home and the home-circle.

A professor in one of our American col

leges, who has more wit than wisdom,

made himself at once merry and ridiculous

some years ago by ridiculing the idea

that the conjugal and friendly elements
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were located next to Combativeness, and

insisted that the armor of war and the

arbor of love should not be located side

by side, and therefore Phrenology must

be absurd in thus locating these organs.

Our reply to that is, that animals and

men will fight quicker for that which re

lates to love and friendship than they

will for anything else. Take the male of

any U'lbC of animals, from the horse to

the cat, and if more fierce battles are not

waged on account of love and fraternity

than on any other account, we will con

fess that the witticism of the professor is

sound philosophy. But the mere state

ment of the juxtaposition of those organs

is demonstration of a philosophy in

mental organism as wise as it is benefi

cent.

When Combativeness is uncommonly

strong men will go to war for anything

that is a decent provocation; they are

fond of argument. Combativeness will

work with Causality or. wit; it would

work to defend that which the sympathy

approves; it will work to defend con

science, or ambition, or pride; or, work

ing with Caution, defend against danger.

\Ve once examined a man in public, and

said that he was very fond of argument,

and no subject would need a contestant

if he were present. Whoever might start

either side of an argument would find in

this man a respondent. He leaned back

and looked up, sitting as he was on the

platform, and remarked, "I must join

issue with you on that point, sir." i\'ly

quiet reply was, "That is so, you always

join issue."

~Men
who are required to drive busi

ness, push work, and oversee, and urge

matters, require large Combativeness, and

many a man is thereby made eminently

useful, and is esteemed indispensable.

For instance, in railroad work a man who

is called to be a
“ wreck-master," in rail

road parlance, to prepare and hurry to

the place where trains have been wrecked,

and clear the track rapidly and promptly,

needs Combativeness enough to assail

anything. \Ve have witnessed work of that

sort when waiting to have the track clear

ed, so we could go on with our train. and

it was marvellous to see how the broad

headed man would command his men,

and the affairs under his control, and

roll a car over and over as if it were but

a basket, and yet he was thoroughly good

natured. Although this is a faculty

which has a good deal to dowith quar

relling, there is a world of legitimate en

ergy required in the management of af

fairs, in respect to which there is nothing

of anger in its exercise. When boys play

fiercely on the common, running, wrest

ling, jumping, tussling, rushing things,

rolling snow-balls, and whatever else the

philosophical and mild manners of boys

will concoct to be done, requires all the

Combativeness that one can carry with

out explosion, and sometimes they do

explode; and while boys are terribly in

Luzon Psornnsrnes—Sxuu. or A Munnsmm, BACK

VIEW,

earnest in their vigorous play, they are

not hateful or angry. Thus a driving

business man, whether he run steamboats

or trains against competition, or whether

employed to construct railroads during

a given time, or to clear the wreck where

trains have been in collision, or whether

to break colts or govern restive horses,

or manage rude and uncultured men in

masses, or go into battles for the coun

try, and fight at Balaklava, or anywhere

else, with a fierceness which is terrible—

this faculty comes into play; and, in the

light of these great enterprises, the little,

contemptible disputes and squabbles

which arise from an irritated state of

Combativeness become ridiculous.

"The function of this organ Prof. Bain
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elaborates fully and clearly. He is almost

persuaded that it is properly localized,

and is inclined to recognize it as an ele

ment in our constitution. His exposi

tion of its scope and function is masterly,

and shows a power of keen analysis. He

discovers the combative propensity to be

made up of two distinct ingredients: the

superabundance of central energy, and

the love of power in its most wide guise:

successful rivalry. He critises George

Combe's definition of Combativeness at

certain stages of his delineation of this

organ. But it seems to us that the ob

jections to Combe's definition urged by

Bain springs from a. failure upon the

part of Bain to comprehend exactly what

Combe intends to convey; in other words,

Bain puts an unfair (not intentionally,

Bain is too much of a Scotchman for

that,) estimate upon Combe's definitions.

"When Combe declares that the pro

pensity of Combativeness is necessary

even for philanthropic schemes, he does

not mean the pure pleasure of fighting,

but simply means that Combativeness

supplies courage in advancing those

schemes, and the power to resist all op

posing obstacles. There is no difficulty.

as Bain declares that there is, in ascer

taining whether a man is combative or

not when a motive influences him to

undertake some courageous enterprise.

There are motives which enlist every

faculty of our constitution, and yet we

do not find any difliculty in separating

the adjuncts or supports of that motive.

We know perfectly well, for instance,

that Luther was exceedingly combative,

and that Melancthon was not. There

was the same motive: both sought to re

form the Church; but both were not

equally bold. Luther feared neither devil

nor man, but Melancthon shrank back

even from a public avowal of his faith

When the combative Luther was by his

side, Melancthon displayed a good deal

of courage; but when Luther died, Me

lancthon completely broke down. Now

here were two men, both inspired by the

same motive, yet the difference in their

combative spirit was immense. Was not

the combative temper of Luther of im

mense aid in propagating his religious

reforms? There is no difficulty in decid

ing which was the more combative, Me

lancthon or Luther; for the physical de

velopment of the back-head of each is a

perfect revelation.

“ A mere novice in portrait-reading

ought to be ashamed to say that he can

discover no difference between Melanc~

thon's and Luther's Combativeness. We

would differ also, in some respects, as re

gards the definition given by Prof. Bain

that the combative principle is the love

of power in its most wide guise, success

ful rivalry. That there is an element of

power in this propensity we admit, but

aver that this power is different from the

power enumerated under the function of

self-esteem.

" It is a power of resistance to aggres

sion, not a feeling of authority. The feel

ing of triumph which arises whenever a

successful combatant defeats his oppo

nent is incidental to the combative pro

pensity, and would arise upon the success

of any other of our faculties The mar

tial order displayed by troops, the love of

debate, the spirit of contention which

characterizes some men, is the real ele

ment in Combativeness rather than a

feeling of power. And if Prof. Bain

would carefully ponder the definition

given by phrenologists, that all our facul

ties have various degrees of activity, from

a low state of manifestation to a high

or passional state, much of the confusion

incident to criticising the phrenological

analysi; would vanish."

DESTRUCTIVENESS.

Sometimes Destructiveness becomes

the leader in this group, and all the other

faculties minister to its success. There

are people who carry with them quiet re

venges, waiting for a convenient time to

bite or strike; in that case Secretiveness

co-operates with Destructiveness; it

steps lightly like a eat, it hides and waits

like a tiger, and strikes, when the fitting

time comes. But Destructiveness has

also its virtues; it gives staunchness. ex
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ecutiveness. endurance under pressure

and difficulty, and enables a man to suf—

fer without complaint, to hold on to his

cause to the bitter end. We fancy there

is a little of this feeling in the statement,

"Though he slay me yet will I trust in

him.” Working with Vitativeness, or the

love of life, it is an element of endur

ance. For instance, all the carnivorous

animals which have Destructiveness

large, many of them also Secretiveness

and Combativeness, will endure. before

they die, a great deal of abuse. It is

hard to kill a cat, and a catfish so-called,

that has a wide head, and is so great a

fighter, and so cruel in its battles; it will

live right on in two inches of water in

the bottom of the boat, half cut in two

with a spear. While all the rest of the

fish thus caught will be dead in five min

utes, he will be alive six hours after and

ready to fight. The men who in the

hard struggles and work of life endure

all things, and master the situation, are

generally well endowed with Destruc

tiveness. The surgeon requires it
,

the den

tist needs it, the man who blasts rocks,

or cuts stone, or fells trees, needs it; or

‘

those who work at anything that requires

heavy blows and hard smiting are the

better for having large Destructiveness;

and when Destructiveness and Combat

l

iveness unite, then the highest order of

physical courage is the result.

Destructiveness produces cruelty and

severity sometimes in animals, though

the animal may not have large Combat

iveness, and lacks courage. People speak

of "brave as a lion." The lion is not

brave; he is a coward when the royal

Bengal tiger, regarded as his equal, or

when a lion that is fully his equal, is pre

sented; he hesitates, makes a great par

ade, but does not get very near. The dog,

on the other hand, will assail a lion, a tiger,

a grizzly bear, an elephant, a dog, or a man,

and he does not stop to count the size of

his opponent. Many a man has been saved
a flash, has annoyed a bear, behind, that

was pursuing the man to the death; he

would turn to take care of the dog, which

would of course dodge back and keep

out of the way of the bear, while the man

would be gaining distance, and when the

bear turned for the man again, the dog

was at his heels biting his hamstrings.

We know of nothing but the dog that

; will fight a foe forty times his bigness,

or one of its own kind and bigness to the

‘

death, with such unqualified and eminent

bravery; and, therefore, we account the

-, dog the bravest thing that lives.

‘

NELSON SlZER.

-_<->_—_

TWO EMINENT BRITlSH SCIENTISTS.

’ HE meeting of the British Associa

tion at Montreal during the last

days of August and the first of Septem

ber was a notable event for the Do

minion, and for the United States also.

As the American Association of a similar

character held its meeting buta week

later, the opportunity was afforded to

members of the foreign and home society

to show a reciprocal interest in each

other, and- this proved to be the case,

with the natural result of bringing Amer

ican and English scientists closer to each

other, and strengthening their mutual re

gard for physical investigation by per

sonal contact.

We are in the habit of seeing the names

of such men as Tyndall, Lubbock, Sterry

Hunt, Tylor, Sir Wm. Thomson, Frank

land, etc., so often in the published notes

of scientific research, that it certainly was

a distinguished occasion that brought

them, or many of them, together, and

witnessed their appeals for the recogni

tion of true scientific progress.

It is very interesting to study a group

of eminent scientific gentlemen. The

type is marked—that of a prominent

brow, broad and full in the temples, with

a relatively large base of brain, and a

nearly even balance of the Motive and

Mental temperaments. Of course the va

because his little dog, who is as quick as
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riations from the type are many, and the

specialty of one's researches has its effect

Snz WILLIAM TnousoN.

in the variation.

the Association whom we have before

us-Sir William Thomson and Sir Lyon

Playfair—we observe conditions of or

ganism that have their expression in the

scientific life of the men, rendering them,

in a good degree, theorists, generalizing

from the facts of observation and formu

lating systems of a deeply abstract char

acter. These men are not content with

merely discovering something new and

taking the crude facts that nature may

yield to their searching eyes, but they

study into
the etiology, the cause and

rationale of the facts, and trace out meth

ods of application for them by which

they shall be rendered practically valua

ble. They are critical as well as analyt

ical; inventive as well as investigative.

Such men have a more profound insight

of the possibilities of scientific endeavor

than the observer whose powers lie chiefly

in the base of the intellect ; they are able

to anticipate, to perceive, and so predict

much concerning the developments of

the future. They belong to the Franklin

class of savants.

Sir William Thomson has been prom

inent for many years as an electrician.

He bore a very active part in the under

taking that resulted in the first Atlantic

cable that was laid in 1866. He was born

in Glasgow in 1824, the son of the late

William Thomson, professor of mathe

matics in Glasgow University. He was

educated at Cambridge, graduated there

in 1843, and three years later was ap

pointed professor of natural philosophy

in the University of Glasgow. He also

became editor of the Cambridge and Dub-
'

[in Malfimmlz'ml Your—"1!, and performed

the duties of that relation for seven years.

Besides important contributions to math

ematics and the science of magnetism, he

has given special attention to electrical

phenomena, and invented several instru

ments of value—among them the mirror

5' galvanometer and the siphon recorder—

that are used in ocean telegraphy. In

1866 he was knighted. He is still a pro

fessor in the Glasgow University, and this

fall will deliver a course of lectures at the

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

In the two members of
I
where he has lectured once before.

Sm LYON Putv PAIR.

Sir Lyon Playfair is a few years older

than the gentleman we have just sketched.
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and was born in British India. As a boy

he exhibited great fondness for chemistry,

and was sent to study under Thomas Gra

ham in Glasgow and London. In 1838 he

went to Giessen, where he pursued or

ganic chemistry under Liebig, and we

first hear of him as a translator of Lie

big‘s works into English. He was ap

pointed professor of chemistry at the

Royal Institution, and subsequently at

the Museum of Practical Geology in Lon

don. At the great International Exposi

tion of 1862 he was given charge of the

department of 'examiners, having the ap

pointment of upward of six hundred per

sons, consisting of the most eminent men

in science and industry of all countries of

Europe. Dr. Playfair was elected presi

dent of the Chemical Society of London

in 1857, and in
1858 was appointed pro

fessor of chemistry in the University of

Edinburgh. He resigned the chair in

1868, and was soon afterward elected a

member of Parliament for the Universi

ties of Edinburgh and St. Andrews, and

has ofiiciated as Speaker of the House of

Commons, being now Deputy Speaker of

that body. Professor Playfair has been

active in the improvement of manufac

turing processes, in the advancement of

technical education, and especially in the

promotion of measures of public sanita

tion, and in the perfection of the Civil

Service. He has written many scientific

memoirs, and honors of all sorts have

been showered upon him with unusual

profusion. He recently married an Amer

ican lady, Miss Edith Russell, of Boston.

In 1883 he was made a Knight Com

mander of the Bath.

THE INEl-‘l-‘ACEABLE RECORD OF OUR LIVES.

DAY
by day, year by year, each one of

us is making up an ineffaceable rec

ord. What men think of us, what our

reputation is, composes no part of this

record. The true record may be directly

the reverse of what our reputed record is.

The man who is maligned, unjustly ac

cused, and maliciously slandered, can

turn to the true record which is being

made up with a feeling that justice will

inevitably be done him, and he can wisely

leave the matter there.

A man may not be appreciated by his

neighbors, may even be unknown to a

certain extent by his daily companions,

and yet be a greater moral hero than

many whose fame is noised over the

earth. He may have withstood tempta

tions such as few would have resisted,

struggled against obstacles such as few

overcome, and yet his life has seemed to

lookers-on as a very ordinary one. un

worthy of special note. That man can

console himself with the thought that

although others do not know the true

record of his life, yet that full justice is

sure to be done him, and that his record

will be made up just in accordance with

the full merit of his case.

Another man may seem to be remark

ably well prospered, honored and es

teemed by his townsmen, and his fame

spread abroad, and yet the true record of

his life which is being silently engraved

may be a very flimsy, weak, and mean

affair. Every man may be said to have

two records: one true—the other false.

The false one is the one by which gener

ally he is known among men. It may be

to a greater or less extent true, yet almost

invariably there will be more or less of it

false, so that virtually it is a false record.

It is what those who know him think he

is. Take even the‘ best of men, how far

from the truth is the popular estimation

of them. On the whole, the popular es

timation may, perhaps, be approximately

just; but look at the items which make it

up. The man will be credited with numer

ous excellencies which he does not pos

sess, and will be censured for many of the

most creditable acts which he performs.

Thus a man's reputation is oftentimes

built on fallacies, and yet it may be fairly
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just on the whole, he being credited with

enough which he does not deserve to

fully offset that which is not.

MEMORY IMPERISHABLE.

The true record is that which is being

silently, day by day, recorded within each

one of us. Every act we perform, every

thing we see, all that we think, all that

we feel, has its effect upon us, and trac

ings of- that effect remain upon our con

sciousness. These tracings remain, never

to be fully obliterated, and at any time

may be reproduced. In regard to this

matter Dr. Maudsley, in his
“
Physiology

of the Mind," says:
“
That which has ex

isted with any completeness in conscious

ness leaves behind it, after its disappear

ance therefrom, in the mind or brain, a

functional disposition to its reproduction

or reappearance in consciousness at some

future time. Of no mental act can we

say that it is
‘
writ in water '; something

remains from it whereby its recurrence is

facilitated. Every impression of sense

upon the brain, every current of molecu

lar activity from one to another part of

the brain, every cerebral reaction which

passes into muscular movement, leaves

behind it some modification of the nerve

elements concerned in its function, some

after-effect or, so to speak, memory of

itself in them, which renders its repro

duction an easier matter, the more easy

the more often it has been repeated, and

makes it impossible to say that however

trivial, it shall not under some circum

stances recur. Let the excitation take

place in one of two nerve-cells lying side

by side, and between which there was not

any original difference, there will be ever

afterward a difference between them.

This physiological process, whatever be

its nature, is the physical basis of mem

ory, and it is the foundation of the de

velopment of all our mental functions.”

Thus memory taking note of the acts of

our lives, builds up within us an inefface

able record, showing just what we are

and what we have been. _Every act in all

its moral bearings is recorded. If we did

a good deed with a low motive, it is there

recorded, and we shall see it hereafter if

we wait; wrong intentionally, that is re

corded; if we tried to do right and failed.

that too is recorded; and if we intended

to do right, and succeeded, that also is

recorded.

NOTHING IS FORGOTTEN.

Apparently we forget many things, and

yet these same forgotten things are con

tinually recurring to us, years after they

seemed to have been forgotten. In some

cases of disease, when the mind is wan

dering, events which occur'red years be

fore will recur to the mind, although

they had remained apparently forgotten

for a long time. Sometimes things will

thus be recalled, that certainly could not

be recalled by any effort of the mind

under ordinary circumstances. Cole

ridge, in his
"
Biographia Literaria," re

lates the case of a young woman about

twenty-five years of age, who could

neither read nor write. She was taken

sick with a nervous fever in Gottingen,

a Catholic town in Germany. During

her illness, according to all _the priests

and monks in the neighborhood, she be

came possessed by a very learned devil.

She continued incessantly talking Latin,

Greek, and Hebrew, in very pompous

tones, and with most distinct enuncia

tion. The case attracted the particular

attention of a young physician, and by

his statement many eminent physiolo

gists and psychologists visited the patient.

Sheets full of her ravings were taken

down from her mouth, and were found

to consist of sentences, coherent and in

telligible, each for itself, but with little

or no connection with each other. A

small portion only of these sentences

could
be traced to the Bible; the re

mainder seemed to be in the Rabbinical

dialect. With much difficulty, and much

patient inquiry, the young physician

traced out her past history,‘ and found

that when nine years of age, she went to

live in the family of an old Protestant

pastor. It was further ascertained that

it was the custom of this old man for

years to walk up and down a passage in
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his house into which the kitchen-door

opened, and to read to himself in a loud

voice, out of his favorite books. Some

of those books were obtained, and so

many of the passages which the young

woman had uttered were found in the

books, that there remained no doubt that

she had obtained them from hearing him

read them. In her normal condition, she

probably could not have recalled a sin

gle sentence of these Latin, Greek, and

Hebrew passages which she repeated so

fluently while sick. In commenting

upon this case, Coleridge sayszf'This

authenticated case furnishes both proof

and witness, that reliques of sensation

may exist for an indefinite time in a

latent state in the very same circles in

which they were originally impressed,

and contributes to make it even probable

that all thoughts are in themselves im

perishable; and that if the intelligent

faculty should be rendered more compre

hensive, it will require onlya different

and apportioned organization—the body

celestial instead of the body ferns-trial—

to bring before every human soul the col

lective experience of his whole past ex

istence. And this, perchance, is the

dread book of judgment, in whose mys

terious hieroglyphics every idle word is

recorded! Yea, in the very nature of a

living spirit, it may be more probable

that heaven and earth shall pass away

than that a single act—a single thought—

shall be loosened or lost from that liv

ing chain of causes, to all whose links,

conscious or unconscious, the free-will,

one only absolute self, is co-extensive

and co-present."
-

WHAT OCCURS m DEATH BY DROWN

ING.
'

That this record of the life of each one

of us which is engraven upon the mind

of each is ineffaceable and endures

seems to be confirmed by the remarkable

experience of some persons who have

become from drowning apparently un

conscious (although it would seem that it

is then that they are really conscious as

never before), but have subsequently

been resuscitated. An instance is rela

ted by De Quincey, who says: "I was

once told by a near relation of mine (a

woman of masculine understanding and

unimpeachable veracity), that having in

her childhood fallen into a river, and

being on the very verge of death, but for

the assistance which reached her at the

last critical moment, she then saw her

whole past life clothed in its forgotten in

cidents, arrayed before her as in a mir

ror, not successively, but simultaneously;

and that she had at the same time a fac

ulty developed as suddenly for compre

hending the whole and every part. This,

from some opium experiences, I can be

lieve. I have, indeed, seen the same

thing asserted twice in modern books,

and accompanied by a remark, which is

probably true, viz., that the dread book

of account which the Scriptures speak of

is in fact the mind itself of each individ

ual. Of this, at least, I feel assured, that

there is no such thing as ultimately for

getting; traces once impressed‘upon the

memory are indestructible." Sir F. Beau

fort, in a letter to Dr. Wallerton, gives

an interesting description of the sensa~

tions which accompany death by drown

ing. He ‘says: "From the moment that

all exertion had ceased, which I imagine

was the immediate consequence of com

plete suffocation—a calm feeling of the

most perfect tranquillity superseded the

previous tumultuous sensation, it might

be called apathy; certainly not resigna

tion, for drowning no longer appeared

to be an evil. I no longer thought of

being rescued, nor was I in any bodily

pain. On the contrary, my sensations

were now rather of a pleasurable cast,

partaking of that dull but contented sort

of feeling which precedes the sleep pro

duced by fatigue. Though the senses

were thus deadened, not so the mind ; its

activity seemed-to be invigorated in a

ratio which defies all description, for

thought rose on thought with a rapidity

that is not only indescribable, but proba

bly inconceivable by any one who has not.

been in a similar situation.

(For conclusion qf l/u'r article see p. 22 5.)
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TEACH ME TO LIVE

TEACH me to live ! ‘Tis easier far to die—

Gently and silently to pass away—

On enith’s long night to close the heavy eye,

And waken in the realms of glorious day.

T4 ach me that harder lesson—bow to live,

To serve Thee in the darkest paths of life ;

Arm me for conflict now, fresh vigor give,

And make me more than conqueror in the strife. .

Teach me to live! Thy purpose to fulfil ;

Bright for Thy glory let my taper shine;

Each day renew, remold this stubborn will ;

Closer ‘round Tlltt my heart's affections twine.

Teach me to live I No idler let me be,

But in Thy service hand and heart employ,

Prepared to do Thy bidding cheerfully ;

Be this my highest and my holiat joy.

Teach me to live! and find my life in Thee,

Looking from earth and earthly things away ;

Let me not falter, but untiringly

Press on and gain new strength and power each

day.

Teach me to live; with kindly words for all ;

Wearing no cold, repulsive brow of gloom ;

Waiting with cheerful patience, till Thy call

Summons my spirit to her, heavenly home.

++o

“RATHER STRANGE?

I
WAS living in a very secluded coun

try home, and I was called away very

unexpectedly to go to my mother's fu

neral. lleft everything unlocked. One

particular box I prized very highly. In

it were laces I had saved for years, rib

bons, and velvcts, and feathers, and

flowers and other pretty things, among

which were valued gifts from husband,

children, and friends. When a bonnet

was to be rc-trimmed. a dress rejuvena

ted, or some pretty thing'made, these

were resources for every emergency.

Here were gloves brown, and gray, and

white, and black, and fragments of silk,

and satin, and velvet. The morning I

left home, a new handmaid arrived. I

remained away a week, leaving the stran

ger to preside over the household. On

my return, the girl being lonely, wished

to go back to the city, and urged me to

give her a
“
character "--a recommenda

tion for honesty and ability. I said,

“Stay a month and I will give you the

best one I can. I know nothing of you,

how can I recommend you?" But she

went, parting pleasantly from us all.

We lived then, four miles from gloves

and laces, and neither horses nor man

could always go just when I needed

them. I had purchased a pair of new

black kid gloves, and soon after lost the

right-hand one, while walking through

the woods with a friend. Word came to

me one morning that I must go to New

York. Horses and man were away, and

how could I go to the city with only one

glove? I went to my box of treasures.

but lo, it had disappeared, and with it

all traces of gloves black or white. It

had gone probably with the departed

handmaiden.

How provoking, I thought—I must

stay away from the city just for

want of a glove. How I envied my city

sisters, who at any moment, by taking a

short walk, could furnish themselves

with every needed thing. I must go to

New York, and yet—I certainly can't go

without a glove. How often do we have

to do what we can't do ! Something im

periously bids us go forward, and some

thing else, like a resistless wall, rises in

front of us, and we are helpless.

Well, I said, if I can't go to New York

this morning, I will go up-stairs and

straighten up the attic. Great compre

hensive garret! there were gathered

souvenirs of the past, in boxes, bags, and

on shelves. In arranging and examining

the great chaotic miscellany there, i

could at least divert myself for a time

from my own annoyances.

I began first at the trunks. In one. I

had not looked for a year. I had forgot

ten what was in it. I found two of my

mother's old dresses. I looked in the

pocket of one,—there was a right-hand
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black kid glove—my mother's. It would i on my hat. I wonder if ever a lady bc

go very well with my left-hand one.
I}

took the glove and went to New York, ,

and accomplished something very im-‘

portant to me, and something I could

have done well on no other day.

Months after. when I had laid aside

my black bonnet, I was called again

suddenly to New York. I wanted to re

trim a straw hat, and must have some

thing respectable to wear to the city of

course. But my box was gone, so I had

neither flowers, bows, nor feathers. I sat

with the hat in my hand, bewailing my

lost treasures. If I only had one feather,

I said, just one, for the left side, it would

conceal a defect, and make the hat at

least passable, till I could get to 2. mil

liner. Again,I sat envying my city sis

ters, so near to feathers, and all beauti

ful things. If I only had a feather, I

said, just one feather,—the door opened,

and my bright-eyed Edith came in.

“ Mother, mother," she said, "Walter has

killed a whippoorwill!" "A whippoor

will!" I said. “Yes, and he is going to

give it to the cat."

"Tell him not to let the cat have it,

I want to see it," I said ; “perhaps it is the

one that sang for me at daybreak when

you were so sick." I could never forget

how when a solitary watcher through

the long, lonely night—I had waited by

my child's bedside, fearing she might

leave me with the dawn. The bird's song

on the early morning was to me the

dawn of hope, for my child was saved,

and given back to me from the very gate

of death.

Out of my garden-gate, and down the

lane, into the old stone house I hurried.

\Valter held the whippoorwill there—its

beautiful wings when spread were nine

teen inches. The bird itself was ten

inches long. There were long streaks of

black on the top of its head, and a nar

row, white collar around its throat. The

wings were brown, each quill had on the

lower part reddish spots; the tail was

rounded, and its terminal half was white.

The feathers of the tail were beautiful.

I saved them from the cat and put them

fore had worn a whippoorwill's feather

on her hat. I went on to New York.
“
\Vhat a beautiful feather that is on your

hat." said Madam Deniorest.
“ It is a

whippoorwill's," I said. "It is really

beautiful and stylish too," she added. I

went to the Centennial, and the whip

poorwill's feather went also. While the

hat had been in my hand without a

feather, the little bird was resting on the

branch, as if waiting for \Valter's shot.

I could see no possible feather anywhere

for me just then.

Another morning I was standing by

my bureau putting on my bonnet; the

horse was waiting at the door to take me

to the depot. I had laid out a scarlet

bow to fasten in front with my collar,

but it was missing. “Hurry! hurry!"

said a voice in the hall, “we'll be late."

So I wished I had a double scarlet gera

nium with some rose geranium leaves to

put on in the place of the missing bow.

"I do wish I had a scarlet geranium," I

said,
"
nothing could be prettier, and they

keep pretty so long. There is something

cheering in the very glow of the flower."

I hurried away with no ornament. The

collar was plainly fastened with a pin.

As the cars reached _Ierscy City, a gen

tleman came to me, one I had never seen

before, and ofiered me a little bunch of

double scarlet geraniums, saying: "Did

you leave this on the seat, Madam?"

“No, but I wish I had," said I, impul

sively. Handing me the flowers he passed

out of sight. I have never seen him

since. I know not whence he came or

whither he went, but I wore the flowers

all day, kept them in a little vase that

night, and wore them all the next day.

Some days after, I had been writing

about China, gathering information from

every possible source. I had read of

Chinese cards, large, bright, and red I

wanted to see one just then very much.

I went to New York on business, and

much to my dissatisfaction, found it

necessary to go to Brooklyn. By my side

in the ferry-boat was a lady, and at her

side a gentleman in military costume.
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The lady had been talking with me, when
l
my house," she said,

“
who has a book of

the gentleman took out of his pocket

three Chinese cards, showing them to

the lady, who turned to me, saying:
"
Wouldn't you like to look at them?

one of them is the card of a celebrated

Chinese oflicial."
“ Yes," I said, "I

have been reading about them. I am

glad to have the opportunity of seeing

them." "You can keep one if you wish,"

said the lady—"take the one with the

Chinese official's name on it." So I came

home with a card, just the very thing I

wanted.

Weeks after this,I had become very

much .delighted with some Swedish

poetry. I could get only one little book

of songs. I was still living out of town.

I looked out one day at some beautiful

trumpet-creepers; they had climbed up

above the old smoke-house, and were

growing down again; there was nothing

higher for them to climb around. There

were eighty beautiful trumpets open on

that one vine.

The vine is like myself, I thought; how

much it might do if it could, and then

nobody can see its beauty here. It is

only admired by me. I do wish I had

another Swedish book. I could trans

late so many beautiful poems, if I only

could have one—the trumpet-creeper is

out of place here, and so am I. There

is nothing to be had around here but

butter and eggs. I went in_the house,

and sat quietly thinking of a world of

books beyond my reach, when some one

knocked. I went to the door, and a

beautiful lady was standing there with

soft, shining, gray curls. "I was riding
by." she said, "and I saw those beauti

ful flowers, and I called to ask their

name." Her carriage had unusually high

seats, and she had seen the flowers peep

ing up above the arbor-vita: hedge.

She came in. I gave her some of the

flowers. She saw my one Swedish book

of poems on the table. "Can you read

this?" she said. "Yes, but I can't find

any Swedish poems; this is all I can

get."

"There is a Swedish lady staying at

Swedish poems. My coachman shall

drive over and bring it to you."

I thanked her, and said I would drive

over myself next day and get it. I went

and brought home the poems of T0pe~

lius. I opened at the middle of the

book, and the poem there was Trz'ntzrgo

ten .- T11: Galaxy.

It was beautiful. I translated it
,

and

it was published in Tim Galaxy, then of

New York. Mr.,Bayard Taylor saw it
,

and was pleased with it. He offered me

every Swedish help he could give in the

way of books or information. I trans

lated other poems in the book—.the book

has now gone back with its owner to

Sweden, but the flowers whose sad fate I

was deploring, as unknown, unseen, were

the beginning of some of the brightest

hours of my life.

This was the poem that came to me so

unexpectedly. It was very difficult to

translate. I have preferred to preserve

the thoughts of the original, a little at

the expense of its smoothness.

THE GALAXY.

The night is still and clear; the lamps have burned away.

How memories all stand up, from long-departed day,

And mild thoughts float around. like star-beams in the

blue,

And wonderful and warm my heart is glowing too.

The stars look down so clear on the glary of the night,

As ifdeath werenot on earth—they smile soholy bright.

Know you their silent language? I have a story true,

I have learned it of the stars, arid shall 1 tell it you?

Far away on a star he lived in the splendor of the sky

On another sun she dwelt, on another star-path high;

And Salami was she called, Zulamith the name he bore,

\Vhen they lo\'c.l each other well upon this earthly

ahOfC.

Their steps were parted here. by death and sorrow we ;

But soon on their death rest, the shining white wing!

grew.

Yet all the heaven‘; glory to them no joy could give,

While they on distant suns, so sundered far, must live.

In their blue, brightest home, on each other oft they

thought.

Yet all their love and longing to them no comfort

brought,

For Salami and Zulamith their sundered path between.

A boundless space and countless suns in charms 0'

glory gleam.

By longing power Zulamith was ‘0 consumed onen'lfihh

He began from world to world tc build a bridge olli‘bli
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And Salami, like him, from the border of her sun,

From pole to pole herself: bridge of light begun.

A thousand years they build, with faith‘: uuconquered

might,

And so the galaxy was built—star-bridge of beaming

light ;

It did heaven‘; highest arch of zodiac path embrace.

And stnnd to strand together bind of widest ocean

space.

The cherubs, seized with fright, quick to the Almighty

fled,

See, Lord, what qalami and Zulamith have built! they

said;

But the Almighty smiled, a clear light round Him

shone,

What love upon my world hath built, that shallI
not

break down.

And Salami and Zulamith when the fair bridge “as

through,

They sprang into each other's arms, and slraightway

in the blue

The cleanest star in all the heavens in their pathway

up arose,

As after thousand sorrow years in bloom their one

heart glows.

And all who on this darkened earth have loved each

other dear,

By sin and sorrow, pain and death, so sadly parted

here,

If they could build a bridge of faith, from world to

world so blest,

Then surely it should reach their love. their longing

could find rest.

I had bought for myself once, some

thing I very much admired, costing

five dollars. When I came home and

examined my packages, all useful, this

one beautiful thing was lost. I knew

I could not afford another, and with tear

ful eyes I sat alone desponding and guess

ing about its loss. Just then a thought

came as thoughts will come sometimes.

If there were only fairies to come and

liberally endow us with gifts, how nice

it would be. I wish there were a fairy.

I opened a book lying on the table be

side me, and happened to read a little

French story pasted inside its cover. It

was the story of
“
ten little fairies." Im

mediately I wove it into a poem, and

taking it the next day into New York,

I obtained for it the sum enabling me to

replace my lost treasure. So the fairy

story helped me,
if_the fairies did not.

So many times in my life an earnestly

wished-for thing has suddenly come to

me. I have been impressed with the

feeling that ardent wishes are powerful

in their way at times.

I have given several instances when I

had a very intense longing for something

that came as unexpectedly to me as a

rose in a snowbank, or a star in a storm.

Tell me, profoundest thinkers, was their

coming accidental, or was it coinciden

tal, or providential?

It was only a glove, a feather, a flower,

a book; but the discomfort they saved

me, the comfort they gave me was in

valuable. To me other helps have come

when sorrow's stone has closed up the

door of hope, so that I know and feel

that something without me, beyond me,

helps me and understands me. These

greater, stranger things are a part of my

very life. There have been experiences

confided to me, facts occurring in the

history of some of my friends, that are

more startling, dramatic, and thrilling

than anyI have read in the most excit

ing novel.

“
It is rather strange," said one to whom

I told these simple facts. Yes, it is rather

strange, I think myself.

How many of us doubt even a fact,

coming in an unusual manner. Truth

must ride with royal crest through learn

ing’s triumphal archway, pass the moss

grown gate of experience, and bouquet

cd, and gloved, ring at the polished door

bell of understanding ere we bid it wel—

come. Yet truth, the best and brightest,

may come unsought, unannounced, burst

ing like sunbeam through lonely attic

window, or struggling like a green leaf

through a dungeon wall. Yet often, if

geography can not describe it
,

or arithme

tic measure it, or science label it
,

or expe

rience recall it—we turn away from its

little, homely, honest face, beaming here

and there like friendly angel.

Better to many is philosophy's noisiest

coach, or clumsiest wheelbarrow, than

truth's clearest, newest telephone. Blind

ed by the mists of speculation, bewildered

by the ever-varying counsel of the might

iest voices, we turn sometimes to the ora

cle within, where we hear the quaint words

of the old Apocrypha:
“ Let the counsel
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of thine own heart stand, for a man's

mind is wont to tell him more than seven

men that sit up high in a tower."

Those who have done most for human

ity have listened often to this pope with

in.

Everywhere, in town or country, are

noble, struggling souls, shut away from

outside joy or help, who have had given

them little gold grains of comfort, so

bright and precious, that they have

hoarded them forever after in memory's

hidden safe. Facts they are, experiences

of real worth, yet withheld from page of

magazine or journal, lest their owner’s

name be numbered among the list of

demented, deranged, or visionary fools.

Yet, if at every great fair, a new type of

fruit or flower, a change in form or color,

is welcomed with interest, why may not

an unusual human experience be of like

interest, and deserve an honest examina

tion P

Each soul hath clime peculiar,

It: individual zone,

To which lruth's sun gives color

And flowering of'its own.

The all-resplendent sun touches and

brightens the darkest stone, and the

tiniest, most turbid stream; so whatever

truth touches, it brightens and glorifies.

Little things we hardly notice, and never

» - 0 0

repeat, may be tests and proofs of some

great truth that might dome the soul

with its blue arch of blessing. As an art

ist sketching from nature herself touches

only here and there at first in shadowy,

broken outline, so truth comes to us at

first in shadowy lines, half hidden, half

revealed.

But one ‘ I know it
'
is worth a legion of

grand perhapses, and all these little ‘I
know its

'
together, may make at last a

mosaic pavement solid enough for phi

losophy’s elephantine feet to tread. If

the noblest thoughts that crowd and

crown the solitary soul in its sublimest

moods, could by some thought-photog

raphy be transfixed like the face upon

the camera, what clear, bright books

might we have, what poems pure and

sweet as the dew in the rose's heart—

how the pages would gleam with thoughts

golden sunrise and glowing sunset ! There

are little blue morning-glories twining

around the windows of memory, or

pressed in her hidden drawers, dearer

than the hot-house flowers that queens

or brides may wear. I have brought out

some of my smallest, palest ones, hoping

that some other better pen than mine

will give me in exchange their brighter.

sweeter flowers.

LYDIA M. MILLARD.

o

DELIA AND BLANCHE.

(Concludnl').

III.

THE LAST MEETING.

IT
was a very cold evening in Novem

ber; the ground was covered with

snow, and the wind blew bitterly round

the corners of the streets, when Delia,

wrapping an elegant cloak closely round

her, entered her carriage. At that mo

ment a letter was handed to her by her

servant. She opened it and read as fol

lows:

" A being, once warmly esteemed—the

companion of happier hours—now lan

guishes on a bed of sickness, deprived by

1
the hand of Providence of every earthly

l relative—every earthly comfort. She

would fain see her early friend once more,

before a state of utter destitution drives

her from this world.

“
P. S.—If Delia will pity a suffering

friend she will inquire for Mrs. St. Hon

orc, at — Street, No.

Delia's character, as her years increased,

had acquired a greater degree of selfish

ness, which, mingling with her amiable

propensities, did not render her a very

benign dispenser of comfort to the un

fortunate. She had, however (as I have

before said), some starts of charitable in
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clination, and would fain have been a

benefactress, could she have done so

without sacrificing any of the luxuries in

which her soul delighted. But this was a

striking appeal: she yet held the paper

in her hand—

"A being, once warmly esteemed, the

companion of happier hours "—
“
\Vho could it be P

"

The coach rolled on; half an hour

elapsed and it reached a miserable entry.

With mawkish sensations, Delia stepped

from her carriage; she walked up the en

try, and knocking at the inner door, in

quired for Mrs. St. Honore. An elderly

woman directed her to the back room on

the third floor; and finding Delia hesi

tate, she oflered her guidance, and pre

ceded her with a small lamp, which, on

account of its broken chimney, was every

moment on the point of being extin

guished. Curiosity, more than any other

motive, led Delia on; they at length

reached the door, and the aged female

having opened it
,

left her to enter alone.

The room was capacious and dreary; a

broken chair and a dilapidated table, a

glimmering light in the chimney corner,

with the low, comfortless bed, formed the

whole of its furniture. But who was ly

ing on that bed P

Delia took the light from the chim

ney, half trembling, for selfishness ever

abounds with indefinite fears and vague

terrors. She approached the bed. Mer

ciful Heaven! it was Blanche—the com

panion of her playful infancy, the admired

associate of her youth,—the lovely, the

accomplished, the beautiful Blanche, alas !

how changed! And can that wasted

form, that pallid cheek, that languid eye,

be all that remains of so brilliant a be

ing? Delia wept, as a gleam of days

gone by passed over her memory; she

took the thin hand of her friend, and sit

ting down on the bed, listened to the

long series of misfortunes which, after

her union with one most beloved, had

followed each other in rapid succession.

—the death of her husband, followed by

that of the two innocent pledges of their

affection. She painted the progress of

want and despair in the eloquent language

of an elegant mind; and Delia felt for a

moment the renewal of feelings and sen

sations once somewhat familiar. She

soothed her friend with the promise of

her protection, and that she would care,

fully guard every future hour, until re

turning health and restored comfort

should again shed theircheering influence.

A melancholy smile passed over the fea

tures of the poor invalid, as she warmly

pressed the hand she held.

" But, my dear Blanche, have you not

one to take care of you?" She replied

that the aged female, who directed her

thither, had been her only nurse and at

tendant.

Some would think that Delia would

have sent a servant at once from her own

household, to care for her friend; that

she would instantly have sent every com

fort that might have helped to render

that miserable and lonely chamber bear

able, until she could have her removed to

abetter home; or that she would have

this early and once beloved friend warmly

wrapped up, carried to her carriage, and

taken home that she might herself be

come her nurse and attendant. Blanche

would have acted thus had circumstances

been reversed ; as Blanche’s heart was as

generous as it was warm and sincere.

Now Delia's was a very cold heart; so

it followed, naturally enough, that she

should take only a five-dollar bill from

her purse and give it to her friend, with a

promise to return on the morrow; and she

was leaving the room, when she quickly

returned to make some inquiries relative

to the poor invalid’s clothing; she then

bade her a second good-night and de

parted.

She really did, however, urge the old

woman, whom she met on the staircase,

to take every care of the poor sick lady:

and gave her fifty cents in addition to in

sure her attention. But distressed friends

are a great annoyance, and Delia, as she

stepped again into her comfortable car

riage, could not help thinking so

\Vhen Delia returned to her house she

ordered her housekeeper to look up an
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old blanket and a pair of servant's sheets,

for a poor woman very much in want of

them.
"
God bless your generous heart,

madam," said Mrs. Dennis (rather aston

ished), as she bustled off to perform her

mistress’ behest.

Delia’s waiting-woman had that requi

site which most other waiting-women

have, namely, her mistress’ cast-off ward

robe; now this had been regularly ar

ranged and given her only the day be

fore; so that Delia's only alternative for

keeping her promise with her friend,

would have been to have purchased some

of the requisite articles of clothing new;

but no! the once elegant friend, born to

afiluence and accustomed to splendor,

was now sunk into "the poor woman,"

and must be treated as such.

"Select a couple of each of those ar

ticlesl gave you yesterday, Patterson;

one change will be quite sufficient, and I

will replace them with new; put them

into a parcel with what Mrs. Dennis has

looked up, and let Henry take them early

in the morning, according to the direc

tion I have given him." So saying she

wrapped herself in an elegant shawl, and,

ordering the sofa to be wheeled closer to

the fire, prepared to take her tea.

On the next day Henry took the par

cel and inquired after the health of “the

poor woman," for Delia would not for

worlds have either her husband, Mr.

Stonnington, or the domestics know that

any one so distressed had ever been her

friend and companion.

The following day Delia dined out;

she did not return until late, and went to

bed so "fatigued," that she quite forgot

to inquire about her friend.

The next day Mr. Stonnington gave a

dinner-party; on the evening following,

Delia gave a supper-party, and the ex

treme fatigue of giving orders for the

necessary preparations, so much over

powered her that Blanche's wants and

distresses never once entered her head.

On the following morning, however, these

few lines. written with a trembling hand,

for a few moments, at least. awakened

her attention:

"MY DEAR DELIA:

“
My kind attendant is very ill, so that

Ifear I shall not long be able to secure

her assistance; I have been very much

annoyed by my landlady for the sum I

am indebted to her, and have given her

the greater portion of your kind present,

that I may not be disturbed, or even ab

solutely, perhaps, deprived of the miser

able abode which is, at least, a shelter.

" I find my strength fast wasting ; when

your happier fate will allow you a few

moments to devote to the unfortunate, I

wish most anxiously to see you.
“ Adieu, dear Delia.

"
Your obliged friend,

"
BLANCHE."

"Your dress, ma'am," said Patterson,

putting the new dress, carefully wrapped

up, on the bed.

"
Is Mrs. La Mode gone P

"

“ Yes, madam."

“ What a distressing circumstance!

Why, I wanted to see her about the alter

ing of my white lustrine ; we are going out

of town to-morrow, and I would rather

anything on earth should happen, than

that everything should not be ready.

What an unfortunate being I am !"

Delia then ordered a servant to be sent

to Mrs. La Mode, and turned round to

Patterson to give the requisite directions

for the articles to be arranged for the

journey; she then rang for her writing

desk, and wrote the following note :

“ MY DEAR BLANCHE :

"I am really sorry that preparations

for a journey that Mr. Stonnington in~

sists on my taking into the country for a

week, will prevent my coming until our

return. I trust I shall then find you bet

ter; and
"
Believe me.

“
Yours affectionately,

"
DELXA.

"P. S.—Do not write at present. for

fear of accident; I will send to you when

I return."

On the day following, Delia and her

husband stepped into their snug travel

ling-carriage, themselves comfortably
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fenced from cold. They arrived without

an accident or inconvenience at the place

of destination; and were greeted with all

that frank, good-natured welcome that

the rich generally receive. A week

elapsed; another passed; and the third

saw them again comfortably housed in

their beautiful city mansion.
"
Have any letters arrived?

"
said Delia

on entering her dressing-room.

" No, madam', only this little dirty scrap

of paper, that a little half-naked,wretched

boy brought last Sunday."

Delia snatched it angrily, for she was

fatigued; she opened its twisted folds

and read as follows :

"You said, my dear Delia, that you

would write on your return; and that re

turn would be in a week. A fortnight

has elapsed, and not a word—not an in

quiry. Have you then forgotten me?

Alas! death presses heavily on me! its

shadows are even now flitting before my

eyes. Delia .' shall we ever meet again P"

Delia's heart sickened; a severe re

proach mingled with the pleadings of

compassion, of affection, of the sympa

thy of early friendship; but she made an

effort to stifle the annoying emotions.

"To-nightl am very much fatigued,"

she murmured petulantly, in reply to the

accusing voice within her bosom. "I

daresay, poor thing, she is very ill, but

she always expresses herself so roman

tically; she, no doubt, fancies herself

much worse than she really is ; to-morrow

will be quite time enough to go to her."

So saying, and having dressed herself for

the evening, she joined her good-natured

husband in the parlor. She never once

calculated how far the little sum remain

ing from her princely (
l) gift (after her un

fortunate friend had silenced her merci

less landlady) would go toward procuring

the cheapest subsistence for, now, nearly

three weeks—for Delia had found her

breakfast, dinner, tea, and supper ele

gantly arranged for her at their stated

times; her bed of down received her at

night; her maid was ready to dress her

in the morning. How could Delia then

dream of the agonies of hope delayed,

the pangs of hunger? No. petulant,

fantastic, and miserable,— courted and

flattered for her wealth, though not es

teemed for her worth,—she had forgotten

all things, excepting that goddess of idol

atry, 11ers!” /

The evening passed rapidly away, and

a sleepless pillow recalled to her memory

many a scene she would have banished

from reflection. In vain did she try

every position ; repose both of body and

mind denied her this comfort, while her

husband slept tranquilly and peacefully

beside her. "His conscience is easy,"

said Delia.
At_the approach of morning

she fell into a feverish slumber,—a slum

ber that pictured scenes of calamity, woe,

and death! She arose unrefreshed, took

a hasty breakfast, dressed, ordered her

carriage, and drove to the entrance of the

miserable house, her unfortunate friend's

wretched and desolate abode.

She once more ascended the staircase;

the wind howled through the ruinous

passages. She met the lodger on the

lower floor, and inquired for Mrs. St. Hon

ore. "I really don't know how she is,

madam," she replied; "poor, old Mrs.

Rollins, who used to attend a little to her,

died a few days ago. I have not seen

any one go up to her since. Indeed,"

she continued acrimoniously, "it is well

for those who have rich friends; I am so

taken up with the struggle of getting to

gether a bit of bread for my large family,

that I have no time to think of others."

Delia's heart smote her most bitterly;

her knees trembled as she reached the

door. It was fastened. She called,

" Blanche, Blanche!" All was silent as

the grave. In desperation she set her

foot against the crazy door; it yielded,

and she entered and approached the bed.

Avenging Heaven ! her once loved, once

cherished Blanche, the consoler of her

child sorrows, her gentle adviser, her

sweet companion, lay a lifeless statue!

Her wan but still sweet features were

fixed, and her beautiful lips closed, and

smiling even in death.

clined on one arm, over which the ring

lets of her abundant hair ‘fell gracefully

Her head re-
'
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while the other hand grasped a paper,

which Delia, frantic with horror, drew

away, and read:

" I have passed three days without sus

tenance; I feel that I am dying. Delia,

do you remember the Gazelle ? Alas l

little did I dream in those days of golden

sunshine, that its fate would be my own,

and that by the same hand!"

Delia read no more—a horrid gleam of

agonizing retrospection visited her heart;

she uttered a piercing shriek and fell

senseless on the body of her friend.

Time passed, and she did not return to

her carriage. The coachman, becoming

anxious, mounted the rickety stairs, and

finding the door open, entered, and found

the mistress lying insensible by the dead.

Mr. Stonnington was immediately sent

for; and no effort was left untried to re

store life to both. But Blanche's gentle

spirit had fled forever!

Delia was restored to consciousness.

but her mind had suffered too great a

shock—she was insane.

MRS. EMILY LOMER.

_—-.-’-.—

TRUE LOVE AND

WHILE since the PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL contained an article en

titled
“
What is Love?" in which the wri

ter said: "There is something that we

call love, which lasts as long as life en

dures, and a somel/n'ng' else which resem

bles it so perfectly that there is no way

to distinguish between the two."

It is not my purpose to indulge in con

tradictions or disputes; but I should be

derelict in my duty if I allowed such a

statement to pass without showing my

readers that there is a way
"
to distinguish

between the two."

The article above mentioned concludes

by asking: "What is love, and what is

that something which is called love, but

which is no more like it than the pure’

newly-fallen snow is like the mud of the

gutter?" For the purpose of presenting

and explaining my theories it will suffice

to say that LOVE IS LOVE and "that some~

thing which is called love" is blind pas

sz'ou,-—a species of mesmerism, which is

excited mainly by physical charms; a

green-house exotic, springing up before

its time, bearing unripe, unhealthy fruit,

and often resulting in unhappy marriage.

Love is of slower growth, healthy and

fruitful, always mutual and reciprocal,

and based upon excellencies of mind and

heart, an esteem of intellectual and moral

qualities. And it is very important that

the young should understand this, that in

the formation of attachments they may

BLIND PASSION.

be so guided by wisdom as to insure to

themselves the pure and heavenly en joy

ments of true affection. True love has

its foundation in the law of aflinity and

adaptation, and it can only exist between

those whose mental and moral charac

teristics harmonize, between equals or

equivalents. But this passion springs up

between those who are very unequal; be

tween the fine and the coarse, the refined

and the vulgar, the honest and the dis

honest in human nature. This forms one

rule by which we may distinguish between

the two, and it also shows that it is pas

sion instead of love that is blind. Love

is far-seeing. Love grows stronger in the

possession of its object; passion quickly

fades into unconcern or merges into dis

gust. Love sees the virtues and, at

tracted by them, forgives the faults; pas

sion exaggerates the faults and is blind to

the virtues.

Love purifies; passion debases. Love

withstands the severest tests that human

agency can apply; but passion, in mo

ments of calm reasoning stands revealed

in all its deformity. And yet we are told

that there is no way to distinguish be

tween the two! With such false views

and doctrines we need not wonder that

many of the young, left to grope their

way in darkness and ignorance, do mis

take the one for the other and awaken to

the truth only when it is too late.

Many young people. full of moonshine
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and romance, form sudden attachments

which they imagine must be gratified or

their disappointment will drive them to

insanity or death. Many imagine that

they marry for love, when it is only this

blind impulse, as evanescent as the wind.

A few days of wedded life sadly dispels

the illusion. The wedding over, the

honeymoon passed, the intoxication be

gins to satiate becaua: it is animal in its

character. Little difficulties spring up

until the parties are both sick of their

bargain, and the unfortunate young wife

especially, loses her ambition, neither en

joys life nor cares for death—all because

she did not marry rightly.

The writer above quoted admits that

these sudden attachments are fleeting,

scarcely ever enduring after marriage;

and in illustration cites the case of the

cultured girl who eloped with her father's

(uncultured) coachman, and also the case

of a refined young lady who married her

dancing-master (a beast in heart), with

nothing to recommend him but a fine

air and a graceful limb. In both cases

the girls repented of their choice within

a few months. What they called 101/:

soon turned to positive aversion—to kale,

and this is another way by which we may

distinguish between the two. True love

is enduring. Founded upon mental and

moral congeniality, harmony of tastes

and purity of sentiments. it is tender yet

strong; enduring through sunshine and

storm, unchanging, prosperous, virtuous,

eternal. Use only brightens and strength

ens it. Age gives it intensity and power

of action. Constant, and unchangeable,

it never wearies nor faints. It is not the

gratification of any one organ of the

brain, but of the mind as a whole. It

permeates every fibre of the being, and

glows with untarnished brightness

through all the trials of life. But it

should not and need not be mistaken for

passion, or for sentiment or an idle fancy.

It is more than all these, for it goes to the

makes of the twain one flesh, must be

pure and enduring. Every day makes it

more sacred and holy. and more happy in

its results. Every day its light grows

more pure and bright, its influence more

exalted and powerful. It guides the feet

in the way of righteousness and inspires

the whole soul with the life and beauty of

its heavenly sweetness. In such a union,

physical charms appear as nothing com

pared with the beauties of mind and

heart. There is a feeling of sacredness

which appertains to no other attachment.

It is as much above that voluptuous pas

sion which doats on the physical form as

the soul of a man is above mere brute in

stinct.

And furthermore: while this blind

passion often results in the legal union (I

can not say marriage) of those who differ

from each other in every respect (except

that both are blind), there can be no true

conjugal love without physical, mental,

social, and moral adaptation. The parties

must be going the same way in life and

have no conflicting traits of character.

The Christian and the infidel, the tem

‘perate and the intemperate can not be

harmoniously united with each other. A

refined woman can not love a sloven; a

pure-minded girl can not love a sensual

brute. The parties must have similar as

pirations and desires, and in all the im

portant features of mental and moral de

velopment there should be complete har

mony. Thus it will be seen that there is

a vast difference between true love and

"
that something else which so perfectly (P)

resembles it." And the ability to dis

tinguish between the two is not only

easily acquired, but it is-an absolute ne

cessity to all who contemplate marriage ;

for in order to enjoy its relations they

must marry rightly, and there can be no

true marriage without true love in its

foundation, and this love should pervade

the whole life, and make it a hfe of 1021:.

This life should be determined upon be

very core of the being, while the others
i
fore marriage; for marriage is the great

are superficial, transparent, and fleeting.

A true love union, a union of soul and

event in life's drama—the final settle

‘ ment of our nature; and when rightly

mind and that mutual reciprocity which entered and wisely lived, is the source of
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life's richest blessings and its sweetest

delights.

I suggest a practical home education

as a safeguard against blind attachments,

false unions, and the unhappiness and

misery which follow their consummation.

The freedom allowed the young should

be accompanied by a certain amount of

loving guidance and wise control on the

part of parents. This would prevent

young people from marrying in haste and

repenting at leisure. It would prevent

rascals from becoming the husbands of

virtuous women, and bad women from

becoming the wives of good men.

If parents and children were properly

educated in social and matrimonial ethics;

if they knew the laws of conjugal harmony,

and the importance of securing it
,

they

would have no difficulty in distinguish

ing between true love and its counter

feits, and their reason would infallibly

guide them in the way of truth and right,

and such cases as those referred to would

not occur. This education would be a

light to many who now walk in darkness,

and show them a higher and happier path.

And in this new world of knowledge we

should escape the many ill-considered

marriages and the long, dismal chapter of

family quarrels, tragedies, elopements,

and divorces which is continued in the

daily and weekly records of the press.

Thousands instead of finding the bright

est hopes of their youth blighted, and

their purest afi'ections trampled in the

dust, would be forewarned of the hidden

rocks on life's voyage and guided into

the channel of wisdom, safety, and peace.

“
Mount up the heights ofwisdom,

And crush each error low.

Keep back no words of knowledge

That human hearts should know.“

now. _IONES.

‘H

JOHN RANDoLPn‘s ADVICE—When

John Randolph was in London he wrote

a letter to a gentleman who married his

favorite niece. In it was the following

advice:

regard of this caution will certainly lead

to squabbles and strife.

"Take no receipt on loose pieces of pa

per. Carry a receipt book in your pocket.

and take all receipts in it; if you are

afraid of losing it
,

keep it in your desk.

Always have the receipts witnessed when

practicable.

"Copy, or have copied, all your bills in

a book, so that you must, at a glance. see

the cost of an article or branch of ex

pense. Without accurate accounts you

may first fall behindhand. \Vhat voyage

would aship make without observation

or reckoning? You are now embarked

on a voyage of life; without a good look

out you may be cast away.

“
Form no intimacies with your neigh

bors under a seven years’ acquaintance.

The rigid observation of my own max

ims did not prevent ill-blood between

some of my neighbors and myself. My

maxims preserved me from strife and

from loss by those. With the rest I was

on the best of terms.

“
Economy—the adapting of your sup

plies judiciously to the intended end.

This is a gift of God. It can not be taught.

at leastl have tried to learn it all my

life, without success. My mother had it

in perfection.
"
Frugality—it is in the power of every

honest man, who means to retain his hon

esty, to refrain from indulging in expenses

which he can not afford. A disregard of

this maxim, the result of their ignorant

indolence of their own affairs, has ruined

all my name and race ; they did not know

what they could afford, and some, I fear.

did not care."

.00 '

WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA. — A lady

writes from California to a Western pa

per in the following terms. We trust

that things there are not just what they

seem, for the sake of our brothers of the

Pacific coast, and if the statement is un

true we are willing to publish a denial.

She says: “I want to expose a fraud.
“
Have no dealing that can possibly be I You know the newspapers have been for

avoided with your neighbors. The dis several years telling about the great pre
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ponderance of men over women in this

section; how many rich bachelors there

are, and how impossible it is for a girl to

stay anywhere over twenty-four hours

without an offer of marriage. Indeed,

one paper said that every pretty girl held

a continual levee, in which suitors took

turns, the same as at a barber-shop. Now,

I have been here six months, and I want

to denounce such statements as frauds.

There are more men here than women, it

is true; but if my judgment goes for

anything, the most of them have run

away-from marital bonds elsewhere and

come out here to have a quiet, peaceful

time, away from the pestiferous sex that

has caused their woes. A woman is of

less consequence here than anywhere in

the world. The Chinese do most of the

washing and house-keeping, and work at

about the same wages that girls and

women would find necessary. There is

mighty little marrying and giving in mar—

riage here. The men don't seem to be

anxious about it, and the girls are so

well up to snufl that they won't encour

age a man until they know all about his

former life, and make sure he hasn't a

surplus wife or two somewhere East.

Oh, no; this is no place for a girl who

wants to marry, and I'm coming back to

Nebraska this fall."

(Canlinuedfrom p. 213.)

“ The course of these thoughts I can

now in a great measure retrace—the event

which had just taken place—the awkward

ness that had produced it
,

the bustle it had

occasioned, the effect it would have on a

most affectionate father, the manner in

which he would disclose it to the rest of

the family, and a thousand other circum

stances minutely associated with home,

were the first series of reflections that oc

curred. They took then a wider range—

our last cruise, a former voyage and ship

wreck, my school, the progress I made

there, and the time I had misspent, and

even all my boyish pursuits and adven

tures. Thus travelling backwards, every

past incident of my life seemed to glance

across my recollection in retrograde suc

cession; not, however, in mere outline

and collateral feature. In short, the

whole period'of my existence seemed to

be placed before me in a kind of pano

ramic review, and each act of it seemed

to be accompanied by a consciousness of

right and wrong, or by some reflection

on its cause or consequences; indeed,

many trifling events which had long been

forgotten, then crowded into my imagina

tion, and with the character of recent

familiarity. . . . . The lengthof time that

was occupied with this deluge of ideas,

or rather the shortness of time into which

they were condensed, I can not now

state with precision; yet certainly two

minutes could not have elapsed from the

moment of suffocation to the time of my

being hauled up." ,

Such instances as these which have

been given will serve to illustrate with

what minuteness the record of our lives

is kept within the mind, and also indicate

with what fearful vividness this,whole

record can be brought up at once before

us. It is not improbable that this is the

book of record which will be opened to

each one of us in the day of judgment.

If our lives have been bad, what a terri

ble, what a tormenting record of burning

wrongs will glare at us. How then is

any one to escape the punishment which

a wicked life entails?

'

n. REYNOLDS, M.D.

~+~_

A GOOD DRUGGlST.

A MAN who kept a store

Once wrote upon his door:

“
OhI I can make a pill

That shall ease ev‘ry illl

I keep here a plaster,

To prevent disaster ;

Also some good ointment,

To soothe disappointment."

~

\‘Vhen customers applied,

These words are what he cried :

"
Now, Patience is the pill

That eases ev'ry ill ;

Take-rare is a plaster,

\Vhich prevents disaster;

Good-humor an ointment,

Soothing disappointment."

Sf. Nick/as.
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THE FUNCTION OF TASTE.‘

POLITENESS
requires that when we

visit our friends, we should rap at

the door, or ring the bell, and wait to be

admitted. If we are calling upon a

stranger, we are often requestel to state

our business before we are permitted to

see the master of the house. There must

then be certain persons whose employ

ment and duty it is to scan those who

desire admittance to the dwelling, and

state what is the pleasure of the master.

These persons might well be called the

Guardians of the house. If the grocer's

boy comes with food, it is accepted, un

less it is not what was ordered, or is in

some way defective. The servants are

apt to form their judgments from their

own personal likes or dislikes, and their

opinion may not always be correct. Yet

the master of the house must rely upon

their judgment to some extent, or the

servants will be of little use to him.

It is not to be expected that a house

so valuable as our House Beautiful would

be left unguarded. There are several

guards stationed in different parts of the

house who watch over its welfare. One

of these is stationed in the lower front

hall. He is a soft, smooth, supple indi

vidual, and wears a pink uniform, and,

like all the servants of this house, is

never allowed a day out. He is ever on

' From “
The Man \Vonderful in the House Beauti

ful. An allegory. Teaching the Principles of Physi

ology and Hygiene." Fowler & \Vells Co.

duty, though he often puts his head out

side the door to take a peep at the world.

He is so soft and nice when you please

him, that you might fancy that he could

never be cross; but if he does not like

people, he never hesitates to say so, and

he turns them out of the house at once.

Sometimes, on a long acquaintance, he

becomes attached to those who at first

were very disagreeable to him.

You have not forgotten that repairs are

constantly going on in our house, and

that nearly everything needed to build it

up is brought to the lower front door.

Here it is examined by this guard, who

decides whether it suits him to let it pass

or not. He can not always make a final

decision, but submits the matter to the

owner of the dwelling for his opinion.

"This tastes good," he says, “I think you
better let it pass”; or, "This does not

taste good, I would rather you would not

admit it.” The owner likes to please

this guard, who has the rather long name

of Gustatory Sense, and generally refuses

to admit those whom Gustatory Sense

dislikes. But there are times when he

must decline to be guided by the opin

ion of another, and must decide by his

own reason whether the article shall be

admitted or not.

Gustatory Sense is such a long name.

that he is generally called Taste. Taste

has to be carefully watched. He does

not always know just what is needed in
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the house, and makes his decision from

his own personal likings. He is fond of

sweets, and sometimes sends so much of

them into the kitchen, that the cook

complains that he can not dispose of

them, and, by and by, perhaps the other

assistant cooks get soured with being

overworked in digesting so much sweet,

and they rebel and say,
“
We will not

have it," and they call in some powerful

muscular servants to aid them, and they

send the offending substance back up the

kitchen stairs and out at the front door,

and Taste does not like that at all. He

never relishes anything after the cooks

have been working at it.

If the muscles are not sufficient to send

out the offending material, the owner of

the house may call in a helper, whose

name is designated by the two letters,

Dr. ; and he gives something which Taste

would gladly put out of the house at

once, but he is compelled to let it pass,

and when it gets into the kitchen, it

causes such a great disturbance, that an

extra effort is made to get rid of this new

intruder, and, in the accomplishment of

it, the obnoxious sweet is also sent out,

and poor Taste feels that he has a hard

time of it. You would think that he

would learn by this experience to avoid

that mistake again, but the truth is, that

when he has once acquired a liking for a

substance, he will accept its company, no

matter how much trouble it may cause

in the house.

It is, therefore, important not to allow

him to make objectionable acquaintances,

for he may become so intimate with them

that he becomes very unhappy unless he

can have their constant society. Unfor

tunately we can not discharge him, al

though he may make us a great deal of

trouble or even pain. We can only take

charge of him, and not allow him to be

come master of the house. He will

grumble very loudly. and complain that

he is very miserable because we do not

trust him, and sometimes he induces

other servants to join in this fault-find

ing; the only way then to do. is not to

listen to any of them, but give them to

understand that Reason, not Taste. is

master; and when he has been taught,

by Science or Experience, that certain

things are harmful, we will listen to his

advice and not to that of Taste, who self

ishly, at such times, cares only for his

own pleasure and not for our real good.

When people live in a simple and

wholesome manner, the judgment of

Taste is usually to be trusted. He will

always say that milk is good, that he

likes plain bread and butter, and simply

cooked vegetables and
meats.

But if

he is accustomed to having everything

dressed up very fine for his pleasure, he

loses the ability to judge of the worth of

honest, wholesome, plainly-dressed vis

itors, and decides that he prefers appear

ances to reality. He is quick to be edu

cated in wrong habits. So it is very

important that we should be careful to

give him a good education. I have seen

little people whose Gustatory Sense said

that he would not admit bread into the

house unless it wore a coat of sugar or

honey, and as papas and mammas know

bread is very necessary to life, they some

times think that they will be obliged to

listen to the demands of Taste, or the

little beautiful house will get out of re

pair. So in order to get all of the sub

stances needed for repairs, the cooks are

obliged to dispose of too much of some

thing not needed.

If, when he insists upon having all of

his company dressed up, he were de

prived of all company for a while, he

would be very much pleased to receive a

call from a piece of very dry bread, and

would say,
“ 0, how good that tastes."_

There are several bad habits into which

Taste may fall. He enjoys" good things
"

so well that he often gets into the habit

of tasting too frequently. He is not sat

isfied with what he gets at the table, but

he must be tasting between meals, and

this creates a great deal of trouble in the

house. The cooks get out of patience

because he keeps them all the time at

work, so that they get very little chance

to rest, and no one likes to be always

working hard. But, if Reason does not
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govern this little fellow in the pink uni

form, instead of being our guardian, he

becomes our destroyer. Sometimes he

is not content to eat a fair amount at

meal-time, but calls for more and more

until he. fills his poor kitchen so full that

it can not squeeze together, and the mas

ter is made to feel very uncomfortable,

to say the least, and often he is caused to

suffer pain and disease. Another bad

habit is to call for food so fast that the

owner is obliged to eat as fast as he can,

to gratify Taste's
desire to feel something

good passing over him all the time. This

is the cause of indigestion, because food

that is swallowed so rapidly can not be

well masticated, and that makes more

work for the cooks, and the result is that

they can not do their work well, and so

the house is not well repaired. If Taste

0

did but know
it, he would enjoy much

more to let the food stay longer in the

mouth, and turn it over and over, chew

ing it well, and so obtain a full taste of

all the sweetness.

A very common bad habit of his is de

siring all food to be rich in quality, full

of sugar or fats or spices, all of which he

soon acquires a taste for, and says things

are poor and not good unless containing

a large quantity of these things. He

makes a mistake in calling them good,

for they are not good, unless they are

needed to keep the house in repair or to

keep it growing. If we desire that Gus

tatory Sense shall be truly our guardian.

we must keep him from acquiring these

bad habits, or he will in time become our

master. and a very tyrannical master he

is, I assure you.

CHOLERA AND UNCLEANLINESS.

HETHER or not cholera is com

municated by a microscopic germ,
‘

a microbe shaped like a comma, or a mi

nute wriggler of any shape, it is certain

that filth and uncleanliness have much

to do with its prevalence.

This is what a newspaper correspondent l

which, during a space of twenty minutes,

we met three laden hearses, was bad

enough ; but the smell was indescribably

worse when we had driven across the

town to two of the most afflicted quarters

1of all Marseilles—Capelette and the ad

joining quarter. In order to reach them

says of the condition of the infected cities 1 .we crossed the old ship-canal, which was

of Marseilles and Toulon, as they ap filled to the brim with reeking water, and

peared to his personal observation in the 1had its Surface thickly covered with garb

latter part of July. First of Marseilles: | age and refuse of a decidedly miscellane

“
Passing along the narrow and squalid

Rue Caissere, over one-half the shopsf

were seen to be closed at every crossing. 1

From a tenement region, on the hill

above, a stream of fetid water flowed

across the street, and plunged down a

precipitous descent on the other side,

through dark lanes crowded with tower

ing rookeries. swarming below with idle

men, and children playing in the filthy

gutters; the women, meanwhile, swash

ing the water about with their brooms,

under the evident impression that they

were cleaning something. Each glimpse

of any one of these streets is enough to

turn the stomach of any healthy man.

The smell through all this quarter in

ous and revolting kind."

And this is extracted from his notes on

Toulon:

"If, in a sanitary sense, the condition

of Marseilles was frightful, that of Toulon

struck me as simply murderous. Al

though Toulon has a background of

mountains, the city itself is situated on a

flat plain, four feet only above the level

of a tideless sea. The consequences aris

ing from imperfect drainage, with a natu

ral want of slope, are that the sewers

have only a fall of eighteen inches. 50.

with a sluggish movement, the filth of

the town drops into an almost stagnant

sea. What is worse, is that at the points

where these drains flow they are only
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covered with a plank, and the filth, dis

gusting to the nose, impresses itself on

the eyes.

" You not only then smell, but you see

the garbage of Toulon. Just fancy peo

ple living in this city of quite eighty

thousand inhabitants without the faint

est glimmer of common-sense in regard

to public hygiene. Toulon must be in

habited by people who utterly ignore

every precaution which health requires.

Their habits, both in their houses and in

the public streets, are indescribably filthy.

The plain English of it is about this: that

it is impossible for people who live on

fruit, who drink all kinds of poor fluids,

who sleep in dirt and nastiness, who

breathe an air polluted by the sewage of

the town itself, and rendered doubly

poisonous by the excreta left by the

training-ships, to escape cholera. The

| marvel is that this disease did not find

its birth here years before. Toulon has
I‘

always been a breeding place of disease.

1|
Small-pox, when it broke out in Toulon,

|
was always of a malignant type, and more

difficult to stamp out than elsewhere.

The natural death-rate is invariably high,

and likely to be increased at any time by

diseases."

There are fears of the pestilence com

ing to our shores—let the authorities in

our cities and towns be warned in time,

and institute such thorough hygienic

measures as shall be purifying in all quar

ters, especially those of the poor. The

carelessness of the well-to-do in regard

to the sanitary condition of the kitch

ens and back-yards is surprising, but a

little fear in expectation of the devasta

ting cholera may be salutary and instruct

we.

0

ODE TO THE CUCUMBER.

[A SUGGESTION apropos 'ro CHOLERA].

COOL, crispy, verdant, luscious fruit,

Though scourged with wittlings' stripes,

For love thou need’st not press thy suit—

Thou holdest us with gripes.

\Vhat time thou‘rt in the market-place,

A dozen for a nickel,

Forbidden fruit with tempting face

To get us in a pickle ;

Or lying near the garden path,

Some simple lad, in frolic,

Purloins thee, bringing down the wrath

Of conscience and of colic;

Or sliced in vinegar in haste,

Thou makest all food sweeter—

Thus doubling up the joys of taste,

And doubling up the eater.

THE WATER SUPPLY AND

WRITER who has visited that an

cient city of Southern Italy, whose

marvels seem to be unlimited as excava

tions proceed, thus describes his impres

sions :

" Another striking thing is the absolute

—.

Child of the dew, from Asia’: clime

Dyspeptics may deride us ;

We'll not expose thee in our rhyme—

Thy wrongs are all inside us.

Well may revenge heal all thy smarts—

A vengeance gastronomic;

Thine, unlike crimes that weigh the heart,

Lies heavy on the stomach.

Thy slain are scattered o'er the earth,

Pulsant Ku-Klux cumber;

Thy form, with praise of vanished worth,

Should mark their place of slumber.

And shall we rear this fruit again,

And of it be partaker P

We taste, and answer in our pain,

“
Yes, for the undertaker."

ARCHITECTURE 0F POMPEll.

cleanliness. You may say that the dirt

‘has all been taken away by the Italian

Government. That is true, but it is quite

, evident that in the old times it never was

there. Our modern houses are not made

to be clean, as were the Pompeian resi
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dences. The walls, the floors, every

corner of their homes, were finished with

the most admirable workmanship. In

their rooms no plaster ever fell, for it

was of such excellent material, and so

well put on, that it soon became like

marble. They had no wooden walls, no

cracks where dust could penetrate. Wa

ter for cleansing was found in every part

of the house, and ran off through per

fect drains. All the tables and bedsteads

were of marble or bronze; even the well

curbs and the borders of the flower-beds

were of hewn stone. Hygiene must have

come naturally to the old Pompeian; he

evidently had no chance to get a ty

phoidal attack; the only class of diseases

he could not provide against were the

eruptive, and one of these carried him

off atlast. . . . .

“The excavations are going on steadily,

and are admirably managed. It is a de

light to see one room after another re

vealed to the light of day. The author

ities are now beginning to replace the

charred timbers of the roofs with new

ones. In this way some second-story

balconies are kept in place, instead of

being allowed to fall down as formerly.

Over some of the most richly decorated

houses the roofs are restored exactly as

they were, with tiles made after the an

cient patterns. . . . .

"You would be astonished at the size of

some of the Pompeian houses, and of

the rooms and spaces they inclose. They

look small because they are so empty,

but when you measure them you find

them very spacious. Houses of thirty

and forty rooms in the first story are not

uncommon. The great space was the

atrium, often thirty-five to forty feet long.

having an opening for light in the centre

of the roof, and just under this a marble

lined basin, raised above the floor, into

which the rain fell, and on the margin of

which were placed bronzes and vases.

Out of this opened bedrooms, and at the

end a reception-room and dining-room

Beyond these was a peristyle, or court.

surrounded by from eight to twenty col

umns, thus making a broad corridor run

ning all around. Some of the peristyles

were eighty or one hundred feet square,

with a great variety of rooms opening in

to them. Beyond the peristyle was the

garden, sometimes one hundred and fifty

feet square, or more, with all sorts of ar

rangements for plants and fountains. A

good many of the elaborate niche-shaped

fountains are still perfect. The street en

trances to some of the houses are ten to

fifteen feet in width, and had quadruple

or four-leaved doors. In fact, so spacious

are these dwellings on the ground floor

that it is generally believed that the up- '

per story rooms were rented out. . . . .

“
The floors of the first and second sto

ries were of cement in which patterns of

mosaic or tessellated work were laid.

Many of these floors are uninjured. . . .

The houses were admirably planned to

save space; and the decorations, mural

and otherwise, were far beyond our con

ceptions of the art of ornamentation.

The workmanship, especially the plaster

and stucco, was much better than can be

produced by our modern craftsmen."

A REMEDY FOR PARTIAL DEAFNESS.

A
YOUNG lady who recently came to

'
the difficulty with her car, she stated, in

dwell in my family stated that, for , a very decided manner, “ as I always."

nearly six years, she had not been able 1
said she, “keep my ears scrupulously

to hear with the left car when a finger clean." I cautiously asked if she would

stopped the right ear, unless a person j allow me to look into herear. The reader

were speaking in a loud tone of voice. I
’
may imagine her blank amazement when

hinted carefully that the accumulation 1 Itold her that her left car was literally

of wax in an ear sometimes will render
‘
plugged up tight with hard wax as black

a person nearly deaf. But that was not 1as pine tarl Indeed. the wax had bf’
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come so hard that it was almost impos

sible to thrust an ear-spoon into it. For

six years past she had been accustomed

to thrust in her little finger to remove

the wax, and, by repeated pressure, the

end of the finger had forced the wax in

ward until there was a solid plug of hard

wax an inch in depth. The skin all

around this hard wax was sore and

covered with matter. The interior of

the car was so sensitive that as soon as

the little instrument touched the wax

the slight pressure of the wax on the car

would produce intense pain. I worked

more than an hour by way of trying to

remove the wax; but the operation was

so painful that I was obliged to desist.

She then reclined on the sofa, with the

left ear upward, into which were dropped

about eight or ten drops of pure sweet

oil. She remained in that position for

two hours, when the wax had become so

soft that it was readily removed. When

she retired to bed at night, she said that

she filled the ear full of oil, so that it ran

out the next morning when she turned

her head over. After the ear was thor

oughly cleansed with warm rain-water

and a little soap, she could hear quite as

distinctly as with the right ear. Two

days later, while she was sitting on the

opposite side of the table, I whispered as

low as I could and hear myself what I

said, and she could hear equally well with

both ears.

Ifound by trial that I could not see

the wax distinctly until I had adjusted

her head so that the sun could shine

directly into the ear. One can not see the

end of the orifice in an ear unless he will

take hold of the head of the person and ad

just the ear so that the sun can shine di

rectly to the bottom. The end of even a

small finger is usually so large that it

will crowd the wax inward so far that the

finger-nail can not remove it. There is

no doubt that partial deafness is fre

quently caused by forcing the wax inward

and eventually plugging the ear so closely

that one can not hear ordinary conversa

tion.

Recently, an ear of one of my sons be

came so inflamed that he could not hear.

A physician examined and "doctored
"

it for several weeks, when he stated

frankly that he did not think the dif

ficulty could be removed. Another phy

sician told him that the "cavity was

jammed full of wax." A little oil was ap

plied to soften the ear—wax, after which

it was scooped out with an ear-spoon.

Soon after the wax had been removed he

could hear as well with tha "deaf ear"

as with the other, and the hearing, ever

since, has been as acute as at any former

period of life. 1555. E. TEE.

FOR BOYS.

OYS, let us have a sensible talk about

life. Why is it that society insists

that woman shall be pure, and does not

care if man, as a rule, stifles his moral na

ture, and, as the world terms it,
“
sows a

few wild oats"? When will the bell of

progress ring out the false notion that

our boys shall have liberty and license,

and our girls hardly have a chance to earn

their daily bread and be respected. The
'

harvest time is sure to come, and with it

the fruits of our doing.

Young man, when you get ready to

settle down in life and have a home of

your own, you will choose a companion.

If you have led a pure life, you are worthy

of a good woman's love. If not, how dare

you ask a pure-minded woman to share

your lot, to be the mother of your chil

dren, who will, perhaps, bring her trouble

and sorrow, through inherited vices and

the evil consequences of your life. that

may sadden the home hearth for genera

tions to come.

The consequences of our acts are too

lightly regarded by many, but it is of the

most vital importance that our influence

should be pure and elevating, else life is

a failure.

Boys, begin when you are young to do
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right from principle, as soon as you really

understand right from wrong. Don't wait

until you are men to be true to‘ the best

that lies in you. \Vhen you have reached

thoughtful boyhood, take an inventory of

yourselves; then count up and see how

much you are worth. Remember that

only sterling virtues count. Then try to

erase the evil and encourage and build up

all that is true, noble, and useful in your

character. To-day is your opportunity.

The present, which will soon be your

past, will bring its happy or painful mem

ories. Don't wade through folly and vice

until satiated, and in very disgust you

give them up and choose the right way.

“
Better late than never," I grant; but oh !

the scars we have to take with us if we

sin, and they are always making us think

of
“
what might have been."

Boys, don't wade through the mire and

slough of sin, only to find it does not pay

in any sense. You will do well to aim to

have every thought pure. We can not

say good things if our thoughts are evil.

God's gifts are for us to use, not abuse.

You should feel ashamed to do anything

you would dislike to have your sister do.

Every true mother delights in a ‘rue

minded, conscientious boy. He is the

promise of a noble manhood and an honor

to her. You must preach the true gospel

of saving yourself, and help others to the

right way by the elevating influence of

your life, and thus show to every one that

the right way is the best and most pleas

ant for boys and men.

MRS. KATE WESTON.

0-. *

INUNC'I‘ION, or the oil-bath, should

not be given until after the person has

taken a bath for the purpose of cleans

ing the skin. It may be a tepid sponge,

a hot sponge, or almost any other form

of water bath, and while the skin is

still moist and supple, the oil should be

applied and well rubbed in. It is well to

begin with the extremities, so as to se

cure a thorough circulation of blood in

them. The oil should be rubbed in by

friction of the surface, and gentle knead

ing with a movement similar to that em

ployed by fullers in working their goods

After the whole surface has been treated

in this manner, the flesh should be wiped

with a clean, dry towel to remove any

surplus of oil. The best oil for this use

is refined cocoanut oil, but should never

be used when in the least tainted with

the odor of decomposition. If the oil be

kept in a cool place. and covered with

lime-water, it will remain sweet for a

long time. It may also be preserved by

melting and corking tightly in small bot

tles, each of which should contain onlya

suflicient quantity for a single bath. Pure

olive oil is also excellent for this purpose,

but it is less limpid and agreeable to most

patients than cocoanut oil. Vaseline,

cosmoline, and other mineral products

are not to be recommended, because they

are not absorbed by the under tissues,

while lard in any form is objectionable.

FOR STUTTERERS.—A gentleman who

stammered from childhood almost up to

manhood gives a very simple remedy for

the misfortune: “Go into a room where

you will be quiet and alone, get some

book that will interest but not excite

you, and sit down and read two hours

aloud to yourself, keeping your teeth to

gether. Do the same thing every two or

three days, or once a week if very tire

some, always taking care to read slowly

and distinctly, moving the lips, but not

the teeth. Then, when conversing with

others, try to speak as slowly and dis

tinctly as possible, and make up your

mind that you will not stammer. Well.

I tried this remedy, not having much faith

in it, I must confess, but willing to do

almost anything to cure myself of such

an annoying difficulty. I read for two

hours aloud with my teeth together. The

first result was to make my tongue and

jaws ache, that is, while I was reading.

and the next to make me feel as if some

thing had loosened my talking apparatus,

for I could speak with less difliculty im

mediately. The change was so great that

every one who knew me remarked it. I

repeated the remedy every five or six

days for a month, and then at longer in~

tervals until cured."
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NOTES lN SCIENCE

Nature of Phoephoreecencm—Jn
his

"
Science Notes." in a recent number of

the Gentleman’: )llugazine, Prof. W. Matthieu

Williams says :
“
My note on this subject last

_Inly was preceded by one of the researches

of Prof. Radziszewski. I learn that he has

actually separated the luminous matter of the

Pz/agia nodiluea, one of the multitude of spe

cies of marine animals that appear like little

lumps of jelly, and produce the phosphores

cence of the sea. He evaporated to dryness

180 specimens, and from the dry residue dis

solved out, by means of ether, a peculiar

kind of fat, which, mixed with potassa, gives

out, when shaken, phosphorescent flashes.

This is exactly what happens to the living

animal. When quiescent it is not luminous,

but if shaken or rubbed it flashes. [have

collected and examined a great variety of

these animals at different times. the most re

markable occasion being one morning after

a magnificent display of marine luminosity

in the Mediterranean, a few miles off the

shore of Algiers. The surface of the sea

was incrusted, I might almost say, with count-_
less millions of small jelly-like creatures, of

spherical, ovoid, oblong, dumb-bell, and other

shapes, varying in size from a mustard-seed

to a pea. A bucketful of water, taken over

the ship's side, appeared like sago broth.

They were all internally dotted with a multi

tude of what I suppose to be germs, that

would be liberated on the death and decay of

the parent. The practical importance which

I attach to the study of the luminosity of

these creatures is the fact that they supply

light without heat. The costliness of all our

present methods of artificial illumination is

due to the fact that we waste alargely dis

proportionate amount of energy in producing

heat as well as light. This wastefulness may

be illustrated by supposing that we obtain

a pound of the phosphorescent fat of the

noclilum and divide it into two equal halves,

making one-half into candles to burn in the

ordinary manner. and using the other half

to give out its light by cold phosphorescence.

1 am not able to give precise figures, butI

believe that I am well within the truth in es

timating that the candle would dissipate 95

per cent. of the potential energy of the fat

in the form of heat, giving but 5 per cent. of

the amount of light that the other half pound

would emit as cool phosphorescence."

III II Lecture on the
"
Dawn of Mind,"

delivered at Owens College, Manchester, Eng

land. by Mr. G. j. Romanes, he claimed that

the whole structure of mind took its rise from

excitability, or the aptitude to respond to

nervous stimulus, which was a characteristic

of all matter that was alive. Next to excit

ability, in an ascending scale, were the func

tions of discrimination and conductibility.

Discrimination he believed to be a function

of all nerve-cells: it was the power to dis‘

AND
AGRICULTURE.

criminate one stimulus from another, irre

spective of the degrees of their mechanical

intensity. Conductibility was a function

which admitted the possibility of reflex ac

tion, and of the co-ordination both of muscles

and of ideas. In the faculty of discrimination

they had the physical aspect of that which

elsewhere was called choice ; because choice,

if it was analyzed, was merely the power of

discriminating between one stimulus and an

other.

The Setting of Plaster of Paris.
—-In a recent note, Mr. M. E. Landrin, in
“
Comptes Rendus," described the so-called

alum-planer which set: slowly and becomes

very hard; and he now discusses, in their

practical bearings, the causes that hasten or

retard the setting of plaster. A microscopical

examination gives three stages: I. On con

tact with water the plaster takes a crystal

line form. 2. The water dissolves a certain

amount of the sulphate of lime. 3. A por

tion of the liquid evaporates by the heat dis

engaged, a crystal is formed, and this seems

to determine the crystallization of the whole.

At the end of a certain time after this the

plaster acquires its maximum hardness. Its

formula is then (SO;,CaO)2I-IO, as deter

mined by experiment. The best effect is ob

tained when the plaster contains about twentv

per cent. of water. In practice this number

is often exceeded, on account of rapidity of

Idling. In damp places, where the setting is

necessarily slow, as little water as possible

should be added.

Cam-e: w/u'r/z Retard I/xr Setting—This may

be done by an excess of water; but, as this

is inconvenient, it is better to use substances

like gum, glycerine, gelatin, etc., which serve

to separate the crystals. It is a singular fact

that inert materials, like sulphate of baryta,

sand, oxide of iron, etc., only diminish the

solidity of the mass without producing any

useful effect. The use of sulphuric acid, or

alum cements, as recommended by the au

thor, will be very useful in this connection.

Cams: ru/rir/l Harlan Ill: Setting of Plarler.

—Stucco-workers often wish to hasten the

:ztling of their plasters, and accomplish it by

placing on the surface of the mortar anhy

drous salts, like sodic chloride, sodic carbon

ate, cupric sulphate, etc., which absorb water.

The .retling of very dry plasters is determined

by a mixture of ordinary plasters. One of the

latter selling determines the crystallization of

the whole.

Influenza of Lima—During the calcining of

plaster, a part of the carbonate of lime is

changed into lime, and the author finds the

effect of the latter to be very favorable in the

setting. The lime absorbing water raises the

temperature, and gives the plaster a greater

hardness. Ordinary plasters, containing ten

per cent. of lime, give very good results, pol

ish well, and resist the action of atmospheric
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agents. The author has made cements, with

seventy-five per cent. of lime, which are very

hard, and of small specific gravity, rendering

them well adapted to light constructions.

Opening of an Electric Street
RMtRoAIL—The first electric railroad for

public use in America went into operation in

Cleveland, 0., july 26th, in connection with

the East Cleveland Street Railroad Com

pany, that has just completed a mile road.

The experiment was so successful that the

company expects to change the entire sys

tem into electric roads. The system used was

a combina'tion of the Brush and Knight 8:

Bentley systems, and the current was carried

on underground conductors, laid in conduits

like those of cable roads. The cars were

started and stopped and reversed with the

greatest ease. Any number of cars, up to

fifteen, can be run at one time on a single

circuit, and from one machine.

A Pliosphorescont Eye-Piece.—
Herr Lommel, the German chemist, etc., has

applied the luminous paint of Balmain to spec

troscopy. In the plane of the cross-hairs of

an ordinary spectroscope a piece of micro

scopic slide glass is placed, one portion be

ing covered with Balmain's paint or other

phosphorescent substance. The slit of the

spectrum is so modified that the solar spec

trum is thrown on the phosphorescent slide

after it has been rendered self-luminous by

exposure to daylight or a lamp. Becquerel’s

phenomenon can then be studied. The dark

bands in the ultra red are shown to be true

absorption bands due to the phosphorescent

substance employed. A greenish-blue phos

phorescing sulphide of calcium gives a more

vivid spectrum than Balmain's paint. A paint
covered with it

,

and kept four days in the

dark, will show the bright phosphorescent

ultra red spectrum in a beautiful manner,

while Balmain's paint hardly shows it after

being two days in the dark. This application

of phosphorescent bodies to spectroscopy was,

if we mistake not, suggested a year or two

ago by Abney.

Olllng Black-WalnuL—For a fine

oil coat on black-walnut, first make what the

varnishers call a filler of whiting and burnt

umber, in proportions to make the color cor

respond with the color of the wood. Rub

these up with boiled linseed oil, and with it

about one-tenth of the quantity of whiting

and umber, and litharge as a drier. Rub this

into the surface—not with a rag—and allow

it to dry. One coat will probably be enough.

Then rub the surface with boiled oil After

this is dry, if a higher finish is desired, a

French polish rub will answer most wants.

The New Orleans Exposition.—
Most of our readers know that a Great Expo

sition is to be held at New Orleans, but per

haps the scale of its arrangement is not com

prehended, and it may surprise them to know

that the buildings are larger than those rrect

ed for the Philadelphia Centennial, while the

.tury. Nor is this all.

exhibits outnumber those of any previous

exhibition. Each of the States, except pos

sibly one or two will be represented by an

exhibit. Congress has made a loan of $1,000,

000 in favor of this Centennial Exposition.

The United States Government will make a

special exhibit, the largest it has ever at

tempted, costing hundreds of thousands of

dollars, and to that end a mammoth building

is being erected in the group of Exposition

buildings. The Mexican Government has

appropriated $200,000, and will erect a spe

cial building for its unique display. The

Central American republics have been arous

ed from their long slumber, and will be fully

represented for the first time among the great
nations of the earth. At the Exposition one

may learn more about the natural resources

of those regions than by an ordinary visit to

Mexico or Central America. To lovers of

music a visit to the Exposition will be highly

gratifying, as there is a music hall capable

of seating 11,000 persons, and a stage large

enough to hold 600 musicians. Grand con

certs will be given during the season. Be

sides this, the fact ought to be known that New

Orleans is the only city in the Union that has

had an established opera during half a cen

Strangers think them

selves well paid by making a visit of pleasure

to the quaint old city at any time. During

the Carnival season tens of thousands of vis

itors flock to the Crescent City to see the

gorgeous pageants prepared annually at an

expense to the citizens of from $100,000 to

$200,000. This lavish expenditure of money

is for the gratification of strangers and home

folks, and the displays are absolutely free.

The citizens of the Southern metropolis, who

do such large things in such a large way, have

pledged their word to make their World's

Fair the crowning event of the century, and

they will do it.

Tea Culture in the SOIIIII.—There
have been singular mistakes, made from the

first, in regard to tea culture in the South.

Some twenty-five years ago the Government

thought it would like to know whether the

Chinese tea would grow in the South, and

they sent an agent to China to get seeds. At
that very time hundreds of tea-trees were

growing in the South, producing seeds, and

nurserymen were raising plants for their

trade, both from these seeds and from cut

tings. Any nurseryman could have told the

Government that the tea-plant would grow

very well in the South, and on a years no

tice could have furnished, under contract. as

many plants as desired for distribution. But

the seed came, plants were raised and dis

tributed everywhere, and that was about the

last of it. During the last few years the Cow
ernment again tried its hand. Again it did
not appeal to nurserymen or tree-growers of

experience, and again we have the result in

the announcement that it

“
can't be done."

Now, this is all nonsense. The tea-plant

has been grown successfully, and is still grow

ing successfully, in many parts of the South.
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Tea has been made from the leaves as good

and as cheap as the Chinese ever made. Let

the Government give but a bounty—protec

tion, if you like to call it~for a few years for

private enterprise, and we will guarantee the

success of the Chinese tea-plant as a tea

product in America.

We do not need hundreds of acres for ex

periments. Give premiums for an acre, or

half an acre, and for teas of various qualities

from the leaves, and give guarantees that

these premiums shall continue, from year to

year, till experience is improved on, and

there will be no more reason found against

the permanent success of the enterprise than

there was against beet-root sugar culture in

France. That would never have been a suc

cess but for the protection Napoleon gave

it. —Gardmrr.r' {Haul/:1)’.

[But the eflect of "protection" would be

to raise the price of an article deemed
"
nec~

essary" in domestic life, and thus the cost

of living would be increased among the

poor as well as rich. Better that such articles

were not protected for the sake of nursing

into existence their home productiom]

Origin of the 0rnngo.—A Florida

exchange gives the following abstract of

a lecture delivered in that State by Prof.

Gunning: "Everything," the speaker said,

“writes its history," and his task was to

read the history recorded in an orange.

"What is an orange? and how came it to

be? Dissecting an apple, an orange, and a

grape, the structure of each was pointed out.

The ten little dots seen in the cross-section

of an apple show that the fruit sustains cer

tain relations to the flower. In a longitudinal

section we can trace that relationship. We

see that the portion of the fruit outside of

the dots was formed by a thickening of the

calyx or cup. The fruit between the dots

and the core was formed by a coalescing and

thickening of the base of the corolla and

stamens. The core is the extended base of

the pistil. Every part of the flower has been

wrought into the fruit. In the grape neither

flower-cup nor corolla nor stamens have been

wrought into fruit. The pulp holding the

seeds is the thickened pericarp This plan

makes a berry. The orange is after the plan

of the grape and not of the apple. The or

ange is a berry, and it differs from other ber

ries internally in the longitudinal segmenta

tion. What does this segmentation mean?

The orange is one of the most variable of

fruits. When it grows on a rich soil it sports

into many varieties. The ‘navel’ is a mon

strosity fixed as a variety. A navel is two

oranges, one being aborted. All organisms,

plant or animal, are liable to revert or slip

back into an earlier condition. When you

see corn, with silk and tassel all together, you

know what it means. It is a lapse into the

wild state. Now if you were to see an orange

split at the bloom end into a number of pod

like segments, what would you say is the

meaning? It would not do to dismiss it from

the mind as a ‘freak of nature.’ Such oranges

are not uncommon. The internal segmen

tation cuts through the rind and affects the

whole upper portion of the orange. The rind

passes in between the segments. This is a

tendency to what science would call the

‘apocarpous' condition. It is the earliest

and lowest form of fructification known to

the botanist. It is shown in that primitive

style of flower, the buttercup. The pistil,

the inmost portion of the flower, represents

a leaf folded in and united on the edges. In

the buttercup a whirl of leaves have formed

pistils, each pistil being distinct and, when

ripe, pod-like. The orange, whicfi separates

at the bloom end into pod-like segments, is_

a lapse toward the structure of the buttercup.

The separation is on the plane of the normal

segments. We must infer that the segmen

tation which characterizes the rind-covered

berry called the orange is the vestige of our

ancestor which bore its fruit in pod-like clus

ters. The orange was bean-like before it

came to be abcrry. In the course of time

the pods coalesced and passed into pulp, all

but a vestige of which remains as a thin

membrane."

Falr Managers, take Notice.—
“
No privilege for the sale of liquors, or

games of chance, or side-shows will be sold."

Thus reads one of the rules in the premium

list of the Indiana State Fair, to be held in

Indianapolis September 29th to October 4th.

This is as it should be, and we doubt not that

decent people will be glad to see such a rule

strictly enforced, and more will attend fairs

where it is enforced.

A Sagaelous Cat.-—A San Francisco

newspaper publishes an incident of cat cun

ning that smells of journalistic invention. A

reporter fell in with a lady, who owns the

feline wonder, and this is what occurred :

The lady took a bacon-bone and threw it

out in the yard. Immediately Tom got up,

and taking the bone, carried it near the hole,

and began rolling on it and rubbing himself

with it very industriously. After he had

greased himself well, he left the bone near

the hole, lay down in front of it,and appeared

to go to sleep.
“ Now," said the lady,

“
he will stay there

until dark, and all through the night, and in

the morning there will be half a dozen rats

laid out behind him.”

The reporter asked what he greased him

self for, and the lady said:
“
You see the rats

smell him if he remains there in his nor

mal condition, and won't come out; but the

grease of the bacon-bone kills the cat-smell

on him, and the rats are deceived; and when

they come out, attracted by the smell of ba

con, he catches them. When he can’ get a

venison-bone his catch is enormous. some

times as many as twelve rats‘ being found

dead in the morning. As soon as any of us

get up in the morning he will scratch at the

door to be let in, and will, by his mewing,

induce us to go out and see his handiwork.

Come round and look over the fence as you
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a late one.

go down to your ofice in the morning, and

see how many prizes he has drawn in the

rodent lottery."

The reporter passed by the back-yard the

next day, and sure enough there lay seven

dead rats, side by side, ready for inspection.

Results in Wheutpfirowlng With
AND WITHOUT FERT1L121N0.—The following

results concerning the wheat crop are ex

tracted from the proceedings of the
“
Royal

Agricultural Society of, England,” (14th Vol.,

1878). The experiments were made by Messrs.

Gilbert and Lawer, well known in English

agriculture. The area experimented on

comprised thirteen acres. Wheat and barley

were grown on the same plat year after year

(for 24 years) without manure, and with dif

ferent kinds of manure, annually :

Per Acre.

The first plat unmanured continu

ously for the first 12 years, aver

aged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The first plat unmanured continu

ously for the second twelve years,

averaged. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The first plat unmanured continu

ously for the whole twenty-four

years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The second plat (with mineral man

ures), 200 pounds sulphate potash,

100 pounds sulphate soda, 100

pounds sulphate magnesia, and

350 pounds superphosphate lime,

for the first twelve years, averaged

The same for the second twelve

years, averaged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The same for the twenty-four years.

The third, ammonia salts alone for

1845, and each year since (mineral

manure for 1844), that is, equal

parts of sulphate and muriate am

monia of commerce, average first

twelve years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The same, average second twelve

years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The same, average for the twenty

four years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The fourth, ammonia salts and min

erals (the same minerals as in No.

2, and 600 pounds ammonia salts),

average first twelve years.. . . . . . .

The same, average second twelve

years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The same, average for the twenty

four years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

The fifth, farm-yard manure, (four
teen tons every year) average first

twelve years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . .

The same, average second twelve

years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 bus.

The same, average for the twenty

four years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35} bus.

151}bus.

12} bus.

14 bus.

184}bus.

13} bus.

16} bus.

225Lbus.

21* bus.

21} bus.

38 bus.

37 bus.

37) bus.

355 bus.

Comparative Productlon from
POTATO-EYES. —-A correspondent of the

Counhj/ Gent/(man writes: “A potato has

three crops in itself—an early, at middle and

The cluster of eyes at one end

will ripen one to two weeks earlier than the

central eyes. The two or three eyes immedi

ately surrounding the root end should in all

cases be discarded in growing for home use

or for market. They produce mostly small

potatoes, and if large they are watery and

soft. My usual method is to set one man to

cut oil the root end and another to out OK the

‘eye end,’ thus forming three heaps. The

root end heap goes to the hogs. My great

trouble is to get them cut close. All the

waste flesh goes into heaps for cattle or hog

feed."

Nationality of Immigrants—Jo»
seph Nimmo, _lr., Chief of the Bureau of Sta

tistics, says:
“
During the month of Novem

ber there arrived in the customs districts of

Baltimore, Boston, Detroit, Huron, Minne
sota, New Orleans, New York, Passama

quoddy, Philadelphia, and San Francisco,

42,901 passengers, of whom 35,393 were im

migrants, 4,760 citizens of the United States

returned from abroad, and 2,748 aliens not

intending to remain in the United States.

Of this total number of immigrants, there

arrived from England and Wales, 4,245 ;

Ireland, 1,997 ; Scotland, 551 ; Austria, 1,076 ;

Bohemia, 462; Belgium, 133; Denmark, 430;

France, 378; Germany, 14,360; Hungary,
1,575; Italy, 1,344; Netherlands, 197; Nor

way,639; Russia, 818; Poland, 182 ; Sweden,

1,058; Switzerland, 840; Dominion of Can

ada, 4,877 ; and from all other countries, 231.
The total number of immigrants arriving in

the above-named customs districts from the

principal foreign countries during the month

of November, 1883, was 35,393, and the num

ber arriving during the eleven months end

ing with November, 1883, was 536,430."

A New Fire Proof DI'OSI.—Exper
iments have been made in the grounds of the

Alexandra Palace with a new fire-proof dress

which Mr. Oersberg, a Swedish mechanician,

claims to have invented, and Capt. Ahlstrom,

a compatriot, to have matured and fitted for

practical use—a dress. which, it is stated, will

enable the wearer to dash with impunity into

the fiercest fire for the purpose of saving life

or property. The dress, which very much

resembles that worn by divers, is made of

strong canvas, double, and so quilted that
water can run freely between the outside and
inside in all directions. The inner dress has
a space between it and the body of the wearer,

and Captain Ahlstrom claims for the air that
fill this space the character of a perfect non

conductor of heat. Hose worked by the

Palace fire brigade were attached, one to the

back of the dress and the other to the top of

the helmet, and when all was ready the ap
parently very hazardous performance com

menced. A large fire, made with pieces of

old. wood steeped in petroleum, was lighted,

and Captain Ahlstrom, protected by his dress,

walked through it without injury.
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THE ANTECEDENTS OF PHRENDL

OGY.—N0. 2.

ANCIENT
philosophy was deductive,

hence hypothetical and speculative,

in the main. Modern philosophy is for

the most part inductive, hence practical

and demonstrative. The science of to

day has evolved the truth of many the

ories that were accepted by the learned

of two thousand years ago, and widened

greatly the sphere of their application.

When the close student looks into the

records of antiquity and compares the

art and science of India, China, Assyria,

Egypt, Arabia, Greece, and Rome with

the art and science of our own era, he is

astonished by the multitude of parallel

isms, and he is prompted to echo the

declaration of the Hebrew prophet,
"
Is

there anything whereof it may be said,

See,this is new? It hath been already of

the old time which was before us."

So, as we have shown in our last arti

cle, the system of estimating character

by the form of the head and face had its

antecedent in the remote past, and liter

ature and tradition show that it was ac

cepted and practiced as an art of high

importance. The Chinese claim to have

had for thousands of years wise teachers

who examined the head and advised with

regard to education and training. The

Greeks had physiognomists who went

about giving descriptions of character for

a fee.

The writer, in the article to which ref

erence was made in the September Num

ber, quotes Brown and others in relation

to
"
Prehistoric Trepanning," or the prac

tice of some of the ancient race in re

moving small pieces of the skull for the

relief of supposed disease of the brain.

This fact in itself may be taken as an

evidence, not only of a prevalent belief

among those rude people that the sub

stance inclosed by the skull was chiefly

concerned with intelligenceI but also that

the idea was current that certain parts of

the brain were subject to special affec

tions. When the trephine was introduced

in modern surgery it was deemed by the

learned world an important and special

outcome of modern invention, and even

archaeologists knew not then that the

ancient cave-dwellers were conversant

with a method of trepanning.

The Western savant assumes, like too

many writers on the functions of the

nervous system, to know the nature of

parts of the brain concerning which lead

ing authorities will venture no opinion.

For instance, he coolly asserts that the

ventricles are of no functional import

ance whatsoever, being merely spaces

left behind during the processes of growth

and development." We are of opinion

that these openings are of importance to

the integrity of mental action, having,

like all other parts of the body, some

function. In life they are filled with

fluid, and it may be that such fluid bears

a relation to the ventricles that the acetic

solution in the galvanic battery bears to

the cell that incloses it. Galen, Albert
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Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, Gordan the

Scotchman, Huarte of Spain, Porta of

Italy, Descartes, and Willis of Oxford are

among the illuminati of history who be

lieved in the multiple functions of the

brain. Willis is called by some the father

of Phrenology, because of the definiteness

of his opinions on the influence of cere

bral condition upon mental manifesta

tion. Dr. Benjamin W. Richardson speaks

of him as
“
the illustrious Thomas Willis,

he who first gave the world of science the

first true light on the function of the dif

ferent parts of the brain." He mapped

out the brain somewhat after the Aristo

telian method, but aside from what may

be regarded as fanciful he set forth clear

views of the nature of insanity, and

showed how certain phases of it were de

pendent upon brain disease. It was he

who discovered the
“
vaso-motor system"

of nerves, which alone would entitle him

to the respect of the learned world as a

systematic and careful investigator, while

his treatise on Insanity lay the founda

tion to what is known in the treatment

of disturbed minds on scientific and nat

ural principles.

The objector may cynically inquire

why these distinguished men did not

make practical applications of their sys

tems and thus put them to the proof?

We would answer that we have little

doubt but that in nearly every case they

did apply them, and it is obvious enough

that Aristotle's scheme was so generally

accepted, because it was seen that men of

good intellectual endowments, as a class,

possess broad or prominent foreheads.

The medizeval scholars were not fools, by

any means; the wisdom of their genera

tion concerning the affairs of life com

pares well with the wisdom of this latter

day ; their metaphysical formulations were

the source of the best metaphysical rea

soning in modern treatises, and if the

truth be told, Stewart, Brown, Reid, Ham

ilton, Mills, and Spencer. in their essen

tials of thought, scarcely outrank Jam

blichus, Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus,

Abelard, Bruno, Bacon, Locke, Descartes,

and many others. In fact, when the truth

is told, it is found that the most brilliant

predications of the nature of mind or

spirit, and of the laws and relations of

thought in our day, are but new inter

pretations of principles enunciated hun

dreds of years ago.

In some cases it is found that an old

observer sought to arrange his views in a

definite system, so that others might put

them to use in forming an estimate of

character. The Physiognomies of Theo

phrastus were more than repeated by sev

eral students of character in the middle

and later periods of the Christian era.

One, Giambattista della Porta, of Naples.

an optician of eminence, published a work

entitled "De Humana‘ Physiognomia." in

which he made comparative physiognomy

a conspicuous feature, anticipating Lava

ter and Redfield in many respects. He

gives a catalogue of the instincts common

to man and animals, and in presenting

similarities of character compares, for in

stance, the head of that brusque old Ro

man, Vitellius Caesar, with that of the

owl, and the head of an idiot with that

of a fish According to him a middle

sized head of round form, flattened some

what laterally, and projecting posteri

orly—what might be termed a long or

elliptical head—was regarded by many

observers of his time as the best shape.

Porta believed that’ memory occupied the

occipital region, and he also placed energy

there—a view that is not wanting in sup

port among anthropologists to-day. it be
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ing largely conceded that those who pos

sess a well-marked development of back

head possess the elements of enterprise.

courage, and tenacity.

\Ve find that Porta had disciples who

applied with confidence his principles in

the examination of heads. Even in the

solemn seat of justice they were illus

trated. for it is recorded that the Marquis

Mascordi, who presided as the chief jus

tice of the criminal court at Naples in

the eighteenth century, was in the habit

of examining the heads of prisoners that

were brought before him, especially giv

ing attention to the cranial development

of those who, after conviction, persisted

in their innocence. Of his recorded scn

tences this is a specimen, as translated

from the original Latin :
"
The witnesses

having been heard for and against, the

accused persistently declaring his inno

cence, his face and head being examined,

we condemn him. not to the galleys, but

to imprisonment."
'

-..

ARCTIC EXPEDlTl0.NS—THElR HONOR

AND RESULTS.

THE
finding of the Greely party by

the expedition fitted out under the

auspices of the Government. has revealed

fresh phases of the loss and suffering in

cident to Arctic exploration. Most of

the expeditions that have been fitted out

by Americans have resulted in disaster,

and yet nearly every year new parties are

organized, and the cry is,
“
To the North."

It is stated that a German savant has ad

vised the establishment of successive sta

tions, one after the other, approaching

the Pole to make its attainment certain.

Fully eighteen years ago this method was

advocated in this JOURNAL, and by us, as

the only feasible way of accomplishing

an object that the spirit of modern ad

venture seemed to be determined on.

One of our correspondents, Mr. ]. P.

Noyes, of Washington, has been accorded

space in our pages two or three times for

the discussion of the Arctic question, and

he has urged an establishment of succes

sive stations within easy reach of each

other, insisting that by so doing the Pole

would be reached in a comparatively

short time, and at an expenditure of

money and life far below that which has

been sadly recorded during a few years.

In the August Number of the JOURNAL

for 1874, Mr. Noyes said : ‘Nearly eight

years since, I published a communication

in your columns entitled
‘
How to Dis

cover the North Pole.’ I still hold to the

ideas therein advanced as being the most ~

feasible, and promising the best success.

The plan therein put forth was to go with

one or more steam-vessels, well manned

and equipped, as far north as possible,

and there establish a base of supplies, and

from that gradually to advance into the

interior: when the base is well estab

lished, to have the vessel return and be

fitted out the next season with fresh sup

plies and reinforcements; all the while

operating on the same principle on which

Sebastopol and Richmond and other

strongholds have been taken by military

forces.

been taken by cavalry raids, neither can

the North Pole be discovered by any

such means as have thus far been tried ;

These places could never have

at least this raiding method can be but

a partial success, gaining information for

the advantage of the besieging parties;

they lack the required momentum to

penetrate the strong barriers. Now it

would seem that enough of these raids

have been made and sufficient knowledge

obtained of the stubborn conditions which
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beset the regions lying still to the north
i
the best supplies and equipments, is at

of where the centre of magnetism seems

to lie, to prompt them to try the siege in

stead of repeating the raid plan over and

over again with such bare results."

We would render honor to whom

honor is due; and as the credit seems

to be given to a foreigner by some jour

nalists, we think it but fair our corre

spondent shall have a hearing in the

matter, through these columns at least.

It may be granted that the United

States, in sending Lieutenant Greely and

his unfortunate party north, was but per

forming an international obligation, and

that the results obtained at so much cost

of-life and suffering are of importance

second to none in the results secured by

the expeditions fitted out by foreign pow

ers ; yet when we think of their positive,

practical value to the race, what they at

most may contribute to human comfort

and weal, we are convinced that the out

come is greatly below the cost.

Livingstone, Stanley, and Brazza pene

trate the heart of Africa, and expose them

selves to the mephitic and simmering at

mosphere of marsh and jungle ; they risk

their lives in carrying out a purpose at

once scientific and moral, but they achieve

more than had been hoped. They open

up a hitherto unknown country, but a

country populous and rich in undevel

oped commercial resources—-a country

that needs but the enterprise of Christian

philanthropy and of commercial inter

change to be brought into relations of

The explorations

of Stanley and Brazza on the Congo River

great reciprocal value.

are the beginning of a missionary, colo

nial, and commercial movement of very

high importance to Europe. But unless

climate changes. what can be done in the

ice-bound North, where living, even with

tended with unspeakable suffering to the

hardiest constitutions? It may be a sat

isfaction to have it determined finally

whether or not there is an open polar

sea, and what effects warm currents have

upon tidal movements; but will the addi

tion of a few items of meteorological data

to our scientific fund compensate for the

awful sacrifices of life, and the sorrow of

heart in whole communities that follow

the majority of Arctic voyages of dis

covery P

I

POLITICAL LIBERTY]

N editorial paragraph in answer to an

inquirer, appears in one of our prom

inent New York dailies to the following

effect:

"
Our understanding is that the Demo

cratic party is in the habit of taking a

drink whenever it feels like it; therefore

it is not in favor of Prohibition. There

is a clause in the National Platform this

year which reads: ‘We oppose sumptu

ary laws which vex the citizen and inter

fere with individual liberty.’ \Ve under

stand this to be Democratic doctrine; we

subscribe to it."

This is bright l It is not strictly

in accordance with grammatical rule.

to be sure. but is quite epigrammatic

and reads well. Doubtless the editor

was satisfied with it, and many of the

readers of his paper will vote it as

sharp, to the point. possessing the true

ring of practical logic and philosophy.

But looked at from a sound, moral point

of-view, is it right and true? If it rep

present a principle in the creed of the

great Democratic party, does it command

the esteem of every intelligent, thinking

man who has the welfare of his fellow-men
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at heart? Is it consistent with the best
|

and purest morality?

"
We oppose sumptuary laws which vex

the citizen and interfere with individual

liberty."

community that is very much vexed by

specific laws against thievery, embezzle

There is a large class in the

ment, forgery, and so on; yet somehow

our legislature have concluded that such

practices are injurious, and that some

people suffer because of them. We worr

der if there are not many people (in fact, a

vast number) who suffer in consequence

of the freedom with which intoxicating

liquors are distributed? And we judge

from the daily reports coming from courts

and police stations, that the
“
liberty" to

take a drink when one feels like it, does

‘much to vex the citizen and interfere with

true individual liberty.

\Ve would challenge the smart editor

to name any other practice that is more

eflicient than the drinking of alcoholic

beverages, in producing results so much

at war with public order and private com

fort. It strikes us very forcibly that if

the Democratic party were so earnest as

it claims to be in the endeavor to bring

about an improved condition in our affairs

generally, it would nail to the foremast

the pennant of Prohibition.

_'a___ H - 0 .7.

RESPONSIBLE FOR SIN.

IN
a recent murder trial, the customary

‘

plea of insanity was made without ef

fect. The jury, after twenty minutes’ de

liberation, brought in a verdict of murder

in the first degree.

strated by the evidence that the accused

was a thoroughly bad man.

It was fairly demon

He was ec

centric and peculiar, and shockingly cruel

in his domestic relations. But these char

acteristics were interpreted as the natural

results of a corrupt or depraved nature, _

and not the indications of brain disease.

The counsel for the culprit worked hard

in his behalf to establish the plea; but

the intelligent court cleared away the ob

scurities of sophistry, and branded the

crime in terms that were just, setting

forth the responsibility of the accused in

the clearest manner. Because a man lives

in a fashion that indicates depravity does

not in any degree make him less respon—

sible for the wickedness of his life. Prac

tical common-sense, as well as morality,

declare it to be one's simple duty to con

trol, regulate, and reform those faculties

in his nature that are inclined to excess. .

In other words, a man is required by the

precepts of common sentiment to sup

press his vices and passions; to tone up and

purify his habits. An orderly and useful life

is the result of self-restraint; and no man

is so completely organized by inheritance

that he has not some errors of faculty or

disposition to correct; some tendencies

essentially immoral that must be counter

acted if he would have a well-poised char

acter. In fact, the highest expressions of

mind are the results of protracted culture.

At the basis of greatness, there is a high

degree of physical energy, that, if per

mitted to run wild, would end in surpris

ing profligacy and ruin.

-..

A WORD—in the ear of our Norristown

contemporary, who conducts the Herald

We

do not read the characters of Presidential

candidates, or of other candidates, from

of that serene Pennsylvania town.

stock wood-cuts that purport to represent

said candidates‘ features, for we know

that such representations are too often

illusory and counterfeit; but we obtain

an interview with the distinguished sub
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ject of political preference and predicate

our views of the original physiognomy.

But if such an interview be impracticable

we do the next thing—get the best pho

tograph we can and study its markingsv

Will our Norristown contemporary note

this. and deal with us in his usual spirit

of candor?

§° Q
“
;

i

igufl‘tfipibqmts.

Qul-zsrloxs or
“
Gi-zxiznu. lN'ri-tkes'r" ONLY

will beanswered in this rte/nrtment. But ane quer

tivn at n time, and that clearly .rtated, must be fra

fou

ruled, if n cur-respondent .r/zerilexpeet u: to give

im the benefit of an early mnrideratiun.

To OUR CONTRlBUTORS.—I[ will greatly
aid the editor. and facilitate the work of t/refirinter,
if our eautributnrr generally :lwuld observe tire fil
la'wing rule: when writing artirle: or column nirativnr

intended for publication .'

r. IVrite meone ride of the .t/ree'lonly. It is after:

necerm"y tacnt the page into
"
take: "for rem/Milan‘,

and this can not (I: dune when [ml/l side: are written
:4 on.

fi
n
.

lVrite dearly and distinctly. filing fartieularly

careful in thematter nflrnfier name: and quotations.

3. Don't write in a .rmall Imnd. er in lentil, a: the

enlnpol'itnr lur: ta read it aerate Iii: ease, (I dista neea]
nearly twafeet, and l/te editor often want: to make

change: and additianr.

;. Never rati your manuscript or [mute the .rlleet:

tuget/ter. S/teetr about “Commercial note" size are

the must .mtisfac/ury t0 editor and eamparitnr.

5. Be brief. People a’an‘t like to read/angrtan'ex. A

.lwu-eulumn article i: read by finer time: a: man]
)tea/le a: one ofdaubte Ilmt length.

6
.

A (may: write yuur/ultnn meand adrlrerr plain

[
y at tile and v/your letter. If you use a )reudnnyrn

or initials. write yaur full name aml addrer: below

it.

\vl'l CAN NOT UNDER'I‘AKF. TO RETURN UN

.lrmilable contribution: unler: t/le neeerrary postage

is prm/iiled by the writers. ls‘ ALL cases. )errem: rulm

ram/nunieate with u: t/rrouyl: t/refort-oflee .r/muld, if
the expect a re/ly. inc/are t/u' return postage, or what

is etter, a frepnid envelope, wit/l their full addrerr.
Personal matter: rm'll be considered by tire Editor i]

Mi: i: done.

This eminent apostle of evolution can not be re

gardcd an atheist; he disclaims any such reputa

tion, and frequently gives expression to warm loy

alty to the Divine Power. He is rather an agnos

tic : that is, one who does not know the nature or

character of the Almighty ruler of the universe,

being unable to find out what He is, and'thcreforc

deeming it more consistent with reason to assert

ignorance than to assume information on a subject

infinitely beyond human reach. His leading topic

of (liscusion is Evolution, or the development of

the universe; and in all his writings it is made a

fundamental principle. Of late, he has given some

attention to topics in social and political life and

education. His essays usually are printed first in

English periodicals, and then copied sometimes

into American—for instance, the Popular Sn'ence

llantlily and the Ain't/l American Review.

Yul‘ vntm'iaI
igurtnu.

J ‘.

A \VELL-BALANCED HI-:.\D.—W. B. H.

—To be well balanced, a head needs not to be

more than average in size; but there shouldbea

fair proportion between the size of the body and

the head. The organs in their development must

approximate the average of the head; that is to

say, if the head in a scale of seven be rated at six,

the organs generally should approximate siic

Where there is irregularity in the development.

some organs exceeding six, and others falling more

or less below that standard, the development in

general is irregular, and can not be termed balanced.

The reading if any of the Phrenological books will

help you toward a practical understanding of the

subject.

INDUCTIVE REASONlNG.—_I. R.—lt is

said that Lord Bacon was the founder of this class

of reasoning, but it is more properly said that he

presented its method in a formal and distinct fash

ion, and developed its applications. In brief, it is

the consideration of facts and things in relation to

_

their causes or origins, or going back from effects

to causes. Science makes use specially of induc

tion. The observer collates data, the facts of na

ture, and analyzes them for the purpose of obtain

ing the reason of their existence, and ascertaining

the laws of their government, their related states

and applications. Phrenology was developed in

this way.

Foon AS Mnnicmn—j. H. D.—lt a

man be sick, the judicious physician may adminis

ter some medicine that will bring about a change

in his functions, converting the diseased, irregular.

hurtful state into a better, so that the organ or or

gans work more nomially; but it is from food

whence strength is derived for organic vigor and

efficiency. All the medicines in the world will not

build up broken and impaired tissues ; it is the nu

tritive elements of food utilized in the blood-cunt!"

that contribute to renew and t'italize the tissues.

In the great majority of cases people who are sick,

by adopting hygienic habits of living, would be

come stronger and more healthful, without having

recourse at all to the druggist. Our own personal

experience with hundreds of sick people substan

tiate this statement.

LEARNING How TO THINK—Question .

VVe frequently hear persons say,
“
Ifearn

how to
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think"; but the trouble is a great many people do

not know how to go about it. \Vill you please

throw some light upon the subject in the JOUR‘IAL ?

Answer : “'0 might refer you to some treatise

on logic or rhetoric, but we have little confidence

in text-books and professed aids to thought. Many

of our most distinguished writers and speakers have

given little attention to text-books; but they have

been, as a class, extensive readers; so we would

advise you to read the best literature: that of a

didactic or instructive sort, especially with a sprin

kling of the best entertaining or amusing literature.

History, biography, essays, science, will aid you

toward thinking in a correct, methodical way. Some

careful reading in metaphysics also will be helpful,

for in the great authors of philosophy we find the

best fonns of reasoning. By such authors as Kant,

Hume, Reed, Hamilton, Mill, Combe, your vo

cabulary Will be enlarged, and your methods of

using language improved. .

jorm JACOB ASTOR.—L. J. L.—Many

years ago a sketch of this successful merchant was

published in the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

Should you have an opportunity to consult a file of

this magazine, you will find it among the early

Numbers. Mr. James Parton published a pretty

full biography of the man twenty years or so ago.

THE NUMBER 01-‘ MEALS PER DAY.—-—A

Sub.—The number of meals one should cat can not

be arbitrarily fixed; it must depend upon the tem

perament and habits of the person. \Ve do not

believe in any cast-iron rule to be followed by

everybody ; but we think that two meals a day are

sufficient for most people. We have met some who

appear to get along famously on one; but their

situation as regards work and duty is more favora

ble than that of the great majority. For people of

sedentary habits two meals are sufficient; one in

the morning—a moderate meal, and dinner follow

ing the hours of active occupation. A laborer can

dispose of three successfully and be strong.

ADAM'S APPLn—j. L. S.—A large,

prominent larynx, or Adam's Apple, accompanies a

bony, muscular body, and intimates, if anything,

strong Motive temperament. The Motive tem

perament is usually associated with an energetic,

pushing, vigorous, and positive character; we do

not often meet with persons of the Mental or Vital

temperament predominant with much external

expresion of the thyroid cartilage.

INS'l‘lNCT IMMORTAL—Qllnlz'tm: Do

you think instinct will survive death P

Answer: To say yes, would be to consent to the

immortality of animals generally. Some writers

insist that our instincts are intimately related to our

mental natures, so that if one part, even that

which is deemed a higher or spiritual nature, be im

mortal, the instincts must also be. The late Prof.

Agassiz affimied that science taught that instinct

may be immortal; that all things possessing the

principle of life must in some way unite in con

tinued existence. \Ve are not able to differentiate

strictly the qualities of mental expression; neither

are weprcpared to say with some, that the instincts

are but lower manifestations of the same essential

power or attribute, and that what is termed spirit

ual, or sentimental, or aspirational in our natures

is but a different mode of action of one general

principle; for this would make the propensities or

'

animal instincts but a lower form of activity of an

identical principle.

Noslz-Bu-zco—N. B.--Thcrc seems to

be in your case a difliculty with the circulation,

which produces a detemiination of the blood to the

head. Avoid excitement as much as possible; take

plenty of outdoor exercise, so as to distribute the

circulation; avoid stimulants— heating foods and

drinks—:5 probably the hemorrhage occurs in most

cases after you have been eating. Cold water

sniflcd up or applied externally, may suppress it.

\Vhen you sleep have the head somewhat elevated.
‘

@lfillgut guy, éjog

Communication: arr invr'frrl on any Infill’ of inter
!rl; flu writer's pcrranal r'inm‘. am! Incl: fralu Ink

Ixfnimr: bearing on nur .rué/n/r, hing); r/errnl.

HAPPINESS DEPENDS ON INTELLI

GENCE.—Tlli5 is a fact that many, especially the

young, have never taken into consideration; yet it

is as plain as the noonday sun. If a man could not

see, feel, taste, hear, or smell, and did not have any

sense whatever, how could he be happy 2 One

might as well talk of the sun shining without light,

as to talk of happiness without knowledge. In the

first place, a man can not exist without intelligence.

But let us suppose that cobble rock has no intelli

gence; can it be happy? Is a rock as happy as

birds, animals, or men? No; that is an impossi

bility.

Then if happiness depends on intelligence, the

more intelligent we are the happier we can be. If

we have twice as much knowledge in a year as we

have now we shall be able to be twice as happy. If

one man knows ten, or a hundred, or a thousand, or

a million times more than another, he is capable of

being just that many times happier.

This explains how our Father in Heaven is so

much happier than we. If the Lord did not know ,

any more than one of us, He could not be one iota

happier. On the other hand, if we knew as much

as He knows we would be able to be just as happy.

To become as happy as our Heavenly Father we

must become as wise.

Some very foolish persons have supposed that the

most learned were the most miserable, and that the

most ignorant were the most happy, and have pro

claimed that it is Ufolly to be wise." If this is true,
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an idiot is superior to the angels and the gods. But

no person with a sound mind believes such non

sense.

Let us prove that happiness depends on intelli

gence, from another stand-point :—Can any man

raise a crop of corn, wheat, potatoes, or anything

unless he knows how ? Could he go into a black

smith-shop and make chains, tools, plows,'wagons,

etc., unless he knew how to make them ? Or, what
'

is more dificult, could he go into a watch-‘factory

and make a watch without knowing how to do it ?

Certainly not. \Vhat can any one do without knowl

edge ? Nothing. You can not hear without know

ing how. If you were born deaf and should now

receive your hearing, you would not be able to tell

one sound from another. A lady who was born

blind received her sight when thirty years of age.

She had used a pair of scissors for years making ar

tificial flowers and different things, but when a pair

of scisors was shown to her she could not tell what

they were till she touched them with her fingers.

The reason is plain : the sense of touch was trained,

and the sense of sight was not ; or in other words,

she had the intelligence of feeling, but not of seeing.

People who can see can tell difl'erent colors by look

ing at them ; many blind persons can tell the differ

ent colors by feeling them. The reason persons

who can see can not tell colors by feeling is because

they do not know how. Enough has been said to

prove that nothing can be done without knowledge;

then how can we be happy without knowing how to

be happy P

Therefore, to become more intelligent is to become

more capable of happiness, more perfect and more

'ke God. If we live right we shall grow wiser

throughout eternity, and consequently our happiness

will have no end, but increae forever.

C. H. BLISS.

DISPOSITION AND ORGANIZATION.—

The editor of the Medr'ml Advance, a monthly pub

lication that favors independent thinking and pro

gressive ideas on therapeutical subjects, comments in

this sprightly manner on a point made by a corre

spondent to his publication :

“ Our likes and dislikes primarily depend upon

the shape of our heads. They are decided before

hand by our phrenological development. The

higher reasoning faculties are located in the upper

portion of the forehead. One may have fine intel

lectual development without having any taste for

philosophy ; but such a liking is possible only with

a fair development of the region of reflection.

Bearing these facts in mind, we have the key which

unlocks the troubles of our correspondent. If his

ideas are any index of his cranium, his head lacks

relatively in the antero-superior portion. This by

no means discounts his intelligence, but it explains

his horror of philosophy. lf Sir Isaac Newton had

been of like mind with our correspondent he would

have made sorry work with his falling apple. He

did just what Dr. Church protats against: he

reasoned and wrote, and so placed the law of grav

itation upon an enduring base. ‘The proper con

ditions’ are the things we are after and they cost

thought. We must break the shell if we would get

at the meat; we must crack the nut if we would

find the kernel. It will not do to turn aside these

vital questions, though they be knotty, as the boy

did who being asked how digestion was accom

plished, said,
'
Oh, I put the puddin‘ in my mouth an‘

it slips down down ath eathy.‘ It is to clear away

the
‘
mysticism’ that we labor. lf similia is a

'
natural law‘ it can be investigated and under

stood. It is demonstrated as a fact, but what is its

philosophy P That is the question."

TO THE LIGHT l

LITTLE plant, in shadow growing,

Stretching toward the light,

With thy seeming destiny

Thou dost ever fight !

Onward reaching, evermore,

To the Light l For thy Right !

Soul, within the darkness, dwelling,

Yearning for the Light !

With the evil aspects near,

Arm thee for the fight!

Upward struggling earnestly,

For thy Right, —to the Light I

Spirit, with the matter mated,

Leaning towards the Light;

With the lower impulses

Never cease to fight i

Bravely, and unflinchingly,

For the Light i For the Right I

Ye, who on the thorny pathway

Catch the struggling light ;

With temptations thick around,

Gird thee for the fight!

Striving boldly evennore,

For thy Right,—to the Light l

Ye, who lie with closed-up eyelids,—

Ever 'neath the light !—

Crushed by cruel circumstance ;

Rouse thee for the fight i

Onward, struggling, patiently,—

To the Light i For thy Right l

Should ye doubt a thought or action,

Bring it to the Light!

If they will not bear the test,—

\Vho for them would fight 2

They will all your scanning bear,

In the Light, if they're Right!

GRACE H. "ORR.

“ THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL still

holds a front place among practical journals. lt dis

, cusses the questions of diet, dress. sleep rest, dun‘
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liness, labor, study, etc., etc. ; in brief, most of the

elements that enter into that problem of problems,

namely, how to live wisely and well. It is eminently

practical and therefore eminently valuable.”—Tlle

Edumtiom'rt.

USE OF Bro Worms—The article un

der the above heading in Tm: Pnnnnonocrcat.

Jounrmt. a while ago, reminds me of the render

ing by a young lady friend of mine of the saying,

“ Those who live in glas houses should not throw

stones." She renders it
,

“Individuals residing in

transparent domiciles should refrain from casting

geological specimens.“ But, Mr. Editor, would not

the following be more nearly according to the mean

ing of the phrase P—lndividuals residing in fragile

edifices should refrain from projecting indurate

geological productions. CRITIC.

e0

PERSONAL.

Tun Hos. Cruntss J. FOLGER, Secretary of the

Treasury, died on the 4th of September. lie was

born at Nantucket in 1818, completed his education

at Hobart College, and studied law. in 1844 he

was appointed first Judge of the Court of Common

Pleas for Ontario County, and in 1851 elected

County Judge of Ontario County. In 1861 he was

elected State Senator from the Ontario District,

and served until 1869. He was President pro tem.

of the Senate for four years, and Chairman of the

Judiciary Committee during his whole term of serv

ice in the Senate. In 1869 he was re—electedto the

State Senate, but resigned to accept the position of

Assistant Treasurer of the United States, in New

York City. He resigned that office in 1870, upon

bein"r elected Associate Judge of the Court of Ap

peals. In 1867, while a State Senator, he was

chosen a member of the Constitutional Conven

tion. \Vhen Chief Judge Church died, in May,

1880, he was appointed by Governor Cornell to fill

the vacancy, and in November following be was

elected to the place for the full term of fourteen

years. In 1881 he accepted the place in President

Arthur’s cabinet, which he held to the day of his

death. In the February Number of this JOURNAL

for 1882 an extended sketch was published of Mr.

Folger.

MARY Cu-zmtrzn HUDSCN, for several years a

well-known \Vashington correspondent, died Au

gust 18th last, from hemorrhage of the brain. She

was born in Utica, N. Y., and early gave attention

to literature, exhibiting superior talent as a writer

of both poetry and prose. Her journalistic rela

tions brought her into prominence, and since 1866

her letters on \Vashington life, where she has re

sided chiefly since that time, have been always pop

ular. She was a student of mental science,
land

her knowledge of phrenology gave her powers of

ducription and analysis that few newspaper writers

p055e§. As a rule her letters from the capital were

always significant of fine perceptions, wide com

prehension, and a refined insight into the subtle

relations and the under-currents of human life.

THE purpose of Professor Proctor, the astron

omer, in coming to America to live, is to bring up

his children as Americans. He has a family of

fourteen. My stars! -

THE ear-Queen and ex-King of Naples, who have

been in wretched circumstances since the union of

Italy, are now restored to wealth by the death of

the Dowager Empress of Austria, who has be

queathed to them a fortune of several millions.

MR. W. W. Conconax, the millionaire, of Wash

ington, is said to be exceedingly proud of his an

cestry, glorying in the fact that his father was only

a poor, honest shoemaker, and he treasures the old

eobbler's-shop slgnboard among his choicest pos

sessions. Nothing like sticking to one's last.

Tm: Anni’; FRANZ Llsz'r, the great pianist, we

are sorry to hear, has become blind, and it is sug

gested that the cause of his amiction is smoking

and brandy. It is said that he has been in the

habit of drinking daily a great deal of liquor. The

Abbé will retire to Weimar and end his days there.

Du. Many JACOB], of New York, has published

some very interesting facts concerning the status of

women in the medical profession. The census of

1870 showed 625 women physicians in the United

States. The census of 1880 shows 2,432. This in

cludes irregular practitioners of various kinds ; but,

irrespective of such, the increase has been very

marked.

SHORTLY before her departure for Europe to at

tend the lntemational Congress of the Society of

the Red Cross of Geneva, which assembled in Gen

eva, Switzerland, on the ist of September last,

Miss Barton received the decoration and diploma

of the Servian Society of the Red Cross, conferred

by her Majesty Queen Natalie.

~-.__

WISDOM.

“ Think truly, and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

T111; two best books for a child are a good moth

er‘s face and life.

BY examining the tongue of the patient, physi

cians may find out the disease of the body—philos

ophers, of the mind.

THE premeditation of death is the prcmeditation

of liberty ; he who has learned to die has forgot to

serve.—llanlar'gne.

AN observing Chinese traveller wrote home that

all the upper-class American women had humps on
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their backs like camels, but located farther from

their shoulders.

’

A PERSIAN philosopher being asked by what

method he had acquired so much knowledge, an

swered,
“
By not allowing shame to prevent me

from asking questions when I was ignorant."

EVERY man ought to aim at eminence, not by

pulling others down, but by raising himself; and

enjoy the pleasures of his own superiority, whether

imaginary or- real, without interrupting others in

the same felicity.

IT is easy, in the world, to live after the world's

opinion ; it is easy, in solitude, to live after your

own ; but the great man is he who, in the midst of

the crowd, keeps, with perfect sereneness, the inde

pendence of solitude.

\VE are soul-bound. What though through prison

bars

\Ve hear the distant roaring of the sea,

And catch the golden glory of the stars,

And dream, like clouds and ocean, we are free!

At best we do, with foolishest intents,

But gild our chains and call them ornaments I

ALWAYS suspect a man who affects great softness

of manner, an unaffected evenness of temper, and

an enunciation studied, slow, and deliberate. These

things are unnatural, and bespeak a degree of men

tal discipline into which he that has no purposes

of craft or design to answer can not submit to drill

himself.

MIRTH.

“ A little n nsense now and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

Scum invariably rises. Remember, young man,

there is always room at the top.

LrTTLr. Jack: "My mamma's new fan is hand

painted." Little Dick—“ Pooh! \Vho cares? Our

whole fence is."

THE most tender-hearted man we ever heard of

was a. shoemaker, who always shut his eyes and

whistle-d when he ran his awl into a sole.

“\VllI-JN 1 die," said Mrs. l-‘ishwacker, "I want
to be buried in good, old-fashioned style, and not

burned to ashes in one of those creameries you hear

of."

TEACHER—"\Vhy are you late?" Little girl,

dropping her heacl—u \Ve've got a little baby at

our house."
"
Don't let it happen again," said the

teacher.

A PERSON abusing another to Charles Russell,

said he was so insufl'crably dull, that if you said a

good thing he did not understand it.
"
Pray, sir,"

laid Charles,
“
did you ever try him P"

" MY dear wife, this man and I were inseparable

friends at college. \Vhen one had no money he

always used the pocket-book of the other; is it not

so, Mr. Miller?"
“
Yes, just so, and I remember

very well I was always the other."

“ WHO cut down this cherry-tree ?" "
Father, 1

can not tell a lie; I did it with my little hatchet,"

replied George \Vashington. " Well, don't cut

down any more," said the old man.
“
First thing

you know we‘ll have a big flood. This wanton de

struction of forests must be stopped.”

"YOUR hand annoys me," said a gentleman to a

talkative person who sat next to him at dinner, and

who was constantly suiting the action to the word.

" Indeed," said the babbler,
“
we are so crowded

at table, l_do 'not know where to put my hand."

“ Put it in your mouth," said the other.

FAIR Patient—" Have you any idea of what is

the matter with me, doctor ?"

Doctor—" Why, I can diagnose your case, miss,

with my eyes shut. There is nothing the matter

with you except that you need rest.“

Fair Patient—“ Vv'hy, l have just come back from

a whole month at the most popular health resorts."

Doctor—“ Yes, as I said, you need rest."

WHEN your girl‘asks you to treat her to ice

cream tell her that you have too much considera

tion for her health, and give her the following

"scientific" lecture: Milk in the manufacture of

ice-cream is first boiled and afterward partially

congealed. In the boiling, a lacteal acid of bacte

rim is set free, that, uniting with a hypo-sulphide

of buten'c oxide, again solidifies as a bi-sulphide of

stumakalre in the congealing. This, when taken

into the system, produces peritoneal cramps, fre

quently ending fatally.

In flu‘: department me girl .rlrorl rev-inn: n! nu}
New BOOKSa: publisher: .rrr fi! la send us‘. In liner’

rnu'ewr we rul- fn Irerrl am‘lror nn-l fab/hirer .mh'r

flrchrr'ly and justly, and aim to furnr'xlr our reader:

with .ruc/r r'n/arnmh'ou a: .rlmll (rm/1!! tlrenr to [am
an opinion of Me dal'r-rb/Iity of any flnr/iculnr re!
mm for prrrannl nu. I! is our rah/i (a noficr flu

kiln‘ [Inn of bank: inning/mm (In prrrr. and’ aw

invite )ubII'J/rzrr lofat'mr I!!! Edi/0' milk rrunrfulllil
cations, tr/(cr'n/ly f/wu rrlrrlnl in a ray run; (0 mortal

ami plryrr'nlqgl'rrrlrcr'enrr. IV! can Iuunl/y .mffly'nny

v/l/mn rmlicml.

PRACTICAL FORESTRY. A treatise on

the Propagation, Planting, and Cultivation, \iith

a

Description

and the Botanical and Popular

Names 0 all the lndigenous Trees of the Unite!

States, both Evergreen and Deciduous : together

with Notes on a large number of the most valua

ble Exotic Species. By Andrew S. Fuller, au

thor of "Grape Culturist," etc. 300 p.,ill\rs

t\|;ated.

Price $.50. Orange Judd & 0., New

ork.

We have not space to spare in which to give this
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book the attention it deserves. No volume relating

to agriculture has come under our notice for a long

time for which the public at large should be more

thankful. About one-third of the book is devoted

to showing the influence of,forests on climate, in

giving the characteristics of trees; the method of

raising and transplanting seedlings; budding, graft

ing, layering, transplanting, and pruning deciduous,

evergreen, and coniferous trees; the best time to

cut timber, and how to establish, manage, and pre

serve forests ; and the remainder is filled with brief

int concise descriptions of all trees growing indige

nous in our country, giving so complete a catalogue

of their peculiarities that one could hardly fail to

recognize therefrom any specimen presented for

examination.

\Ve have known the author for many years and

have been aware of his enthusiastic love of the

study of the subject he has treated in this volume,

and we believe that so far as knowledge, obtained

by experiment and practical observation, is con

cemed, there is no one in all the country better

fitted for the task he has undertaken and so succes

fully accomplished. The education of the public as

to nearly everything that relates to fomt trees has

been sadly neglected. The denudation of our tim

ber lands by reckless lumbermen during the past

fifty years shows this, but there can no longer be an

ucuse that reliable information on the subject is

not easily attainable. Satisfactory as the book is,

we wish that it had been made more voluminous,

and trust the author, at a future time, will be able

to gratify his own desires as named in his preface,

and give us a volume of a thousand pages, fully

illustrated and with colored plates, so far as is nec

essnry to make a work that will supply fully any

need that may arise.

IDEAS FOR A SCIENCE or Goon GOVERN
MENT, in Addresses, Letters, and Articles on a

strictly National Currency, Tariff, and Civil

Service. By llon. Peter Cooper, LL.D. 8vn,

pp. 400.

Shortly before the death of the eminent merchant

philanthropist of New York City, we received this

his bequest to the reading public. He was a man of

the people, without the culture of schools, but ma

ture with the practical experience that is derived

from a long life in a variety of business relations,

and an intelligence rich with much general observa

tion of men and affairs. There was nothing Mach

iavelian about Mr. Cooper, and still less dilettantc

ism, but an earnest, decided spirit of bent-faction.

He addresses the people for the purpose of impart

ing such advice as he believes will prove of value in

the application. \Ve are frank enough to acknowl

edge our belief that Mr. Cooper was right in his

feeling that he had things to say that would serve a

useful end should they be received with esteem by

our public men, and wrought into the fabric of our

civil policy. A man who had proved himself a suc

ces in large commercial ventures, and in philan

thropic enterprises that have benefited thousands, is

no commonplace citizen. The main topic of the

volume is coin and paper currency, in the discussion

of which he argues at great length in behalf of a

paper currency for the use of the people, to be is

sued by the Government exclusively. He also dis

cusses tarifl' questions, advocating measures of pro

tection as essential to growth and prosperity at

home. Mr. Cooper's mind seemed to lose little or

none of its vigor and freshness at his advanced age,

for at ninety-two he could grapple with important

topics of public interest, and show himself a con

testant of no mean power, with resources of mem

ory that comparatively few young men possess.

Som: or THE DISEASES or THE RECTUM,
and their Homeopathic and Surgical Treatment.

Ry Mortimer Ayres, M.D. 8vo, cloth. Price $1.

Duncan Brothers, Publishers, Chicago.

This modest treatise comes from a practical man,

and is a condensation of results that have been ob

tained from a large number of treatments. The

prevalence of rectal disease is so great that no phy

sician can afford to be without the best
information

upon it
,

and as the development of its special treat

ment is of comparatively recent date, the literature

of the subject is fresh and enlightening. Dr. Ayres

supplies the profession with suggestions on the

treatment of Ulcers, Polypi, Absoes, Hemorrhoids,

Fistula, and Constipation. \Ve. should like every

body to read what he says on the hygiene of the

rectum or preventive means.

The ENTAILED HAT; or, Patt Cannon’s

Times. A Romance. By George lfred Town

send ("Gath"). p. 565, Izmo, cloth. Price

$1.53. Harper & rothers, New York.

Since
" Uncle Tom's Cabin " there has not ap

peared a more thrilling story than this. It was

charged that Mrs. Stowe was a stranger to the

scenes she described, and that she had been de

ceived by exaggerated stories told by unreliable

persons. Mr. Townsend, however, was a native of

the Eastern Shore of Maryland, near the neighbor

hood where the startling drama was enacted of

which he writes. For twenty years previous to 1830

a gang of desperadoes infested a section of country

lying along the adjoining borders of the States of

Delaware and Maryland, of which Patty Cannon

was the queen. She had more than the strength of

a common man, and the fascination of a highly

magnetic and bauiiful woman, with all the slyness

and cruelty of the tiger. Her sister Betsey, and

Ebenezer Johnson and Joe Johnson were among

her prominent assistants. Their character was well

known, but the whole people were terrorized, and

their sway was practically complete. They could

manage to defeat or elect candidates for office, and

this fact and sundry servi :es in that line tended to

silence the voice of leading men. But murders,

thefts of slaves, and the frequent kidnapping of

freemen, even from the very capital of Delaware,

as well as from the city of Philadelphia, finally
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aroused the people, and some of the outlaws were

killed, some escaped, and Patty Cannon herself was

arrested, and committed suicide in the jail at Dover,

Del, while awaiting trial for several murders.

In future editionswe hope the author will tell of

the descent of the
“ Emailed Hat," and the unre

vealed reason for its being so tenaciously worn.

The publishers of the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL .

find in
“
Patty Cannon's Times," as revealed in this

book, additional interest in the fact that for more

than forty years the skulls of Patty and Betsey

Cannon and Ebenezer Johnson have been pre

served in the Phrenological Museum in New York.

They were obtained by the original proprietors of

the Museum while lecturing in Maryland and Dela

ware, near the scene of the crimes and tragical

death of the notorious Patty.

RUTHERFORD. A Novel. By Edgar Faw

cett, author of “An Ambitious \Voman," “A

Hopeless Case," etc. Paper. Price 25 cents.

Funk & Wagnalls, New York. ‘

Since Mr. Fawcett took up the novelist’s pen he

has made rapid advancement toward a high place.

He deals with phases of society that require the ut

most skill ; but his insight into character, his ready

sympathies, and his conscientious literary art have

proved quite equal to the tasks he has undertaken.

It is certain that many of the best critics are watch

ing his course with high anticipations. In “ Ruth

erford," his latest work, we think that the public

will not be disappointed. It is a novel of New

York society, and portrays character with delicate

but effective touches. Nothing the author has ever

done, perhaps, surpasses his characterization of

Pansy and Marion, the two sisters who have fallen

from affluence to poverty. Through them he shows

a dramatic power that is full of promise. The

book is refined and suggests high thoughts and an

excellent culture.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

SCIENCE AND Smcmc. By Lcrmox Bnownc,

F.R.C.S. Edgar S. Werner, publisher, Albany,

New York. Paper, 40 cents. The author in this

treatise shows the necessity for scientific knowl

edge, gives instances of the results of unscientific

teaching, and discusses among other things the in

fluence of eyes to aid the ear, advantage of larynge

seopic observation, mechanical aspect of breathing,

chemical aspect of breathing, poisonous air of

theatres, elfect of poisonous air on the voice, sup

posed vocal supremacy of Italy, Italian as language ,

of song, uselessness of artificial voice-mixtures,

questions concerning the registers, early education,

etC.

APPLEi-on's RArLwAY AND STEAM NAVIGATION

GUIDE for September, is as full in detail of infor

mation for the travelling public as usual. The

tourist will find his questions answered about routes,

hotels, etc.

Tar-z Suaocnv or rat: Rcc'ruu. By Henry

VSmith, F.R.C.S., Professor of Surgery in King's

1College,
London, etc. From the fourth English

i
edition, with additions and illustrations. Price in

2
paper 25 cents. _

3
Tm: PucaPERAi. STATE. By “I. S. Play~

fair, M.D., F.R.C.P., Professor of Obstetrics in

King‘s College, London. Containing ten chapters,

setting forth the management to be pursued in the

different phases of puerperal fever. Price :5 cents.

A PRACTICAL MANUAL or THE TnEA'rur-nrr OF

DrscAscs or THE Rae-run. By Henry Smith,

F.R.C.S., etc. From the fourth English edition,

, enlarged and illustrated. Price 25 cents.

The above three pamphlets are from the expe~

rience of specialists, and contain in a condensed

form much valuable information. Messrs. Ber

mingharn & Co., of New York, are the publishers.

OGILVIE'S PoPuLAn RcAorxo, No. 9, con

tains seven stories, and a collection of Readings.

Price 30 cents. Messrs. J. S. Ogilvie & Co., New

York.

Tar-1 Non'rn AucRrcAx REVIEW, for Septem

ber, contains several strong names; for instance,

Bishop Spalding, on Popular Government; D. A.

\Vells, on the Tariff, its evils; Dr. J. H. Rylance,

on Inspiration and Infallibility; Prof. \VinchelLon

Our Remote Ancestry.

Tar: Cox-rtxcm', weekly; conducted by Al

bion W. Tourgee, New York, continu$ its pnr

gressive career. Its picturs of life scenery at

home and abroad, by pen and pencil, are always

interesting, and its sketches hit off civil and social

matters often admirably.

LE Paoonis MEDICAL (Medical Progress), Jour'

nal de Médécine de Chirurgie et de Pharmacie.

\Veekly. The visits of this Parisian organ of Med

ical Science come regularly, and are acceptable, as

the publication is a well-arranged and condensed

exposition of what is done by the physician and

surgeon. M. Bourneville is the editor.

WiiA'r’s THE MATTER? By Celia B. White

head. pp. :20. Price 25 cents. A new edition of:

useful book which we have noticed before. Deal

ing as it does with the hygienic relations of wom

an‘s dress, and that in a clear and forceful style,

it deserves a wide reading. The author is in dead

earnest for the deliverance of her sex from the fol

lies of fashion.

Rcpcn'r or EZRA H. l-Icvwooo‘s DEFENCE

before the United States Court in Boston, and

other matters. Price 25 cents.

Nuuacn Om: AND How TO TAKE CAiu-z or

Hm. By Joseph J. Pope, M.R.C.S.. L.S.A.

Price :5 cents. No. no of the liunk 8: \Vagmlk

uStandard Library," and a little manual replete

with good-hemmed advice on taking care of fine‘!

body, the substance of food and its relation to “
trition, dress, exercise, recreation, employment!»

habits of order, etc.
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i '1 am willing to stand by every word in

(avorof it that I ever uttered. ' A man

must be fastidious indeed who is not.

satisfied \v'th it
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As recommended by the greatest English author
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Pres. of the Royal Col. of Surgeons, England.
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Nothing arlds so much to personal appearance as a Bright, Clear Com
lexicn and a Suit Skin, \Vith these the lainest features become attractive.

\‘ithout them the handsomcst are but coldly impressive.

Many a romplu-ion in marrrd by impure alkaline and Colored Toilet Soap.

FEARS’ SOAP
ls specially pl't‘prtrml for, the delicate skin of ladies and children and others sensitive to

the weather, winter or summer. ln England it is pro-eminently the complexion Soup,

and is recommended by all the host authorities, as, on account of its emollient, non

irritant character. Redness, Roughness and Chap‘ring are prevent

ed. and a clear and bright appeu'ance and a soft. velvety
couditton imparted and maintained, and a good. healthful
and attractive complexion ensured.

lts ngrecal-le and ln~ting perfume. beautiful appearance, and snnthinq properties

commend it as the greatest luxury of the toilet. 115 durability and consequent economy
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THE—iiliiimiiiihhfifirlf.
"I‘he House“ Beautif

AN ALLEGORY.
Teaching the Principles of Physiology and Hygiene, and the of.

‘

4

Stimulants and Narcotics.
_

‘.- F

FOR HOME READING. '

0,.

Also adapted an a. Reader for High Schools, and as a Text-book~~ ,‘ _
Grammar, Intermediate, and District Schools. .1

1

‘f

BY CHILION B. ALLEN, A.M., LL.B., M.D., AND MARY st ALLEN, A.B., no.
‘“'"

Fully Illustrated, Extra Cloth, l2mo, Price $1.50. _
'

. i j.

—ooo——— I

I

THE publishers have great leasure in placing before the public a book which is almost as wonderf -~ M

a
"

the subject of which it treats. 'f'ihe motive of the book is to teach that the most beautiful, and, at the same

‘ J

time, the most wonderful thing in nature is man; and no one can read these chapters without feeling that

authors have accomplished their task. T

The book is an allegory in which the body is the “ [louse Beautiful,” and its inhabitant, _ ,

“ Man ‘Yonder-full.” The buildin of the house is shown from foundation to roof, and th we \

are taken through the different rooms, and eir wonders and beauties displayed to us, and all this time we

are bein taught—almost without knowing it—Anatomy, Physiology, and Hygiene, with practical
>~ -

tions an su estions. .

. We are t en introduced to the inhabitant of the house, "The Mm WonneRruL," and learn“
growth, development, and habits. \‘Ve also become acquainted with the guests whom he entertains, and I j, I 7

.

that some of them are doubtful acquaintances, some bad, and some decidedly wicked, while other: an . I v ,

good, company. Under this form we learn of food, drink, and the effects of narcotics and stimulant!~ .

The illustrations are of the best, and these, together with the happy verbzfl illustrations, give the I“? .

clearer idea of the subjects treated than any other work dealing with the same themes. . "

‘

-

To pick up the book and read a. chapter at random is to excite an interest that can not be sntisf‘nrl -‘ I

every chapter has been read, and the critic will not then be content, for he will wish to re-rad in - - '

to admire the beauty and

simplicity

of the style, as well as the ingenuity with which the different subjdl
handled and the skill with w ich the important points are made prominent.

The Table of Content: b
y

Chapter: 1m: flies: striking subject: .

The “ Foundations," which are the bones. The " Walls" are the muscles, while the skin an ’
called the

“
Siding and Shingles." The head is an

"
Observatory," in which are found a pair of “ T -

and radiating from it are the nerves compared to a "Telegra h

"
and

"
Phonograph." The comm

are kept u with the “ Kitchen," “ Dining-Room,” “ Butler's gantry," " Laundry," and “ Engine." Tub”

is heated y a

“
Furnace," which is also a

"
Sugar Manufactory." Nor is the house without mystery, for l! l

contains a number of “ Mysterious Chambers." It is protected by a wonderful “ Burglar Alarm," and

watched over by various
“ Guardians." A pair of charming

" \Vindows " adorn the
“
Facade," and a y i

“
\Vhispering Gallery

”
offers a deli htful labyrinth for our wanderings. '.‘-. .

In fact, the book is more wongerful than a fairy tale, more intensely interesting than a u .

more replete with valuable truths than any book of the present day. '

L

The authors—husband and wife—are both regular physicians, and besides graduating in the best
i

of America, spent three years under the best instructors in Vienna, Paris, and London. ' ‘ '

}But teachers will ask, ls it adapted to our schools P And we can best answer this question by sa

'

Prof. Foster, Superintendent of the Ithaca Schools, has read the manuscript and writes as follows : - '.

'

. .

Orrxcn or ‘run BOARD or EDUCATION, Ithaca, N. Y., 7%! 2, 1* c

To_ WHOM 11‘ MAY CONcERN: The subscriber has read with much pleasure nearly all the copy for I.
new work on physfolo and hygiene, entitled

“ The Man Wonderful in the House Beautiful," by the DB. .

Allen, representing the uman body to be the house beautiful, with its doors, windows, rooms, furni
servants, etc., etc., and the mind to be the man wonderful in possession. They have admirably su .

in weaving into‘the several chapters the important facts of hysiology and hygiene in such a skillful manna
a to make very pleasant reading, and to arouse and hold t

il
e

interest of the reader, while at the same time,
the facts of the subject are rendered very clear and easily undersood. The chapters on alcohol and narooth
are especially to be commended, as

they

make the work excellently ada ted to meet the requirements of th I‘

recent law,

requiring

instruction in p ysfolo and hygiene, with re erence to the effects of alcohol and
narcotics. In my 0 nion, this book, if suitab y illustrated and printed, will make a much better work on Ill
subjects treated of, or use in the grammar grades of our public schools, as well as for general readi , than
any now before the public. L. C. FOSTER, Superintendent of $42.11.

The authors have been teachers and know what will aid both teacher and scholar, and they have kept in
mind the fact that many teachers will be called upon to teach these subjects who will feel the need of dill,
and they will find them in the,questions which are so arranged with exponents in the text that the lesm m
easily comprehended. _ . i

The book will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price, $1.50. Agents wanted, to whom sped-l 5

terms will be given. Address

5
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FOWLER 8r. WELLS 00., Publishers, 753 Broadway, N. Y. __ _
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A NEW PHRENOLOGICAL CHART.
This is a handsome Symbolical Head, made from new and special draw

ings designed for the purpose. The pictorial illustrations show the location

of each of the phrenological organs, and their natural language. It will help
to locate readily the faculties, and at the same time give a correct idea of

their functions. The Head is about twelve inches wide, handsomely litho

graphed in colors in the highest style of the art, and ‘printed upon heavy plate

paper, about 19
x 24 inches, properly mounted, with rings for hanging on the

wall, or it can be handsomely framed and placed under glass when desired.

It will be presented to yearly subscribers to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

($2.00), vshether new or old. When sent by mail, we must receive 10 cents ex

tra, to cover the cost of mailing the premium and the postage on the JOURNAL,

which is sent prepaid, or the chart alone will be sent by mail, post-paid, on re

ceipt of price, $1.00. (Will be ready for delivery November 10th.)

THE PHRENOLOGICAL BUST.
This is one of the best possible aids to a proper understanding of the exact

location of the Phrenological organs. It is so lettered as to show them sepa

rately on one side and in different groups of organs—moral, intellectual, ex

ecutive, and social—on the other. It is handsomely made in white plaster, and

very ornamental. An ILLUSTRATED KEY accompanies each bust, fully explana

tory and giving such directions as to enable the reader to understand its use,

including the names and the functions of each of the faculties. W'lien sent,

15
cents extra must be received for packing and boxing. The large size

(price, $1.00) will be forwarded by express at the expense of the subscriber.

or No. 2, small size (price, 50 cents), will be sent by mail, post-paid. \Ve offer

a choice of either of the above premiums to all subscribers for 1885.

A NEW OFFER.
All Book premium offers with subscriptions to the JOURNAL will be with

drawn after November tst; but we make the following very liberal propo
sition to old subscribers who will send new names. For each new yearly sub

scription to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL sent with $2.00, by a person now a

subscriber, we will give a copy of one ofthe following books :
“
The Diseases

of Modern Life,” a work on the avoidable causes of disease; by Dr. B. W.

Richardson. Price, $1.50.
“
Expression : Its Anatomy and Philosophy." B)‘

Sir Charles Bell. Price, $i.5o. The
“
Reminiscences of Spurzheim and George

Combe.” By Hon. Nahum Capen. Price, $1.50. “Constitution of Man." B3‘
‘

George Combe. Price, $1.50. “Wedlock; or, The Right Relation of the

Sexes." By Samuel R. Wells. Price, $1.50. “A Bachelor's Talks About Mar—
ried Life." By William Aikman, D.D. Price, $1.50.

“
How to Read Char

acter." Price, $1.25.
These offers are made only to old subscribers who ‘send new ones, and no

other books can be sent without extra payment; but any $1.50 book of our
own publication will be sent by payment of 50 cents extra. To the new

subscriber will be given either the Chart or Bust Premium, as above.

Send amount in P. O. Orders, P. N., Drafts on New York, or in Registered
Letters. Postage-stamps will be received. AGENTS WANTED. Send :0 Cents

for specimen Number, Premium List, Posters, etc. Address

I 1., vv

FOWLER 81 WELLS CO, Publishers, 753 Broadway, A.
‘
v.
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THE STATUE 0F LlBERTY AND ITS AUTHOR.

THE
traveller who approaches New

York City by steamer, after passing

Staten Island, will have his attention di

rected to a rising mass of masonry on the

south shore of a small island that he must

ing. This mass, he will

the great statue of Libert

sented to the United State

‘E
;

1884. N2“

\\'\'W\A,’WV\1\.'\1\MA~

now No. 551.

M

pass by before his vessel makes her land

be told, is the

base of the pedestal on which is to stand

y, recently pre

5 by the French
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people in commemoration of the centen

nial anniversary of our independence.

The site of the statue selected, in ac

cordance with a joint resolution of Con

gress, is Bedloe’s Island, the Government

agreeing to provide for the care of the

statue, and to maintain it as a beacon or

light—house after it had been set up. A

powerful electrical apparatus will supply

the torch, in the upraised hand of the

statue, with the illumination considered

appropriate.

The designer of the statue, Mr. Auguste

Bartholdi, is an Alsatian by birth, but

comes from Italian ancestors, who emi

grated from the North of Italy about two

hundred years ago, and settled in Alsatia,

making Colmar their permanent home.

Among the leading representatives of the

family, as the generations passed, were

preachers and officers under Government.

The subject of this sketch early mani

fested a leaning toward art, and availed

himself of such opportunities as came to

him for its study. He is a modest, some

what reserved man, but possessed of a

steadfast will and persevering energy.

His head is large, well elevated at the

crown. and broad from the temples back

ward. The intellectual region is full from

the eyebrows upward, showing the man

of reflection and ideas—one more dis

posed to think quietly than to communi

cate on slight occasions. There is criti

cal nicety in his discriminations, while

his ambitions in the way of achievement

are of a large or wholesale character. He

grasps large conceptions, and would de

vote but little time on small subjects. A

great man, a great event challenges his

enthusiasm, and draws speedily upon the

resources of his ideality for its adequate

symbolism. He is therefore at home in

the contemplation of important subjects,
'

while the majority of his fellow-sculptors

may be more at their ease in the endeavor

to make moist clay represent the average

or commonplace sentiments of life.

It could not be supposed that the French

Government would select an ordinary

man to work out the idea of such a statue

as had been proposed as a gift to the

American Republic. Hence in appoint~

ing Mr. Bartholdi, an artist was chosen

who had already distinguished himself in

sculpture, whose reputation was of a na

tional character. There is the statue of

Lafayette, for instance, that was given to

New York as a testimonial of gratitude

on the part of the French people for

sympathy and service done them by the

Americans during the war with Germany.

This statue, as many of our readers know,

is of bronze, and stands in a conspicuous

part of Union Square, and represents the

noble French patriot in the earliest days

of his fame, scarcely more than a boy in

years, the authorities for his face and

figure at that time being found in the

records of the Government. to which Bar

tholdi gained access in Paris. In this

way Lafayette must have looked when he

left France to offer himself and his for

tune to General Washington. To express

his enthusiasm and generosity, Bartholdi

has represented him in the well-known

pose on the prow of a galley, symbolizing

his adventurous trip across the ocean. The

artist was aware that an equestrian statue

of \Vashington, by Brown, stood on the

open space at Fourth Avenue, not far

from the site proposed, and so moulded

his statue in the act of stepping toward

\Vashington, with his left hand extended

as if proffering his services, while his right

hand presses a sword to his breast with a

gesture of devotion. We can from this

imagine the moment when \Vashington '

told him that the American troops he

would lead were badly drilled and worse

equipped, and the Marquis replied: "I

have come hither not to criticise, but to

learn."

How difi'erently he looked in later

years may be inferred from the bust in

the Lenox Gallery at the library in Cen

tral Park that was made about fifty years

ago when he visited the United States.

Then an old man, the lower part of his‘

face had grown heavy and wrinkled; nev

ertheless there remained traces of the no

ble youth who had devoted his energies

to the liberties of the American nation.

Another important work that Bar
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tholdi has treated with more force and

possibly more earnestness, because the

character is of a more powerful type, is

that of Vercingetorix, the Gallic leader,

who roused his countrymen to throw off

the yoke of Rome—the man who gave

himself up to Caesar when he had lost

all, in the hope that the conqueror would

spare his fellow-Gauls after satisfying his

revenge on himself. This statue is now

in the galleries of the French Govern

ment. The fierce warrior is represented

on horseback, madly charging the enemy.

Half turning in his saddle, he is stimu

lating his men to follow. The sword-arm

is straight above his head, brandishing

the weapon with an electric gesture of

daring and command.

At Avallon there is a bronze statue of

Vauban, who was a soldier as well as a

great military engineer. He is arrayed

in an ample coat, with soldier's boots and

a sword. Near him are emblems of forti

fications and weapons for sieges. His

head droops pensively, as if deep in

thought. This piece of heroic size

stands in the park at Avallon.

The monument to Martin Schon at

Colmar gives an example of Bartholdi's

ability in the way of elaboration. Mar

tin Schiin was an illustrious painter and

engraver of the fifteenth century, and the

highly-finished pedestal with figures and

has-reliefs of brown stone represent the

four quarters of the globe. It should be

7
said that Albrecht Diirer was the appren

tice of this master.

Another example of his works is his

“Grief"—a woman bowed down and ut

terly overcome, covered with a mantle,

through the folds of which the outlines

of her figure show, and forcibly depict

her despair. This was exhibited at our

Centennial in 1876. The fountain which

was also there was Bartholdi's work, and

was bought by Congress for the grounds

of the Capitol at Washington.

The statue of Liberty is his master

piece, so he calls it
,

and the gigantic

l
l

firm this artist's estimate of his own work.

Being but a small part of the whole, it is

nevertheless generally regarded as a

splcndid piece of architecture.

M. Bartholdi came to the United States

to study the relations of site to his work,

and found that he had more difficulties to

overcome than he thought of. He had

planned a statue of gigantic size, appro

S'rlvrcu or Lanva'rra on UNION SQUARE

priate to the greatness of the American

nation, yet he found that the scale on

which the bay and surroundings of New

York were constituted would compel the

exercise of his best powers to mould a

pharos that would not prove a failure and

a disgrace. Yet, in the matter of size,

our sculptor was not dismayed; he had

studied proportions for years—had trav

hand that was exhibited in the Ccnten- i elled in Egypt, where he saw those colos

nial Exposition, and afterward for several sal remains of antiquity, and gained many

years at Madison Square, goes far to con-

‘

useful hints.
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One work of his, "The Defence of Bel

fort," enabled him to put into sculpture

his study of the vast. Belfort is a little

town occupying a strategicai point of

great importance high up in the Vosges

mountains, and its heroic defence against

the Germans in the late war gave rise to

excessive admiration in France. This

defence was commemorated by a statue

of a lion that stands against the face of

the plateau, on which the citadel, origi

nally fortified by Vauban, stands. The

figure, of great size, was fashioned partly

by cutting in the reddish rock and partly

Tm: Toncu or “LIBERTY."

by building up with stone. The lion half

rises from a lying position, as if startled

by the fall of an arrow at its feet, and

seems to be uttering a roar. It was nec

essary here that the lion should be so

wrought out against the background that

no observer could mistake its actions at

whatever distance seen, and the details

must consist of great masses whose pur

port the distant eye could gather. The

mane, for instance, could not be treated

minutely hair by hair, but in great trcsses,

which, at a distance, should give the ef

fect of hair. Again, there must be no

deep depressions in the figure, the shad

ows of which would interfere with the

distant effect.

Of the statue of Liberty we give an il

lustration which shows its proposed site

in relation to the surrounding country.

One can see that Bedloe's Island is the

central point in the complex of the riv

ers, islands, and mainland, forming what

is the city of New York, Hoboken, jer

sey City, Staten Island, and Brooklyn.

The effect of the statue may be imagined

from the following: Allowing twenty feet

for the height of the island above water,

the pedestal is to be one hundred and ten

feet high, and the statue itself to the

flame of the torch one hundred and forty

five. This will make the torch at least

two hundred and seventy-five feet above

the level of the bay, and will be double

the height of the column in the Place

Vendome at Paris, and more than double

that of the Colossus of Rhodes, so

much celebrated in antiquity. The great

magnitude of the figure rendered it nec

essary that the metal shell or skin should

be cast in pieces of manageable size. and

the statue built up like an armored frigate.

M. Bartholdi has also used the drap

ery to give a tower-like and solid look to

the lofty woman, without forgetting the

necessity for variety in the upward lines.

and has followed the laws of stability to

be seen in trunks of trees, which are

broad at the ground where the roots are

indicated, yet by no means of one mo

notonous breadth from the root to the

branches. The Liberty will stand, it is

claimed, the strongest hurricanes. not

withstanding the grim predictions of

some “knowing ones" that a moderate

blow will after a while he sutficient to

topple it over.

The expenses of the statue itself were

defrayed by popular subscriptions in

France, the funds being completed in

[880, when the labor of casting the bronze

was commenced. Last fourth of July the

work was complete, and the statue for

maily presented to the United States.

A word or two with regard to the site

of the statue and the construction of the

pedestal may be interesting to the reader.

Bedloe's Island—a little tract of land but
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twelve acres in extent—lies in the bay, 1bottom. It will be like one solid block

something over a mile south of jersey of stone-work, sunk deep in the ground,

City, in full view of the lower parts of and rising to the level of the broad walk

New York and Brooklyn. It is called

Bedloe's Island, because Isaac Bedloe,

one of the settlers in New Amsterdam,

bought it of the colonial government

somewhere about 1660.

A writer in 5!. Nicholas says :
“ It was de

cided that the lofty pedestal for the statue

should be built in the square within the

old fort on this Island. The parade

ground, however, appeared to be level

sand. Clearly, it would not do to rest so

on top of the walls of the fort. On this

1the pedestal is to be built.

\ "There will be stairways within the

pedestal and balconies near the top, com

‘
manding a fine view of the beautiful bay

and the three cities. The following

measurements of parts of the statue will

give an idea of its vast proportions: The

’
figure itself, from the top of the head to

,the foot on which it stands posed as if

‘about to step forward, is one hundred

STATL‘I or LIBERTY Esuom-amxa ‘rm! \Vomp.

great a weight on sand, and it would be

necessary, therefore, to make excavations

until a firm foundation was secured far

below. This seemed an easy task, but it

proved to be an exceedingly difficult one.

Under the parade-ground were the old

water-tanks, the store-rooms, and bomb

proof vaults. and these were of solid brick

and stone, very heavily built.

" A pit or excavation ninety feet square

was made, and was carried deep enough

to go below the fort to the solid ground

beneath, solidly filled up with concrete——

a mixture of cement, broken stones, and

water. The mass of concrete is fifty-three

feet deep and ninety feet square at the

and ten and a half feet high; the fore

finger is eight feet long and four feet in

circumference at the second joint; the

head is fourteen feet high, and forty per

sons can stand within it. There will be

a stairway within the statue leading to

the head, and another in the extended

arm, by which ascent may be made into

the torch, which will hold fifteen persons.

A great light will be placed in the torch,

and the pointed diadem encircling the

head will be studded with electric lights.

The total weight of the statue, including

both the iron skeleton and the copper

covering, is estimated at one hundred

thousand pounds."
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AN EMINENT SURGEON 0N BRAIN ORGANIZATION.

[IN a late number of the .‘llm’z'ro-Lqgal centres of the functions of respiration, of‘

journal an elaborate article is published digestion, of the tongue and the pharynx
by Dr. . M. Carnochan, of New York, - y _

under t
h
Je

title of "Cerebral Localization
are defimtel"

locfned
at

the_ medtfna
ob

longata. Also, in connection with the
in relation to Insanity." As Dr. Car-

_ _ _

nochan is a representative of the best ‘

extended continuity and prolongation of

surgical talent in this country, views these Same Strands and ganglionic de

on the topic he has chosen to discuss are i posits of gray matter and piercing the
important to anthropologists in general . . .

and to phrenologists in particular. The
bmm at the Juncuon of the medulla ob'

great length of the paper precludes its longata with the pons varolii, the nerve

reproduction entire. 50 that
W?

must ask l of mnlz'lz'on and the motor m'rz'e o
f

{lie

the reader to be contented with the ex-
far‘, are seen’ the first taking origin at

tracts that follow. —ED. P. J.] .
the gray matter of the fourth ventricle,

GALL
commenced his system OflOCHl- and the second connected at its root

izing the organs and functions of the with the motor part of the medulla ob

brain by apportioning the brain into 111- longata. Anterior to these, and still in

gions. limiting them, in general- by the connection with the advancing strands,

dividing furrows OI'fiSSIU'L'S Oi the several the nerve of the external rectus, [kg 5111/,

lObCS. TO {110 convolutions Oi tllfi frontal p111)" and the ngrve of the other motor

lobe the intellectual and perceptive group muscles of the eye-ball and of the orbit,

of centres were allotted. In the posterior I/w l/u'rd pair, are met with; the six!!!

lobe and lower range of the middle lobe, fair, connected with the medulla oblong

the aflective organs and those of the ata, emanating from the substance of the

animal propensities were found; while brain in front of the pons varolii; and

the moral and aesthetic group of centres the trunk of the Ilzz'rdpaz'r from the side

were located in the upper and coronal of the crus cerebri, from the deep part of

parts of the brain. The cerebellum is which it takes its origin. The root of the

supposed to have the function of presid- four!!! pair of nerves. called pal/relief,

ing over procreative activity. As con- from their action in turning the globe oi

cerns these propositions, with the excep- the eye upwards in the expression of

tion of the functions attributed to the prayer, is placed near the surface of the

cerebellum, recent experiments in vivisec- fourth ventricle, at the calarnus scripto

tion have, in a great measure, verified rius. The sensory portion of the fifl/x pair

their accuracy. No one conversant with of nerves. the nerve of general sensibility

the modern discoveries in physiology can of the face and of the appendages of the

be in doubt, even in the present condi- organs of special sense, has its real origin

tion of medical science, concerning the localized at the medulla Oblongata and in

possibility of localizing many organs of the interior of the pons varolii, and is

the brain through the activity and in- seen piercing the pnmxanteriorly upon its

strumentality of which certain special external side. The molar portion of the

functions are made manifest. fifth pair takes its origin in connection

The discoveries of Sir Charles Bell, with the pyramidal or motor portion of

181 l, corroborated by Magendie and Lon- the medulla oblongata.

get in 1840. have placed the spinal centres

i

The nervous centres of the organs of

of general sensibility and of locomotion 1 spatial senke; of smell, of .rzjg/zt, and of

in the posterior and anterior columns of I hearing, can also be localized with the

the medulla spinalis, and, in tracing the same degree of precision and certainty.

nervous strands of white medullary mat- That, of hearing, the par/10 mal/i; of the

ter and the gray cincritious substance of seventh pair, has already been located.

this organ upwards into the brain. at The visual [mire is known to be placed

different sections. the motor and reflex in connection with the tubercula quad

l
l

i
r
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rigemina, and the corpora geniculata of

y

the optic thalamus; and that of the 01

faclz'w' untrzr at the posterior part of the

anterior lobe, the lower part of the middle

lobe, and at other proximal points of

origin.

The great basal ganglia—the Iubcrcula

quadrr'gzmina, the ojfilz'c Ilia/arm’, and the

corpora :lrz'ata, large aggregations of [in

eri/iau: nervous substance, intermingled

with white fibres seated inferiorly and in

the interior of the brain, are known to be

auxiliary to the functions of motion and

of general and special sensation, and to

serve as the means of elaborating the

nervous influence which supplies the or

gans that are in connection with them.

The evidences thus given of the iden

tification of certain functional manifesta

tions, such as motion and sensation, with

defined or limited parts of the medulla

spinalis and of the cerebral strands con

tinued from it
,

and, also, of a similar cor

relation and identification between the

functions of the special senses and the

nervous centres on which they are de

pendent, serve as examples of the reality

and utility of the principle of localization,

and are as much mental as those func

tions attributed to the more introspective

or psychological organs. . . . .

The theory of localizing motor and

sensory centres in the cortex of the hem

ispheres, even if regarded as established,

must be looked upon as an ancillary ar

rangement. The most important func

tions belonging to the cerebral hemi

spheres, as a whole, are directly connected

with the exercise of the various psychical

or mental manifestations. This correla

tion of the mutual dependence of func

tion upon organization rests upon such

established proofs as to be no longer a

subject of argument among physiologists.

The results following the partial or total

removal of the hemispheres by vivisec

tion made upon the lower animals;

o
f‘

injuries or diseases of the brain; and oh

imperfect development, as in cases of‘

idiocy, can only be alluded to, at present,

l

as corroborative of the physiological fact

‘

that the organs of the mind are located 1

in the encephalon, and are mainly func

tionalized and manifested through the

instrumentality of the hemispherical gan

glia of the cortical substance of the cere

bral convolutions. .

According to Betz, of Kiew, the paslero

Ialeral region: of the gray cortex of the

convolutions are destined for functions

of sensibility. These regions would com

prise the convolutions in which the rib

bon of Vicq d'Azyr is situated, and par

ticularly the temporal lobe and the sphe

noidal lobe including the triangular

[Mu/e and the yualri/atrral lobu/e placed

upon the internal face of the hemisphere.

Some authors locate the Samarium rom

mune, the common centre of sensation, in

these regions, and, according to Charcot,

this hypothesis is founded upon anatom

ical and pathological considerations. Ad

mitting the fact urged by many experi

menters that an important influence re

sides in the gray cortex of the convolu

tions in certain parts of the brain to

which certain motor and sensory func

tions are attributed, there is sufficient

proof that the encephalon is the seat of

the various phenomena of intelligence,

and that the gray cortex of the cerebral

convolutions, regarded as a whole, is
composed of a plurality of nervous cen

tres through the functionating powers of

which the mental faculties are performed

and made manifest. Moreover, the ma

terial conditions of the intelligence, of

the sentiments and of the instincts, have

to be brought into correlation and asso

ciated with each other, and this is brought

about by the various intercommunicating

medullary white fibres of which the re

maining substance of the convolutions is

made up.

The cortex of the convolutions, in fact,

overlaps and encloses four species or

kinds of fibres which terminate, most

probably, among the cells of the gray

substances, and, from the part they per

form, are denominated rommzksuralfilirm;

(uniform or fibres qf association ,- pedun

cu/ar and radzlz/z‘ngfibres. The phenom;

ena of the special senses and of general

sensibility and motion are entirely mental
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in character, and are the productions of

particular cineritious and mcdullary cen

tres. It is only carrying the analogy

further. to attribute the intellectual,

affective and other faculties to the func

tional influence evolved from the gangli

onic centres of the convolutions with

which they are correlated. Wherever

placed in the brain, the gray matter and

white medullary fibres are in direct or in

direct communication, the one supplying

the psychic or ideal functionating influ

ence, while the others act as the inter

nuncial heralds and messengers.

As heretofore mentioned, Locke com

pared the original vacant condition of

the mind to a white sheet of paper, (the

labula ram), devoid of characters, but

possessing the susceptibility of receiving

and retaining perceptions, from impres

sions derived through the external senses,

which perceptions he called sensalz'ons.

This class of perceptions, according to

the theory of Gall. are also produced

through the external senses and are

evolved by the agency of peculiar sh'mulz'

acting upon the dormant susceptibilities

of the cerebral convolutions, and arous

ing their special functions into activity.

The other class of mental action or ideas,

following senmlz'wl, called by Locke re

fler/zim, and which he supposed to origi

nate, through the action of the mind

itself, according to the materialistic doc

trine, would be considered as nothing

more than the active idcation of the cin

eritious cells of the same or of another

set of convolutions.

The phenomena of the mind are ap

parently so infinite that it might seem a

hopeless effort to attempt to reduce,

under a few heads, the innumerable sen

sations and feelings which diversify al

most every moment of existence. The

philosophers of various sects, however,

from remote ages. have assumed the task

of rendering to psychological science the

same kind of generalization which, in

physical research. has proved of such

utility, by adopting systems of mental

classification.

One leading classification which was

sanctioned and adopted by metaphysi

cians for many ages, is the division of

mental phenomena into those which be

long to the understam/z'rrg, and those

which belong to the will.

Another division of the phenomena of

the mind, somewhat resembling the an

cient division of philosophy into the £0”

lemp/alz'z/e and the arti-ue, is, into those

which belong to the r'nlel/etlual powers

and those which belong to the nrlz'w

powers. Another classification of mental

phenomena, more allied to the views en

tertained by the metaphysicians of the

different systems of philosophy of the

present day, is the arrangement of all

the mental phenomena into two definite

classes, according as the causes or imme

diate antecedents of our feelings are

themselves material or mental. The

former of this class—that of the erlernal

affections of the mind—is so simple as

to require but little subdivision. The

other class, however, that of the infernal

afl‘erlionr, or states of mind, comprehend so

large a proportion of mental phenomena.

and are of such a various character, as to

require a number of subdivisions. . . . .

In contrast with the classifications of

the mental phenomena. just mentioned.

formed by the mind itself reasoning upon

the mind, is the classification of the func

tions of the mind constructed upon a

basis purely organic or material. It rests

upon the doctrine that there are two on

titics only in nature—matter and mind:

the one dependent upon the other, both

indestructible, but susceptible of change

in their relations. The brain is viewed as

the organ of the mind, subdivided into a

plurality of organs, which. to simplify

description, are arranged in separate re‘

gions and localized according to the

character and nature of their special func

tions. By this doctrine, no doubt is al

lowed to exist in regard to the functions

of the brain, as a whole, and, although

diversity of opinion may arise as to the

precise assignment of place among the

co-operating parts, it is asserted that in

the encephalic lobes are localized the

material condr'h'on: of intelligence, the sen
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timents, and the instincts. The classifi

cation. thus founded, arranges all th:

mental phenomena into the ink/lectual

faculties, the mural faculties, and the

nfl‘zcli'ue
faculties, including the animal

propmsz'fz'es. _

In order to render more intelligible the

dogmas of the organic classification, a

new nomenclature for certain expres

sions, such as faculty, power, activity,

memory, attention, perception, and con

ception, has been adopted. To the pro

cess of the mind, as manifested through

the action of the organs, the term fatally

is applied. Power, in whatever degree

possessed, is capability of feeling, per

ceiving, or thinking. Activity is simply

readiness and quickness. Memory is not

regarded as a generalfarully of the mind,

as is customary with the metaphysicians,

but is considered an attribute or a mode

of action of the faculties. Perception is

a susceptibility of an organ put into ac

tivity, and not a distinct faculty of mind,

so of (wrap/ion, it is but a mode of action

of the faculties and not afarully; it is

the susceptibility of the faculties started

into activity by internal causes. For ex

ample, in regard to memory, the painter

may have a memory for colors which the

sculptor does not possess, the linguist

may have a memory for language not

understood by the mathematician. and

so on with other supposed metaphysical

faculties which are not regarded as such,

but looked upon as merely susceptibilities

of organs put into a state of activity by

external or internal causes.

THE LOBES OF THE BRAIN.

On the external aspect of the Hemi

spheres, the three principal fissures are

seen, the fissure of Rolando, the fissure

of Sylvius, and the external perpendicular

fissure. The four lobes of the hemi

spheres are divided by natural fissures

and by artificial lines; these lobes con

tain the convolutions which are limited

by numerous anfractuosities coursing in a

serpentine manner in various directions,

and are much more regular and constant

than might be expected from a cursory

examination. The same general disposi

tion of furrows and convolutions is found

to be present upon the base of the brain

and along the internal surface of the

hemispheres. The cerebral lobes are

named according to their situation, as

follows: the Frontal lobe, the Parietal

lobe, the Temporo-sphenoidal lobe and

the Occipital lobe.

The Frontal lobe is much the largest

of the four, and presents, on its external

surface, an-amount of cortical or gray

substance nearly as extensive as that of

the other three lobes united. It is di

vided from the parietal lobe by the fissure

of Rolando, and contains within its limits

four principal convolutions—the frontal

ascending, and the first, second, and third

frontal convolutions. The para-central

convolution is partly placed upon the

inner aspect of the lobe.

The Parietal lobe is limited in front by

the fissure of Rolando, posteriorly, al

though imperfectly, by the external per

pendicular fissure; inferiorly, by the pos

terior prolongation of the fissure of

Sylvius. Externally, on this lobe, a no

table fissure is met with, the inter

parietal fissure; and three convolutions,

the ascending parietal convolution, the

superior parietal convolution. and the in

ferior parietal convolution. Upon the in

ternal hemispherical aspect, the quad

rilateral lobule, the precuneus, and a part

of the para-central lobule are placed.

The Temporo-sphenoidal lobe is bound

ed superiorly by the posterior prolonga

tion of the fissure of Sylvius, anteriorly

by the anterior part of the fissure of

Sylvius; posteriorly, by an imaginary per

pendicular line dropped from the pos

terior part of the inter-parietal fissure,

ending at the basal surface of the brain ;

inferiorly, by the surface at the base of

the brain. This lobe contains a marked

fissure called the parallel fissure, and the

temporal convolutions designated as the

first, second, and third.

The Occipital lobe is bounded superior

ly, by the external perpendicular fissure ;

anteriorly, by the imaginary line men

tioned as forming the posterior boundary
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of the temporal lobe; posteriorly, by the

cerebral cortex, and inferiorly by the

lower part of the hemisphere. This lobe

is small, irregular, and is formed by three ‘

convolutions, the superior occipital con

volution, the middle occipital convolu

tion, and the inferior occipital convolu

tion. The internal hemispherical aspect

presents the cuniform lobule and the fis

sure of the hippocampus. This, in brief,

is a summary of the lobes, convolutions,

fissures and lobules of the cerebral hemi

spheres. In each of the regions thus

designated, certain organs are localized,

DIAGRAM or BRAIN—LATERAL VIEW.

I". Frunlal lobe; I’. Parietal lobe; O. Occipilal lobe;

S. Fissure of Silvius; .4. and B. anterior and posterior central convolutions ;

pa. perpendicular fissure ; cm. situation of fissure of Rolando; 4'.central sulcus ;

if. interparieuil sulcus; f3. prz-central fissure; O. transverse occipital fis

sure or sulcus.

and when subjected to certain states of

activity, the various mental phenomena

of which the mind is susceptible are

evolved.

In addition to this analysis of the

action of the mind, it is not to be over

looked that there exists an auxiliary
‘

nervous apparatus known as the Organic
'

or Sympathetic System of nerves, which

communicate generally with the other

part of the nervous system known as the

cerebro-spinal axis. The Sympathetic

system of nerves supplies the organs of

the great splanchnic cavities, such as the

heart, lungs, stomach, liver, etc., and,

anastomosing freely with the nervous

branches springing from the spinal mar

row and the brain, influences, in health

and in disease, the functions of the brain.

Morbid changes that occur in the blood

and the Reflex Action of some portions of

the nervous system must, also, be recog

nized.

The improved anatomy of the brain

and the possibility of assigning to par

ticular parts of the cerebro-spinal system

certain functions with invariable exact

ness have recently directed the attention

of physiologists more

closely to the study of the

cerebral cortex. The re

sults of the experiments

of Fritsch, Hitzig, and

Ferrier are prominent in

reference to the localiza

tion of certain motor

centres among the sub~

stance of the gray matter

of the convolutions. These

experiments seem to con

trovert the principle so

long maintained that the

gray ganglionic substance

of the brain is not ex

citable by the electric cur

rent, or any other stim

ulus. Although the doc

trine of placing motor

centres in the convolu

tions is not universally

accepted, it seems as

likely for motor and sen

sory influence to be located in the sub

stance of the gray matter of the cortex

as among the gray matter of the corpus

.tIrz'a/zun, a fact which is not doubted

at the present time. It may be. that

extremely delicate medullary fibres from

some points of the corona radian: may

be prolonged into the substance of the

cortex. Be this it may, there is un

deniable evidence that the encephalon

presides over and functionates the phe

nomena of intellectual and affective idea

tion. The accumulation of facts sutfi

ciently proves this theory. In man.thc

P

T. Temporal lobe ;
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moral and most noble qualities, the abil the instrumentality or functionating in

ity to compare impressions, to express I fluence. of which all mental phenomena

remembrance. become enfeebled or en- are manifested. With this view of the

tirely disappear when grave lesions of the functions of the brain and of the locali

encephalon occur. The simple compres-
i
zation of the organs, it must also be un

sion of this organproduces a state of l derstood, that though all the organs of

torpor or of coma which ceases with the
i
the brain may be diseased at once, yet

removal of the compression; the devel- j that it is quite possible for some organs

opment of intelligence and of the moral i

aptitudes and perceptions follow. step by

step. the evolution of infancy and the

perfectioning of the encephalic mass: a

malformation of this mass is the invaria

ble antecedent cause of imbecility or

idiocy. . . . .

It is not necessary. at present, to claim

for the doctrine of localization the pre

cise limitation of the cerebral organs.

What is claimed for the principle is, that

the brain, as a whole, is the organ of the

phenomena of mind. that it is composed

of an aggregation of organs. and that the

organs are the functionating sources of

the individual mental functions. It re

mains for the future to develop the sys

tem, as has been done in other organs,

by physiological and pathological re

search, as, for example, the localization

of the organ and function of articulate

language in the convolution of Broca.

From observation and from comparative

and pathological anatomy, certain mental

faculties, under different terms, have been

allotted to certain regions of the enceph

alon. To the frontal lobes have been

assigned the organs of the intellectual

faculties; to the posterior or occipital

region, the affective or mental organs;

to the Izmparn-splu'noz'dal regions, the

animal propensities, while the moral sen

timents are stated to have their organs

developed on the coronal region of

the brain. These assignments of place,

whether altogether correct or otherwise,

will serve as a basis for the further con

firmation of the doctrine of cerebral lo

calization.

As regards the proposed definition of

Insanity, it is necessary to admit the doc

trine as established that the brain is the

organ of the mind; that it is a complex

machine composed of many parts through

to be in a diseased or abnormal condi

tion, while others, at the same time, are

perfectly healthy. The influence of the

Organic system of nerves distributed to

the organs of the great splanchnic cavi

ties, and the sympathies exercised through

them upon the Encephalon, have to be

considered, in studying the direct and

indirect etiological sources of Insanity.

As Ideation or the operations of the

brain are accomplished at the expense of

changes—of partial or total disintegra

tion taking place in the cells of the gray

matter—it can be understood that par

ticular organs may suffer if their func

tions are overtaxed beyond the physio

logical limit of waste and repair. If this

pre-established harmony of relative meta

morphosis, continually progressing in

health, become temporarily disturbed,

modifications of cerebral change must

occur, accompanied by signs of mental

exhaustion or disturbance; if prolonged

for a length of time, mental manifestations

will appear, representing different forms

of insanity, according to the degree or

intensity of the progressive change and

the character and number of the impli

cated organs.

THE THREE MAIDS.

THREE maids went forth the lovely world to see ;

Three maids, their names Faith, Hope, and Charity ;

Each with her separate mission to unfold,

Apart, yet one, a happy band behold.

Three maids went wand'ring o'er the weary earth,

Seeking to give mankind a nobler worth,

Naught would they take ; to give was their intent,

Riches beyond the world in their extent.

Three maids returned ; footsore, and faint, and sad,

Heavy at heart where erst they had been glad.

For all their gifts in this great world of sin,

Few would accept, and none would take them in.

N. T. B.
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SECRETIVEN ESS.

WHILE
on the subject of Combative

ness and Destructiveness, we may

remark that Secretiveness often works

with Combativeness and Destructiveness

in the play, and in the fighting, of animals

largely endowed with these organs, loca

ted in the middle lobe of the brain.

Some dogs lack Secretiveness, and they

know of no way but to go straight at

their fighting and without tact or policy.

There are some small dogs that are

largely endowed with Secretiveness, and

which gives them the policy that enables

them to fight a larger foe and, win a vic

tory by tact. We have seen a dog that.

being overtaken by a larger one, would

fall on his back by way of submission,

and if the dog dared to approach his

throat. he would catch the dog's foot and

bite it so sharply, that the big dog would

quit the fighting from sheer pain, and go

off on three legs arguing against that

kind of tactics, while the little dog would

make good his retreat, looking back oc

casionally as much as to say, "I have

met the enemy this time, and won the

victory by stratagem."

The fox is known for large Secretive

ness, and that is his central quality of

character. The first skull of the fox

ever presented to me as a Phrenologist

was an interesting study. I had no idea

what animal was represented by it
,

be

cause the skull looks so much smaller

than the fur-covered head of its owner, I

remarked that
“
the location of the or

gan of Secretiveness was uncommonly

developed, and whatever animal it was,

he must be distinguished for Secretive

ness, as that was the master quality in

that group of organs." At that moment

an elderly man came up to me who

proved to have been an old hunter, and

some one asked him what skull that was,

and he replied with a kind of contempt,

"That is askull of a fox; 1 have shot many

a dozen of them; I have a good many of

their skulls now laid up." Secretiveness

then would seem to be the central fac

ulty of the fox; some dogs have it, all

cats have it
,

and they do things indirectly

where most dogs would do them directly.

A cat does things by stealth, especially

watching slyly until its prey comes within

reach; while a dog snifls the track and

follows, announcing that he is coming,

and of course warning the victim of his

approach.

ACQUISITIVENESS

is located in this group, and gives wide

ness to the head about two inches up

ward and forward of the ear. As this or

gan gives the desire for property and pos

session, we study its nature wisely by

studying the lower animals. Those that

lay up their food, as squirrels lay up

grain and nuts, have strong Acquisitive

ness ; and generally the element of Secret

iveness will be found strongly marked

too. We have known a fox that was

not more than three months old, to slip

his chain and go to the chicken-coops.

and with his paws haul out from under

the poor hens, eighteen chickens, giving

each of them one nip, and he then took

them over into the plowed field and

buried them; eating perhaps one for his

midnight supper. The next morning he

was innocently running about; he had

chicken enough, and the poor hens were

making a great complaint; he was track

ed into the freshly plowed ground, and

the chickens dug up. Acquisitiveness

led him to possess all he could get, and

Secretiveness to hide what he did not

then want. If he had had an equal

amount of reason he would have known

that he had taken twice as manyas he

could have used up; but this faculty was

wanting. We know that dogs bury

bones; there are two or three reasons

for that: one is that the meat may be

come softened and mellow, so that it will
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come off from the bone easily. and they

have enough of the gcntlemanly sports

man to like their meata little mellow;

and thirdly, it in a measure hides the

booty away from other dogs.

In the human development where Ac

quisitiveness is strong, a man desires

property of every kind. If he has large

Alimentiveness, an organ located just for

ward of the ear and below Acquisitive

ness, joining it, he will lay up food, arti

cles to eat to gratify his appetite; some

take a great pleasure in laying up nuts,

fruits, vegetables. and meats, and have

things dried and corned and preserved,

and, as the Bible says, "much goods laid

up for many years"; and in proportion as

people take pleasure in laying up articles

of food, we find them amply developed

Suns" Onca Ns LARGE.

in Alimentiveness, or appetite; thus these

faculties combine in that way. Others

use Secrctiveness in conjunction with

Acquisitiveness, and keep it a secret as

to how much money they are making.

Men will go from New York to Boston

or Philadelphia and quietly purchase

stocks or real estate, and let it seem at

home that they are worth but a hundred

thousand dollars, when they have per

haps a million. That gratifies Secretive

ness and Acquisitivencss too; it may also

help them by saving local taxation. If

Secretiveness be strong and Acquisitive

ness active, there will be a co-operation

of these faculties in the shrewd, secretive

way of carrying on business. We may

say that nearly all the adulterations of

everything, from the alloy of silver and

gold, to the putting of sawdust into in

dian meal, or cotton into flannel cloth,

or linen into silk, or water into milk,

comes from the combined activity of

Acquisitivencss and Secretiveness, with

Cautiousness and Conscience low enough

to permit it; but Secretiveness and Ac

quisitiveness work together in all the sly

tricks and "comers" and overreaching

and under-getting which are so prevalent

in all the traffic from Wall Street to a

peanut-stand. In the manufacture of

paper which publishers have to use, clay

and divers other things which increase

the weight and help make up the solidity

of the paper, and costs but perhaps a

tenth of a cent a pound, while the paper

may be sold for twelve cents a pound.

Of course the intellect has to devise the

ways and means, but the desire for gain,

and the cunning way of using intellect to

cover up, for the time being, the tricks

SKI-FISH ORGANS SMALL

of trade, illustrate the activity of these

organs. It would hardly be exaggeration

to say. that a store full of goods of almost

any kind, is, what a blunt preacher once

said, "made up of falsehood"; and one

has to be a good judge not to buy that

which would be to him a cheat; and

when the public through Secretiveness

and tact learn how to detect one kind of

trickery, those that perform the first act

will study a shrewdcr way to hide the de

fects; consequently, men into whose eyes

one can look with confidence and believe

their words are truth and truth only, are

more rare than they ought to be. The

blood of Ananias and Sapphira has not

run out, because, perhaps, the method of

treatment of that kind of people has been

somewhat relaxed.
'

ALIMENTIVENESS,

the last faculty of this group, works

.naturally with Destructiveness and Se
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cretiveness. Some animals are obliged

to use Destructiveness to capture their

prey, and that severe element is aroused

and intensified by hunger and the keen

demands of appetite. If the prey be such

as can get out of the reach of the cat, for

instance, that deals with rats and mice,

she needs Secretiveness to capture the

prey by stealth, because a cat is too large

to follow the rat or mouse into their nar

row retreats. On the contrary, the weasel

that can follow a rat, being smaller and

strong and active,has no Secretiveness,and

appears to have no Caution; he does not

mind going around where men are; he

can slip away into any hole he likes, when

the occasion requires it, and he will chase

rats in all the labyrinth of their hiding- ‘

places throughout the house, and there

is a wonderful squealing and running

no.

i

when his majesty comes to encounter his

enemies, because he can follow his game.

He does not need Secretiveness, and his

skill does not show itself as it does in the

cat. So in turn each one of these facul

ties becomes a centre around which all its

immediate associates cluster; each sup

plements the other; and aids in carrying

out in turn the desires and purposes

that are born of each faculty; and the

infinite variety in the tendencies and co

ordinations of these faculties shows bet

ter when contemplating them in their

activity. There are methods of determin

ing how these faculties are accustomed

to co-ordinate; but this part of the sub

ject will be reserved for the future, after

we shall have discussed all the other

faculties.

NELSON SIZER.

WILL THE PURITAN RACE PERISH'!

OME writer has said, “The Puritan

race is dying of pride." The writer,

within a year, heard a noted speaker ex

claim before a large concourse of people,

"
The Puritan race is doomed." The

same gloomy sentiment may get utter

ance in various directions.

I do not suppose that the idea of dis

crimination between Puritan and Pilgrim

is often thought of, but that the reference

is in general to those who came over in

the ‘Max/lower, to those of like type ar

riving later, or landing elsewhere, to that

people and their descendants whom we

commonly recognize as the New England

race. Should a long line of ancestry

reach back to Holland, France, Germany,

or Russia, it would matter not, the New

England traits existing, then the individ

uals are freely included in our serious in

quiry.

Here are people, not as graceful as the

ancient Persians and Greeks, not as pon

derous as the old Romans, not as versa

tile as the French, not as profound as the

Germans, not as fascinating as the Ital

ians or Spaniards, but in their sum total, as

valuable, as much to be respected as any

I

1

that ever existed. Their preservation is

to be coveted, their continuance becomes

a matter of national concern, and even of

world-wide consideration.

Here is a blood largely of English and

Scotch origin, receiving a peculiar,a New

England, a new world tinge. A specimen

of this stock is observing and analytical

to the keencst shrewdness; self-denying.

loyal to principle, inclined to order and

worship; loving regulated liberty, a nat

ural leader and employer of his fellows.

There is many a happy village, largely

Irish, with two or three Yankees at the

head of its business. These leading men

appreciate the services, the wit, the re

ligious and other rights of all the men in

their employ, it may be, to a most admi

rable extent. In multitudes of cases the

employés would not like to be in any one

else's service. Often these men run fac

tory, shop, or store at a loss, for the time

being at least, rather than distress the

help by shutting down the gates. The

man may be a farmer undertaking large

improvements which will not literally

pay, as his wife well knows; but he. in

his heart, loves to improve, to renovate.
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to direct, and above all, to pay out

money, honestly earned, where the recip

ient will be grateful, or will be helped to

live and support those dependent upon

the earnings of his naked hands.

Some may have an antipathy against.

this species of men, exult in the least

prospect of their extinction; yet I freely

inquire, how can we spare them from the

realms of politics, religion, or business?

How can we spare them socially? What

community was better to live in than a

typical New England neighborhood ?

Answer, ye who have had a wide experi

ence, who were brought up in such soci

ety, and have since been tossed here and

there upon the billows of a wandering

life." All that Henry Ward Beecher has

asserted, or his sister Stowe has illus

trated, and so many, many others have

delineated in praise of the kind of folks

to which the Beechers, Edwardses, Dick

ensons, Winslows, Robinsons, Larneds,

Bates, Lincolns, Quincys, Adamses, Win

throps, Holmeses, Garfields, and an in

numerable host of others belong, has had

its foundation in everlasting verity.

Well, is there danger that this kind of

people, this class of families, may disap

pear? Yes, and the danger is personal,

fundamental. Their influence may be

getting mufl‘led, may be waning; still

there is much more than that to fear. In

some instances the old sharpness is blunt

ed, the quiet confidence is passing into

uneasiness, the perseverance becoming

less marked, the church tendency lessen

ing along with a partial loss of simplicity,

and some parting, alas! with purity. Nor

is so much all. There are fearful clouds

rising upon different portions of the hori

zon, and upon one, large and dark, we

seem to read in raised, black letters the

terrible word, Extinction.

The time has come to sound an alarm,

to run with the truthful message, to put

away every embarrassment and
"
cry

aloud." just where the writer happens

now to be, in a country town, in Worces

ter Co., Mass, there is much to startle

one. In Worcester itself, “ the heart of

the commonwealth," in all the New Eng

land cities, in sections of the Middle

States, and in the far West, there are

primary circumstances which startle all

who_are very thoughtful. We find fami

lies where children might have had a

heaven to grow up in, childless! Like

households with only one or two chil

dren. These may not be rugged. In not un

frequent instances, where there have been

many children, all have gone to early

graves! Districts that used to embrace

fifty or sixty pupils now assemble eight

or ten. If a district now keeps up to

its older number of pupils it is because

foreign families have settled in the neigh

borhood. Consolidation of districts is

going on for lack of children.

There are changes which indeed are

not improvements. The strain on life

grows severe, the fashion stylish, the hab

its expensive, the struggle to keep up or

surpass intense, pitiless.

Woman, as we see her by the eye of

history stepping upon the rock of Plym

outh, woman as represented by our

grandmothers, woman as a helpmeet,

woman ever the central figure in social

life, the marked, the Puritan woman is

failing the Puritan man. Who then will

help him P

I know of fathers who almost shudder

at the mention of their daughters’ names.

They know, as no other man can, the

riches of goodness, the sparkle of love

and genius in the bosom of these girls;

but how shall the father be able to dress,

school, and rear them as other folks do,

and they retain their health, freshness,

animation, and innocency? If he would

limit them to his income, instruct them

in hygiene, render them philosophical

generally, who will aid him? How many

will help thwart him and render those

dear daughters discontented, treacherous

to his wishes and wisdom. His own

friends may plot against him. Fortunate

is he if he have a son who is patient, who

honors his father, who eschews popular
‘

vices and all vice, who respects the fam

ily name, who reveres the whole vast cir

cuit of God's laws, who stands like a

mountain of firmness by what is prudent
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and solid, by eternal common-sense and

undying righteousness. There are Puri

tans that have such sons. Is the number

comparatively large? Is the percentage

on the increase?

Go, go in disguise, if you please, into

the by-ways of cities, the country stores,

the post-ofiices; note what you see and

hear. Confine yourself now to the land

of the Pilgrims. You can not forget that

these young men are soon to stand in the

place of the older, and that the mortality,

too, of elder and prominent men at pres

ent is very great. Repair to the church

on Sunday, after all the swearing, boast

ing, mocking, tobacco-mulching, and so

on, you have been obliged to witness the

week before, and find many of these fel

lows there, if you can. Say over to your

self,
" Puritan," " New England." Repeat

the names of the New England States;

think of what were their characteristics.

Let their history, their lead, their emi~

nence pass before you. Interrogate your

very soul; question the lessons and Wam

ings of the world's history ; inquire relent

lessly, whether without reformation the

youth of these States are going to bear

up and lift still higher, as they ought, the

prestige of these States.

The writer is not trying to make out a

case. He is not saying or intimating that

there is no good to be seen. He does not

aver that there is no flickering hope in his

sobered heart, that there will be repent

ance and rescue; that a remnant, at the

worst, will be saved. Yet, he is thoughtful,

awakened, whispering to himself, “ We

must be resigned if this choice blood be

comes weakened, corrupted, and is even

finally lost out of all human sight in the

great, surging, endless river of events."

I have in my list of acquaintance a few

young men in whom I delight. Some of

them are married. Half of these I deeply

pity. They have very fashionable or in

valid wives. They may be both. A fash

ionable invalid woman of the north

eastern States is the most expensive

creature, if we except Barnum's white

elephant,
"
under the whole heaven."

The number of maladies, the number of

remedies, the mysterious ailments, the

retinue of doctors, the multiplied quota

tions from them, the noted resorts to be

visited, the tremulous conditions to be

observed, the breathless exigencies extant

and forecast, excite, confuse, and alarm

me. My friend may have a generous in

come. Really I see he needs it all. In

my simplicity or stupidity I may recom

mend to a husband or wife, or to a brother

or sister of the same, some practical

health publication or clear-headed hygi

enic physician, or a home-like institution,

where good treatment and counsel may

be obtained, but I have rarely found wel

come for my advice. When out of my

own rather slender purse I have ordered

some vital literature sent to their address,

it has, perhaps, been accepted as a farm

or distant curiosity, or a kind of flat

proof that somebody has a funny hobby.

We may well glory in our common

schools. That is a Puritan glory. But I

do not see why school committees, in

cluding physicians, should be so confident

the curriculum is perfect, and that no

young person is ever injured by study or

confinement. The savants declare that

even the Normal schools are never too

severe for the physical integrity of girls.

The evils alleged all proceed from "late

dancing and late suppers." These are

guilty things indeed. But is it customary

for schools, in a motherly way, to spare

at all the young ladies sufiering from

these dissipations? Do they spare them

for anything? Do they not make telling,

ceaseless, ingenious appeals to the large

cautiousness and approbativeness of the

girl pupils? Which is usually uppermost,

the welfare of human beings or the feats

of diseiplinarians, the pride of the school

board, and the astonishing feats of pro

fessed educators?

Ride through the country towns of

New England, and on roads away from

depots and factories, you will find deserted

houses, old cellars, dying orchards. and

the like, showing that the rural popula

tion is declining. Many a field once cul

tivated is now growing to wood. Many

a freehold has passed from a Yankee t0
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an Ir'sh name. Many, of Puritan de

scent, have rented their farms and moved

into some fashionable centre. Poor

health, on both sides of the house, is the

common reason given. It may some

times be added, my son does not like

farming, or, my daughter works in the

shop, and if we moved she could board

at home. It would not be usually ex

pected that the daughter would like

housework, even at home.

Now, our fathers sometimes plowed

and harrowed rocky hills, which, now

we know of so much better land, should

always be left simply to growth of wood.

It still remains that there is much land in

the northeastern States, poorly tilled, or

not tilled at all, that could be worked

with profit. There are multitudes of

farms that could be bought for two thou

sand dollars—what the buildings cost,

say—which would nicely support an av

erage family with frugal habits. In some

sections a little more than half that sum

would buy a farm, on which one could

ermily keep a horse, ten head of cattle,

and so on. With good markets near by,

and postal arrangements whereby a daily

paper could be read on the day it was

i published, why are not these homesteads

‘rapidly taken up? Because there is so

‘ little science and so much extravagance.

, Because of restlessness and vanity. Be

icause of a later-born, hot, unreasoning

‘|tendency to rush to over-crowded cities

‘and other huddled centres. Because of

a lack of the love of Nature. Because

of a fatal disregard of the best sources of

health, and an undervaluing of every sort

‘Iof purity and natural excellency.

‘

“Greece was never more adorned with

iarts, fuller of schools, more resonant of

‘music, richer in genius, more showy in

[religious sacrifices, than when she was

I‘struck with hopeless death! It was the

decay of virtue, the triumph of selfish

over public tastes, the absence of self

‘denying
men, the enervation of luxury,

Ithe pride of vain philosophy, the hy

; pocrisy of religion that killed her !
"

I

Perhaps I am wandering. Anyway,l

will here again resume silence.

IMPERSONAL.

s-*_. __‘as s ,

MILTON’S "SAMSON AGONISTES."

ILTON is chiefly regarded as a great

epic poet, and as an epic poet he has
‘

no rival. His power of style is unsur-
‘

passed. In strength of conception, there

is no poet like him but Dante. Yet there i

is a vast diflerence between
“
The Divine

Comedy
"
and the

"
Paradise Lost." The

deep, melancholy grandeur of the former

is unrelieved by ornament. In every line

we trace that intensity of spirit, that as

perity which is the result of pride strug

gling with misery, and that terse, fervid
‘

expression which is so characteristic of

the father of Tuscan poetry. How dif

ferent is the epic of Milton l The stately

order of its diction has the effect of an

incantation. The sublimity of the sub

ject, and the energetic idealization of its

characters, even are of secondary im-,

portance as compared with the delicate

and beautiful metaphors, the classical

simplicity of ideas, the erudite illustra

tions which illumine that great poem

from first to last. The mind is electrified

by the manifold magic of its imagery.

Every line excites the idea of indefinite

power. There is, indeed, no finished

picture; amid all its lavish adornments the

underlying thoughts are few; but for in

tellectual raciness, delicate fancies, and

exquisite choice of language, we realize,

as we can realize nowhere else, the

magical influence of poetry.

Milton wrote many admirable things

besides his majestic epic. His exquisite

minor poems, his sonnets, the masques of

“
Arcades

"
and

" Comus," the companion

pieces “L’Allegro" and "Il Penseroso,"

the tragedy of
“
Samson Agonistes,” and

the "Paradise Regained,” all partake of

the same strong family likeness, dignified

with a grace, tranquillity, and greatness

l
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of mind to which it is difficult to find a

parallel. Nor must it be forgotten that,

like Dante and Petrarch, Milton was a

statesman, and one of the most energetic

and voluminous political writers of his

age. Today, however, we would glance

at him as a dramatist.

To write tragedy, and write it well,

has been the highest aspiration of the

scholar and the poet. All are agreed that

it is the grandest of all poetical composi

tions. There is something in tragedy to

effect power over the human mind be

yond anything else. When you read

Homer, or Virgil, or Horace, or Tenny

son, or our own Longfellow and Whittier,

the mellow cadence of the rhymes, the

charm of diction, the beauty of the narra

tive, or the melody of the verse enchant

you; you float in an atmosphere of poetic

bliss ; sensuous images surround you ; the

shimmer of golden sunshine, of silver dew

blinds you ; your eyes are closed, and you

listen only to the music which, whether

it breathes in lofty diapasons to the sway

ing of the pines on Ida's wooded sum

mits, or the dash of the oars of Eneus'

smart rowers through the Egean blue, or

chants to the dirge of Pennacook's dusky

princes, or Evangeline’s lament, or joins

the chorus of the minstrels at Arthur's

table-round, is equally fascinating and

delicious.

or Racine or Shakespeare and note the

change. You are filled with a diverse

feeling. Wonder, sublimity, grandeur,

nay, sometimes terror, fill your soul. It

is not alone the music of the harp and

lyre, the fairy enchantments of metres

and rhymes and language clothed with

ravishing sound; the spirit pervades you,

not the diction. You are made to think,

to reason. The delineation of character,

the astute analysis of passion, the interest

awakened by the tragic fate of noble

characters, all these attest the superiority

of tragedy to other poems.

john Milton had much that was dra

matic in his genius. Many of his char

acters he exhibits dramatically, and por

trays them after the fashion of the great

masters of human nature. Even the

But take Eschylus or Goethe.

action of his great epic is dramatic both

in design and execution, and the chief

interest from beginning to end centres

around a single great tragic character,

the fallen archangel. And how skilfully

drawn are his representations of Adam

and Eve! They are analyzed and made

to show themselves with a rare theatrical

skill. The portraits seem verily to walk

out of the canvas. That a writer who

exhibited superior dramatic skill in works

professedly undramatic should excel in

writing tragedy with dramatic effect is

not wonderful. Accordingly, we are not

disappointed in his "Samson Agonistes."

Milton's selection for his here was

felicitous. The history of Samson, from

his first appearance as deliverer of Israel

to his death, is an inspired tragedy.

Three thousand years or more have pass

ed since he brought destruction on him

self and his enemies by that last signal

act of his life, and yet the name of the

mighty Hebrew is still employed as a des

ignation of those who possess herculean

strength. In an age when physical prow

ess was the best title to superiority, there

was no man who could stand before him

in all the world. Whole armies even

were vanquished and put to flight before

the power of his terrible might, and

heathen princes trembled at the mention

of his name. Yet Strong as he was phys

ically, the unshorn Nazarite was weak

as a child and easily led astray by his

passions. His character, in fact, com

bined the most opposite qualities, and

his life abounded in startling contradic

tions. He was rash in danger and cautious

in safety. He had the courage of a hero

and the timidity of a coward. He hated

the Philistincs and yet he chose them

mainly for his associates. He was mighty

in prayer, and yet how seldom did his

daily life accord with this religious de

voutness. Plastic as wax in tite hands

of the vain woman, he was cruel and

vengeful to atrocity when the spell of

wild and stormy zeal was upon him. He

seemed to revel in delight amid the

bloodiest carnage, and yet he loved bet

ter to sleep in the bower of beauty and
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drown his senses in sensuous pleasures.

There is so much of good and bad,

strength and weakness, success and fail

ure in the man that we are drawn to him

when we do not like him. When he

brings upon himself merited punishment,

we pity him. We ignore his worst pas

sions and lament his fall, charmed by his

generosity and patriotism, dazzled by his

valor and wondrous feats of arms.

Samson, both in his good and bad qual

ities, is the perfect type of the individual

Semite. Essentially egotistical, he could

recognize no obligation to any but him

self. It was a sacred duty in his eyes to

pursue his revenge, to gratify his

desires, to claim what he believed

to be his right. Daily morality and

religion were with him two widely

different things. He could stain

himself with domestic crimes, sac

rifice his own life and his country's

weal to an adulterous caprice, and

yet, with an entire faith, he felt

himself the especial object of je

hovah's regard, and every act of his

the exponent of the divine will.

Kindness and cruelty, manliness

and meanness, sincerity and men

dacity, firmness and indecision,

selfish sensualism and religious ex

altation were combined with fearful

extremes in this one man. None

of the old Greek heroes or the

Scandinavian demigods can match

with diversity of character and romance

of exploit this picture of Samson as

drawn by the pen of the inspired artist.

And so this strange mortal, with the

good and evil angel ever struggling in

his soul, was swept on in his stormy,

changeful career to the sad day, when,

betrayed by the woman that he loved, he

was consigned—weak, blind, a captive,

and "disglorified"-—to perform degrad

ing labor in the prison-house of his relent

less foes.

The drama opens with a soliloquy by

Samson before the prison in Gaza. It is

a gala-day, and the captive Hebrew, in

the general cessation of labor, is allowed

to wander forth from his place of labor

and imprisonment. Seeking a retired

spot, not remote, he sits down and be

moans his lot. The poet's description

is very picturesque and impressive. Sam

son's prison experience has not proved

l unprofitable. He probably learned more
'

of himself now than he had known in all

y his previous life. The deprivation of his

strength, under the circumstances by

which he had been overcome, clearly in

dicated its miraculous origin, and the

hero for the first time felt that, although
i

he had begun to deliver Israel, the em

ployment of the gifts with which he for

special purposes had been invested, had

SAMSON AT "ma MILL.

rather been the incidental effect of his

own insensate passions than the result of

those stern and steady purposes that be

came one who had so solemnly been set

apart, even before his birth, to the salva

tion of his country. These and kindred

thoughts brought repentance to his soul.

Hear him in his grand soliloquy:

“
Why was my breeding order‘d and prescribed

As of: person separate to God,

Design'd for great exploits; ifl must die

Berray‘d, captive, and both my eyes put out,

Made of my enemies the scorn and gaze;

To grind in brazen fetters under task

With this Heaven-gifted strength?

strength. .

Put to the labor of! beast, debased

Lower than bond-slave! Promise was that I

Should Israel from Philistian yoke deliver:

0 glorious
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Ask for this great deliverer now, and find him

Eyeless in Gaza at the mill with slaves,

Himselfin bonds under Philistian yoke:

Yet stay, let me not rashly call in doubt

Divine prediction; what if all foretold

Had been {ulfill‘d but through mine own default,

\Vhom have I to complain of but myself?

who this high gift of strength committed to me,

In what part lodged, how easily bereft me.

Under the seal of silence could not keep,

But weakly to a woman must reveal it,
'

O‘ercome with importunity and tears.

O impotence of mind, in body strong!

But what is strength without a double share

Of wisdom? vast, unwieldy, burdensome,

Proudly secure, yet liable to fall

By weakest subtleties, not made to rule,

But to siihserve where wisdom bears command!

God, when he gave me strength, to show withal

How slight the gift was, hung it in my hair.

But peace, I must not quarrel with the will

Of highest dispensation, which herein

Haply had ends above my reach to know.“

The captive hero, however, still further

bewails his fate, lamenting most for the

loss of his eyesight. It is Milton, rather

than the complaining Hebrew, who is

speaking now. No one but he who was

blind could speak so pathetically and

truthfully as the blind poet here makes

his tragic hero. Few, l ween, can read

it without ‘the heart ache, seeing in the

lines Milton's lament for his own mis

fortune :

Why am 1 thus bereaved. thy prime decree?

The sun to me is dark

And silent as the moon,

When she deserts the night,

Hid in her vacant interlunar cave.

Since light so necessary is to life

And almost life itself, ifit be true

That light is in the soul,

The all in every part; why was the sight

'l'o such a tender ball as the eye confined,

So obvious and so easy to be quencli'd?

And not, as feeling. through all parts diffused

That she might look at will through every pore?

Then had I not been thus exiled from light,

As in the land of darkness; yet in light,

To live a life halfdead, a living death.

And buried ; but. 0 yet more miserable!

Myself my iiepulchre. a moving grave;

Buried, yet not exempt,

Hy privilege of death and burial,

From worst of other evils, pains, and wrongs;

But made hereby obnoxious more

To all the miseries oflife."

The lament is scarcely over when the

chorus appears in the person of certain

lriends of his tribe who have come to

condolc with him in his captivity. The

changed appearance of the unfortunate

hero amazes them, and leads them to

exclaim:

“
Can this be be,

That heroic, that renown‘d,

Irresistible Samson? whom unarm'd

No strength of man, or fiercest wild beast could with

stand P

Who tore the lion, as the lion tears the kid ;

Ran on embattled armies clad in iron ;

And weaponless himself,

Made arms ridiculous, useless the forgery

Of brazen shield and spear, the hammer‘d cuirass,

Chalybean temper‘d steel. and frock of mail

Adamantean proof?"

Samson receives his friends with hearty

joy, and in the dialogue that follows there

is much pathos, and some portions have

a high declamatory character. Especially

is this true of Samson's utterances, who

becomes eloquent in his denunciation of

the Hebrcw's apathy in leaving him to

cope single-handed with the Philistines.

We quote the concluding portion of this

grand declamation :

“
Had judah that day joined. or one whole trihe,

They had by this possessed the towers ofGath,

And lorded over them whom now they serve.

But what more oft in nations grown corrupt,

And by their vices brought to servitude,

Than to love Londage more than liberty,

Bondage with ease than strenuous liberty ;

And to despise, or envy, or suspect

Whom God hath of His special favor raised

As their deliverer; if he aught begin,

How frequent to desert him. and at last

To heap ingratitude on wortbiest deeds P
"

After some didactic and philosophical

reflections from the chorus—and here we

may observe that Milton, after the fashioi.

of Sophocles, elects the chorus to carry

on the moral progress of the drama.—

Manoah, the gray-haired father of the

hero, enters. He has come also to com

fort, as he can, the sorrows of his son.

and with a design to procure his liberty

by ransom from his uncircumcizcd enc

mies. He, moreover, informs him that

the feast that day celebrated by the Phil

istine lords, accompanied by pomp and

games and sacrifices, is in honor of their

triumph over him, and of Dagon’s as

sumed victory. Samson answers by the

most merciless self-condemnation of his

own follies. A hopeless despair invades
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him; he refuses to have his father seek

his ransom, declaring his hopes all fiat:

“
Nature within me seems

In all her functions weary of herself.

My race of glory run, a race of shame,

And I shall shortly be with them that rest."

While the chorus are engaged in solac—

ing him. the woman Delilah, the cause of

all his woes, visits him, dressed and at

tended haughtily from the great wealth

she had secured by his betrayment. Sam

son recognizes her with rising choler, and
I

a dialogue of great dramatic power ensues
'

between the treacherous beauty and the

vanquished brave. Delilah seeks to ex

Where once I have been caught; 1 know thy trains,

Though dearly to my cost, thy gins, and toils;

Thy fair enchanted cup, and warbling charms,

No more on me have power; their force is null'd;

So much of adder‘: wisdom have l leam'd,

To fence my car against thy sorceris.

Ifin my flower of youth and stren1th, when all men

Loved, honor'd, fear'd me, thou alone couldst hate

me,

Thy husband, slight me, sell me, and forego me ;

How wouldst thou use me now, blind, and thereby

Deceivable, in most things as a child

Helpless, thence easily contemn'd, and scorn‘d,

And last neglected! How wouldst thou insult,

\Vhen I must live nxorious to thy will

In perfect thraldom ; how again betray me,

Bear my words and doings to the lords

To gloss upon, and, censuring. frown or smile!

This jail I count the house ofliherty

To thine, whose doors my feet shall never enler.

SAMSON DBSTROYING THE TEMPLE.

tenuate her guilt, pleads cunningly her

sorrow, and asks the hero’s pardon. Sam

son misdoubts her advances, heaps impre

cations on her, but the wily dame persists,

and under various pretexts seeks excuse

for her ofi'ence. _ The poet shows much

skill and a rare knowledge of the feminine

heart in the sophisms that he puts into ,

Delilah's mouth. Samson, with more

manhood than he had shown in all his

former life, scoffs at her arguments and

resists her entreaties. Hear him :

“
No. no ; of my condition like no care;

It fits not; thou and I long since are twain:

Nor think me so unwary or accursed,

To bring my feet again into the snare

At distance I forgivelhee; go with that ;

Bewail thy falsehood, and the pious works

It hath brought forth to make thee memorable

Among illustrious women, faithful wives!

Cherish thy hasten'd widowhood with the gold

Of matrimonial treason I so farewell.“

Delilah takes refuge from his reproaches

under the cloak of patriotism, and there

is some truth in what she says :

“
Fame, ifnot double-faced, is donble-mouth'd,

And with contrary blast proclaims most deeds;

On both his wings, one black. the other white,

Bears greatest names in his wild airy flight.

My name perhaps among the circumcised

In Dan, in Judah, and the bordering tribes,

To all posterity may stand defnmed,

with malediction mention‘d, and the blot
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Of falsehood most unconjugal trnduced.

But in my country, where I most desire,

In Ecron, Gaza, Asdod, and in Gath,

I shall be named among the famouseot

Of women, sung at solemn festival],

Living and dead recorded, who, to save

Her country from a fierce destroyer, chose

Above the faith of wedlock-bands my tomb

\Vith odors visited and annual flowers;

Not less renown'd than in Mount Ephraim

Jael, who with inhospitable guile

Smote Sisera sleeping, through the temples nail‘d.

Nor shall I count it heinous to enjoy

The public marks of honor and reward,

Confer-r'd upon me for the piety

Which to my country I wnsjudged to have shown."

She leaves him with these words, and

another visitor comes upon the scene,

the great Harapha of Gath, of the race

of the giants. There is little love lost

between the two champions, who hurl

upon each other defiantrthreats and chal

lenges to encounter. The sullen, de

spairing wrath of Samson is in perfect

harmony with his character. He hates

the Philistines still, and soon has oppor

tunity granted him to signalize this spirit;

for hardly has the giant departed when a

public officer arrives to request his pres

ence at the feast to make sport for the

vaunting lords. The hero at first refuses

with absolute denial; but persuaded by

the chorus and by an inward premonition

that it was ordained of God, he consents

at last, and accompanies the herald, who

came the second time with haughty

threatenings to fetch him.

The chorus still remain on the spot, to

which Manoah returns, again hopeful and

joyful at the prospect of speedily procur

ing his son's release. During the dis

course the messenger enters to announce

the catastrophe, which, by a fine stroke

of art, is only by degrees distinctly re

lated. Manoah at first is inconsolable,

but he is comforted at length in the as

surance that the hero had died victorious

over the Philistines. There is more of

triumph than of woe in these words:

“
Samson hath quit himself

Like Samson. and heroically hath finished

A life heroic; on his enemies

Fully revenged, hath left them years of mourning,

And lamenutiou to the sons of Caphtor

Through all Philistiau bounds; to Israel

Honor hath kit, and freedom, let but them

Find courage to lay hold on this occasion ;

To himself and father‘; hoiue eternal fame;

And, which is best and happiest yet, all this

With God not parted from him, as was fear'd,

But favoring and assisting to the end.

"
Near by his father‘s house I will build him

A monument, and plant it round with shade

Of laurel ever green, and branching palm,

\Vith all his trophies hung, and acts enroll'd

In copious legend, or sweet lyric song.

Thitlter shall all the valiant youths resort,

And from his memory inflame their breasts

To matchless valor, and adventures high:

The virgins also shall, on festal days

Visit his tomb with flowers, only bewailing

His lot unfortunate in nuptial choice,

From whence captivity and loss ofeyes."

Then, with the concluding strain of

the chorus lingering on the ear like a

solemn hymn, in which the little that is

mournful only heightens the majestic

sweetness of all that is musical, the

“
Samson Agonistes

"
ends.

In this really wonderful production there

is little to criticise. It is lofty in its concep

tion; in greatness of thought and in sus

tained vigor of execution it bears no little

resemblance to the great works of the

Greek tragedists, to which Milton ac

knowledges his indebtedness for his

models. The tragedy was not intended

for the stage, yet we should do wrong to

Milton in denying him the skill of the

artist while we grant him the faculty of

the poet. If we do away with actors and

stage and audience the "Samson Ago

nistes" will thrill and move us no less

than the "CEdipus
"
of Sophocles or the

"Hamlet" of Shakespeare, through a

more intellectual, if less passionate me

dium. And therein is the difference be

tween Milton and Shakespeare. Both

were artists, for without this there is no

genius; but Milton is artful as a drama

tist to be read, Shakespeare as a dramatist

to be acted. A poem may not be theat

rical and yet be highly dramatic, indeed.

_have
all the effects of the drama in pe

rusal, and still have no effect in represen

tation. Histrionic capacity is not equal

always to the rendering of some of these

untheatrical dramas. In Shakespeare

even, no human skill could correctly

imitate the Ariel of the "Tempest" or

the fairies of the "Midsummer Night's
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Dream." The storm in "Lear" is a himself, loaded with his fetters, blind,

highly dramatic agency when our im- never changing even his position, never

agination is left free to conjure up the absent till in the last act from the scene,

angry elements:

“
Bid the winds blow the earth into the sea

Or swell the curled waters."

But a storm on the stage is but a poor

imitation, never half realizing the effect

which the poet designed and with which

the reader is impressed. No one would

say, however, that any of these were un

dramatic, but only that they are not the

atrical. So it is with Milton's "Samson

Agonistes." Garrick himself could have

made nothing of Harapha. The hypoc

risy and power of Delilah would, it is

would defy the utmost capacity of any act

or. His theatrical representative could

be but a grand reciter.

The poet is a great creator. Nor is the

1creation confined to images wholly, but

true, have partially required and elicited
‘

the talents of the player, but in scarcely

another character could the actor greatly I

assist the genius of the poet. Samson

0

he also creates men, a vast and intermin

able posterity, scattered over the whole

earth. What wonderful works, in our

land and in foreign lands, in our age and

in distant ages, can trace their origin

step by step from influence to influence

to the "blind old man of Scio's rocky

isle"! Of how many poets was Homer

the creator! Such is the vitality of

genius. It is the only spiritual transmi

grator, passing through all shapes, often

losing identity but never life, and ani

mating one soul after another from age

to age. FRED MYRON COLBY.

THE FEEBLE-MINDED AT SCHOOL.

THAT
class of defectives ranged under

the heads of imbeciles, idiots, cretins,

and epileptics, always the unanswerable

interrogatives to psychologists, presents

also historically one of the most difficult

supplements to the study of the progress

of civilization and its consequent moral

elevation.
'

Genealogical chemistry proves the ma

jority of these cases congenital, the direct

result of gross deviation from the laws of

health and of nations. The fact, there

fore, that all nations, irrespective of their

degree of enlightenment, are afflicted

with these unfortunates, opens a train of

thought not at all favorable to the accept

ed theory of physical and moral progress,

that philanthropy and the alleviating

spirit of medical science have developed

in equal ratio with the general progress

of civilization. As will be seen in the

following synopsis, the comparative im

potency of mankind in the individual

governing, guiding, and restraining prin

ciple, and in the dominant elements of

impulse and action, is nowhere more

substantially illustrated than in these uu

fortunate propagations of man's vice and

weakness, and in the strenuous efforts of

philanthropy and medical science to rem

edy and stem its evil.

Cretinism and all forms of idiocy have

abounded in every age and country. in

the Alpine regions whole villages are re

ported with scarcely an able-bodied man.

In Africa, on the northern slope of the

Atlas range; in Asia, around the base of

the Himalayas; in China, Tartary, and

Sumatra; in South America, on the At

lantic slope of the Andes; and through

the valleys of the Alleghany,Green mount

ains, and Hoosac ranges in the United

States, these infirmities are common and

not by any means on the decrease. The

earliest custom of nations was to destroy

them, in common with all disabled mem

bers of the community. As Christianity

and a new idealized form of superstition

softened
“
man’s inhumanity to man," they

began to be considered creatures speci

ally favored of God. We read of the great

Tycho Brahe listening to the mutterings
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of an idiotic companion as toa revelation

from above. In France they were called
"
Innocents," in Switzerland and Germany

"
Chretiens,”' a corruption of

“
Christian."

Civilization was indeed ameliorating their

condition, and in the seventeenth century

we read of the first experiment in training

idiots as educable beings by the monk

Vincent de Paul. But no efforts to trace

the evil to its origin and stop its source

are recorded. Itard and Seguin of Paris,

and Engenbuhl of Berne, are first heard

from as giving the subject of idiocy their

scientific and practical attention in 1800.

Their success ushered in a new era for

these unfortunates. Public and private

institutions for the feeble-minded sprang

up in various parts of Europe, and Amer

ica was one of the earliest to signalize

her philanthropy in the establishment of

a training school at Barre, Mass, in 1848,

by Dr. H. B. Wilbur. Others soon follow

ed, until now there are some sixteen in

successful operation.*

The manner of conducting these insti

tutions, and the method of training the

feeble-minded, as observed by us at

the Pennsylvania Training School, near

Media, which is under the direction of the

experienced specialist, Dr. I. N. Kerlin,

may be of interest to our readers.

Half way up the steep eminence which

the postmaster at Elwyn pointed out as

"the school grounds," we found ourselves

on a gravelled and terraced walk leading

amid flowers and evergreens to the en

trance of the main building. Jubilant
shouts of children announced their pres

ence and ours as they approached us from

all directions, eager to attract our atten

tion. “See my doll!" said a tall, over

grown girl, holding that article with

childish delight, in ridiculous proximity

to our nose. Viewing it at that uncom

fortable angle, we made some pleasant re

mark and hastened up the hill where a

gathering of children which, but for odd,

' It sholuld be mentioned that attempts were made as
early as in 1318to instruct idiot children at the asylum

for the deaf and dumb in Hartford, Conn. Later, in

1838, Dr. Samuel G. Howe made some very successful

experiments with idiots in the Perkins institution for the

blind in Huston. M:Lss.—ED. P.

distorted features and silly gestures, look

ing like a picnic from the city, were enjoy

ing Saturday afternoon. Our appearance

emptied swings and benches in a twink

ling. They viewed us from head to foot,

touched our garments, wrung our hands,

and finally told us to kiss them, with an

imperturbable air of condescension.

Returning to the Institution, we entered

the kitchen, where some of the older in

mates are busy preparing supper, under

the supervision of matrons and instructors.

In the bake-house adjoining everything

is brushed up and quiet. But the rows of

loaves and biscuits in huge glass cases tell

of the busy hands which are now folded

in right manly fashion across the white

aproned chests. In the dining-room, the

tables are covered with white cloths, stone

china, and coarse napkins. The dormi

tories are well aired and lighted, and the

beds of attendants we found invariably

among their charges. Besides the regular

rounds of the night-watch, the apartments

of the officers are so
distributed among

the several dormitories as to leave none

outside of their direct supervision.

In the evening we repaired to the " Key

stone Hall," where the day closed with

calisthenics. The hall is furnished with a

piano, dumb-bells, and other gymnastic

apparatus. The walls are adorned with a

few large pictures, for, according to the

Superintendent, "cheerfulness is the first

step towards a cure." A number of charts

with curious curves, angles, and triangles.

I was informed, were the invention of a

former pupil, who, unable to remember

the exercises, had drawn these lines and

circles to represent the movements and the

order in which they occurred. These

charts have since proved a valuable refer

ence to like defectives. As one class after

another marched and counter-marched,

every motion of the body in accordance

with the music, and anon a quick glance at

the suggestive motions of the teacher, or

at the ever-helpful charts on the wall, the

scene suggested anything than weak im

beciles. One very serious-looking youth

had aclass under such excellent discipline

that we were not a little surprised to hear
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he was also a former pupil. The singing

of a hymn and recitation of the Lord's

prayer in concert, led by the Superintend

ent, closed the exercises. But the children

resumed their seats with faces indicating

great expectations, which were generally

realized in the Superintendent's relating

some story or cheerful incident of the

day, which might animate the slow minds

to thought.
'
Then the little ones who enjoyed their

frolic in the afternoon went to the dorm

itories for the night, while the older ones

dispersed for a few hours‘ enjoyment after

their own fashion.

Leaving the hall, we passed three club

rooms full of game-playing, reading, and

buzzing members. We noticed with plea

sure the absence of those vulgar character

istics of club-rooms—tilted chairs, feet

supporting tables, spittoons, and tobacco

smoke. The sound of music made us

hasten across the lawn to a little house

standing amidst a clump of trees, where

we found a fully-equipped brass band of

boys of all ages intent on their music

sheets. Our entrance started a whispered

consultation, which resulted in the band

playing several pieces so correctly that

we were convinced, if feeble-minded in all

else, they were quite sound in music.

Sunday morning was ushered in quietly.

Sunday-school was held in the music

hall, where we noticed also a number of

glass vases holding specimens of the

children's kindergarten work, with name

and age attached. While the children

contributed heartily to the singing of

hymns, they wriggled impatiently in their

seats during the reading of Scripture.

They followed with difficulty the train of

thought which the teacher's patient illus

tration endeavored to draw them. Some

very queer answers were given to ques

tions.
“
Who was Moses?”

"
Moses!"

shouted some one in the background,

quite triumphantly.

" But what did Moses do?"
" He took his poor relations to the

wilderness."

" Yes, and they growled at him too be

cause they hadn't anything to eat," some

one added, whose chubby cheeks showed

that she was no lover of fasting.

"And what did they do when God sent

them manna to eat?"

"
I guess they said grace like we do."

Among the refractory pupils who took

part in the lesson, only after repeated calls

from the teacher, was one who maintained

a sullen silence. The teacher vainly en

deavored to get a single word from her.

Finally the other children were allowed to

depart, and the retained pupil began to

cry. The teacher bit his lip, looking

more than vexed. Just then the dinner

bell rang. "When you have recited a

verse of this hymn you can go to your

dinner, not before." Somebody wiped

her eyes at once, and the words were

rattled forth with remarkable volubility,

and promises of better behavior were

promptly given.

On Monday morning a long line of

children were stationed in the corridor

awaiting the matron's inspection prepara

tory ‘for school. Pockets were turned in

side out, and, by dint of persuasion, but

tons, strings, nails, and other treasured

collections are allowed to remain in the

matron's keeping until after school. The

tendency of the children to absent

mindedness in handling these odds and

ends is thus prevented, and undivided at

tention to the teacher secured. A short

exercise in the gymnasium, accompanied

with enlivening music, infuses that fresh

life and cheerfulness into the pupils which

is such a helpful factor in the school

room. The carefully graded classes then

repair to their several rooms, where every

thing is conducted in the routine and dis

cipline of ordinary schools. A first look

at the training class, the youngest, is not

very encouraging. Their listless faces

and limp attitudes show no sign of in

terest or will. The boxes of sand, build

ing blocks, scissors, and paper which

were placed before them, are handled

clumsily and timidly, or the articles re

ceive nothing but a vacant, listless look.

Presently the teacher comes around,

builds a simple tower, arranges a circle

of beads, and makes a beginning for all.
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The children laugh, and looking eager

ness, wonder, and perplexity, their fingers

involuntarily start to work from imitation

to comprehension and conception, with a

rapidity that proves this the best method

for developing the intellect. Fatigue is

forestalled with a lunch of gingerbread,

and a turn in the gymnasium, where

balancing cups of water while stepping

over obstructions, rolling balls, and swing

ing poles, give recreation and play to the

muscles. The gymnasium is thus alter

nately the recess-room for the different

classes graduating its exercises from the

simple activity to the diflicult perform

ance of the more advanced.

During the kindergarten and regular

school course, the children's proper sphere

of usefulness is ascertained by observing

their tastes and bent of mind. The most

capable are afterward sent to the bakery,

upholstery, carpenter, and shoe shops, to

learn the trade; others are taught in agri

culture, and the remaining are employed

from one to four hours each day, accord

ing to their strength, in the kitchen,

laundry, sewing-room, stables, and the re

pairing of roads. The vicious are thus

kept out of mischief, while the whole

some effect of change from study and

play to work, is seen in the sprightly ac

tivity and contented faces to be met on all

occasions.

The entire course of training, from the

attendant's first instructions in dressing,

patiently holding up each garment for its

little ones to don, to the finishing exami

nation of graduating intelligence, is so

thorough in detail, and so in harmony

with the mental and physical require

ments, as to leave no hidden force in the

human constitution dormant. Every ele

ment is called into requisition, every

power and inclination is made to serve

the end desired. The body, subject no

longer to an erratic, unconscious will, is

compelled to act systematically; the mind,

equally freed and employed, follows, and

little by little nature's malformed forces

are moulded anew in those most capable

of improvement. It is true that some re

main hopeless idiots, and a great many

never attain mature intelligence. But

while the former have there a permanent

refuge from street abuse, and the latter

are enabled to return to their parents

with sufficient intelligence to make them

selves useful where formerly they were a

hindrance and anxiety, there are those

who enter the institution in anything

but a promising condition, and leave it as

competent workers.

BERTHA A. WINKLER.

GOOD-NIGHT.

ACRoss the marble floor the shadows fall.

Night's curtain dropped by Luna's fairy fingers

Hides softly all the garish light of day,

While in our hears the sweetest memory lingers.

Shut out all turmoil, care, and weary strife,

The soul uplifted from its weight of sorrow,

Sees with pure eye of faith the golden dawn,

Beyond the midnight sky a radiant morrow.

CALLIE L. Boh'xrr.

-.

PERSONALITIES.-—Keep clear of per

sonalities in general conversation. Talk

of things, objects, thoughts. The small

est minds occupy themselves with person

alities. Personalities must sometimes be

talked because we have to learn and find

out men's characteristics for legitimate

objects; but it is to be with confidential

persons. Do not needlessly report ill of

others. There are times when we are

compelled to say, "I do not think Bouncer
a true and honest man." But when there

is no need to express an opinion let poor

Bouncer swagger away. Others will take

his measure, no doubt, and save you the

trouble of analyzing him and instructing

them. And as far as possible dwell on the

good side of human beings. There are

family boards where a constant process

of depreciating, assigning motives, and

cutting up character goes forward. They

are not pleasant places. One who is

healthy does not wish to dine at a dis

secting table. There is evil enough in

man, God knows ! But it is not the mis

sion of every young man and woman

to detail and report it all. Keep the

atmosphere as pure as possible, and Ira‘

grant with gentleness and charity.—]0HN

HALL.
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THE PRESIDENTS OF THE BRITISH AND AMERICAN ASSOCIATIONS OF

SCIENCE.

THE
terms of cordial amity on which

the British Association for the Ad

vancement of Science consorted with the

American Association of like nature,

during their respective meetings at Mon

treal and Philadelphia, will probably lead

to a closer relationship than has existed

heretofore between the scientific men

and women of Great Britain and the

United States. The reciprocity of plat

form courtesies and conference that

vicinage permitted made it evident to

our learned visitors from over sea that

scientific investigation had devotees

among Americans, whose proficiency was

worthy of their respect, and that co

operation would be mutually helpful.

There is, in fact, some prospect of the

formation of an international society. and

it is mooted that the American Society

will be invited to attend the next meeting

of the British Association.

It is appropriate, therefore, we think,

that the Presidents of the two Associa

tions should be presented in one Number

of the PHRENOLOGICAL, that the reader

may obtain some idea of the appearance

and character of men who are adjudged

worthy of so eminent a place in scientific

affairs.

Lord Rayleigh, the President of the

British Association, is a man of buoyant

temperament, excellent health, and flow

ing spirits. He enjoys life, and impresses

those around him with animation and

good-cheer. He evidently is full of vital

energy; believes in pushing forward his

enterprises to completion, and is intoler

ant of unexplained delay in any work

that interests him. He has that ardent

zeal that infuses life into work, and

makes his colleagues as it were magneti

cally alive and efhcient. He is a man of

strong convictions, is self-reliant and

positive, ambitious to lead, and capable

of leading in whatever engages his inter

est. He is a man of observation, matter~

of-fact, and replete with facts—few pos

sess a better memory than Lord Ray

leigh, and have more suggestiveness.

He shows very eminent constructive tal

ent, ability to understand the relations of

force, and to devise and plan machinery.

His intellect is peculiarly apt for statisti

cal investigation ; it is omnivorous, so to

speak, in the apprehension of data and

details. Numbers in their complex in

finitude of relations have no terror for

him—the development of Calculation as

shown in the portrait is striking, and

Order, adjoining it. is also well marked.

LORD RAVLEIGII.

He should be a good speaker with so

much language and memory, and such an

excellent physique at the basis of his

mental activities.

John William Strutt, otherwise Lord

Rayleigh, is but forty-two years of age, yet

has taken a very high position in Eng

lish science, on account especially of his

remarkable ability as a mathematician.

He studied at Cambridge University,

where his record was brilliant. He is a

Fellow of Trinity College, and Professor

of Experimental Physics at Cambridge.

He has written several Memoirs on sci

entific topics, among them an important
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treatise on Sound. At the meetings of

the British Association, of which he is a

Fellow, he is always regarded an import

ant factor, his contributions being among

those that command the most serious

attention.

THE PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSO

CIATION.

The portrait of Professor Lesley does

not show a man of solid health, of robust

physical energy, but chiefly impresses

one with its mental characteristics. The

head is that of a student, one who loves

Pnor. J. P. Lrssuzv.

to investigate the sources of truth, to

look into the reasons of things. The

forehead is a combination of observing

and reflecting elements in nearly equal

proportions, we should say, and hence it

is likely that he is fond of seeing for him

self, and thinking for himself, so that he

reaches conclusions independently, and

has strong convictions of being right

when he has decided. He is very much

in earnest when he undertakes anything,

and understands what personal responsi

bility and duty mean. \Ve judge him to

be a cautious, prudent man, guarded in

language and conduct, circumspect and

provident about matters of any import

ance. He is specific and definite in the

tendencies of his intellectual employ~

ment; not fond of a broad, diffused field

of observation, but would focalize his at

tention upon one object at a time, and

make his analysis thorough and exhaust

ive. Professor Lesley is an example of

the influence of organization in directing

the course of one's intellectual activity.

Like a large proportion of young men,

he was led by sentiment to prepare him

self for a sphere that in mature life he

found expedient to leave, his faculties

and temperament especially adapting him

to scientific studies. He was born in

Philadelphia, on the 19th of September,

1819. His father was the son of a Scotch

man, and a skilled mechanic deeply in

terested in the mental development of

his children, and in the habit of drilling

them in the use of language. As a boy.

he studied mathematics and geography,

and later was sent to the University of

Pennsylvania, where he was graduated

in 1838. Out of school-hours he devoted

time to the study of French and German.

music and painting, and afterward mani~

fested much fondness for the classics and

Oriental languages. On leaving college

he was engaged in the Geological Sur

vey of the State of Pennsylvania, under

Professor H. D. Rogers, and continued

at this work about two years, when think

ing that he had a “call
"
to preach the

Gospel, he entered the Princeton Theo

logical Seminary, and having completed

the course received his license from the

Philadelphia Presbytery. A year of

travel in Europe followed, during which

he tramped through parts of France,

Savoy, Switzerland, and Germany, and

attended the lectures of distinguished

doctors of philosophy and theology at

the University of Halle. Returning home

he devoted himself to ministerial services

among the Germans of his State, and in

1847 became the pastor of a church in

Milton, Massachusetts. But he was not

settled in mind or opinion; his early

geological experiences and the life

abroad finally brought him to the con

clusion that the pulpit was not his sphere.

and he left it to devote himselfto sci~
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ence—Geology in particular, making

Philadelphia his home.

In 1863 he was engaged to go to Eu

rope in the interest of the Pennsylvania

Railway, to examine the new Bessemer

process for making steel; again in the

fall of 1866 he went abroad for his health,

and after travelling through Italy, acted.

as United States Commissioner at the

opening of the Paris Exposition of 1867.

It was several years before he could re

turn to his regular work; and it has been

his habit since to seek relaxation from

business, when too long continued, by

short trips to Europe.

In 1872 Mr. Lesley was appointed Pro

fessor of Geology and Dean of the Fac

ulty to the newly established scientific

department of the University of Penn

sylvania, and in 1874 he was made chief

geologist of Pennsylvania under a new

act providing for a complete geological

re-survey of that State. His work as a

geologist has been more especially devo

ted to the coal formations of North

America, and he is regarded as a chief

authority in that department.

During the last ten years his official

duties as director of the State survey.

involving the publication of about seventy

volumes of reports, have prevented in a

great measure his personal work as a

geologist, but a large number of his geo

logical papers, as above referred to, to

gether with various essays on philological

and antiquarian subjects, will be found

in the "Proceedings of the American

Philosophical Society."

Professor Lesley was for several years

Secretary to the American Iron Associa

tion, and he has also for many years been

Secretary and Librarian of the American

Philosophical Society. Although a hard

worker in science, he is a man of varied

intellectual accomplishments, of a philo

sophical bent of mind, and interested in

many of those higher questions which

are agitating the mind of the age. In

1865 he gave a series of lectures before

the Lowell Institute in Boston, which

was afterward published (1868) under the

title of “Man's Origin and Destiny as

seen from the Platform of the Sciences."

A new edition of this work was issued.

with additional chapters, in 1881.

The book abounds in evidence of the

author's independence and originality,

and is thus characterized by the writer

himself: "The author never contem

plated anything beyond a general sketch

of the present bearings of science upon

the vexed question of the origin and

early history of man. But the question

has many subdivisions. He intended the

several lectures to be separate sketches

of those subdivisions of the field of discus

sion—mere introductions to their prop

er study. His views are stated, there

fore, in round terms. Nothing is closely

reasoned out. Much is left to the logical

instinct, and more to the literary educa

tion of the reader. Reference is every

where made to sources of information

within easy reach of all. Even the style

of an essay has been avoided. The book

is merely a series of familiar conversa

tions upon the current topics of interest

l in the scientific world."

—>H__*. . a

A PROFESSION OR A TRADE.

WRITER in the Free Press of De

troit says certain things in an article

with the above title that are pertinent to

the times, and worthy the calm reflec

tion of our boys, and girls too, for that

matter, if they will stop their wild think

ing about base-ball, boating, lawn-tennis

or croquet, for awhile. We quote as fol

lows:

’ " But, as I told you at the outset, if you

have arrived at the age of fifteen or six~

teen, it is time you looked matters square

in the face and had some idea of your

future. If you were to answer at once,
‘

you would say that you would take a pro

. fession in preference to a trade. A pro

fession means several years of hard study,

l quite a large cash outlay, and then trials
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and rebufl's, to get a start in business. It

is one thing to graduate as a lawyer or a

doctor, and quite another to pick up cli

ents and patients. If you have fully de

cided on a profession, be careful of your

first move. If you have a large head,

your grandmother has doubtless many

times exclaimed: ‘What a great lawyer

this boy would make.’ Don't try to

make one on the size of your head.

We've got any number of that class in

the country now, and they can't pay their

grocers’ bills. If you can pull a sliver

out of your finger without winking, it

may be a sign that you would make a

great surgeon. It may also be a sign

that you are born to be a butcher.

"
How will you know what to pursue?

Your own feelings are the safest guide.

If left to your parents and to circum

stances, you may be forced into a trade

or profession which you can never make

a success. When you come to realize

that you must make your own way in life,

your particular forte will be apt to reveal

itself. One of the best lawyers in De

troit was intended for the ministry: an

other served three years as a journalist,

but all the time feeling that he was out

of his element; another was forced by

his father to learn the trade of harness

maker. I know a machinist who at first

studied medicine; of a watchmaker who

tried to become a lawyer; of a carpenter

who threw away three years of his life

trying to become a dentist.

“
After you have selected your profes

sion or trade, what then? Strive to mas

ter it in all its details and to excel. If

you become a carpenter, don't be satisfied

when you can saw and plane and match.

Don't be satisfied with $2 per day. Make

yourself worth $3. Master details and

push yourself from carpenter to builder.

Don't imagine that a man in search of a

lawyer walks down the street and stops

at the first sign hanging out. It is the

lawyer who has climbed above his fel

lows that he seeks out. If our friends

are ill we want the best doctor. We want

the man who has made himself the best

by study and energy. The blacksmith

who is content to mend old wagons will

never iron a new one. The machinist

who stands at the lathe to do about so

much work in ten hours need not hope

to be better off. It is the men who put

their heart into what they do who suc

ceed."

It must be added that organization

.must be looked into, if we would know

the causes of likes, preferences, and ap

peteneies in a youth of sixteen. If the

boy have the right constitution mentally

for a lawyer, or teacher, or minister, or

physician, he should strive to become

such, and the community will be profited

by his being in his place. Energy and

perseverance may make a man what the

world calls successful in almost any vo

cation, z
'.

e., give him money and social

place, but they will not supply the wants

of faculty or natural constitution, and

make him actually skillful and competent

in doing that for which Nature never de

signed him.

Cnmrmzss or VEGETARlANIShL—An

illustrative supper was given by a Vege

tarian Society in Manchester, England,

recently, which was attended by 135 per

sons. The food was served in two courses

—soup and pudding. The soup was

made of split pease, carrots, tumips, pars

nips, corn flour, salt and pepper, but the

composition of the pudding was not

stated. The cost of the meal was one

penny, or two cents, a head. An inquiry

among the people who partook of it.

elicited various opinions. Some liked

the soup, while others preferred the pud

ding, but the children liked both. as

shown in their requests for more, which

were complied with freely. One of the

speakers at the meeting which followed.

stated that the supper had been provided

in order to demonstrate to the poor what

could be done for a small sum. Mr.

Axon, who has been a vegetarian for fif~

teen years, commended a non-flesh diet

on grounds of health, economy, and hu

manity. It was stated that at the Health

Exhibition the Vegetarian Society would

provide 6d. (12 cts.) dinners, and that in

Manchester there were four flourishing

vegetarian dining-rooms.
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LOVE’S COMPENSATION.

SHE folded up the worn and mended frock,

And smoothed it tenderly upon her knee ;

Then through the soft web of a wee red sock

She wove the bright wool, musing thoughtfully :

“ Can this be all? The great world is so fair,

I hunger for its green and pleasant ways;

A cripple prisoned in her restless chair

Lools from her window with a wistful gaze.

“ The fruits I can not reach are red and sweet,

The paths forbidden are both green and wide ;

O God i there is no boon to helpless feet

So altogether sweet as paths denied.

Home is most fair ; bright are my household fires,

And children are a gift without alloy;

But who would bound the field of their desires

By the prim hedges of mere fireside joy P

" I can but weave a faint thread to and fro,

Making a frail woof in a baby's sock;

Into the world’s sweet tumult I would go,

At its strong gates my trembling band would

knock."

Just then the children came, the father, too,

Their eager faces lit the twilight gloom.

"
Dear heart," he whispered, as he nearer drew,

“ How sweet it is within this little room !

"God puts my strongest comfort here to draw

When thirst is great and common wells are dry.

Your pure dsire is my unerring law;

Tell me, dear one, who is so safe as I 2

Home is the pasture where my soul may feed,

This room a paradise has grown to be ;

And only where these patient feet shall lead

Can it be home for thae dear ones and me."

He touched with reverent hand the helpless feet,

The children crowded close and kissed her hair,

“ Our mother is so good, and kind, and sweet,

There's not another like her anywhere I
"

The baby in her low bed opened wide
'

The soft blue flowers of her timid eyes,

And viewed the group about the cradle side

With smiles of glad and innocent surprise.

The mother drew the baby to her knee

And smiling, said :
" The stars shine soft to

night ;

My world is fair ; its edges sweet to me,

0

And whatsoever is
,

dear Lord, is right I

"

REAPING THE WHIRLWIND.

CHAPTER I.

HORACE
ROWLAND was a very

fascinating, cultured man of the

world ; of fine presence, and accustomed

to winning hearts with scarcely an effort.

At college he had been notorious for his

love affairs, although his devotion to the

fair sex had not prevented him from

going out with the highest honors. His

prospects at that time had been brilliant,

and had he been able to follow the pro

fession of law, for which he was by na

ture so well suited, he might have won

not only wealth, but an honored name.

Unfortunately, his college education had

exhausted the small savings of his father,

and he was, therefore, without the means

necessary to support while engaged in

further study. The importunate ques

tion of daily bread drove him, as it has

many another, into the only profession

for which he was fitted—that of teach

ing.

At first he had intended to make this

field of labor only a stepping-stone to

his own advancement, but it had been

easier to drift with the tide than to make

a brave stand against it. His work was

light, he was popular, and so he content

edly retained his position, meaning from

year to year to break away, but lacking

either the necessary ambition, or the pus/1

which is so important a factor in the

American struggle for success.

Thus his 34th year found him no bet

ter off than when he was first graduated.

He had made and enjoyed a good liv

ing, as the increasing corpulency of his

once slender form indicated; that was

all. The world was no better for his

having lived in it. Instead, it was rather

the worse, for many an innocent-hearted

girl had learned to distrust mankind

through Horace Rowland's fickleness. In

lfact, his earthly nature had held the

spiritual down, and intellectual powers

of high order smouldered instead of
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burning brightly, for want of the grit

and backbone, and especially the moral

principle that forms a man's character,

and insures his success in life.

Rowland was not without regret that

this was so, for at times he awakened to

a realization of what he was, and of what

he could and should have been; but, for

getting the illustrious examples aflorded

by history, he made the mistake of look

ing upon himself as too old now to

amount to much; too old, in fact, to

enter upon a profession, since years of

preparation would be required. How

ever, after careful consideration, casting

aside the advice of a cautious father who

feared to have him throw away asurety

for an uncertainty, he resigned his prin

cipalship, of which he was heartily tired,

and went to New York to seek employ

ment that should offer a chance for ad

vancement.

Fortune favored him. His pleasing

address, with letters of introduction,

procured an immediate opportunity to

test his ability in a well-established

house. Possessing .really considerable

aptitude for business, when once his ener

gies were aroused, he gave such satisfac

tion that at the close of a trial month a

fine offer was made him, which he was

not slow to accept.

It was not a great while after this that

he first met Margaret Silverdale. Beau

tiful, highly-accomplished, bright and

winsome, without being in the least a

flirt, she was besieged by admirers. Pos

sibly her father's reputed wealth may

have helped to increase the number of

her devotees. Be that as it may, it had

but little weight with Horace Rowland.

Not that he was insensible to gilded

charms, as ageneral thing, but had Miss

Silverdale been as poor as she was lovely,

she would have won his admiration.

Always susceptible where women were

concerned, there was about this young

girl a reserve and modest dignity, so dif

ferent from the majority of those whom

he had hitherto courted, that he was im

mediately and sincerely attracted, and

soon determined to spare no pains to win

her heart.

To know Miss Silverdale was esteemed

a privilege; to be on friendly terms with

her an inestimable boon. Yet Horace

contrived to appear to such advantage

that ere long he had emerged from the

state of ordinary calling acquaintance

into that of friendship, spending an even

ing each week with Margaret, besides

meeting her socially elsewhere.

To say that Margaret was attracted by

him hardly explains her growing state of

mind. When in his presence she was

conscious of a strange magnetism.

against which her spirit rebelled, and

which caused her to experience an unac

countable relief when he had gone, and

when, in fervent, passionate accents Hor

ace Rowland poured out his love for her,

his rich voice eager with emotion, the

proud girl was moved in spite of herself,

and compelled to yield credence to his

words, against her judgment.
“
Margaret," he said, sadly, “I see that

you doubt me. You will not believe that

I love you, as I have never loved any

woman. Dear, you must, you shall have

faith in me. On my honor "—
“ No protestations, please," inter

rupted the clear, flute-like voice. “
They

would not advance your cause. Mr.

Rowland. I confess I do mistrust the

value of a sentiment which, according

to previous statements, you have often

experienced. How could I be more sure

of retaining your esteem ? You would de

ceive me, as you doubtless have others."

"Never would I deceive you. Only

trust me!" pleaded the magnetic voice.

"The man who would win Margaret

Silverdale's love," continued she with

spirit, unheeding the interruption, "must

bring her a pure, steady affection, whose

continuance shall be as certain as the

dawn of a new day. To lose confidence

in one for whom I cared," her voice

trembling, "would be far worse than

death.”

Her evident feeling on the subject

awakened Rowland's better self. "Ah,

Margaret," he murmured, "would to

Heaven I muld offer you the first love or’

my life. At least it is a real love, and

not mere sentiment, as has so often been
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the case. Beautiful women haye ever

inspired me with transitory interest—but

you, Margaret, you have aroused a pas

sion that will never die. It is not you

alone, but your noble, exalted character,

that I revere. To what heights might I

not attain were your sweet influence

mine! I am unworthy of you, I know,

but, oh! darling, be my saving angel!

Give yourself to me, and I will reward

you with such a wealth of devotion as

never maiden had before."

Margaret was much affected by his

eloquence and evident sincerity. All

unknown to her, her heart, that had

never known the passion of love, had

long been responsive to Rowland's power,

and had but awaited the spark which

should kindle it into an unquenchable

flame. Her emotion was not unnoticed.

Well-versed in the moods of the oppo

site sex, he saw that the victory for which

he had striven was at hand, and a raptur

ous thrill ran through his veins.

He bent his handsome face so close to

hers that his warm breath fanned her

cheek like a kiss. He took the little,

nerveless hands in both his own, and gen

tly, with infinite tenderness, drew the

unresisting girl nearer, nearer, until her

head lay pillowed on his breast. Yet

even then he hesitated ere profaning

those pure lips with his touch. It was

but an instant. I

Margaret half shrank from his hot ca

resses; her breath came in deep-drawn

pants; her mild eyes had a frightened,

yet loving expression. Native delicacy

protested, while dawning passion yielded

to the ardor of her lover, whose wooing

would not be gainsaid.

"
Madge, my little girl !

"
how unutter

ably sweet his mellow tones. "Promise

to be my wife. Swear that no power on

earth shall ever separate us!” straining

her closer to his throbbing heart.

With trembling lips and faint voice,

the promise that was to bind Margaret

Silverdale like fetters of iron was given, 1

and ratified by a kiss—a kiss voluntarily

imprinted by that innocent mouth upon 5

the white forehead of the man who might

become the arbiter of her life's weal or

woe.

CHAPTER II.

To every thoughtful maiden, even in

the flush of a first love, when the heart

swiftly unfolds as the dainty petals of a

rosebud open to the warmth of the June

sunshine, there comes a time of hesita

tion and of doubt. Endowed as her lover

is by the glamour of passion, with all high

and endearing qualities, yet involuntarily

she questions of herself, Will the future

be as full of serene content as the peace

ful girlhood whose threshold has just

been crossed P

fect, too blessed to last, though not for

worlds would she forego its sweetness—

no! though untold torture were its

penalty. “For every ounce of pleasure,

a pound of pain." Cruel, unfailing, un

alterable law.

To Margaret Silverdale came some such

reflections. Was Horace Rowland cal

culated to insure her happiness? Ought

she not even now to give him up; to

cast out this consuming ecstasy which

burns in her veins, and made of existence

a lotos dream? But her will was power

less. The spell of Rowland's magnetism

held her fast. She reproached herself

for her momentary hesitation. Better a

year of life with In‘: love than ages with

out him.

Always a favored child, Mr. Silverdale

had been unable to refuse his pet, when,

with arms twined around the stern old

man's neck, she had entreated his con

sent. A shrewd reader of character,

however, the father had given it under

protest; approve he could not. But Mrs.

Silverdale had been easily won, for upon

the woman, the peculiar charm of Row

land's temperament was not without its

effect. True, he laid himself out to

please, for what would he not have done

for the sake of his adored Margaret?

In her presence he felt himself a nobler

man, capable of greater things, and in

this lay her peculiar charm. To render

himself more worthy of that pure nature

The present is too per-_
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was his constant endeavor. Since the

days of boyhood, he had not led so up

right a life as now. Let the past alone.

\Vhat need to resurrect its skeletons?

Though at times their ghosts rose to

trouble him,—to threaten certain punish

ment. Away with useless remorse! The

present was his. Since he had known

Margaret Silverdale, his record had been

clean, and he could meet her clear eyes

unshrinkingly.

So the peaceful days and weeks glided

by, freighted with delicious hours, to live

over which in memory was even sweeter

than their reality. Priceless, precious

hours to both; for Margaret had long

since ceased to wonder or to doubt.

‘With such women, love is not a by-play,

'tis their whole existence. Margaret's

very life seemed bound up in that of her

lover, her identity almost lost in his.

But such exquisite happiness is seldom

of long continuance. If it were, this

earth would be too near an Eden. At

the breakfast-table one dull winter morn

ing the carrier's familiar ring gave no

warning of its unfortunate mission. The

greatest blows often fall with the rapidity

and unexpectedness of the lightning

bolt.

Mr. Silverdale carelessly opened the

letter that was handed him, glanced at

its contents, then read it again more

thoroughly, while his brows contracted

in an ominous frown, and his .face grew

hard and set. "Scoundrel!" escaped his

shut teeth. Swallowing his cofiee at a

gulp, he hastily arose from the table.

"Come to me when you have finished,

Margaret," he said, as he left the room.

Pale and startled, Margaret looked ap

pealingly at her mother, whose own face

was full of apprehension.

"Yes, dear," said Mrs. Silverdale, an

swering the mute request, and, rising to

gether they sought the library, where it

was Mr. Silverdale’s custom to enjoy a

morning hour while perusing the daily

papers. But they did not find him thus

engaged. With heavy tread he paced the

little room, his countenance so expressive

of indignation and contemptuous loath

ing, that those who beheld never forgot

the unwanted sight.

"Read that!" he said, grimly, point

ing ‘to the open letter that lay upon the

table.

Instinctively Margaret felt that Row

land was concerned, and turned sick at

heart, with diFficulty preserving a sem~

blance of composure. The words swam

before her eyes, her brain reeled, she

grew white as death, but no sound es

caped her. There was in this young girl

the stuff of which martyrs are made.

The letter, although anonymous, car

ried conviction, as with a terrible sinking

of the heart, poor Margaret realized. It

was a complete expat! of Horace Row

land's past, that past which he had hid

den from Margaret and her family, and

which he would fain have buried in ob

livion. Though the plain words of the

writer gave the worst possible coloring

to everything, yet the grains of truth

were large enough to convict any man,

as Mrs. Silverdale at once felt. But

however dishonorable had been Row

land's dealings with women, hitherto, she

did him the justice to acknowledge that

toward her child his conduct had ever

been unexceptionable. Moreover, she

liked the young man too well not to dare

her husband's displeasure by venturing

to assert as much.

“
Were he a saint, that would not wash

out his previous transgressions," harshly

replied the old gentleman, to whom

morality was godliness. "As he has

sowed, he must reap. Never let me hear

his name again. My poor child," his

voice softening, "this is hard on you,

but," proudly, "my daughter will be

equal to the emergency, terrible as it is."

All the beautiful bloom had faded from

the sweet face. Its rigidity was painful

to witness. The shock had been so sud

den, so eomplete, that it had stunned the

miserable girl.

“Poor little Madgiel—poor lamb!"

murmured her father, stroking the shin

ing hair. But his words brought no com

fort. The aching eyes were dry, the pallid

lips dumb.
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“
To think that a child of mine should

have had such an escape!" grinding his

teeth in rage.

Mrs. Silverdale was softly crying.

“Such a perfect gentleman!" she mur

mured. "Who would have thought it

possible?
"

" A whited sepulchre," was the grim re

sponsc. "Thank Heaven, Margaret is

not already his wife! Understand,"

added her father, “with my consent, you

never see that man again."

Trained from earliest childhood in hab

its of respectful obedience, Margaret

never dreamed of defying her father's

authority, though her heart broke.

"I may write, father." she pleaded

faintly, "just to tell him that I forgive?"

Her tones were strained and unnatural

and moved the stern old man's pity.

"
You are not equal to the task, Madge

-lct me write for you."
She shook her head sadly.

"Very well. ‘Set about it, then; for he

never steps foot in this house again."

“ Are you not a little unjust, Calvin?"

remonstrated his wife. "Ought you not

at least to give him the chance to say a

word in his own defence ?—the veriest

criminal has that privilege." .

"There can be no answer to such

charges as these," answered Mr. Silver

dale, tapping the letter emphatically.

"Either they are wholesale fabrications,

or Horace Rowland is not fit to associate

with decent women. But [will do him

the justice to make inquiries of the par

ties named herein. If they can establish

1is innocence. then I will gladly retract.

Madge shall be free to wed him if she

chooses."

"Thank you, husband. I felt sure that

your wrath would be tempered with mer

cy—did not you, Margaret?
"

But there was no reply. Immediately

upon receiving permission to write, she

had stolen away to her own room, to

which not even that dear mother was

admitted for many hours.

Alone the unhappy girl fought the bat

tle, striving vainly to conqper the love

which for months had been the pivot

around which her life had revolved, and

to yield submissively to her father's will.

Rather would she have seen her idol dead

at her feet, than have lost him through

his own unworthiness. Yet she could

not crush out her love for him. \Vhat

ever his past, she cared not; the present

only concerned her. \Von against the

promptings of her better self, her surren

der had been complete. She had poured

out the rich treasure of her affection with

unstinting hand. Horace had been the

very model of all that was honorable and

deserving of esteem. Indeed, he had ap

peared to his best advantage when with

Margaret, for she called forth all his good

qualities of heart and mind, while the

lower ones were kept in subjection. Her

influence had been elevating, and had

made him appear the man he was by na

ture intended to be. Every fibre of her be

ing twined around him.

love was like cutting the root from a

young rose-bush, and then bidding it live

on and blossom just the same.

CHAPTER III.

“
A great, silent, moving misery puts a new stamp on

us in an hour or : momenl,—as sharp an impression as

if it had taken halfa lifetime to engrave it."

"MY little white dove," thought Hor

ace Rowland, as humming a love strain

he sprangblithely up the steps of his

boarding-house, in his hand a letter ad

dressed in Margaret's delicate chirogra

phy, which he had found lying on the

hall table. It was seldom she wrote him

—they saw each other so often—but no

suspicion of its terrible contents disturbed

him, as with a reverent gesture he raised

the precious missive to his lips, then

glanced around as if half ashamed of his

self-betrayal, though he knew himself

unobserved. He was alone in his own

comfortably furnished room, and only

mute witnesses met his eye.

Margaret's photograph, handsomely

framed, smiled at him from the mantel,

and he paused a moment to gaze tenderly

into the serene eyes.
“
My little saint l

"

he murmured, half aloud.

To tear up her _
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‘

side of eternity, I shall not cease to love

Throwing himself into an easy-chair,

where his eyes could continually revert

to the pictured face, he opened the fatal

letter. It was not long—two little pages.

He read it to the very end.

"My God!" he groaned, as the paper

fell from his fingers, and he buried his

face in his hands. “Margaret, oh, Mar

garet, do not forsake me so! You do not

know how hard I have been trying for

your dear sake."

Once more he took up the letter:

“ Oh, Horace, I never loved you more

than now, when I am writing to you for

the last time. Some one has sent my fa

ther an anonymous epistle,_revealing all,

and, though he has laid no positive com

mands upon me. I know what he expects.

Do not make any effort to see me, please,

for it would be useless. But, Horace,

though we may never meet again this

you and to remember you in my prayers.

While life lasts, I will be true to you.

My heart is wedded to thine in bonds

that can not be broken. Whatever you

lmw been, now, at least, you are a noble,

upright man, deserving of any girl's re

gard.

“
I do not regret, therefore, having given

my heart to you. Oh, my darling! will

you not try—if you really care for me, as
1

you have so many, many times assured

me—will you not try, for my sake, to

ron/z'nuc to lead a blameless life? Per

haps. if you do, in time my father may

relent and give his blessing to our union.

Horace, my only love, will you not do

this? I have the most perfect faith in

you. I will wait years, if need be. I will

call no other man husband. The promise

I made you on our betrothal night shall

be held sacred. Dearest, I pray for you,

and love you with my whole heart, even

while writing the saddest of all words—

farewell.

"Thine only and forever,

" Manse."

The silence in the room grew oppres

sive. At length, Rowland sprang up,

pushing his chair back with an oath.

“The devil take me," he muttered sav

agely, "for all I care. I have struggled

for almost a year to be worthy of her,

and now in an instant my hopes are irre

trievably dashed to the ground."

His whole countenance was transform

ed. Impotent rage and mad despair gave

him the aspect of a demon, or a tiger

brought to bay. He looked capable Of

any desperate deed. Of a sudden his eye

fell on the sweet, pictured face, and he

burst into convulsive sobs.

"That I should lose you now, Madge!

My little Madge l"

The remembrance of important busi

ness recalled his wandering senses, and

making a hasty toilet, he rushed out of

the house.

Happily, his mood had temporarily

softened. The letter lay close to his

heart, together with a small picture of

Margaret, which he always carried. But

the result of the blow he had received.

who could foretell? There were strong

elements both for good and evil warring

in this strange nature. ‘\Vhich should

gain the victory?

CHAPTER IV.

SIX years have passed over Margaret

Silverdale, and as she sits in the gloam

ing, she seems at first barely as many days

older than when she parted from her

lover. But the agony of that parting had

made a great change in the hitherto

blithe, careless, joyous girl.

Something of the anguish which was

her portion may be read in the firmer

lines of the exquisite mouth, the chaten

ed, yearning expression of the great.

pathetic eyes, and a few silvery hairs

already show amid the abundant tresses

which crown her shapely head. The dis

cipline of sorrow has but perfected the

sterling character, and rendered her yet

more lovable and more noble.

In all these years she has never heard

from Horace Rowland. Has she forgotten

him P

Her slender fingers unclasp, and with

those of one hand she absently smoothes
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the mourning-dress she wears. "Poor

father!" A mist blurs the snow-clad

scene, and her tears fall silently.
“
Daughter, seeing that your happiness

depends upon it, I withdraw my opposi

tion. If, after I am gone, you find that

Horace Rowland has led an upright life

since you last met—or even if you still

feel assured of his power to do so, under

the incentive of your love, I say, with all

my heart, Bless you, dearest Margaret,

beloved child!"

It is of these, almost her father's last

words, that Margaret is thinking now, as

every day since they were first uttered.

She has been a dutiful, affectionate daugh

ter, tenderly ministering during weary

months of failing health to the stern but

fond parent, who first separated her from

the only man who ever had power to stir

her pulses, or inspire her with the faintest

spark of responsive emotion.

Her love had been too recklessly lavish

ed to admit of its recall. At twenty

eight she loves Rowland still, as madly, as

unchangingly as when she first acknowl

edged him lord of her heart.

The faults of his youth are condoned;

she imagines him upright, honorable, a

man of whose regard any woman might

be justly proud. So, as she sits alone,

memory reverts to that blessed time when

she and Horace dreamed and planned of

a fair future together. She can almost

feel the warm clasp of his hand, the soft

touch of his lips, can almost see the

familiar figure seated beside her, as in the

olden days, and a cry of unutterable long

ing breaks forth from her starving heart,

" Oh, my love! My own dear love ! Come

to me! Come!"

The deepening twilight shadows enfold

the graceful figure pityingly. A footstep

is heard along the hall, and Margaret

starts up, blushing like a girl, as if it

might be the embodied ghost of her

thoughts.
“
Alone in the dark, Madge?" says a

tenderly chiding voice. “It is not good
for you to mope so. You must go out

into the fresh air more."

"To-morrow, mamma dear," is the

quiet answer.

“By the veriest chance," says Mrs.

Silverdale, sinking into a luxurious chair

before the glowing fire, and extending her

delicate fingers to its welcome blaze, “I
heard to-day of Horace Rowland."

Margaret is standing, so that her face

can not be seen, but the anxious mother

feels the littlelhand resting upon her

shoulder tremble everso slightly.
"
He is in town at present," she con

tinues.

"
Yes?

”
says Margaret, softly. For her

life she could not have uttered another

word.

“ If you desire it, Madge, I will drop

him a line, inviting him, for the sake of

past friendship, to call upon us, at the

same time casually mentioning your

father's death."

For all answer, Margaret stoops, and

bestows upon her mother a swift kiss, then

glides from the room. The touch of her

burning cheek has betrayed her. Mrs.

Silverdale sighs.
“
Six years!" she mur

murs. “A great while in a man's busy

life. ldread the meeting. Well, better

certainty than suspense. Let me set

about my task at once."

Horace Rowland has not changed for

the better since we last saw him. The

heavy, sensual lines of the face have

deepened, and a cynical expression is

quick to gleam in the cold, skeptical

eyes. His form is stouter, and the brisk

motions which at thirty-four made him

appear considerably younger, have given

place to a comfortable, middle-aged ease

of manner, which is seldom disturbed.

Selfishly, indolently good-natured, be

cause it is too much trouble to be other

wise, he glides through life skimming its

sweets, rarely caring to look below the

surface, content with himself and the

world.

He holds in his hand a note, which he

has just finished reading, and for the

moment something like regret shines in

his face, as from his breast-pocket he

draws forth a worn photograph, and gazes

at it long and earnestly.
-

"She was the sweetest girl I ever
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knew!
"
he murmurs.

"
My cursed fate

separated us! Reparation has come, I

fear, too late."

With a sigh he carefully replaces the

picture. "But I will go. I should like

just to see my little Madge once more,"

an unwonted tenderness in his eyes. Soon

he is on his way to the address given by

Mrs. Silverdale.

Margaret is alone when he enters. The

sweeping folds of her soft black robe add

to the slenderness of the tall figure, and

bring out in strong relief the milk-white

throat and rounded,dimpled chin. The

abundant, beautiful, glistening hair, mass

ed low on her neck, is her only adom

ment.

Rising, she extends a slim, cool hand

in greeting. Her pulses are beating mad

ly; she is longing to throw her arms

around him,and give vent to the repress

ed, intense emotion of her aching heart.

But her father's dying words, echoing in

her ears, restrain her.
"
Is Horace true

gold? How has he stood the crucial

test?" Eagerly, yet timidly, she raises

her glorious eyes to meet those once so

dear.

Rowland has manhood enough left to

color beneath that searching scrutiny.

"Madge!" he says. 'Tis the old, mag

netic, well-remembered voice, but its

pleading tones move her not.
“
Madge!"

opening his arms as though he fain would

draw her within their embrace.

But Margaret shrinks from him. The

glamour of youth has fled. The keen in

sight of the woman has discerned what

was hidden from the girl. Base alloy!

is written ineffaceably in the lines of

Rowland‘s still handsome face. The man

stands self-revealed at last in his true

personality, unworthy even to touch her

hand. v

He feels it as keenly as she. Excuses

rise to the ready lips.
" If only you had

loved me better all those years ago," he

says. reproachfully.

"Hush !" she answers with calm re

proof. "The spirit there is in us worketh

out its own salvation. My influence

would not have been powerful enough to

save you from yourself. Had your noble

aspirations been more than idle dream

ings you would not now be left liment

ing."

The truth of her words strikes home.

“ Oh, Madge !" he says,
“
you never loved

me. You can not imagine what yourloss

was to me."

"Can I not?" mournfully.

I, too, have lost an ideal."

"Madge!" he cries, startled into an

agony of remorse.
“ Oh, my angel,"

kneeling at, her feet, "take me back to

your heart again, and your love shall yet

make of me what you will. I will devote

my life to the realization of your hopes."

A sad smile hovered for an instant

about the mobile mouth. "Dared she

try the experiment?" Her heart beat

wildly at the bare idea. Then she grew

calmer. Reason refused to hearken to the

promptings of a love not yet ashes.
“ Rise, Mr. Rowland," she says, with

quiet firmness.
" Do not deceive your

self. Do we not both see that it is too

late?"

He groaned bitterly. Life might yet

have offered him so much. Beautiful,

but cold as a statue, Margaret looked down

upon him, her fair eyes dim with repress

ed grief ; the shadow of a dead hope upon

her still, white face. ,

In his secret heart the man knew she

spoke the truth. The habits of years.

chains of his own riveting, held him fast.

He lacked the moral courage to break

loose. It was now too late.

" At least

ADA E. H.

A HAPPY HOME—“Six things," says

Hamilton, "are requisite to create a happy

home. Integrity must be the architect.

and tidiness the upholsterer. It must be

warmed by affection, and lighted with

cheerfulness, and industry must be the

ventilator, renewing the atmosphere, and

bringing in fresh salubrity day by day;

while, over all, as a protecting glory and

canopy, nothing will suffice except the

blessing of God."
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A RARE OLD HOUSE.

N
"
Picturesque Europe" is a descrip- pupils of the Polytechnic School. The

tion of the house in which the cele

brated chemist and philosopher Leibnitz

lived. It is interesting as a work of the

artist and craftsman of two hundred

years ago, as well as showing how a man

of leading thought was content to sur

round himself with the attainable com

forts and elegancies of his day.

One of the most complete specimens

of the dwelling-houses of the seven

teenth century is the house of the cele

brated philosopher, Leibnitz, in the

Schmiede Gasse. After four large stories

begins the gable, which rises by five

steps, each with a gradually decreasing

number of windows, the whole carved

most richly in string-course, cornice and

mullion, and surmounted by the statue

of a helmeted warrior. A broad gateway

leads into the courtyard. and at the

corner of the cross-street rises the erker,

or oriel, as we should call it, still more

richly decorated than the house itself.

This is in three stories, and affords a

convenient resting-place for the ladies of

the family, from which they may observe

the doings of their neighbors. Leibnitz

was once a mighty name in Hanover and

in the world. He made philosophy popu

lar with the powers that be. Perhaps he

would have more fame among posterity

if he had less in his lifetime. Under his

influence Hanover became a place of

gathering for famous wits, and fore

shadowed the sp'endor of Weimar in the

succeeding age. Very different to the

narrow lanes of the old town are the

broad spaces of the Neustadt, on the left

bank of the river. Here the market is a

broad space. with trees and a fountain in

the centre, and the church is much more

modern.

has not been able to resist the general

movement by which all towns develop to

the southwest. The railway station is

the centre of a new and more splendid

quarter, full of the latest German, Gothic

and Renaissance—the product of the

In still later times Han-overv

town would, of course, be incomplete

without its Residence-Castle, the scene

of so many vicissitudes. Here is an

orangery and a riding-school, an armory

and a collection of antiquities, and under

the hearth-stone of the chimney-place

in the old guard-room lie the remains of

Koningsmark. This hall is now used for

great receptions, and is gorgeous beyond

expectation. On one side three consoles

of massive silver occupy the spaces be

tween the window, while above them rise

three mirrors of enormous height, framed

also in silver, and in which the lights

from the three chandeliers of silver hang

ing from the ceiling are reflected. Here

is the reception on the first of the year,

and the snowy silver gleams and glitters

in the blaze of a thousand lights. The

plate-room in Hanover was the finest in

Europe. You went from chamber to

chamber through absolute masses of sil

ver and gold, wrought into a thousand

curious shapes and forms. There was an

cient plate and modern plate; there are

candelabra reaching to the ceilings, and

golden basins spreading over the floors;

knights in armor tilting with burnished

lances under frosted trees; and huge cis

terns wherein you might drown a couple

of Clarences. Only a walk from the

town is Herrenhausen, the favorite resi

dence of the later monarchs. The palace

is surrounded with Dutch gardens and

canals; a fountain in the middle of the

garden springs 150 feet into the air, and,

in very still weather, can be forced artifi-
'

cially to nearly double the height.

_——..‘_4—_
‘
FROM A JAPANESE SERMON.-— Miss

Bird, a traveller in japan, prepared a

sermon preached in that country by a

priest of the country, for an English paper,

that shows how similar the domestic life

of the Mongolian, in its mental phases at

least, is to the home life of the Caucasian.

The text, taken from the Chinese classics,
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was:
“ That which is evil, be it but small,

do it not: that which is good, be it but

small, fail not to do." The preacher,

very much in the same strain as a Chris

tian clergyman would do on the same

subject, showed how much evil can re

sult from very small beginnings.

"Take, as an example," said he, “the

way a husband calls his wife. Should he

summon her with a pleasant
‘ Here, good

wife,’ she will reply with a soft
‘
Ay, ay.’

"
Now take an opposite case.

“ Wife—Well, what are you doing hug

ging that fire-box all day, instead of lend

ing me a helping hand now and then?

"
Husband—What's that? Now, look

here, I'm not an ox, I'll have you know.

You are not going to put your rope

through my nose and lead me all over the

place."

And so they go on. He, a fine strap

ping young fellow, and she a sweet~look

ing young girl, now red, now green with

passion. "Such a hubbub," the preacher

"
Husband —What are you pottering

about there? just stir about, will you?
'

These short days too!

“ Wife—I know the days are short, and

that is just it. If any one comes to the

door I have to answer, and the washing

to do besides, and I haven't five or six

hands to do it
,

have I P

"
Husband—Are you going to give your

husband any of your ill chat?

M R .

'

'l

Tuemis a surly old tramp who goes prowling

about,

He is seen ev'rywhere, so you'd better look out !

His face is all wrinkles from forehead to chin,

His lips stick right out, and his eyes go right in.

He hates all the children, and chuckles with joy

To hear people say,
“ That's a bad girl or boy !"

And if he can make you a drone or a (lunce,

He'll sneak in and claim your acquaintance at once.

He steals in the school-room and stands at your

back,

Too glad if the teacher should give you a

“
whack "

;

And when the hard words you would spell, he will

"Y

says, “all for want of a little care over

the small politeness of daily life."

Human nature seems very like the

world over, and one feels as if this quar

relling was a sadly faithful copy of

what one might hear in an American

cottage where things had gone wrong.

and the Christian maxim had been for

gotten:
“
Bear ye one another's bur

dens."

'

CAN'T."

\Vhen doing examples that puule the brain,

He'll jog you and whisper,
“ There, don't tryagnin!

Just mix it all up, and then rub it all out,

And don't say a word, but look sulky and pout."

Beneath the piano he'll hide out of sight,

To tease you when there is his greatest delight ;

He'll catch hold your fingers and blindfold your

eyes,

And turn all the notes into great dragon (lies.

v

Beware of this tramp who creeps in like a mouse.

And stealthily wanders all over the house ;

He's lazy and shiftless, unlike the wise ant,

llis name you must know it
,

is Mr. " I Can't."
To make you forget, or to snivel and cry.

70+.

SARAH II. DONMALL

STUDY TO BE CDURTEOUS.

l‘(:OURTESY
costs nothing," is one of

the adages that are not true. It was

originally uttered by one wholly ignorant

of human nature, and it is repeated by

those only who are ignorant or thought-

‘

less. The author was probably a man of

such exceeding good-nature that it was

i

and judging others by himself he wonder

ed why they were not equally mild-man

nered and affable. This was a great

mistake. We human beings, though all

classified under the genus man, vary as

greatly in our mental make-up as “'6

ditfer in physical appearance. That peo

perfectly natural for him to be courteous ple differ in talent for music or poetry 01'

to all with whom he came in contact. oratory is a well-recognized fact: but
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these differences are accounted for on

phrenological grounds. It is not gene

rally understood to be true, but neverthe

less it is true, that the ability to be suave

and pleasant—in a word, courteous—is as

much a talent depending upon organiza

tion as the ability to sing or to write poetry

or invent new mechanical machines.

Were all endowed with the talent for

courtesy in an eminent degree, the in

junction so often repeated, "be court

eous," would become obsolete, not being

needed; for knowing the value of this

social virtue, as all do, it would be univer

sally practiced. To many, however, court

esy is a difiicult art, while it is almost

impossible to others. With a few favor

ites of fortune it is as natural as to breathe.

Fortunately for the former classes, the

persistent practice of a virtue or talent

increases power of the faculty upon which

it depends, and renders each repetition

of its use or exercise easier. This is

eminently true of courtesy. However

surly you may be by nature, it is possible

for you to display a courteous manner if

you put forth the proper effort, and not

only possible, but a duty you owe your

self and your fellows. Courtesy lights up

the lives of the recipients and warms the

heart and softens the character of him

who conforms to its rules; besides, it is so

much stock in trade, and avaluablc stock,

to those who are in any way dependent on

others for favors of any sort. Atalent for

making folks feel easy and comfortable in

his presence is of more value to the

politician or professional man than any

other mental endowment or acquired

qualification. We do not mention this

with a view to offering this base motive for

being courteous, but simply to illustrate

our theory. We have already presented

the higher reasons for the persistent

practice of courtesy in our intercourse

with each other. T. A. ISLAND, M.D.

DRrss REFORM.—Certain ladies of

prominence in English society have taken

an earnest interest in dress reform, and

have already designed patterns of cos

tume that are considered more healthful

and convenient than the old fashions,

and at the same time are far from un

graceful. Two of these ladies are visit

ing America, and this is what a news

paper man reports of them :

“The elder lady is Mrs. E. M. King,

Secretary of the Rational Dress Associa

tion of Great Britain. The younger

lady, handsome and wholesome, is Miss

Glen, Mrs. King's friend and confiden

tial assistant. Mrs. King said: ‘Iam

wearing the rational dress. lalways wear

it, not only as a point of duty, but for

pleasure. It is comfortable, healthful,

manageable, and cool or warm, as one

may wish. These are trousers,’ and she

drew up her skirt some inches, ‘made just

like your own, except the plaiting, and I

always will maintain infinitely more

decent than petticoats. In the wind petti

coats are not coverings; in the mud petti

coats draggle or have to be carried in the

hand. They cause colds and diseases in

numerable. Idon't believe in imitating

men's garments. This dress is distinctive

ly woman's dress. \Ve don't invade man's

domain, but merely assert the right of

women to break through absurd tra

ditions, set dress-makers at defiance, and

make themselves comfortable. The ra

tional dress movement is widely support

ed in England.’

"Miss Glen says: ‘The reformers are

split into two sections on the trousers

question. Lady Harberton's party want

to wear their trousers very wide—a couple

of yards around each leg. There is no

particular advantage in that. What are

the advantages of this? Why, I am

a living example of them. Eighteen

months ago, thoughI did not wear an

array of heavy bugle trimmings and super—

fluous gewgaws, my clothes weighed from

twelve to fourteen pounds. Now all that

I have on weighs but four and one»half

pounds. Dressmakers are our worst en

emies, but husbands and fathers can be

counted on to neutralize their hostility in

time. Long doctors’ bills do not grow for

families where the ladies wear our gar

ments."'
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E sometimes hear the remark that

Edurnlz'on will notprc'r/ml z'nh’mprr

am'e. In some respects this is true. If

an educated man drinks, it will make him

drunk quite as surely as if he was un

educated.

As a rule, the ignorant classes are more

addicted to drink than the educated. If

we could marshal the drinkers and the

non-drinkers in two grand processions,

we should soon see the truth of that

statement. This also harmonizes as it

should with the fact that drink does not

promote education. If further proof in

this line is needed, we may quote the.

havoc wrought by alcoholic drinks

among ignorant savages. Whole tribes

of North American Indians have been

swept out of existence by this cause. A

similar result has occurred in the Sand

wich Islands, New Zealand, and in some

parts of Africa and Australia. \Vith the

individual, it is true that a knowledge of

Latin and Greek, cube root, and conic

sections will not avail to prevent the

formation of the drink habit, provided

the subject thinks the drink is good for

him. To many this will seem a very

absurd proviso, because, as they assert,

"
everybody knows it is bad, and he has

only to look around him to see that."

Yes, but the difficulty is, he looks around

him to see how it hurts nl/zer pro/11¢’; he

looks within to see how it hurts himself.

And just there his judgment is at fault,

for he judges by his feelings through his

THE POWER OF
TEMPERA‘NCE

EDUCATION.

nerves, and his nerves have been tamper

ed with. Alcohol is a nerve poison, and

the nerves that have been paralyzed by

it do not report its action correctly, and

many of the smaller nerves do not report

at all. Hence there is [as feeling of any

kind, not because there is less cause

for it, but because the drinker has

dulled his own ability to perceive the

cause. Here is the fact that alcohol is a

deceiver, a mocker, and
"
he that is de

ceived thereby is not wise." This is the

secret of its power on the drinker. and it

is really wonderful to see how it covers

up its tracks.

Not long since a teacher came to me

for an hour's conversation with the ex

press purpose of showing that the habit

ual use of wine was safe and desirable

under certain circumstances. She had

taken it ten years, and it had never hurt

her, nor had she become enslaved by it;

she could give it up at any time, etc., etc.

I answered her, that the nature of the

stuff was always the same, and therefore

it must hurt her, and that it was not safe

to take it in that way, with proofs. All I

could get from her was a repetition of her

assurances. with the suggestion that she

might be differently constituted from

other people. Evidently she had heard

the siren speech, "Thou shalt not surely

die."

As for looking around for
“
proof," if

mere seeing could carry conviction. we

should get the most effective temperance
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workers out of the lower city slums, and we

should not so often have case after case

in the same family, who go down to ruin

one after another through the drink.

All those people, like the teacher just

mentioned, however well educated they

may be in other respects, need to be

taught that alcohol is a nerve and brain

paralyzer, and their feelings, having been

tampered with, are not to be trusted.

They must have a Temperance Eduta

zz'vn, including a knowledge of the nature

and effects of all kinds of intoxicants,

and the reasons for avoiding their use.

Some ignore the importance of Tem

perance Science, because, as they say, it

is the Gospel that saves men from intem

perance. We cordially acknowledge the

importance of the religious element. It

furnishes the impelling power which

makes us work against intemperance, but

it must work in harmony with the facts

of Temperance Science, which is simply

God's law, written in our bodies for our

guidance. Religion does not preventa

man from taking alcoholic liquors, if he

believes them to be good for him, and

we can ill afford to unchristianize all the

good people who before the present

Temperance Reformation took more or

less of what they believed to be "agood

creature of God." If there are any Chris

tians now in this country who take the

drink innocently, with or without a doc

tor's prescription, it is cur privilege to

reduce their number by showing them

that the drink hurts them every time they

take it. Science thus enables us to know

what is right, and religion makes us do

as well as we know, and will also induce

others to do the same. Religion makes

us follow the lead of St. Paul on this very

head and
"
keep the body under." deny

ing ourselves of all hurtful indulgences

to enable us to give our best possible

service to God, ourselves, and our fellow

men.

In order to get at this Temperance

Education, we must begin with the A, B,

C,—A, Alcohol; B, Beer; C, Cider.—and

so on through the enlire alphabet. Recit

ing the A, B, C, does not make the

scholar, either in literature or science

We must know what alcohol is, what it

does to those who take it, its nature as a

poison, its mischief as a medicine, its ter

rible transmitted influences, and above

all, the necessity of being free from its

presence in the organism, in order to be

able to judge correctly of its immediate

effects. It is also desirable to be familiar

with the various excuses made for its use,

and be ready to refute them and work

against them. All this includes theoreti

cal and practical Temperance Education.

This is a science which requires time

and ability to master it, but we ought not

to shrink from any such effort to get rid

of an overmastering evil like the drink

habit. Educational work is always slow

and laborious, but then it is wondrously

elevating, and we, as Christians, as phi

lanthropists, and as Amerz'am a'lr'zms, do

especially desire the elevation of the in

dividual.

Ignorant and degraded people can not

take in all at once the facts of Temperance

Science, nor be moved by the considera

tions of philanthropy which lie at the

foundation of Temperance effort; but

they can attain them by degrees, and with

many this sort of teaching has proved

the starting-point both to temporal and

to superior mental activity. Witness the

case of T. A. Smith, a common laborer

in London, awakened to intellectual ac~

tivity by the statements of one of the

earliest Temperance workers to the effect

that labor generally could be performed

better without beer than with it. He

subsequently became a chemist of some

note, and a scientific temperance worker.

There is very little doubt that if Tem

perance Science be carefully studied and

generally diffused, it would open the way

for such an intellectual quickening of the

human race as the world has never yet

seen, and it will be accompanied by the

most marvellous religious and material

prosperity, while destitution and vaga

bondage would gradually follow the drink

In view of such desirable results, it is 01

the highest moment that these methods

of work be recognized and encouraged.
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While it is right and most praiseworthy

to put away temptation, by closing the

saloons and inscribing upon the statute

books laws worthy of the approval of the

great Lawgiver, we should even labor

more diligently to realize the consumma

tion of the great Divine plan recorded in

jeremiah xxxi. 33, 34: “I will put my
law in their inward parts, and write it in

their hearts, and will be their God, and

they shall be my people."

When this is the case, when people

both have the law and obey it in letter

and in spirit because they love it, for

"love is the fulfilling of the law," we

shall realize what the venerable Dr. Mark

Hopkins said at the late anniversary of

the National Temperance Society, of

which he is President.
"
That is the trial

of the American people—the struggle be

tween the higher and the lower self. And

when the people are so educated that

they can be lifted up to adopt the high

principle of laying their bodies as a liv

ing sacrifice upon the altar of God, there

will be no need of laws." To all this we

often get the reply, "But the law itself

is educatory." That may be true to some

extent. but we never hear that plea urged

about other laws. No one urges that the

existence, or even the execution of our

best criminal laws, afi'ords the shadow of

a reason why we should not teach the ten

commandments with all the variations to

both children and adults. The best tem

perance laws do not teach the reasons

why we should abstain from alcoholic

liquors. They say only that these shall

not be made nor sold, excepting under

certain restrictions which are aimed

against their use as beverages. They do

not and can not touch the constantly in

creasing practice followed even in Vine

land, of making and using wine from

your own grapes and other fruit. And

they do not even in Maine prevent their

free prescription and medz'u'nal use, which

is enough of itself to bring all the flood

of evils back again in the course of time.

This medical prescription and recom

mendation has been by far the most cffi

cient aid in flooding us with beer. It first

made the drinking world familiar with

distilled liquors. It has introduced to us

chloral and koumiss, and even now it is

spreading the use of opium with frightful

rapidity. Nothing can save us from these

evils but careful, thorough, and general

acquaintance with the facts of Temper

ance Science. For want of this our

workers are few, our means are defective,

our claims are considered superficial, and

they do not secure the attention of the

people as their importance demands.

And this is not for want of facts. The

rottenness and foulness of beer, for ex

ample, have long been capable of proof.

Look at the magnificent array of testi

monies collected by
"
Nasby," in the five

cent pamphlet, "Beer and the Body."

showing the mischiefs of the beer. If the

people generally had received a Temper

ance Education of the kind here impart

ed, beer could never have gained its pres

ent commanding position in this country.

This subject is worthy of the atten

tion of the best Temperance workers.

We can not afford to put it off entirely

upon school teachers and Sunday-school

teachers, who as classes do not make it

a specialty. If we are going to depend

on the Temperance Schools, then we

must go into them and make them a suc

cess in this line.

Many of our noble women who take

hold of this branch of work intelligently.

because they see its power, are left to run

the school alone without the teachers

that every superintendent would think

essential to the success of even the

smallest Sunday-school.

We have Bible science on other lines

of thought glorified by the studies. the

lectures, the text-books, and other helps.

which make it so attractive and success

ful in these later days. And now we

want the commanding mind, the scien

tific skill, and the enthusiastic lecture to

popularize the wonderful and fascinating

truths of Temperance Science by the aid

of brilliant experiments, ingenious object

lessons, and the thousand and one de

vices of the modern education. Then we

shall begin to realize the great powel

that lies in true Temperance Education.

JULIA COLMAN.
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NOTES ON RH EUMATISM.

ON
the approach of winter, he who has

the rheumatic diathesis must take

precautions against dampness and cold.

if he would not experience an outbreak

of this painful disease in one of its many

phases. It is termed a winter disease,

because the inclement transitions of win

ter, with their frosts, draughts, and damp

ness, are specially instrumental in pro

ducing the tissue changes or inflammatory

conditions conducive to the development

of rheumatism.

The disease, however, can not be said

to arise from exposure to the inclemen

cies peculiar to the cold season of the

year, for, strictly considered, it exists in

the organism itself already in a germinal

or latent state, requiring only certain

effects of weather to quicken it into

manifest activity. Its causes are to be

found in the original constitution, pri

marily, and in the habits of the person,

secondarily. One may inherit a pre

disposition to it from either father or

mother, in which case improper dietetic

habits and irregularities in other respects

will accelerate its appearance in the acute

form. Exposure to dampness is the

most frequent immediate cause of an at

tack. One is out in a shower without

sufficient protection, and his clothing is

wetted, and he continues to wear the

clothing for some time afterward, and

during that time is for a part of it in a

state of rest. The next day he is troubled

by a peculiar heaviness and fulness of the

head, with a disagreeable chilliness, and

perhaps a dull headache. Next day ap

pears the inflammatory stage, when there

are hot flashes with alternations of creep

ing chills, a quickness and fulness of the

pulse, and symptoms of congestion in

some of the organs. The lymphatic ves

sels are overcharged, and there is a

sense of fatigue, and perhaps ache in the

spinal region, and one’s feet "draw
”
as

he walks.

Not only for the rheumatically dis

posed, but for all, it should be a principle

of action when the garments have been

wet much to exchange them as speedily

as possible for dry ones. We think, too,

that it is an excellent preventive meas

ure for one to wear woolen flannel next

the skin, because when a person is in a

perspiration, muslin or linen or silk

becomes damp and cold the instant a cur

rent of air strikes it, even in mid-sum

mer, which is not the case when woolen

fabric is worn next the skin. The open

meshes and loose fibres of a woolen gar

ment absorb the moisture of the skin,

and permit it to pass off readily by evap

oration. And thus a woolen garment

does not become saturated like the closely

woven shirt of cotton or linen or silk.

The more common form of rheuma

tism is known as articular, and affects the

joints, while general rheumatism is dis

tributed in the bones, muscles, and ten

dons. All kinds'of rheumatism affect

the osseous surfaces chiefly, and indicate

a failure on the part of nature to supply

the fluids essential to their proper exer

cise, or as a practical observer says: “In

a healthy condition of the parts, nature

is constantly throwing out a lubricating

oil, which keeps the joints in a perfectly

smooth and easy-working condition."

In a state of inflammation the heat of

the tissues dries up the lubricating fluid,

and one consequence is the sharp pain

that follows the slightest movement of

an affected joint. The blood supplies

the fluid essential to the integrity of the

articulating surfaces; hence there is a

morbid change in the state of the blood

when it fails to respond to their needs,

and the treatment that is given a rheu

matic patient must include a proper con

sideration of the blood, otherwise it is

likely to fail.

An examination of the blood in acute

cases, or what is often termed
“
rheuma

tic fever," reveals an excess of acid, the

urine and the exudations generally have

a sour odor, and associated with this

blood condition is its tendency to the

formation of fibrine, which is deposited

in certain inflamed parts. As all the
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fibrous membranes are subject to an in

flammatory determination in acute rheu

matism, there may be deposits of fibrine

upon the valves of the heart, upon the

pericardium or membrane investing the

heart, or upon the pleura or membrane

surrounding the lungs, and very serious

complications then ensue. The practice

of most physicians is to administer alka

line medicines in rheumatism, from the

belief that the acid state of the blood

“indicates
"
the use of alkalis in the

treatment. So we find such prescrip

tions as bicarbonate of potash, salicylic

acid, chloride of iron, Rochelle salts,

iodide of potash, among those highly

esteemed.

We are of opinion, however, that

hygienic measures are attended with the

best results of speedy relief from pain

and ultimate recovery. Water, either

hot or cold, according to which is the

more acceptable in a given case, should be

applied to the diseased parts, by bathing,

douches, sprays, fomentations, and ban

dages. Care of course should be taken

by the physician or nurse to administer

the treatment in accordance with the in

dications. No ignoramus or bungler

should experiment with water over a

rheumatic invalid, any more than he

should attempt to trifle with agalvanic

battery.

We have known cases of long standing,

that have withstood a long series of drug

treatments to be relieved in a compara

tively short time by the judicious appli

cation of wet cloths to the swollen parts,

alternated with gentle spongings, while

the system was nourished by simple food,

and the waste passages kept in good con

dition.

Vegetarians, as aclass, are very free from

inflammatory diseases of all kinds, whi!e

those inclined to the free use of meats

and drinks with the accompaniments of

rich sauces and hot seasonings, they who

are styled "high livers." are specially

subject to them. This is shown by the

published experience of men who had

been great flesh-eaters, and who modified

their diet until vegetables, fruits, and

farinaceous articles became its chief ele

ments. The testimony of Drs. B. \V.

Richardson, Edmunds, Fothergill, and

other eminent practitioners of medicine,

go far toward confirming the averments of

practical hygienists in this respect.

Dr. Hall advises as “the easiest, most

certain, and least hurtful way of curing

this troublesome affection is, first, to

keep the joint aflected wound round with

several folds of woolen flannel; second,

live entirely on the lightest kind of

food, such as coarse breads, ripe fruit,

berries, boiled turnips, stewed apples, and

the like.”

The proper hydropathic treatment for

any fully developed ailment like rheu

matism can scarcely be found outside of

a well-equipped hygienic institution ; but

in ordinary acute cases, if unexciting,

nutritious food be eaten, and the bowels

kept freely open, and exercise taken, so

that a slight moisture maybe on the sur

face of the skin all the time; or if
,

the

patient being in bed, the same thing were

accomplished by suitable drinks and

plentiful bed-clothing, a grateful relief

and an ultimate cure will very certainly

result in a reasonably short time.

THE EDITOR.

.

LITERARY WORK AND TOBACCQ—ln

response to a circular recently sent out

by Mr. Arthur Reade, who has been col

lecting information as to the habits of

literary men in regard to stimulants, the

Abbe Moigno gives an interesting and

characteristic record of his experiences.

The letter appearing in his paper, Le:

Manda, states that he has published 150

volumes, small and great; that he scarcely

ever leaves his work-table, and never

takes walking exercise; yet he never has

a trace of headache, or brain weariness,

or constipation, or any form of urinary

trouble, etc. He never has recourse for

his work to stimulants, coffee, alcohol.

tobacco. etc.—a statement which the

sequel shows to need qualification. Snuff

taking he
_has

sometimes practiced. but

he vigorously condemns it. He has learned
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12 foreign languages by a method of his

own, and with regard to his acquirements

in philology and chronology, he says,

"I was one of the most extraordinary

personalities of my time, and Francois

Arago sometimes laughingly threatened

to have me burnt asa sorcerer." On one

occasion when in Munich for a few weeks

and spending his evenings with Bavarian

.m’Z'rHl/S, who each smoked four or five

cigars, and drank two or three pots of

beer daily (Steinheil, the most illustrious,

boasted of smoking 6,000 cigars a year),

the Abbe came to smoke three or four

cigars a day. He had also anew taken to

box (which held 25 grammes) in a day.

But one day he was surprised to find him

self painfully unable to recall the mean

ing of foreign words, and remember dates

with which he had been familiar. There

upon he formed a heroic resolution, and

since August 31, 1863, when he smoked

three cigars, and took 25 centimes worth

of snuff, he has up to the 25th june, 1882,

touched neither. This was for him a

complete resurrection, not only of mem

ory, but of general health and well-being ;

he has had indefinite capacity of work,

unconscious digestion, perfect assimila

tion of food (of which he can take more),

snufi', so that, when preparing his calcu- etc. He goes to bed at nine and rises

lus of variations,a very difficult mathe- at five, "full of vigor." The Abbe is

matical work, he would empty his snuff- over 80.

THE JAPANESE AS VEGETABLE EATERS.

HE American Consul-General at

Yokohama not long ago gave a

brief review of the food habits of the

Japanese that is interesting. both as re

gards the facts and the comments of the

official observer. He said: "So univer

sal has meat-eating become among the

dominating races, that the praises of

beef are sung wherever Occidental civ

ilization has gone, and it is not only a

popular belief, but an accepted scienti

fic opinion, that any well-fed people must

use animal food considerably; to have

meat to eat frequently is reckoned the

Mist proof that the common laborer in a

country is well favored. Japan, with a

population of 36,000,000, equal to that of

the United Kingdom, engaged in very

diversified industry, presents a complete

exception to the rule as to food. The

scarcity of animal food, in consequence

of the non-intercourse policy, and its

almost unnecessary prohibition by the

religious faith, have made a nation of

vegetarians. except as to fish, which is

not forbidden as ‘flesh.’ There are now

in the country hardly more than 1,000,000

cattle; of these, as emasculation is not

practiced, the males being used for breed

ers, only 600,000 cows can be looked to

as food, and there are less than two head to

each 100 people, against 73 head in this

country. Of the 36,000 head slaughtered

in 1880, the foreign residents and the

foreign marine consumed more than half.

Outside of the treaty ports, mutton and

pork are almost unknown; there is an

abundance of fowls, both wild and barn

yard, but the common people can not

pay for them. The supply and variety of

fish, however, are very large, over 200

kinds being used as food, and the Gov

ernment is actively working to increase

both. Already probably one-half the

people eat fish once a day, one-quarter

several times a week, and the rest several

times a month. Still, the food of the

masses is more than nine-tenths vegeta

ble, and the list of this has been made

long by their necessity-sharpened wits.

Of cereals, rice is the most important,

occupying more than half the tilled

area in summer; barley, millet, wheat,

rye, and corn rank next in the quantity

produced. There are said to be some

250 varieties of rice-seed; a hulled bushel

weighs 62% to 65 pounds, and it con

tains almost 90 per cent. of starch. The
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millet is 55 to 63 per cent. starch and

sugar, n to 13 per cent. nitrogenous mat

ter, and about 81 per cent. of nutriment

in all, being almost equal to the best

American wheat; buckwheat, containing

82 to 95 per cent. of nutriment, is also

grown largely on the lighter soils. Beans

and pease are more extensively cultivated

in Japan than anywhere else, and there

are over 40 varieties. One—the soy

bean or Nirva-mume—contains 20 per

cent. fat and 60 of nitrogenous matter,

starch, and sugar, and closely approaches .

meat both in composition and in its ac

tion on the body. The sweet potato,

being very prolific and cheap, ranks next

to rice in importance, 16,000,000 bushels

being the last reported production. A

large white radish, called daikon, growing

up to a yard in length and 14 pounds in

weight, is a very common and popular

food, but the common potato is little

used by the natives. A surprisingly large

list of wild plants and sea-weeds is utilized

as food. The place of sugar is considera

bly supplied by a preparation made from

millet or rice and malted barley, the

starch of the rice or millet being con

vertcd by the malt, and the product vary

ing from a thick sugar or honey up to

hard candy, being cheap and in large con

sumption. Sauce, so—called, enters very

largely into use with food plants; its

name is shoyu, known to us as soy. The

kind almost exclusively used is made

from wheat and the shoyu bean ground

in equal parts. It is boiled and steamed,

then left to ferment; after being then

dried in the sun it is allowed to stand

awhile in a cask of salt water, is then

strained and is ready for use, the refuse

being fed to cattle. Its flavor is pleas

ant, and it is said to be the basis of most

of the celebrated sauces put up in Eng

land. ~

"The proof of the pudding being in

the eating, it is interesting to note the

testimony that the Japanese—a race of

good proportion, physique, and strength,

whose comforts are much less and whose

exposure is much greater than in case of

Western nations—live an average life, in

length and health fully up to that of the

European or American, with a table ex

penditure of not more than one-sixth or

one-seventh that of the latter."

PROFESSIONAL NURSES.

N response to inquiries that have come

to us on the course to be pursued by

those women who wish to fit themselves

for the important duties of nurse to the

sick, the following condensed account

taken from the C/zurc/zman is published.

The trained or professional nurse is the

necessary outcome of an imperious want,

experienced by the city physician especi

ally. and for eleven years there has been

a school in New York where women are

instructed in the methods and duties

proper to the sick-room. This school

has its office and home at 426 East 26th

‘

Street:

For women desirous of becoming pro

fessional nurses arrangements have been

made with the authorities of Bellevue

Hospital for a two years’ training. Ap-
‘

plicants, upon being approved of by the

superintendent, are received for one

month on probation, the acceptable age

being from twenty-five to thirty-five.

During this month they are subjected to

an examination in reading, penmanship,

simple arithmetic, English dictation, etc.,

women of superior education and cultiva

, tion, other things being equal, having the

preference. Those who prove satisfac

tory become members, after signing an

agreement to remain two years in the

Training-school for Nurses, and to obey

the rules of the school and hospital.

In the two years in which they reside

in the Home, their training includes in

struction in the dressing of blisters.

burns, etc., the best method of friction.

the management of helpless patients. the
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preparing, cooking, and serving delicacies

for the sick, and much else of equal im

portance. The teaching is given by

visiting and resident physicians and sur

geons at the bedside of the patients, and

by the superintendent, assistant-superin

tendent, and head nurses. Lectures.

rccitations, and demonstrations also take

place from time to time, the first being

delivered by well-known physicians and

surgeons.

The pay for the first year is $9 a

month, when the pupils serve as assist

ants in the wards of Bellevue. For the

second year they receive $15 a month,

and are expected to perform any duty

assigned them by the superintendent,

either to act as nurses in the hospital, or

to be sent to private cases among the

rich or poor. They are required to bear

in mind what is expected of them in the

character of Christian nurses; to take

the whole charge of the sick-room, doing

whatever is requisite; to make them

selves generally useful in families with

out servants, if the patients do not wholly

occupy their time; to be careful not to

increase the expense of the family in

any way; to hold sacred any knowledge

they may obtain of the private affairs of

such households or individuals as they

attend; and to bring back a report of

their conduct and efficiency from the

family of the patient and from the medi

cal attendant. The charge for their ser

vices is $3 a day, or $16 a week, this sum

serving in part for carrying on the work

of the institution.

The sixty-four pupils belonging to the

school had charge last year of the two

hundred and fifty-eight beds in fourteen

medical and surgical wards of Bellevue,

besides nursing one hundred and twenty

five private cases. For these services

the pay amounted to over $2,000. On

leaving the school and passing a thor

ough written and oral examination, they

receive a diploma signed by the examin

ing board and by a committee of the

board of managers. They are then at

liberty to choose their own field of labor,

whether in hospitals, in private families,

or among the poor.

In order to increase the finances of the

school, it was decided last winter to

establish a board of registry for graduat

ed nurses, each one paying $10 a year.

Of the graduates, there have been one

hundred and ninety-five, and the amount

received in fees was $620. In considera

tion of this fee the superintendent keeps

the nurses supplied with places, the calls

so supplied having amounted the past

year to over five hundred. The whole

number of calls was over eight hundred.

Though the nurses receive $20 a week,

they are never unemployed. But recently

six were sent for by one of the Southern

cities, and not one was to be had. Of

twenty-seven demands the past year for

these trained women to assume respon

sible positions in hospitals, training

schools, and other institutions, only eight

could be filled by the schools. Of calls

for private nurses, nearly two hundred

were declined.

So far from the demand being more

than met, even the city of New York.

said Dr. T. Galliard Thomas. in his ad

dress to the last graduating class, has not

yet been half supplied with reliable and

intelligent nurses. In fact, taking into

account that of two hundred applicants

for positions in the Training School since

january, only thirty-two could be re

ceived, it is evident that this philanthrop

ic and excellent work is but just begun.

The school seems especially fortunate

in its superintendent, Miss E. P. Perkins,

a lady, it would appear, admirably fitted

for the position, and having full power

to decide the fitness of probationers for

their work and the propriety of retaining

or dismissing them.

Here is a sphere for which women are

specially fitted. and in which their ser

vices find remuneration much above the

average salary of the shop clerk or

school teacher.

.0

VENTILATION or Bnnaoons—The

necessity for ventilating the bedroom

may be made very plain by a simple ex

periment. Weigh yourself before going

to bed, and then again in the morning
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after rising, and you will find that you

have lost from one to two or more

pounds in weight. This loss is partly in

water; but it is also partly in the car

bon of our food. These substances

have been burned up and their pro

duct carbonized—1'. 0., with some ani

mal matter have escaped into the air

of the bedroom. Now, if a single ounce

of cotton were to be burned in the

bedroom, it would fill the air with smoke

so as to make respiration uncomfortable,

and if this were repeated every hour dur

ing the night, even then it would not

i’pollute the atmosphere more than the

breath of a single individual during the

same time. If two persons sleep in a

room, they pollute the air twice as much

as when only one sleeps in the same

room.

About three thousand gallons of fresh

air should be admitted hourly for each

person sleeping in a bedroom, in order to

maintain a proper degree of purity. It is

not enough to keep the windows open

during the daytime; they must also be

kept open during the night, or other

methods equally efficient employed.

'

tutes IN SCIENCE

Mental DlaIogue.—A New York phy

sician and lecturer in one of our Medical

Colleges declares his hearty belief in the

communication of mind with mind without

language, vision, touch, or any ordinary

vehicles of sense. He believed, at first, that

such an assumption was groundless, but the

experiments of the late Dr. Beard, and after

ward those of Professor Thwing, convinced

him of the existence of some hitherto un

recognized means of converse or "thought

transference," as our English friends call it.

He then instituted experiments with various

patients, and succeeded in repeated cases in

rousing thern frotn the insensibility of the

trance state by silent will power; also, in

awakening pleasure or disgust for certain

articles of diet. Tactile sensibility is ap

pealed to, so that a half-dollar out of a hand

ful of silver change becomes so hot that it is

dropped upon the floor, the operator's face

being turned away and not a word spoken.

In waking the hypnotized he recommends

that the experimenter fix his attention on the

individual’s eyelids, as they usually show the

first signs of returningconsciousness. Even

after ocular mobility appears, by withdraw

ing thought the subject relapses into trance

torpor.

Sir W. Thomson and others regard this

responsiveness asa sixth, special sense. The

explanation of its action involves that of

mind-reading, so called. Doubtlcss all of

us possess more or less of susceptibility or

receptivity. The active and passive condi

tions are perfected by trial. internal agencies

often develop the pathological trance, and

outward, voluntary agencies induce the same

in many persons. The number of those who

are sensitive is much larger than is supposed.

Repeated failures are by no means con

clusive. When entirely favorable conditions

are secured, success will almost certainly

rrnwn co-uinued endeavor.

Mental Dialogue is perhaps the most in

ttrcsting feature of the Trance state. In

AND AGRlCULTU Rli.

recent experiments in Brooklyn, different

persons who never before were known to

walk in their sleep, were caused to walk

about difi'erent rooms, up and down stairs,

and wherever the operator went. The move

ments of these artificial somnambulists were

guided wholly by unspoken thought. Lying

at full length. one of them assumed a sitting

posture when the operator's hands were

placed just above the head. Or, when sit

ting. the silent mandate to rise and walk

drew the person wherever the director willed.

When George Macdonald made Euphra

Cameron obey the will- of the Count to join

him in the street, it seemed to many readers

a novelist‘s fancy. Truth, however, again is

proved stranger than fiction. Investigations

into the involuntary life are rettealing myste

ries that equal those of“ David Elginbrod."

That Mental Dialogue can be perverted, and

one soul enthralled by another for evil, is no

reason for ignoring the facts. Only the

ostrich and idiot fancy that shutting the eves

to peril and burying the head in the scind

will bring safety. Truth does not shun in
vestigation. Evil dreads it. Candor and

intelligence demand it. No period was ever

so favorable as the present for scientific, im

partial scrutiny. menus.

The Laboratory that Jack Built.
—As formulated after an ancient nursery

fable by the Clumiml New: .'
i

This is the laboratory that jack built.

This is the window in the laboratory that

lack built.

This is the glass that lighted the windowin
the laboratory that Jack built.

This is the sand used in making the glass

that lighted the window in the laboratorythat

Jack built.

This is the soda that, melted with sand,

compounded the glass that lighted tltc window

in the laboratory that Jack built.
This is the salt. a molecule ne\v_th.1lfur

nished the soda that, melted with sand, com
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pounded the glass that lighted the window

in the laboratory that Jack built.

This is the chlorine, of yellowish hue, con

tained iii the salt, a molecule new, that fur

nished the soda that, melted with sand, com

pounded the glass that lighted the window in

the laboratory that Jack built.

[his is the sodium, light and free, that

united with chlorine, of yellowish hue, to

form common salt, a molecule new, that fur

nished the soda that, melted with sand, com

pounded the glass that lighted the window in

the laboratory that jack built.

This is the atotn that weighs twenty-three,

consisting of sodium so light and free, that

united with chlorine, of yellowish hue, to

form common salt, a molecule new, that fur

nished the soda that, melted with sand, com

pounded the glass that lighted the window in

the laboratory that Jack built.

This is the science of chemistrythat teaches

of atoms weighing twenty and three, and of

sodium metal so light and free, that ttnited

with chlorine, of yellowish hue, to form com

(non salt. a molecule new, that furnished the

soda that, melted with sand, compounded

the glass that lighted the window in the

laboratory that Jack built.

The Deluge and Noah’l Ark.—A
COKRI-ISI'ONHENF'S Dtt't‘tcuLTtEs—lfiiilor of
Ike PttRt-zxotooteat. JOURNAL—Dav‘ Sir:
\Vhat is the present standing of geological

science in regard to the Deluge? Do scien

tific men gmzrally accept the account of a

universal tlood,as recorded in Genesis, as

literally true, or does the result of tltcir

investigations incline them to a negative

answer?

In a recent Number of the JOURNAL I read

an account of sea-shells, fouttd in a big

gravel-bed on the top of a mountain in North

\Valcs, 1,390 feet above the level of the sea.

The writer considers those shellsas a positive

proof that the sea, within a comparatively

recent period, covered that mountain. He

further shows that the waters were transitory

in their operations there,and in a turbulent

state. scattering the shells in a Confused mass.

Similar deposits, he says, are found all over

certain counties of England; and his con

clusion is that they furnish unmistakable

evidence of the Deluge described by Moses.

The Church of the New Jerusalem, whose

doctrines are embodied in the writings of

Swcdenborg, gives a purely spiritual explana

tion to the first eleven cltaptcrs of Genesis.

lt asserts that they fortn part of an Ancient
Word, the rest of which has been lost, and

that by the Deluge therein described is meant

the universal corruption of mankind, which

caused the destruction of the most ancient or

Adamic Church. It denies’ that there has

been a flood of material waters, by which

almost the entire human race was destroyed.

Dr. Ellis, in a work entitled
“
Skepticism and

D'Vlllt; Revelation," quotes Prof. Buckland,

of Oxford, and Prof. Setlgwick, of Cambridge,

both of whom at one time taught that there

was a Deluge, but at a later day recanted

their opinion as a philosophical heresy.

Having read these contradictory statements,

lam anxious to know what the scientific men

of the present ltave to say on this matter. I

do not expect a unanimous answer, but i de

sire to know the opinion now held by the

majority.

Before leaving this subject, permit me to

call attention toa few difficulties in the way of

a literal interpretation of the Biblical account

of the Deluge. There may be others and

greater ones, bttt these have occurred to me

recently, whi e studying.r the subject.

The length of the ark, we are told, was 300
cubits, its breadth 5o cubits, its height 30

cubits. The Hebrew cubit being taken at 18

inches, this statementwould make it 450 feet

long, 75 feet wide, and 45 feet high. ltwas

certainly a big vessel ; but was it large enough

to ltold the required number of animals that

can not live in the water, together with food

enough to supply them all, as well as Noah's

family of eight persons, for an entire year?

Not knowing the number of species, and the

amount of food they would need. I will not at

tempt to solve this problem ; but I understand

that scientists and mathematicians who have

tried it, have here found a stumbling block.

The Bible tells us that of .ll beasts, both
clean and unclean, of fowls a d every creep—

ing thing, two and two went into the ark and

were saved ; that
"
every living substance was

destroyed which was upon the face of the

ground, both man and cattle, and the creep.

ing things and the fowl of the heaven; and

Noah only remained alive, and they that were

with him in the ark." This language evident

ly implies a general flood, and a general de

struction. Now, it is believed that the ark

was built somewhere in Asia, and that all the

animals that were to be saved came and enter

ed it there, when finished. But a number of

land animals—the jaguar, cougar, grizzly

bear, condor, rattlesnake, and others—have

been found in America, while unknown in the

Old World. If these animals lived in Amer

ica before the flood, how did their represent

atives cross the vast profound,to reach the

ark? If their ancestors before that calamity

were not ltere, we still must ask: How did

they get to this continent after the flood? Or

may we assume that America at that time was

not yet separated from the Eastern World, or

that a new creation took place after the

Deluge? The latter supposition seems clearly

contrary to the account of the creation given

in the first and second chapters of Genesis,

Another difficulty occurs in the text of the

Biblical narrative. Four titnes it refers to the

number of animals that entered the ark. In

the first place, Gen. vi. It), Noah is command

ed to bring into tlte ark
“
of every livingthing

of all flesh, two of every sort." ln ch. vii., v.

2. the command is repeated, bttt a distinction

is made between clean and\tnclean animals :

the former were to be taken by .t‘fl/tlht‘, the

latter by 1100:. in verse 8, the beasts and

fotvls and creeping things are represented as
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entering two and two, nothing being said of

sevens. In verse [4 this account is repeated,

and again it is said: "They went in unto

Noah into the ark, [we and two of all flesh,

wherein is the breath of life." There is

evidently a disagreement here, which can only

be removed by a change of reading.

The greatest difficulty,to my mind, is in the

window of the ark. This immense vessel,

450 feet long, 75 feet wide, and 45 feet high,

was divided into three stories (Gen. vi. 16);

it had a door set in its side and a window

above, finished
"
in a cubit." That there was

but one window is further evident from ch.

viii. 6, where it is said that Noah opened fire

window of the ark which he had made, and

sent forth a raven. Think of one window,

about 18 inches square, in the roofor near the

top of this huge ship. and that remaining

closed for too days after all those animals and

human beings had entered! The door was

closed also, for in ch. vii. 16 we read that

the Lord shut Noah in. Moreover, the vessel

was pitched within and without. It follows

that the animals in the first and second stories

were in total darkness, and the entire ark was

without ventilation, How, according to nat

ural laws, could this multitude of living

creatures endure such confinement even for

halfn day? By assuming miracles, all these

physical difficulties may, ofcourse, be cleared

away; but several miracles must be assumed

to explain the account as it stands, and this

mode of explanation is not quite satisfactory

to a mind disposed to reason about things.

lf any reader of the JOURNAL, theologian or

scientist, can explain these difficulties in a

rational manner, I should be much pleased to

see him or her do so through your columns.

I am quite willing to admit my inability and

ignorance ; but as we should never remain in

ignorance for want of asking instruction. I

thus endeavor to learn the truth about this

great event, which, as commonly understood,

swept away from the face of the earth a world

of living beings and almost an entire race of

humanity. Sincerely yours, H. A. s.

Ancestors of the American ln
DIANS m DUUB'I‘.—Thc new weekly, Stirnce.

in an item relating to the results of recent ex

plorations of the Ohio mounds and earth

works, thus confesses to the ignorance of the

world about our Indian races:

"The fact is we do not know who the In

dians are, or who were the old builders of

Palenque, of Uxmal, of Tiahuanuco. and

numerous other old cities from Mexico to

the eastern side of the Andes in South

America. Until we awake to the fact that

America has an interesting past, and can

arouse ourselves to the effort of making out

the ancestors and descendants of all these

peoples who have left us such marked differ

ences in their architecture, their works of

art, their customs and their languages. we

act the part of amateurs, when from a little

knowledge of a few of these different condi

tions, and from superficial or very general

resemblances, we draw hasty conclusions.

Only the most thorough explorations, con

ducted by men who have broad views and

careful methods of work.—-rnen who are

above being led by theories to be maintain

ed ; who will look at facts in the same man

ner as a geologist or a biologist looks at his

facts, letting them lead him where they will,

—will solve for us the great problems of

American archazology. The days of collect

ors of curiosities and hasty writers are over.

Archaeology is a science, and no longer in

the hands of the mercenary dealer and the

equally avaricious collector of curiosities.

Give the proper institutions the support they

ask for,rtnd the near future will bring valu

able results."

A Curious Ocean Phenomenon.
—The crew of one of the New York pilot

boats report having observed a remarkable

phenomenon at sea, off Sandy Ilook, one

Saturday night. They say that, for a con

siderable distance all around the vessel, the

sea was red, and upon investigation it was

found to be caused by myriads of worms, two

inches in length and a quarter of an inch in

diameter. Similar instances have been ob

served in the ocean before, but they are of in

frequent occurrence. A case was reported

to the Navy Department in 1867, the facts of

which are brieflv as followsz—The United

States steamer Iroquois had been ordered to

the Asiatic squadron. One night in Septem

ber, when the vessel was under sail in the

Straits of Malacca, the sea as smooth as glass,

and the vessel making hardly steerage way,

the officer of the deck observed that the water

was milky white. Commander Earl English.

now Commodore and Chief of the Bureau of

Navigation and Detail, was in command, and

the remarkable sight induced the officer of

the deck to call the captain from his sleep.

When he came on deck he realized that the

condition of the sea was caused by animal

cnlne, an instance of which he had witnessed

in about the same locality several years before

when he was a midshipman. He immediate

lyhad every officer and man called on deck to

witness the strange scene. and they looked

over the rail for two hours until after the

vessel passed through it.

Another instance of the kind was observed

by Lieutenant Sherman, in the summer of

1882, on the coast of Peru, between Payta and

Chimbote. The sea then was perfectly red,

and upon investigation it was found to be

caused by animalculte.

Rare Anlmals In the New York
CENTRAL PARK.—-'l‘he gazelle that was pre

sented to Commander Ludlow, of the Quinn:

éaug, by the Viceroy of Egypt, and by him

transferred to the Powhatan. to be brought

here and placed h the Central Park Mr

nageries, was recently contentedly chewing

her cud in a large stall in the building devoted

to deer, sheep, goats, and similar animals,

There were no appearances of home-sickness
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about her actions and she accepted as her due

the attentions paid by visitors. She is fawn

color, has horns about six inches long, and

stands, although full-grown, only two feet

high, with legs about the size of one's thumbs.

She seems to realize that her short tail is an

insufficient protector from flies, and lies close

to the partition, so as to present less surface

on which they can alight. W. A. Conklin, the

manager of the zoological department of the

Park, recently returned from Europe, bring

ing with him a Russian bear, one pair of

black-backed jackals, a crested screamer, a

pair of spur-winged geese, a p.iir of Austral

ian ducks, a pair of European badgers, a pair

of jerboas, and two pairs of jerbilis, as pres

ents from the Zoological Garden of London.

The jerboas are diminutive kangaroos. They

hop along like a bird. Their frontlegs are

only rudimentary. The head is like that of a

squirrel, having a large, bright eye. The body

is only six inches long, and the tail, which is

the most conspicuous part of the animal, is

twelve inches long and bushy at the end.

The jerbilis is similar to the ierboa, but is only

halfas large. They are from Australia. Mr.

Conklin expects some of the European wood

pigeons from the Dresden gardens, with

which he expects to stock the Park. They

are not migratory, but live in the same place

the year round.

Birds’ Tastes for Color and
Music—Mr. E. E. Fish, in a paper on "The

Intelligence of Birds," published in the Bul

ldinl of the Buffalo Naturalists’ Field-Club,

ascribes to birds a keen perception of color

and capacity to be gratified by artistic arrange

ment of colors, and a strong susceptibility to

musical melodies. Evidence of the enjoy

ment of color is given by the tasteful combi

nations with which many birds adorn their

nests, and by instances in which their choice

of companions, food-fruits, ctc., is guided by

color. Many of the feathered tribes also
"
manifest real pleasure at the execution of

simple harmonies. They enjoy the notes of

musical instruments, but more especially

their own songs and those of one another.

. . . . Our unmusical English sparrow en

joys the songs of other birds; on different

occasions I have seen several of them gather

about a robin as he caroled a pleasant song;

when they came too near or in too large num

bers, he would dart at them and drive them

out of the hue. but when he commenced again

to sing some of them were quite sure to re

turn. A friend sends me an account of a

bobolink, that, placed in a cage with some

canarie-s, exhibited great delightat their songs.

He did not sing himself, but with a peculiar

cluck could always set the canaries singing.

After a while he began to learn their songs,

note by note, and in the course of al'ew weeks

mastered the entire song." The goose is

also fond of music, "and a liv-ly air on a

violin will sometimes set a whti: flock wild

with delight. On one occasion, at a country

wedding, I was witness of a curious perform

ance by one of these animals. After dinner a

lady entertained the guests assembled on the

lawn with music from an accordeon. A flock

of geese were feeding in the road just below

the house, and with outstretched necks

answered back loud notes of satisfaction.

Soon a white gander commenced dancing a

lively jig, keeping good time to the music.

For several minutes he kept up the perlorm

ance, to the great delight of the company.

The experiment was tried several times for a

week or more, and the tones of the accordeon

never failed to set the old gander into a lively

dance.”

A New Thlng In 0vens.—This is a

provision in the shape of a wire gauze door

fitted to the oven, to introduce fresh air while

baking is in progress. The Age of Sin! says
of it :

"The ventilated stove oven is with us no

hobby ; our attention has been drawn to it by

the experiments which a large stove manufac

turing company has been carrying on ; these

have satisfied us of its value, but have not

convinced us that it is our bounden duty to

hammer other people into our way of think

ing. Our interest in the new invention is of

that impartial kind which declares for fair

play and then abides the result. The wire

uze door is, we believe, the only method

yet hit upon by the friends of ventilated

ovens for admitting the fresh air, though we

understand an Eastern manufacturer proposes

to bring out a stove in which the draft will in

some way be made direct from the oven to

the flue, and from the outside into the oven,

in a new and unexplained manner. With the

wire gauze door the hot air escapes through

the upper part of the door and the cool air

flows in through the lower part, according to

natural laws. The result is, the bottom of the

stove upon which the cooking is done is kept

comparatively cool. One would think that

even with a good fire going it would be diffi

cult to bake bread or roast meat. But it is

not, and the hot air escaping from the oven

need cause no alarm.
‘

“
One advantage claimed for the ventilated

oven is that it prevents a great wastage of the

moisture contained in the meat or whatever

may be cooking, and thus insures tenderness

as well as greater weight. In the closed oven

experiments show that a piece of meat loses

30 to 40 per cent. of its weight, if well cooked,

by absorption. In the ventilated oven the loss

has frequently been as low as 10 per cent.,

and rarely, if ever, in excess of 15 or 20 per

cent. In other words, it appears that the

meat in the closed oven is dried rather than

cooked, and is made the tougher because of

its treatment. The originator of the wire

gauze oven doors, it may be said, declares

that he can take the cheapest and toughest

, steak in the market and cook it in the venti

lated oven, with the result of making it as

. tender and juicy as the best porterhouse. He

{

is emphatically of the opinion that meats

cooked in the oven are made tough and in

digestible by the dry heat, which robs them of

all moisture."
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‘What the Greely Expedition
Efl'ecled.—~The New Yark Tribune en

deavors to throw a sunny gleam upon the

unfortunate Greely expedition by reviewing

the scientific work done by that party in the

far North, as follows:
"
The observations taken simultaneously by

the ring of colonies surrounding the North

Pole were those of the declination and devia

tion of the magnetic needle, height of bar

ometer, temperature of air and water, and

the mean and maximum rise and fall of the

tides. The readings for the various instru

ments at Fort Conger are not only for the

twelvemonth of preconcerted work by all the

colonies, but for two years. Lieutenant

Greely, having been stationed at the highest

latitude, and having done his work thorough

ly, will be able to contribute the most import

ant budget of scientific knowledge to the

Polar Congress. The value of this work

can easily be illustrated. In the course of

the tidal observations two facts of great sig

nificance were disclosed. The tides at Dis

covery Bay came from the north instead of

the south, and the temperature of these

northern tides was two degrees higher than

that of the southern tides at Cape Sabine.

This demonstrates not only that the tides

from north and south meet at some interme

diate point in Smith Sound, but also that the

northern body of water is the warmer, and

positively comes from the open polar sea or

else is fed by currents branching from the

Gulf Stream.
“
Lieutenant Greely believes that there is

an open polar sea. He thinks its existence is

proved by the northern drift of ice from Spitz

bergen and Novaia Zemblia in midwinter,

and the similar movement of the pack in the

Polar Sea witnessed by Dr. Pavy and Lieu

tenant Lockwood. To these proofs may be

added the drift of the j’mnndre to the north

west, the northern currents observed during

the voyage of the Vtga, and the flight of

birds northward from Point Barrow and

other localities in high latitudes. The evi

dence, however, is not conclusive, and the

weight of scientific conviction will probably

be on the side of Sir George Nares and Lieu

tenant Weyprecht against the existence of an

open polar sea. But be this as it may, the

polar sea is not, as the English expedition

supposed, a solid mass of ancient palaeocrys

tic ice, immutable as the precipitous clif‘fs

overlooking it and unclmnged by the move

ment of tide and current. Both Dr. Pavy

and Lieutenant Lockwood were stopped in

their advance by wide lanes of open water,

and the climatic conditions and the abun

dance of animal life on the northern coast of

Greenland indicated the presence of a warm

er body of water than was found at Cape

Sabine, at the entrance to Smith's Sound.

Lieutenant Lockwood in making his famous

sledging journey frequently met with open

water and broken packs, and as he went

north continued to observe the same pecu

liarities of vegetation and animal life. Ap

parently he was journeying in the track of

a warmer Arctic current than the southern

tide which rises and falls in the lower waters

of Smith Sound. The experience of the ex

plorers in this way points to the existence of

a current branching from the Gulf Stream,

between Spitzbergcn and Franz Josef Land,

and circling around the northern shore of

Greenland.
“
Lieutenant Greely believes that the North

Pole will be reached, if at all, by way of

Franz josef Land. The facility with which

Leigh Smith has twice made the voyage to

the Austrian Archipelago has dispelled Lieu

tenant Weyprecht‘s theory that this route was

only open to ice-bound ships drifting at the

mercy of the polar currents. The passage

seems to be practicable every summer, pro

vided a westerly course be taken, the expla

nation being that the Gulf Stream breaks up

the ice east of Spitzbergen, whereas it is

massed by northwesterly currents from the

direction of Cape Chelyuskin. The extent of

land in the Austrian group is, however, a

matter of vague conjecture. In Baron Nor

denskjold's judgment it stretches in the direc

tion of Petermann's Gillis Land, if not tow

ard the Pole itself. The choice of routes for

the next expedition apparently lies between

Franz josef Land and Smith Sound, with a

chance of effective work on the east coast of

Greenland."

Contracts 01''
“ Progress.”-A New

England observer says:
“
One hundred years

agoit took two days to go from Concord,

N. H., to Boston ; now it takes three hours.

Then the price of supper, lodging, and break

fast on the road was a pisrnreen and a half

(thirty cents); now it is three dollars. Then

all work was honestly done (as witness two

pork barrels in the cellar under the house in

which[ write, which have been in use since

1731, one hundred and fifty years); now

honest work, as the term was then under

stood, is unknown. Thcn girls were educated

to become thrifty wives and healthy mothers:

now it is considered more important to make

a good match. In 1772 the average number

of children in each family in New Hampshire

was seven ; now it is two ; there was at that

time one physician to every four hundred

souls; there is now one to every seventy

five ; suits at law for all purposes not criminal

then averaged one annually for every hundred

inhabitants; they now average one for every

twenty-four. The expenses which :\ well-lo

do family incurred every year for its support

were at that time four hundred dollars; they

are now five times that sum.

"When the war of the Revolution began,

there was but one man in the above State who

was worth more than thirty thousand dollars;

there are now forty-five worth more than a

million. There were then but thirly-five

wheel carriages and they all were chaiscs

savetwo; re are non-fifty thousand. Oxen.

then did al the agricultural work, and there

were twelve hundred and forty-one yokes of

them in the Stale; oxen and horses now

equally divide such work, and they numbct

hundreds of thousands."
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PPROACHING now the time of Dr.

Gall's announcement of his system,

or during the second half of the eight

eenth century, we find many auihoritie',

eminent in physiology and philosophy,

asserting their belief in the organic di

visions of the brain. For instance, we

have the Swiss naturalist Bonnetus de

claring that the brain is formed by the

union of different organs corresponding

with and contiibuting to the multiplicity

of ideas (PalingC-nésie Philosophique, I.

333). He is quoted by M. Georget in

his treatise on the Physiology of the Ner

vous System as saying:
"
Each sentiment

has its peculiar fibres; when the fibres

are put in motion too violently. or for too

long a time, they are fatigued and suffer

Each part of the brain has a dis

tinct function of its own in the mental

pain.

economy."

This doctrine is repeated in so far as

the action of the fibres is concerned by

the view advanced by the cerebrationists

of to-day, that thought, or the manifesta

tion of mind, is the product of nervous

energy in the medullary substance of the

cerebrum, and by which cellular changes

are effected—the evolution of thought

being accompanied by the destruction or

decomposition of certain portions of

brain matter. Mental processes, there

fore, according to this idea, are.but a

high form of material action, an exalted

chemical procedure as it were. Bonnetus,

however, we are quite sure had no thought

of this material outcome of an idea that

is rational enough in itself, as it was

founded upon the common experience of

intellectual fatigue. There were the em

inent physicians, Haller, Van Swieten,

and Tissot, who entertained the belief

that the internal senses occupy organs

or regions in the brain as distinct as the

Besides

them, we have Cabanis and Prochaska,

distinguished in the realms of both anat

nerves of the external senses.

omy and philosophy, who advocated simi

The former of these is re

garded as a materialist, so positive are his

lar views.

utterances on the nature of thought. In

his Rapport: du Physique el du [floral 1i:

I'lmmmz, he defines the nature of life as a

simple, active principle, that “acts di

versely in the organs according to dif

ferences of structure and function. It

digests in the stomach, breathes in the

lungs, secretes bile in the liver, and thinks

in the brain." He placed reflection in

the cerebrum, but the passions in the

viscera, as did many of the doctors.

Prochaska summarized the views of his

predecessors in his
"
Dissertation on the

Functions of the Nervous System," thus:

“It is our consciousness, and a certain

peculiar feeling which convinces every

one that he thinks with his brain. But

since the brain as well as the cerebellum

is composed of many parts variously fig

ured, it is probable that nature, which

never works in vain, has destined these

parts to various uses, so that the various
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faculties of mind seem to require differ

ent portions of the cerebrum and cerebel

lum for their production."

\Vhen we consider the material tend

enciesof statements like this, and the

close relation of such reasoning to what

was subsequently wrought out in the sys

tem of Gall and Spurzheim, it is evident

enough that the intolerance and malig

nity that assailed the phrenologists in

the outset of their career as teachers

were largely owing to the false impres

sions entertained by their opponents of

the old

The

latter‘ were regarded, it is altogether

likely, as a new class of public expound

relations subsisting between

anatomists and the phrenologists.

ers of the old materialistic sophisms,

and bigotry and ignorance insisted upon

this view of the Gallian system. in spite

of protests and explanations, and notwith

standing the welcome it received during

that famous two years‘ progress of the

colleagues Gall and. Spurzheim, from

Vienna to Paris, when they visited the

university centres, and explained and

illustrated their discoveries with the ut

most frankness to the most learned of

Europe.

The barriers that were erected to the

march of phrenological truth by opponents

who preferred the charge of material

ism and correlative infidelity have not all

disappeared. To-day the cry is raised

now and then that Phrenology is god

less, and its teachers agnostic or irrelig

ious. Dr. Nahum Capen, of Boston,

author of "History of Democracy," quotes

the following apposite paragraph from an

address by Dr. Barber, also of Boston,

on the objections to Phrenology, thus:

" Its enemies have said that it is an irrelig

ious science, that it leads to materialism.

The objection I have had to this argu

'

ment is that it is entirely senseless. My

allegation against it is not that it is false,

but unintelligible. The question win/1m

Ike drain think: is mere logomachy; the

words, however correct in grammatical

construction, have not any correspondent

“7e are limited

in the attainment of knowledge to the

exercise of the senses, of the knowing

and of the reflective faculties. Now, by

what conceivable exaltation of the pow

ideas, and can not have.

ers of sensible discernment can we be

supposed to perceive thought-partial“ in

the art of (kinking, or by what knowing

or reflective faculty can we form a notion

of such a process in the brain? Conse

quently whether the brain thinks is a

question just asiritelligible as that attrib

uted to the old school-men, '
whether a

chimera bounding in a vacuum could eat

up the second intentions.’
"

The discoveries made by the phrenol

ogists established the fact of the brain's

relation to the mind. This is a crown

that no unjust or prejudicial sophistry

can wrest from them. The wise men of

the ages before dreamed and speculated

on the possibilities of conscious impres

sion—the more sanguine formulating

theories of localization in which facts,

although undetermined in accordance

with the methods of later science, were

employed with a skill that claims our

respect. As we have shown, many be

lieved and taught the system of Aristotle.

and helped, by their earnest discussions

and controversies on the nature of mind

and the functions of organism, to push

onward the mighty wave of thought until

it broke upon the solid ground of Phre

nology.

The whole sphere of reasoning on con

sciousness had been well swept by the

metaphysicians, as appears in the treat
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ises of most modern philosophers, who

do little more than review the old writers

from Aristagoras and Plato to Locke and

Descartes. Those who reason inductively

are, as a class, more physiological and

philosophical, and their premises differ

more in terminology than in rationale

from the phrenologist. When such men

candidly investigate the doctrines of

mind so comprehensively elucidated by

George Combe, rarely are they unwilling

at last to aver with Dr. Samuel G. Howe,

"That the manifestation of mind is de

pendent most immediately upon the

structure and condition of certain parts

of the brain; that the structure is de

pendent in a great degree upon the obedi

ence or neglect of certain known laws by

the human race in general ; that the con

dilz'on is dependent in a great measure

upon the use or abuse, exercise or neg

lect of his organization by each individ

ual. Lastly, it teaches that the body

niay be the corrupt and unhallowed

abode where selfishness holds uncertain

sway over tumultuous propensities and

fierce passions; or may be swept and

garnished and become a fit temple for

the transient dwelling of a spirit emanat

ing from the Deity himself."

This is modern Phrenology.

APROPOS TO THE SEASON.

WE
are told by business men that

trade is dull because it is a year‘in

which public attention is specially given

to political affairs, on account of the con

It is well that

people show an earnest interest in these

test for the Presidency.

affairs; and if it were not only during the

Presidential canvass, but also on every

occasion when it became necessary to se

lect men for public oflices, that close and

absorbing heed were given to the mat'er

by the community at large, there would

soon be a more healthful condition in

The

business man, the professional man, and

National and State government.

men generally, whose culture and habits

draw them somewhat apart from
the

masses, are in a great measure inclined

to regard politics with indifference, and

to avoid the exercise of the right and

duty of'a citizen—to vote. This fact is

too well known to need emphasis, and

the unhappy consequences of it are the

frequent topic of the public economist.

Some excuse their lack of interest in pol

itics by alleging the dishonesty and trick

ery of political organizations, and declar

ing that their voice or vote would only

They forget that duty

and obligation call upon them to act, al

be "thrown away."

though they may only
"
throwaway "their

But influence exerted on the side

of principle, of justice, of public weal, is

not wasted.

spised amid the rout of clamorous and

vote.

It may appear smalL—de

contending factions,-—but in time it be

comes the leaven that will regulate and

purify the muddlement of civil affairs.

A man can always do his duty as a cit

izen. He can speak for order and re

form; he can vote for the "best man."

Because he is a Republican or a Dem

ocrat or a Greenbacker or a Prohibition

ist or an Anti-Monopolist, he is not bound

to support the candidate of the party of

his affiliation when he believes its candi

date to be unfit.

ples should lead him to consider the

His conscientious scru

needs of the community above all per

sonal or party relations, and the "best

man" in the field for the place should re

ceive his vote.
‘

'

It is not so very difficult to choose the
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better man of two contending parties.

A little quiet investigation will
'

elicit

sufficient information on important points

We need but

to know something of his conduct in his

home and family, how' he is regarded in

his store or office by clerks and associ

in the character of a man.

ates, and what reputation he hears among

men of his calling.

We regret the license of political war

fare in its tendency to blacken and de

fame opposing candidates for office, but

this license permits us to ascertain the

truth, since it puts men on their defence

If the

bearing of a nominee be firm and consist

and challenges their integrity.

ent amid the storm of detraction raised

by enemies, it counts greatly in his favor,

and they who are in doubt may accept it

as a strong point.

ECCENTRlC PEOPLE.

ONE
of our leading Monthlies has

taken occasion to venture some re

marks upon those members of society

who go by the term
" eccentric"; and the

writer is inclined to condemn them some—

what severely, as persons who are not

only negligent of their obligations to so

ciety, but wilfully set themselves above

law and custom.' There are many people

who obtain a reputation for eccentricity

or qucemess, whose peculiarity in this

respect is due entirely to their unwilling

ness to be controlled by the usages of

convention. Now the greater portion of

the usages of society have very little

foundation in reason or common-sense;

people get into the fashion of doing

things unconsciously, as it were; follow

some leader, and have little reason to

offer for their following, aside from the

fact of his or her being prominent by

reason of wealth or family position.

Those
eccent\rics

who demand a reason for

their doing this or that, besides the usual

flimsy pretext,
"
everybody does so," ought

to be respected rather than condemned.

Anything that takes up our time or uses

our strength in any degree should have a

positive reason for its performance, and

the simple excuse that "so and so does

it, and therefore it must be right," is

absurd. There

amusement or play, a sound practical

is a reason for mere

reason that well-informed persons will

accept, but the reader knows that there

are many forms of amusement or enter

tainment that have no proper basis, and

people engage in them merely to waste

time; being without the pretext that they

find nothing better to do, for they can, if

they but pause and think a little. When

a man or woman is said to be queer or

eccentric by the rank and file of society

people, in nine cases out of ten such per

son is not like other people, mainly on the

score of independence of thinking, the

disposition to act and speak from orig

inal points of view, to look beneath the

surface of life and to question causes and

motives; in short, possesses a character

deserving of commendation. To be sure.

there is an excessive manifestation of ec~

centricity that is reprehensible; there is

an absurd affectation of superiority, ob

tuseness of insistance and pretence that

are intolerable; and we would no more

excuse it than we would that afiectation

of independence and originality which is

nothing more than rudeness and ignorance

and ill breeding. There are some who

think that such people should be trans

ported to a Botany Bay of their own, or

have a section of Alaska set off for their

special residence, and we are of their

opinion.
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Drnr AND CnoLERA.—It is a notable

fact that in modern epidemics, especially

of cholera, the Jews

This has been shown in a con

almost entirely

escape.

spicuous way in the late pestilence at

Toulon and Marseilles. According to

the published accounts there are 4,000 of

the Hebrew race in Marseilles, and of

these, but seven were seized with this

disease. Two of these seven were life

long invalids; another was ninety-seven

years of age, and two others had not ob

served faithfully the Jewish law. The

American Hebrew of New York ascribes

this comparative immunity to the dietary

laws of judaism, and lifts up its voice

against
"
the unclean, offal-feeding things

of sea and land" which Christian epi

cures prize so highly.

Our hygienic friends should feel an in

creasing assurance in the virtues of their

methods, and people who are given to

reflection should be at least disposed to

make a trial of the Hebrews’ principles

of table-living. The precepts of Moses

have a broader range than a single race.
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PHOTO—ENGRAVlNG.—J. B., Tasmania,

—-There are several methods, all of which are se

cured by patents. You would probably receive

definite information about securing a right to use

one by communicating with the Moss Engraving

Wig". l‘nluritll igurqmw
C0., or the Photo-engraving C0., or the Ameri

can Photo-engraving Co., all of this city.

We do not control any process, but have work of

that character done by one of the regular houses.

The paragraph entitled,
" New Feature," etc., was

taken from English sources, and is all that we have

learned about the idea therein mentioned. A pro

cess known as Pretsch's for making Photo-relief

plates is described in the Printer‘s Circular, thus:

"A sensitive gelatinous mixture is prepared by

dissolving six parts of gelatine in thirty parts of

water, and one part of powdered ammonium bi

chromateisztirred into the solution. A piece of plate

glass, which is all the better for having been pre

"ltlthly coated with a collotypic substratum, is now

levelled in the drying cupboard—a temperature of

about 40 Centigrade being suitable in most cases.

When the plate has reached the full temperature of

the hot cupboard, some of the gelatine preparation

is poured on and spread with a strip of paper,

about thirty grains being allowed for each square

inch of surface. “Then the plate is dry it is ex

posed under a negative, about six 'times the ex

posure which would be required for a silver print

being given. \Vhen the exposed plate is soaked in

water, the reticulation and granulation of the gel

atine rapidly set in, and in a few minutes an exact

reverse of the required printing-block will be the

result. The next step is to allow the plate to be~

come partially dry, and to deposit copper on it by

the electrotype process so as to form the printing

block. It is
,

perhaps, a more certain proceeding to

take an impression from the reticulated film by

means of softened gutta-percha, and to send this

cast to an electrotyper or a stereotyper to be repro

duced in metal."
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SELl-‘ISH AND HARD-HEARTED.——J. M.

M.—The characteristics of one who is known to be

selfish and hard~hearted as shown by the organism,

are generally a head that is broad between the

ears, strongly marked in the lower back region,

broad in the temple spaces, rather prominent in the

forehead, as men of the class average, strongly

marked in the back part of the crown, and falling

off rapidly in the top-head forward to the intellec

tual region. Viewed from the back, the head has

aconical outline, with a marked fullness in the

lower lateral spaces. Viewed from the front, the

anterior temporal ridges appear contracted, but a

little back of these ridges, the head fills out rapidly

so that it is well rounded at little above and in

front of the ears. There is a decided flatness no

ticeable in the upper front part of the crown, in the

region of Imitation and Spirituality; but ldeality

and Sublimity may be well marked, and the person

may possess a good degree of artistic taste.

The temperaments may be fairly balanced, but,

as a rule, the tendency is toward the lymphatic, or

what may be termed a morbid phase of the vital

and motive. in the worst cases of such a type

there is a flabbiness in the physical make-up that

unpleasantly impresses at first sight ; but this, how

ever, is usually associated with some culture and

refinement. People of little education, who are

notoriously selfish and exacting, are known for

want of flesh. They have a lean and hungry look,

are bony, knobby, with prominent cheek bones,

strong noses, and projecting chin, while the eyes

have a severe and glassy expression.

FRONTAL-SINUS AGAIN.— E. J. M.—

One of the earliest objections made to the integrity

of Phrenology was founded upon the relation of

the frontal-sinus to the brain, and it is one of the

latest. \Ve could answer, or consider it in nearly

every Number of our Magazine. Just as you write

us, others write that some
“
respectable physician

"

has pointed out an inconsistency or irregularity in

the matter of the prcdications of Phrenology as re

lated to certain organs of the frontal lobes, lying

adjacent to those spaces between the tables of the

skull that are called frontal-sinuses. The objec

tion is made only by those who are unacquainted

with the details of phrenological anatomy. All

educated Phrenologists admit the existence of the

frontal-sinus in the majority of crania, and that in

some cases their extent may be such as to offer

some obstacle to the accurate diagnosis of a few

organs at the anterior margin of the frontal lobes.

As a general rule, the utmost that the sinus can

affect are five organs, Form, Size, \Veight, Eventu

ality, and Locality, and a skillful Phrenologist can

determine with a good deal of accuracy the extent

of the sinus by the exterior development of the

super-orbitar ridges at the interior angle of the eye.

We have examined many skulls with regard to the

frontal-sinus, and insist that the Phrenologist who

is conversant in a moderate degree with the cortical

relations of skull and brain, need not err widely in

his interpretations of organic development. Fur

ther, we will say that the Phrenologist who would

attempt to examine heads without such knowledge,

should be more distinguished for audacity than ma

turity of judgment.

STUDY OF THE LAW.——Z. Z.-lt were
best for a young man who contemplates the study

of the law, in the outset to read some introductory

treatises upon the subject ; for instance, Hotiman‘s

“
Legal Study." A late edition will give him an

idea of the range of the subject. Walker's " ln

troduction to American Law "
is also appropriate.

Then following out the suggestions he will obtain

from such authors, he may proceed to read the fun

damental text-books. The advice of a. well-read

lawyer will be of great value to the student, and it

were best for him after he has attained an insight

into the theory of jurisprudence, to get a place in a

lawyer's office, where he can associate study with

practice, and after a year or more thus spent,a

course in a well-ordered law-school should be taken‘

HORIZONTAL WRINKLES BETWEEN

‘ran EvEnRows—H. M. A.—Some of the au

thors on Physiognomy are of the opinion that

wrinkles at the root of the nose extending in a di

rection at right angles to the nose, indicate will

power, decision, ability to exercise authority, super

intend the operations of others and take the lead.

It is claimed that most eminent generals have such

wrinkles.

ALWAYS IN A HUnRY.—C. V. M.—

Those unfortunate people who seem to “ live on

the fly," are always in a hurry, have inherited a

temperament that inclines them to excesive activ

ity, and circumstances besides from childhood up,

have conduced to a growth and strength of the habit

of initability. They usually have a predominance of

the mental temperament, an organism that is excit

able, or readily responsive to impressions. The per

ceptive faculties of the intellect are usually the larger.

ORATORY AND MEMORY.-—O. S. F.—

The book uOratory Sacred and Secular" gives

practical rules for the exercise of the voice and the

intellect in elocution. lt furnishes suggestions that

are helpful, also, in strengthening the memory ; al

though the book makes no special point of that

Numerous treatises have been written on the sub

ject of memory culture, but there are no rules of a

technical character that can be depended upon for

eii'ectiveness in a given case. Study in a systematic,

regular way, continued for months and may be

years, while it improves the mind as a whole, serves

to strengthen the memory ; development of the in

tellect in itself strengthens memory. At the basis

one mist have good health for a tenacious and

ready recollection.
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l.\llTATlNG OTHERs—It would appear

a very ridiculous thing for a straight, well-built

man to order his coat cut by the pattern of a hunch

back ; but not more ridiculous than things we daily

find ourselves guilty of—things that we are not

honest enough to own to ourselves, but which exist

nevertheless—speaking of our every-day actions,

and often looking as much out of place as the

hunchback's coat, stretched across the shoulders of

the man minus the hump. There goes a man—a

great man; one that everybody looks up to. He

has a habit of drawlr‘rlgr. \Ve are seized with

such a fit of admiration (2) for the man that we go

to drawling too, and wonder why people don't

look up to us.

Another, a friend, from whom we consider our

selves inseparable, has a peculiar combination of

a twinkle and a smirk, which we pronounce
“
quite

killing"; and we, accordingly, as in duty bound,

begin a Series of squints and smirks, feeling very

much surprised that people don't seem in the least

impressed with the cuteness of our performances,

except, perhaps, to ask us what we are making

faces at. The reason so many people are failures

is found in the fact that they throw away their in

dividuahty and try to be somebody else. Thousands

and thousands of people are miserable burlesques

of somebody else, —having no fixed principles

of their own,—forever revolving around some one

else, and reflecting the light of some other counte

nance, smiling when it smiles, frowning when it

frowns, and accommodating themselves to all the

changes of caprice as faithfully as the weather-cock

to all the changes of weather.

\Ve suppose the disposition to imitate what we

see is owing to that propensity of our monkey an

cestry. \Ve certainly would not chidc any one for

making use of so legitimate a propensity. It is

not the are of the faculty we object to, but the

abuse of it. The ability to appropriate that which

will enrich ourselves and defraud no one is certainly

not censurable, but it requires a world of discrim

ination to decide just what is worth appropriating,

and a vast deal of the same thing to decide whether

we can splice it on ourselves without showing the

seam. Such splicing is always dangerous. It is

better and safer to adapt the amendments to our

conduct on the inside rather than the outside, and

leave the effect to manifest itself naturally. Such

adoption is legitimate and safe. Hamlet's advice

to his mother, uAssume a virtue if you have it

not," sound; well (if we except the fact of its being

his mother he so addrefied), but it don‘t go deep

enough. Virtue would soon go at a discount, if

we merely assumed what is lovely in others with

out planting the seed of the principle in our lives.

Such assumption would appear as ridiculous as the

little boy in his papa's silk hat.

While we are thankful for all helps and exam

ples, let us not lose ourselves in our endeavors to

do and be something. If some one else is witty,

don't let us make such guys of ourselves as to set

up for wits without capital. If some one else is

profound, let us not drown ourselves in a deep sub

ject to appear profound too. All such attempts

will result in the humiliating and dearly bought

knowledge that, though we might have succeeded

as rational men and women, we are far from a suc

cess as monkeys. SUE GREGORY.

"A MOTHER TO OTHER MOTHERS."—

Under this title I read with pleasure in the Febru

ary Number of this magazine an article by Eliza

beth Porter Gould, endeavoring to show to moth

ers the desirability of telling their children of those

functions of womanhood that all must learn sooner

or later, either ignorantly or otherwise. And how

my heart went out
toward this true Mother as my

mind wandered back through a lapse of years, to

an evening never to be forgotten, when my own

darling mother took me, a boy of twelve,
into her

room and told me of these self-same things. l can

see her even now, as she bent over the tiny gar

ments that ere long were to clothe the little, help

less soul whom
" God would send to us"; and her

dear, kind eyes so full of love. And oh! what a

blessing it has been to me ever since I Oh, moth

ersl How little you know of the fruit “a word

fitly spoken" may bring forth! And who, if not

the mother, should tell the child of these things P

Mothers! which do you choose, that your child

should learn of these things from your lips? or

must your boy hear of them from ignorant com

panions, or the obscene lips of a low-toned hired

man? Must your girl, your rosy-checked darling,

just budding into womanhood, must her mind he

blighted by the idle talk of her companions, or of

servant-girls whose morals are far from being as

pure as you would wish P How often have I heard

boys of tender years speak of these things as

though they were to be made the butt of vulgar

jokes!

Think of hundreds of boys growing into man

hood with the false belief "that one-half of the

human race was created for the sensual gratifica

tion of the other half 1" Time and again have I

heard this statement made. And, mothers! it is

being taught to your boys.

Is it at all wonderful that so many of our young

men grow up gross sensualists, that foul crimes

are committed, that our daughters are led astray,

when our young men are permitted to grow up

under the worst of influences? I know it must be

hard for most mothers to talk freely to their children

of such things; but self should be laid aside, and

duty to one's child, and truth only thought of.
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Once more I appeal to you, as a son, as a brother,

in behalf of the rising generation. I appeal to

you, dear mothers and sisters, to resolve to tell

your children, or to place good books in their

hands that will lead them on and up to a higher,

nobler, purer manhood and womanhood ; and then

you may hope to see them growing up to glad—

den your old age, "and nations shall rise up and

call you blessed." H. J. NUNRO.

1.
B. I.

,

of Henderson, Tenn., says in

a late note: " Could not do without the JOURNAL.

I am a better man, a well” man, a wiser man, by

perusing the PHRENOLOGlCAL JOURNAL."

'0.

PERSONAL.

J. B. GRINNELL, for whom the town of Grinnell,

lowa, was named, says :

“ ln Grinnell there are no

saloons, and no one has been sent to jail, to the

poorhouse, or to the penitentiary for twenty-five

years. \Vepn stand a cyclone occasionally if you

will keep whisky away." No doubt of it.

M. CHEVREUL, the distinguished French chemist,

was much offended when it was proposed to relieve

him of his duties as director of the Gobclins manu

factory and place him on the retired list. Retired 2

And why? Because of his age, they said. Age?

he replied. Why, he was only ninety-eight] Did

they call that old ? He would teach the babbling

boys of fifty and sixty better things than that. M.

Chevreul is a teetotaler, a spare eater—taking only

two meals a day, and lectures still in the University

of Paris.

HENRY GEORGE BOHN, long celebrated as an

author and publisher of valuable books, died last

August in London. He was born in January,

1796. He grew up among books, not in an

alcove of a library, but in his father's store, where

he commenced active life as a salesman, after ob

taining an education. In 183x he began the book

business on his own account, and ten years after

ward issued his
"
guinea catalogue," exhibiting the

largest stock ever collected by a bookseller.

AND now it comes about that the credit of dis

covery of the cholera germ is disputed, the Italians

claiming it for a countryman named Filippo Pacini.

He published in the Ila/fan Alea'z't'al Gnztllc, in

1854, a treatise on the cholera, in which he says the

disease was due to
"

a very simple organism which

1 shall call a choleraic microbe." The treatise was

translated into French and into English, and was

republished in 1865, 1856, 18,1, and i879.

"ANS MAKART, the great Austrian painter, died

early in October. He was impressed with the delu

sion that his head was a color bor, and that if he

could extract the pigments front their case he would

achieve the greatest work of art that the world has

ever seen. The physicians, however, did not con

sider his insanity hopeless at first, and insisted upon

acessation of his labors, and some months of ab.

solute idleness; but in vain. He will be remem

bered as an important contributor to the art collec

tion at our Centennial Exhibition.

_.-.~

WlSDOM.

“Think truly~and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

RICHES got by deceit cheat no man so much as

the getter.

A MAN'S trials can not be insufferable if he lives

to talk about them.

THROUGH trials one may gain incompaxably

higher good than through indulgence and ease.

LA guerre est le procédé que les tyrans emploient

pour empécher le peuple de songer a ses droits

" Le Devoir."

IT was a good piece of advice given by a ser

geant-at-law to a counsellor, that he should not

“
show anger, but show cause."

NOTHING expands the mind like an active par

ticipation in some form of work. Education and

idleness are incompatible.—Prof. Swing,

THERE are two things which ought to teach us

to think but meanly of human glory : the very best

men have had their calumniators; the very worst

their panegyrists.

Ht: who takes a glass of water may well feel joy

ous, for he swallows what has, in its various forms,

made more ‘melody upon the earth than the great

est musician that ever lived.

A UNIVERSITY is not to train students merely as

lawyers, physicians, clergymen, engineers, mer

chants, and statesmen, but as men; and the best

thing the university can do for them is to form in

them what we will call the philosophic mind.—

I’raf. Bryce.

in vain

Ye call back the Past again,

The Past is deal to your prayer;

Out of the shadows of night

The world rolls into light ;

It is daybreak everywhere.

0

MIRTH.

“ A little rrnsense no‘! and then

ls relished by the wisest men."

Aurtmx LEAVES—when winter comes in.

llow does Pat get over single-blessedness? He

proposes to Bridg-it.
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"
11' seems to me that the lard is diminishing

rapidly, Mary,“ said the mistress to the servant-girl.

" Ycs‘m," was the reply of the maid; "but then

you knew when you bought it that it was short

'ning."

Cusrom-za with a red nose—“ Yes, i want the

hat to be of just that size." Hatter—"But, my

dear sir, it will b: unbecoming: so very large, you

know." Customer—"Hush! make it that way, i

tell you, I want people to think my head is big."

"
SHALL I sing, ‘\Vhen the robins nest a'gain,‘

darling P" she asked, with a sweet smile. "Yes,

love," he replied ;
"
but allow me to call your atten

tion to the fact that the robins won't nest again till

next year." She did not sing, and he doesn't go

there any more.

AN lndian on being asked what he was doing

now, answered,
"
\Vell. I hunt some, fish some,

and preach some."
“
\‘Vhere do you preach P"

"
Up on the creek bottom."

“ How much do they

give you 2"
"
‘Bout fifty dollars a year."

“ That's

mighty poor pay, isn't it P"
“ \Vell, but it's mighty

poor preach."

“
DOCTOR, I want to thank you for your great

patent medicine."
" It helped you, did it P" asked

the quack, very much pleased.
“ It helped me

wonderfully."
“ How many bottles did you find it

necessary to take 2
" "

Oh, I didn't take any of it.

My uncle took one bottle, and now lam his sole

surviving heir."

" THE lady is handsome, but she looks as it
’

she

had a temper of her own," remarked one drummer

to another on a train. "You bet l You read

character correctly," was the reply.
"
\Vhy, you

speak as if you were acquainted with her !

" "
\Vell,

I am slightly. I married her some ten years ago

and have been studying her ever since."

.uu».
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THREE VisiTs TO AMERICA. By Emily
l-‘aithfull. umn, pp. xii, 4C6. Cloth, price $1.50.
Published by Fowler 8: \Vells Co., 753 Broad

way, New York.

The author of this volume needs no introduction

to an American public; her work in behalf of strug

g.ing women during the past twenty years has been

attended with so much success that she has acquired

wide-spread celebrity in spite of herself. Her three

visits in this country were made for the purpose oi

studying our society, our industrial methods and or

ganizations in behalf of poor and unfortunate Eng

lish women, and the record of these three visits is

not a rush into print to gratify personal motives

merely, or to let the world know "my impressions

of America," after the style of so many foreign

tourists, but the notes of a warm-hearted, practi

cal observer who is in earnest tor the improvement

of the condition of her fellow-women, and gives

her best experience in the tracings of her pen.

Few writers on America have seen so much of our

country, talked with so many of our best people,

and looked so deeply into our social habits and in

stitutions; and as she relates the notable incidents

of her journeys in a lively, agreeable manner,

showing everywhere the woman of exuberant

good-nature, the reader is captivated at the start.

One finds himself newly interested in things that

he deemed familiar; reads about men and women

of whom he has frequently heard, but finds them

set in new lights and phases, differently photo

graphed, as it were. Sketches of conversations occur

allthrough the book, most of them with well-known

people, all of whom cordially aided Miss Faithfull

toward the attainment of her mission. It is pleas

ant to read lier lively comments on such persons as

Charles Sumner, Julia \Vard Howe, Professors

Coit Tyler and Maria Mitchell, George W.

Childs, Charlotte Cushman, John Taylor the

Mormon President, Thurlow \Veed, and the hun

dred others she met. But what will most interest

the American reader are the chatty comparisons

made of our social mannerisms with those of old

England, and the tendencies that she thinks are

clearly to be seen in popular sentiment as concerns

trade, government, labor, the woman question, art,

and so on. The eminent utility of what Mia

Faithfull says here and there makes the book valu

able, and therefore desirable; while it will enter

tain every one who takes it up, it will be sure to in

'stiuct those who are thoughtful.

‘I'm: CHILDREN or THE BIBLE. By Fanny
L. Armstrong. With an Introduction by Frances

E. \Villard, Pres. N. \V. C. T. U. 18m0, pp. 275.
Extra Cloth. Price $1. New York, Fowler &

\Vells Co., Publishers, 75 3 Broadway.

The mind of the modern child is ever hungry for

entertainment—the hunger is impressed at birth—

and writers and publishers everywhere appear to be

doing their best to meet its demands and stimulate

its further growth. \Vhat multitudes of stories are

announced each year, and how few of them are

suitable for the reading of our bright girls and

boys! \Vhat they need is lively, entertaining tales

that teach them useful truths, tniths so simply illus

trated that they can grasp their full meaning, and

appreciate their great importance to them if they

would live noble, upright, happy lives. Miss Arm

strong has drawn on that richest of moral source .,
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the Bible, for her topics, and with rare tact pre

pared this volume of star—is for children. She

knows the kind of setting that is needed to make

each beautiful incident attractive to young minds,

and she finds something of peculiar interest in every

Bible child's life from lshmael to Timothy. Miss

\Villard‘s testimony is very valuable to the writer,

and to the publishers perhaps, but we think that

they who open the book and read two pages of the

story of Ishmael will not be content until they have

finished with Timothy and the convenient little

Glossary of names at the end. It is just the kind

of book for the home table and the Sunday-school

library, and should be in the hands of all Sunday

school teachers. |

‘49. Tm: GOLD-SEEKER or THE SIERRAS.
By Joaquin Miller, author of “Memorie and

Rime," "Songs of the Sierras," etc. No. 123 of

Funk 81 \Vagnalls’ "Standard Library." -Price

:5 cents.

It goes almost without saying that Joaquin Miller

is one of the foremost among the writers of the

day. His latest work, “'49, The Gold-Seeker of

the Sierras," is perhaps as characteristic a work as

the author has ever written. It is a story of the

\Vestern mines, and abounds in strong dramatic

situations, swift alternations between pathos and

humor, and delicate poetic interpretations of nature.

There can be no doubt in the reader's mind that the

story is drawn largely from real life. Bold, realistic

touches impart strength and intensity to the ro

mance and render the book very engaging.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

AnoREss by the Rt. Hon. Lord Rayleigh, Presi

dent of the British Association for the Advance

ment of Science. This document has been received

from our friend Dr. Ross, of Montreal, and is in

teresting as a comprehensive review of scientific

work in the important departments of Physics,

especially of Optics and Electricity. From the

same hand we have received a Second List of Resi

dent and Non-resident Members and Associates of

the British Association.

THE ECLECTIC MAGAZINE or FOREIGN LITER

ATURE, in its later Numbers, shows taste, intelli

gence, and care in the selection of its subjects. The

strongest pens are illustrated. Our friend, the

editor, can scarcely be in sympathy with the notices

of certain manufactures that appear opposite to

the table of contents in the September Number.

Tm: Can-rum! MAoAzms, for October, contains

several voluminous papers, that are not only at

tractive because of their rich designs, but because

of their permanent literary value. For instance,

Social Conditions in the Colonies, The Odyssey

and its Epoch, The Sun's Surroundings, Lights

and Shadows of Army Life. The last mentioned

will please many readers who had glimpses of life

in the late war, etc., its sketches are realistic

enough.

HARPen’s MAoAznts, for October, is in no rs

spect below its high average, and has, among the

more noteworthy topics, The Home of Hans Chris

tian Andersen, The'Great Hall of \Villiam Rufus,

Artist Strolls in Holland, and an article not unlike

Lights and Shadows of Army Life in Srrr‘bner':

entitled The Home of Tommy Atkins, although

the camp life described in this case has its locale in

England, and is of a peaceful nature. The Gate

way of the Sierra Madras is striking with its repre

sentations of Mexican architecture.

Tris Punusnens’ \VEEKLY, in its Fall An

nouncement Number, contains a long list of new

books. It is wonderful to contemplate the growth

of the book-trade in this country; nothing illus

trates it so well as the numerous \Veeklies and

Monthlies devoted to the announcement of recent

and projected books. Yet there are some who insist

that
"
trade

"
is dull.

OGILVIE‘S POPULAR ReAnrxo, No. :0, contains

seven stories, by popular authors. Among them,

“Wife in Name, Only"; “First Love is Best";

“No Cards, no Cake." Paper, 30 cents. J. S.

Ogilvie & Co., New York.

Tm: MISSIONARY REVIEW, published at Princo

ton, N. 1., under the management of the Rev.

R. G. \Vilder, deserves the support of the Chris’

tian public, as it is an excellent organ for mis'on

ary interests, furnishing the American churchman

with recent data concerning the operations of mis

sionaries at home and abroad. Terms but $1.50:

year.

Ourcnves cr A MODIFIED Pnosociuem.

By George R. Bishop, stenographer of the N Y.

Stock Exchange, late President of New York

State Phonographers‘ Association, etc. In this

pamphlet Mr. Bishop condenses the results of

many years‘ observation and experiment in rela—

tion to an object he has long entertained, “A

more definite and easy mode of representing the

vowel sounds in connection with the consonant

signs as now used in phonography." The central

idea has been to construct a system of vowel signs

to which hooks, loops, and circles could be attached

in a manner similar to their use in connection with

consonants. This idea we think is quite original

with Mr. Bishop, at least in its evolution as a sys

tematic proceeding, and we think that his pamphlet

will be found of practical value to phonographcf!

generally. Mr. Bishop is not only a very skilful re

porter, but he has been a careful student of lan

guage for many years, and his opinion on any ques

tion connected with stenography is deserving of

consideration.

OUR LIFE Arm Home is the title of a new

monthly magazine published at Salt Lake City.

The editor, C. H. Bliss, appears to be a cordial

friend of mental science, from the practical article!

on the subject appearing in his publication.
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PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
ls widely known in America and Europe, having been before the reading world
nearly fifty years, and occupying a place in literature exclusively its own,
viz., the study of HUMAN NATURE in all its phases, including Phrenology,
Physiognomy, Ethnology, Physiology, etc., together with the “SCIENCE or
HEALTH," and no expense will be spared to

make it the best publication for
general circulation, tending always to make men better physically, men
tally, and morally. Parents should read the JOURNAL, that they may better
know how to govern and train their children. Young people should read the
JOURNAL, that they may make the most of themselves. It has long met with
the hearty approval of the press and the people.

N. 1’. Tribune says:
“
Few works will better repay

perusal in the l'amil than this rich storehouse ol'instruc

tion, which never ails to illustrate the prnctiml philoso

hy oflile, with its lively expositions, appropriate unec

ngi‘es'l
and agreeable sketches of distinguished individ

N. Y. Timn says: “Tm: PIIRINOLOGICAI. jun-mu.
proves that the increasing years of a periodical is no ren

lm for its lessening its enterprise or for diminishing its
abundance of interesting matter. If all magazines tn

in merit as steadily ns Tris
Pr-rnsuotooiou.

Iotlnmu7

they would daerve in time to show equal evi

o popularity."

storehouse for useful tnought. It teaches men 1

themselves, and constantly presents matters of the high
est interest to intelligent readers,l.nd has the sdvantsge
of having always been not only ‘up with the unes,' but
a little In advance. lts popularity shows the result at
enterprise and brains."

Sunday-School Tina says:
“
A great amount and

variety of useful and instructive matter finds in fly into
this Pnannotocicu. monthly. lt is progressive sud lib
eral, in the “pod

sense of those terms—a readable. vnluz
ble Journal.

TERMS.
The OURNAL ls published monthly at $2.00 a year, or 20

cents
n Number.

r is given either he BUST or Chart Premium described above'snbscri

To each yeitny
When the Premiums

are sent, t5 cents extra must be received with each subscription to pay postage on the joints“,
and the expense of boxing and packing the Bust, which will

be_
sent by express, or No. a.

smaller size, or the Chart Premium, will be sent by mail. post-paid.

Send amount in P. O. Orders, P. N., Drafts on New York, or in Registered Letters.

sge-etamps will be received. Aorm'rs WANTED.

Llst, Posters, etc. Address

Post
Send to cents [or specimen Number. Premium

I'OWLEB a WELLS (30., Publishers. 763 Broadwny, New York

0

‘ Christian Union says:
"

It is well known as s
porn!”0 no‘

_
_
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*
‘_
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PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

PREMIUMS‘ FOR 1885.

A NEW PHRENOLOGICAL CHART.
This is a handsome Symbolical Head, made from new and special draw

ings designed for the purpose. The pictorial illustrations show the location

of each of the phrenological organs, and their natural language. It will help
to locate readily the faculties, and at the same time give a correct idea of

their functions. The Head is about twelve inches wide, handsomely litho

graphed in colors in the highest style of the art, and printed upon heavy plate

paper, about 19
x 24 inches, properly mounted, with rings for hanging on the

wall, or it can be handsomely‘ framed and placed under glass when desired.

It will be presented to yearly subscribers to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

($2.00), whether new or' old. When sent by mail, we must receive 10 cents ex

tra, to cover the cost of mailing the premium and the postage on the JOURNAL,

which is sent prepaid, or the chart alone will be sent by mail, post-paid, on re

ceipt of price, $1.00. (Will be ready for delivery November 10th.)

THE PHRENOLOGICAL BUST.
This is one of the best possible aids to a proper understanding of the exact

location of the Phrenological organs. It is so lettered as to show them sepa

rately on one side and in difierent groups of organs—moral, intellectual, ex

ecutive, and social—on the other. It is handsomely made in white plaster, and

very ornamental. An ILLUSTRATED KEY accompanies each bust, fully explana

tory and giving such directions as to enable the reader to understand its use,

including the names and the functions of each of the faculties. When sent,

15 cents extra must be received for packing and boxing. The large size

(price, $1.00) will be forwarded by express at the expense of the subscriber,

or No. 2, small size (price, 50 cents), will be sent by mail, post-paid. We ofler

a choice of either of the above premiums to all subscribers for 1885.

A NEW OFFER.
All Book premium offers with subscriptions to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR<

NAL are positively withdrawn now ; but we make the following very liberal

proposition to subscribers who will send new names. For each new yearly sub

scription to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL sent with $2.00, by a person now a

subscriber, we will give a copy of one of the following books :
“ The Diseases

of Modern Life," a work on the avoidable causes of disease; by Dr. B. W.

Richardson. Price, $1.50.
“
Expression : Its Anatomy and Philosophy." By

Sir Charles Bell. Price, $1.50. The
“
Reminiscences of Spurzheim and

GeorgeCombe." By Hon. Nahum Capen. Price, $1.50. "Constitution of Man." y

George Combe. Price, $1.50. “Wedlock; or, The Right Relation of the

Sexes." By Samuel R. Wells. Price, $1.50. ‘,‘A Bachelor's Talks About Mar

ried Life." By William Aikman, D.D. Price, $1.50. “How to Read Char

acter." Price, $1.25. _

These offers are made to present subscribers who send new ones, and no

other books can be sent without extra payment ; but any $1.50 book of our

own publication will be sent by payment 0f 50 cents extra. To the new

subscriber will be given either the Chart or Bust Premium, as above.

Send amount in P. O. Orders, P. N., Drafts on New York, or in Registered

Letters. Postage-stamps will be received. AGENTS WANTED. Send 10 cents

for specimen Number, Premium List, Posters, etc. Address

FOWLER 81 WELLS C0., Publishers, 753 Broadway, Ii
.

Y
.
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ZYGMUND FORTUNAD MILKOWSKI,

THE POLISH PATRIOT AND AUTHOR.

N this portrait we see indications of a
‘
the brain being large, there 15 evidence

The M0

tive temperament shows very strong fea

vcry strong constitution.

tures and a strong, bony structure; and

of the Mental temperament, the two

united, giving activity, intensity, suscep

tibility, positiveness, and power. The
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Vital temperament, which, when well

marked, gives fullness and smoothness

and pliability to the constitution, is some

what wanting in this man ; his chief lack

in constitutional development is the nu

tritive system.

He has evidence
‘
of first-rate lung

power, as shown by the large nose and

the broad and strong development out

ward from the nose. The strong chin in

dicates vigorous circulatory power, and

decided tendencies to sociability and

love. The falling in of the cheeks where

digestion is represented, shows that that

function is comparatively weak; and he

has, on the whole, the appearance of an

over-worked man, and at the same time

of a man who is capable of doing that

which would be over-work to most men,

and yet not break down.

There are four or five distinguishing

marks in his mental development. The

reader will observe the prominent brow;

the breadth and fullness in that region.

He will also observe that there is great

length from the opening of the ear to the

forehead above the root of the nose; this

shows length of fibre in the brain, and

great intellectual sharpness and intensity.

There are few men whose perceptive in

tellect has such scope, intensity. and

definiteness as his. Hence his mind is

rich in all that pertains to fact and inci

dent

of knowledge.

Experience to him brings a wealth

If we ascend to the mid

dle section of the forehead, where the or

gans are located which have to do with

history, locality, time, and the power of

containing and retaining scholarly lan

guages, we find that his head resembles

pretty closely that of the celebrated

learned blacksmith, the late Elihu Burritt,

who could read in fifty-two languages.

The upper part of the forehead shows

sharpness in the centre, and great height,

bringing into view the faculty of Com

parison most prominently, and especially

that of human nature, or the power to

appreciate and describe character, and

If the reader will ob

serve the fullness in the region of the

to read it at sight.

temples, he will see large Constructive

ness, which gives the ability to combine

and organize. to build and construct, and

to invent. It is useful to mechanics who

build architectural piles, or who con

struct machinery that is rich in complica

tion, and is necessary to the poet and the

It will also be seen that the

head is broad above and about the ears,

indicating power, force, policy, desire foi

property, and the ability to manifest these

traits in his own character, or develop

them in characters of which he may write

novelist.

or which he may create; and, as a writer

he would make his characters, whether

learned, intellectual, acute, or otherwise,

forceful, politic, ingenious, and influential

and present them with a vividness that

would be startlingly real.

Such a head as this could never make

a tame character in a story or drama. If

he were to assign to a boy or man a posi

tion of holding a horse for the hero of a

tale, he would give to that horse-holder

certain positive, crayon touches of char

acter that would make him remembered.

If he were to write for the stage, every

character in the different parts would be

distinct and vivid. And it would be a

natural criticism of a story or drama of

his, that there were too many influential

characters, too many high lights in his

landscape, too much hill and mountain.

and not enough valley, and plain, and

lawn.

His head is high in the region of Be

nevolence. Under that tuft of front hair
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from the eye, and from the ear to that

point, the distances are great; hence he

is full of Benevolence and sympathy; but

having so much positiveness and force,

his sympathy may be like a fair amount

of sugar in some very strong lemonade.

in other words, it needs all his tenderness

and sympathy to soothe, and clothe, and

shield the angular, pointed, and executive

elements in his constitution.

His Self-esteem and Firmness we judge

to be large ; l ence he is positive almost

to a fault, imperious in his feelings,

and fiercely defensive when his feelings

are aroused,and he has a proper object of

opposition; and his power to scathe his

opponents, or to scourge his enemies with

language intense, vivid, and fierce, would

not often find a parallel.

We judge that he has strong social

affection ; his friends believe in him ; and

his enemies are likely to fear him if they

do not hate him. He never can live in a

community without being known as a

force among men. As a poet and novel

ist. he is able to make good use of these

strong qualities of character; and he will

stand out upon a literary landscape as

Mont Blane and the Matterhorn assert

their presence, fearless of obstruction.

Poland does not exist as an inde

pendent State. Aiter athousand vicis

situdes, at one time recognized, at an

other repudiated, she has not, however,

completely disappeared from the family

of nations, although more than once dis

membered and parcelled out to Russia,

Prussia, and Austria. The situation of

Poland to-day is very curious. The Czar

assumes the title of King of Poland,

without recognizing the Polish nation

ality; the Emperor of Austria assumes

no title. but recognizes the nationality;

while the Emperor of Germany does

neither. And yet, in spite of innumer

able restrictions and persecutions on the

part of both Russia and Prussia, the na

tion lives and is developing in every

field of activity except the prohibited one

of politics. Poland still participates

largely in the intellectual, social, literary,

and artistic life of Europe. This people,

which diplomats have proclaimed to the

world to be dead, possesses its own mills

and manufactories, its own marts of

trade, a distinctive character, savants,

artists, and a complete literature, that,

more than all else, indicates the vitality

of a nation. And, it may be added, this

literature, looked upon in the light of a

misdemeanor by the Governments of

Russia and Prussia, denounced on every

possible occasion, watched by the police,

pursued by the censor, endures, although

unsupported by a single public school, by

a single learned academy or literary so

ciety, which are replaced by Russian and

German schools, academies, and societies.

Polish literature draws its nourishment

from the very soul of the nation—from

the Polish people; it breathes and grows

notwithstanding the neglect and oppres

sion of the State.

It is
,

consequently, both interesting and

useful to become acquainted with the

representatives of this militant literature.

I have chosen one as the central figure of

this sketch. Ex una dz'sce omncs. My

choice has not been governed by chance.

I am personally acquainted with Mr. Theo

_ dore Thomas jez, the Polish novelist, his

torian, publicist, and patriot. He is one

of the most remarkable writers of Poland,

whether we consider the current or the

past literature of that country. Jez—

pronounced almost like our English yes—

is a nun: a'e plume of more than ordinary

significance. Hedgehog is the transla

tion‘of the Polish jazz, and the habits and

characteristics of this little animal cor

respond exactly to the situation of a lit

erature forced every moment to defend

itself and to present adetermined front

to the attack of its enemies. "Touch

me not," or the nemo mu impum: laa'ssil

of the Scottish arms, is the motto of the
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En'naceu: Europzzus when he bristles up ;

but, the danger passed. the doughty hedge

hog smoothes his ruffled coat and con

tinues peacefully on his way,—appropri

ate emblem of the literature represented

by T. T. Jez, whose real name is Zygmund

Fortunad Milkowski.

Milkowski springs from a family of the

futile noblesse, a class that has played a very

important part in the history of Poland.

It was the equestrian order par are/lence,

composed of citizens who were, at one

and the same time, farmers and sol

diers, whose duty it was to govern and

defend the Republic. In time of war,

armed with a sabre, they mounted their

horses; in time of peace, they followed

the can afield, without, however, laying

aside the sword, the distinctive mark of

their order. A noble, when too poor to

buy a pair of boots, did not think him

self disgraced if he went barefooted, but

to be seen without his sword was most

ignominious.

Milkowski's ancestors were all soldiers.

One of them participated in the deliver

ance of Vienna from the Turks in 1683,

alongside of the celebrated Polish hero

and king, John Sobieski. His grand

father, John Milkowski, fought under

the orders of Kosciusko. This grand

father was no ordinary character, and

may be taken as a typical representative

of the {wide noblesse of old Poland. At

the commencement of one of Kosciusko's

campaigns, John Milkowski was pursuing

his studies in a college directed by Basil

ian monks. He fell violently in love

with a young girl of high family, escaped

from the convent, eloped with the ob

ject of his passion, married her secretly,

and joined the army. The young wife

followed her adventurous husband in a

baggage-wagon covered with a tent, in

which vehicle were born successively a

son, Joseph, father of Zygmund, and a

daughter.

Joseph, in his turn, became a soldier.

In 1809 he enlisted as a volunteer, fought

against the Austrians in Galicia, and

later took part in the campaign of 1812,

that gigantic effort of the great Napoleon

to humble Russia. In 1820 he gave up

arms for the plow, returned to his father's

home on the banks of the Dniester, and

married a high-born lady, Balbina Brud

zewska, one of whose ancestors had been

an instructor of Nicholas Copernicus.

The fruit of this marriage was two

daughters and five sons. The eldest of

the family, Zygmund Fortunad, was born

in the village of Saraceya on the Dniester.

on March 23, 1824, in the midst of a ter

rible equinoctial storm, which made the

parental mansion tremble to the very

foundations. The superstitious old wom

en of the neighborhood predicted a tem

pestuous life for the baby. And their

prognostics were destined to be fulfilled—

a very natural consequence, however, for

the child saw light in a land subjected to

the most galling foreign domination, and

issued from a class which ‘formerly ruled

the State.

From his earliest childhood, Zygmund

was a witness of the oppression of his

country. He was but six years old when

the unfortunate insurrection of 1830

broke out, in which his father participat

ed. This unsuccessful uprising was sup

pressed with a severe hand, and many

Polish families were ruined. The Mil

kowskis did not escape, and the boy

grew up in an atmosphere which affected

his whole character. The vindictive pol

icy of the Russian Government became

more strongly marked every day. The

Polish language was driven from the

schools and courts; Russians were intro

duced into all the public offices; the peas

ants, who were Uniates, were forced to

accept the State religion; Polish books

and songs were tabooed, and, above all,

the old nobility was proscribed.

Milkowski made his first acquaintance

with the masters of Poland in 1833, when

he was but fourteen years old. The in

troduction occurred at Niemirow, a little

town of Podolia, where the gymnasium is

situated in which young Milkowski was

studying. He was accused of participat

ing in a conspiracy. What danger to the

mighty Russian Empire could there be

in the machinations of boys. the oldest of
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whom was only seventeen? But the Gov

ernment looked at the matter differently.

It began a regular trial before a judicial

commission, appointed all 110:. who took

testimony and passed sentence. There

were two principal charges. First, the

organization of a society ; second, the

reading of prohibited poetry. The leader

of this dangerous plot was condemned to

transportation to Caucasia, there to serve,

throughout his whole life. in the ranks of

the Russian army. The other conspira

tors were driven from the gymnasium,

and denied entrance into any educational

establishment of the empire. Milkowski,

because of his persistent denial of affili

ation with the complot, the absence of

all proof against him, his extreme youth,

but, above all, because of the bribes which

his parents did not hesitate to offer the

judges, escaped from this first trial, al

though he was placed under police sur

veillance as a suspect. This disgrace, in

Russian eyes, made the boy's school-days

often very hard. But he went bravely on

with his studies, and, notwithstanding

systematic and petty annoyances, was

promoted from class to class, until he

was promoted from the gymnasium in

i843.

Milkowski chose Odessa rather than

Kiew as his university, because at that

time it was distinguished among the

great cities of the empire for a relatively

greater liberty. The students were sub

jected to a much less severe discipline

there than at Kiew, Moscow, or St. Pe

tersburg. There Milkowski was no longer
“
shadowed." The young man could con

tinue his studies unannoyed, and even suc

ceeded in carrying off a first prize at a

competitive examination.

Milkowski devoted himself at the uni

versity to the physical and mathematical

sciences, but also prepared himself to take

a place in Polish literature while pursuing

the exact sciences. This was contrary to

the ordinary rule, but a still more remark

able irregularity was the following of his

studies not only in a foreign tongue, but

in a centre where everything which con

cerned his country,--language, literature,

history,—was placed under a ban as ab

solute as it was severe.

In his father's library the young student

found the authors of the most brilliant

epoch,the golden age of Polish literature

(from the sixteenth to the end of the first

half of the seventeenth century), and also

the works produced during the regenera

tion of this literature (the last part of the

eighteenth century). Here it was that he

became acquainted with the celebrated

poet Mickiewicz,whose genius fanned into

a flame the sacred fire smouldering in the

breast of every young man destined by

nature to serve society “ith his pen. His

first masters were his father, mother,

cousins, friends. He wrote verses; but

the encouragement and guidance, which

a student of talent generally experiences

in the university, Milkowski never en

joyed. The Russian schools cultivated a

declared hostility for the Polish youth.

Polish writers, therefore, were developed

by opposition, by eating with avidity of

forbidden fruit, by reading in secret the

great prose authors and poets of the na

tion, by studying under difficulties the

history and literature of their native land,

by devouring with closed doors the pub

lications smuggled from France. All

this did Milkowski do instinctively, never

thinking what use was to be made of it.

Milkowski gave special attention to

mathematics, with the idea of utilizing

his knowledge either as a professor or in

the military career. He therefore went

to Kiew in order to pass his final exam

ination, and obtain the university degrees

indispensable to everybody who would

occupy a professor's chair. His sojourn

at Kiew coincided with the year 1847-48:

that is to say, the moment when all Eu

rope was filled with revolution, when

great thoughts filled the air, and grand

principles revived old hopes. Could Mil

kowski remain indifferent to such ap

peals? University claims gave way to a

conspiracy, and in order to better conceal

his plan, he entered the engineering corps

of the Russian army. But this did not

remove all suspicion. The Kiew police

got wind of what was going on in the
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dark. They learned that Milkowski was

one of the agitators who had kept back

the nobles from signing the address of

fidelity required by the Government at

this time. He was, in fact, the author of

a document, of which the students of the

university made several copies, declaring

a coward whoever should sign the ad

dress. An order for his arrest was is

sued, and the city searched. But he was

informed of the danger, and, having ob

tained the assistance of the Jews for a

certain sum of money, just succeeded in

escaping from Kiew. He reached his

father's house, bade his parents farewell,

and a few weeks later put the Austrian

frontier between his pursuers and the Rus

sian police. He had passed from Poland

into Poland, that part of the former king

dom under the domination of Austria,

which at this moment—July, 1848—was

passing through the crisis which ended

by its existence as "Poland" being offi

cially recognized.

At this moment, in the autumn of 1848,

the Hungarian insurrection burst out. It

was an uprising against one of the op

pressors of Poland. This was sufficient

to decide Milkowski. Without hesitat

ing an instant, he left Galicia after a so

journ of three months within its borders.

crossed in secret the Hungarian frontier,

reached Pesth, and offered his services to

Louis Kossuth, who was at the head of

the revolutionary government. A Polish

legion was in process of formation. Mil

kowski joined it as a simple private, and

thus he became a soldier. The campaign

lasted nine months.

pated in several battles, among which I

shall only mention that of Szegedin, be- ,

cause of an event which happened there, 1

and which shows the important part often

exercised by small causes on the destiny

of nations.

The Hungarians were retreating before

the Austrian army, which was maneuver

ing in concert with a Russian force. The

Hungarians, numbering sixty thousand,

for the most part raw levies, were cross

ing the river Theiss. The passage of the

troops began early in the morning, lasted

Milkowski partici- .

all day, and it was only toward evening

that the Polish battalion, which formed

the rear guard, and in whose ranks Mil

kowski served, approached the river. The

sun was setting. Only one of the two

pontoon bridges remained, and the sap

pers were busily engaged in destroying it.

The Poles crossed in haste, and on reach

ing the other side were ordered to occupy

some trenches farther on, leaving only a

platoon to guard the bank. It was ex

pected that the enemy would make a

reconnoissance during the night. and per

haps try to rebuild the bridges. The

duty of this handful of Poles was to watch

and apprise the main body of any such

movement. Milkowski was given the

command of the little party. He had on

his right the Maritza, which empties into

the Theiss at this point in the midst of

impracticable marshes, and on his left. a

battery armed with a cannon. Milkowski

placed his soldiers behind the big willows

which skirted the bank. Time passed.

The twilight was becoming fainter and

fainter, when suddenly a large black spot

appeared on the surface of the water.

moving noiselessly along with the cur

rent. It was soon discovered to be a raft

covered with soldiers. Milkowski gave

the order to fire, and a shower of bullets

poured in upon the defenceless enemy.

The Austrians quickly pulled for the op

posite bank, carrying with them their

dead and wounded. Sometime after

ward, Milkowski, on reading the history

of the war, first learned that on this oc

casion he had driven back a strong re

connoissance led by Brigadier-General

Bencdek, who was severely wounded.

This misfortune won for Benedek the

sympathy of the Emperor. It was the

beginning of the brilliant career of a man

without military capacity, who, as com

mander-in-chief of the Austrian army in

1866, lost Sadowa and established Prus

sian hegemony in Germany.

Milkowski and two hundred of his

companions decided to go to England,

and embarked for Malta on a Turkish

war vessel at that island. The Turkish

Government withdrew its protection.
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although it furnished the exiles a sum

sufficient to charter a ship which should

convey them to England. They soon

after left on a sailing vessel, and when

nine days out, during a stormy night, on

April 19, I850, struck on the rocks near

a little port of Kabyles on the Tunisian

‘

coast. The weather was very bad; the

wind blew a gale, and the rain fell in tor

rents, and the captain and his sailors, be

lieving all lost, basely deserted the ship

in the life-boat, and left the patriots to

their fate. But with the first rays of

morning they were discovered by an Eng

lish merchantman, which sent a boat to

their aid, and they were no sooner placed

in safety on the beach than their vessel

went to pieces.

The shipwrecked refugees spent three

weeks on the Tunisian beach, and were

finally taken back to Malta through the

instrumentality of the Bey. They again

left Malta, this time on one of the power

ful steamers of the Anglo-Indian service,

and reached Southampton without any

further adventures.

Milkowski arrived in England abso

lutely penniless. The little bundle con

taining his clothing had been swallowed

up by the sea, and his very last farthing

was given for a ticket to London, so that

he was set adrift in the vast city with an

empty purse. Happily for him he had

companions in misery, and one of them,

who had a little money, offered him a

place to sleep. The lodging was paid for

two weeks in advance, so that Milkowski

was not forced to spend the night out of

doors.

But the imperative food question

stared him in the face. He sought work

in vain. Unfortunately he did not then

understand English. This situation con—

tinued for more than a week, during

which time he ate but twice, and then as

the guest of some compatriots. The

situation finally became so unbearable

that the sufferer made up his mind to

plunge into the Thames. While await

ing the hour for the fatal leap, Milkow

ski entered a reading-room where Polish

newspapers were kept on file. He took

up a Warsaw journal, and was perusing

it mechanically when his eye lighted on

an advertisement of a London paper

hanger and decorator who wanted a boy

to sweep out the office, keep up the fires

and to “make himself generally useful."

He eagerly sought the situation, was en

gaged, and his salary fixed at the impos

ing sum of two shillings a day. A short_

time afterward, the office-boy received a

check from his father, who little imag

ined the desperate situation of his son.

At the end of three months Milkowski

had risen in the new business: he be

came a designer. His wages were like

wise increased, and he had only to re

main where he was to have gained an

honorable and independent position.

But the charms of literature and politics

would not admit of this. He yielded

first to the latter temptation.

At this time London was the principal

centre in Europe of revolutionary in

trigue. Political refugees from all coun

tries of the Old World made the English

capital their headquarters. There were

found Frenchmen, Italians, Germans,

Hungarians, and Roumanians. Here sat

the executive committees of the Polish

Democratic Society, and of the European

Democracy, composed of such well

known agitators as Mazzini, Ledru-Rol

lin, Ruge, Bratiano, and others. Mil

kowski became an active member of the

Polish Democratic Society. He attend

ed all the meetings, took part in the dis

cussions, read a great deal, worked hard,

and soon began to publish articles in

Polish in the columns of the Polish Dem

ocral, the organ of the Society. This

was his débul as a writer.

The revolutionary leaders in London

believed that it was impossible for France.

the only great Republic in Europe, to

stand alone surrounded on all sides by

powerful monarchies. Poland, republi

can at heart, might be made a strong

auxiliary not only of France but of the

general republican movement on the con

tinent. The Committee felt, therefore,

that Poland should be ready to aid any

revolutionary outburst in Italy or Ger
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many, and that, once independent her

self, she would be able to guarantee the

stability of the new order of things,—a

republican organization of Europe, based

on the fraternity of nations.

This grand and noble idea awakened

all Milkowski’s enthusiasm.

delighted, therefore, to accept the propo

.sition of the Committee that he should

go to Poland and organize the general

uprising planned for the moment of the

election of a new President of the French

Republic, for the term of Louis Napoleon

was drawing to a close. He started for

Poland, regardless of the danger of being

arrested and condemned to the gibbet, or

to the mines of Siberia. He obtained an

English passport under a borrowed name,

and began his journey across France,

Turkey, and the Rounianian Principali

tics. In the autumn of 1851, he landed

at Galatz, on the Danube, and in the

winter of the same year crossed the Po

lish frontier disguised as a peasant.

Napoleon's coup d’dtal frustrated the

hopes of European democracy. Milkow

ski knew it
,

but felt bound, nevertheless,

to accomplish his mission, in view, if not

of immediate action, at least of prepar

ing the country for the moment when

such action would be useful. He was

quite successful in his efforts. Among

those who entered into his plans with the

greatest enthusiasm were his two young

brothers, one of whom, Joseph, was per

forming his service in the ranks of the

Russian army, while the other, Felix, was

helping his father.

Milkowski could not resist the desire

to see his parents, although by so doing

he might compromise them and lose his

own head. He, nevertheless, spent sev

eral weeks at the old home in the as

sumcd character of a teacher looking for

an engagement, and this was the last

time that the son saw his father and

mother. Bidding them a long farewell,

Milkowski left for Moldavia, where he

was to take up his residence near the

frontier in order to be in easy communi

cation with the revolutionists of Poland

and foreign countries, and he remained

He was

i

in Moldavia until rumors of war began

to fill the air. During this time he
stud

ied the geography of the country, its

language and customs. His brothers,

fleeing before the vigilance of the Rus

sian police, soon joined him there. But

they met only for a moment. The three

conspirators were arrested. Zygmund

was saved by his English passport. But

not so joseph and Felix, who were hand

ed over to Russia, tried and condemned,

the first to be shot, the second to hard

labor in Siberia.

Driven from Moldavia, he turned his

steps toward Turkey, and landed at

Toultcha, on the Danube, where he

learned that his brother had been shot at

Ismail. The shock was so great that his

health, which had always been robust,

gave way; a violent fever clung to him

for several weeks, as he lay on a misera

ble straw- bed in a humble peasant’s hut,

without any medical attendance. But

he slowly recovered, and finally reached

Constantinople, the centre of an agita

tion which held Europe in suspense dur

ing four years.

The Crimean war of l853—‘56 gave new

hope to Poland. From the mm which

this conflict took from the very start, the

Poles had every ground to expect that

the hour of their revenge had at last

come. France, England, and Italy were

armed against Russia, the sworn enemy

of Poland. It was well known and

openly admitted that the knot of the

Eastern Question was on the banks of the

Vistula, that the independence of Poland

was essential to the equilibrium of Eu

rope. The Poles, therefore, were eager

to participate in the approaching strug

gle. They wished to take their place

among the allies as one of the belliger

ents, and to organize a Polish army corps.

But diplomacy was opposed to this.

Poles were allowed to fight, but in the

humiliating role of mercenaries. Turkey

and England organized a Polish legion.

But Milkowski preferred his independ

ence to a well-paid post accepted on

questionable terms. He obtained per

mission, however, from the Turkish gcn
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eralissimo, Omar Pacha, to accompany

the army as a spectator. In 1855 we find

the subject of our sketch in Constantino

ple, where his life was almost a repetition

of that at London, as already described.

It was a ceaseless struggle to earn suffi

cient money to keep body and soul to

gether. He was in turn book-keeper,

architect, cook, teacher of languages,

'clerk in a store, and later in a statistical

bureau. At this dark moment was re.

vealed to him a vocation for which he

had never suspected himself fitted. In

this brave effort to keep the wolf from

the door, Milkowski tried sending letters

to the newspapers of Warsaw and Lem

berg. His next step in this direction

was a volume entitled "Souvenirs of a

Vagabond," followed by a political work,

the "Participation of the Poles in the

Oriental War," and a novel, "Basili

Holub." His newspaper letters showed

a talent quite original in thought and

form, and even in language, which he had

never studied with care, as the Polish was

not taught in the schools.
"
The Partici

pation of the Poles in the Oriental War
"

made Milkowski many enemies. His

life was threatened, he received several

challenges to fight duels, and the Turk

ish government was tempted to prosecute

him for severe strictures which he had

indulged in concerning the management

of the war by the Sultan's staff ot’ficers.

This treatment decided Milkowski to

leave Constantinople for western Europe.

He therefore went to Paris, and thence

to London, whither he was called by his

new duties as a member of the Central

Committee of the Polish Democratic

Society, having been elected to this post

by the unanimous vote of his colleagues.

The only benefit which the Polish pa

triots had derived from the Crimean

War was the death of the implacable

Nicholas I.
,

whose haughty spirit could

not support the defeat of his armies.

The feeble character of his successor

gave new hope to the Poles; they felt

that now was the moment to strike an

other blow for liberty. Milkowski found

at Paris a large number of his fellow

countrymen all bent on insurrection

An uprising in Poland had been decided

upon as early as 1857, and the Italian war

of 1859 hastened the crisis. The promo

ters of the dangerous enterprise only

awaited a favorable opportunity to put

into execution their long-matured plans.

Milkowski was a member of the organiz-_

ing committee that sat at Paris, and was

in constant communication with the cen

tral committee at Warsaw. In the autumn

of 1859, at the request of the members

of the two committees, he went to Poland

in order to superintend and hurry on the

preparations.

In 1860 Milkowski accidentally madt

the acquaintance of Miss Sophie Wro

blewska, daughter of a well-to-do citizen

of Czortkow, and married her the next

year. The wedding took place at Michay

leny, a little town on the Moldavian fron

tier, where the young couple passed a

twelvemonth. Michayleny became the

centre of a widely-ramified conspiracy

whose only issue was war, and which, in

the words of Milton. wrought the Polish

people "pain implacable and many a

dolorous groan."

He was called to Warsaw in 1862 by

the Central Committee. To obey the

summons was to risk his life. Milkowski

was now a father, his first child, a daugh

ter, having been just born to him. But

he did not hesitate. He started, crossed

the frontier clandestinely, remained some

time in Warsaw, and returned bearing

with him the commission of commander

in-chief in the Ruthenian Provinces.

The date fixed for the uprising was May.

1863. But unfortunately for Poland it

occurred five months earlier. Milkowski

was heart-broken. Neither he nor his

friends were prepared. But he hastened

to the front, leaving wife and child be

hind him. Insurmountable difiiculties

arose on every side. Nothing was ready.

Milkowski reluctantly sent in his resigna

tion as commander-in-chief, not wishing

to assume the grave responsibility which

this premature outbreak had thrust upon

him. But he did not withdraw from the

revolutionary movement.
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General Wysocki, who succeeded him,

ordered Milkowski to organize a Polish

legion in Turkey, and to bring them to

the seat of war. They were to advance

in conjunction with a little Italian corps

under Garibaldi. But the difficulty of

transporting the Italians to Moldavia

made this part of the plan impossible to

carry out, and the Poles advanced alone.

Milkowski’s line of march was to be across

the Danube, traversing the whole of Mol

davia, and entering Poland at Kaminetz

in Podolia. The boldness of this plan is

evident from a glance at the map. There

was ground to suppose that, as a matter

of form at least, the Roumanian govem

ment would oppose their march through

its territory as a violation of its neutrality.

But a serious opposition might lead to

connecting the Polish problem with the

Eastern question, and, in the end, bring

about the intervention of Europe, which

stood with folded arms calmly following

the struggle of the Poles.

To carry out his project, Milkowski had

but two hundred and fifty men under his

immediate command, and twice this num

ber of volunteers hidden in upper Mol

davia, who were to join him later in the

campaign. Searcely had the expedition

started when the Bucharest government

decided to-oppose it
,

and ordered out

eight thousand men against this handful

of Poles. Two battalions of infantry and

a squadron of cavalry came up with Colo

nel Milkowski. Twice he succeeded in

baffling the enemy, but finally at Kosten

galia he took up a position and prepared

to fight. This is considered to have been

the most brilliant encounter of the Polish

insurrection of 1863. The enemy was

eight times more powerful than the Poles,

but it availed him nothing. The battle

occurred in an open plain. The courage

of the soldiers and the masterly man

euvers of their commander obtained a

complete victory. This success secured

the passage of the Pruth. The little army

crossed the river, and here was to have

ended this short campaign, conducted

with vigor and marked ability. But a

great disappointment awaited the Colonel

and his troops on the other side of the

Pruth. The transports were not at the

rendezvous. It was impossible to con

tinue the forced march through a hostile

country, and the little band, attacked for

the fourth time by the Roumanians, was

compelled to surrender. But the govern

ment agreed to let the insurgents pass

quietly on to Poland. provided Milkowski

would suffer himself to be expelled from

Roumania in order to satisfy the demands

of Russia. So the commander bade fare

well to his brave men and returned to

Constantinople.

This expedition rendered Milkowski

very popular in Roumania. Prince Couza,

who was then on the throne, called him

to Bucharest. The inhabitants prepared

in Milkowski’s honor a triumphal entry

and public ovation, but at the wish of the

Prince, who feared to mortally offend the

Russian consul, and perhaps also on ac

count of the hero's retiring disposition,

these ceremonies were abandoned, and

Milkowski entered the city incognito.

From Constantinople Milkowski went

to Galicia by the way of Paris, but was

forced by the Austrian government to quit

the country. The Polish revolutionary

government then confided to him the post

of political agent in the Hungarian and

Slave countries, and he took up his resi

dence at Belgrade, where he remained

two years and a half. The failure of the

Polish insurrection restored him to private

life and his literary pursuits. Milkowski

lived from 1866 to 1872 at Brussels, and

finally came with his family to Switzer

land, where he still resides in a simple,

happy home at Geneva.

The principal historical work of T. T.

Jez, the "Second Empire," which first

appeared in the illustrated Polish period

ical Klasy, has never been published in

book form. This voluminous history is

devoted to an able exposition of the

events of Napoleon III.'s reign. I may

also mention as belonging to this same

category,
“
Belgium and the Belgians,"

and a pamphlet entitled "The Servian

Jubilee," which is given up to a considera

tion of the part played by Servia in the
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destiny of the southerrbSlavonic countries

and the political rifle which she is called

upon to fill.

An enumeration of the writings of T. T. of the country.

Jez would occupy too much space here,

but it may be truly said that they have

largely contributed to spread throughout

Polish society the democratic opinions of

which he is the sincere and enlightened

champion. His influence on the youth of

Poland can not therefore be exaggerated.

He is considered in his own country to be

one of the moral leaders of the Liberal

Progressive party, which demands, be

sides the political independence of the

nation, social liberty, civil equality, and

the spreading of light among the people.

It is as a novelist that T. T. Jez excels.

He employs it as an ofl'ensive and defen

sive weapon in the conflict which Polish

literature is forced to keep up in the ef

fort to defend the last intrenchments of

the nation threatened by its deadly ene

mies and the adversaries of progress. He

has written not less than sixty novels,

which may be separated into two grand

divisions—those of a historical nature

and those devoted to the social aspects

of life.

His pages contain no sermons. The

dramatic action of the story, the philo

sophical character of the actors. the

pure and original language, the vigorous

style, and the masterly treatment and de

velopment of the plot, render reasoning

and moralizing unnecessary.

The annals of Poland and the south

ern Slave countries furnish him rich

materials for his historical novels.

His plan is to choose a certain moment

in the life of one of these nations, and

then to elucidate it by a dramatic narra

tive. For instance, his first creation in

this department of fiction, the
"
History

of the Great-Grandfather," treats of the

formation of nobility in Poland, the

equestrian order, which played such an

important role in Polish politics. This

book shows that the political organiza

tion of Poland was not brought about in

the same way as in the Western nations

of Europe, where it was accomplished by

conquest. The superior class did not

come from without, as was the case else

where, but was formed within the limits

It sprang from the peo

ple, and was made up of those who rose

through their own merits above the level

of the crowd.

The history of the southern Slaves—

thc Servians, Bosnians, and Bulgarians——

has afforded Milkowski an inexhaustible

mine, from which he has drawn many ad

mirable plots. The most ambitious of

these creations is unquestionably the

"Slave Herzog," known in history as

Etienne Kosatch, the founder of a State

formed from the confused mass of terri

tory divided to-day into Bosnia, Herze

govina, Montenegro, and Dalmatia. I

shall not attempt to give even a resume

of this kaleidoscopic novel; it is a mov

ing panorama of the fifteenth century, so

different from our own. The author has

studied the epoch from a double point of

view, that of history and philosophy. The

first furnishes him the facts, the second

the psychological emotions, and together

form a work which alone would suflice to

place T. T. Jez in the front rank of nov

elists.

One of his historical novels, the
"
Us—

coques," has been translated into English

and French. The Uscoques, from a Slav

onic word, meaning refugees, were those

patriots who, when Turkey seized upon

Bosnia in the sixteenth century, fled for

safety to Germany and the Venetian re

public.

Uscoque, makes the acquaintance at Ven

ice of the daughter of a patrician. The

young girl falls violently in love with

him, and urges him, against his own will.

to flee with her at the moment when the

ceremonies for her marriage were in prog

ress in the ancestral halls. The Uscoque

carries her to his boat. They are pur

sued, and, in mid-sea, they are over

hauled by one of the patrician's gallcys.

A very dramatic and splendid scene fol

lows. The nuptial benediction and a

duel are enacted on the still waves of the

Adriatic under the soft light of the moon.

The Uscoque marries the woman who has

The hero of the tale, Djordji, an
'
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thrown herself into his arms, and, sword

in hand, is victorious over their noble

Venetian pursuer.

A French critic, on laying down the

“Uscoques," exclaimed of the author,

“Why, this is a modern Walter Scott."

This is quite true. There is indeed a re

semblance between the English and Po

lish writer in the principal features of

their work and in the general treatment

of their subjects, but in the details, in the

philosophical conception of the charac

ters, and in the moral. aim of the story,

T. T. Jez is perfectly original.

We see in his novels that their author

is a soldier in the breach—now employ

ing the sword, now the pen, in his brave

fight for the defegce of his unhappy na

tive land. He never wearies of expound

ing Poland's right to a separate life. In

fact. he proclaims that Poland, destroyed,

still lives; that she keeps up the fight un

daunted in the midst of a thousand ob

stacles. even in the face of defeat. The

most striking proof of the truth of this

statement is found in the literary life of

Milkowski. T. T. jez had only to bow

before superior force; his talent would

have assured him a brilliant career in

Russian letters. But he has ever calmly

and contentedly marched in the ranks of

Polish authors—poor, but proud—and a

patriot to the very core.

THEODORE STANTON.

.+._—_

ORGANIC CEREBRATlON.—N0. 7.

[Continued]

SEAN-INTELLECTUAL SENTIMENTS.

THIS
class of organs is located in the

region of the temples, and when

large, gives width to that region upward

CONSTRUCTIVINBSS LARGE.—COUI~T Von Mounts.

and backward from the external angle of

the eyebrow, and an expandedness to the

upper part of the side-head. In this

group are located Constructiveness, Ide

ality, Sublimity, Imitation, and Mirthful

ness. These faculties tend to humanize,

and refine, and elevate life and character.

Constructiveness is eminently an invent

ive and tool-using faculty; it is pos

sessed by men in common with some of

the lower animals; and if we look about

us, we shall see that mechanical inven

tion and ingenuity constitute the source

of much of the wealth, and nearly all of

the comforts, conveniences, and elegances

of life; this faculty. therefore, is one of

very great importance. It is located in

the region of the temples, backward from

the external corner of the eyebrow direct

ly forward of the organ of Aequisitive

ness. Without the faculty of Construct

iveness
norman

could live where winter

reigns three or four months in a year;

and we find that in hot climates, where

housing and clothing are comparatively

unnecessary, the faculty of Constructive

ness is not much developed. The North

American Indian, living in a cold climate.

where he is obliged to fabricate ingenious

contrivances for catching fish, killing

game, and making for himself clothing

and shelter, has a good development of

this organ; while in the torrid zone,
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especially in Africa, the negro is seldom

much developed in that organ. When

removed, however, to a cooler climate,

and work more or less mechanical be

comes necessary. this organ becomes bet-

'

ter developed than it is among the peo

ple of his native land. In .any climate

suited to the best development of the

human race, employment that calls into

use Constructiveness and ingenuity, seems

to be about as natural as walking; hence,

we notice the little girl enjoys life as well

while using her scissors and needle in

the construction of dolls’ clothes, as she

would in mere play and sport; and a

boy tries to build a cart, and constructs

railroads, and boats, and water-mills, and

appears to take great pleasure in the pro

cesses. There is no education in life in

which a good development and proper

training of the faculty of Constructive

ness would not be a benefit to the per

son. If he be a lawyer, cases arise in

which mechanical invention may be in

question, or the excellence of workman

ship in some matter may be the point,

and it is a pity that the great lawyer

should have neither talent for mechan

ism nor any knowledge or training in re

spect to construction in general. Three

quarters of the merchants require me

chanical talent to understand the con

IDEALITY LARGE.—RUBBNS.

struction of the articles which they have

occasion to sell; and to be a hardware

man, one needs all the talents that are

required to manufacture the goods that

are to be sold. If we think over the

great names which history delights to

honor, those who have benefited the

world by inventions come to the mind

and the lip instantly. The steam-engine

is doing so much, that its inventor,

James
Watt, may not be forgotten.

When we think of electricity and the

uses which are made of it
,

the names of

Franklin, Morse, and Edison are suggest

ed. In this age of steam navigation,

Fulton, Ericsson, and Roach may not be

forgotten. The sound of the power-loom

and the spinning-jenny reminds us of

Arkwright and Slater. Our morning

paper should call to mind Hoe, the in

ventor of the mammoth printing-press.

Whatever is made by the sewing-machine

will keep the memory of Howe in the

minds of the public. And whoever

crosses the wonderful suspension bridges

of Cincinnati, Niagara, or Brooklyn, will

remember Roebling. And the farmer

old enough to remember the old-fashion

scythe and cradle, will think of McCor

mack with thankfulness and pride, when

he sees the golden harvest or the waving

grass levelled without severe labor of man

by the reaper and mower. And not to

forget the special service of Ericsson in

the invention of the propeller steamship,
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and especially in the total revolution in'

naval warfare by his invention of the

11/011170)‘,must lead us to feel that those

of the human race most deserving of

honor, not to say crowns, must be looked

for not alone among poets, and orators,

and philanthropists, but among inventors

whose inventive talent and skill have

made the earth smile with improvements,

and changed the solitary ocean into a

field of pleasure.

This faculty has two or three modes

of activity; one is that of invention,

another is that of practical construction.

It sometimes seems to work with per

ception, and then the development is

toward that group of organs. When

the mind takes on the financial specula

tive spirit and Construet'iveness seems to

be the chief factor, it works in conjunc

tion with Acquisitiveness, and the two

organs will seem to be developed, as it

were, from one base. When it works in

the direction of invention, the develop

ment is upward in conjunction with Ide

ality; and the practical phrenologist will

readily infer the mode of activity.

IDEALITY.

Ideality is located directly above Con

structiveness, and its office appears to be

adapted to appreciate and minister to

beauty, perfection, and refinement. The

artist whose skill is employed in works

of beauty, must have this faculty strongly

~.

THE CHRISTIAN

marked. We look abroad into life,

and find that nature is full of beauty;

utility seems to be sought in a thousand

things, but generally that utility will be

glorified by beauty. The orchard is fra

grant and glowing with blossoms, even the

thistle, which is a standing declaration

of war against nearly everything but

donkeys, who are said to eat it, is sur

mounted with a crown of glory. In the

depths of the sea, the shell and the coral

bespeak beauty in athousand forms. The

taste for decoration and elegance which

is manifest in a thousand ways of dress.

and houses, and furniture, and with al

most everything that has a utilitarian

purpose, must be crowned with orna

ment. Ideality enjoys beauty of thought,

of motion, of language, and of colors;

co-ordinating as it does with the facul

ties which produce these results, it tends

to beautify the whole. Without Ideality

a man's language may be logical, but it

will be as dry and as sharp as a last year's

chestnut - burr. We find strength in

straight lines; but the curved, by mech

anism and art are employed to give

beauty as well to articles of strength,

and thus the most massive machinery

will have its graceful lines and its decora

tive forms. Ideality seeks elegance of

diction; it does not ignore logic, but

adorns it. It seeks the truth, but chooses

a beautiful dress in which to clothe it.

NELSON SIZER.

CHURCH.—N0. 2.

yrs HISTORY AND DIVISIONS—(Confirmed)

S the number of churches increased,

and were spread over larger terri

tory, it became necessary to make nearer

perfect their organization, and more

clearly define the duties and powers of

the officers. We have seen that bishops

presided over several churches; usually

one in a city, and others in the surround

ing country. Where there were several

bishops in the same city or vicinity, they

selected one to preside who was known

as the Metropolitan Bishop, Chief Bishop,

or Archbishop, and to him all the clergy

in his district or diocese were required

to refer for advice, direction, or council.

After a while it seemed necessary to have

an authority superior to the archbishops.

and gradually the bishops of Rome, Jeru

salem, Antioch, Constantinople. and Al

exandria became invested with that

power. Little by little they assumed the

right to dictate, and from the beginning

of the fifth century they took the title of

Patriarchs, and the power to supervise
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all other ecclesiastical officers within

their jurisdiction was granted to them.

As might be supposed, their decisions on

the same questions were often different,

which resulted in confusion. Each en

deavored to attain and assert supremacy.

By various means Rome and Constanti

nople succeeded in their efforts to have

the others ignored, and then Rome

claimed a higher place than Constantino

ple, for the reasons, first, that the Church

there was founded by Peter, to whom

Jesus had said,
"
On this rock will I found

my ('hurch "; and second, because it was

the chief capital of the empire, and the

centre of wealth and power. The Eastern

Churches for a long time upheld Con

stantinople, but when, in the middle of

the fifth century, the decrees of various

councils, and the edict of the Emperor

united in determining that the Patriarch

of Rome should be highest in authority,

from whose decisions there should be no

appeal, and that he of Constantinople

should have second place, they were

obliged to submit. But they watched

jealously his every act, and frequently

rebelled in consequence of his decisions,

as did also sometimes the Western

Churches; and it was not until the eighth

century that the authority of Rome was

fully established.

Quite early in the history of the Church

it had been common to call all bishops

Papas (from a Greek word meaning

father), as a token of reverence and re

spect. This changed to the English,

Pope finally became the title of the R0

man Patriarch.

The early opposition of the Roman

government to the Christians was not en

zirely because they denied the gods of

the Romans. The first Christians were

Jews, and taught revolutionary doctrines.

They believed Jesus would soon come to

overthrow the Roman power, and restore

to them the government. The Jews as

a nation had always been troublesome

to the Romans, and when this new sect

arose they were doubly objectionable.

But when it began to make converts in

every part of the empire, the opposition

lin a measure ceased, and they were

looked upon with more lenity, until

finally they became recognized by the

government, and slowly Church and State

came into a state of harmony if not of

perfect agreement. Before the fourth

the people or congregations: after that

time it was common for the Emperor to

nominate them, which nomination was

equivalent to an appointment. We shall

see further on how bishops afterward

made emperors and kings.

At the death of Constantius, which

occurred at Eboracum (now York), in

Britain, in 306, he appointed Constantine

his successor to govern in the West. But

there were rivals in the way, and battles

to be fought. Constantius had favored

the Christians, and had been successful

in his undertakings. Constantine with

the superstition of his time thought it

possible the success might have been in

consequence of the favor. His oppo

nents sacrificed to the Roman gods, and

he concluded not only to follow the ex

ample of his father in his treatment of

the Christians. but to appeal to their God

for assistance. He stated that he saw,

above the sun, a luminous cross on

which were the words, “ Under this sign

thou shalt conquer," and also that Christ

appeared to him in a dream, and shower.

him a cross on which were the letters

I. H. S. in monogram, assuring him if he

would adopt that as a banner he would

succeed. Whether this story is true or

false, it is certain that he adopted the

cross and motto for his standard, defeated

his opponents, and became Emperor of

Western Rome, embracing Gaul, Spain,

and Britain, in 312.

From this time the prospects of the

Christians brightened, for although Con

stantine was still a pagan, he permitted

no persecutions in his dominions. In

313 he proclaimed freedom for all forms

of religious worship, including Christian

ity. released lands belonging to Christians

that had been confiscated, and exempted

the clergy from all taxes, and from cer

itain services to the State required from

century bishops were often elected by.
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others, thus making of them a favored

class. The performance of religious rites

by any sect or class in secret was soon

after prohibited, but magical ceremonies

openly held were allowed. The people

,were permitted to indulge in the super

stitions they had so long believed, and

the traditions of ages were not interfered

with. In the meantime the government

was conducted with a prudent policy.

No one was restricted from sharing in it

on account of religious beliefs, and of

fices were given to Christians and pagans

indiscriminately.

The early Christians assembled on the

first day of the week in commemoration

of the resurrection of Icsus. The first

A ruxxxsws.

day of the week was in the Roman cal

endar Sun's day. The sun was the god

of Constantine's worship, as it was his

chosen emblem. Sun's day was to him the

day of days, and early in his reign he or

dered, “
Let all the people in towns,

judges, mechanics, and tradesmen, rest

on the venerated day of the sun; but

those who are in the country may freely

cultivate their fields, since it often hap

pens that on no other day can grain be

more suitably sown or vines set." Mili

tary exercises were prohibited, and courts

closed on that day except for the freeing

of slaves. While such an edict was fully

in accord with the desires of the Chris-‘

tians, it was the decree of a progressive

pagan ruler, Constantine not yet having‘

declared himself a Christian nor given

up his adherence to or worship of the

gods of Rome.

In the meantime in Eastern Rome,

under the rule of Licinus, matters were

different. The old religions were sus

tained and many restrictions, in some

amounting to persecutions, were made

relating to the Christians. A jealousy

had long existed between the two Em

perors, and now Constantine assumed the

part of protector of the Christians. Lit

tle do we know of the real motives that

influence men's actions. In this case.

however, it is plain that ambition and

love of power ruled, and that belief in

Christianity was a mere pretext; but it

served his purpose. His pagan soldiers

were none the less efficient because Chris

tians fought by their side, and these latter

were encouraged by seeing their bishops

marching beside him under the banner

of the cross. Licinus was defeated, and

Constantine became sole Emperor of

Rome, A.D. 323.

His success in the various battles

fought under his new banner was to him

indicative of the truth of Christianity,

and although he did not fully break away

from his pagan ideas, and submit to bap

tism for many years, Christianity may be

said to have become the chief religion in

the empire. Among the supporters of

the old religion of Rome were the

wealthy and aristocratic classes, who

could not become reconciled to the favors

shown by Constantine to the Christians,

that caused troubles and jealousies in the

government as well as otherwhere, and

to avoid which, as far as possible, as well

as to give himself a new position from

which to rule the whole empire, he remov

ed his capital to Constantinople in 330.

While the Council of Nice, before

spoken of, had declared what was the re

lation between the Father and the Son

their ideas relative to the Holy Spirit

were not so plainly stated. Some be

lieved it to be a creation of the Son:

others an agency or power proceeding

from the Father, and others that it was

a part of God. A council to discuss that

question, and if possible to come to some

agreement about it, was held at Constan
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tinople in 381. The result was, a majority

present agreed to add to the creed adopt

l

When Constantius, at the death of his

father in 337, became ruler of the eastern

ed at Nice, "I believe in the Holy Ghost, part of the empire, he was less tolerant

the Son and giver of life, who proceedeth of the old religion, but was restrained by

from the Father; who with the Father
i
policy from carrying intolerance too far.

and Son together is worshipped and glori In sectarian disputes he sided with the

fled," Thus was the doctrine of the Arians. Constans, his brother, who ruled

Trinity made complete.
‘I
in Italy and Africa, upheld the Athana

We have not space to notice or even
‘
sians. Councils of bishops in the domin

to name the scores of sects that sprung ions of one. reversed those held by

up, Every so-called heresy that arose, orders Of the bishops in the territories Of

or opinion differing from that generally the Other. each assuming to be authori

held, when opposed’ had its supporters, tatlve. The rulers took part in these

and they consohdated into a sect we controversies; civil war ensued, Constans

havc spoken particularly of [he Atha- W35 killed, and Constantius ruled alone

nasians and the Arians, and will name 85 his father had done.

another to which we shall have to refer Afiouncil ‘0 examine Charges against

further on, This is the Anomagan, from Athauasius was called at Milan. Here

a Greek word meaning no similarity. he appeared and desired to take part, but

They denied any likeness or similarity the bishops Oblected- The Church was

between God and Christ They have now strong, and the western bishops

sometimes been called the radical Arians. bcing in 8 majority. not only rejected a.

They held there was nothing in the Gos- Plan he Submitted to them as being in

pels, or other teachings of the disciples Support Of Arianism. but denied the

or apostles, showing that they believed right of any layman. CW" the I‘Ifl'lplf-I'OI‘r

Jgsus to be other than the nearest perfect to interfere in ecclesiastical affairs, as

man that had ever lived, and whose mis- Stirling that the Church was entirely in

sion was to lead men to God by precept dependent Of the State, and not in any

and example. Their ideas were in this way subservient thereto. Thus rebuked,

respect similar to those of the Ebionites. Consmmius became the avowed cham

a sect of jew-Christians. pion of the Arians, and brought all the

Bitter were the hostilities of the sects, Strength Of his power against the Atha

arising sometimes from what now seem naSianS. the persecutions of whom be

to us small causes. as on what day Easter Came terrible

should be observed, and others of as lit- While this warfare was at its height

tle consequence. Similar and as unim- Conslantius died in 36!, and Iulian

portant questions may serve to make reigned. He wasaPlatonist,a worshipper

sects at the present time, but fortunately of the gods, and manifested his dislike

the differences do not result in tumults, of Christians in many ways; not so much

riots, and bloodshed as in the olden times. by persecutions and general intolerance

Constantine earnestly but vainly endeav- as otherwise. His hatred of Constantiu's,

ored to make peace between them, and who had favored the Arians, induced

at one time it seemed that mutual de- him to treat them with butlittle leniency,

~struction would result. Leading princi- while at the same time he banished

ples were lost sight of in the contests Athanasius anew. He called a meeting

about minor matters, and morality was of the different sects, hoping to conciliate

at a low ebb. But the truths of Chris- them, but without success, and they were

tianity were fertile, and notwithstand- dismissed in disgust.

ing the obstacles and hindrances placed The support of Christianity by the rul

in its way by both friends and foes, ing powers induced many to join its

they took root and grew slowly but ranks from policy, whose membership

surely. served only to reduce the average of
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morality among those known as Chris

tians. So always the base and vile en

deavor to better their condition by hypoc

risy, and alliance with the party in pow

cr or the majority. Such had joined this

or that sect as they thought advanta

geous; but when Julian would support

none against the others, the hope of

gain lessened, and the theological war

fare became less bitter. At the same

time the fear of punishment for sinning;

the agonies the soul of the sinner must

endure in an after state of torture, as

taught by the Christians, served in a de

gree to restrain evil-doers, and the Church

became an aid to those in power, of more

service in some ways than bodies of

armed soldiers.

Tnaooosws 'rul. C-Rnxr.

Theodosius came into power about 379.

He had been educated to believe in

Christianity, and endeavored to settle

the questions about which the sects dif

Ifered. He summoned the bishops to

Constantinople, and the result of their

convocation was fatal to the Arians. In

an edict he said,
"
Let us believe the sole

Deity of the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Ghost, under an equal Majesty, and

a Holy Trinity. We authorize the fol

lowers of this doctrine to assume the

title of
Catholic

Christians." The edict

goes on to brand all others as heretics,

and to forbid their places of meeting to

be called churches. Those who rejected

the Athanasian creed were visited with

various heavy penalties. The old relig

ions were proscribed, and only a shadow

of Paganism was allowed to remain. He

acknowledged the power of the Church,

submitted to penance imposed by Am

brose, and publicly humbled himself in

sackcloth and ashes.

The growth of the power of Church

over State, from the time of Constantine

was marked. When he summoned the

Council at Nice, he, as a matter of policy

it is believed, took his seat lower than

the bishops—an act never to be recalled.

Superiority once conceded, the clergy

assumed the right to be considered

higher than any potentate. The claim

that bishops derived their power directly

from God was insisted upon, and as the

power of the clergy was believed to be

over the soul, it was superior to that of

any prince whose dominion extended no

further than the body. The clergy were

not slow to impress this upon the peo

ple, who were taught to do them hom

age; and when Ambrose became Bishop.

he demanded such tokens of respect and

superiority from both people and rulers

as had never before been paid.

This Ambrose was a magistrate of

Milan. The Bishop of Milan having

died, the bishops of the province met to

elect another. The contest waxed hot

between the parties, and serious difiicul

ties were feared. Ambrose was appealed

to, to preserve order as a magistrate.

It is said that after he had addressed the

meeting a child's voice was heard saying,

Ambrnse 1's Bis/10p. Superstition was rife,

and both factions seemed to feel they

had been supematurally directed, and

agreed to his election. He refused the

place, and it was only at the earnest

solicitation of Valentian, then Emperor,

that he consented to be baptized and

consecrated.

Once inducted to ofiice his energy and

ambition asserted themselves, and be de

termined to rule as no bishop had done.

He opposed the Arians, and became the

most important leader of the Athana

sians. More than any before him, if pos'

sible, he asserted the authority of the

Church over the State, and sustained his

position. It had been customary for the

Emperor to have a seat in the Church
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considered higher and apart from those

occupied by the people; but when Theo

dosius endeavored to enter the sacred

enclosure of that at Milan, Ambrose

forbade it
,

and pointed him to a seat at

the head of the laity.

Ambrose was a man of ability, elo

quence, and power, and when he became

connected with the Church, he left un

done nothing he could do to further, at

least, its temporal interests. Spiritual

matters had often been lost sight of in the

warring of sects. Religion pure and un

defiled was not sought so eagerly as the

introduction and support of their pecu

liar ideas. We do not find that Ambrose

before he was bishop especially favored

any sect, but when he entered upon his

duties, and chose to support the Athana

sians, it was done with all his might.

He determined that party should be

supreme in the Church, and the Church

should keep the State in subjection.

And his will dominated.

Then that which we now know as the

Roman Catholic Church assumed the

supreme‘ power; it maintained through

centuries the right to which it still

claims. The various other sects with

their leaders disappeared for a while from

public view. We say for a while, because

there were those who believed themselves

right, and that the truth would some

time prevail. We know some of their

teachings have lived to the present time.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that

thinkers in every age arrive at the same

conclusions from the same premises as

those in ages before them. The Gospels

tell the same story now they have always

told, and each man now as in earlier times

puts his own interpretation upon them. In

what follows we shall endeavor to show

briefly but concisely the history of the

most prominent of the various Christian

sects and denominations now known, to

gether with the most prominent points

of their religious belief, creeds or articles

of faith.

L. A. R.

PROGRESS: AN EVOLUTIONIST’S VlEW.

EPOCHS
of history are the sum and

the visible results of unseen and

countless acting forces. They are the

mile-stones on the path of progress, but,

unlike mile-stones, mark no definite,

well-marked lines where the one mile

ends and the next begins. but simply the

total of the many weary steps already

traversed, and at most become new points

of departure to the next unseen and

but dimly imagined goal, which becomes

possible only by the attainment of the

last. The striking events of history, and

the parts played by the men who have

wrought them, are not the result of indi

vidual effort, or the work of any man,

save only as he was the blind instrument

of the forces that guided him. They are

the product of the race,-—the ripening of

the seed, long planted, which in the ful

ness of time bears its fruit. They are not

hazardous or chance occurring, but the

necessary sequence of preceding events.

The steam-engine in its entirety as it

speeds across the continent drawing its

burden, or drives the vessel through the

water in the face of adverse winds, was

not a Minerva springing full armed from

the brain of Watt, as he watched the

dancing of a kettle’s lid. It was only pos

sible when numherlcss causes and forces,

properly meeting, could give rise to such

an effect. The Reformation became a

possibility only because at the time it

came the world was ready for it.

The suggestion has been thrown out,

by one of the thinkers of the day, that

ideas float in the atmosphere, and are

absorbed or drawn in and used by those

who are ready for such mental pabulum.

It would be a strange paradox if the

source of ideas and sensations, which we
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regard as essentially and peculiarly our

own, should be in reality and truth de

veloped outside of us, and that we should

simply absorb them. It would be strange,

yet not impossible; for if sensation and

thought be the result of change and

movement of the molecules of the brain,

what more natural than that when the

vibration of atoms had reached a certain

stage, it should respond to the vibrations

in the surrounding ether, and a logical

sequence of thought be the result. If

ideas are a vibration in the brain, it is but

a fair conclusion to draw that they may

already exist as vibrations in the ether.

It is certainly no more unique to accept

such aconclusion than it is to find the

development of the same idea and same

thought. in almost identical terms, by in

dividuals at the antipodes. If we assume

that ideas are not individual possessions,

but the result of race growth, we can un

derstand why at several different points,

with no visible connection, the same idea

may bear fruit. 50 common is this, that

not only localities, but nations, and even

different lands, contest for the priority

of new ideas.

We may simply refer, in this connec

tion, to the well-known facts of the almost

simultaneous announcement, by Darwin

and Wallace, of similar conclusions re

garding the theory of evolution, which,

though long held in shadowy shape by

many thinkers, was destined to be brought

into prominence, and elaborated almost

upon opposite sides of the earth.

In many inventions we see the same

thing, by the difliculty there is in deciding

to whom the merit really belongs. Per

haps the most striking proof would be,

though in a more localized sense, in the

patent-office, where the examiners are

constantly called upon to decide upon

applications for patents for similar, some

times identical, inventions from widely

different sources, each independent of

the other.

Man at birth is the possessor of the ac

cumulated experience of his ancestors,

and not only of that, but of all possibil

ities to which such experiences tend as

well. In the economy of nature it makes

very little difference what individual will

carry forward these ideas to fruition. It

will come in the proper time, through

one or more agencies. Progress is not

dependent upon any one source, and is

not left to any one instrument. Mass

progression is everything, individual noth

ing. The individual is like the wave of

the incoming tide that breaks in foam

upon the shore, more perceptible than

the silent, heavy flow. yet a mark of prog

ress rather than an aid to it.

The germs of ideas that are to result in

benefit to the race, must lie fallow in

the mind for a time. The assertion that

there is no novelty under the sun is true

in part, for the germs that have borne

fruit in our day are seen scattered all

along the path of time, dimly shadowed

to ancient thinkers, but not to be rec

ognized in their full distinctness until

illumined by the sunlight of increasing

knowledge,—as even now they lie all

around us, biding their time to germi

nate, grow, and bear their fruit in distant.

ages.

Circumstances make the hero; he is

the product equally of his time and of

his environment. The only requisite de

manded of him is, that, when his cue shall

come, he shall be ready to play his part;

and failing that, he falls aside, and there

is always ready one to take his place.

Napoleon proudly declaimed against cir

cumstances; yet, when his part was play

ed, circumstances, with inevitable train

of sequence. exiled him to St. Helena.

Equally misled, one of his admirers said,

that with his exile the hands upon the

dial of time were turned back a hundred

years. But the hands upon the dial of

time are never turned back. In the slow

march of the centuries, and of the ad

vance of man, there is no pause and no

retrograde, but the movement is ever on~

ward and upward.

Seemingly stagnate in one direction,

movement is onward in another, like the

movement of the monad which thrusts
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forward by slow degrees a foot, which

taking a position, the body is laboriously

dragged up to it. The great labor is

expended in dragging up the mass; so

in man the mass resists the onward move

ment; while the head may bask in the

sunlight of heaven, the body is sunk in

the depths of darkness and ignorance.

B. F. U.
. . .__

I THINK we are too ready with complaint

In this fair world of God's. Had we no hope,

I
Indeed, beyond the zenith and the slope

‘
Of yon gray bank of sky, we might be faint

‘
To muse upon etemity's constraint

Round our aspirant souls. But since the scope

Must widen early, is it well to droop

For a few days, consumed in loss and taint P

O pusillanimous heart, be comforted,

And, like a cheerful traveller, take the road,

Singing beside the hedge. What if the bread

Be bitter in thine inn, and thou unshod

To meet the flints ? At least it may be said,

Because the way is .rlwrt I thank thee, God I

IRS. E. B. BROWNING.

MERV AND

‘

WITHIN
the last two years our read

ers have seen in the public prints

some mention of Merv. This far East

country has grown into prominence from

the circumstance that it has become a

factor in the so-called Eastern Question,

the consideration of which has claimed

the attention of European diplomats.

Russia has, for a long time, been thought
'

to be looking with a covetous eye toward

Constantinople and the East; and this,

of course, would naturally excite the jeal

ousy of the other cabinets of Europe who

are interested in maintaining the .rlatu

gun, or the "balance of power." among

the nations. Merv, by the surrender of

the fortress of Geok Tepé to General Sko

beleff, has come into the possession of

Russia. As this, though taken in a south

wardly direction, is a step in the advance

of that power toward Constantinople and

the East, the other powers, especially

England, at once took the alarm. Eng

land, ever on the alert for the safety of

her East India possessions, is said to have

interposed a counter-check to Russia by

concluding a treaty, offensive and defens

ive,wi1h Abdurrahman, Emir of Afghan

istan, who, we learn, is much more pow

erful than any of his predecessors have

been.

But where or what is Merv? The

Merv that we read about, although called

by the somewhat ambitious title of the

"Queen of the World," is not in reality

a city, as the reader might have been led

ITS PEOPLE.

to suppose, but rather an aggregation

of settlements containing 2,000 inhabi

tants, situated in a province of the same

name. with a population of 200,000. The

latter is in Central Asia, between the Sea

of Aral and the Caspian, just where the

bending of the Caspian Sea to the east

ward narrows the territory between itself

and the Sea of Aral, and immediately

south of and adjoining Asiatic Russia.

Our information concerning this coun

try is very meagre. The best encyclo

paadias say but a word about it,--in some

of them the name does not occur at all.

The most that we know of it we gather

from the accounts of a few persons who

accompanied either the one or the other

army of the contestants, in the capacity

of correspondents for certain London

newspapers, during the recent military

operations which resulted in its falling

into the possession of Russia. These ac

counts, too, are somewhat conflicting.

The principal locality is sometimes spok

en of as the
“
Oasis of Merv." Now, what

is an oasis? A green spot in the midst

of a desert. From this we gather that

the most of the country is a desert. In

fact it is reported to be a sandy plain, on

which no grass is to be seen, except here

and there a species of tall, coarse grass,

such as may be found growing on the

pampas of South America. Yet the coun

try seems to be traversed by numerous

streams, from which water is conveyed

by canals for purposes of irrigation. Trees
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grow on the margins of the streams, and

by means of irrigation many kinds of

crops can be grown, notably tobacco, and

many kinds of fruit. Other accounts,

again, speak of much of the country be

mg swampy. But this, we discover, re

sults from the overflow of the irrigation

trenches in time of heavy or protracted

rains,——th0ugh that some portion of the

country, at least, is swampy, we know, for

one such place is spoken of as the" Great

Tejend Swamp." Though most of the

country is a flat, sandy plain, yet moun

tains are to be seen in the distance, on the

outskirts of the territory. In the season

of rains, great torrents dash down from

carelessly laid aside for a time; while

swarms of flies add to his discomfort,

with tarantulas and mosquitoes. The riv

ers are filled with fish, and certain kinds

of birds hover in the air. Coveys of par~

tridges start up, almost under one's feet.

The red-legged partridge is the most

common, but there is also an abundance

of the royal partridge,a bird equal in size

to a small turkey; in addition to these

there is also a small ashen-gray species.

with yellow legs. In many parts of the

country no other birds than those men

tioned are to be seen, with the exception

of very large black eagles, which soar so

high that no adequate description of
then‘

Norm Gus or run CITY or Mnv.

these mountains, leaving at other times

dry river beds, and the ground strewed

with huge boulders. The raised spots in

the beds of these temporary rivers, now

dry river beds, as well as their banks,

soon become overgrown with thorns,

reeds, tamarask-bushes, or pampas-grass,

making the jungle so dense that one can

scarcely force his way through.

Animal life is abundant in such spots

as that above described. Jackals and

foxes start up before the traveller; lynxes.

too; wild boars abound, and a leopard

may occasionally be seen. There are

snakes also. mostly of a venomous kind;

while large, whitish-green scorpions

abound. stowing themselves away in the

valise of the traveller, or in garments

can be given, further than to say that

they are black and of great size.

The inhabitants of this country are

Turcomans. They consist of various pet

ty tribes that are independent of each

other, and governed by Kahns. Those

who inhabit the settlement of Merv are

Tekke's, called Merv Tekkés, to distin

guish them from the Akhal TekkC-s.

Sometimes they are called Mervli. They

are Mohammedans; very regular in say

ing their prayers, and very strict in all the

Observances of their religion, yet they are

all arrant thieves. They are described

on some hands as troglodytes,—that is,

dwellers in caves. The earth is excavated

to a sufficient depth, and the excavation

covered over with reeds and sticks, upon
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which are placed leaves, earth, etc. The ; pet spread on the ground. This is called an

traveller, seeing no sign of a habitation,
l
m. It is only the wealthy, or better class

except sometimes perhaps he may chance i of people, who live in em. Most of their

to notice a smoke

arising out of the

ground, as it were,

but which in real

ity ascends from a

hole in the roof of

a cave or dwelling

where the chimney

ought to be, rides

incautiously on

ward, and the first

thing he knows

horse and rider

plunge into one of

these subterranean

habitations, and he

finds himself in the

midst of a family.

Sometimes an ex

cavation is made in

the ground only

two or three feet

deep, and around

this walls are erect

ed of about the

same height, and

covered in th e

usual manner. In

case the dwelling

is erected wholly

a b 0 ve ground,

which it sometimes

is, it is built of

reeds bound into

faggots and set on

end in a circle,

leaning toward

each other, and the

whole rounded off

in a conical
form,

looking like a bee

hive, as represent

ed in the engrav

ing. These dwell

ings are called in

theirlanguage kabx'tkas oralargjackrSome- dwellings are of a very temporary char

times in consequence of the heat,which is acter, for many of these people are no

often very great here,a tent is pitched, in mads; not staying long in one locality,

which theylive, sitting upon a mat or car- but roving about from place to place and

‘.
u
m
w

s
o
2
1
4
0
:‘
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living upon plunder, it would be hardly

worth while to erect substantial houses

only to be soon deserted. Sometimes an

expedition is organized to make a raid

upon a neighboring tribe; but when there

is nothing of this kind to be done, they

steal from each other; for, as has been

intimated before, they are great thieves.

They are a dark-skinned people, and

although their climate is at times very

warm, their clothing consists of garments

made of sheep-skin, for the most part.

Their heads are covered with turbans;

and they wear also, either with or without

this, tall conical hats of sheep-skin. The

men are well armed, carrying guns and

pistols with percussion locks. In addi

tion to these arms, every one carries

also a sort of sword, or cutlass, called a

Immr'jar. The women (as to dress see

engraving), in accordance with the pro

pensity of the sex everywhere to orna

ment themselves, seem to be well sup

plied with jewelry, which they wear upon

all occasions. After the fall of Geok

Tepé, the Russian General Skobeleff, in

order to make a contribution toward the

expenses of the campaign, levied upon

this jewelry as contraband of war. One

correspondent was informed that a stack

of rings, brooches, and other ornaments,

as high as a man's head, might at one

time have been seen as it lay piled up on

the carpet. The Samm'ar, containing the

tea, which every one drinks scalding hot,

is to be found in every house; and the

water-pipe, caliaun, sometimes called the

Persian water-pipe or Nurg/u'le/r, without

smoking which beforehand no enterprise

of importance, or the contrary, can be

entered upon, is universal.

In consequence, as some think, of the

fierce sunlight reflected from the marly

plain, or, as others think, the frequent

dust storms, about one Turcoman in

every ten is afflicted with keratin}. Many

persons were found who had lost an eye,

sometimes both eyes, from this disease.

It is the ophthalmic malady commonly

known by the name of pearl. There is

in this country an insect about a third of

an inch in length,and resembling in form , such small object.

what is elsewhere known as a sheep-tick ;

it is silver-gray in appearance and has

eight legs, four on each side, whose bite

is sometimes followed by the worst con

sequences. It is known here by the eu

rious name of" Bite the Stranger." When

bitten, a small red point, like that pro

duced by the ordinary flea, is at first seen ;

then follows a large black spot, which

subsequently suppurates, accompanied by

a high fever, identical, as far as external

symptoms go, with intermittent fever.

In this it is like the bite of the tarantula

or plmlarg'e of the Turcoman plains. The

only difference is, that the fever produced

by the sting of this insect, known scien

tifically as the arga Persian, and locally

as the garrib-gr: and Gentle’, if neglected

for any length of time is fatal. lt is ac

companied by lassitude, loss of appetite,

and in some cases by delirium. There is

another plague, too, peculiar to that, as it

is to some other Eastern countries,—we

mean the Guinea-worm, as it is styled in

Abyssinia, and known to English-speak

ing peoples generally, but which is here

kl'lOvVl'l as rir/ztl, or the worm of Pharaoh.

A caravan hardly ever arrives from Bok

hara without a large number of its mem

bers being afflicted with this disagreeable

entozoon. Any one who drinks of the

standing water of the rain pools, or that

of the tanks of the caravanseries, is al

most certain to take into his system the

egg of the nit/tle’, which will then infal

libly develop itself. It usually makes its

appearance where the bone has little more

covering than the skin,—as at the ankle,

the knee, or the elbow-joint. First, a

small pimple is seen, which after a time

opens, and a small black head, furnished

with two minute hooks, is seen protruding.

This is laid hold of and drawn gently, the

body, which is of a bright primrose color.

and of about the thickness of the E string

of a violin, following, to the extent of

about half an inch. This operation is re

peated twice in the day. care being taken

to draw the worm very gently, lest it

should break. As it is drawn out it is

wound upon a quill, a fine twig, or some

This operation. the
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extraction of the worm, occupies a month

or six weeks, for it is sometimes a yard

in length. As it dries it loses its fresh

yellow color, and exactly resembles a

violin-string. Should the n's/rle' break

during its extraction, serious results are

apt to follow. The entire limb swells,

and suppuration sets in along the track

of the worm. In the latter case, after

seven days of intense agony, the entire

body of the creature is discharged, and

the wound heals up. Should the con

stitution of the sufferer not be of the

strongest, however, he is in great danger

of losing his limb, which in such coun

tries is almost equivalent to losing one's

fact that while the nit/rte’ prevails all over

the province of Merv, and in Southern

Bokhara, it is never found in the Oasis

of Merv proper.

Thus we see that this country, so

abundantly supplied with animal life, con

tains also many of the pests found else

where, usually in tropical regions. But a

more advanced civilization will tend to a

reduction of the number of these. For ex

ample, an improved method of supplying

water for drinking and other purposes

will obviate the necessity of taking it

under conditions which furnish the germ

of the Guinea-worm. Although the

country seems to be a healthy one, and

ORDINARY Houses or ‘run MBRVITBS.

life. There is another method by which

the rz's/zl/ may be extracted, without the

tedious process of drawing it out day by

day, half an inch at a time. By a judi

cious pressure of the fingers, with a knead

ing motion around the orifice whence the

body of the entozoon protrudes, it can be

gradually worked forward, and its entire

length extracted in the course of a few

hours. There are persons who devote

themselves especially to this, making use,

generally, of a couple of small silver

coins with which to press around the ori

fice. A newspaper correspondent was

informed by one of the Kahns that, in

the course of a year, he had extracted

from his own body as many as forty of

these dreadful worms. It is a curious

favorably situated as far as climate is con

cerned, yet certain diseases prevail. In

addition to keralin'r, the eye disease al

ready mentioned, fifty per cent. of the

population, both male and female, suffer

from badly diseased livers, scrofulitic and

scorbutic ailments. The deranged livers

are thought to be the direct product of

the consumption, during the exceedingly

hot weather, of large quantities of melted

fat, which it was useless telling the peo

ple to avoid. How they do this will be

seen in the next paragraph. They have

fevers too, to a limited extent.

Sheep constitute most of the living of

this people. They use their carcasses for

food, and their skins for clothing. These

animals are of the big-tailed variety, and
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at Merv a sheep usually costs from seven

to twelve shillings. All the fat of their

bodies seems to be concentrated in their

tails, which weigh, on an average, not

less than twelve pounds, and is the dear

est part of the carcass. When a sheep is

killed, the tail is first made use of. This

is skinned and cut into pieces, which are

then put into a large hemispherical iron

caldron about two feet in diameter. In

this the fat is melted down to the con

sistency of oil, and, when at a high tem

perature, pieces of lean meat, chopped

small, are thrown into it, and the pot af

terward removed from the fire. The

contents are then poured into a wooden

dish, somewhat larger than the pot, which

is placed upon the carpet in the midst of

the guests. Owing to the high tempera

ture of the fat, these morsels are com

pletely calcined, and taste like greasy

cinders; for the Turcomans all like their

meat very well done. When all the meat

has been picked out of the dish, and the

liquid fat which remains has become cool

enough, the master of the feast takes the

vessel in both hands, raises it to his

mouth, and swallows a pint or so of its

contents. He then hands the dish to the

guest nearest to him, who does likewise,

and so it makes the circuit of the party.

When nearly all the grease has been

swallowed, and if there be present any

person whom the host especially designs

to honor, he offers to him the wooden

dish, and the recipient gathers up what

remains by passing his curved finger

around the interior and conveying it with

what adheres to it to his mouth. Strange

to say, though game abounds, as we have

heretofore seen, very.few go in search of

it. Pheasants and partridges, the very

best kind of game, though very abundant

in several varieties, are not shot. The

Turcomans prefer to sit at home and

munch dry bread, rather than make the

exertion necessary to procure game.

As to vegetable food, pilaf is a favor

ite dish, especially with the poor. It may

be made of rice or barley, or indeed of

almost any kind of grain simply boiled.

It is sometimes flavored with prunes.

Sheets of dough boiled in oil also form a

popular food. Owing to the extreme

heat of the oil, these sheets are very light

and flaky. The Turcomans might live

largely upon fruit if they cared enough

for it to enter upon its cultivation. Even

with what little care is received in their

cultivation, grapes, figs, mulberries, and

some other kinds of tropical and semi

tropical fruits grow well.

We must not forget to mention a prep

aration of meat, which the Turcomans

carry with them when they go abroad for

any purpose. It is called sumsa. A thin

circular cake of doughI about a foot in

diameter, is covered with meat finely

minced, and highly flavored with spices

and garlic, 2. little sugar being occasionally

added. The cake of dough is then

doubled over, and the edges united, mak

ing a sort of half-moon pie, or tumover.

such as our mothers used to make for us

when we were boys and girls. It is then

placed in an oven and baked for half an

hour. This makes a kind of mince pie,

and, when they can be prevailed upon by

any means to lessen the ordinary modi

cum of garlic, with which it is usually

flavored, one of the most palatable dishes

they have.

The samoz/ar, or tea-urn, has already

been referred to; but as a more detailed

description of the making of tea and of

the ceremonies attendant upon the drink

ing of it may interest our readers, it is

accordingly given. Tea is universally

drunk in all this part of Asia, and in Russia

in Europe. It is always offered to a

guest, if there be any to offer. Every

Turcoman carries with him in his pocket

a small bag of green tea; and should he

happen to call at a house, the inmates of

which are too poor to afford this luxury,

he calls for hot water, and produces a

handful of tea for the refreshment of

himself and his host. The tea-pot, or

:amm/ar, is a copper vessel about a foot

in height, and furnished with a cover.

This, filled with water, is placed upon the

fire, and when the contents boil, a hand

ful of green tea is put in. Black tea is

practically unknown there; nor will the
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Turcomans willinglydrinkitwhen offered } tea has been all drawn off, the host

to them unless it be highly sweetened. 1sprinkles some sugar upon the tea-leaves

Every one, when on the road, carries with
‘
that remain, and eats them.

him his tea-bowl. This is of

Chinese porcelain, about five

inches in diameter and four

inches in depth. it is white

inside, and of a grayish olive

color on the exterior. These

are the only domestic utensils

in use among the Turcomans

which are not either of wood

or metal. This tea-bowl is

carried in a peculiar leathern

case, resembling a hemispher

ical saucepan with a long

handle, which is slung at the

saddle-bow of the rider. The

guests. when at tea, sit in a

ring. The host having two or

three bowls before him, fills

and hands them to his neigh

bors in the order of their

seniority or dignity. The

sugar he usually keeps in his

pockets, if he has any, which

is but seldom, as it is es

teemed a great luxury, to be

found only among the well

to-do. It is generally white,

lump sugar of Russian make,

but one frequently sees crys

tallized sugar candy, which

we call rock candy. that is

brought from Bokhara. If

the host has some sugar, but

not enough to go around,

wishing to distinguish any

person especially, he takes

from his pocket a lump and

pitches it across the ring to

the favored individual. A

Turcoman likes to drink his

tea as hot at least as he can

bear it, and when he has fin

ished his draught, the man

ner in which he returns his

bowl to be refilled for some

one else, is a matter of nice etiquette. These peoples, as we have thus de

By a sudden twist of the wrist he throws scribed them, may be called semi-civilized.

the vessel with a spinning motion into The correspondent of the London news

the middle of the carpet, afiecting an air paper before referred to, reports that

of nonchalanee as he does so. After the while with them he witnessed a dramatic
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performance, the one play extending over

several days. The language employed

was what is called Jagati Tartar.

course of the play an execution was rep’

resented, from which we learn that the

method in such cases is to cut the throat

of the criminal with a dagger, and then

sever the head from the body with the

same instrument. The trunk is then

hung up in the centre of a cord extend

ing between two poles fixed in the ground,

cut open and disemboweled. All execu

tions are in public. After the tragedy, a

still more curious performance began, in

the shape of a religious dance, something

after the manner of dancing dervishes.

only in this case the dancing was done by

boys. Twelve boys, varying in age from

eight to fourteen years, clad in long tu

nics of clean printed chintz, and having

dark-colored handkerchiefs around their

necks, which crossed upon the breast and

were tied behind the waist, threw off

their sheep-skin hats, retaining only the

little tight-fitting skull-cap which they

wore. Some of these boys were wonder

fully handsome. The expression on their

faces was altogether feminine. In fact,

dressed as they were, in printed calico

frocks, they might easily have passed for

so many pretty little girls. In each hand

was carried a circular piece of wood

about four inches in diameter and two

inches thick. in the turns of the dance

these were struck together,making aclick

ing sound, somewhat like Spanish casta

nets. In the meantime they chanted

something relating to Ali Heissein and

Hassan. While the children were thus

dancing, the men, some sixty of them,

engaged also in calisthenics of their own.

of which dancing formed a part, shouting

the same cries as did the boys. The

whole performance gave one the idea of a

kind of mad cancan, in such quick time

that the dancers could scarcely vociferate

with suflicient rapidity the names of the

two blessed Imams in whose honor they

were thus exerting themselves.

There are in the province of Merv nu

merous towns and villages, and they are

nearly all fortified; ramparts made of

In the \

clay are thrown up, sometimes loopholed

for musketry, but in nearly every case

mounted with cannon. Even around

some deserted villages the fortifications

are almost perfect. Thus the more set

tled tribes protect themselves from the

nomads of the desert; but they will all

steal alike, it is said, when the opportuni

ty offers. Merv, the capital, is especially

well fortified (see engravings) ; but Geok

Tepé was their stronghold and the key

of the entire country. The Tekkés at

one time offered to surrender this fortress

to the Russians without fighting, but

Gen. Skobeleff refused to accept it. He

wished to make upon them a lasting im

pression of Russia's might and power,

and to show them that he could take

their stronghold without their consent as

well as with it. Accordingly, walls of

circumvallation were thrown up, and the

siege was conducted by regular ap

proaches.

During the siege, two sorties were

made by the Tekkés, but in consequence

of their plans being betrayed to the ene

my, the first was repulscd with loss. The

following day, almost the whole Tekké

force in the garrison made a desperate

attack upon the advanced Russian works.

They stormed and carried three of the

four in'trenchments which had been

thrown up in front of the gates of the

town at about a thousand yards’ distance.

Two breech~loading field-pieces and sev

eral prisoners fell into the hands of the

besieged, who cut the throats of the un

fortunate captives soon afterward. This

partial success, however, had no further

results, as the Russians were soon after

ward reinforced, and the final struggle

came with the capture of the place.

In order to illustrate some of the

methods which prevail in that country,

we relate the following characteristic

event which took place while the siege

of Geok Tepé was in progress, and before

the lines of investment were completed.

A large body of cavalry had left the town

and were hovering about between Geok

Tepé and Askabad. The Kahn of Ku

chan, thinking the moment a favorable
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one for doing a stroke of business on his

own account, while the Tekkés were oc

cupied with the defence of their strong

hold, sent out a ckappa'w of a hundred

horsemen to seize whatever corn, cattle,

or horses they could find in the outlying

Turcoman villages. The Tekké warriors

outside, however, got notice of the in

tended visit, and ambushed their Kucharl

invaders so successfully that not a man

escaped, sixty being killed and forty

made prisoners.

As to the annexation of Merv to Rus

sia, it is thought to be a good thing for

both parties. In fact, it makes but little

odds to the Tumomans under what Gov

ernment they live. But in order to se

cure the greatest advantages from the

union, they must quit their thieving. the

nomads among them must settle down

0

and engage in the peaceful pursuits of

agriculture. They will thus not be so

likely to be continually at war with their

neighbors. The accession of Merv to

Russia, with its 200,000 inhabitants, dis

tributed in 48,000 A'z'br'lkus, is regarded

upon all hands as decidedly advantage

ous to that power. Russia has, in the

last twenty-five years, added about 3,000,

000 square miles to her territory in Cen

tral Asia, containing a population of

5,000,000 of people. Her territory in

Asia is now far in excess of her European

possessions, though it contains but a

tithe of the population. Russia seems to

be following out the programme laid

down for her by Peter the Great, more

than a hundred years ago, and is advanc

ing steadily toward the Bosphorus.

J. c. L.

CAGLIOSTRO AS A MEDIUM.

A
DESCRIPTION of a Spiritualistic

séance held by the renowned Cagli

ostro in Paris nearly one hundred years

ago will not be found uninteresting.

This accomplished charlatan gave out

that, in addition to the power of trans

muting metals and curing all diseases, he

could bring spirits from the "vasty deep,"

and by paying a large sum of money—the

dead, of course, would not rise for noth

ing—one might commune with departed

relatives or with illustrious personages of

bygone times. The evocations were not

without an element of art. On one oc

casion the spirit the company desired to

commune with was that of D'Alembert,

and from notes furnished by an eye

witness, Lady Mantz, the actor vFleury

gave the following account of the cere

mony in his “Mémoirs": "The specta

tors or, as Cagliostro preferred to call

them, guests, sat in arm-chairs along the

wall on the east side of the apartment.

Before these chairs was drawn an iron

chain," lest some foolish person should be

impelled by curiosity to rush upon de

struction. "On the other side was placed

the chair intended for the reception of,

the apparition. The Grand Koptha—the

name assumed by Cagliostro on such oc

casions—chose the unusual hour of 3 A.M.

for his evocations. Shortly before that

time a voice was heard to order the re

moval from the scene of cats, dogs, horses.

birds, and all reptiles, should any be near.

Then came a command that none but free

men should remain in the apartment ; the

servants were accordingly dismissed. A

deep silence followed, and the lights were

suddenly extinguished. The same voice,

now assuming a louder and more authori

tative tone, requested the guests to shake

the iron chain; they obeyed, and an

indescribable thrill ran through their

frames. The clock at length struck 3—

slowly, and with a prolonged vibration of

the bell. At each stroke a flash, as sudden

and transitory as lightning, illumined the

apartment, and the words
‘
Philosophy,’

'
Nature.’ and

‘ Truth,’ successively ap

peared in legible characters above the

empty arm-chair. The last word was

more brilliant than the others. The

lustres were suddenly relighted, how no

one could tell. Stifled cries were heard

as from a man whose mouth was gagged
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—a noise like that of a man struggling to

break loose from persons detaining him

—and Cagliostro appeared, and turning

successively to the four cardinal points,

he uttered some cabalistic words, which

returned as if from a distant echo. The

lights having been extinguished, he com

manded the guests again to shake the

chain, and as they did so the strange

feeling previously alluded to was re

newed. The outline of the arm-chair

now became gradually perceptible in the

darkness, as though the lines had been

traced on a black ground with phos

phorus. The next moment, and as if by

the same process, a winding-sheet could

be ‘seen with two fieshless hands resting

upon the arm of the chair. The winding

sheet, slowly opening, discovered an ema

ciated form; a shortbreathing was heard,

and two brilliant piercing eyes were fixed

upon the spectators." The illustrious

philosopher, the author of the preface to

the
“
Encyclopédie," had been called from

the dead. He would answer questions

put to him, but Cagliostro alone was

privileged to hear him speak. "And

what questions were put to him P
"
asked

Fleury of Lady Mantz. "He was asked

whether he had seen the other world."

" And what did he say?
" '“ Ah, Monsieur

Fleury, it was a terrible reply, especially

to one who like me looks forward to a

better future. He said,
‘ There is no other

world."' "And did no one reply?"

“
Reply! who could venture to reply to

the ghost of M. d'Alembert, returned

from—ah, whence?" "That is precisely

the thing. You should have said, ‘M.

d'Alembert, if there is no other world,

where may you happen to come from

now?"

THE FRENCH IN CHINA.

HATEVER the French Govern

ment may have to urge in extenua

tion of its conduct in ordering the at

tacks on the Chinese ports of Foo~Chow

and the defences in the river Min, with

out any formal declaration of war, it cer

tainly seems a course unwarranted by

honor and Christian kindness. It may be

that certain Chinese officials have been

derelict in the strict discharge of their

relations to representatives of the French

Government, but the offence could not

have been so great as to merit so cruel a

retaliation. The attack upon the forts at

Foo-Chow have been characterized as

most disgraceful to the civilization of the

West. The French admiral passed up

the Min with his fleet, and fired a salute,

apparently as a matter of courtesy, while

passing the forts. He was permitted to

pass because the commandant regarded

his action as entirely friendly; but, hav

ing received an advantageous position,

behold! the admiral opens a fierce can

nonade, and succeeds in destroying the

forts and war-ships of China. The sud

denness and rapidity of the attack placed

the poor Chinese at his mercy.

The portrait of Admiral Courbet shows

a man of force, talent, and ambition. He

has pluck and courage, and not a little

prudence and tact. He is quick in per

ception and alert to surrounding condi

tions. His love of applause is decidedly

marked, and therefore the desire of pre

ferment might lead him to do things that

in cool moments his judgment and sym

pathy would not approve. He is an ex

citable man, and acts quickly, and aims

to do his work thoroughly. He has been in

the French navy thirty-six years, and has

taken part in many important operations.

It was not, however, until 1880 that his

name became widely known. In that

year he was made Governor of the colony

of New Caledonia. His administration

was the subject of much criticism, favora

ble and unfavorable, but was maintained.

notwithstanding, on the same lines of

policy and with much dignity. When, in

the judgment of the ruling statesmen of

France, it became necessary to occupy
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Tonquin, Courbet was intrusted with the

command of the naval squadron which

successfully assisted in the necessary op

erations. The results, which were not

achieved without considerable bloodshed,

gratified France with territory and the

virtual surrender of the ruler of the coun

try to French domination.

The Chinese Government would not

relinquish its claim to Tonquin as a part

of Chinese territory, and regarded the

assumptions of the French as insolent

and despotic, and so when General Mil

lot, in command of the French land

forces, advanced to Langson, he was at

tacked by Chinese soldiers. For this,

France at once demanded an indemnity

of $80,000,000, alleging that China by this

attack upon French soldiers had broken

a treaty that conceded special privileges

in Tonquin, and on the refusal of the

Chinese to pay the preposterous demand,

Admiral Courbet was intrusted with the

task of making a display of French power

which should compel payment.

We think that the opinion of a China

man of New York expresses a pretty fair

idea of the trouble. He remarked to a

reporter who had
"
interviewed

" him:

"It likee this: I come to your door and

lickee you and I wantee you to pay

money to me or I lickee you. You think

that light? What kind a 'ligion that?"

Although the success of France may

serve to stimulate the war feeling in that

country, and the resources of China may

still buoy her up with the expectation

that she can better afford to continue the

contest than her enemy, both countries

would gain by the resumption of peace

ful relations between them, and the inter

ests of all the powers doing business in

the treaty ports would thereby be pro

moted. The most able statesman in

China, Li Hung Chang, is opposed to

war with France, for reasons that must

be obvious, yet the large war party among

AnMm/u. Coumm'r.

the Chinese certainly have reason for

their animosity to France. We hope

that the French Government will not

persist in these aggressions. They have

gone far enough, and an early withdrawal

of the invading forces will be the best

apology that can be made for its violent

and murderous treatment of a wretched

people.

OLD SUPERSTITlONS.

. ENERAL education has accom

plished wonders for the minds and

lives of the masses, but in nothing has it

wrought so radical a change as in eradi

cating the ignorant bigotry and supersti

in renouncing all faith and belief in spir

itual matters as too absurd for aught but

childish minds to rest upon.

Draw into conversation some dear, in

telligent grandmother, like our charming

tions of the people. There has, indeed,
1
old neighbor, who has seen eighty-seven

been almost too violent a reaction, lead- ‘ useful years. As she tells you long stories

ing many to err upon the opposite side,
|
of "ye olden times," when she was young
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and blithe and bonny, take notice of the

homely superstitions that adorn her tales.

Listen till you see the good house-mother

drop the red-hot horseshoe into the

ehurnful of refractory cream, and the

family gathering seriously to consult the

well-thumbed almanac, intent upon dis

covering if the “signs
"
are right when

the last new baby is to be weaned, the

huge porker slaughtered, or the golden

corn sowed. She will tell you, too, of

mysterious lights, portentous dreams,

and midnight sounds—the warnings to

prepare for sickness or death.

I

What

magic charms, too, did the rustic belles

test, and how the mirror revealed to the

eyes of one expectant maiden, not the

face of the future husband, but a hideous

cotl‘in.

While one class of antiquaries search

out with eager zeal the more palpable

relics of olden days, another evinces as

much enthusiasm in gathering up these

quaint old signs and omens so soon to be

forgotten.

Mr. Barnes, in his very interesting

chapters on the folk-lore in his native

Dorset, tells us how when a child he

was taught in his old English home to

repeat this bed-charm :

“
Matthew, Mark, Lulte, and John,

Be blessed the bed that I lie on.

Four corners to my bed,

Four angels all aspread ;

One at head an’ one at feet

An‘ two to keep my soul asleep."

Then, too, he tells us of the young peo

ple shooting apple-seeds from between

their fingers, as they repeated these lines:

“
Kernel, come, kernel, l'lODover my thumb,

And tell me which way my true love will come;

East, West, North, or South— -

Kernehjurnp into my true love‘: mouth."

The children also chanted the old "fly

away home" verse to the “lady bird,"

which was called by the peasants "God

Almighty's cow." Again he tells us of

the revolting notion in Dorset that to eat

nine lice will most certainly cure the jaun

dice. Dock is prescribed as a sure anti

dote to the sting of the nettle, but must

inevitably be accompanied with the

words, "Out nettle, in dock." White

specks on the finger-nail indicate gifts,

with this modification :

“
Gifts on thumb, sure to come;

Gifts on finger, sure to linger."

Much of this doggerel has had its or

igin traced back to ancient Germany. In

Lancashire the shooting rays of the au—

rora borealis are the "Merry Dancers."

One will hear a puff-ball dubbed the

devil's snuff-box, the dragon-fly is his

darning-needle, and the black beetle his

coach horse.

In Devonshire robin redbreast is called

“
Farewell Summer," and in many locali

ties,especially Yorkshire, the people have

a superstitious horror of killing one of the

little creatures, believing its death will

cause the cow to give bloody milk—an

idea also prevalent in Switzerland. The

little urchins of Suffolk never place the

robin’s egg upon their strings, lest they

suffer the expected penalty of broken

limbs for their cruelty.

In the old Yule season, that lasted from

Christmas until Twelfth Night, every day

had its traditions—the cattle fell upon

their knees at midnight, Christmas eve;

at Glastonbury grew a hawthorn that

blossomed every Christmas mom, or, fail

ing, presaged some grave disaster. This

remarkable shrub was said to be a de

scendant of the staff of Joseph of Ari

mathea, which was planted upon the eve

of the crucifixion, and at once pushed

forth leaves and blossoms Twelfth

Night, the festival of St. Simon of Sty~

lites, is supposed to have been instituted

in honor of the Eastern Magi, who

brought their precious gifts to the infant

jesus.

In Sweden all must remain in their

homes on Yule-night. for it is then the

trolls and demons walk about and the

dead leave their graves. We read the

most beautiful bird-legends that come

from far-away Sweden. When Christ

was suffering, a little bird perched upon

the cruel cross, crying,
“ Svala, svala Ho

nom l" (" Console, console Himl").
Since, she has been called svala, or

swallow, and fortunate will be the man

who is her protector. Hovering over the
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Saviour, another bird called out,
"
Styrk,

styrk Honom !
"
(“ Strengthen, strengthen

Him l"), and has ever since been called

styrk—stork, and brings good fortune

wherever she builds her nest. The tur

tle-dove ever repeats the mournful plaint

she uttered over that scene on Calvary,
" Burri, burri, burri!" The cross-bill

sought to pull out the nails that held our

Lord to the cross, and ever since has

there been the stain of that sacred blood

upon his tiny bill.

In some times and countries a show of

cats, like the one that attracted so much

attention in Boston, would be regarded

with horror. In Italy and Spain agath

ering of cats is even now regarded as a

meeting of witches, on some diabolical

business intent. The Tuscan believes

when a man desires death the evil one

is passing before his eyes in the form of

some feline. In Germany it is a bad sign

to dream of a black cat at Christmas, and

in Hungary our household pet is regarded

a witch after a certain age. In some of

the Catholic countries the cat is sacred to

St. Gertrude, and in the northern my

thology, the carof Frcyja is drawn by a

team of pussies. Again, she was created

by Diana, and Ovid relates that her form

was appropriated by that fair goddess in

a flight from the Titans.

While each birth-month has its signifi

cance and emblematic jewel, as named in

a late Number of the Home Magazine, the

days of the week have inspired these lines

of poetic jingles:

“
Sunday's child ne'er lacks in place;

Monday's child is fair in face;

Tuesday's child is full of grace;

Wednesday's child is sour and sad;

Thursday's child is loving and glad;

Friday's child is loving and giving;

And Saturday's child shall work for his living."

"Never rock an empty cradle—it will

injure the child," we heard an old lady

say with a solemn shake of her head, and

the same dear old sage tells us if the baby

doesn't tumble out of bed or down-stairs

before it is a year old it will grow up fool

ish. One must not cut his nails or sneeze

on the Sabbath, lest the father of evil will

be at their elbow during the week.

A volume might easily be filled with

these old saws and superstitions ; but an

other sign comes into our mind with great

force, and warns us to let it be the last, as

it is the most truthful :
"
Long stories

make deaf ears." A. L. R.

A WELL-DRESSED WOMAN.

A
MONTHLY magazine that com

manded general respect for its liter

ary qualities while it lived, for now, alas,

it is extinct, once published this neat de

scription of a well-dressed woman, who

was met one day by the writer:

"She was not beautiful, nor even pretty ;

and so, madam, you may let down your

nostrils and uncurl the corners of your

mouth. She had not even a fine figure,

in which very important respect she was

only ‘fair to middling,’ as they say in

trade. But as she approached us we were

conscious of a subtle sense of pleasure.

As she came nearer and nearer this in

creased, and when it became all too

certain that it was not her beauty which

awoke this delightful sensation there was

a moment of thoughtful hesitation in the

mind, and then it became clear enough

that it was the woman's dress that was so

beautiful, and that it was the extreme

rarity of this particular kind of beauty

which made the sensation we have men

tioned. Of course we must tell what this

dress was. Nothing easier. It was a simple

loose gown high upon the shoulders,

girdled closely but not tightly at the

waist, and falling in light easy folds, not to

the ground, but nearly to the ground be

hind and not quite so low before, so that as

the woman walked not even the hem of

her garments swept the sidewalk. There

was not a flounce, or a ruffle, or a plait, or a

patch of trimming of any kind upon the

dress, the skirt of which was ample enough
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to afford perfect ease of motion and to be

graceful. but was not full, was not tied

back, did not hang over a bustle, and

there was no overskirt. The material

was muslin, or some cotton stuff: and—

oh, madam! read, mark, and inwardly

digest—it was not starched. It did not

stand stiff, or break up into patches, or

make a rustling and a crackling as she

walked. It was soft in texture, soft in its

outlines, and noiseless. Had it no orna

ment at all? Yes, indeed. Around the

bottom hem, at the wrists, and at the

throat, there was a narrow figured border

of blue, beautiful in design and in color,

which gave the dress a perfect finish, and

was attractive in itself without being at

all obtrusive. Over this dress she wore a

short,light garment of the same material,

sleeveless and falling to the hips. This

costume might have been worn by a

Greek woman, by Aspasia herself, to the

delight of Pericles, and yet there was

nothing about it which seemed outré or

even strange, except its simple elegance.

Who the woman was who thus clothed

herself with beauty will probably ever re

main a fact unknown in the modern his

tory of costume." What a loss to so

ciety.

PREVENTION OF DECAY 0F TEETH.

ECAY of the teeth is a very com

mon affection. Very few persons

forty years old or upwards possess a good

set of teeth. So rare is it for a person

past middle-age to have a set of sound

teeth, that an instance of the kind is

deemed quite remarkable. Many have

artificial teeth almost as soon as they ar

rive at adult age. Many children lose by

decay their first set of teeth before the

appearance of their second set; the sec

ond set begin to decay almost as soon as

they appear, and are soon gone. So com

mon has been the early decay of teeth,

that it does not arouse the attention of

the parents as it should. So common

have such occurrences become, that they

have come to be regarded as a matter of

course, and instead of arousing the par

ents to seek the cause of this premature

decay, and try to arrest or prevent it,

they too often pass it by unheeded, and

send the child to the dentist for a new

set of teeth.

Much may be done in the way of pre

venting the decay of teeth, and it is very

important that the work of prevention

should be attended to. No artificial

teeth are as useful as the natural teeth.

They are better than no teeth, but are at

the best a poor substitute for the natural

teeth. The expensiveness of artificial

teeth, besides the trouble in wearing them.

also renders it desirable to preserve the

natural teeth. It is also very desirable

that the teeth of children should be pre

served sound in order that the jaws may

develop fully and symmetrically. If the

first teeth decay only so that they have

to be removed several months or years
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. the others.

before the permanent teeth appear, the

teeth on each side encroach upon the

space, so that when the permanent tooth

does appear, there is not enough room

for it, and it becomes crowded between

In short, it is desirable in

every respect that the teeth should be

preserved from decay. Sound teeth are

not only the most beautiful, the most

healthful, and the most useful, but also

the most economical, and most desirable

in every respect.

CAUSES OF DECAY.

A glance at the causes of decay will be

useful in enabling us to understand the

means of prevention. The teeth are

principally composed of phosphate of

lime. a substance which is easily decom

posed by acids. Bone is also principally

composed of phosphate of lime. Place

a bone in dilute muriatic acid. and all of

the phosphate of lime may be dissolved

out, and nothing but the soft animal

matter will remain. Hence it is that

acids generally are very injurious to the

teeth. Experiments performed by Dr

A. Wescott have shown that both vege

table and animal acids readily act upon

the bone and enamel of teeth. Placing

teeth in acetic and citric acids, and al

lowing them to remain forty-eight hours,

they become so corroded that the enamel

can be easily removed with the finger

nail. Acetic acid diluted as vinegar is in

common use as a condiment, and is also

found in the mouth whenever substances,

liable to fermentation, are suffered to re

main about the teeth for any considera

ble length of time. Particles of food al

lowed to remain in contact with the

teeth may decay, and form acetic acid

which will injuriously affect the teeth.

Citric acid or lemon juice acts very in

juriously upon the teeth when brought

in contact with them. Malic acid or the

acid of apples in its concentrated state

injures the teeth. Muriatic, sulphuric,

and nitric acids in diluted forms are ex

tensively used as medicines, and are very

injurious to the teeth, unless the mouth

is rinsed after taking them with an al

kaline solution such as a teaspoonful of

common soda in a pint of water. Dr. Wes

cott found that sugar had no eflect upon

the teeth, until by fermentation acetic

acid had been formed. In some cases of

disease the secretions of the mouth be

come acid, as is seen in cases of diseased

gums, or diseased mucous membranes,

and in disorders of the stomach and

bowels. If such states continue long the

teeth, being constantly bathed in acid

secretions, decay very rapidly. The se

cretions of the mouth may be made acid

by regurgitation from the stomach, and

thus become injurious to the teeth. Par

ticles of food left upon the teeth or be

tween them, soon begin to ferment and

injuriously affect the teeth.

NATURALLY DEFECTIVE TEETH.

Some teeth decay more readily than

others. Heredity seems to notably affect

the teeth—children born of parents who

early lost their teeth from decay, usually

lose their teeth early. Defects of organ

ization seem to be transmissible as re

gards the teeth, as well as regards other

portions of the system. What can be

done, it may be asked, where a child in

herits from its parents defective teeth?

Much may be done even in those cases

if the parents begin soon enough. The

teeth are formed from the material

in the blood. If the bone-making mate

rial is deficient, then the teeth will be

likely to be defective. If the blood is

rich in bone material, and the health is

maintained at a high standard, the teeth

will be likely to be well organized. The

food eaten by many mothers while nurs

ing their children is deficient in bone

making material. They live largely

upon fine, bolted flour, which contains a

deficient quantity of phosphate of lime.

They also eat freely of pastry and other

rich food that is ill-adapted to the wants

of their system and that of their chil

dren. As a consequence, the milk the

child receives is deficient in lime-salts,

and the teeth are imperfectly formed.

The wheat grain contains a sufficient

proportion of phosphate of lime, but it is
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stored up in the outer layers of the cov

ering usually received with the bran.

Bran contains fourteen times as much

material for bone and muscle as fine

flour does. Unbolted wheat flour or

crushed wheat are much better articles

of food for mothers and children than

superfine flour. If the teeth of the moth

er are poor, special pains should be taken

to insure good teeth to the offspring.

The mother should begin before the

birth of the child to live upon such food

as is rich in bone-making material, and

should continue to so live while nursing

the child, and then when the child be

gins to eat solid food, it should also be

fed on such as is rich in bone material.

Such management should be continued

not only till the first set of teeth have all

appeared, but also until after the second

set have all appeared. If the first set of

teeth in every child is poor, great care

should be taken to insure abetter per

manent set. They should not be fed

upon bread made of fine flour, pastry,

and confectionery, but should be well fed

with good milk, wheat-bread, oatmeal,

corn-meal bread, vegetables, eggs and

meat. and plentiful exercise in the open

air enjoined.

Sugar of itself is not injurious to the

teeth. But an excess of sugar or confec

tionery may prove injurious. Sugar is

far preferable to confectionery. By eat

ing too much sugar, the stomach may be

come disordered, acids be formed, and

regurgitate into the mouth, causing an

acid state of the mouth, and thus be in

jurious to the teeth. Instances have

been recorded where large‘quantities of

sugar were eaten for years without injur

ing the teeth. It is said that
"
Henry,

Duke of Beaufort, who died in 1702, ate

nearly a pound of sugar daily for forty

years. He died of fever in the seventieth

year of his age. He was never troubled

with cough, his teeth were firm, and all

his viscera were found after death quite

sound." In Cleland's Institutes of Health,

Mallory is described as a great lover and

cater of sugar, and is said to have lived

to be about one hundred years of age,

and to have had good teeth until four

score, when he cut a new set. Sir John

Sinclair, in his work on Health and Lon

gevity, declares that his grandfather, who

lived to be one hundred years old, had

all his teeth strong and firm at eighty,
-

and that he remained in good health and

strength till his death. These circum

stances are attributed to the frequent

and free use of sugar, of which the old

gentleman was a great eater, taking it on

his bread and butter, in ale and beer,

adding it to all the sauces used on his

meats. The negroes of sugar countries

are remarkable for their white and sound

teeth, although they eat large quantities

of sugar, and grow fat on it during the

season of making it. These instances in

dicate that sugar is not of itself injurious

to the teeth of children, and should not

be withheld. Indeed, it seems that suga1

is required for the proper sustenance.

The universal liking for sugar and sweet

things shown by children is no doubt

founded upon a want of the system, and

should be gratified.

CLEANLINESS PRESERVES THE TEETH.

Cleanliness is all-important in the pres

ervation of the teeth. Perfectly clean

teeth will not decay. Food remaining in

contact with the teeth by lodging be

tween them, or somewhere about them.

is a very prolific source of caries or de

cay of the teeth. An article in the Bril

z's/z Alrdz'cal journal says: "The general

prevalence of dental caries is chiefly

owing to food remaining on and between

the teeth after meals, from breakfast

time till the following morning, when ac

cording to custom, the teeth are brushed;

brushed, but probably not cleaned, as the

brush is more often used to polish the

surface merely than to assist in remor

ing what has accumulated between them.

Experiments have been referred to, that

prove the solvent action of weak acids

on the teeth; and I think it will be con

ceded without proof. that were portions

of our food mixed and moistened asin

mastication kept during the night at the

high temperature of the mouth, the com
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pound would become sour. It follows that

dental caries must continue to prevail as

now, while it is the custom to allow food

to remain in contact with the teeth all

night. The following observations show

the dependence of caries on food remain

ing in contact with the
teeth.

When the

teeth are wide apart food is not retained,
l

and they generally remain free from

caries. The lower front teeth are seldom

made to do the work of lost or diseased

molars, and the food gets between them,

caries is certain to follow before long.

Further proof can not be required that,

if no food remained in contact with the

teeth after eating, they would be free

from caries, unless acted on by acidity

from other sources. The only indications,

therefore, for the prevention of dental

caries are the neutralization of acid ap

attacked by caries when, as is generally i plied to the teeth, and the removal of

the case, the spaces between them are

closed to the entrance of food by tartar.

The backs of all teeth, upper and lower,

being kept free from food by the tongue,

are seldom affected by caries. Lodg

ment of food takes place between the

bicuspids, between the molars in the de

pression on the masticating surface of

these teeth, and on the broad walls of the

molars, and these are the chief seats of

caries. While mastication is performed

by the molars and bicuspids, the upper

front teeth remain free from food and

caries; but when they themselves are

0

food before it has become acid."

In conclusion it may be said that the

greater part of the decay of teeth might be

prevented by scrupulous cleanliness and

attention to the diet. The teeth ought

to be freed from all particles of food be

tween them by the use of a wood or quill

toothpick after each meal, and the use of

the brush at least every night. It is ad

visable to use a little castile soap on the

brush, which will neutralize any remain

ing acidity, and assist in preventing de

cay.
'

H. REYNOLDS, M1).

lNDlVlDUALlTY IN RELATION TO PHYSlOLOGY.

N the analysis of the human mind the

perceptives are justly assigned to an

important position. The organ of lndi

viduality is the first to be exercised, and

supplying, as it does, largely the material

for the action of the other organs of the

brain, its functions become of special im

portance. It is not our purpose to call

in question the accepted views in regard

to this organ, ‘yet there is, we think, a

strong probability that at least the extent

of its development and activity is deter

mined largely by conditions existing in

the body in general. Our perceptions of

external objects are conveyed to the brain

through the nerves of some one or more

of the five senses, and if the nerves them

selves in any particular individual be

disordered or imperfect, the perceptions

conveyed through their medium must also

be disordered or imperfect.

To investigate them, the causes regu

lating the excitability of the nerves be

comes an inquiry of great interest. It is

well known that there is a great variation

in the speed or rapidity of the vital ac

tions or organic processes in the bodies of

different persons. Two persons may ex

pose themselves to a contagious disease

at the same time, and yet it may make

its appearance in one much sooner than

in the other. It is also well known that

there is a variability in the rapidity of the

stroke of the heart in different persons.

Now, when we remember that oxygen is

the element which keeps our fires bum

ing; that the chemical changes taking

place in many of the organs and in all

the tissues is of the same nature as

combustion, and that, therefore, oxygen

is the great stimulus of all the vital proc

esses, we can readily understand that a

rapid pulsation of the heart will produce

a quick circulation of the blood; that

this will carry an abundance of oxygen to

all the tissues, and thus the rapidity of
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the vital actions will be highly acceler

ated. Now, it is another well-known fact

that every action of any organ consumes

a portion of the actual substance of that

organ by the absorption of oxygen. The

oxygen, by burning up a portion of the

substance of the organ, supplies the mo

tive force for its action. Thus it is plain

that if an organ is well supplied with

oxygen, it possesses a store of force ready

for instant use, and is hence much more

easily set in motion.

But again, as the action of any organ

is always at the expense of itself, any ac

tion must produce more or less decom

posed material. Now this material, so

long as it remains, is a clog to further ac

tion of‘ the organ. We know that if car

bonic acid gas accumulates in the blood,

it acts as a stupefying poison, because

every action produces it
,

and its presence

in the blood retards the further produc

tion of it
,

and consequently retards all

vital action to which its production is

necessary. There is no doubt that the

presence of the products of decomposi

tion in the particular tissues in which ac

tion has just taken place, is as prejudicial

to further action in them as the presence

of carbonic acid gas is in the blood to the

action of the general system. Now, if

the circulation be rapid and vigorous, the

products of decomposition in any organ

will be quickly and completely‘ removed,

and hence the organ will be in a condi

tion for further action.

If these principles be correct, the vary

ing activity or excitability of the per

ceptives in different individuals can be

understood. In a person whose heart

pulsates rapidly, the blood laden with

oxygen is carried freely to every nerve.

The nerves then having an abundant sup

ply of oxygen always at hand ready to

enter into their substance, can easily be

set in motion. Consequently, any ex

ternal stimulus, the occurrence of any

event which can be perceived by the five

senses, readily sets the nerve into action,

and the impression is carried to the brain.

But if the pulsation of the heart is slow,

the nerves in common with other organs

do not receive an abundant supply of

oxygen, and hence their action is not so

readily produced by external forces, and

the individual is not a close observer.

But this is not the only cause contribut

ing to this result. The nerves in their

action, like every other organ, give rise

to certain products of a lower grade—

waste products. It is well known among

physicians that the presence in’ the secre

tions in increased quantity of the phos

phates—one of these waste products—is a

certain indication of excessive brain or

nerve work. Now the strong tendency

of any two liquids or gases to diffuse or

mix with each other, even when separated

by a moist membrane—which tendency
is also possessed by solids when dissolved

in liquids—proves that there is a strong

attraction between substances of different

natures. It is evident then, that the

production of any chemical compound

will be much more active if surrounded

by substances different from itself, as its

production will then be predisposed by

the law of attraction between different

substances. Therefore, if the products

of nerve action be removed thoroughly

from the nerve, its further action will be

greatly assisted. Furthermore, the rapid

ity of chemical action in all chemical so

lutions is in direct proportion to their

strength and purity, and manifestly the

strength and purity of the fluids pervad

ing the nerves will be much improved if

the products of nervous waste be thor

oughly and quickly removed. A rapid

circulation will do this, not merely be

cause it 1': rapid, but also because it

brings an abundance of oxygen, and the

law of the diffusion of fluids will produce

an interchange of position between the

oxygen and the products of nervous waste

which would effectually clear the nerve

of these products. Therefore a rapid cir

culation will increase the activity of the

nerves both by supplying them abundantly

with oxygen and by removing thoroughly

the waste products of the nerves. Now

it is plain that the greater the irritability

of the nerves, the more readily will ex

ternal objects and events make an im
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pression on them. Therefore a rapid cir

culation by thus increasing the activity

or excitability of the nerves, must improve

the perceptions of the individual possess

ing it.

The vital temperament is characterized

by a strong, quick pulsation of the heart,

and this temperament is essentially dis

tinguished‘ by active perceptives. The

pulsations of the heart in childhood are

much more rapid than in adult age, and

the spring-time of our life is the portion

of our existence in which the perceptives

are especially active. It is well known

that retired pursuits diminish the rapidity

of the heart's pulsations, and it will not

be denied that the active man of business

usually excels the student in the power

of observation.

There are no more interesting queries

than those which relate to the boundary

line between the mind and body. It is

here that the principal stumbling-blocks

in mental science have always been en

countered. Undoubtedly here is the

point where judicious inquiry may expect

more ample results, and when once the

boundary between mind and body shall

have been accurately defined, we may ex

pect progress in the study of mind un

paralleled by the accomplishments of the

past. NEWMAN DAVENPORT.

.0

HEAD OR FEET FOREMOST m CARS.—

There has been some discussion as to

whether a person lying in a sleeping

WHY WOMEN

IS
it not astonishing that in so many

rural families there are three or four,

or even more, sturdy fellows who owe

their life and all their robusticity to a

mother who is the very image of sickli

ness and physical frailty? And the girls,

too, are they not as a class, taken from

the stand-point of mere physical force,

poor, miserable creatures? And is not

the work they can perform, without un

due strain on their system, hardly worth

the cost of their food?

car should place his feet toward the lo

comotive or the reverse. One man who

travelled about 48,000 miles a year with

his back to the locomotive became ex

tremely ill with a nervous affection, and

got well after he had given up the habit.

His doctor believes that persons who

travel much by rail should
“
take all sorts

of positions." A German physician, Dr.

Outten, says that if a person lies with his

feet toward the engine, the movement of

the car tends to draw the blood from the

brain to the feet, cerebral anaemia is pro

duced and then sleep. But if he lies with

his head nearer the locomotive (as is the

custom in Germany), there is produced a

cerebral hyperaemia, incompatible with

sweet repose. Dr. McBride, of the Mil

waukee Insane Asylum, advises exactly

the reverse. He holds that with the feet

toward the engine the blood tends to the

head. In the starting of a train momen

tum is first given to the car. Bodies in the

car resist for a moment, and then acquire

the same momentum. But on the least

increase of speed they ofier resistance;

they are not disposed to go as fast as the

car. A round marble placed on a board

will roll back when the board is moved

rapidly, and he thinks it reasonable to

suppose that in a human body the blood

constantly offers resistance to the motion

of the train. Therefore, with the feet to

the engine, the blood will seek the brain.

For this reason Dr. McBride urges sleep

ing with the head toward the engine.

.

BREAK DOWN.

I do not contradict the statement of a

writer in the PHRENOLOGICAL as to the

fact that three full meals per day are too

much, not alone for the housewife to be

drudged with, but also for the men to

stuff themselves with. Graham mush,

biscuits, and coffee for breakfast, and

milk and bread for supper, and a more

variegated meal at noon, make not only

good
“
tops," but also good

“ toes," and

should be all that the men folks exact.

But ought not the housewife to be, as a
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rule, in such a condition that she would

laugh at being pitied for having to pre

pare three meals-per day for the men

folks? ‘Ought she not to have as keen an

appetite as the boys, and to like to
“
top

off
"
her dinner with a slice of good pie,

cake, or other dainty?

It is principally this point I want to

dwell upon, and which in my opinion

most writers on household life, and the

duties of wives and mothers, fail to take

into their consideration, when they com

plain that the housewife is subject to ex

cessive drudgery because of the dietetic

or other habits of the men. Has the del

icacy of our nowadays wives really been

predestined by nature? I could never

find a plausible reason to answer this

question in the affirmative. But there is

nothing in nature to justify the frail con

stitutions of the women folks in the

wealthy nations of the nineteenth cen

tury, and if our housewives are suffering

under the load of labor, it is not alto

gether due to unjust exactions by the

palates of their husbands and boys, not

to the labor of kneading the dough for

the cakes and pies the boys want to “top

off" with, but to the miserable bodily

condition of the girls that become house

wives.

Look around you in the lower walks of

life, and see what a woman can be and

do. Your Irish women would not mind

to bake the whole day if they were sure

to have a slice themselves of the good

things put on the table. In Genoa, Italy,

you find women who earn a livelihood

by carrying loads on their heads which a

negro drayman in Florida would consider

large enough to make a load for his mule;

and in Holland I have myself met Tri

erian girls whom I, although I claim to

be a good average sized man, and was at

that time a strong young fellow, should

not have liked to fall out with for fear of

getting a most disgraceful thrashing. If

the female constitution forbids concen

trated exertion, there is a certain tenacity

in the female body, with its powerful

lumbar development, which is only as an

exception found to the same extent in

man. I had once a servant-girl who an

swered, when my wife was going to refuse

her request to make a trip home on foot

in the evening, from a point some miles

distant, because she thought the girl

would be assaulted by men: "Oh, Mad

ame, a crowd is not dangerous to a lonely

girl, and I do not mind two or three."

She was an anatomical perfection, save

her head, which was just as perfectlya

phrenological misery, so that I very often

used to say to my wife, who was suffering

under the load of her household work in

spite of a help like this: "What a woman

would you be if your head was resting on

such a body!" I assure the ladies, who

talk about household work being neces

sarily a burden, that that girl did not feel

any burden. Once she had a chance to

go to a ball the very night before wash

ing-day, and a big pile it was that was

waiting for her, and my wife disliked to

let her go.
"
Don't be afraid, Madame,"

she said, "if I dance the night through:
it goes all the better; then I have some

thing to keep myself busy with while]

am washing." She went, and on the next

morning, at five o'clock, there she stood

at the wash-tub as gay as a lark, and at

nine o’clock in the evening there was the

clean linen hanging on the horse; and if

there had been another dancing party,

off she would have gone, and skipped

another night's rest without missing her

work the ensuing day.

Take it for granted, work is the nicest

occupation you can find in the world, if

you are healthy; and the most tedious

thing in the world is doing nothing, be

cause you never get through with it; and

if the girls that the boys make their

wives of, were such as they ought to be.

there would be no occasion to grumble

about the cooking, but everybody be con

tent if they only could have enough of it

to do.

Now then, it is a general belief that

higher mental endowments are a hin

drance to good muscular development

or physical strength generally, and win

'uersa. No greater error than this! The

proportion of mental and physical pro
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pensities being investigated statistically,

it might prove a fact that spinal disease

and muscle flabbiness are mostly found

among brain-workers. Dyspepsia is preva

lent among them, too; but there is no

need of it. A stout spinal column is as

good a prop for the intellect as for biceps,

and triceps, and quadriceps femoris, and

all the other powerfui muscles which

constitute mainly acrobatic endowments,

and which depend for their nourishment

and action, just as much as the mind, on

the cerebral nervous system. And more

than that: there is nothing in the body

which contributes to health, strength, and

long-livedness so much as the ganglionic

nervous system ; and it is a biological

fact that well-constituted women have

the ganglionic system most liberally de

veloped. It is an error to think that

muscular exercise is a hindrance to men

tal productivity. There is no healthier

interruption of assiduous brain-work and

close mental application than muscular

exercise; and many an essay would be

sounder in its argumentation if its author

had put between its first and second half

some spading or harrowing or weeding

in his or somebody else's garden. Mus

cular action makes healthy blood, and

healthy blood helps to make sound ideas.

There 1': an anatomico-physiological

point which constitutes a difference be

tween man and wife. I am well aware of

that. It is the one that is always put in

the foreground when the question under

survey is made a topic of. But that point

is in itself not by any means so strong as

the common belief goes. The difference

is sometimes a vast one. but it was not

so originally; it was made so by neglect,

and all kinds of abuse, and the humbugs of

society and civilization. To be plain, the

difference is in the contents of the pel

vis; and, as the world goes, it is as if the

whole female sex, in certain walks of

society, were blighted in that very re

gion. Our women hospitals are crowded

with that class of patients, and gynaacol

ogy has become one of the best-paying

practices. But is any defect of nature

herself at the bottom of this deplorable

state of affairs? By no means. It is so

ciety which is at fault. The cause lies in

the miserable bodily condition of the

girls who marry, and who after their first

childbed break down, so that they can

not, without the utmost suffering, do the

work of the home.

It is a pathological commonplace, with

which the most ignorant backwoods sur

geon is conversant, that a joint, when

put fora while out of use, gets stiff; a

broken limb, having been tied up in a

splint for five or six weeks, has, by slow

exercise, to be restored to its former mo

bility, in spite of the joint itself not hav

ing been implicated at all; and wnen a

little girl is getting so big as not to be

called any longer a baby, how anxious

the mother that she should behave
"
de—

cently," by which decently is understood

that, when on her feet. she should never

run, romp or play like a boy, but walk

demurely and staid like the pencils in

her tin-box. Ten, twenty years, perhaps,

having been spent that way, she is sent

into the childbed, and then this long and

cruel deprivation of exercise tells on the

strength of the pelvic region and on the

recuperative powers of its organic (on

tents. Then. too, the whole system is

put to the test. A girl in the time of her

first development, when she would mostly

need varied exercise, has scarcely any

thing else to do than walk a little way

to school and home again, and then sit

down to her lessons, and the require

ments of bodily development are hardly

thought of. The framework of the pelvis

is not a single, solid bone, but composed

of a number of bones which are strongly

knit together, and to a certain extent

form joints; and by this contrivance na

ture shows that she wants to impart to

that section of the body the utmost

degree of flexibility, and more even in

woman than in man,because the require

ments of parturition ask from it so much

greater service. And again, the organic

contents of the pelvis, peculiar to the

female, is not an integral part of the

whole system of the body, but an inde

pendent creation of itself, limited in its
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function to a certain number of years,

and returning after that to its original

insignificance in the child, without any

detriment to the system by such obliter

ation. Its action is, therefore. largely

without the support of the other organs

and contrivances of the body; it has, so

to say, to shift for itself; and this ought

to be a reason why girls should have

plenty of bodily exercise, so that, by dif

ferent movements and positions, the pel

vic contents would be strengthened and

prepared for later emergencies.

Another point: It is algreat mistake

that most educators are laboring under,

viz., that children prefer to be idle. They

like to work, but it is work of their choice.

Can the girls appreciate household work,

or get a fancy for it
,

if they hear it so

frequently called drudgery, menial occu

pation, torture, and martyrdom, and that

too with a countenance of such crucifi

cial expression that, be it ever so justified

in the particular case of the mother,

can not fail to impress the youthful

mind with a repulsion for it, and at

the same time tend to lead a girl to

think that the shopping, visiting, prat

tling girl of wealth is the paragon of fe

ANllllALS AS

G. DELAUNAY, whose notes on

' several topics of interest to stu

dents of human and animal intelligence

have drawn more or less attention the

past few years, in a recent communica

tion to the Biological Society of Paris,

observes that animals instinctively choose

such food as is best suited to them. M.

Delaunay maintains that the human

race also shows this instinct, and blames

medical men for not paying sufiicient re

spect to the likes and dislikes of the

patients, which he believes to be a guide

that may be depended on.

A large number of animals wash them

selves and bathe, as elephants, stags,

birds, and ants. As a general rule, there

is not any species of animal which volun

tarily runs the risk of inhaling emanations

male bliss and happiness! Oh that we

could impart health and sturdiness tc

wives such as they ought to enjoy and

have; and then we would have them

accustom their girls early to work with

them, instead of wasting their time over

the "learned
"
trash they are stutfing their

brains with, and what a corrupt civiliza

tion has the “cheek "to call
“
education."

Then a different face would be put on

household matters, and also put an end

to those lady bores who deprive sensible

people of their valuable time because

they have not wit enough to kill theirs.

Housewives then would laugh at the idea

that while the boys at their hard work

outside,—plowing, harrowing, hauling,

and cultivating,—get strong and sturdy,

the women at home must needs break

down under their hard work of kneading

and cooking for three meals a day. Then

the women would enjoy the cake and

pudding as well as the men; and besides,

when such labor exacts more than what

is just and reasonable, they would be bet

ter able to defend themselves and assert

their rights.

C. A. F. LINDORMB, PH.D., M.D.

PHYSICIANS.

arising from their own excrement. Some

animals defecate far from their habita

tions; others bury their excrement ; others

carry to a distance the excrement of their

young. In this respect they show more

foresight than man, who retains for years

excrement in stationary cess-pools, thus

originating epidemics.

If we turn our attention to the ques

tion of reproduction, we shall see that all

mammals suckle their young, keep them

clean, wean them at the proper time, and

educate them; but these maternal instincts

are frequently rudimentary in women of

civilized nations. In fact, man may take

a lesson in hygiene from the lower

animals.

Animals get rid of their parasites b
)

using dust, mud, clay, etc. Those sufl'er
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ing from fever restrict their diet, keep

quiet, seek darkness and airy places, drink

water, and sometimes even plunge into

it. When a dog has lost his appetite, it

eats that species of grass known as dog's

grass; which acts as an emetic and purga

tive. Cats also eat grass. Sheep and

cows when ill seek out certain herbs.

\Vhen dogs are constipated they eat

fatty substances, such as oil and butter,

with avidity, until they are purged. The

same thing is observed in horses. An

animal suffering from chronic rheumatism

always keeps, as far as possible, in the

sun. The warrior ants have regularly

organized ambulances. Latreille cut the

antenna: of an ant, and other ants came

and covered the wounded part with a

transparent fluid secreted from their

mouths. If a chimpanzee be wounded it

stops the bleeding by placing its hand on

the wound, or dressing it with leaves and

grass. When an animal has awounded

leg or arm hanging on, it completes the

amputation by means of its teeth. A

dog, on being stung in the muzzle by a

viper, was observed to plunge its head

repeatedly for several days into running

water. This animal eventually recover

ed. A sporting dog was run over by a

carriage. During three weeks, in winter,

it remained lying in a brook, where its

food was taken to it; the animal re

covered. A terrier dog hurt its right

eye; it remained lying under a counter,

avoiding light and heat, although habitu

ally he kept close to the fire. it adopted

a general treatment, rest and abstinence

from food. The local treatment consisted

in licking the upper surface of the paw, to

which he applied the wounded eye,

again licking the paw when it became

dry.

Cats, also, when hurt treat themselves

by this simple method of continuous

irrigation. M. Delaunay cites the case of

a cat which remained for some time lying

on the bank of a river: also that of

another cat which had the singular forti

tude to remain for forty-eight hours

under a jet of cold water. Animals suf

fering from traumatic fever treat them

selves by the continued application of

cold. In view of these interesting facts,

we are forced to admit that hygiene and

therapeutics, as practiced by animals,

may, in the interest of psychology, be

studied with advantage.

EFFECT or DARKNESS ON HEALTH.—

A correspondent of the Nalz'onal Live

Slozk journal relates the following :
"
We

tried an experiment, some years since, to

test the effect of absence of light upon a

calf. We had two deep-red calves of the

same age (sixty days), one weighing 180

pounds and the other 182 pounds. The

latter we placed in a dark room, with a

trough that could be filled by a spout

through a partition. The other was con

fined in the same amount of space, but in

full light, and both were fed exactly alike

for the next three months. The object

was to test the effect of light upon such a

growing animal. At the end of that time,

the one in the light weighed 430 pounds,

and the one in the dark weighed 360

pounds ; and its color had faded to a very

pale, dirty red. Its eyes were so much

affected when admitted to the light, that

it kept them closed most of the time for

the first week or two. The two calves

were kept on together, but the one from

the dark room never fully recovered from

this three months of darkness. It never

recovered its bright red color, although

the color improved. Any one who noted

these two calves during this experiment

would never after doubt the impolicy of

a dark stable. Sunlight is indispensable

to healthy vegetable and animal life.

Every farmer sees his cat and dog select

a belt of sunshine on the floor to lie and

bask in; and if he will watch his cattle

when turned out, he will find them seek

ing at once the sunny side of the barn

yard. And with all these indications be

fore his eyes, still the farmer keeps his

animals in a dark stable, much to their dis

comfort and his pecuniary loss."
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THE SCDURGE OF QUACKERY.

'1‘HE
Boston Ynumal of C/zemz'slry sets

the following admonition before the

public. It should be repeated frequently:

"The amount of money paid to medi

cal quacks in this and other cities every

year is much greater than is supposed, and

the ingenious ways in which large sums

are extorted from their frightened dupes

should be better understood, not only by

those who are in danger of becoming

their victims, but by the officers of the

law. We recently became cognizant of a

case, which, although flagrant and cruel to

the last degree, is no worse than hundreds

of others occurring every day in the dens

of these thieves scattered through some

of the less frequented streets of the city.

“A gentleman, who had in his employ

a young man of industrious habits and

upright character, recently called upon

us and stated that he feared the young

man had fallen into the hands of a quack

in the city, who was taking all his earn

ings, and endeavoring to fleece him of

every dollar of his property. He had so

licited the loan of seven hundred dollars,

which he confessed he desired to pay to

a French doctor (1), who proposed to cure

him of a dangerous disease. The gentle

man desired us to aid him in attempts to

save the victim from the clutches of the

quacks, and, as he had been unable to in

fluence him, proposed that we allow him

an interview.

"This we did, and learned that the

young man really had no disease what

ever; that fancying that he was sick, from

reading the advertisements in a newspa

per, he called upon the advertising doc

tor, who, after thumping his ribs and

‘sounding’ him with a stethoscope, pro

nounced him ‘far gone’ in consumption.

He had already been taking his nostrums

six months, paying large sums therefor;

but at the last visit to the great French

doctor, he had discovered another dis

ease, which he could not undertake to

cure for less than $1,000 cash in hand.

As a special favor to him, however, he

would cure the malady for $700 in ad

vance ; and this sum he was endeavoring

to raise by mortgaging his little property

and rendering himself almost penniless.

The quack was very urgent, telling him

that ‘death stared him in the face,‘ and

if he did not raise the money at once and

commence with his medicines, it would

soon be too late.

“The young man, of fair intelligence.

was completely deluded and thoroughly

frightened by the artful quack, and it re

quired much skill and effort to undeceive

him. It is, indeed, strange that persons

possessing a common-school education

can fall into such traps; and yet there are

thousands bound hand and foot to these

miserable advertising quacks, who, oper

ating through their fears, are extorting

from them every dollar they possess. The

sums taken are often very large, and the

iniquity is of no mean proportions. To

detect and punish these offenders is a dif

ficult matter, but it does seem that some

plan might be devised by which the cities

and large towns should be rid of aclass of

impostors, more dangerous and unsparing

than midnight robbers."

THE STATION BUFFET.

H EAR the rattle and the jangle

Of ten noises in a tangle.

'Tis the coming of the train,

As it comes to stop again—

Come to tarry at the station

Where the traveller gets his ration

At the stopping of the train.

Hear the trample—ample—ample

Of hasty feet upon the floor ;

And see the crowding at the door.

Hear the dishes on the table !

Eat as fast as you are able;

Hear the clatter, clatter, clatter

Of the knives upon the platter.

Faster! Faster! \Vhat‘s the matter P

'Tis the eugine’s whistle blowing;

Fateful token— for ‘tis showing

In a jifl the train is going.

Going—going—let her flutter;

Hurry up the bread and butter!

Going—gone I as sure as fate.

\Vere the rations that you ate

Half enough to make a dinner P

Hardly think it
,

hasty sinner,

For, unless Time's sands were beaten,

Hardly do I think you'd eaten

More’n enough to make a sample.
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Sorghum’: Value as a saccha
RINE Autumn—The amount of crystallizable

sugar in the juice of mature sorghum varies

between fourteen and sixteen per cent. ; there

are also present about one to two per cent. of

uncrystallizable sugar (“ glucose "), and two

to three per cent. of other solids, part of

which ate removed from the juice by the puri

fying processes employed in sugar-making.

When well purified, sorghum, cane, and beet

sugar are identical in composition and prop

erties.

Among other valuable data obtained dur

ing these investigations, were recorded the

length of time after seeding before the plant

reached its full maturity; the length of the

period during which the juice contained a

profitable amount of available sugar (1'. r., the
"
working period"); the height, weight, and

percentage of juice for the stalks of each va

riety of sorghum at each stage in its develop

ment; and numerous other facts of import

ance to the practical sugar-maker.

The utilization of waste, or by-products,

was carefully considered. It was shown that

sorghum seed is very similar in composition

and food value to common Indian corn, and

that the yield of twenty or more bushels per

acre will nearly or quite repay the farmer the

cost of cultivation. This seed has been suc

cessfully used for fattening cattle and swine.

It was shown that the apparently worthless

skimmings obtained in the clarification of the

juice had a value as fertilizing material, and

that from the washings of the tanks and evap

orators a considerable amount of pure alco

hol or vinegar could be produced at small

cost.

The crushed canes ("begasse"), after the

removal of the juice, make paper stock of

excellent quality and medium length of fibre.

This begasse may be preserved as food for

cattle by the method known as ensilage, or

may be burned under the boilers, thus fur

nishing heat, and ashes valuable for fertilizing

purposes—Popular Scimre Mani/11y.

Marvellous Engineering. — The

London Inner Circle Railroad is a marvellous

feat of engineering skill. It runs throughout

its entire distance under the busiest centre

of the largest city in the world, and the oper

ations attending the excavation and construc

tion have proceeded without serious injury in

or interruption of business or traffic. Quick
sands have had to be passed through, beds of

old rivers spanned, lofty warehouses and mas

sive buildings secured while their foundations

have been undermined, and an intricate net

work of gas and water pipes sustained until

supports had been applied to them from be

low. Added to this the six main sewers had

several times to be reconstructed. Day and

night the work has been carried on for eight

een months, and now the engineers are able

to announce that their tunnel is complete.

The laying of the rails and the building of the

stations are the only portions of the immense

work that remain to be done, and in a very

short time trains will be passing over the

whole of this wonderful subterranean road.

Improvement In Fencing—Hr.
Fiero, of Milo Centre, N. Y., is the inventor

of a new iron fence-post. The post is made

of a single rod, which is bent at its middle

and the two halves brought close together and

parallel to form the body of the post, and the

ends of the rod are made to diverge outward

and then inward to form braces, and also

adapt them for attachment to stone or

other pedestals which are set in the earth.

The fence is crimpcd at several points to

form openings to receive the wires or rods,

so that the braces stand at an angle, which

enables them to afford a firm support against

lateral pressure. The braces are so curved

at the point of divergence from the post that

offsets or shoulders are formed, which abut

when the post is set in position, so that the

wires are held firmly in place between the

parts without the aid of staples or rivets.

In constructing a line of new fence, the

holes for the stone pedestals are first dug,

and one of them is set in its place. The

wires are next arranged in position, and for

this purpose they may be attached to tem

pornry wooden posts set at long distances

apart. The posts are then placed successively

over the wires, the twp halves being separated

sufficiently to allow the wires to pass between

them and be severally adjusted in their proper

places in the opening. One foot of the post

is then inserted in the hole of the pedestal,

already set in the ground, and the other foot

next secured to the other pedestal, which is

then forced laterally and the soil around it
,

to

draw the shoulders or offsets of the post

firmly together, and thus hold the wires se

curely in their several places.

Coal and Window-glass known
To RUMANS.—ll is now well ascertained that

the Romans in Britain, at least, made use of

mineral coal. The cinders have been found

in some cases in the fire-places of Roman

villas; and in several places in Northumber

land, where the coal-beds came to or near the

surface, the Roman workings have been traced

to a very considerable extent. On the north

ern coast of Wales, where the coal-beds also

cropped out, there can be little doubt from

appearances that the Romans worked coal

mines extensively. In Britain, and in the

colder climates generally, the Romans appear

always to have warmed their houses with hot

air, and never with fire-places in the rooms,

as at present. The floors of the rooms were

formed of strong cement, resting on numer

ous short pillars, and from the narrow, sub

terranean apartment thus formed, termed the

hypocaust, numerous flue-tiles were run up
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the intervening surfaces of the walls of the

house.

Fire-places were made at the side of the

hypocaust externally, for the purpose of heat

ing the air within, which rose up the pipes of

the flue-tiles. Window-glass was, no doubt,

used in the Roman villas, for in excavating

the remains of these buildings, numerous

pieces of glass are found on the floor at the

foot of the wall where there had evidently

been windows above. This glass resembles

in quality and thickness our common window

glass.

A Natural Whispering Gallery.—
The greatest “whispering gallery" in the

world is that of the Grand Canyon, Colorado

River. For years this chasm has been a mat

ter of surprise to prospectors and miners on

account of its wonderful transmissions of

sound, and it has only been since the advent

of the railroad that any definite idea has been

entertained of the great distance it travels

within its walls. A train of cars crossing the

bridge at the Needles can be plainly heard on

a quiet day at Cottonwood Island, a distance

of eighty-four miles. The fife and drum at

Fort Mojave is distinctly heard at Bull's

Head, a distance of eighty-four miles. The

report of the sunrise gun at Fort Mojave can

be heard at Eldorado Canyon, a distance of

ninety-six miles.

our Growing Wants.—lt would

seem, at a glance. that the inventive skill of

our people was in advance of the social

needs; but a writer in the Sci-‘mafia American

takes another view, and points out some

wants that have not been met:

“There is hardly any field of invention

which has been so little cultivated as the

American house. For instance, what a dis

grace it is to the mechanic arts in this country

that every stick of timber in every house is

not fire-proofed by a cheap, practical process,

the plant for which should become the second

thing, after a sawmill, to be erected in every

new settlement. For want of a cheap, prac

tical process for fire-proofing wood, one

hundred million dollars’ worth of property

is destroyed every year in the United States.

The carpenters have hitherto opposed such

processes because the mineralized wood is

less easily finished with the common tools.

But a large portion of all the wood in a house

is used in the rough, and this objection need

not apply to it. For the finished wood let the

fire-proofing and steam-seasoning be done to

gether, after all the finishing has been com

pleted except the final fitting. For the final

smoothing, if edge-tools will not work, let us
have new tools, carrying pumicestone or other

abrading and polishing material.
“
We are now entering on a new and more

complex system of domestic architecture—the

family club-house or social palace—which will
require a host of new inventions. It is not
looking very far ahead to see whole towns

built in this way. These buildings must have

their internal railways and elevators of all

sizes. They must be tunneled for hot and

cold air flues, ventilating flues, with artificial

draught, steam, gas, water, and sewerage

pipes, and speaking-tubes. They must be

equipped with an electric generator and elec

tric wires for light, power, and telephony,

with artificial refrigerating as well as heating

apparatus, with gas generators, and the most

perfect cooking and washing machinery. All

of this machinery must be made on a large

scale, with a capacity of subdivision.

"There is, at the present moment, one

desideratum in the modern house for which

no suflicient provision exists, and which would

insure a number of tonunes to the parties

who would introduce the wished-for article in

a cheap and practical form. This is a small

elevator, run by the water in our city pipes, of

no greater power than fifty/pound: mind [m or

twrlzle fat, applied to running the common

dumb-waiter. This little simple invention

would be a very important labor-saving ma

chine in the average house with a basement

kitchen. It would save its own cost in broken

crockery and servants’ wages, not to speak of

the temper of employers and employed."

One of the 0ldest of Human
Skuus—According to a Turin newspaper of

March 23, a skull has been recently found at

Podhaba, near Prague. A laborer, while

excavating, found this skull near a mam

moth's tusk. The skull presents many in

teresting characteristics, and may help to

ward determining the epoch of its existence,

going back, as it evidently does, to the time

of the mammoth. The forehead is very flat,

and the optic ridges project much. This skull
is a human memorial, belonging to the most

distant time in the life of man, and furnishes

a fresh example of the early development of

the brain, and seems to add to the data in

support of the theory that man has gradually

advanced to his present stage of growth.

Perhaps, after a while, we shall be able to con

clude with a great savant that it is better to

believe that man is a perfected ape than a fallen

Adam. H. .\'.

The Metrle System not better
THAN THE Orb—Among those who have

raised their voice against the introduction of

the metric system into the United States is

Mr. Coleman Sellers, who has studied its

workings in Europe, and whose opinion is

worthy of attention. He says :
"
I notice among those countries where this

system is said to be in compulsory use—Nor
way, Sweden, and Denmark. Now, I have

just visited these three kingdoms, and while

there I made it my business, as I have done
in other countries, to make a full inquiry into
the practical operation of the French metric
system. I find that the Governments of the

three countries above mentioned have adopt
ed the system, and have appointed a. date a

few years in the future when its use will bt

obligatory, but as yet it is not in general use.

except among the employés of the Govem
ment or in the Government depots. The
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people at large know little or nothing about

the subject, and small progress has been made

toward preparing them for the change. In

the railroad stations may be seen charts hang

ing on the walls that give the system in a

graphical way, and the weight of the luggage

upon which an extra charge is made is com

puted in kilos, not in pounds; while every

thing weighed in the shops or markets is

reckoned in pounds or measured by a
‘
yard

stick,’ which is 25 of our inches in length;

this I give from actual measurement—al

though the shop-keepers say that the Swedish

measure for cloth is two-thirds of the English

yard. In Denmark so little is known about

the enforced adoption of the French system

that an important shop-keeper told me that

it was never to be adopted. . . . .

"To the merchant who buys and sells, it

makes no matter if the yard is one of 25, or
‘

36 or 39.39 inches long, nor if the pound

weighs more or less than a pint of water ; but

to the engineer the matter is of more vital

importance. I have gone this summer through

the workshops of almost all the great coun

tries on this side of the water and in those of

Germany. Ihave seen the practical use of

the system that I have for so long a time

condemned. I frequently asked engineers

if they like the system and if they use it, and

I will give the answer of one in Berlin :
'
We

use it because we have to, and it is better to

have some uniform system than the many

measurements that formerly prevailed in the

German States. The unit of the machine

shop is the millimetre in everything except

bolts, nuts, and screws. All bolts and nuts

are made to the English inch, because we use

the Whitworth system. We do not like the

metric system because it has too small a unit

and the metre is too large and involves the

use of decimals.‘ . . . .

"The standard of the French system is a

certain bar, kept for comparison; so is the

English yard, from which we get our feet and

inches. The high-flown notion that the metre

is a measurable portion of the quadrant of

the earth's circumference has been given up

long ago, and the measurements of England

and America are on a better basis of accu

racy to-day than that of any other country.

The French system theoretically predicates

its weights on the weight of a cubic decimetre

of distilled water at a temperature of 39. I deg.

Fahr., the weight of which is called the kilo

gramme, and is two and two-tenths of our

pounds; but really the standard unit of

weight is the platinum kilogramme-weight

deposited in Paris. In Germany you never

hear of the kilo, but they sell by the pound,

their pound being the half of one kilo: this

they cut up as they please into smaller

weights, and you can buy half a pound of

grapes or butter just as well as you can in

America. It is claimed that given the metre,

all weights, etc., can be deduced from it; in

theory this is very well. The most skilled

workmen, however, are not yet able to make

two litres of water weigh alike to the utmost

point of accuracy, and the cubical litre is not

used, but is converted into a circular or cyl

indrical vessel, with all the trouble of the

problem of squaring the circle.
" If a bar of ordinary forged iron be planed

up to measure one inch square, and the bar

be one English yard long, it will weigh ten

pounds, and the tenth of such a bar will weigh

one pound more accurately than will the ordi

nary litre of water weigh one kilo. The Eng

lish engineer in these days of iron knows

when he uses shapes of iron rolled of uniform

section that the tenth of their weight in

pounds per yard gives him the area of the

section, and this one admirable incident will

long fix the desirability of the present unit of

England and America
"
When we consider the interest involved,

it will be seen that the population now making

practical use of the English standard is greatly

in excess of that using, by.force, the French

system. Millions of those numbered among

the people who use the French system have

no occasion to use any or know any system

whatever save in the crudest form.
“
Swedish iron and steel are rolled to Eng

lish inches in size; so, also, their boards are

cut to the English inch, because their market

is largely in those countries that use the inch.

In the Russian machine-shops the English

inch is used exclusively, and, as I have said,

throughout all Germany it holds for all screw

sizes. In France and in Belgium the yard

stick is the metre hung from a rod like the

cross bracket of a drop gas-light, placed about

eighteen inches above the counter. In Ger

many the half metre, or twenty inches, about,

is the measure used, and that held in the

hand of a salesman by a handle at one end of

the measuring-stick. The Swedish machinist

carries in his pocket a rule on which he has

the English inch, and by its side the French

measures: on the other side he has the two

Swedish feet, one long in use, and one

ordered to be used but never put into prac

tice. The Swedish roads are laid out now in

kilometres, and marked by iron plates, giving

at each ten kilometres the distance from some

place, while half-way between is a sign 5 kl.

This division of the roadway seems to them

to be fine enough, as the old Swedish mile

was six and two-thirds of our mile, and five

kilometres is a less distance.

"Carefully as I have considered this sub

ject of weights and measures during the time

I have been from home, I am the more con

firmed in my opposition to the enforced adop

tion of the metric system of France in my

own country, and firmly believe that those

countries that have adopted it are at a disad

vantage as compared to even the most im

perfect of our systems. America has entered

on the line of simplification of its metrology,

and that is the direction that should be fol

lowed, not by any means giving up what is

good, but by making what has been found to

be practical, better and simpler."

Care of Houso-Plants—Plams for

the house should be of the kinds to bear

tropical heat, otherwise the dried air produced
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by furnace or stove will rapidly destroy them.

They should always be placed lower than the

gas-jets, for the sulphur from gas as made in

cities is destructive to growth. Boxes and

brackets for the windows, and all designs

filled with ornamental plants, should be placed

low. The atmosphere in any apartment is

better nearer to the floor ; besides, to get the

full beauty of plants, they must be looked

into. The objection to suspended designs is

that the roots and earth are more conspicuous

than the leaves and bloom. All plants for

the house must have light, and, if possible,

sunshine. A temperature of from 55 to 70

degrees is better than warmer for varieties

cultivated indoors. 1f the vases in a room

where plants are grown are filled with water

it does much toward making the growth

thrifty. Judicious watering is positively

necessary. It is a mistake to warm the water

used. It should be drawn and left to stand

until it is of the temperature of the room.

There are plants that will be seriously dam

aged by too warm water. Too much water is

also harmful. The earth about a plant indi

cates when it is thirsty; then it should be

thoroughly watered. None of the ornamental

pottery vases for helping plants have a hole

for drainage, and it is not required when the

plant is cared for intelligently; the earth

needs only sufficient water to supply what

ever is growing in it. A little judgment ex

ercised, and it becomes an easy matter to

know how much water the earth in the vase

will absorb. An excellent plan is to try the

soil with a slender stick, as cooks try bread

or cake. To keep plants bright and healthy,

the foliage should occasionally be gently

sponged on both sides. This is particularly

necessary for large-leaved plants. All wither—
ed leaves and twigs should be picked off, and

blossoms should not be left on too long, or

others will not form in perfection. News

papers pinned about plants will protect them

when sweeping is done.

Roaches, Red Ante, ete., Ex
PELLElL—L. E. R. writes the Tn'fium:

“Plaster of Paris will drive away roaches

without the use of poison of any kind. Last

year we were troubled with the little red ant,

and with roaches and other vermin in our

pantry and cupboards and milk-room. We

sprinkled plaster of Paris on our shelves, in

the cracks, around wood-piles, around and

over flower-pots, and in the numberless

places where vermin do congregate, with

good results. lam happy to state we have

not been troubled with vermin since. Five

cents‘ worth yearly is enough for almost any

family. Even flies seem to avoid it."

The Clock In Trlnlty’s Tower.—
The clock in Trinity Church tower, New

York City, is the heaviest in America. The

frame stands nine feet long, five feet high,

and three feet wide. The main wheels are

thirty inches in diameter. There are three

wheels in the time train, and three each in

the strike and the chime. The winding

wheels are formed of solid castings thirty

inches in diameter and two inches thick, and

are driven by a llpinion and arbor." On

this arbor is placed a jack, or another wheel,

pinion, and crank, and it takes 850 turns of

this crank to wind each weight up. It re

quires 700 feet of three-inch rope for the

three cords, and over an hour for two men

to wind it. The pendulum is eighteen feet

long. and oscillates twenty-five times per

minute. The dials are eight feet in diameter,

although they look little more than half that

large from Broadway. The three weights

are about eight hundred, twelve hundred, and

fifteen hundred pounds respectively; A large

box is placed at the bottom of the well that

holds about a bale of cotton-waste. so that if

a cord should break the cotton would check

the concussion.

Reducing Bones I'or Compost.—
The Marrac/mrzlt: PIaug/nnan has this to say

about preparing bones. it should be added

that the loss of nitrogen in dry bones is not

great, as the per cent. of this element is com

paratively small. Burning is perhaps the

most practical method for the farmer:

"The simplest and cheapest way to reduce

bones to make them available for plant food,

is to burn them : but to do this is a great loss

of valuable plant food. as it consumes all of

the nitrogen, yet the ashes are very rich in

phosphate, being about 80 per cent. It also

contains 15 per cent. of carbonate of lime, a

or 3 per cent. of phosphate of magnesia, soda,

and potash. All of these substances are in

dispensable to vegetable growth. The pro

cess of burning bones is so simple that some

contend that when only small quantities are

to be reduced it is the best way, even though

the nitrogen be lost. it would certainlybe

better to burn them than to sell them fora

half a cent, or even a cent a pound. It is

very poor policy for the farmer to sell the

bones from the farm; in fact, when he can buy

them at less than a cent a pound he had better

buy what he can, though he have to resort to

burning them to make them available for

plant food; but as this is a wasteful process,

the ashes should be resorted to when they can

be readily obtained. In some portions of the

State small establishments have been erected

to steam and grind bones. By extracting the

grease and gelatine the bones are easily

ground; this leaves in the bone about one

half of the nitrogen; the other half may be

saved by composting the liquid with dry

muck. Some of the owners of these mills are
willing to steam and grind bones for a fail‘

consideration. When such mills can be

found within a reasonable distance, this is

the best way to get a smalLor even a large l0!

of bones worked up into plant food.
"
The time will probably come when these

small mills will be found all over the country,

the same as mills to grind corn; then the

farmer will be able to get waste hones changed

into a very valuable manure. Ground steam

ed bone is not a very quick-acting fertilizer

unless it be treated with acid, but it is very

lasting, and at the same time will produce

good crops the first year."
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THE SIXTH SENSE.

WHAT
is it? We read and hear

much about it
,

but are unable to

gather sufficient data to warrant us in

setting forth a definite proposition con

cerning its nature and functions. Certain

people are looking to us for the formula

that shall give it a character and place

among the mental faculties, and certain

territorial belongings within the cerebral

tissues. We should be glad to "differen

tiate
"
the new discovery in the realm of

mental faculty, if there be a new dis

covery, but the matter is yet involved in

uncertainty—three or four varieties of

power being imputed to this "sixth

sense."

Some writers refer to it as something

related to tactile sensitivity, a property

purely intellectual, that may be educated,

so that a person will know just what

muscular force to exert in certain deli

cate operations—for instance, in high

surgery, or in the more refined processes

of mechanical art. It is seen, they say,

in the marvellous tricks of the conjurer,

in the performance of the accomplished

gymnast, and also in the experiments of

"mind-readers." Such manifestations

appear to us related to Weight, and in

their most remarkable features are not

incompatible with a highly developed

state of that organ.

Others speak of a “sixth sense
"
as a

faculty that is related to prescience, an

intuitive sense that leads one to escape

injury to his person or property. It is

illustrated thus: A man is standing on

the brink of a cliff overlooking a river;

the prospect is charming, and he would

like to remain and contemplate it for a

long time, but some unaccountable im

pulse leads him to hasten away from the

steep. -He has scarcely walked ten paces

when the rocky platform on which he had

just been standing falls with a mighty

crash into the depths below. Had he re

mained, it would probably have been cer

tain death to him. Again, the engineer

of a locomotive drawing a passenger

train at a great speed at night over a

lonely stretch of country, is led by a

strange apprehension of danger to stop

the train, and, taking a lantern,‘ he walks

along the track and finds but a short dis

tance in advance of his locomotive a

heap of sleepers that had been placed

there by some demon in human form.

The stoppage of the train has saved his

own and many other lives. Such a case

was reported by the newspapers a few

months ago.

We might refer this sense to a myste

rious exercise of the sentiment of Cau

tiousness, in combination with some

other faculty of a higher psychic nature.

Apprehension of danger is the impres

sion that leads him who is attentive to

take precautionary or preventive meas

ures, but the source of the impression is

inexplicable by any principles of logic

that are available to us. To say that we

are subject to providential warnings may
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suggest the comforting thought of Di

vine interference in human affairs for our

safety, when harm from an unknown

source is impending; but faith rather

than knowledge, sentiment rather than

intellect, will accept the postulate.

Still another phase of this alleged sixth

sense, and equally inscrutable, is the al

leged appearance of the form or spirit of

dying persons to distant friends. Of late,

reports of such appearances have been

on the increase, and testimony of the

highest character is furnished in their

support. One that seems most worthy

of credit is related of a little boy who

was visiting some friends at a consider

able distance from the city where his

parents resided. He awoke suddenly in

the night and saw his mother, whom he

dearly loved, by his bedside. He sprang

up and embraced her eagerly, and she

carried him out of the room into the hall,

where she set him down upon the floor,

and there, while caressing him with her

"warm soft hands," told him to be a

good boy, as she was going away and he

would never see her again. Then kiss~

ing him with deep affection, she broke

away from his clasp and disappeared. He

aroused the house with his cries for his

mamma, and was with much difficulty

quieted so that he would return to his

bed. The next day a messenger came

with the announcement that the child's

mother had died in the night, and on

comparing the time it was discovered

that her death had occurred at the very

hour when the little boy had seen and

talked with his mother. This is a strong

case, as it can scarcely be made out that

a mere child six years old is the victim of

illusions or hallucinations, or of revived

impressions. His whole demeanor was

that of simple belief in the truth of what

he saw, and the circumstances of the in

terview with his mother were not repeti

tions of former experiences, but entirely

new. He did not know the meaning of

death, and had never been taught any

thing of ghosts, so that when his friends

smiled at his earnestness and said that

he had been dreaming, he was annoyed

by their incredulity, and insisted with all

his little energy that
“
mamma had been

here." Whether or not it is an extension

of this form of mental sensitivity that

imparts to “mediums
"
the power they

claim of penetrating beyond the veil

that screens the other world from ordi

nary vision, we are not prepared to say:

but candor would force the allowance

that in the multitude of phenomena

called clairvoyant, spiritualistic, tranci

form, etc, there is a basis of fact that

compels our respect, and our belief in

some property possessed by man, con

fined in its development to a few rare

souls by its very nature, that shows the

existence of a subtile relation between

the material and the psychical, the nat

ural and the supernatural.

The multiplication of new phenomena,

having characteristics allied to the intel

lectual, the psychical, the emotional, with

mysterious and even wonderful phases

that perplex the best observers, inclines

us to the opinion that there are two or

more
"
senses

"
of whose activity certain

persons may be signally conscious, but

that we have not attained the degree of

development necessary to their orderly

exercise, and therefore can not compre

hend their nature and function.

_a ‘+“_._a -

HELPING OTHERS.

HE secret of being helpful to others

lies in self-abnegation. Many are

willing, very willing to give assistance
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that is much needed, but they insist on

having their own way in the manner of

the giving, and also control for the most

part the manner of the use of what is

given. To worthy persons needing as

sistance, help so bestowed is very unsatis

factory, and unless their need is imperi

ous, it is declined. People of character

that is deserving of common respect pre

fer to manage their own affairs, and that

as a matter of simple right. Because

they may be unfortunateand poor does not

alter their status as men and women hav

ing an equality of moral right with other

men and women. But true benevolence, a

warm sympathy for the sorrows and wants

of our fellows, does not presume to die

late to an unfortunate what he shall do

with five dollars or a hundred dollars that

it puts into his hands, but bids him take

it in welcome and do the best he can for

himself. True benevolence does not as

sume that because one is in want that he

is a prodigal and must be tutored lest

he should carelessly dissipate what is

given. Those who have come to grief

because of extravagance and vice, true

benevolence would advise kindly, and if

their prodigality be inveterate a consider

ate charity would have them placed in

such relations of counsel and restraint

that they will be elliciently relieved and

at the same time be made to profit by the

grievous lesson of experience.

The larger proportion of human pov

erty and misery is due to improvidence

and vicious habits—but he is a cold, self

ish man who can not pity the unfortunate

victims of self-indulgence and find points

of allowance in their training and asso

ciations for the errors into which they

have fallen. Temptations and stumbling

blocks abound, especially in great cities,

and he that would walk uprightly and

pure must set his face as a flint; he must

have the physical instincts and the selfish

faculties well under control, because at

almost every turn there are influences and

excitements that are ready to arouse the

lower feelings. He that is lacking in self

restraint because his environment has de

veloped his propensities into such activ

ity that it is hard for him to keep them

in subjection, should be an object of

compassion, and the best help that can

be afforded in his case is a gentle, for

bearing influence that will draw him

aside from the path of temptation and

instruct him concerning himself.

Many poor fellows know their weak

ness, but do not understand its source in

their organization and how to set about

its correction. They may have earnest

moral yearnings, and sorrow in dust and

ashes when they sin, but. having no clue

to their trouble, go staggering along in a

state of mind that borders on insanity.

How noble and priceless the help that

reveals to these the nature of their situa

tion and points the way to self-redemp

tion! Here is a sphere in which
"
scien

tific benevolence
"
may be exercised.

The science of mind, practical and phi

lanthropical, comes to the weak and way

ward and sad and profiers a cane to help

themselves along the rugged way of life.

The cure of one's errors must be wrought

for the most part by one's self, otherwise

the remedy will have but a transient effi

cacy. But it is a most encouraging fact

in the history of phrenological benevo

lence that he who earnestly sets about

the correction of his errors and vices, us

ing the aids of phrenology, ultimately

succeeds, and becomes a true man and a

helper of others.
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BUSINESS PERVERSION.

HE enterprise of the daily newspa

per in collecting news from all parts

of the world, spreads before the reading

public a great amount of criminal data,

which would prompt the thought that

crime is increasing among us. Some of

our statisticians, however, claim that

public morality is actually higher in tone

to-day than it was fifty years ago; that

there are absolutely fewer cases of tres

pass upon civil and moral law, in propor

tion to the population, than there were

twenty, thirty, or forty years ago.

The growth of the newspaper has been

wonderful, and more than commensurate

with the facilities that human invention

has provided for the obtaining of news,

not only from all parts of our own coun

try, but from the Old World. We do

not estimate at its true value, the result

secured to us by that one agency, the

telegraph.

when information relating to important

It is but a score of years ago

events in Europe came
to our knowl

edge ten days or more after their occur

rence. Now an event out of the ordinary

line can not occur to-day in Europe or

Asia, or even in Africa, without being re

ported in New York in time for its

publication in to-morrow's newspaper of

every city in America. This fact being

understood, we can not wonder at the

variety and extent of the items that make

up the columns of an important daily.

Whether or not crime is more com

mon now than in past years, it is certain

that there exists an appetite for it
,

to

which the newspaper endeavors to make

It seems to us that the full

details of some horrible murder. or of

response.

some disgraceful scandal, could not be

countenanced by a refined manager or

editor, unless he felt it was to his finan

cial advantage. We take up any leading

journal and the first glance at the first

page, discovers in striking capitals the

caption of some deed of blood or vice.

We may look at the adjoining columns,

and the eye takes in head-lines introduc

ing other. accounts of other criminal oc

We have counted on the first

page of a prominent daily a half dozen

CUITCIICCS.

accounts more or less elaborate, and as

many brief items of criminal offences.

When we read that some coarse. brutal

person has committed a breach of law,

we are not surprised, because from his

birth up, his environment was probably

such as to develop and strengthen the

low propensities of his nature, while the

higher faculties were not permitted to

exercise their compensation. He natu

rally gravitated into crime. an unfortu

nate state, for which we have more com’

passion than censure. But a large pro

portion of the crimes against property,

those of embezzlement, fraud, deceit, that

now and then startle the community into

thinking that it were best not to put any

trust in man, are committed by persons

who have had exceptional advantages in

a business way. The well-educated book

keeper or cashier, with his large salary

certainly has little excuse for his offence:

yet so many have fallen that each new

case of defalcation that comes to light

excites little more than ironica] pleas

antry.

The philosophy of these cases is not

difficult. Men get into careless habits

almost imperceptibly when they are al

lowed unlimited control in any depart

ment of business. A man that feels him

self to be under the eye of others who

have the right to supervise his work.

will be kept in the channel of propriety
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both by the knowledge that he is under

supervision, and that his work is import

ant. Most of the cases of embezzle

ment, whereby men of high social and

commercial standing have rendered them

selves subject to great disgrace, are due

to having too much authority, too much

control of the wealth of others. A man

may have but moderate Acquisitiveness,

yet when surrounded with wealth in

available forms, and permitted to exer

cise his judgment freely as to its applica

tion, and being subject to demands of a

social nature that increase in proportion

to his apparent income—often a false judg

ment being formed of that—gets into the

way of thinking it necessary to use some

His

sense of honor may be delicate, but it is

in part appeased by his intention to make

his accounts good; he will but borrow

now, and replace in the future. from his

salary or profits, and all will be well.

of the money for his own purposes.

The first step in crime may be a little

one, being susceptible of explanation

that will content the public, but it pre

pares the way for another and longer step,

and the success of that encourages further

and bolder steps of positive dishonesty.

The average man of business desires to

be honest, and if the environment be

lacking in incentives to wrong doing. he

is; but the balance between his moral

sense and selfish propensities is so nearly

equal, that a strong influence brought to

bear upon the latter excites them so

much that he may be expected to yield

his integrity to them and be dishonored.

When the selfish nature has obtained a

victory over the generous and dutiful

sentiments, it assumes an authority that

is fearfully exacting, and repentance and

reform come only through strenuous ef

fort and much suffering.

It is unnecessary to say that the pecu<

liar characteristic of the age in the way

of a rapid accumulation of large fortunes

has an injurious effect upon the average

young man in business, for the fact is
‘

too apparent. The greed for gain has

much to do with the many
“
exchanges"

and
“
boards

"
organized for the purpose

of enabling men to
"
operate

"
convenient

ly; in other words. to try their chances,

in a way that is a little short of pure gam

bling. Men now purchase stock, or prod

uce, or grain, or dry-goods, or cotton, or

iron, in various lots "on margin," the

purchaser in the great majority of cases

never intending to take the goods or

stock, but merely to secure the control

of a certain amount, for a time; and

should the price advance, to sell and

draw from the broker the calculated prof

it. The multiplication of Exchanges in

our great centres of trade is an index

of the growing spirit of speculation; the

straight and sure methods of old-time

have been largely abandoned; and in

stead of the cool, deliberate negotiation

of the warehouse, where seller and buyer

met in private, we have the noisy, excited

clamor of the exchange. The apostolic

precept, that "The love of money is a

root of all evil," has its thousand evi

dences to-day to one in the time of the

apostle.

Excited, over-wrought Acquisitiveness

disturbs the balance of the whole organ

ism; it renders men incapable of enjoy

ing the peace and happiness of home,

the refinement and elevation of study

and culture; it renders the individual

restless, and forgetful of duty, and for

getful of self; makes him the prey to an

all-devouring worldliness, that finally

ends in hardening of the heart, and de

basement of all that is noble and true in
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manhood. Some there are who tread

the confused and disturbing arena of

‘Change; and at the same time, endeavor

to keep up their relations to home and

society, though they find it an exceed

ingly difficult task to be at once a servant

of Mammon, and to walk with even

poise in the circles of intelligence and

high moral sentiment. We have known

a few men who have endeavored to do

this; and we have witnessed the hard

struggle that was theirs to preserve the

equilibrium of soul; and we have heard

more than one say that the eager, excited

life of a money-maker unfitted him for

the solace of retirement and mental cul

ture. A man who is not eager for

wealth is the only man who can combine

the relations of business and sentiment;

he can make his business contribute to

the upward growth of his whole organ

ism. A well-ordered business possesses

important relations that

healthful activity of one’s intellect, and

stimulate a

also a normal activity of his moral na

turc; so that in passing from his count

ing-room to his home, his study, and the

drawing-room, where friendly greetings

meet him, is but a pleasant transition.

YOUNG WOMEN as COLLEGE S'ru

DENTS.—This paragraph meets the eye

in an exchange: "In a recent circular

published by Cornell University, it is said

that young women bear the strain of

mental work quite as well as young men,

and there is no more sickness among

them; moreover, a larger percentage of

them complete the course and graduate,

and the average of scholarship among

them is higher than among young men.

This fact does not necessarily imply

mental superiority,—it results, doubtless,

from the greater regularity with which

they apply themselves to their tasks."

From our observation of mental action

we have derived the impression that regu

larity is a very important element in el

fort, and conduces as much as any other

to success. Comparing one person with

another, we should regard regularity as a

point of superiority, and we doubt not in

the world of practical afiairs it is so con

sidered by the majority, and certainly

as of more value than spasmodic bril

liancy.
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UNWISE TALK—W. E. B.—You are

right in your opinion, that it is not wise to tell those

who are weak, sickly, and nervous that
"
they

look badly,” or
“
are failing.“ A great deal of harm

is done in this careless manner ; impresions are

awakened which lead to serious results, even death,

and that by persons who have no intention of doing

harm. \Ve shall have something to say on thh
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topic, in accordance with your suggestion, in some

other place, and at some other time when it is con

venient.

UNSUlTABLl-Z DiET.—C. F. K.—We are

of opinion that many people are sick, and seriously

sick, simply because they have been using a diet

which is not at all suitable. Many who have got

ten into chronic conditions, being advised to go to

some good hygienic institution and try the treat

ment, find after doing so that improvement comes,

and that, too, without taking a dose of medicine.

As regards cancer and gastric ulcer, we are not con

fident enough in the effects of diet to say that a

change of food will produce cure; but had we a

me under our own counsel we should insist, as

accompanying special treatment, that the person

should eat certain food,—that which is simple, nu

tritious, and unexciting,—in very moderate quan

tity. \Ve know of cases that have been greatly

benefited by a simple change of diet. if the dis

case be far advanced the whole system, having be

come charged with its morbid effects and weakened

greatly, no treatment can be reuonably expected to

be of avail. in the course of a cure the substance

of an ulcer of the stomach may be thrown off if it

be of a hard, squamous character; if it be soft it will

be absorbed, for the most part, and so disappear.

SlNC-ULAR SURGICAL CASE.—T. H.—

The case of injury to the skull, reported by you, is

certainly a singular one; but there have been oth

ers equally remarkable, and which have been con

sidered in the columns of this magazine. The

"crowbar case," for instance, was similar. A bar

of iron, used by a miner in blasting, was driven by

premature explosion upward through his head,

passing out at the summit of the cranium. The

case you mention is that of the iron breech-pin of a

gun being blown through the head; and we infer

that the wound made was similar to that in the

"crou'bar case”; it was central, and did not in

volve much of the brain substance proper, being

made chiefly in the space between the hemispheres ;

and the person possessing remarkable powers of

endurance, and great vitality, recovers. “It: should

be glad, however, to know the exact condition

of his mind. All such mses contribute much light

to Phrenology. Peculiarities of mental action gen

erally follow brain injury, even where the person

is supposed to recover entirely. In the most of

such cases we have inquired into, we have found

that the surgeon in attendance ha not taken note

of the patient‘s mental condition, and can give us

no definite information.

Miss ALcoTT.—F. W. D.—Miss Alcott

is supposed to be in the neighborhood of fifty years

of age, and unmarried. Her well-known book,

"Little Women," has a bearing upon her early

life, many of the incidents being autobiographical

in part. She resides, when at home, at Concord,

Mass, we think. A few years ago, in the April

Number of the PHRENCLOGICAL JOURNAL for 1881,

we published a sketch and portrait of her.

CORN CURE—A. B.—-The remedy for

corns, to which you allude, has collodion in it
,

and

acid,—the latter being the destructive agent, eating

out the hard, nodular centre. You can obtain it at

almost any good druggist‘s. This formula is prob

ably of a similar character, and is worthy of confi

dence: Thirty grains of salicylic acid, five grains

of canabis indica, and collodion half an ounce.

PAIN UNDER THE SHOULDER—New

Sub.—A pain under the shoulder-blade, usually the

left, has a relation to the liver or indigestion ; and

by regulating the diet and habits, especially the

former, it may be relieved. We have known very

severe cases to arise simply from a disturbed stom

ach, the nerves of the dorsal plexus being in inti

mate sympathy with the stomachic state. You

might omit milk with advantage; perhaps it ren

der's your liver heavy, torpid; substitute good mo

lasses or sugar in moderate quantity; perhaps it

would be better for a man, in such a condition, to

eat dry wheatmeal bread, or oatmeal bread, for a

time. Exercise, in moderate degree, is helpful to

ward promoting digestion. The exercise of rowing

is invigorating; if one handle the oars properly he

is likely to take on a good physical development.

FRUIT - EATING.— Objector.—We cer

tainly believe in the free use of fruit, and regard it

as healthful to dyspeptics, but it is esential that

the sick one should know what he is about. it cer

tainly would be imprudent for one who had been

accustomed to a diet that ignored fruits, to begin

suddenly eating them with freedom. The stomach

and general system adapts itself, as far as may be,

to the diet, so that changes of an abrupt nature are

harmful. Moderation in the transition from what

has brought on illness to a proper kind of subsist

ence, is quite sure to be beneficial. The testimony of

people who have subsisted on fruits and vegetables

as a regular thing from childhood, completely re

futes the argument of fruit opponents. People who

complain of being injured by eating strawberries,

blackberries, grapes, pears, peaches, and so on, owe

their illness not to the fruit, but to irregularity in

other respects. Many people will cram down an

excessive quantity of beef or mutton, bread, butter,

potatoes, coffee, etc., and tnen, as a dessert or "top

off," swallow a large dish of fruit, and the dis

turbances they afterward experience are attributed

to the dessert. A letter falls now under our notice

from one who has changed his living recently; he

says: l‘l find myself improved by a strictly vege

table diet, and would recommend it emphatically

to others. I have discarded even milk, butter, fish,

and honey, and consider myself the better for it. i

am so strongly impressed by the improvement in

my physical condition, that I believe a great part of

the misery experienced by people would be relieved

if people became accustomed to a fruit diet. One
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result would certainly follow,—which is of great

importance,—people would plant trees everywhere,

and as a consequence meteoric showers, hurricanes,

inundations, and other disasters, now common,

would largely disappear. Fevers, cholera, and

other epidemics would be unknown, for the reason

that the fruit diet would relieve the system from ex

cess of bile, and tendencies to feverish conditions.

In the beginning of a change toward a fruit diet, I

would recommend the person to eat potatoes, and

such bland articles of food as do not act sharply

upon the bowels, and fruit be gradually introduced.

The food spoken of in Genesis, chapter first, verses

29-30, a meal which Christ partook of, for the last

time, had no animal elements in it.”

‘Elm like.’
go.

Commum'nrh'anr an invited on

a?!
topic 0] int”

n!; M: writer‘: [animal r/l'nw'. an fact: from In’:

.r/erunc: 6m rm; on our rubircfr, bring)’ rfn-rni.

AN EXPRESSION OF GRATlTUDE.—-—A

correspondent, Mrs. M. B. B., of that undaunted

advocate of high reform in domestic and social life,

the Alpha, wrote a letter that was published not

long ago in the Alp/m, in which occurred the fol

lowing paragraph, evidently a spontaneous expres

sion of sincere feeling:

" l have ever, since a young girl, when in 1844 my

attention was called to the publications of Messrs.

Fowlers, and their predecessors Gall, Spurzheim,

and the Combes, etc., been an ardent admirer of

any man or woman who possessed the moral cour

age to take hold of the evils of life ; and while tear

ing down their flimsy framework, would go to

work to build up a superior structure on a pure and

virtuous foundation; one that would give to the

needy a hold on life which would bring to them un

told joy and peace, by simply putting them in true

relationship to the laws of nature. How beau

tiful are God's laws, and we have only to obey

them to bring heaven to our hearts. . . . .

May God bless Messrs. Fowler 8: \Vells, and their

colaborers, as He blesses all who read their publica

tions. As we look about we find many who are

taking up branches or shoes of the grand ideas

they are putting forth, cultivating them and send

ing them out in one form and another to feed the

needy, as they are capable of receiving and using

strong remedies; and you, it seems, have taken the

‘
tap root’ of the great tree of knowledge of good

and evil, which these reformers have been striving

to enable people to see."

KEEP A SCRAP-BOOK.——-while looking

over my scrapbook, some friend points to the pic

tures of men who have murdered their best friends,

saying, "What do you have their picturs for?"

"Well," I answer, " when a man collects a menag

erie he has all kinds of animals, and so it would not

advance the knowledge of human nature to omit

Um». I have all kinds. Here is Napoleon, Attila,

Alexander, etc., lions who have made the forms

tremble. Then I have poets, the song-birds of na

ture soaring between earth and heaven, nightingalu

whose notes held spell-bound all the beasts of the

forest. Here is Byron—not a nightingale, but a

Pegasus, a winged son of genius, soaring above the

earth with tempest wing, flashing eye, and passion

distended nostril ; the lightning crashes beneath his

footsteps, the earth and heaving ocean spread be

neath his eye, and on
‘
Fame's dread mountain

‘
he

stands at last, surroundedby
‘
snows sublime.‘

"
Here are learned judgs; owls whose gravity is

often mistaken for wisdom, whose word often

means law, when it is a travesty of justice. 'Tis a

great advantage in the study of human nature to

have spread before the trained physiog-nomiml eye

the faces of the ' foster-babes of Fame,‘ who have

won their laurels ‘by blood or ink,‘ whether it is

the casuist, the conqueror, or the traitor." \Ve say,

by all means keep a scrap-book. There are few

who can afford anything like an extensive collection

of busts and casts in stone or plaster; but it is

easy to keep a book containing many desirable por

traits. It is difficult to get portraits of men of

ancient times, though if the collector is enthusiastic

he can draw the more distinguished of them, using

as models the small prints in eyclopedias, etc., but

these of course should not be inserted unless they

are faultless. These men, remember, can‘t rise

from their tombs to take vengeance for the hideous

caricatures already afloat. They would probably

strew the earth with hostile bones if they could.

Many pieces may be clipped from illustrated papers,

etc., which often contain short biographies attached.

The best measurement for such a book is 13x aoin.,

and can be made by any bookbinder. The pictures

should be classified, of course : poets and politicians,

pickpockets and "men of glory in the wars," all

imprisoned in their proper fence-comers. The

student of human nature will find that such a book

repays many times the trouble of keeping it.

H. AUSTIN.

"WHAT HAS BEEN, WILL BE."

I'M standing high ‘tween earth and sky,

Held by some strange propensity ;

Around my feet the surges beat

From out the vague immensity.

The earth recedes to what is not ;

l lift the folds of destiny ;

I vivify the long forgot,

And look on all that is to be.

The past, the present, future glide

1n ceaseless undulations past ;

The former ages like a tide

Roll on the future's stretching vast.

For earth is but a ship that plow!

The ocean of eternity,
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In which the past forever flows,

With all that is
,

and is to be.

There's not a deed that e‘er wu done

But flows like streamlets to the sea,

And like the vapor through the sun

Comes had: to fall in deeds to be.

No pang that ever gave unrest,

No thought that ever thrilled desire,

But in the future tears a breast,

Or lights again a soul of fire.

For earth is but a ship that plows

The ocean of eternity,

In which the past forever flows

With all that is
,

and is to be.

KARL KARLINGTON.

0 0

PERSONAL.

"JEFFERSON DAVlS is now the last of his line,"

according to the Aflania Cvnsti/uh'an.
" He has

been married twice, and has no male descendant.

Not long since he lost his only son, and recently

the death of the son of Gen. Joseph R. Davis, of

Biloxi, Miss, took away the last hope of perpetu

ating by male descendants the name of Jefferson

Davis."
O

Poxrev GRAHAM died in October, at Mont

gomery, N. Y., aged, it is claimed, :19 years. He

had a distinct recollection of the incidents and per

sonages of his youth, but could not remember

dates. He was the eldest of seventeen children,

and enjoyed good health to the time of his death.

He was married three times.

JOHN ERICSSON, the inventor of the monitors

which did such useful service in our late war, and

the author of the hot-air engine which bears his

name, and other inventions, is past his eighty-first

birthday. Captain Ericsson does not appear to be

much past sixty years of age, and is hale and hearty.

He is very methodical in all his ways, abstemious in

his habits, and best pleased when at work, which he

begins immediately after an early breakfast.

Miss LYDIA BECKER, of the Manchester (Eng)

School Board, who attended the recent scientific

meetings in Montreal and Philadelphia, is a some

what notable woman. She has regularly voted at

the Manchester municipal elections since 1869.

Since 1870 she has been a member of the School

Board of that city. She is an Honorable Secretary

of the National Woman’s Suffrage Committee, and

editor of an English woman's suffrage journal.

THERE lives in Forsythe, 6a., an old gentleman

who is now in his seventy-ninth year. He was

licensed to preach in r840, and has been preaching

ever since. He never served on a jury, never was

sued, never saw a horse race or a theatre, never

saw a game of cards, a dance, not even at a corn

shucking, nor was he ever drunk. He has twelve

children, and lives a happy, peaceful life. How

strange]

no

WISDOM.

nThink truly, in thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

WHEN we think of good, the angels are silent ;

when we do it
,

they rejoice.

ONLY those who have thoughts like lightning de

serve to have a voice like thunder to utter them.

HAPPINESS is not outside, but inside. A good

heart and a clear conscience bring happincs,

which no riches and no circumstances alone ever do.

\VHAT a man knows should find its expression

in what he does. The value of superior knowledge

is chiefly in that it leads to a performing manhood.

—Bowe.

“ Life is before you i from the fated road

You can not turn : then take ye up the load.

Not yours to leave the unknown way,

You must go o'er it
,

meet ye what ye may.

Gird up your souls within you to the deed,—

Angels and fellow-spirits bid you speed !"

—b’uller.

in these degenerate times a great many men

may be found in bar-rooms, gesticulating wildly

and proclaiming their intention of supporting this

or that political party, when they would appear to

much better advantage supporting their families.

SPEAKING of ministers who use tobacco, Horace

Mann in one of his lectures said: “ He visits the

bedside of the dying with a breath which, if the

material essence could be infected by an earthly

virus would subject the immortal soul to quarantine

before it could enter the gates of Paradise."

~-.__

MIBL'H.

“A little nonsense now and then

ls relished by the wisest men."

" I PRESERVE my strength by husbanding it," said

a wife, as she ordered her other half to bring in a

bucket of coal.

POSITIVE, ice cream ; comparative, wedding cake -,

superlative, paregoric i What can the last mean P

IN the first transports of delight the happy father

rushed into the room, exclaiming :

"
I've got a

son l It's a boy i”

Donns thinks that, instead of giving credit to

whom credit is due, the cash had better be paid.

"I WISH you would pay a little attention tc

what i am saying," roared a lawyer at an exasperat
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ing Witness. “1 am paying :5 little as I can," was

the calm reply,

OLD Gentleman.—“ 1 am delighted to have met

you, Miss Bonniface. I knew your grandmother;

a very charming woman! You can form no con

ception of her grace and beauty."

Miss Bonniface—“Oh, yes, lean! People con

stantly tell me that I am her living image."

“ ARISE with the lark and with the lark to bed,"

read a little boy from the
" Third Reader," Then

he stopped a moment and contemplated the picture

ofalark at the head of the lesson.
“
Mamma,"

he said, “that lark‘s toe-nails are so long I'd be

afraid to go to bed with him."

In this de/urI/nsut we give .rlwrr review: It :14 ‘I
!

New BOOKSn: pub/it'll”: In fit to rem! m‘. In l/urr
rr'm'nu: we seek In lreizl aut/mr nnJ publislzrr ratir~

firdnrily and jar/ly, and also In furnislr our rnulcri
wit/r .ruc/r information nr .rlurll 01116]!Hum la farm
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol

11m! fur flernmnl ass. It 1': our wish to notice tire

bzttzr film‘: of (tank: inning [mm l/zt prrrr, and we

invite publisher: {afar/or M: Editor with recrnlfuirli
cations, :rpecinlly More related in any way to menial
nnrl/iryria/nginrl .rcirnce. IV: can usually supply any

a/Hmrr noliverl.

Lonnosv Riiviiss. By Frederick Locker.
Price $1. New York : \Vhite, Stokes & Allen.

ls a little volume of jingles, mostly of a humorous

character, in which the author hits off different

phases of society that appeal to the grotesque

sense. If it weren‘t for the humor in them, many

of the lines could be taken as the yearnings of a

love-sick swain. As it is, honest sentiment, doubt

less, lies at the bottom of them. Called
"
London

Rhymes," but their type would adapt them almost

as well to New York or Boston for the occasions

of nonsense in them. Yet the manner is foreign,

and here and there a verse reminds one of Suckling.

A verse from “The House-maid" is a fair speci

men, we think, of Mr. Locker's quality: '

“
\Vistful she stands—and yet, resigned,

She watches by the window-blind ;

Poor girl. No doubt

The passers-by despise thy lot ;

Thou canst not stir, because 'tis not

Thy Sunday out."

THE SPiNNiNG-WHEEL or TAMWORTH.
By Rev. \‘Villiam A. Smith. romo, pp. 206.

Price, 6.) cents. New York: National Temper
ance Society.

This, to use the phrase of the author, is l‘an

attempt to portray in simple language the natural

career of the heart, and the inevitable result of

following its leadings
"
when, we add, the environ

ment is of a vicious nature, and a susceptible

temperament renders the man especially prone to

declension from the strict walks of integrity. The

pictures of life as it exists in prominent “'atem

cities are not overdrawn, and the career of the

chief actor is by no means a distortion or exaggera

tion. A spinning-wheel performs the chief part in

arresting him from moral ruin at a critical point in

his life, and thus gives title to the excellent story.

Miss ANET’S OLD House. B An
nette ucille Noble, author of

" How Bil y \Ven

Up in the Vl/orld,’I etc. I6mo, pp. 428. Cloth

Price, $1.25. New York: National Temperance

Society and Publication House.

A story of New York life that develops certain

practical considerations in which all are interested

who love truth and decency for society’s sake.

The principal characters are well contrasted.

A soured, eccentric old maid, having a large in

come and a narrow, selfish nature, and a young,

bright, hopeful school-teacher, cousin to the eccen

tric virgin of uncertain age and snappish idiosyncra

sies. These two characters, however, are so asoci

ated by means of well-chosen and well-related

incidents that the cold, selfish nature of the spinster

at length yields and contributes to the doing of

good work for the poor and miserable. Two or

three love stories are neatly woven into the current

of the tale, but in such a. manner as to relieve the

reader of any suggestions of sensation—they natu

rally grow out of the relations of the parties, and

are instructive in themselves.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY; or, Men of

Business who did Something Besides Making

Money. A Book for Young Americans. By

James Parton. 121110,pp. 399. Price, $1.50.

Boston: Houghton, Miffiin 8: C0.

The latter volumes of this well-known writer

have been especially distinguished for their utility.

He writes now for the young, in the main; he

would instruct them for the sober duties of life;

and his subjects are those which illustrate useful

ness. Short biographical sketches are generally

interesting to young people. The average boy has

ambition, and usually borrows some idea] from his

reading, whom he would follow, if possible. Mr.

Parton has done our young people a service in this

book, for the reason that he has taken the most of

his subjects from the commoner walks of life. The

mechanic and the business man are those whose

records are set forth in simple though attractive

language, and the subjects are numerous enough

to suit the most versatile of tastes. He shows that

labor, earnestly and honestly pursued, develops

the best qualities of the human mind ; and how, in

the end, it reaches the goal most eminently desir

able, that of genuine utility to others. From David

Maydole, the simple blacksmith, shaping hammers

at his forge, to Rithard Cobden, the seller of cali

coes and muslins, Mr. Patton draws lssons that

are rich, and that point to the old moral of Pope:

“
Honor and shame from no condition rise,

Act well your part, there all the honor lies."

...'__a
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FIFTY SOUPS. By Thomas Murrey,

formerly Professional Caterer of the Continental

Hotel, Philadelphia, and other hotels. Cloth.

Price, 50 cents. New York: White, Stokes 81

Allen.

We think that the housekeeper who can make a

proper dish of soup can supply the ordinary needs

of the stomach well, and if the materials be at

command, there should never be the want, in any

house, for a good meal. This little book is a com

pilation from the experiences of a professional

cook, and needs no special commendation. A

glance through the recipes shows that, for the

most part, they are made up in a comparatively

simple manner, that is, there are no long compli

cations of what a hygienist would call specially ob

jectionable ingredients. The items are not, as is

the case with most of the cook-books, largely com

posed of condiments, with suggestions of butter,

lard, or grease in some form.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

AMONG our Medical exchanges that are valuable to

the professional and to the judicious general reader,

who would know what the doctors are giving him,

we would name 771: Sanilarr'an, a recent enlarge

ment of which hrs added very considerably to its

value. Its specialty, very closely adhered to, is

the description of hygienic methods, systems of

purification by sewerage and drainage, and the

application of practical physiology in public and

private life.

IIAIINEMANNIAN Mox'rrru', published by the

Hahnemann Club of Philadelphia, is a leading

organ of the Homeopathic school, well conducted,

usually contains a good variety of matters of interest

to the profession it represents.

Tm: MEDICAL SUMMARY, as its name indicates,

is a publication devoted to brief considerations of

medical topics, recent developments, and results in

the medical practice of the schools generally.

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL, published in St.

Louis, G. C. Pitzer, editor, is a prominent organ

of the so-called Eclectic School. It is logical in its

considerations of the subjects coming within its

scope, and draws from all sources matters of im

portance to the practitioner.

Tm: CINCINNATI MEDICAL News is a progres

sive \Vestem organ, inclining to the old school or

"
regular" line. The field is broad, however, and

its monthly numbers present a general rlsumé of

late medical and surgical information.

THE Kansas CITY Review or SCIENCE AND

lupus-rm‘, published in Kansas City, Mo, shows

the growth of scientific inquiry in the \Vesl. It is

a somewhat ambitious monthly, its topics being in

great part of a special character, more likely to

claim the attention of the accomplished observer

than the average reader; yet there is
,

in every num

ber, a good deal of reading that is of interest tc

every one who would know something of the move

- ments of the scientific world.

An'rrs'rrc TABLFAUX, with Picturesque Dia

grams and Descriptions of Costumes. Text by

Joseph Pollard. Arrangement of diagrams by

\Valter Satterly. This is a neat and sensible little

book of its kind. It supplies hints of use to

evening parties, and so furnishes a plea against

the necessity for the eternal dance, dance of fash

ionable society. Most of the designs are adapted

to the most refined and delicate tastes. Among

the subjects are : The Coquette ; Evening Hanging

out the Stars; Marguerite; Undine; Angel of

Prayer; Clochette; Lochinvar, in two scenes;

Joan of Arc, in two scenes; The Courting, after

Lowell; Groups of Nations, illustrative of Cos

tume; The Bachelor; A Little Comedy of Scenes.

Price, $1.00. Published by White, Stokes 8: Allen,

New York.

Scor'r-Brtowns’s Boox or Snon'rumn An

BREVIATIONS is a new and neatly arranged com

pilation of abbreviations, available to the use of

the phonographic shorthand writer. There are of

these 3,000, representing common and difficult words

to write, besides several hundred very useful Phrase

Signs; 400 names of Persons, Places, and Corpora

tions ; and a table of Longhand Abbreviations used

in business, many of which have never before been

published. The engraved outlines are sharp and

clear, and being arranged in alphabetical order it is

very convenient for ready use by the reporter or

student. Price, in flexible cloth, 50 cents.

OcrLvre’s HANDY Root: of Useful Information

is the title of a neatly bound little book of 128

pages, which contains a deal of information of prac

tical value to every-day people. 1! simplifies the

art of Reckoning, showing at a glance the correct

answer to nearly 100,000 business examples in all

kinds of Grain, Stock, Hay, Coal, Cotton, Merchan

dise, Interest, \Vages, Measurements of Lumber,

Logs, Cistems, Tanks, Grannries, \Vagon Beds,

Com-cribs, Cordwood, Hay, Lands, Carpenters‘,

Plasterers‘, Bricklayers’ Work, etc. There is also

a considerable amount of Political, Historical, and

Biographical data in a very brief form. Price, 25

and 50 cents, according to binding. J. S. Ogilvie

8
:

Co., Publishers, New York.

Ecutc'ric Menrcu. COLLEGE of the City of

New York. Twenty-fourth Announcement and

Catalogue of Students for the session of 1884-85.

This document reports a prosperous condition

of this Medical School.

The NoRrr-r AllfERlCAN REVIEW for October

is notable for the importance and seasonableness of

the topics treated. For instance: " Moral Character

in Politics," “Benefits of the Tariff System," a

sequel to
“ Evils of the Tariff System," in the Sep
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tember No., “ Why I Wish to Visit America,”

" The Philosophy of Conversion,"
“ The Origin of

Yellow Fever," “Shall the Jury System be Abol

ished," "The Genesis of Tennyson‘s Maud," and

"The Development of Machine Guns."

TEN YEARS A Pouciz Counr Juooc. By Judge

Wiglittle. It can readily be imagined that a police

court judge, of ten years’ standing, must have some

most instructive and amusing things to tell. His

advantages for the study of human nature are al

most unequalled. He can feel the pulse of society

day by day; and if
,

as in the caseof this author,

he be a man of scholarly qualities, the book which

contains the cream of his experience will be some—

thing worth attention. Judge Wiglittle is a veri

table Judge, and his book contains facts ludicrous

and facts pathetic, facts mortifying and facts en

couraging, facts of law and facts of morality. It

abounds in lessons and suggestions, especially with

reference to temperance. Take it all in all, the

book is unique, interesting, and suggestive. Funk

8: \Vagnalls‘ Standard Library. Paper, 25 cents.

AN OLD SAlLOR'S YARns. No. 20, Standard

Library. By Captain Roland F. Coflin. Paper,

15 cents. New York: Funk & Wagnalls. It is

not a common thing for one who has served as a

sailor in all positions, from before the mast to the

captain's cabin, to have the art this author displays

in relating his experiences. He tells them in the

vernacular of the forecastle, which is diverting

enough to the landlubber who may be tired of the

monotony of the average novel. We have many

phases of sea-life, from whaling in the South Seas

to blockade—running in the late civil war; and

were it not for an occasional skeptical allusion to

certain facts that have become commonplace to

school-boys the book would be quite consistent

throughout.

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBITION LIBRARY

(Royal Albert Hall) Catalogue. This collection

bears directly on the subjects of Health and Educa

tion, and comprises the books that were contributed

for exhibition and reference by various departmenu

of Her Majesty’s and foreign Governments, authors,

publishers, societies, and others. It is a good

thought to make a permanent library of these for

public use, and it would be well if this example of

our English cousins were followed in this country.

Tm: HomLE'ric MONTHLY is preparing for a

grand enlargement, we are informed, that will add

new attractions, and give a wider scope to this lead

ing Homiletic Review of the world. As usual the

Sennonic department is rich with discourses from

able pens. The editorial departmentscontaic facts,

statistics, suggestions, information, criticism, and

homiletical material of almost every kind.

Tm: PULPIT TREASURY, for November, is an

excellent specimen of this aid to the clergyman and

religious teacher. A good portrait of Dr. C. I’.

Deems opens to the contents. E. B. Treat, New

York.

Tm: New YORK MEDICAL Contact and lins

pital for Women sends out its announcement for

the twenty-second session, 1884-85, under improved

relations, having now a commodious building and

new facilities for its course of medical instruction.

Dr. C. S. Lozier, Dean, New York.

A Younc GlRL'S Woomo. By E. P. Roe.

Dodd, Mead 8
:

C0., New York.

LITTLE Mm: AND Women (D. Lothrop 8
:

C0.,

Boston) is a capital monthly for the small folkc in

our homes. Very large type and prettily illustrated.

$r a yr ar.

Tm: MUSICAL HERALD (The Musical Herald

Co., Boston) is devoted to such matters as its title

indicates, and is well conducted. Price, $1 a year
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Announcement.— Many of our read

ers will be pleased to find the nominee! of the late

Prerldcllilul Convention at Chicago, in this month’!

issue, and we may without untoward presumption ex

peel. the articles entitled
"
Organic Cerebrutlon,"

“ A

Crunlologlst‘s Paradise,“ “Siclly,“ and the sketch of

Mr. J. R. Dodge, to be read with much lnlerest by our

mbi-criberl'rleuds generally. For next month we

have in proparullou, “How the Selfish Sentiments

Combine,“ “ The ('runlal Ailiulties of Men and Apes,"

from a lecture by Prof. Vlrchow;
“ China: its Age,

Government, and Social Cu-loms," illustrated :

“ The

Citadel of Gaels,“
“ Triehlnosls, or the Pork Disease,"

illustrated. and other topics. Including eupeelllly the

important one of the Democratic side of the contest

for President and Vice-President, which will be illus

trated with porlrults ol' the candidates.

A Special Ofl'en—We desire to call

the attention of our readers to the Fpt-clal premium

ofl‘er made in thin Number of the JOURNAL. Ills. to

give any present subflcrlber
who will send us one new

name tor one your, a copy of the new
“
Amerlrnn Dle

tlouury und Compendium of Useful Knowledge," 0

work fully de-erlbed on another page. This is the

most comprehensive, compact, and useful work oi’ lil

klud ever published, and one whleh
should be ul head

for ready reference. It la found extremely useful to

thore who have the lurge dlctlounrlcs,ou account of

ill compactness and classifications. Please remember

lhll this in not given as a premium, but only to present

suhnerlberu who will send us a new name. To the

subscribers we also offer the premlum hunt or

books as usual. Read the advertisement and make an

chart at once to secure at least
one new subscriber.

A Journal Binder.—Believiug it

would Perl‘e the interests of a

large number of our read

ers, we have arranged for the making of a
.

binder of a

nlltable size and properly lettered, fur the l’HRENDl-OO

[CAL Jouuuan. it is the bFFl binder we have ever
seen,

Ftruuu and durable. and at the same
time neat and at

lraellve; run be used wllh one Number of the Jotm'

flu. or with a year‘! Numbers, and will answer t-llher

as n lemporury or permanent binder. We will send it

by mail, post-paid. on receipt of 8.’:cents, or we will

send it as u premlum to any of our present subscribers

who will send one new Pllbfil‘l'iptlfill at the regulur rule,

$2.00. or ll $2.2‘, with premium l0 Filbr‘ci'lllfl'fl. For

a more complete description and illustration, lee ad

vertising deparlment.
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For Girls—T he Alp/Ia, published at

Washington, D. C., Buys: “Au Institute of Heredity

and Hygiene was held in this city the first week in

May, under the auspices of the W. C. T. U. Mic!

Mary Whiiull Smith, who presided at the hygiene sec

tion, recommended ‘For Girls,‘ published by Fowler

& Wells 00., and sold at $1.00, an the very best special

physiology yet published, and warmly recommended it

to the young women present no wise, chute, and

scientific. An influential friend writes: ‘I consider
“ For Girls

"
a.boon for this generation. It can not be

too highly prized.‘ This seems to be the Judgment of

all thinking people that peruse this most excellent

book. It: rapid sale confirms this opinion. Every

family library should contain a copy, and every girl

from fourteen to twenty years old should own one for

herself. They cost but one dollar, but will save many

hundred dollars in doctors‘ bills if the instruction is ob

served, and days, months, and years of suffering, and

loss of time. Invulldism is one of the heaviest burdens

of life and the most awful was!“ of time and talent

known to our generation. There in no compensation

l'or this enormous expenditure. Even the spiritual

graces that are supposed to develop under aflilction are

apt to be sickly and depressing, because in themselves

they are destructive to life and not in the least adapted

to the progresrive needs of this progressive age.“

A number of our readers have since our last issue

sent for packages of the author's “Address to

Mothers and Teachers" for distribution among those

who would be likely to be benefited, and we can still

lend these free.to all who would be willing to use them

in this why, and they will most certainly do much

good by calling attention to no important a subject as

the proper education of youuglgirlu.

The Diet Question.—ln response to

I demand among the friends of food reform, we have

been led to'publieh horn Dr. Dodda‘ complete and vul

uable work,
"
Health in the Household,“

“
The Reason

Why
'-‘
of the Diet Question, which is stated fully and

clearly within the comprehension of any ordinary

reader ; and if this pamphlet could be circulated by the

hundreds of thousands. it would do very much to pro

mote the health and happiness of the people. it con

talus over 100pages. and for the suite of its having a

wide circulation, it is offered at the low price of K’,

cents. 'l‘o agents and friends of the cause who desire

it for circulation we will make special tcrml. Address

this office.

The Phrenologieal Jour-uni.—
Hoarl and Hand, in speaking of it, says:

“
This maga

Iine in now in its TSlh volume, and bids fair to continue

its career of usefulness for as many more years. Any

intelligent, progressive man or woman desiring a

knowledge of the llWl of human nature, or the science

of health, should subscribe for it. The articles, nlwayl

by specialists, are short, crisp. ruggcstlve, and attract

ive to the general reader; the illustrations are enticing

and right to the point. The portraits and biographical

sketches of noted men and women are especiully inter

outing. The qualities and traits ofcharaclcr that made

them rucceunfui are explained according to the intent

phrenological learning."

RemovaL—Messrs, Reed & Barton,

the well-known manufacturers of silverware, have re

from Broadway, to a fine store on Union Square.

The Family Physician. An old

time customer from one of the Southern Slates sends

fora few circulars giving contents of Shew‘n Family

Physician, and says :
“ I think with these I can sell I

number of copies of the book. With that book alone

I took my wife out of the jnws of death, when two

physicians left her to die." This is undoubtedly the

best. work of the kind yet published. and should he

found in every family. A descriptive circular contain

ing table of contents, notices of the press, etc., Will be

sent on application, and to those interested in the rub

ject, we would like to send a dozen or more copies to

be handed out among the people who would be bene

flted from having it.

Jay-Eye-See.—A large lithograph of

this famous horse as seen on the track, in published by

the Vucnum Oil Company, of Rochester, N. Y. The

record of this horse shows what breeding. trnlninz,

and culture will do for horses. There is also nvt-ry

tine picture of him, and nunmber of other flmoul

horses, in our book on
“
Horses : their Feed and their

Feet."

Phillips’ Newspaper Rate Book.—

This is an octave volume of about. 4430pager, contain

ing full description of advertising rates of the various

periodicals having acircnlntion of 6.000 or more copies,

with lists ofpnpcrs devoted to lpccinltietl, etc. A Yal

nuble hook to newspaper advertisers.

Caution—We have received com

plaints that one S. F. Schnfl'er has been representing

himsclfin Ohio as our authorized agent, and made of

fer! which we do not make in our Jotmxu. as. to pre

unums. etc. We would any, the party referred to has

no authority to act as agent for no, and it will he bet

ter for person! to send their orders direct to this

oflice, than to pay the amount to him.

glows.

The linmmam, a Family Hotel, with Turkish
Baths, 81 and 83 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Three minutes‘ walk from Fulton Ferry.

Hygienic
and Turkish Bath institute and

0111.. is a 15 Laight St. New York. at. L.HOL

brook, M.D., Proprietor. éircular free.

ilenids’
liygeinn

Home Wilmington, Dril
ware. Seen verilnement. end forcircuinr. Pu!"
and Many H. HIALD, Physicians.

Kilbonrn iivirienic institute. Quiet Home

and Skilfnl reatment. Kllbourn City, \Vie. Dr‘.
MCELROY. Send for circular.

lllvniltls’ Home. A Manual Labor Hygiehi;

Institute.’
0. V. Gtrronn,rM.U., Pro'r. Knkomn, ind.

The’Nevv' York imidimifi‘iifieiziiiid lins—

Pl‘i‘AL Ion Wonun and Borneo ethic Dispenurv for

‘WOIIIKII‘D

and Children. 21!; est 01th Street_ .New

Oi‘ .

Agents Wanted to sell our
"
Goon BOOKS

ron ALL." Special tcrrun given. Now I! the time

for agents to work. Send for Premium Lirt. Addre-n

F0“ Ll-JR it WELLS (10.. 758 Broadway, New York.

Printing and Stereotvpinm-Enwmn O.

Juniumi‘ Sous. Book
Printing:

8 ccinlty. iii-(lumen

promptly furnished. QONort W lllxm at._ N. Y.

Annie Smith," ill]; [54' 15:49“: St., City.

_
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it $2.00 a year, payable in advemee, or $2.25

when premium: ofl'ered are .rent to .tubteriberx.

Money, when rent by mail, .rhould be in the

form of Money Ordert, Postal Notes‘, Draft: on

New Yo; h. or Regirtered Letter:. All Postmar

ter: are rquirea to Register letter: whenever re

ouerted to do :0.

Silver or other roin should not be rent by

mail, a: it i: olrnort rm? to wear a hole in the
'

envelzpe and be lost.

P05l8K0—sllllllps will be reeeived for

froetionalpnrtr of a dollar. There should never

be .rtueh to the letters, and .rhould alway: be ten!

in .rheet: ; that is, not torn apart.
’

Change ofport-ofire oddrerr (an be node at

any time by giving the old a: well a: the new ad

dress, but not without this information.

Loin-rs of Inquiry "queuing an anrwer

should int/ore .rtomp for return portage, and be

rare and give name and full address‘ every time

you write.

All Leltors should be addren'ed to Fowler

&’ Well: 01., and not to any person eonnerted
1

with the ofiee.
In this way only am prompt and

‘

rareful attention be .reeured.

Any Book, Periodical, Chart, etc.,

may be ordered from this ojiee at Publirherr'

prion.

Agents Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL and our Book Publirationr, to whom

liberal terms will be given.

our Premium List, giving complete de

rrriptionr of the Premium: ofl'ered to subscribers,

rent on appll'mlion.

Our Descriptive Catalogues or our

New Lirt of
“Book;

for Women" will be :ent ‘

to any address on reeeipt of stamp for portage.

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers,

763 Broadway, New York. '

; nectlon with building and their homcv.

Practical Benevolence.—There is

, tion In given compactly Ind nttructlvely. This we

no wny to do good more efl‘ectively among people than

by the dlutrlbutlon olbookl in which practical instruc

know at first hand from long experlence, and we are

glad to nvnll ourselves of any opportuulty to spread

the
“
Rood lldlngn" of mental and sanitary sclence [or

the healing of society. We have lately published books

that. have received a grateful welcome wherever they

have gone, and some of our humane correspondents

have dlslributed n goodly number of copies at their

own cost. A very large number of
"
Brain and Mlnd

"

have found their way into worthy hands in this manner.

The new book entitled
“
How to Study character

"
that

was noticed in the July Number, in udmlrahly culled

for distribution among educated and thinking people,

and were we cnnbled to scatter a thousand or more

coples, it would help much to Instruct them wilh re

gard to the true nature of mlnd, and the rational basin

0! phrenologlml science. Written by a scholarly man,

it is In the vclu ot echolurnblp, and yet clear and simple

enough in style for all classes of reading people.

Should any of our friends be disposed to rend us $10 or

more for the purpoee of clrculutlug thls book, we will

supply copies at cost, and mall them to the addresses

given.

Our Special Often—We wish to

call attention ngnlu to our special premlum offer of the

new American Dictlounry. Remember this is given to

my present subscriber who will scnd us one new name

for one year. This la in uddlllon to the premlum otter

cd to snbscrlbern, and only made to 'hose who are at

present subscriber! to the JOURNAL. Sec announce

ment on another page.

Cottages, or Hints on Economical

Buildlng. ls upuhllcsllon coutulnlngiwplales of medium

and low cost houses, contributed by dltlereutNew York

architects, together wlth a descrlptlve letterpress, giv

ing pructlcul suggestions for cottage-building, compiled

and edited by A. W. Brunner, archltect, to which is

added a chapter on water supply, drnlunze, sewerage,

healing and veulllutlou, and other nnultnry questions

relating to houses. By Wllllam Paul Gui-bard, 0.8.

We have here I work coutnlnlng plates of 28 collages,

showing elevation, floor plans and dencrlptlons, with

other details. The suggestions are very practical and

useful, and especlally valuable in the chapter by Mr,

Gurhard. It is undoubtedly true that the most of people

give too little nllenllon to sanitary questions In con

We know of
no work more likely to be useful to u man of moderate

means that can be
procured

for the price of Ibis, which

is but $1.00. Publ .-hed by William '1‘. Comstock, No.

6 Astor Place, New York.
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The Stenograplr. — Wonders will curately made. This one fact, the arbitrary exactness

of the work, though it be rapidly done, makes it legible,

ifthere be no mistakes made in the operation. It is

claimed. that from two to three months is ample time

to learn all that can be taught of the use of the steno

graph, time afterward only being required to attain

speed. To learn phonography and practice it success

fully, a person needs to be an adept with the pen,

which some intelligent people never can be. many of

whom might practic: on the machine with skill and

success. lsaac Pitman, of~Engiand, the inventor of

photography, and those who have followed him with

or without modification, have done the world through

their work a service second to none after the tele

graph ; and readers generally forget, if they ever knew,

when they are reading at their breakfast-table in New

York a speech made in London the night before at ten

o‘clock, that they are indebted to the phonographic re

porter for its existence in print, as well as to the tele

graph for its transmission.

The Family Physician. A ready

prescriber and hygienic adviser, with reference to the

natu're, causes, prevention, and hygienic treatment of

diseases. accidents, and ca-‘ualties 0f.every kind. By

Joel Show, no. Extra cloth, ram; leather, $4.11).

It contains over eight hundred pages, and nearly three

hundred pertinent and appropriate illustrations, show

ing plainly the various subjects treated of, enabllngtbe

unprofessional reader ro understand the construction

of his physical organization ; it covers the whole

ground of human existence, from birth to old age, with

all the conditions, diseases, and accidents to which the

system is subject. The remedies recommended are

hygienic. and directions are given for Home Treatment

of the sick without medicines, which will enable the

reader to avoid the necessity of calling a physician.

Besides, the laws of life and health are made so p‘ain as

to enable one to avoid sickness and the inflrmities

which come from a violation of the conditions of Health.

The work should be found in every family in the land.

We print below two testimonials, showing something of

the practical value of the work.
“
Wrrcnarzvrnnz, ABR., June 18, 1M

“
My wife was attended by two of the best physicians

in our county, and by them given up to die. I had

never given any attention to the treatment of diseases;

I knew very little ofdisca~>esor remedies. but I had in

my house a borrowed copy of Dr. Joel Shew's ‘ Fam

ily Physician,‘ and by reading it rapidly, l was en

abled to gain enough of its teachings to raise my wife

to better health than she had enjoyed for many ycars.
“
E. L. Convene, Editor Arkansas and Indiana Dept.

American Baptist Flag."
“
Wr-rcut-zavrnnn. ARK, May it.

“
Hoping to benefit others. I certify that l was at

tended by four drug-physicians, and was given up to

die, and in this condition Rev. E. L. Courpere, who

does not
allow

himself to be called a physician. took

my case and restored me to perfect health without a

dose ofmedlcine. l earnestly recommend those books

that teach
‘
how to treat the sick without medicine.‘

“ Jonx 'l‘. DAVIS, salesman with W. L. Walker & Co."

Watkins’ Glenn—We have received

never cease. When we heard that a machine was in

use that would do reporting as accurately and rapidly

as phonograpby, we felt like scouting the idea. But

remembering several wonderful things that have been

produced before and since the telegraph and the art of

photography, we concluded to suspend judgment.

When opportunity ofl‘crcd we looked into the subject,

and concluded to buy and try
one of the machines. We

employed a student of the art just out of the course of

instruction. For six weeks we have had the little ma

chine in use in our office, in the work of reporting de

scriptions of character. and find it answers our pur

poses well. The chief advantages of this method or

reporting appear to be that any person trained to its

use, can read the work of any other person as well as

they can read their own. We have broken
‘in

at least

one hundred and fifty beginners as phonographic re

porters, and we have never had a beginner that could

read his notes with such readiness and accuracy. as

does our operator of the Stenograph; that is to say,

does not so often need to consult the one who dictates

the matter. to be helped out of difliculty in reading the

report. The following is a fair statement of the nature

and claims of the stenograph instrument. It is ex

tremely simple and well adapted to its uses. A ma

chine to write shorthand, and compete successfully

with the pen and pencil systems, mu-t be small. easily

portable, nearly noiseless, so that it can be used in any

place without annoying the speaker or listener. It

must be strong, so that it can be used with rapidity,

and not break down. All these requirements are met

by this instrument, and its weight. including the case

in which it is carried, is only three and a quarter

pounds. The writing is done by five little markers

which print through an inked ribbon upon a strip of

paper, such as is used on the telegraph instrument.

If these five markers or type are pressed against the

paper at once, they produce a line oi‘ dashes of equal

length across the paper strip. By varying the combi

nations of these markers. and printing with from one to

five of them at a time, an alphabet of thirty-one let

ters or signs can be formed, each letter made by one

motion of the hand. The facility with which the-e let

ters can be struck. is greatly increased by the doubling

of the key-board ; that is to say, there is a different set

of finger-pieces for each hand, and the operator alter

nates the strokes, making o\ne letter or sign with the

right hand, the next with the left hand, and so on; in

this way one hand is always raised while the other de

scends, and the speed is much greater than if the writ
ing were all done with one hand ; in fact. this perfect

alternation of strokes is the great element of the in

strumen t's speed. The inventor of the stcnograph, Mr. ;

M. M. Bartholomew. was for years a report er with Isaac

Pitman's system of phonography; his method of ab

breviating tor the stenograph has therefore much in

common with phonngtapby, but is not nearly so com

plicated. In speed, the stenograph, during its two

years of existence, has proved sufficient for all pur

poses. litany of our rapid speakers have been report

cd, and several of its operators are competent court

repotters. We dor’t see why it should not surpass, for

practical purposes. the speed of legible phonography:

for when the phonographer is pushed. he is compelled

to make his characters less perfectly, and therefore it
is liable to be less legible; but the strokes of tho

stenographic machine. if they are made at all, are ac

from “L A. J. Michncr, the roprictor of the Glen
Mounta n llouse. Watkins. N. g

’“
a descriptive guide

book of thcit'ceiebratcd place. It git'cs statistic.- and
particulars which will be of interest to all who think of
visiting this famous resort.
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A Correetion,—In announcing Mr.

Hanson's work on "Fallacies in Progress and Pover

ty
"
in the last Number of the JoutuuL, the price was

given as weenie in paper. As the book is somewhat

larger than was first expected. we have decided to make

but one edition, which will be substantially bound in

handsome cloth. and sold at $1.00. This is a most in

tcrestinn discussion of the industrial, social, and polit

ical questions, and a book which is likely to attract a

great deal of attention. it should be read by all who

would be well informed on these subjects.

The Diet Question—If you wish

for a reason why a hygienic diet is more conducive
to

health. strength. and louzevity, than the ordinary

methods of eating and drinking, read
"
The Diet Ques

tion." This is a clear statemeut_snd consideration of

the subject, and a book which should be widely read.

Friends of health reform should aid as much as possi

ble in giving this an extended circulation. To agents

who wish to sell it, and to friends who wish it for dis

tribution. it will be furnished at low prices. If there
coulrl be a fund of a few hundred dollars raised for the

distribution of this work, it would do a great deal

toward enlightening the people on this important

subject.

Hand Treatment. Among the

many new developments for aiding the sick none has

advanced more rapidly into striking notice than the

principles of treatment by personal contact, known as

Massage, Psycopathy, Magnetism, Mesmerlsm, Rub

hing, Faith Cure, Movements, etc. it has the merit of

combining the greatest possible good, often succeeding

after the failure of all other appliances, with the least

possible harm.

It breaks down contractions, opens channels of cir

culation, feeds barren tissues withfncw blood; as an

anodyne it has no equal, balances arterial conditions,

imparts direct vital force.

Mr. Leuvitt, whose card appears in our columns, is a

life-time devotee ofthls science, and cases as cited in

his leaflet of a lady two years bed-ridden, unable even

to raise her head from the pillow, demonstrate his

knowledge ofand power to use this vital force.

.\ir. Leuvitt has been a familiar in our rooms many

years, and we readily vouch for the genuineness oi any

promises he may make. and the candor of any views in

treating be may advance.

Parts of the Human Body—The

frequent reference made to certain parts of the human

body in our publications, led us to prepare illus

trations, with explanations, which will enable our read

ers to know the exact position or locality of each portion

of the body. it is sugge-tcd that these be committed

to memory, especially by the younger members of the

family. It will be louud a pleasant exercise to be able

to name the ditl'ereut parts of your own body. The

illustrations described above were published in Vol. 4,

No. i of the Scream: or Heat-m. Copies will be sent

post-paid to any address, on receipt of ill cents each.

The Thousand Isiands,—\Ve have

received from Crosstuon a. Sous, Alexandria Bay, N. Y..

acopy of
“ Hints for Pleasure-Seekers," being a guide to

the Thousand Islands. It contains historical items

and much that is of intere-t, constituting a valuable

guide-book, and will be sentpu application as above.

“How to Feed the Baby” on the

Pacific coast. Mrs. George W. Sessions, of San Fran

cisco. spplying to Dr. Page, 47 Rutlanti St., Boston, for

-treatment for chronic rheumatism, helm: led to corre

spond with him from having read his
"
Natural Cure

"

and
“
How,“ tints speaks of her recent expcriruce with

her babe: “At six months. from excessive feeding, he

had become very fat, and finally became raw in all his

creases, (and of course they were many and deep,) in

his grains, down his legs in successive layers, under

his arms, around his wrists, his neck, behind his ears,

between his fingers. and evon under his eyes. [' Oh,

how cunning,‘ say the thoughtless; ‘How horrible to

see a fat baby,‘ say the wise and thoughtfuL] We were

giving him medicine constantly by our physician's ad~

vice. About one and one-half months ago my brother

sent to me ‘How to Feed the Baby.‘ 1 immediately

throw away his medicines, and followed out your pre

scription, and within two weeks his sores (which were

then in a dreadful state) were nearly all healed, and

from that time to this he has been a diii‘ereut child.

He is us happy and healthy as only a well-fed (in the

proper sense) infant can be."

Water Cure.-—A lady writing from

the West says: “I have a copy of ‘Water Cute in

Chronic Diseases,‘ by Dr. James M. Guiley. This was

published by you many years ago, and has been in our

family twenty years. and has given such perfect satis

faction that i thought I would try to get some other

books advertised in it. Please send your present cata

logue.“ 'ihis is a work written on the old-fashioned

heroic water-cure treatment, which is found in many

cases to be very useful. it is still in the market, and

sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price, $2.00.

A

usmss

The llammam, a Family Hotel, with Turkish
Baths, 81 and 88 Columbia Heights. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Three minutes‘ wall: from Fulton Ferry.

Hygienic
and Turkish Bath institute and

ions, l3 & 15 Laight St., New York. at. L. Hol
brook, M.D., Proprietor. Circular free.

fleaids’ iiy elau Home Wilmington, Dela,

ware. Sees vertisement. end forcircular. PUBIY
and Matt!’ H. HIALD, Physicians.

Kilbourn Hygienic institute. Quiet Home

and Skilful Treatment. Kiibourn City, Wis. Drs.

McELnot'. Send for circular.

lm'alids’ Home.

institute. G. if. Gtrronn, M.U., Pro‘r, Kaknma, ind.

The New York Medical (‘ollege and lies
PITAL you Woman and Human mtbic Dis ensnrv for

wot‘?
u and Children. 213 est Mill btreet, New

0|’ !

Agents Wanted to sell our
“
Goon BOOKS

son ALL." Special terms given. Now is the time

for agents to work. Send for Premium List. Address
FLHVLHR & WELLS (10., 758 Broadway, New York.

Priniiuir and .Qiereotypima—Eowaun 0.
JBNKINB' Sorts. Book Printin a Specialty. Estimates

promptly furnished. 2) Non William St., N. Y.

Annie iS‘niith: E. 49th St., City.

A Manual Labor Hygienic’
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@QDVERTISEMENTS.

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

One Full Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i . . . . . . ...75.00

One Hall’ Pave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4011)

Less than Hail! Page. .50 cts. s line, agate measure.

Second or Third Page of Cover, or First and

Last Page of Inset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “$150.00

Lust Inside Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150.00

Fourth Page of Cover. . Special Rates.

Business Cards . . . . . . . . . . .15 cts. s lrne.
Business (Reading Mutter) . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l.00 a line.

Advertisements must be sent in by the

flrstfil'
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in charge for inserting cuts. No ohlectiona le adver

tisements accepted at any price.
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BETTER THAN

F 0 0 ]] MEDICINE
We provide vital, blood-making foods

for all diseases.

Buli'erers from D spepsin, Constipation, Nervous Pros.

tation, and Diabetes, should send for our free pam

Wm- HEALTH F001) (20.,

74 Fourth Ave" New York.

Brooklyn cities—9 Clinton Street.

Boston omen-63 Commercial Street.

AMESPYLE'

THE BEST THING WN m

WASHINGMBLEACHING
Ill HARD 0R SOFT, HOT 0R BOLD WATER.

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZ

INGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.

No family, rich or poor should be without It.

Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE 0t imitations

well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the

ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, sud

always bears the above symbol, and name 0!

JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

JUST PUBLISHED.

COTTAGES; or. limis

on_Econom|caIHous9

Buthlln'g.
Containing“

Wins In mum-s. rang
ing In COII(rt-m.500 In

. _ $8,000. together‘III!
' mup-ntlonsrsznrlllnxvv

“mutiny, location and

p'm'nlm:nIhnIhtmgsJ-n
Italy lrrlnirrm-ml, air.

I no 10L, ll-ndsorm-ly
' '

hnnnrlIn cloth. IIIIIHI
STOCK,Pain, 0 AstorPlace,I. YWI. 1‘.Colon receiptulll..._~

m1@Emfi*

Institute of Phrenology.

SESSION OF 1884.

No subject attracts more interest than the

study of human character. The prosperity of

business men depends on knowing men; the

success of a teacher hinges on a knowledge of

the pupils in their different capacities and

adaptations ; to study how to control and man

age mind is of the first importance to lawyers;

and he who knows mind best is in the greatest

request in the trial of important cases. It is

not the lawyer who can make the grandest

speech, but the one who can find out most in

respect to a case, and get it before the jury.

But no man needs to understand mind as

taught by Phrenology more than the rrinister

of the gospel. He has not only the youth of

his parish in their inchoate and formative states

of mind and character to deal with. but he has

the solid, ripened, concentrated characters of

the adult to treat. Ministers who have been

students and taken a course of instruction in

the “Institute of Phrenology," have doubled

their power to mold and control, lead and in

struct their flocks, and they write to us in

glowing terms of the aid that Phrcnology has

been to them. Those who are isolated from

intimate contact with mankind, who hew stone

and timber, and wield the rude implements of

hard work, need to know less of mental phi

losophy and how to use it in exerting an influ

ence ukon others; but three-quarters of all

the business, professional, and commercial

work of this day and age, is successful or a

failure, in proportion as the actors understand

human life, and the characters with whom they

have to deal.

Instruction in mental philosophy as taught

by Phrcnology, will greatly increase any man's

power and influence. Commercial agents

would learn how to meet every man smoothly

andprofitably, and some would win success

thereby, who now are obliged to do it largely

by extravagant misrepresentations. The truth

well told and properly adapted to each partic

ular case, will secure success easily ; while the

same earnestness wrongly directed will incur

defeat at least half the time. To know the

human faculties and judge each man as regards

his strong or weak points, puts the observer

into relations with the human race, like those

of the musician in regard to the musical capa

bilities of his instrument when he would render

a score before him.

On the first Tuesday of October, namely.

the seventh day of the month, the annual

course of instruction in the
“
American Insti

tute of Phrenology "will be opened. For Circu

lar containing lull particulars of the course of

instruction, terms, and-so-t'orth, please ad

dress

l-l. S. DRAYTON, Secretary.

‘153 Broadwny, New York‘
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President. Vice-President. Secretary. Treaa. and Bus. Manager.

FOWLER (‘5* WELLS CO.

0n Itbbruary 29, 1884, the FOWLER d
’?

WELLS 00. was incorporated under the'lawa

of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prosecution of the business here

tofore carried ‘on by the firm of FOWLER d: WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the business, or in its

general management. All remittances should be made payable to the order of the

FOWLER & WELLS CO

OLOGICAL JOURNAL AND Scissor; or HEALTH

i: $2.00 a year, payable in advanre, or $2.25

when premium: oj'ered are .rent to rubreriberr.

Money, when rent b
y

mail, .rhould be in the

farm of Money Order:, Portal Noter, Draft: on

lVew Yo! h
,

or Regirtered Letters. All Postmar
ter: are reyuirea to Regirter letter: whenever re

quested to do :0.

silver or other rain should not be .rent b
y

mail, a: it i: almort rare to wear a hole in the

envelope and be lort.

Postage-Slam [)9 will be received for

t'metionalpartr of a dollar.

be :tueh to the letter:, and .rhould alwayr be .rent

in Meet: ,- that {1, not torn apart.

Ch ilngt! ofpoxt-ofiiee addrer: ean be made at

any time b
y

giving the old a: well a: the new ad

drerr, but not without this information.

Lctlcl's ol'lnquiry reouertingan anrwer

:hould inc/ore .rtamp for return portage, and be

.rure and give name and full addrer: every time

you write.

All Lcllers should be addrened to Fowler

31-’ Well: Co., and not to any pert-on ronnertea'

with the ofiee. In thi: way only ean prompt and

eareful attention be .reeured.

Any Book, Periodical, Chart, etc.,

may be ordered from thi: ofiee at Publirherr'

prices.

Agents Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAI.

JOURNAL and our
_Booh

Publications, to whom

liberal term: will be given.

our I’I‘clllllllll LISI, giving eomplete de

veription: of the Premium: ojered to rubreriberr,

sent on application.

0ur Descriptive Catalogues or our

A'ew Lirl of
“
Boohr for IVomen

"
will be sent

to any addrer: on reeeipt of .rtamp for postage.

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers,

, 763 Broadway, New York.

The Subscription Pris-c ofthe Pmuzu- I
‘ Anti-Monopoly parties.

There .rhould never -

For October.—In the next Num

ber of the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, etc., the

conclusion of Prof. Virchow's lecture on the

Cranial Aflinitics of Man and the Ape will ap

pear, besides the portraits of Mr. john P. St.

john and General Benjamin F. Butler, the

candidates respectively of the Temperance and

Also a psychological

sketch entitled
“
Rather Strange"; A literary

consideration of
“
Samson Agonistcs

"

; An in

‘

quiry into the state of New England society,

entitled
"
Will the Puritan Race Perish ?" An

other installment of “Organic Cercbration,"

in which the selfish propensities are analysed ;

The first paper in a series to appear, entitled

“
Thc

Christian
Church~lts History and Divi

sions." Besides a great variety of shorter

articles and sketches.

A Trial-Trip. — The publishers of

periodicals resort to dlii'srent methods of introducing

their publications, advertising in the newspapers, the

distribution of circulars and prospectuses, the employ

ment of sgeuts, etc. We have found from experience

that the old saying, the "proof of the pudding," etc.,

holds good in regard to the PKHINOLOGIOAL JOURNAL,

and therefore that the best means of secnrlng subscrib

ers is to have the Joussu. examined and read. To

accomplish this purpose we ofl’er tho JOURNAL for the

lust three months of this year,
"
on trial," at half the

usual subscription price, making it only 25 cents for

three months’ subscription. This will certainly eu

sble all to try the JoUli-NAL, and it will. we know, re

sult in our receiving many yearly subscriptions. it is

hoped our present readers will each call the attention

of their friends to this otl‘er, and so help to extend the

circulation of the Jovmun. $1 will puy for tour sub

scriptions for three months. Let every reader try to

send at least $1. This is a good chance to do a little

missionary work, and as an additional incentive we

will send any of our SIS-cent publications to any oi our

readers who will send us one dollar for tour trial-trip

subscribers.
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The Man Wonderful in the House

Buurrtrun. By Chilton R. Allen, AJL. LL.B.. M11.
and Mary A. Allen. A 13.,MI). The attention of every

reader will be attracted by the above title, and his curi

osity awakened. Should such an one ask,
“
What can

such a book be about it" we would answer, it is about

anatomy. physiology, and hygiene. and the effects of

stimulants and narcotics upon the human body, treated

in a style so instructive, and at the same time so charm

ing. that all who read it will be grateful to the curio-ity

which led them to its perusal. Under the guise of an

allegory the reader is made acquainted with scientific

truths, flndtng them none the less valuable hecaum

made palatable. The wo-k was written with the idea

of being not only placed in the hands of the readers in

the family circle, but has been also adapted to the use

of schools. both as a text-book and as a reader. One

who has seen the Mo‘. and is competent tojudgc, writes

as follows:
“
Mollere's plays endured the test of the criticism of

his servant. 'l he chapters of this work of the Doctors

Allen have riveted the attention ofa little girl of inlet

ligence only seven years of age. Anatomy and phyla-

ology made ullrtlt'tive to a child mu-t be interesting to

any man or woman. I find a great deal of science, of

felicitous analogy, and graceful expression in these

terse and instructive chapters. The scientific training

and experience. at home and abroad, of the authors,

give me confidence in the technical accuracy ; the

agreeable rlylu charms my attention. and will. 1 think.

delay any one who will take the book up. I think for

public instruction it would make a mo.~tpopular hand

book. Campus M. Truzn,
"
Pastor of the First Cong. Church, Ithaca, N. Y."

The reference in the above letter makes it nect'afl‘ll'y

to state, that in order to get a great book its author

should have not only a fondness tor the subject and a

desire to write a book, but. previously, there mu-t have

been the "(WC-Barf training. The authors of this work

have received the best instruction to be had in our own

universities, and have sneut three years in Europe un

der the instruction of the able-t profes~ors in Vienna,

Paris, and London, and their work shows that they

have profited by their opportunities. A little lady

fifteen years of age. who has read the chapters that ap

poured in the Christian Union, writes to the authors as

follows :

"Trusting that you will pardon me, I will now an

swer your questions. In the first place i must confess

that I have toleu from your ‘House Beautifulf—al

though you may not have missed it,—the idea of a

composition tor which I received the highest mark I

have ever won in that direction, and so you see i have

an added iute-e-t. I must tell you—though I know

you will not give me much credit for observation,—

that i read several ut the chapters without noticing the

names of the authors. and that I enjoyed them exceed

ingly, but my interest in the
‘
liouse

'
was not diminish

ed when I lcatned that our friends were the dest-ribere.

l sincerely hl-pe that you will have them published in

book form. that lltt'y may give as much assistance to

other explorers ot the mysteries of the
‘
House

'
as they

gave me. Nauru M. Cuaxnusn.
“
Butfalo. N. Y."

\Ve could have no better authority as to the literary

execution of the work than Moses Coit Tyler, Prof.

of Literature in Cornell University. He writes as

follows:

“1 have examined several chapters of a book

entitled
‘ The Man \Vonderful in the House Beauti

ful,’ by the Drs. Allen, and as to the literary execution

of the work I can speak without hesitation. I am sur

prised at the success of the authors in giving interefl,

charm, even amusement in connection with a subject

by many people considered as merely technical and

dry. I should think the book would have great suc

cess even for the general reader, and as a school

book, as a manual at once of reading and physiology,

it would be simply delightful. It is sincerely to be

hoped that the book may be placed before the public

as its great merits deserve. MOSES Corr TYLER.
“ ITHACA, N. Y., Yul] 12, 1884.”
These letters are only characteristic specimens of

many that have been received. They demonstrate that

the book
“
The Man Wonderful in the House Beauti

ful" has strongly impressed those who have seen it.

Hetetot'ore our school readers have been made up of en

tertaining extracts, good enough in themeelvea. but

used principally as an exercise to teach children how

to read. It would be much better to put into them that

which it is important that the children should remem

ber, especially it‘it is equally well expressed. Forthin

reason the scientific readers are a great advance, and

should be adopted in every t-ebool. To the beads of

household it is not only of interest. but economy to

pos-ess a book which is so attractively written, and 90

full of important and necessary facts, that it is a libra

ry in itself, and can be read and re-read until the ideas

are thoroughly impressed upon the mind. For a more

full and complete description see announcement on an

other page.

Fallaeies.—.\ir. Hanson’s work on

the Fallacies in Progres- and Povet't is now pnblighcd
and attracting the attention of thinking people. includ

t ingother- as well as land reformera and trim.’ inter.
ested in the theories of Henry George. Mr, Hanson i,

an original thinker, and his work tnrniehes tood for
consideration. We publish the followin from the
.\ewark Evening News:

“
Social Problems §)lrcusaen _

By the bold stand which he has taken on sorta] neg

tious. and in consequence of same of the peculiar a“;
whicu he has advanced. Mr. llenry Geo- g.~b“ aunt-mg
to himself considerable notice within the pie! year.
Mr. William HIDPOYI, in a neatly ptintnd volume ‘from
the Fowler 8; Wells Co. of New York, has attlcked
what he desclibes as the ‘fallacies’ in Mr. George‘:
‘
Proaress and Poverty.‘ and at the same time crosses
saords with Henry Dunning Mac‘eotl. on social prob
lem.-_ Mr. Ham-on in his retace say,- he has given
eighteen years‘ thoutzht to i te eolnti-n or the causes
that lead to eo much privation and misc among tinge
work-1s. and he finds that they are t e re-nlt Ol a
transn-t-esiou of God's laws Mr. Ramon in a iogictau.
and h s work i-l boldly written. and is rich in mateial
for thou ht in the vital que-tion- with which it deals."
The Many A?‘ .* rays: “A thoughtml lreali-e,

bti.~tlin with tell on arguments clear~y and precisely
put. ‘i te fallacies in the Wl'ilt'l'B who“: name- are
mentioned in the title are holdl 'pxpogcd’ ."huugh gr.

Hanson is as radical as Henry eorge himself, and has
a warm sympathy for the purpose of the Land Return:
or. All students of economics will be glad to learn of
his theories and will respect the motives which im
pelled him to give them utterance."

An Excursion—Dr. I). E. Moore, of

San Francisco. writes us that he proposes to bring a

party of friends East on u Vie", and to return with a

party of settlers for California. in the early part of

November. Dr. Moore will give any information asde

t-lred. and letters addressed to him at Salem, Ohio. will

be received.
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Kind \Vords for
“ How to Feed the

Baby
"
and its author. M. S. Fickett says:

"184 llichmond Street. Boston, July iii, 1881.

“Dr. P. E. Page, ii’ Rutlzind Street, Boston.

“
Dear Sir: Our baby, who has been such a rufl'crer,

we have now put t pon your system of feeding, a.

dirccied in
‘ flow to Feed the Baby,‘ and he is already

bet'er."

Mrs. M. R. “ills, (wife of the Presbyterian Preacher),

Champlain, N. Y.
“
Dr. CJE. Page:

“
Dear Sir; it is now five days since I received your

letter with directions a<to hshy‘s diet, which I imme

diateiy adopted. She has not thrown up a drop since

the change was made. and there has been improvement

in one other respect, viz.: her bowels have moved

every day. . . . . [shall look anxiously for your reply

to this, for I feel so fully convinced that you will be

able to help us furtherin this emoutency." [Reference

is here made to special symptoms still present.]
“
As

curing you of my hearty sympathy with. and apprecia

tion of. your efforts for the benefit. of mothers and

children, in the publication of ‘How to Feed the Baby,‘

I remain Respectfully yours."

Mrs. Suns Young Gates, Provo, Utah, July 10, i884.

Mrs. Gates, after tie-cribinu her baby, and the agree

this chance in his condition since the adoption of the

reform system as advocated in the
" How," concludes

thus:

“And now, Dr.. how can I express to you the grati

tude I feel for all I have learned through you and your

good book.
'
How to Fee i the Billy.‘ If the gratitude

of all the mothers in America whom you have helped

were united in one grand anthem, verily the corners of

the earth would tremble with the mighty melody.

How many mothers teach their children all good things

except how to make themselves healthy, happy. and

pure iivi'dl You. who have opened our eyes. and

sounded the loud alarm of truth in our cnrs,-what can

we say to you, but God bles< you! God bless and

prosper you and yours l Yours grail-fully.

" To Dr. C. E. Page, 41 Rolland Street, Boston.“

Twins reared under the “How to Feed the Baby"

system.

H. II. Watson, Banker at Frankfort, Ky., July 18.'84.
“
Dr. (J. E. Page :

“Dear Sir: Enclosed please ilnd check for first

month a treatment." [Advance fee for his own case,

dyspepsia.) "The babies are all right. I will wtilo

you about them 4th Aug, when they will be live

months old. But for your book ‘How to Feed the

Baby,‘ I fear we should have lost them.

“ Yours gratefully
" H. II. Ws'rsort."

New Editiom—We are now prepar

Boots and Shoes—All wear boots

and shoes. and all are desirous of wearing the best ;

and it is usually the case that the best are the cheapest

in the end, though never the lowest-priced. In this

connection we wish to call attention to the advertise

ment of McComher‘s Patent Boots and Shoes. Mr.

McComber has devoted many years to the perfecting of

his system oi’ making boots and shoes that would lit

the feet properly, and has built up a large trade, not

withstanding the fact that his prices were, necessarily,

owing to his methods of manufacturing, much higher

than the price charged by ordinary shoe-makers for or

dinary goods; but he now announces that he has so far

perfected his system, and a large collection of lasts,

that he can make up sizcs to lit the most of people in

large quantities, and at greatly reduced prices, thereby

placing his moods within the reach of the people; and

we feel confident that. it will result in a very largelyln

creased introduction of his Patent Boots and Shoes.

We have thoroughly tested his system, and are fully

satisfied that it is all that he claims for it, and we

would recommend every one of our readers to send for

his illustrated descriptive pamphlet and price-list, and

then give tho matter a thorough trial. When writing

for the above, mention the Pansxonootcst. JOURNAL.

Cook's Excursionist—The August

Number of Cook‘: Eat-unionist and Tourist Adtm'llur

contains ngreat deal of general information in regard

to their extensive excursions, now including all parts

of the world ; not only are their European tours popu

lar, but. ihoy have also extended their arrangements to

the principal points in our own country. and issue

round-trip tickets to all the principal points. Those

who are travelling for either business or pleasure will

do well to send for programmes, etc., to Thomas Cook

& s‘on, ‘261Broadway, N. Y.

“ The Appalachian Philosopher ”

ing for the press, to be issued at once, a new edition of

“The 'l‘emperamcuts.“ This will contain many new

and an additional number of portraits, thereby greatly

increasing the value ot the book.‘ it will be printed on

extra snper-calendered paper. and is a work which

should be in the hands of every intelligent reader.

Thu temperaments is a subject easily studied and un

den-mod, and one which has a wide range of applica

tion. and in this work its relation is discussed in all its

bearings, including education. health. the marriage re

latlons, occupations, etc. Price $1.50, by mail, post

paid.

says: “Good Bookr.—Wc do not deem it the duty of

a newspaper to pi'l'it editorial notices or ‘putl's‘ of

those who advertise in it, as it is not a very easy mat

ter to estimate exactly what an advet tisenient is worth

to any firm or individual. but we know we are confer

ring a great favor on our readers by calling their atten

tion to an adverti-ement in this issue headed ‘Good

Books for All.‘ The well-known firm of Fowler a

Wells Co, 7'03Broadway. New York, is an honorable

housc of nearly fifty years‘ standing, and their store is

one of the rights of the great metropolis.‘ The choice

variety of books they get out are of immense value to

the human race, and are the products of advanced

thinkers, reformers. and scientific men. and should be

in every household. We assert without fear of suc_

ccssfni contradiction that Ttta Pnnmotootcst. Jona

rut. AND Sctrzrtcu or HEALTH is the best magazine for

the price in the United States."

Health Haven—This is the name

given to a settlement or colony located near Tracy

City, Teun.. in which many health retonners are inter

ested. A circular. giving full particulars, will be sent

by addressing J. W Lloyd, as above.

Agents Wanted.—We want agents

to sell “The Man Wonderful," "For Girls,“ “For

Mothers and Daughters," and our other popular publi_

cations.
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The Man \Vonderful in the House

Beautiful. An Allegory. Teaching the Priuci ics of

Physiology and it alone. and the effects of timu

lame and Narcot cs. For Home Reading. Also

ada ted as a Reader for High Schools, and as a Text
boo for Grammar, Intermediate, and District

Schools. By Chilion B. Allen. A.M., LL.B., M.D.,

and Mary A. Alli-n. A.B.. M11. Members of the

'Broome Co. (N. Y). Medical Snciet . 370 pp. i2mo,

extra cloth price $1.50. New orlr, Fowum its

Wants 00.. ‘Publishers, 758Broadway.

Treatises on physiology, anatomy, and hygiene,

“adapted to popular reading,“ are becuming very numer

ous; their titles stare us in the face on every booksell

er's shelves. Then, too, there are physiologies for the

use of schools, that reduce the subject of human struc

ture and growth to a few principles, and are couched

in such rudimentary terms as it is thought will make

their teaching clear enough to be comprehended by the

juvenile intellect. Interest in such study is found,

however, to be dependent mostly upon the teacher's

ability to explain and illustrate the facts presented by

the author. for the abridged statements are for the

most part dry reading to boys and girls. and difficult

for them to understand, even with illustrations accom

panylng them that the physician would pronounce ad

mirable. The book to which attention is called deals

with the facts of physiology, but treats them in a novel

manner. It is a form of science in story, yet more

than that, for the stories are successive pictures of

actual conditions and processes. Using the parallel

ot'a dwelling house, with whose plan and common de

tails, from foundation to peak. children as well as

grown folks are familiar, the authors describe in an

easy talking style the different parts of the human body

and their respective uses. Unnecessary technicalities

are avoided, bill the explanations, simple as they may

seem to the expert, are surprisingly thorough, and

found to contain more genuine information than the

majority of the plain treatises to which allusion has

been made. The book is as attractive as an oriental

story from beginning to end, and no bright boy or girl

who opens it will be likely to lay it aside before reach

ing the end. The part played by Alcohol in our do

mestic afl‘airs is most happily set out by Dr. Allen in

the allegory by the giant Gohul, while other common

habits and practices of an injurious nature are made

the topic of spirited illustration. Numerous well

choscn designs showing the more important organs and

apparatus ot'the
“
Mun Wonderful" add their intcrcst

to the volume, and a series of questions at the close for

each of the forty-three chapters makes it a convenient

text-hook for the school-room.

The Best Investment—M r. J. P. l-l.,

(‘harlottsville, Va , says:
“ I am familiar with many of

your publications, and know how to appreciate them.

The purchase oi‘ Dr. Trall‘s Hydropathlc Cyclopedia

has proved to be the best lnvestmentl have ever made."

Testimony similar to this can be given by hundreds of

the readers of Dr. Trall's health publications, and they

have done for mankind a world of good. All who are

interested in the preservation of health. strength, and

longlife, should send for our catalogue containing a

list of his works.

The Health Food Co. continue to

supply their invaluable food productions, adapted to

the sick and well, but specially valuable to those re

quiring strengthening and building up. See advertise

ment and send for circulars.

m Afl/ZMUAN

Institute of , Phrenology.

SESSION OF 1884.

No subject attracts more interest than the

study of human character. The prosperity of

business men depends on knowing men; the

success of a teacher hinges on a knowledge of

the pupils in their different capacities and

adaptations ; to study how to control and mar.

age mind is of the first importance to lawyers:

and he who knows mind best is in the greatest

request in the trial of important cases. it is

not the lawyer who can make the grandest

speech, but the one who can find out most in

respect to a case, and get it before the jury.

But no man needs to understand mind as

taught by Phrenology more than the rrinister

of the gospel. He has not only the youth of

his parish in their inchoate and formative states

of mind and character to deal with, but he has

the solid, ripened, concentrated characters of

the adult to treat. Ministers who have been

students and taken a course of instruction in

the
"
Institute of Phrenology," have doubled

their power to mold and control, lead and in

struct their flocks, and they write to us in

glowing terms of the aid that Phrenology has

been to them. Those who are isolated from

intimate contact with mankind, who hew stone

and timber, and wield the rude implements of

hard work, need to know less of mental phi

losophy and how to use it in exerting an influ.

ence ukon others; but three-quarters of all

the business, professional, and commercial

work of this day and age, is successful or a

failurc, in proportion as the actors understand

human life, and the characters with whom they

have to deal.

Instruction in mental philosophy as taught.

by Phrenology, will greatly increase any man's

power and influence. Commercial agents

would learn how to meet every man smoothly

and profitably, and some would win success

thereby, who now are obliged to do it largely

by extravagant misrepresentations. The truth

well told and properly adapted to each panic

ular case, will secure success easily ; while the

same earnestness wrongly dircctcd will incur

defeat at least half the time. To know the

human faculties and judge each man as regards

his strong or weak points, puts the observer

into relations with the human race, like those

of the musician in regard to the musical capa

bilities of his instrument when he would render
a score before him.

On the first Tuesday of October, namely.
the seventh day of the month, the annual

course of instruction in the
"
American insti

tute of Phrenology
"
will be opened. For Circu

1
lar containing full particulars of the course of

instruction, terms, and-so-forth, please ad

dress

". S. DRAYTON, Secretary.
758 Broadway, New York.
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FOWLER do’ WELLS C0.

On Fbbruary 29, 1884, the FOWLER d: WELLS 00. was incorporated under the laws

of the State of New York no a Joint Stock Company, for the prosecution of the business here

tofore carried on by the firm of FOWLER d: WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the btm'neu, or in_ita

general management. All remittances should be made payable to the order of the

FOWLER 8: WELLS CO

OLOGICAL JOURNAL AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH

is $2.00 a year. payable in advance, or $2.25

when premiums ofered are sent to subscribers.

Money, when sent by mail, should be in the

form of Money Orders, Postal Notes, Drafts on

New Yo; h, or Registered Letters. A ll Postmas

ter: are rquirea to Register letters whenever re

quested to do so.

Silver or other eoin should not be sent by

mail, as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the

envelope and be lost.

Postage-Stamps will be reeeived for

fraetionalparts of a dollar.

be stuck to the letters, and should always be sent

in sheets; that is, not torn apart.

Change of post-ofiee address ean be made at

any time by giving the old as well as the new ad

dress, but not without this information.

Leufil'fi oflnqulry requesting an answer

should inelose stamp for return postage, and be

The Suhscriplion Price ofthe Puma
‘

Next Month we shall give the readers

, oi’ the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, etc., a sketch

‘
description of a School for the Feeble-minded ;

There should never
‘

rure and give name (Hie/fill, address every time
‘

you write.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler
‘

&' Wells Ca, and not to any person eonneeted

with the ofiee. In this way only can prompt and

careful attention be :eeured.

An y Book, Periodical. Chart, etc.,

may be ordered from this
ofliee at Publishers‘

prices.

Agents Wanted for the Pnrtsvotoctcst.

JOURNAL and our Boob Publieatiom to whom

liberal terms will be given.

our I'remlum List, giving complete de

reriph'on: of the Premium: oj'ered to subsrribers,

sent on application.

Our Descriptive Catalogues or our

New List of
"
Book: for Women" will be sent

to any address on receipt of stamp for postage.

FOWLER &: WELLS 00., Publishers,

[753 Broadway, New
York;

of the gift of France—Bartholdi’s statue of

Liberty, for New York Harbor, with portrait

of the artist and views of certain of his works;

A sketch of Zygmund Milkowski, the Polish

patriot and author; The views of an eminent

American ‘surgeon on Brain Organization ; A

Notes on Rheumatism, by the Editor ; the

critique of Milton's drama of
“
Samson Agon

istcs," and the essay,
“
Will the Puritan Race

Perish?" for which our space proved insuffi

cient this month; A practical essay on the Power

of Temperance Education, and a. social sketch

entitled,
“
Reaping the Whirlwind," will also

help toward supplying an acceptable variety

to the readers of the JOURNAL.

A Trial—Trip. —- The publishers of

periodlcals resort to dlfl'crent methods of introducing

thslr publications, sdvertislng in the newspapers. the

distribution of circulars and prospectuses, the employ

ment of sgeuts, etc. We hsve found from experience

that the old saying, the
"
proof of the pudding," etc.,

holds good in regard to the PHRENOLOGIOAL Joorunu,

sud therefore thst the best means of securing subscrlh

ers is to have the Jounrur. examined and read. To

lccompllsh thls purpose we ofl'sr tho Joomur. for the

lost three months of this your,
"
on trial," st halt the

usual subscription price, making it only 26 cents [or

three months’ subscription. This will certainly sn

shla sll to try the JOURNAL, sud lt will, we know, ro

snlt in our receiving many yesrly subscrlptlous. It is

hoped our present readers will such csll the sttcntlou

of thslr friends to this ofler, and so help to extend the

circulation otthc JOUINAL. $1 will pay for tour snh

scrlptlons tor three months. Let every reader try to

send st least $1. This is s good chsnce to do s little

missionary work, and as an additional incentive we

will send any of our 25-cent publlcatlous to any of our

readers who will send us one dollar for [our trial-trip

subscribers. We will send a package of our prospectus

to my one who will agree to distribute them, sud a

number of our plctorlsl posters for
putting up ln pub

llc places.
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NOTES ON OUR PUBLICATIONS.

NEW BOOKS.

Ova Fall announcements include some books that

will be of special interest to our readers. First. we

would call attention to The Man Wonderful In

the House Bollltlflll. This is a wonderful book.

and a wonderful subject is treated in a beautiful man

ner. as will be seen from the announcement on another

page. It is a work on physiology and hyzienc in the

form of an allegory. and although it
.

is hardly out. yet .

we have sutilcicnt evidence of the appreciation of its

value and importance to assure us that its publication

will be a great success. The following letters have

already been received from persons to whom advance

copies were sent:

Rev. Asher Anderson, Passalc. N’. J.. savs:
"
So far

as my time has allowed I have read it.aud with no lit
tle

euloylzent.
Such a book ought to be in every home.

It is as Itltful as it is simple

'

profile-bless itis
plain.“ I have long desired to have just such studies ntro

dnced into our schools. We devote more attention to

‘the stars than we ~doto our stomachs ; and our chil

dren learn more of the ilrrnamcnt they can not reach

than they do about the food they are to handle every

day of their lives.

' “ May the authors seeof thetravsll of their souls and

b
e

satisfied.“

Charles Collins. of tho
“
Bradford Mansion School.“

Rye. N. Y., says: “I am in receipt of your book.and I

can not but
conpratulato

you upon the character of the

‘

Man Wouderfh ,' and its adaptedness to secure the at

tention of our
young people.

it is bound to be a most
successful text-boo . an i shall be greatly pleased to

add to its circulation and efllciency in any way possible."

J. C. Zachos, “Curator of the Cooper Union.“ says:
"
Among the many useful publications of tho Fowler 8

:

Wells 00.. this is one of the most attractive and useful:
attractive in style. and well calculated to impress the

youtlitnl mind.

"How to conduct. the personal and

p
b sicai life in

purity and health is the foundation of al t e happiness
that man can aspire after in this world. it is the most
Important

thinF

in the teaching oi‘ the young. yet in

consequence 0 some intrinsic dimculties connected
with this department of instruction, it is the most difli
cult to treat in an attractive form for the children of

our schools and academies - to make a book not only
interesting in itself. but to furnish all the proper sub

ject:I of‘
comments and instruction to a judicious

teac er.‘

M. L. Holbroolr. M.D., editor of the Herald of Health.

'tflays

: "l have received the copy of ' The Man Wonder

n tn the House Beautiful
‘
by Drs. Allen. and will say

that it is a most creditabe book. and it would be a

most excellent text-book for our common schools. I

hops a million copies may be sold."

J. B. Gibbs. Esq.. President “Manhattan Temper
ance Association," says:

“
How shall I express myself

for the not only beautiful. but so useful a resent as
the ‘Man Wonderful. in the House Bsau'ilu 'i It is a

treasure indeed, and one'thai I shall peruse with great

interest. as you say.

‘

After reading one chapter you
must read the whole book.’ It will prove so in my case.

i read only
wrt

of a chapter. and am in for the whole
book now. hen we open our great mesliugs this fall.

1 shall make it a point to advertise this valuable book
to the multitudes.

'

The Editor of the Christian Union says:
“
The ad

mirable and novel series at articles on physiology by
Dre. 0. B. and Mary A. Allen. published in the Christian
Union early in the resent year. have just been issued
in book form by t o Fowler 4: Wells 00.. New York.
Large addltions have been made to the material with
which the Christian Untan readers are familiar. and
‘the book is now a complete and extremely interesting

account of the human body its functions. its organiza

tion. and its proper care. man letters have come

to us inquiring whether these srti cs are to appear in

book form. that we have no doubt of a large sale for

the ‘Man Wonderful in the House Beautiful.‘
"

Mrs. Shepherd. the author of that most admirable

book. "For Girls." says: "To the weary ploddsr in

the necessarily dry and diiilcult intricacies of the u.-usl

text-books on the human body. this volume comes as

a refreshing recreation. serving to return the lli‘ldflll

with renewed vigor and interest to the old study.
'

"All who loos ph stol . and especially those who

hate it. should purchase t is work. ior both classes will

had it as tascinstiug as a novel. while at the sametitug

containing that knowledge which even the hater must

admit is essential ; hate would vanish in this absence
of hard names and dull descriptions.
“Every parent who longs to see his boys choose for

ihemselves to grow

u
p tree from alcohol and tobacco

tyranny
will obtain 1

.

e desire of his heart by placing

t is book in their hands.
“
Better still would it be. if all school-boards should

prescribe

it as a compuiso study. time giving children

th sides; the voice of so ence vs. the sslble oppos

ing voice ol'bome influence. it seems mposstble that

a child should admit
'
rot

‘

and poison into his stomach
of his own accord after reading the candid examination

which is here given.“

Teachers should be greatly interested in this. as it is

certain to render the teaching and the study of physi

ology a pleasure instead ofa drudgery. which it. is now

found to be in some cases : and the work will be found

especially useful to teachers who find it necessary to

make some extra preparation to comply with the recent

legislation of some States on this subject (price. $1.50).

Three VIII" to America is the title of a work

just completed by Emily Falthfnll. of England: and

during her last visit to this country she arrsnred with

us to become the publishers. in it she records her im‘

pressions of our country. our institutions. and our

people. The work is prepared with a view of makiutz

it interesting to the American as well as the English

public. and its chatty and explicit style will make it in

teresting in the hands of any intelligent reader. Her

criticisms on many things are sharp. but always in an

appreciative manner. It will make a large i2mo volume

of more than 400 pages; will be handsomely printed

and bound. and will be sold at $1.50.

Controlling Sex in Generation is the title

of a work about. ready for press by Samuel H. Torry.

who has devoted a great deal of time to careful observe

tion and experience in this direction. and has prepared

a book on a subject of very vital importance. both as

devoted to the human and animal creation. This will

be published early in November (price. $1.00). We have

also a new work on “Hercdity.“ which. with other

books. will be described in the next Number.

For Girls has now passed to the seventh edition ,

and is still meeting with increasing sales; is now being

used in many schools for young ladies as a supplement

tary text-book. We have bound up a few copies as an

examination edition in paper covers. which will be sent

to teachers and school boards who desire to examine it

with a view to introduction. at only 80 cents per copy ;

price. in cloth. $1.00.

How to Keep a Store is already in the eighth

-editiou. and selling rapidly. 'l‘al Tsxrxnaxss'rs has
been revised by the introduction of new and additional

portraits. and the new edition is printedon Ina. haod~

some paper. and ready for delivery. Price. $1.50.
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The Health Misceliany.—This is

the title of an illustrated octavo pamphlet published at

25 cents. It contains a series of papers devoted to

important health topics. opening with an excellent

article on the External Senses. with illustrations of the

eye. ear. nose. tongue. and skin. giving important in

formation in regard to the functions and also the care

of these important organs of the body. The next is an

illustrated article on the Cause and Care of the Back

ache. especially found among so many women. An

extended article on Chronic (‘atarrh; points out its

causes and the proper treatment. A chapter on Ethnol

ogy is illustrated with a number of portraits showing

the races of men. A very important paper is one de

voted to Bodily Positions and Dress in relation to

health and form. The Teeth. their use and care. con

taining illustrations showing how the teeth are formed

and grow. why and how they decay. The work also

contains “Confessions and Observations of Sir Ed

ward Bulwer-Lytton.“ originally published anonymous

ly. under the title “Confessions of a Water-cute Pa

tient." written in his peculiarly attractive style: is

most entertaining and profitable reading. The Cause

of Malarial Diseases is one which may be read prodi

ably in almost every community. Getting Used to It

shows how the system appears to get used to unhealth

fhl habits. Fat Folks and Lean Folks shows how to

treat these two conditions. Rheumatism is the subject

of mother article. We also have Medical Electricity ;

Position on Horseback; Trichinl Spiralis; Hygienic

Dwellings; Wheat. and the true way to use it; The

Bath in Small-pox; etc.

The people need educating in this direction. and cer

tainly no better use could he made of twenty-live cents

than to send for this work.

How to Feed the Bnby.—The au

thor sends us the following letter for publication as

evidence of the value of the methods recommended in

his work :

“
Pnovo. Utah. Jtnu 7.1884.

“
Dr. C. E. Page. 47 Rutlaud St.. Boston:

"
Dear Sir :~—With regard to your system of diet as

advised in
‘
How to Feed the Baby.’ I have waited till

I could with assurance say.
'
I have triumphed.‘ .Ithink

I may do so now. Baby is quite the model baby. He

is put down wide awake at 'i
'

Y... He never cries. is

never rocked. and never nursed after the hour named.

and he sleeps nnintcrruptedly till six or seven A.I..

and is a vigorous. happy. healthy baby. All this has

come about from the teachings in your precious little

book ‘How.‘ Certainly he. and all of us on his ac

count. eufl'ered severely for months prior to our adop

tion of your system of feeding. With many thanks for

all the good you have done me and my baby. 1 remain
“
Sincerely yours. Sosa Youao Garas."

All parents and prospective parents should read this

invaluable little work. Single pages of it are worth

many times its cost.

Mr. J. R. Dodge, the statistician oi
the Department of Agriculture at Washington. has just
pre red a work entitled

"
Farm and Factory; Aids to

Ag culture from other Industries." it details the

progress of twenty years. showing the advance in

labor-saving inventions. and the great increase in farm

reductions. Dr. Dodge is
‘

a close student, a careful

0 server. and his book must have a decided value and
exert a mutked influence.

“ The Aegis," published by Mrs. Quin
by. at 1'34West 23th Street. Cincinnati. is devoted to the

interests of woman suflrage and woman's rights. It

takes a bold stand on many oi‘ the questions of the

day. and in its miscellaneous department contains

much that is useful. It is published at $1.00 a year.

The Bcatty Organ and Piano Co.

--—Mr.Daniel F. Realty. of Washington. N. J.. is well

known as the manufacturer of musical instruments.

Business reverses and other circumstances have pre

vented Mr. Beatty from continuing the business owing

to flnancial-embarrassments. His creditors have or

ganized a stock company with the above name. and

propose to continue the business with I. W. England

president. and Mr. W. P. Hadwen manager. The oflice

and factory are at Washington. N. J.

“ The Woman’s Century," the name

of the monthly magazine published by Frank E.

lioush. at Brattleboro. Vt., Woman at Work. has

been changed to the above. and will maintain fully its

character in all its departments. It will be found of

interest to all ladies as well as to the general reader.

It is published at $1.00 a year. or sold at 10cents per

copy.

A Party for California—We have

just received a letter from Dr. D. C. Moore. of 1029

Market Street. San Francisco. Cal.. informing us that

he was to start on the 15th of September. with a party

of excursionists for the East. and that he would return

about the 15th of October. with a party of hygienists

and reformers. who desire to go as settlers to a new

colony in California. A circular giving full particulars

mailed to us at the same time as his letter. has not heen

received. therefore we can not give any additional in

formation. but a letter addressed to Dr. Moore. at

Salem. Ohio. or in our care. will receive attention.

We would say we have known Dr. Moore for a number

of years. as an enterprising. thorough-going hygienist.

and we can. in general terms. even without knowing

further details. commend him to our readers.

All Interesting. — The following

pleasant letter speaks for itself. and shows an appreci

ation of the merits of the Jooartat.

KENTUCKY MILlTARY INSTITUTE.

Fanlnana. Kr.
Fownaa a Wanna Co.

Gaa'rnlart : I receive the Jontuun regularly

every month. and am delighted with it. Every subject

it touches seems to be just the one to interest and im

prove me; and on such subjects that. it seems to use.

it would be the same with other people.

There is. to me. not an uninteresting department in

it. i enjoy particularly the character-reading or analy

sis of character. that. with the accompanying portrait.

is the first thing each month. Next to this the editorials

engage my attention. They are always sensible. clear.

interesting. and consider important and every-day sub

jocts of thought. In short. the whole Jotnutal. seems

to me to be written by those who know the truth of

what they write.'aud feel the importance of it too.

1 hope soon to become better versed in the science of

Phreuology. and then 1 shall read with still more

appreciation. Very truly yours.

Janus Ctunmtos'.



ADVERTISEMENTS.‘

gusmrss @ARDS.

The Hammam, a Family Hotel, with Turkish

Baths. 81 and 83 Columbia Heights. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Three minutes’ Walk from Fulton Ferry.

llaglenic
and Turkish Bath Institute and

OTBL. 18 ¢ 15 Leigh! St. New York. M. LEO]

brook. hi.l).. Proprietor. éireular tree.

iienlds’ iiy eian Home Wilmington, Dela‘

were. Seen vertiselneni.

and User H. HIALD. Physicians.

Kiilmurn Hygienic lnsiiiute. Quiet Home

and Shiiful 'I‘reetmentv Kllbonrn City. Wis. Drs.

MPEnnor. Send for cirruler.

Itlt'tlllds’ Home. A Manual Labor Hygienic
Institute. G. V. Gtrroim. M.D.. Pro'r, Kakoma. ind.

The New York Medical College and lies
PITAL iron Wonsmand Hnmro athic Dis ensarv for

Wotnvn and Children. 818 est Mth treet. 'New

York.

Agents Wanted to sell our
"
Goon BOOKS

ron ALL.“ Special terms given. Now is the time

for atzents to work. Bend for Premium List. Address
FOWLER & WELLS (20.. 758Broadway. New Yorlt.

Priniintr and Siereotzypinm-Enwann 0.
Jenkins‘ Sons. Book Printiu aS ccialty. Estimates

promptly furnished. SONort W lliam St., N. Y.

Annie Smith. llLIL, 154 Ejgth St.. City.—

@DVERTISEMENTS.

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

One Full Pegs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8751!)
One HaliPage . . . . . . . . . .. 10.“)
Less than l-lali‘ Page. .60 cts. a line. agate measure

Second or Third Page of Cover. or First and

Last Pa e of Inset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “$150.!”
Lastlnsidc se......... ..
Fourth Page 0 Cover. . ..
Business Cards . . . . . . . . . . .

Business (Reading Matter) . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00 a line.

Advertisements must be sent in by the first of the ,

No ex-
'

month. to be in time for the month iollowin .

tra charge for inserting cuts. N0 ohiectiona le adver

i-lsements accepted at any price.

F 0 0 D
BETTER THAN

MEDICINE
We provide vital. hlood-mekinr foods for all diseases.

Suii‘erers from Dyspepsia. Const pation. Nervous Pros

tration. and Diabetes. should send for our free pam

Dhlei-l- HEALTH FOOD 00.,

74 Fourth Ave“ New York,

Brooklyn oflice—D Clinton Street.

Boston oiiice—68 Commercial Street.

0]! GIRLS should send address

on a postal, for a copy of the

Circulars to Mothers and Teachers, about our new book
“
Fnn Gtnns." Aunt-rs Wan-run. Address Fownn &

Wants (30.. Publishers. 758Broadway. New York.

end l‘orcircular. Pnsn -.

"I! BEST THING KNOWN m

WASHINGMBLEACHING
II iiAllll flll SOFT, HUT 0R COLD WATER.

SAVES LABOR. TIME and SOAP AMAL
INGLY. and gives universal satisfaction.

No family, rich or poor should be without ii
.

Sold by all Grocers. BE‘YABE of imitation!

well designed to mislead. PEABLINE is the

ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and

always bears the shore symbol. and name of

JAMEQ PYLE. NEW YORK.

1'6 TEACHERS oF‘ElRLs.
We wish to call attention to our

Special Physiology for Girls,

a supplement to the study of general physiolozy. ~pee

inlly ncie ted to girls and schools. Illustrated, Extra

cloth. pr ce ‘L00. Examination copy in paper sent to

teachers or school boards for 3] cents. Send for de

, ecriptive circular and full catalogue of books. Address

FOWLER“ WELLS C0.. Publishers,

7753 Broadway, New York.I
i MEDICAL EDUCATION :0,

WOMEN
For College Announwment and full par

; ticulat's, address Dn. GEO. C. Prrzrzn,

i No.|1110 Chambers Street, ST. LOUIS, Mo.

‘ on’saumn nnn'r. Onootthe most Popn'ts‘r

I and Successful Sanitarium in the United States.
Address Drs. P. k M. ii. Baum. Wilmington. Del.

illEALTil
Ilor'mer'l. Send stamp for circnlars.|to .I. W

Lwrn. Tracy City. Tenn.

JUST PU I -

THE MAN
WONDERFUL

IN THE

House Beautiful.
Anailezory. 'l‘eachimzihr principles of hysiologv

andhyzienqandiheefl'et'iloi'stimulnntsan nlrroiioe
For home reading and schools. By Drs. C. B. and
Mary A. Allen. Fully lllus.. 12mm ex. el0.. $1.50. Un
questlonabl the most attractive work on the subjon
ever puhlis ed. Examination Copy in paper sent to
teachers or school boards for 40 cents.

FOWLER a; WELLS (30., Publishers,
158 Broadway, New York.



C. F. WELLS, ALBERT TURNER,NELSON SIZER, H. S. Dssv'ron,

President. Vice~PreaidenL Secretary. Treats. and Bus. Manager.

FOWLER 67 WELLS C0.

On February 29, 1884, the F0 WLER tfi WELLS 00. was incorporated under the laws

of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prosecution of the business here

tofore carried on by the firm of FOWLER d: WELLS.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and oly'ect of the business, or in id!

general management. All remittances should be made payable to the order of the

FOWLER & WELLS CO

The Suhscri plion Pris-o ofthe Pnnsu

OLOGICAL JOURNAL AND Scn-zncn or HEALTH

is $2.00 a year, payable in advance, or $2.25

when premiums ofl'ered are sent to subscribers.

Money, when sent by mail, should be in the

form of Money Orders, Postal Notes, Drafts on

lVew York, or Registered Letters. A ll Postmas

lers are required to Register letters whenever re

quested to do so.

Silver or other eoin should not be sent by

snail, as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the

envelspe and be lost.

Postage-Stumps will be rem'ved for

fmetionalparts of a dollar. These should never

be stuck to the letters, and should always be sent

in sheets ; that is, not torn apart.

CII il "81! ofpost-ofiee address can be made at

any time by giving the old as well as the new ad

dress, but not without this information.

Lt‘llt‘rn 0f] nqulry requesting an answer

should inelose stamp for return postage, and be

sure and give name andfull address every time

you write.

A ll Lellcrs should be addressed to Fowler

5)’ lVells Ca., and not to any person connected l

with the
ofiiee. In this way only tan ‘prompt and

I

careful attention be serured.
'

Any Book, I's-rlodlcnl. Chart, etc.,

may be ordered from this ofliee at Publishers'

pn'res.

Azcnts Wanted for the PHREN‘OLOGICAL

JOURNAL and our Book Publieation- to whom

liberal terms will be given.

our I'I‘i'lllllllll LiQl, giving eornpnt: de

ror-[prions of the Premium: ofi'rred to subscribers,

sent on applieation.

Our Descriptive Catalogues or our

IVs-w List of
“
Books for lVomen

"
will be sent

to any address on I‘ttttlt)! of stamp for postage.

FOWLER & WELLS 60., Publishers,

758 Broadway. New York.

' OUR NEW PREMIUMS FOR 1885.

A New Phrenological Chart.—

Thls is a handsome Symbolical Head made from new

and special drawings, designed for the purpose, and

handsomely llthographed. The pictorial illustrations

show the location of the organs, and their natural

language. It will help to readily locate the organs,

and at the some time to give a correct idea of their

functions. The Head is about twelve inches across,

and llthog'raphed in colors in the highest style of the

art; printed upon paper about 19x 24 inches, properly

mounted for hanging on the wall. or can be handsomely

framed and placed under glass when desired, and should

be in every school-room, library, and home in the land.

It will be presented to each yearly subscriber to the

Jovnssn, whether new or old. When it is sent by

mail, Wemust receive 15cents extra, to cover the cost

of mailing this and postage on the Jonanan, or we will

send it by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price, $1M).

This will be ready for delivery November 10th.

The Phrenologlcal Bust.-Thls is one or the

best possible aids to a proper understanding of the ex

act location of the phrenologlcul organs. It is so let

tered as to show them separately on one side, and

in dlfl'erent groups, the moral, intellectual, executive,

and social on the other side. It is handsomely made in

white plaster and very ornamental. An ILLus'ma'rsD

Kay accompanies each llust, tnlly explaining it, and giv

ing such directions as to enablethc reader to understand

its ure,lncludinlz the names and the functions of each of

the faculties. When sent, 25cents cxtru must be received

for packing and boxing, and the large size (price, $1.00)

will be sent by express at. the expense of the purchaser.

No. 2. small size, will be sent by mail, post-paid. We

offer a choice of either of the above premiums to sub

scribers for 1885.
'

A NEW OFFER.

All our Premium ()fl‘ers to Subscribers

except the above, will be withdrawn after November

1st, but we make the following very liberal proposition

to present subscribers who will make an efl'ort to

secure addltlonul names. To all who will send us their

own and one new name. we will give one of the follow

ing books as a premium. Those who have already sub

scribed will be entitled to the premium Books by send

ing one new subscriber. Books on this offer must be

selected from the following: "The Diseases of Mod
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ern Life," a work on the avoidable causes of disease.

By Dr. B. W. Richardson. Price, $1.50. “Expression:

Its Anatomy and Philosophy." By Sir Charles Bell.

Price, $1.50. “The Reminiscences of Spnrzhelni and

George Combe.“ By Hon. Nahum Capen. LL. D. Price,

$1.51). “The Constitution of Man." ByGeorgeCombe.

Price, $1.5). “wedlock; or, The Right Relation of

the Sexes" By Samuel R. Wells. Price, $1.50. “A

Bachelor’s Talks About Married Life." By Rev. Will

iam Aikman, D.D. Price, $15‘).
“
How to Read Char

acter." Price. $1.25. Either of these books will be

given to old subscriber who will send us one new sub‘

scription, and the Phrenological chart or Phreuologl

cal Bust will be given to the new subscriber.

Words of ApprovaL—A lady, in

writing for books, says:
“
What we know of phrenol

ogy has been very beneficial in many ways. We have

several ofyonr splendid books, and want more as soon

as we can get them. Dr. Page's book on
‘
How to Feed

the Baby’ has been worth its weight in gold to us ; our

baby had to be weaned when three months old, on

account of my health. and she would not be with us

now had it not been for my having this work. Having

never before learned anything on the subject, I should

have been giving my baby a bottle of milk whenever it

worried, as all mothers do who have not learned diil'er

ent; and as she was a delicate child, we know now what

would have been the result. She has lived now under

Dr. Page's rules for ten months ; is never slclr, always

well and happy, and has been cutting teeth without any

of the trouble common to babies while teething. My

sieter has raised two children in the same way. with

the same happy result. We have loaned the book to

mothers to read and profit by, but they say there is

not much in books, but do as their mothers did, and

lose their babies, then say: ‘It was too good for this

world.’ The only reason they are taken away, is be

cause those that have the care of the little ones know

nothing of Nature's laws, and will not learn from those

who have made a study of the subject.

“ Yours for light and truth,

“Mrs. Nona E. Tenants."

Agents Wanted—We desire the

services of active, energetic persons in every neighbor

hood, to introduce and sell our publications. Our

books should be found in every household, and ener

getic agents can nearly always meet with success in

taking orders, especially for some of our recent works.

Our new book, “The Man Wonderful in the House

Beautiful," should be found in the home of every family

especially where there are children and young people,

and it can nearly always be sold in such cases. It is

attractive, popular, and useful. Other agents do well

in selling
“
New Physiognomy," and the higher-priced

hooks. Our terms will be sent on application.

B. F. Pratt, M.D., a. graduate of the

American Institute of Phrenology. has arranged for an

extended professional tour under the management oi‘

Mr. Charles Benton, who has been very successful in

the management of other lecturers and entertainments.

They expect to commence about the middle of Novem

her, in Ohio. and to visit during the season a number

of the large cities of the South and West. They will

take subscriptions to the JOURNAL and sell our publica

tions.

“Man Wonderful."—This book is

meeting with a most hearty reception. The press

almost universally praise it, and the people are reading

it with eagerness and with interest. It is likely to be

very widely circulated. both as a school text-book and

for home reading. It should, in fact, be in every library,

public and private. To show something of the opin

ions expressed in regard to it, we copy a few of the

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.

“Teaching by allegory is not new, but it has never

been applied more skillfully than here, where life il de

picted as the
‘
Man Wonderful‘ occupying the body,

otherwise the
‘
House Beautilhi.’ If it does not meet

the requirements of a method to make the subject of

physiology and hygiene in some degree, at least. popu

lar. the task might be as well abandoned."—.|loming

Herald (Rochester. N. Y.)

"If the good people who distribute tracts to the

poor would throw in along with them some copies of

this little book, they would be doing a great service to

the cause of religion in this world certainly. What

ever saves the body helps the soul.“— Trulh.

“The charming style in which it is written, its aim

pllcity, and its fertility of illustration can not fail to in

terest the dullest child, while the scientific knowledge

of the authors is comprehensive and exact.“—Bos(0n

Traveller.

"We recommend this book heartily. It can not fail

to do good. The young should read it by all means. So

should parents and teachers.“—Advocau and Guard

tan (N. Y.)
“
The book is more wonderful than a fairy tale, mot-r

intensely interesting than a romance. and more replete

with valuable truths than any book of the present day.“

—Indlanapolia Times.

“
Teacher: who find it ditilcult to interest pupils in

the study of physiology with the ordinary text-books.

would do well to give this novel method of instruction

an exatninatlon.“—Detmit Post (Detroit, Mich.)

"It is emphatically a useful book. and it should meet

with the warmest favor at the hands of parents, teach

ers, and all others interested in the dissemination of

sound hygienic priuciples.“—Herald (Syracuse, N. Y.)
“
The book is worthy of careful reading as an addition

to the household library, and we have little doubt will

prove a most acceptable text_book, despite the fact

that its novel mode of presentation is so diametri

cally opposed to the ancient me! buds which school

book writers and school authorities almost universally

atl‘ect."~Americun Reformer tN. Y.)

"This is an admirable treatise for the young upon

the subjects oiI physiology and the laws of health, writ

ten in a pleasing >tyle. and is easy of comprehension

and must commend itself to instructors, and the read_

ing public generally."—Savannalt Daily Times.
“ II wassaid ofold, ‘ We are i'earfnlly and wonderfully

made.‘ But let any boy or girl—or, for that matter_
almost anygrown person—read this book and study its

pictures and its interesting story, telling how the rari
ous functions oi‘ the body are performed. and the result

must be an increased feeling of re spect and admiration
for Nature's wonderful work and a new sense uf the
importance of more care and attention to our ways 0'

eating and drinking, and of living generally." ‘Hart’

ford Dally Timer.
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Three Visits to America. Emil y

Falthi‘uil's new work, entitled “Three Visits to

America,“ is now ready. it is unlike all other books

of travel, and rather a record of her observation of our

people. institutions, etc., than an account of the

country To show something of the nuinrc of the

work, we copy from her

PREFACE.

“ I do not pretend to ofler any new information about

a country respecting which so much has been already

written by ablcr pens than mine, but this addition to

the international literature of the day may still perhaps

prove acceptable, as
‘
the point of view

'
taken diflers

tom that of the ordinary traveller.

“Throughout my three visits 1 had one object

specially before me, namely, to supplement the

experience gained during twenty years of practical

work in England, in regard to the changed position of

women in the nineteenth century, by ascertaining how

America is trying to solve the most delicate and

diflicult problem presented by modern civilization. in

the hope that the information thus obtained may prove

usethl, i venture to ofl‘er this volume to the English

and American public, and I sincerely trust that no

comments in these pages, upon political matters or

social customs, will prove oii'ensive to a country which

extended to me such generous hospitality, and for

which I entertain a profound and atfectionate respect.

“Eltnr Farrnruu.
“
19Learmouth Terrace, Edinburgh.“

' it is a work which should be of interest to all

reformers. By special arrangement with the author,

it is published simultaneously here and in London.

Sunday-school Teachers will be

specially interested in our new book now in press,

entitled “Children of the Bible.“ In this work the

author, Miss Fanny L. Armstrong. takes up each child

referred to in the Bible and weaves their lives into a

pleasant. graphic tale, and it will furnish themes for

much useful instruction to classes. Agents can do well

in selling it. We want active, energetic persons to

canvass churches, Sunday-schools, etc.

The Class of 1884.——The session of

We have recently imported from

London, and added to our cabinet, a very interesting

set of casts. The following description received with

them is sufliclentiy explanatory:
"
The Hiliings family.

The idiots numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, are the ofl‘spring

of idiot number 6. Number 6, the mother. was originally

a constant inmate of Beceles Workhouae, in Sufl'olk.

The father, who would not submit to have his cast

taken, was a jobbing carpenter, and obtained employ

ment as such nine months out of the twelve, thereby

earning more than sufliclent to keep him whilst un

employed; but being partially idiotic and incapable 0|‘

taking care of his earnings, he also became an inmate

of the said workhouse the remaining portion of the

year. iicre an attachment took place between him and

number 6, which was encouraged by the authorities

under the false idea that it would be the means of

reducing the expenses of the perish, but the result was

—tdiot number i. idiot number ‘I
,

idiot number 3
,

idiot

number 4
.

idiot number 5—neiiher of which had brain

enough to earn its own subsistence." This teaches a

very important lesson in "Heredity.“ The casts have

already been examined by many people who are

interested, and our readers are invited to come and see

them, as well as the hundreds of other interesting

busts, portraits, etc., we have on exhibition.

EducationaL—We take pleasure in

calling the attention of our readers to the West End

School, for young ladies and children, No. 8 West 93d

Street, in this city. This school is in charge of Mrs.

Reynolds as principal, with the Art Department under

the direction of Miss M. A. E. Carter. Special attention

is given to health and hygiene, and circulars giving

full particulars will be sent on application as above.

For Girls.—Miss L. 13., in sending for

a copy of this book, says:
“ i have read and re-rsad the

book. i borrowed one, and now want one of my own.

i wish that every girl in the land might have the

opportunity of reading it.“ This is the testimony of

many who have read the hook. Agents wanted to sell

this everywhere.

Words of Approval—The following

speaks for itself. The writer is a member of the law

firm of Windsor & Harrison :

" Fownsn & Wanna Co., 758Broadway, N. Y.

"
Gsarnaatan : I beg to acknowledge receipt of the

‘

Student‘s Set’ of books, as well as the October Num

ber of the Pnnsnonootcan Joussan, and the premi

um,

‘

Diseases of Modern Life.‘

"I have had these books long enough to make a

thorough examination of them, and must say that I am

delighted. ‘Wells’ Physlngnomy' is a jewel among

books, and worth many “men the price of the whole

set, in point of valuable information. The Jonas“. is

an old friend. i have been buying it from the news

stands. but concluded this year to go ‘.o headquarters.

“I never lose an opportunity to recommend your

books and your House to my friends who are seeking

valuable information.
' With great regard, I am, fraternaily,

"Wu. Wnmson, Jn.

“ Gatttasvtnnu, Texas, Sep. 29, 1834."

Patterns of your own selection, and of

the American institute of Phrenology, for 1884, opens

just as we are going to press with this Number of the

Jonas“... consisting of a large class of very intellitzent

ladies and gentlemen who manifest an earnest interest

in the subject. There is an increasing demand from all

parts of the country for the services of intelligent

and educated persons in the lecture field, and for

professional work. it is the aim of the American

Institute of Phrenology to prepare its graduates for

this field as well as to impart instruction that will

beJound nsei'nifin the various walks of life. Full

particulars in regard to the course will be sent on

application to this otllce.

The Prairie Farmer. This is an

excellent perlodicalpnhiished in Chicago. UL, and is

now under the business manngetnenl of Mr. Orange

Judd, who for many years was the editor of the

American Agricultural. it is published at $2.00 a

year, clubbed with the JOURNAL at $8.25, and the

balance of this year is sent free to their new aub

scribers.

any size,
g‘ven

with every Number of Demorcat’s

Monthly. ee advertisement.



4 ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Face Indicative of Character.
—’1‘his is the title of a work just published by Mr. L.

N. Fowler. in London. It is illustrated by 120portraits

and figures; discusses the temperaments. the facial

poles. with general principles. and includes the pam

phlets.
“
The Nose." “Mouth and Lips." "Eyes and

Eyebrows." which have been published separately. It is

sold at this oiiice. at'iiOcents. and will be sent by mail.

post-paid. on receipt of this amount. We feel certain

our readers will all be interested in it.

OLUBBING FOR 1885.

gusmsss guns.

The Hannnum, a Family Hotel. with Turkish

Baths. 81 and 83 Columbia Heights. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Three minutes’ walk from Fulton Ferry.

H gienic and Turkish Bath Institute and

£01111‘. 18 a 15 Laight St. New York. M. L.Hoi
brook. M.D.. Proprietor. Circular free.

ilealds’
Hygoian

Home Wilmington. Dela

ware. See vertisement. gendforcircular. Penn
and Many H. Blann. Physicians.

Kiibourn ii gionic institute. Quiet Home
and Skilful reatment. Kilbourn City. Wis. Drs.
McELnor. Send for circular.

lllvnllds’ Home. A Manual Labor Hygienic
institute. G. V. GII‘I‘ORD. M.D.. Pro‘r. Kskoma. ind.

The New York Medical College and Hos
rr'rar. roa Woman and Homeo athlc Dis user for
Womt-n and Children. 918 est Mth treet. aw

York.

Agents Wanted to sell our
“ Goon Booxs

non ALL." Special terms given. Now is the time
for outs to work. Send for Premium List. Address
F0“ ER & WELLS 00.. 758 Broadway. ‘New York.

Printing and Stereotypimr.—Enwann 0.
Jurumvs' Sous. Book

Printinfia S‘pl‘cifllty.
Estimates

promptly furnished. 20Nort \‘l‘ ilism at. N. Y.

Annie "lllllifdiLILjli; 12.49u1 St.. City.

fgDVERTISEMENTS.

muss roa anvsnrtsmc.
Ono Full Page .................... ...... ..m.oo
One Hall‘ Page . . . _. . . . . . . . .. 40.1!)
Less than Half Page. .50 cts. a line. agate measure.
Second or Third Page of Cover. or First and

Last Pa s of Inset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41mm
Lastluside ae._....... 501»
Fourth Pa e 0 Cover . . . . . .

Business 75 cts. a lino.
Business (Reading Matter) . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00 a line.

Advertisements must be sent in by the first oi’ the

month. to be in time for the month foilowin . No ex
tra charge for inserting cuts. No obiectiona lo adver
tisements accepted at any price.

F001]
BETTER TH“

MEDICINE
We provide vital. biood-makin foods for all dismes.

Sufl'ersrs Mm
Dgspopsla.

Const pation. Nervous Pros

tration.aud Dia etes. should send for our free pam

vhlsw- nnauru Fool) 00.,

74 Fourth Avon How
Yark_

For the accommodation of our readers and friends

we have made arrangements for the combining of other

publications with our popular and useful magazine as

follows: The subscription price of the PmusoLoolcu.

JOURNAL arm 301580! or Hnaura is $2; and any of

the following may be included at the prices given:

Names sent for the Joumun. with either of these

will count on Premium List. and to Agents the same

as though sent sin'gly.

English Illus. Mag.. ..$l 50.0bserver. new sub.... 2 25
Eclectic Magazine... 4 25‘The Beacon....... . . 1 '70
Atlantic Monthly.... 8 40 Phonetic Journal 1 85
Lippincott‘s

Malg
2 wlThe Pansy . . . . . . .. 70

Harper‘! Month y 8 10Baby Land . . . . . . . . . .. 40“
Weekly. 8 35 Peterson's Lady's Mag 1 60“
Bazar . . . . . .. 3 8') North Am. Revicw.. .. 4 25“

Youn People 1
70.Tribune.

Week] 1 10
The Century agazino 8 60;

“
Semi-Weekly 2 25

St. Nicholas. . . . . . . . 2 70 Times. Weekly ...... .. 90
Popular Sci. Monthl 4 20 Sun.

“
. .. 90

Godey‘a Lady's Boo 1 70 World.
"

Arthur's Home Mag.. 1 60 Country Gentleman. 2 15
Rural New Yorker... 1 85 Herald, Weekly . . . . . .. 90
Scientific American. 2 75 Prairie Farmer . . . . .. 1 30“

Bu lemeut. 4 201mm. Chrlst‘n Weekly 2 90
Dcmorest’s agazine. 1 60Ever Other Saturday. 2 10
Home Journal . . . . . . .. 1 60 Wee ly Witness . . . . ..
American Agrlculturistl 10Poultry World . . . . . . .. 90
ide Awake...... .. 2 50 Gardeners‘ Monthly.. 1 50

Our Little Men and ‘Herald of Health. 8)
Women... . .. 75 N. E. Jour. Educa... . 2 40

Our Little Ones . . . . . .. 1 25 The School Journal... 1 60
Critic and Good Lit... 2 50 Plymouth Pulpit . . . . .. 1 75
Chr. intclllgencer. new 2 (ill Christian Union.... .. 2 50
The independent.. . ‘260Christian at Work 2 iii)

The only condition for obtaining the above reduction

is that the person ordering shall subscribe for or be a sub

scriber to the Pummonoorcar. Jounsu. arm Scmucu

or HEALTH. then any number of the above publica—

tions may be ordered. Chart and Bust Premiums are

otfered to subscribers to the JOURNAL as above. Make

up your list and send on the amount, saving time.
money. risk. and trouble. Agents can often ofl‘er the

above combination to advantage. Address all orders to

Fowum & Wants 00.. Publishers, 753Broadway. N. Y.

Godey’s Lady’s Book—This old
and well-known magazine. published in Philadelphia.

is making itself attractive to lady readers by its cott

tonts. and also otTers to sent! with each Number a

coupon order. entitling oach subscriber to a patent pat—

tern every month. together with a steel-engraving

premium. We club it with tho PHRBNOLOGXCAL Joun

run. at $8.65 a year.

McComber’s Boots and Shoes.—
We wish to call the attention of our readers to the ad
vertlsemenl of Mr. Joel McCombcr. in this Number.
We have worn the foot

covering
made by Mr. McComber.

and know by experience of t eir value. Our readers
will. all of them be interested and benefited by send
ing for and re lug his new circulars. His prices are
greatly reduced.

Brooklyn oiilce—ii Clinton Street.
Boston oil’ico—Gil Commercial Street.

0F GIRLS should send addrceoI L on a postal. for a copy oi‘ the
Circulars to Mothers and Teachers. about our new book“
Foa GmLs." Aoau'rs Wau'ri-zn. Address Fownxn t.

Wanna 00.. Publishers. 758Broadway. New York.



C. F. WELLS, NELSON Stzsn,‘ H. S. DRAYTON, ALBERT TURNER,

Prmkient. Wee-President. Secretary. Treas. and Bus. Manager.

FOWLER c3’ WELLS CO.

0n Flebruaa'y 29, 1884, the FOWLER (f: WELLS 00. ‘was ineorporated under the laws

of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the prosecution of the business here

tofore carried on by the firm of FOWLER if: WELLS. ' '

The change of name involves no change in the nature and oQ'eet of the business, or in its

general management. All remittaneea should be made payable to the order of the

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

The Subscription Price ofthe Pmu-zu- , our New Chart Premium___A5 we

QLOGICAL
JOURNAL AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH write this, our new Phrenological Chart Premi

” $100 “
'J'mr'

payau' i” “dz/am!‘ "7 ‘2'25 um is being printed, and we can see just what

when
preauurns ajered are sent to .mbsrriberr. y it is to be. and can safely say, it is by far the

Money, when sent by mail, should be in the most attractive thing of the kind ever made.

farm of Money Orders, Portal Notes, Drafts on I! is on fine plate paper. handsomely colored

New York. or Registered Letters. All Partmas- and lithographcd in lhc fines‘ style of the 31'1

ter: are reyuired to Register letters whgngtygr n. It will be sure to be acceptable. As stated in

guested to do so. the last Number of the JOURNAL, the Head is

silvfil‘ or other rain should not be sent by

about
{wave inche?

across’
primed

on paper

“a”, a: it 1.:aim“, m” [a we” 0 M1’ in flu [
.9

x 23
inches,

showing the location of the
facul

mwhpt and bf 10:,‘

‘

ties and their natural language or functions,

and giving names and definitions ; properly

Posia'ge'siall‘lbs will 6! "ffl'I/fd for mounted, with rings, ready to hang up, it is

fraetionalpart: ofa dollar. These should never worthy of a framc and a place on the wall of

be stueh to the letters, and should always be sent every home‘ office, and library, and should

i" 1}"!!! s
‘ "18! it, not torn apart. especially be found in the school-rooms of the

land. It is offered free at this ofiice, to every

subscriber to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL for

, 1885. When sent by mail, we must receive 15

i

cents extra.

1
1

Change ofpost-ofliee address can be made at

any time b
y

giving the old as well as the new ad- ,

dress, but not without this information.

Letters ofluqulry rea nesting an answer

should inelose stamp for return postage, and be

sure and give name and full address every time

you write.

The PHRENOLOGICAL BUST will be given to

those who prefer this to the Chart described

above. This is of plaster of Paris, somewhat

less than life size, and so numbered and let

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler . tered as to show the location of the organs.

é’ lVells C0,, and not to any person eonneetea' We have sent out many thousands of these. and

with the ofliee. In this way only eanprompt and

‘

they are undoubtedly the best possible aid to

[art/"1 attention he serured.

'

the study of phrenology. Each Bust is accom

AnyBook, Pal-"Nun", onart’e'c"

l panied with an Illustrated Key and should be

may be ordered from this ofliee
at Publishers‘ in the hands of a“ who

would
know how to

"—in
read character. We must receive 15 cents ex‘

p '
tra from each subscriber, as these must be boxed.

Agents Wanted orthe PHRENOLOGICAL The lar e size is sent at the expense of the purg

. . .

JOURNAL 'and our Book Publications, to whom cha5er-_
The small

511.6
will be Sen‘ by mail»

post-paid. These premium ofi'ers take the place

of all offered before, and the Book Premiums

our Premlum List, giving ramp/rte de- are NOW WITHDRAWN. SPECIAL PREMIUMS
To

rmlptions of the Premiums ofl'ered
to subreribers, PRESENT

SUBSQMBERS- while, our Book Prem"

t M a limb.”
urn offers are withdrawn, we still place the books

‘rm p1) '

within easy reach of our subscribers, by mak

olll‘ Descriptive Catalogues or our ing a special offer to present subscribers who

New List of
"
Books for Women

"
will [,6 “n,

'

send us one new name. Full particulars of this

, - will be found on another page, and the offer is

lo any adrift” 0" "(NW of ‘lamp for poi-mg!‘ open to. all whose names are entered on our

FOWLER & WELLS co Publisher‘
books for the coming year. If you are not

" ’

already a subscriber, the books can be secured

763 Broad way, New Ytll‘k. by sending one new name with your own.

liberal terms will b
e

given.
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For the January, 1885, Number

of the Pnnssonoorcar. JOURNAL sun Science or

HEALTH we have in preparation: The Semi

Ccntennial Year of the establishment of the

Phrenological ofllce and business in
_ New York;

A History of the Work done by the Fowlers,

Samuel R. Wells. and their eminent associates,

with many portraits, including those of the edi

tors oi‘ the PKRENOLOGICAL Joumun; also. A

Description of the Great Exhibition or Cotton

Centennial of New Orleans. with illustrations;

Phenomena of Immortality; Poets and l'oetry, an

essay descriptive and critical; Reform in Men's

Dress; Character in Canes ; and a variety of other

matter of seasonable interest relating to social.

moral. hygienic, and other relations.

Bequests ‘Vented—We are very

frequently in receipt of letters from persons desiring

to secure our publications at low prices : persons who

assure us that they are so poor that they can not afl‘ord

to pay. and ask us if we can not donate. Many others

want books for various kinds of libraries. _Now.
we

should be glad to respond to all of these demands. but

can not. We must have money with which to carry on

the work; the expense for oflice rent. printing. etc.. is

great. and these bills must be paid from receipts. This

opens a grand missionary field [or people wishing to do

good. We areiwilling to supply books for distribution

at cost. and a comparatively small amount of money

will gofa great ways. $100.00.spent in this way. would

exert a lasting influence : even $23.00.$10.00. or $5.00.

would be the means of doing much good. if persons

who are disposed to help on the work either in the

direction of extending a knowledge of phrenology or

the influence of health reform, will place in our hands

money to be spent. we will see that it is properly ap

plied. You may designate what. book you wish tocircu

late. and what class of people you wish to read it. and

we will see that your suggestions and instructions are

followed. Who will respond to this call. and start a

missionarylfund for the distribution of this kind of

literature? Uur books are opened for an account for

which we will give a careful rendering. May we not

have the influence of each reader in securing an inter

est in this work i

“ Best Things from Best Authors.”

—Volnme IV. This contains Nos. 10. ii. and 12
“
Elo

cutionist‘s Annual." designed for social and public en

tertainments. and for use in schools and colleges. it

is published in Philadelphia. by the National School of

Oratory. and it contains the latest and best productions

of the most popular English and American writers,

covering the whole range. humorous. pathetic. dra

rustic. etc.. and will be found attractive for home.

school exhibitions. and the whole round of holiday

amusements. The amnleur will be delighted with it.

and it contains much that will be attractive to the pro

fossional clocuiiouist. We can recommend.“ to all in

terested as one of the best possible sources of enter

tainment. The volume contains 600pages. handsomely

bound in cloth. and sold at $1.00.

l

A Grand Combination—Knowing

that a large number oi‘ our readers are interested in

agricultural. horticultural. and iioricultural subjects.

we have taken pains to make a clubbing arrangement

with one of the best papers devoted to this subject.

And we call their special attention to the grand combi

nation ofl‘er on another page. in which the Phanto

Loorcan JOURNAL and premiums for 1685and the Rural

New-Yorker with its need distribution premiums for

1885. are ofl'ered at a specially low price. The Rural

N -Yorker has been before the reading world for

many years; and while its name implies a locality. it

is adapted for circulation in all parts of the country. it

is thoroughly independent and fearless in its discussion

of rural topics. and through its experimental farm

it otl‘ers to its readers much that is valuable in regard

to the results to he arrived at from the testing of new

varieties and special fertilizers. II is now publishing!

series of very important papers under the general title

of
“
Rural Prize Essays." These are essays or papers

by practical writers on all kinds of farm subjects. in

cluding stock raising. of all kinds of crops. best plans

for building. etc., etc. In addition to the altrnctiveness

of the Rural itself. it otl‘ers eight packages of rare seeds.

including that which may be very important: the re

sults of the crossing of a large number of kinda of In

dian corn, procured from diiferent parts of the country.

There are new posse. beans. tomatoes. and a new forage

plant. All these are described in the announnsment

referred to. on another page. and are ofl‘erod together

at the low price of $3.50. This will undoubtedly prove

a great inducement. Those desiring sample copies of

the Rural can obtain the same free from the offlce of

the Burn! New- Yorker. 34 Park Row. New York. All

subscriptions should be sent to this ofllce.

The Ideal Fem—There have been

during the past few years. a large number of fountain

pencils. etc.. introduced. Some of these have answered

a good purpose. and given fair satisfaction ; some have

proved complicated. and easily get out of order: some

would not shade the writing. and were practically a

pencil writing with ink; but improvements have been

made. and now we have what is known as the
“
Water

man Ideal Fountain Pen." which seems to us to be

better than anythlnz we have yet seen. and as mm

perfection as possible. We have had them in use in

this cities for some time. both for ordinary writing

and for shorthand work. and have found them to be in

every way satisfactory. We would call the-lttenlion of

our readers to a full description published on another

page. and our very liberal oil'er. A little eifort on the

part of our readers would secure for themselves one of

these pens (always ready. and always useful). and at

the same time result in largely iIICI'tffl‘ihZ the circula

tion ofthc JOURNAL. By this means you will don favor

to yourselves and a favor to the publishers. and that

which will be of lasting benefit to him whom you have

induced to subscribe. Read our advcrtisemcnl. and

give the matter a trial at once. If you do not want the

pen for your own use. you can secure nothing better

for a holiday present. We can send a more Cumploir

descriptive circular on application.
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NOTES ON OUR PUBLICATIONS.

BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

It is an accepted fact that nearly always there is no

more appropriate holiday gift than a good book. When

a proper selection is made its influence is far-reaching.

and it will be fovnd. in many cases. hard to measure:

and the giver has a wide range for selection. and can

well adapt the hook given to the taste or needs of the

receiver. it is not necessary in order that a book shall

be appropriate and acceptable. that it be especially

illustrated and bound; the merit must be measured by

the character and quality of its contents. as related to

the person to whom it is to be given. And. in this con

nection. we will call the attention to our list of publica

tions. While our books are not especially gotten up

for the holiday trade. they are still very acceptable.

Among our recent books. we would mention first.

Three Vlslts to America (price. $1.50). By

Miss Emily Faithfull. This is very handsomely pub

Iished and bound. A large volume of ‘K0 pages. and

printed on fine paper. It is in every way appropriate

and sure to prove acceptable and interesting to all.

Miss Faithfull has the faculty of saying things in a way

that people like to read them. even if it is criticism.

The book is just out. and is receiving praise from all

directions.

The Brooklyn Magazine says: “Numerous as have

b.-en the recent works descriptive of our country. the

habits and characteristics of ' we Yankees,’ in no vol

ume have we been better portrayed nor with a keeper or

more observant eyoithan in the new volume of Miss

Emily Falthiull‘s
‘
Three Visits to America.‘ Perhaps

one of the most charming features of Miss Faithfuli‘s

excellent work is her gossiping comparisons of our so

cial mannerisms with those of our British cousins.

While we are flattered. it is clear that the author has

not done so intentionally. She has. atthe same time.

not allowed our imperfections to escape her. yet these

she brings out with a subdued light. Under the touch

of that rare genius which the author possesses. she has

given to Americans the grandest and most beautiful

descrip'ion of their country yet published. and this part.

of her volume would in itself insure for her book that

large success which it will unquestionably meet with.

It is a delightful work. and worthy of its talented au

thor."

The Man Wondertlul In that House

Bruin-trot. (price. $1.50.) is one of our special books.

and would be most acceptable to children and young

people who require instruction in the fundamental

principles in physiology and hygiene. it has all the at

tructiven ~ssof a fairy tale. and will be read eagerly:

and. indeed. proves interesting to the majority ofgrown

people.

The Children of the Bible. By Miss Arm

strong (price. $1.00). Especially adapted to the wants

of young people. and at. the same time one that can be

read profitably by all. and should he in the hands

of Sunday-school teachers and those who have to

do with children. The story of each child mentioned

in the Bible is told in a connected and graphic way that

secures the attention. The work has a stirring iutro_

duction by Frances E. Willard. it is a good book for

Sunday-school libraries.

A Bachelor“ Talks About Married Life

AND Tntnos ADJACINT (price. $1.50; full gilt. $2.00).

By Rev. William Ailtman. This is one of the most

sensible. readable, and instructive books ever published

on social life. it is a work especially adapted to

young people that are married. or expecting to be. and

it would help oftentimes to steer clear of quicksands

and breakers. it is safe to give it always. and it will

be sure to be read. It is published in an attractive

manner. and handsomely bound.

Lll'e It Home (price. $1.50; full gilt. $2.00.) is by

the author of
“
Bachelor‘a Talks.“ An old and standard

work. We presume more copies of it have been given

as wedding presents. than almost any other work. Many

clergvmen keep copies of it on hand for this purpose.

The new edition is published uniform with
“
Bachelor's

Talk».H

Choice of Pursuits (price. $1.75). This. per

haps. is a book more especially for boys and young

men. but simply because they more ii'equentiy discuss

the question of
“
What can i do best i" Mr. Sizer de

scribes the qualifications necessary for seventy-five

diti‘erent trades and professions. which are fully dis

cussed. and the portraits and biographies of a number

of successful men and women are given. It will be

found not only interesting but profitable to the young

and useful to parents.

'

How to Touch (price. $1.50.) is also by Mr. Sizer.

in which he makes an application of phrenology to the

training of the young. and parents and teachers who

would make the most of the capabilities of their chil

dren should have this book for consultation.

Forty Years in Phrenology (price. $1.50).

This might be called an autobiography of a Phrenologist.

for in it Mr. Sizer sketches his experience and reminis

cences. Readers of the Jountsat. will all prize this.

New Phylloguomy (price. in cloth. $5.00; full

gilt. $6.00; heavy calf. $8.0J; morocco. gilt edges. $l().00.)

is a royal book. and when a grand. good book is being

sought for. this should be considered. It contains more

than a thousand portraits and other illustrations, and

is really a great album of portraits and biographies. and

each picture is significant. showing ltslndication asre

lated to character.

The Emphutie Dtaglott (price. $4.00 in fine

black cloth. and $5.00 library binding). This work con<

taius an interlinear word for word English translation

ofthe Greek New Testament. and will be acceptable to

Bible students. especially so to your pastor and Sunday

school teachers.

Health In the Household (either in cloth or

oil-cloth binding. price. $2.00). This is the most com

prehensive cook-book ever publi-hed. taking into con

sideration the healthful preparation of food. and if all

mothers knew how much better they could feed their

children with the same amount of work and often with

the same materials by having the knowledge con

tained in this volume. it would have a very wide sale.

You can not afford not to have it in the household.

For Mothers and Daughters (price. $1.50).
This work by Mrs. Dr. Cook on health and hygiene for

women. should be given by every husband to his wife.

and placed in the hands of his grown-up daughters. its

knowledge would be found more valuable than pearls

and jewels.
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Brain and Mind (price, $1.50). Hero is a work

which will prove oi interest. to all who desire a

thorough technical knowledge of phrenology. Teach

ers attd all professional people would find it of interest.

For Girls. The Lilile Christian, pub

lished by H. L. Hastings, Boston, says:
“
Health, happi

ness, and life are wrecked through the ignorance of

young girls oi‘ themselves, of’ their rights, and their

capabilities. That the girlhood and womanhood of our

country may be improved, made intelligent. this lady

author has written a plain talk for girls. It is a mother

talk to daughters, from one who has the wisdom of

mother and physician combined. it should be in every

family, for the questions discussed are treated with

such delicacy and freedom from all talse modesty, that

none can get wrong impressions. While written for

girls. and discussing the special physiological features

of their bodies, it will not hurt the boys to read it. No

youth of either sex should be ignorant of the facts con

tained in this volume, as interesting in style as a de

lightful story, and yet containing important informa

tion that may save the reader a world of sickness and

sufl'ering." This is only a sample of the praise that is

continually bestowed on this work. Agents do well in

selling it
.

both for themselves and the persons to whom

it is sold. Sent by mail. post-paid, on receipt oi‘

price, ‘1.00.

We have many special books which will be found de

airable in special cases. and the read :rs of the Pun-ano

LOGICAL Joumsn. should send for our new descriptive

catalogue.

Teaching and Teachers ; or, The

Sunday-school Teacher's Teaching Work, and the Other

Work oflthc Sunday-school 'leacher. liy H. Clay

Trumbull, D.D. Dr. Trumbull is the editor of the

Sunday-school Times. unquestionably the ahlcst paper

published in the interest of Sunday-school work, and

the editor is, of all men, the best fitted to write a book

on this subject. The volume discusses Sunday-school

teachers’ work in all its phases. It takes up touching,

its nature, its essentials. and its elements, together

with its method. it should be in the hands of every

Sunday-school tcucherwho would meet with the highest

degree of success. The book is published by John B.

Wattles. Philadelphia, Pa., and sells for $1.50.

Horses’ Age—How to Tell the Age of

a Horse: A pocket manual, giving full information of

the methods employed by professional men and veteri

narians to determine tltc age 0! horses, with names and

illustrations, showing the shape oi‘ teeth ; diti‘erent

ages. and a chapter on horse character, or how to de

termine the disposition of a horse, with portraits of

several famous trotters and thorough-bretis, by Profes

sor J. M. iicard. This is the title in full oi’ a work pub

lished by Mr. M. '1‘. Richardson, of this city. which we

can send to any address by mail, post-paid, on receipt

of price, 30 cents.

Golf's Handbook for Ready Ref

Our Premium Ofl‘ers.—l n this Num

ber of the Jounual. will be found some of our new

premium offers for clubs of subscribers for 1685. We

are making some new and very attractive ofl'ers. Our

odor of the “ Waterbury Watch
"
is one of these. This

new, low-priced watch has been made sufllcieuily long

to be thoroughly tested and to have established its ex

cellence. It is certainly remarkable that so good a

time-keeper in the form of a watch can be altered at :0

low a price. Every boy, every laboring man, every

body can now atl'ord to have with them a reliable tlme'

piece, leaving no excuse for tardiness or waste of time.

Read our special otter.

Among the household necessities are suitable scales

for weighing various articles purchased and used.

These have been costly, and many cheap but poor arti

cles have been oil'erad, but we believe now we have ar~

ranged for the otlering of really excellent scales at low

prices.

“ The Collacon.”—This is the name

given to an encyclopedia of 401130 prose quotations

from 8,000authors, upon 2.000difl'erent topics. A work

0! this kind is always attractive, and a never-tailing

source of information and entertainment. It must

necessarily be large to be uselhl, and the book under

consideration (Day's Collacon) is certainly the most

comprehensive ever published. We have arranged for

the ofl'arlng ol‘ithis as a premium, believing it would

meet the desires of a large number of our subscribers.

Our Table of Premiums presents a greater variety than

ever before. and some of the best ofl'ers we havc ever

made.

The Home Exerciser.—-There have

lnxncit rou Anvsurtssns.—This contains information

which will be found very useful to all general adver

tisers ; to men who are doing a large business in many

papers. Mr. God‘ is a successful advertising agent.

“is address is lot) Nassau Street, this city.

been many devices oti'ered to the public in the form of

exercisers, health-lifts, home gymnasiums, lung

strengtheners. etc., all having some degree of merit.

but none of them without some possible objection. We

now have something new, called “Tt‘ Hons Exam

ctssn," and we do not hesitate to say we believe t
t to

be the best home gymnasium ever devised. lt consi~ta

of a system of light weights and pulleys, making it

impossible to over-lift, and the results can not, in an)v

way, prove injurious. it is easily put up. occupies but

little room, never being in the way. “'e have Hilda‘

arrangements for the introduction ofthis, and wishing

to have it known and appreciated at once, in all part

of the country, we are making a specially liberal odt-r.

The price is $8.00. and for five subscribers to the Jot‘n

NAL it will be given as a premium. Persons who can

not make up a club can obtain the gymnasium and the

JOURNAL for three years, by sending $10.00. it is ac

compunied with a complete manual of instructions,

giving valuable suggestions on health topics. Read th\

advertisement on another page, and send tor our com

plete descriptive circular, with testimonials, etc.

The American Newspaper Annual.
containing a catalogue of American newspapers. mrfi

Iully arranged and classified, is published by N. W. A yer

‘h Son, Philadelphia, Pa. The political and general pm

clivities of each paper is given, as also price for adver

tising, making it indispensable to all large advertisers.
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The Beatty Organ Co.-—The name

of Daniel F. Bcatty, Washington, N. J., was well

known to our subscribers on account of his advertising

in connection with the sale of musical Instruments,

and he had built up a most extensive business in organs

.and pianos. Mr. Beatty was a pushing man and met

with great success ; but on account of heavy losses in

a tire in "381, and want of judicious business manage

ment, his affairs became so seriously involved that he

finally disposed of his business to a corporation com

posed of his creditors. it is understood that this coni

p my have undertaken to make good, so far as possible,

all of the obligations of Mr. Beatty. The company is

under the presidency of Mr. I. W. England. the busi

ness manager being W. P. Iisdwen. We are assured

that all new orders are tilled promptly; and while

arrearages are being manufactured and shipped as

rapidly as possible, on such aba~is, supplylnga superior

article at a moderate price, the new concern ought to

achieve great success.

CLUBBING FOR 1 885.

For the accommodation of our readers and friends

we have made arrangements for the combining of other

publications with our popular and useful magazine as

follows: The subscription price of the PKRINOLOGICAL

Jouaiun AND SCIENCE or Hun-rs is $2; and any of

the following may be included at the prices given:

Names sent for the JOURNAL, with either of these,

will count on Premium List, and to Agents the same

as though sent. singly.

English Illus. Mag....$1 50 Observer, new sub.... 2 25

Eclectic Magazine... 4 25 The Beacon . . . . . . . . . 1 70

Atlantic Monthly.... 8 40 Phonetic Journal 1 85

Lippincott's 2 50 The Pansy . . . . . . . .. 70

liaroer's Month y... 8 10Baby Land . . . . . . . . . .. 40
“ Weekly. 8 35 Petorson‘s Lady's Mag! 00
“

Bazar . . . . 8 35 North Am. Review.... 4 25
"

YouugiPeople
1 TO'I‘rlbune, Wcekl 1 10

'I‘lieCcntury agazine 8 60
“

Semi- eekly 2 25

St. Nicholas. . . . . . .. 2 10 Times, Weekly ...... .. 90

Popular Sci. Month! 4 20 Sun,
“

.. . . 90

Godcy‘s Lady's B00 1 to World,
"

90

Arthur's Home Mag. 1 60 Country Gentleman.. il 15

Rural New Yorker... 1 85 iierald, Weekly ..... .. 90

Sclentiiic American. 2 75 Prairie Farmer . . . . .. l 80
“

Su lcment. 4.20 Illus. Chrlst‘n Weekly it 20

Demorest‘s agaziue. 1 60 Ever Other Saturday. 2 10

Home Journal . . . . . .. 1 60 Wee ly Witness .... .. 90

AmericanAgriculturisti 10Poultry World . . . . . . .. 90

Wide Awake . . . . .. .. 2 50 Gardeners‘ Monthly.. 1 50

Our Little Men an ‘Herald of Health. 8)

Women. .. 75 N. E. Jour. Educa... . 2 40

Our Little Ones . . . . . .. 1 25 The School Journal... 1 60

Critic and Good Lit... 2 50 Plymouth Pulpit . . . . .. 1 75
Chr. intelligencer, new 2 00 Christian Union .... .. 2 50

The independent.. 2 61)Christian at Work 2 60

The only condition for obtaining the above reduction

is that the person ordering shall subscribe for or be a sub

scriber to the PURINOLOGICAL Joumuu. AND SCIINOI

or lilsn'ru, then any number of the above publica

tions may be ordered. Chart and Bust Premiums are

otl'ered to subscribers to the Jotmrun as above. Make

up your list and send on the amount, saving time,

money, risk. and trouble. Agents can often ofler the

above combination to advantage. Address all orders to

FUWLIR a Wanna 00.. Publishers, 758Broadway, N. Y.

McComber’s Boots and Shoes.—

We have worn the foot coveringmade by Mr. McComher,

and know by experience of their value. Our readers

will, all oi them. be interested and benefltted by send

ing for and reading_his new circulars. iiis prices are

greatly reduced. See advertisement.

gusmsss gums.

The llamlnam, :- Family Hotel, with Turkish

Baths, 81 and 83 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Three minutes‘ walk from Fulton Ferry.

Hygienic
and Turkish Bath institute and

oran. 18 a 16 hight St. New York. M. L. Kol

brook, I.D., Proprietor. (‘)ircuiar free.

iiealds’ By [an Home Wilmington, Dela

ware. Bee vertisement. end forcircular. Pun!
and Max! B. HIALD, Physicians.

Kllbourn Hygienic institute. Quiet Home

and Skilfui Treatment. Kilbourn City, Wis. Drs.

McEnaor. Send for circular.

Illnllidsl Home. A Manual Labor Hygienic
Institute. G. V. GXI‘FORU, iii.l).. Pro’r, Kakoma, lad.

The New York Medical College and Hos
PITAL ron WOIIN and Human athic Dis usarv for

¥volili1l

and Children. 818 est Nth treet,New

Oi‘ .

Agents Wanted to sell our
“
Gooo BOOKS

I'Oil Ann." Special tcrms given. Now is the time

for snts to work. Send for Premium List. Address
F0 ER & WELLS CO., 758Broadway, New York.

Printing and Stereotyplnm—Eowsno 0.
Jnuuus‘ Sorts. Book Println aS ecialty. Estimates

promptly furnished. BONort W lllam St., N. Y.

Annie ...“... 11.0., }54 E. ‘...m. City."_

PDVERTISEMENTS.

RATES FOR ADVERTISING.

One Full Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175.00
One Half Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40.“)

Less than Ha i’ Page. .50 cts. a line. agate measure.

Second or Third Page of Cover, or First and
Last P e of inset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150.00

Lastinside .. . . . . . . . ..150.00

Fourth Pa e 0 Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Spcciul Rates.

Business ards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..‘15 cts. a line.

Business (Reading Matter) . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l.00 a line.

Advertisements must be sent in by the first of the
month, to be in time for the month tollowln . No ex

no. charge for inserting cuts. No obiccliona le adver

tisements accepted at any price.

BETTER THAN

F 0 0 Di MEDICINE
We provide vital, blood-makin foods for all diseases.

Sufl'erers from
Dgspepsia,

Const pation, Nervous Pros

tration, and Dia ates, should send for our free pam

vlllm- nnan'nl F001) 00.,

74 Fourth Ave" New York,

Brooklyn ethos—9 Clinton Street.

Boston once—63 Commercial Street.

0? GIRLS should send address

on a postal, for a copy of the

Circulars to Mothers and Teachers, about our new book
"
i-‘on Gmns." Aoau'rs WAN-rim. Address Fownaa a

Wanns Co., Publishers, 768Broadway, New York.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

6 DRESS REFORM 6
UNION UNDEBGARIEE'I'S. E. 14"“
Vest and Drawers in One. —

Made in all weights

of Merino, Cash

mere, and All Wool.
Chemllettes, Prin
cess Skirts, Equi

poiae, Emancipa

tion~Dress Reform,

and Comfort
\Vnists. Corded
Waist: a Specially.

; Shoulder-Brace and

‘g Corset combined,

Shoulder - Braces,

Price. $2.25. Abdominal Sn

THE ma
porters, Obstetric Bandages, Shoulder Stocking Sup

pocrterr, Sanitary Napkips,
etc.

d d m ‘I E l dustom wor rompt y atlen e . . cw u arge

I Illustrated Catalggue sent free.

Mr‘. A. FLETCHER
III HARD 0R SOFT, llll‘l' 0R GOLD WATER.

’
6 East 14th Street, New York.

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZ
INGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.

I
_

l

No family, rich or poor should be without it. l S A V E D
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations

‘
PROM

well designed tomlslead. PEARLINE is the
‘

ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
- PAIN AND DISTOBTION, AND BAD

always bears the above symbol, and name of l 0NES BESTOBED.
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK. ‘

SEND POSTAL FOR FREE PAMPHLET DESCRIB‘

ING MY PATENT BOOTS AND SHOES AND PAT

o C t l r“ k i H d t d h I

vEN'I‘ LASTS, WITH PRICE-LIST AND DIREC
ur l a 0 es 0 'or s spec a y are e to! e n- ~

_
'

terests of “gigmen, including Health and H lene,
"HONS FOR bELF MEASUREMEAT'l

Maternity, Care of Chlldreu, Heredity, Cook- ooks, j

lioullekeefilng~
etc., sent free. Address on

ppstal

‘ Joni‘ MCCOMBEB’
FOWLE & WELLS 00., 758Broadway, ew York.

1
52 E. 10th St, New York.

HOME SCHOOL

PHYSICAL CULTURE,
No. 19 E- 14th. Street

A new departure in the study of Physical Culture.

Send for pamphlet.

The patent "Home Exerciser," the most com

plete and interesting Home Gymnasium ever in
'
-' vented. Fitted equally well for the child, the in

. valid, or the athlete. Its use is especially calculated

to develop weak lungs, strengthen the abdominal organs, overcome dyspepsia. bilious

ness, constipation, and all congestions-in the pelvic organs; and, in short, to strengthen the

vital processes, digestion, assimilation, etc., and thus increase the VITAL FORCE as well

as the muscular power. The
“
Exerciser

"
takes up but five inches square of floor room.

and can be attached to any window or door casing in the bedroom, the office, or the

sitting-room. Accompanied with a book of instructions giving a complete system of

Physical Culture, based on new and original principles, together with very important

matter as to the care of the health. Fully illustrated. Sent C. O. D. for $8.00. Address

I). L. DOWD, 19 E. 14th Street, New York.

AGENTS WANTED in every town to sell the
“ Exerciser," and in every city to act as

agents, and to open parlors for Physical Culture, based on the system so successful at

the
"
Home School for Physical Culture," No. 19 E. 14th Street.

Send for further information on this point.



A NEW "

OFFER.

BOOKS YOU CAN HAVE!!
All Book premium offers with subscriptions to the PHRENOLOGI

CAL JOURNAL will be withdrawn after November 15th.
As a means of still further extending the circulation of the JOUR—

NAL, we make the following very liberal offer, in payment for a little

work.

TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY.

A copy of either of the following valuable and important works

will be sent free to any person at the time a subscriber to the

JOURNAL, who will send one new name for one year, at regular sub

scription rates, and to the new subscriber will be given either the

new Phrenological Chart, or the Phrenological Bust premium.

The Diseases of Modern Life. A How to Read Character. A New

work on the Avoidable Causes of Disease. Illustrated Hand-Book of Phrenology and

By Benjamin W. Richardson. Izmo, extra
J Physiognomy, for Students and Examiners,

cloth, 520 pages. $1.50. with
a Chart for recording the sizes of the

The best work on the revenrion or disease ever difi'erent Organs of the Brain in the Delinea

Pllbllflhed- should 5611'“ y everybody- tion of Character; with upward of 170 En

Expression: ltsAnatomy and Phi-
gravmgs' Clmh'sl‘zs'

LOSOPHY. By Sir Charles Bell, K.H.

With numerous Notes, and upward of 75 Reminiscences 0f Spurzheim and
DP GEORGE COMBE. And a Review of the

i

l

Illustrations. Price, $1.50.
|

. l Science of Phrenology from the period of its

wqdlockl Orr Tl“; RIGHT
RELATIONS

I Discovery by Dr. Gall t0 the time of the

9!‘
THE

SEXFS- Dlsclosms
the

Laws
of Con‘

| visit of George Combe to the United States

{vlflaelecglloihfind Shog'mg ‘M101 gag; 1
1
d I in 1840. By Hon. Nahum Capen. With‘

0 ay 0 arry. y amue . e S, I p n 't5_ 1
_

_

with Portrait of the Author. $1.50. ',

0 n“ I v0 "mo, extra cloth $60’

A Bnehelor’s Talks About Married Constitution of Man. Considered in
LIFE AND THINGS ADJACENT. By Rev. Relation to External Objects. The only au

William Aikman, D.D., author of
“
Life at

v

thorized American edition. With 20 Engrav

Home." Izmo, handsomely bound. $1.50. ] 'ings and a Portrait of the Author. $1.50.

A copy of each of these works should be found in every library,

and we present here a chance to obtain them simply by a little effort.

Remember, for each new name sent with subscription price,

for one year, by a present subscriber, we will give one of the above

books. If the book is to be sent by mail, we must receive 10 cents

for mailing.
'

TERMSI—The PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL is now published

at $2.00 a year; or $2.15 with BUST premium, which is sent by

express, at expense of subscriber; or the CHART premium,

which is sent by mail, post-paid; Single Numbers, 20 cents.
Amount may be sent by P. O. 0., P. N., or Registered Letter.

Postage-stamps received. Address

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
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or, $2.15 with Chart or Bust Premium.

$5.00, for five subscribers.

Palm/ed Frbruary 12, 1884.

wii'iclttWAT r R Minis ID

This is the simplest as well as the best

fountain pen made. The pen-holder consists

of lonrpicces of hard rubber: (l) the

Cup, which covers and protects the

pen in the pocket: (‘2) the liandle.

which contains the ink: (B) the

Point-section. which takes the pen;

and (4) the Feed Bar, which holds

the pen in its place and carries the

ink from the reservoir to the ten,

using the same princl le (cnpil ary

attraction), by a simi ar construc

tion (a split or fissures), that the pen

uses in conducting the ink to the

paper. and is equally as certain.

Its three (3) special points of merit
"H32—

i. It is always ready and writes

without shaking.

2. It is clean in the ocket or in

use. and can be filled w thout inking

the tin era; and

3. It s simple in construction and

has no machinery to be regulated or

to set out of order.
It takes the ordinary gold pens

without lessening their elasticity or

shading qualities.

Your favorite pen can be selected

and the character of
(your

hand

writing will be reserve .

The act of wr ting regulates the flow of ink,

which is as free as from

a dip pen, and much

more uniform.

It uses any good ink and holds enough to

write continuously from 10to 25 hours. accord

in
g
v

to the size.

be pens furnished are made by the best and

most. widely-known manufacturers in the

world, and are of the best quality of gold, and

diamond pointed.

The manufacturer has devised a new form of

poid pen which is peculiarly elastic and flex

ible and which we make on ecially for these

holders in three lengths of hi it and four grades

of points. The short (or stub) nibs, \tith tine

or medium points, are the best pens ever made

for shorthand writing.

Prices :

N0. 7
, $8.50; No. 2,l$4; N0. 3
,

$5.

Gold-mounted and engraved Holders $1extra.

An extra pen will be given to any subscriber

who will send us the lull price. for a club of

tour (4) Ideal pens.

With each pen is given a certificate which

warrants the holder for tive years, and guar

antces it to give satisfaction or the tnoney will

be refunded. It also contains a license under

the patent. which protects the tser from all

claims for infringements.

In ordering send a sample of writing and a

description of the quality of pen desired; that

is, whether the pen should be u long. medium,

or short nib, of coarse, medium or due point,

F
o
o
d

B
a
r
.

No. 1 Pen, with Cap on Top ready for ‘Writing.

and of hard, medium or soft flexibility.

esiimonio

Tlu- ful/owing extract: are rapied from a

few 0/ [/12 many Idler: and notice: re

cn'rmi.

S.

The best Pen in the World. —V\'. L. Alden,
New York Times.

I love it better than any rivaL-Bsv. Tlltll.
K. Beecher, Elmira, New York.

Watermau‘s Ideal Fountain Pen is far ahead
of any other we have seem-New York Sun.

It is truly the
“
ideal

" pom—J. II. Ila-lea
beelt, Prop. and Pub. Godey't Lady's Book.

Philadelphia. Pa.

I am delighted with your pen. and must

speak warm words in its raise—I. L. llol
broolt, Editor Herald qf with.

It is the best fountain pen for shorthand,

and over fifty of my pupils use it.—J. ii. liln
bail, Teacher of shorthand, Packard's Col~

lt-ge, New York.

I have no fault to find with it. I would sug
gest to Mr. Waterman that he should supply

the English market with his pens.-—lr. Henry

llabouchers (editor) in London fling.) TruUt.

it writes
freely,

never overflows, and like
the Texas pisto is always ready. It is the

most perfect labor, time and patience ravin
tool a litcrar man could ask ton—Be _

Northrop, Ass stant Editor N. Y. Graphic.

I have tried various other styles of fountain
pens and found them all defective and un

cleauly. But since I became the owner of a

Waterman
“
Ideal

"
Fountain Pen. I am

happy—no dirty fingers, no leaky holders soll~

ing the pocket. It is alwavs ready without
ponndin and shaking, and is in every way a

perfect ountaiu pram—Eu one G. Blackford.
Fish Commissioner, New 'ork State.

'

Next to a full parse, your
“
Ideal

"
Fountain

Pen is the most useful thing I know of in
trnvclluu. For years I have been wearing out
stylographic Pens, and the Styiographic Pens
have been wearing out me.

Now. instead of writing with a pin point. I

am delighted to find thatI can at any time use

my own gold en, and thcrelore can give force
and a distinct vc character to my handwriting.

You have made a tzreat invention, and one

thsthns evidently “come to stay." A century
hence I doubt not that your " Ideal Pen “ will
still be flourishing’, and though “

men min
corne anti men may go.“ like Tenuyson's
" Brook,“ it will still

“
flow on forever."—

J. L. Stoddard, the popular lecturer.

Special Premium Offers.
We have thoroughly tested these pens, and being convinced of their very great

superiority, we have made special arrangements for offering them as Premiums

for subscriptions to Tut-2 PHRENOLOGICAI. JOURNAL on the following very iibcml

above prices. Descriptive circular sent on application.

Fowler & Wells Co., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
‘—===-‘ua—=_-_fl=s=====r=== ==:——— _ _

terms: No. 1
,

Pen and Holder, price $3.50, will be given for three subscribers at $2.00 each ;

N0. 2, price $4.00, for four subscribers.

For one subscriber extra a gold-mounted and engraved holder will

Or we will send the JOURNAL a year as a Premium to any person ordering a pen at

NO. 3. price

Address all orders to
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Patented IRSL]
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Best Hoine
Gymnasium.

H—-———__

We wish to call attention to the most complete Home Gymnasium ever devised. It

consists of a system of pulleys, and adjustable weights, and is easily attached to window-casing,

floor and ceiling, occupying a space of but five inches square of floor room, and when attached

to the window-casing of bedroom or ofiice, can be concealed by the curtains, when not in use.

It does not injure the room, is easilyvput in place with screws, and works almost noiselessly, and

is simple, durable, and can not get out of order.

It can be almost instantaneously adapted to the use of the professional athlete, the invalid,

or child, and is the most interesting form of exercise ever devised, having all the fascination of

boat-rowing, coupled with a much greater variety of movementsI and its use is not fatiguing.

It can be used to develop every muscle of the body, and is especially beneficial to invalids,

and those sufl'ering with nervous prostration. Under its use, consumptives, if not too far ad

vanced, and those with weak lungs, rapidly increase the lung capacity, straighten the form, and

broaden and deepen the chest.

There are special movements for strengthening the stomach and abdominal organs, and

thus bringing about a
"
NATURAL CURE" for dyspepsia, biliousness, constipation, pelvic conges

tions, uterine troubles, etc. Its use is positively curative, and corpulent persons, those suffering

from
“
fat disease," will find it a good thing for producing normal conditions.

Each machine is accompanied by an illustrated book, especially prepared by Prof. D. L.

Down, giving a complete system of exercises for difi'erent parts of the body, and rules for taking

the exercises and overcoming special conditions.

Testimonials from well-known ladies and gentlemen, clergymen, editors, physicians, artists,

and others who are using the exerciser daily, with a complete and illustrated descriptive circularI

will be sent on application.

The price of the machine, with book of instructions, is $8.00, and we offer it as a premium for

only five subscribers to the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL at $2.00 a year; or for $10.00 we will send

the machine and the PHRENOLOGXCAL JOURNAL for three years. We make this specially liberal

offer for the purpose of sending them at once into all pans of the country as a means of intro

duction. Address

~ FOWLER & WELLS (10., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.



A GRAND COMBINATION“

The Phrenological Journal

and Premiums for 1885
AND THE

RURAL NEW-YORKER

WITH FREE SEED DISTRIBUTION.
\Ve have arranged to make a combination ofl‘er of

the above at favorable rates. We offer the JOURNAL

and its great Premiums with the Rural 1V J'nrktr

with its grand SEED PREmtms as below, for $3.50.

Improved lndian Corn.

FIFTY DIFFERENT CROSSES of the best kinds of

Indian Corn, procured from every part of the coun

try, and carefully crossed at the Rural Ex. Grounds,

giving greatly improved varieties. Each package

will contain about fifty kernels.

Carter’s Statagem Pea,
first tested at the Rural Grounds. Every seed war

ranted true as imported from the introducers in

England. t

THE BEsT INTERMEDIATE PEA Known, as re

gards productiveness, size of pease, quality and vigor.

The vines average two feet high, and may be grown

without brushing.

Sorghum Halapense,
the Johnson's Gras of the South. 1! Ira: beenfound

perfedly hardy a! flu Rural Grounds. It may be

cut to the ground in early summer and will still ma

ture a. full crop of seeds.

It produces an immense amount oi’ leaves and

slender stalks which all live stock relish, while the

hardy, fleshy roots take possession of the soil.

The Rural Bieolor Tomato.
The handsomest for market, being yellow about the

Item and red otherwise, and of good quality.

The King; Humbert Tomato.

Resembling a red pepper in appearance. It is less

acid than other kinds, and will be found the bat for

preserving, being pear-shaped.

The Prince of Wales Pea,

of the first quality. The vines are branching, twenty

iour inches high, and the pease remain green longer

than those of any other kind. A splendid acquisition.

A New Variety
of the GREEN FLAGEOLET BEAN, imported by the

Rural New- Yorker from France. Ric/ter Man any

Lima. The beans are green after they are cooked,

tender, buttery, and excellent. \Vhen well known,

this evergreen bean will bring a high price in the

markets. Bushes one foot high and astonishingly

productive.

T
h
e

Rural Gordon Trrrsurrs

for Lady subscribers. A very choice collection of

flower seeds, the best of many kinds. A more varied

assortment than ever offered before.

A sample copy of the Rural and more extended

description of the Seed Premiums will be sent you

free, by sending your address to Rural Ivan-Yorker,

34 Park Row. $2.00 ayear.

.A. Special Otter.
We have arranged to offer the Rural with the above collection of Seeds and the

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL a year for $3.50, with either the Chart or Bust Premium

when 15 cents extra is sent. This is a special offer, and no commission or premium can

be allowed to agents on the above. Address all subscriptions to

FOWLER 8e WELLS 00., Publishers,

758 Broadway, New York.
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D. iniiiiiur it lines NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ode. [animations of Immortality, Ir‘rom Recollections of Early Child
uoon. By WiLuAu Worinswom-u. With

full-spurge
illustrations by Ilassam. Garrett. Miss Humphrey. Lun

gren. Taylor. St. John, Harper. and Smedley. vo. cloth. $2.01); turkey morocco. $5.00..

One of the choicest gift books of the season.

It is! the Christmas Time. Twelve Ideal Christmas Hymns and Poems. With illustrations.

The star~song by Herrick. the carols by Wadsworth. George MacDonald. and Miss Mulock: the Herald Angels

by Wesley‘ ever-living hymns by Bishop Heber. Tate. Watts. and the wondrous angel-songs by Montgomery,

Drnmmond. and Kehle. Illustrated. Quarto. extra cloth. gilt edges. $2.3); morocco. $6.00.

Money in Politics. By Hon. J. K. UPTON. late Assistant Secretary United States 'l‘reasur .

With an Introduction by Edward Atkinson. who speaks of the book as the most valuable work relating

the history of money in the United States. anywhere to be found. (In press.)

American Ex lorationa in the Ice Zone.
By

Prof. J. E. Nouuss. U. S. N. New

edition. with an ccount of the Rescue and Results of the Gree y Expedition. Fully illustrated with Por

traits and Maps. Now ready. 8vo. extra cloth. illustrated with circumpolar map in colors. $3.50; half calf. $6.

Esop’s Fables "err-tilled. By Mrs. CLARA Do'rv BATES, author of “Classics of Bubyland."
“
Child Lore.“ etc. With 72 full-page Illustrations by best artists. $8.00.

The immortal fables in their new form will impress themselves afresh upon the memory and imagination.

and win new favor from young and old.

A Romance in Song. lleinc’sa Lyrical Interlude.
sort. Uniform with "Ideal Poems." Illustrated by famous artists. Bvo.

A chapter of autobiography. full of poetic sentiment and graceful imagery.

Edwin Arnold Ilirl hdny Book. Edited by his Daughter. Miss L. ARNOLD. With
an Autogra h Introductory Poem by Edwin Arnold. and Choice Quotations from His Poems for Each Day in
the Year. undsomciy illustrated. $1.00.

The numerous admirers of the author of
“
Light of Asia

"
will gladly avail themselves of the opportunity to

procure such a souvenir of him.

A Family Flight Around Ilome.
cloth. gilt. $2 50.

This last edition to the “Family Flights" will prove no less interesting than the previous volume. though

the incidents treated of are chiefly of our own New England. its customs and peculiarities. out-of-the-way places,

and pleasant nooks.

America: our National Hymn. and other Patriotic Poems. By Rev. 8. F.
Sxi'rn. D.D. Semi-centennial edition. with Illustrations by Famous Artists. Portrait of the Author. and

Sketch of his Lite. Morocco binding. $6.00; extra cloth. full gilt. $8.00.

This peerle-s hymn. so dear to the hearts of the people. is brought out with all possible beauty and elegance.

accompanied by twelve new patriotic poems, not before published.

Chrintnlas Carola. New edition. Exquisitely illustrated by Miss L. B. Humphrey. Quarto,
elegant binding. $2.11).

In this new and enlarged edition of this popular glitsbook are new poems
by

Christiana G. Rossetti. Mrs. A.
D. '1‘. Whitney. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. and the author of “John Halifax. Gent eman.”

0n the ‘Way to “'ondcrland. By CLAuA Do'n' BATES. Profuselyiilustrated in colors. $1.25.

Possesses all of the fascination suggested by its title. The children will here meet in new surroundin s. such

favorites as B0~Peep. The Sleeping Beauty. Wee Willie Winkle. and others equally attractive. Profuse y illus
il'tited in colors. this will be the favorite among holiday quartos.

Ho‘v They ‘Vent to Europe. By MARGARET SIDNEY. 16mo. illustrated. 81.00.

AI

charming story. into which is woven much for the instruction as well as the entertainment of the young
peep e.

The Kingdom of Ilolnc. Hoinely Poems for Home Lovers. Selected and arranged by
Anrnun GILIAN. Fully illustrated. Svo. russia leather binding. seal grain. $6.00.

Ideal Pocnlsi. Twelve Poems. distinguished by the verdict of
popular

approval as among the
finest in the English language. and illustrated with superb full-page p ctures by celebrated artists. 8V0.
cloth. $23.00;elegant floral binding. $3.00; turkey morocco, $6.00.

This elegant volume is truly an ideal gilt-book.

A Ilistory of the American People. By Anrntm GILMAN, M.A.

cloth. illustrated. $1.50 ; Bvo. illustrated. gilt top. $2.50.

Approved by the press and indorsed by lhe people. this book has met with such unprecedented favor that

it has already passed through several editions. It is invaluable for home. library. and school use.

Wild Flowers. and ‘Where the ' Grow. By AMANDA B. liAiuirs. Sixty Illustrations
by Miss L. B. Humphrey. Svo. extra cloth. it edges. $3.00; turkey morocco. antique gilt edges. $6.00.

Yule Tide. Illustrated Stories by Favorite American and English Authors, including
“
The

Silver City." by Fred A. ()ber. and “Old Caravan Days." by Mary Hartwell Catherwood. with a Proem by
Henry Randall Waite. Exquisiiely illustrated. Qnarto. cloth. $2.00.

out of Darkness. B MARY A. LATIIBURY. Eight Ori inal Poems of the Inner Life. Illus
trated b the Author with ight Mastcrly Full-page Drawings an 'l‘went Exquisite Vignettes. Printed on
Heavy P ate Paper. Quurto. elegant floral cover. $3.00; cloth. gilt edges. 8.00.

Full Catalogue Free on Application.

D. LOTHROP &; 00., Publishers, Boston.

Translated by FaAsxLrn Jonu
$3.00.

By Susan HALE. Handsomely illustrated. 8vo, extra

Illustrated. 12m0.
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WIDE AWAKE.
THE MAGAZINE 0F TRUE STORIES.

Fornmut in [lawn-giving.

Irorrmost in )ractz'za! lid/ing.

SERIAL STORIES:
DOWN THE RA VINE. By Char-1r: Egbert Craddock.

No story in young folks‘ literature for the last ten

cars has approached this in combined originslitv.

Hurgor
and picturesque strength. Illustrations by E.

. arrett.

HOW THE MIDDIES . -

SET UP SHOP‘ }
By Adelm: D. T. Whitney.

t
A Jolly business story, and a first-rate detective story

00.

IN LEISLER’S THHES. - By Eldridge S. Brookr.

A stirring tale, historically true. oi the days when

New York City was peopled with Knickerbocker Dutch,

Indiads. wolves and bears. 24 illustrations by Wm.

'1‘.Smedley.

THE BUBBLING TEA P0 7‘. By Ll'zzz'r W. Changing

The second of the Win: AWAKE Wonder Stories.

ILLUSTRATED ARTICLES,
of adventure, congenial art and science, and novel in

dustries:

A NEW DEPARTURE FOR .

GIRLS. (Sawra/Articler.) }
a] Mnrgnrd Sm'm‘y'

For those girls who don't do Kensington work. never
tried pottery-painting, and haven't an idea of the last

nelw

craze in art. work, yet who must support them
se vcs.

HOW THE BOO L/Ms IVENT . .

DOWN THE (.ZRATER. i8?
7"‘ 4"" BMW“

AFTER BUFFALOES. - By Lirut. C. E. S. Wood.

A TPUSSV-CA 7‘ PALACE. By Amanda 8. Harris.
The history of n XIXth century happy-thought.

A DAIIABEEAH IVRL‘CK. — 517m“ 8. Arnold.

A YOUNG NUAHISJIA TIST. - By M. B. Ballard.

THE SCARAB/EUS CLUB. - - By F. Cbeullro.

LAZYBA RBERR Y'S A/HBITION. By F. II. T/zroafi.
A WINDJIILL P/LGRIJIA GE. — B] A. B. Harrir.
AMONG THE GVPSIES. - 81M. 11’.Catberwood.

A Group of Four True LVes/rrn Stories.

WA GON- TIRE CAMP. - - By Kate Foot’.

W'ghte
story of the very first discovery of gold in the

s .

THE RIC/I MA
MOUNTAINS.”

OF

THE}
' B] H!!!” Swat.

A story of the Precious Stone Excitement in the
Rockies.

OUR VENTURE. - - - - - By fan: Andrr'mr.
A financial story oi’ the early days in San Francisco.

HOW WAL YER FOUND
HIS FA THER.

A story of the San Francisco hospitals.

}
By Flora llayne: Afponyr'.

H—_-'—"“

A Group of Four True Early New Egg/and
Stories .'

By Mam! E. Wruurzs. from original records and docu

ments :

I. The Bound Girl. ii. Deacon Thomas Wales’ Will.

III. An Adopted Daughter. IV. The Horse-house Deed.

A Group of Four True Plantation Stories.

By Mus. Jess": Bsm'ros FRBXONT (her own girlhood):

I. (‘raz Sully. ll. Uncle Primus and Dog Turban.

III. The lg English Bull. IV. William-Rufus.

iVHEN I WAS A BOY IN CHIJVA.

A dozen articles, by Yam Pnou LII, son ofa Mandarin.

THE POPS)‘ STORIES.

gtgries

by "H. IL," about a determined little Western

r .

H'ONDEKFUL CHRIST/VA SES OF OLD.

By Hzznxuu Bu'r'rnnwon'rn. Ten drawings by

Lungren.

CHILD-LIFE IN VENICE.

Two articles. with twenty drawings by Joseph Pennell.

THE CHRISTMAS FRONTISPIECE 11V COLORS.

which L. PRANG 6’.Co. are reproducing in some twenty

colors. from the water-color by F. H. Lung-ren. will
sur

iass

anything ever before attempled in magazine

um‘ ng.

Strong, Pfllt‘lft'dl and Educational Srrz‘al

Artz'des,
oi twrlo: draft": cull .[in the C.Y.F.R.U. Department :

Th! Clu'la'rrn of H'utvn'mrtrr Alto: , ROFG G. KillflaL
Icy; Souvenir: of My Time. Jessie nton Fremont;

T/rz Tun (rance Tear/ting: of Serbia. Prof. A. .

Palmer; oyr' Heron, Edward Everett Hale; Way: 0
170 Things‘, Various Author.- : Enlrrraiunrrnu in
Ckcmirtry, Barry W’. Tyler ; The Makr‘ng of I’x'rtaru,
Sarah W. Whitman: S(fI7‘(/I Quntiuvu in Aalnr'ran
Lr'ttrature, Oscar Fay Adams.

HERO/IVES OF THE EIVGLISH POE TS.

~Twelve selections from famous ms. each accom.

snicd by a superb lull-page ilustrstiou. F. ii.
Rnmrren is now at work on this remarkable serivs of
drawings:

Chaucer's Grid/dz; Sponsor's Una; Horrich‘~ (1T
inna; Shakespenrc‘s Cordelia .‘ 500R‘! Ell"! _- Words.
worth's Lucy; Coleridge's Gnum'zr'e; Keats‘ Mad...
lint: Burns‘ High/and Mar]: Tennyson‘: Ema’;

Mrs. Brmvning‘s Aurora Ln'g/i; Robert. Browning's
Ealnurtion.

Autqrap/z: of ah Ant/tor:

contributing to the Christmas number will be ‘gin-n

with their articles. This feature will :eatend through
the year.

Winn Awnu: is only same year.

D. LOTHROP 8: COMPANY, Publishers,

Franklin and Hawley S'ts., Boston. Mass" U. S.A
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1885 BABYLAND 1885
Edi/ed by tile Editors of WIDE AWAKE.

This
beautiful

daytime and bedtime monthly for the babies and the babies’ mammas, along with its usual
large-type stones and rhymes and large pictures, has in store

Tlzree Nursery 2V0 Veltl'es,

each of which will appear with change of scene and action {well/e time: during the year 1885.

I.
LETTLE lIN;i

BLACK.
% H lNovel ii'tluresaliyde s ory o ctr 5H’!u an oings. 9 en a a n 8.

ll. A YEAH. OF EDEN. D
' ‘ dt t b

Told in rh me and icture. . . . - Mefia-zgrggtn-Iotihsoiia
Ill. ftjlm c mes CKERRYBLOWS. Funny pictures by

lhelr pets and their playfcllows. E’ M. J. Sweeney (30!).

TWeIVe Pictures in Colors
will adorn the twelve numbers of BABYLAND for 1885, more charming than those given durin the past year.
Only 50 cents a year. Address orders and inquiries to the publishers. D. LOTHROP& O ., Boston.

1880'.

OUR LITTLE MEN AND WOMEN
Edited by Mrs. Frames A. Hump/trey.

This popular Little Folks‘ Monthly begins its six-II: year with the january number of 1885. It is intended
for the youngest readers, who are too old for BABYLAND and too young for WIDE AWAKE, but who want

fl flagazine for their Very OWIl.

A very interesting feature for the coming year is a Pictorial Series, written by the Editor, entitled

KINGS AND QUEENS AT HOME.

In this chatty series the little folks will learn a good deal about the home life of the most noted kings and

queens of the present time, from the boy-king of China up to the white-haired emperor of Germany. There

will be many
portraits

and characteristic pictures of the dilferent countries.

Another ictorial
Series

has been prepared about the homes of birds and other house-building creatures :

NEBTB AND THEIR BUILDERS. By Mrs. FANNIE A. DEANE.

The popular features of the magazine will be retained : child life in other lands, bright stories, stories of

pets, lrue stories most of them, as it is the aim of the Editor to place only such before her little readers.

SEVENTY-FIVE FULL—PAGE PICTURES,

with a crowd of smaller pictures~many of them from famous paintings—will brighten its sunny pages.

CHARMING S- CRY-POEMS
from such standard writers for little folks as Mrs. Clara Doty Bates. Lucretia P. Hale, Joel Benton, Mary B.

Dodge, Jane Andrews, Elizabeth P. Allan, Mrs. M. l“. Butts, etc., are all ready for the delight of the little

enjoyets of musical verse.

Only $1.00 a year.

1885

Address orders and inquiries to the publishers, D. LOTl-IROP 81CO., Boston.

THE PANSY 188
5

Edit’!!! by Airs, G. R. Alden (“Pansy”).

This home friend of the boys and girls, for week-days and Sundays, will become even more sunny and

bright and wise during the coming year. The Editor,
“
Pansy,“ has written a new serial :

LITTLE FISHERS: AND THEIR NETS.

A:story of the doings of a boy and girl for the good of some human fish, and likely to start others
“
a-fishing.’

K-ENSINGTON, JUNIOR,

by MARGARET SIDNEY, will follow her notable
“
home travels in Europe,“ beginning in the Dec. number.

THE BROWNING BOYS.

Under this title
“
Pansy“ will continue her bright

and helpful Golden Text talks.

THIN SLICES OF AMERICAN HIS
TORY,

by Faye Huntington—the stories of famous
events.

SCIENCE

will be touched upon in the rose-color of story by

Mrs. Lydia Hoyt Farmer.

Only $r.oa a year.

OUR ALPHABETICAL DICTIONARY

will introduce the Pansies to certain great men and

women, beginning with the A's.

THE PANSY SOCIETY

is growing, and will have a corner of the paper all to

itself.

LETTERS FROM ABROAD.

A Htruly
"
missionary, Mrs. Dr. Methany, will write

letters for THE Pansy from Tarsus, Asia Minor.

Address orders and inquiries to the publishers,

D. LOTHROP & 00.. Franklin and Hawley Streets, Boston, Mass, U. S. A.
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//V GREEK AND ENGLISH.
I-NTITLID

'I'HE EMPHATIG DIAG-LOTT,
C'Ofitu'nr'ng the Orr’ r'nal Greek Iezt of THE NEW TESTAMENT, with an r'nterlr'neary word

for-word Eng ish Translation ; a new Emplmtie Version based on tlze lnterlineary
Tramlatr'on, on tile Readirg: of Eminent Critics, and on the various Readr'rg:

of Ilse Vatican Manuscript (No. 1,209 in tire Vatican Library); toge
t/ler wit/r Illustrative and Explanatory Foot Notes. and a e ion:

Selection of References; to tire whole of wln'clr i: adde a

valuable AIfi/tabetieal Index.

By BENJAMIN WILSON’.
one "01., xamo, 884 pp. Price, extra cloth, $4; Lib. binding, $5.

The nblicstion oi the Revised edition of the New Testament has resulted in a la

interest Bible studies and in this connection we wish to call attention to the ecu iar merits and

claims of the Earns-no 'Draonor'r. We have here a Greek Text acknowledged to one of the best,
which Greek scholars will find of importance, while the unlearned have an almost e as] chance with

those who are acquainted with the original, by having an interllnear, literal, word~ or-word English

translation, which will

llfive
the readers 0! the new version X admirable chance for

comfiaring
the old

and new versions intc gently. 0n the right hand 0! each page there is a column con g a special

rendcrlnglof
the translation, includin the labors 0! many talented crltiu and translators, and in this

column 0 emphatic signs are noted y which the Greek words of emphasis are designated, which the

common and the new version o! the New Testament both is“ to give. The
sdogting

of these signs of
emphasis gives a certainty and intensity to the

passages

where the occur, whic can not be had with

out them. In addition to this there are numerous cot-notes an references, making it on the whole
one of the most valuable aids to Bible study yet published. It has met with the cordial approval of
many eminent clergyman.

OPINIONS OF THE OLEROY.

The following extracts from letters received by tho publish as from some
of
our most dial divines will go far

to show in what light the new
" lmphatic Diaglott

"
is regardu‘l by the clergy in general:

From Tuonas AIIITAGI, D.D., Pal-tor of the Fifth From Rev. G. F. Wanna, Parlor s tle Wortkm Sr.
Au. Bs)tirt CAareb.-“ Gan'rnassan : l have climlntd Clare/r, Lowell, Mau._—-. . .

“
Am ighly gratified with

with much an and 1 interest the specimen sheets the plan
of the inhalation, and the thorough manner in

sent me of ‘The Emp atic Diagloit.‘ . . . I believe that which)“ (the author) has done his work. If I mistake
the book furnishes evidences of purposed faithfulnma, not

thrs_tr_analsison will receive a cordial welcome from

more than usual scholarshi , and remarkable lit in- the Christian public. It rsjust what avery Christian need;

dustry. It can not fail to e an important help to t on _l_congraiulste myself and others that sncha valuable nun.
who wish to become better acquainted with the rev ll to the study of the Word of God is placed in our
will of God. For these reasons l wish the enterprise of ban a."

publishing the work great succesa."

From Rev. Janus L. Home, Partor s/tbr Firrt Mari
nrrr' Ba tr'rt Chime/r, N. Y.—“l have examined these

sheets w ich you des' to be a specimen of the work, and

have to confess m e f much pleased with the

amusement and ability 0 Mr. Wilson. . . . l can most cordi ly

thank Mr. Wilson for his noble work, and you, gentlemen,

for your Christian enterprise in
bringindl

the work before

she public. 1 believe the work w l 0 good, and aid in

the better understanding of the New Testament."

From Prof. H. MA'ITISON, For!" 0 Trinity M. 8.
Chart‘, one, City, N. 91-. . . "T a plan of the work

is admin 1:, and the presence of the Greek text and in

ely increased

From Salon. Osooon, D.D., New Y»! (‘fer—“1
have looked over the specimen of the new and curious

edition of the New Testament which _on pose pub
lsshin , and think that it will be a valuabmddition to
our C riatian literature. It isa work of cat labor and
careful study, and without being sure oyagreeing with
the author in all his views loan command his book to
all lovers of Biblical research."

From JOHN uurcv Anasss, D.D., Pa'rrw 0 Me A an".
oak Chard, B rein Street, N. Y.—. . .

"‘
svingbeea

engaged for the last eight or nine years in giving instruc
tion to your men preparing for the ministry, in the

tcrlinear version gives every scholar a fair chance to test

the version for himself verse by verse and word for word.

1 can not but believe that the work will be a valuable ac

quisition to the Biblical literature of tha country."

From A. A. Llvaasroaa, D.D., Pren'deal of th Thu
10 ‘cal Sedan’, Meadrm'lle, Pa.—. . . "I welcome all
e orrs lntelli only made to popularize the results ofcriti

cism, and viii that this little volume
mig‘l;

he possessed

by
everynclergyman

and studenl of the plural in the

counrrv.

From Rev. C. Laasw, Parlor sf Ma Hair!) St. M. B.
Clrure/r, Newark, N. 7.—“

‘
The Draglott

'
has 'ven me

great pleasure. The arrangement is a most excel ent one,
and the new version can not fail to be of great gratifica

tion and ofit, a
'
ly to those unacquasntcd with the

original reak. he translator has certainly shown great

enius in saising upon the thought of the infirm], and a
pp’ tact in presenting it."

Greek, 1 fool I at your work will be a valuable auxiliary
in this direction, as the interlinear translation will greatly
aid the beginner. The foot-notu will also be valu.

‘able
to those who have not had the opponunir' I": Rosar

rng from other sources the facts and uplaaau'ons whach
they supply."

I'rom Rey. O. B. Fao'nrruorum, New York City.
MThe speclmen you have sent me of a new edition oi
the New Testament, has interested me very much. The
plan is new, and is better calculated than an i have :vgg
seen to give the public a notion of the way in which m.
translation was made from the Greek."

distin uished clergymen, who have perused adv-a
sheets‘: Dr. S. H. TYNG, New York; Rev. Dr. E:
Anasrs,

Philadelphia;
Rev. Dr. D. R. Goonwrn, Phil’;

delrhia;
Rev. r. J. H. A. Bolanaoal, Phsladelphi‘

an many others.

Criticisms have also been received from the

followcu
E

In, ‘a "land through any Bnhdlrr, and nut by mail, put-fold, In rn‘n'ft s/fvr'rr. Apr-r‘ Wu ated. A 11"“

FOWLER & WELLS 60., Publishers, 758 Broadway, H. Y.

l
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llllH llHlE Willi PRESENTS.

'

livqllll'vmtinla of On lined Lii‘e.—Whatarotermed ihs"necunaries oflito"ars
very tew. Brend-aud-watar food,sait-oack clothing and s hovel shelter would serve to

.. keep soul and body together: but they would nrdly meet the\ requirements oi any considerable clam in a cl ill-led commu
nil '. The iisct is thatwe all demand more or len ofthe iuxnriu
or lie. We have beyond the stage of mere existence and
rtquireaahare 0 those things which minister to our various
“Pull-188 for health usefuines and

enjoyment.
Indeed it is

the right use oi‘theae luxuries which best ovelop in us those
attributes which elevate us above the brute creat. on. Because
the brute relishes its food item a wooden tron h q its as well as
ham the best French china, and because It 2 ovs a mud hovel
quite as much as the palatial mansion, and the fact that articles
ofadornmeut are but a nuisance to it, are not. positive proofthat

such things should be all the same to us. Norwlll t ev convince

Uflilln

' people that monkiah existence is, utter aii,the best mods
I: l a

Silver Plated 'l‘oble Warm—There is erhnps. no

other one article in the market except jewelry that admits of so

much deception as plated ware. The country is at present flooded

with the cheapest and most worthless goods, which are oi'iered as

fine silver plate. First in qualit of these goods is the run y

covered with the thinnmt lb e coating of slivenwhl h alter a

few weeks’ service wears o and leaves the brass exposed. The next
grade is also it plating, first of nickel then oi sliver upon brass. but

much heavier and consequently more serviceable, though when it
(109!wear the nil color oi the bran body is prominent. 'l‘hird,we

have a moderately thin
plutlnfr

of silver upon it white metal body.
Fourth, a thin plating on a nice body. None oi the foregoing can

be roperly classed as slandnrd goods. Next in quality comes a

ihle er silver plating on a harder, more substantial and belts white

metal body; then a double thick platln of silver, and tiually we

have the heaviest trl leplatin ot purer ver. This last h the
only grade whie we 0 er.

Holmes. Booth {is Hayden's Bun—The oods which we

oiier nut-atnot be conionndcd with the cheap trash w ich has been so

extensively advertised by some other parties. They are made by

Messrs. Holmes. Booth a Hnydemwho rank second to no other umb
lishnlent in the world. The)’ manufacture nothing but Stlndlrd
Gooiia,nnd their name is stnm ed upon every article. For the
arcornodutlon of dealers a l manufacturers of standard
have adopted the same distinguishing stamps for the di ersut

grades or plute. Allarilrles oi the owest grade are stamp ,

“'lllt‘ll would seem to indicate the best plate.whileitisreal he

- dllllhlllul‘lllnfl mark for thr- lowest do of standard goods. All

counle Mun-d Ten Spoon‘, llumr Kn ves, Child's Knives
and Child a

J‘P‘mt Pl'n'xax'
i-l‘orlrti

nrt-
stéimpcd

Al—4":
llrsnvrtFpongng’Algf"

;
'T‘flh'gtlgltlldlls

Ind ‘raid rk "At-a" Tri s aied ea 8 ns Butter Knives 0 s 'nlvcs an
'
l

‘_
s

‘grits
at: :t:m;'od"Al—6"' 8m" Spoons, "X14"; and Table b‘poons nnd l-‘orks."Al—l.7.'

s figures (ollowln ths "-" in each indicate the number ofouuces oi pure silver in the plating ot

gross ol'pn-ces. sgivs this bit ofinformatlon for the benefit or our readers who may wish to

{now what they are huyin . But besides the grade stamp, every article should bear the mun. of

"put-hie manniaetnrars, e so the grade stain cannot be relied
ugon.

“and BurnishscL—Eveu among stan ard goods of repute is marmthcturers there is an im

portaut dlflurencs in the finish. In
many

cases the polishing is done by a rm to
mnchhlebuflinitfll'o

while every piece bearing Messrs. l olrnes. Booth atHayden's name is oroughly Bur-ls red

b “and. Hones it wllibeohserved that our Table Wars Presents are composed of the boat.

vv “.0 metal covered with the thickest plating of Pure silver, which is finished by the best

process of Ilnm'l B“ rnhhln . They are also artistic in pattern, exquisitely
engraved}

and can

lllltbedistiu ished from Bolidgilver. With eareihi
usage

the triple plate will last a life lme. All

.900!!! and orlrs and all Knives (sxce t the Solid Steel iated Knives described below) are
uniform

I'
ll
. torn and style of finish. The

Kfi rfidl-‘orllgrandt‘Spoon
shown above constitute our Child I

—a vs a r0 riate Blrthda or o a eseu"legal? Ililut 'I‘ripio loom—Child's Set
oi'threeglieccs

(Knife, Fork and Spoon), $2.post’

bold. Tea 8 us, to per dozen: M rset of six' or $1.50 or three, postpaid. Dessert
Spoon‘?

'10

mrdosen:
pm’set of six: or $150 or three. Table Forks, $12

lper
dozen; id or set oi‘six; or tor

fee. Butter Knives $1each-“nil stpald on reeel t of the pr ce. Those wis ing to secure relllllo

ware ofihla kind for Wedding, Birtli‘dav or Holiday resents should order as early its omibie.

Solid Stu-i Plated Kn ivoa.— hose goods are covered all over with the henv esl.
plstiué

of

puns-liver. They are the celebrated Windsor pattern. with Double Bolstered handle. Aside om

these knives will save their

price every year in the labor

'

i reqmgiqls r we‘) 1 id
nths ordinn steel blades. Price,$7 er dozen. 8.50 per set oi sx; or . or rte,pos pa .

"i‘ho vary bestnpiated were is always a most economical in the long mm.

m their beauty and cleani

‘it
to ire the polish

04

SPECIAL OFFPJRS.
lot. We oil'sr ‘Lin worth of subscriptions for the PURIIOLOGIOAL JoJnsar. on a present ior eve ‘1..

worth of tlaicd ware which shall be ordered from the above list. For instance, any person orderin a hlld'l
lot at $2. 0

,

will be entitled to six months‘ subscription to the Jounrut, which may be mailed to himsefi or to any
one else ; 12.00for a set of Table Forks also pays for three copies of the Jounnal. one year as a p resent; etc

We not on y otl‘cr the very best goods at a low price, but we give every
‘purchaser

an opportunity to get back one

hslioi the money he pays, b nskin his friends to subscribe for the OURNAL and sending us their addresses

and
keeping

the money whic he co ccts. On receipt of the amount re ui

be sent y mail or express (all charges prepaid). All goods designed [or oliday
as early as possible.

id. We oircr $2.00 worth oi Silver-Plated Ware as a
arc-ent

to any erson for gcttiny two new subscrib

II
for

the JOURNAL. The
(person

who shall send us $4. for two subscr hers, will therefore be entitled to the

Qild I Set as a present; an to a set of Tea Spoons for three subscribers, etc., all post-paid. Periect satisfactionI guaranteei in every case. Address all orders to

FOWLER & WELLS, Publishers, 753 Broadway, N. Y.

red {he

Ellated

wore in ever case will
resents should a ordered
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THE LIBRARY MlllllllSllllPE.

A “SECOND BIGIIT."—A_s a second sight a

revealsaworld otwonders for our lnvesti ation an a miration. T
owar of a microscopic is determln or measured by its capacity

0 increase the size oi‘ the image ofanything under examination. Ht“
object appears to be twice as long and twice as wide as it really In, th
instrument is said to magniiy tuo dinmeten or four times. Forinslanco,
if an oh ect be one inch square, and lt'the microscope makes it appear to b.
two the es uare. the lm eisthns made to cover four time: the sub
lace of the ob ect itself. W on the microscope shows an iron e ten tlm.
sslong and hroadas the object, its magnifying

poweris
d to be teal

diameters or 100times When its power is Bit 4 ameters, the image b
s read over 1,500times the suriace otthe ohjec under examination. sin.
hs Library Microscope which we offer includes several

mainly
infi

powers,ths greatest of which produces an image about 12.000 I man
as arge as the ob ect examined.
Value of a l llcroseope.—But the value or usefulness ofa micro

scope de ends quiteas much u u other things as upon its magnifyin'
war. or instance, the smal globe or round lens ma have a very
igh

magnifying
power, out the indistinetnsss and lmper ectlons of tho

image w lch it produces renders it
practically

valueless. and those who
have bought the lens at thousands 0 such microscopes which are anno
ally sold,are simply imposed upon in so far as they are made to believe that
they are perfect or reaily'dl-sirable instruments. Two or more oval
leases combined are a very great improvement on the single round isna.
But a perfect object can be

produced
only by what are termed achromatlo

ie which are ver muc more costly.
A urge “ Flo d."-Anolher important feature at a good micro

scope is what is termed a large field. in one case the lm a
may

he
Eriact only at a simzle point or within com tlvely srua iim ts, I Is

that ol another instrument will be part over a much larger area or
field. It is also desirable to have the focal distance of the lens as
as possible. For instance, in one case the object may be in focus at a six
teenth of an inch from the lens, while another microscope of equal

power
will be in focus at several times the distance from the object. It

s also dairabls to have a microscope so mounted as to be easily adapted
toawide

range
oi circumstances. All \hese and many other featnrfl

enter into an modl y the value and tuetulness of microscopes.
lmllspsnsabio.-—The time has come when a good microseopo

should be regarded as one oi the indlspensabies or every intelligent
; household,” well as of every public and

private
school. The instru

J msnt we here ofler is specially adapted tor he use or smateu

ood

micro-coro

and ol
____ “ beginners in the

study
of entomology, botany and other indrod

.1 branches or science. t is also very usetul for the inn
igntipng:"0 I‘l

‘he Multerations in food the numerous
microscopic

rncn
‘ . garden and house old, and let all scient flc investigations
except a few ofthe more minute observations of

sget'iallsto.
It h

5;, the unqualified praise of distinguished scientislsw o commend it to
- - ’

their students; and yet it is so simple and t-asliv managed by tho
aid at the instructions accompanying it, thatali

may
readily use it with very great pleasure and profit.

One Dollar a Year s the interest on an nvsstment which secures it; and surely then is

no household, school, or indlt'lduai whom it would not annually benefit to at least that amount. As
we have said. it becomes a

"
second sight," introducing to us the teeming world oi microscopic won

dors by which we are surrounded. u "
came-r- Lnolda.—Acccmpsnving eve instrument is what is termed a camera lncifla

attachment which enables even a child to skate , and reserve in
large

site. minute objects which
are unseen or scarcely visible to the unaided e e. 'i

‘

is and other xtures are cited with tho

microscope in a handsome walnut case. Price 0 weroseoumcaruera Lndda, and sl nxtnrssJs only

$10,by expreu.

TM‘: Mcrorcope, temple/e, 1': given a: a Premium jbr Ten Subscribers to
Ms Pkrenolagical Journal and Science 0/ Heal/ll, at 82.00 a year each, or a!

82.26 each, with a fiemt'um to each Subrm'ber.

QuiimtlvE
BENEATH ogn

To merel eat and drink and

. sleep an to revel in beastly
assions is an interior com! on 0 human existence, which all may rise abova, And 'et

as swine. n the midst of world of wealth and
beauty

are pissed to grunt and wallow in the vi eat
filth, so mankind in many cases seem to chiefly

dellq,

i in
only

the most vui ar things
rtaininf

to
a brute existent-s. The ihcl we all ive ihr beneat our priv logos in his

*
res eel. We are surrounded by myriads oi ingenious and artistic creation
wh ch are calculated to awaken tho ht, to stimulate reason and to insylro tho
soul with an appreciation of the gom the true and the beautiiuL \ rt then.

myriad creations all about us remain unseen

and unneeded in ninety-nine cases in a hun
dred because we have never acquired th

hahiis oi observation and attention. liavin‘
eyes we see not the objects within our vision 3

or ii an object be seen at all, it is not h at
It falls to awaken thou ht because the atten
tion lacks cultivation. he neglect of this most
im rtant characteristic of an early education

is t s crying evil at our school system.

PPOCIiE'l‘ MAGNIFlER.—A.s a means
of cultivating habits of close observation and

.

fl atier‘iti‘onwtherl'e

is
noth’ln ‘equal

to
gulch.

an in

kct iiiruzni er, wh c at run utes cur 0s y an run I. p on our

grlgslrlrailytglsggrsmi things clearly. For instance. an insect which appears iobo

I'iihont form and no lnr r than s mite, when enmlnl-d under our Msm'llller. I n lobe’! u
qnlitely formed and as de icaleiy colored as any oi its lsnzer Int-clen- Tlw skin when person a two

and hands appears to be almost as rnu h as the hide ola rhinoceros. The dlflerent arts of flower‘

are so much sniarn-d as to exhibit var t-d attractions which only infinite skill con d have niannul

and executed. Hence the Muniflcr should be reckoned as an indispensable kat companion 01

every child." veil as oi every crown person. The nintzniiying uwers of t Lsinstrumr-nt ran

from three to ten dlumeir'n. or fi'om nine to one hundred times t a superficial surface. Prico on 1

‘Lou, postonlti: or 4 .ltiacnifla-rs for ‘3.111

We will give one ofMesa (u a Premium fbr Two Subscribers to Me 1% reaso
hgz'cal Journal, or we will send F'om' .Jfagm'fler: and Four Copies of (be
Journal One Year will: Them/‘um: ofl‘ered lo Subscribers, for 89.00. Adds-g.”

‘a 0rd"! '0 FOWLER. & WELLS 00., Publishers, 758 Broadway, N. Y.
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SGMETHING PRACTICAL.
YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO DO WITIIOUT ONE. @

The Housekeeper‘s Scale—i oz. to 25 lbs., $3.50.

Union Scale—i oz. to 240 lbs., $5.00.

‘In these times
of deceptive weights and false measures. a standard scale is indispensable to those who would

be sure of getting all they pay for. A handy scale such as those here illustrated is also daily useful in every oflice,

factory, and household; and those who are doing without it are losing. in one way and another, several times

its cost every year. These scales are manufactured by the Cbica 0 Scale Company, which has a national reputa

tion for making the best standard goods, and we have arrangetfto supply them to subscribers to the Panaso
LOGICAL JOURNAL on favorable terms.

The Housekeeper"! Scale.—-Flve years ago the writer purchased a scale for weighing small packages

of mail matter. The hat or catalogue price of it was $8.00. But being a publisher, a discount of 50 per cent. was
allowed. making the price $4.0) net. Its weiglung capacity was from }oz. to 4 lbs.. while the liousekeeper's Scale

is much more convenient and accurately weighs from { oz. to 25 lbs. The Housekeeper is made with steel bear

ing-I, nicely adjusted. It has a Brass Beam and Tim Scoop. We consider it worth at least twice as mttch as the

.00 4-pounder, and yet the Housekeeper is oti'ered for only $8.50, boxed and shipped by express. Given as a

reminm tor four subscribers to the JOURNAL, or for $3.50 we will send the Scales and the JOURNAL one ear.

The Union Scale weighs from toz. to 240 lbs. Li 'ht articles may be weighed in the scoop, w lie the

heavier ones are placed on the
glutform

(10:13} inches), wh ch is large enough to weigh a tub of butter, a barrel

of potatoes, a quarter of beef. ohu Jones, Nancy Smith, or any other commodity under ‘240lbs. avoirdu ois.

The upper row ol figures on the brass beam is for the scoop, and the lower row for platform. It will last aqife
time, and costs but $5.00. boxed and shtpped

by
freight or express. Given as a Premium for live subscribers to

the Jot'mun. or for $5.00 we will send
the Sea es and the Joumnr. one year. Address all orders to Q

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
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$12.00.

| [)5 was COLLACQN - just published- is an encyclopedia of 40,000prose quotations from 8,000authors

upon 'Ltltitditierent topics. It comprises beautiful thoughts, choice extracts. and famous sayings of the mos

eminent writers of all nations from the earliest ages to the present time, together with a comprehensive bio

graphical index of authors and an alphabetical list of subjects nested. u is illustrated with l25 beautiful por

‘

traits in steel and wood. especially in the land "—S'undoy Magazine.

‘ engrag'cd for this work. The Colla-
“
We wish there might be a copy in

con is the most complete and valua- ever
family;

the money spent in

’

ble reference book of the age—a pnrciasing twill be well invested."

, standard work for the scholar, the —The Home Companion. "In this

clergyman. the essayist. the lawyer, handsome volume we have the im

l the orator, the statesman, the press, perishable gems of over eight thou

, and the general reader. j.
‘ i-
'_ .,
- t t , W sand prose writers.“— The Celtic.

I “

A collection of rare thoughts is - '-
.

_
‘

lifzitfii‘j

5
;
j “

It seems as it all the libraries of

l nothing less than a cabinet of intel-
‘ ‘

jtiititg'u'l‘,‘
- - > the world have been ransacked for

,, lectual gems."—Wtt.t.tax B.

‘ ' -‘ these ele ant thought-gems.”—

Sraaoua. Christian ntelli eacer. “It is. in

t "The multiplicity of writings is deed, a veri ta )le mine of good

becoming so great, that everything thin s, or rather a treasury, for in it

, must soon be reduced to extracts." we nd the pure gold without the

t —V0L1'AIRE. , dross.”-N. Y. School Journal.
“ It

“
Posterity preserves only what is unquestionably the most compact

will pack into small compass. Jew- and perfect book of quotations that

t els are handed down from age to has ever been issued from the

u

agP'. less portable valuables disap- press."—Untver8rll Gazette.
“
An

i
i

t

iJ<‘t\r-"—i,onn STANLEY. encyclopedia
oi'dprose

quotations—

wisdom choppe into mincemcat.

One ought never to be without the

best thoughts of the best writers."

—N. Y. Truth. “No thinking per

son can fail to be impressed with its

l on the table of every drawing-room great usefulness, and the longer be

, owns and uses the work the more will he rejoice in its ossession."-—Chrtslian World.

‘ The Collacon is sold onlv by subscription, except w en it
.

is obtained as a premium. Handsomely bound in

l‘ in" morocco. marble edges. The ' ‘ollacon weighs about 9 pounds. Price. $12.00,by express. Given as a Premium

, for twelve >uh~cribers to the PIIRENOLOGIOAL Jouarun, or we Will send the JOURNAL three years free to any

one sending us the price, $12.00, for the book. Address

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers. 753 Broadway, New

Opinions of the Press.—
“
An elephantine aggregation of

preset]
otations frotn eminent au

thors.‘ ——.»VY. Sun. “it is truly a

rare book, and should find a place

York.

__‘ _____ _ _ . is if

.
v
v



A CHANCE FOR BOYS

The Gelebtated Waterbury Watch and Chain $3.50.

Is the Waterbury a Toy ?—Proba

hly ro other invention ever patented has been so per- i

SlBlEIilly maligned and ridiculed and misrepresented us

the Waterbury Watch has been by watch-makers and

dealers. The reason is obvious. There is not an
‘

opportunity to make us much on the sale of u $3.50

Waterbury as on in $30Waltharu; and those who pur- l

chase the Waterbury can not be induced to invest in

the Walthsm],

Repaired for a Trifle—The fight of .

the dealers against the Waterbury has been so bitter

and desperate thntgin most cases they refuse either to

handle or rcpaiiuit. Hence the manufacturers o‘Ter to

repair for little or nothing all

watches which may be accident

ally injured. Also, while it costs

from $1 to $3 to repair an ordi

nary watch, the manufacturers

charge only from ‘25to 50 cents to

clean and repair any Waterbury. 1

Average Sales 1,000

mm DAY.—Bl1l. in spite of watch

makers‘ and dealers’ efforts to

discredit the Waterbury, it is still

being sold at the numerous rate of

over 1,000per day the year round.

We not only guarantee the watch

to give satisfaction, but we pre

sent a few samples of the thou

sands of testimonials received

from those who have purchased

the Waterbury.

What. Purchasers Say about. the‘

Waterbury.

“ For three years I have carried‘

a Waterbury Watch. It has been

wound renulsrly, and has not

varied or been repaired or regu

lated in that tltne.“—M. M. Mllb.

mu, Louisville, Ky.. Aug. 30. 1884.
“ l have sold my Waterbury for $7.50 and now want.

unotlter."-—Wn|. B. Sco-r'r, Wudley, Gu.

“
I am perfectly delighted with my Waterbury. It is

not. only neatly and substantially made, but is n splen

did timer. ' have run it with a Walthsm Watch, full

jeweled, chronometer balance, and adjusted to heat

and cold and position, and it has not varied trn sec

ond: in ten dsys.“-W. M. HEATH, Edgefield C. 11.,

SIC.

"K have tried my watch for three weeks with $150

watches and it keeps us good time, or better, thanjhey

do."—J. P. LANOMIRA, Como, La.

“
Have had a Waterbury Watch for more than a year.

It gives perfect. satisfaction in every particular, and

t

Illustration is Two-thirds Actual Size.

has kept perfect time."-Cmtnx W. Hun'rnmr, Chari

ton, lows.

“ l have carried a Waterbury for the last three years

and always found it to be a good time-keeper.“—

Hltrmr G. WALL, 51 Cedar Street, New York.

What the New York Tribune says.

-But some one may say that the character of the

above testimonials is exceptional. Well, we do not

pretend to say that every “stetbury, any more than

every high-priced Wultham watch, can be so accu

rately regulated as not to vary a minute a year or a

second a day, but we do pretend to say, that with very

few exceptions, they keep satisfactory time; and in

support of this fact, we quote the

following from the New York

Tribune:
“ It is s remarkable

fact that out of the first 1.0“)

watches sent out by the 7H

bune, only eight have failed to

give perfect satisfaction.“

Safe Delivery Guar
ANTEED.—Tlle Tribune’; “eight.

unsatisfactory“ watches in thr.I

1,000may have been injured in the

mails. so that even these watches

may have left the factory in good

condition. But whether they did

or not, we guarantee to deliver a

perfect watch in every case, so

that ifthe first one received should

not suit, it may be returned for

another that will.

Description. —— T h e
Waterbury which we offer eon

talns all the latest improve»

ments. It is n full plate move

ment, comprising fifty-nevi) sep

arate parts. It is a stem winder

in half-open face and nickel
silver case. The illustration in

two-thirds the actual size. With every wzttch, we sup»

ply a Nickel-Plated Chain and (‘harm Whistle. The

cases are handsomely chased and the Vl‘slch and

Chain complete are packed in a handsome Salim

Lined Box.

On Time—If you wish to be on

time. entry A Waterbury Watth. If you wish to teach

your children habits of promptuess, give them u Water

bury. lt will save its price over and over again every

year in time, anxiety, and mutations. besides the hub“
of punctuality which it cultivates. Price of Watch and

Chain complete is only $3.50, post-paid, or as u Premium

for five subscribers to the Pnnzh'onootrn. JotnuuL,
at $2.00 a year, or $2.15 with Premium Chart. 01' Bust
to each subscriber. Address

FOWLER 8a W ELLS (30., Publishers,

763 Broadway, New York.



leétl‘o-Mfignetié
AS PREMIUMS

There hes been during the pest yeer greet progress made in the epplicetion of Electricity to the treet-eet ol

verioes forms of diseeee. The educsted sentiment of the public demends from physiciens ee epplioetion of this

remediel sgent in may eesee, which hes resulted in e lerge number oi’ physielens procurin‘ betteriee. lone

heve good oees, end some heve those thet ere indiflersnt; but ell should be furnished with s good instrument.

Intelligent men end women een. with proper ettentlon, use the betteries quite es successfully es the even"
physiciemsnd theretore meuy persons, outside of the profession. ere procurin; betteries end works on the sub

ject, end hashing the epplicetion in msny ceses where it is required.

The demend tor these mschines hss induced us to mske specisl srrsngements with the meuehcturer for the

elering 0!

Dr. Jerome Kidder-‘e Celebrated Batteries

es Premium ibr clubs of subscribers to the Pmrtonoetuu. Joumut. AID science or Hmrn.

We here slreedy sup lied meny oi’ these to our subscribers end Needs for use to their entire sstistsetion,

end we ourselves know hem to be thoroughly rellsble, end equel to the best m e. Durin hie life-fine Dr.

Jerome Kidder spent much of his time end money in verious
lnglrovemeuts

end in erfec g his Isechinee.

l‘or generel urposes "THE PHYSICIAN‘! AND FAMILY MA INK" re resent in the shore cut. end

known es 0. 4, will snswsr eve purpose. It hes three coils, giving six ver etious of the current, end is ope

reted b one 0 en bsttery‘ sud csn used for weeks end months without
chsnge

of fluid. The one cont-sins e
bottle, n whic the fluid cen he poured when not in use. The cut represents t 0 box. with spperstus, without

the cover. The price of this‘ complete, is $1). It is eflered for
twsratiy

subscribers to the Jomu. et u eech.

We elso ofler No. 5, which contsins dve coils‘ errenged to be us in verious comhinetlons, end with hydro

stet tip cup
bsttery.

Price $27; sud altered for twenty-seven subscsibers.

As we have ss d, sny intelligent person, with the eid oi the menu] which eooom ies the Bettery, on
e ply electricity with these machines in very men! ceses eflectively. We would sey, 0 not depend upon our

p sicien, with his little experience, end his old broken-down mechiue; procure one for
tylgurself.

Our ii 111

0 er presents
eu‘gpportuuity

to our
Ehyeicieus

to secure one of the best mschlnes mede, s ply by e little well
directed elort. s will elso send t eee mechines on receipt of rice," sbore stetcd.

White's lsesel oi‘ ledlcsl Electricity, e very simple text-boo on the subiect. price seen. is gives for twe

subscribers.

Addresl FOWLER & WELLS 00., 763 Broadway, New York

N. B.-I'or fuller descriptions of the Buttery, with its uses, together with e eomplete Pries

liet, send stump for Kidder‘s Cetslogus. We "en furnish eny of the Bstteriee for e number of

subscribers equelling the price in dollers, or on receipt of amount nemed in Kidder's list

-:=:. r====='—_=;-._~= :=_.:~_=:— —



USEFUL RUBB GUUDS.EB

We have arranged with the Goodyear India Rubber Curler Company, 729 Broadway,

to ofl'er some of their most usdul and celebrated Goods as Premiums
for clubs of subscribers

These articles are new, and are now justly coming into very gen

used some of them personally, and know they will bear our recommendation.

our a sat neighbors,

the PHRINOLOGICAL JOUINAL.

so

use. We have

LADIES’ (JIBOULAR.

The cat val

ua 0 these

light and thor

oughly water

proof artielu

need hardly be

r e fe r r ad to.

They are made

in the usual

atylefoflwatkerproo c as

with hood, an

the can be

rolled up and

carried in the

the necessity of be

with a heavy cloth
pocket, savin

mg burdene _
cloak. ln orderi'tg, give length de

aired in back. r‘nce, $4.00. Given

for four aulruriberi, and so cents

extra for v ‘ding, or will be sentby
mail, pol paid, on receipt of price.

GENTS’ WA TER PROOF

OVBBCOAT.

Few men know

the v a l u e of

these li ht and

servicea le ar

ticles s tro n g

and d u r ab l e,

put in pocket:
made In vari

ous sizes. in

ordering, give

size around the

breast, under

the arms. The

rice of this is

5.00. Given for five subscribers,

and so cuts for postage. or will be
sent by mail, post-paid, on recelpt

of price.

_|-_.

“'ATER BOTTLE.
This is an article that

should be ready for use

in eve family. en

local ot applications

are needed nothing
equals it; many times

severe pain is relieved

by a hot ap lication in

this way. he only
. proper and safe way of

warming the bed or feet

and hands of elderly

persons and invalids.

Hot flat-iront and jug should not

be used. Price, $1.00. Given for

two subscribers,
or

sent by mail,

post-paid, on receipt of price.

LADIES’ LEGGINGS.

Featherweight (rubber) Leggings for

Ladies and Misses. These are water

proof, strong and

durable, afl'ording

a protection at

tained in no other

way. Being lined

theyarewarm and

absolutely indis

pensable in wet

and muddy wea

ther. Every lady

who has to 0 out

daily shoul own

one. In orderin

give size aroun

calf, and state
whether for ladies

or misses. Price,

$1.50. Given for

two subscribers, or

sent by mail,post

paid, on receipt of

price.a’
MEN’S LEGGINGB.

The“ will be found

useful very many times ;
"

on all wet days,and when

it is necessary to go in

wet grass, etc., being an

absolute protection to

pants and person. State

whether large or small

size is wanted.

Price, $1.50. Given

for two subscribers, or

sent by mail, post-paid,

on receipt of price.

ooonvrsasvs

HEALTH LIFT.

PUMP PLANT SPRIIELEK

This is a very ingenious

,_ arrangement, by w hic h

ladies and sedentary per~

sons can take daily a va

ricty of exercise, which

will be found very benefi

Pntoa, $5.11).

Given for five subscri

1 here, or sent. by express

on receipt of price.

This is the latest impoveltelt in
Plant Sprinklers, and is undonbnedl'y

the most convenient apprasaa for

siprinlsling
Flowers, Plants, Clothe‘,

loors, etc. ever made. It is the

quickest and most electual in the mar

lret,and for flowers it is n'uv’l asas'fsu.
lt is a miniature pump; the ittle

accompan in it will hold a pint, ut

water can e t rown from a pail or other
vessel at the rate of a quart in three

minutes in a fine, even spray. Price,

$1.50. ~Givenfor two subscribe or sent
by mail, post-paid. on receipt price,

-—._
MATSON'S SYRINGB.

We have supplied hundred: Of 0.
customers with these, the best made.

Put up in handsome cases, each con

taining four tubes- one for llowela of
Adults, one for in ants, Vaginal Tube.
Ear Tube, and Spray Cap, either oi
which ma be used with the Bulb. It
is the mos convenient S 'ringe in use,

its peculiar form adapt us it to the

hand in every possible position. and
'

the latest improvement of the traventor.

A guide~bookwith each S
'

e. Price

$3.00. Given for three
“a;

or
sent by mail on receipt of price.

All these are of special utility, and will be found indispensable in every well-regulated family. We o'er then as

Premiums for the purpose of increasing our list of subscribers ; but to place thein
within the

reach of
all we will send

mail, post-paid, to any address. A more complete descriptive circular be sent on application. All or“
uld be sent to

F0WLEB & WELLS, Publishers
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*3Mii 5CimH0iti" oi>mNiill
This is the latest form of Automatic
Musical Instruments, and we have

arranged with the Mechanical Organette Co.

to offer it to our musical friends, and believe it

to be all they claim for it, which is as follows:

In presenting this new and beautiful In

strument to the attention of the public, we do

not hesitate to pronounce it the “Queen of

Automatic Instruments." For years we have

been aiming to offer the public a Mechanical

Musical Instrument that would be simple and

perfect to operate ; produce a rich, melodious

tone, and capable of firing [hanged in volume,

m‘frzssion and time, at the will of the opera
'
tor. The most desirable point in a Mechan

ical Instrument, and one which all others have

failed to obtain (except in very expensive

styles) is the power of holding a note at the option of the performer, together with as well and ex

pression device, thus giving an opportunity of playing all libitum, and entirely doing away with

the monotonous tones, common to instruments of this class. All of these new features are pre

'l sented in THE MUSICAL CASKET. Like all other instruments of its class, the tune is produced by

the perforations in the Paper Stencil, there being positively no limit to the kind or quality of the

P
Music. It will play Hymn Tunes, Popular Airs, Sets of Quadrilles, Polkas, Waltzes, Reels,

llornpipes, Operatic and the most diflicult pieces with clearness and accuracy. Simply turning

a little crank with one hand feeds the music paper and blows the bellows, while with the other

hand the performer can retard, hasten, prolong any note or chord, and give the Music power or

delicacy of tone at will, thus combining the precision of a Mechanical Instrument, with the ex

pression and varied style of the performer.

[

THE MUSlC.—The Music for this Instrument, as in all of its class, is prepared in the form

I of Paper Stencils, of a very pliable and extremely tough quality of paper, and is warranted with

ordinary usage to last for years. A descriptive circular, with list of Music. etc., will be sent to

any address. The price, with four tunes, is $10.00, given as a Premium for ten subscribers to

the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, or for $10.00 we will send the Casket and the JOURNAL two years.

Address all orders to

FOWLER 8
.’ WELLS (10.. Publishers, 753 l'rnatlwny, New York.

TELEGRAPH-Y;

‘n
:

--
-

A

The Home Learners’ fzzsz‘rzlmelzz‘.
The constantly increasing demand for Tolegro hie operator- has wisely led a t many youn people to

dolire to learn to operate. The very complete an compact instrument illustrate above, is manu lcturod by

labors. L. G. Truorsou a ($0., of this city. to meet the wants of home learners. lt mush-ta of a complete and

perfect Sounder and Key combined, on mahogany base, including Battery. Chemicals, Wire, Book of instruction,

and evervthlng necessary for n First-(‘lulu Telegraph Outfit. tor the Student's use, for practice It
Home or for operating nil Short Llneo of Telegraph.

Wu “0 arranged for offering this no a Premium. it will be sent complete for
only

six subvoriborl to the l

Phronologieal Journal, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, only $ .60. Addrou

r

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
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Is PREMIUM LIST. o
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H
i We present below a
.

List of Articles ofi‘ered as Premiums for Clubs to Tax PBRENOLOGICAL Jonas“. urn

l Science 01-‘Mean", and would call special attention to the very liberal ofl‘cra and conditions given.;'_'l‘he articles

,l are all new and useful; the very best of their kind. Besides these, to each Subscriber is given a splendid Premium.

4 i-—, a * ~—~if i ,

. I

H

8.};
Names of Articles offered as Premiums for ‘)

-

l‘gegég,

" ‘w
Tl‘ P

’

"’"l.l 1 d3‘ fH it‘
'2' ‘Ex

ig .2 fir-311015.“ cums. on cience 0 ea :1. s 27;:

,l
,

‘

An Illuslraled and Descriptive Circular will be sent on receipt of stamp. .

|

tr; §

1 The \Vatcrbury Watch and Chain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 3 50 5

2 Gents’ \Vatch, Nickel, Lever, Stem-\Vindcr, Open Face . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 oo :5

3 Gents‘ Watch, Silver. Lever. Stem—Winder, Hunting Case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 22 oo 22

, 4 Cents’ \Vatch, Cold Hunting Case, Stem-Winder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 50 oo :00

l

5 Boys‘ or Ladies’ Silver Lever, Open Face. Stem Winder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 18 oo :8

i 6 Ladies’ Watch, Eagle Cold Case, Stem-Winder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42 oo

'

42

,l
, l 7 Oncd‘s Silver Plated Sct.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 oo 2

l 3 One Dozen Silver Plated Tea S oons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 oo 6

it

i

9 One-half Dozen Silver Plated able Spoons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 oo 6

,l
, 10 One Dozen Silver Plated Dessert Spoons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 00 l to

‘

‘

11 One Dozen Silver Plated Table Forks . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... ta 00 l n

H n
One Dozen Silver

Plated, Solid Stccl Knives . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14 00 l 14 ,

,l
,

, 13 Etthcr a Silver Plated Castor or Butter Dish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 00

F

7

1 14 An Elegant Silver Plated Fruit or Cake Basket. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 oo 9

H , 15 The Housckcepcrs' Scale... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 3 5o. 4 l

J,

16 The Union Scale . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 oo 5

1 , I7 1 The Avery Sewing Machine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 50 oo 35

ll

'8 Boy's Tool Chest, 5 assorted tools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 00 7

1 X9 Gentleman's Tool ‘best, 85assorted tools.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22 50 30

ll
‘

2°‘
FamilyUrind-Stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 4

,4 2‘ Kidder's Electro Magnetic Machine, No. 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 20 00 :0

l 2’ Kidder’s Electro Magnetic Machine, udth Tip cup, No. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 oo :5

l.
‘

23 Household Microscope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 6

,‘ , 24 The Library Microsco c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 00 so

i

‘

253 The Home Learners‘ clegraphic Instrument. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 50 6

2° The Combination Fruit Press . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 3 $0 4

, a7 Waterman's ldcalFountain Pcn,No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350 3

l 28
Watcrman‘s ideal Fountain Pen, No. 3, large size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 oo 5

29 Telescopic or Acromatic Spy-Glass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._

. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,

a

oo

3

N

3° An Eight-Day Clock,
“ Victoria," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00

,l

31 An AlarmClock,“_loker" Lever . . . . . . . . .. 600 6

l‘ 32 The Mechanical Organette
“
Musical Casket

"
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to 00 no

33 The
“
Holly Scroll Saw" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . 3 00 4

l 34 The
“
Dcmas

"
Scroll Saw and Lathe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . - - . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 00 10

H

35 Perfection Student Lamp, Nickel Plated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ............ .... 5 00 6

l 36 Centlemen‘s Rubber Over-Coat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00 4

H 37 Ladies’ Rubber Water-Prooi Cloak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 OJ 4

y
, 38 Rubber Lcggins, (Gcnts', Ladies’ or Misses’) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. l I 75 3

l

39 Rubber Water-Bottle, 2 quarts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ..l 2 co 3 ll

ll 4° Mattson's Rubber Syringe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00 3

H

4! Home Exerciser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 0o 5

. 42 Pump Plant Sprinkler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..| x 00 a

{43 Day'sCollacon,aBookofProse'Quotations...................... 1200 r2

,1
,

44 Set of Portraits for Lecturers
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4o 00 40

| 4
2 Set of Phrcnologlcal S ectmens. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4o 0) 4)

ll
‘

4 Small Set of Phrenologtcal S ecimens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to co to

H 4
5 Set Lambert's Physiolo ical latcs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., to co to

4 \Vorcester's Unabridge Dictionary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .7 to 00 x:

l'
l ‘ 49 Student's Set of Phrcnological Works, with Bust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l to co 8

5° Geo. Combe's Works. Uniform edition, 4 vols . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 oo 4

ll 5‘ l New Physiognomy ; or, Signs oi Character . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 oo 4

M

52 The Hydropathic Encyclopedia. b R. T. Trail, M. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00 4

l

53 The Family Ph sician. By joel STICW,M. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l 3 oo 3

l‘

54 Health in the ousehold ; or, Hygienic Cooker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..f 2 oo 3

,l
l

5
3

History
of Woman Suffrage, either volume, clot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. 5 oo 5

J

5 '

CowansScicnce ofa New Life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.......... 3 oo 3

,i .

5
; phrenological Busts. Largc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ t 00 3

‘l

5 Cast of Human Brain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 00 2

l

2
3 Emphatic Diaglott: or, New Testament in Greek and English .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..... 4 oo 4

t
i

6

l A Set Su‘rnce of Healllz, Four Years, bound in muslin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t: on Q

N 6
‘

‘

Tue PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, New Series, 1 years, bound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48 oo :o

l

6
2 THE PHRHNOLQQIQALjommac,

any one year, ound . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 oo 3

F
l

6
3 A Year‘s Subscription t
o the PHRENOLOGICA'LJOURNAL

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 oo 3

,l
,

6
4 Library of Our Publications, Agent's Selection.

. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .' 5 03 4

l 6
2 Library of Our Publications, Agent‘s Sclcct_ton

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to 00 7

t

6

Library of Our Publications, A'cnt’s Selection .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 oo 15 i

,

6
5 A Full Written Description of haracter from Photographs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 5 co 4

l

A Scholarship in the American institute of Phrenology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. too 00 30°

Send in names as fast as received, stating they are on premium account, and all will be placed to your credit. \

and premium sent; when the number is complete. Bond 10cents for Specimens, Prospectuses, Blanks. ct4:_, a“ ll

in canvassing. Names may be sent from different post-oifices if desired. Remit P. 0. Orders, or in Registered
"

Letter-r. Stamps received. Address

I

F'U‘VLER & “'ELLS (70., Pttblluhcrs, 753 Broadway, yq_ f. l

A; AA'AA A’A’A I’; *IsA'X IA A A A A ‘A A
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1%

: ‘Ni,- qk >1

lore people than
‘

read any other Ameri- -
can newspaper imir :0
‘I'm:Sn.‘ everymornin‘ .
for the news or this town.

~“ ‘G9 ‘h’ "_
the country and the world. In Daily, Weekly and Sand
editions form the heat obtainable history of all that
llllm'cslimr in contemporary ovenu. It waau-s no words.
I‘ evadesno duty. i l sacrifices no conviction.‘ in tcmrmrarv
expediencyor partiun damamis. and it maintains. and will
continue to maintain. ill lll‘lWl-VPI'H‘IEinynltv to true
Weakly, ‘l a year. Addmu. 1- w- EWGLAND.

.>ac~~— -_2&2?‘

2477/

Democratic princi

ples. That. aswe under.

stand thematter. is the
_-»..:~---»- ‘on 0| newwlper which sensi

ble men and women of all ahadeaor opinion want to read.

They will find 'I‘nl Sun for the coming year a better

newapnpt'r than ever before. The rates. aid. for

our neveral edlllnna, are as follows: . 50 can. a

month. .8 a year: with Sunday edition, .1. Sundays,

1 a rear. .

ubllshor. “The Sun," New York City,

wazsr HOLIDAY ctF

. §§¥£ivmflom V

‘ 7'
H

E LCOM E C I FT .

. 5
>

_
I

Now supplied, at a small additional cost, with
)DmSON'S

PATEN?‘ REFERENCE INDEX.

The latest edition has 8000 more Words in ila

vocabulary than urn found in any other Am. Dicl.‘y

and nearly 8 times the numbcr oi‘ Engravings.

G. l C. IERRIAI l (10.,Pub'rs, Springfield, Mala.
"

ooxs on BUILDING, PAINTING.
Decorating, etc. Send 10cents for illi-page Illul
t.ratcd Uataiozue (just. publiahedt.

WI. T. COI51'00K. 6 Aalor Place. New York.

and Home Entertainments‘

AC N G
Sci-ner‘;

Make-upWi ,

Article:- and everything else nct-dcd lzcttiznEup l'rivate

Theatrlcals and Exhibitions. Cannoouss Ill-II. Ad~

dress, HAROLD ROORBACH. 9 Murray St. York.

wrtMfiMEZg/Hmu

end for circular. W. (I. C FEE, Oswego, N. Y.

ceive it return mail 100 80! li,uo two alike.

with an illustrated book of tricks and novelties.

by mall or personafizf

[u I
‘r H T and return to- u! with

_
H. J. EHMAN, 50 Chatham BL, New York.

G

“nation. procured
forlpktgila

when competent.

100. silver) and re

oon LUCK curds-séntocisnd receive a "it

CHAS. FARQLLJQQ West 28th Blrectilew York;

K v
.

41 ANYWATCH

l: wllchlnalterr. By mailfibc. Circular!
fly“. .Ls. BmcukOo..|8De18t..N-Y'SOLD

p for Actual Workshop
4<Buninevs. Lalhes for
Wood or Metal. Circu

-"
'
larSnws ScrollSaws,

rt sent. cri, cle.‘ etc. achines on

trial tfdcsired. Di'ECil itive Cmalomte and Price List
Free. ‘V, . 6: JOHN BARNES,

254 Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

BEST
QuQYtWY-is

am

WORK

HNEST

‘510" TONE30 M55

DO YOU WANT A DOG?

If ‘0 aemi for DOG BUYERS’ _

GUIDE. containingcolomd lakes.
no e “ing; of diflennllgrendl,

rice:h
ey
n‘iwonh; ant’!whale:

in l
. <0 s

nix-in ezootls 01 Harlem
tions or Trlinin and Brecd- -

ing Ferrets. Ma led or 15cu.

ASSOCIATE I‘ANGXIIB.

ms. an mum.

'

IF YOU‘ WANT
'

e mot-t pupu ar an ant

iefactory Carrel. as regards

Health. Comfort and Ele

Forrs‘ .. o »mm

gance of Form. be sure

andget

MADAME FOY’S
un-novnn

Corset and Skirt

Supporter.
‘

it is particularly adapted

to the rt'sent at it: of dress.
For rme by all cadinz deal

1 en. Price by mail, ‘L30.

FOY, HABMON 6: (30., New Haven, Conn.

1 O

Scrap-Book Pictures, 10m; 100 Tram

‘er Picturra. 10c.‘ 2H Gem Chromoa.20|:.; or

the lot or 250. Name (It a Magazine. H. E. SLAYTON.

Montpelier. Vt.

0R1‘ EDWARD COLLEGIATE lNiTi’l‘UTL—New
buildings. steam heated. Finest boarding seminary

in State. New catalo e givlntz reduced rateu. Winter

term Dcc. i501. lust lute. Fort Edward. N. Y.
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Just Published in London and flew lurk.

THREE VISITS TO AMERICA.
By EMILY FAITl-IFULL. One large izmo volume, 400 pp., extra cloth. $1.50.

The most interesting and attractive work published about America, our people,

institutions, etc. The author is well known as a keen, critical observer, and this work

is unlike all other books of travel, and rather a record of her observation of our people,

institutions, etc, than an account of the country. To show something of the nature of

the work, we copy from the author's Preface:

“ I do not pretend to offer any new lnlorinutlou about a country rel-pectlng which so much htv been alrea dy
written by abler pens than mine. but this addition to the international literature of the day may still perhaps
prove acceptable, as ‘the point of view‘ taken ditfers from that of the ordinary traveller.

"
Throughout my three visits I had one

obiect

specially before me, namel , to supplement the experience

gdurd during twenty years of practical work in ‘nglaad, in regard to the change po<itlon of women in the nine
teenth century, by ascertaining how America is trying to solve the

most delicate and dilflcult problem presented

by modern civilization. In the hope that the information thus obtained may prove awful. I venture to ofl'er thin
volume to the English and American public. and I sincerely trust that no comments in these pages. upon politi
cal matters or social customs. will prove ofl‘eneive to a country

which extended to me such generous hospitality,
and for which I entertain a profound and ati'ectionate respect.

'

During Miss Faithfull's last visit to this country we arranged with her, by advance

payment, to become the American publishers of her new work. which is now issued

simultaneously here and in London.

For sale by booksellers, or will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price, $1.50.

READY NOVEMBER 15th.

T H E

CHILDREN 0F THE BIBLE.
BY FANNY L. ARMSTRONG.

-

wi'rri AN INTRODUCTION BY

FRANCES E. WlLLARD, Pars. N. \V. C. T. U.

275 pp" 722910, exlra rial/7, - - 67.00.

In this volume the story of each child of the Bible is told
by itself so graphically, that it almost seems entire] newI
and none could be more interesting than they. C ildren
and adults will read these stories with interest and with profit.

Miss \Villard's testimony in favor of the book and the
author is very strong, as is also the recommendations by

large numbers of Sunday-school workers in all denomina
tions. \Ve can show something of the scope of the work by
publishing the list of subjects treated as shown in the

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Ishmael; Isaac; Esau and Jacob; Joseph; Miriam ; Mo
ses; Nameless; Samuel; David ; An Obedient Roy; Only a
Baby; A Baby‘s Narrow Escape; Me-phib-o-sheth; Abijah ;

The Widow’s Son; irreverence Punished; The Shunamrnite‘s
Son; The Little Tug~Boat', Joash; Uzziah, the Le r; Jo
siah; Daniel; The Infant Jesus; The Child Jesus ; he Boy

i
Jesus; The Daughter of Jairus ; The Lunatic Child Heated ;

A Co-\Vorker with Jesus ; An Object-Lesson; Little Children ; Rhoda ; Timothy.

This book should be in every family, in the hands of all Sunday~school teachers, and in all Sunday
school libraries.

Aosn'rs WANTED to introduce it. Sent. by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Address

FOWLER 8
r
.

WELLS 00., Publishers, 763 Broadway, New York.
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DRS. WALTER'S MOUNTAIN PARK.
WERNERSVILLE, NEAR READING, BERKS (10., PA

’l‘nts is one of the moat delightfully

and scenery. it has no competitor. The success of its management is everywhere acknowledged.

atronage. and invalids from all over the American continent and from Europe are seek

ua success or run Tuna-run“ is beyond all question.
to its reputation and its

ing its healing waters.

varied lorms oi‘ Baths, the dwedish Movement Cure. Massa

tered in a combination and upon principles diiferent from t

cesai'ully.invalld-_ no matter what the d't-‘ca-se.who have

The principles of ad ministrationappliances. but from these same appliances.

the skill of the Drs. Walter is established by the uniformit

cuperatlou. or recovery of health. would do well to corres on

Dr. ROBERT WAL

located health resorts in the whole country. For
qualltgoi

air. water.

ach year adds

The appliances consist of the

e. Electricity. and a csreihl Dietary. but being adminis

ose elsewhere employedI we are enabled to treat. suc

tuilcd of benefit. not only from the ordinary medical

are new. and we believe true. and

0! the results. Whoever may be seeking rest. re

with the Medical Superintendent

ER, \Vernersville, Berks 00., Pa.

llr. {Wilson Hurd’s Highland Hygeian Home.

THE WESLEY WATER-CURE,

AT DELAWARE WATER GAP

Situstell in a most beautiful and healthful locality.

month in the year. “Rsc'r/tl. Dtslasas a specialty.

mcthnd. with little or no pain or delay lrmn business.

Treatments, 8! 5. Ex. Fee and Pres. l ear,

$5. Board. $5 per week. at Riverside
San tari

um. Hamilton. Ill. Erlnb. 13years. Circulars itce.

E. B. RINOLAND, M.D., Proprietor.

Address EXPERIMENT MILLS P. 0.‘ Pl.
no malaria. consumption rare. We receive cans every

Treatment very succcssiul by Dr. Brlnkerhofl‘s new

No cutting or excision."

‘

SunnfSideVMOuntain Health
Resort.

Open all the year for Patients and Boarders.

R0] 11'!‘ P. PRESTON, MJL,
Werneravllle, near Bending, Pa‘,

W
I t For the cfitlp.freslt popular Con

AN trlbntor, with its magnificent

50 000 M
and

unhlquallelé Pre‘ntmru. Goesever w ere. ne gen re or s
'

ore. "65 ysubecflbera in 3 day ;"
p

an

other. "80 in 8 days ;“ another.

“neon less than 15 a day.“ If you
want to

reap

a boundless wamn harvest, solid at. once

for terms 0 this unparalleled 0 once Jor agents. Jas.

H. EARLE. Boston. Mass.

10,000 Agents, Men
Wanted for our New Illustrated Holiday Volume.

POEMS 0l-‘ IIOII-I AND COUNTRY.

Original Poems of Home. Country. Old

AFe.

Love. etc.,

etc.. and in its beautiful binding and ii ustrution. an

ornament and dell ht to the home. Extra lar e, 600

secs. Full-pa a valuation. Fine cloth. trod and

lack designs. $2.00. Sand for the book and special

terms to agents, and begin at one: to take the Holiday

orders. sample copy with blanks. etc., mailed on re

ceipt or price. Jas. ii. Eannl, Boston.

and

7

Women,

‘
.

For:
as LE1)" RENT. 03%: the most Popular

l and Sucocssiul Snnitariurns in the United States.

‘

Address Drs. P. & M. H. HEALD. Wilmington. Del.

l

7 i’ w 7 i
7A new Rie
l'orm Set

’ t] e m e n t .

l Send stamp for circulars. to J. Wu. LnoYn. Tracy

City. Team

"To TEACHERS 0F GIRLS:
We wish to call your attention to our new

1

Special Physiology for Girls,

i a supplement to the study of general physiolo . spec

iully adapted l0 girls‘ schools. illustrated. x. clo..

price $1.00. Examination
cosy

in aper sent to teach

ers or school boards [01'80c. end or descriptive circu

ll

lar and tall catalogue 0! books. Aoan'rs Wau'ran.

FOWLER & WELLS (10., Publishers,

763 Broadway. New Yo
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All book: on Phonogruphy are sold by

Fowum & Wnnu 00.. Publishers‘
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Do You Read French or

German ? Send for a freéspecimcn

copy of the “Foreign Eclectic

Magazine,”

edition. You will find ~
it

of special

French or German

interest to you. Publication ofiice

7914 WalnutVStrect, Philadelphia.

Holiday library for YouflgiMe'n and Boys.
The most kelp/u] :cl 4/ books qf the tertiary for young mm and boys.

last, Push, a
n
d

Principle.

5

liapital fo
r

Working Buys.

By Wm. M. 'I‘haycr, author of
“
Log Cabin to White

Hour-e." This fullcinatlng and inspiring hook for all

who have any desire to make the most of themselves

and their opportunilier. illustrates and enforces well

nlgh every poauihle point and to lo that has to do with

success in building character In prosperity.

“It is an admirable book for evcrvbod . There is

not I dull page in ll.."— Western Bemrd¢r( ulevllle).

“
I» a presentation of the condltlonr of all desirable

success in life."— Christian Leader (Boston).
“

A powerful book."—Joumal and Messenger.

" Full of sound common aenae."— Congregatlonallat.

‘

Dollure‘" etc.

By J. E. McConanghy, author of “A Hundred Gold

Thls book does for boys under rlxfcrn
what

“
Tact‘ Push, and Principle

“
does for all pereuur

over that age. It: author has spent a qunrter of n cen

tury in study of the need! and hel a for boyn. The

book charms‘ stlmullter. and mon do them to every

manly habit that will conduce lo a eucceaeful lifev

“A book for every urent who desire! to see hltI non

rise to usel'nlneas.“— ndlana Fanner (Indinnapolllu
“
Will lhape charncter for life." -—Adoocare and

Guardla
“
Wlll

“
Eve

reading

1!. '

be read Ind rerend.“- Farm and Hrutdv.‘ N

I?

boy in the wnrld would he the better ‘for

t."-—Amerlcan Grocer (New York).

*3 Earl: issued in elegrml 12010, 51'!!! 5101/1,gold and Mark, prrl'e, $2.00. Eff/10' va/mnz,

$1.00. Mailed, post-paid, on rear)! qfprz'u.

“JAMES H. EAIRLE, Publisher, Boston.
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SIX OCI‘AVES—Sizs: Height, 4 ft. 5 in.; Length, 4 ft. 8 in.; Depth. 2 ft. Bin.

THE CASE is abeautiful desi of an
Ufil’igit

Piano, exactly like illustration. manufactured of

solid Cherry, ebonized and hi hly polls ed. TH [1810 is produced upon TWELVE OCTAVES
of Reeds. (aided by a double ight and Left Coupler). so constructed. tuned and voiced as to imitateas nearly
as possible a

strinfid
instrument, operated by a full SIX OCTAVE com ass of Keys.- This instrument

excels all others elasticity of touch. and THE M081‘ RAPID 1!! BIG CAN BE PLAYED
with rfect ease. It responds at once to the touch. combining an easy action with QUICKNESS 0!’
AR ICULA'I'ION. The tone is smooth. full and rich, not hnrsh nor ear-piercing. IT IS THE
BEST ACCOMPANIMENT FOR VOCAL MUSIC,

being
subordinate to the voice, instead of

covering it up, and the tone is pure and flexible. The instrumen can be played with perfect ease by

ladies. as the pedals (a new invention for which application for patent has been made) are operated without
exertion, ina erfectly natural position. Ad'ustable additional pedals for children are sent with every

instrument. nowin this Piano-Organ wil please the public, we are determined to introduce it at
once and make the fol owing offer:

If you will remit $95.00.within one month from the date of this Magazine. by Draft.
Post Oiflce Mone Order, or by Express prepaid, we

will ship you th s instrument, with ad‘ustnhle stool

and book. IMMEDIATELY 0N ECEIPT
0F ORDER. Test trial given and money returned

if instrument is not just as represented and perfectly
satisfactory. The regular price of this instrument,

as compare!‘ with other manufacturers. could notbe less than $145. Visit the

factory and select, or order by mail and mention this Magazine.

We recommend this instrument because we know its merits, but we kee in stock and SHIP
PBOMPTLY on receipt of order. all our different styles of Organs tor the arlor. the Cha 1

.

the

Church or the Sabbath School. Pianos for $21) and u wards. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. isitors
are always welcome at this mammoth Factory. Ad real or Call upon

w. P. HADWEN, Manager,
Daniel F. Beatty Organ and. Piano 00.,

WASHINGTON, NEW JERSEY, United States of America.

Agents wantgd.—~Agents who want to make money fast

should sell our new book, Tm: MAN WONDERFUL. a work which can be sold in every home.

gm» special crms. address F0 ER & WELLS C0., 753 Broadway, New York

0
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Recently Published New Edition
PRICE REDUCED.

COMPARATIVE PHYSIUGNUMY;
on, RESEMBLANCES Bs'rwnrm MEN AND ANIMALS. By Jam-:5 \V. Rnorn-znn.

Illustrated. New Edition. A large octavo vol. Price reduced to $2.50.

This work, the only one devoted to the subject, is now republished to

meet a demand that has been growing for information on the subject. That

the work is one of great interest, may be seen from the following

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Resemblances oi Human Beings to Beasts

and Birds; Resemblances oi Germans to

Lions; Resemblances oi Prussians to Cats;

Resemblanccs of certain Persons to Eagles

end Owls; Resemblanccs oi certain Persons

to the Rhinoceros ; Resemblanccs oi Negroes

to Elephants; Rcscmblanccs oi certain Per

sons to Ostriches; Rescmblances of certain

Persons to Storks; Resemblsnces oi the
"
Aztec Children

"
to Mice; Rcsernblances 0i

certain Persons to the Rat, Hare, Squirrel,

end "Possum"; Resemblances oi Human

Beings to Apes ; Resemblanccs oi Negroes to

Fishes; Rcsemblanccs in general; Rcscm

blaaces oi Laplanders to Reindeers; Resem

blences oi certain Persons to Herons; Re

scmblances oi Arabs to Camels; Rescm

blanccs oi certain Persons to Vultures; Re

scmblances oi Englishmen to Bulls; Rcsem

blances oi ltalians to Horses; Resemblances

oi Turks to Turkeys; Rescmblanccs oi Per

sians to Pcao lcks; Rcscmblanccs oi Chine

mcr' ‘.o Hogs; Resemblances oi Yankees to

Bears; Rescinblances oi Russians to Geese

Rcscmblanccs oi Hindus to Swans; Rescin

hlances oi Frenchmen to Frogs and Alligators ;

Rcsemblanccs oi Irishmcn to Dogs; Resem

blanccs oi certain Persons to Pigeons, and oi

Spaniards to Cocks; Rcscmblances of Jews
to Goats ; Rcscmblanccs oi Greeks to Sheep;

Rcsemblances oi certain Persons to Parrots

and Mocking Birds.

PORTRAITS.
In addition to the many illustrations of Animals and Birds, the portraits

oi the ioilowiu:5 distinguished Persons are used :

Vltellius, Emperor oi Rome; Thomas Wil

son D.D., LL.D.; Osceola, the Seminole

Chici; Jenny Lind; De Witt Clinton; Will

lam VI., Duke oi Van Beyeren; Lyman

Beecher, D.D.; John acob Astor; Andrew

Jackson; Madame 'l‘rol ope; Zurnalacarrcgui,

the Carlist Chici; Fernando Cortex; Freder

ick the Great; Maximilian 1.; A. Court dc

Gebelin; Eleanora oi Austria; La Ronciere;

John Reeves, Esq. ; Sir William Curtis, Bart.

and M.P. ; Thomas Wood, the abstemious Mil

lcr; George Canning, M.P.; Adam Walker;

Captain Cook; Maximo, the Aztec; Suraj-u

Dowlah, ;hc Hindu Nabob; Sir Henry Clin

ton; Anne oi Clevcs; Joshua Makoniane;

Alexander Aubert, Esq., F.R.S. ; Dorothy

Pentrcath, oi Mouscholc, in Cornwall, the last

Person who could converse in the Cornish

Language; William Charles Henry, Prince oi

Holland; Painter oi Flowers; Condorcet;

ohn Howard; Marat; Harriet Martineeu;

vid Hume; Edmund Burke; Earl of Wick

low; Henry VIII. oi England ; Cardinal Wol

sey; Charlcs Caspar Siebold, Surgeon; Fer

dinand 11., King of Naples; Mca Matuiani;

Washing/ton

Allston; Swcdenborg; L. Marie
Bassi; ittoria Colonna; Melancthon ; Ram

mohun Roy ; Edward VI. ; Sir lsaac Newton ;

Abdul-Medjid, Sultan oi Turkey; Patrick Rus
sell, M.D., F.R.A.; Abbas-Mina, Shah oi

Persia; Francis Joseph, Emperor oi Austria;
Erasmus; Joe Smith, the Mormon Prophet;
Mcla-Kooscga, a Chippewa Chici; Daniel

Webster; General Anthony Wayne; Paul,

Emperor oi Russia; Emperor Alexander;

Grand-Duke Constantine; John Cooke Van

Exeter; Louis XVI. of France; Ledru Rol
lin; Louis Napoleon; Lewis Cass; Laurence

Sterne; Fénelon; Ben or.;on; Francisco

Goya, Painter; Siorza; ohannus Josephus

Guillelmus Brute; Kossuth; Alexander the

Great; Plato; Oberlin; Kalergi, the Greek

Patriot; Paul Jove; Duke of Devonshire;

Leveter; Abby Kelly Foster.

The work is printed on fine heavy paper, bound in extra cloth. Price, $2.50.
Agents will find this a splendid work to canvass for. Special terms sent

on application. The work will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price
Address

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers, 753 Broadway, N. I.
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BOOKS FOR VVOMEN.v
-——>4——

Mcn read books relating to their affairs, to themselves, and to subjects in

which they are specially interested to a far greater extent than most women

do. Women should read more, and so become better informed, and in this

way add to their health, happiness, and usefulness. Below will be found a

list of works specially recommended to women, and among them are books

which should be read by every woman

l-‘or Mothers and Daughters.

A Manual of Hygiene tor \Vomen and the House

hold. Ry Mrs. E. G. Cook, M.D. illustrated.

Extra cloth, $1.50.

This is the latest. and in many respects the best work

republished
for women, and one which all should

read.

t is written from a wide experience extending over a

quarter of a century oi active practice.

For Girls.
A Special Physiology; or Supplement to the Study

of General Physiology.

'

Fifth edition, revised. By

Mrs. E. R. Shepherd. $i.oo.

This is a work on the special physiology of girls and
women, containing that which, for

proper
reasons, must

be omitted alto ether from all of t e general works_on
physiology and ygiene. We desire to call the attention

of ev mother of agirl to this work, in the belief that

she wil approve of it, and see that it is placed in the

hands of her dau hter for perusal. A special circular to

mothers and tear: ers will he sent on application.

Health in the Household;

0r, Hygienic Cookery. By Susanna \‘V. Dodds,

M.D. izmo, 600 pages, extra cloth or oil-cloth

binding, $2.00.

Undoubtedly the most complete and extensive work on

the subject of the healthful preparation of food ever pub

lished. The author writes from a large experience, and

is thorou
hly‘competent

for the work. Handsomely bound

in'ehxtra

c ot or in oil-cloth binding. Agents can do well

wit It.

The Mother’s Hygienic Hand-Book
For the Normal Development and Training of

Women and Children, and the Treatment of the'r

Diseases with Hygienic Agencies. By R. T. T
M.D. Cloth, $1.00.

The great experience and ability of the author enables

him to givejust that tactical advice which mothers need

so often all through t eir lives, and this will be found by

far the best work on the subject yet ublished. it covers
the whole ground, and, if it be care ully read, will go far
tow giving us an

“
Eamon-rattan Mo'riiizknooo.“

The work should be read by every wife and every woman
who contemplates marriage.

Uterine lliseasi-s and Displat't‘ments.

A Practical Treatise on the Various Diseases, Malpo

sitions, and Structural Derangements of the Uterus

and its Appendages. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Fifty

three Colored Plates. Cloth, 65.

'1his work was prepared for the use of h ienie physi

eians. and for the use of women who woug understand
themselves, and how to properly tire for their health,

and restore it when lost.

Letters to Women on Midwifery

and Dlst‘llfies of Women.
\ Descriptive and Practical Worlt, givin Treat

ment in Menstruation and its Disorders, hlorosis,

Leucorrhea, Fluor Albus, Prolapsus Uteri, Hysteria,

and
Disease, and other weaknesses of Females,

gnancy and its Diseases, Abortion, Uterine

Hemorrhage, and the General Management of

Childbirth, Nursing, etc. $1.50.

t'liildren,
Their Hydropathic Management in Health Dis

ease. A Descrl tive and Practical Work, designed

as a Guide for amilies and Physicians. illustra

ted with numerous cases. $1.50.

Pregnancy and (‘hiltlbii-th,

With Cases showing the remarkable Eti'ects of

Water Treatment in Mitigating the Pains and

Perils of the Parturient State. 50 cents.

These three works were written by Dr. Shew, and are

based on the Water-Cure or Hygienic system.

Management of Infancy,

Phvsiological and Moral Treatment. By Andrew

ombe, M.D. With Notes and a Supplementary

Chapter, by John Bell, M.D. 81.25.

How to Feed the Baby,

To Make Her Health and Happy. With Health

Hints. By C. E. age, M.D. Fourth edition,

revised and enlarged. Paper, 50 cents; extra cloth,

75 cents.

Dr. Pa e has devoted much attention to the subject,
both in t is country and in Europe, noting the condition

of children, and then making careful inquiries as to the

feeding, etc., and this work is a special record of experience

with his own child.

How to Grow Handsome;
Or, Hints toward Ph sical Perfection, and the Phi

losophy of Human utv, showing how to Acquire

and Retain Bodily Symmetry, Health and Vigor,

secure Long Life, and Avoid the infirmities and

Deformities of Age. New edition. By D. H.

Jacques, ILD. $1.00.

One of the best works on Physical Culture ublished.

it should have a wide sale, should be read by adies, and

es eeiall mothers, as the suggestions will he found valu

able in t e care of children.

Hygeian Home ('ook-Book;
Or, Healthful and Palatable Food without Condi

ments. 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

A very complete manual oi Hygienic recipes. Said for

It.

Transmission;

Or, Variations of Character Through the Mother.

By Georgiana B. Kirby. 25 cents; cloth, 5o cts. I

An important worlt on Heredity, and especially the

influence of the mother on the character of the child.

Miiternit ';

Or, The Bearing and Nursing of Children. including

Female Edumtion and Beauty. By 0. S. Fowler.

Muslin, 81.25.

The l’arent’s Guido;

Or, Human Development through Pre-Natal Influ

ences and Inherited Tendencia. By Mrs. Hester

Pendleton. Revised edition. Cloth, $1.25.

Copies of the above will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address

FOWLER & WELLS 00., Publishers, 753 Broadway, N. 1.
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NIW EDITION. NOW REAUY.

Life at Home;
0!, TH!

Family and Its Members.

INCLUDING

Husbands and Wives, Parents. Children,

Brothers, Sisters, Employers and Employed,

the Altar in the House, etc. By Rev. Wu.

Altman, DD. 1 volume, rzmo. Nearly 300

pages, tinted paper, extra muslin, uniform

with "Bachelor's Talks." Price $1.50; extra

gilt $2.00.

it is seldom that a book is published which

receives such universal commendation from

the press—both religious and secular—as this.

as the following brief extracts will indicate.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.

An admirable book. We would have a copy in every

house—New York Oburoer.

This is a book full of heart good sense. Every hul

harrd who reads it will be a erter husband, and every

wife will draw from it strength to make home more plus

atrL-Proin'r Form".

A beautiful a irit of Christian love and tenderness pen

ndes the who I work, and none. we think, can r it

without being better for the perusaL-v-Nm York Tina.

The views of Dr. Aikntan are sound and true, clearly

stated, and eloquently enforced—Philadelphia Ale.

It contains many golden thoughts, and well uttered-—

M‘yi'nr'el.

Dr. Aiknran's book is full of sensible suggestions, the

general edo tion of which would add immensely to the

happinus o society and the ronsotion of all that is noble

and good among them—Phi . S. S. Tina.

"‘
Life at Hone" is an eminently sensible and practi

table talk about the family and its relations and how to

keep them pure and pleasant. A sensible and useful book,

and one which, we trust, will find many to read, to poa

der. and to give heed to its suggestionL—Bmklyl Union.

Full of excellent and valuable instruction.—E.r)ru|.

A ve thoughtful and excellent practical work.—

Th In Ifnsdnsi.

It iswell written. and worthy of a wide circulation.—

Hn-ald and Prnbytn.

A most welcome addition to our Home wor' ‘. It is a

beautifully got-up work, and is full of matter calculated to

improve, instruct, and entertaim—Bujala Port.

Every way the book deserves a lace in every family,

and its reading would do good-C n'rlr'an Intruder.

No more appropriate or useful gift could be

made to a newly married pair, or to a young

household. Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price.

FOWLER & WELLS 00-, Publishers,

753 Broadway, New York.

NOW READ Y.

H BHGHEBBR’S lllHIrKS

ABOUT

MARRIED LIFE
AND

Things Adjacent.

By Rev. WrLLrAu AIRMAN, D.D., au

thor of “Life at Home." rzmo,

handsomely bound, $r.5o; full gilt,

$2.00.

This work is likely to prove one of the

most popular books published on the sub

ject of the home relation in many years.

Written from a stand point outside of fam

ily life, it is full of sharp, practical sug

gestions, which will be enjoyed wherever

read, and by all classes.

All phases are touched upon ; and while

we sometimes smile, again we find our

eyes growing moist as we read.

To give an idea of the character of the

work, we publish the following from the

CONTENTS.
My Brother's Parlor; Homes; A Home not like

Heaven; The Newl ~Mam'ed; After the Honey

moon; A Young \ ife‘s Troublu; The Clouds
Gone; Frank Holman's New Home; Hrs. Frank

Holman's Housekeeping; Mrs. Holrnan's Baby;

Obedient Babies; In the Place of God ; Frank Hol

man's Family \Vorship; The Dead Babe; About the

Baby Gone; The Inner Shrine; The luner Shrine

Protected: Taking and not Giving"; Politen’ in

the Home: Reproduced Characteristic; Justice to

Children; Promises to Children Broken; "A Horse,

Sir, is like aChlld ;" Mr. Frownell's Boys; in the

Country with the
80K";

On Politeness to the Boys;

"if we had culy nown;" On Saying “No" to

Children; Children's
"
Blues ;" The Spirit's Touch

The First “Nol" is the Thing; Bosstng it; uee

tionable Books; The Youngest Boy ; Teasing; b

bath the \Vorkingman's Day ; Family Birthdays; The
Aged in the House; How Mr. Farwell's Daughter
Felt; The Sin Returned: Grandparents; Grand

parents on the Battle-Field ; Rupousibility t on

Hiddenthe lnexperieuced; Little Courtuiu; The

\Vedding.

We can only say send for it, and take

our assurance that you will find it most

enjoyable. By mail, post-paid, on receipt

of price. Address

FOWLER & WELLS (30-. Publishers.

753 Broadway, New York
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

By EMILY FAirnrutt.

1884.

Three Visits to America.
cloth, $1.50.

The most interesting and attractive work published about America, our people, institutions, etc. The

author is well known as a keen, critical observer, and th'm is a record of her experience and observations dur

ing three somewhat extended tours throughout the country, and is filled with reminiscences of persons, places, etc.

The Man Wonderful in the House Beautiful. An Allegory- Teaching

the Principles of Physiology and Hygiene, and the effects of Stimulants and Narcotics. For

Home Reading. Also adapted as a Reader for High-Schools, and as a Text-book for Gram

mar, Intermediate, and District Schools. By CHILION B. ALLEN, A.M., LL.B., M.D., and
MARY A. ALLEN, A.B., M.D. 370 pp., extra cloth, $1.50.

“The book is more wonderful than a fairy tale, more intensely interesting than a romance, and more re

plete with valuable truths than any book of the present day."—-Indianapo.'tk Ti'mu.

The children of tha Bible, By FANNY L. ARMSTRONG, with an Introduction by

Frances E. Willard, Pres. N. W. C. T. U. Extra cloth. Price, $1.00.
" An elegantly written book, designed for young pie, who will be charmed and benefited by its beauti

ful sketches and pure, lifelike thoughts. The story 0 each child of the Bible is told by itself graphically, so

that it almost seems entire] new, and none could be more interesting than they. A book for the Home

Table, Sunday'school Teac ers, and Sunday-school libraries.

1885.

400 pages. 1 vol. Izmo, extra.

The Fallacies in
“ Progress and Poverty." A Consideration of Henry

George's
“
Progress and Poverty," Henry Dunning Macleod's "Economics," also "The

Ethics of Protection and Free Trade," and "The Industrial Problem Considered apn'ori."

By WrLuAM HANsoN. izmo, cloth, $1.00.

This is a bold attack by a clear-headed observer and most candid writer on leading ints and arguments

made by Mr. Henry George, in his well-known
"
Progress and Poverty

"
and

“
Social goblems," indicating

clearly the errors of asumption and reasoning that mar those powerful books.

A Bachelor's Talks About Married Life and Things Adjacent.
By Rev. WM. AIKMAN, D.D., author of “Life at Home." Izmo, extra cloth, $1.50.

ln this new volume Dr. Aikman writs in a pleasant and chatty manner in the form of sketches, noting

his observations from a bachelor's stand-point, with many hints and suggestions that will be heartily enjoyed

and appreciated. The work should be in the hands of all class.

Smoking and Drinking. ByJAmzs PARTON. 12m0, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This work, when first written, attracted very wide-spread attention among intelligent thinking people.

This edition has a new Introduction by the author, and should be widely read by those interested in these

subjects, and who is not, for all are affected by them 2

comparative Physiognomy; OR. RESE.\lBLANCES BETWEEN MEN AND ANrMALs.

By J. W. REDFll-ZLD, M.D. Octavo volume, illustrated. Price, $2.50.

A new edition of what may be deemed a standard work on the subject of physiognomy, carrying it into

the field of similarity between man and animals. One may read this book out of mere curiosity, or may look

at it from a humorous point of view—so be it; but whether one reads humorously or Seriously, he will find

suggestions of value.

A catechism of Phrenology, illustrating the Principles of the Science, by means

of short Conversational Questions and Answers, thus adapting it alike to Young and Old.

Paper, price 50 cents.

\Ve have here a very valuable little work, presenting the subject in a familiar manner by questions and

answers,
admtg

it for home study, and for the use of teachers who wish to place it in the hands of their

scholars for study.

How to study character; on, Tm: TRUE BASIS or 'rnn SCIENCE 01-‘ MIND, includ

ing a view of Alexander Bain's Criticism of the Phrenological System. By THOMAS A.

HYDE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. v

The object of the essay is a comparison of the older metaphysical and the present psychological and ex

perimental methods with the phrenological system.

The Diet Queaflon. giving the Reason Why, from
“
Health in the Household," by

Mrs. S. W. DODDS, M.D. Paper, 25 cents.

All who are interested in the reason why for rules of diet, and all who would eat for health and strength,

should read this valuable treatise. It will help you to know how to live.

For sale by booksellers, or sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Address

FOWLER & WELLS (10., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
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A BRIGHT HEALTHFUL SKIN AND COMPLEXION ENSURED BY USING "
T

FEARS’ SOAP.
As RECOMMENDED BY THE GREATEST ENGLISH AIITHORITY ON THE SKIN,

"
'

PROF. SIR, ERASM US WILSON, F- R- 51, PRES. OF THE ROYAL COL. OF SURGEONS, (w

‘\

ENGLAND, AND ALL OTHER LEADING AUTHORITIES ON THE SKIN. » I

CUUN'E JESS BBAUTEUUS LADIES, INCLUDING MRS. LILLIB LANGTRY, RBCUMMWD ITS VIRTUES

), .~ AND PREFER PEARS’ SOAP TO ANY OTHER. \y“
~1 v
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The following from the world-renowned Songstress is a sample of thousands Of Testimonials:'

Testimonial from Madame ADELINA PATTI. r
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ls widely known in America and Europe, having been before the reading world

nearly fifty years, and occupying a place in literature exclusively its own,

viz., the study of,‘ HUMAN NATURE in all its phases, including Phrenology,

Physiognomy, Ethnology, Physiology, etc., together with the “SCIENCE or

HEALTH," and no expense will be spared to make it the best publication for

general circulation, tending always to make men better physically, men

tally, and morally. Parents should read the JOURNAL, that they may better

know how to govern and train their children. Young people should read me

JOURNAL, that they may make the most of themselves. It has long met with
the hearty approval of the press and the people.

Christian Union 5: : “It is well known a a 90 let

storehouse for usefult ought. It teaches men to {:0
thcmselves, and constantly presents matters of the high
est interest to intelligent readers, and has the advantage

of having always been not only

‘

up with thefihkqut
ah’ltl: in advance. In popularity shows the

"

it

enterprise and brains." -

N. Y. Tn'hun says: “Few works will better repay

perusal in the famil than this rich storehouse of ins_t-ruc
ti‘ :1,which never ill to illustrate the practical philoso

phy ol'life, with its lively expositions, appropriate spec

tires‘,
and agreeable sketches of distinguished individ

s.

N. Y. Tina says: "Tn! Pirnnotooiciu. JOUINAL
proves that the increasing years of a 'odicnl is no rea
son for its lessening its enterprise or or diminishing its
abundance of interesting nutter.- It‘ all rn ‘hes in

crensed in merit as steadily as Tn: Pmtnrowoiclu.

Sunday-Srkvol Times says:
“
A great amount and

variety of useful and instructive mat'sr finds its way into

this PNRINOLOGICAL monthly. It is progressive and lib

{OUINAL

they would deserve in time to show equal evi- eral, in the ‘and
sense of those terms—1t readable, valua

ences a popularity." ble Journal.

TERMS.
The OURNAL is published monthly at $2.00 a year, or 20

cents
a Number. To cash yearly

subscri or is given either the Boss‘ or Chart Premium described above. “Run the Premium

are sent, 15 cents extra must be received with each subscription to pay postage on the jouamu.

and the expense of boxing and packing the Bust, which will
be

sent by express, or No. a, a

smaller size, or the Chart Premium, will be sent by mail, post-paid.

Send amount in P. O. Orders, P. N., Drafts on New York, or in Registered Letters.
Poet

sge-stamps will be received. Assn-rs WANTED. Send to cents for specimen Number. Prgnun:

List, Posters, etc. Address

FOWLER it WELLS (20.. Publishers, 753 Broadway, New lurk.
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